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I.l.H.R. Bangalore Centre; -

The centre is entrusted to work on Solanum Viaruia

Periwinkle, Rose geranium and Patchouli crops. The

centre has also ‘initiated studies on Jasminium grandi-

florum exploration and do a ist ication studies. It has

developed a culture in Solanum vlarrium (IIHH 24-11)

under release for high density planting.

Extension Work;

Extension booklet and Pharophlets, on cultivation

practices on Opium Poppy Palmarosa. Lemagran, Vetiver

have been brought out . The centres have participated

in Kisan Melas. Seed and planting material are also

being distributed to farmers and enterprenure from

all the centres . The scientists in co-ordination unit

and at the Project station have given T.V. and Radio

talks on cultivation and primary processing of these

crops important out extention artiqjles in popular

Agriculture Journals during the year.
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THURSDAY, NOVICMHER S. 1874

THE PROSPECTS OF THE EN/tOU'AfEHP OF
RESEARCH

W ITH this number a new volume of Naiurf, is

commenced, and consequently it will not bo

inappropriate to take the opportunity of presenting some

sort of review of the present position of a subject to-

wards which we have always been ready to devote much
of our space. We propose to show that the important

evidence given before the Royal Commission on the

Advancement of Science, and the Reports which that

Commission has .alrc.idy issued, have not been without in-

fluence in the matter, whilst the publication of the Report

of the University Commissioners renders it the more

necessary not to relax our eflbrts in pressing this question

continually upon the pubhc It is most encouraging also

to notice as another symptom that ordinary opinion is

gradually coming round to the views we have so long

advocated, that the daily and weekly press have during

the past month opened their columns to articles and

correspondence on this subject, and that journalists no

longer regard the proposal to endow scientific research as

a visionary and wild scheme, but now consider it worthy

of much consideration and intelligent criticism. Even at

the Universities considerable progress in the right direc-

tion seems to have been made, which is the more deserv-

ing of attention when it is recollected that the Colleges

have m most cases great constitutional difficulties to

overcome before that they can carry into execution the

smallest reform.

At the end of the first volume of the Report of the

University Commissioners there is printed in the Appen-

diz a comprehensive scheme for a redistribution of their

revenues, which has in principle been unanimously

adopted by the governing body of New College, Oxford.

It represents a plan of reform, the most fundamental in

its principles and the most elaborate in its details which

has yet been offered to the public, and shows in all its

features bow willing the more enlightened Colleges are to

adapt themselvea to modem requirements. The date of

the adoption of the report of a select comipittec embody-
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mg this scheme is October 8, 1873, and the contents of

the report prove no less certainly than the date of its

adoption that the labours of the Royal Commission
on the Adv.mcement of Science have not been thrown

away “The encouragement of mature learning, as

distmet from te.iching,” is expressly recognised as one

of the four objects which College Fellowships should

serve ; and accordingly, "this purpose is met by provid-

ing for the election to Fellowships, and for the retention

in Fellowships, of persons who have given proof of real

interest .ind aptitude m literary or scientific studies.”

These Fellowships arc elsewhere described as “ held merely

on the general condition of study,” and the election ma>
be without examination in the case of a person already

eminent m literature or science AU the Fellowships to

which no educational or bursarial duties arc attached are

Hmitc l to a period of seven years, and the proposed
cmotiinicnt is 200/ per annum; but “the College shall

have power to re-elect once or more times, for periods of

seven years, any Fellow who is engaged m literary or

scientific study, which » likely to produce results of per-

manent value in published writings.” These proposals

form pait of a scheme m which the College committee
dispose m vanous ways of a total annual sum of 16,000/,

at which amount they estimate their divisible revenue at

the end of the present century ; and though there m.ay

be several details in the entire scheme which suggest

criticism, yet New College wdl always deserve a high

meed of praise for being the first college to break through

the ancient traditions which have hitherto prevented the

corporate revenues of these institutions from being directly

utilised for objects disconnected with education. The
revised statutes of University College, which have been

approved by her Maj'city in Council, ^so deserve notice

in that they reserve power to the College to elect to a

Fellowship without cxiunination “ any person of special

eminence in literature, science, or ait.” It is true that

this clause is merely a modification of one which already

occupies a place in the ordinances of the majonty of the

Oxford Colleges, which gives the same power, with the

proviso that such person shall have received an honorary

degree from the Convocation of the Universitj. But as

this clause has never yet, to our knowledge, been acted

upon, the necessary inference is that the proviso, which
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appears sound in priact^^ it Ibtoiii in Itsitiie, tiiat nel diuiidliM la io ^bUih hii claim to a

insuperable obstacle. U We fe WicM tnat ifib WWWh endowment ^iit Ite hii p^otWy served an

revised statutes of Ballwl, lo blcfi Cotiege the outside j^iprentic^lii of sbnte ten ^e^ P®^
world is wont to looic as tfce |^der in all reform, ordain mat i^llK contifindl proofs tn hfa i^tltocfo dhd diligence,

that all Fellowships iWl Miined ilt> aftSf examination add wm receive re^oW payment oy ^Its amounting to
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persons eminentilr t^utdified td lx efloege tutors. It doe! didates would be origldally seiSfeted dn the nomination of

not appear from the RefiOrt Bt th£ Commission that the the proibssor under whom they have studM, tempered

Cambridge Colieges have yet taken any dteps to ipprd- by a moderate examination to exclude maxiifost incom-

priate definitely any portion of their endowments to the petence ; and during their long period of probauon they

encouragement of scientific research ; but it is a matter ^ he continually liable to rej^ion, if it be found by the

ofcommon notoriety that at the October election to Rellow- Ixtard to which this duty is entrust^ that they are dot

ships at Tnnity College, a candidate was successful whose

chief qualification was that he had already accomplished

good original work in cmbryological invesligation ; .and

Cambridge men may therefore boast that this one fact is

worth all the schemes ofthe sister University. Doth Oxford

and Cambridge, however, will have to do much more

th.on they have yet attempted, or than most of their

members would appear to have yet conceived, before they

can satisfy the public wants and justify the retention of

their wealth as it now stands disclosed.

In other respects also we are glad to observe that the

objectors to the endowment of research are growing less

numerous and less violent, and that the details of a

scheme by which this object may be furthered are be-

coming more acceptable to the general public. The
question was brought into prominence by an article in

the last number of the Forlnif^hily Rez'tnVy and the

writer of that article has not been slow to strengthen his

positions and answer all opponents in the daily and the

weekly press. We must confess that we tmve been

fairly surprised to see with what general acceptance Ins

thoroughgoing views have been met, and they merely

require the approval of persons eminent m their particular

sciences in order that (hey may carry conviction to all

impartial minds. The evening organ of the Conser-

vative party concludes a notice of them with the follow-

ing judicious sentence, which could not have been written

a bare twelvemonth ago •—“ The general pnnciple of the

need of some sort of endowment for science is generally

admitted, and in the mam features of the scheme there is

much to recommend it to a prudent public." The remain-

ing evening p<apers, which have all called attention to the

scheme, are, if not so laudatory, at least cntical rather than

hostde ;
for the bme seems to have passed when the matter

can be thought deserving of bemg laughed down with a

sneer. We feel bound to refer more particularly to a letter

contained in the Spectator of October 24, written by the

gentleman referred to above, and entitled, “A Draft

Scheme for Kndowing Research.” The intention of the

letter is to show that it is practicable, by means of a
judicious application of precarious salaries, to train up a
class of scientific investigators, and that it is a safe invest-

ment to give endowments to young men before they have
reached eminence in their studies. This point deserves

the more attention because it appears to be now
widely granted that sinecure posts ought to be pro-

vided for men of saence who are already famous
for their discoveries, and for this latter object the

Colleges have at present sufficient power, if only the

will also were there. The essence of this draft scheme
is to be found in the principle, at once comprdiensive and

worth the money they arc receiving. This plan, no doubt,

is well worthy of trial at a central University, where the

prolonged course of study under the superintendence of

professors naturally lends itself to its adoption, and it

could scarcely be perverted to greater wastefulness than

at present characterises the Fellowship system at Oxford

and Cambridge. It may, however, be plausibly suggested

that somethmg less elaborate m system and more closely

adapted to the wants of speeific studies would be required

in the pecuniary encouragement of research which it is

the duty of the nation, independently of the Universities,

to undertake.

GRESHAM COLLEGE

I
N the previous article we speak of the advancement of

of scientific research, and here we wish to refer to ah
excellent .irticle in Monday’s Datly News connected with

the advancement of education. The misuse and idle-

ness of the untold wealth of the London City Companies

we have frequently referred to ;
but until the Datly News

unearthed the facts contamed m its article, few people

were aware of the existence of an institution which is

one of the most striking anachronisms of our time, and the

uselessness of whose endowments is provoking, now that

the importance of scientific education to all chisses is

beginning to be keenly felt, and when its progress is so

much hampered by want of means The writer in the

Datly News deserves the greatest credit for the trouble

he must have put himself to in obtaining the facts about

the institution known as “Gresham CoU^,* and for

the uncompromismg way in which he has stated the facts

of the case It is indeed a hopeful sign of the recognised

importance of sound scientific teaching, when the daily

press espouses its cause so heartily.

The Datly News article begms by referring to the

admirable system of lectures to working men daring the

winter at South Kensington in connection with the School
of Mines, and which are so popular that many ore shut

out from want of room m the lecture theatre. Each Pro-

fessor now gives a course of six lectures in alternate years,

an average of twenty-four lectures being thus given in the
course of the year, in the plamest Enghsh, by Professors

of the first rank, for the nominal fee of one penny per lee-

turc. " More thronged, more silent, or more attentive

audiences,” to quote the Daily News article, “than those
which attend these lectures to working men it would be
impossible to find, even in the halls of the most learned
of learned societies.” This, combined with the results of

some of the examinations in the Scieice and Art Depart-

ment, seems to us to prove the leadtttesrand eagetnoit
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of woridnf men to take advantage of instruction in science

when there la tome guarantee that such instruction is

sound and earnest ; and it is a pity, when this is the case,

that any time should be lost m devising some system of

scientific and technical education suited for the wants of

the whole country. At all events the pabulum provided

at Gresham College is a sad mockery of this wide-

spread craving for knowledge. Again, to quote the

writer in the Daily News

.

“ While the West is thus

enlightened by modem science, in the Hast a phan-

tasm bedizened in the worh-out rags and tatters of

scholasticism provokes contemptuous laughter. In the

large lecture theatre which occupies the greater part of

the building at the comer of Gresham and Basinghall

streets, to an audience composed of perhaps half a dozen

persons, who have drifted in from mere idle curiosity, an

English divine will read a lecture on astrono ly m the

Latin tongue, followed an hour later by an Ei glibh lecture

but little better attended. This, with similar curious

exhibitions dunng Term time, is the outcome of .Sir

Thomas Gresham's bequest, and the functions of those

who were once resident Professors have dwindled to the

delivery of these almost un.attended lectures.” The
writet then goes on to tell the melancholy history of the

Gresham Fund, and he tells it so well that wc shall give

the story nearly in his own words.

“The atrophy of Gresham College is well worthy of

notice. By the wilt of Sir Thomas Gresham, the great

merchant of F.lizabeth’s time, and the Founder of the

Royal Exchange, were bequeathed, in moieties to the City

and Corporation of London and to the Company of Mer-

cers, under certain conditions,
‘ the buildings m London

caU^ the Royal Exchange, and all pawns and shops,

cellars, vaults, messuages and tenements, adjoyning to

the said Royal Exchange.’ To the foundation of a col-

lie, ‘myne now dwelling-house in the p.insh of St.

Helens in Hishopsgate and St. Peters the Poor’ was

devoted, and the ‘ Mayor and Commonalty ’ of the City

of London were charged with ‘ the sustentation, main-

tenance, and finding ’ of four persons to read Icctuics on

Divmity, Astronomy, Music, and Geometry in the s.nd

dwelling-house—a stately mansion. The Comp.iny of

Mercers was charged with the maintenance of three Pro-

fessors to lecture on Law, Physic, and Rhetoric, and on

both the City and the Company of Mercers was enjoined

the performance of sundry charitable duties towards

almsmen, poor prisoners, and the like. Celibacy was

pronounced an absolute condition of professorship, and

the seven lecturers were to reside in ‘myne now dwelling-

house,’ and were e.ach to receive fifty pounds yearly—no

inconsiderable remuneration in the year of grace 157$,

when good Sir Thomas set his ‘seal with the grass-

hopper ’ to his last will and testament.” For a considerable

period after the founder’s deathGresham College appears to

have rcitafuned an important institution. Here, on Nov. 28,

ififiq, the foundation of the Royal Society was deaded

upon by a knot of philosophers who had assembled to

lilten to a lecture on astronomy by Christopher Wren, at

that time a resident Professor in the old Gresham Man-
rion, where the chair of Geometry was filled by the cele-

brated Hooke. Escaping the Great Fire of London,

Gresham College, still a flourishing institution, served for

« while as Guildhall and Exchange to what was left of the

City, but within the following forty years fell mto that

decadence from which it has never smee emerged. In

1706 a memorial was laid before the Lord Mayor and the

Court of Aldermen, setting forth grave causes of com-
plaint against the Professors. A dashing pamphleteer of

the period also declared that the Professors, albeit “ gen-
tlemen of civility, ingenuity, and candour,” yet seemed to

discover an “ unwilhngness and reluctoncy to perform
their work, because it required some pains and attend-

ance, and were so far from the ambition of being crowded
with .auditors that tlicy seemed rather to desire to have
none at all*

“This state of things was bad enough,’ continues

the wnter in the Da/ly Newt, “ but worse was to follow.

In 1768, with the consent of the Grand Committee of the

Gresham Trust—which consisted then, as now, of four

aldermen and eight commoners of the City of London,
and twelve commoners for the Company of Mercers—the
Gresham Mansion and the site on which it was built were

.dienatcd to the Crown for the purpose of building a new
Excise Ufiice. ‘ Myne dwelling-house ’ had been scan-

dalously neglected, and allowed to fall into such a dilapi-

dated condition that its imworthy guardi.ins parted with

It in consideration of the payment to the City and the

Mercers’ Company of a perpetual rent of 500/. per annum,
the City and Company paying 1,800/. down towards the

cost of pulling down the ancient building and erecting

the new office. By this transaction an estate of great

value was sacrificed, the handsomest house m London
tom down, and the collegiate establishment entirely

subverted. A room at the Royal Exchange was set apart

for reading the lectures, celibacy was no longer made a

condition of professorship, and residence w.as dispensed

with as a matter of course—the lecturers being each

allowed $0/. yearly, m lieu of apartments, over and above

the original salary of 50/. Owmg partly to the incapacity

of the Professors and partly to the inconvenient hours at

which the lectures were delivered, the attendance of the

public diminished, until between the years 1800 and 1820

the average number of the audience was only ten at each
English lecture and thirteen at all the Latin lectures for

the whole year. On the burning of the Royal Exchange
Gresham College became a nomad mstitution, the lectures

bemg mumbled or gabbled over 111 any hole or corner, until

1841, when the Gresh.am Committee purchased the present

site, and erected on it a handsome lecture theatre at a cost

of 7fiool On vanous occasions attempts have been made
to modify the constitution of Gresham College ; but

although It was found possible to entirely overturn the

provisions of the ‘pious founder’ in 1768, all subsequent

interference has been met by the most determ'n'-d rppo-

sition. It will hardly be credited that a prolonged struggle

ensued before the Professors could be brought to issue a

syllabus of the lectures to be delivered in each term,

bull greater difficulty was experienced in transferring the

hours of lecturing to the evemng. This mnovation

was firmly resistto, and it was only by waiting till the

tough old irfcconcileables were gathered to their fathers

that It was at last earned out.

“ Very slight improvement has taken place under the

new order of things. Shortly before dr dock on the

evenings designated in the syllabus the I of Gresham

CoHego arc opened, and a superb beadle looks out to see
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if any human being will be weak enough to enter the

hall of dulness As the clock bands closely approach the

hour a thrill of excitement passes through the lecturer and

the beadle. Two misguided persons have strayed into the

huilding, and on the arrival of a third depends the reading

of the Latin lecture, which is not delivered to a smaller

audience than three Should the third unwelcome guest

put in an appearance the deed must be done—the lecturer

must make a show of earning the 4/. jr tfL he gets for

reading the Latin discourse. Looking rather flustered

—

perhaps by tbc consciousness that three wicked wags

have conspired to make him work he opens a well-dog’s-

eared manuscript, and, reading at a tremendous pace,

dishes through a composition which, as a rule, sets

cnticism at defiance. The good old traditional policy of

driving auditors away is well kept up. Long Greek quo-

tations loosely patched together by a rigmarole of doubtful

Latinity, and rattled over with an evident intention of

getting to the fin.il dtxi as quickly as possible, are not

calculated to enchain the attention of a modern audience.

It is only fair to admit that the lecturer sometimes shows

a keen appreciation of the dreary farce in which he is

llie rliief actor, and on these occasions condescends to

address a few words—m English—to such of the audience

as may be ‘ in at the death.’ Feeling that a lecture in

Latin needs not, therefore, be either tedious, stupid, or

confused, he acknowledges the miserable quality of the

rubbish be has just rattled through, and excuses it on the

ground that the attendance is not sufficiently great to

encourage the production of a good lecture; adding,

moreover, that if more people came more pains would be

token. This solemn mockery is repeated every term, so

tliat if all the Latin lectures were read, the majority of

the professors would each deliver twelve English and

twelve Latin discourses for his 100/. per annum—by no

means an excessive rate of payment if the lectures really

instructed anybody in anything. Unfortunately, as at

present conducted, Gresham College is utterly and com-

pletely useless to .ony human bemg save only the pro-

fessors and the beadles, who draw their salaries with

commendable punctuabty. Another matter for regret is,

that net only is the use of a commodmus building lost,

but that a collection of books, whicli if placed in the

City Library would be accessible to students, lies buried

in the unprofitable seclusion of the College. If the

Gresham Committee take no interest in the important

trust confided to them, it is indeed high time that public

attention was directed to an antiquated and transparent

sham, a disgrace ahke to the age and to the city m which

It IS perpetrated.”

We hope that this unsparing exposure will lead to an
inquiry into the abuse, and an appropriation of the

valuable funds to a purpose much more consistent

with the spirit of the will of the benevolent and well-

meaning founder.

H.tlCKEL'S DEVELOPMENT OF MAN
AnihropogenU Oder Entwickelungsgeschichte ties Men-

s hen; gememverttnndhche wissenschajlltche Vorlrage,

von Ernst H®ckeL (Leipzig . Engelmann, 1874.)

The new volume of so-callcd popular lectures by Prof.

Hccckel bears somewhat the same relation to " The
Descent of Man" which his " Schbpiiingsgeschichte

"

did to "The Origin of Species." Few who are ac-

quainted with Mr. Darwin’s writings will agree srith the

criticism lately put forth from the chair of the British

Association that they need an expounder. Those, how-
ever, who are dissatisfied with his patient analysis of

facts and sober deduction of principles will find abundant
exposition and extension in such works of his disciples

as “ The Beginnings of Life,” " The History of Creation,"

and the present volume.

In cmicising the vast system of dogmatic cosmogony
which is here built up m lectures before a popular audi-

ence, one would not for a moment confound it with

the flippant confidence of scidists who attack or
defend the theory of evolution, not on its scientific

merits, but because it seems to them to support some
theological or antitheological prejudice. But it is a
matter of deep concern that so justly eminent a biologist

as Prof. Hccckel should allow himself, in treating a
subject which above all demands the dry light of im-
partial judgment, to adopt the style of those “ who are
not of his school—or any school.”

The fact is, that the extremely difiicult subject of the
phjiogeny of man, demanding an accurate knowledge of

embryology and comparative anatomy, both recent and
fossil, is not at all fitted for popular treatment. Popu-
larising science ought to mean persuading people to

work at some of its branches until they learn to love it

not altering its character so as to make it please the’

itching ears of idlers.

The really valuable parts of the " SchOpfungsgeschiebte”

and the “ Anthropogeme " must be at once useless and
distasteful to sudi readers

; and if they accept all the
"advanced” theoncs laid cut and dri^ before them,
they will be Icarnmg a bad lesson in biology. If they
happen to have one set of prejudices, they will denounce
all science as an invention of the devil ; or if they have
another, they will degrade it into a mere instrument to

insult the feelings of their neighbours. Prof. Haeckel
assures his hearers that the history of development con-
tarns more valuable knowledge than most sciences and
all revelations

;
but, whether more or less important, the

secrets of nature, like those of revelation, can only be
gradually learned with patient car and reverent spirit:

they are meaningless or mischievous when accepted with-

out pains or preparation.

Unfortunately, in these lectures the teacher frankly

drops the character of the student of natum and assumes
that of the combaUnt Even in the preface he attaidu the
“black International* of Rome, "jener unheilbrutender
Schaar,” with which “ at last—at last the spiritual war
has begun.” We see "the banners unfurUri,"we heu
"the tnimpeta blown, which muster the hosts for this

gigantic struggle.” We are shown “whole ranks of
dualistic fallacies falling before the chain-shot of
artillery, and libraries of Kirchenweisheit and After-

philosophie (sic) melting mto nothing bdbre the tun of
the History of Development.” But when these meta-
phors arc dropt, we find.that the objects of this gigantic
strife arc to prevent certain (unspecified) tfarhing jn

primary schools, to suppress convenU and celibacy by
law, to expunge Sundays and saints’ days from the
calendar, and to forbid religious procewions in the
itreeU!
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After this extraordinary preface, Prof. Hseckcl enters on

the more serious part of the b<mk by a history of the

doctrine of development. Passing rapidly from Aristotle

and the founders of biology in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, he describes at some length the dis-

coveries of Wolif (published in 1759), which were so long

and so unjustly neglected ; the scarcely less splendid

researches of the now venerable Von Baer (1827), and

those of Mr. Darwin, from the appearance of the “ Origin

of Species” in 1859 to the present time. Among the

ontogenists, beside Wolff and Von Baer, whom he

justly places in the first rank, due mention is m.idc

of Pander, Rathkd, Bischoff, Johannes Muller, Kollikcr,

Remak, Frit* Muller, and Kovalevsky. But while

most English embryologists (and histologist! too) will

probably agree in substance with our author’s judg-

ment on the doctrmes of Reichert and of Mis, they

would scarcely speak of a distinguished living anatomist

as “dieserj ai^erordentlich unidarc und wuste Kopf.”

Among the philogenists who preceded I3jirwin, particular

attention is paid to the speculations of Lamarck, in his

“ Philosophie Zoologique,” which were published in 1809,

and thus exactly divided the century which elapsed be-

tween the first great work on the subject, Wolff’s “ Theori.i

generationis,” and the last, Darwin’s “ Origin of Species
;

”

and also to those of Goethe, extracts from whose writings,

both prose and verse, are scattered up and down the

volume, not only in the text, but on the fly-leaves and
other blank spaces. We venture to think that both here

and elsewhere Prof, ILi.>ckel has put too high a value on

these pre-Darwinian speculations. He discovers who
proves and neither Lamarck nor Goethe could justify

their guesses by facts They happened to be right, just

as among all the random guesses of the ancient Greek

cosmologists Thales happened to have hit on the true

relation of the sun to the earth, probably from his being

less and not more philosophical than his fellows. If

some of the assertions of modern spiritualists or phreno-

logists should hereafter turn out to be true, they would

no less deserve the condemn.ation of a future generation

for believing what, on the facts within their knowledge,

they had no business to believe.

The chapters which succeed arc devoted to a clear and

tolerably full account of the development of the human
embryo from the ovuin-ccU to the stratification of the

blastoderm. The only fault to find with this part of the

book (and its ments need no praise for those who arc

acquainted with our author’s skill in exposition of a dilfi-

cult subject) is the exaggeration of such phrases as this

“ The process of fecundation is very simple, and involves

nothing at all peculiarly mysterious.” In one sense, of

course, this is true ; the ultimate mystery of every func-

tion, organic or inorganic, is equal ; but fecundation, like

other organic functions, has the peculiar mystery tb-it we
cannot yet rank it with other mysteries. Most of us

believe Uiat one day each movement of each particle of

the ovum will receive its appropriate physical explana-

tion, but till then we must be content to call them vital,

just as we call other movements chemical ; and even a

popular lecture should not anticipate the advance of

science.

The most imporunt position maintained in this part of

the book is that in Vertebrata the two primitive blasto-

dermic layers (epiblast and hypoblast of Huxley, exoderm
and entoderm) differentiate each into two, as in Vermes,

and that the mesoblast (motorgernunal layer of Kcmak)
subsequently arises by coalescence of Von Baer’s Fleisch-

schicht or Hautfascrblatt and Gefassschicht or Darm-
foscrblatt. The various opinions which have been put

forth on this difficult subject arc discussed, and the

author’s view illustrated by some coloured figures. In

the number of the Quarterly Microsioptcal yournal for

last April there is an article by Prof. Hocckcl (very ill-

translated) on the “ Gastnea” theory which was piP

forth in his valuable work on “ Calcareous Sponges ,”

and there he discusses the homologies of the secondary

germ-layers. To it we may refer the English reader as

an exposition of this part of the subject, and unfortu-

nately as another instance in justification of wh.at has

been said of the dogmatic confidence and undignified

personalities which disfigure the present volume.

The description of the further development of the

human embryo, including a short account of the origin

of the various organs, is an excellent example of how a

very comphc.ited subject may be explained and illustrated

The figures from Bischoff, Kollikcr, Gegenbaur, and other

anatomists arc somewhat coarsely reproduced, but arc

supplemented by some new drawings on stone. These

chapters, however, on human ontogeny and organogeny

are unexceptionable and somewhat commonplace. 1 hey

seem to be chiefly introduced for tlie sake of the philogeny

which occupies the third series of lectures. It is the

close connection between the known development of the

individual and the hypothetical development of the race

which It IS the merit or demerit of the book to expound

to a popular audience, .ind to this subject we hope to refer

in a future .irticlc.

LETTER'^ TO THE EDITOR
{The EJttor JiKS not hM hmsitf 1 (spousthh foeofitnieiis e^Jnesml

bv ha loiresfitnilotls A'either inn he umUrtake to tetmn,
or to correspond with the wnteis vj, rcjatid manusiriph
No notueu taUn ofanonvmoia lommunuations

]

Migration of Birds

1 HAVb to thank Mr Wallace and Mr Uoinaiics for tliiir

remarks (Naiukk, vol x pp 459 and 520) on the article 111

which 1 drew attention to this subject The former esjiecially

has laid all oimthologuts under an oldigalion for (he chnrac
tenstic skill with which he has illustrated the way whereby
migratory liabilh have must likely been bioiight about I think

il U very possible, as he suggests, " that every gradation suit

exists in various parts of the world, from a ci>m|iletu comcidenci

to a complete scjiaration of the breeding and sulisistcncc areas,”

and that “ we may find every link between species which never

leave a restricted area m which they brecil and live the whole
yc.'ir round, to those other cases m which the .areas are .ilisolutcly

separated.” Still, I cannot point out any species a Inch Ihclicic

to be, as a species, strictly non iiiigratoty No donbt many
persons would at first lie iniliiieil to name half a do/cn or more
which arc unquestionably resident with us during the whole year,

and even inhabit the same very limited spot liut I think that

more careful observation ui the birds which arc about us, to say

nothing of an examination of the writingi of foreign ub'U.rver.,

will show that none of them are entirely free from the migratory

impulse. Perhaps the nearest approach, among limish binl-, to

an absolutely nuii-migrant may be found in our tainilMr I ledge

Sparrow. I’eTSunollr, 1 have never lieen able to detect any
movement m this bird, but one has only to turn to works on the

ornithology of Uie extreme north and sontli of hurojie to sec that

it b affected like the rest, and even m the Orkneys 11 b desenbeU

a an oceawmal autumnal vuitant. However, in most of the
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poulbly only the young of this specivs which migrate, and the

adults, having once (iiM on'a place of residence, may stick to h

;

so that here we have a cose which will almost bear out Mr.

Wallace’s supposition. With this, however, he stops, and I am
sor^ to say ofers no suggestion as to tbe way in which migration

The question which Mr. Romanes puts would tic more ap-

propriately answered by Mr. Tcgetmeicr, and I hope he will be
induced to do so. I can only say that that gentleman has

repeatedly urged his views on me in conversation and upon the

public in hulxiolcs (see “Pigeons, their .Structure,” iVc., pp
84, 8s, and “The Homing or Carrier Pigeon," pp. 37--43,

105 —118) which, being ready of access, I need not here quote.

To limit myself to whid I am alone answerable for, 1 would t».j

that when declaring that sight alone cannot be much aid to blrdb

while migrating, 1 bad especially in mind the almost peculiar case

of the Scandinavian form of Dluclhroat (RiUicilla sunnta), which
winters In Egypt and the NileValley,and summers in the northern

or mountainous iiarts of Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Kn<isia;

while, though no doubt poaslng regularly twice a year over the

mtervening countnes of Europe, it is there so singularly scarce

as to have been, until of late years, almost unknown to the best

of German ornithologists. For the benefit of such of my
readers ns are nnacquamted with the bird, I may add that tlie

cock has a conspicuous and beautiful plumage, a fine song, and
habits which, m the spring of the year, cannot be called unob.
tmsive If, thcrefaR, it did commonly occur in Germany

—

where 1 should state that a kindred form {A'litwiUa UucocyMta)
11 very well known—it could not escape observation Won-
derful us the feat looks, it would therefore seem as though this

Scandinavian Bluethroid passed over PZurope at a stretch, and if

to, I cannot conceive its flight being guided by any landmarks.
Furthermore, there u ground for believing that some of the

migrations of many species, particularly of water-birds, arc

performed at night, when sight, one would think, can be of
little use to tliem. But, to be boncsl, 1 must confess that dark,

cloudy nights seem to disconcert the travellers. On such mgbts
the attention of olliers besides myself has often been directed to

the cries of a mixed multitude of birds havering over this and
other towns, apparently at a loss whii her to proccM, and attracted

by the light or the street-lamps.

One other point only need I now mention , this is Mr.
Romanes’s assertion that “m the case of all migratory birds,

tbe jounger generations fly in company with the older ones,’’

w huh IS at variance with a statiment (hitherto, I btheve, un-

controverted) of Temmmek's •—“On pent pour un fail que Ics

jeunes et Ics vieux voyogont toujoiirs SL^rcnieiit, le plus souvent
par les routes dlfferentes." (Man d’Orn. ed a, iii Introduc-

tion, p xhii note) Ai vRtii Niwion
Magdalene College, Cambridge, Nov 2

Insects and the Colours of Flowers

Thkiif is one point connected with Mr. Darwin’s explanation

of the bright colours of flowers which 1 have never seen referred

to Tbe assumed attractiveness of bright colours to insects

would ap()car to mvolve the supposition that the colour-vision of
insects IS approximately tbe same as our own Surely this is a
good deal to take for granted, when it is knowm that even among
ourselves colour-vision vanes greatly, and that no inconsiderable

number of persona exist to whom, for example, tbe red of the
scarlet geranium is no blight colour at all, but almost a match
with the leaves. Rayleioh

Whittinghame, f’reston Kirk

Sounding and Sensitive Flames

A SKVtRK Indisposition, whicli disabled me from correspon-
dence dunng nearly the whole of last month, prcvcntcil me from
acknowledging as soon os it appeared m Natiike (voL x. p, Z14)
Prof Bairett's excellent communication on Sounding and Sensi^
Flames, repEmg to my letter on the ssme subject at page 233 of
this volume. Prof. Barrett supplied me with many useful r^erenoo,
and with one at least the want of which led me to misrepresent
his conneetian with the discovery of sensitive properties in anil-

nbly adjusted wire-game flames, for which 1 bod sought in

magaxiiw and journals for some months previously m vum. A
note of the original description of Mr. Barry’s experiment m
Natdu, voL v.p. 30^ had in the meanume been pointed out to
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me m another record of very similar experiments, whidi is itsdf

also, 1 have no doubt, the same account of “further expe-

riments with the same kind of flame,’’ that Prof. Barrett cites an

appearing In the JeHnuilofth* fratMtit InsMute for April iSyn^

to arhichl have not been able to obtam access. The nearer channel

to which I was referred for its perusal is the PhUastj^ai Afaga-

forione 1872, whereapaper Is briefly extracted from the-^/nr.

j/aumal ofScunce ot the preceding month, describing new
expeiimenu wim Bony’s sensitive flame, by Mr. W. E. Geyer,

of the Stevens Institute oi Technoli^, in tlie United States.

By placing a wide lube over the flame at a proper height

It liecame sounding, or, if silent, might be made sensitive in

such a way as to sound at the slightest hiss or rustle, and on
produciDg any jingling or tinkling sounds In its neighbourhood.

Thus the flame sounded twice on pronouncing to it the word
"sensitive,'’ showing its instantaneous affectioli even by mo-
mentary sibilant sounds. By varying the experiment, an oppo-
site condition of the flame was obtained, in wliich it continued

sounding until checked by a bisi or rustle from without. It u
oliserved by the editor of tlie Ameruatt Journal of Saeiur, in a
note to Mr. Geyeris paper, that m the number for .September

1871, of the Aliimtmr Scienltfinut, a form of apparatus and
expenmeiit apparently identical with Mr. Barry’s is noticed as

having been made by Prof Govi at Turin, and this was a few
months prior to the letter m which the account of his experi-

ments is given by Mr. Barry to Prof. Tyndall Thus the sen-

sitive properties of certam wire-gauze flames, like the properly

of such flames to excite very readily musical vibrations, msybave
had many independent discoverers, the value of such dis-

covencs is now, as it must have ever been, the new light which
one IS capable of throwing upon another. The rapid publication

of results uigently requires their frequent collection and com-
parison together ; and this process, pressing and uigent as it Is,

seldom fails in expenencM hands to prove a connection, to

bind together a chain of consequences, and to leave a subject

in general lielter explored and emliellished with new-found iUni-

trations than it wus before. Such was tbe successful treat-

ment, a few years ago, by Prof. Tindall, of the question of
sounding and sensitive flames when it was shown by beaubful
illustratioiis of .Savart’s sensitive walcr-jets, and liy equally
iiigemoiis and new expeiimeiits with smuke-jets os substltutw
for flames, that sensitiveness is a residing property of hquid
veins and gxii jets, independently^ in the latter case, of their
being liglitM. 'i'he laws of fluid pressure and motion, and
apparenUy foremost of all those of capillaty attraction 111 liquids
and of mutual friction and dilTusion m gases, and not the
energies of heat and con.lmstion of a flame, preside prin-
cipally over the observed phenomena. The bifurcated head, or
low ruffled brush to which the tall wand like sensitive jet is

saddenljr reduced, is but the glowing rcpresenlallon of the form
which, if It were sistble to the eye, the unlighted jet would,
under the same cirtumstnnces, be oliserved to take This is at
least in general terms, and perhaps also in plain and fairly accurate
statement of the real facts, the simple re-sull whidi the collection
and elucidation of the most brilliant then known experiments
illustrating sensitive flames, Icil a philusouher of Prof. Tyndall's
enlightened sagacity and skill m physural investigations to adopt.
There can be no doubt of Its substantial correctaeis m the in-
creasing array of cases to which it may be successfully applied.
The flame is but on illuminated cIHgy of some of the lowest pons
of the issuing gas column, whether tranquil or disturbed, umosc
Mper parts it removes and replaces by products of combustion.
The lower parts are also marred in their form by heat, bat not
so much os to obliterate the original character, shape, and
dimensions of the part of the gas column that it rejuMents.
The flame terminates upwards and ceases to represent the
unlighted column further when it has found surface of contact
enough with tbe outer air to effect the complete com-
bustion of the gas. Tbe up-dmught of vidently heated
products of combustion near the base impedes the access of
fresh air to parts near the summit of the flame, and it must,
besides, deform them otherwise, sometimes even rhythmically,
as m tlic unsteady throbbing flame of an ill-tnnu^ lamp
or of a caudle burning m its socket. The noisy roar with which
flarbig of gas-flames is attended tells us also of the uneven mix-
ture of the gas and .nr supplies with each other m the flame,
and reminds ns of the rapid fire of small explosions tl^t must
probably introduce new sources of confusion In its form. If
these explosions, however, are regularly timed, they can be
mode to maintam the simple niiisiau note of harmonic j
and tboe flames again, wholly d^umdent as they aj^eer to be
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oa thdr oombnttion for the muneal Round* that they emit, mut.
It appear* firom Count Schaflitotch’* and ProC Tyndall’* wdl>
)aaim. ezperiinentt, ndien placed in certain drcnmttance* of
iUence anq indifference in on open tnb^ be aided by the voice at

a diatance to oommence their tone. Tlie iignabnote fint rti*c!i

certain mechanical vlbratfons in tne ga»-current of the narrow
jet^ that are nace**ary io the outset to produce commotion*
enough of the lingiog flame to make it able to conunuc and
maintain them. The seniitive sounding-flame of Mr. Geyer bears

the lentitiTe wire-gauze flame under the open tube creates in it so

many brisk explo^ona, that the resonance of the soandiog tube
is excited, and is at once exalted to a loud note by the rhythmical
expansions of the flame

; but with the cessation of the external

sound the maintaining impulse ceases, and the wire-gauze flame

whose commotions must be kept up in order to maintain the note
immediately becomes as silent as before.

It is remarkable that the gas prenure used to obtain Barry’s

sensitive flame is not suflicient to produce visible sensitivenea m
the taper-jet alone ; but if the gauze is raised and lowered over
the utilighted let, a proper position is soon found wlicre the cone
of Une flame burning on the gauze above possesses a very high

^ degree of sensibility The use of smoke jets instead of flames

in this arrangement would jierhaps give more positive proofs

than mat yet have been obtained of the cause of the impressi-

bility. It appears, however, scarcely probable that in the short

space of a few inches from the aperture the pin-hole current of un-

iighted gas can increase i« amount of alr-mixturc so math by the

influence of external sounds, that tills would account sufliciently

for the descent of the comcal gauze flame from the pretty stately

eminence of a tall and steadily-burning hiU top, to little more
than the elevation of a stormy beil of low struggling and bustling

flame. The alternative supposition is that the disturbance com-
mences in the meshes of the gauze itself, and that it extends

upwards from them with such rapidly increasing agitation that a
pttfect mixture of the gas-current with the surrounding air, and
Its complete combustion, are thus enabled to take place at veiy

short distances above the gauze
I have been led to ofler these few reflections on some of the

most remarkable examples of sensitive and sounding flames

from a wish to distingnisli in tlicir action as well as jxissible

between the part which purely mechanical forces, and that which

the operations of heat and combustion play separiiily in their

production. The mechanical part of the explanation appears to

consist in supposing the sensitive jet, when it is properly ail

justed, os being in a state cither bordenng upon, or of actually

existing andulation The hissing sound of all air-jcls, if listened for

attentively enough, is a proof of the reality of the disturbance

,

and such sounds, it has been suggested by Sir G Air^, indicate

dismptionsof continuityinthe air roundthe nozzle ofthe jet, arising,

no doubt, from the rapidity with which particles of llie quiescent

external air are there carried off by friction with the gns-ciirrent

of the jet. It IS hardly jiossible that rinz/.r so complete (whin

they exist) should fail to supply the jet wuli a succession of

moke-nngs encircling it and probably travelling up the jet with

diflerent speeds according to their magnitude and the depth to

wliicli they are mvolvcd in the upward current of the gas If a

duposition to regular periodic action exists in the jet (and the

smoother its orifice, and the more steady the supply of gas to

the jet, the more probable this appears to be), a succession of

smoike-rings* of the same sue, and of greater or less strength

occo^ng to the uniform pressure of the gas, may easdy be sup-

posed to course each other up the flame, and being gradually

consumed In ascending, to leave its toll column to the top with

side* OS smooth and even as a rod of glass But if the gas-

ptexsuie u much increased, n phenomenonlike that of companion

cydkwet observed In rotating stornw, perhaps presenU Itself at

tu onfice of the jet, each strung smoke nng as it is formed lieing

• Th* word “ •lnoke-nIl«^" ai her* used accasiomllr, u nut inlcnded m
haply th* prewme* of tm^e in ih* jet or fleme^buMu

“j^nn'
th***«ommnaing air Snch anii^w vortir«

art Bust SuUy seen in liqaidii by drawing a flat Wade through them mih

it* broad »id* in ftont, or, indeed, *• was Uiely «hown 10 me by

Tones Thoniion, who «iippfied mewUh iheir

wtolhelow-IWiSelim below It. If moot blade iidrawn rather rapii^

ditongh water, group* of two or three of thtM nng-vortice* following eaca

Othwla iu trade tun very readily be produced

probably foHoweil by a weaker one (a residual offset from the
first) travelll^ after it with less velocity on the outer snrikee of
the flame. The companion rings are probably overtaken and
destroyed at a certain height m £e flame by the next following
itTong ni^, and the saccession being contmuous, a pufir at a
certain bel^t m tlie flame, where the companion nngs collapse^
throws it there into a permanent excrescence or confiision.
Both ripg* may be broken by the shock, and if of oval forms, a*
they must probably be in some jets, the two projecting halves of
the stronger nng when struck, on sprin^mg ou'wards may thus
appear to illvlde the flame at a certain height above the jet into
two pointed tongues forkmg outwards from each other to a cer-

tain width. This form of sensitive flame was shown to be readily

obtainable by Prof. Barrett by means of a tapering glass quill-

tubejet, the edge* of which on two opposite sides are slightly

ground or snipiied away mto a V-shaped notch Besides the
secondary or companion ring, tertiary and higher order* of fol-

lowing nngs may possibly be formed ; and ei^ strong primary
ring may have to run the gauntlet of several weaker antagonists
before it at last emerges safely, or else is destroyed itself in

its conflicti with them. The flame is lowered to a bushy
bead in the latter case , but if the primaries outlive their

shacks, and if, as might sometimes happen a’so, the secon-
daries alone survive, it seems jiosMble that a sensitive

flame with a short cuntmn.ation of steady flame overtopping
the region of tumult ami confusion, could In this way be oblalnar
The hypothesis seems equally applic.-iblc to gauze flamci, as

nothing can prevent smoke-rings after smoke-nogs from rolling

up the contiguous sides of parallel jets nearly in eontact with
cauh other Indeed, the difliculty of access of the outer .iir to

the spaces between the jets must favour tlie produel 1011 of iw«<i
round the orifices, and accordingly the occurrence of air-whirls.

This Ls perhaps the reason why wire-gauzc flames begin to show
sensitive propertici it gas-piessures so mueh lower thin those

found neeessary in the ease of a single fl.ime burning at a taper

jet The whole array of jets, it may be, in a wire-gauze flame
tiebaves very nearly alike, and the flame as a body bums
whether noisily or silently, in the same manner, but with greatly

increased susceptibility, as a single flime-jct fioin one of the

t
auze-meshes alone would appear to do ^Vhatever mechanical
istinctiun may really exist beluccii the mode of letioii of

the common taper jet .ind llio wirc-ginze scnsitiu' flamvs, it

apjicars, therefore, rather to lie one of a Iiiglier degree of suscepti-

bility at low pressure*, than of any more distantly distinct or

S|>CLial kind, Kven tlie mode of operation of external sounds
upon them is probably very similar m the two exses, for liy rapid

vibiations of the external oir, such as a hiss or shrill whistle

produces, the gas jcl leaving an orifice is shiftul Ixslily to and
Iro oxer its edge--, and nothing c.m more certainly produce partial

.’acuti, ami consequently itr whirls round Us (ircuinfcrence,

than sudden displacements of an air jet laterally over the sides

of itsaptrtnre, even it the tendency to develop them more or

less pcnwlically did not exist already 111 the critieal or “ sensi-

tive^' condition of the jet Axial vibrations, also, or those im-

prevsed by outer distarbances on the gas-iurrent in the orifiie iii

the direction of its flow, cannot be allogclhcr without cITcel in

jirnducing vacua and air-xxliirU at its mouth , and among the

iiiiiltiUides of Ills III thus occurring from the impressed action of

external vibrations 111 .ill directions, a rhythmical selection is

probably made ilejicnding on tin foim of the burner .and the

jxrcssnreof tlie g is. It is dilfieult to imagini- how the jxirtial

air-vacuuni or aspiration constantly existing round the nozzles

of blasl-ajierturcs can bestow its cnerg} whe-n broken into dis-

continuity, rhythmical or otherwise, by a turbulent condition of

the- jet otherwise than by producing, in the peeiili.ir eddy
of Its position, ring shapnl xortices encircling the blast,

but It IS evident that few jets and nozzles can be fasliioned

so smoothly In their inner and outer surfaee* and edges

that the ring vortices will often be complete , mere frag-

ments of rmgs are scattered from tlicir sides which, having

no stability, collapse with shocks and puffs that give tin roaring

and blustenng cluster to the stream With jicrleetlysnioothrsl

orifices there is probaldy every gradation accoixling to the pressure

of tlie gas, from full continuity ol the partial v*cmim or r.irefaetion

round tbejet, abating gradually and uniformly upwards to ulti-

mate disappeamnee by friction with the surrounding air, throngh

a condition of gentle undulations of this cone of rnref.iction

jmrsumg each other up the stream with slackening strength, and

finally losing themselves alsoby frieliun os licfore, to the case of

turbulbnce where the rings of raieiaction are qnuc intermittent,

and separate nng-eddie* more or less distinct from each other,
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of crekter or Icu strcnrth, util travelling up the etream with I

difleicnt ipeeds, take uie place of the more gentle undulation*,

liie distinction between ring-vortices and nng-shaped undulations

is perhaps here too strongly and improperly overdrawn, os, be-

side* the Improbability that eRccts so ex^cmteil os perfect uir-

whirls ore r^ly ever attained In ordinary gos-jets, the properties

of the undulation* that corres]>ond to and lead up to them in

ordinary currents must evidently resemble theirs in oil respects,

so that the deeper and stronger mterior undulatioas move up the

jet more rapidly than open and weaker extenor ones on the sur-

face ; for It seems probable that both vortices and ring-waves of

strongest rareloclion will generally occur nearest to the centre or

axis, and those of weakest rareCsetion furthest from it, or nearer

to the slow-moving outer surface of the jet '1 he effect of the
collision and destruction of a weaker by a stronger ring-wave,

when they overtake each other, is the same as that of jicrfecc

circi^ting whirls ; the balance of pressure in one part of the

circular wave beinc broken by a shock, it collaiises in every

other part, and if both waves are ileitroyi.d, the further progress

of the jet IS inlercejited at that point, and it scatters itself in a
confused cloud at the point of concourse and disruption of

the waves. '1 he loiig-endunng smoke- or steam rings often seen

projected from the funnels of locomotive engines at starting, or

when moving slowly and emittmg separate puffs, illustrate appa-
rently the mutual action of closely packed parallel jets like those

of an ordinary gauze flame , for the impeded passage to the

outer air offered by a number of such surrounding jets, just ns by
the funnel of the locomotive engine, favours the production of a
strong vacuum round the jtt-aperture or blast-pipe, and of a
strong wave or steam-ring, the moment that the jet or blast takes

a side-suing or a sudden leap upwards that calls the action of the
partial vacuum into play A. S H aKSLULL

( 7J> it tuiiimuaf ]

A New and Simple Method for making Carbon Cells
and Platea for Galvanic Batteries

SoMBtime hmee a correspondent asked for an eosv method to

construct carbon plates. A paper ofmine was read In ijection A
St Belfast on the subject, and as it descrilies a proce-ss by which
any experimentalist can construct not only plates but cdls of

carbon, 1 have thought a condensed account of the process may
be appropriate for your columns.

With a syrun made of e<|ual (juantitics of lump-sugar and
water, mtx wood-charcoal in powder with about a sixth part of

a light powder sold by colourmen, called vegetable black '1 he
mixture should hang thickly on any mould dipped into it, ninl

yet be sufficiently fluid to form itselt mto a smooth surface Tlic

vwetablc black considerably helps m this respect.

Moulds of the cells required are made of stiff paper, and
secured by wax or thellac A projection should be made on the 1

top of the mould for a coimectlng piece. These moulds are dipped

into the carbon syrup, so os to cover the outside only, and then

allowed to dry This dippmg and drying u repeateil until the

cells are snfnciently thick. When well dried they are then

boned in sand, and liaked in an oven sufficiently hot to destroy

the Jiaper mould. When cleared from the sand and burnt

[laper the cells are soaked for some hours in dilute hydrochloric

acid, and ogam well dried, then soaked in sugar syrup. When
drv they are then packed with sand m an iron box, gradually

raucil to a white heat and left to cooL Should some of the

cells be cracked, they need not be rejected, but covered with
paper or plaster and dipped m melted paraffin

Koili or platea of carbon can be rolled or pressed out of a
similar composition, but made thicker. Carbon thus made will

be fotmd to have a good metallic ring and a brilliant fracture

Barnstaple, Oct 36 W, Simons

Ingenuity in a Spider

A si'llixa constructed its web in an angle of my garden, tl,e

sides of winch were attached by long threads to shrubs at the

height of nearly three feet from the gravel oath beneath.

Bring much exjxised to the wind, the equinoctial gales of thu
autumn dettroyed the web several times.

The umtions sjuder now oilopted the contrivance here repre-

sented. It secured a conical fragment of gravel with its larger

end upward by two cords, one attached to each of its opposite

tides, to the apn of its wedge-shaped web, and left it suspended

M • moveable weight to be opposed to the effect of such gusts

of air as had destroyed ^the webs previonsly occupying the some
situation.

The spider must have descende i to the gravel path for this

spccml olqcct, and, having attached threads to a stone smted to
Its purpose, must have afterwards raised this by fixing itself npon
the web, and pulling the weight up to a height of mote than two
feet from the ground, where it hung suspended by elastic cords.

The excellence of the contrivance is too evident to require ihr-

ther comment,
Torquay, Oct. 36 John Topham

Note on the Rhynchosaurus Articepa, Owen

RePMiKlNO lately to I’rof Owen’s descnption of the Rhyn-
chosaurus {“ PabTontology," p. 264 ), first discovered by myiell in

3% >0 the New Red Sandstone of Orinshill, near bhrews-
buiy, 1 remarked that in speaking of the iclinoUta supposed to

belong to this animal he says there is an "impreiiioa corre-

spondmg wiih the hinder part of the foot, which reminda one of
a hind toe pohiling backwards, and which, like the hiiul toe of

Bome birds, only touched the ground ”
In this account nothing

u said of any claw being attached to this hind toe, nor have I

met with any description of a claw in other authors. 1 have there-

fore thought It worth while to mention that I possess a ipecimen
from GnnshiU that shows distmctly the impression of a straight

claw pomlmg backw.irds. There is also, on the same slab, the
imjirciHuoii of another smaller fool of only three toes with
strong straight claws, which has licbiiul it a slight impression
corrcsjionding with the hind toe of the larger footpnnts. It is a
curious fact that the claws of the laigcr iiiipression, though larger

than those of the smaller footprint, are so much recurved as not
to ptujeU milch beyond the ends of the toes, while on another
alnb Irom bloreton thcic arc rebels with both straight and re-

curved claws, the latter giving the idea of a foot like that of
the Great Antcater In these .Storeton ichnolites the hmd toe
exhibiU no claw, nor am I sure whether certain rounded ele-

vations represent the smaller footprint in the Onnsbill specimen.
Upon another slab of bloreton stone I have a mark reiembbug
the tail-mark on the slab presented by Mr Strickland to the
Warwickshire Museum, but unfortiin.ilcly the footmarks con-
nected with It are too mdistiiicc to decide its origin In a third

slab from Storeton, besides several impressions with straight

claws, there tv one three inches long, the second toe of which has
a straight claw « m. m length I nave alsu Cheirothcrmm fooi-

jinnts with long straight claws from the same quarries

1 have put these few remarks together to fulfil the wish of Pro'
Owen ** to o'ltam the means of determining the precise modifi-
cations of the locomotive extremities of die Rhynchosaurus. ”

Perhaps by this lime this object may have been aitained, for at
llie Congres des bavans at Parts in 1868 the discovery of two
almost perfect bkelclons was announced, and dtawmgs of them
were exhibited by a professor from Lyons.

T. OoitR Ward
[So far as tlic photograplia can be deciphered, they seem to

bear ont the writer’s stocenients —Rt> ]

r//Zf ALPINE CLUB MAP OB SWITZER-
LAND*

TN Naicre, voI. vi. p. 203, we adverted to the non-
existence of a map of the Alps on a scale sufficiently

large for general purposes, and briefly, referred to the
map which was then being produced under the direction
of a committee of the English Alpine Club with the view
of supplying the want This map, though not yet fimshed,
has bwn recently published. Three sheets are completely
finished, but the fourth is still in outline, and will
exchanged for perfect copies when the hiU-shading is
added.
We believe this to be, so far as it extends, the most

exact map of the Alps which has yet appeared, and pro-
bably no map of its size has ever been produced in this
country with more beauUful workmanship or with greater

• The Alpine Club Map of .Swimrlaod with pain of Iho
coimtnu. hUiinl t.y R. C Nii-hoh, K S A., F R U.S , umli
tandcnco of a Lommittcc ol Um AJpine C<ub. Jn four ihecu
('^Unfonl, 1874 )
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ftUlxmticm of dotaU. We could have wished, indeed,

that details had been inserted somewhat less profusely,

it can never he possible in maps of the scale of this one
(about (me-ouaiter of an inch to a mile) to render, with
a suflScient itgnt of clearness, all the minutia: which are

inserted in the great Government Surveys of civilised

countries ;
nor can it ever have been supposed that this

map would do away with the necessity or smaller maps
of separate districts on a larger scale. Yet we find, m the

map under review, in innumerable places, a mass of
details which would have been amply sufficient had it

been four times its dimensions, and a consequent want of

clearness which is not a little perplexing. In some
places, even the fantutic passes made in late years by
the followers of the high art of mountaineering have been
inserted, whilst in others (in the chain of Mont Blanc, for

example) thgr have been almost entirely omitted, simply
from want of space. Thus it appears, to those who are

not informed, that in some places there are a great num-
ber of such passes, and in others scarcely any, when the
reverse is perhaps the casa We should have advocated,
both for the sake of consistency and of clearness, the

omission of all passes except those of distinct utility.

In point of clearness it must be admitted that the

English Alpine Oub Map is scarcely equal to the reduc-

tion of the Carte Dufour which was published last ye.ir

in Switrcrland,* and this is not surprising The authori-

ties at Bern had to produce a simple reduction of the

twenty-five sheet map of Swlticrland, which was intended
to be useful for general purposes, and to he issued at a
low price so that it might be within the reach of everyone,

and m this they have succeeded admirably They had at

their command most of the memliers of the staff who had
been employed upon the survey, and thus had little or no
difficulty m determining what to omit This was a great

adtantage ; for it must be obvious to all that, in reducing

a map to a much smaller scale, it is more easy to deter-

mine what should be inserted than it is to know what
should be left out. 'Ihis simple fact, no doubt, accounts

to some extent for the over-elaboration of the Alpine

Club Map to which we just now referred. Its projectois

also adopted the Catte Dufour as the basis of their map
so far as Switzerland was concerned, but they had not

the command of the very exact and minute topographical

information which was possessed at Bern.

The reduced Swiss tnap^ like the Carte Dufoiii, is a
map of Switzerland, and for the most part stops abruptly

at the frontier. The English map, however, is a map of

Switzerland wtf/t parts vj the neiitlihoini/i^ couutru v. It

extends everywhere sixteen mile-, more to the south than
the most southern point of the Swiss boundaries, and in

some places the country which it embraces fwhich is not

included m the Swiss map) is ns much as sixty-five to

seventy miles from north to south. In the north and in

the west the limits of the two maps are nearly the same,

but in the east the English me includes the Orteler and
several other important groups of mountains, which arc

not given in the Swiss one. The superfioal area of the

Alpine portion of the Enghrii snap is altogether about
one-half greater than that of the elbcr, and the chief value

of the map will be found to be in the part of it that

rqnresents this land beyond, but bordering the Swiss

frontiers.

It wns a comparatively easy task, notwithstanding the

c«BS|dicated and exceedingly elaborate nature of the

cagraviog, to render Switzerland after the Carte Dufour.

The cbm difficulty in the production of the map has lain

ill obtaining the material accessary for its completion

towards the south. When H was commenced—now nearly

lea years ago—there was no mapy even respectably accu-

rate, of the chain of Mont Blancm existence , and thence,

rigfci away to tbe farthest land ns the east which is

* Karl* d«r Schweii, m 4bUttarn, reducwtt unterder Direction dosHetni
OtBoal G. H. Dafonr. lluoUb, (horn, 1873 )
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included, scarcely a square league could be adopted with
confidence from any publish^ suriey. Hence it was
necessarv not only to examine every individual mountain
and vallej^ but absolutely to re-survey several large
districts. Thq chain of Mont Blanc, as it appears in the
Alpine Club Map, is mainly Uken from the special
survey of Mr. Adams Reilly;* and so, too, is the
whole of the southern side of Monte Rosa, as well as
the large district bounded on the cast by the V.al

d’Ayas, on the soutli by the valley of Aosta, and on the
west by the valley of V.alpcllinc |- This last-n.amecl
district .alone includes more than 1 50 square miles, '1 he
Craian Alps were in a st.itc of hopeless confusion wlien
Mr. R. C. Nichols took them in hand, .and anyone who
compares the map under notice with the best which were
published previously w ill sec what radical changes and
corrections have been effected. Altogether, there is m the
Alpine Chib M.ap not less than a thousand square miles
which have been entirely remodelled, .and, for tlie most
part, rc-survcycd , this, moreover, being some of the most
riiggeil and difficult country in Europe, containing
numerous peaks from i2,cx»ft to 13,000 ft elev.ation

Those who liave been conceriicd m the production of
the Alpine Club Map of .Switzerland hace.vnght to be
proud of their work. We h.a\e tested it in the Alps, and
It has stood the scrutiny cxtieniely well We cordi.illy

hope, though scarcely expect, th.tl it will prove remune-
rative to its publisher, and tliat he will be induced to com-
plete It by adding sheets to the east and to tlic west, so tli.it

at length there may be at Ic.ast oit< map ol the grandest
.ind most puturcstpie chim ol mountains in the world
In conclusion, a word is due to the cngi.iwrs 1 he work
was commeneed by the late Dr Kciih Johnston, but the'

greater and the most diHie-iiU portions have been exe-

cuted by Mr John Addison We have larely seen better

hill-cngravtng , and the wonder is, not that the appear-
ance of the map has been delayed so long, but th.il a
work of such magnitude .and evtiaordinaiy minuteness
should liave been completed so soon. E, W

RLPORT OF PROF, PARKFRS HUNTERIAN
LECTURES "ON THE STRUCTURE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VERT FURATE
SKULL” X

VlIE- -SA -ill ofIhi Common E'oaol (Callus domcsticus).

skull of birds is remarkable for the great amount
L of anchylosis which takes place between its various

constituents long before the penud of adult life. So
complete is this union, that the determination of the sejia-

ralc bones in a full-grown bird is a perfectly hopeless

task, avilhout first studying their relation at a period when
they retain their onginal distinctness. It will therefore be

convenient to describe the fowl’s skull, in the first inst.ance,

at the period of hatching, when the chief ossific centres

are still separate, although most of the distinctive cha-

racters of the adult .arc ^eady assumed
In this stage the foramen magnum is surrounded by

the four perfectly distinct elements of the occipital seg-

ment, between which extensive tracts of cartilage still

exist The basi-OLCipital is comparatively small, and
forms almost exclusively the rounded condyle (Fig 27

O.C) ; the ex-occipiUl and supra-occipital arc large and
expwdcd, and into the latter extends the antenor semi-

circular canal (Fig. 26, a,s c ), so largely developed in

birds. The prootic (Fig. 26, Pr O) is w^ seen on ihe

inner side of the cranial cavity, but outside is completely

hidden by the great development of the squamosal, which

takes a very considerable share in the formation of the

side wall of the skulk Two other auditory bones have

* Th» hu also boen miblisluxl wpnratoly uii a Kale i.r

t Thii luu bwu publulieil MpanUely on a Kale of

3 Coiituiued iiau vol x. p. 44̂ .
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appeared—the opisthotic (Op 0} and the minute epiotic

£p.O)
;
the latter attains a much greater sire before it

fuses, in adult life, with the supra-occipitai. The main
part of the skull floor is formed by the large, laterally

expanded basi-sphenoid, which above is excavated into a

deep «//« turaca for the pituitary body, and in front

passes into the interorbital septum and the bony rostrum

tr

Fig 15—Slcullof Kowlil«lieperioJofhnlc 1iing(«i<levic») |>p piraplani

supporting it, being, in fact, firmly anchylosed with the

latter. A careful study of the earlier stages of develop-

ment shows that only the upper part of this bone is really

homologous with the baisi-sphenoid, the lower part

being the representative of the hinder part of the ^la-
sphenoid. The basi-tcmporal (figs. 26 and 27, B.T), as
this large membrane bone is called, is firmly anchylosed
with the thisi-splienoid, the greater part of the inferior

surface of which it completely covers, but is at this period

still partially distinct from the representative of the an-

terior part of the parasphenoid (rigs. 26 and 27, Pa.S),

the “basi-sphenoidal rostrum” so characteristic of birds,

which is, however, united with the basi -sphenoid.

In front of the depressed basi-sphenoidal region the b.asis

cranii becomes much compressed from side to side, forming
a large cartilaginous interorbital septum, the representative

of the prcpitmtary part of the basi-sphenoid and the pre-

sphenoid behind, and of the mescthnioid m front The
walls and roof of the brain-case are completed by the

squamosals, alisphenoids, panetals, and frontals ; the

latter also affording support to the fore part of the base
of the brain by means of their extensive in-turned orbital

processes. The orbito-sphenoids arc altogether absent at

Fic. aS—Secticnol Tiew of the mine. H.T, bsun-tanqioral

this sta«, but at a later period arc represented by two
pairs of insignificant ossifications above the postero-
superior edge of the presphenoid in the memoranous
space maricM x in Fig. 26.

A considerable portion of the anterior or ethmoidal
part of the interorbital septum is already ossified, formtog
the lamina perpemhcularu, or mesethmoid (M. Eth).

In front of this the cartilage is continued almost to the

end of the beak as the septum nasi (Fig 26, s. nX or wall

between the nasal sacs, the upper mtfgin of which is

produced outward into a wing-like expansion, the alinasal

cartilage (Fig. 2$, Ain) pierced by Oie external opening
of the nostnb (A. N). A further continuation of the same
median cartilages is seen in the slender pre-nasal or basi-

trabecular (Fig. 27, D. Tr).

Within the nasal cavity are three ptdrs of cartilaginous

folds, the alinasal turbinals represented by valvular pro-

cesses of the ala nasi in some mammals, and the upper
and lower turbmals. homologues of the structures beiinng

the same name in the higher class. The sole representa-

tive of the middle turbinal is the flat hinder wall of the

ethmoid looking into the orbit, and known as the pars
plana (Fig. 25, p. p).

There is one more point of importance to be noted with

regard to the interorbital septum, namely, the cranio-

facial notch (Fig. 26, c.f n), a natural separation between
I the ej>i- and cerato-trabecular elements, and of great

functional importance in the bird, where the beak is move-
able upon a sort of

|
hinge formed by the premaxilhe

just above this point.

The membrane ,bones of the face are yet to be con-
sidered. The premaxilhe arc large bones partly fused

Fig -7 —TIic same Irom hcne.itli M* P i, tnuillo palatine pneeu.

together in the third line, and provided with well-developed
nasal, palatine, and maxillary processes. On either side
of the former of these backward projections arc situated
the nasals, processes from which come downwards and
forwards to bound the alinasal cartilage posteriorly. The
kiciymal is a laigeish bone lying in the upper part of
the front w.ill of the orbit, artic^ting witn the nasal,
and directed outwards and backwards.
The bones of the upper jaw, or palato-moxiUoiy appa-

ratus, consist of two sub-parallel series, each of which
articulates in front with the premaxiUa, and behind with
the quadrate

; in the outer scries are contained the
maxilla, jugal, and quadrato-jugal, in the inner the pala-
tine and pterygoid. All the bones in the former category
are extremely slender—almost filiform, in fact ; the pala-
tines and pterygoids, on the contrary, attain a high degree
of development, but neither they nor the maxiOa devtiop
palatmc plates, the only rudiment of those structnrn
being in the maxillo-palatine processes (Mx.Pa), flat plates
of bone proceedmg inwards from the maxillse braeath the
palatines to meet the small, smgle vomer. The pal^ of
the fowl is thus formed on the simplest schuQgnathous
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The quadrate is a stout bone, having three well-defined

processes, one forming the articular surface for the man-
mble ; a second, answering to the otic process of the
primitiTe suspensonum. articulates with the squamosal

:

and the third, or orbital process, projecting forwards and
upwards^ the pedicle or true apex of the mandibular
arch. Ihe otic process, besides articulating with the
squamosal, bears a small facet for the prootic ;

this, in

many bir^ is developed into a distinct secondary head.
Immediately behind the quadrate is seen the large

tympanic cavity ; this is banded above by the supra-oca-
pital and squamoid, below by the basi-tempora( behind
by the ex-occipital, and in front by the basi-sphenmd ; it

sends into the latter a diverticulum, the anterior tympanic
recess, and a second or posterior recess into the supra-

occipital, through the dipldc of which it is continuous, as
in the crocodile, with the tympanum of the opposite side.

The fowl resembles the ostrich^ and differs from most
other birds in being wholly devoid of a tympanic bone.
The lower jaw consists of the same elements as already

described in the snake, except that the coronary is absent
in the fowl, though present in most birds ; in this stage

the five bones (articular, angular, supra-angular, dentary,

and splenial) are perfectlv distinct, and Meckel’s cartilage

yet remains of considerable size.

The upper part of the hyoid arch is separated, as in the

snake ana frog, to form with the stapes a colunulla aims.
From the oval, irregular, plug-like stapes proceeds a
slender rod of bone terminated by a triradiate cartilage,

of which the slender antero-infcnor bar is the infra-

stapedial, the broad somewhat expanded central segment
the extra stapedi^ and the postcro-siipenor bar the

supra-stapedial. The latter is connected by an oblique

bar with the extra-stapedial. The stylo-hjal is repre-

sented by the free end of the infra-stapedial.

The tongue-bone consists of a body made up of glosso-

hyal (fomira by the union of the lesser cornua), basi-hyal,

and l^i-branchial (uro-hyal) arranged in a huear senes;
,

and of two pairs of cornua, the antenor or cerato-hyals,

very small, and forming more lateral projections to the

body, and the posterior or epi- and cerato-branchials

(thyro-hyals), long and elastic, and embracing the occi-

pital.

The development of the fowl’s skull has been worked

out os far back as the fourth day ;
but even at that early

penod, when chondrification is only just beginning to set

in, it IS impossible to demonstrate with certainty the

distmctness of many regions which are perfectly separate

at corresponding st^cs in the lower types. At the period

mentioned, the indihcrent tissue of which the trabecule

are formed is perfectly continuous with that of the invest-

ing mass, and this again with that of the auditory cap-

sali». When, however, the process of conversion into

cartilage is complete, the apices of the trabecula; become
perfecUy distinct from the investing mass, and form .1

pair of backward-turned horns (often called the hngtUte

sphtHoidaks) on either side of the pituitary space. The
ear capsules, on the contrary, remam as undistinguishable

fnnn the pararchordal region after chondnflcation as

before, and only acquire distinctness by ossification. I

This rapid process ot fusion which ukes place equally
{

between the masses of indifferent tissue constituting
'

the pnmordial skull, in the subsequently formed tracts

of cartilage, and in the various ossifications of a still later

period, renders the study of the bird’s skull one of the

most difficult problems of craniology.

The manner in which the hyoid arch is developed has '

been worked out more exactlym the house-martin than m
the chick, in which, however, the process is essentially

similar. At a very early period the upper end of the arch

grafts Itself on to the auditory capsule, and at the same
tune becomes split up into three portions. The proximal

of these constitutes the columelU, a plug of the wditory

C^^le being before long cut out around its atuched end

to form the stapes. The middle is the stylo-hyal
; it is at

first connected to the columella by a tract of Ussue, but
afterwards fuses with the infra-stapedial element of the
latter. The distal portion never becomes chondnfied in its

upper portion, resembling in this respect the correspond-
ing structure in man (the stylo-hyoid ligament), but below
forms the lesser cornu of the hyoid bone, or ccrato-liyaL
The mode of formation of the complex basi-sphcnoidal

region is, perhaps, the most important point which yet
reniiuns for consideration. No endogenous ossification
takes place in the cartilage of this part of the basis
cranii, but a pair of symmetrical ossitic centres make
their appearance in the thick web of perichondrium
which underlies it, a third (median) centre appearing at
the same time m front of the other two in the fibrous
tissue below the ethmoidal cartilage. These ossifications
together represent the dagger-shaped parasphenoid of the
frog; the antenor is commonly known as the basi-
sphenoidal rostrum ; the postenor pur, coalescing, fonn
the basi-temporal. Before they unite, however, ossification
extends from them into the overlying cartilage, and thus
the true basi-sphenoid is formed in a manner perfectly
unique among vertebrata.

THE NEW VrNR.mSEASE IN THh SOUTH.
EAST OF FRANCE *

II.

ILT AVING thus far studied the spread of the new vine-
^ ^ disease and the extent of the ravages committed by
tlie Phylloxera, it is time to turn our attention to the
insect Itself, and to state the results of scientific observa-
tion of the manner in which it attacks the vine rootlets,
and the various circumstances and conditions which either
f.ivour or retard the development of the disease.

The Phylloxera is a very minute insect, measuring,
when fully grown, not more than i-33rd of an inch in
length. Its most striking feature is its proboscis, which
lies m a sort of groove on the under-side of the insect,
and with which it pierces the roots on which it feeds.
This proboscis is very slender, and appears to be formed
of three tongues, a greater one m the middle, and tno
more slender and shorter, on the two sides of it

; it

resembles a brown thread bending round and inserting
Itself in the tissue. The base of the proboscis is a sort of

IJie Phylloxera.

flat and sharp-pointed blade, composed of brown parts
which prolong themselves into the tongues. The animal
raises this blade a little in applpring its proboscis to its

food. The length of the sucker is equal to about half that
of the body of the Phylloxer^ which does not bury more
than half of it in the bark of the roots. By this sucker
the msect fixes itself to the spot which it has chosen, so
that It can be made to turn upon it as on a pivot. In
colour the Phylloxera, durmg the summer at least, is

yellow, but in the late autumn it turns to a copper-brown
tint, which lasts through the winter The active Lfe of
the Phylloxera lasts from the beginning of April till the

latter half of October. The insect hibenuites through
the other months, though previous to the commencement
of hibernation the females who have laid eggs during the

* CoatlniHd Irom vol z. p JoC
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past season, die off, leaving only young insects, which, as

we have said, turn to a copwr-brown colour at this

period, renewing their light yeUow tint in the spring. The
Phylloxeras do not increase much in numbers dunng the

months of Ap^ and May, but an extensive reproduction

of the insect is clearly marked in June and July, while it

assumes prodigious proportions in Ao^st and September,

in the latter months often covenng the root-shoots in a
continuous mass, so as to make them appear completely

yellow with their bodies. In oliserving the spots attacked

by the Phylloxera, two varieties of the insect—.i winged
and a wingless— have been generally found ; but it would
seem (though on this point the reports before us are not

ijuile clear) that the one is but a later development of the

other. The wings of the Phylloxera do not appear to be
capable of sustained flight, but probably help to carry the

insect along from place to place when exposed to the

action of the wind, for sever^ specimens of the winged
variety have been discos ered caught in spiders’ webs. Of
course the winged Phylloxera spreads over the vineyards,

which it attacks without any regard to the nature of the

soil, whereas the wingless variety is much affected in its

movements, and the extension of its ravages is largely

determined by the qu.nlity of the ground and the nature

of the obstacles to which it is exposed. Passing by, for

the present, the observations m.ade on this point, we may
say generally that the insect would seem to have no
burrowmg power, but moves from place to place, from
root to root, along the line of the fissuies which the soil

presents.

M. Maximo Cornu, as a result of his observations, has
come to a conclusion contrary to the most commonly
accented tlieory ef the cause of the disease of the vine,

whicii attributes it to the absorption of the sap by the

insert, and holds that the I'liyltovcra docs not divert the
s.ip to Its own body, basing bis conviction on his obsenra-

tions as to the length of the portion of the sucker buned
in the rootlet compared with the thickness of the bark
He considers that what the Phylloxera really feeds on is

the contents of the cellules uf the bark, and perhaps of the
cambium i.ayer An cx-iggcrated power of absorption has,m
his view, been attributed to the Phylloxera, and it would
rather seem that the flagging and ultimate decay of the

vine arises, not from the .ibsorption of the nutritive

elements by the insect, but from the formation of new
tissue's, which divert them fiom their proper end to nounsh
abnormal growths These new tissues or swellings

of the roots .arc probably caused by .an

imtaiion of the cambium layer, the result of which is the

liypertropliy of the excited part, while the formation of

the swclliogs brings about the death of the rootlets, and
through them the gencr.al dc-cay of the vine A natural

conclusion from these observations is that the health of
the vine may be improved by any means tending either to

produce fresh rootlets or to incre.ase the absorption of
nutntivc elements by those already in existence, though
the only true and radical remedy is to kill or dnve away
the Phylloxera itself.

When a vine is first attacked by the Phylloxera, a
change occurs m the external appearance of the rootlets,

which, instead of being nearly cylindrical, exhibit the
swellings we h.ivc just mentioned of different shapes,

which are the first symptoms of the disease. The
Phylloxeras may often be seen on their surface These
swellings arc hard, and of a greenish or yellowish, or
sometimes of a deeper-coloured tint, according to that of
the external coat of the root when they arc lull of sap,

but wken they rot they become black and flabby, and
eventually dry up altogether.

It IS interesting to examine and compare in the same
root the structure of the part above the swellings with
that of the swelling itself, as by these means one can
come to a defimte opinion, by comparing the diseased
with the healthy part, as to what ore the new elements
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which are developed, and what are the characteristics of
the altered parts. By making a transverse section above
a swellmg in the vine, the structure is found to be that
of a nonnaJ root-shoot ; and, with the aid of a microscope
magnifying 6o diameters, the following appearances may
be observed:—(i) On the outside the external coat
{couche suhtreusi) composed of flattened cells, arranged
in rows and brown on tue outer side . this tissue peals off

in layers of a brown colour, and it is this that g^ves the
rootlets the yellow or brown tint they show according to
its thickness. (2) The cortical parenchyma, eomposM of
polygonal cells, full of starch, some of which, larmr than
the rest, scattered about here and there, contain bundles
of raphides, long crystals parallel to each other. These
two constitute the cortical coat. (3) The woody portion,

composed of fibres .and vessels, occupies the centre, and
IS divided into three, four, or five woody sectors, and
between each two ofthese is a medullary ray—there is no
definite pith. {4) Embracing the woody tissue and in
conuct with the cortical coat is the cambium layer, the
flattened cells of which, with their thm walls, fall of a
thick plasma and always destitute of starch, form on the
one side the cortical and on the other the woody
tissue. The gencr.al contour of the section is circular.

To turn to the swellings.—The increase in diameter is

duo to the formation of new elements, partly cortical,

partly woody, the cortical parenchyma becoming much
thicker, but otherwise resembling the healthy tissue. It

IS dilfcrcnl with the woody tissue the woody rays assume
very irregular outlines, and swell m all directions unevenly
beyond the limit of the single concentric circle which
terminates them with its circumference, in the healthy
state. Tlie development of the c.imbium layer is also
abnormally incre.iscd, and there seem to be no vessels in

the new wood formed under these conditions.
This altogether anom.alous anatomit.il constitution is

in Itself a refutation of those who even now hold that the
swellings are the result of normal growth. They really

are a purely local hypertrophy produced by the direct
action of the p.'ir.isite.

It IS of great importance to the discussion of possible
means of extirpating the new insect, to investigate the
method it employs m getting from place to place and so
spreading its ravages Putting aside as obvious the
movements of the winged variety, which, as we have said,
seems to be borne to fresh spheres of mischiefby the wind
without ,my direct effort of flight on its own part, we come
to the wingless insect Observation show’s tn.at the wing-
less Phylloxera prom-esses both along the surface of the
earth and follows also the hne of the roots or the Assures
of a crumbly or broken soil. And first, to deal with the
surface-movements of the insect, they appear to be
extraordinary occurrences, the results of the concourse of
altogether special circumstances, for the exposure to the
air and to the sun’s rays is very unfavourable to the
Phylloxera, which m the dry air dies of desiccation,
as may be easily shown by leaving exposed a root
covered with Phylloxera. It would seem, therefore, and
observation supports this idea, that the reason of the
surface-movements of the msect lies in the fact that in
getting from vine to vine, or sometimes from rootlet to
rootlet, It encounters obstacles which, not being a
burrowing insect, it cannot overcome, and therefore frost
unwelcome necessity it has to mount to the surface, though
only to bury itself twain when the next fissure shorn
Itself, leading to a and imattacked part With
respect to the movements of the parasite und'eiground,
some elaborate observations have be«t made by hf.
Duclaux, and it is worth while to examine his results. If
one were to ssk himself, a prton, which kfaid of Mil
among those that prevail in the south-east of Franco
offers the greatest difficult to the movements of the
Phylloxera, the answer which would inevita]^ saggest
itself would be that the sandy varieUes are the wait perw
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meable by it. A clayey soil offers, as observation proves
no less than reason, great facilities to the passage of the
insect, which is not hindered by its slippery nature when
wet, for it can walk without difficulty up the vertical sides
of a glass bottle. Such a soil cracks everywhere in
drying, and forms fissures in all directions, vertical
and horizontal, thus laying bare the roots of the vines
in man^ places; moreover, the dimng and dressmg
of the vine leaves the soil in lumps about the roots, sepa-
rated by numerous chinks which afiord every facility to
the passage of the msect. A calcareous soil generally
resembles a clayey one with respect to the means it

affords for the movements of the Phylloxera
; it is only

when the limestone it contains is disseminated through it

in the shape of sand or small gravel that a calcareous soil

St all resembles in its properties a sandy formation. This
latter kind it is, which, being always dry, always well
settled, constantly enveloping the roots on all sides, puts
great obstacles in the way of the circulation of the insect,
which can find no chinks large enough for its purposes
underground, while on the surface it gets entangled in its

movements like a fly in a dish of honey. A soil formed
of large pebbles cemented together with clay will not, how-
ever, be favourable to the Phylloxera, for it does not crack
like the purely argillaceous formation ; and though the
vine,which can push its way everywhere, does so there also,

the insect cannot. A very little clay more or less serves

to give very different properties to the earth from the point
of view of the Phylloxera, and hence it is that one can
explain a phenomenon often noticed, namely, a small
portion of a vineyard remaming m a flourislung condition

m the midst of general decay. A close examination of
the soil in these cases removes all cause for wonder, for a
lump of damp earth taken from the diseased quarter and

E
ressed between the fingers may be worked and moulded
ke dough, while a piece taken from the healthy part

crumbles and is less tenacious. Were it otherwise at all

doubtful, figures would show that the vines in the south-

east of France are healthier or the reverse, according as
the soil IS less or more clayey. Thus a physical an.alysis

of some earth taken from a vineyard of M. Faucon, at

Graveaon, where all but one little plot was subjected to

the attacks of the Phylloxera, gives the following re-

sults .—

Water '
. .

Nitrogen
Sulphate of calcium

Chlondc of sodium
Carlioiisle of calcium

SUiceous sand
Clay
Organic substances and errors

of analysis

Healthy pari

3 25

062
I >5

4900
*3 50
•7 75

5O2

o 18

37 50

638

10000 10000

Among the different varieties of soil which arc more or

less favourable to it, the Phylloxem as one would suppose

without observation shows traces of its presence in a
poor dry and shallow soil first of all, then m clayey

damp ground, and after that in calcareous tracts, according

to the degree of difficulty which vines, planted in these

soils, present to its operations ,
eventually, m the same

way, the disease shows itself in other kinds of earth, with

a npidity or the reverse which is in proportion to the

amount of strengthening juices which the vine c.an imbibe

from them, and the obstacles which the insect meets with,

till at last no vines are left intact but those which are

l^ted on a soil impenetrable to the parasite. This

phenomenon, if such it may be called, of tne disease, will

tent to ex{^n, what we have already discussed in a

former article (voL x. p. 503), the spread of the disease

In its earlier years, and the great and alarming in-

crease of the extent of territory affected in 1867-1868.

Regarding the observations just made, we can see that

probably the Phylloxera was spread over the whole
area of the two departments of Vaucluse and llouches-
dii-Kh&ne, which in the two last-mentioned years
were so formidably damaged m their vineyards, as
early as 1865, when the disease only applaud on the
plateau of Pujaut. The alternative hypothesis, that the
disease radia^ from .I central point at Pujaut, presents
great difficidties, as it does not allow sufficient lime for

the emigration of the insect to the points where it ap-
peared in 1867-1868, while It makes it leave a district

not in any way exhausted, disregarding the known habits
of the Phylloxera. It would seem, therefore, that we may
put aside any idea of a progressive irr.-idiation of the
disease around a single centre, and explain CMStmg facts

by attributing them to a general dissemination of Phyl-
loxera, before 1866, over the territory lying along the
valley of the Rhone, between the 17r6mc and the se.a,

though the insect only showed traces of its ])rescncc

accordmg to the nature of the soil m different parts, m
some sooner, in others later, Wc may, indeed, regard
It as almost certain that the disease began with the
invasion before 1865 of a \ast surface, in winch different

points have shown the traces of the insect’s presence suc-
cessively, and that from a cause analogous to that which
shows us, when an island emerges from the sci, its

highest peaks appearing first, the others .iftcrwards, m
the order of their altitude. By the use of this illustration,

supplied by M. Duclaux, wc can set before ourselves a
graphic picture of the history of 1.S65, 1866, 1867, and
1868 in the vineyards of South-eastern Fr.ince

We will not dwell at any length on the different

attempts at treatment of the disea.se, as they have more
practical interest for those who live in vine-growing
countries. Many of these attempts have been failures,

owing to their having been based on false hj potheses as

to the origin of the disease of the vine. When, in July
1868, M. Planchon discovered the Pliylloxcra, attention

was naturally turned to the employment of mseciicides,

but the difficulty lies, not in the discovery of .s substanro
fatal to the insects and harmless to the vine, but in its

application underground to all the parts attacked 1 1 was
soon found that those intccticides, at least, which are
insoluble in water, c.-innotbc applied gcnenilly to the scat

of the disease, and this fact led to the tnal of immersion,

m the hope that, inste.ad of being like many remeilics

suggested, only partial, serving merely to delay the death
of tne vme, it would prove a radical means of cure. M
Faucon was the first practical vine-grower to employ
iiniuersion, as distinguished from the mere watering nl

the vine ; but this method, though entirely successful m
his case m the parts where it was applied, is ubwously
not capable of universal adoption. J lie physical con-

foniiation of the soil, tho absence of a water-supply from
any nver, and the fact th.at the finest vines grow on
slopes, which arc not of course amenable to this treat-

ment, to which wc may add its great expense, except in

very conveniently situ.ited districts, m.ake it only practi-

cable over limited areas. The remedy, therefore, whu U
IS to eradicate the Phylloxera and restore to Franca her

full supply of wine, the national drink and the great

source of national mateiial prosperity, is still undis-

covered. bcience throughout France is striving its

utmost to discover the potent method of destruction of the

Phylloxera, little doubting that some such there is. The
thought of thinking minds engaged on this subject should

be like that to which M. Faucon so elotjuenily give,

utterance " When we feel that we are threatened, and

see that we are already attacked, have we no other

resource than fevensh attempts, barren lamentations, or a

resigned submission ? Yet help never comes but to those

who deserve it, and who, m wrestling with the plague by

which they are attacked, are obeying, wh.atever bigoted

mmda may think of it, the stnet call of duty nay, we

may say a command of heaven itself."
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KAULY OPENING OF KEW GARDENS

OUR readers are no doubt aware that a movement has
been set on foot for the carher opening of Kew

Gardens, a step which, if taken, would, we believe, wholly

alter the character of tliat institution. It trouid, we fed
asBur^, senously interfere with all scientific woik, and
with the uses which we hope will one day be made of

the g.-irdcns m the mornings by science schools. More-
over, we doubt if there exists any general desire for

their c.irly opening,^ and arc inclined .to believe that

the movement is quite local in its ongin and extent On
this subject we are glad to quote the remarks in a recent

number of the EcoMomt tt, both on account of thdr per-

tinency and force, and bMause we rejoice to sec the true

interests of science advocated by papers not professedly

scientific .

—

“ The question has been mooted of late whether the

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew could not be opened to

the public .U an earlier hour than the present time of

I p.m. A little reflection will enable those who ask this

question to 'perceive that it c.in scarcely be answered m
the affirmative without inflicting a serious injury on the
real utility of the gardens and on the public service. In
the first place, all the real work of the gardens has to be
done during the hours when they are closed to the public.

As It IS, this time is barely long enough for the duties

which have to bo performed in it. To open the gardens
in the morning would reijuirc a second staff of gardeners
.ind workmen, as strong, or nearly so, as the existing one
Even with this extra .assistance and this greatly increased

coal, the work could not be as well executed as it is at

present. In the next place, as the name of the gardens
implies, the}’ arc hoUmu gardens. Besides those who
ordmarily frequent the gardens for pleasure, there are

many artists and scientific men who visit them for

purposes of study j the only time when they ctin do
this with adv.intagc is before the gcner.il public are

.xdmittcd.

“Of late the public has come in rushes of 12,000 to

60,000 in a d.iy. If only 10,000 persons were in the
gardens in the forenoon, all work would necessarily be at

an end, and it would be impossible to maintain the exist-

ing char.icter of the pl.ice. As it is, the Botanic Gardens
at Kew .ire more .iccessiblc to visitors th.an any other
public institution. Week tlays and Sundays alike the
g.itcb stand open. At the British Museum and the
N.itinnal G.-illery—between the hours of oiiening which
,ind the g.irdcns at Kew comparisons have been dr.iwn

—

there arc ni.iny hours and even days when those institu-

tions are necessarily closed to the public for purposes of
cleaning, putting in order, and making good the results

of the we.ir and tear of the enormous traffic. But if the
bends of those mstitutions had, like the Director of the
Royal Gardens .U Kew, to what they exhibit, they
would doubtless require m.Vny more close aays than they
do at present.

“ Nor is It merely the work of maintaining the garden*
and grounds m their present efficiency which has to be
earned on in those hours dunng which the gates are
closed to the public It should not be forgotten that the
Royal Gardens at Kew have performed services to the
British Empire which no other public institution could
undertake. 'The successful mtroduction of the Cinchona
tree into India (a resource to that country the importance
of which c.nnnot be over-estimated), the efforts being
made at the present time to procure fresh and improved
coffee for Ceylon-—to single out only two from a host of
similar instances m which the Director of Kew Gardens
has freely pl.icccl his botanical science and invaluable
practical knowledge at the service of the public -wffl
show how diversified and extensive the operations of the
gardens are To prevent these being earned out as they
arc at present, would be a serious injury to the puUic

,

service. The present Director, Ur. Hooker, and his

father, Sir W. T. Hooker, affio held the same office befrite

him, nave done everythuig in their power, consistently

with the proper maintenance of the gankns in due
working order, to facilitate the use of them by the public

generaUy ; and m the Interest of science as well as for the

prosperity of the gardens, it is to be hoped that tho

public will see the desiraUeneu of being satufied with the

present very ample allowance of opportunity for visiting

the Botanic Gs^ens at Kew, and that they will not

insist on acting over i^n the fable of Che goose and the

golden eggs for the s^e of a httle present pleasure."

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
AURORA

I
N an interesting paper in Petermann’s MittluiluH^

for October, Prof. FnU gives the results of his

extensive researches on this subject The investigation

is beset with difficulties, not only from the deficiency of

observations, but from their irtegulanty. While some
observers content themselves with noting only the more
remarkable displays, others register the fruntest hght to

the north as an aurora. One observer continues his

otecrvations for tens of years, while another, whose zeal

has been roused during a period of maximum frequency,

allows it to cool when a minimum, with its rare and
feeble displays, agam returns. The research is further

coinphcatcd by the fact that the appearance is not only
dependent on latitude, but undergoes a penodic change,
which m the region of most frequent display manifests

itself less m diminished number than in diminished
intensity of aurora; and because m some places the

phenomenon is far more frequently concealed by a cloudy
sky than in others.

As far as possible to eliminate these sources of error.

Prof. Fntz compares the mean number of observations

for any given place with the mean for mid-Europe be-
tween and 55" lat. (or between the English and
Scotch boundary and the Alps) for the same period, by
the following formula

172 E E
where M is the mean c.-ilculatcd frequency for the given
place, C the total number of aurora m Uie author’s cata-

logue for mid-Eurcme from 1700 to 1871 ^4830, B the
number of aurorm lor Uie period of observation for the
given jilace, and E the number from the author’s cata-
logue for mid-Europe for the same period. Thus, for

example, he calculates for Christiania -

1837-1854 B =- 529 E = 581 M - 25-5

1855-1870 B = 436 E = 568 M » ai-q

1837-1870 B = 965 E a 1,149 M “ 23'3

As we have already remarked, a complete agreement
of the different mean values is not to be expected, both
on account of errors of observation, and from the various
local influences of chmate and situation. Professor
Fritz gives tables of the numbers of observed aurorre, and
calcul^ed values of M for upwards of 200 places in
Europe, Asia, and America ; and from these, proceeds to

Iw down on a chart of the northern hemisphere a series

of curx’cs of equal frequency of auroral display, which
he calls tsochasmtn. He discusses with great care tiie

probable value of the observations, and lays down the
curves so as to include dn either side of them as many
observauons above as below the required value. But a
few instances .will make his method clearer than any
description.

The zone M o-i passes through the southermostpart
of Spam, through Calabria, and just north of the south
coast of the Black Sea, ^ough ^e Sea of Aral and
Lake Balkchath, south of Saghalien and the Knrtle
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Iilands, north of the Sandwich IsKinds, through the

southern point of Californio, through Mexico and Cuba,

nnd just north of Madeira. In fac^throi^h its whole course

it lies just south of the isoclinic line of SeP inclination and
between Ais and that of {0° ; a fact forcibly illustrating

Prof. Fritr’s remark that the isochasmic curves he nearly

pardlel to those of equal magnetic inclination. For this

curve we have for the value of M in Madeira, Cadir,

Naples, Smyrna, Tenenffc, and Cuba o'l, for the Azores
O' 1 5, for Barnaul o'y, and Ncrtschinsk o 6.

ft is well known that both in ancient and modern times
polar lights have been seen occasion.iUy south of this line,

as for instance in 'the year 502 at Kdessa, in 1007,1098,
and II 17 in Syria, in 1621 at Aleppo, and in 1872 over
most of North Africa and India.

NorA of this line their frequency rapidly increases,

and we have M = 1 beginning at Bordeaux, through
Switzerland and north of Cracow, south of Moscow and
Tobolsk, and north of Lake Baikal, through Udsk and the

southern point of Kamtsrh.itka, through northern Cali-

fornia and the north of Florida. For the values of M
for this zone we have for Perpignan, Marseilles, Bordeaux,
la Rochelle, and Viviers, a mean of ri, for Moscow i, for

Tobolsk o‘9, B.irnaul 0*7, and Sacramento o 8. Singularly

enough, prolwbly from cliinatie or other local causes, the

value of M for New Orleans is only o'i4

The zone for M 30 passes through the north coast of
Ireland, through Scotland near Fdinliurgh, through the

White Sea .and the Culf of Obi, where it attains a lati-

tude of 70", and then tends a little soiithw.iid through
Wcrchni, Kolymsk, and the Bay of Anadyr, near Sitcha,

Cumberbind House, (juebcc, .ind the north coast of Nova
Scotia, to the nortli const of Ircl.ind.

North of this the frequency of .aurora r.ipidly increases.

The zone of M -- 100 passes through the Hebrides,

Shetland, near Dronthenn .ind Wardon, through Nova
Zembla, across Behring’s Straits, just south of the Arctic

Circle, south of Inke Athabasca, through Hudson's Bay,

and just north of Newfoundland.
Only a little further north we reach a zone of maximum

frequency, beyond winch the mtcnsitv of auroral display

again declines, contrary to the old idea that its intensity

incre.ised up to the poles. 1 his zone passes just north of

Faroe .and of the North Cape, through the northern p.nrt of

.Spitsbergen, and just north of the Siberian coast, near

Point Barrow, Creat Bear Lake, and Nain on the coast of

Labrador. Iceland, .Spit/bergcn, and Gieenland he con-

siderably to the north of this zone, and auror.e arc not

there so freiiucnt, nor cspcci.dly so brilliant as at Faroe,

the north coast of Norway, and Labrador Of this Prof.

Fritz adduces much CMdcnce, and in addition drans

attention to the importint fact, that while south of this

zone of maximum frequency the arches arc generally

north of the observer, from the north of it they appe.ir to

the south, and upon it, indiflercntly, north, south, or

overhead.
It vnll lie noticed th.it the system of curves tends strongly

southward m North Amcnca, while in the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans the curves pass rapidly northward and
reach their highest latitudes m Central Asia. This is

borne out by the fact that the great aurorm of Aug. 28

and Sept. i. 1859, were not noted in the meteorological

rasters either of Nertschinsk, Barnaul, or Jekatennburg,

nor were they seen at Tigris in Yorgat (39" N.), Mosul
N.), or Kharput (33" N.) ; whilst in the Atlantic Ocean

they were visible at least to 12" N., in Afric.i to St. George
del Mina (28" N.), and in America during the maximum
they were frequently observed in the Antilles (20“ N.)

The geographical extent of great displays of polar

lights is very significant. That of Sept, i, 1859, was
visible in the Sandwich Islands (20° N.), Sacramento
f»“N.), San Salvador (13" N.), m the whole Atlanuc
Ocean to 12° N., in Western Afnca to 14° N., and in the

whole of Europe. At the same time the southern lighu

were seen m Australia, South America to 33" S , and in
the Indian Ocean to 39° S.

For the southern hemisphere there arc as yet loo few
observations to calculate the distribution as has been
done for the north. For Ilobarton (43’ S.) M 6, and
for Melbourne 1 5. In low latitudes they have been seen
at Cusco (12“ S.) m 1744, at Rio Janeiro (23“ S.), 1783,
.at Bloemfontein {29" S.), and Vaal-Fiuss (28" S ); m Ainca
and at Reunion and Mauritius m 1870 and 1872.

Dr. Fritz remarks that liis zone of greatest frequency
nearly coincides with that given by Munckc (m “ GehJer’s
Worterbuch), and that the whole cuivc-systeni has great
similarity to the zone-system of loiomis m .Stlhutan’s

yournat, voL xxx. The curves cut the magnetic mcndi.ans
m most pbccs at right angles, and .are very similar to the
tsoclmic curves constructed by Hansteen in 17S0, while
they noticeably dcvi.ite in places from those of .Sabine of

1840, and approximate, at Jc.ist in the best determined
portions m East America, the Atlantic Ocean, and Europe,
with the isobaric curves of Schouw. It may here be
remarked that the curves of increasing ftequency m the
Atlantic Ocean tend towards the point of lowest baro-
metric presurc.

It is also notu cable that throughout the greater part of
the northern hemisphere the curves tend to follow the
form of the continents, and the limits of perpetual ice

which depend upon it ,
and Prof Fritz points out that in

mean latitudes the magnetic meridians and the direction

of visibility of the aurora are coincident, and are mostly
(viz., from the Atlantic Ocean to the Asiatic Icy .Sea)

normal to the limit of ice. The greatest deviations from
this rule exist in places where the ice-limit is most irre-

milar, as, for instance, in Hudson’s Bay and the Gulf of
L.ibiador. It may here be noted th.at at Fort Franklin,
Fort Normann, and Wardochus the northern lights begin
in spring to be seen most frequently m the south .it the
same tunc as the icc-hmit deviates furthest m the
s.amc direction. At Bossekop, accordmg to the report
of the Scientific Commission, the northern .ippcaranccs
are to the southern ones as 3 C to i during the four Last

months of the year, but only as 2 to i in spring.

Wiangel, from his observ.itums on the coast of the
Arctic Ocean, concludes th.at the freezing of the sea is

favourable to aurora
, but remarks that in the e.ist of Asia

the appearance is more frcqucni .is the coast is ap-
proached, and IS most so during the incrc.asmg cold of
November, while it becomes rarer in January, when the
co.ast ICC extends further to the northward M'Clintock
notices that aurora was most frequently visible when
water was in sight

,
.ami Il.iycs, that it was more fre-

quently seen in the direction of some piece of ojien water
than of the magnetic north, ’fhese observations would
rather support a belief common 111 Scotland that the fre-

quency of the aurora vanes with increase and decrease of
the Greenland icc, and render it probable, at least, that

ice-formation is one of the most prominent local influ-

ences by which auroral distribution is .affected. It seems
not unlikely that the ncighbourhocxl of the Alps may
inllucnce the frequent ilisplays in North Italy. These
.ind other points, however, require mure systematic obser-

vation, and It IS especially desirable that some notice

should be taken of the relative intensity of different dis-

plays. II. R. P.

EDWIN LANKESIEK, M D , E.I’.S.

I
T IS with gieat regret that we have to announce
the death, from di.abetes, on hrid.iy last ((October 30),

at Margate, of Hr. Lankester, the Coroner for Central

Middlesex.
Dr. Lankester was boin April 23, 1814, .at .Melton, near

Woodbridgc, in buffolk, at winch latter town he received

his early education and commenced his medical studies.

In 1834 he entered University College, London, as a
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medical student, and took tlie membership of the College

of Surgeons, as well as the licentiateship of the Apothe-

caries’ Society, in 1837. In the year 1839 he graduated

at Heidelberg, and was appointed lecturer on Materia

Medica at St. George’s School of Medicine four years

later. In 1845 he was elected to the Fellourship of the

Royal Society, and five >ear8 afterwards became Professor

of Natural History in New Colley, London. In 1851 he
received the degree of LL.U. from Amherst, US; in

1853 was made lecturer on Anatomy and Pli>siologyat

the Grosvcnor-place School of Medicine ; in 1058,

Superintendent of the Food Collection, and in 1862

Examiner in Botany to the Science .ind Art Department
of the South Kensington Museum In 1859 he was Presi-

dent of the Microscopical Society, and in 1862 he w.is,

after a severe contest, elected Coroner for Central Middle-

sex which post he retained until liis death
For about twenty-five years Dr Lankeiter was secretary

of Section D of the British Associ.ition, of which he w.as

one of the originators, being a most intimate friend of
Edward Forlies, with whom, in his younger days, as a
bachelor, he lodged in London. In conjunction with Mr.
Busk, he for eighteen years edited the Quattuly Journal
ofMkroscoptc itdcnce, after which he did so with his son,

Mr. li Ray L.inkcster, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford
Dr Lankcstcr’s contributions to scientific and medical

literature are very considerable. He edited the Natural
History portion of the “ F nglish F.ncyclop.edia,” and con-
tributed the article “ Rotifeia” to Todd’s “ F ncyclop.cdia

of Anatomy and Physiology.” In 1849 he published a
translation of Sclileiden’s “ Principles of Scientilic Botany,”
and, in 1859, of Kirchenmeistcr’s “Animal P.irasites”

In conjunction with Dr. Ix’theby he contributed the article

on Sanitary Science to the “ F.iicyclop.rdia Bntannica.”
Among his most popular works is tlie wcll-knoun "Half-
hours with the Miscroscope ” His contributions to this

Journal have been several, and, like all that he wrote, are
marked by their admirable stylo ami tone, as well as by
the liberal spirit of modern scientific thought, which gives
them an almost youthful freshness

; we have, not less

than others, to deplore the loss that has been sustained

by ourselves in his prem.Uurc decease.

To those who, like the present writer, were acqininted

with him, and had the privilege of passing m.iny pleasant

hours III his comp.my. Dr Laiikcsier w.is alwiys genial

and kindly, inspiring others with that hopefulness which
was so m.irkcd a feature of his own character. He in.tdc

many sincere friends, amongst whom was Hcnfrey the

botanist, who named the genus of phots (which is grown
m many nursery gardens) Lankestena, after him It was
his kindly spirit which directed his attention to questions

of social organisation, and he always referred to the

articles by himself, in the Daily Nnvs when a young
man—on Medical Reform, as having been of assistance

in the p.issing of Mr. VVaklcy’s bill His remains were
interred in the churchyard of Hampstead Church on
Tuetday last.

NOTES
NaWs concerning three of the Transit Expeditions is to hand.

Advices from Capetown of Oct. fi state that the (>ennan screw

corvette Gaulle, bound to Kerguelen on the 'J'ransit Expe-

dition, arrived in Tab’c Bay and left on Oct. 4. '1 he Ca^le
will vlut the Crozette Islands, and proceed frum thence to Ker-

guelen. If -circumstances ore favourable she will search for

a worm current, supposed to exist between 60 and 80 east,

and endeavour to reach Wilkes Land She will then vuit the

north and west coast of Australui, the coast of Guinea, and

several island gronps of the Pacific. Lord Lindsay had arrived

ont and left tor Mauritius in his yacht, there to watch the transit

ofVenns. ACairocorrespondentoftbeZli»/yA^2,writingnnder

date Oct. 20, sends a long account of the preparations made by
the Egyptian party. General Stanton, the Consol-General, hiia

taken the greatest interest m the expedition, and pat hunself to

consideralile trouble to make everything smooth for the party

and enable them to make all the necessary arrangements. All

the instruments have arrived safely, and CapL Browne, the chief

of the party, bos determmed to erect his observatories on the top

of the Moquattom Hills, a distance of about three miles in a

direct hoe from Shepheard's hotel They are about 600 feet in

height and overlook tlie whole country Capt. Browne, who has

been carefully observing the atmosphere, finds it free of moisture,

at least about sunrise , which is most important, as the maximum
altitude that will be observed will be only 15°. It is at present

the mtention to form a camp on the top of the hill, the tents

having been furnished by the Egyptian Government. Mr. Dixon,

a ovU engineer in Cairo, has b^ of great assistance in the

matter of transit. Capt. Abney was expected to leave for Thebes

on the 26th. Admiral Ommaney had arrived at Alexandria, but

to what party he would be attached was not known.

Tiik generally well-informed London correspondent of the

Scotiman states that another Arctic Expedition will be despatched

in the eiuuiiig year under the auspices of the Government and
the Royal Geographical Society. lie believes that it is so far

considered an accepted fact that the expedition will leave these

shares in the spring of 1875, inasmuch as it has the approval of

the Premier

SoMR time since we pointed out the extreme inconvenience of

the form and manner in which our learned societies publish their

“ Transactions. ” Anyone who is not a Fellow, for example, of

the Royal Society, and who may wish to possess a memoir, say

on some physiological subject publislied in the “ Philosophical

Transactions,” is probably debarred from doing so by findug
that he must purchase snth the memoir which be wants a number
of others belonging to the most diverse subjects, pure mathe-
matics being almost invan.dily one We advocated, as the

common-sense remedy for this state of things, the sale of

separate copies of each memoir We were not aware at the time
that this was actually done by the T.innean Society. After

the completion of the twenty-sixth volume of lU “Transac-
tions,” It was decided by the Council that twenty-five separate

copies of each memoir should be kept for sale. Probably because

the arrangement is not generally known, the sale of the part of

the "Transactions” is still as gooJ, if not actually belter than

that of tlie memoirs which they contain The price is, however,

projiortioRallyliigher, which may have something to do with this.

Thus the part of the "Transactions” containing Pro'', Owen’s
memoir on the King Crab is sold to Fellows for pr

, to the public

for l2r. The corresponding prices of the memoir itself (of which

no separate copies have been sold) arc Ckl. and tor. But the

part also contains another jiaper, the prices of which are 4s. Gd,

and fir. In one case all the available spare copies were purchased

by the author.

Wk are glad to be able to announce that a considerable portion

of the galleries of tlie late International Exhibition at South
Kensington, taken by the India Oflicc, will be devoted to the

display of Natural History collections of that department of the

Goveromenb The fact of the collections having Iteen kept in

an unavndoble form for so many years past has always bMn a
great grievance to working nati^ists, and has called forth many
remonstrances, from ourselves among others.

Mr. Riciiakd LvdeKkcr, B A
, of Trinity College, Cam'

bridge, second in the First Class of Natural Sciences Tripos in

1871, has been appointed to the Falmontological Department of

the Geological Survey of India in the room of the late Dr.

Stolicxka. Mr. Lydekker left tome months since ibr India,
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in cotnpntty with tome friendi, their expedition having the

combing objecti in view of sporting «nd the pursuit of natural

history, and has passed most of the interval in Cashmere
and Thibet, where he is believed to have made very con-

siderable collections—zoological, botanical, and geological

Mr. Martin, Senior in the Natural Science Tripos of 1873,
was last week elected to a Fellowship at Christ's College,

Cambridge.

Godfrey's Laboratory, Maiden Lane, Strand, in which the

lion. Robert Boyle worked out his phosphorus ecperiments, has

been converted into a Roman Catholic dapel

Some of the Paris newspapers announced that M. Wnrtz,

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine at Pans, would be obliged

to resign ; the Ftgaro went so far as to give the name of the

intended successor of the celebrated Professor of Chemistry

—a M. DepauL The rumour liappily has proved false, and

was mahcio^y spread because a clerk employed in the office of

the Faculty hod been dlsmiised for misdemeanour There is,

however, to be a demonstration among the students in honour of

M. Wurtz, who is a great favourite with them.

The Professorship of Applied Mathematics and Mechanism

in the Royal College of Science for Ireland (Science and Art

Deportment), vacant by the appointment of R. Ball, LL.D.,

F.^S., to the Professorship of Astronomy in the Dublin Uni-

versity, has been filled by the appointment of II. Hennessey,

F.R.S.

Dr James Atjohn, F R.S , has resigned the Professorship

of Chemistry m the School of Physic attached to Tnuity Col-

lege, Dublin Dr Apjohn still holds the Professorships of

Applied Chemistry and of Mineralogy lu the University of

Dublin. The Provost and Senior Fellows of Trinity College,

Dublin, will, pursuant to the School of Physic (Ireland) Act,

proceed on the 30th of January, 1875, to elect a Professor of

Chemistry. There is a fixed salary of 400/ a year, with an

additional payment of 100/. a year on condition that a numtier

of Senior Sophisters nominat^ by the Bursar sliall have free

laboratory instruction. In addition the Professor has the fees

for lectures and laboratory Instruction, which ought to equal,

at the lowest calculation, 400/ a year. The Professor will have

the use of the college laboratory for analyses lieaiing on

medical chemistry, such as mediad and medico-legal investi-

gations, and analyses connected with purposes of pubhe health.

Candidates are required to send their names, with the places of

their education, the Universities where they have taken their

medical degrees, and the places where they have practised, to

the Registrar of Trinity College, Dublin, and to the Registrars

of the King and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland,

Kddarc Street, Dublin, on or before the 23nl of January, 1875.

In accordance with the wishes of the Professors of the

Medical School of Trinity College, Dublui, the Provost and

Senior Fellows have resolved tliat a three months’ course of

practical instructian in Human Histology shall be added to the

ctuiiculum for the degree of M.B , the same to be under the

supenntendence of Dr. Purser, Kmg’s Professor of the Insti-

tutes of Medicine, no/, has been voted to buy twenty micro-

scopes, and we presume a room will soon be built for the

purpose.

The competitive system is making’daily progress' m IVance

Pour Comimstatris de Poltce being required, the Prefect of the

Seine instituted a conipctiUon among the poUce-secretaries, and

fourteen candidates offered themselves. A committee of exa-

miners was appointed, the examinations have been held, and

the candidates are awiuting the result, 'which will be issued

very diortly. Up to the present tune Commtssantt de Peltee

have been ^ipomted at the discretion of the Prefect, only fiom

amongst gentiemcn holding the diploma of m Law,
and secretaries of police are obliged to possess that qualification

before being admitted to the exanunatton.

Each year ihe five Pans Academies—the Academy of
Sciences, the Academy of bine Arts, the Academy of Inscrip-

tions, the Academy of Moral Sciences, and the French Academy
—hold a general meeting on the jjth of October, the anniversary

of 3 llrumaire, an IV. (asth October, 1795), the day when the

French Republic pnblfched the law organising the National In-
stitute. Dunng the Restoration the meeting was held yearly on
Ihe 24lh April, Ihe d.iy when King Loms XVIII. returned to

France, anth the foreign troops, after the battle of Waterloo.
When the Republic was proclaimed in 1848, a decree changed
the date of the annual celebration to the 25th October

, but
when Napoleon III accomplished his eoup d'ftat, he appointed

the iqth of August, which was continued to be the date to 187a
The Republic bemg again proclaimed, Ihe celebration was restored

to the 25th of October Each Academy or Class of the Instilnte

appomts successively the president of the meeting. The turn of

the Academy of &ieiices having come round this year, M.
Bertrand, who is the president in charge, was the chairman of
the whole Institute. Ills being n candidate for the perpetual

secretaryship has given much interest to his presidential address,

which was printed at full length in all the papers, and largely

approved.

The Prefect of the Seme has appointed a Commission to

inquire into the state of lightning conductors -which (are in a
very imperfect condition on some public buiUhngs—.and the best

method of testing their effic.acy llic insbtulion of this Commis-
sion appears to have been suggested by the correspondmg com-

mittee which was appomted by the British Association, and

which existed during two years without any result. It is to be

hoped that the Parisian Commissioneis will be more successful.

The Municip.al Council of Pans will very hkely ask from the

Government an authonsation to establish industrial schools in

that city.

A r a meeting held a year ago in Islmgton, a large nnmlier of

influential gentlemen wcre”a]ipomtcd a committee to obtain for

that large and important district a Public Libraryand Museum,
under the " Public Libraries and Miiseuim; Act” A requisition

to the vestry and overseers of the parish was circulated for signa-

ture, and the scheme has, we believe, met with general approval,

so that we hope soon to see it earned into effect

M. Faye has officially announced himself a candidali. for the

post of Perpetual Secretary of the Academy of Sciliicc'i, but

the chances of M. Bertiand do not ajipeor to have been greatly

altered.

There will be an examination at Sidney College, Cambridge,

on Tuesday, April 6, 1875, and three following days, of studmits

intendmg to commence residence m the following October, when
(provided fit candidates present themselves) two scholarships will

be awarded for natural science, one of the value of Cof., undone

of the value of epl. The scholarships will be tenable, under

certain conditions, until the tunc of taking the B.A degree,

or until promotion of others to greater value,

A COPY of the cwlometer, an uistrumenl mvented by Mr. W.
Manbam Adams, B.A , late Fellow of New College, Oxford,

for the ptvpose of illustrating elementary astronomy, is to be

placed in the F.xamining Department of the Boaid of Trade at

Tower HiU, and also on board her Majesty’s traming-ship

Ceirniuy, at Bukenhead. Rear-Admiral Sir A. Cooper Key has

we beheve, signified his intention of applying to the Admiralty

for leave to purchase one for the Naval College at Greenwich, of

which he is Ac president,
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Wa have joit receiveda papa bjDr. Pietro Paven, Frofeuor

of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy m the Univeraity of

Genoa, fntltl«d\'‘Contnbazione alia storia naturale del genere

Seloche,” m which that naturalist ahowf that the Koshlelgh

Shark {PolytjirosopHs rashlftghattus) and the Broad-headod

Gazer (/*. macfr), dcacnlied os British by Mr. Crouch m his

work on the fishei of our seas, ate not, ai Dr. Gunther snggests

in his valuable Catalogue of Fishes m the British Museum,
monstrosities of .Sdtuke maxima, but belong to a species found

in the Mediterranean, SdaeRe rostrata (Macri), m which the eyes

arc situated at the bai^ of the elongate, narrow, nasal snout,

instead of near the (lomt of the short snout, ns they are in

6 . maxima

Wx have teceiveil a little book with a very long title, pab>

lished by Meiars. Ward, I.ock, and Tyler. Itiacalled “Arcadian

Walks and Drives m the North-west Suburbs of London, lor

the PedestriaD, Carriage, Horse, and Bieycle," and contains a .

variety of hygienic and other hints to pedestrians, and forty-two

schemes of walks and drives in the north-west district, together

with notes on the fauna, botany, &c., of the localities visited.

This “ booklet ’’ would lie much unproved and rendered more
generally useful by the addition of a m.ip.

A r.RFAT deal of Interest is attached to the last report of Dr
King, the siipenntcndent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardena, for,

besides the usual details os to the exchange of plants and seeds

with the Royal Gardens at Kew, and otlicr similar colonial and

foreign establishments— which exchange, by the way, has not been

a light affair, inasmuch os from April 1873 to March 1S74,

ia,8i2 plants and 2,533 parcels of seeds were sent to various

parts of the world—*we have satisfactory accounts of the culti-

vation of the mahogany tree, the ipecacuanha, and the I'ara

rubber tree. The former, os is well known, is a native of

Central America and the West Indies , Imt there are, ns Dr.

King tells us, a good many old mahogany trees about t'alcutta,

which, however, rarely if ever yield i>erfect seed, so that fresh

plants have been obtained direct fruin their native country lie

says, further, that “ it has been .abundantly proved that tlie tree

will thrive m most parts of Bengal, and^that the Indi.an grown

limber is valuable.” There are fine mohug.any trees, m the

gardens at Snhaninporc and Mmiras, and Dr King doubts not

that It will grow odaiirably in almost any part of India in

situations free from frost, and where a little moisture can be

securetl in very dry weather. Of the few trees that were left in

the Calcutta Botanic Gardens after the Inst cyclone m 1867, the

mahoganies are by far the finest , they were planted about eight

years since, and are now from 8 to 1 1 ^ ft. in circumference, 6 ft

from the ground. The quality of the wood of some of the

trees blown down in the cyclones of 1864 and 18O7 was found

to be excellent. Such, tlien, are the prospects^of the successful

acclimatisation of one of the most valuable furniture woods

known i . so valuable indeed is it m Kuro^iean commerce, that

about 40,000 tons are annually imported into Great Britain from

Honduras, Jamaica, and San Domingo .So far as the increase

of the ipecaeuanlia plants unconcerned, the jiropagation by root

and leaf-cuttmgs has been so successful that there is at present

a stock of 63,000 living plants ; whereas only fonr years since

there were but tnelvc cuttings at the Cinchona Gardens, and

seven out of these twelve were afterwards accidentally destroyed.

Then again, with regard to the most valuable of all the india-

rubber producing plants, namely, that of Para—the //erva bran-

lu'Htis—SIX plants of which Dr Kmg took with him firam Kew on
hu return to India m November last, we are told that already a
few plants have been raised from cuttings taken from these six

plants, and before the lapse of another year Dr. King hopes “to

be able to report a considerable ^increase.” The advantages to

be uUamed by the successful introduction of these trees into

India are many, for besides the great sujiertority of the rubber

over that obtained from the East Indian figs, the principal of

which u Ficus dastua, and consequently a higher market value,

It will odd to the Indian revenue by establishing a course M
regular industry by a systematic tapping of the trees, and it srill

perhaps, to some extent, relieve the figs ftom a continued strain

upon them, and probable future exhaustion.

In a recently issued reixirt on the trade and commerce of

Java, we read that the total amount of Cinchona trees of all

sizes and ages growing in Government plantations at the end of

1S72 was 1,705,542, and the bark crop for the some year

amounted to i8,oix> kilogrammes.

1 1 has recently been discovered that the bamboo contains a

dangerous poison which the natives of Java extract from the

cane m the following manner. The cano is cut at each joint,

and in the cavity is found a certain quantity of tmail fibrous

mailer ofa black colour, which is covert with an almost imper-

ceptible coatmg of tissue which contams the poison. If swal-

lowed the filaments do not pass into the stomal, but remain In

the throat and produce violent inflammation and ultimately

death F.zperiments are to be made with various kinds of

bamboo, to test the existence and nature of this alleged poison.

The Syndicate appointed last June to collect mformatlon os

to the space and accommodation required for a new Geological

Museum have issued their report. They consulted the present

I'rofessor of (,eology (Mr Iluglies), who cotisidurs it desmhle
that a very much larger number of spccimcas should be exhibited

under glass th.-tn is tlie case at present , that there should be
larger intervals m the arrangement of the collection j that more
ample accommodation should be provided for students wishing to

work at special points in detail, and fur lecturers who wish to

bring a class or private pupils ; that work-rooms, class-rooms, and
library, together with private rooms for the I’rofessor and a

I’aljeontologist, which are wholly wantmg at present, sliuuld be
provided. The estimated space for the museum and necessary

offices would be 31,700 square feet, Ihe Syndicate do not re-

gard tite estimate as excessive, and there is no difficulty respect-

ing a site, as the ground of the old Ixitamc ganlen affords one

of sufficient dimensionc in jiroximity to the other museums of

natural science. The sum of 10,500/ , which has up to the jire-

ent time been subscribed towards a new museum as a memorial

to I’rofessor .Sedgwick, would be far from sufficient for the erec-

tion of a museum such as is indicated by Professor Uuglies. The
cost of such a museum, with suitable fittings and furniture for every

department, could not be estimated at less tlian 25,000/. The
Syndicate do not consider by the terms of their appointment

that tlicy are called upon to suggest any source from which tills

bum can be supplied.

The “ Ongm of .Species ” controversy has been resumed by
M. Blanchard, a member of the French Institute, in the Revue

da deux Maudes '1 he learned naturalist sujiporls strong anli-

Dorwinion theoncs

Aifliokasi from .St Petersburg has been received at Pans,

stating that the Imperial Commission apporated to survey the Sea
of Aral has finished lU work. The level of that lar^ inland

sea H about 165 ft. above that of the ocean.

Thk signature to the letter on “ Supernumerary Rainbow,”

m Nakiric, vol. X. p. 503, should not be Joseph, Iiut Hu^
Blackburn.

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey {Mdeaeus radtabis) from

India, presented by Mr S. T. Hughes ; a Black-backed Piping

Crow (Cymneirhsita leueoneta) fnim South Australia, presented

Hr. F. Fuller , a Speckled Terrapen (Clemmys guttata) from

North Amenca, presented by Mr.'A. B. Duncan
; a White Storis

(Citxmta alba), two Thicknees {tFehenemus crepitans), EuropiMn,

iTepoafted.
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The yoHmal efMtntal Seunee, October 1874.—TUi number

opCM until t^ oddrcM of Tbomag Laws Rogers, M.D,, presi-

dent at the annual meeting of the Medico-Psycholi^cal Associa-

tion, Aug. ^1874. His object was to procure a fixed meaning

fw the terms " lestiaint ” and “ seduAm,” and the clear sense

and practical aim of his remarks present a shan oonl^nst to the

rather wandering discussion whiCn Hollowed.—vr. J. Batty Tnke
hM a paper on a case in ufhich the clinical histoty and pott-

ntorUm examination will, he thinki^ support its being designated

one of sytihllitic insanity.—Dr. Daniel Hack Tuke writes about

the Hei^t of Red-Coars Green, and finds him insane, an opmion
ito«n which there is little room for dissent Probably also it

would have been well had he individuatly “been put under the

protecdon of the Ixird Chancellor and the inspection of hlS

visitorsj” it “would have been better for the neighbourhood,

better iat his famOv, and better for the Hermit of Red-Coat’s

'GreM blmselfi" But could not those very considerations be

u^^ and often with greater force, in favour of a curtailment of

the liberty thousands of frivolous, reckless, immoral persons,

who are a ur greater pest to their fiunily and neighbourhood

than poor Lucas was aft» he became the hermit ?—Dr II Hayes
NeSrmgtim contntotes a thoughtful paper On different forms of

stupof.—In an interesting article on the mental aspects of ordi-

nary disease. Dr. J. Milner Potbergill obtrudes his materialism

in a way that will be distasteful to many, while to others the

thing itself will appear shallow. Thongnt “is the product of

the combustion 01 what was originally food.” The hram of

“Robbie Bums transmuted his oatmeal ^mdge into Tam
O’Shonter."—In reviewing Dr. Mandaley’s “ ResponsibilltT in

Mental Disease,” Mr } BurcheB Spring, chaplain to the Bristol

Lunatic Asylum, while domg jnstioe to the ability of ihe work,

seemi to have the advantage of the author in matters of history.

He very deverly cats away the ground from under Dr. Mandsk^s
rather uncidled-for assertion that the brntal treatment of the

insane “bad its origin in tiie dark ages of Christian super-

stition.”

Journal do rhystqne, tome iii.. No, 33, September —This
number commences with a description of the “piionoptometer”

by M- J. Lissajous. Thia apparatus consists of an ordinary

terrestrial telescope, of which the eye-piece is broken across, and

the thM lens from the eye (theonewhld inverts the image foitned

by the objective) attached to the prong of a tuning-fork. The
lens is thus capable of vibrating m a vertical plane, the vibra-

tions of the wk bdng maintained by on electro-magnet and

contact-breaker. The telescope beiiv directed to a dutant

object presenting a brilliant pomt, and the electro-manet put

into action, the point becomes a luminous vertical line u at rest,

but if vibrating hi a direction transverse to that of the motion of

the lens, then the composition of the two movemente pves rise

to the wdl known optical sound figures. The author claims for

thia lo^mons instrument the power of detenninuig the velocity

of a laminons point on its trajectoiy, such as lominous projec-

tiles^ l^ides, &c.—Theory of the phenomena of diffraction ob-

served to in^Uy or in the focus of a lens, by M. J. JonberL—
On .the mnUud influence which two bodies vibrating in unison

emrrke npon one another, iiy M. A. Gripon. The author de-

scribes several expenments illustrating this remarkable action,

employing for the purpose collodion membranes, which vibrate

in Wun with the column of air in the resonance boxes of

taning-forks, oigan-pipes, &e. A fftiall pendolnm composed of

a pith ban snspended by a thread of cotton is attached to such a

membrane, and the mtem is then brou^t near the resonant

case M a vibrating fork, with whidi the membrane is capable of

vibrating m unison. The membrane vibrates strodgfy when
at a distal of one metre, hut when brouAt to withm
four or five centimetres of the month of the esse, the

Kmitd of the latter undergoes a, codslderahfo weakefiinfc and

the pendnluift Of the membrane is scarcely moved. If the

vlbtiSions of the fiiric have but smaU amplitude, the prox-

indty of the membrane to the resonant case extlnguisbes the

Kwitd altpg^thdr. None of these effects ore produced if the mem-
hraae is not capable of vibrating in unison with the fork If a

nianbiaiie of a lower note is ^oed in ftont of the ease and a

eunent of warm air directed upon it, the weakening of the

S0mtd occurs when the note of the fork is reachw. Ar-

rangements for repeatmg the experiments with organ-pipes ara

abo described.—Graphic representation of the coflStanU of vqf-

tfle elements, by M. A. Ctova.—Some experiments oonceming

the effecU of magnetism on the electnc discharge through a
rarefied gas when the discharge occurs m llie prolongation of the
axis of the magnet, by MM Auguste De la Rive and Edouard
Sarssm. The authors employed in thU research a columnar
electro-magnet. The tube through wlilch the discharge is trans-
mitted tesU on the upper extremity of the magnet, the hne of
electrodes being a prolo^tlon of the axis of the magnet. Va-
nons gases aealM up in Gmasler tubes have been exjierimentcd
with, the discharge from a Rnhmkorff coil being allowed to
traverse the ff*. Changes occur m the appearance of the
luminous discharge where the magnet is exated, these changes
beulg accompanied Iw a change in the resistance offered to tlie

current by the gas. Thus s tube contslning hydrogen permitted
the passi^ of sn induced current markmg 25" on the galva-
nometer when the magnet was not exated, but when excited tlie

galvanometer reading was 40“. It seems to be a law that the
augmentation in the intensity of the current is greater with a gas
which is a good conductor tlian with one wlifch is an inferior
conductor of electnaty. The authors confine themselves m this
paper to a description of the facts without cnteniig into theo-
retical considerations.—The number concludes with tliree papers
reprinted from Pontnderf't Annalen On the stroboscopic
determination of the mtensi^ of sounds, liy E. Mach , Re-
searches on magnetisation, bj Holz

; O. E Meyer and F.
Spnngmnhl, On the mtemal fnction of gases.

Aatschnft litr Oiitartichisihen Gesdluhafl fur Meteo) oloQie,

Oct. le.—In an article on the state of ilLVcfopment or forward-
ness of vegetation m Italy compared with that of Giessen, m
Germany, Prof H. Hoffmann expresses ins regret that for the
greater part of Italy we ixisscss no observations of tlie kind to
which he wishes to direct attention. A knowledge of the rela-
tive state of v^tation at many diffcreut placc-s would help
invalids to the choice of a residence cougciml to them, and
dispel the false estimates of Italian climate now so common. In
the course of a rapid visit to Italy in March and April, 1874, be
took a number of observations, and compared them on liU return
to Giessen with like observations simultaneously t.ikcu at that
place. The weather was fortuiialcly fine and fairly uiuform
over Central and Southern Europe during the period of
hla travels. The average state of vegetation m open situa-
ticms can be rougbly calculated under normal conditions by
reckoning tor every degree southwards an advance of 3J days.
Direct observation shows this rule generally to hold good
Rome IS 8° south of Giessen, Naples 9"

, this gives, at the rate
above mentioned, an advance for Rome of 30, for Naples of J4
dayi. On looking at the map which accompanies Prof Hoff-
mann’s paper, we find the real difference to have been for Naples
35, for Rome 23 ,

and so with many oUicr places m Italy If
we have the number of days’ advance in the spnng, by doubling
It we obtam the relative length of summer, or the period m
vegetation. The Rmera di Porrente u quite abnormal, having a
warm and early spring. Prof. Hoffmann’s method consisted m
takmg the mean of the number of dajV advance before Giessen,
of the bursting into leaf or flower of several common kmds of
trees In a certam place, and making this number the cnterloii of
climate. In condusion, he affirms that the extended observation
of a single species of tree in the above manner, with regnnl also
to the tune of first firuits, would give us a new insight into com-
parative climatology, and that after various species h.vl lieen so
dealt with, maps might be mode, exhibiting for each montli a
fair example m the development of one of these species A
list of Qie plants observed is appended. Among the Klt'ntre
MUthednngm, m a communication from Dr. I lildcbrandtson,

director of the Meteorological Department of Upsala Observa-
tory, we find that he arrives at results similar to those of Mr. Ley
respecting the movements of drrus, tlus cloud appearing to

move away from the centre of a cyclone and towards the centre

I of an anticyclone.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
MAMC3IESTER

Literal and Pbilosopbictd Society, Oct. 2a—Folward
Schunck,,F.R.S

.
president, in the chair.—E.W Burney, h R.S ,

stated that he hodWn so fortunate as to find s specimen of iihg-

ntarta which he exhiMted to the Society, from flic liidlion coal at

Clon|A Head, near Buinley, having the iniedull.-t pufcctly pre-

S4|rv^—Mr. R. D. Darbiahire, F.G.S ,
exhibited and described

the Palseolithic (french and English drift) miidtmcnts collected
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for the soin't At the Owens College.—Prof Bo^ DawUni^
h.R S ,

brought before the notice ol the Society the conditions

under which the pslicoUtbic implements ere fonnd in the rieer-

stmta and in the caves, m association with the extinct manunelisi,

i.uch as the mammoth and woolly rhinoceros. Although the

iiumlier of flint implements from the nver-strata in various cul>

lections was very great, yet it is small when viewed m connection

with the enormous tjuantity of etavel removed in their discovery.

They arc not evenly distribute^ but duster round certem spots.

Their discovery m India along with the extinct mammalia proves

that man was living, both in hurope and in Southern Asia from

the Ganges to Ceylon, in the same rude uncivilised state, at the

sanu hme 111 the fiie-history of the earth. I le also called mten-
tion to the art of the hunters of the reindeer and mammoth in

the south of France, Belgium, and Switzerland, an art eminently

rcalisbc, and by no means despicable ; and he inferred from their

art and implements and the associated animals that they may be
represented at the present d.iy by the Kskimos —On a colori-

metric method of determining Iron In waters, by Mr. Thomas
C'amelly, IkSc. ;

commumcat^ by Prof. II. E. Koscaej F.R.S.

PlIlLADBLPHIA
Academy of Natural Sciences, June 23.—Dr. Uuschen-

I etger, president, in the chair.—Mr. il. Waterhouse Hawkins
gave his views on the construction of the pelvis of lladrosautus.

—

I'ror. Cope described a species of Dlpnoan fish of the genus

Ctenodus, from the coal measures of Ohio.

June 3a—Dr. Kuschenberger, president, in the choir.—
Anatomical notes by Dr Chapman were read. On the disposition

of the l*lissimus_I)orii,* &c., in el/elet geogroyi and Alacacus

rhtsits, and On the Flexor Brevis Digitomm in AMes geofftvyt.

On report of the committee to which it was referrM, the

following paper was ordered to be pubhshed .
—“ On habits of

some American species of birds," by Thomas G. Gentry.

July 7 —Dr. Kuschenberger, president, In the chair.—Prof

Pcrsifor Frazer, jun , contiuueil the account of his attempts to

reconcile the results of the analyses of minerals by the best

chemists with formulas which were constructed on the doctnne

of quantivalence, r e , the known atom-saturating power of the

elements — On change of habit in Aw<4?r<na Mr Thomaa
Meehan stated that he h.id recently seen a case where the stolons

had odvancoil from the ground, and up the trunk of a large

chestnut tretv to the height of about 2 ft. , the original stolons

for several years back having died away, and the plant taken in

.1 purely epiphytal character The raoti and stolons mostly bod
penetrated the c-oarse rough bark of the chestnut tree, the leaves

only being chiefly visible.

July 14.—Dr. Kuschenberger,’’president, in the chair.—Prof.

Cope stated that the snakes of the genus ^Starena, B. and G , are
viviparous like Enttma and other tropidonotine genera to which
tliey arc allied — Prof. Cope gave a synopsis of the result of bis

work m connection with llayden’i United States Geological

Survey of the 1 erntoiies iluring the season of 1873. lie stated

tli.at the investigation covered prmcipally the pal.-eontology of the

Cretaceous, Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene picnods in Colorado.

The whole number of siieaes of vertebrata obtained was 150^ of
winch 95 were at the time new to science The Cietaceous
•pecic’s were Iioth terrestrial and marine, and the Miocene were
most numerous. Tliese numbered 75 s^ies, of which 57 were

Paris

Academy of Sciences, Oct. 19.—M. Bertrand in the chair.

-The following papers were read ;—On series of similar tn-
Qiigles, by M. (. liaslei —Olnervation of the solar eclipse of
( )cL 10, 1874, with the spectroscope , tables of tlie observations

of solar prominences from Dec. z6, 1873, to Aug. 2, 1874, by
P btcchi.—On the dissociation ol bydrated salts, by M. U.
I lebray lliis is a reclamation of results published by M. G.
Wiedermann in u memoir “ On the dissociation of the hydrated
sulphates of the imagnesian group.”—On magnetic condensation
n soft iron, by M. A. I-aTlemand. The author describes a
scries of experiments illustrating this property of soft iron. The
condensation appears to depend on the intensity of the mag-
netism develops In the iron.—Hypothecs of the imponderable
ether, and on the origin of matter, by M. Martha-Beker.—On
the distribution of the sugar and mineral principles m beet, by
M. Ch. Violette. The author bus ariived at the following con-
clusicDS .—I. The proportions of sugar contained in the saccha-
nferous and cellular tissues of beet differ but little 2. The
sugar mcreoses in arithmetical progression aloiK the axis of the
root, from the upper extremity to the tip. 3. mineral con-

stituents do not undergo any regular variation along the aais^

but chlorides are more abundant towards the upper extremity

than at the Up. 4. Mineral constituents are more abnndant In

the oelhilar than in the sacebanferous tissues. 5. Chlorides are

considerably more abundant m the cellnlar thou in the sacdia-

rlferons tissues. 6. The chloridet are more liable to variotiott

in the two kinds of tissues than the other mineral prin-

ciples.- Experiments on the circular compass made on
beard the despatch-ship Eiuii and the armour-plated fngete

Savoie, by M. E. Duchemm.—Remarks concenung recent

notes by MM. Slgnoret and Lichtenstein on the different

known species of the genus Phylloxera, by M . Balblanl. The
author pomts out that E UckteHstetnu recently described by him
u specifically distinct from P. RiUyi, and again restates his

belin tliat the species seen by M. Lldtenstein on Quereut coeef-

/era was not P. vaitatrLx .—Observations relatum to a recent

note by M. Rommier “ On experiments made at Montpellier on
phylloxensed vines with M Petit’s coal-tar," by M. Balblanl

—

Influence of temperature on the development of Phylloxera

;

extract from a letter ftom M. Mannce Girard to M. Dumas.
Other communications relating to Phylloxera were received from
various authors.—Gcnendliatloa of Euler’s theorem on the

curvature of surfaces, by M, C. Jordan.— Observations relating

to a recent note byM. Lecoq de Boisbaadmn on gnperiataration,

by M. D. Gernez.—Researches on the decomposition of certain

salts by water, by M. A. Ditte. : When water is added to a solution

of mercuric snlphate,^a basic sulphate is precipitated. This basic

salt forms the subject of the present research.—The colourlM
matter of the blood (hiematutme) contains no iron, by MM. O.

Paulin and L. Jolly. 'The authors describe the prqiaration
and purification of hrematosine. By repeated macerations with
alcoholic ammonia and subeoiuent flltration, brematowne is at

length obtained completely free from iron.—On the movement
excited in the stamens of Synantherese, by M. E IfeckeL—M.
F. Garrlgou commumcated an analysis of the stalactitic deposits
foundm the chimneys of iron forges.—Dunng the meeting M. Le
Vemer presented the meteorological atlas of the Observatory of
Pans, containing observutioni fur ilic years 1869, 1870^ atul 1871.

B-jSo (ChurchiU).—^in^^Hgchanism

-ulfntdey^

m rnsiiau uiemiKTV r ranx uow«^
ism (Intcrnatioiul bents) . B J Matw
oil Msmttivn H Lloyd, U U (t.oiiR.
liM Slid UrQniiow (l«nginani) —A Pesp

ind Hsnburyiht^iUan).—Uve Rumini W H l>awirini(MacimUanl—
'ielegraph sad Travel Col Sir t. J GoU.mir), C B , K t-S I (Use.
millsn).—Sun snd Earth great Forcre in Chomistry , T W. Hall. M U..
1.K.C SF, (Trilbntr)—MagneUiiii. II Lloyd, M iJ, H C (Loiiman.-).—Tj^l’rD^brtmjc^^ory of Life L. Hwe (Ilaillibis and_ll> )-^Lew

, - (LongmaiMl.
Ilibis and l^> 1-Le^

i-h.ii.opbyTM;c«;iiin-.id-S-)'

Aubsilan —nuttcrdwi of North America. Parts I sod II W H.
Kdwsrd. (Hurd and Hoiighion, New York)
Fosbicn —Attl dcUa Reale Accadtmin Del Lincei, vol xxvl —Mimidra

eur Is mahdie ilc U V gne, et xnr ion Irmtemtnt . LouU Faucon (Pirhl -
Mtt^s Hir la mmvelle maladio de la Vigiie Maxims Cornu (Pant).—
F Index siir la nouvelle maladie de la Vigne dsiw Ic bud-Ku de la Fisaoe .M Duclaux (Paru) I.eN Anrhnides de Franco Eugino Simon (PsrisX—
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JU of Birds —PioC Alfred Nswtoh, F R.S
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SIR JOHN LUBBOCK AT BIRMINGHAM

S IR JOHN LUBBOCK, in his inaugural address as

president of the Midland Institute, gave utterance

to some wholesome truths which we sinccrel/ hope the

Government and people of the country will take to heart-

Sir John, as a member of the Schools Commission and
of the Science Commission, has had ample opportunities

of ascertaining the exact state of our schools and univer-

sities as to the teaching of science
;
and after all that has

been said and done, he comes to the unhappy conclusion

that, practically, science is ignored in the vast majority

of our educational institutions of all classes—elementary

schools, endowed schools, and universities. At the same
time he is driven to the conclusion that a widespread

interest in science already exists in the country. Of this

we think anyone can assure himself who looks around

and can read the signs of the times. There is iindoubt-

tdly a Widespread feeling that the present all but univer-

sal system of education is inadequate and unsatisfactory

and that science must, sooner or later, be allotted a place

in all our schools. Notwithstanding this feeling, the fact

undoubtedly remains as Sir John Lubbock stated it, that

the great fault of our present system of education is the

neglect of science ,
some few years hence it will be

deemed incredible that a boy should be allowed to pass

through any good school and yet be entirely ignorant of

any one branch of natural knowledge.

Here, then, on one side exists a craving, becoming

more and more defined, in the country, that science be

given a place in our educational system, and on the other

hand the fact that scarcely anything definite has yet been

done to give science an established place in our schools and

universities. In most cases where science has been ad-

mitted into our schools, it has been only on sufferance as

a kind of interloper for which any odd corner is good

enough. In spite of all that has been said recently—

again to refer to the address—about the advantt^c

of science, notwithsunding the reports of Royal Com-
missions and the action of Parliament, though the im-

portance of science is generally admitted, still it is

unfortunately the case that, with a few exceptions, it is

either entirely ignored in our endowed schools or has

allotted to it a space of time ludicrously inadequate, and,

indeed, almost nominal. In some cases it is permitted,

but only on condition of being taken out of playtime,

which is not fair to the boy, and being paid for extra,

which naturally does not recommend it to the parent. It

is for parents and for the public to say whether

this stote of things is satisfactory ;
and Sir John

called attention to it because he thought that parents

were in general scarcely aware how bttle their sons

were even now learning beyond the old routine. The

present sute of matters ought not, therefore, to be

tolerated, and the only position in our schools and

universities, for the teaching of science, is a position of, at

least, equality with all the other old-fashioned means of

education. The only principle on which a saUsfactory

course of education can be constructed is, that it is essen-

tial lor the well-being of every man and woman that he

VoL. XL—No. a«3

and she should start in life with a well-trained mind and
a fair knowledge of the principles and the main facts

of everyday hfe.

Sir John Lubbock admits the importance of language
as a means of education, but he thinks that it has
hitherto been given a far too prominent place in our

schools, and that the amount of time devoted to hnguistic

studies IS out of all proportion to the results achieved.
“ We still," he said, “ indeed, teach the Latin grammar
rather than the Latin language, for a man cannot surely

be said to know a language which he cannot speak
; and

I cannot but believe that if our children were taught Latin

and Greek as they are taught French and German, they

would learn them in half the time. Mr. Arnold, in his

report on German schools, tells us that it is common there

for the master to address his boys in Latin, and for the

class to speak Latin in reply. The German boys, he
adds, have certainly acquired through this practice a
surprising command of Latin."

It IS well known that scholarship in Germany is far more
widespre.ad and accurate than in England, and we sec

that this scholarship is acquired with a much less expen-

diture of lime '1 he consequence is, that plenty of time

remains in German schools for the te.aching of science,

which forms so important a part of education throughout

that country, and which gives the German a starting-

point in hfe so very much superior to that which the

average Englishman has, even when educated at our

public schools and universities. No one can deny the

increasing importance of a knowledge of science in all

departments of human activity, and we fear that if

another two generations of boys be allowed to pass

through our schools m their present condition, this

country will be almost hopelessly behind certain countries

on the C..intincnt. This has been recently admitted as a
truth by several practical men, whose position ns such

ought to be of some weight with our trading and manufac-

turing community. But to this subject we hope to return

in an early number.

In the meantime, it is clear to all who have taken pains

to inquire into the facts that a radical reform must soon

be made in our present system of education, from the

elementary schools upwards ; that a rearrangement of

subjects and a reform m methods must be made, so that

science may be allotted a place of equal prominence with

other subjects, and that Government must begin the

reform by insisting that such a change be made in the

programmes of all schools under its control On this

point Sir John said :

—

No doubt we had greatly increased the number of our

schools and the attendances of the children, but while we
had been disputing over the 25th clause and arguing

about compulsion, we had somewhat lost sight of the

character of the education giveo ; and he was sorry to

say that there was abundant evidence, not only that it

had not improved, but even that it had fallen off m the

last few years. The present system of payment practi-

c.illy confined the instruction given to reading, writing,

and arithmetic. No doubt a payment of 3r. per head

was nominally offered for any two other subjects, but

other grants amounted to i8j.—namely, Sr. for attend-

ance, ir. for music, and 4s. each for reading, writing, and

arithmetic, which were obligatory. Now, as 15J. was the

maximum granted, it followed that if three-quarters of

the children pass in reading, writing, and anthmebc, the
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ftan grant would be earned, and nothing could be obtained

from other lubjects. It seemed to him, however, that the

passes in reading and writing ought not to be made so

difficult, but that three-quarters of the children should

pus. No wonder that under those circumstances the

Duke of Devonshire’s Commission had reported that the

present system had “ unfortunately narrowed the instruc-

tion given in elementary schools, and, together with the

lower standard consequently adopted in the training and
examination of pupil-teachers, and the curtailment of

the syllabus of the training colleges, exercises a prejudicial

effect on the education of the country."

As to the question of expense for apparatus, Sir John

Lubbock showed that this need be no obstacle; fully

recognising that the kind of science to be taught must

be no word knowledge, but a practical acquaintance

with the actual facts of nature.

Schoolmasters had on more than one occulon said

to him that.lt wu impossible for them to teach science,

because they had not the funds necessary to purchase
apparatus, set up a laboratory, &c. Now^ no doubt, much
money might be profitably laid out in this way, but it was
not necessary to do so. Mr. Tuckwell, who spoke from
personal ex^rience, said in a paper read before the

British Association in 1871, that “it ought to be more
widely known for how very small a sum sufficient appa-
ratus can be obtained to teach natural history and expm-
mcntal science. A laboratory can be fitted up for twenty
boys at a cost of little more than so/., while each boy’s

private stock of glass and test solutions need not cost

more than 8r. per annum. Botanical flower-trays, con-
taining eighteen bottles, may be bought for half-a-crown

;

electrometers, telescopes, polariscopes, models of pumps,
and pulleys, may be made, by a little instruction, by the

boys themselves, who will learn in their construction far

more of the pnnciptes which they involve than could ever

be instilled into their minds by the choicest products of

the shop.’’

After quoting the opinions of the late Prof. Fara-

day, Prof. Henslow, Dr. Hooker, and Prof. Huxley

on the importance of early scientific education, Sir John
said it was often uiged that m science the very methods

of teaching were still under discussion. This, however,

was an unavoidable incidence of a commencement. It

would be remedied by experience, and could be remedied

by experience only. Mr. Arnold truly said that “,whcn

sdentific physics have as recognised a place in public

instruction as Latin and Greek, they will be as well

taught."

Sir John Lubbock also referred to the miserable pittance

which has as yet been allotted to research in science by our

Universities; but as we have referred to this point so

recently, we need not dwell upon it here. Altogether, we
hope that this moderate and wise, but uncompromising
address may give one more strong impulse to the already

widespread feeling that we cannot with safety delay

much longer in givmg to science the place which it ought

to hold in the educational system of the country.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SPITSBERGEN
AND NOVA ZEMBLA*

SO much public attention is now directed to the polar

regions and their inhabitants, that we do not
hesitate to bring before the notice of our readers the

important contribution to our knowledge of Spitzbergcn

and Nova Zembla, recently published by Von Heuglin as
r “ geiMO Mch d«ii Nord,noljirm«r iii

M lb. TonHtusliS. la dni thcikn .

Faum, Floni^ aiM Gtologi« (Bniu&ch»waff» XI74 )

the third part of his “ travels ” in those countries in 1870

and 1871.

In it will be found a complete ritumi of the presmit

state of our knowledge of the zoology and botany of those

distant and inhospitable regions, and a chapter <» what

IS known of their geology.

The mammals of these northern climes are few in

number, consisting chiefly of seals and whales. The
terrestrial mammal-fauna comprehends mily two species

of lemming (Myodts torquatus and M, ebtnni) : the

arctic fox, common fox, and wolf and sea-bear among
the carnivores, and a single ruminant—the reindeer—

seven species in all. The birds are more numerous,

though here again the marine species far predominate,

the land-birds being only ten in number out of a total of

fifty. Amongst the former we are surprised to see

recorded as an accidental visitor the Hoopoe, usually

considered as rather an inhabitant of the tropics, but of

which a single straggler was captured in Southern Spits-

bergen by a merchant-vessel in August 1868. Reptiles

are conspicuous only by their absence in Spitsbergen and
Nova Zembla, but of fishes thirty species are recorded as

having been obtained on various parts of the coast, all

belonging to known forms either of the Atlantic or of the

waters of Northern Asia
The invertebrates of Spitsbergen are treated of more

concisely by Herr v. Heuglin
j but lists are given of the

i

species of the different orders, and many references to

I
previously published papers and works bearing upon this

I

subject are added.

The account of the flora of Spitsbergen is mainly

founded on Malmgren's paper, published m 1863, in the

Proceedings of the Kojral Academy of Sciences of Stock-

holm, to which, however, additions have smee been made
by Anderson, Fries, and Nystrdm. The Phanerogams
enumerated are 1 17, the Cryptogams upwards of fifty.

The botany of Nova! Zembla and Waigatsch Island is

separately treated of. Our knowledge of this subject is

based upon the excellent researches of Von Baer and
Trautvetter, published at St. Petersburg, and a paper of

Blytt’s, of Christiania. On these islands 146 Phanero-
gams and 144 Cryptogams have been discovered. Among
the latter a certain number of new species are described

m the present work by Prof. Able, of Stuttgardt

The geological chapter, which concludes the volume, is

based upon the well-known researches of the Swedish
naturalists Lovdn, Torell, Blomstrand, and Nordenskiold,
who have laboured so long and so dihgently upon this

subject.

We can recommend Herr v. Heuglin’s work as a very
convcnioit handbook for the use of future visitors to the
Northern Seas, and of explorers of those newly dis-

covered lands of which we are now hearing so much.

NICKEL’S DEVELOPMENT OF MAN*
Anthrepogtme oder EnivncktlungsgtschichU dtt Mtn.
sshtHS gtmeinversihndltchi vnsstnschafthche V»rtri^,
von Ernst Hscckel. (Leipzig: Engelmann, 1874.)

II.

I
N tracing the genealogy of our race. Prof, Htsekd

while availing himself of the gradual changes intM
fauna of the earth during geological pctiode, and of the

* ContiiUMd ftom p j
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fndfttioo of livini; animal forms, takes as the most im-

portant clue in his difficult task the facts of human
embryology. This close connection is constantly kept in

view, and by its aid not only docs he trace, as in the

twenty-second chapter of his “ Schhpfungsgeschichte,”

the phllogeny of man as a compound organism ( Person^

but extends the same process to the separate organs of

the human body and the faculties of the human mind.

The chapters i^ich are occupied by this mvestigation

are the most interesung in the book, full of ingenious sug-

gestions, and well repaying the reader who brings a sound

knowledge of embryology and comparative anatomy to

their study.

The genealogical tree here constructed is briefly as

follows First, a Cythode {Momr), lUelf the product of

inorganic matter, passed in the Laurentian ages from

being a component of pnmordial sea-sUme (Plasiou,

represented by existing Bathybius) to a sepiirate unicel-

lular or ammboid form. Several of these plastids next

formed a colony by cell-division {Morula), which in sub-

sequent ages became covered with cilia, differentiated

into an ectoderm and entoderm, and provided with a

mouth (Casirega), a form represented in sponges and other

invertebrates and in Ampbioxys, but omitted in the onto,

genesis of man, or represented by the Blastosphere

Each of the primitive layers subdivided into two, and
between the latter was formed the emtum, or body cavity

(vermiform stage, pr^luchous or aproctous). Next was

developed the notochord m a form related to the existing

ascldian and amphioxous larva?. The vertebral character

being thus attained, our ancestors passed through stages

now represented by the Lampreys and the sharks, during

the ages which ended the .-uch.eolithic period. While

the Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian formations

were taking place, the Amphibian stage was passed, and
the succeeding development m the Tnas epoch was from

this to a protamnioUc form, distinct from that which gave

birth to the sauropsidan stem, and leading directly to the

mammalian. When the last strata of chalk had been

laid down, a marsupial form was changing into one now
represent^ by the lemurs. Lastly, the Tertiary period

witnessed the development of various gradations of

catarrhme Primates, from one of .which the earliest men
directly sprung.

The genealogy thus constructed (which is almost

exactly the same as those Prof. Haeckel has before pub-

lished) is plausible enough, and if such speculations

come under what the late M. Elie dc Beaumont called

“la science mousseuse,” they certainly have their use

in directing and stimulating inquiry. But is this the

way to introduce the results of biology to a popular

audience?

In the first place, the theory of evolution itself is

neither so certain nor so complete as persons who take

their knowledge from these lectures alone would be led to

suppose. Our author is astonished at Rutimeycr’s com-

parison of “ Darwinism ” to a religion. But as held by

tU Illustrious author and by the ablest biologists both

in Germany and England, it is very much like a rational

theology : for it is a theory which only pretends to be a

mote or less probable explanation of facts, which is held

Uable to correction fimm fresh facts and with tolerance for

tew probable explanations. But in these lectures evolu-

tion is no longer a reasonable belief, but a fanatical and
intolerant Aher^laubt,

Again, granting that evolution by some means lias

taken place, and that natural selection is a true cause of

evolution, it is not the only cause Modifications of it,

like the so-called “ Mimicry" of Hates and Wallace, have
.ilready been discovered, and no doubt others will be.

The effect of .Sexual selection, a struggle for existence of

the race ns distinct from the individual, would not have

been guessed had not Mr. Darwin himself proved it : and
It often modifies the working of Natural selection

Lastly, ifwe'accept evolution and so-called m.itenahsm

in its widest sense, the logical results will not be what

Prof Hsckel assumes, h'or these, like .tU other scientific

theories, deal only with secondary causes ; and when we
have traced back mind and matter alike to cosmic vapour,

the question still recurs, to what was that matter with its

potential functions due ^ In Pro(fle;i'net, or in the im-

pregnated human ovum,

The thread of I ife unlwistc<l is

Into Its first consistences

Yet the mysteries of growth, of movement, and of genera

tion arc not less but more mysterious than when less

nakedly expose'd in higher organisms. .Scientific investi-

gation, tn the hands of Darwin, Friti Muller, Dohrn, and

Hjvckcl, has told us much and will tell us moie of how
this world has come about ; but when men cease to

inquire into its final cause, the hum.an race will have

made a step back towards its pnmordial slime.

Leaving these general considerations, one is reminded

by Prof Ha?ckcl’s attempt at a human philogeny of the

many fallacies which beset the application of the general

theory of evolution to this particular instance.

When the dogma is accepted that “ontogeny is a re-

capitulation of phllogeny,” we find that the individual

development of man and hts ancestors is far from com-
pletely known. The embryology, for instance, of Mono-
tremata and the Ganoids, including Ccralodus, is .1 bl.ank.

Only the other day Mr. Balfour’s admirable observation's

on the development of sharks came to disturb what

seemed to be a universal law of vertcbr.-ite embryology,

I

and the origin of the urogenital organs is still confessedly

obscure. Yet Prof. Hmckel, while candidly admitting

tins last difficulty, practically assumes one and not the

best-supported view to be correct. On the strength of it

he teaches that the kidneys are homologous with seba-

ceous glands, with the segmental organs of Aiinulata,* and

with the water-vascular canals of other worms ;
and that

sperm-cells belong to the exoderm, genn-cells to the endo-

derm. Again, the placental classification which forms

the basis of the genealogical tree on p. 493 has been

always open to grave objection, and has now been de-

cisively contradicted by the researches of M. Alphonse

Milne-Edwards and Prof. Turner.

Again, even when the development of an animal is fully

made out, it is often so abndged and distorted an epitome

of Its ancestry, that we may easily interpret it wrongly,

and we have at presentTno signs to tell us when the clue

begins to fad.

But a third and still more senous difficulty in con-

structing philogenies is the well-known incompleteness

Whtther thl« Inseaiou, hj^hmi of Gogeobaur wUI be cooSnned o*
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of the geological tecord ; and, unluckily for the genealogy

of man, the very chapter we most need, that of the

Worms and primitive Tunicata, is the one most hope-

lessly lost.

All this does not prove that no attempt should be made
to trace back the descent of man and other animals by

such lights os we have, but it does seem to show that the

results are too uncertain to be set forth as ascertained

facts in popular lectures.

Strange as it now seems, a generation ago many of the

best zoologists spent their time in arranging animals

according to various systems of metaphysical origin.

The speculations of Oken and Geoffrey St. Hilaire, of

Forbes and Macleay, read now like the controversies of

the schoolmen. The archetypal skeleton was drawn in

many forms (and often in several colours), and almost as

many compound terms were invented as those of Prof.

H.rckel ,* ^t all these fancied systems have passed away,

or only exist as relics to encumber the ground. Does not

their fate suggest misgivings as to the fate of the genealo-

gical trees which are now so luxuriant ?

In conclusion I will quote the words of one who will

not be suspected of sharing the prejudices of those eccle-

siastical newspapers which appear to be t^sponsible for

many of the defects in Prof. Hmckel’s lectures.

“ Of .'ll! kinds of dogmatism the materialistic is the most

dangerous, because it denies its own dogmatism, and

appears in the garb of science , because it professes to

rest on fact, when it is but speculation ; and because it

attempts to annex territories to the domain of Natural

Scicnce.before they have been fairly conquered.”*

P. H. Pyk-Smith

ISAfAIUA
Isiiuului. n Nanative of the Expedtlton to Ctulral

Afnca for the SHppietstoii of the Slave Ttade, orga~

fused by Ismael, Khedive of Egypt. Dy Sir Samuel

W. Baker, Pacha, F.R.S., &c. &c. Two vols. (Lon-

don ; Macmillan and Co., 1874.)

I
T must be difficult for any unhardened critic to keep

his wits about him in reading this fascinating narra-

tive, and we arc sure no reader will wish that it had

been shorter.

There is not much in the book of directly scientific

interest. Sir Samuel went over very nearly the ground

he had traversed before, and which he has so well and

fully described in his “Albert N’yanza” and “Nile I

Tributaries of Abyssinia ;
” and he kept so faithfully and '

unswervingly in view the noble errand on which he set !

out, that he had little opportunity to attend to the in- {

tcrests of science. The heroic Lady Baker, however,

'

made large botanical collections throughout the journey, I

which she presented to the Khedive on her arrival in
\

Cairo, and Sir Samuel informs us that Lieut Baker made
|

considerable topographical observations. Moreover, '

although the expedition had no scientific object m view, 1

Its purpose was eminently conducive to the interests of

iKlMn. und ich faUih* ||<

science, seeing that until the demoralising traffic in slaves

is suppressed, we can never hope to obtain a thorough

knowledge of the mteresting region around the Upper
Nile—of iu geography, its ethnology, and its natural his-

tory ; and therefore, although the great object which Baker
had in view seems to have been thwarted through the pusil-

lanimity of the Egyptian Government, he deserves the

greatest credit for having proved that with skill, deter-

mination, and adequate means—and his means were very

inadequate—the journey from Cairo to the Albert N’yansa

might be accomplished in a very short time.

We think it would be difficult to conceive of a leader

better fitted than Sir Samuel Baker to accomplish the

task which the Khedive commissioned him to do. His
work is a practical commentary on the vigorous and
truthful lines of Tennyson ;

—

“ O well for him whose will is strong I

He snfiert, but he will not suffer lung

;

He suffers, but he cannot suffer wrong :

For him nor moves the loud world’s random mock.
Nor all calamity’s hugest waves confound.
Who seems a promontory of rock.

That, compa-s’d round with turbulent sound,

In middle ocean meets the surging shuck,

Tempest-buffeted, citadel crown’d.”

Sir Samuel estimates that at least So/x» persons

arc annually captured to be sold as slaves, and it

would be s^e to say that several thousands more are

massacred in effecting the capture of these ; the atro-

cities practised by the slave-hunters are almost incredible.

It was to suppress this lamentable state of matters that

Sir Samuel Baker was commissioned, on April i, 1869,

by the wcU-intentioned and enhghtened Khedive of
Egypt, who gave him full powers as to equipment. To
accomplish this purpose it was necessary to annex the

whole Nile basin, and to establish a Intimate trade

in the barbarous countries which had hitherto been
scourged with this infamous traffic. So far as Sir

Samuel could carry out his plans, the equipment of the

expedition was admirable in every deta^ down to the

magic lantern, the wheels of life, and the magnetic
battery, which last was in constant requisition among the

tribes of the Upper Nile, and was a perpetual source of

amusement to the members of the expedition and of
wonder to the natives.

It would be impossible, in the space at our disposal, to

give any adequate idea of the work of the expedition.

From the very first Sir Samuel met with obstructions

and delays that would have induced any less patient and
less determmed man to abandon it altogether. The
Egyptian Government had undertaken to furnish a large

number of boats, besides steamers and an adequate mili-

tary force, for the expedition, which, it was arranged,

would start in June 18^ It was with the greatest diffi-

culty that a start was made on the 29th of August, when
two of the parties proceeded up the Nile, one to go direct

by river to Khartoum, and the other to land at Korosko
and march across 4xx> mdes of desert to the same place

;

with the latter was the heavy machmery fmd sections of

steamers earned by a regiment of camels. Sir Samuel him-
self set out from Suez on Dec. 1 1 for Souakim, thence

to Berber on the Nile, and in a diahbeeah to Khartoum.
Here, in accordance with orders which had been sent on
months before, he expected a fleet of vessels to be ready
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to convey the eiqwdition up the Nile, but was coolly in-

fonned 1^ the Govemor-General that “ it was impossible

to procure the number of vessels required
; therefore he

had purchased a house for me, as he expected I should
remain that year at Khartoum, and start in the following

This was certainly disheartening
; it was evident that

the expedition was unpopular, and that although the

Khedive earnestly wished the suppression of the trade,

there was scarcely another man in the country but

thought it was hts interest to support it
;
thus the queller

of the evil had to 6ght against tremendous odds After

inconceivable difiiculty a small fleet was got together, a

force of 1,400 infantry and two batteries of artillery mus-
tered, and everything ready for a start by P'eb. 8, 1870,

although the desert party under Mr. Higginbotham had
not yet come up. Out of the military force, Baker
selected forty-six men, who were known as the “ Forty

Thieves,” owing to their light fingered propensity, of

which, however, they were soon cured, and became ulti-

mately a loyal band of well-disciplined braves, who con-

tributed greatly to the success of the expedition.

On Feb. 16 the expedition reached the Sobat junction,

which river brings an immense body of yellowish water to

the Nile, colouring the latter tor a great distance. The
Bahr Girafle was reached next day, and here the expedi-

tion met with new difficulties Sihich seemed likely enough

to compel it to turn back. Sir Samuel says

—

" The Bahr Giraffe was to be our new passage instead

of the original White Nile. That nver, which had be-

come so curiously obstructed bv masses of vegetation that

had formed a solid dam, already described by me in ‘ The
Albert Nyansa,’ had been entirely neglected by the Egyp-
tian authorities. In consequence of this neglect an extra-

ordinaiy change had taken place. The immense number
of floating islands which are constantly passing down the

stream of the White Nile had no exit ;
thus they were

sucked under the original obstruction by the force of the

stream, which passed through some mysterious channel,

until the subterranean passage became choked with a

wondrous accumulation of vegetable matter. The entire

river became a marsh, beneath which, by the great pres-

sure of water, the stream oozed through innumerable

small channels. In fact, the White Nile had disappe.ircd.

A vessel arnvmg from Khartoum in her passage to Gon-
doroko would find, after passing through a broad river of

clear water, that her bow would suddenly strike against a

bank of solid compressed vegetation—this was the natural

dam that tud been formed to an unknown extent the

river ceased to exist.

“ It may readily be imagined that a dense spongy mass

which completely closed the river would act as a hltcr

thu% as the water charged with muddy patlides arrived

at Ue dam where the stream was suddenly checked, it

would deposit all impurities as it oozed and percolated

slowly through the tangled but compressed mass of vege-

tation. This deposit quickly created mud-banks and

shoals, which cfKctually blocked the original bed of

the nver. The reedy vegetation of the countiy minic-

diately took root upon these favourable conditions, and

the rapid effect in a tropical climate may be imagined.

TTiat which had been the river bed was converted into a

olid marsh.
. ,

“ This tcmblc accumulation had been increasing for five

or six years, therefore it was impossible to areertam or

even speculate upon the distance to which it might extend.

slave-traders had been obliged to seek another route,

which they had found vtd the Bahr Giraffe, which nver

bad proved to be merely a branch of the White Nile, as I

had suggested in my former work, and not an indepen-
dent river.”

On Feb. 18 the fleet commenced to push its way against
the strong current of the Bahr Giraffe, but had not made
much progress when it was met by obstructions which had
shut up the original channel ; day after day was the nver
found to be choked up with a mass of vegetation—“ sudd,”

Sir Samuel calls it— which with infinite labour had to be
cleared away by all hands working with cutlasses and
knives, to allow the vessel to pass through. The cutting

through of this was dreadfully trying to the men ; the

poisonous effluvia permanently disabled many, it uns,

besides, a sore hindrance to the progress of the cxpcili-

tion. The end of it was that Sir Samuel was compelled

to turn back and wait for a more favourable season when
the river would be in stronger volume The retreat was
commenced on April 3 The distinguishing feature of the

country at this part of the Bahr Giraffe is the innumer-
able hills of the white ant, rising to heights of 8 and 10 ft.,

and numerous herds of the antelope Damalts sentgale)ms
are met with.

A very well-organised enc.ainpmcnt was formed some
distance below the Sobat junction, which ultimately

developed into a pretty town and busy market-place, to

which Sir Samuel gave the name of “ Tewfikceyah.”

A start was again made on IJec 1 1, and after scarcely

less labour, which disheartened and told on the health of

nearly everyone but Baker himself, who seems throughout

to have had a charmed life, the broad bosom of the grr.at

White Nile was reached on March 1 1, 1871, and the fleet

arrived at Gondokoro on Apnl 15, h.iving taken twenty

months to do what on Sir Samuel's return journey was

easily accomplished in three. The powers of n.ilci r

Pacha were by his commission to expire in fourjcais from

April 1869, so that he had now only two years in which to

accomplish the great purpose of Ins mission. Ho had
i not, however, been idle on his route from Khartoum to

Gondokoro, as by various means he had managed to

inspire the slavehunters with a wholesome fear of himself,

and had liberated several cargoes of slaves, to the great

astonishment of the poor wretches themselves.

Sir Samuel found a great change in the river sinre his

previous visit. The old channel was choked with sand-

banks, new islands had been formed in many places, and

it was impossible fur the icssels to approach the old

landing-place. The country around had, moreover,

been swept of villages and inh.abitants, who had been

driven for refuge on the numerous low islinds of the river.

All that remiiucd of the old mission st.ition of the

Austrian missionaries was an avenue of laigc lemon-

trees Sir Samuel landed .a little below the site of Gondo-

koro, and lost no time in making himself and his com-

p.inions as comfortable as circumstances would permit,

forming a large encampment, and instituting an vxtensne

sjstem of cultivation. Indeed, wherever lie went he

.ittempted to instil a love of agiiculturc among ihc nitives,

.as he d'd among Ins own people, giving away Urge quanti-

ties of seeds, accompanying the gifts with instruction as

to the enormous benefits to be derived from culiivation

But histroub'es multiplied upon him. He found the Bari'-,

whose tribes occupy most of the district around his station,

while professing Ibc greatest friendliness, utterly bostile

to the objects of the expedition ;
their minds been
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poisoned against him by the machinations of the demo-

niacal Abou Saood,the representative of the great slaving

finn of Agad & Co. of Khartoum, who had obtained from

the Governor-General of Soudan a monopoly of the trade

of all the Upper Nile distnct, extending over an area of

90,000 square miles. The great majority of his own
officers and men, moreover, he found to be hostile to the

purpose of the expedition, some Tof them being even

secretly in league with the slave-traders. It was only by
the exercise of rigid disciplmc and almost superhuman

patience that between the hostile and treacherous tribes

around and the “ foes of his own house,” the whole expe-

dition did not fall to pieces He was at last compelled

in self-defence to fight the native tribes, and one

INov. 13
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cannot but be struck with admiration at the skiU with

which he, with ahandful of men—and the “ Forty Thieves’*

were the only soldien he could really depend upon—
managed to keep his myriad enemies at bay. Happily he

did ultimately succeed m convmcmg the natives t^ his

intentions were earnest and disinterested, and before his

return north ho did succeed in thwarting the machina-

tions of his great enemy Abou Saood, and cleanng the

country for many nules around his route of the slave-

hunting bngands.

In January 1872 Sir Samuel suited southwards with a

small force of only about 200 officers and men ; for the

1,200 with which he arrived at Gondokoro had by sick-

ness, death, and desertion dwindled down to 500^ 300 of

whom he had to leave behind him to garrison GonJokora ^

Amid incredible ditliriilties, the small force icchcd
Fatiko in the beginning of February, Fatiko is on the

third parallel N., about seventy miles east of the head

of the Albert N’yanz.a. Alter a short stay here. Sir Samuel,

leaving half of his men behind, marched southwards to

Unyoro, the capital of which, Masindi, he reached after

disheartening delays and treireheries and equivocations

on the part of the native chiefs, on April 25, 1872. The
king of the distnct was Kabba R<5ga, a son of Baker’s

wily old friena K^mnisu He turned out to be a trea-

cherous, greedy, drunken, utterly irreclaimable “young
cub,” who under the influence of Abou Saood did his

best to crumple up the small party which had entrusted

themselves to his mercy. Sir Samuel at this, the southern

limit of bis journey, did Ins best to plant the seeds of

civilis.Uion and a healthy commerce, but wc fear suc-

ceeded in making little impression on the besotted Kabba
R^g.'i, who m the end, wc arc glad to And, was beaten by
his wcU-intentioncd brother Rionga, with the assistance

of Sir Samuel. Here the latter endeavoured to obtain

news of and to communicate with Livingstone by means
of emissanes from M’Tese’s country and other districts to

the southward; and here he obtained reports which
tended to confirm his conj'ecture that the Albert N’yanra
extends south to a great distance, and communicates with

Tanganyika. Sir Samuel, m his map, has hlled in many
names of tribes between the two N’yaiizas, and we liope

that the result of his expedition will ^ the more thorough

I

exploration of this mterestmg dutrict
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At last the determiaed and cowardly hostility of Kabba
fL6ga. and the thousands at his command became so un-

mistakaUe and dangerous, that after exercising astonish-

ing forbearance and withstanding bravely several attempts

at destruction, the handful of men, having set fire to all

their property and their {wetty litde station, started on

their tna^ back to Foweera, the headquarters of Rionga,

<n June 14, 1873. This march of about fifty miles, we are

sure, is unparalleled in history. It was mostly through

thick grass reaching far above the head, through a con-

tinuous ambuscade of thousands of savage enemies, who
kept up an almost contmuous shower of spears withm a

few yards on each side of the short line of weak, hungry,

but courageous men, who, notwithstanding, managed to

reach Foweera with comparatively little loss. The bravo

Lady Baker performed most of Ae journey on foot, and
Sir Samuel in the end pays a just tribute to his noble

wife, who in many ways showed herself the ever-watchful

good genius of the expedition.

We have only space to say further that Gondokoro was

reached on April i, 1873, when Su: Samuel found that

his Englishmen had built a beautiful little steamer, and

that the engineer, Edwin Higginbotham, was dead.

Arrangements having been made to maintain Gondokoro

as a station, Sir Samuel started homeward in the new

steamer Khedive on the asth of May, and after a swift

and easy passage, reached Khartoum on June 29 and

Cairo on August 24. Here the Khedive received Sir

Samuel and bis companions with well-mented honours,

although we regret to say that he seems to have been

powerless to act with the uncompromising decisiveness

necessary to complete what Sir Samuel had so well

begun. The latter had rid nearly the whole of the

district through which the expedition journeyed, of the

iniquitous slave-hunters, and justly expected that an

end would have been put to the wickedness of the

inhuman Abou Saood. The final sentence of the narra-

tive is almost crushing •—" After my departure from

Egypt, Abou Saood was released and w.is appointed

.assistant to my successor.” We can only hope that this

may not turn out so disastrous as it seems, but that

Colonel Gordon,may succeed, in spite of this suspicious

companionship, in completing the work which it cost Sir

Samuel and his party so much trouble to initiate

One shuts the book with but a low idea of the natives

whom the courageous Englishman tried to benefit ; it

would seem as if they had no single characteristically

human quality which could be appealed to and used

as a basis on which to rear the virtues of civilisation

;

and one is very much inclined to beheve with Sir Samuel

that some modification of the method which be found so

successful in training the Forty Thieves” might be

more likely to succeed in raising these Africans from

their slough than any appeal to their moral natures.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

{The Editor does not holdhmtd/rttfonstbUfor oJnmoHi exfrasti

by ku corretpondenit. Neither can he undertake to retu^
ir to (orretpend mth the tontert of, rejeded manuteripts

en ofanonyi

I

Endowment of Research

1» the article on “Endowment of Research,” In Nator*,

voL xi. p. 2, the Wlowhig passage occurs^

“ It does not appear from the Report of the Commission that
the Cambridge College] luve yet taken any step] to appropnole
deiimtely any portion of iheir endowments to the encouiagemeat
of scientific research

; bat it is a matter of common notoriety
that at the October election to Fellowships at Trmity College, a
candidate was sncccssful whose chief qualification was that be
had already accomplished good origins! work m embryologicsl
mrestigation.”

Although it may not appear in the Report, it Is nevertheless
the fact, that in December 187s the Master and Fellows of
Tnnity adimted a revised set of statutes, wherein ore distinct
provisions for the endowment of research, very bke those com-
mended in the cose of New College, Oxford. The Pnvy
Council has, however, deferred since January 1873 the con-
sideration of these statutes, until the late Commusion should
have reported. This delay seems now all the more vexatious
and unjustifiable, ina.smnch os it appears from the Appendix to

the Report, that changes of statutes were proposed at Onel and
New Colleges five months after the date of our proposal, and
that these changes were ratified by the I'nvy Council witlun a
few months in tm: ordinary manner.

If in the future the Government should desire to make any
changci in this direction in the constitutions of the Colleges, it

should be remembered to the credit of this College that two
years ago a complete scheme was offered which made liberal

provision for the endowment of research. It is due to external
antiionty alone, that in the meanwhile vested interests have
accrued, far heavier than any which would have arisen under the
propos^ statutes, and that nearly one-third of the University
nai been prevented from enjoying during ihe interval, statutes m
accordance with the prevailing opmion inside, and certainly, os

to scientific research, meeting with the approval of the outside
world Geori.b Darwin

Trinity College, Cambridge, Nov 8

The University of London

In lUftice to the graduates of the University of London and
to tbc Annual Committee of Convocation, I trust yon will allow
me to offer a few remarks wiUi respect to Prof Foster's opening
address delivered at University College and published m your
columns, to] x pp ^06 and 535J

Prof Foster vciy justly nomplains that in the present regula-

tions for the Matriculation Natural Philosophy Examination there

IS not “ a tittle of internal evidence to show that they were
drawn up in the present century,” that there ir a want of con-
nection between the subjects required from candidates, and that

the freedom of tcacben m tlie instruction of tlicir pupils u
seriously interfi led wall, by the necessity of adapting lectures to

the requirements of the examination

None have shown themselves more sensible of the justice of

these views than the graduates of the Umversity; and, m u
report which was drawn up by a sub-comnuttec and adopted by
Convocation, with rclercnce to ceriani proposed moiliricationi of

the matnculolion, the attention of the Senate was resfiectfully

called to this portion of the examination That report states .

•< Your committee are strongly of opmion that no revision of the

matriculation examination would be satisfactory which did nut

effect some improvement in that part of it which relates to

Natnr.'il Philosophy In proposing the following alterations,

Ihcir objects have been to adapt this examination to the courses

of lectures and to the most approved tcxt-liooks on Physics.”

It will be seen from this extract that Convocation was deurous

that the examination should be brought mto liarmony with the best

methods of instruction, and that the greatest pomble freedom

should be left to teachers. It was further suggested that the

subjects of examination should include Mechanics Hydrostatics,

Heat, and l.ight, and that the first only of these snbjecb should

be compulsoiy.
In the new legnlations issued by the Senate, which will come

into operation in June [875, some improvements in this examina-

tion have been effected The antiquated nllabus of subjects has

licen retained, but the whole chaiuctcr of the examinauon has

been modified Heat has been introduced ; and it has been

resolved that lu the Natural Philosophy paper double as many
questions shall be set as are required to be answered, and that

^ caitflidatci shall be free to choose Mjf of them up to the requureii

(number. This alteration will effect a great improvement on the

old system, which encouraged superficud knowledge by re-

quiring eamiiHatM to oiuwar One questioa at least oat of certain
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giraupi Into which they were divided. The Independence of

teacheni will, by theie new relations, be greatly increaaed ; for

they will no longer be compelled to hurry as rapidly as possible

over the elements of various branches of physics, but will be free

to teach certain portions of the subject with greater thorough-

ness, and will secure at the same tune for their pupils a better

chance of passing. Thus, supposing the questions to be equally

apportion^, a candidate fairly acquainted with the elements of

mechanics only would have no difficulty in succeedmg
The examinations lor the Sdenee degree are at present under

the consideration of the SeruUe, and we may hope, therefore,

that before long many of Prof. Poster’s grounds of complaint

will have been removed.
London, Nov. 9 I’liiui- Maosus

Oreaham Lecturea

In Nai UkF, vol XI p. 2, appeared a very just and mteresling

article on the Gresham Lectures. I wish to endorse the opinion

therein expressed of t|ie misapplication of that institution.

Last Knday evening, at twenty minutes past seven, I entered

Graham College from cmiosity The two superb beadles to

whom you allude were seated in the hall in all the glory of

officid gold lace. I walked into the lecture tlicatre, which to

my surprise was more than half filled A jerky lecturer in

scarlet silk M D. robe., was unfolding the mvstenes of sound.

He was explaming that sound consisted of vibrations hkt thou

of light, lie said that the lowest note apprecmble to human
tars was produced by 16, the highest by 24,000 vibrations per

second. Prompted by his assistant (in whom I recognised the

professor of chemistry at one of our metropolllan hospiiats, and

a talented lecturer), he said the velocity of sound was 1,125 feet

per second, but did not allude to the variations ui the same
medium under different conditions of temperature and pressure

Light, he said, travelled 135,000 miles per second He proinbly

mistook an 8 for a 3 in the book from winch be obtained Ins

information. The velocity of sound in water, he said, hail been

determined by an English gentleman, who fixed a bell in a boat

at one side of the Lake of Geneva and stayed on the other side

himself i then he set the bell ringing by electricity, and plunged

his head under the water at the same instant 1 Tins lucid ex-

planation was received with all the seriousness with winch u was
delivered. 1 le proceeded to explain the human voice, which he

said resemble'l the harmonium , and he showed what he meant

i)V the harmonium, namely, a small harmontta, or instrument m
whicii plates of glass suspended on tapes are struck with a
hammer consisting of a piece of cork on a wIialclMnc. This
information was also received with self-satisfied gullibility

Choking with indignation, I left the building, never bai ing heard

in all my life, either in sermon or lecture, so many false slalements

publicly uttered in the space of half an hour.

I am no phvsicist myself, but the fact that I have heard such

men as '1 yndall, and seen such expenmeiiters as Erankland and
Guthrie, probably accounts for my non appreciaUon of the

Gresham lecturer, who 1 understand is a classical scholar—cela

I'tXpItllHt, MAURKB LKIIlENSTblN
Clyde Wharf Sugar Refinery, Nov. 8

Insects and Colour in Flowers

The true Darwinian answer to my letter in NAri'RK, vol. x.

p. 503, has been fairly given liy Mr Bonlger and Mr. Comber
(vol x p 520) ,

but if that answer had a))|)cared to me to be
sufficient, the letter would not have been wntien
Mr Doulger correctly aitnhutcs ti me the opinion that the

lUvelopment of tieauly is an “object in nature ” He thinks it a
falUt-i'ius opinion • so I suppose does Mr Darwin. I hold that
o.iiuion advisedly, however, and liplieve that the rejection of it is

a constant source of error m Mr Darwin’s bonks, f„r which
oiherwise I have the profonndest respect and admiration

I do not dispute that colour may lie attractive to insects, or
that the reproiluction of plants may be as'ist^ by it , but I
r^ect the doctnne that the colour would have no raison d'Hro if

insects were exterminated, and I believe that Mr. Darwin’s
theories upon this point are not sufficient to explain Ins own
facts, or such other facts as are levealerl by Mr. Comber’s cunous
researches into the dispersion of coloured flowers.

1 do not see any reason to doubt that if all flowering planU
bad been propagated by buds and stolons only, as some plants

practically are, the world at this epoch would still have known the

beauty of flowers, althoagh probably with less variety of form

and colour. It u pai t oi the natural development ofthe wave of

life, as sure to be produced when the total condluons are npe for

It, as leaves in tfie spring, or os lycopods in the coal-age and
conilers in the oolite

1 he law of natural selection expresses truly enough the into'-

action of forces m the great heaving life-sca, but the forces are

not increased or diminuhed by it, only modified in their lines of
motion, the course made clear for one and obstructed for

another here a union of similars, and there a neutralisation of
optiosites , whiieeach works out a destiny of its own as an indi-

vidual wave, and shares the co nmon destiny of some larger wave
of which it b a constituent part.

What insects do in relation to the colour of flowers is to

modify the conditioiis, so that the force, which has already begun
to show its tendency to develop colour, may gel freer play, oud
m each generation approach nearer to its climax.

The many itivances in which colour is developed indepen-

dently of insects seem to me to show quite conclusively that the
colour-producing force which exists in the plant will break
through all obstructions whenever the opportumty is presented.

Sometimes increased nchneas of soil will furnish the necessary

condition , somelimes a higher temperature
; sometimes cross-

fertilisation ; sometimes the care and selection of man.
This law boMi good throuffhout the organic world, and

accounts for colour wherever it is found. The Darwinian doc-
trine of mere utililanamsm is driven to the strangest devices in

its attempts to do the same thing.

Mr. lloulgcr speaks of the development of corolla at the
ex, ense of stamens ns a “ degradation of organic” and regards it

in the liglit of a disease Many boiani-ts would agree with him,
no doubt. But where is the pnxif of this? Is a plant produced
for the mere purjiose of > i-.production ? Is that even its highest
jiurpose? Whatever htaiUy may be, the reproductive process is

assuredly a mean , and not an end

There is some ground fur the hypothesis that the flower of a
plant repreKnU us nervous centre, that it is the analogue, per-
haps even the homologuc, of Uie brain and cuuiUcnance of the
higher ammab In vegetables the reproductive organs are
associated with this nervous centre But they are not so placed
in animals, and if they had lieen otherwise arranged in vege-
tables tlic blossom might slill have been the crowning beauty of
the plant

1 do not Oilmit that the metamorphosis of stamcas into corolla
Is a degradation at all. I am not sure whether the production of
|ierfoctly double and perfectly barren flowers ougnt not to be
regarded as the final goal of every species of plant—the point at
which reproduction becomes no longer necessary, because the
life wave ol that species has reached Us climax and needs no
further to be carri^ lurwarJ from getieratUm to generation.

Finally, the point at issue amounts to this : Is colour m
flowers a mere expedient for getting them cross-fertilised ? or is it

a natural and necessary pliasc 111 the development of plant-life^

which serves also the secondary purpose of securing the advan-
tage of crobs-fertiliution

,
as the brain ofman, which b pnman'y

the great organ of thought and sentiment, serves also the secon-
dary purpose of selecting wholesome food 7

1 hold to the latter view, which includes and accounts for all

that the other does, and much besides. !• . T. Mott
Leicester

IxiRii Rayleigh, m Nature, vol. xl p 6, questions
whether the colour sensations of insects are antilogous to ours.
As lending to illustrate tins subject, let me quote the following
paragraph from the scientific column of Illustrated Nnos sS
Ajiril 2, 1870, p 362 —

“
’1 he spectrum ot the light of the firefly bus been examined,

and It IS found to I* perfectly continuous without traces of hues
either bnght or dark It extends from about the line C m the
s.arlet to F in the blue, and is composed of rays which act
powerfully on the eye, but produce little thermal or actinic ^ect.
In other words, the fly, m producing its hgbt, wastes but little of
us power."
This It IS true, tells nothing as to the colonr-sensations of the

insect, but it api>eart to show that the same rays are luminous to
its eyes which are luminous to ours.

Joseph John Mvrpuy
Old Foige, Duomurty, Co Antrim, Nov. 8
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Locomotion of Mcttniid*

I DO not think that the following rematluble obsemtion haa
Udieito been mode—or at leaat recorded—hr anyone ; but aa I

am at pieient deprived of accen to booka, it ia poiaible that I

maybe miataken upon this point. It wiUbeobaenred that it tenda
eaperimentally to confirm the opmion of Agaasiz, M'Crady, and
Fritz Muller, aa to the presence of gangUonic centres in the
aituations th^ describe.

SlaMena conua la, os its specific name implies, a medusid of a
conical form, and its size la abont that of a folly-developed acorn.

Its polypite, which is ofunnaual moportlonal length, is highly cun-
tractde ; arid its twimrmng-bcfl (uertoealy*) supports lour short

slender tentacles, which are likewise highly contractile. These
tentacles take their respective orpins from foor minute vesicuhtr-

like bodies (marstnai vaulci), whiih are so situated in the margin
of the nectocalyx as to mark off this circular margin into four exact

quadrants. If any one of these vesicular-hke bodies be excised,

immediate and totrd paralyiis ensues m the segment of the cone
m which it u situated ; <.r , a fourth part of the entire animal
ceases to contract If two adjacent vesicles are excised, one half

of the entire aiumal becomes paralysed, the loss of motion
being qmte as decided, and the area of its occurrence quite as
well defined, as in the case of hemi-section of the spinal cord
If two opposite vesicles are removed, cross paralysis rcaulls ; if

three of these bodies are cut out, only one quarter of the cone
contmues to contract , and lastly, if they sre all taken away,
every vestige of contractility unmediately disappears, not only in

the nectocalyx, but also in the polypite. Now, os the bodies in

question are not so large os are the dots over the letter “ 1 ” m this

^nted description, tnc extreme locaUsation of stimulating in-

fluence thus shown to exist cannot but he deemed a highly

remarkable fact, more especmlly as no amount of mechanical or

chemical irritation will cause the slightest contraction m any part

of the animal subsequent to the removal of tliesc four almost

microscopical points ; while, contrariwise, so long as any portion

of tissue (no matter how small) is left united to one of these

points, itv^l continue its rhythmical movements for an indefinite

period of time. Thus fur example, when a section is made
through the equator of the animal, while the upper half at once
ceases to move, the lower half—now converts into an open
nng—contmues its contractile motions for days with unimpaired

energy, notwithstanding the tlius niutilateil organism is, of

course, unable to progress.

It IS well known tliat when the entire margin of the necto-

calyx of a medusid is removed, the contractility of the remairmg
portion is destroyed This fact is usually cxplamed by supposing

that ^e severance of all the contractile fibres produces what may
be called mechanical paralysis, just os a man could not move his

arm if all its muscles were divided. Experiments I have made
on other species of AfedustJix have led me to doubt the truth of

this explanation—at all events as the whole explanation ,
but it

IS unnecessary to detail these at present 1 he instance above

given IS enough to show that in the case of this species, at any

rate, such an explanation is clearly insufficient, and my object m
now writing is to request that if any of your readers are acquainted

with obsemtions (whether published or not) similar to those

described, they sliould kindly let me know, either through your

colnmns, or by wnbng to Gonvllle and Cams College,

Cambridge. Geokge J. Romames
Uunskaith, Koss-sliire

Suicide of a Scorpion

I stiALL feel obliged if you will record m Nature a fact with

reference to the common Black Scorpion of Southern Indw,

which was observed by me some years ago in Madras.

One morning a servant brought to me a very large specimen

of this scorpion, which, having stayed out too long in its nocturnal

rambles, had apparently got bewildered at daybreak, and been

unable to find its way home. To keep it safe, the creature was

at once put into a glazed entomological case. Havmg a few

Idsnre minates in the coarse of the forenoon, 1 thought I would

lee how my prisoner was getting on, and to luive a Better view

of it the case was placed In a window, in the rays of a hot sun.

lie light and heat seemed to irritate it very much, And this

recallM to my miud a story whicli T had read somewhere, that a

scorpion, on tR-ing nirrimn'h d with fire, had coinniittcil suicide

1 hesitated about mbjfcinig m> /rf to -iiUi a iirnnit •« b.d, li.u

taking a common botanical lt-ii», J lix.iihe,i the lays of tlie 9U11 on

Us back The moment thu was <luiie it began to run hurriedly

about the case, hissing and in a very fierce vray. This
experiment was repeated some four or five times with like results,

but on trying it once amun, the scorpion turned up its tad and
plunged the sting, qui» os hehtning, mto its own bock. The
Infineon of the wonud was followed by a sadden escape of fluid,

and a friend standing by me called out, “ bee, it bas stung itself.

It IS dead ,
” and aure enough in less than half a mmute Ufe was

quite extmet 1 have written this brief notice to show (1) That
ammali may commit suicide

; (3) That the poison of certain

animals may be destructive to themselves.

Bridge of Allan, N.B., Oct 23 G. Bidie

THE amO expedition
\^E give some extracts from a letter relating to the
* » hydraulics of the Amii, sent us by an English

engineer who was with the exp^ition
; the letter is cUted

“ Nukus, at the head of Amii delta, Sept. 10, 1874 .

The expedition only amved m the delta at the
end of June ,

it is impossible, therefore, to say at what
date the first spring flood of the nver takes place,
but probably between the 1st and isth of May. The
level of the river on June 23 was what may be called a
low-level full river . it fell about twelve centimetres till

June 29, and then rose rapidly till July 1 1, when it was 145
centimetres above the level of June 23. It then fell fifty

centimetres up to July 17, and rose ag.iin to nearly the
previous height on Aug. 4. Since that dale the river has
fallen steadily, and is to-day some fifty centimetres below
the level ofJune 23. I judge the heights of July 1 1 and Aug.
4 to be the extreme flood level of the Amu. At that flot^

level, the discharge at Toyu-boym, “ The Camel’s Neck,”
160 miles above the head of the delta, cannot be far short
of 140.000 cubic feet per second. It is difficult to say
what toe low-water discharge is, but I should think it is

at least 70,000 cubic feet per second.* On Aug. 25, by a
rough observation, it was 1 10,000 cubic feet a second, the
river then being 25 centimetres above the level of June
23 At Toyu-boym the nver has cut its way through a
btd of shelly limestone of the age of the chalk. The
limestone is very compact and hard, full of small shells,

turritella and biv.ilves. Here the river is 1,000 it. broad.
The height to which the limestone bed has been tilted

is about 25 ft The nver expands in breath immediately
afterwards to 2,000 ft. or more, for about hvc miles ; it

then begins to contract again, having on its left a high
bank of hard clay passing almost into an argillaceous

schist. This high bank extends for above five miles, and
ends in an emmence of 50 or Co ft. in height, crowned
with sand. From Toyu-boym downwards on the right

bank, arc ndges (of day, 1 imagine) crowned witli sand .

no cultivation on that bank, but opposite and downward
from Toyu-boym imgation canals ore taken off, excepting

where the high clay bank occurs. At the eminence
spoken of the river immediately widens to 5,000 ft. or so ;

this IS caused by the first larqc irrigation canal Polwdn.
As these canals have a great effect on the nver all the

way down to the delta, I will here try and explain nw theory

on the subject As the Amd runs in a soft soil from the

south to north nearly m the direction of the mendian,
I imagine what the Russians call the law of Bar (from

his observations on the Volga) comes mto action The
stream has therefore the tendency to run along the right

bank, and, as a matter of fact, the deep-water channel is

there found. If, then, an irrigation canal be opened on
the left bank, the stream is disturbed and a subsidiary

deep chaimd is formed towards the head of the canal

(Fig. 1.) lie head of the canal is only open dunng
flo^ say half the year. When it is shut, the nver will

run as in Fig. a . silt will be found at the shaded

parts. TTie nver by Bar’s law will edge away to the right

and become brodiicr, And if this pr'iLr-a • ''> >‘>ni d
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year after year, the river bed is filled with islands. The
deep-water channel is generally found on the right bank,
but of course circumstances occasionally cause it to pass

between two islands. Figs. 3 and 4 are two rough cross

sections of the river.

In the latter case the nver has a breadth between its

banks, sometimes from 5,000 ft. to 8,000 ft., especially

opposite New Urgens and Shah Abbas Wall The state

or matters described has the effect of turning the nver
into a series of large pools, connected by short portions

of stream ; and this again probably has the effect of
causing irregular floods in the river ; for as the quanti^
of water decreases and the velocity also decreases, silt is

deposited and a natural dam (Fig. 5) is formed, until

such time as sufficient water has been dammed up to burst
through and sweep away this silt dam. Of the 140,000
cubic feet of flood-discharge, it is probable that the irri-

gation canals take, at most, 30,000 cubic feet per second ,

so that at Kliodjcili, the head of the delta, say of a high
flood, 1 10,000 cubic feet arrive. Of this quantity, 30,000
cubic feet flow by Kuwar Jemia, 30,000 by Chertambye,
20,000 by the next t»o branches, and tlie balance by
I'aldik. But of the whole quantity not more probably
than fio,ooo cubic feet at the most reaches Aral. The
remainder floods the delta and Abougir.# Of the
winter di8ch.ugc, I should suppose not more than 40,000
cubic feet passes Khodjeili. I cannot account for the
difference^ unless it is ponded up in the upper reaches
of the nver The iingation canals are closed in

l 111 4 —OrJinary Secuoii, with irrigatii

winter. About i2/xx> pass along Kuwar Jerma, and
the same quantity along Chertambye. The rest passes
mostly along Taldik; not more than 1,000 cubic

feet a second passes along Ulkun Darya from Kungrat.

In wmter there is ice to a thickness of 15* on the

nver, but certainly not everywhere; there is a thaw
generally about the end of January, then a second
severe wmter in February. In the sketch (Fie. 6),
I, 2, 3, 4 are old branches of the river which flowed into
the Caspian* at different times

; |
is an old bed which met

a branch from Syr, on the cast of Aral. These combined
waters probably formed the delta Herodotus speaks of

;

but 1 am going to take a look at this dunng my ride
across the steppe to Fort Peroffsky. The river, I believe,

Fio 3 —Ordinary Section—no imgalion cnnnls.

Will naturally flow to the Caspian if it is allowed to do
so; but the questions concerned are too large to be
more than alluded to here The Russian idea, fol-

lowing Humboldt, is that the whole country east of
the Caspian has been upheaved, and that this has

ticnnaU Fit, s.

changed the course of the riicr. M. liarbot dc Moray
has recently cs.-immcd the Usturt plateau, and, as far as 1

ran gather, conlidently asseits that Usturt has never been
upheaved at ail, but that it formerly formed an island in

the united Caspian and Aral. As regards the eminences
in the delta, and the ridge of Uish’yabye, which is a con-

tinuation of .Sbaikjaili to the north, along the right bank
of the river, he also says that there is not the least trace

of any geological action having taken place in recent or

historic times, so that it seems probable that here is an
sidditional laurel for Lyell, plucked from the brow of

Humboldt. If, therefore, the river will flow naturally to

the Caspian, what Russia must do is to take, say, two-

thirds of the Amii water for a canal to the Caspian,

• Aril ii iiwd 111 irriifiii m neir Kiinjral In my opinion the letd of tho

running west from Toyu-bwin, for irrigating the cowtry
as well as for forming a Ime of water communication.
The remainiDg third ^e must project along the old bed
No. 5, or somewhere in that direction, to meet a branch
from Peroffsky on the Syr. The water for this branch
from Peroffsky must be obtained by reclaiming the swampy
district of Karaouzak. This swamp was formed by the
river breaking into an irrigation canal taken from the
right Lank. The water feeding the swamp it that which
formerly fed the Ujani Darya flowing south-west from
Peroffiiky towards the point where 1 suppose the old delta
mentioned by Herodotus to have been.

1 can tell you nothing about Sbaikjaili, as I could

"i;*
*««.*<> ‘I* Ouptan from a Kwit a littlo

north of Telyurdjui. A Roman officer, who »p«ut many yaari lha—ran and that place, Is my mforraanl The nver most have Sowed in it
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not find an opportunity of roing there. However,
M. Barbot de Momy is at the present moment on
a visit to those hills. They are supposed to be
of the same formation as the country advent to

a place called, I think, Beresoff, m Siberia, where
gold is found ;

perhaps this is the key to the problem
of the Russian annexation of the Amii Darya dutrict,

whi^ does not cost them less than 100,000/. per annum.
In Khiva, all along the left bank, and between Petro

Alexandroa'ciya and Shah Abbas Wall on the nght
bank (Russian), there is a good deal of cultivation. Trees
are cultivated all along the imgatton canals * willows,

aspens, mulberries, planes, bla» poplars, apple-trees,

pMches, &C., fruit of all kinds in great variety, and very

good. Crops are maize, wheat, barley, cotton, madder,
tobacco, poppy, lucerne, sesamum, &c. Everything is irri-

gated and raised with great labour. The islands in the

river arc grazed, the banks and islands are covered with

the tall reedy grass (Lastagrosits spUndens), tamarisk,

dwarf willow {El^aguns * hortanis), an acacia, called, I

* XUnniHS i« cultivated, and the fruit w jirobably the rmUcnm of

Htndocua \ lile says llaker mcnuaiu inculcotally the palm ai irowiu^ on

tha banka of the Oxua. not Ilalicr to refer to, but it woulil be inte-

xndatr.

It H probable that he u*e> eo

a date 1 hare law tat ntcierved

Nikllikeu LunoudyenongKltaRiia

rf^tlie nTet*<5«mr« « ae’ltled »hal v

thefniit
..tSItH

Uw Riitant call thraguHs,

Keay, haa a note, p. Uaavl *' It la worthy of notxe that what naj oee»

regartlctt aa a Yak Acured on the oheliak ' (I aupposc the one in the Bntiah

Uuteum-tbe black ^luk) “of Nimroud u dewnbed in the accoiapanTui|(

‘-il!ripiloaaaAlm»-Nahr.Saklya, the on ot the river Sakiya. a^ which

tjr pn^bly chaiacieriie the Upper Oaua. rleiog among the W^o^the

ir toward! Khonluu (Caspian^
"

thinly HtthmodtHdroH, and a creeper. The sandy tracts
on the right bank have a sparse vegeUtion of Lyaum,
Halostachys, and Anstida pennata. I do not think
much of any consequence has been done in the botanical
way. I found on an island in the central delta a
fern which must have had its ongui in some distant
glen of the north slope of the Hindoo Koosh. M.
Smymoff, the botanist of Kazan University, found a
specimen of Sak Sanl further to the south than it was
supposed to grow. The flooded parts of the delu and
the islands have a dense growth of Arundo phragmihs
and Typha; the Arundo grows to a height of 30 ft,‘ or so,

in places.

By the way, I forgot to mention that in the high
ground of the delta I found beds of conglomerate,
termed of bivalve shells chicAy with sharks’ teeth,

cemented together in the vein. Thin beds of sand-
stone also occur in the masses of sedimentary clay of
which these hills and the Bish’yabye ndges are formed.
At Bish’yabye I found very large ammonites (18" diam

)

and similar univalves, as well as large bivalves. The
crests of these hills and ndges are generally crowned
with a shallow bed of ferruginoui sandstones, the frag-

ments of which strew the Qanks and feet of tlie elevations.

Selenite occurs in great qu.intity and in large pieces, in

the clay.

I think I have sent vou pretty nearly all of any
interest. I have written this letter m a great hurry, as
I am just about starting for my trip across the steppe
to Peroffsky, along the old course of the Diani Darya.

I look u^n the canalisation of the Amu (somewhat in

the way before suggested) as capital for the canalisation

of Central Asia. It is a scheme which will certainly cost
money, but the beneficial results will be so enormous to

Russia herself, that I think it is all but certain to be en-
tered on sooner or later. The climate is superb.

MliMORlAI. TO Jhia.MLm HORROCKS
T N reply to the petition recently published in N i ruiib',

the Dean .and Chapter of Westminster have signillcd

their willingness to permit the erection of a tablet within
the Abbey, and in consideration of the very exceptional
circumstances of the case, have reduced the fee ordi-

nanly payable to the Chapter to the sum of 25/
A subscription, which it has been thought well to

restrict to the sum of one guinea for each subsenber, has
been set on foot to defray the expenses incidental to the

erection of the tablet and the fee of the Chapter.

Should there be any surplus, it is proposed to mvest it

in the names of trustees, and to devote the interest to the

purchase of books to be deposited m the library of the

Royal Astronomical Society, the fund to be called “ The
Horrocks Library Fund.”

Subscriptions have already been received from—

J Coach AiUmB, Enj ,
M A

, 1 ' R S , loiwntlean J’r.if

of Astronomy m the University of loiinhiiilg.., £ \ J
President of the Royal Astronomical Society i 1 o

Sir George Biddell Airy, K C B
,

V. P K S
,
\c ,

Aslnmomer Royal 1 I o
The Hon. Mrs. Henry Arundell 1 i o

J U. I I o
ITie Rev. A Urickel, U A

, Rector of llooie i i o
W H. M. Chrislie, P.sq , M A , .Vc , Uirst As.i.iaiit

at the Royal Observatory, Oreenwich 1 l o

Ihe ^rouess Burdcit Coutts i 1 o

Warren DelaRue, Esq, D.C L, 1' U S i i o
The Duke of Deroashire, Chancellor ot the Uiiivoi-

Mtv of Cambridge, F.K S., Ac. Ac. i 1 o

Edwin Dunkui, Esq , Secre ary of the Royal Aslio-

nomicol Society 1 > o

Kenedy Esdaile, Esq., J I’., M A , K K.A b 110
Prof. Gladstone, Ph.D., E.R S.&c. i i o

Robert Grant, Eiq , LI..D., F.R.S., Regins Professor

of Astronomy m the University of Glasgow, Ac. . 1 I o
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Hemon, E«q , M P. for Preston

Capt. J Ilcnch^ F.R.S , &c.

The Parish of Hook
The Right Hon. Lord Houghton, F.R.S., &c.

William Huggins, Esq
reigu Secretary of tl

Sir T. Kay-Shuttleworth. Bait. ,

WiUUm IjueeU, Esq., F.R S , &c.

Lord Undsay, M P., &c.

T. Norman T.ocltyer, hsq
,
F R S,, f.c

The Riglit Rev the Bishop of Manchester
Mrs, Charles Orme
Mm G. M. Patmore
Wilimm Pollard, Esq
The Rev. Charles Pritchard, M.A , F R.S., SavUuui

Professor of Astronomy m the University of Oxford
Richard A. Proctor, Esq., B.A., &c. &c.
A. Cowper Ranyard, Esq., M.A., Secretary to the

R<^1 Astronomical Society
The Earl of Rosse, F R S., &c. &c.
Henry J. S Smith, Esq, M.A,FR..S., Savilian

Professor of Geometry in the University of Oxford
F. Styles, Esq.

General Trea-turer—Prof. Adams, the Observatory, I

Cambridge.
The Rev. R Brickel, the Rectory, Hoolc, Preston,

Lancashire
j Prof Grant, the Observatory, Glasgow

;

Mrs. (i. M Patmore, 8i, Avenue Road, N.W. ; and A.
Cowper Ranyard, 1 sq., 25, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn,
W.C., have kindly promised to receive and acknowledge
subscriptions

FERTILISA TION OFFLOWF.RS J1YINSECTS *

VII.

Butterflies the mostfieqiient vmtots ofAlpine flowers.

I
N the following article I wish to recommend for

fiiithcr inquiry a subject of peculiar interest which,

in the environs of the Ortlcr, in Tyrol, forced itself on my
attention last summer, but which, during my short stay

in the Alps (8—25 July), I had not time to investigate so

tlioroughiy as it deserves. Whilst occupied, along

with my ton, in observing the Alpine flowers and their

fertilisation by insects, we were struck with the very small

number of A'pid.e met with in higher Alpine (stibnival)

localities, and with the predominant part which butterflies

play in this region in rel.-ition to the fertilisation of flowers

In the environs of “ PuUmbrail” and “Quarta Cantoniera,”

3,000—2,400 metres above the sea-leveij we observed only

lour humble bees, and not a tingle individual of any other

genus of Apida: dunng a sojourn of five days, and in spite

of very fine weather, whilst numerous Coleoptera (Dasytes,

Anthobium, Anthophagus), many Diptera (especially

MuscidA' and Syiphida:), and very numerous specimens
of some species of Lepidoptera were found in the flowers

of this region.f Between 2^00 and 2,100 metres (d«
scendmg towards Bormio and in the environs of Fran-
/enshbh and Trafoi) the number and variety of Apidae,

other Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, and Diptera proved to

be much greater
;
but, at the same time, the number and

variety of Lepidoptera increased to such a degree that

this order of insects was in unmistakable preponderance
also in this region.} In the plain, near LippsUdL on the
contrary, and in the lower mountainous region of Sauer-
land, Thunngia, and Fichtelgebirge, Diptera, but more
especially Apidac, are the most frequent visitors of flowers,

enUuhet E>p , Lycana eriitulia Fnuin., X..

mtr^ Prunn . M farihmw Bkh. v»r vana.
v

, Frrhn Irtutnm hup Itcomrtria Ftain
futca rhi It I I'liiihm I HercMia lekrank

although in the latter region a considerable increase in the

propoi^n of Lepidoptera may be remarked.
CoBsuiting Dur hirtest authority on the geographical

distribution of butterflies in Germany and SwitteHand, l>r.

Speyer, of Rhoden, I beard that the fact albded to would
be in direct opposition to the general distribution of the

species of Lepidi^tera in altitude, the number continu-

ally decreasing from the lower mountainous to the higher

Alpine (subnival) region ; only the plain, as it seems,

being somewhat poorer. This contradiction, however,

may be, and, as 1 am convinced, from my observations,

is, only an apparent one ; for, notwithstanding the smaller

numter of species, the absolute frequency of Lepidnp-
terous individuals, and perhaps also of species, is con-

siderably greater in favourable Alpine localities than in

equally large tracts of the lower mountains and of the
plain, firstly in consequence of the smaller number of
Alpme species distributed over a very restricted area;
and secondly, because many of these species are repre-

sented in their restricted localities by a surprising number
of individuals. Dr. Speyer himself wntes me ; “I have
also myself been frequently struck with the great number,
not only of individuals, but also of species, met with m
favourable Alpine localities.” Moreover, the relative fre-

quency of butterflies, which alone is concerned in esti-

mating their importance m the fertilisation of flowers, seems
to be still greater than then: absolute frequency in the
higher Alpine (subnival) region ; msects of other orders,

with exception of the Diptera, apparently decreasing in a
still larger ratio towards the snow-line. In order to appre-
ciate adequately the differences of frequency alluded to
and the share taken by butterflies m fertilising flowers in

different regions, it would be necessary to ascertain the
exact number of tndtvuluals of Lepidoptera and of other
insects that visit certain flowers of the different regions in

a given time. Unfortunately I have neglected such obter-
v.'itions, and can only give some statistical data as to the
number of species of Lepidoptera and other insects ob-
served by myself to visit flowers in different regions.

These data can afford but an approximate idea of the
above differences, but they will, I hope, sufllciently show
that these differences arc by no means a product of my
imagination, but a m.itter of fact, and that in Alpine regions
Lepidoptera arc really of considerably greater importance
in relation to the fertilisation of flowers than in the plams.
There arc some few species of flowers which I have had

the opportunity of observmg as to their visitors both in^
plain or in the lower mountainous and in the Alpine region ;

these, of course, will be the most useful for companson.
For the soke of a more easy survey of the statistical notes
’ ' " ' - following abbreviations; o 11I shall make use of the
the plain, near Lippstadt n the lower mounumous
region of Sauerland, Thunngia, Fichtelgebirge ; e
the Alpine region, near Trafoi, Franzenshflli, Quarta
Cantoniera

; Ap. — Apidae ; Ltp. — Lepidoptera ; OJ.
other insects.

The following is a list of the visitors to different plants,
so far as I have observed.

1. HehaHthemum vulgart
* Ap 5, Lq> I. O.I Ap. tj, Up.* «, O.I pa pwoHIt
rt„ i, T, » 3 » „ 9, >1 H ,1 »7 I,

2. Jjitus cornieulatus
» Ap. i^Lap %O.I iftO.I. ^psresat.

r- ", 4.’ o ,V S3.’

"
3,’ I; o U

3. Prunella vulgaris
«. Ap. S, L«p. 4, 0 I o »P*C1M ! Ap. es, Isp. 33, 0 I operemt
*• » 4, H •• • 1, 33. If o „
e. h I. 4> » 1 *7. e?. u >T „

III n..

t In
flsiuill

Khniild be nouccil Ibat as
MCiele luaiey, tapiilupLcra i

1 ih- A^iur lea’iun my obien

fit uimlktmtim fniutee
iinaliitle oUbvi^Siik

1 made on the F4r. Snodi-
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4. Tkymui serpyllum
» Ap. 7, Lcp. 5. O 1 . 17 ipecttt . Ap. *4, Lep. 17. O I. 58 per cent.
* .. 5. » 17. •>

«|
» H

>. |8. „ jt

5, Taraxacum Officinale ;~
m. Ap s8,L«p. 7,0.1 aSipeaei, Ap. &j, Lep O I jo per cent

6. Valeriana officinalis

a. Ap. a, Lep. «, O I. ig ipeciu , Ap 14, 1.«p o, O 1 S6 per cen
t. „ 3, „ e, t „ „ 43. „ eB, „ ,1 „

All theie species show evidently the predominant part
which Lepidoptera play as visitors of flowers in the Alpine
r^on. The same result is arrived at by comparing
sister-species or sister-genera of flowers, provided with
nearly the same contrivances and growing one or some
of them in the Alpine region, another or some others
the lower mountainous region, or in the plain.

7. Ceramum ffra/ense (a, b),'and sylvatuum (c) —
a. Ap g, Lcp c. O 1. i npccin . Ap 90, Lcp o. O I to per cent.
* .. »3. .. f. .1 3 .. 7*. 6, .. >8 „
t u 3, •> 8, .1 ' 3 •• . tt, 47, „ at ,.

8. Veronica chaniadrys (a), and saxatdis (c)

a. Ap 3, Lep i, O I ^ 7 apectci , Ap 38, Lep 8, O 1 34 per cent

la Carduus crispus (a), acanthoidcs (b), and defloralus

(c)

:

a, Ap 9, Lcp 3, 0 I *3 (pcciei ,'Ap 80, Lcp ao, O I ao per cent
* I. 3t. •. 5. .• 9 .. 70. 1. I*. .. «9 ..

r. „ 4. F. 8, „ 7 . F, aiF FF 4»F ff 37 FF

1 1. Chrysanthemum leucanthemum (a), corymbosum (b),

and alptnum (c) —
, «. Ap n, Lep 8, O I 49 speciei , Ap 17, I.ep i*. U I 71 pw cent

i FF 3> FF 3f ff 18 FF „ »!. FF l»t. FF 75 FF

r FF Cl FF 4. FF S FF FF », FF 44- FI SS II

III Seneno Jaiobaa (a), ntm'ireHsts (\>), abro/iwt/oltus,

Doronicum a.nd ttebiodeHstf {c) —
a Ap 15, Lep a O I i') spe(.ies . Ap 4». Lep 4. 0 1 53 per cent

#. „ 7 f if 8f e IF „ 41 F. 47. .. >» FF

e „ I, FF «<>F FF t4 FF ,F 1f FF 57l -F 40 „

The predominant part played by Lepidoptera in the

Alpine lemon would doubtless appear considerably less

sinking if the more southern or eastern districts of

Germany had been compared with the Alps , for, accor-

ding to Dr. Speyer,* the number of species of Lepidoptera

continually increases in Germany from the north south-

wards, and from the west eastwards, to such an extent

that, for instance, the number of species of diurnal butter-

flies (Rhopalocer.i) amounts, near H.amburg, to 72, near

Uantzig to 89, near Freiburg (Baden) to 100, and near

Vienna to 130 Hence Lippstadt, in consequence of its

north-west situation, r.inges among the jioorcst localities

of Germany with respect to butterflies
;
and the environs

of Vienna would possibly have afforded nearly double

tte number of Lepidoptera as visitors of the above-

named flowers. But if even in a and // of the above sta-

tistical notes the number of Lepidoptera be doubled, in

all cases, with the sole exception of Senecio nemorensif,

the Alpine region would retain a decided preponderance

as regards the f^requency of butterflies that visit flowers,

and even Senecio nemorensis is not an exception to the

general rule, as my observations on this species have not

been made near Lippstadt, but in the " Waldstein," one

of the summits of the “ Fichtelgebirge.”

Hence, though further observations may be necessary,

I cannot doubt that the increasmg proportion of Lepi-

doptera which vifit flowers in the higher Alpine region

wiu hold good, even after the most extensive and thorough

examination of the whole of Germany. Some peculiarities

of the Alpine flora to be diacuued in my next article, will,

I hcMM, conflrm this opinion.

Hermanm Muller
gaacn^lKha Vertir»ltung,der Schmetierlings Dcu^htamln 1^

d«r Sdmiu. Von Ur Ailolph “'peyer uml Auri4t Spojer Lcipng. 1S58,

THE CHEMISTRY OF CREMATION
T N a paper recently pubbshed in a German periodical,*

on the chemical bcanngs of cremation. Prof. Mohr
calls attention to a point which, so far as we know, has
not yet been considered.

He remarks that, in the first place, it is necessary that
the combustion of the body should ^ complete. Any-
thing of the nature of distillation gives rise to the pro-
duction of fetid oils, such as were produced when in
early times dead horses were distilled for the manu-
facture of sal-ammoniac. Such a revolting process is

surely not compensated by the small commercial value
of the products obtained. To effect complete combustion
we must have a temperature such that the destruction is

final, nothing remaining but carbonic acid, water, nitrogen,
and ash ; for which purpose a complicated apparatus con-
suming large quantities of fuel will be necessary. The
gases produced can only be destroyed by being passed
through red-hot lubes to which excess of atmospheric air

can gain access.

On comparing the substances produced by such a
total decomposition of the body with those produced in
the ordinary course of subterranean decay, it will

seen that one compound is totally lost by burning
—the ammonia which results from the decomposi-
tion of the nitrogenous tissues. This ammonia, es-

caping into the air or being washed into the soil, is

ultimately assimilated by plants—goes to the formation of
nitrogenous materials, and thus again becomes available

for animals. In the ordinary course of nature ,a con-
tinuous circulation of ammonia between the animal .md
vegetable kingdoms is thus kept up if we stop one
source of supply of this substance, we destroy the conili-

brium—we draw upo i the ammoniacal capital of the globe,

and in the course of Ume this loss cannot but react upon
animal life, a smaller amount of which will then be possible

There is no compensating process going on in nature as
IS the case with the removal of atmospheric oxygen by
breathing aniinsis—we deduct from a flmte quantity, and
the descendants of present races will, m tunc to come,
have to bear the $m of our shortsightedness, just as

we have had to suiter through the shortsightedness of
our .uicestors, who destroyed ruthlessly vast tracts of

forests, thereby meurrmg drought in some regions and
causing destructive inundations m others

Another loss ol animoni>i is entailed by civilis.ition in

tlic use of gunpowder Nitre results from the oxidation of

ammonia, and is a source of nitrogenous compounds to

plants, which F-igain reduce the niirogcn to a form av iil-

ablc for ammonia. The nitrogen liberated by the explo-

sion of gunpowder adds lo the immense cimital of the

.itmosphcre, but is no more available for the formation of

plants. Every waste cli.arge of powder lircd represents a
certain loss of lifc-sustaming ni.aterial .igainst which the

economy of nature protests. 1 he same is to be said of

nitro-glyccnnc, gun-cotton, &c., which contain nitrogen

introduced by the action of nitnc acid

Wood and coal are other illustrations of finite capital.

Every pound of these substances burnt m waste—con-
sumed, that is, without bemg made lo do its ecimv.ilent of

work—IS a dead loss of turcc-pruduemg niateri.il, for

which oar descendants will ui the f.ir-di.i.mt future htvc

to sufler The changes biought ib.ui by the texs ition

of one large supply ot ammonia may be compared with

geological changes which, though of extreme slowness,

produce vast changes in t'le lapse of ages. R. M.

A NEW MATERIAL FOR PAPER
'T'HE grass known .as Canada Rice {Aieania aguaiica,

Lin., Hyuropynnn esculeulum, Link) is well known

to American botanists as a cereal. Linnieus namei a, m
long ago as 1750,m his “ Philosophia Botan’ca ” under the

• Dai UI, Nu 44
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class of Ccrealia ; it u mentioned under that name by

Lindley in his “Vegetable Kingdom and m the I

‘ Treasury of Botany" it is stated that “the large seeds ,

yield a considerable amount of food to the wandering

tribes of Indians, and feed immense docks of wild swans '

and other aquatic birds. It grows well m Britain when
It 18 once established, but it u liable to die awav if not

cared for.” It is asserted, indeed, that many of the wan-
dering tnbes of native Indians depend on the harvest of

Zizania, known by them as “ Tuscarora,” as their pnnci^
source of food durmg the winter ; and that so pa^table

is the gram that people who, at the penod when it is npe,

make their way into the region where it grows, never fail

to bring home a sackful as a present to their friends.

It IS not, however, as an article of food that we now
call attention to the plant, but in consequence of lU
alleged value as a material for the manufacture of paper.*

If all that IS stated respecting it is conhrmed, it will be a
formidable rival to Esparto in the manufacture of the

various kinds of printing paper, yielding fully as much of

the raw material, and possessing the great and pccuhar

merit of being conipar.itively free from sihcates ; it is

claimed, indeed, that |»per made from it is quite as strong

and flexible as that mTGle from rags. It is easily bleached,

economical in respect of chemicals, pure in colour, and
the p.-ipcr presents a surhice of perfect evenness remark-

.-ibly free from specks and blemishes. The paper has the

lurther merit of receiving a very clear impression from

the printer’s types. It would appear, mdeed, to possess all

the merits, without any of the defects, of i‘.sp<irto.

The Zuania belongs to the tribe Oryzea, closely resem-

bling the rice-pl.ant both in structure and habit, except

that the flowers, instead of bemg perfect, are unisexual,

but monoecious. The number ol stamens in both plants

is SIX. It IS an aquatic plant, growmg m swamps, ponds,

and shallow streams, filling them up, durmg summer, with

a dense annual growth The average height is from 7 to

8 ft., but It not unfrequently reaches 12 or 14 ft. The
district in which it appears to flourish most abundantly is

the Canadian territory, on the shores of Lakes Erie, St
Claire, and Ontario, from whence it can easily be trans-

ported to Montreal, and shipped to any European port

It IS stated that there will be no difficulty in obtaining an
annual supply of 100,000 tons

; but that the chief obstacle

to us conveyance to Europe is the gre.it bulk it occupies,

and the consequent heavy freight, which seems at present

to act as an almost entire prohibition on its importation.

NOTES
I’ROFKSSOR Mas.kkly.ne hss oflered to give a short course of

lectures on Crystallography to those members of the Cbemicsl

Souety who may be desirous of studying this subject. It is

propo^, if a sufficient number of members mbmate their mten-

Uon ot attending, that tlic lectures be delivered on Mondays and

Fridays, at 8 30 r m. during the months of November, December,

and January, cummencmg on the 23rd inst. I'rofessor Maskelyne

hopes It will ba understood that gentlemen attending those

lectures will l>c prepared to devote some of their leisure to

working at the subject in the manner to be indicated by the

lecturer Crystallography cannot be studied without gcometiical

reasoning, bat it will be Mr, Maskelyne’s endeavour to treat his

subject with ns small an amount of mathematical detail as u
consistent with its due development The lectures will be open
to anyone introduced by a Fellow of the Chemical Soaety It

is particularly requested that members intendmg to attend these

lectures will commuiiicate their intention, previously to the 20th

inst, to Ur. Kussell. We congratulate the Chemical Society in

having initiated such a movement. We hope the lectures will

be largely taken advantage of, and that other societies will soon
follow this excellent example.

*
't® “Xiorlfr “f ‘be foUowmg (aruculars ws art inilebieil to an

article in (be GmnItHtr't Chnnklt.

News has been received from the ChalUngtr up to Sept. 8,

giving on account of the voyage between the Fiji Islands and

Torres Strait. Occasional squalls were met with, and the usual

sounding, dredgmg, and trawling operations were carried on.

Shortly after leavmg Api Island, New Hebrides, soundings were

taken m 2,650 fsthoms, giving a bottom temperature of 357,
the same temperature l^ing obtained at 1,300 fathoms. The
same phenomenon occurred for some distance^ leading to the

conclusion that a valley exists at the place, surrounded by a ndge.

Several new specimens of iish were found, and the naturalists

explored Raine Island. From Cape Vork the ship proceeds

through Torres Strait and Aimiura [Sea, visiting Manilla and

other places, and ornvmg at Hong Kong about the middle of

the present month, where she will stay till the end of December.

Letters should be addressed to Singapore till the moil of Jan. 22,

1875 • ‘ken to Yokohama, Japan.

On Tuesday evening the winter session of the Rojral Geogra-

phical Society was opened by an address from the president, Sir

H. C Kawbuson, who reviewed the piogress of discovery during

the past year, and expressed a confident hope that a new polar

expedition would be despatclicd under the auspices of her

Majesty’s Govcmiiicnl in the course of the coming year. Lient.

Payer was present, and the secretary read his norrstive of the

Austrian Polar Expedition, the mam details of which have

appeared in Natukb. A letter was also read from Dr. Peter-

monn, strongly urging upon her Majesty’s Government the expe-

diency of starting another polar expedition : this will be found m
another column.

The following, we learn from the Ttmei, u the bit ol the new
Couned to be proposed for election at the anniversary meeting of

the Royal Society on St Andrew’s Day, 30th inst —President,

Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.D
,
M D , D.C.L , LL.D , treasurer,

William Spoltiswoodc, M.A., I,I*D. j secretaries, Prof. George
iiabnel Stokes, M A , D.C.L , LL.D., and Prof. Thomas Henry
Huxley, LL D , foreign secretary, Prof. Alexander William
Williiinison, I’ll 1) , other iiiciiibcrs of the Council—Prof. J. C.

Adams, LL D., the Duke of Devonshire, K.tj
,
D C I..

, John
Evans, Pres G S.,

; Captain Ficdetick J O. Evans,

R.N , C.B. , Albert C L. G. (iunther, M A , M.D. , Darnel

Hanbury, Treas. L, S , Sir John Ilaukslmw, M.L.C.E. ,

Joseph Norman Lockyer, F K.A.S.
, Robert Mallet, C E.,

M.K.LA ,
Ncvil Story Maskelyne, M.A ,

I . Watkins Mem-
field, Hon. Sec 1. N. A. , Prof Edmund A. Paikcs, M.D ;

Right Hon Lyon I’layfnir, C II , LL I)
,
Andrew Crombie

Ramsay, I.I.D. , Major-General Sir II. f. Rawlinson, K.C.D.,
and J. S Uurdon Sanderson, M D.

The Cambridge iioard of Natural Sciences Studies have
nominated Mr. F. M Balfour, B.A., hi flow of Innity College,

and Mr A. W Marshall, bclioliu' of St John’s College, as
students in^ the /.oological Station at Naples until the end of

The Worshipful Company of Clothworkcrs have olTcred to the

Board for Supennlending Non-collegiate Students at Cambridge
three exhibitions of the value of 50/. per aimum each, to be awarded
to non-collegiatc students for proficiency in physical science,

each exhibition to be tenable for three yean, so that one will be
amiable for compeUtion annuaUy. There wiU be an examiiiap
tionfor one of these exhibitions on Thursday, January 14, 1875,
in the Censor’s Room, at 9 A.M. The exhibition will be open to all

mm-coHegiate students who have already commenced reiidencf,
or those not in residence, provided they commence not later thim
Michaelmas Term 1875. Each candidate will have to satisfy

the exammen in at least two of the following subjecU Stotics

and dynamics, hydrostatics and pneumatics, heat ; and may be
examined in not more than two of the following Chemistry,
botany, physical geography, including meteorology. Candidwtss
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iffMtMfidtlMir nWMttothe R«r. R. B. Somenet, Ctmlndge,
on or before December t, of whom further puticnlm may be
obtained.

TucitK wi)l be an examination for Seholanhipa and Exhibition!

4 Cbritt’t College, Cambridge, on April 6, 1875, and three

following daya, open to the competition of atudenU who intend

to commence reaidence in October 1875. Scholata will be
dectad foe profieieney m one or more of the fallowing

aalqecta 1^—(1) Chemiatry and chemical phyaics ; {*) geology and
mltteralogy j (3) botany; (4) zoology, with comparative anatomy
and comparative phyaiology. A candidate may aelect hia own
anbgecta, but will be required to ahow auch knowledge of clataics

and matheanatica oa to afford reaaonable expectation that he will

poaa the Previous Examination withont difficulty. Every candi-

date mnat oend bia name to the tutor (Mr John Peile, M.A ) on
or before March 30, 1875, and if a candidate in natural science,

moat state the subject m which he la desirous of being examined.

Via regret to have to record the death at Chiswick on the

and Last of Dr. Thomas Anderson, late Professor of Chemistry

in the University of Glaigow. Dr. Anderson was bom in 1819,

ami sras educated at the University of Edinburgh. On leaving

college he visited Stockholoi, where he studied for some time

under Berzelius, and afterwards went to Giessen and studied

under Liebig. Returning to Rdinbnigh, he acquired consider-

able reputation by teaching chemistry in the Extra Academic

MedieaJ School at Edinburgh, and whilst so engaged received

the appointment of Consulting Chemist to the Highland and

Agrtcnlturol Society. In 185* he suumeded Dr. Thomas
Thomson as Professor of Chemistry in the Univenity ofGlasgow,

and discharged the duties of the chaurwitb great acceptance

until 1869, when be was incapacitated from work by a paralytic

seizure. Having litd another attack of paralysis m May of the

ptesent year, he resigned his professorship in July lost. Dr.

Anderson was the author of several papers on the organic bases,

especially those bases obtained from opium and coal-tar, and in

the destructive distillation of animal substances. In a paper on
“ The Chemistry of Opium," read before the Chemical Society In

186a, he described a valuable method of extracting the alkaloids

of opium, and determining their relative qualities.

Dr. J. H. .Slack, one of the leading fish-cuitunsU of the

United States, and also well known boffi as a jibysician .ind

naturalist, died at Bluomsbury, New Jersey, on the 27th of

Augnstlast

TllK first part is just issued of the " Proceediugs of the Physi-

cal Sodely of lAindon," forming a volume of fitty-twu jiages,

ilinstrated by two plates and comprising reports of eleven

papers road l^tween March 21 and Jane 20, 1874 Among them

U the very important one by Mr. Crookes, “ On attraction and

ropulaion accompanying radiation.” The .Society meets fort-

nightly in the Physical Laboratory of the Science Schools at

South Kensington, and now numbers about 130 members.

TUK Society of Arts commences ita winter session next

Wednesday, and a busy and useful lessioa it promites to be.

There are the general evening meetings of the Society, the

Cantor Lectures, the African, Chemical, and Indian Sections,

and the Christmas Juvenile Lwtnres. This Society, as oil socie-

ties ahonld, seems to be getting mote vigorous the older it grows,

end between Us lectures, its technological examlnatlooi, txvl its

prises, muit be doing a great amount of good.

Thb New ZeaUnd Government has sent special agents over to

England for the purpose of collecting a quantity of small birds

of vanoii-. Imds, and .1 culony nl liuinbh bet-., mr intioiliiLiinii

into that CDUulry ll is ex-ptiud llul the lonwgiiptcnl wdl be

ready for despatch in a feu days Another jt'eiiipt 11 ill also bi

made thu year to send a quantity of salmon over to the

anhpodea, only 135 salmon lieiiig now olive out of the 120,000

MlmoA eggs which were despatched two years ago.

Thb production of opium m Asia Minor, which in former

years averaged annually from 2,000 to 3,000 baskete or

cases, eadi containing 150 lbs., has of late years much in-

creased, and the crop now averages from 4,000 to 6,000
baskets. Oat of this quant itjr, which is shipped at Smyrna,

the United States take above 2,000 cases. England at one
time consumed a large proportion. The Dutch East India

Company also for many years have purchased large quantities

annuMly to send to the islands of Java, Ualavia, and Sumatra,

and of late years the cnnsomption generally has largely mcreased,

capecially for North and South America and the West Indies,

Turkey opmm is always preferred in l!.ngland before that of

India, os It contains a much higher percentage of morphia than

either Indian or Persian ; it is on this account tliat the greater

portion ofthe opium used for medianal purposes both in hurope

and America ui the production of Asia Minor. The price of this

opium in the market has advanced much of late
,

fifteen years

ago the average price was about: 151. per lb, and it now
realises about 1/ per Ib , thougli the fair character even of thu
product has been tarnished by a system of adulteration which

has prevailed duang (he past two years Ab lut 300 cases of thu

adulterated opium liave been sold in the period mentioned, so

that purdiosers are now very careful from whom they obtain the

drug.

Olivb oil u produced in large quantities m Tunis. The olive

crops during the’pRSt two years have been so abundant that there

IS stUl a great deal of oU in the country, notwulislanding the

immense quantities, amounting in all to 3,472 tuns, of the value

of 125,89^, that have been shipped during the past year to

Great Britain, trance, and Italy. It is said that ssithout a
great reaction takes place in the oil trade in Europe, vendors

m Tunis will be puzzled to know wliat to do witli ilie siipiibus

they will have on hand The deposits, or tanks, in the town

ore said to be capable of containing 6,000 tuns of oil, but liny

were not dear of the old supplies lie on. the new was ready to

lie brought in. So far as llic working of 'the native oil mills is

concerned, it is stated that no impro.emenl has taken place.

An| Italian company contemplates the mtinductiuo of a steam

mill For till' purpose tJie Uiituh vice-consular bouse and us

premises have been bought, and are to be conieited into it null,

borne years ago one was turd nt Mdidia, but did not answer.

A stemul was erected near .Susa, with the view of buying up

the refusa or oil-cake after passing the native mill', iiid '.iib.

imttuig It to further prissiirc , but tins m the bands of the

natives blew up.

It seems to be very probable that the cultivation of sugar in

Porto Rico, which has to a great extent succeeded tli.il ol Lotion,

snll eventually give jilace to Uie growth of coffee on a large

scale Relcnrlng to this subject the Bniish Consul says i—“The

geographical configuration of the island would almost lead to

the anticipation that some less succulent plant than the cane

shonld supersede it in the district of Ouayainn Some of the

most fertile lands of the island ore situated m it, and in favour-

able seasons no other part of Porto Kico can rival its fecundity

;

but the island is divided from cast to west by a range of moon-

tains, the highest of which, Ijujuillo, is at the extreme east, and

at the sonthem fool of this monntnin Guayama is situated. The

trade winds blowing from the north-east canoe the ram clouds to

stnko the northern side of LaquUl<>,and they are carried along the

nnithem face oi the Sierra, a limited portion pas-ing over ihcir

.uiiiiiutH to the sonlh -Ide Ihu- tninj mu . nd P.inn 10 sii'i.

JLLI to clroaglii la the neb nn.l p qiuli'U-. .la.' u' i>l !'
i l' tins

nuiurai iiiipc-Imitut lias Itceii oierconic ny an lIl. n ni y icin ot

iiiifpsauu, but Guajajiia is Icasiavuurubly aituaicd in aliicspecU,
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its poalUon immediately louth of LaquiUo too often occaiiona

the drought to continue, the loil ia bnmt np and diTeated of all

fertility, and the rendentt are neither anffictently rich nor mfit-

ciently nnmeroni to artificially irrigate their landi aa their neigh-

boori in Ponce have done. The consequence is, that the crops

are very nncertain in their yield, and it is expected that if some-

thing is not done to ensure irrigation, there will very soon be no

produce at all”

W* have received a copy of the rules of the Metropolitan

Scientific Association, the object of which is announced to be
" the mvestigation and promotion of the study of the Physical

Sciences, including Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry, the vanoos

departments of Natural History, and Uiology.” L^ures are to

be given, and meetings for discussion to be held. The subscrip-

titm is fixed at sr. a year for members and 31. (xt. a year for

associates. Mr. W. R Birt, F.K A.S., is the president, and the

hon. see., to whom all commumcations respecting the Associa-

tion should be addressed, is Mr. C. W. Stldstone, 13, Mooigate

Street, E.C.

The ash of the better coals of the American carboniferous age

appears to be derived wholly from the plants which formed

them. According to analyses by many chemists .(quoted by
Prof. Dana, in the last edition of his “Geology”), made
on lycopods, ferns, ' equiseta, mosses, conifera, &c., there is

in them an average quantity of silica and alumini, suchithat if

the plants were converted into coal it would amount to 4 per

cent of tlie whole, and the whole ash would be 4 75. Many
analyses of bitnminous coal show but 3 per cent of ash and 4'$

u an average. Hence it follows:—(i) That the whole of the

impurity m the best coals may have been derived from the plants

;

(a) the amount of ash in the plants was less than the average of

modem species of the same tribes j (3) the winds and waters for

long periods contributed almost no dust or detritus to the manhes.

In that era of moist clunate and universal forests there was

hardly any chance for the winds to gather dust or sand for trans-

portation.

The Mtilual Prtst draws attention to a new tonic medidne

under the name of Boldo. The tree is said to be found on iso-

lated mountam r^ons m Chill ; the bark, leaves, and blo-soms

possessing a strong aromatic odour, resembling a,mixture of tur-

pentine and camphor The leaves contam also a large quantity of

essential oil. The alkaloid obtained from the plant ui called “Bol-

dine.” Its properties are chiefly as a stimulant to digestion and

having a marked action on tlie liver. Its action sras discovered

rather accidentally—thus . some sheep which were liver diseased

wereconfinedin anmclosure which happened to have been recently

hedged with boldo twigs. The animals ate the leaves and shoots,

and were observed to recover speedUy. Direct observations prove

its action : thus, one gramme of the tincture excites appetite,

increases the circulation and produces symptoms of circulatory

excitement, and acts on the urine, which gives out the peculiar

odour of boldo. 'fhough we have not semi any specimens of

the boldo as impor'ed, there seems little doubt but that it is the

BMoa fragram, a Monimiaceous tree, the Chilian name of

which, however, u usually wn ten BoUu. The leaves, which
are rough, ore opposite, ovate, sml are borne on short stalks.

The plant is dioecious, and the flowers are borne in axillary

racemes. All parU of the tree are fragrant ; hence its specific

name. The httle bemea are eaten, the bark is used for tanning,

and the wood is considered by the natives superior to any other

for making charcoal.

A LSRCK monumental fountain, ornamented by the celebrated

sculptor Carpeaux, has been erected on the Observatoire Place

at Paris. It represents Europe, Asia, Africa, and America

routing the glob^ which they cany on their heads, and is very

effective ; but in spite of M. Le Verrier’s protestations, they are

roUtiiig the globe from east to west, accordliig to the Ptoiemean

theory.

The Khedive of Egypt has given his cordial support to the

English Government Transit oi Venus Expedition in Egypt He
has furnished the principal sUtion on Mokattam Heighu, 600 ft.

above Cairo, with tents, a guard, and a mounted escort, and it

making a telegraph line to connect that sUtion with Greenwich,

I

through the Submarine, Gibraltar, and Malta Cable, His

j

Highness hut slso sent a steamer to tow the Thebes branch of

I

the expedition to their destination, and .he has bronght all the

huts and instruments up by spccul tram from Suez.

Sir Douglas Forsvth’s Yarkand cunoiiaes, illostrahve of

I

the ethnology of the regions he visited, will be shortly sent from
' India to South Kensington.

We are glad to see that Mr. T H. Inoe, farrier, of Oxford

Street, has entered the luts as a technical edocator, liaving just

issued a neat booklet containing well-compiled, and on the whole

trnstworthy, information concerning the animals whose skins he

makes use of m his trade. Many who read Mr Ince’s hvthurt

will be surprised at the great variety of animals, both British

and foreign, whose tkmi arc, m one way or another, turned to

the uses of an advanced and luxurious civilisation.

At Its last sitting the Council of the Pons Observatory de-

clared that the Meridian Service is not m a good condition,

M. Leverrier, .therefore, has written to the Minuter for Public

Instruction, advising him to ask M. Lcewy, a member of the

Institute, and the head of the Mendian Service, to resign

if he does not give up the direcbon of the ConHauancedes Tmpt—
both offices bemg too much for one man, however zealous and

learneJ.

An immense number of errors have been discovered by M.

Leverrier in the stellar observations, which were ready for prmtlng,

and which were mode before the reorganisation of the Pons
1 Observatory was completed. All these observations will be sub-

I

jected to a most careful scrutiny, and many will be rejected alto-

gether. The correct obiervatiunt will not be prmted before

farther reductions are made. A special credit of lS,ooofi will

be asked from the National Assembly for that special purpose,

and will certainly be granted.

The several French pnbbc administrations have received in-

structions to favour men who have been non-commiisioiied officers

m the army in making subsidiary appointments in their oifices.

In some cases competitive exambiations will be established fur

these places.

The tanks of the Manchester Aquarium have just been en-

nched by a remarkably fine speamen of the Angler {JLopJttut

pucatvrtHs), over 4 fl. m length. The fish uin the best possible

condition, and was obtained by the curator, Mr. W. SavlUe

Kent, from the Royal fuh weirs at Colwyn Bay It is the first

and only example of the species on exhibition at any of the

many aquaria now established, and many interesting data will

no doubt be derived from the observation of its habits for the

first time in confinement.

The sddilions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

psst week include a Nisnos Monkey (CenopttAtent pyrrhoHchti)

from Nubia, presented by Dr. R F Mayne; a Bengalese Leopard
Cat (Belit htnsaienm) and an Egyptian Cat (FBu chatu) from
India, a Ijadbeater Cockatoo (Caca'ua Uadbtattr!) from Aus-
tralia, deposited ; a pau of Bar-headed Geese (Attur itukcut)

from India, and three Night Parrou (Siniigops hah^pttlus) from
New Zealand, purchased. These last-named birds form the

fine>t collection of the species ever seen in this country.
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THE EXPLORATION OF THE ARCTIC
REGIONS*

'T'EN yean ages when arctic exploration was sought to be re-

Tiyed by the Royal Geographical Society, all, 1 think, were
agreed at to the main points of the subject, while a dirersity of
(pinion arose regarding one point, which appears to me only of
secondary impovtanoe now—namely, the route to be chosen.
There was a mat deal of discussion upon this point, and
whether it would be more advisable for a new English expedition
to proceed west of Greenland up Smith Sound, or east of itj

anywhere in the wide tea between Greenland and Novaya
Zcmlya.
From the results arrived at by actual exploration since 1865,

and the light shed by it upon the subject, it appears to me that

a real ground for any such diversity of opmion no more exists,

at the most noteworthy fact brought out by the vanons recent

polar expeditions is u greater navigability in all parts of the

arctic seas than was formerly suppos^ to exist.

For my part, 1 readily admit that the Smith Sound route has
turned out to be a great deal more practicable and navlnble
than could formerly m surmised from the experience of Kane
and Hayes. Certainly both these attempts were made with in-

suffiaent means, Kane’s Advanct being only a sailing bng,
heavily laden and blown about by unusually strong gales, and
Hayes' schooner, the United States, a mere sailing vessel of 133
tons, not fit for navigation in the arctic seas. When, therefore.

Hall m 1871 tried this route with the Potaris, he achieved most
astounding results, for he sailed and steamed from Tessiuiak

without interruption in one stretch through the ill-famed Melville

Bay, Smith Sound, Kennedy Channel, and uito new seas as far

os 8a° N. lat, a distance of 700 miles, with the greatest ease m
seven days, and even reached beyond the 82nd patallcl. Yet his

vessel, the /Vans, was only a small, weak-po«ertd steamer, by
no means well fitted for the work, and manned by a motley crew,

hampered by Eskimo families and little children.

'While I thus readily admit my expectations to have been far

exceeded by recent experience, similar progress has also been

mode on all the other routes into the central area of the arcuc

regions, and a great deal has been achieved, even with small

means. From the results already arrived at, it is evident that

with appropriate steam-vesseU, making use of the experience

gained, uiat central area will be jienetrated as far as the North

Pole, or any other point.

As 1 cannot but think that an English exploring expedition

will soon leave for the arctic regions, 1 lake this opportunity to

state to you expliatly that I withdraw everyUiii^ I formerly

said that might be construed into a diversity of opinion on the

main points at issue, and that I now distinctly approve before-

hand of any route or direction that may be deaded on for a new
expedition by British geographera

For those expeditions which 1 myself have been able to set

on foot since 1805, the most direct and shortest routes and the

nearest goals seemed the most advisable, as only very small

means could be raised, and these chiefly by promismg to break

new ground and open new lines of research never before

attempted With the same small means at our command, we
could not have done as much os we did elsewhere. At my
instance, more or less, seven very modest expeditions and sum-

mer ennses went forth. The first one, a reconnoitring tour m 1868

under Captain Koldeway, consisted of a little Norwegian sloop

of only about sixty tons, no bigga than an ordinary trawling

smadi; she was purchased at Bergen, received the name of

Germania, and went towards East Greenland, then to the east

of Bear Island, on to the north of Spitsbergen beyond the 81st

parallel, and survey^ portions of Eut Spitsbergen not before

leached by English or Swedish expeditions. Next year, 1869,

started the so-called second Gciman expedition, constating of

two vessels, a screw steamer of 143 tons, called the Germania,

and a soiling bng of 24a tons, called the Hansa, as a tender

,

thw went to Eatt Greenland, explored this coast as far m
Tt N. lat., and discovered a m^iikent inlet, Frans-Joseph

Fjord, extendmg far into the interior of Greenland, navigable,

and the shores of it enlivened by herds of reindeer a^ mu^
oxen. It was also shown that the interior of Greenland in tl^

r^to wwidsts not of a slightly elevated table-land, as formerly

supposed, but of splendid monntam masses of Alpme charccter.

The acoount of this cxpedidcm, vdiich also wintered on the coast

ofEsstGteenlandlnyaVN.lat,, isbeforeyooinan En^dress.

•AlsttwaiUiasssdtotliaPiwldBitoflliallOTdGeofraiituealSoeietr,
]

a capy of which bos bata forwarded to ui^ Dr. Fsurnna.

Besides this, I got my friend Mr. Rosenthal, a shipowner, to
allow two scientific men. Dr. Dorst and Dr. Bessels, to ac-
company two of his whaling steamers, one to explore the seas
east of Spitzbergen, the other those east of Greenland

; both
made highly mteresting and valuable scientific observations,
which have not yet been published. In 1870 my fnends Baron
Heuglin and Count Zed went from Tromso m a small schooner of
thirty tons to East Spitzbergen, and collected most mterestmg m-
formation on a region never before visited by scientific men ; and
whoi Baron Heuglin bad been out a second tune, the next
following year (1871), agom with one of Rosenthal’s exptxlitions,
he published a valuable work in three volumes. In the same
year Payer and Weyprecht went in ^e Isbprn, a sailing vessel
of forty tons, from Tromso, to explore still further northward
than Bessels the sea east of Spitzbergen, which was done with
great success as high as 78* 43' N lat (in 42} £ long. Gr.)
and as far east as 59'' E. long. Thesaentific results of t^
cruise have also not yet been fully worked out
Thus from the interior of Greenisnd, in 30* W. long, to $9"

E. long, east of Spitzbergen, a width of about ninety degrees
of longitude has been explored, and highly interesting results

obtained. The cost of these seven expeditions and ciuises was
about 140,000 thalers, or altogether 20,000/., of which 5,000
thalers, or 750/., were contributed by the Government ofGermany;
all the rest by private individuals, my friend Rosenthal spending
upwards of 30,000 thalers. Half of the results of these expe-
ditions have not yet been published, but the work of the second
German expedition in four volumes, and that by Baron Henglm
in three volumes, are finished, and are, I thmk, a credit to the
explorers

1 have mentioned these details m order to show that such
endeavours to extend human knowledge, improve the spult of

the navy, and foster a taste for the progress of science, are [not

necessarily expensive. A really eucctive expedition will cost

more, but also accomplish more
; m this respect a reviewer m

the Athenaum, in reviewing our second expedition, says that

to start on expeditions such as these in vessels ill-adapted, ill-

strengthened, ill-found, and iJl-provuioned, is but to court
failure

,
” to which I say Amen,

One well-appointed English expedition of one or two strong
steamers may well be able to penetrate to the furthest i«ints of our
globe. Even the whaling ships, now furnished as they are with
steam, penetrate as a rule to where it wu thought impossible for

such a fleet to putsuc their valuable fisheiies
, the lU-famed

middle ice of BefTin's Bay is to them no moie impenetrable, and
extreme points reached by foimer ducoveiy expeditions in the
course of a long scries of years are now viiitcu and passed by
one whaling vessel in the course of a few summer months.
Up to i860 the general opinion was that from Bear Island m

74i* N. lat. there extended the line of heavy impenetrable pack-
ice eastward as far as Novaya Zemlya ; that, working along this

coast, the furthest limit of navigation was at Cape Nassau , and
that ^e Kara Sea was entirely and always filled with masses of
ice, totally impracticable for any navigation But the Nor-
wegians, with their frail fishing-smacks of only thirty tons at an
average, have for five consecutive years every year navigated all

those seas hitherto considered as totally impenetrable , they have
repeatedly circumnavigated the whole of Novaya ZemNa,
crossed the Kara Sea in every direction, penetrated to the Obi
and Yenisei, and shown beyond the shadow of a doubt that navi-

gation can ecncrally be pursued there during five months of the

year, from June to OctoW, and moreover, that the whole of the

Kora Sea and the Siberian Sea far to the north ore every year
more or less cleared of their ice, both by its melting and druting

away to the north I have bad the journals of many of these

auiscs sent to me from Norway, containing a mass of good ob-

servations made at the instance of the Government Meieoro-
Iceicsl Office under the superintendence of Prof. Mohn, at

Christiania. If another protn of cofititmation weie wanting, it

has been furnished by Mr. 'Wiggins, of Sunderland, who this

summer also navigated through the Kara Sea as far as the

mouth of Obi.

As to the sea between Novaya Zemlya and Spitzbergen, the

very first tune in our days its navigation was attempted, namely,

by Weyprecht and Payer in 1871, it was found navigable even

in a siwl sailing vesM of forty tuns up to 79’ N. lat ,
and m

the eaiteni half of it no ice whatever was met with The
experience of their last expedition m 187a certainly has been the

leverse, as they encountered much and dense ice, at least in the

direction of Cape Nassau; but it would lead to erroneous coocln-

rions, if it were not taken mto account that the Norwegians at
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the Mine time found the western half of that lea quite free of

iee^

I am not going to make any remark upon the late Auitrian
;

exnetlition, ai its results and obserrations ate not suffidentiy

before ns, but I am authorised by a letter of laent Weyprecht,
the nautical commander, dated the ist Norember, to state that,

before he has pubhshed his extensive observations, he wome
agamstall premature conclusions, and concludes the letter which
I shall publish in the next part of the Matholungen, and in

which he expresses his own views on the arctic question for the

first time, with the sentence “that he considers the route
through the Siberian Sea os iar as Bdiring Strait as practicable

as before, and arould roidily take the command of another expe-
dition in the same direction.”

I believe myself that the navigability of the seas to the north
ofNovaya Zemlya can as little Im called in nuestaon by this one
drift of the Austnan eimcdition, as the navigability of Baffin's Bay
1^ tile drifts of De Haven, M'Clintock, and the crew of the
Polarts These drifts by no means prevent others from pene-
trating the same seas.

And here I may be allowed to refer in a few words to the
other end of this route, the seas north of Behring Strait. Capt.
Cook in 1778, and hts second in command, Capt. Clerke, in

1779, believ^ to have reached the extreme limit of navigation
by attaining ley C.ipe (in 70}° N. IsL) on the American, and
North Cape (in 69° N. lat ) on the Asiatic side, and they con-
sidered further attempts there as madness as well as to any
practical purpose useless. Capt. Beechey, however, with his

lieutenant, the present Admiral Sir Kdward Belcher, penetrated
already in 1826 as far as Point Barrow, and expressM the result

of his experience in the weighty sentence “ I have always been
of opinion that a navigation may be performed along any coast
ofthe Polar Sea that is continuous " * And, true enough, many
a follower has sailed along the whole of the northernmost coast of
America, though exposed to the pressure of the immense pack-
ice masses^ from the north im]undng upon these coasts. Capt.
Kellett, with the HoaM, avessefnot intended for ice navigation,

penetrated in 1849 with ease to 72° 51' N. lat into the Polar Sea
so much dreaded by Cook and Clerke, discovered Herald Island,

and what is now called by some Wrarigel Land, and found the ice

not at all so formidable as supposed previously Gomg overAe
similar experience of Collinson, Maclure, Rodgers, and oAert,
we come to the time when Ae Amenenns established a highly
profitable whale fishery in seas considered entirely nselets by
Cook and Clerke, coining as much as f8,000,000 in two yeari.

It waa m one of theae years that a shipmaster went as far aa
74'' N. lat, nearly due north of Herald Island, and saw peaks
and mountain far to the northward ofhis position. Anther,
Capt lajng, went a considerable distance along the Sibenan
coast to the west, and did more in a few days with a taihne
vessel than Admiral Wrangel had been able to accomplish with
sledges in winter in the course of four years, In the same region.

Inn letter dated Honolulu, 15A January, 1868, he says*

—

“ That the passage from the Pacific to Ae Atlantic Ocean will

be accomplished by one of the routes I have indicated I have
os much fiuth in ns I have m any uncertain event of the fatnre,

and mnch more than I hod fifteen years ago m the snceeas of the
Atlantic Telegraph Although thii route will be of no great

importance to commerce as a traiuit from one ocean to Ac other,

yet could Ac passage along the coast as far aa Ac month of the
Lena be successfully made every year (which I Amk probable) it

would be of great benefit in developing the resonrcea of NoithetB
Siberia.” t
To Ae north-east of Spitsbergen, abo, an interestmg cmiae

was recently mailc Iw Mr. Leigh SmiA, who in 1871, vnA only
a soihng schooner of 85 tons, reached aa far as 27° 3^ E. <n

Greenwich in 80* 27' N. lat
,

of longitude Autho' than any
authenticated and observing navigator before him. At this point
he had before him to the eut—consequently m the direction of
Ae newly-discovered Franr-Toseph Ijmd—noAing but open
water on the 6A of September, 1871, as Car as Ae eye could
reach.

to whhln eighty nootleal mOes of Fniu-JoMph Land, whidiwu
sighted westward os for os 46“ £, long. , but In this kmgitnde
there was not as yet any limit of the land. The flight m im-

mense numbers of mnt-geese and oAer birds in the some diieo.

tion has long been obser^ by various voyagers, ohd it has also

been noticed that not only migratioiM of bitdi hot obo of
mommob take Ae same direction

;
the Norwegian flohermen on

Ae norA of SpitAergen have repeatedly cangfat fanmenot

nnmbert of walrus and lee-beors at the Seven Islands, and espe-

cially on their north-eastern side, whereas at Spitsbergen the

walrus is now very eeatoe end Ae ice-beor almost extinct

I consider it abo highly probable that that great orctie ptenecr

and navigator Willuim Baffoi may have seen the wertem ehotea

of Franx-Toseph Land os long ago as 1614, for in that year he
proceeded to Si' N. bt, and Aonght he law land os fitf as 83°

to the norA-eost of SpiUberm (which b aecordin^ marked
in one of Fnrchai’s maps.* It b true theoceoont of thb voyage
IS very meagre, bat so b the account of Iib voyage and tUll

greater discovery of Baffin’s Bay two years after, whieh Sir Jota
Harrow calb Ae most vognt indeSnite^ and unootisfoGtofy,”

and on bis map leaves out Baffin’s Bay altogether, and A13, be
it observed, in Ae year 1818 I f Barrington and Beaniby,

thongb hissing Baffin’s discoveries in their map doted March l,

1818, describe Aem m the following words —“ Baffin’s Bay,
according to the relation of Mr. Boffin in 1616, itU ho!

hevcdl" With Barents’s important voyi^es and dlscovtries it

IS exactly Ae same. The RnssuiDs, who only navigated as fiur

as Cape Nassau, also tried to erase Barents’s discoveries horn
Ae map am! cut off Ae norA-eastem part of Novaya Zemlm
akogether t But old Barents hu been found more trustworthy

and corriui than all the Rmssian maps and pilots put together.

Kven the identical winter hut of that great Dutch nav^tor,
nearly 300 years old, has been found by Ae Norwegian Capt
Carisen on Sept 9, 1871, and many interesting rehes brought
home by him , so that the truth and eorrectnees of thore fiunm
old Dutch voyages has been proved beyond all doubt. In like

manner, Baffin’s voyage to wiAin sight of the western shores of

Franz-Joseph Ijmd may be considered trustworthy until some
substantial proof of Ae contrary Is brought forwim. Nay, it

even appears to me that the report given of anoAer remarkable
voyage of a Dutch navigator, Cornells Route, merits attention

and b to be considered m the some way as Baffin and Barents

;

so that it it be as true as Ae voyaget of these navimtori, it may
yet be found Aat Knuu-Joseph Land was already discovered
and soiled through up to 74)* or 75* N. lot. nearly 300 years
ago Thb report runs Ans— '• I am informed wiA certainty

that Capt. Cornells Roule bos been in 84J’ or 85* N. lot in tha
loagitnae of Novaya Zemlya, and has sailed a'Wt forty miba
between broken land, seeing large open enter bdiind it. He
went on shore with his boat, and from a hill it appeared to him
that he could go three days more to the north. He found lots

of birds there and vcir tame.” § Now, the m : m loagitnde of
Novaya Zemlya b 60* E, Greenwich, and passes tight through
Anxtna Sound and Franz-Toseph Loiid

;
the latter b a *’ brokna

land” also, behind which Lbut Payer hw “ btgeopen wotor^”
and found “lots of birds I

"

Be Ais as it may, we now come to Sir Edward Parry’s voyage
north of bpitzber:^ regarding which it is on undoubted foot

that he reached 83* 45' N bt, Ae furthest well authenticated
point yet reached by any naviptor, and a fimt unauipasaed to
thb day

There is, however, no doubt that the norAem coast of Spits-
bergen kes just in the teeA of one of the most formidable km-
curtentsj and one that summer and wmter u sweeping iti toe

manes just towards these coasts. If, Aerefbi^ an EagUah
expedition should take Spitsbergen as a boob to start from, it

would require two vestob, one ot whieh oegbt to go up Ae west
coast, Ae oAer up the east coast ; for when noiAeriy and
westerly winds prevail, the first venel would prebaUy be ham-
pered by ice, and Ae second venel find it navigaUe the east

That lind would be found in Ae locality where Ae Auntrian
Expedition actually found it, I have long p^icted. Gillts Land,
after Keulen’s map generally considered to be situated fo 80* N.
lat,, 30* E. long., by Ae Swedish explorers erroneously put
down in 79* N. lot., I have from the oripnal text conduded to
1)0 in 81V N. bt. and 37* E long Oreenwieh. This approaches

tiesdisy : Voyage, vot ii p im.

t ftartHtiUMagiuHtt, iffo, p tje

* Barrington ind tkanny,m ooud 41

} Boiroer, “ Cbionolotical HUtm* p. ulS mid nup
I This was actuafly attempted oy a pilot of the

**

tarina," and (bund Us way also into vol. eiu. of ths Joornnl of ths R.

orks! sstnosdby^
—*^^*^*^ •

edwn Ikn msp is spoksn of ss “ shoirag Os »ttmU outUiis of ka
sstmsd by ths pilot awoUu^ from ths Istsstoxsinlnstiona bywha
be sssBibUjBoie than thossstsm half rsprsunt^on clir

dscL, p. gsa Sss abo foes-
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It i* br wajr of Smith Sonnd, however, that irrigation hti
hitherto been pnthed ihrtbeet, and here an Engluh exi^ition, no

long projected, may well operate. At the lame time the east

ooart of Greenland seems still worthy of attention. The second
German expedition did not proceed far to the north, it is true,

bat it was easy enough to reach the coast, and Lient Payer told

me dds was merely something like a “ cab drive. '* Capt Gray,

of Peterhead, a most experienced arctic navigator, wrote already

in 1868 thns

“

Haviiw for many years pursued the whale fish-

ery on the east coast of Gremiland, and observed the sides, the

set of currents, and the state of the ice in that locality at various

seasons of the year, I think that little if any difficulty would
be experienced in carrying a vessel in a single season to a veiy

hig^ latitude, if not totthe pole itaelQ by taking the ice at about
the latitude oi 75*, where generally extsts a deep Ught, some-
times mnnmg in a north-west direction upwards of 100 miles

towards Shannon Island, from thence following the continent of
Greenland as long as it was found to sound in the desired direc-

' tion, and aflennids pushing northwards through the loose

fields of ice which I shall show may be expected to be found m
that locally The following are the reasons on which that

(minion is founded —In prosecuting the whale fishery in the

vicinity ot .Shannon Island there are generally found loose fields

of ice^ with a considerable amount of open water, and a dark

water dry along the land to the northward , the land water

sometimes extending for at least fifty miles to the eastward

;

and, in seasons when south-west winds prevail, the Ice opens up
very fast from the land m that latitude. Tlie ice on the east

coast of Greenland is what is termed field or floe ice, the extent

of which vanes with the nature of the season ; but it is always m
mobon, even in winter, as is proved by the fact that ships lieset

at far north as 78° have dnven down daring the autumn and
winter as (hr south as Cope tarowelL Thus there u always the

meant of pushing to the northward by keeping to the land ice,

and watching favourable openings "*

And quite recently, in communicating the result of his expe-

rience the present year, he wntes —“During the past season I

had too many opportunities of observing the drift of the ice

In May, June, July, and August, its average drift was fully four-

teen miles a day , in March an 1 Apnl it must have Ixtn driving

double that rate. I calculate that nearly the whole of the ice

was driven out of the arctic basin last summer I went north to

79" 4S' m August, and found the ice all broken up, whereas

down in 77* the floes were lying whole m the sea, clearly showing

that the ice m 80“ must have been broken up by a swell from

the north, beyond the pack to the north, which I could see over;

there sras a dark srater sky reaching north until lost in the dis.

tance, without a particle of ice to be seen m it I was convinced

at the time, and so was my brother, that we could have gone up
the pole, or at any rate far lieyond where anyone had ever been

before. I bitterly repent that I did not sacrifice my chance of

finding whale and make the attempt, although my coals and pro-

visions were wearing down Although I have never advocated

an attempt being made to reach the pole by Spitzbergen, knowmg
well the difficulties that would have to be encountered, my ideas

are now changed from what I saw last voyage. I am now con-

vlnoed that a great advance towanis the pole could occasionallybe

made vtithont much trouble or nsk by Spitzbergen, and some of

our amateur navigators will be sure to do it and pluck the honour

from the Royal Navy. I do not know if the I'.chpse «iU be sent

to the Grmland whale fishery next year , if I go I shall be able

to satisfy myself more thoroughly as to the clearing out of the ice

this year, because it will necessanly be of a much lighter charac

ter than usnaL” d'

If this important information should be considered worthy the

attention of the British geographers and the Admiralty, there

would, perhaps, be two steamers sent out to make success doubly

certain, one to proceed up the west coast ol Greenland by way
Smith Sound, the other up the east coast of Greenland.

But vdialever may be decided on, I trust that the Bntish

Govaniiient will no longer hold back to grant what all ge<^-
phers and all scientific corporations of England have been beg-

ging for these ten long years, and afford the means for a new
eflnetive expedition to crown these, our modest endeavours, of

which I have given an ontlme. We in Germany and Austria

have done our duty, and I am happy to have lived to see that

our humble endeavours, the work of our arctic explorers, have

. 1 Mr. Leigh SBUh. dated Peterhead,

S«t>t >t, 1874.
^

gamed your approbation—that of the Royal Geographical
Society of Great Bntam We have done all we could in the
private mannner we had to do it , for, as a naiiun, we Germans
are only now beginning to turn our attention to nautical matters.
We have had no vessels, no means, and our Government hu
had to fi^t three great wars these ten years. But, ni vertheless,
we have had in this interval German, Austrian, American,
Swedish, Norwegian, Rnisian polar exprfitions, of which even
an Italian officer took part at the instance of the Italian Govern-
ment. And Englaild, formerly always Ukmg the lead in these
matters, it almoot the only maritime power that has kept aloof.

When, nearly thirty years ago, one man of science proposed that
magnetical observations should be extended, it was at once
answered by the Government then by sending out to the antarctic
regions an expedition of two vessels, the Erttui and Terror,

under that great navigator. Sir James Clarke Ross, which
has never yet been eclipsed as to the importance of its results

and the lustre it shed on the British Naiy I do not know the
views held m England now, but I know tmit to us outsiders the
achievements and work of a man bke Sir James Clarke Russ or
lavingslone has done more for the prestige of Great Rrilam than
a march to Coomauie, that cost nine mulions of pounds sterling

That great explorer, Livm^toiic, is no more
; his work is going

to be continued and finished by German and American explc )rcrs

;

we shall also certainly not let the arctic work rest till It is fully

accompluhcd, but it surely behoves Great Britain now to step m
and once more to take the lead. Aucustos Pai human v,

Hon. Co- Member and Gold MeiJallist,

Gotha, Nov. 7, 1874 Royal Geographical Society

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LotmoH

Chemical Society, Nov 4.—Dr. Oiling, president, in the
chair.—Tlie following papers were read —On mcthyl-hcxyl-

carbinol, by Dr C Scliorlemmer ; On the action of org.snic

acids and their anhydrides on the natural alkaloids I’art I , by
Dr C R. A. Wright

,
On the action of bromine in th< presence

of water on bromopyrogallol aiiil on bromopyrocuteclini, by Dr
J Sienhonse , The action of baryta on oil of cloves, liy Prof
A. H Church , Observations on the use of permangmuio of
potash in volumetric analysis, and on the estimation of iron ni

iron ores, by Mr. E A Parnell
, Further researches on bilirubm

and Its compounds, by Dr J L W Thudichum

Zoological Society, Nov 3 —Dr. A Gunllicr, F R S ,

vice-president, m the chair,—The secretary read a report on the
additions tliat had l>een made in the Society’s menagerie during
the months of June, July, August, and Septcmbei, 1S74 —Mr
Sclater gave an account of some visits he had recently mn 'e to

several zoological gardens and museums In France and Italy,

and made remarks upon some of the piinciiial obircts noin-ed

therein — Mr. G Dawson Rowley exhibited and made remarks
upon some rare birds from New /luiland, amongst winch were
fine examples of Aptny r htiasti, and a living pair of Srchirhux

nlhfaart.—WT. A R Wallace exhibited some rhinoceros horns

obtained ra Borneo by Mr Everett, proving that this animal was
still found living in that island,—Mr j Gould exhibited a
new parrot, of the ^cmi% Afrotmutus, recently oblaincd on the

Darling Downs, in Queensland Mr (.jiuild luoposed to call

this bird Aprosmictm tmii;niisimus—A liHer from Mr Swiiilioo

was read respecting some liats obtaineil by him at Ningpn —A
communication was read from M. L Taezanowski, conservator

of the museum at Waituiw, in which he gave a list of the birds

collected by M. Constantine-Jelski m the ccrtril part of Western
Pern. Amongst these were eighteen spedcs deset’bcd as new
to saence —A communication was read from Mr hrederick

Moore, giving descriptions of some new Asiatic Lepidoptera - -

A communication was read from Mr Georm Gulliver, coiitaining

measurements of the red corpnscles of the blood of Htppop^'-

tiinms ampkihus, Otaria fuiata, and Trtchents rotmnrm —
Mr R Bowdler Sharpe read a paper entitled “ Contnbutions to

a history of the Accipitres, or birds of prey.” The first of this

senes contained notes on the females of the common and .South

African kestrels.—A communication was read from Mr Henry
Adams, giving the descriptions of some new species of shells from

vonona localities, also of a new genus ot Bivalves from Mauriiius

—Mr. A. H. Gairod iwwi a paper on pointsm the anstomy of the

parrots which liear on the clamficatlon of the sub order. This
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memoir «ai bated upon the exAinljutlon of• bufe number of in*

dtriduals belon|^ to Mrenty-nine speciet, diiray from <he So-

ciety’s bring colleraon, and cmitamed a new oinuigement of the

group based prindptUy upon the arrangement of the carotid

arteiW, and the presence or absence of the ambims mutdc, the

fuicnla, and the oil-gland —A communication wai read from
Mr. G. B, Sowerl^, inn., girmg the deacriptiont of five new
epeoes of shells from diflerent loi^tiet.—A communication was
read from Mr. E. P. Ramsay, wherein he described five new
species of Australian bird^ and of the egw of Ckamydodera ma-
culala. The birds descnbed wett-^yfistlus litra-rtgiHit,

mactUoius, Phlotu Jnnata, Eoftallrta utormUa, and
Rhtpidura tuftralttsa

Royal Microacopical Society, Nov. 4.—Chat. Brooke,

F.R.S
,
president, in the chair.—A paper by Dr. Jas. Fleming,

On microscopical leaf-fungi from the Ilimi^yas, was taken at

read ; it was illustrated by drawings, and many of the species

described had been identified byMr M C Coc^e as Mnn
the same at those known in Europe.—A paper by the Rer. W.
H. Dalbn^ and Dr Dr^ale, in continuance of their senes.

On the life history of Monads, was read by the secretary. It

minutely described a form repeatedly met with in macerations of

the heads of codfish and salmon, and traced the development
and reproduction m all stages, imd was illustrated by drawings,

which were enlarged upon the black board by Mr. Chta Stewart.

The observations had extended over several years, and bad been
conducted with the greatest care under vanous powers up to

in The results of experiments were also given, and con-
clusively showed that exposure to temperatures of aao* and
300* F. had fiuled to destroy the germs of these organisms.

Some interesting living objects, stated to lie larval forms of the
common cockle, were exhibited and descnbed by Mr. Wood 1

but the sunilanty of these forms to some which were exhibited

at the previous meeting, and presumed to be Buuphalus poly-

nurphui, having been pointed out by Mr. Stewart, an Interesting

discussion followed. Perryia pulchtnma, Kitton, was exhibited

under one of the Society’s instruments

gas.—On the isomerism of acetalene perbromida and the hydride

of tetmbrominated ethylene^ bv M. E. Bouigoin. ’Ihe bat-
named substance Is obtained by the uction of bromiM and
water on bibromsnedme add, and ia described aa a cryitallim
substance melting at 54’5*. Peibromida of acetylene is a liquid

formed when acetylene as puawd into bromine heated to 50^
under a laver of water. 'The anthor oonstden acetylene pen-
bromide to be an additive compound of the acefylene sorie^ tniila

the other substance la derived by aubstitntion form ethylene 01

ethyl hydride.—Researches rm the decompoeltion of certain salhethyl hydride.—Researches rm the decompoeltion of certain salte

iqr water ; second notei bv M. A. Ditto. The anthor has now
studied the decomposition bismntbons and faismuthic nitrates and
of antimonioni chloride.—On electro-magnets; a note by M.

.pj^ paper refers to the use of el^ro instead ofDdeniL

Geographical Society, Oct. at.-President, M. Ddesse.—
Dr. flamy communicated the result of his researches on the
geographical distribution erf the human race in Eastern Mela-
nesia. He showed that the penetration of the Papuan populaUons
by the Polynesians is much less exceptional than haa bm hitherto

believed. It has been lo^ known that there has been a coo-
siderable immigration of 'foiigans into Vlti. Ouvea, In the
Ixiyalty Islands, was invaded at the beginning of this century

^ Kanakes from the Wallis Islet, the eastern coast of New
Caledonia containing a very larm number of Melano-Poly-
nesian Metis, the yellow variety m M. Bongaiel, who perbuis
found them on Isabella Island, in the Solomon gronp. The
recent ditcovenes of Captain Moresby show the Polynesians
stranglv established in the southern extremity of New Gulneiu
According to M. J, Verreau they had penetrated at far as

Australia, where a small tribe having all the chaiactenstics of
Polynesians hat been estabhahed for about thirty years in tha
nei^bonrhood of Cape Capricorn.

Paris

Academy of Science!, Oct. 26.—M. Bertrand in the chair.

—The following ppeis were read i—Note on Dr. Zenker’s

cometaiy theory, ny M. Faye. The theory commented upon
lupposes that comets owe their movements m part to the attrac-

tive force of the aun and m part to the evolution of gases from

the surface of the comet by the action of the sun’s beat ’The

gases ore supposed to consist of water vapour, and a hydro-

carbon, and the motion piodnced by their rapid generation from
the surface of the comet nesoest to the sun is regarded as of an
opposite nature to that produced by gravitation. M. Faye dis-

sents from these views, and promises a further examination of the

question m a future paper.—Note on the averue ration of the

French countryman, by M. Hervd Mangon ’fhe author con-

cludes, from a statistical inquiry into the subject, that the daily

ration oi the French labourer is not sufficiently high, and that

for the welfare of the country this ration should be mcrea.sed,

—

On the compontion and phyncal properties of the products from
coal-tar, by M. Dumas. The analjnes and cxpenmenti were
undertaken by the author with a view to test the insecticidal

properties of coal-tar as applied to the destruction of Phylloxera

The hydrocarbons appear to have the most energetic acnon, the
portion boding below 1 10° causing death in five minutes.—Pre-

sentation of the geixraphical programme formiiig part of the
new plan of studies lor the colleges, by M. E. Levo-sieur.—On
the analytical tbeorp of Jupiter’s satellite by M. Souillart The
author had given, m a prevtons memoir, the formulm for calcu-

lating the inequahties of longitude and of the radu vKtertt of the

satellites. In the present memoir the problem hss been solved

for the latitudes and the secular equattons of the longitudes.

—

Eighth note on the electric conductivity oi bodies which ora imper-
fect conductors, by M. Th. du MoneaL—On the fermentation of
applei and pears, by mM. G. LMhastier and F. Bellamy. The
experiments desenbM have been carried on smee 1873, and ore
considered by the authors as a ventoble demonstration of Pasteur’s
deduction from his theory of fermentation, that “the fotmation
of alcohol IS due to the fact that the chemical and physical life

of the fruit-cells is contmued under new conditions in a similar

manner to those of the cells of the ferment”—Absorption of gas
by iron wire heated to redness and thinned by immersion in dilute

sulphuric acid during the operations of wire-drawing, by M. D.
Sint. The andiOT hu not yet detennmed the nature of this
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EUE DE BEAUMONT

The life of the science of geology has been short

;

that of naany of Its illuslrtous votanes has been long.

There still survive a few whose recollections go back to

the early triumphs of the science in the days of William

Smith and Cuvier. But their number grows rapidly less.

One by one the links which bind us personally with the

glories of the past are being snapped asunder. The grand

old oaks under whose branches the younger saplings have

grown up are fast dropping down. Within the last few

years we have lost in this country our Murchison, Sedg-

wick, and Phillips ; Austria her Haidingcr ; Germany
her Gustav Rose, Bischof, and Naumann ; America her

Agassis, and France her D’Archi.ac and I>e Vemeuil. To
this list we have now to add the well-known n.imc of

L. EUe de Beaumont To the expressions of regret with

which tlie friends and pupils of that f.ithcr in science have

followed hts remains to the tomb, geologists in cstry

country will add their sympathy. Those wlio knew him
best have eulogised his love of truth, his piety, and his

generous feeling for younger and struggling men of

science.

The name of Elie de Beaumont is chiefly known out of

France by its association with two tlicories

—

Oal>ies dt

toHlhumttU and the Rlsau —which he es-

poused and vigorously defended, but neither of which has

met with general acceptance, though no one can peruse

the writings m which they are developed without ad-

miring the wonderful industry of lllie de Beaumont m
the accumulation of facts and the felicitous imagimition

with which he marshalled these facts in support of the

theory to which he had pledged himself. It is not easy

for geologists in other countries to understand the v.ast

influence which for nearly half a century he has held in

France. We must bear in mind the system of centralisa-

tion which controls even scientific enterprise m that

country, .md the fart that Elie de Beaumont held official

posts in Pans which gave him a powerful sway over geo-

logical and mining matters, especially such as were under

the guidance of the St.ite. Hence it w.os not merely his

great reputation, but his official position, which enabled

him for so many years in great measure to control the

progress of physical geology in his native country.

This eminent geologist was born in the year 1798 In

1817 he entered the Ecole Polytechniquc, where he

greatly distinguished himself, leaving it m the first rank

for the Ecole des Mines. At that institution he showed

a strong tendency towards geological pursuits, and such

capacity for their prosecution that he was soon chosen to

peHotm one of the most onerous tasks which had ever

been undertaken by the Mining Department of I'rance.

The publication of Greenough’s geological map of Eng-

land, and the reception of a copy of it in the year 1822

at the Ecole des Mines, revived a project which political

Mnsideretiont had displaced, of constructing a geological

map of France. When the decision to undertake this

great work was formed, Elie de Beaumont, with bis

illdtMr-popil and future friend and associate Dufrdnoy,

fit eelected to carry out the necessary surveys, With
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the view of giving them still further training for their

task, the authorities sent them over to study the geology
of England, particularly the arrangement of the second-
ary rocks of this country, which by the genius of William
Smith had become a type for all parts of Europe. Six
months were spent in this prclimiti.nry work, some portion

of the time being devoted to a careful study of British

mines and mining, on which the two young engineers

furnished some voluminous and skilful reports. It was
the year 1825 before they received orders to begin their sur-

veys. F'rance was separated into two sections, the eastern

half being .lUotted to Elie de Beaumont. The two obser-

vers, however, met fretiuently, and after the mam part of

their labours w.is concluded they went over portions of

the ground together, so that m the end, agreeing on all

mam points, they produced a harmonious and m.agnificent

work In ten years they had completed their surveys.

'I he engraving necessarily occupied some five years more,

.after which the indefatigable authors produced two large

and exhaustive fpiarto volumes of explanations of the

m.ip, wherein the geological stnicture of their country was
well described

Of all the achievements of Klie dc Beaumont, this, his

first, IS probably that on which his fame will ultimately

most securely rest. It was a great work, most conscien-

tiously and skilfully performed, amid difficulties which

can only be adequately realised by those who have

essayed geologir.d mapping, and who know the nature of

the ground over which the French explorer had to trace

bis lines.

During the twenty-three years (1825-4S) which elapsed

between the beginning and the completion of the map
and Its accompanying text, lihe de Beaumont had made
his name widely known by oilier important contributions

to science A few years after the mapping had begun,

and while eng.aged m exploring the high grounds in the

east of Fnincc, he was struck by the relations which

could be traced between the direction of different lines of

mounUm and the nature and position of the strata along

these lines of elevation. In 1829 he published the first

sketch of the theory which afterwards grew into the well-

known Rl'^eau peutagoualc. He likeivisc adopted and
defended Von Budi’s atcr theory, publishing

in Its support .in clabor.ite essay on the structure of Etna

(1836). One of his best essays w.as published in 1847,

“.Siir les Einanitions Volc.iniqucs ct ML'mllifircs,” a

luminous exposition from the point of view of a cataclys-

mist of the history of the volcanic phenomena of the

globe. One of his best separate publications is his

“ Lemons dc Gdologic pr.atique,” a work full of knowrledgc

and research, which may be usefully studied by all who
take interest in dynamical geology. It would take some

tune to enumerate even the titles of his various contrib 1-

tions to the transactions and journals of his day. They

include short notes and long memoirs of original research

of his own, elaborate reports upon the writings of others

(of this style he was a master), instructions to exploring

expeditions, &c. ;
and they are not confined to physical

geoli^y, but embrace also the allied sciences—chemistry,

mineralogy, and pal.-eontology. One feature which cha-

racterises them is the endeavour after exactitude 1 heir

author had a mathematical mind, and sought for mathe-

matical precision in hts development of a subject.

D
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Elic de Beaumont in the course of hit long career filled

many offices of distinction. As far back at 1837 we find

him loctunng for his master at the Eorie des twines, and

afterwards succeeding to the chair. In 1832, on the death

of Cuvier, he was chosen to fill the only chair of Natural

History at the Colldge de France. He thus stood at the

head of the geological tuition of the country. The

mining engineers and others who required geological in-

struction for State certificates or appointments passed

through his hands. His fame likewise attracted m.any

from a distance, so that ns"a teacher his influence must

be regarded as having been very great. Moreover, 1 c

became Inspector-General of Mines, member and per-

petual secretary of the Academy of Sciences, and was an

associate of many of the learned societies of Europe and

America. His scientific renown and high personal cha-

racter led to his being chosen as senator and raised to the

rank of Grand-Officier of the Legionjof Honour. Full of

honours, therefore, he has closed a long life with his

faculties unimpaired to the last, and in the midst of the

activity which had marked his long and honourable

career.

This IS perhaps hardly the place or the time to pass

any judgment on the work of the illustrious man who has I

just gone from among us. His name will ever be asso-

ciated with the history of geology, linked with those of

Cuvier, Brongniart, Dufnfnoy, and others who led the

way to all that has since been achieved in the geology of

France. Arch. Gukik

FLUCKIGhR AND II tNIirJtV’S ^'PHARMA-
COCRAPIUA”

PIm* macflt’utphni a Hmloiy of the pmutpal Dru^s of

Ves!;etable Ont^m nut with ni Great liritain and liritnh

India By Friedrich A Fliickiger, Ph 1) , Professor in

the University of Strassburg ;
.ind Daniel Hanbury,

F K b
,
Fellow of the Linncaii and Chemical Societies

of London (MacmiHan and Co, 1874.)

TH ere was a stir of anticipation and inquiry amongst

pharmacologists when it first became known that

Prof. Huckiger and Mr. Hanbury were engaged upon a

work of joint authorship Speculation was busy as to

what was to be the nature of the book, to what particular

objects It would be directed, what extent of ground it

would cover, and so forth. Upon a single point all were

agreed, namely, that it would not be one of those com- I

posite treatises on drugs —organic and morganic - thera-
j

peuUcs, pharmacy, and toxicology, enlivened by traditional

botany and old-fashioned chemistry, which have passed

current amongst us as “ Manuals of Materia Medica.”

One generation after another of compilers have pro-

duced volumes supposed to be suited to the wants of the

time, in which the same sort of information has been

given, the same errors perpetuated often in almost iden-

tical words, until the very term “Materia Medica” hat

come to be looked upon with suspicion by scientific men.

Perhaps the origin of the shortcomings of the general

run of such works may be traced to the fact that they

Itiwp often been written by practising physicians who
were lecturers in medical schools, and have been designed

pnmarily ns hoarUxioks for medical students. Nor need

it be a matter of wonder that, with no special facilities for

acquiring original information at to the history of drugs,

and with few opportunities for venfying the statements of

others, authors to situated were content to transcribe

without examination what hai been already recorded as

fact, .and to devote then: better energies to the morepurely
medical relations of the subject—the aspect of chief inte-

rest both to themselves and those for whom they wrote.

The question has often been raised, and once at least

on very high authority, why the overcharged curriculum

of medical study should still be encumbered with Materia

Medica ; why, in view of the separation which is gradually

taking place between the practice of Medicine and that of

Pharmacy and of the scientific education now received by
the pharmaceutist, such matters as the physical characters

sources, and chemistry of drugs should not be referred to

those whom they primarily affect.

This, perhaps, is scarcely the place to discuss such

questions m detail, but they inevitably present tbemsdves
on a companson of the present book with any of those to

which allusion has just been made.

It IS generally no very difficult thing to give an intelli-

gible account of a work embodying the results of scientific

research. It 1$ not requisite that the knowledge of the

reviewer should be co-extensive with that of the author to

en.iblc him to form a just estimate of its strong and weak
points, or even to exercise the critical faculty where
opinions rattier than facts are advanced. But the task of

introduciug suitably a closely printed volume of yoop^es,
containing scarcely anything but facts—an unusual pro-

portion of which arc stated for the first time, and those
which are old assuming a new importance from their fresh

verification, the whole given with a condensation of style

that refuses page-room to a superfluous word- is not one
that can be perfonned by the ordinary mc.hoJ of sum-
marising results

The scojie of the “ Pharmacographia " and the inten-

tion of Its authors can hardly be belter told than by a
few extracts from the I'leface After defining the word
l’harni.%cographia as “ a writing about drugs,” the authors

state that “ it was their desire not only to wnte upon the

general subject and to utilise the thoughts of others, but
that the bo^ which they had decided to produce tog^er
should contain observations that no one else has written

down. It IS in fact a record of personal researches on the

prmc1p.1l drugs derived from the vegetable kingdom,
together with such results of an important character u
have been obtained by the numerous workers on Materia
Medica in Europe and America.”

Restricting the field of their inquiry by the exclusion

of Pharmacy and Therapeutics, “ the authors have been
enabled to discuss with fuller detail many points of
interest which are cmliraced in the special studies of the
ph.-irmocist

”

“ ihc drugs included in the work are chiefly theee
which are commonly kept in store by pharmacists, or are
known in the drug and spice market of London. The
work hkewise conUins a comparatively small number
which belong to the Pharmacopoeia of India ; the appear-
aace of this volume seemed to present a favoumble
opportunity for giving some more copious notice of tite

iauer than has hitherto been attempted."

New as to the ntMiner of treatment A uaifbnB tul^
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diyilioa into MCtioni has been adopted throughout the

woiit. tn'the first place, " Each drug is headed by the

Latin name, followed by such few synonyms as may
sufiice for perfect identification, together in most cases

with the English, French, and German designation.

"In the next section, the liotamcal Ortgtn of the

substance is discussed, and the area of its growth or

locality of its production is stated."

“ Under the head of History^ the authors have endea-

voured to trace the introduction of each substanc c into

medicine, and to bring forward other points in connection

therewith, which have not hitherto been much nouced in

any previous work.”

“ In some instances the FonnnUou, Secretion, oxMi thod

of Colleetton of a drug has been next detailed in others,

the section History has been immediately followed by the

Description, succeeded by one in which the more s.nlient

features of Microscopic Structui e have been set forth.”

The next division includes the important subject of

Chemical Composition, then follows a section devoted to

Production and Commerce

,

and lastly, observations,

chiefly dictated by aetu.il experience, on Adulteiation

and on the Substitutes which in the case of certain drugs

are occasionally found in commerce, though scarcely to

be regarded in the light of adulterants.

" The medicinal uses of each particular drug are only

slightly mentioned, it being felt tli.it the science of thera-

peutics lies within the province of the physician, and may
be wisely relinquished to his care."

The reader must not j’udgc the Preface by the discon-

nected sentences which have been quoted to serve a parti-

cular purpose. Only sufiicient has been copied to explain

briefly, and as far as possible in the authors’ own terms,

th^eneral scheme ol their work.

The plan, as will be seen, is one of great comprehen-

siveness, and the execution throughout is of characteristic

thoroughness. A single article taken at random from

the book would be better evidence than any criticism, of

the exhaustive character of the treatment , but unfortu-

nately, considerations of space preclude anything more

than a few general rcm.arks suggested by a first perusal

The investigation of the botanical origin of drugs is

one which Mr. Hanbury has made his own, and few

writers have set at rest so many debated questions m this

division of the subject. Completeness and accuracy of

the information now collected is exactly what might have

been expected. The student who knows only the British

Pharmacopoeia will find much to learn, and something to

unlearn, concerning the origin of many common medicinal

substances. In some cases the corivctions necessary

arise merely out of questions of priority in botanical

nomenclature, but in others the errors are founded in the

wrong identification of the plants. For instance, Jateoi hiza

palmata, Miers, is the name accepted, for reasons

given in the text, for the plant yielding calumba root,

rather than the alternative specific terms of the Pharma-

copoeias. Oil of cajuput 18 assigned to ^r/<r4’ir6<i huca-

dtttdron, L., whilst m the British Pharmacopceia and the

Pails Codex h is referred to M. minor, DC., and in that

of the United States to M, cajuputi, Koxb. Sumbul

Root, the botanical history of which m our Pharmacopoeia

is stated to be unknown, appears as the product of

PSuryhn^um Sumbul, Kauffman, a plant of the natural

order ITmbelhfer.e. On the other hand, in speaking of
the botanical origin of Myrrh, which the Pharmacopoci.a,

without show of doubt, assigns to Haluimodendi on
myrrha, Ehrenb., it is stated that “the liotany of the

myrrh trees is still encompassed with unccttainiy, which
will not be removed until the very localities in which the

drug is collected shall have been well explored by a com-
petent observer” It would be easy to multiply examples,

but beyond a passing allusion to I’.ireira Ilrava as the

root of Chontiodiitdion tomentonim, Kiiir et Pav, a fact

determined by Mr. ll.-inbury’s resear.hes, this portion of

the subject need not bt dwelt upon

The information given under the head of “ History ” h.is

a general as well as a technical value All sorts of

writers, ancient and modern, have been laid under

tribute : and the glimpses one obtains, not only of the

medical but of the domestic employment of drugs in

past times, arc full of interest.

This running comment.ary need not be extended to all

the headings under whu h the tre.itiiieiit of each substance

IS arranged. The term “Substitute” as distinct from
“Adulteration,” perhaps needs a word of explanation

It IS employed to comprise subst.ances occasionally met
with in commertc, the product of plants more or less

closely .illied to the officinal one , for instance, the wood
of Quassia amara inste.id of that of /’ictceim 1 ne/to, the

occurrence of the root of ArnMoilmt rtthulata in place

of A scrpintana, nr of the dried plant of Piper odiiitcum

in lieu of the true Matico.

The notices of Indian officinal dnigs have the interest

of novelty to European students, but beyond this leave

little room for present remark. In course of time some
of them ni.iy be introduced at home, anil in .mv case,

with the amount ofl lommunic.ation which exists between

England and her Eastern possessions, nothing which
concerns the one can be unimportant to the other

Indian medical men are largely drawn from this country',

and by them, at least, they will be gratefully received

llie only department of the book which does not yield

unalloyed s<atisl.iction is that which refers to “ Micro-

scopical Structure ” llie descriptive p.ir igraphs arc, no

doubt, as good as words can make them, but mere words

are insufficient for the pui pose. If anyone doubts this,

let him try to construct a drawing of microscopic struc-

ture from a description, and then compare it with the

reality: or, on the other h.ind, let him endeavour to

identify one vegetable production out of a number

closely allied, by means of a mere verbal definition

of characters, hither task is dilfu ult at best, some-

times impossible It is not to our credit that there

should be no British work of reference containing a com-

plete senes of illustrations of the anatomy of drugs Wh.at

IS wanted is not so much an elaborate athis, like that of 1 ir.

Berg, with large, ideal, diagrammatic drawings, suggested

by the microscopic appcar.ancc of ihe various vegetable

products used in medicine, os a set of figures of charac-

teristic portions of structure presented in a form m which

the working student may recognise them. How welcome

such an addition to the book would have been from Prof.

Flucldgcr’s skilful hand. It is only just to the authors to

state that they make no claim for completeness in this

division of the work ,
indeed, they are so fully aware of

what is needed, that one might almost indulge in the
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hope of seeing a second edition with a supplementary

volume of plates.

In a bncf and imperfect notice like the [present but

scanty justice can be done to a book like the “ Pharma*

co^raphia a work which, from .the amount of its original

matter, the laborious aerification of its facts, the accuracy

of its references, and the extent of general crud'tion it

reveals, will be received with no grudging welcome, and

will be recognised at once and without misgiving as the

standard of authority on the subjects of which it trc.its.

HEN’RY 11. IJRADY

SULLy’S “SENSATION AND INTUITION”

Sij/siit/im aiiii Intuition ; Stndm in Ptyi/io/o,^ and

AMhetui. Uy James bully, M A. (Henry S. King

and Co.)

A YOUNG aspir.mt to thcuuolsack had as part of

his first examination the question, “ To whom was

the Declaration of Rights presented ’ ” To refresh his

memory he cast his eyes on the p.iper of the gonllcnian

on his left, who had viritten William I., willing to give

himsi If every advantage, he next stole a gl.incc at the

jiiper of the gentleman on his right, where he saw Willwm
111 . “Ah thought he, with a knowing twinkle of the

eye, “ I’ll strike the happy medium ”—and down went

William 11 . Mr. Sully, m the fust of this (ollectionof

interesting essays, has struck the happy medium between

the evolution and the individual experience psychologies.

Mr. Sully has read and pondered all the learning of

his subject ;
but the thoroughgoing evolutionist is not

unlikely to accuse him of having done more than “shaded

for a moment the intellectual eye from the dazrling light

of the new idea.” If, as we are 'told, “it is far from

improbable that a fuller investigation of the processes by

which our conceptions of space are built up, will render

supci fluous the supposition of their innateness,” it is not

at all probable that any other conceptions arc inherited.

And the evolutionist will not, we fear, be able to draw
much comfort from the assurance that “ the psychologist,

when satisfied of the presence of distinct mental pheno-

mena not traceable to the action of his own laws, will

gratefully avail himself of the additional hypothesis

supplied to him by the philosopher of evolution , " for it

not unfrequently is very difficult indeed to satisfy the

psychologist of the presence of anything not traceable to

the operation of his own laws. An authority m psychology

writing in “Chambers’s Encyclopaedia," says that the

assertions with regard to the instinctive perceptions of

distance and direction by the newly hatched chick are,

“ in the present state of our acquaintance with the laws of

mind, wholly incredible ” We now know that the chick

has not the least respect for those laws of mind
; and we

have .ilrcady m these columns (N.\ruRK, vol. vii. p. 300)
argued that we have no sufficiently accurate acquaintance

with the alleged acquisitions of infancy to justify the

doctrine that tney are different in kind from the unfolding

of the inherited instmets of the chicken. To what we
then said Dr. Carpenter has replied on one point in his

“Mental Physiology" (p. 179). While adnutting that

human beings require no education to enable them “ to

recognise the direction of any luminous object," he

maintains “that the acquirement of the power of visually

guiding the muscular movements is experieniial in the

case of the human infant.” In support of this someediat

inconsistent position, he gives facts within his own
knowledge which we do not feel to be in the least inimical

to the doctrine against which they are arrayed. Mr.

Sully is more consistent ; he thinks it proveable that the

eye has no instinctive knowledge of either the distance

or the direction of a visual object. He reties greatly on
“ Recent German Experiments with Sensation " (the sub-

ject of his third essay), which, like Dr. Carpenter’s facts,

appear to us in perfect harmony with the theory they are

supposed to disprove. Without doubt, there is no higher

scientific authority than Helmholtz, and just for this reason

IS It specially instructive to observe how readily even he

accepts as statements of fact what never could have been

more than the suggestions of theory. In the last of his

adin rablc course of lectures on “ The Recent Progress of

the Theory of Vision,” he says :
“ The young chicken very

soon pecks at grams of corn, but it pecked while it was

still m the shell, and when it hears the hen peck, it pecks

again, at first seemingly at random. Then, when it has

by chance hit upon a gram, |it may, no doubt, learn to

notice the field of vision which is at the moment presented

to It" In this list of assertions, even the one that might

seem most certainly true u a mistake The chicken does

not peck while still in the shell
;
though that it does so

is, we believe, the universal opinion, the actual mode of

self-delivery having never been observed. The movement

IS just the reverse of pecking. Instead of striking for-

ward and downward (a movement impossible on the part

of a bird packed in a shell with its head under its wing),

It breaks its way out by vigorously jerking its head
upward and backward, while it turns round within the

shell. With the advance of knowledge, theories will have,

though it may be reluctantly, to accommodate themselves

to facts , and after the din of the battle is over, it will be

found t^t the real facts had never had any difference

among themselves.

Mr. Sully differs from Mr Spencer as to the relation of

the evolution hypothesis to the question of realism and
idealism. He is aware that Mr. Spenrer “distinctly

affirms that the reality of an independent unknowable
force is necessarily involved in .his theory of evolutional

progress. But this," Mr. Sully observes, “ can only mean
that every distinct conception of subject and object

involves this postulate
; and this assumption can hardly

fail to strike one as a pettUo prtnctpn, inasmuch at able
thinkers have undertaken to find the deepest significance

of this antithesis m purely phenomenal distinctions.”

Perhaps Mr. Spencer might be able to produce instances

in which the facts of the .universe have turned out net
exactly what able thinkers had undertaken to find them.
Considerable strain is put by Mr. Sully on Mr. Mill’s

formidable definition of matter—that it is “a permanent
possibility of sensation iT* but we greatly fear that when
brought to close quarters the ideahst that puts his trust

in this verbal monstrosity will find himself left in the
lurch. Somehow through “processes of repeated experi-

ence and shaqiencd intellectual action, the mind comes,”
we are told, “ to conceive a possible impression as the
originating cause of a present one, and so to arrive at ttot

vast stream of objective events vrlpch Qowf op lje]roQd,
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and independently of, the actual Mries of feelings making

up its own individual life." To follow this from the idealist’s

point of view is quite beyond us. A belief in permanent

possibilities of sensation that flow on independently of

OUT feelings is m some danger of being mistaken for

realism. Mr. Sully, however, is very sure that the realists

are wrong ; and as a psychologist he must be able, by aid

of his science, to explain their error, just as an astronomer

accounts for an eclipse. This is how our realistic philo-

sophers go wrong. Under the influence of a refined

sentiment of awe, they see what is not there. Not only

does this emotion “lead the mind to anticipate the

presence of insoluble mystery where a calmer intellectual

vision sees only dear regularity, but it serves to support

conceptions of an unknowable where the closest obser-

vation and most accurate reasoning fail to detect any

signs of such an existence." The superstitious terror of

the rustic transforms a white calf into a ghost ; the awe of

the philosopher sees a ghost where there is no calf.

In a very suggestive essay Mr. Sully handles the

difficult subject of “Belief, its Varieties and its Condi-

tions." He finds “ the primitive germ of all belief, the

earliest discoverable condition that precedes in its in-

fluence that of action, in the transition from a sensation

to an idea.” In thus attemjiting to understand how the

state of mind called behef resembles, differs from, and is

related to other states of consciousness, Mr. Sully is, we

think, on the right track. He is, however, by no means

free from the crude, popular notion, that belief and

volition, considered as facts of consciousness, have some

special c.iusal connection with the bodily movemeuls.

Indeed, he thinks that Prof, Bam “ has succeeded most

completely in showing the will to be a secondary and

composite state of mind, inferable from more rudi-

mentary states,” one of these so-called rudimentary st Ues

being spontaneous.bodily movements, which occurring by

“ a comcidence purely accidental ” along with st.\tes of

consciousness, these unlike things get somehow stuck

together by “an adhesive growth, through which the

feeling can afterwards command the inovemcnu” We
have repeatedly maintained that while on the one hand

there arc reasons which seem to compel the belu f that

on his physical side man is a m.iehinc whose movements

can never escape by a hair’s breadth from the inexorable

rule of physical law, there is on the other hand no “ better

ground for the popular opinion that voluntary movements

fin- their rue in feeling and arc guided by intellect, than

a superficial observer ignorant of the construction of the

steam-engine might have for a belief that the movements

of a locomotive take their nse in noise and are guided by

smoke.” * That Prof. Huxley’s bold advocacy of this

view at the recent meeting of the Bntish Association has

not called out more angry criticism is surely a most

hopeful sign of the times.

It is with regret that we must now take leave of this

collection of essays, which we have read with pleasure

and profit; and we hope that our mode of expressmg

our criticisms will not be misunderstood or supposed to

indicate a want of appreciation. To touch on all the

pdnts we had marked for observation would more than

doable tbs length of this review. Especially do we regret

not being able to say a few words about “ The Aesthetic

• MATIJil^ vol. Lr, p. IJS I “XIk IUImIoo of Body sad Mmd.”

Aspects of Character." If Mr. Sully could admit that

conduct cannot be beautiful in so far as it involves
struggle, mental effort, for example, in so far as it is

moral or virtuous on the subjective side, very little

would then stand between him and one commanding
generalisation. * UOUGlas A. Si’AIdini;

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The EdUor docs not hold hmself resfonsthkforofmwHs c\presseil

h} his tontspondenh An/her can he undettakc (0 return
or to correspond vnlk the writers of, njichd manusuipU.
No notne is tiilen ofanonymous communtciilious.\

Sounding and Sensitive Flames *

II.

Ahotiixr example of a highly sensitive flame «as recently
described to me which seems to show tlul air-cuiTLiils

flowing through gaurt at a proper speed arc sensitive without the
intervention e>r siinultancuns superadditiun of a fl.vme A special
kind of Bunsen burner was made wiih a spiral mixing tulie

coiled in an inverted cup, at the centre of which is a small chamber
covered with wirc-gau/e at the fool ol a abort tube or fl iiiie-p'iic.

The gas is admilterl )>y a single jet jiissiiig through a cap of u ire-

gauze covering the conical ojiening of the spiral lulie, the olijeet

of this cap of gauze bemg to Uislnbuto the oir In its appniaeh, .u.il

to protect the gas jet from igmtioa '1 he g.is-llaine bums with a
small bright green cone, surmounted by a larger envelope of pale
mhlisb flame, and it u Jtilensely hot Ihe green cone indi-

cates combustion of the most complete explosive mixture of nr
and coal-gas, .ind when the burner is projierly uljusted U eiii

only bum on the top of the flamc-tiilir, wiiirc il linds the addi-
tional required supply of oxygen , but It ilcseiiids lo the wire-
gauze nt the foot of the tulie it the air supjily exi 1 eils, or the g is

supply falls short of the right proisoilion. In some ol ihese burners

the slightest noise of the kind Ilut commonly allcots sensitive

flames causes the cone of gieen flame to retreat into ilie tube and
settle on the wire-gauze al its foot, wheiiic il risej ueaiii imme-
diately to the top ot the tulie, when the sound eease'i i he exjiia-

nation seems to tie that Ibe air-currciit eiiteiing the misiiig-tube

through the outer gauze cap is m a sensitive coniliiion, and ihal

when thrown into disturbniiee by the external sounds, it is more
quickly seized and is drawn into the mixing mbe' more ra[inlly

by the gas-jet than wlirn it is llnwiiig over the jet in a tranquil

Slate. The inventor of these burners, Mr. Wallace, assures me
that some of them exhibit the must sensitive of sensitive flames,

and that be has mure than once iheiuglit of sending one of iheiii

as a raosl singnUrly effcelive lUus'ration of such flames to Prof
'1 yndall

1 he explanation here given of the sensitiveness of W.dlace’s

Ilunsen-flamc appears to be in greit nirl correct
, hut

the behaviour of the llamc, whicli by Mr. Wallace’s kiiidnc s

I have Been since ihe above was wriilen, dilKrs consnhr-
ably from that dccrilicd ,

and some exjieiimeiils connceled
with It lead me to modify lo some extent the foregoing

theory of the origin of sensitiveness in wire gauze flames,

and even, apjiareuily, to excejit the gauze ilsulf from any
c msidcrable share of inechaiiual action in the process. The gas

m this burner is first turned low, until the green cone at the

centre nearly disappears, ami nicrgi* into the oule-r Imrdcr of the

flame from less elfective mixture of air with the gas at a low
speed of the jet 't'he flame is now sensiuve to ihe smallest

sound, monmiDg fully one-half higher al every word, or even
syllable of a speaker, and at the stroke of a Iiefl, or other acute

sound, reaching about twice its ordinary height It undergoes at

the same tune no change in its appearance, showing that the

contents of the mixing-tube and chamlier are merely urged out

of the flame-tube with greater speed by tome forwoid impulse ot

the let behind. If the sound is continued, as by constantly

ringing a bell, the expanded flame gredually subsides, from iho

expulsion of all the inherior gas-mixturc mthe burner, retches its

fint stature, and passes into a comhlion of mote concentrated

combustion corresponding to a fuller, and therefore more rapid

admission of gas to the jet ; when the sound ceases, the con-

tracted flame grai’uolly recovers iti first size and diflusencss from

the same cause, namely, the expulsion of all the wcU-aerated gas

* CiniUiiuciI Ihaii p. 0
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is the burner b; on inferior mixture which tncceeds it >t a slower

speed.

From the fulIowinK experiment and consideiatioiu I am {n>

dined lo nttnbute the olwervcd action of the disturbed (lame

almost entirely to direct mnuencc of the sound upon the Css-jet,

rather than to its edcct upon the current of air pessinj; throoKh

the conical cap of |>au/u that surrounds it. * The current through

the gauze is so slight that ascending smoke, slowly creeping round

It, IS not visibly drawn into its meshes. The sensitive action of

the (l.aiiie remains equally perfect when all but a very small

aperture of the gauze is closely covered with thin sheet india-

rubber. To dcteniiine iC a naked jet, ansnrroundeil by wire-

gauze, would by itself produce a flame fo sensitive, I easily

obtained with a l.add’s tapering brass jet aflame of this descri|>-

tion. Laying it upon its side with its pomt inchiilng downwards,
and inserting this into a brass tube about iin. wide and 15 in

long, also ifuliiicd, the flame at the lower end of this tube,

when full gas was used, resembled a liunten flame ;
but if the

gas-supply IS lowered, U becomes luminous , and at the lowest

point at which it wiU continue lo burn, the slight current m the

tube ajipi-ara to consist only of nearly pure coal-gas, and is of

course (a useful pomt in the maiiljiulation) ouite inexplosive A
stamp, a cough, or other deep-pitched sound, as the Lxclamations

Oh ' and Ah I caused thu fl^e to emerge from its hiding-place

in the end of the tube into which it had retreatod, and to rise m a
tall tongue of lighu It was not sensitive to notes of high pitch,

to a hiss, nor tu some of the acuter vowel-sounds of the voice,

unless very strongly uttered , but a short groan or growl called it

forth at once. '1 he lower the speed of a jet the slower, potttbiy,

may be the vibrations required ui afliset and sensibly to disturb

Its eqiuhbnum. With a very jierfect gas-meter the question might
also decided how much of the large additional gas-volume m
tlie flame wliich occasionally reached a height of about a m., and

j

which could easily be maiiilamed permanently at n height of ,

about t in hy continued stamping on a stone floor, is derived

from the gas-jet itself, and how much from increased admixture ’

wall It of the suriounding air As the jet u cunitanlly being
bent, as it leaves thu tixcd nozzle, into the shape of a corkscrew,

or of Slime other wave-curve hy the air-vibrations, it probably

draws more air along with it, in the same way that a coarsely

twuted rojie in h.iir rojic pumps raises more water than a smooth
belt or a perfectly smiKitli and straight ro|>e would do. Some-
thing (jf this kind, perhaps, maybe sujiposcd to take place ; and
contrary to the oinoion which J at first entcrtamml, above,

of the c-siise of the tLiisitivcness at tow gas-pressures of Harry's

senwlive wire-gauze flame, it seems more urobahle that the

flurry and depression of the flame proiluced hy external tuu ids

IS the result of their action upon the gas-jet below, mixing

the gas mure thoroughly with ur, and giving it explosive

properties before It p.-isses through the ^auze The gauze-llnme

must be regulated by lowering ihc gas-jet, until thu brink of its

stability and tendiiicy to collapse and liurn noisily on the gauze

IS neatly reached, ni order to make this destruciion of its eqaik-

brmm by external noises possible ; and the explanation thus

uflured of the sensitiveness of (he ganzc-flame at lower gas-pres-

surcs than those used with other flames depends upon no assump-

tion of mechanical actions of unusugl debcacy, or indeed of any
peculiar kinds of undulation taking place among the |ierforatiuns

of the gauze.

1 have quite recently seen an instrument connected very

closely with tlie acoustical proixirties of flames burning on wire-

gauze, showing how well instrument-makers have appreciated

them, and how actively tlicy are engaged in represent ing them
m a convenient form. It rtsembles (ieyer’s sounding modifica-

tion of Horry’s sensitive flame so nearly, tliat but for its having

received no such title from the maker, the source of its onginal

invention might Korcely be cuusidvr^ doubtful ; but it ap|>ears

mqie probable, ns will be seen from a descnjition in NatuU
(tu be shortly again referred to) by Dr. A K Irvine (voL x. p. 273),
of Glasgow, ot identually the same instrument patented many
years ago for a very ditferent purpose, that the designer of this

tinging tube may also have been Mtded by a knowledge of that

invention. Even allowing (or the general knowledge of the

acoustical properties of wire-gauze flames that has fur a long lime

existed, the instrument shows signs of originality of design that

cannot easily be accounted for vntheut some such coovidera-

tion. It consists ot a brass stand with two sluling brackets,

one of which supports, in a spht cork, a ghus tube tapered

above to a point to kix a jet of gas with air. The other onn
suppoita a oraat tube five-^-a-half inches high, and about an
inch andthree*<{uarters wide, closed at the bottom with a disc of

nnsa held there agtinrt a (ixsd rim in the tnhe hy a wfad rtMk
Tlie position of the gaaie close to the bottom m^ tnbn
that of the tapering gas-jet under it, as well u the dimeniioBa of
the tube, are the counter-port of Mr. Geycr'i eapariffiebta WtA
Barry’s sensitive flame, only diflenng In want of adjaadMUty of
the relative positions of the tube and diaphragm of wire gsiiaa

from hts arrangement The arrangement itself i^ however, on the
other hand, exactly that which Mr. Irvine patent^, as will soon bo
seen, twelve years ago, for use in a new description of miner’s
safely lamp. The sound produced, when the flame is Itehted on
the vrire-gguue inside the tube and the jet below it is nxed at a
proper height, is, as might be anticipated from ita high
answering to the short le^h of the open tnbe^ an excrociattiigly

piercing note

1was not aware that the eifect ofheat alone in gaiue-diaphiagmi
to produce musical sounds in open tabes hid Men observed and
invesiigateil, as it is stated to have been by ProC Barrett, so
thoroughly by I’rof. Rijke, of Leyden ; and a perosal of that

authors description of his experiments, and ofhis ooraments upon
them, would undoubteilly of excewling interest That the
experiment has often been repeated since, and has been varied
in many ways by those who were acquainted with it, is a couae-
quence that ( wni fully preparetl to learn, from its great beauty,
would follow very speedily upon the first publication of its d^
covery.

1 have never examined sounding and sensitive flames with
revolving mirrors; but the result could scarcely fiill to prove
very wstrurtive. The indications of his own essays in pnrsmt of
till), method contained tu I'rof. Barrett’s letter, both where 1 have
been able to consult the oiigmal writings and ilrawings that he
quotes, and where he offers us a short account of farther results

apparently more noticeable than those obtained before, of the
apjiearance of a particularly active and impresaiooahle sensirive

flame affc<-led by the vowel sounds, when viewed in a moving
mirror, show that the kharacteristic comportment of these flames
IS eminently atlapUd for examination and discussion by tndi a
mode of observation.

Similar expenmeots on the chirrnping, whistling, trumpeting,

and other sounding open flames, obtatnM bj the collision of two
jets, examined by Prof. Tyndall and Mr. Cottrell, here saggest
themselves ; hnt I mnit hasten to brmg this long excursive letter

to a close, I cannot, however, do so withoot expressing my
obligation to Prof Barrett for the valuable refereaces and iDfur-

mation that be hat been goo<l enough to supply, and for the
prompt and ingenuous manner in which he kindly reified my
oblivious association of his name with Mr. Bariy’s In certain
recent observations of the sensitivcnsst of wire-gauze flames.

The notices lontained in a short space m his most interesting

letter gave me a better acquaintance with the progress of th»
wide and curious subject, than repented and anxious inquiries

concerning it (or several months previonsly in the scstlered pages
of many recent scieniific journals bad enabled me tu acquire,

I must also add my ncknowledgments to Mr. T. S. Wnght
and to Mr A. K. Irvine for the interesting notes that they have
furnished m Natuxk (vol. x p. 273, and p. 286) on the early
use of wire gauze flames to produce vociferously loud sounds ia

open lubes. That large iron tubes specially fitted inside with
gauze-covered (or the so called “ smokeless ") gas burneis, to
produce a mighty sound, should be preserved os working instra-

ments of a chemical laboratory in j^tnburgh os long ago oa the
year 184a ; and that as much as twelve years sinoe a kind of
safety lamp for mines was patented by Mr Irvine In this and
other countries, sounding a loud alarm note when the lamp-flanw
lights the explosive mixture of fire-damp entering the Wtom
of the wick-tnbe through a wire-ganie diso placed there to
cover It, are facts that oe^ no comments to show that tl^ sur-
passing power of such flames to excite and sustain muriatlsou^
Ku long been known and nsed sucoessfully. The axedleot cha-
racter and periormonce of the Instruments used in 18^ U
desenbed by Mr. Wnght, makes it probable that fnquent iUua-
trations of the same kind must already have preceded them. On
the other hand, Irom the wrell-known icitmtMe eminence of their
poaaesior, Ur, Uavid Boswell Reid, os a skiUnt diiector ef
larM works of ventilation, it may also ba praumed that thqr
pFobably presented to his views novelty of some special kind,
either of invention or of construction, or of both combined, the
result of which was the prodoebon of several each Mpeitor iaithh
meats. It may not ba impossible from tbie coosidenlioii^ ht
leut if no evidence of cmutderably eeiBer origin oonld be m*
dneed, to fix the time, and periiim the antbonhlp hy Db Held
himsdf, or by his bndiertto^^, oiTw^M IWI of

'
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Sdinbwgh, in whose Ubomtor; Mr. Wnght nnctUed with thcui,

qf tltcm me of imdultm coal-gai llunet in acoustical u|jen>
qMSitt aa not long anterior to the date named by Mr. Wright
•)i that m hia practical experience of their use. Bat it m—* '

he home in miki that of all highly inflammable and iatens

heating galas next to hydrogen, the most easily procurable an

the genml extmalon of the use of coal-gas, is an explosive mix-

ture of the latter gu with air
;
and the experiments of Sir H.

Davy, in iStd, having demonstrated that such a muture may be
|

prepued aaftly underneath wirc-ganre and may be safely bui
—

'

above it, the use of the wire-gauze flame for laboratory hea. ^
purposes, and also to lUuatiate very suitably the chemical bar-

|

mooloon, must have been a very early inggestion. Itt unwieldy

siM and stentorian proportions for the l^er purpose, however.

J. WaLLAcaa Iasi a BunaiN-ausNXa

—Coaical and spiral mlxuit-tubs ostled inside tb

the centra in a saull chamber cliwod with wK^ - .

the foot of the tame-luhe. S —tAinisal wite-OAUie cap, slrenathened

by Ihieo wires to siipiMrt Ihe |is-tubc, toproteit the aas from iijnitiir

timmetm 11 soljere^ired)i r

,
ij tn

sla. Height or ce

dmappearanca from the Kcne of modern latjoratory experimcnta,

and to Its general replacement, m cual^'as illujitratiuns of the

chemical tuirmonicon, by various modihmtions with different

fomta of jets, of the much more portable, convenient, and easily

adaptable £osen-bnmer Thus a long recoraised and important

application of gauxe-topped gu-bumers in the student's icien'
'

practice might nave fallen into oblivion, or into disuse and o

norative neglect, if contemporaneous expenmenls like thon

Irvine, Bany, CovI, Ueyer, Rnky, and it may safely be
j

pbtSMd of many other active feilowworliers in the same field of
|

discovery snd research, did not revive the discussion, and cc

linue to develop the observation of these flames with mnltlpli

results that appear to be in perfect acrordance with the principles,

end to fnmiih the most beautifully effective illnstmtums possible

of important properties of effluent gns-currents, which would

— a otherwise escape detection. The lawi of the flow of

Z gas-jets, (heir powers of producing ventilation and

San, and, on the other hand, tM means of providing (or

thyif with as htde watte of their energy as possible, 1

__it they amply deserve the increased m
aifrufici atiendoa which the beautiful sucoHsion of modern dis-

coverim of sensitive snd sounding flames has been very materially

lixrtinmiiilsl in attracting, and appean still further to be emt-
{

ls«ili|y capable of directing towards them.

KawcMtle-on-Tyne, OcL 19 A. S. Hirschu

IttMctt'and Colour la Phiwen

la hb mcmd letter (Natub*, vol. » p. 28) Mr. Mott passes

to the discussion of the ganend question whether beauty is tn

**di4«ct |n nature.” On that point my feeling 11 that our know-

ledge IS as yet for too limited for ut to presume to decltie with
any confidence what is an object m nature. Still less should we
venture to nisett what is ««/ an object, and least of all have we
any right to affirm that beauty u not an object, when we lee
developed, beauty of form, of colour, of sculpture and marking,
so constantly throughout the organic world, and by lueh a great
variety of means. SomeUmes beauty of colour undoubtedly
eiists when, so far'as we can see^ It confers no benefit whatever
on its possessor. Mr. Darwin instances arterial blood and the
autumnal tints of leaves. More frequently it is accompamed by
some advantage, direct or bdirect

,
and the question la whether

in nuh caaea it has been acquired through the operation of sexual
or natural selection, more particularly whether In the case of
flowers the selectioit has been effected through the agency of
insects, which have farcured the most coosplcuouily coloured.

It remains with Mr. Mott to show In what way the facts deUiled
in hit original letter (I hope he will pardon me for taking Idm
back to It) fail to baiinonim with that doctrine. To my mind
the fact that a cultivator, by carrying out a like selection, propa-
gating from plants which b^r the largest and brightest, double
or showy stcnle flowers, can produce Lice results, supports and
corrolxiratea the doctnne rather than mihtates against it. Nor
can I see anything discordant in the fact that the colour of fruits

has been acquired through the medium of an entirely different

selecting agent.

One circumstance appears to me to present some difliculty
,

and, although it is in no way connected wiili Mr Mott’s letter,

I sliould hkc to mention it m the hope that otiicrs may be able
In supply a satisfactory explanation . it is the case of flowers

that are coloured on tlie outside, but white within. Where such
flowers from their position or form present tu view pnncipsUy
tlicir exterior, as Titlifa celsHna, tliis is an arlaptalioa that can
be nadily understood ; but some display mostly (heir interior,

and It IS llien difficult to understand the acquirement of colour

oauide only. I would instance Mmei/iu ikefor, OypsophtU 1 n-
fhii. DaphnejasmiHta, and several species of whit'e-rayed Com-
uosilx lUlidiattrum mielitlii, for example, has frequently the

innei surface of the ray llotels quite while, and when the flowir

IS open nothing else is seen, the colour on iheir outer surface

only becomes vliible wlien tliey close over the disc, as m dall

and nimy weather Thom is Chmbkr
Newton le- Willows, Nov. 16

With reference to this question, is crutt-fertilisafion so
desirable fur the plant is is staled ?

Ill this country, and I believe as a rule elsewhere, brilliant

flowen are product by shrubs, ciimlang and lieiliaceous plimts,

while the inflorescence ol trees is comparatively inconspicuous.

Does It not seem probable that beauty of colour is gained at the

expense of strengUi, ma,esty, anti longevity ? J S. 1 (

Droaetm

T FIND that during my absence from England many applica-

tions have been made for plants of the Dri>ier.u and I’lnguicul.e,

and from the replies which have been sent on receipt of the

plants they seem to have given latirfaclion. Lately, however,
III consequence of the weather, there has been some difficulty in

obtaining D tiih'rmtJid, bnt before this is printed in your
coluoBB, all existing applications will he clearetl off.

I wish to add, that m winter these plants can scarcely be
expected to be as active as m spring and summer, and observers

mutt wait patiently until ipting before they may hope to obtain

successful lesults from their observalinns : it cannot be necessary,

1 think, tofuti carnteaieui plants artifiitally durtag the r 'mter ;

and a hot-house or conservitory cannot be ahsohitely necessary,

as they have no such uivantages in their native wilda

Suicide of Scorpions

That scorpions do commit suicide, os desenbed by your

correspondent last week, is a well-known fact. My grandfather

often related how he bad seen these creatures, when surrounded

by a circle of glowing embers, make fur the inner side of iheir

fiery prison, then ddlbcrately move round the inside of the

circle, and when arrived at the exact spot from which they

started, tun bark thdr toils and sting themselves to de vh.

Clyde Wharf, Nov. 16 M. L
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The Cry of the Common Frog

In Natukr, vul. x. p. 461, Mr. Mott notice* the cry of the

eommon frog when ennoy^. One of the greatest enemies of
this frog in the United State* 1* the common striped snake

tamo, Dekay). He seizes the frog by the hind

legs for the purpose of swallowing him, when the Utter will

utter a most pitifiJ cry, I have detected them in this condition

at a distance by the frog's note. I hare amused myself by
taking a frog by the hind leg* and diamng him slowly back-
wards on the ground m a serpentine duection, when he will

exhibit his characteristic wail to perfection ; and, when released,

he will frequently utter some apparently intelligent imprecations

as he hops olT out of reach. I have nouced the same effect pro-

duced by a playful kitten amusing itself by teasing the frog, seem-
ingly for the purpose of hearing him cry. Slidmg a sliek after

him like a snake will produce the some results m a still mote
striking manner. A. T. T.

Oswego, U.S, Oct. 29

Phylloxera Vaatatnx

Can any of your readers kindly inform me where a specimen
of 1'hyllo.xira vastalnx can be obtaineil ?

Ipswich A. IlARWlHID

A Nest of Young Fish

While on the point of taking my accustomed morning plunge
in one of the clear pebbly streams that find their way iiilo the
plains from the northern mounts n ranges of the island of
Trinidad, my attention was attracted hy the eccentric movements
of a small fish of tlie perch tnbe. In general thu fish u extremely
shy, scudding off into deep water or under some overhanging

j

bank on the approach of man
;
on this occasion, however, on

{

putting my hand into the water, the fish, to my astonishment,

darted forward again and again, striking my hand with considcr-

able force. Rather at s loss to account for such temerity m a fish

only 4 in. long, I watched its movements narrowly, and at lait

found out the cause. In a small hollow close by, about the sire

of half an egg, artistically excavated from the bright quartz sand,

a multitude of tiny fish were huddled together, their minute fins

and tails in constant motion. They had apparently lieen only
very recently hatched, and were no larger than common house
i1.es, thu parent fish kept jealous watch over her progeny,

resenting any attempt on my part to touch them.

Next momuig, accompanied by my father and brothers, I

returned to the Sjxit which 1 hod carefully marked the day
bcfoie. For some time, however, we searched m vain for the
fish and her young ; at length, a few yards furtlicr up stream,

we discovered the parent guarding lier by with zealous coie in a
cavity similarly scooped out of the coarse sand ; any atteai|>t to

introduce one's finger into the holluw was vigorously upini id by
the watchful mother. This u tlie first and only instance that has
come under my notice of a fish watching over her young, an 1

conveying them, when threatened by danger, to some other

place. 1 he clear streams that flow along the valleys among
the northern mounlam ranges of the island aliuund with fish of

the variety I refer to ; they ore m general of a bright yellowish

biowm wub two or more silvery stripes on the sides, and tcldom
txceed five inches in length ; but m the sluggish turbid rivers of

the plains, the bright colours change to a dull brown
; the fish

are larger, however, varying m size from eight to ten iuchts.

Extremely tenacious of life, these fish, in common with several

Otlier species, have the power of exlsling in a semi-torpid state

for weeks, and even months, buried during severe drought* in

the mud of dry watercuunes, where they are dug up by the
Creole peasants, who prize them as food ; but from the peculiar

earthy flavour common to many varieties of freshwater fish fire-

quenung the muddy riven of the low lands, they ore not relished

by the more fiistidlous palate of the European.

Rojjsut W. S. Mitciieu.

THB DEVELOPMENT OF MOLLUSCA
ATR. RAY LANKESTER, m the current number of

the QftarUrly Journal of Microscopical iactux,
gives the results of his examination of the embryo of the

common Pond Snail (JJmnaus sfagnalis.) These are of
great importance; first, because they show howmuch may
be done by trained observation, with im|Hroved methods^
of a very common form, which has already been studied

by excellent anatomists ; and secondly, because Mr.
LankesteFs previous investigations into the develop-

ment of cuttles, Ptstdtum, and several marine gasteropods,

enable him to form a sound judgment of the bearing

of his discoveries upon questions of homology and of
classificauon.

In Limnmus, Mr. Lankester finds that the process of

segmentation (which is well illustrated by drawings of
the egg in various positions at the several stages) is fol-

lowed by the formation of a gastrula through a process of

invagin.ation. This gastrula (for Mr. Lankester adopts this

tenn from Prof. Hotckel instead of “ planula,” the one he
himself invented), with its double layer of cells and single

orifice, develops mto the next stage by the mouth closing

and afienvards giving nse to the antis, while a fresh oru
openinj' appears and a velum is developed. The presence
of a vdum m pulmonate Gasteropoda has not, we believe,

been pre\ iously esublished, and is of great morphologi-
cal importance. It is, Mr. Lankester believes, homo-
logous with die trochal disc of rotifers, and he proposes
the term “vcligcr” for the phase of development in

which It appears. Nay, he gives reasons for regarding
the subtentacular lobes of the adult Lymna-us as a residue

of the velum. If it be so, it is the only instance )et

known of this embryonic structure persistmg in the per-

fect form
The “ anal cone ” of M. Lcrcboullct is shown to have

nothing to do with the anus, which is developed in the
pedicle left by the obliterated gastrula-mouth. The
functional import of the “ anal-cone,” or rather gland-sac,

IS still obscure. It has been already recognii^ by Mr.

,

Lankester m Pistdium, Aphysia, and Nerehna, and by
I Hermann Kol in embryo Pteropoda. It u possibly homo-

[

logons with the basal gUnd described by Keferstein

and Kowalevsky m Loxosoma among Bryozoa, and with
a similar stnicturc in Tercbnitula, The more diffi-

cult questions of its homogeny with the rudimentary
internal shell of the slug, and with the pen-
sac of cuttles, are also discussed. One of the most
curious facts about this “shell-gland” is that it frequently

becomes filled with a homogeneous refracting secretion

apparently chitinous in comixisition, which is a morbid,
or at least an abnoniial change, and associated with
uregular devclopme-nt of the embryo.

Not the least valuable point established in this interest-

ing memoir is that the rotation of the embryo Lymnamsis
caused by numerous short cilia on the annular band
which afterwards forms the velum. The discovery of
these ciha, which were sought by Lereboullet without
success, IS probably due to Mr. Lankester having used
pc osmic acid, a reagent which is exceedingly useful in
examining transparent Tumcata, and seems equally suited
for displaying cilia anywhere.
The gastrula form appears apparently in all groups of

animals but the highest and the lowest, in some form or
other ; but the “ shell-gland ” forms a valuable additional
link between the Brauiopoda and Polyzoa on the one
hand and the higher Molluscs on the other. If this be ad-
mitted, it u probable that Tumcata may be again admitted
to the same great stem m spite of their undoubted
nities to vertebrates by AmpkioxySf and to worms by
Balanoglossus.

It IS a most satisfactory sign of the revival of embry-
ology in England, that in the ume number of the
UrJy MicrosomalJournal which contains this impoitaat
memoir by Mr. Lankester, there is also the prehminary
account of the development of Elasmobranc^ by Ht.
Balfour, which excited so much interest at the late nmt*
ing of me British Association.
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ON MIRAGE*
'pHE iwine of ‘'Mirage” i< applied to certain illusory

* appearances doe to excessive bendinu of the rays

of ligM in their passage through the atmosphere. These
appeatancef are by no means uniform.

Sometimea, csp^uUy m hot countries, the observer

loses sight of the ground beyond a certain distance from
his position, and secs in its stead, what looks like a
sheet of water, either calmer with movements resembling
waves ; and if any distant objects are sufficiently lofty to

be seen above this apparent lake, their images are seen

beneath the objects themselves, inverted as ifby reflection

. r frequent

in the plains of Hungary, in the plain of La Crau in the

South of France, and in the fen districts of Lngland when
dried up by the summer heat. It is also common in

Australia. The Deputy Surveyor-General of .South

Australia once reported the existence of a large inland

lake, which on further examination turned out to be
nothing but a mirage.

Another class of appearances arc known (especially

among nautical men) under the name of loomtug. Distant

objects are said to loom when they appear abnormally
elevated nlxive their true positions. This abnorm.il elcva-

rion not unfrequently brings into view objects which in

ordmary circumstances are beyond the horizon. It is

alto frequently accompanied by an appearance of ab-

normal proximity (though this may perhaps be rather a
subjective inference from the unusual elevation and clear

visibibty of the objects than a separate optical charac-

teristic), and it is further accompanied in many, though

not in aJUl cases, by a vertical ma^ification, the heights of

objects being many times magnified in comparison with

their horizontal breadths, so as to produce an appearance

resembling spires, pinnacles, columns, or basaltic clifls

Some beautiful descriptions of these latter appearances,

with illustrative plates, are given in Scoresby’s “ Green-

land,” the objects thus magnified being icebergs ;
and a

very full and interesting account of the phenomena of

mirage, as observed m high latitudes, will also be found

in the •' Arctic Regions " of the same author.

It is usually across water that looming is observed ,

and at a surface of water stands naturally in contrast with

a sandy desert or a surface of parched land, so abo the

optical effects produced are, in a mimner, opposite.* The
inverted images which arc often presented in looming are

not beneath the object, at in the case of mirage on dry

land, but above it, as is formed by reflection in the sky

The only examples that 1 have myself seen of mirage were

of tbit kind. They were seen across sheets of calm

water, the hills on the other side being seen with fictitious

hint upside down resting on the tops of the real hills. In

rare instances, two or even three of these images are

tftp one above another, vertically over the real object

;

but these multiple images are usually too small to be

seen without the aid ot a telescope—the objects whose

images they are being so distant as to appear mere specks

fa tM naked eye.

There is always more or less of chanw observable m
the images formed \rj mirage, and the changes w
greatest and most sudden when the images are most du-

urted, as compared with the true forms of the olnects.

'ttte appearances also elmge with the height of the

ehsetvers eye. Looming is seen to the greatest advam

tage from an elevated position, such as tM mast-head of

ifndp. The mirage of dry land is sometimes virible at

gar moderate height, but In other cases- especi^y in

gentries which are not very hot—the range of height

from which it is visible b extremely Umiied. A very fine

lialrage, receatly obsorved in the fen districts, was only

seen when the obsener was on the top of the marsh uall.

Bat this case seems to have been peculiar. It was ac-
companied by the further peculiarity that a strong wind
was blowing—the general rule being th.at mirage is only
seen in calm weather. Observers of mirage on the sands
of Morecambe Hay, and of the Devonshire coast, sta'e

that It could frequently be only seen by stooping.

Mirage Is seldom seen m winter. The hot shining of

the sun seems to be an invnri.ible antecedent ; and th s

IS true even of, the polar regions, where Capt. Scorcsby
attributes the phenomenon to “the rapid evaporation

which takes place m a hot sun from the surface of the
sea, and the unequal density occasioned by p.irtial con-
densations, when the moist air becomes chilled by passing

over considerable surfaces of ice.”

Time will not allow me to do much in the way of

quoting the very numerous records which exist. Scorcsby’s

accounts alone would almost suffice to occupy the

evening, and I would again refer to them as models of

accurate observation and effective description. 1 will

content myself with quoting nearly m full the account of

a mirage observed at Il.istings and neighbouring parts of

the south coast of Kngland in 1 7')«, as given in the Phi-

losophical Tr.ansactions for th.it year, the narrator being

Mr Ijitham, F.R .S. .—
“ On Wednesday last, July 26, about five o’clock in the

afternoon, whilst 1 w.as sitting in my dming-room at this

place (Hastings), which is situated uj-on the parade,

close to the sea-shore, nearly fronting the south, my atten-

tion was excited by a gre-at number of people running

down to the sc.a-sidc. Upon imiumng the reason, I was
informed that the coast of France was plainly to be dis-

tmguished with the nakcxi eye I immediately went

down to the shore, and was surprised to find that, even

without the assistance of a telescope, 1 could very plainly

see the cliffs on the opposite coast, which at the nearest

part are between forty .ind fifty miles dist.nnt, and are not

to ^ discerned from that low situation by the aid of

the best glasses. They appc.ired to be only a few miles

off, and seemed to extend for some leagues .dong the

co.ist I pursued my w.alk along the shore to the east-

ward, close to the w-iteris edge, conversing with the

sailors and fishermen on the subject. They .it first

could not be persu.ided of the reality of the appearance,

but they soon became so thoroughly convinced, by the

cliffs gradually appearing more elevated and approachmg

nearer, as it were, th.at they pointed out and n.imcd to

me the different plares they bad been accustomed to visit,

such as the Bay, the Old Head or Man, the Windmill,

&C., at Boulogne, St. Valdry, and other pl.accs on the

coast of Picardy, which they afterwards confirmed when
they viewed them through their telescopes. Their obser-

vations were, that the places appeared as near as if they

were safling at a small disUnce into the hcorbours.

“ Having indulged my curiosity upou the sliore for near

an hour, during which the diffs appeared to be at some

times more bright and near, at others more faint, and at

a greater distance, but never out of sight, 1 went upon

the eastern cliff, which is of a very considerable height,

when a most beautiful scene presented itself to my view
;

for I could at once see Dungeness, Dover cliffs, and the

trench coast, aU along from Calms, Boulogne, &c
,
to St.

Val^, and, a.s some of the fishermen affirmed, as far to

the westward as Dieppe. By the telescope, the French

fishmg-boats were plainly to be seen at anchor, and the

different colonrs of the rand upon the heights, together

with the buildmgs, were perfectly discernible. This

cunous phenomenon continued in the highest splendour

till past eight o’clock, . . . when it gradually vanished.

The day was extremely hot, . . . not a breath of wind

was stirring the whole of the day. ... A few days

afterwaida I waa at Wmchelaea, and at several places

al^ the coast, where 1 waa informed the above pheno-

menon h^ been easily visible.
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" I should also have observed that when I was upon
the eastern hill, the cape of land called Dungcness, which
extends nearly two miles into the sea, and is about sixteen

miles distant from Hastings, m a right line, appeared as

if quite close to it, as did the fishing-boats and other

vessels which were sailing between the two places. They
were likewise magnified to a great degree."

I have stated that the phenomena which constitute

mirage are due to the bending of rays of light in the

atmosphere, and I now proceed to point out the princ'p'fs

by which this bending is governed.

Plate I.

My esteemed colleague. Dr. James Thomson, has
greatly contributed to the clearness of our knowledge, as
regards the d sturbing effect of the atmosphere upon the
direction of a ray of light He has recently pubhshed an
investigation,* which, to say the least, is simpler and
more satisfactory than any before giveiLof the precise

law which determines the curved path of a ray through
the air.

Referring you for the details to the last chapter but
one of my own recently published edition of Descbanel’s
“ Natural Philosophy,” 1 wiH merely say that when a ray
is passing through a portion of air which is not equally

* Bftilih AukImIod Keport, 187,, p 41.

dense all round it, it is deflected tosrards the sidc.om
which the density is greatest ; and that the shi^rpness of
the curvature, as measured by the change of dirhmoD fcr

.1 given length of the ray, is directly proportional to the

rate at whicn the density varies along the norauL Strictly

speaking, I ough^ instead of “density," to have said

“absolute mdex of refraction, dimlnishea by unity but
experiment has shown that the difference between these

two statements, when there is no substance in quOstioa

except air and aqueous vapour, is quite insignificant

Supposing the stratification of the air to be strictly

horizontal, it follows that a ray tra*

veiling vertically will not be b»t at

all, since there is no variation ofdensity
in the direction of its normal

; and of

all rays which traverse the same point,

those which are horizontal will be bent
the most, because the whole change of
density is normal to them, and hu a
direct tendency to bend them down-
wards For rays which are ntarly
horizontal, the curvature will be very
nearly the same ; and, as it is by such
r.iys that we see the images which con-
stitute mirage, the maximum bending
of atmospheric rays is available for

the explanation of the phenomena. In
the average state of the atmosphere,
the curvature of rays which are hori-

zontal, or nearly so, is about one-&fth

or one-sixth of the curvature of the

e.Trth's surface ;
though it is to be re-

marked, by way of caution, that the
connection between these tv^o curva-

tures is merely accidental
j the curvv

tiire of the earth is not the cause, nor
even a partial cause, of the curvature
of rays.

Other things being equal, the cnnra»
ture of rays shouldbe greater in cold
than in warm air, and greater with high
than with low barometer; but these
arc not the principal modifying ele-

ments. The circumstance which it ia

most important to know, at any time,
in order to predict the degree of curva-
ture, IS the rate at which the tempera-
ture changes with the height. The
average change is a fall of about of
a degree Fahr. per foot of ascent A
fall of one fifty-third of a degree per
foot of ascent would make the air

equally dense at all heights, and
would cause rays to travel in abso-
lutely straight lines. A more rapid
fall than this would tender the air

aluft denser than that below, and would
cause rays to bend up instead of dowiu
The existence of denser, and therefore

heavier air aloft, is obviously incom-
patible with stability of equilibrium

;

but unstable equilibrium may endure for a time, even
under statical conditions ;

and when there is a powerful

cause at work, tending to raise the temperature of the
lower strata, it is quite conceivable that the lower air qiay

be heated faster than it can get away C>f I may be allowed

a somewhat loose expression) ; so that, although there is

a perpetual diffusion going on, the heated air ascending;

and cooler air from above taking iu place, ihtxt is, never-

theless, a difference of temperature perpetually main-
tained, exceeding one-fiftieth of a degree per foot The
circumstances under which the Egyptian form of mirage
is observed arc precisely such as are fitted to produce tms
state of things. A fierce sun scorching the parched
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frtoad, wtdle the tdr iiexceesiveljr transparent to Us rays
—Wtnesi of^ surface, eminently conducive to the main-
tenanee of unstable equilibrium—and absence of wind

—

rach are the conditions under which this form of mirage
iq>pears. On the other hand, if the decrease of tempera-
tare upwards is slower than usual, the ordinary downward
bending of rays will be increased, and if any physical

cause, such as warm winds commencing aloft, before they
are felt at the earth’s surface, produces a reversal of the
ordinary distribution of temperature, so
that thm is an tncrtate upwards, instead
of a decrease, this change will favour the
downward bending of rays, which will,

accordingly, be exaggerated
; for the

lower air, being not only under greater

pressure, but being also colder than the
upper air, will for a double reason be
denser.

Capt. Scoresby states that " the curious
refractions of the atmosphere in the polar
regions are most frequent on the com-
mencement or approach of easterly winds,”
and he elsewhere states that easterly and
southerly winds are mild.

An increase of temperature upwards,
at the rate of about onc-sixteentn of a
degree Fi’hr. per foot, would make the
curvature of rays equal to that of the
earth, so that a ray might encircle the
globe. Any increase in the downward
bending of rays increases the range of

vision,by enabling them to bend round
the horison, which previously limited the
view. The visible effect is precisely the
same as if the convexity of the surface
of the earth were diminished. And not
only will objects which were previously

beyond the horizon be brought into view,

but objects which were previously visible

near the horizon wilt become plainer, inas-

much as the rays by which they are seen

will not pass so close to the intervening

surface as before, but will traverse a
higbo: portion of the air, which is less

liable to be ob cured by impurities.

Having now laid down the first prin-

ciples, to which all effects of atmosphenc
refraction must be traced, we will proceed
to some mere particular applications.

I have recently been considering the

g
uettion—what must be the law of density

)r, more strictly, of refractive index) in

a horizontally stratified atmosphere, m
order that images formed by mirage may
be perfectly sharp? and some of the

diagrams placed before you will serve

to explain the results which I have ob-

tained
First—Neglect the curvature of the

earth, and suppose the surface of uni-

form index to oe plane ; then the law
requited is as follows There must be

n place (rf maximum index^ at which

the rate of variation of index with

be^bt must be zero ; and as we ascend or descend

from this plane of refieienee the rate of variation of index

must conmually increase in direct proportion to the dis-

tance. The rate must also be the same at equal distances

above and below thu plane of reference. The curvature

of a horizontal, or nearly horizontal ray, will thus be

ibnply proportional to distance from the plane of tdtt-

oacc, and the bending from either side will be towards

-Ola plane. Rays may accordingly pierce this plane (which

Is indicated by a dotted line in Figs, i and 2) again and

again, any number of times, and every time that they do
so they will undergo a reversal of curvature. The curva-
ture at the point of crossing will be »//. The curves de-
scribed will be what are called “ harmonic curves," or
“ curves of sines,” such as arc represented in Figs. 1 and 3 ;

subject to the restriction that we have only to do with
rays which are so nearly honzontal that the cosines of
their inclimtions may be treated as unity. The distance
between consecutive intersecti >ns will be the same for all

the curves, and Is easily computed in terms of the con-
stant which enters into the expression for the variation of
index. A pencil of rays divemng in the same vertical plane

from a point in the pane of refnence, will thus converge
accurately to another point in the plane, as represented in

Fig T. Such a pair of points may be called principal

conjugate foci. But this property of accurate convergence

IS not confined to pencils proceraing from points in the

plane of reference. The same property attaches to pencils

diverging from any point whatever ; the conjugate focus

Plstx II.
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being always a. point at the same distance on the othar

side of the plane of reference, and the horisontal distance

between the two being the same as in the preceding case.

This property is illustrated by Fig. 3,

It IB obvious that the conjugate foci will occur not in
pairs merely, but in sets of unlimited number ; that is to

say, raised proceeding originally from any one point will

converge in succession to an indefinite number of other

points, which will be alternately on opposide sides of the
plane of reference. As every point on the surface of an
object will thus have its conjugates, we shall have a suc-

cession of isaa||«a of the object The first image will be
upside ^wn, the second erect, and so on alternately.

Theywill be what are tecbnic^y called “ real ” images,
and will be precisely equal and similar (except as regaids

inversion) to the object itself. It is of course to be un-
derstood that the action here described is confined to one
dimension only, resembling that of a cylindrical rather

than of a sphencal lens. Kays arc bent to and from the

plane of reference, but in no other direction. This theo-

retically simple case is so important fot the light which
It throws upon the possibilities of atmospheric refraetton,

that we shall sxamint seme of its consequences a little

further.

What win be the appearance presented to the eye of
an observer in any given position ?

The case differs greatly from that of the images in ordi-

nary optics, wliere the refracting instruments are glass

lenses, and the eye sees the image by means of rays
which travel In straight hues.

In the cate now before ns, the observer will in general
see a virtual image, differing considerably, both in site

and dliwctlatt, not only from the object itself, but also

from any one of the real images. The apparent direction

of any ^Int of the visible image is of course determined
by drawing a ungent to the ray which enters the eye*
(Kiga 6 and 7) ; and the visual a^le, or, as we may call it,

the apparent size of the object, will lie tlie .angle between
two of these tangents. If the eye is a little distance (say

a few feet) behind one of the real images, enormous mag-
nification will be produced, for the image has the same
linear height as the object, and is seen from a dlsUncu of
a few feet, instead of from the real distance of the ol^t,
which we may suppose to be a few miles. We shall thus

have enormous magnification of the vertical diameter of

the object, while the honzontal diameter will of course be
only of the natural sue, since the rays have undergone
no bending except up and down. An object whose
breadth is equal to its height will thus be magnified Into

a tall column. Some appearances of this kind, copied
from Scoresby’s “ Greenland,” are represented in the first

two figures of Plate II. Ihc following is Scoresby’s de-

scription (“ Greenland," p. 96) :
-

“Hummocks of ice .assumed the forms of castles,

obelisks, and spires, and the land presented extraor-

dinary features. In some places the distant k« was so 1

extremely trrscnlar, and appeared so full of pinnadwi,
that It rMembied a forest of naked trees j la others it <

had the character of an extenaive city crowded with
churches, castles, and public edifices.”

Again, on page 163 of the same work

•

“ At one p^od the phenomenon was so universal that

the space in which the ship navigated seemedt.to be one
vast circular area, bounded by a mural precipice of great
elevation, of basaltic ice.”

The magmficent colunms which constitute a portion of
the wonders of the FaU Morgana, at the Stiaiu of Mes-
sina, are in like manner to be attributed to vertical mag-
nifit^on. And an appwance of the same land, known
as ” the merry dancers,” is often seen by boatmen off the
Giant's Causeway, in looking over the Skemes towards
Portrasb.

• TU IslMr X, b iH th* fifursa, ibnoui tha padtiea of iIm otmnoi’*

If we could have density distributed syssssstrlcat^

round an axis, instead of on the two sides of a ^
might of course have magnification witboot dmotneau
But we can scarcely conceive of any arrangemem at ill

resembling this existieg in the atmosphere.
It is further to be remarked, that the apparent distance

of one of our columnar images from the observer's eya li

an ambiguous quantity. If judged by left and ftobt Re-
placement, it is the re^ distance of the object Ifjadaed
by up and down displacement, it is much lets, bmg
approximately the distance of the real image.

(Tb

SOJ/E EEAf/IEES ON DALTON’S FIRST
TABLE OF ATOMIC WEIGHTS*

AS the Society is aware, the first tablej containing the
relative weights of the ultimate particles of gaseous

and other bodies, was published as the eighth and last

paragraph to a p.apcr by Dalton on the absorption of
gases by w.ilcr and other liquids, read before this Society
on Oct 21, 1803, but not printed until the year 180^
There appears reason to believe that these numbers were
obtained by D.ilton after the date at which the paper was
read, and that the paragraph in question was Inserted at

the time the paper was printed. The remarkable words
with which he introduces this great principle give us but
little clue to the methods which he employed for the
determination of these first chemical consunu, whilst in

no subsequent publication, as in none of the papers which
have come to light since his death, do we find any deUiled
explanation of how these actual numbers were arrived at.

He say8,f “ 1 am nearly persuaded that the circumstance”
fyis,tluitof the dilferent solubilibes of gases in water)
“ dniends upon the weight and number of the ultimate

K
utleles of the several gases . those whose particles are
(htest and single bein^ less absorbable, and the others

more, according as they increasem weight and complexity.
An inquiry into the relative weights of the ultimate p^icln
of badies is a subject, as far as I know, entirely new. I

have been lately ]>rosccutu)g this inquiry with remarkable
success. The principle cannot be entered upon in this
paper ; but I shall just subjoin the results, as fer as they
appear to be ascertained by my experiments.”
Here follows tlie tabic of the relative weights of the

atoms.

Table of the Relative Weights of the Ultimate Particles
of Caseous amt other Bodies.

Hydrogen ... .1
43
43
S-a

i]

U
9*8

137
I4'4

iS-a
15-4

IS ’3

iU

Olefiant gss 53
In the second Murt of his "Nw System of rhftql<wt

Philosophy,” published in iSio^ l^ton points out,
the descriptim of each substa^ the experhnsattd avi>

Oxygen
Water .

I'hoqphonis

Pboipburetted bydiogen
Nitrous gas

Ether
Gaseous oxide of carbon
Nitrons oxide .

Sulphur ... ...

Nitnc acid

Sulphurettsd hydiogea
Carbonic add .

Alcohol
Sulphurous add

id hydrogen firom stagnant water. .

.
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4tBGa npon which iti composition is txiscd, and explains,

in some cases, how he arrived at the relative weights of
the tOtimate particles m question. Between the years
t8oc and i8ioy however, considerable changes had been
made by Dalton in the numbers ; the table found in the
first part of the “New System ” being not only much more
odended, but, in many cases, the numbers differing alto-

fedier from those given in the first table published m
1805, It is therefore now, to a considerable extent, a
matter of conjecture how Dalton obtained the first set of
numbers ; all we know is that it was mainly by the con-
sideration of the composition of certain sunplc gaseous
compounds of the elements that he arrived at his conclu-
sioas, and in order that we may form some idea of the
data he employed, we must make use of the knowledge
which chemisU at that tune (1803 5) possessed concerning
the composition of the more simple compound gases.

As I can find no record of any explanation of these
early numbers, I venture to bring the following attempt
to trace their origin before the Society to whom we owe
their publication.

The first point to ascertain, if possible, is how Dalton
arrived at the relation between the atomic weights of
hvdrogen and oxygen given in the table as i to 5 5 (but
altered to 1 to 7 m 1808). The composition of water by
weight bad bran ascertained by the expenments of

Cavendish and Lavoisier to be represented by the
nnmbers 15 of hydrogen to 85 of oxygen, and this result

was generally accept^ by chemists at the time, amongst
others doubtless by Dalton, Whether in those early days
Dalton had actually repeated or confirmed these experi-

ments appears improbable. At any rate, he formed the
opinion that w.ater was what he called a binary compound,
i.«., that It IS made up of one atom of oxygen and one
atom of hydrogen combined togetlier. Hence, if he took

the numbers 85 to 1 5 as giving the composition of water,

the relation of hydrogen to oxygen would be i to 5 6, or
nearly that which he adopted It does not appear possible

to explain why Dalton adopted S'S instead of 5 6 for

<»ygen ) It may, perhaps, have been a mistake, as there

are two evident mistakes in the table, viz
, 137 for nitrous

oxide instead of 13*9, and 9 3 for iituous gas instead of

97.
Let us next endeavour to ascertain how he obtained the

number 4'3 for carbon (altered to 5 in 1808 and to 54
later on). Lavoisier, in the autumn of 1783, had ascer-

tained the composition of carbonic acid gas by heating a
given weight of carbon with oxide of lead, and he came
to the conclusion that this gas contained 28 parts by
weight of carbon to 72 parts by weight of oxygen. Now
Dahon not only was acquainted with the properties

and composition of carbonic acid, but he was aware that

Cruikshank had shown in 1800 that the only other known
compound of carbon and oxygen, carbonic oxide gas,

yielos its own bulk of carbonic acid when mixed with

mrygen and burnt; and also that Desormes* analysed

both these gases, finding carbonic oxide to contain 44
of carbon to 56 of oxygen, whilst carbonic^ acid con-

tained to 44 of carbon 112 of oxygen, being just double

of that in the carbonic oxide, Dalton adds :
“ This

most striking circumstance seems to have wholly escaped

their notice.* Hence Dalton assumed that one atom of

carbon is united in the case of carbonic oxide with one

atom of oxygen, whilst carbonic acid possessed the more

complicated composition and contains two atoms of

CHtygen to one of carbon. Now, if carbonic add contains

earbon *"<1 oxygen in the proportion of 28 to 73, carbonic

oxide must contain half as much oxygen, viz., 28 of

cnebon to 36 of oxygen ;
and assuming that the atomic

weight of oxygen is rSi of carbon must bo

Having thns arrived at the number 4'3 as the first

• Aaa. d*r Owni*, tgow 39> P'

atomic weight of carbon, it is easy to see why Dalton
gave 6-3 as the atomic weight of carburetted hydrogen
from stagnant water, and 5-3 as that of olcfijnt gas. The
one represents one atom of carbon to two of bydrewen,
the other one of carbon to one of hydrog^

; or,
gas contains to equal quantities of carbon only half as
much hydrogen as marsh gas. This conclusion doubtless
expressed the resulu of iJalton’s own experiments upon
these two gases, which were made, as we know from him-
self, in the summer of the year 1804. He proved that
neither of these gases contained anything besides carbon
and hydrogen, and ascertained, by exploding with oxygen
m a Volta’s eudiometer, that if we reckon the carbon m
each the same, then carburetted hydrogen contains
exactly twice as much hydrogen as oleunt gas does, and
that “just half of the oxygen expended on us combustion
was applied to the hydrogen, and the other half to the
charcoal. This leading fact afforded a clue to its consti-
tution ” Whereas, in the case of olefiant gas, two parts ofSm are spent upon the charcoal, and one part upon

ydrogen.
The atomic weight of nitrogen (azote » 4*2) was doubt-

less obtained from the consideration of the composition
of ammonia, whose atomic weight is given m the table
at S‘2. Ammonia was discovered in 1774 by Hnest-
ley, but ihe composition was ascertained by Bertnollet

in 1775 by sphuing it into its constituent elements
by means of

_

electricity, when he came to the con-
clusion that it contained o 193 parts by weight of
hydrogen to o 807 parts by weight of nitr'igen. Dalton as-

sumed that this substance is a compound of one atom of
hydrogen with one of nitrogen, and hence he obt.ained for

the atomic weight of azoic and4

as the atomic weight of ammonia. It is also probable
that Dalton m.'idc use of the composition of the oxides of
nitrogen for the purpose of obtaining the atomic weight of
nitrogen. If we tnke the numbers obtained partly by Davy
and partly by himself, as given on page 318 of the “ New
System,” as representing the composition of the three
lowest oxides, it appc.ars that the mean value for nitrogen

IS 4 3 when oxygen is taken as s S- In all probability

the number m this table (4*2) was obtained from on expe-
riment of Dalton’s made at an earlier date.

It IS not possible to ascertain the exact grounds upon
which Dalton gave the number 7 2 for phosphorus ; its

juxtaposition, however, in the table, to pbosphuretted
hydrogen, shows that it was probably an an^ysis or a
density determination of this gas which led him to the
atonuc weight 7 3, under the supposition that this gas

(like ammonia) consisted of one atom of each of its com-
ponents. In the second table, published in 1808, Dalton
gives the number 9 as that of the relative weight of the

phosphorus atom, and we are able to trace the origin of

this latter numbei) although that of 7'3 is lost to us. On
p. 460, Part 11 . of his “ New System,” Dalton states that

he found 100 cubic inches of phosphuretted hydrogen to

weigh 26 grams, the some bulk of hydrogen weight^ 2‘$

grams. Hence — 9 give* the atomic weight of

phosphorus. It was probably by similar reasoning

from a still mote inaccurate experiment than this one,

that he obtained the number 7*2.

Sulphur, which stands m the first table of 1803 at 14*4,

wasaltered in the list published inThe^NewSystem” to 13.

These numbers were derived from a considoation (1) of

the composition of sulphuretted hydrogen, which he re-

garded as a compound of one atom of snlphur with one of

hydrogen, and (2) of that of sulphurous acid, which he
suppom to contain one atom.of sulphur to two of oxygen.

Dalton knew that the first of these compounds con-

tained its own volume of hydrogen, and he d^rmined its

specific gravity, so that by deoucting from the weight of

one vdnme of die gas that of one volume of hydrogen, he
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would obtain the weight of the atom of sulphur compared
to hydrogen as the unit. The specific gravity he obtained

was about ra3—coirespondiqg heerly, he says (p. 4Si)
to Thdnard's number, 1'33. Hence (as he believed air to
be twelve times as heavy os hydro^) he would obtain
the atomic weight of sulphur as (12 X 1*23) - i » 13*76^

which number, standing half way between 14*4 as given in

the drst tabl& and 13 as given in the second, points out
the origin of the first rmtive weight of the ultimate
particle of sulphur. So from sulphurous acid he would
obtain a similar number, taking the specific gravity as
obtained by him (Part ii., 389) to be 3'3, and remembering
th.-!! this gas contains its own bulk Of oimen (p. 391). he
obtained (2‘3 - ria) X 12 » 14*16 fbr the atomic weight
of sulphur. As, however, we do not possess the exact
numbers of his specific gravity determinations, and as we
do not exactly know what number he took at the time as
representing the relation between the densities of air and
hydrogen (in 1803 he sayS that the relation of 1 : 0*077 i*

not correct, and that .I’o >s nearer the truth), it is impossible
to obtain the ex.act numbers for sulphur as given in the
first table.

In reviewing the experimental basts upon which Dalton
founded his conclusions, we cannot but oe stnick with the
clearness of perception of truth wliich enabled him to
argue correctly from inexact experiments. In the notable
case, mdeed, m which Dalton announces the first instance
of combination m multiple proportion (Manch. Mem.
voL 1 , senes 11

, p. 250), the whole conclusion is based
upon an erroneous experimental basis. If we repeat the
experiment as desenbed by Dalton, we do not obtain the
results he arrived at. Oxygen cannot as a fact be made
to combine with nunc oxide In the proportions of one to
two by merely varying the shape of the containing vessel

;

although by other mc.'ins we can now effect these two
acts of combin.Uion. We sec, therefore, that Dalton’s
conclusions iierc correct, nltliough in this case it appears
to h.ixc Ijcen a rtiere chance that his experimental results
rendered stidi a conclusion possible.

/NrKKNAl'IONAL METRIC COMMISSION AT
PARIS

''PHK. Permanent Committee of the International
Metric Commission, elected from among the mem-

bers at their general meeting .it Paris, in 1872, has just
concluded a series of meetings, the first of which woe
held on October 6. The Cnnimittec were directed to
meet at le.nst once a year, m order, amongst other
things, to examine the progress of the work of the French
Section, to whom the construction of the new standards
was entrusted, with a view to the concurrence of the
Committee as the executive organ of the Commission.
At their recent meetings, the Committee fully consisted

and discussed a dct.-ided report of the proceedings of the
French .Section since the melting of the great ingot ofpl^-
num-iridium on May 13 last, from which all the new Inter-
national Metric St.'indards are to be made (an account of
which w.is given m Naiurj;, voLx p 130) ; and, generally
speaking, the Committee expressed their unanimous
concurrence and satisfaction at the mode m which the
French Section have hitherto executed the duties entrusted
to them by the Commission, and they also gave their
decisions on certain points submitted to them for the
guidance of the French Section in their future operations.
The first operation to which the great ingot of 250 kdo-

grommes of platinum-iridium was submitted, when in ite
rough Slate, and cleansed from all extraneous matter, wm
to have all the inequalities on its surface, that had been in
c Hitact with the lime of the calcined ftiraoce, removed
with a cold chiOeL The moot wirii its terface thee
smoothed was found to weigh 236*330 InlogiailaDics.
In this state it was exhibited to the Aeaddmie des

Sciences at their tfanc* of July 2, 1874. A pertkw'ttf
this large homogeneous mass of metal, when omlyied
by M. Henri Saint-Claire Devflk, showM the properttai
or iridium to be 10*29 per cent.

The ingot was next foiged by M. M. Forcot under a
steam hammer weighing 5,000 kilogtammes, until by aM-
cessivc hammerings and annealings, in a sinj^ day, it wot
brought to the form of a bar five centimetres squort hi
section. By similar operators this bar, divided into ood-
venient lengths, was afterwards further reduced te e^kt
bars 2*5 centimetres square in taction, and of a total

length of 16*405 metres.

A remarkable phenomenon was observed by M. Treaea
during the forging of these bars, and was communicated
by him to the Acaddmie des Sciences at their jfrtiKU of
July a At the moment when the hammer struck the
bar, lines of light were seen to past downwards from the
edges of the hammer, and to cross each in the form of
an X on each of the side surfaces of the bar. lliese
lues continued afterwards distinctly visible in a certain
light, appearing bkc slightly burnuhed marks.
The next operation was to prepare the bars for drawing

into the X form, by cutting longitudinal grooves along
the middle of each of the four sides of the bars by means
of a plamng machine. A further object of cutting these
grooves was to ascertain if there were any flawt on the
surface of the metal so exposed, as it was found absolutely
necessary to remove any such flaws, else they would
remain at blemishes on the surfaces of the bars when
drawn.
The eight bars were next submitted by M. GueWry,

at the Audincoiirt foundry, to successive operations of
drawing out and annealing, until they were accurately re-
duced to the X form of the Tresca section, when each was
extended to a length sufficient to make three or four
metre bora. The first of the grooved bars waS passed
through the dies no less than 220 times, and was as often
subjected to annealing. It was afterwards ascertained
that the rigidity of the drawn bars was but little affected
by the process of annealing, their co-efficients of dasticity
being found as follows

Before annealing 21*2085
After annealing ... 21*0073

Their co-efficient of expansion was also found to be but
very shghtly changed, and in the opposite direction, via—

Co efliuent of cxpaiuion for i* C. »t moan I. 40* C
Before annealing ... 0*00000880,2 0,84
After annealing 881,9 o»8o

When divided into finished bars of the X secthm,
I 02 m. in length, each bar is made perfectly straight by
special arrangements contrived for this purpose. Four
straight edges of steel are made exactly to fit into the
grooves of the X bar, and to fonn,^ when so fitted, a
rectangular bar two centimetres square in secUom This
squared bar is then enclosed between the plane surikees
of four solid rectangular iron bars

; and all being tightly
compressed srith iron clamps In the form m hollow
squares and with iron wedges, the whole is heated ih a
furnace till red hot, when the clamps are further tightened
and the mass of metal is left to cool. By this opei^ea,
each of the X metre bars is made perfoctly straight Up
to the present time bars of the X section hate bm mitit
sufficient for mote than ttiirty metres.

, J**® p^!*?*"* surface of the X baft wm
follows. This is effected by the use of polishing now^
and powdered charcoal. Particular attenciMi it 1»
the polishing and lUbieqWent twraishlng of that pottife
of the luriace of Oe metal on whkh the definlht
are to be Cut. Several experimonta which hate htm
made tend to show that the best surface for cutting the
lines will be obtained by the final operation of aughtit
Impressing a stamp of highly poUiiM foecLof foe dSlm-
aions of 3mm. by amm. By this runni on
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MtAue fet tee«lvili|' the defining lines maybe given to
M«nr CM of the M« metres;

Tfae appanttts for cutting the lines is connected with
the new longitudinal comparing apparatus, carrying a
CTOSCope with iu micrometer The microscope is o R
In len^ and magnifies more than 200 times ] and the
whole apparatus is placed in the ceM chamber, which has
been constructed at the Conservatoire des Aits et Mdtiers,
and can be maintained ronstant at the normal temperature
of oP C The polishing of the bars, as will as the cutting
of the defining lines, the position ofwhich must necessarily

be the result of the most precise comparisons with the
primary standard metre, are both entrusted to M 1 rcsca
and his son, M Gustave Tresca
The lines are to be cut with a diamond point Kach

transverse defining line will be crossed at right angles by
two longitudinal lines o 1 mm apart, and the poruon of
the transverse line so intercepted between the two lines

wiH define the length of the metre. The w idth of these
lines will probably be about o 002, or at most o 003 mm

,

or 3 microns (p) This will be about one fourth of the
thicKness of the defining lines of our standard yards,
which are cut with a steel knife upon the polished surface
of a gold stud, and irc viewed through microscopes
mumming about sixty time*

Great progress has lieen made in the construction of
the series of new thermometers, two of which are to
accompany each international standard metre These
thenr

' .-j u.. j .

lengtl

bulbs
mometers can thus be placed in the groove of the x metre
bar for determining the temperature of its measuring
axis during comparisons under the microscopes The
Kale of the thermometers ranges from - s to+ so’ C

,

and each degree is subdivided into tenths i very 1'*

corresponds with a length of about 7mm Four standard

thermometers have been constructed for the purpose of

verifying the new metre thermometers fhev have an
arbitrary scale from o'* to 1001° C

,
graduated in hall milH

metres by hydrofluoric acid on the glass tubes, and the

value of the several graduations has been accurately de

termined by calibration. The length of these standard

thermometers somewhat exceeds o 50 m
1 be construction of the new international kilogrammes

and of the sUndard mHres a-Iwuts will be deferred until

the completion of the number of mitres H traits required.

Meanwhile, leveial baUnces of the greatest precision

have been obMined for the weighings, some of which are

fitted with mirrors for observing the extent of the okiIIj

tions through a telescope by means of a vertical graduated

scale fixed to the telescope and reflerted m the mirror,

according to the principle adopted by Gauss for observing

variations of the magnetic newle
For asocrtamtng the atmosphe

weighings, the standard barometer .

des Arts et Mdtiers, constructed by hastre, is proposed

be used, by which the height of the mercury can be read

to 0*01 mm An ingenious apparatus hts been constructed

by M Mendelecf, which shows the slightest variation of

pKSSure during the process of weighing, by means of a

U-tubc containing oil of petroleum. Ooe end of

this tube IS closed and contains a certain volume of dry air

maintained at a constant temperature, whilst the other

end is open to the air The instrument being accurately

amiUtM by means of a mercurial plunger connected with

the bottom of the U^tube, so that the petroleum is exartly

ihi a le^ on the two branches of the tube, it is found to

be M extremely sensible that the slightest vanatum^
omospheric pressure is shown by an alteration of the

level, and Ae amount of this alterabon can be measured

with the greatest precision.
.

It i» expected that the whole series of new mitre*-d-

tmts wUlft completed by the French Sectitm and ready

to be handed over to the Comiiil Permanent by October
1875, and that the construction of ihe new kii^raininf s

and mitres-A bouts will alM be far advanced by that date
During their late meeting, the question of the convoca

tion of a Diplomatic Conference at Paris with the view of
providing the requisite means for enabling the committee
to exeente ail the definite comparisons of the new metric
standards, and for securing tlie due preservauon of the new
mternationil metric prototypes and regulating their use
for future compansons, was further considered by the
Committee In pursuance of their resolution of last year
upon this subject, the requisite communications were made
by tho French Government to the Governments of the
several countries interested, and the Committee have now
passed a resolution that considenngthe numbers of Govern
meats who have agreed to take part m such conference,
the French Government be requested to convoke it with
as little delay as possibb Information has been received
of the willingness of the Frcnch Ciovernment to accede to

the request, and the Conference will probably be held in

the spring of next year H W CttisHOl M

something like a

(leRmlely that

ileci led that there

NOTES
It is with the greatest pleasure an I

sense of relief that we are able at last to

at a Cab net Cuuneil held last Saturday it

should be an Arctic l< xpedit on, at the exiiense of Government,

to sail next spring I he welcome intelligence was thus an

nounced by Mr Disraeli to (Sir Henry Kawlmson — ‘ Her
Majesty s ( •over iment have had under coruideratiun the represen

talions made by you on behalf of the Council of the Royal (len

graphical Society, the Conniil of the Royal Soc ety the IlrttisS

Assodatiou, and other emieent scientific bodies, In favour of a

renewed experlitinn, nnder eoniluct of (loveinmenl, to explore Ihe

region of Ihe North Pole, and I have the honour to inioriayoi

that, having carefully weighed the reasons set forth in support of

such an ex| edition, the scientific advantages to be derived from

it. Its chances of success, as well as the importance of encouraging

that spint of maritime enterjirise which has ever distinguished

the Rnglisb people, her Majesty s Government have determine I

to lose no time In organising a suitable expedition for the

purjioses in view” Steps have, we believe been already taken

to carry into elfcet this resolution, which rcHects so much credit

on her Majesty s Government. Admiral M'CLmtock lefl for

Dundee on Tuesday with an engineer and shipwright, to buy t vo

steam whulcrs, which wdl be fitted out under the tried exi>Iorer s

hupermtendence at Portsmouth. Gapt A H Markham, who
went to Baffin s Bay last year, will probably occupy an imjrortant

post m the expedition, the route of which will, of courK, be

Smith t bound Now that the thing has been decided on, there

doubt that it will be thoroughly well done
j
and now that

> ngliihmen have once more got the chance, are may expect

something like real work, if, indeed, they do not take the last

step in the solution of the Arctic mystery

\\ E take the following from the T\mfi -The medals in the

gift of the Royal boaety for ihe preoent year have been awatdeds

by the Conned as follows, and will be presented at the anniver

nary meeting on the 30th Inst —The Copley Medal to Prof

Louis Paatcur, of the Academy of Science, Pans, For Mem
R. S . for his resehrehes on bermentatiua and on Pebrine. The

Romford Medal to Mr J Norman Lockyer, F R.S
,

for his

spectFoeoopic reeearchei on the snn and on the chemical ele>

ments. A Royal Medal to Prof William Crawfiavd Williamson,

F R<8 , of Owens College, Manchester, for hh eontnbutions to

sooiogy and pabeontology, and cspacially for his investigsilans

into Ihn stractere of the foMil plants of the eoal mensnm j tad

• Royd.Medal to Mr Henry CUfton Sorby, F K.S , fix Ut
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meuehet on lUty dcAnge and on the minute etracton of mi*

nenU and rocki, for the comtruction of the mlcro-spectroKope,

and for hu retearchee on colouring mattcia.

Wa are very glad to be able to annoonee that FroC Maake*

Ijrne'e lectniei on Cryatallography to the Chemical Society are

likely to be well attendedi The lint lecture will be gtren on

Monday evening next, at 8.31^ at Buriington Howe.

Last week lome engineers vUted the National Library, Parts,

on behalf of the Japanese Government, to take measurementx for

the purpoM of building a large public library m Japan on the

same plan. The magazme and reading-rooms of Paris have,

with some improvements, been built on the system of the

British Museum.

Tub report of the Potato Disease Committee of the Royal

Agricultural Society has been recently published. It will be

recollected that three years ago Karl Cathcart offered a prue of

roof, for essays on the prevention of the disease. Although no

fredi practical information was elicited, and it may perhaps be

said no direct good came from thu well-meant offer, the Soaety

took the subject up and offered prizes for potatoes reputed to iw

proof against disease. Two prises were offered for the com-

mencement of this year, for potatoes of varieties already knowii,

and two are to be awarded five years hence for varieties that may
be produced by cultivation before that pcrioi. bix diffueut

inrieiies were sent in, I ton (twenty bags of I cwt.) of each. The
Society arranged to have these practically tested. 1 welve stations

in England, lour in Scotland, and four in Ireland were selected,

and I cwt. of each variety sent for planting, of these so called

disease-proof potatoes. During the summer the butame rc'crec

of the bociety visited all the localiaes, and m all cases disease

was found. Much valuable information is likely to arise from

the statistics that have been collected, for although it seems that

no indiwtion is given of how tliu disease can be prevente I, yet

under certain conditions, principally lufiuenced by moisture, its

effect IS but small. Prof de Bary has worked oat the scientific

questions tliat occur as to the origin of the disease It is owing

to a fungus {Peronospora in/cslaiu), wluch attacks the leaves firsl,

and alter alisorbing the nutnment of them, utilises the petiole,

and thus retches the tubes. A further report of the Committee,

based on the statistics sent in, is shortly to be expected,

Wk greatly regret to announce the death of Mrs. Hooker,

the wife of the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Presi-

dent of the Royal .Society, which took place on Friday, Nov. 13,

very suddenly. She was the translator of Le Moout and

Dccaisne’s “ Traitc general de Botamque She will be missed by
a large Circle of Kientilie friends.

Tuk death of Dr. Archibald Campbell will be regarded as a

severe loss by his colleagues In scientilic societies and by many
of the latluu public. He wai sixty-nme years of age, uid till

lately appeared hale and hearty. As Supermtendent of Dar-

jeeling, he became a leading authoriiy of reference on the natural

history, geogmjihy, and ethnography of Thibet, Ncjinul, Sikkim,

and Bhooton. He was distingui^ed os an ^moustrator, and
under his government and auspices Darjeeling has ruen from an
obscure sanitarium for mvalid soldiers to be a settlement of some
consideratioa. He was the author of several memoirs and
notw.

We have to record the death, on Monday last, in his fifty-

lizth year, of Dr. Edward Smith, F.R.S., Assistant Medical

OfiSoer, for Poor-law purposes, to the Local Government Board.

Dr. Smith’s excellent observations on quantitative physiological

cydical phenomcma, many of which were conducted cn himself,

are too well known to require special mention 1 Biey indicate an
amount of SDcrgy and wtUingness to experience personal incon-

rarely to be met with,

dally with regard to the Manchester cotton fombe, are also of

conri-ierable importance.

We hear that a new method has bemi proposed for crowing

the Channd ; this is to construct an artificial isthimu between

the French ond.EiigUth sidei; leaving a very small qwos in the

centre for the passage of ships. The eiq>enia would not bo

muih larger than that of bon^ a tuund, sal the advantages

would in some retpccts.be greater.

The Internationsl Congress of Orientalists has betn the

means of onglnating in Pans a new society nnder the

title of .Socidt^ .d’l^tudes, Japonaisei, Chinoises, Tartares, and

Indo-chinoises. The number of members already amounts to

sixty. At a recent meeting of the Sodety, M. Bourset exhibited

a game for teaddng children in a few hours the demoits of

which Chinese letters are made—owiw fiaU piuutum gut mittuit

uult duUu M. Bourset hat also shown another invention for

dimimihmg the number of letters which must be cut, and there-

fore of dimmishuig the cost of printing CbiocM works. <

M. Lav&B.aiEa{s constructing, in the recently annexed garden

of bit observatory, a basis for comparing accuratdy, by super-

poaltiun, standard measuret of length with the metre. The first

compaibon wilt be made between the Aichivea metre and the

edebrated Boscowiu rule, which was nsed more than a century

ago for determining the length of two degrees in the Papid

butes.

In apaper read before the.Paib Socidtd d’Acdima'atioD, Dr.

Turrd suggests that the rapid spread of the Pkylhxtrn twMrix
in France may be due to the scarcity of sm^ birds in that

country Forty years ago, he says, linnets, tits, &C,, were
numerous in Provence, ani m the autumn they could seen

posted on the vme branches, carrying on a vigorons search aiUr

the insects, and larvm and eggs of insects, concealed in the

cracks of the stein and leaves of the plant Since the com-
mencement of the preicnt cen.uiy, however, it is easy to perceive

that the destzuedon of small birds has been carried on more anl
more generally ; and that, concurrently with this war of extermi-

nation a^inst the feathered tribes, the numbers of destructive

inKcU have increased at an alarming rate. Dr. Turrd thinks

t'Mt, though It cannot be abiolatcly miintoined that the oldiom

and the Phylloxera, the two latest forms of vine disease (the one

I

a vegetable, the other an inmct parasite), owe their frightful

I

extension to the scarcity of small birds, yet it is nnqnestionable

taat a plant hke the vine, weakened by the attacks of insects, is

less in a condition to withstand the ravages of parasites and
that, depnved of its feathered protectors and left to the succes-

sive and unchecked onslaught ol the vme grub and other aoimal

enemiei, it has been piedisj.D«ed to lucoumb iMfore the nvagea
of its new enemies. The obvious mural is that the French ate

tbemselves pnrtly to blame fur tbcir inditcr.tioii in killing the

useful smull birds.

The commotion created in tha Paris School of Medidue by tbt

false rumour spread by the F^art bat been beyond bonnds f not
only was M. Wurtz, the Dean, cheered, bat M. Chanfiaid, one

of the professors bdonging to the clerical party, wae hooted, end.

unable to deliver his lecture. The disorder haring been icnawed
in spite of all precautfoni taken by M. Waits, the Sobool of

Medicine hubem doted for a month. If studenti sgrinesUfaib

a riotous spirit, the ringleaders will be proseeuted before a
Council of War

;
whkdi is a lawful proceeding, Paris bsiag

placed under a state of siege.

SiaoKBOLi is repotted to have leeeiitly shown ^ptoow oi

revived action.

venience for the take of his favourite sal^ect which it rmy
His observations cm dictuia, eq^
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Tat acEt TrieanUl Prin of 300/., mider the will of the Ute

Sir Aetlt^ F. Cooper, Bart, will be awarded to the anthor of

the bert earay or titatiae no The Anatomy, Fhyalology, ud
PWho'ogy of the Sympathetic Nervoot Syatem.”

Wc Uam from /Taiua of the 15th inat that the following

aaoosta have been inclnded in the estimates for 1875, presented

to tho Imparial German Parliament for the sen^ of the

"Dentadte Seewarte ” «—
A.—-Salaries and Remnnerations.

t. Central Station 39iOOo marks
a. Branch Stations 11,000 „

E—Contingent Expoiaes.

I. Central Station . 20,000 „
a. Branch Stations 4,800 „

Total 74,800 marks

which, at the rate of twenty marks to the sovereign, amounts to

3,700/. Two new departments ore to be added to that esta-

blidied at Hambnrg for Marine Meteorology, vii., for Storm-

warnings and Magnetism.

A UoMG Kono telegram of the i6th insb states that the

ChaUtnger had arrived there from Australia.

Wb hear that a Horticultural Club is about 'to be formed

in London, and the preliminary steps that have been taken pro-

mise well.

Thk last number of the Ganitntt^t Chram.-U states that a

specimen of Araha tteMdt at Kew u now in bloom, and that a

new garden plant, Rafkidofh^ra lanet/tilta, is now in enltivation

in this connt^.

A SUGUT shock of earthquake was felt in Carnarvonshire and

Anglesea on Sunday morninjg.

FbOU a private letter doted Mauritias, Oct. 1$, we learn that

Lord Undsay had not yet arrived at that island, that the Ger-

mans were expected on the a5th, that tho Dutch were at their

post at Bourbon, and the Englub the same at Kodnguea.

Tub Earl of Derby has been elected by the hdinburgh students

u their Lord Rector, and Mr. Disraeli has been rc-elected by

the iHgtnm adoUttm/et of Glasgow University.

EvBBV term at Dulwich College a course of scientific evening

lectures is given, open to the students and their friends. This

term, for the first time, the appbcations for tickets have exceeded

the accommodation of the lecture theatre. The present couise

is oa Geology, by Prof. Harry G. Seeley, tho titles of the lec-

tures being, “ The Origin and Internal Structure of the Earth,”

“ The Origin and Succession of the Suata,” “ The Succession

of Life on the Earth," and “ The Influence of Geological Pheno-

msaa on Men and Ardmals.”

Tub Committee of Directors of the Crystal Palace Company’s

of Arl^ Suence, and Literature have made anungeineats

for the dehvery of successive short series of lectures on special

by gentlemen of eminence m art, science, and literature.

These lectnns will be purely educational in characUr, and, as

for as pMfiM*, complete in themselves, but will not in any way

supplant the permanent private classes, to which they are designed

to be acoeasoty. They ate inUnded to stimulate independent

thea^t, and to lead the student to a conception of tome of the

nltmior gi"** of the studies she pursues. They will be delivered

la the largest class-room of the school, genendly on Fridays, in

tlm aftatnoon i and the most moderate fee that is possible m each

'«asp wiU be fixed. Ladies only will be admUteiL IIm first

OMtss wiU be of six lectures on " The Interpretatleo pf Nature

as it relates to Man and his Education," by the Key, Cb***

PiRdtaid, M.A., F.R.S., Saviliaa Pro^r of Astronomy i»

the Unlvairity of Oxford. Fridays—-November 13, ao^ 27 j

Dcecmbsr 4, 11, 18; to commenoe each day at half-past

three.

At Emmanuel College, Cambridge^ thore will be an exami-
nation for open schdarships in natural science, commencing the

6th of April, 1875. There is no limit as to age, but all candi-

dates will have to satisfy the examiners that they possets such a
knowledge of mathematics and classics as will enable them to

pass the Previous Examination. The subjects of examination
are botany, cbemistry, chemical physics, geology and mine-

ralogy, xoology, comparative anatomy, and physiology Candi-

dates must send their names, u itb copy of reguter of birth and a
certificate of good conduct from someM.A. of the University, to

the tutor of Kmmannel, oa or before March 31. A candidate

for a scholarship may also be eligible without further exami-

nation for a scholarship at Christ’s or Sidney Colleges, in default

of properly qualified candidates at those colleges.

A JOINT examination wdl be held at Clare College and Gon-
ville and Caius College, Cambridge, on Tuesday, March 16,

1875, and three following days, when two scholarships fur natural

anences will be oflTered fur competition to students intending to

commence residence m October 1875, each of the value of 60/.

per annum, tenable for two years, but subject to extension or

exchange for schc>larshl)>s of linger tenure. Candidates are

required to send their names, with certificates of age and testi-

monials of good conduct, to one or other of the respective

tutors, the Kev. N. M. Ftrrers, tutor of Caius, or the Rev. W,
Riynes, tutor of Clare, stating at which college they prefer to

be elected {'but if not elected at such college it will be under-

stood that they are candidates also at the other college. Fur-

ther particulars may be obtamed on application to the tutor of

Clare or the tutor of Caius.

Therb was a meeting of the members of the Cambridge Uni-

versity Senate on the lath uist., to discuss the report issued last

June of the Board of Natural Science Studies^ recommending

alterations in the examination for the Natural Science Tnpoa.

Its mam recommendatioas consist of a division of the Tripos,

The recommendations met with the unanimous approval of the

Senate.

The following appears in the Timet —Where the excavations

for laying the water-pipes are being maile near Kideau Hall, on

the grounds of the Governor-General of Canada, the workmen
have made a strange geological discovery. It is a stratum of

fossil rock several feet thick, containing the most accurate and

bniutiful petrified winged insccta There are some like butter,

flies, with the delicate fibre of the wmgs in a most peifect state

ol preservation. Seveiol persons in New F.diiibargh have

secured excellent specimens.

On Thursday, Nov. 5, the memlrers of the Geological Society

Club dined together at the Poll Mall Restaurant, to celebrate the

fifueth year of the meetings of the Club. There was a good

gatliermg of the members, and among them were the Earl of

EaniskiUen, Sir Charles Lyell, Profa Huxley and Ramsay, Mr.

Godwin Austen, Mr. Frestwlch, Capt. Gallon, Ac. ; some of the

past retired members were aleo present. I.etters apologuing

for absence were read from Mr. Jesse Watts Russell, an original

member, the Duke of Devonshire, Earl of Selkirk, Lord Over-

stone, Mr. Darwin, Sir C. Fox Banbury, and others. The
president of the Geological Society, Mr. J. Evans, took the

chair, and the vice-choir was occupied by Mr. Mylne, the

treasurer of the Club ; come toasts were given, and Sir Chr'les

J yell, one of the only two original .members now livuig, re-

sponding in the name of the Club, took occasion to remark that

great as had often been the difieimcei of opmion In the Geo-

logical Society from the time, of Bncklond, Conybeate, De la
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Bedic^ Fittoo. Sedgwidr, $ad Mnndiiwii. down to th« pnwnt

d»]r, then bad alwaye been pciiact hannony in the Club. He
inrther congiatukted the youneer men not only on the zeal and

talent ditplayed among ihem, but on the progrcM of opinion

and freedom of expiemion gained by scientific thought in the

conne of half a century.

Icebergs are reported to have been met with in the Bay of

Biscay during very rough weather, by the Mongolia, which

arrived at Southampton on Monday last. Icebergs have been

met with at fiur south, but generally well out in the Atlantic

Ocean.
|

We invite the attention of all interested in technical education

to the very eacellsnt examination scheme of the Society of Arts,

intended to promote inch education among the working men

the country. No doubt a prospectus of the scheme will be

fonraided toj;anyofte wnting fiw it to the Society’s oilces in

London.

In one of its last sittings the Municipal Council of Paria wdl

have to vote on a proposition, supported by forty of its members,

asking the National Assembly to establish a lystem of public

instrnrtion, gratuitous, obligatory, and secular The motion will

probably be agreed to by the Mnaidpal Council, but rqected

altogether by the National Asrombly.*

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past weak include eighteen Lanceletf (Am/Ataxiu lanctolatHs)

from the Mediterranean Sea, presented by the Director of the

oological Station at Naples , a I’lne Marten (Maria atitium),

Britlib, prerented by Mr. J. Francii} a Red-shouldered Starling

(Agdaau fhatnutHt) from N. America, presented by Mrs. Box-

well) ;
two Aztec Conurea (CoHums aritc) from S. America,

purdiiuwd.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
I/INOON

Linnean Society, Nov J-—G- J- Allman, M D , president,

in the chair.—W. H. Areher, R A. Pryor, and W W. Wilson

were elected Fellows. Mr. J. E. Howari read a papw on the

appearances of Ijobtlia dcrimanna' on the floating island in

Derwcntwaler —Mr. J. A Jackson exhibited leaves of Liqui-

dam^r and Pcrottia, exhibiting remarkably beautiful autumn
tints.—Mr. J f! Baker read a (wper on Aspaiagex!, a section

of I .ihacea:. The author commenced by discussing the limits of

the natural order Liliacesc He proposed to regarrl It us con-

sistang of three great ernes, and in addition several abnormal

tnbes, all of which have tome claim to be regarded at distinct

oiders. The three senes are .—Liliacem proper, characteniei

by capsular fruit with loculicidal dehiscence, united ttyles, and

introrie anthers (1200 to itoospecles) j Colchlcacete, marked by
capsular Iruit with septicidid dehiscence, free styles, and extrorse

anthers (130 species) ; and Aiparagaoea;, marked by baccate

fruit (afio species). The aberrant tribes are Liiiopete (Ophiopo-

gonese), Gilletlete, Conanth«e, btemoncK (Roxburgoiaoete,

Lindley), and Scoliopete. All these have anatropous ovulea :

and he advocated the leparating of Smilax from Asparagese,

with which it has been commonly inined by recent wnters, and
the retention of it as the type of a tepai^ order marked by
orthoiropoua ovules, and by its habit of ipowth, woody
pnckly stems, minute polygamous nmbeflate flowers, id
tendrils, and decidedly stalked exogen-Iike leaves with venules

reticulated helwwn the palmate mam nerves. The tribes and
genera of Aspamges^ which are os followt, to a considerable

extent rei'rcseat the non-bnlhoui tribee of the two capsoler

seriea (i) Draattua . Shrubs with proper leaves, hermaphro-

dite flowers, and Intrarse antheri
:
genera, Dtacssna, Toetsan(w

Cotdyime, but used on ground ot priority), and Colmia ; repre-

sentaYuoeoidese in Baliuiwea!. (t) MSMMiiwwr; Undeiatumbe with
CQflaceo-carnaae leaves, hermaphrodite flowen, and extrone

a EnlMacesc. (3) ConMianta. Herbs with proper

leaves, gamophyllous hermmhrodite fimven^ and Intnm
anther* j genen, RelnecUa, Convallaria, Potygonatam, Hylo-
nome

j
u^uintt HemeroeallideiE in Eulillacem. (4) Tovanta

:

Herbs with proper lenvee, polyphvBeai hermejlwdHi 4a**Mll,

and ietroraeanthen,d4ilt^ longitadinaDy : i[ia«cR.*IVisw»#aih
Speirantha (new genus fiwnded on AUtica fmrtUm,
Malanthemum, Tovaria (an earlier name ibr Smila^*}. Dry-
mophila, Geitonoplemnm, and Rustrephna. (5) Dtan^imi
Herbs with proper leaves, hermaphrodite flowen, and anthOT
dehiscing by terminal pores ; genen, DianpUa, Lunriaga, (61

At/d£ttria • Acanlesoent her^ with fle*hy, often ei^t-lhhed
pManths, hermaphrodite flower*, Introrse anthen witb liingitu-

dinal dehiscence, and laige peltate comolicatedstigmaa ; genen.
Aspidistra, Pleetogyne, Tupistra, Ounpylaiidn (new geuM
from Rost Ilimalyos), Goninscypha (new gemaftom Bhotan),
Rohdes. (7) Sirtfiopta Tlerbi vrilh proper leaves, herma-
phrodite flowers, and extrone anther*, with longitudinal

dehlseence ; genera, Medeola, Clintonea, Proiaites, Streptoikii,

CoIUxene Krnhsea; represents Cdchletceae in the capsular

aeries. (8) Asparagea Herbs or shrubs with leaves degraded
down into spurred bract-like membranes, and their place filled

by an abundant development of branches in their axils ; flowers

often polygamous, with introrse anthers dehiscinglongitadintnv t

graera. Asparagus (including Asparegopsis and Myrsiphynttm),
Kuscus, Semele, and Danae ; the most spMialited type of the
baccate senes, not represented by any tribe in the two capanlar

sets. The most noticeable point* of stnicture in the series are

that, in the first place, such a thing as a bnlbont rootstock or a
narrow fle-hy lorale leaf of the hyacinth type does not oecitr

in Asparageie a't alt. At regards distribution, it is nnticesMe
that whilst the bullious tribes of Llliaceie possets a distinctly-

marked geni^phlcal individuality, this does not hoM good of
the non-bulbous half of the natural order ; and that the ado
species are scattered all over the world, and not concentrated in

any particular geographical area. The most curinns structural

peculiarity in the group it the degradation of the leaf-organ
which marks the tnhe Atparagem. The bwves have 'an alter-

nate arrangement, and are invanably developed in the form of

a minute memhronou* scale This has a spur at the base, whidi
in many of the ihrnbbv species of Asparagus is develop out
into a woody spine, at firm in textnre at tbe indurated bnmdilet
of the sloe or hasrthorn. The function of the leaf is fulfilled by
branches, which are developed singly or in fascicles In the axils

of these bract-bke proper Mves. Sometlraea these brondea are
needle-bke (cladodia), without any flattenings a* in the common
garden asparagus ; and sometimes, as in Myrsiphyilum and
Rutcus, they assume all the appearance of proper leaves’ (pbyllo-
cladial. The flowen in the 100 species of the genus Asparagus
are remarkably uniform, and it is principally upon charactera
furuished by the shape and arrangement of these barren branches
that the ipeaes are marked The stigma of the Aspidistress is a
very curious and complicated organ. It h a plate with eight
troughs radiating from a raised central nmbdtcus, separated fi^
one another by raised walls, and it closes in the tube of the
perianth, in wfaldi the anthers are placed so thoroughly thst it is

diiiicult to tell how fertilisation is effected , hut upon turning it

nixide down four minute holes may be seen, through srfaich it

would be possible for a very small insect to creep. *1116 paper
wii illustrated by plates of the three new genera, and one to diow
the structure of the stigma oF these As^lstrase ; and a large
number of new species, especially in the genns Asparagus, were
desenbed In the discussion which followed. Dr. Hooker, Dr.
Masteia, and others expressed their sense of the great valM of
Mr. Baker’s labours.

Geological Society, Nov. John Evans, F.R.S., presi-
dent, in tbe chair —The fonosring communication wae read i

—

Note* on the Comparative Microscopic Rock strncture of tome
Ancient and Modern Volcanic Rocks, by J. Clifton Ward, The
anthor stated at die outset that bis object was to compare t^
microscopic rock-structure of several groups of yoleanic roc^
and in so doing to gain light, if possible, upon the ‘oriflnai
trncture of some of the oldest members of that series, tlm
first part of the paoer comprised an abstract of what had been
pteyic^y done in thi* tnb)^ The second p^ gave detail* of
the microscopic strnctnre of some few modern laves, sncii es the
Solfatara Trachyte, the Vesnvian lava-flowt of 1631 and 1794,
and a lava of the Alban Mount, near Rome. In the tramiyU
cf die Solfatara adcnlar crystal* of /elsper show a vreB-matkei
flow around ths laiger and first-formed crystals. In the Vnb*
vlan and Albanian lava* Isudte uenu, in part at ear rate, to
take the pitee of the folspar of odier lavas; andthemsj^tf
the leucite crystals seem to be somewhat iqperfecdy ftiftosd,

as is the ease with the small felspar prism* of the
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btim like TiMtd itele of igneow ftmoa ceued. Even in wch
iBMm km-flow* u thet of the SolkUun coaiidmbte cheagei

)m4 taken piece b7 altenktion and the lepUcemcnt of one mlnerei

bjranotherfaM u veir generally in anocesaive lavera comepond
hw to the ctyatal onthnM The frequent areolar oiiangement

7the glan and atone cavitiea near the arcumference of the

minnto lencite cryatalf in the lava of 1631 vnu thought to point

to the faot t^ after the other mineralt had separated from the

leacitio aolvent, the latter began to crystallite at numerous adja

cent points t and as tbue points approached one another, sohdi

n<;«rin«» proMcded more rapidly, and these cavities uere more

generally impns^ than at the earlier stages of crystallisation

In the example of the lava of 1794. where the leudte ciystals

were fturtber apart, this peculiar arnmgement oi cavities wm
llnost nnknowa The tnird part of the paper dealt with the

lavas »»«t ashes of North Walea , and the author thought that

the felloving points were established — i Spedmens of lava

from the Arajas,.the Arcaigs, and Snowdon and iu neighbour-

hood, all have the tame microscopic structure 2 This struc-

tttte paesents a hazy or milky looklag base, with scattered ]>ar

tides of a hght-gresii dichruic mioenl (chlonte), and generally

some pordiyntlcaUy imbedded feUpsr ciyslaU or fragmenU of

sndi, orthodase and plagioclase In polarised light, on

crosslag the Nicols, the base breaks up into in Irregular-

cdowed breeda, the cdouis cliaugmg to their complementanei

on routing either of the prisms. 3. h inely bedded asb, when

hiMy altertd, u in some casea undistmguishable in microscopic

stnutnre from undoubted fdstone 4 Ash of a coarser llalur^

vdim hi^y altered, is also very frequently not to be dlsttn

gniihcd ftom fdstone, though now and then the outhnes ol some

of the ftiigmenu will reved iU tme natore 5 The fragments

which up the coarser aiJi rocks seem generally to consist of

tyift/ww, eont.Uing both oithocUie and plogiucase crysuls

or ftygnuMi.
, bqt occasionally there occur pieces of a more

oystidune nature, with minute uacular prisma and pk
giockie idspar 6. In many wses the only t«U ^t can ki

ftppUffd to dutuifluith between liighly nltcrcd nth rock ftixd a fei

itoMiani the proenct of a ixidded or fragmentary appearance

CD vntfktrtJ mifacea, and the gradud passage into less altered

•nd ash. In the fourth diviaion of his pauir the

author deectibed some of the lavas and ashes of Cumbtrlatid of

Lower Silurian age With regard to these ancient kvas, the

foUowtas WM given as a generd dehdtion -Ihc rock is gene

rally ofsome of blue or dark green, generaUy wealbcang

wbUe round the edges, but to a very slight depth It Irequeuay

immTS a Ubular stmeture, the Ubdie being often curved, and

breaks with a sharp concboidd and ilmty fracture. Silica, 59 61

per cent Matrix generaUy cryitdline, containing crystals of

kbradorite or oligoclase and oithocUse, porphynUcdly im

niaad wlSdi the smdl crystdUne needles Kern fre

qnently to have flowed ,
magaerir-

aadte tolerably so, though usudly 1

minerAl « apAtite And perhAps oUvu

Oetauemttty the crystdline base 11

Structure takes lU place. The Cumberuoa uvas were soown 10

rmn^ the Solfatara greystone in the frequwt flow of the

crystalline base, and the modern lavM generally in the order m
whid the variour minerals crysldliscd out In txttrnal slmc

tnre they have, for the mod juit, much more d a feUitic than a

basaltic appearance. In inlomd structure they have consuletable

tndogiesv^ the basdu In chemit^ composition they are

ndthcr trae hesdu nor true fUsttmes. In potrol^cal stmeture

they have much the geneid character of the modem VesuTian

km ; the separate fcws being uiaally of no g^ thicknes^

fidne'aligovv^ikr, or brecanted at top aid bmtoiii, and

huwtmm a eonsidemble range, as if theyW flou^ in some

CMMicrmad miles from thS pomt of eraption. Their gene-

idmleraaoopic appearance is also very dilwsit from that of

Hffc old hasnltam thoM of South Stafford and sobm of those of

ue in Scotland. On the whole, whik b^svi^

J^eS^Mwrensee the km in ytwiii were true besdts, the

tSS tm regard mod d tfaaes as occupying aw

between Uaitlc end dokritic kvas ,
and as

^SSrSncTFobaUr tTMhyte., Ui«e old

peifauebe^^ FaUdolerites, onsweniig

the^er ashy material had been naitUUy melted dowm\nd a
kind of streaky flow caused around the larger fragmenta. ThereWM every translbon from an ash rock in which a bedded or
fiagmentem structnie was clearly virible, to an exceedingly
and flinty relstone-like rock, undistmgttishable in hand
from a true contemporaneous trap Such altered rodts were
however, quite distinct in microscopic structure from the
undoubted kva-flows of the some district^ and often dutinct also
from the Welsh felstones, although som* were almost identical
microscopically with the highly altered ashes of Wales, and
together with them resembled the fclstone lavas of the
country This metamorpfaism among tlic Cumbrian rodit
mcreases in amount h the great granitic ceiurci are approadied

,
and it WM bdieved by the author that it look place mainly at
the commencement of the Old Red ]>erlod, when tin. rocks m
question must have been buned many thousands of feet de^
beneath the Upper bilunan strati, and when probably the Fsk
dale granite wm formed, perhaps partly by the extreme meta-
raorpbism of the volcanic senes during upheaval and contortion
1 he author stated his belief that tho Cumbrian volcanoes were
mainly sabaenal, since some l2,ocoft of asb and lava beds
had been accumulated without any admixture of ord nary M.de
mentary material, except quite at the base, containing scarcely
any etmgtomei-atte beds, and destitute of fossils. 1 Ic btlieveil also
tliat PHt of the chief volcanic centras of t le district liad been the
present site of Kenwick, the low craggy hill called Castle Head
representing the denuded stump or plug of on old volcano I ha
author believed that one other truth of no alight importance
might be nlfaered from tliese investigations, vu., that neither
the carefur inipectiun of hand ipeamcns nor the microscopic
examinat ion of tbm slices would m all cases eiialle truth Ini

results to be arrived at, in discrimmatmg lictwccn tnp and
altered asb rocks ,

but these meihmU and tliat of cbcmioil
analyau must be aecomponied by oftentimes a laWious and
detailed survey of the rocks in the open country, the various beds
bang traced out one by one and tbeir weathered surfaces pirti

culariy noticed.

Physical Society, Nor 7 —Prof W G A lams, b K S ,

the chair —A paper by Mr O 1 Rodwell was read, on an
jtrununt for miutiplying amail motions It consist of a train

of mnltiplying whe^ the first of which is moved by the bar
whose doDgation is to be measured, while the teeth of the list

engage with the threads of an endless screw wli sc axis is \er
tical and carries at its axtronity a long index movmg over a
graduated circle Ihc mulUplyuig iKiwer of the uistrumcni is

very great , Us defects ore lU wont of sleodmess, great internal

strain, and the difficulty of bringing the mdex back to an 0 a hen
the pressure on tlie lever connect^ wuh the first wliecl is re

movol —Prof Foster, b R S , made a commanicatioii on the
geometrical treatment of certam elementary electrical

[
10 ilcins.

ITie object of this communication ,was to illustrate the facdi y
and clearncM by which certain of the electneal problems i ccui

ring m qlementeiy instruction could be treated by easy gee un in

cal methods. Its application was shown in the f iIIom ng cisc

The calculation of the quantity of heat evolved in a |,alvai c

", the calcuktion of the electromotive foice and of the per

t teaLstance of a voltaic battery from two dellccuoi s f a

tangent galvanOBieter , the determination of the joint rc ulancc ol

several conductors combined m multiple arc
,
and the li ter

muiation of the distribution of pttenlial aid strength of the

currents forcpel by connect!!^ the similar pules of t\\ o unc |u<il

batteries with the opposite ends of the same conductor Prul

Outbne read a papw on salt solutions and wu cr of crystoUisa

tion. Ihc absorption of heat which ocenrx when a sa't is dcs

solved in a liquid was shown to depend not only on the relative

specific beata of the Hit and the liquid, but also on the molecular

ratio of the teaulting solution. This ratio declared itself oj Ucally

(I) by the alaguUtlty of the refractive index when the critical ratio

was obtained {a) by the siognUnty of density at the aime point,

(3) by the bejit anaorbed when (a) a saturated solution w os mixc I

wuh the nv^iunh and {$) when the loh uadi was dismh ed in a cc r

taw qnasrity of lae taeduim. The condiuon of moxunmn density

ofwatervp* nrihnred to the exiatenee ufa definite hydrate • f water

It WM that every salt solnble m water was cajuble >r

uniting idthwaterju a definite ratio (I
» .r .

' '

indU of distinct crystalhne

and its. It WM auppoeed th
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oP C , md Buqr bt ctllta etyohydraUt, an not dnconUnnona with

tin Jqrdntcd cayitaUuM «ilti prevumalr known A {«w ciyo-

hydrata wan deaenbed as bang obtained fram the aatmated

aijoeou aolntions of the lespecbTe salts on the withdnwal of
beat. TInia diande of aodmm combines with lo j (? lo] mole-

calea of water, and solidifiM thenwith at — 23* C Chloride of

atanoniiim combines with 12 moleeales of water, and solidifies

at - IS*C The combmatlont with water wen given of the

lalphides of xinc, copper sodium, and magnesnun, also those of

the nitntes of potassmm, chlorate (d potaksiom, md bidiroinate

of potasKUin As fitf as espenmental resoltsat present mdieata^

ttoppeais that those cryohymratea which have the lowest sobdi.

i^ng point have the le^ water Some guggestions wen oSiend
concerning the application of these ex^ mental remits to the

cxplanatkin of tne separation of the Flntomc rocks from one
another, and the importance was pointed out of the use whtUi
these etyohydiates will have m esiabliihing conrt'int temperatures

bdow o* u fixed and as readily obtainable as o* itself

Mathematical Society, Nov la —Ur Hirst h R S
, pie

sident, m the chair—1 he 1 resident informed the meeting of the

loss tlw Society had sustained by the recent death of one of its

honorary foreign memben Dr OttoIIeiM of the 1 olytechnicum,

Munich, and mentioned that it was the intention of the Council

soon to fill up the vacancies cauied by the deaths of lira

Clebach and Hesse — On the motion of Pro! Cayley,

F R b , seconded by the Rev K Harley, h K S , it was
ordered that the cordial thanks of the S iciety bo presented to

Lord Rayleigh for hii munificent donation of 1,000/ to the

Society, and the chairman was requested to convey the ume by
letter to hia lordship The mon'-y has been vested, as the

treasurer I report mentioned in 870/ (lUarantecd Indian Railway
Stock, and the mlerest will bt applied, as «as stated two or

three months since m Naii kb. to the
i
iichase if mathematical

journals and also asaist m cfrayinf, the eape iu of pnntm„
the S iciety s Prooee linj,t 1 he meeting then pr e«e led o the

election of the new Council and the gentlemen whose names
were given in a recent number ot this journal were leelared t y
the scrutators to be duly elected —Instead of usual

valedKtory address, Dr Hin staled what results he btd artiaed

a inthecure fhiiinvesi%A 10ns upon* Correlation in Space
The communication was an exieusion to space of results anived

s in his paper (read b-iore the locieiy in Mav last) entitled the
‘ L( rrelat on ot Two 1 lane —Mr J H R hrs read an abstract

0 a CO nni n cation on ' Tidal Rets lation 1 he problem dis

cu se I IS the anperiur limit to the tidal re aniation in a globe, m
all reaj eels similar to our own, except that it 11 covered entirely

by a s^ thedepth of which is constant for all plsccs m the same
latitude, and is therefore a function of latitude only—not long!

tude—a fuDCUon supposed to be known —A paper by Prof

yfolricnholme on a new view of the ponsm of the in andcircum
icnbed tnangle was taken os read

Antbropological Institute, Nov 10 —Prof Busk, F R S

,

nmklent, in the chair Kcpoits were rud by Mi I W
Rndler on the Aiithrnpolo|,Kal Department of the Bntisli

Amociation at Belfast and by Mr Hyde Clarke on the Anthro
pological bection of the lolernation'il C(n(,ress of Uiientaints

reoemly held m 1 ondon —A paper was then read 1 y CoL Lane
Fox on a Mnes of flint and chert arrow heads an 1 flakes from
the Rio Negro, Patagonia, with some remarks on the stability of

form observable m stone unplements The senes of speeimcns

exhibited was selected fioin a collection of 500 gathered by Mr
W H Hudson on the margin of the nver and over an extent of
about mnety miles, and on the numerous lagoons, now mostly
dry, with which the voUct is everywhere uiterscrted 1 he valleys

in that rqpon run through high terraced tabic Ian Is , and on the
plateaus above tbeie is no water and but veiy scanty vegetation,

which would seem to indicate the improbability of their having
been occupied tw man A great number ol the implements were
discovered by Mr Hudson on the iitea of vlllagea m the valley

and m circnlar flattened mounds of clay measunng from 6 ft to
8 ft. in cucumference The diflerent styles of workmanship
observed m the diflerent villsgu were not, m the opinion of Mr
Hudson, to be attributed to the variety of material employed,
bat to the degree of skill possessed by the mhabiUnU of eadi
village The aothor drew attention to the uteresting &ct of the

arrow beads havtoglong fsllea Intodwtise among the Tehsehdies
and other Patogoiw tnbci, who now and for some centurua
past employed the spear Col Fox proceeded to desonbe m
detail the vanow weapons and their vanetia of workmanship,
and showed that tbty all piesented the same general features as

„ at mabihty to understand the micaltnred
•avaga and prehistoric racet, we oAea loie dght of the ioftrafodl
dcdnoble from the stabih^ M form ofaeervable m their artt and
implements, and attach lea importance than dionld be the oaii
to minute vaneties of stnictnre—It was announced that the
Council had retolTed to publish in the Jonmol of the Instatate

bibliographical notices, abstracts and reviews of Lngluh and
foreign works and papers, and other miseellsBeoui matter
anthropological interest and importance

Paris

Academy of Scieneet, Nov 2 —M Bertrand m the chair

— he following papers woe read -General remits of obterva

tions on the germination and first developments of difieient

hlies, by M P Duchartre —Researches on the dissociation of
crystalline salts, by MM P A Favre and C A Valaoa —
Results of the voyage of ex[ loration undertaken for the pie-

hminaiy stu ly of the general track of a railway connecting the
Angl ) Indian with ihe railways of Russian Asuq by M F de
Lessc] s -Katiunal treatment of pulmonary phthisic by M P.
de Pietra Santa—On new apparatus for studying the phenomena
of the comimsuon of powders, by MM Mercel Deprex and H.
Sebert —Theory tf dec rodynamics freed from all hypotheses
relating to the mutual action of two current elements, by M P
1 e Coi her—Monograph of the angnilliform family of fishes, by
M C Dareste—On the existence ot a sexual generation m
IhslUxna lastatnx, by M G Balbiani On the solution ot

numerical equations ot which all the roots are real, by M
1 oguerre —On an apparatus (or determining personal equiitkms
in olvaervat ns of the tranv t of stars orrnngM for the geodesie
service of the United States, by MM llilgard and Suess —On
the laws of the vnbratuy mot on of tuning lorki by M L Mer
coder —Ntfe on a me lilication of Pehlings ani Bameswil’i
s 111 ns f( r tlir detcimmation of glucose by M P Lagrange —
On the fermentation ol Iruits, 1 y MM G 1 echart cr and F
ficlamy Ihcautlors hive now examined the products Irom
cherriev goosel met a I fig A|

j
Ucation of the graphical

methul to the stufy of certain potnis in deglutition, by M S
All ung The autii r conctu les from his expenments that a
decide 1 difforenee exists I ctween the swallowiiic i f liquids and
(fsrlils—On the mechi im f deglutition byM G Carlet —
Results foinishel by surj tal op si ons peiformed on patients
in which anxsthesia hie he n j r lueed by the intravenous m-
jectim of chloral I y M O c —Note on a cyclone observed et
La Pruere (Maine et I out) Sept 30, 1874, at 4 30 F M , by
M A1 Jeanjen —The Report of the Commission appointed on
August 17 for

1 reparmg a reply to the letter addrened l^ the
Minister of I unlic lustriicti m coneernmg the organisation of a
1 hjaical Aitroaomical Ol servatoiy m the neighbourhood of
Pans, was rend at the conclusbn of the meeting
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THE ENGUSH ARCTIC EXPEDITION

Her adviaen caa bjr no meana be accused

ft precipitancy la the decision they have recently

cbme to, to send out a new Arctic Expedidon , they have

certainly waited for *‘the fulness of the thne,” which, for

Sm lay mind, maybe said only to have been accomplished

mth^ return of the Payer Weyprecht expedition. We
bsUeve that the scientific societies of the country had

good grounds for niging upon Government the propriety

of fitting out an expedition fmr Arctic discovery years

ago i allwho understand the Arctic question, we are sure,

will coincide with ns m the opinion, that had energetic

measures been taken when t^ subject was first urged

upon the attention of Government, the earth's surfoce

around the North Pole would by this time have been

on our maps. Still, Govemmmit cannot be blamed

for this tardiness , it cannot be expected that men
who have no occasion to make a special study of

sdentific questions can see them in the same Lght as

those whose great work in hfe is scientific investigaUon ,

and, moreover, in a country governed as ours is, Minis-

ters, before coining to a decuion on any important matter,

are bound carefully to fed the country’s pulse, not to men-

tion their duty in respect of the country's purse. Her
Majesty’s advisers have, then, no doubt been, from their

point eifview, wise in deferring till now their dMision that

England should once more comeHto the front in the ex

ploration of the unknown “ Polynia ,” as they also would

have shown theitiUves extremdy unwise and unable to

read the country's widies had they postponed the matter

any longer

That the Ministry have rightly divmed the general wish in

reference to the part which E^land should play in Arctic

mqiiloration is evident from the all but unanlfitous approval

with which thdr decuion has been met by the press. The

unaccountable roar—undignified howl, we had almost

said—which, either too late or too soon, fell from the

(evidently, in this case, ill informed) “ leading organ, need

not be made much of It eras evidently not the result of

a candid "w*! comprehensive consideration of the whole

question by one competent to decide. Were the bbjec

tions so Utterly uttered by the Ttma against Arcuc ex

pkeation to have force, they would equally hold agamst

all wbstiTCt scientific investigation whatever, and Indeed

against all work not undertaken for the lust of gold.

Hifpily, however, it is long since the race has become

convinced that ** man carmot hve by bread alone,” and

that there is a hunger that will never be appeased so long

as a shred of mystery hangs to this earth of ours and to

the m^hty universe of which it forms part ,
and there is

no danger man’s noblest appetite becoming extinct for

tufir of material to feed upon. But, indeed, the Ttmts

article is a one ,
it is so inconsistent with lU

on quesdons of a aimllar kind, and with its

advanced o^nkma on sdrotific questions generally

As to tiw propriety of Government undertaking the

ti an Arctic expedition, we have said to

already on this subject, botii directly when the

snb^ was fbimerty before the pnbUc, and indirectly in

Vot. Na sfis

connection with the advancement of scientific research,

that we need not refer to it here i^ain That any but a
Government expedition under naval discipline u inade-

quate for*the^wt^ of thoroui^ polar cxfdoration has been

practically provedoverandover again, whatcanbeaccom
plisbedby an eiqiedition so organised, under comparativdy

favourable circumstances, may be seen in the valuable

work already achieved by HMS CkalUnger Ttft

similar reaaons,we need not refer to the many important

advantages to science, and therefore to mankind, which

ate certain to result from a thorough exploration of the

regions and the tyrrestnal conditions around the pole.

For one thing, it is scarcely any exaggeration to say that

all the avihs^ world is kwking to Britain for the final

unravelling of the Arctic mystery, to complete the work

which has already added so considerably to the general

sum of her glory witness Dr Petermann’s letter, vol xi.

P 39 —
“ I do not know,” Petermann says, “ the views held m

England now, but I know that to us outsiders the

a^evements and work of a man l&e Sir James Clarke

Ross ot Livingstone have done more for the prestige

of Great Britm than a march to Cooniasste, that cost

nine millions of pounds sterlmg That great explorer.

Livingstone, is no more , his workjb gomg to be continued

and mushed by German and American explorers , wo
shall also certainly not let the Arctic work rest till it is

fully accompiisbed, but it surely behoves Great Bntaiir

now to step in and once more to take the lead.
’

How keenly the resolution of the Cabinet has been

appreciated by naval and scientific men, is shown by the

number of competent volunteers which have almdy
come forward for the expedition , so many, indeed, as to

make the task of selecting embarrassing , so far as suitable

men are concerned, a dozen Arctic expMtions might be

cfficientlyTfitted out

As to the routes herdn also has the Government shown

lU discernment , there can be no doubt that any expedi

tion, one ofwhose objects is to attempt to reach the pole, is

shut up to adopt the Smith’sSound route. Capt Koldewey s

work in 1869-70 proved finally the impossibility of pene-

trating to the pole between Greenland and Spitsbergen

,

the recently returned Austro Hungarian expedibon prov es

that the task is equally hopeless on the Novaya Zemlya

side of Spitsbergen , B^nng Strait u out of the question

Thus the demonstration that the route by which the

Polaris accomphshed so much is the gateway to the pole,

has been completed by the attempt of the Payer-Wey

preebt expedition , and thus, no doubt, the Government

has shown considerable prudence in delaying its decision

until the were complete, as well as its generous

readiness to step in at me right moment As we said

last week, now that the expedibon has been decided on.

Its equipment will be earned out on a thoroughly hberal

scale. A note this week tells what has been done by

Su Leopold M'Chntock as to the selection of the vessels

which are to carry the expedibon, and, as we learn from

an evidentlyauthoritabvearbclem Saturday’s DailyNtws,

the stnmgth of the expedibgn will probably consist of from

lootoiaoottcersandmen. Rrepaiations have been already

begun, and as the expedition will probably not sail bll the

month ofMay next year,wemay mqiect that It will leave our

shores moce perfectly equipped in every respect than any

expedition tiiat has hMiecto sailed to the same quarter of
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the fiilobe ;
what Government win do when it takes such

work in han4(
we have a good example of in the Challenger

expedition.

Thpre fs Such a vast stock of e^iperiencc in Arctic

exploration from which to derive lessons for guidance as

^ the ecjuipment of the new expedition, that we h^ve

<i»ery assurance the new expedition will be orgapised in

suA a manner as to secitrc the maximutp of efficiency with

tldrminimum of danger and discomfort Hut, indeed. Mr.

Markh.nm h^s clearly proved, ii> his “ Threshold of the

Unknonm Regipn,” that the cry of dagger has no founda-

tion whatever, and his statement is only confirmed by the

three most recent and by no me.sns adequately equipped

expeditions, those qf the Voltes, the Germnnia-Hansa^
and the Tei^etlhof.

It is calculated thqt the expedition will cost .about

30,000/ a year, “ which," as the Daily News justly says,

“ IS surely a very moderate expenditure for an object so

iinportsnt The officers and men of the expedition will

belong exclusively to the Royal Navy ; the former will be

selected for their scieqtjfic qualifications, and will at oece

enter on the atudv of the special subject, a knowledge of

which the purposes of the expedition demand” No
doubt, then, every branch of science on ithicb exploration

near the pole of the earth is likelv to throw light will have

a competent representative on the staff
; and here we

would urge upon the organisers the great importance of

the spectroscopic examination of the aurora in those

regions where often it can be studied .almost nightly; no
doubt there will be some competent man on board to look

after this investigation.

From this expedition, then, entered on after the most
mature deliberation, and likely to be organised on the

most liberal basis, science piny expect to reap a rich

harvest. To quote the concluding words of the article

already referred to “ As the object of the expedition is

not merely to reach the pole, there will be no hurried

racing to attain that point. The whole phenomena of the

polar area is of deep and still mysfrious interest TThe

opportunitv now is within reach to lay open to the scien-

tific world a mass of invaluable data relating to the

region which lies concealed behind the 80th parallel of

latitude and within an area of two million square miles.

It may be shown that no such extent of unknown area in

any part of the world ever failed to yield results of prac-

tical as well as of purely scientific value ; and it may be
safely urged that, as it is mathematically certain that the

area exists, it is impossible that its examination can fail

to add largely to the sum of human knowledge.”

OBSTACLES TO SCIENTIFIC EF^FARCH

SOME remarks with which Prof. M'Nab prefaces a
paper “ On the Movements of Water in Plants,"

recently published in the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, deserve serious consideration as an instance of

the obstacles which exist in the way of scientific research

in this country quite apart from the personal difficulties

of tbosc'who may vrish to engage in it. He comi^ns
that the chief difficulty I havh had to contend with has

been the impossibility of obtaining m Ehiblin, in the tame
locality, the tsro essentials for experimenting, namely, a
laboratory and a bqtanical gardfn. The ;appliances of a

chemical laboratory must* be within easy reach of the

plants to be cxperimentud on : if nqt, tiien nnvs are sate

to be made ; and as onileh time would necessarily elapse

between procuring the plant for experiment and the com-

mencement of tbe pxperipacijt jts^, the fPfUlt* qbt?in«d

would certainly be untrustworthy, fn fact, the pemTir tb}

planls are to the laboratory the better ; tlje results will bf
more accurate, and the experiments mqch more easily

performed. ... A large number of fpost ipterestiq^ and

valuable experiments might be made if Only a few

pieces of apparatus could be pjaced near the plapts

to be experimented on A balance, a water-oveu, spertjp-

scope, and the like, are essential
;
while the few chemicals

and small pieces of apparatus could easily be bad. TljfTp

ran be little doubt that the re^n why so few physio-

logical expenments lare made in this country is to be

looked for in the absence of the necessary laboratorv

accommodation near our gardens. In Ckrmaqy and

France the agricultural stjitions supply most of the re-

searches in vegetable physiology. Here, however, all

depends on private enterprise
; and when there is an

observer capable of undertaking experiments, he may not

be willing to incur the expense of supplying plants and
.apparatus."

At tbe present time there is no place in the whole

country where facilities for investigations In Phy-
siological Botanv are in any sray .afforded. F.vcn

Vegetable Chemistry is confin^ to the laboratories at

Cirencester and Rotham stead, both private property and
with a scope somewhat limitwi by their immediate rela-

tion to agikulture. Besides these it would be hard to

mention, even In the whole British Empire, any o'het

place where this kind of research is cmrled on, unless see

except the Government manufactory ofllnchona alkaloids

under Mr. Broughton’s charge on the Nilghiris, which has

yielded, incidentally, new information on many interesting

points. It is true that the Science Commission has re-

ported in favour of opportunities for the pursuit of investi-

gations in Phyliological Botanybeing afforded in the Royal
C,ardcns at Kew. But there seems hut faint hope of any-

thing of the kind being done—or in any adequate way.

Even the action of our Universities, munificent as it has
been in some directions, has been reactionary in this.

As long as Dr. Daubeny was Professor of Botany at Ox-
ford. the small chemical laboratory belonging to Magdalen
College, adjacent to tho Botanical Garden, was available

for purpo8«| of research of this kind. Now it is separated

altogether, and used for purposes of college instruction.

And it may be added that this laboratory will always he a
classical spot as having been the place where the first re-

searches on the relation of light of different degree* of
refmngibllity to the elimination of oxygen from tissues

containing chlorophyll were carried on. Hunt, Draper,
and .Sachs have arrived at a better knowledge of the sub-
ject, but Daubeny aras able to show first that the effect is

principally due to the influence of rays in tho ne^hour-
hood of the yeDow portion of the spectrum, and fihat

those of higher refrangibility are practicaU7 destitnt* of
any influence in the matter—a result, evtn now, that it Is

^ly esUblished far indeed from being i /n’ori

’ So much has now been cjearly worked out in reflect to
the physical detsjls of the *‘vital” prooesyee of plants^
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tlMlt it wenld be nnineiitly desirable to have in each of

owrolder tmlversities the very simple and moderate accom-

medatioa attached to fheir bohuMe gardens which is

needed, ifonlyfer giving students an opportunity of going

over for themsdves biological phenomena so funda-

mental in their general ^character and so comparatively

easy to investigate.

ms SECOND GERSfAN ARCTIC EXPEDI-
TION

Tkt Cermati Aretie Expedition in 1869-70, and Narra-
tive of the Wreck of the “ Hansa" tn the Ice. By
Capt Koldewey, Commander ofthe Kxpedition, assisted

by members of the Scientific Staff. With numerous

Woodcuts, two Cf^flured Maps, two Portraits on Steel,

and four ChromoJlt^pgyaphic Illustrations. Transited

and Abridged by Ppv. L. Mercier, M.A. Oxon;
and edited by H. W. Pates, F.L.S., Assistant Secretary,

R.G.S. (London : fjampspp Low and Co., 1874.)

This weU-told UPlieiPrPmpIt interesting narrative of

the fruitful German expedltjpp fff (^ppenland

in 1869-70 strongly confims what we sfj^ fff ffUr
^

leading article with r^d to the ncc«|S|ty qf Rpvprp- I

ment undertaking wetic pjplorgtiop ip polpf tljpf (t ?»y
be carried on with the greatest efficippcy, tlte FispRpi of

choosing the route by Smith’s Sound, tfpd the yaluable

^wesulta that may bo iMked for from ap pip^|t|pn oigp-
'
nised on a broad and liberal basis and CPt7i<^ out in

a thoroughly systematic manner.

This exp^ition waa initiated at Orepigp shortly after

the return of the first German Arctic Expedition, by Dr.

Petermann, Capt. Koldewey, and a few others who are

eager to advance the exploration of the polar region*,
I

the object being to penetrate into the still unknown heart

of these regions, mp]cjpg the east coast of Greenland the

basis of operations. 4p elaborate plan of exploration was

drawn out, which included the solution of nesrly ail the

questions with respect 'to the arctic regions that yet

remain unsolved. The funds were to ho raised by public

subscription, and the larpe committee of eminent scientific

men who undertook prpanlsation qf the expedition

worked cnthusiasticp)ja’ (p M it set pdpM. Thp scheme

was wen received by perman public. |t was calcu-

lated that the whole expenses of the expedition would

amount to 10,500/., and we are glad to sec ttat all this

was obtained, and even additional expenses pmd off after

the retmo of the expedition

As might be surmised, this sum was adequate for only

a modest expedition ; it is calcnlated that our Government

expaditiOB will cost at least six times that amount. Two
fwivil vnsdt were procured to carry the members of the

expedition, the Germania and Uansa, the latter to act as

to the former. The Germania was built expressly

foe the purpose^ was a small tsro-masted screw steamer of

143 tons boiden, thoroughly well sheathed and adapted

fbr ioc-aangation ; for a ship of its size, indeed, it could

hardly have been bettor fitted than it was to struggle

wftb an the (Umgen of ice-navigation. The //iww/* was a

sdwooer pf 76J tons burden, which had been built In

i|fi4 : as die waa to act as tender to the Cermanta, she

dm liWt bpen iq strongly armed at the

latter. The internal fittings, provisioning, and general

eqifipment were all that could be desired, considering the

modest sum with which the organisers had to work.

The commander of the expedition was Capt Koldewey.
thirty-two years of age, an experienced arctic navigator

and an enthusiast for arctic exploration, who by scientific

study had added to his practical qualifications for the

command of such an expedition ; Capt. Hegemann ruled

on board the Hansa. The narrative of the expedition

contains a brief sketch of the cafeer of each of the scien-

tific members of the expedition, all of whom *eem to

have been well qualified for their particular'work Physics,

astronomy, botany, zoology, geology, .and geodesy each

bad its representative, and on the whole we are bound to

say the interests of each department were well c.ared for

One of the most eilTirient and h.ardest working members of

the expedition was Lieut. Julius Payer, then twenty-sevrn

years old, and ’now so famous in connection with the

successful Austro-Hupganan expedition. There was an

Englishman on board, Dr Copeland, who. along with Dr.

Bftrgcn, undertook astronomical and physical science, .as

well as geodesy. Dr. Pansch was well qualified to look

after the botany , and Ppf. Dp J.aube. of Vienn.i, was

zoologist on board the qpfpjrjjmate Hama. Still, the

narmtive mutt forcibly }mpri»» any careful reader with

the idea that the scientifip'sfalT was far from adequate for

the work of thorough arctic cxplqrattpn ! officers and

men worked heart and sou) (o carry out the objects of the

expejlition, and the results pbtajped are well worth the

moqey expended ; but at qlmpsf'pvcry riep it was evident

that the work was greatly hprppered fqr want of men.
The two ships, with VeII'4S?prted staffs and crews,

left Bremerhaven on Jupe 15, 1869, in presence of his

Majesty the King qf Prussia, wfcq fl)Owed the warmest

interest in'the expedition. They wept Joyously on their

joumey, everyone on board in excejleqt spirits, the scien

tific staff making what observatlqnp prejT possilile on the

life and temperature in sea apo air. l^is part of the

narrative, as indeed the whole story of the expedition, is

told with a most charming simplicity and freshness, which

has been well kept up in the Er.glish abridged translation.

The solitary and rugged Jan Mayen was sighted on July 9
but the almost eternal mist forbade .any attempt nt landing

Both Germania and Hansa struck the ice on July 15, the

former in 74" 47* N. lat. and ii'’’50' W. long., and the

latter in 74“ 57" N and 9" 41' W, The two ships had lost

sight of each other on July 10, and did not meet ag.sm

till the iStb, keeping in sight of each other among the ice

till the zoth. On that day the Germania signalled to the

Hansa to come within hail, which untertunafelv Capt

Hegemann misunderstood, and kept further off ; the two

ships did not meet again. Up to this time they

had been sailing northwards, mostly in dense fogs,

trying to find an opening through'which they might pene-

trate through the icc-line, so at to get as near the land as

possible. As no favourable opening could be found, the

ships turned southwards, agreeing to meet at Sabine

Island. Shortly after the Hansa got caught among the

ice, with which she continued to struggle heavily, and by

August 14 was hopelessly involved in the impenetrable

masies. From this time she was at the mercy of the ice,

with wbidishe dnftcd south until Oct. zi, when, in 70°

Sz' N. and W., she was crushed between the heavy
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floe* and tank; Hi^npily tboie on board had for aome

time before begun to fear the wmat, and tranafened 6wn
the /T/uisa to nlaigefloeacondderableproportuHiofthe

movaUea oit board, inchidmg 'three go^ boat* They
were, indeed, more fortunate than the mneteen people

belonging to the Polaru, who found themselvei m a nmi
W position, very inadequately provided for The men of

the unfortunate Hansa proceeded to make themselves as

coaafortablc as possible on then drifting island of ice,

which at first was about seven miles in circumference.

Among the stores which were transferred to the ice was a

large quantity of coal in well squaredjblocka, with which

a wonderfully cmnfortable house was built, surrounded by
a sort of snow wall, the space between which and the

house was covered ever The story of tin Sfii of

crew on then drifting floe is very wdl ttfld , aa4
although course thqy^were not quite ao eoafotaUe no

ifthey were saflrng m a ipod diip on a sunny sen, StP
their hardships appear to have been by no means greats

not so great, we think, as those which the oOceia

and crew of the G*rmama had to nndeigo in carrying

on the work of the expedition No one seems to ^vs
been seriously affected in health by the journey, and
all kept in wonderfully good spirits. The floe ooea>

sionally came to gntt, and iu dimensiwa boeane
gradually diminished , m January it suffered such n

terrible breakup that a new house had to be built

Neither officers nor men—fifteen in all—gave themselves

up to idleness observations were being continually made,

and this part of the narrative will be found to cont^ a
good dead of valuable informatitm as to (the fauna and

flora met with the state of the ice, the currents, and on
the geographical and geological features of the land. At
last, on May 7, in 61° 13' N , the company quitted the floe

and took to the boats, after havmg been on the former

for 200 days. Even then it was not all pbdn sailing, as

they had often to stay for days on floes, dragging the boats

aftCT them. At last, however, they got fairly away, and
on June 13 rmched the Missioa Station of Friedencksthal,

near the sooth pobt of Greenland, in 60* N lat eight

months after their bttle ship went down about 700 mile*

further north. It is needless to say the fifteen men were

most hospitably entertained by the good missionaries.

After staying here a short tune they went by Lichtenan to

JnUanshaab, a town further up the west coast ot Green
land. Here they were taken on board a ship bound for

Ci^ienhagen, which, after idsiting Frederickdiaabi still

further north, started for Europe about the end of July,

and landed them m Copenhagen on Sept, i During
the stay of the Hanstix crew m the south west of Green
land, the officers made many valuable observations on
the people and the geology of the country The nathtsa

m Aese parts are very ^fiferent m pkynqut ftnra

on the west coast, as w^ as from those who live

further to the north , they bear on their features ^ ms*
mutakable marks of a large infusion of European, maiidy
Danish, Uood, and in their habits they are altigESllisr'

more aviiised than the genuine aborigiM Dr Laslbt
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indefiulgmble in hk InvMtigationi on all pouts of

dwrtlfic interest, and geographers and ondquanes will

tM delighted widi the latest information respecting the

remains of the first Norse colonists, the Enropean disco-

verers of Greenland , an illustradon is given of what are

supposed to be the ruins of £nk Randa’s house

It would be impossible, within the limits of a review, to

give any adequate idea of the work of the more fortunate

Ctrmaiiia. AfterJ sailing about among the ice dll the

5th of August, she dropped anchor u a small bay on the

tenth of SaUne Island, m about 74^° N
,
which was ulb

mutely to be her winter harbour From here an attempt

was made to advance northwards, but the task was given

up as hopeless, after repeated attempu and the moat
anxious observation and consultation, and the Cermama ^

never got further north than 75]^° The ship returned to
lU first anchorage on the south side of Sabine Island,

where she remamed ftom Sqit. 13, 1869, to July 22, 1870.

The position chosen was a well sheltered one, both on the
north and south, and although subjected to fearful storms
the stout little steamer bravely weathered the long wmter,
and left Greenland with nothmg wrong but a leaky boiler

The ofiScers and crew seem to have been as comforuble
as they could be on board a ship of the Cermamcft
accommodation, and nearly the whole wmter through

they were kept pretty regularlylsupplied with fresh meat,
as the district around abounds with musk-oxen, reindeer,

hares, foxes, not to mention seals, fish, and leathered

fauna. An observatory was establi^ed on shore, and a
valuable senes of meteorological and magnet ol-spivi

Via t —Orw p of Eiqniauuu.

Uons made, as aell as observations on the tides and

currents. Several sledge journeys were organised in

spnng, and summer ] and notwithstandmg the

great hardships from which those who went on these

Journeys suffered, from msufficient sledges, want of

drau^t dogs, inadequate shelter, insufficient food,

god generally deficient equipment, as well as from

the wretched stote of the ground, so unfavourable

to sledge travelling, a wonderful amount of scien

rrork rras accomplished between Cape Bismark on

the itocth, a little south of the 77th parallel, and the mag

nifioent inlet discovered by the exp^tion, which indents

the coast a little nmth of 73”, and which has been named

J^daer Fraas-Joseph's Fjord. Anyone who compares

thf map of fl^ stretch of coast effikh accompanies the

yehnne wHbprevioas maps of Gipenland win see at once

that our geographical knowledge of the Cast Greenland

coast has been largely added to os well as corrected by

the expedition. The mountam scenery and glaciers of

this stretch of coast are vary grand, and attain almost

Alpine dimensions and magnificence in the many anrud

Frans-Joseph Fjord, laeut Payer gives an admirable

account of the scenery, geol^y, and glacial features of the

latter, which is weU helped out by the engravings and

chromolithographs that lOustrate his account One

peak, “n pyramid of ice," Payer calls it, rising i i,ooo ft.

above the sea fiur to the west of the Fjord, was named

after the accomplished geographer Petermann

Bat we cannot enter into details. Botaniste will find

plenty to interest them in these pages, as a very full

acedunt is given vi the almost mcrediUy abundant

flora of the region , « whole diapter is devoted to an
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account of the habiU and appeatance of the larger fauna,

which If to plentiful that no expeditktttneed suffer from

want of food , the geologr of the coast and islands was well

investigated, and coal was found to abound in some dis-

tricts , dredging also was occasionally earned on, but with

no very fruitful rcbults Clavcnng, forty years ago, met

with a considerable number of natives in this part of East

Citeenland , not one is now to be found, though the

remains of their huts, bunal places, weapons, and utensils

abound The map shows that careful and frequent

soundings were taken, and the book contains some very

valuable observations on the nature of the ice of these

regions, and especially |on the difference between the

Greenlwd glaciers and those of the Alps We find also

that a spectroscopic examination was made of the deep

blue hght of the ice, the result of which is, however, not

given. Indeed, those who want to obtain full details of

the scientific results of this expedition must go to the

original German account, as the Enghsh edition has

evidently been mainly abridged by the omiSklOH iff abthh

tific details

Altogether, the results of the second fcerman Afbite

1 xpedition are such as to reflect the very highest credit

upon lU members, and must be very gratifying to its prif-

muters There is yet much to be done ere the east coalt

of Greenland is adequately explored, and although this

expedition has clearly proved that there is no road to the

pole from that side, sull there is undoubtedly on the hast

coast of Greenland a fertile field for further discovery

All this IS admitted by Capi koldewey Ih bis conblusion,

ind we coincide with him Ih lielieving that if ah fehglith

expedition to \V est Greettlafidthhmgh Smith’s SbUHd,Uhd

a German one to East OKehiAhd, started at tlib tame

time, they would, with bti^ experience Iffd means
of assistance, certainly ifild lb iiery neb results. Ilittiplly,

an English expeditioU bH Kh adequate scale Ik wing
organised, let the ObHMfi Government entUhtib the

liberality of ours, and lilfld ttUt an equally well ktlUlbpbd

expedition, to contmub) tt hot ttt complete, tlib bfUtit of

the Oermama on the bliWl kidb of Greenland If 11 sb

please the Germans, tel It W A ttbe to the pole, ibd Ibl

Ur Petermann be urtlbmi

1 he Cennanta left W WIHUPiltlUlfiit on July 32, add
after coasting about for sonlb liihb—it was then the large

Fjord was discovtred—turned homewards, and reached

i remerhaven safely on Sept 1

1

The translation and editing are carefully done, and the

numerous and well-executed illustrations add greatly to the

value of the work, which well deserves a wide circulation

DSAYSON'S "PROPER MOTION OF THE
FIXFD STARii” FTC

1 he Cause of the Supposed Proper Motion of the Fixed
Mars, and an Explanation of the Apparent AcceUra-

tum of the Mooiis Mean Motion , with other Geeme
tncal Problems tn Astronomy hitherto Unsolved. A
Sequel to the Glacial Epoch. By Lieut Col Urayson,

KA., F KAb (London Chapman and Hall, 1874.}

This book, the author tells us, is a sequel to "The
Causes Date, and Duration of the Last Glacial

Lpodi,* of which we published a short notice last year.

The last wodc waa founded on misconception and igno>

rance,*and m thu ftspbet the olib may ftiify IM odteA A
•equel to the other. In our remarks on ‘*Tha Gtodal

Epoch” we objected td the anthoc’t attmnpt tb bdfh it

problem m physical aatrbndmy by geometry dlonei Tbt
author, however, la unconvthced Hu geometry, It is

true, is a much mOre pOweifhl instrument than anything

of the same name which we have had the fortune to ntoet

with so far On p 4 of thb present work he thus omn*
pares the powers observation and geometry Mere
observation can never arrive at any result until the whble

cyde, and perhaps many cycles, have been observed.

For example, if the sun’s mid-day alutude were obaamd
on the 1st of January of any year, and again on the ist of

February and ist of March, observation aiohe could tdl

us nothing more than that there was a certain inersaoe in

this mendian altitude. Geometry, however, could analyse

this rate uf increase, and would probably be able to pre-

dict wllH Would be the sun’s mendun altitude for every

day m Ihfi Jfldr ” Perhaps the author could, by hts geo-

metry, IfM kilbw the height of the reviewer at the agea

of ten, IWdVilt tlhd fourteen, predict his height at the age

of fifty ot kUdlf The geometry which could solve the

one problem WMld surely be able to solve the othor.

U^l Col GBiyson is not only unconvmced
; he is

unblushmgly self-confident. On p 33 we find “ When,
i then, It happsiU lhat the number of persons capable of

Judging mdependbhlly of an original and difficult problem
in geometetcal akllbflbmy, are to the number who are the

mbre blind follbwt»k bf ‘ authorities in sdence ’ as about

one to ten llilMilahdj ffi find ourselves iti a considerable

minority **

On thb tilkbl' liand, the Alnount of reliance which he
places upoH the intelUgencb of other persons is very

slight, ak may be seen from Ulb following quotations —
“To a iteMdh tthacquainted INlh geometry there seems

nothing IlnlltiUtid in statihk thill Ihe centre of a cucle can
vary lU dlslAll^ noth toe bvcumfcrencc and yet still

always reidlUh Ihb cfchtre , and this is the statement now
put iorWord as ^ certain theonsts.”

“ In our work, ' Thb Cause, foe , of the Glacial Epoch,’
We called attention to the fact that it seemed improbable
that the centre of a circle cotlld vary its distance from its

bitoumfctbhbb and yet remain Ijte centre, although it had
been agreed aUHHg nearly two hundred years that it could
do so"

Of course it would seem unsound, improbable, impos-
sible, and absurd to anyone who had formed bis ideas of
a circle from Euclid s definition , and to us it seems almost
inconceivable that anyone can really believe pr profess to

believe, what the author here and in almost innumerable
other passages in his books so confidently asserts, that
this absurdity is taught or even thought of The author
certainly never proves that Such is dm case The special

views of Lieut. CoL Drayson with reference to the move-
ment of the axis of the earth in space we will let him
state for himself —

“ It is here demonstrated that dunne 330 yean we can
calculate what the obliquity was to mdun one aeoond

;

that is to say, the actual curve traced by the pole of toe
heavens leUtiVe to the pole of the ecliptic dunng kjo
years does hot differ one second frofo the circuiiAtenw
of a cucle having a tadliik of 19" 35' 47", and its eMM fiP

from the pole of the eebptie. In other words, toe certo
traced by the pole of tbs heavena during 330 yean diMtt
(ffa circte locb aa that defined above.*
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ttt tbe ptfetlonspM fifad his opinion of hU ottn

lie that hi ** This calculhtion is, pfer

tSaps, tha most ngid geoinetricsl investigation that has

ever been applied to an astronomical problem "

Pbihapi our readers will scarceljr credit the statement

that, notwhhstandini; this proud confident boasting, there

is no tHVtsttgatun ^ dlL All the author does la to dtaW

a circle^ which of course he can draw through three points,

which are different posiuons of the earth’s pole, and then,

because his dicle always passes within one second of the

different positions of the pole for a couple of hundred

years, we are asked th take it as proved that the pole

always has been and always must be on this circle

The extreme proximity of two curves for a compare

tlvcly short distance is nb criterion of iheir being

coincident

The author, in the preface to this work, makes some

strictures on out remarks oh “ The Glacial Epoch ” In

these he mistakes OUr illusthltiona for arguments, mis

quotes our objections, and misstates our arguments It

IS impossible to reply, and it is perliaps as well , we have

already given too much space to this author

OtW £OOAr SHELF

Deglt Stitdi I>uiet dt Amdro^to Fusmten Cominemo-

roMone pt,r Enruo dal Fossa dt Mombtllo, Prof store

di Ftsua Heir Universtld Ltbera >h Perugia (koltgno,

'

1874)

This dry Uttle book gives an account of the works

of Fuiinieri which related chiefly to endosmose, capil

lanty, adhesion, and other molecular actions , also to

static electricity and to magnetism. He published a work

in 1844 on " Molecular Mechanics, and a Repulsive Force

in the Ethereal Medium," which we have nevtr seen, but

which would surely be of interest now in connection with

Mr Crookes’s experiments on repulsion by heat m a

vacuum ,
in 1846, a memoir on Light, Heat, Ucctncity,

Magnetism, and Electro-magnetism , in the following year

a memoir on Meteorology ,
and altogether many small

occasional memoirs. The second part of Prof dal Po«o s

woiks IS a critical inquiry into the work entitled The

Unity of the Physical Forces," publishedm 1864m Rome

5
f Father Secchi and the third part contains some

ographical notices of Fusinlen The book is umllus

trat^ and has no fcliatles of style to recommend It the

students of the Iree University of Perugia must be

devoted scientists if they purchase the book and manage

to read from beginning to end of it.

LETTERS to THt EDITOR

ITbe Editor dots not MdUmsd/rafonuile/orofuttoits exprated

by Us eorrapOHdents Reitker can he unfertfe to return,

ir to eomSoHd wtk the wnters of, rejected mamuertffs

Ho nedet it taken ofamnymous communuatumt J

Royal Agricnlttiidl Society and the Potato Disease

, Tu* paragraph which appeared m ywr last w«ek 11 u m

iw inteiStlng mat It amply tonfirnuiht

who have wiUchsd the well meaiit efforts of the Roytd ActicuI

t««l Sodely with rtspert to the potato disease 1 to

iS^t to It tor two^ita^a In tbe first place, it fs mWiratiDg

lO iss dm way hr wilich a matter of this kind IS r^srded by so

ltdIttUUid a bddy Here U a disease annually cfiretiw the

detttuttieihe^aiatgtrOtsaiaUerpartot a chief item In the food

ef the cotthmalty, winch has already prodneed a famine in one

of the three kinrtou*. and any year may

which lor the last thirty years has senimsly occupied the alten

67

tlon ejf sewntifio mmi throitohoilt Europe IS it liot lUrptihim:
Uiat the Royal Aghcultiitar'Sadeiy should thihk the offer of a
lOof prise for an essay In afiy way an adequate method of deal
mg wUh the subject ? Itt the first Instance, the tune for aendlng

rs was actually fixed s > as to prevent the coinpetUon
Roihg over the life histoty of tbe fungus during one

season before competing This was pointed out, and the timctwas
prolonged. But though the competition was advertised abroad
in the German papers, nothing of any unportance was ehcited
heyottd whit was already well known
The Society then determhied to offer prizes fur disease-proof

.
outoei. The utter fniUity of this proceeding was clearly

obvious to anyone in the least acquainted wiiii the subject But
it was done and possibly if the ‘ botanic referee liked travel
ling about the three kingdoms, his time was not wasted Hut
the result is exactly what It waa predicted it woul 1 be
Now, It seems to me that this spasmodic an 1 ill-coosldered

way of dealing with a teriotis subject contrasts, to an extent that it

imposaible quite to regard with salisfiiclion, with the course that

nild be adopted in sneh a nutter in other countries. It shows,
any rate, bow little the methodical sdentlfic method of inves-

tigation is understood by the majority of well informed English
people
And this bnngs me to my second pobiL '1 he Society, anxlons

..at to be entirely foiled offered a sum of money to a well
known investigator of the life history of fungi, I’mh do
Bary, of Strosburg to induce him to study tbe pobuo diseoie
Considering that De Bary had already written an admimble
memoir on tlie PeroHotporea, there was a certain simplicity

in supposing that the gift of a sum of money would elicit some
additional imormatlon which his zeal ns a scientific investigator

had failed to do. If it does, however (and the history ^ the
tn/eilant a not perfectly understood) it will be a

the scientific questions that oecur as to tbe un^n of
me aiseose, and that ‘ it is owuig to a fungus ( Peronosfora
lufettans) which attacks the leaves first, and after absorbing tlie

nutriment of them, utilises the petiole, and thus reaches the
tubes (tie) it u nccessaiy to pi int out that tU this and a good
deal more was ascertained by tbe Rev M J Berkeley m this

country, and by Monlagne in France, and published by the former
in a paj^r conlnbatcd to the first volume of tbe Journal of tbe
Horticultural Society u 1846.

Nov 20 W T TlIISELl IN I)\ER

Zoological Oardens, Regent a Park

Havino lately visited some of the Zoological t arJens on tlie

Continent, and on my return compared los m ihe Re|,ent 1 Park
with the leeoUecUun of ihe former 1 have lieeii impressed th t

ihe latter appear lo stand in need of mneb improvement.
In the first place, to ada) t them to morlem ideas of sanitary

sciehce, we should consider they are much too swuili in area for

thenumber of mhabitants, espreaally as several of the^e ore f

gigantic sizc^ and many otben nere natuially much space fui

exercise

Ibe carnivora, when bred and reared in dens of too small
extent, begin to lose their muscular fulness of body, and what
muscle remains becomes degenerated, and some members of

their litters, reared m captivity, get affected with symptums of
paraplegia, with weakness in the buttocks and postenor limtis.

Proprietors of travelling menageries are in the habit of putting

tUcir carnivora and large animals through a series of gyntuatttc

ftrfoimanca, which Will be doubtless of MS great benefit to their

health as they arc] to the human spc-ies, ahd ought therefore

to be Introduced Into our Zoological Gardens
The antelope and luer tribes, being of nomadic disposition,

should have much more space alloltM to them than there is at

I
resent in the Gardens, where -should be provided means for

grazing and browaing m tbe open air, m full aunllglit, and with

I ee exposure ter the winds, to ensure healthy digestion and com

p etc aeration in the lungs.

In a city so well provided with water u London is, one must
be sorpnied at the scantiness oj the supyltes afforded to some
qua^peds and birds whereby what Uttle exists vary soon geu
soiled and ahfit for badiing and dhnklng purpoM These

bosliia and ponds are seldolti to be seen filled with aught else

itmn ditch water and are as dnty aS horse ponds, whereas there

might easily be designed and constnlcted a plan f ir a constant

supply of fresh water to rdiiiiH and thaibol water ou^ andtUns

ensuie pnnty and cieaiiliitess.
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••teorthecuc* of tha an ipluhed all

orer with ordnNt offtartre to the ii|^tiMr in appoHue* aad

nnell. and injoiiona to the health aad phiinage of thaibude

them^vcif
The Jrttimigt of the Zooloclcal Gardena it alio w defectitra

aa to be aeraing on a pnblic naiaanca to the Inhabitanti of the

banka of the Regent a Canal, ao thataoma •“

taken for the better dbpoaal of the aewage.

If&dllueadonoteaiatforeatendingtiiearea of theRegent’a

Puk (krdena, from want of power to acqnire mote gronnd, then

it ahonld become a aenoua qtwatioa whether or not a sapplemen
tary Garden might be obtained in the anbarfaa farther off It

coaid acarcoly be eapected that the anbactibera would telinqniah

the retention of the preaent paaiiioa, on account of ita advan*

tageona aitoation in the town for the acceaa of vialtarai It la

quite poaaibie riaitoti might be aatiafied orith mneh/Smo- ammalt
/« see, eapccially of tboae unattractive in

•*

and It could eaaily be decreed that all

another garden for acientific puipoaea alone

h urther, the stternlgarden might be appropriated for breeding

porpoeea^ and change of air and locality for the naual inhabitanta
of the oid encioaurea and dena and cagea, when the latter were
required to be repaired or diainfected ; aM finally, it might be

•* ' '
'urn forthe decrepid

ir farther exhibition

I be great preroWce of tnienidar and strefUleeu sUseaset

rrported to exiat amongvt the animals should also be cited

aa indicabTe of a necesattv for increased apace and ventilatioo

being required in the ganlena, and it is much to be detired that

some sta/uHcj of this daM of dlaordera ahonld be eompilad and

I
ubliahed for general information, giving details of ita greater or

ieaa frequency in special daaaea of quadrupeda, birds, reptiles,

and fahea Viator

1 r hat often occurred to me that the officers in chaige of our

Zoological Gardena enjoy exceptfonal opportunities ofaacertaining

ex|>eninenially the limits of the mtellectunl and educational capa
bill ies of the animals under their cbaige^ but 1 am not aonaie of
tliu existence cd any ayatematic eff irt to realise the harvest of
V Inable and mtereating information that liea here waiting to be
gathered. la not this an object wottby of the attention of the

/ X igical Society ?

^ov 17 C Traiix

AOTE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
lolumella avrjs in the amphibia*

I
N his paper ** On the Structure and Development of
the f^iul of the Common Frog” (PhiL Trans 1871),

Mr Parker sutes that, in the fourth stage of the tad
poiCft ” the hyoid aikh has made its second great mor-
phological chann , it has coalesced with the mandibular
pier in front and with the auditory capsule above (PlateV
tigs. 1—4, and Plate VI Fig 8, r.A.iM,, >.A.m

)

The
upper part, or supra byomandibular (r.A.M), is attached
t j the auditory sac much loorer down and more outarard
than the top w the arch In iront. This upper distmet
part IS small , it answers to only the upper pan of the
Teleostean hyomandibular , there is a broad sub-bifid
upper bead answermg to the two ichthyic condyles, then
a narrow neck, and then behind and below an * opercular
process ’

} Below this the two arches ek fused
together , but the hyoid pan is demonstrated just above
the commencement of the lower thii^ by the lunate fossa
tor the * styloid condyle' (Plate V Figs, a and 4, «/.>!.}

"

the stage —'‘Thesupnirbyomandtbular (Fig 3,
sJssn^ has become a free plate of camlage of a tnfoCate
form”(p 164}

In the seventh stage —"The ' supraphyomandibular'
1 to the hyoid arch, becomes now part oflosing all relsfron to u

the middle ear . Hie uttnUal ekmeat of the middlo
ear, the stapes (rf).wat seen in the fbordi sfaMi dhti

condyles ana opercular process of the hyomandibuint am
now being prepared to form an ossco-cartilaglnous chiujii

from the 'membrana tympanl' to the stimes. Under
these condidoDs a new nomenclatura will be required f

ud this will be made to depend upon the tUP/nEal rdhp
donship of the cham, notwithstanding its dimtent xauc-

pholofficftl origipi
“

I shall now call the lobes of this trifoliate ^e of
cartilage as follows—namely, the antero-superior ' supra-

supedial,’ the postero-superior ' medio-stapMlal,’ aad the
frera opocular process ‘ extra-stapodial ' {sM ,

mji , eM)
" The stapes (sA) sends no sAM forwards to meet the

new elements, but they grow towards it , this will be seen
m the next stwe ” (pp. 169, 170)
As the question m the origin of the colunulla attrit in

the Vertibrata is one of ctmsideraUe morpbok^cal im-
portance, I have devoted a good deal of time, dunng the
past summer, to the mvesbgation of the development of
this structure m the frog, and it is perhaps some evidence
of the difficulty of the inquiry, tw my conduskns do
not accord with those enunciate by Mr Parker, in the
vem excellent and laborious memoir which I have cited

I find, in the first place, that there is no coalescence of
the mandibular with the hyoidean arch, the latter merely
beemning articulated with the former

Secondly, Mr Parker's " su{»arhyomandibular ” is

simply an outgrowth of the mandibular arch from that
elbow or angle which it makes, when the pedicle which
It is attached to the trabecula passes into the downwardly
and forwardly inclmcd snspensotial portion of the ueb
This outgrowth attaches itself to the periotic capsule, and,
coalescmg with it, becomes the oHc process, or " superior
crus of the suspensorium ” of the adult frog
The hyoid arch, seen m the fourth stag& elongates, and

Ita proximal end attaches itself to the periouc capsule, m
front of the fenestra ovalis and dose to the pedicle of the
suspensorium, which position it retains throughout hfe.

The columella auns arises as an outgrowth of a car
tilaginous nodule, whuh appears at the anterior and
superior part of the fenestra ovalis, in front of and above
the stapes, but m immediate contact with it It is to be
found in frogs and toads which have just lost their tails,

m which the gape does not extend further back thun the
postenor margin of the ey& and which have no tympanic
cavity, as a short and slender rod which prmects but very
slightly beyond the level of the stapes, its free end b^g
continued mto fibrous tissue, which runs towards the sns-
pensonum, beneath the portio dura, and represents the
lUBpaisorio-supedial ligwnent of the Urodela.

This rod dongates, and lU anterior or free end is earned
outwards, in proportion as the tympano-eustachkn passage
isdevdoped. At the same time, the free end becomes don
gated at right angles to the direcbon of the rod, and givet
nse to the “ extra-stapedial ” portion, which is imbedded
m the membrana t^panL Ossification fVf jfiace
around the penphery of the mid^ of the rod , thus the
medioetapedial u i^oeed The inndr por^ becomes
the rounded, or pestle-shaped, supra-stapedia^ but retains
Its pmnitive place and connexions, whence we find it la
the adult articulated m a fossa in that part of the periotic
capsule which forms the front boundary of the fenertra
ovalis, but m dote contact with the supes.
1 he columUa csssris of the frog, therefore, is certainly

not fanned by the nutamorphosis of any part of eithtfthe
mandibular or the hyoidean arches, tudi as they eidtt in
the fourth stage of lairal developinait

It may be said further, tiiat the eotussulU undoubtedly
tuu to be developed from the side walls of the andltacy

. jpsule in the same way as the stapci^ aad seme eppefir-
ances have led me to suspect that tt is eciglnalW in oemo

"

tinoitysrlth the stapes, but I am not quite sure that aadl
istbecaM Are we to conclude, thembse, that the ce^
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Utnuie, Kith 111)! sU^fcs

]jmHL i* CtttUidMtlbbi ttt^uiul fbt hi!^
ttHii lUittMM to me dull ihfe ktatiiis lii llbl to
"cto out* of t)ie carblAgUltiilii peHotlc Mptolfe ilk the
KMk at the tHottdti&eetidh of e tiot^oh of thot bioguie
«IiU!H itttieiitk lin^ohddhed longer th^ the test More
Over, iM VkitAii ^ OOUM i band of UtMthehioua
fll^ tttendi from the ftetiei to thel olH of the
Mtapentorium with which the hyOid u connected, ilnd to
the hyoid itself It is conceivable, end cettalilly hot im
firobaue, that this stdltedio-sustwnsorial ligament topre
tents the dotsal extremity of the hyoddean aTcli ^ut the
eKrtiufutta item, in its eariy condition in the hog, to
heany resethhles the statiedlo-tiisbenMnal ligament Oir
dally ch^drlfled^ that it la hatd to suppose that one Is

hot the homologoe of the other , in which case the cotu

1 hyomani
that the relations of the poitio dura nerve to the hyoman
dibular in such a fish as the Ray, speak strongly in favour
of this view

0// MlRAGi *

It

iWli fad# inodify oar iittagitaary distribution of
• ” density m such a way as tO adapt It to a cottlKia

earth. 1*0 do thu we have merely to bend our disglitoi

to the ekrth's curvature

The result is shown in h ig 3 (Plato t ),
where the dotted

line tooreients a level line coincident with a stratum of

equal density in the earth s atmosphere, and, like any other

level lin& tuUtakifag of the general CtUrature of the esHh
It is ot the same length as the dotted line m odr fttst

diag;taffl, and ordmates (offsets), e<tUal to those in Pig 1,

are laid off from it, in normal directions, at the same
number of eouidistant pomts. The curves thus obtained

possess all the propertiea, as regards foci and images,

which we have pomted out as belonging to those of Figs.

I and 2 , and we can now afford to dispense with the

difiScult physical postulate of a dimmuuon of density

doyrnymrakthitn the {fisne of reference One of the rays

m Fig i is oyeryWheto conedve downwards, and there

fore the Sir which It usverses increases in density down
wSrdk.

If we the law which gave figs. 1 and 2 (Plsto I

)

to hold only oh bhe Side ofthe plane of reference, flhile im
the other side of this plSne the dentity is uniform, wC ktiall

have conjugate foci forpomts in the plane of reference, but

for no other points The conjugate foa will themselves be
in the plane of reference and the distance from any
pomt to Its comugate will be constant Rays coming to

thepl^ of reteralce from the side on which the density

uBUbiitt will be bent round so as to meet the plane of

tototohcc again at a constant distSiice In advance of the

St which they entered and the angle of emergenceW he equal to the angle of ihcidenee More generally,

Ij^eker there is a layer of air in which the density

Very rmndly from ohe side to the other, while

wl eUMWh^ u comparatively constant, rays

mtUHlig ^ VShJtolS stratum titim the denser side will

tl^ iadmations to the stratum ore not too gtost)

m KWhuTifalt and eme^ firom It again on dto Ume

I moK rapfiUy dowh to the gtound
i^hg). In Fig 5 the

fi «hi^ the dehklty dimi

tmiiUitiott tsi^^most
Ihbbth

apBcSrSilce pWsented lb ah e>e at C will be nearly the
same si if the rSyk had been reflected from a plalie
mirtor behind Snd parallel to the stratum

, I say neartr
the same, because the position of the equivalent
mirtoi’ will not be precisely the same for rays at different
inclihStions to the stratum. ObjecU wiU thus be seen
inverted, without being necessarily either magnified or
dihliliikmd. Fig 4 is intended to illustrate the mirage
6f the detott, and Fig 5 to illustrate the formation of
inverted linages in looming In ( Ig 4, tracing the three
rays backwards ftOm the observer s eye at E, the lowest
of the three at the eye elid is bent up just sufficiently to
prevent it striking the ground, and then goes away to the
sky, to that he wiU see the sky os if reflected from the
ground. The second ray does not pass quite so near the
gtoundt knd it goes away to a lower part of the sky The
thittl ray Mows a similar course not descenduig quite so
near the ground, ahd gOing off in a diiection more nearly
honiontsJ We may suppose it to be terminated by a
tree, hill, or other tall object, which will accordingly be
seen reflected beyond the image of the sky
Rays a little higher than this will escape the upward

bending which has ptodUcod these effects, and which is

due to the action Of a Comparatively thm stratum of air

near the ground. The same objects which have Ken
seen appiUtmUy reflected by the ground wilt thus bt idsu
seen erect in their true twsltiohs. The relitioh hettVeen

the appearances of the true and the rcffectcd oblectk is

almost precisely the same as if there were a sheet of
water occupying the place of the ground , and the flicker

ing of the ati: St we hotter and colder currents ascend
and descend will hear a close resemblance to waves
ruffling the surface of the imaginary hke
The earliest «planation of mirage, I believe, on re

cord IS tliat of MoHge (A»m de Cmtk uix 207), one of

the savans %ho S^mpanled BoHtKHe m his expc
dition to Egypt The following Is the passage in the
Anmles, which purports to be an abstract of a memoir
read at a meeting ot the Institute, held at Cairo —

“ At sea it Often happens that a ship seen from af ir

appears to be floating in the sky and not to be supported
by the water An analogous effect was witnessed by oil

the hretich during the march of the army across Iht
desert. The villages seen itt tite distance appeared to be
built upon an island ih the midst of a lake As the
observer approached them, the boundary of the apparent
water retreated, Slid tm nesHng the Village it disappeared,
to recommence Jbf the next viUagtii Citizen Motige
attributes thlk Iffml to the diminWbfl Of density of the
inferior layer of the atmosphere This ahninutioii itt the
desert is produced by the augmentation of temperature,
which IS the result of the heat communicated by the sun
to the sands with which this layer is m immediate con
tact. In this state of things the rays of hght which
come from the lower parts of the sky having arrived at

the surface Which separates the less dense layer from
those which att above, do not penetrate this layer 1 they

are reflected! bhd tbilk form in the eye of the obset^ an
image of the sky He thus keck what looks hke a por
tion of the sky beneath the horison, and It is this which
he takes fbr water

”

Ihe only btdection aAiCh I think can be taken to this

explanation of HongO, ik that it seems to im^y not a
curvature, but an angle, to the course of the rayk, Just as

m the cato of Vtoat tt Called tthliMmtM rejkctton at the
bounding surface of a piece of glass when the angteW
incMenee exceeds the bridcal

No#, the tonitttion of an angle (even a very bbtuke

angle) ih a rayytould iCqatre k perflictly sharp tratuilfph

from One degree of density to another, instead of the

gradual ttanutioni Which mit ftoito ih accordance wiUi

Odr knoadeto of the mopertlcs of air We have sho#h
that no stIchliaMh stj^ottboh is necessary

As to the ptopiiety of applying the name reJktttiH to
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an action inch aa tha^ ttpresonted in Figs. 4 <u>d 5, it U
perhaps jast as pro^ as the application of the name
rtfractun to the bendine of rays which takes place in the

atmosphere , the term retraction being primarily employed
to denote bending not mto a curve laut into an angle, at

places where a ray passes by a sharp transition from one
medram into another
The shaded region m Fig 5 represents a poition of the

atmosphere in which there is a rapid diminution of

density upwards. We may regard it as the region of inter

mixtuj^ between two poraons of air, which differ greatly

from eami other in density, the denser portion extending

downwards to the earth without any very rapid changes,

and the rarer portion extending in a similar gradual

manner upwards to the clouds. If these two dissimilar

portions of air have been only recently brought into

proxiimty, as by the commencement in the upper regions

of a wind from some warm quarter, we should expect to

find a border tract, where the transition would be un
usually rapid, the border tract itself being indefinite m its

boundaries above and below, and the tranritiosi blllff
most r^id in its central parts. The figtne hae be*
drawn to suit these sufqiositicms, and it ^osrs. bstided
two rays which have been r^ectei^ a third ray waidi hae
barely been able to get through.
Anyone who is fiiesh from the study of optics wfll be at

mce struck with the analog betwm the bshasrionr of
these rays and of rays passbig or endeavootiim to past
from water mto air , and the analogy is quantnativa, N
well &• qualiUitive. For*~

I As regards those rays which get through, it can be
shown that the total change of direction tor a, ray of a
given incidence dependa only on the doiaities abora and
below the region of mtermixtuie, and ia altozether inde-
pendent of the thickness of this intermemate legimL
This is on the assumption

' ' *

density are parallel planes
extreme relative mdex of refr

unity, the change of direction is proportional tq the
tangent of the angle of incidence, and u equal to the

Flats IIL

product of this tangent by u—i, p denoting the relative

index. This is the law which governs the refraction

of rays from the heavenly bodies, m traversmg the earth’s

atmosphere , except when the^e bodies are so near the
horizon that the curvature of the earth and its atmosphere
produces a sensible effect

2 As a consequence of the preceding point of agree-
ment the cnncal angle which separates thoM rat s which
get through firom those which are turned back, is also
dependent solely on the comparison of the two extreme
densities , that is, on the vahte of the relative mdex of re
fraction.

In the comparatively rare instances in which several
Inverted images of the same object have been seen in the
sky, as in the third figure of Plate II , wh ch repretente a
elescopic appearance observed by Scoiesby a possible
explanation may be found m irregularities of form m the

^tr.iium of intenriixture which n siead of bring truly

horisontal, may be tilted to slightly unequal degreca in
different parts, so that it acta, not like Mt plane mirror.

but hke several plane mirron 'shghtly indined to eadi
other Another, and I think more probable explanarieo,
is the existence ofmore than one layer of rapid tnnsitioo.
’Whenever an image is inverted, the rays py which it ia

seen must have crossed, that is to say, toe two rayt
which come to one and the same point cn the eye bom
two neighbouring points of the object must have crosabd
each other once on the road. If they have crossed tnfca^
the image will be erect , if three tunes, inverted ; and ao
on
When all the ravs aredrcular arcs, and their cnivatoea

are all equal, it will be impossiUe for them to croas, ud
hence no inverted image can be formed , neither eaa
there in this case be any incteate or duninudon of
apparent size Thla is erident from the copstderatlosi
that a diagram indicating the paths of such rays to^
eye only n^s to be bent with a curvatuie equal tiid
opposite to that of the given rays, in order to swodar aS
these rays straight , and such bending wQl nbt afihet^
sizes of the inui^
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’ I^1i0«evcr,oarzk.7tucdTcnlaiucto(TtneqiAilc«raL-
ttfi%m in»y htre croiriiv, and may alto have maenifi*

«atkn or difflinutiaa. It ia obvfamt, tram Figt. 6 and 7,

4ut to give a nuumtfigtt viitoal Image without ciotatng,

ne upper nqr mutt be bent downwarda more than the

Wwer one , nod that if the lower ray be bent down more
than the upper, the image aeen will be diimnUbed.
Thaae ixwa mutt be borne in mmd in attempting to

ea]dain diet very common form of mirage in which aia>

tant objects are gnatly magnified in their vertical dimen-

akaia, without any other change. Fig. 4 may hdp na to

understand how tma magnificimMi anaea. It we suppose

an object to travd along between two of the rays which
proceed finm the eye, it la clear from the diagram that

thaobjeet wOl begto to be tensibly magnified at it enters

the rt^n of rapid change, and the magnification will

Increase as the object nears the intersection of these rays,

at vrtiich point ft becomes infimte, which practically

means that, if placed at this pom^ it will give nse to an
i^qiearaace of the greatest possible coniosion. As it

travels further away between the same two rays it will

b^n to be again recognised by a highly magmfied and
inverted image. One of the commonest, i believe the

oommonestTrorm of mirage in Australia is one in which
small bodies at a distance are magnified into trees , and

1 behevo the forming to be the correct cxplanaUon.

magnification over water which gives nse to the

aichitecttw columns of the Straits of Messma and of the

polar tegums u more probably to be explained by the

acdon repreaented m Fig 6, the region of most rapid

change of density being at a height somewhat greater

than that of the top of the obie^ so that the top is

greatly elevated by refraction, while the bottom remains

nearly in its true place.

The quasi reflection illustrated in Fig 4 mij he pro-

duced artificially by carefully depositing alcohol or

methylated spint, to the depth of about an inch, upon

water contained in a glass vessel with plane parallel sides.

The spirit, though lighter, has a higher index of refraction

than me water , and at the place of inicrinwture of the

two liquids we have a gradual but very rapid ^minution

rf index in descending On bringing the eye close to the

vosteL and lookhig obliquely downwards towards this

part of the liquid, very p^ect inverted images will be

The field of view afforded by this arrangement is,

however, extremely limited ,
and a much finer ettect is ob-

tained by the arrangement now before you, in which three

Uqnidi we employed, the middle one having the highest

index of refraction, while lU specific gravity is interra^

diate between those of the other two The three liquids

are^i) A strong solution of alum at the bottoin , (a)

pore wWer at the top , (3) Scotch whiskey mixed with

iugw to make its specific gravity mtenn^iate

between those of ^ other two hquids. It is introduced

kit by means of a pipette ^ .

Plate IlL rnresents the appearance which this arrMg^

ment when set up at a window ofmy house look

be towards the mountains.

^very olqect in the landscape w
imam being seen at once ,

and the votical breadth of

tiMittip of Wseape thus tripled at one view ewended

bom the top of the hiUs down to the houses on the Lls-

buin road. The figure only shows the more conspiouxu

flHtftf. When the sun was shining on the fimt of the

ST?booses represented, whi^
I was aw to see distinctly the chimneys and

and even to see whether the bl^ wm up,

dow^halflwaydown. I* 5!
iMUrted treea and houses

tnnwr oms in water. But a much mote sttUmg enem,

MM water, was at the place which is left white in the

i|nb at tie junction MthT mid^ and

TOiMd all Uie appearance of n calm bay or lake ^<te^

bg b the aanahmtTbere are onjy two natural objects

to wUch Ibis peculiar gUsteidiig hdongs, with btif^tneit
hr surpassing that of all the dry a^ solid parts of a
landscape. One of these is water, and the other ia the
sky A bit of sky has, in fact, been trapped between two
pmons of land

, and it b a similar trapping of sky m
the midst of dry land that produces the irn^iUe ii^
pressbn of n lake of water in the mind of the travdier m
the desert The middle image is probably formed by
rays which have taken a path something like those m
Figs. I, a, and t The highest snd lowest image axe

formal by rays which have only been bent one way.
The arrangement of three liqnids just described, which

was suggested to me by Prof Clerk Maxwell, is extremely

effective^ but requires much delicacy m its preparation to

ensure-success.

Triple images of objects below the level of the vessel

may be obtamed by employing only the two first men-
tioned liquids—shim water and pm water, or strong

bnne ana pure water A little gentle stlm^ is advan
tageous whichever arrangement be employed, a glan rod

b^g inserted vertically, passed a few times uowly round
the circumferential portion of the liquids, and then
withdrawn.
With the two-liquid arrangement I have obtained three

spectra, the middle one inverted, by employing as object

a honxontal slit in the shutter of a dark room , and very

bnlluuit colour effecu were obtained by brmging the eye

to the conjugate focus of the slit A screen heU at this

coniugate focus, which was at first close behind the vessel

of liquid, and slowly receded day by day, received an
image of the slit very similar to that which would be
formed by a cytindncal lent

In order to sec the three images (or spectra), it was
necessary to bold the eye behind the conjugate focus.

When It was held in front (that is nearer to the vessel),

only two images were seen, sometimes only one, the

middle or mverted image being always wanting

A similar lengthening of focus day by day was obicrved

with the three liquid arrangement, which would doubtl ss

yield similar coluut eff cts

ON THE UEOGRAPHICAL DlSlRlBUHON OF
THE FALLOW DEER IN FRESENI A\D IN
PAET TIME*
VfATURAL History shares with History the doubtful
a-^ honour of having not a few chapters whuh are, to

use a well known expression of Talleiratid, nothing more

than " des fables convenues,” or which, in fact, contain

generally accepted fabrications. To this shadowy side of

science Geology gives the Lurgen contiibuuons, but

Zoology, especSlly as regards the habits, habitats, and
geographical distribution of asimals, is by no means poor

mthem. Of the Fallow Deer (Cervus datM) it is rae-
rally stated m aU zodogical text-books, "It u a
native of the Mediterranean area, and was introduced

thence into Gexmany, Scandinavia, and England, after

the Crusades.” And yet the Fallow Deer was, many
thOTi»nd years ago, not only an inhabitant of Africa

and Western Asia, but also as much at home In Southern

Russia, and even in Central Europe and Denmark, u in

Italy and Southern France.

My researches into the geogramhieal distribution of the

Fallow Deer in former epochs tave been caused (Uke

those upon the history of die Domestic Foadt) by a dis-

covery in the ancient history of thedw of OlmUts. lathe

sameTosmation as the skull of the fowl then spoken of was

«• •••

bd. liv HI. 55«t HV
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Btonie a piece m an alitler, which, from its flat

tened fotm and entire want of snage and branches^ I

concluded at once must be referred to the Fallo# Deer
Careful comparison of it with the antlers df the Red
Deer, Reindw, Moose, and Irish Elk,in several museumk,
as also in nch private collections, ooniinned me m thic

belieC Experienced studeoto of the Cctvidae agreed
with me, although certainly a still more weighty autho-

bility of the fragment Cram Olmutz having belonged to a
Red Deer

In the third article of hlS “ Recherches siir lea osMmens
fossiles," Cuvier has already mentioned the existence of

fossil Fallow Deer In page 191 (of the 8vo edition of

1836) he speaks of “bois asses semblables a ceux du
Daim, mais tfune tr^ grande taille trouvda dans la vallde

de la Somme et en AUemagne’ On Plate 167 (FigS

190 and 19^) are dgured two pieces of antlers from
Abbeville, of which 19 6 certainly belongs to Cervmt i

dttMo. Moreover, Cuvier tells of a drawing sent to him
by Autenreith (of which he gives a copy, PL 168, Fig 1 1),
‘ dun erdne et (Pun merram y adherent, depo^ an
cabinet de Stuttgardt ,

pi^es que ce savant rapportait au
cerf k boM gigantesques mats qui me paraissent plut6t

se devoir rapporter k le Daun, k cause de la longueur de la

partie cylindnque ”

Subsequently similar remains of antlers were discovered
at Gergovia, near Clermont, in the department of Puy
de D6me, and at Polignac, near Le Puy, in the depart
ment of Haute-Loire These arc spoken of by Robert
under the name Ctrvtu datna polignacut, by Pomel as

Cervus sonwtunsis and C Robtrti and by Gervau (/ool

et PaL Franc ed 3, Pans 1859, p. 145) under the term
Cervus somvuensts, taken from Desmarest

Gervais says of them that the^ are des bois de Daims
qui indiquent une espece ou varieid bien plus grande que
celle dont il a Ct6 question ci dessus (1 e Cervus dama).
and that these horns are “ d un tiers au moms plus 'grant!

que ceux du Daim ordinaire ”

Georg Jager, in his “ Review of the Fossil Mammals of
WurtembCTg,”* mentions numerous discovenes of the
remains of Fallow Deer m the caverns and turbines, as
also m the diluvial fresh water chalk of Wunembeig
Moreover, Jager states that in the Museum of Mannheim
there is not only a skull of Jiis prtmt^enius, but also

one of Bos firiscus and of its ally Bos pruco ajffmn, along
with a skuU of Cen us dama gtgauteus, iromthe diluvium
of the neighbourhood of Mannheim

In the Museum of Linz, in Upper Austno, arc displayed
numerous remains of animals from the diluvium of the
neighbourhood of Weis, which were dug up at Buchbeig,
near Weis, when the Elizabeth Railway was made Be-
sides a fra^ent of antler of a Red Deer, a molar of Ursus
arctos (not V speiceus), a fine molar of LUphas prtmi
t e/uus,aad teeth of the horse, there is in the Luiz Museum,
Tabellea as obtained from the railwav cuuing, a fine

j

large fragment of an antler which must Mve belonged b i

the Fallow Deer Like the fragibent of the Red Deers !

antler from the same locahty, 11 is whitened and has a 1

Fallow Deer were dlscovlMd ib the atttKbm ef by
Or Fr Aug Wdgner id the ash hiH^ of aa ifid blMtlJr
sacrifice beitCecn the to#A of Scblieboh aai^tho viuMib of
Malittschkendbrfi in the circle of SdiwCibits id SdxN^,
id great abundanCe^ along with tboSe of the elfc^ esj

and sheep* Dr Wagner^ a phyricUln is praedoe n
Schheben, made his refeoatehea with Miendfie pterisiMh,

and determined the temains of the hdiinab vdth eait and
exaetbess) as will be evident from his bodi) at the boas*
basde Utle of which 6nb tttust not be alarmed la the
determination of the specimens of abtleis he ms oaslsted

^ the distinguished zobloglst Prof Nhtsch^ id HMte.
The specimen df elk s antier is fignitd (Tabi v Figs, 3^ 4,

S), but unfbrcutiately none of those of the Falldw Dm.
Besides remains of plabu and abinuds, this sacHfiehd
heap supplied bones of various Sortsi As regards the
Fallow Deer, Wagner writes (p 34) “ At vaHdtfs times ih
the excavation of the temple were found framnebts of
antlers which apparently belbbged to the Fallow Deer
But as an entire specimen was never put togethcri nOr
even such iragmenu as could mike the fobt Incbntrd-
verttble, it remaihs uncertain whether this spe<ues was
saenheed along with Cervusa/ees, and theaubject requires
further investigadon *

Of a Cervus fossUts damee ajjtias, Alex, v Notdibana
figures bve teetb in his ‘ PalsontoiMc bildrttsslaitda’i'

But the Fallow Deer was found even nirther north ib the
period of the diluvium and in later ptebistorie times
For example, in 1871, within the city of Hambmg, and
subsequently from one of the arms bf the Ene, there
were disinterred numerous upper add lower jawk and frag
ments which dilfered only in size from those of the living
Cervus dama^ and the teeth of which were nearly idehticaJ
Ihcse were associated with remams of the Auetox and
another large Bos, and with bones of the horse, pig, &c
The remains brst discovered lay m compact blacK {Mmt at
a depth nf from 20 ft. to 33 fr. among stumps of ueeaT

In the Bulletins du CongrCs imernnuonal a Arcbd-
ologie prehistonque k Copenhague, en 1869,” { Steenstrup
has given a shon description of the remams of aniim,U
from the kitchen middens and turbaries of Denmark,
which were exhibited in the University Museum on the
occasion of the Congress m 1869, Amongst them (pp.
160 et seq ) he mcludes the I allow Deer, of which the
horns ana bones are found in the upper peat layers oi
Denmark It At the same tune he adds, * anlTTud
n est pas ongmaire du DanemaBe il est bibn constatd
qu il a dtd miroduit dans le pa^s pendant 1« moyen fige."

Of the occurrence of remams of the Fallow Deer in
England also there is some evidence given, although
with a caution as to the necessity of subseqUetat more
accurate examination, by Owen in his ** Historym British

Fallow Deer” (0/ p. 483 ) Buckiand likdiHse frhind
lit the laige cavern of Paviland, on the eoast bf OIshhmw
ganshire, along vnth remams of the maibbitKl^ rhin»-
cerOs, and hyaena, vanous abtlets, ‘ some sihaU, others

kalsctL Rath Ebrhch, the custos of the museum, ibr a
pbotiuraph of it.

In October 1873 I examined personally the formaboo
at Buchberg, and convmeea mys^ of its being truly

diluvium. In many places it bad bera dug mto deeply
for gravel The horns and teeth m the museuin of 1^
were apparently obtamed from one of these pits m the
diluvnim, but lay in the mdrly laytfr which is found udder
the gravel.

Fragments of dntlerk ufidbUhtedly beladging to tki

Nov Act Acad. Cm- Loop. Car xxu pan pool. 1B50, pp 807 IpS,

gnaanlKlMaAltntliaauH'aBdtolMewattiMlUaar'* LeipO|(HimSni

aflSMld«.6MS|MA

1 uSl tMi bt ohSBMeU pidHahUS M MB
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Anong the remain! of animiit in the Smn Pile-

!

id#dUngs also have occurred fragments of homa appa
rcntly bwngug to the Fallow Deer RUtimeyer, m ms
" Fauna der Pfahlbauten der Schweiz,” lays as follows —

eA number of flat bits of shed antlers with smooth sur

frtc^ in the collection ofOberst SchwaL of Biel, found in the
Lake of Bid, can, tojndn from their dimensions and form,

be onlyrefe^ to the Fallow Deer Similar bus from
MeiletL perfectly agreeing with the abnormal forma which
the FaUow Deer's antlers present in aged individuals, can
only be referred to this deer Yet I must remark that no
perMCt antlers of this animal from the Pile dwellings have
come under my observation, nor even examples of die
skull, which, next to the antlers, would give the most
certain indications of this deer Incontrovertible evi

dcnce of the spontaneous existence of this deer north of
the Alps remains therefore still to be obtained ”

On the other hand, there is positive proof of the exist

ence of this deer in the “Terremare” of Italy—the
equivalent of the Swiss " P&hlbauten ’ In the Museum
of Modena are two fragments of antlers, which Prof
Caneatrini has spoken of in his "Oggelti trovati nelle

terremare del Modenese,” and subsequently m MortiUefs
“ Matenaux pour Ibistoire positive et philosophique de
de Ibomme.” In 1870 Dr Cirlo Bom, former director of
the Museum of Modena, had the kindness, at my request,

to send these frajpnents to me at Basel (where I passed
the winter of 1869-70), for comparison with my speci

men from Olmiiu, and Prof RUtimeyer saw them too

He declared, as r^rds one of them (marked 624 Gor
zano”)i that it comd nOt certainly be referred otherwise

than to CtrvHi damn
Besides Moravia, the Fallow Deer appears to have ex

isted formerly in the bordering country of Lower Austria.

At Pulkau, near Eggenburg, south of the Thaya, was
fbuncL m a saenfiaaf heap ot former days examined by
Dr woldrich, along with ancient vases, stone, bone, and
hom implements, remains of the dog, ox, and Red Deer,
likewise a fragment of an antler, which was * apparently a

frontal snag of the Fallow Deer**
In the Middle Ages the Fallow Deer still inhabited the

woods of Switzerland, as appears from the benedicuons

of the monk Fkkehard, of bt t til, of the eleventh cen

tury,t and as is shown by the German edition of Gesner’s
** ThierlMich,’'^ even at a later period In the latter work
it is said, p, 84 ‘ Der gemeine Damhirich wird an
Vilen anderen Orten gejagt, auch in den Waldem d Helve-

tieren als bey Lucern om und vil gefangen nennen es

|en^i^icb Dam, Damlin od.’ Dannhirsch, besser Dam

In a Latm edition of Gesner s “ Histona Animahum, ’§

now before me, however, I And no notice of the presence

of Cervus dama in Switzerland. It is only said (1. p. 308)

"Nostra vero dama etiam in Europa capitur, cum alibi

turn circa Oceanum Oermameum, ut audio Germam
vulgo vocant dam vel damlin, vel dannhuU, vel damhiru
potius , Itali damo, nonnuUi danio Galli dain vel daim
Hup^ gamo vel corza

”

In both editions of Gesner, moreover, Latm and Ger
man, FaUow Deer is unmistakably figured.

Accnrdmg to the writing on bpekle’s map of Alsace,

then wen FaUow Deer m Wasgau up to 1576.0

In the neighbourhood of Rome, binides, have been

found numerous fruments of Fallow Deers' horns, along

with remains of Hyctna sptlaOf Cervus tarattdus, and

Mttuetrot mtgarhmus m a Post pbocene travertme on

the heighu of Monte deUe Gioie.*f

•SwWaUiMiia ICuh. d. Aathtoii- OodtaA ia Win,'' bd. UL py.

bntdkdo n.” ww. irt of ih.

In *r»lLtth.rAaqu« OwnlUKh. «

rtoSywSz

V

Lommo,*

stmts iMp. p> •»

FmaUy, we may remark that the FaUow Deer appears to
be flguTM upon the Assynan monuments

, aniLmore
over, so fiuthfiiUy ss not to be mutaken for any other
species of deer We have only to look at Plates xxxv
and liiL of Layard’s “Ninevtm* to see this. Agam,
amongst the pictures upon the waUs ot the Egyptian
tombs this species of deer is found. lu himoglypLcal
nsune is Huen *

We now come to the present geographical distnbuhon
of the Fallow Deer Occasionally this deer sttU occurs
wild in Western Asia, Tnstram notices it as found m
Mount Tabor, in Palestine, and m the woods between
that mountain and the gorge of the Litany River,t and
‘ met with it once about ten miles west of the Sea of
Galilee.” Lartet had previously obtained teeth of this

deer from the bonebreccia of the Lebanon t
In Africa, according to Hartmann, the FaUow Deer is

found at the present time m the shrubby desert-vaUevs
and on the edges of the cultivated lands in Tunis,
Tripoli, and Barquah, up to the Wadi Nahun f Gervais
speaks of it os found in the neighbourhood of La Calle,
in Algeria. I Loche, in his “ History of the Mammals of
Algeria,” says that it is now rate m that province

In the Island of bardima, in Cetti s bme, FaUow Deer
were found in enormous quantities in all parts of the
island, especially in the plain of Sindia.ir Not less than
3,000 head were at that tune kiUed every year m Sar
dmia. It IS remarkable that in this island the FaUow Deer
IS called Cradolit, corrupted from Capno/o—meaning
Ro& which last animal is not found in Sardinia

, whereas
the Red Deer is met with occasionally, especiaUy m the
eastern portion, but attains a much less size We than on
the CoDUnent According to Bonaparte and Comalia
( ‘ Fauna d Italia ”) this species of deer is stiU commonm
above named island

In Spam it seems that the FaUow Deer is seldom found
wild at the present brae—at least A £ Brebm, in bis

can speak from personal observation only of those he
met wiih in parks. On the other hand, Craiills mentions
Cervus dama as an inhabitant of the bierra Guadarrama
The Spaniards of the present day caU the ammal ' Gamo ”

or ' Paleto ' According to Buffon (Hist Nat. tome vi

,

Paris, 1756, s. 170), the FaUow Deer of Spam m his time
was nearly as large as the Red Deer, and had a longer
tail than the same animal m other parts of the world
Gdrard (Faune Hist de 1 Alsace, s. 3271 tells us that this

deer is found to this day wild (4 tdot naturel) m France,
m Nivemais, the Cevennes, and m the Alps of Dauphiny
He gives no authority, and Gervais, in his “ ZoolWe et

Pii^ontologie,” says nothmg about it

As for Greece, Blasuis says, m his " Silugethiere

Deutschlands, Braunschweig, 1857, s. 455, that Bdlrni

found the Fallow Deer m the Greek Islands. But Erhard
does not menuon it m his ‘ Fauna of the (>clades.” Von
dcr Muhle, however, speaks of it in bis " Beitragen zur

Ormthologie Gnechenlands,” 1844, s. 1

From the foregomg daU the foUowmg conclusions may
be formed —

I The FaUow Deer lived m prehistoric tunes, psxtiaUy

in company with other extma mammals on the Lebanon,
m Southern Russia, Italy, France, Upper Austria, Wui^
temburg, Baden, baxony, near.FIamburg, and in Den-
mark. It appears also to have occurred In Switzerland

and m England, itkewiie m Moravia and Lower Austria.

2. Within the hutoric period it was found m Egypt
and Assyria, and even in the later part of the Middle

Ages in Switseiland and Alsace.

• Hutauuin InBrugtfh Ztiudw I Asypt. Sinclw and AkmtliuHk.*

^tFll'WpSS.
t BoU Sec. OMlotniu, Fniiot TaL xxB. p. 541
t BwUiwr ZatuchTl Er^uada, tSM, p 15*.

I ZoolMPaMoatol. rnocaiM. xlb. p. 145.

S 1 quadrupadi dl Sardasna,” 1774. pp 104, lof
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3. It it still fou&d SHI4 in Wetibm Asia, Northern

AfHca, and Si^hia, add ajind^tijr alttt ih jlilrts hf

^ti, likewise in Greece, and IterhapS tdso la the

Oivehhes and parts df Dattphlnjt

4. The size and strength of the antlfets, as welt as ttili

dimeilsbns of the skoU, have decreased In the coatsh df

tillie. Sknlls of the existing Fallow Dett ilS well aS their

antlers are smaller than those of the prehistoric periad.

[F S —Lord Lilfbrd, whose knowledge of the IStger

nubhidls of Southern Europe Is very extensive, tells rtib

thit he has himself met with Fallow Deer wild m matty

parts Of Sardinia, m Central Spain near Aranjuez, tthd

In the province of AcarOani In Grcete
In December 1864 the Zoological Society received il;Om

Mrs. Kandal CdllandCr a small dark coloured Faudw
Deer from the Island of Rhodes, whbre, hOWevCr, it itttty

haVe been introduced by the iCilights.

Lastly, 1 have lately received from Mr P J C Robctt
son, H H M Vice consul at Btissomk the skin and horhs
of a “ Spotted Deer,” found wild ih that part of MeSopO
tami-i, which must belong either tO the Fallow Deer Or tO

a ver^ Closely allied species P L. S ]

T//E LAIE SIR William jardini

/ORNITHOLOGISTS will learn with regret that Sir

William Jatdlne, Bart, died, after a few days
Illness, at Sandown, ih the Isle of V^ght, on Saturday
last, the 2 1 St of November, aged 74. The labours of the

deceased baronet extend Over nearly half a century In

1825 he Ctiminenced, in cotajunction With the late Mr
Selby, of TWizell, the publication of the “ Illustrations <tf

Ornithology,’ which seems to have bCcn his earliest con
tnbution to natu^ history, and almOjit itttmedntcly

became recognised as one of the leading zoologists in

Scotland, if not in the United Kingdom Ih 1835 he
undettoolc i illll more important work, " The Natural

isl s Library, ibrty volumes of which appeared In the
course Of the next ten years, and sclved tO popularise ih

a most remarkable manner zoological knowledge among
classes tO whom it had hitherto been forbidden through
the high price of illustrated works With this pubiica

tion, though Its Value may have been impaired by the

presets of science. Sir William s halne will alWays bo
idcbtified for, havihg as contributors Selby, Swainson,
Hamilton smith, Robert Schombulgk, t)uncan, William
Macgillivtny, aUd othas, he Was yet hot obly the author
of S large proportion of the v otuines, but to each he pre
fixed the life of some distinguished naturalist Of his

labours, however, we cannot now speak In dcuil , it is

sufficient to nonce his excellent edition of Alexander
UTlSoli’i “American Ornithology,” the establishment of
the “ Magazine of Zoology and Botany ’ (afterwards

merged in the “ Annals oi Natural History”), and of the
“ Contnbutlohs to OrilittaOlogy " bir Wllll^ s expedi-

tion, with bis fnend Selb), In 1834, to Sulherlandshire—

a

country then less knOWh to naturalists than Lapland

—

gave a great impulse to Ibe study of the British fiuha find
flora, and almost marks an epoch m the history of biology
in this island Though ornithology Was his favouTiU.

pursuit throughout life, bir William was not merely dil

ornithologist—other classes of the animal kingdom hdq
a fair share of his attention, and he was a tccOgnlied
authority on all poiiiu Of ichthyology Botany and geo-
logy were alio studied by him tO advantage, add iHc
science last named he enriched by hii splendid “ Ichho-
logy of Annandale,” the chief materials Of which wertS

found on his own ancestral eitate With all Ibis he Wdi
keenly addicted to field sports, and a maiter equally of
the rod and the gun. bir William married first a daUgntei
of Mr David Lizors, of Edinburgh, and by her had a
numerous family, of Whom the eldest daUj^mr was mar-
ried to the late Hugh I dwm Strickland, F R S After

,
Lady tardine’s death he marnoa tbo dauktitiir of tite iUy

I W Sylhons, tue WHt^owh Sir

firdine was a Fellow of tbt rUfjftd SdcKllt ifla tfm
Ro^ Society of Edlitburgb, al well di U ffiany mVr
learned bowti, ahd, Until the lail feWj

‘ ‘ '

lUtrtenteedhgsbflhbB

LLCTt/RLS TO WoMtN ON PNVSlCAL
SCIEAvk

II

Pko/ Chrschtschono ilsch, Ph "On thtCG SiipUm
«f tlniii ’ Remarks suh>nitU t to the Lecturer kjr a

Student

Prim Doctor of Philosophy

From acatleWlc Heidelberg

!

Your sum of vital energy

Is not the millionth of an erg *

Your liveliest motion might be reckoned

At otic tenth metre m a SecOhd

“ The air,” you Said, in language fine

which scientific thought expresses

—

“ The air (which With d megadyne*
Dn each squire ccntiinttre presses)

—

The air, and, I may add, the ocean.

Are nought but irtokcUles in motion ’

Atoms, you told me, were discrete,

Than you they could hot be diSCtceter,

Who know how many millions meet

Within a cub c millimetre ,

TAejr clash together as they fly,

But yon

!

you dare not tell me Why

Then, when, in tuning my guitar,

The intervals would not come right,

“ 1 bis string, you said, “ is strained too far,

Tis forty dynes,* at least, too tight.*

And then you told me, as I sung,

What over tones were in my cLing •

\ou gibbled on, but every phriso

Was stiff with scientific shoddy ,

The only song yOu deigned to praise

Was " Gin a body meet a body ,"

And even there, you said, collision

Was not described with due precision

“ In the invariable plane,

\ou told me, “lay the impulsive couple ,”r

You seized my hand, you gave me pain,

By torsion of a wrist too supple

You told me, what that wrettcH would do ,

“ ”1*would Set me twistmg roond a screw ” *

See Report at Comnilrtae do Uuiui

by S iiyiM sctlos tfatotiih k etMUi«(.v

* ^utlwnem= I SUM X io ‘i

‘ ibkadyae e> i dya* x io< See Solo j
* iUyBe-jhe forge wl ich, acuug ou asramioe f« it eecok I, would ^a ve^ly^of one centuneire per eewitM Tbe Weight of « krttUMTli SbSut^

• '^^“'Sound aid Mule, by Sedky Tkykr, p. Sp.
' S«o Poueot Ibione nooveUe de Is rotation dee eotpe.”
Scs Pro( Ball wi tbe Tmciry ot Straws i Phil Trann. iSyi
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Wfae emy Hair rf amy tiers

Whicb yMi ito dtrabt, itilagiue mim,
Drawn towards you with its breaking strets,

A stress, say, of a megadyne,

That tettsibn 1 would sooner suffer

Than meet again with such a dufier i dp
it

NOTES
Wa understand that the Admunlty have appointed a committee,

ooniltthigof Admiral Sir Leopold M'Ciiotock, Admiral Sherard

Osborn, Admiral Ridiards, and Capt. Evans, the llydrographer,

to advise them on all points connected with the equipment and

ptnomul (tf the Arctw Expedition. The lint 'point has been to

adeet suitable vessels, and last week Sir Leopold M'Clintock

proceeded to the northern ports to examine the whalers. It is

probable that one steam whaler will be porehaied, while a vessel

of the Lyra class may perhaps be selected for the advanced ship.

Both vessels will be strengthened and fitted out at Portsmouth,

under the immediate superinletidetice of Sir Leopold (d ‘Clintock.

It is a most fortunate chcomstailce that the great arctic explorer,

the discoverer of arctic sledge travelling, should be Admiral-

Superintendent at this jqncture, nhd that the expedition should

have the advantage of being equipped, in all its details, under

his vigilant supervision. The next point will be the selection of

a leader, and we beHeve'thst the decision wlU be formed within

a few days. Little doubt is enteHolned aniong naval men that

the choice Will fail upon Commander A. H. Markham, who
acquired aknowledge of iceuarigatlon during a cruise m Baflin’s

Bay and Priuee Regent's Inlet last year, and who S universally

considered to have all the quahScatlons ibr that important post

The rtomber of volunteers among lieutenants, sub-lieutenants, and

men la extnordmary, and is daily mcieaaing. The commtuee will

certainly have a wide field for selection.

It is onthoritatively announced that the reward of 2,ooof

offered some years ago by Lady I raoklin for the recovery of the

official records of her husband's expcdiiion still bolds, and that

over and above ibe will be prepared to remunerate anyone who
may lucceed in recovering them for any outlay to which his

research mdy subject Him.

A Physical Observatory is soou to be established in Paris,

and a leocnt vote of the Academy appointitig a eommtraion

to report on the subject will not be lost. It is said that

M. Janssen is to be the head of the establishment, in which solar

j^Mtogmphy will be practised on a large scale. It is also sup-

posed that the Obaervatory U to be ready by the tuncM Janssen

retnma from Yokohama with the instruments.

It SlItTRAItD hu lieen elected perpetual secretary of the

t^aris Academy of Sciebce fay thirty-thme votes out of forty-nine.

M. Faye had only thirteen votes ; the other three were lost

The of the Institute of which M. Bertrand is the president

bcillg thus Vacated, the vke-prelident, M. Fremy, will preside

over^the aitthigs ;
M,,fiertrBad being moreover a member of the

fisatlon of Geometry, an election to that section will take place

vwqr sbortly. He will probably be succeeded by M. Mormheim,

Up popU, nowa professor in the Polytechnic Scfaiool and a oqitaln

In GUI Er^hteets’ tervioc. M. Mannheim b well known in

iSn mqmt Section of a perpetnal secretary of the Pans

Acaddmy of Selanoat b the first serioua competitioa aince

Condoroat Ww etectad to fill the place vacated by the

tKihintary riHrem^ gf De Fond^. It b cnioas th»t

the Condorcet election took place just a century agb, m
1774. Condorcet was snpported by D'Alembert and opposed

by Buffon, who supported BalUy, the astronomer The contest

of 1874 IS between an astronomer, Faye, and a geometer,

Bertrand. Condorcet was regarded as a geometer, os he hod
written a work on diflercntial calculus. 'I'jie academical regnla-

turns state that at least two-thinb of the members of the Academy
must take part in a scrutiny, m order that it may be deemed
voluL

Ths death b announced, on the loth inst., of Dr. Friedrich

Rochleder, Professor of Chembtry m the University ol Vienna.

Wb are glad to notice that Mrs. Anme Mather, u( Longridge

House, near Berwick-on-Tweed, has handed over to llie Ueo-

sutcr of the Newcastle College of Physical Science the munifi-

cent sum of 1,000/ fur the founding of a scholarship or scholar-

ships, to be called “The Charles Mather Scbolarsliip,'' and to

be attached to the College in perpetuity. The delaib of the

examination and the mmle of carrying out the b«]uest are left

to be settled by tlie Loancil, subject to the approval of the

donor or her advisers.

II ten. the Duke of Edinburgh has contonlcd to take the

chair at a meeting to be held in London on Dec 7, m promotion

of the schemb fur the extension of the buildings of Edinburgh

University.

Thk Council of Mailborough College has recently decided to

erect a laboratory and science Iccture-nlom. The ground-floor

of the building will contain the museum of the Marlborough

College Natural History bociety. Mr. Street will be the

nrchilcct.

The Gehnan Emperor has conferred on Dr Samuel Hirch,

of the British Museum, the Order of the Crown, Second Class,

m reoogmtion of Dr liircli's pretidency of the late Interiiauoiul

Congress of Urientalists

An inscription has recently been set np at Calluxxo, near

Florence, in memory of the lote Prof. Donati, who died of
cholera rather more than a year ago on his return from the

Meteorological Congress at Vienna, In consequence of the

strict sanitary laws in force withm the aty of Florence, the body
was buried piivately. The mlermcut took place at night, In the

smsll Compo Santo attached to the church of Qolluzro, not far

from tha new Observatory at Arcctri, in the crcctlun of whah
the lost three years of bis hfe had been expended. The Com-
mune of CaUuzxo were anxious to do hooonr to the Ulnitndus

man, and have, at the public exi>cnse, erected a marble tablet

with the inscnption

—

RIAKUAI-IISTS UoNATl
Aitnuijunio

aiuo in r Ml il XVI

^

Ui U«^bn «Dcct xx\ i

fttndii) con b ^tcuroM.'opio perfemiiAto (!a 'ul

la luce btelJara

He chiari U rcnooicno dcUa ecintiUaxione
eblxs li (.unceibh di una moieoroloffia cuemica

Ml ^collin^di Aicctri dluam^da^(^|iico

quftndo immalurt morte il xx di belt mdccclxxiii
U> «Jluiurw4»U* aoauMa lo«a
che il l^nuDc del Galluxco
gooKi di qucua Meatona

On the day appointed fur its inauguration the rain poured in

torrents, but the church of GoUnszo was crowded during the

parfonaanoe of a Requiem Mass, alter which the congregatioti

stood around the tomb, where speechM were made, and ripte-

lentativea from the Observatories of Padua and Rome presented

garlands of flovrers.

At the msetiiig of the Geogra{diical Society on Monday, Sir

Henry Rawliiisoii, alter eipwtiiiig hit giatificatloB at the deditott
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of Goremnant wiih reprd to an Aictie Expodltioa, stated that

he hid that dajr heard that Cd. Gocdon waain Gondofcora on

Sept 5, and that he then had the sacttoni of his steamer des-

tined to naTigate the Albert N’yania at Momit RegM
the having fall oonGdenee of getdng them transported to

the smooth mteri of the Upper Nile^ beyond the fUk, In a Cnrt-

night from that time.

Wk are glad to hear that 4S0 teadiers have this year joined

the cUises of the Charterhonse Teachen* School of Science.

Ml. Bkliahy, F R.C S, commenced his ooone on Artistic

Anatomy, at South Kensington, on Tuesday the 17th Inst

The Royal Irish Academy has just published Na 9, voL i.,

Scr U. of lU Prooeadingy, whidi concludes the volume. This

number contains eighteen papen read before the Academy during

the lost senion, among which an several by Prof Macalister on

the myology of the gorilla, the dvet; the tayri, and on the

anatomy of the rare duirtipiu hbtmauu taA. Atnyx Uft&iiyx

,

by Mr Macltlnfaish, on the myology of the genns Bradypus, by

Meurs. Draper and Moss, on the forms of selenlnm , and by

Mr Hardman, on a substitution of smc tar wagn^nm te

minerals. It Is proposed for the future to publish the Sdentific

Proceedings of the Academy three times each year The part

to appear Jannary 1875, to contain the Proceedings for November

and December 1874 ,
that in April 1875, the Proceedings for

January, February, and March 1875 , and that in July 1875, the

remaining portwn of the busincm £» the semion 1874—75.
Minutes of the Proceedings, to be puUiihed, eadi month dnring

the session, will contain the titlesjof p^ioi read, list of dona-

tions, &C.

We have just received an important memoir on die embiyo-

logy of the Ctenopbone, by Prof Alexander Agassu. Although

read before the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in

November 1873, this memoir ww only published at Cam
bridge, Masa, early in September last, giving a nfosss/ of what

was known on the subject, and calling attentioa to the import-

ance of Allman’s contributions to this subject, iHudi, from the

want of figures, have been too frequendy overlooked, Agaidx

describes the different stages in the development of /ifyia rvuvla,

and when discussing the systematic position of the Ctenojdtone^

which can now, from our greater knowledgs of their embr^ogy,
be treated of mme intelligendy, he proceeds to eritielie "the
special interpretotion of fanciful affinities and homologies edit

Ing only in forms conjured Up by Ernst Hseckd's vivid imagina*

tion,” and concludes that Hmckel’s " assumptians, which form

the basis of bis Oastrsea theory, are totally uniuppotted, and the

theory must take its place by the side of other physio-philoso-

phical systems."

The great inccem of the season in the theatres of Paris is the
" Tour du Monde 10 Elglity Days,” a idendfic play, written by
M Jules Verne, well known as the author of aev^
cal scientific productions. Boxes an let many days in advance

and sold at more than double the usual prioe.

The Tiwrms/ e/ Mr Sptu/y of Artt states that M. Mige
Mouriis, after analysing butler, has succeeded in making it syn-

thetUally This imita^ butter, recognised by the Conseil

d Hygibne as bidistiiigiiiibabla from real butter, is findi^ its way
into the Paris markets at half the present price of real batter.

We have received Part H. of voL vlL of the 7>wiMrtifou^ I

Mr SetUuh AritriatUmral Soaoty, which contains a namber cf
|

valuable p^iecs connected with aiborieultare.

M. Ain has taken Us degree of Doctor by iMhdnii« a Mte
on the Vol das Oissanx (the flight of Urdi). The tUu is n

|

large 8vo Monte of 380 dosdy-pcintedpagc^ with nmnyplatei, I

and win be pobHilied by MMlaox.

Mn. A. W. Chase communicates an intaiaHiag font In can*

nection withanacoauatofthadasttnetfonoffishaa theOngbsi

coast by means of the axplaiioa of idtro-giyesrine. InMs h«

nmarkifoatiomeof the fish an killed outright by dm aaple*

lioii, while odien ^ipear to be simply itan^ t and dut hk

several instances, after having fish apparently dead for half aft

hoar, sealed, the intestinal taken oot, and (Hopand for nooMu
(the head, however, remaining on the bodyi t^ begin to flop

arouadas briskly as ifJust taken from the water

The Mnnidpal Council of Paris has voted that a commemera
dve medal be given to each abrooaut who conducted a baUoaa

oat of Paris dnring the liege.

The number of adult pnpils who am attamiing the erening

lectures establlihnii by the Municipal Council of Paris is 14,000^

and it is expected that the muaber will rise to ao^ooo^ in 1875.

Hie number of candidates for the diploma of teacher or kei^
of SoUt ifAiyb is also rapidly eala^gintt Lest year it was

2,564: this year it is 3,i0cs bodi nnnfoers bidudiag fomalea

The number of candidates for a cerdficato of Msdn frixuib^

(honours of primary coarse of edneation) waa 5,008.

PxivATB letters from Amerka announce that dm proprietors
of the Grmt EatUm are engagad in discutsing a most extra-

ordinary proposal The great ship, it is said, is to be andiowd
in PhiUdelphLi litrbottr dniing the £3(hlbiti00|

to be made a great floating hotel, .iriiare 5,000 persons can be

SiEOE balloons have been given by the Postal administration

to the French War Office, which has astabllshed aBalloon Com-
mutee. The head of that biititatioo is Col Laaisedat, of the

Natunal Engineers. The balloons are now being repaired at

the Hdteldes Invalides, by Joles Godard, the youngest member

of the celebrated Godard acronmantical fiunily.

M. OrrouEE has been appointed on Officer in the Legion ol

Honour for his share in the determination of the Vienna and

Bregeiu longitude. Two astranomers of the Paris Observatory

have been promoted to^ Franda-Joieph Order fat the same

work, one of them havLog been tainted, and the odier, who
wu already a knight, having bean made an Officer

At the special meeting of the Council of die Victoria (Philo-

sophloal) Iiistitnte, hdd preparatory to the commenoement of the

learion in December, Mr C Brooke^ F R.8., In the diair, the

election of twenty five numbere toMc jdace. It wu stated that

papen by the ftdlowfaig anthon would be annnunred in a finr

days i-ProlMon Chains, nrirs. Palmer, Nicholson, andj W
Dawson, Mr C. Brooks^ F.R.S., Mr J Howard, F R.S., Dr
C B. Raddiffe, and the Rev Dr. Irons.

FuNCirALTOLLOCH, of St Andrew's University (N BL), the

BriUth MoBeel fomrmU states, in a recent oorffiKcnee with

Provost Cos and Mr. Hendetson of Dundse^ on a proposal to

erect a College for that town, to be offiBated with the Unlvarsity,

decided that, for die present, the idieme sru impcactioable on

aoooont of theenonnou expense whidi it would eo^ I50i00al

otleait In the meandme, courses of lecturu under die auqiiou

i
of the Univeerity were arranged to be ddivend ra Dundee.

We ate pleased to see that the/iwritf eto yiwwsr Mt/mwlfilm,

a little sdantifio serial whidi wu noticsd in these colanun on its

first r^pearance in iflyokhM entered on its fifth yeu of exiitaaea.

Founded by M Ernest Dollfns, of Mulhoase, an ewthmfotdn

young naturaliit of dghteon, it bu bain maintsitiad with Up
flagging spirit, has met widi fitir commesdal infru_and has

carried a lova tar natural Ustoiy into maqr FiutMh adboek
didting from some of the older pqiUs vary endttalith Mtass.
The muaber before m contains a tonddng fafogfaphy of ^
Ernait Didlfns, who disd last yaar. We heaidl|y «Ui SMOifti

to a ptsettaal and pansnrlng eaterprisn.
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IteanrMdmiMdcdltiMor Griffith ud Hcafi«7'i"Ui-

oUjOlaUBDIellaauT’' ii||dTuiciiicnpidtytowudf caoplctioB,

harii« been published during the iMt thtee

bsluging ffie woik down m br u " Skin f and k ia

MlWBMed that the pubUeathm «tU now in all probabflitp be

t without intetmlnloa till iu'comidetion. This Ji most

censtdeifag, in the present state of scienoe, how short

a Hase It takes hr a work of this kind to beoooM out of date, and

it Is akesf^ three ftan since the commancement of the publics

tiou of rids editton.

A MOTBUKHT is on foot at the Cape of Good Hope to intro-

duce and trout into the lireiB of that colony , and sub-

seriprions ate being made wlrii the view of practically testing the

Idea. The only obstacle seeuw to be in the tenperatute of the

water The latitude ofthe Cape may be roughly taken at from

a>* to 35* S., which is just within the Tropie of Capiieoni, and

about the same as New South Wales: These latitudes are mntdi

lower than the corresponding portions of the northern hemi

sphere fat wliidi trout, and spedally salmon, are generally found,

we doubt whether the climate would be found suiub'e for

thest. No part of New Zealand is further north than about

35* S ; and it Ims not yet been proved that salmon will live in

the warmar parts of that country Still, the pracdcsl test will

be 1b the transport of salmon to the Otpe, and if the experiment

succeeds, the acquisUion sqU be wcU *wth the risk.

^ THni was a shock of earthquake at Innsprllck last

Thnnday

Stuomo shocks of earthquake were felt on the marnmg of the

idth Inst at Smyrna

Wi hear riiat Mr Alexander Agassis hu just started <m an

expeditiott of several months’ duration to South America, with

the ob]ect of exjdoring and Investigating the natural history of

Lake Titicaca, and collecting antiquities from the surrounding

oountry for the Peabody Museum

We are informed that in the newly-disposed Indian Mnseum

Dr Forbes Watson is appidnted director
,
Ur Birwood, late

uonorary secretary to the Victoria aad Albert Mnseuin, Curator

of the Museum end Assistant Reporter on the Products of

India , aad Mr F Moore, whe^ ia conjunction with the late

Dr Horsfield, prepared ^ catalogne of the mammals and

Mrds of the Museum when it behmged to the East India Com
puny, Aaristaat Curator together with Dr Cooke and Ueub
Hoyle.

The Mfy Tikpvph of Tuesday oontains a long and ia

teieshng letter, dated Zanzibar, Oct. 19, from Mr H M
Stanley, the joint oommissioaer of that paper and the Arm
Yrrh Herald io East Africa, principally in coonecUon with the

suppression of the slave trade. The letter consisU mainly of an

Eceount of Mr Stanley’s journey up one of the ten mouths of the

river Rnfigi u br as Kira, fifty mllas from the sea. Mr Stanley

gives a gl^ng account of the river and the conntiy through

wUdi h flows, and thinks fts value, bom a commercial point of

view, cannot too highly estimated He corrects the accounts

of previous traveHcrs, and a map of the delta accompanying the

lette professes for the first time to lay down corre^y the

various dmaneb by whidi the river disdisrges its waters.

The addirions to the Zoofogical Society’s Gardens during the

past wedi iadndo two Muntjacs (Cervulut 7) from Formota,

prescBted byMr W P Galton; a Common Kestrd ( TUmtiw

athu sdsMdsrbw), European, presented by Mias M Trnefiit , a

Roseate Cockatoo [Caeatw rueuafttla) from Australia, pre-

seiitod to Mr U I. Aveting, a Pomcrine Skua (ZeOlnfr

rbmii, Knopsaa, new to the ooHectioo, purchased, a Black

eared Mmtssoaet {HaiaU duMUata) from South-east Biasik

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Thuuadtom of the Ltnimn Soctety, vol xxx , part 2, it

almost entirely occupied by Mr MIers’ paper On the Lecythi
decern The author prefers Lindley’s proposal of erecting thiiH into u distinct order rather then making it a sub tnbe of

igtoniem, itself a trbe of Myrtacete, as Bcntbtm and
Hooker have done in their "Genera PlantaTum The order
will then be dieractetiiied by ils alternate impunctate leave*,

epigynona atamens, petaloid appendage to disc on which the
itamcna ate aeeted, and pecniiar frniu and leeds very different

from tboee of Myrtocem, and wiil consiat of the foUowing twelve
genetu —GaHavia, Unn. (2 sp.), toarmtita, Aubl (ptn.),
BertkoUetia, H end Bonpl (2 sp.) , Lteythu, Linn. (42 sp )

,

Ckytraaw^ nov gen (LecythJs in poite suet , » sp ) , Euhuetl-
lera. Mart (46 sp ) ,

yagaitnm, nov gen. (Lecythis in parte
anct , 6 tp.) i Coaratart, AnbL (8 sp. ) , Canauao, Casar

(7 ip.) ,
Attaaiama, nov goi (12 n) , Gnas, Linn. (4sp )

and CeixefMora, nov gen. (i sp ) Many of the spedea are now
deaaibed for the first tone, and the paper ia illuitrated by thlrt)

three beantifnl platee, illnstrative of each of the genera, and of

the fruitt and seeds of a large nnmber of the speciea The part

containg also the Rev O P Csmbii^e’s “ Systematic List of the

Spiden at preaent known to inhabit Great Bri am and Ireland

78 gmieia and 457 speciea.

The yaamal ef Botaay for the fonr months August to
November, 1874, eontams the following among the mu c im
porUnt original papera —In descriptive phanerogamic bolsiiy,

Mr W P llietn contribntea Notes on Ebenocea., with desenp
lion of a new species , Dr M F Honce, a description of some
Asiatic Corylai^ j a iwper On a small coUection of plants from
Kinkiarg, IM another On three new Chinese Calamt Mr J
G Baker, a paper On the genua Aadrocymbmm (Colchicaces),
with desoiption of seven new species , a des< nptiun of a new
species of Ildeanpm (Cblchicacese) trom Foimota

, end an
article On the Allmraj id Indie, China, and Japan and Dr J
Muller deecfibcs a nomber of new Eaphorbiacoe collected by
Dr I^orens in the Argentine Republic.—In cryptogamic Iiutany,

Mr E M. Holmeedescnbes and draws a very rare British moss
DttraHamFagellare

,

the Rev J M Crombie also draenbes and
drawe a new genus of lichens, PAwagra/Aa, Nyl , and gives a
valuable revision of the Brillsb Collemacei In geographical
and local botany, Miia E. Hodgson givei a sketch of the botany
of Nath or I.ake Lancashire t Mr T F Dnthie a very inte

leating paper On the botany of the Maltese Islands m 1874 Mr
T R AreW Bnggs, Notes on some plants of the neighbour
hood of Plyroontb . and the edlta completes his Botanical
Bibliography of the British Coontiei.—In each numlier there are

abo, in addition, a number of short notes and quenes, extracts

and abdimcts of important papers pabiisbed elsewhere, and
reviews of books. The edita cantmaes the extremely useful

Cdee of giving a list of the botanical papers in each month s

e and foreign journals,

AitnmaaUuAe HaeAnfAten, Nos. 2,010 and 2011 contain a
paper by H J H Groneman, on bis theory of the aurora He
goes into the questions of the annual vanition and the eleven

C period, together with its height and magnetic effects.—In

2,012 there is a letter from btephen Alexander on the ol ser

Tattoo of the varying brightness of lopiter’s satellites as seen in

transit, and he diicusiea M. Flammarion’s explanation of thii

phenaaMnoo.-J G Galle contributes a paper on the observa

tiou of the plwKt Flora, made by Dr Ciould and conuined in

this number, and discusaea them with tderetice to their giving a
value of the solar parallax.—In No 2013, Dr Hdelschck gives

an hypothetical epbemerit for the planet Feitho (118) from Oct

7 to Nov 12, for the purpose of recogmimg the same—

A

Griitzmacher ^vei position obaervatiom of Borrelly’s comet,

made dniing August—Dr HoleUchek has estimated the orbit

ci Comet 1 , 1871, and cdhtribntei details of the orbit Iti

period seeqis to be 5188 yeeii —C T W Peters gives time

obsemtlau on the solar edipse of Oct 9, 1874.—J H Safford

sends hie computation of iht orbit of Alcmene, and an ephtmeris
for Mardi and April 1875

ZeifeeAnft der (EderreHAatAtn GeieUicAaft fUr Mdeondogte,

Nov 1 —In tbii nnmber we have tba first part of on article by
Dr J Hann, on the laws of change in temperature of ascending

currents of air, and socm of the conscqnencet thereof He
obeervee that althoi«h Poisran’t equation, to nwaas of which we
may vackosi ffie kea of tempeiatnra of ascending air by oepes*
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(ion, bu long been known, it bu not been nude fnll um of in

diteming ntmetpherie phenomena, inch, for example, ai the

rainbll on ntountain iloj^ The worka of Sir W. Thornton,

Rejm, and PetUn bnng ns important information retarding the

mommenti of aacendl^ air, for thejr dednqe from the mechanical

theoiy of beat the lawa of varwtion of temperature in aacendmg
and deacending diy and mout cnrrenta. Calculating In’the fint

inatonce the fall of temperature in aacendmg currenti where no
condenaatUMi of moiature takea place, the fdlowmg remit u
obtained i—For every lOO metrea rite, nearly exactly l" C. ia

loat, whatever theongmal level and tempeiatore may have been ,

and convenely for dewending cunenta. If anv vapour be pre-

tent, aa long aa it u not condenaed, it reducea tnu rate only to a
very alight extent. Aa to the telauon between preaaure and
temperatnie, a fall ^ 20 mm would be accompanied by a
deereaa»of a'l^C., but since such a fall takes something like

tarenty-fonr honra at least, changes of this kind are probably
overtime and hidden by simultaneous changes depending on
other canses. Secondly, he ealcnlates the loss of temperature in

ascending cnrreiitK becoming saturated and continually loaing by
condensation part of tbeir moiature This quantity diffen greatly

with the amount of vapour originally in the air, and therefore

with the temperature at which the air hecomea saturated. By
means of a formula arrived at by T)r. Hann, a table hat been
constructed, showing the calculated loss of heat at vanoua pres-

sures, heights, and temperatures. An ascending column of air

oh^ the law for dry air until it reaches the dew-point
;
after

this the table should consulted Supposing a current at 10*

C. to impinge on a mountain slope and nse to the summit, 2,600

metres high, if moist, it loses 14 8* C ; if dry, 36°. But in

descending the lee side it gams, whether moist or dry, 36*. If it

was saturated at the mountain top, it will be relatively very dry
after its descent ; and if originally moist, about 10° warmer than

it was on the windward side.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Llnnean Society, Nov 19 —Dr G J. Allman, K R..S.,

president. In the chair —Mr. Daniel Hanbury exhibited sped-

mens of the rose cultivated on the southern sioiies of the Balkan

for the production of attar of roses, which Mr. J, G. Baker

stated to be probably a variety of R. (/(wshMfciw.—The President

then rend a paper on Hepkamtcyphm miraiUit, the tyjie of a

new order of Hydrozoa. The author described a remarkable

organism which occurs imliedded m sponra on the southern

shores of France. It forms composite colonios which have a

general resemblance to a campanalarian hydroid, with its cup-like

hydrotheem or so-called polype cells, opming on the snifacoof

the sponge, and, when the animal extends itself, giving exit to a
beantiful crown of tenttclei. It has, however, though a true

hydrosoon, no irameilinte relation with the campanulariansorwith

any other hitherto recognised order of Hydrosoa ;
for the hydro-

thecie-like receptacles are occupied riot by a hydrenth or

polypite, but by a body which has all the essential characters of

a Medusa
j
and the tentacles which are displayed when the

animal extends itself are really the marginal tratocles of a Me-
dusa. It is, further, provided with the radiatiug and drcnlor

canals of a true Medusa The animal is essentially a composite

colony of medusiform znoids included in a systm of chitinous

tubes, from which, like a campanalarian hydroid, each xooid

has the power of extending itself, and within which it can ogam
retreat. The author regarded the Stipkaiwscyphus mintkfu
as the type of a new order of Hydrosoa, to which he assigned the

name o( “Thecomednsse ” lie regarded Stephanoscyphus aa

aflbrding a convmclng proof of the homology on which he had
formerly insiated in parallelising the tentacles of a hydranth with
the radiating canals of a Medoiui. An interesting discassion

followed, in which ProC Busk, Dr Mune, and others bore te*ti-

mooy to the great importance of Prof. Allman’s discovery.

—

Dr. Mssters read a “ Monomph of Dunoneae.” The paper con-

tains an enumenition of the genera and species of the tribe

Durimeie, together with descriptions of the new species found by

Beocari in Borneo, &c. It is accompanied by some tenuuki

on the morphidogy and geographical distribution of the group.

In both respects the groupIs veiy diatlaet. The peculiar scaly

pubetcence, the compound stam^ the (m some cases) very

peeallar aniken, and the muricate fruits, all conatituta remark-

aWt frftjree. Th“ quevtioi of “divided" or "compound"

atameni, wUch hu <)£ late been'n-diaeiissed hjr Chithi, is illailpd

tes with the result that the author tdheici to hit prerimily ft*
pressed views on the subject—views, moreover, mppcsrttd bythofn
of Payer, Sacha, BoUlon, Van Tirahem, and othars. Tlw noMiv
of the petals in Malvaiea In general ia also touched 011) aometiiMt
these appear to be antonomoua organs, while in other cases tiiiqr

seem to form part and parcel of the stamlnid phalanges. (For
fruit of the Durionem aa an esculent, see Wallace, and “ Tyeeivy
of Botany," art “ Dnno.")

Chemical Society, Nor. 19,—Prof. Odling, F.R.S., pre<
aldent, in the chair.—Dr. C. R. A. Wright read a paper on the
action of organic amda and their anhydrides on the natural elks
loidi. Part If., by himself and Mr. Beckett ; being a oontlMntlnN
of that which he brought before the Society at the last meeting.
—Prof. W K. Clifford then mode a communication On general
equations of chemical reactions, proving mathematically, from the
kinetic theory of gases, the gently a£>pted method for expreoK.
ing chemical reactions. An interesting discussion eiined, after

which the following papers were read •—On propionic eonmorin,
and some of lu derivatives, by W. H. Perkin, F.R.S. ; On the
composition of antnnite^ by Prof. A. H. Church ; and the action

of bromme on protocatemiuic acid, gaUic acid, and tannin, by

J. Slenhouse, F R.S.
' ^

Zoological Society, Nov 17.—Mr. Geoi« pusk, F.R.S.,

egg of the Samoan Porphyrin.—A communication was retd ir.._

.Sir Victor Brooke, Bart., containing some remarks on the identity

of a certain deer in the Society’s collection, which hod been
determined as CtrvHS satMtumrum.—A series of eggs of Me^
podcs (Mii^PoiHms) transmitted by Mr. John Brexier, was exhi-

bited These had beea obtained from different islands of the
Solomon group.—Mr R. B. Sharpe also exhibited some Mtga-
podcs* eggs from the southern part ofNew Gnioea.—Prof. Mivart
reed a paper on the axial ikelcton of the Struthiunldm, and
pointed out that judging, by the characters of the axial skeleton,

the Kmeu presents the iesat differential type ; from which Rhea
diverges most on the one hand and Aptnyx on the other ; that

the resembl.-mce between Dromapis and Casuarius Is excee^gty
dose, while the oxisl skeleton of Dmomis is intermediate between
that of Casnanus and Apteryx ;

its affinities, however, with the
existing New Zealand form verv decidedly predominating.—

A

communication was read from Maior H. H. Godwbi-Ansten,
describing five new species of Heiickiae, of the sub-s^as Plecto-
pylis, from the Khnn and Naga Hills, from Darjeeling and from
the Burmese region,—Mr R. BowJler Sharpe read a paper on
the larks of Southern Africa, in which an attempt wu made to
lednce into order the nnmerona genera and apedci of this dlfiScnlt

group.—A communication was read from Dr. f. Anderson, point*
ing out that his Afacatni kmnnntt was truly distinct frmn Af.

arefdJrj of Gcoffr. St. Hilaire.—A communication was
from the Count Turati and Dr T. Salvador!, descnbmg a new
Tri^n of the genus Pharomacnis, propos^ to be called P,
xantho^asttr.—Hr. Albert Gimther read a description of a new
species of kangaroo fnim Nonh-west Australia, propoo^ to be
called /Mmatum apiraiu —Mr P L. Sclater read a notice of
some specimens of the Block Wolf of Thibet, now or lately living

in the Society’s mtnogerie —Mr H. E. Dresser uxhib ted eggi
of the various European species of Hypolais, together with those
of Aervnpknlm itrrftrnt and A. palutlrts, and pointed out that
these two groups (Hypolaia and Acrocepfaalus) approach each
other in their C{|^ os well os ia other characters, the two nearest
allied in each group being HypcUut rama and Aenttpktim
pahutrxs —Mr W. T Bltnford read a notice of two new Uro-
masiicine lisards from Mesopotamia and Southern Persia, pro-
posed to he called Urmaitlx muroftprt and CeuIrctnuMmr
lontatw —^A second paper by Mr. Blanford contained descrip-

tions of two new species of ichnenmon, and of a hare eollectrd
by Mr, F. Day in Sind, and nrw to the Indian fauna. One of
the former oni the hare vrere believed to be new to sa
were callid IlerpettafarngitUMS snd Leptu dayamu.

Meteoiologicsd Soeiety, Nov. 18.—Dr. R. J. Moni^
president, in tte tdiair.—The President rrad a " Report oonomniing
the meeting of the Conference on Maritime Heteondogy in
London, August 31, 1874," which he had attended u t^ repen-'

aentative of Ae aocirty —At the request of the preaidettt, Mr. K.
H. Scott gave a brim account of the recent meeting of

Permanent Committee of the Vienna Coomss at Utn^—The
tolloirieg papers w^re then rrad On the vrepther of AttiOfti
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* R. Straclum, F.M.S —TaUe for facflltatlqe the

io^ pf t||e 4eir.potnt froflf obtervationi of the 4nr *nd
hi, tynjijjn ijmsMint secretary

f is, that it rives, for t|)e difference

aooqat to t)esir|>tractea iron) tne readintf ot me »

taateaid of fyofn that of the dry, as is necess^ w ith

unr ii) see j thns effeetinn a tavipfr of time of i

®»d of that reqidrtd by the ordinary ipethod —f

4s^ vhl^ accompany cyclones, by the lion. Ralph Aber*
cronaby, f.M-8-

C^be Fnngns {JTmrlein vaslatrix)

from a letter of Dr Thwaites on the same subject was read, m
which It was stated that the periodicity of the worst phase of the

disease had sow been demonstrated. Klowers of lulphsr. Dr.
,'nwaites thought, would be a useful but impracticable remedy
•The filaments produced by the spores of Jftmtina penetrate the
stomata of the leaf from the outside It was difficult before to

understand what should determine the outbre.-ik of the disease in

certain parts of the leaves, the intermediate parts seeming to lie

quite free from it —The Rev M J Berkeley showed roots of
apple affect with Amenean blight, /'rutoma tamgi-m —Pears
were sent by Mr. H Wetib, the cracking of which Mr Berkeley

attributed to Sfulecira fomt, Fr.. which he regarded ns a state of
IMmmthgtpermm pyrontm —Dr. Gilbert contnbnted^ on the

pqrt ot T. B. Lawes, F.R S , a note on the occurrence of fungi

on the various plots devoted to experimrnta with different monuret
oq permanent meadow-land at Rolhamstead. HcrtL The general

eonctosion appeared to be that fungi flourished tne best where
the development of the grosses was the least, and where the

limited grosvth of these wns due to a deficient su^ly for their

requirements of nitrogen or of potash, or of both The dry su^
stapee of fungi appears to consist of from } to | of albuminoids,

yet, as in the Ofse of the highly nitrogenous leguminous crops,

'direct nitrogenous manures, such as ammonia salts or sodium
nitrate, do not seem to he specially favourable to their growth.

•ITie dry substance of fungi contains 8 to 10 per cent, of ash, of 1

which 80 per cent is potassium pliosphate. Yet the greatest

development of fungi was on plots on which, measured by the

requirements of grasses, potash was relatively deficient—Dr.
Voelcker stated that fairy rings occur on poor pastures, and the I

best mode of extirpating them consists in the application of

nitTOgenous manures —Mr Renny thought that rank -growing

gTM svas not nearly so favourable fur the growth of fungi as

oldpasture or common.

Bntqmologieal Society, Nov. i — Sir Sidney Smith

Sanpdarit president, in the chair —Mr, Stevenn exhibited three

sp^mens of Deiopeta pukhtlla taken at Arundel and Deal
Prof. Westwood remarked thnt the late Ideiitinrnt.Oeneral

Hearscy had found thia insect verv ffcstruclive to gnrdena in

India.—Mr Bond exhibited specimens of rare LepidopUra;
amopgst them were Stsia nihetformu (with yellow bands),
ijmxndts attHm, N<da aJMnht, and Pkrnpliorus rhoiUditrtvltir

—Mr. Jenner Wcir exhibited specimrna of Mantis rrfignivi,

with some ejfg.casea taken by himself at Meran, in Tyrol -

hfr. McT.aehfim exhibited a pnnter’s block (such os is used for

priptipg posters), attacked bv a species of Anobiiim, and he was
inform^ that the insect was enuring serious damage to the

printer’s stork. The wood wss believ^ to be pear-tree He had
recommended soaking them in carbolic acid and water.—^Dr

Sharp communicated “Descnplions of some now genera and
specif of Pselnpbidic ami Scydim-vnidie from Australia and New
ZlWland.” He added some remarks respecting the importance
t& gaining a knowledge of the New Znland fauna, and com-
n)^ted on the probable extinction of many of the species at no
very distant period.-—Mr. Darwm communicated some remarks
bv Mm. Barber, of Griqualand, South Africa, on the larva of
PtsfaSe nirttts, snd especially with regard to the colour of the
pupa tn connection with the objecla on which it was placed, it

appaaring to assume a protective resemhlance to the leaves or
otter adjacent objects. A ditcustion took place between seWal
of the nemben aa to whether, as snggested by Mn. Barber,
some pMogra]^ influences might be at work ; but Mr.
MeMolit stated that no known substance retained, permanently,
tlm colour reflect^ on it by adjacent objects ; but t^t there was
1)0 difficulty fat bdlevlng that larvae might become affected in

OMow by the colosniig matter of the food-plant; since cblo-

r<;phyn in an unaltered condition bad been found in the times

of green larvm.—Mr. Ogier Ward sept some notes on a sj[iidet'a

nestfoqnd in q ouarry at Poissy, near the Seine, with some
Ti'mivks thgreon by Mr. C. O. Waterhouse.—Mr. Bqtler com-
municated Desenptiona of thme npw species and a qew genqa
of Diqmal Lepidoptera from West Africa, ip the collection of
Mr Andrew Swansy.”—Mr C. O Waterhouse read “Notes
on Auriiallaq Coleoptera, with dc'cnptions of new species."

—

Mr. Kirlw eontnbnted a review of Boisduval's “ Monogmphie
dm AgarutidMS published in the Praise ft Magann dt totlogit,

1874 ’’—The Rev. R. P. Murray cqmmuqicqted “ Desenptiona
of some pew species of Butterflies belongipg to the genus
I-ycfepa.”

Nov. 16,—J. W Dunning, M A., F L S , the vice-presi-

dent, in the chair.—Mr Higgins exiiibited some rare Speci-

mens of CetoniiJii: from pomeo, vit, lamaptcnt Hn^inin,
O. Janson, and a remarkalde Djrnastiform insect, nameil by
Count Castelnaa Weshvaoihis /htinfiti

;

also two smaller speci-

mens, which had been supposed to be icnules of the last-named
sjiecies, but were more probably thote of an unknown species,

—The Sccrelnrv exhibited a collection of fine species of Lcpi-

doptcra sent by Mr W. D Gooch from Natal for determination.

—i he Rev O Pickard-Cxmlindge sent a note on the curious

spider’a neat exhibited at the last meeting It sras unknown to

him, and had it not been for a remark In Mr Ward’s letter im-
plying that the nest he fonwl lielonged to a geometrical web, he
alionl'l have conjecturol that it was the>ork of an AipJeiin If,

however, the nest svas aiipurtenant to a geometrical web, it roust

belong ton spider of the family Fpcirides. He did not thipk the

sand in the nest was at all designed as ballast, but as a protection

from the rays of the sun and also from parasites Mr Smith
remarked that the mnd coaling of the nest of etgdena irunma
dill not preserve that species from parasites, as he had often bred

a species of Pfutmarhisi fiom tlic nests and he believed, m
those cases, the eggs were altsckcil before the mud coating was
added.—Mr Champion exhibited some rare species of British

Coleopteri, vir , /tpwn Prn, .IMera Inguttala, Lvtnex\lon

isavalt, .Uhaus sul'fiiieus, Stlvams similis, and Apian san^ui-

Institution of Civil Engineers,'Nov to —Mr Thos. F..

Htmson, president, m the chair —On llie Nagpfir Water-works

;

with obSCTvalions on the rainfall, the flow fruro the ground, and
evaporation at Nagnnr ; and on the fluctuation of rainfall In

India and in other places’’ by Mr Alex K Rmiile, M InsL,

C E From a study of the reconli of rainfall at C-iIcntta,

Bombay, Madras, Nagiiiir, Mauritius, Bariiadoes, ^deIalde,

Iloliart Town, Cape Town, New York, Rome, (,recnwich,

New Bedfonl, U S , ami Prague, tlu author deduced that the

flncluations were similar in kimi, and that they only differetl

slightly in -mount.
MANriUSTFR

Literary and Philosophical Society, Nov. 3 —Rev Wm
(iisktll, vice-president, in the chair —On the corrosion of

koflen hot-water cLstcrns by I’rof. 11 E. Koscoc, P R.S On
an improvement of the- Bunsen Imrner for spectrum analysis, tiy

.Mr I-. Kingilon, assisiant in the Pbvxical Laboratory, Owens
Co'lwe. The students m the Physical Laboratory of Owens
Collefto having oiC'ision.aUyexpenfnced some difficulty in obtain-

ing the spectra of some salts with tiie ordinary Bunsen, through

apparently a deficiency of pressure m the gas, it occurred to me
that the amount of light even at this rlclicient temperature might

111 increased by multiplying the number of luminous points.

1 his Is accomplished by oroaileningout the flame of *he Bunsen,

that IS, causing the gas to issne through a narrow slit instead of

a round hole. We hair, so far, only made a rough expenment,

the allt being about J in long nod i in wide. The resiUt Is, as

exjiected, a more brilliant spectnim.—Some notes on Pasigrapby,

by Mr Henry II Howortli. FS A —On the existence of a

lunar atmosphere, by Mr. Dnaid Winslanlcy.

Glasgow

Geological Society, Nov. 12.—Mr A. E. Wtinsch, vice-

president, m the chair.—The Chairman gave a preliminary

notice of an interesting discovery which hsd recently been made

in Arran, during a jomt exploration of the northern part of the

island, in company with Mr James Thomson, F.O..S.

the coarse of their examination of thoM Inige masses of red

sandstone adjoining the carboniferous senes of Arran, whoso

age and geological position have hitherto been doubtfnl.

they caqie nport a bed of conglomerate of highly glacial
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•Meet, enclonng eiigiiUr ftagmenU el vanotu ichutou, toI I

cenic, and limeetone tacks ,
and in the latter Mr Thomson

detected the asp^ of caihoniferons shells sad

corals. lUrii^ once obuined this clue, it was not diffi

colt to find other beds at higher and lower levels, containing

ttaoea of csiboniieraus fossils, thus fixing these ma^
dte bads of sandstone as undonbtedlT of Lower rermisv

|

age.—Mr J Young F G S , read a joint paper by himself I

and Mr David Robertson, F G S , on the Polyaoa and other

minnte organisms fonnd in the carboniferous limest me shale at

Halimins, East Kilbride.—Mr D Bell described some remark

able gfacia] mounds seen in the neighbourhood of Balquhidder

on the line of railway between Callander and KiUin. At Kinsg
Tjihnetg and Callander Mr Bell next called attention to

another senes of mounds presenting similar features, which

occur to t^ "dde^len* called Glen Buckie, or the Catair
1

Bom, that opens out southward from Balquhidder and leads on

to Glcnfinlas in the Trossacha He then referred to some potott '

connected wlih the silling up of lakes, as presented by Lodi
Lnbnaig and Loch Voil, which were once to all probability 1

Boston, U S

Natural Hiatoiy Society, March 4.—The president m the 1

chair—Mr Bouvd introduced the subject of Dr Genlh a theory

of the meiamorphism of corundum, which has lately been pub

tohed, and explamed the meaning of the terms metamor
phism and pseudomorphism as used in mineralogy —Dr
T Steny Hunt then spoke on Dr Genth s researches on cornn

dum and its associated minerals. The speaker while prautng

the industry and chemical skill displayed m the paper of Dr
Genth, maisted upon the importance of some cletr lefinitions as

to replacement alteration, and association m the mineral king

dom, for (he lack of which he conceived the learned aulhir in

common with many others had fallen into errors, and had been

lad to eonclmdons wMly untenable He then explained the

nature of jiseudomorphs. He had not only carefully stud ed

Dr Genth's paper, but through the courtesy of that gentleman

h^ examined with him the extensive collection of specimens

upon which the conclusions announced by Dr Genth had been

baaed, and uhtle bearing testimony to his accuracy and sk 11 as

a chemist and mineralogist, maintained that all of the pheno*

mens to question were nothing more than examples of association

and envdopment. All (he facts regarding the corundum

bwing veins described by Dr Genth have their paraUels m
the granitic veins with beryl and tourmaline so com non in

Montalbau, or ^Vhlte Mountain rocks of North Amcnca, and

m the calcareous veinstones, with apatite pyroxene phlogopite,

and graphite, of the LaorenUan rocks both of which classa of

veins have elsewhere b.mu described bjr tlic author

1 ARM
Academy of Sciencea, Nov 9 —M Bertrand to the chatr

—A telegraphic despatch from M Janssen, announong the safe

arrivitl of the Transit ofVenus hjipdbtion at Nimasaki was read

—NL Alph. de Candolle presoited a copy of h s Report for

1873 74, published as president of the 1 hysical and Natural

History Sodity of Geneva.—The following papers were read 1—
Researches on the dissociation of crystalline salts, by MM P A.
Favre and C A. Valson —Method employed to ceeking the sub

stance the most efficacious ngsinst Phylloxera at the viticultnial

slatuM of Cognac, by M Max Cornu.—Memoir on the secular

inequalities ofthe major axes of the planetary oebUs, byM Etnila

Mattoeu — On some mmetrical constructions applicable to

minoia and lenses, by hL J Lisssjous.—Preparation and pto-

pcrtici of dloxymaleic aad. by M E. Bourgoiu. This acid is

prepared by beating Kekuie s bibromomaleic add with idver

oxides water—

—On the laws 'of the vibratory motion of tuntog-fiadwi

second note Ira M. E. Mercadier —On dectroetstie todnoite
enrrents, hf M. Neyrenenfi—Action of the aiectrie cviait
on the organs of sensaUon, by Dr T L. PMpaoit—Seplp
to recent note by M Gemex on snpersaturatton, by M Leew}
de Bowbandran.—New observations relating to the dtculaf

compass, by M E. Dnchcmin.—Biinlphide of earbon and
nitnc oxide lamp j application to photography, by MM B.
Ddacbanal and A Mermet The photographic mtenaitv of this

lamp IS stated to be superior to that of magnesium, to be twtoe

at great aa that of the oxyhydrogen light, and three timec ae

great at the electnc llghL Unlike the electric end magnednm
b^ta. the Same it steady and not liable to sudden extinctioii.—

On the chemical nature pf the anbatances which in the oigenlam

give croaa by polarisation by MM Dostte and Morat —Note
relating to the inundations of the valley of the Po to 187a, by
M Dantse.—At the beginning of the meeting M Lerattiet

presented to the Academy chaps, xix and xx of his " Re>
cherches Astronomlques, and a complete theory of the mottcoa
of Uranus.

Geographical Society, Nov 4.—M Delesse, pretidenL

—

The Secretary announced that the Abbd Petltot, a nduionaty

who has explored the Mackenxie River, has prepared a map t»

that Utile known region —A letter was read from M de Lestepe,

who states that he hu by no means given up the project of a
1 nns-Astatic railway His son has been exploring the Htoia-

laya^ and reporti on the difierent rontea by wnicb the iron road
could be earned.—M Foueber de Carcil presented the Sooetv
with a copy of ^is work entitled Lcibn tz and Peter the Greab”
The author («Us ont three geographical discoveries which he
declares are dneto Leibnitz. He showi that it was by his advice

that Peter the Great sent out the expedition under Behring,

the discoverer of the strait which bears his name 1 he anther

also mentions three memoirs by l.eibmtz on the determination of

longituile accorffing to the variation of the compass, a discove^

unth which Gauss was credited nearly a century later —

M

Simonin gave details of a journey which he made throngh the

north of the United States, and especudly to the region of the

Great Lakes

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
BaiT s I —A CourM of Qual ui »s Cheimcd Anslysu Wm. (. ValoallB.

newed I on (J sod A Church II) —Hiuobn and H stu4^em nrv oftlsn
HeoinJitfiey IranaJst d hr Arthur E J Barker (J and A ChurehlUJi—
Pon lonmry EatomuitracaufScuiland G S.Br ^ C.M Z.3. Kev H.W
Croukey h C S and Dav d RobertMn, F T S Palwontoloalcal SoentyJ.
—Bacon s lliui ghtis Ptailu«|>hiuil and Med col John UoWMa, IIJJ
(H K Lctvu.x Enumiu Darw n John Dowmhi M D (H K Lewis).—
Journal of the Sociaiy of 1 elemph Eng neen Major Frank Bo.toa tad
Cleo. h. Proeoe (Spon).—DenlaT Pathology and Sur|^ S J A Sahsr
MB F R s (L^nunsX Doctnne S Fnergy D P Heath M.A
(Cmg uaiu.) —Manchester llutoncat Recorder ()<iha Heywood

Anna can —Report ot il e Commisuoaer of Anlculture, 1873 (WaaUng
too U H.)—Bullet n of the Bull^ Sraeiy uf Atural Soencea (Wnmo,
Johnion a d Co. BuflEtlo U S I—CaUliwue of Planis fArmy Deparlmaac
Wasbingluo, U S )—Reimrt ofO uhhulogical Speclme isfWauungtpn, U S )

Fukxigh —Coun de GSoloine Compude Su itlaoi Meuniec (Flrttia
Didot and Co l-Eaiierimentnlphyiik Dr Adolf F WeinboldfLaipsict—
Dcgl Stud FUiad Ambragio Funn en(Fohgna) —Uber die AbhInngkeU
dca Klinut»i.hen choincten der Winde 1 Dr W Kliiiiieo tBcpUen-
boig)

C.HgBrjO, + aH,0,
= aHBr + C,UsO„

The new n^ is cofuurletis cryitallme, soluble in water and
alcubdl, hardly soluble in ether It presents the tnple character

uf a dibasic acid a diatomic alcohol, and an unsaiunted add.
Its isomer, * trica|dbonic add obtamed from cyanofonn, is •
tribssicac d —TriM of cumpoitson between the pilndpal systems

of adnsl navigalian, by M Duroy de Briugnsc —On the vulca

noee of the Ue ofJava and their relation with the pentagonal

ridge^ by M. Alexu 1 errey—btudles relating to Phyllosera,

Expuliiie«ll 'Hade on branchca of vinet immersed to water

hqumg VMHW cubstances to folubon, by M A. Bandrimont,

—

A Itttcr flrom Mdme. Janssen was read glvuig details of
the effects of the recent typhoon at Hong Kong —On n
f rmnla for tranifoMimj elhptic fu c ions, by M Bp 'a

The SneoMD Osxhan Arctic Expsd r oM iWUh /Ibuiraiiuu) t

DuAVMr-r s Pnoraa Motiom op tub Fixbu Stars " Etc. (

Oo* Boon SHBt.p I

LaTTsas to the RotToa .—
Royal AgncuUund So nelv and ihs Pouio Dlteaw —Prof W T

IHUBI.TON Draa. F L S I

Zoological Oaideaa, Regents Park.—ViAToa C TaAiu. I

Note on tub DEVEuaruEHT op the Columella Avan lu ma
Akpiiiua. By Prof T U Huxle t R.S. I

Om M EACi, II By Prot J U EvsaaTT D C L. (IFfM //Aulrw-

Oh THE OeOQEAPH CAL DUTEIBUTION OP THE FALLOW DXXB Of
PanEHT AMD IM pAST TUUL By L. H jBITTELBa

|

The Late Sie William J^inx
I

Lectuexs to Women cm Puvsical ScuMcsi It I

Sc EMTIPICSXBIAU *
1
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SAXBTS •‘BIRDS OF SHETLAND"
TlteBirdt e/SMUmd^ with OhservaitotuoH HuirHabiU,

Migration, and Occationai Appoarance By the kte

Henty Im Saxhy, M D
,
of BalU Sound, Unit Edited

by hii brother, Stephen H Saxby, M A. 8vo., pp

3^ ,
eight pUtn (Edinburgh 1874.)

J
UST as no country can show such a number of works

on Ormthology as our own,* so no branch of our

fimna has received anythmg like the same degree of atten

tion, which the e»stence of such works implies, as birds

These works are of various grades of excellence, as might

naturally be expected, but there are few that do not contain

mote or less valuable matter, and none that can be safely

nested by omithologuts , while some, as Mr Steven-

son’s ** Birds of Norfolk,’ Mr Gray’s “ Birds of the West
of Scotland,” and of course Thompsons “Birds of

Ireland,” rise to a very high order of merit The book

now before us—the late Dr Saxby’s “Birds of Shetland,”

—does not, indeed, nearly reach the standard of those

just named as a whole , but in some respeCtfl it does not

fall for below it, because the locahty of kself gives an

Importance to the subject which no imperfections can

impair—and the work certainly labours under several

manifest and serious defects. It will be enough to

m«mdon three of them. First, there is the depiorable

fact ofthe author's premature death, and the posthumous

puUication of his book consequent thereupon , for though

his brother has doubtless done all in hu power to dis-

charge the duty of editor—and, let us say at once, has

done this very creditably—the want of an author’s final

supervision is a severe mjury to any work. Secondly, the

author seems to have had to dep^ almost cntuely on

his own resources. In any but the very smallest district.

It is nearly impossible for one man to know the whole of

It, and this is quite impossible, even after a twenty years

n^dence, m a group of islands like the scene of Dr
Saxby’s labours. Hchimselfhved in the most northerly

of those which are inhabited, and his connecuon

marriage with the influential fonuly of Edmonston-

which has produced so many gifted members—no doubt

gave hun unusual facilities for beconung acquamted with

the peculiarities of Unst , but his professional duties in a

great measure tethered him to one spot, and hindered

him frun carrying on his investigations m the more

southern islands as he unquestionably would have

liked to do. Thirdly, the author does not seem to have

folly appreciated what the duties of a local naturahst m
thcM days are Twenty years ago even this book would

have attained for him a very high rank among his

bntkren, but times have changed. So great is the ad

vance in all branches of biology, that what then passed

for the best ot work is now far behind the age. The

ny b of oooiM lha only ons which can coniaura with Briala in

tl sndbsriMoutofcotwiWTitliiii Uw dUrtmea b oMnt of the

Ibm Uttb doahtMb lha •Ida 00 which thn nuniancad

a. ItbtnMlhatbPntOKbolf l'hcoiunuOnuiboli«bB''tbc

SaT’iHS’i—
haao aaoiBbad by that baniad compUic ataU at dowdy at tht<0"^ or ftt VIM Kb.
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British onuthologist has become a more highly educated

and better-read man than he was, and, what is mote to

the purpose, a man of wider views He must not only

know what are the general wants of his science at pre-

sent, the problems which require stdution, but, to take a

good place, be must know also much mo e of what is

bemg done by bis neighbours than most of our forefathers

in the pursuit cared to trouble themselves with. Lacking

such knowledge as this, he u apt to miu the bearings of

obsovatlons of the most mterestmg kind, and he is sure

to be tediously minute upon matters which might or

would have rejoiced his bM fancying predecessors, but

ore of small moment to bis contemporanes.

We do not write these words without pain. Every

allowance must be made for the gentleman who secluded

himself m the most northern of the Bntish Islands, but

many a man so placed would still have formed or kept

up such an intercourse with the centres of thought and

investigation as to enable him to be on a level, as to their

results, with the best thinkers and investigators. Shet

land, nowadays, in regard to communication, u hardly

further removed from Edinburgh (or, for the matter of

that, from London) than Selbome was in those of Gilbert

White Yet we find that White was m the front rank of

the naturahsts of his time, corresponding fireely, frequently

and on equal terms with the acknowledged heads of his

I

vocation, testmg by his own experience all that he

learned fixim them, and moreover, all that was known of

; the labours of foreign naturahsts. Maximit hand impar,
I he criticised alike Linnmus, Scopoh and Kramer, Ray,

Derham and StiUingfleet , and his cnucisms are still

defensible. Now, there is no evidence that Dr Saxby

did anything of this kind—an examination of his book

gives no intimation that be was at all aware of what sub-

jecu were moving his brother onuthologists, whether at

home or abroad. Most of his observati^ as they were

mattg were transmitted for publication to a periodical

which has been the dehght of bird’s-nesting and moth-

pinning schoolboys, but, except m encouraging a taste

for natural history among amateurs, it has been remark-

able for persistently checking lU scientific study We
do not of course blame Dr Saxby for not occupying bun

self with species-splitting, nomenclature and su<k like

refinements. They are only to be mdulged m with

profit by such as have ready access to museums

and libraries, and are possibly not worth half the

trouUe that u taken about them by men who enjoy those

fa^Htuw- But there were numberless subjecU which were

withm his grasp, and yet are entirely overiooked by him

We may instance the many contested pointt as to the

assumption of certain plumages by certain sea-fowls. A
kfCTi observer so favourably situated as Dr Saxby, <me

would think, wbuld have thrown some light on such

questions. One of them rriates to the various garb in

which the bud, commonly known as Richardson’s Skua,

presents itsdt The species is abundant, as everyone

knows, in the Shetland seas , but not a word is vouch-

safed to bring ns nearer to an understanding of the

matter We are tdd, indeed, that parti-ooloared buds

and whole-coloured b^s can be distinguished fiom the

tune that they are in the nest ,
but that nmdi some of ns

knew before, either from our own expenence or the testi-

mony (d others. Ptusles too, wh^ though perhaps

r
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tddoudifciiMed in i>bbUc, have oftenbeen debated vdien

two or three omhhologifts are gadtered together, are

equallf left without a word, while a word from Dr Saxbjr

woidd have been of the greateat value Among luch u
that of the growth of the Puffin’s monstrous bill W#
have a very well told tale of the author’s visit to a Puffin-

warren on Hermaness, but it is Just such an one as any-

body not a naturalist would write, and contains nothing

that dotens or scores of British ornithologists did not

know before Again, we may instance the migration of

birds. An observer in such a look-out station as the

extreme north of Shetland might, one would think, have

furnished an infinite number of facta bearing on this im
portant and perplexing question Dr Saxby contents

himself with telling us when certain species come and

go—very valuable information, no doubt, from so com-

petent an authority \ but as to the application of such

facts, the impression they made as a whole upon his

mind, their relation to similar observations in other

places, not a word, so far as we can find, is said Some
of the Shetland migrants, we happen from other sources

to know, touch the islands as their extreme western,

others as their extreme eastern, limit
, but this is all one

to our author, who docs not seem to care whence the

wanderers come or whither they go , they are regarded

by him as the wrad that bloweth where it llsteth
'*

But enough of this unpleasing task. With the most

sincere regret foe Dr Saxby’s misfortunes and untimely

fate, and a heartfelt sympathy with those who have to

mourn his loss, we are compelled to say so much The

old adage dt mofims is very well in its way, but when we

have him termed by reviewers “one of die first of our

ornithologists,” his book ” a most valuable contribution

to the ornithology of Great Britain,” and all the rest of it,

we must, if we speak at all, speak the truth We could

count at least a score of British ornithologists who, had

their lot been cast in the Shetland Islands, would probibly

have done much better, and would certainly not have been

contented to do so little His intellectual and scientific

capacity is reflected in his editor, who sees in the

conductor of a popular magazine one ” who has for so

many years sat at the focal point ’ of ornithology—

a

metaphorical expression to which many meanings might

be attached, one of which (though obviously not that of

the writer) is that a focus may be found on a blank surface

which recelveB rays of light and does not return them.

The “Birds of Shetland” is a book of fair mediocnty

The next faunist, whose work we may be called on to

review, wiU, we hope, take warning by its deficiencies,

though for truthful observation—strictly limited, we must

say, to observation—he cannot have a better model than

Dr Saxby More, however, is expected of a faunist in

these days.

MARSHES ‘'MAN AND NATURE'*
Tk» E»rtk at Modified Human Action A new
edidon of “ Man and Nature ” By George P. Marsh.
(Sampson bow and Ca, 1874.)

A MONO llm varied forms ofenergy by which the cease-

AA Use eftsaifcs of the earth's surfoce are prodneed—
snbterrnaem air, ram, frosts, rivers, giaders, the

•ea, and the rest—the geoleiut requirea to iachide m a

not unimportant agent, Lifi^ both v^etable and animal.

Some of the ways in whidi plants act in augmenting or

retarding the operation of the inorganic forces areAun^br
enough Howoften,formstance,doweaeethewallsofaram

which have been spht or cast down by the growing room
of some sapling tree which has found a footing m theis

masonry The frosts and storms of winter would have

levelled the walls in the end, but their action has been

anticipated by the tree Again, as an everyday example

of the opposite kind of -iction, we may take the way in

which the matted room of trees which grow along the

'

alluvial margin of a nver serve to bind the loose sancls

or clays of the bank together, and retard the wasting

effects of the current. Animals, too, have their own waps
of effecting similar resulte, as every observant rambler in

the country can testify Moles, rabbits, and other bur-

rowing animals lay bare the soil to ram and nvulet, and
where they carry on their operations in loose mat^ls
liable to ^ dispersed by wind, as for Instance on the

j

sand dunes by the sea, they may lead to the destruction

ofmuch valuable land under the drifting sand which they

I

have uncovered If we travel into otlier parts of the

I globe we find other and better examples, as in the dams
of the beaii^ and the reefs of the coral polyps Less

easily definable, but probably far more important, are the

influences of life upon chmate ,
for although the distri-

bution of the fauna and flora of any region is in great

measure regulated by climate, it 1$ no less true that

climate is modified by the flora, as is shown by the desic-

cation of countries which, once green and fertile, have
been stripped of their woods
So long as man remained in the savage state his influ

ence resembled, and m some respects fell short of, that of

the terrestrial animals who were his contemporanet He
felled a tree here and there, and when he had learned the

use of grain, turned moorland into rude fields for culture.

But his warfare lay not with the inanimate surface, but
mainly with the beuts, fowls, and fish on which be chiefly

depended for food and clothing With the slow develop-

ment of civilisation bis influence as a geological agent
has steadily increased, until now it must be ranked in the

first class of the forces by which the surface of the land
is modified Ihc time is yet too short during which
accurate registers have been kept to admit of any very
precise determination of the amount, sometimes even of
the nature, of the changes effected by human action But
enough has been recorded to justify the attempt to InA-
cate at least the general tendency of man’s opethtlona,

while at the same time tolerably definite information

exists regardmg the results of some of his interferences

with the ordinary economy of nature In some respects

man’s influence is antagonistic to nature’s usual modes of
working, but of course, viewed broadly, it cannot do more
than alter the balance of forces, giving to some a gieafer
and to others a less share of work than in a natural stafo

would be accomphshed by them.

Mr Marsh’s “Man and Nature,” published devett
years ago, was the first attempt, at least in English, to
take a general view of this subject from a vride bufe dt
reading A work ot research and generalisation fram the

I

labours of others rather than of original obserntle«» H
called attention to a field of Inqtiiry tob Httlb cUhtPlUtei

I

hy gecflogists. In fact, to kt intnehce we mey ftMfct pi».
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uoribe the greeter prombence^'noir given Sn

tteetiMi of Phytieal Geography and Geology to the

fcdlogieat aspecta of man’i position on the globe. A
new edition Aows that the efforts of the author have not

been wholly unappreciated here by that general reading

public, not of professed savans, but of educated, observing

men, to whom they were addressed He must be gratified

also to find that as his materials weie in large measure

derived from the observations of foreign writers, his

work has met with a special measure of notice and ap-

proval on the Continent It is frequently cited by recent

French and German authors in Physical Geography and
Geology, and a special Italian edition of it has lately been

published under the author’s supervision.

Of a book which has now established its position it is

not necessary to say anything by way of criticisnL This new
edition has been somewhat enlarged, but the same division

of subjects IS retained. The author, who besides being

fanuliar with the charlictenatica of laige tracts of his own
country, the Umted States, has travelled extensively m
Europe, brings hia work abreast of the most recent disco-

veries and conjectures. The extent of his readingi remark

able enough m the first edition, is evinced again in this new
issue He seems to have come across the most out of

the-way blue book of the most out-of ths-way kingdom,

and it has yielded to him some apposite illustration or

suggestive fact And even though we may he disposed

to admire more the wonderful industry of research than

the judgment in the selection of evidence, we cannot

read even the most doubtful bits of testimony cited and

commented upon without bemg made to think about what
'

we may perhaps have noticed ourselves but never really

reflected upon before. And there could hardly be a

greater merit in a book than this. As to the change of
|

title m this new edition, we are inclined to think it a mis

take^ for two reasons. In the first place, it is not in itself

so good a title as the first and in the second, the

changes m the present edition arc not sufficient to

warrant the dropping of the name by which the book u
generally known This, however, is a small matter, and

will not, we hope, damage the progress of a treatise which

certainly ought to be one of the standard works of reference

in the Lbrary of every well educated Fnglishman

BRINKLFY S ytSFRO^OMY

BnnkUfs Attronomy Revised and partly re-wntten

with addibonal chapters, by John Wilham Stubbs,

D D ,
Fellow and Tutor of Triraty College, and Francis

BfUnnow, Ph.D, late Astronomer Royal of Ireland

and Ptofessor of Astronomy in the University of Dublin

(London Longmans and Co , 1874.)

Dr. BRINKLEY’S treatise on elemenUry asUonomy
of which this IS a Hew and revised ediuon, baa been

ibr many years one of the recognised text books provided

for the use of Trinity College, Dublin Wo beheve, how
ever, that it is a work comparatively little known out of

Irbkliid, and pMbidfly nutfiy English astronomers were

not aware of ha eidstence till hs reappearance, in a new
drew, under die able guidance and direction of Dr Stubbs

gad Dr Brttnnow, by whom the present edition is re-

vised, enisaged, and partly ro-wrkten. Its popularity as

a text-book will donbtleae bo no longer confined to the
sister Island ] for this treatise, although elementary in hs
character, contains such clear and concise explanations
of some of the principal problems in astronomy, that Its

intrinsic merit alone will probably find for It a place
among the choice volumes of every astronomical student,

and also on the shelves of every astronomical library

We do not sav that this “ Astronomy ” is all that can be
desired, nor will it obviate the necessity for the employ
ment irf a mOre elaborate work on prartical astronomy
where extreme accuracy is required in the reduction ot

observations , but it does on the whole explain the diffe-

rent problems In a clear and easy manner and in popular
language, without sacrificing those details which are

necessary for a proper elucidation of the diffemnt

problems We should, however, have been glad if a
more detailed account bad been given of some of the

subjects treated upon, espeaally in the chapter desenbing
the instruments usually employed in making astronomical

observations. The methods of determining the mstru-

mental adjustments arc sufficiently explained but it would
be of great service to amateur astronomers if examples
had been given of the complete reduction of both men
dional and equatorial observations, a kind of information

rarely to be found in detail m astronomical treatises

The name of Dr Bnnklcy involuntarily carries us back
so far into the history of modern astronomy that a doubt

I existed in our mind, before opening the book, that an
1 astronomical treatise originally prepared so many years

ago, even by so distinguished an astronomer, must neces-

sarily retain much of an antiquated character, either in

arrangement or material 1 hanks howoer to the great

practical knowledge of Dr Bnnkley, ani to the editorial

labours of Dr Stubbs and Dr Briinnow we find the

science is represented as accurately as if the work had
been published now for the first time In the days ot

Dr Bnnkley directors of observatones did not consider

It their duty to reduce their observations with that com
pleteness which we arc now accustomed to see. It was
not till the present Astronomer Royal, Sir George Airy,

was appomtnl to the direction of the Royal Observatory

that the numerous observations of the moon and planets

made at Greenwich since 1750 were reduced upon one

uniform system, and of sufficient accuncy to be made
available for the correction of the elements of the lunar

and planetary orbits Under these circumstances many
of the prmcipal a.stronomical constants a ere not sufTi

ciently determined in the early part of the present cen

tury, especially of those relating to observing astronomy,

to admit of the production of a practical handbook in so

satnfactoiy a manner as it the present day but In all

that was essential for the proper comprehension of the

general planetary and lunmr motions no one had greater

quahficatiotts for sock a task than the lixu-ned Bishop of

Cloyne, who had himself, in addition to other researches

on refraction and parallax, invesUgated the value of the

constant of aberration from observations made with the

8-ft. drek at the observatory of 1 rimty College

This introductory tr^the is founded on a senes of

annual lectures on astronomy delivered by Dr Brinkley

before undergraduates of Trimty College during hii

occupation of the Andrews Chair of Astronomy m the

UnWetsity of Dublin At the request of the College
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Board theie lectuiaa were afterwards published, and

thejr have since formed an important portion of the course

of study required for the College examinations For

some tone it was tmiversally felt that the book was not in

keepmg with the advanced state of astronomical soence,

and that a new and revised edition was necessary For

this purpose, the authorities of Trinity College, who ruUn*

rally have a traditional respect for this treatise, were

fortunate in securing so accomplished an editor as Dr
Stubbs, and the cooperation of so distinguished an astro-

nomer as Dr Briinn^
Seekers after the romance and history of astronomy

will find in this volume few facts recorded in this interesting

branch of the science, which the editors have apparently

rightly considered as forming no part of a coU^ text-

book, for “ the student who has made himself so well

acquainted with astronomy as to find its history interest

ing will easily procure for himself, from a variety of

authors, all the information he can desire ” There is

also a very hmited amount of description of the physical

aspects of the larger planets. We rather regret this

oinission, although there may be reason for doing so, for

we believe that the book would have been more gene^y
attractive and useful had some of the results ci the

numerous modern observations of the physical features

of Mars Jupiter, and Saturn been given. This treatise

contains, however what is far more valuable in a text

book, and which is often slurred over in many popular

astronomical works of much higher pretensions, clear

and concise explanations, accompamed in many instances

vdth the formula; of reduction, of various astronomical

subjects. Among them we may name the theories of

refraction and parallax, the phenomena depending on a

change of position on the earth s surface, the motions of

the moon and planets in their orbits, echpses of the sun

and moon, the application of astronomy to navigation

and geography, the figure of the earth, the masses of the

sun and planets, &c. A very &ir descnption of the con

struction and use of the transit instrument, mural circle,

and equatorial is also given, sufficient in fact to enable a
non practised but inteUigent observer to understand easily

the necessary adjustments required in the use of these

instruments There is an omission, however, though we
could scarcely expect to find it inserted, as the method is

!

only adopted in a few of the prmcipal observatories, but

a notice of which we are inclined to think would have
been acceptable to many, and would doubtless increase

the value of the section on astronomical mstruments.

We refer to the method of automatic registration of

transits on a chronograph, instead of recording them by
the ordinary or “eye and ear” method. It is true that

the usual manner of making a transit is sufficiently ex
plained, but as the chronognqihic registration is now fre-

quently adopteil in the determination of the differences of
terrestrial longitudes, as well as in the ordinary registration

of transits, we shall ^ways be glad to see a description of

the chronograph in every treatiM on practical astronomy
Besides considerable alterations in the arrangement of

the subjects and additions to the text made by Dr Stubbs,
Dr Briiimow has contributed new chapters on the phy-
sical coilsdtation the sun and heavenly bodies, on
discoveries made by means of the spectroscope, on the
proper notioas of the fixed stars, and on the general

advance of stellar astronomy We need not zemarii

more on these chapters thsn that the great astronoolcM

reputation of Dr Briinnow is a sufficient guarantee of

theu* accuracy, and to observe that the principal resolta

of the recent researches are given in a concise form,

which makes these chapters most interesting as well as

valuable reading

We have hitherto given to this excellent treatise an
almost unqualified approval, but there are one or two
points of no great moment which we should like to see

corrected in a future edition. Nothing offends the eye

of an astronomo’ more than to see in an astronomical

text book errors m the orthography of well known proper

names. We have detected a few of such errors which

ought to have attracted the attention of the editors if

not of the printer “ Flamstead* for FUmutttd mq;ht

reasonably be passed over in silence , but when we see
“ Faumal^ut ” pnnted for Fomalhami, “ Fourcanlt,” more
than once, for Foucault, “ Leomis * for Loomu, “ Mas-
keline, more than once, for Maskclyne, we cannot avoid

feding a pang of regret that m an educational work on
the science such inaccuracies should have been allowed

to pass. Agam, it is unfortunate that greater care was
not taken to correct the distances and magnitudes of the

members of the solar system, depending upon the recent

alteration of the value of the solar parallax, especially as

the new value of the sun s distance in miles u frequently

given. The old value m miles for the velocity of bght
per second, 192 000, might also have been corrected for

the same reason. On page 152, the value of the solar

parallax determmed from Foucault’s experiment u 8* 86,

not V 942, this latter value being sensibly the same as

that determined finally by Mr Stone from a comparison

of the Greenwich observations of Mars at the opposition

m 1862, with the corresponding observations mode by Sir

Thomas Maclear at the Cape and by Mr Ellery at

Williamstown, Australia

Notwithstanding these few slight drawbacks, we do not

hesitate to recommend this most excellent treatise, which
IS moderate in price, to all who are mterested in astro-

nomical observations and m the progress of astronomy

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Peep at Mexico By John Lewis Geiger, F R.G S

(London Tnibner and Ca, 1874.)

Mr Giicer’s book is chiefly devoted to a description of
the not well known count^ westward of the town of

on the coast of the Pacific, ww ««whuw, w
lajara, Guanajuato, and Querdtaro, to the ci^taL
The book gives but a “peep” at Mexicq, but it is

a very agreeable one j for, not entirely relying on his
pen to describe whiu he saw, the author photo-
graphed en route, and fcHty-five views illustrate his
book. Although the people, their habitations, and their
ways, are the principal t^cs on which Mr Geiger
wnte^ yet here and there he gives ^impses of Urn
natural history of the country F«r example, the first

part of his journey firom Monxanillo was along the Lagnna
deCuyntlan, whiimruns parallel with the ^re^ separated
from the ocean by only a narrow strip of hud. “ It is

ahnost completely enclosed by mangrove Jun^ effitdi

overruns the bants and creates numerous islets by itb

growth where the water u shaUowesb Tbne uM
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variety m the vM^ion
, mangrovei monopolise all

ayailaDle space ” The stagnant waters he describes as

covered with a brownish green shme, disturbed occa
rionally by an alligator

"Some spots were literally crowded with numerous
varietiea of ducks and teal. Their cacklmg would
often alarm a company of huge white cranes, qmeuy con
gregated on a sandbank
*^00 the floating islands, proud storks and sedate

mdancholy herons were engaged in catching and con
mming thnr breakfast, whilst every nook of the mangrove
thickets, every shallow in the lake, every log of wom on
the water, was tenanted by all manner of birds, mcluding
ahke the busy wagtail, (he grandfatherly pelican, and the

stately flamingo. As we cut the placid waters, a brace of

neat sand pipers or a swift kingiisher, scared bv the snort

of the engine, would suddenly emerge from the maigm
of the channel, and, darting ahead, be again frightened

into the air almost before they had settled
" Soanng in graceful drelea far overhead, a variety of

hawks view the scene from aloft, ready to pounce upon
whatever appears an easy prey

, whilst thousands of dark*

blue glittering swallows hurry from island to island,

feeding plenteously on the mynads of insects that hover

above the water "

The vegetation near Colima is thus described —
“The trees are not large, but are so interwoven as to

form impassable barriers, even apart from the bushes and
shrubs that spring from every spot of vacant nound
Hundreds of creepers cling to every trunk, and twine

round every branch, connecting by a thousand wiry

threads, thickets, shrubs, and cacti—a massive bulwark of

profuse vegetation, through which the axe alone can hew
a way The huge Orgam cactus, with its tree-like stem,

often aft in diameter, and 10 ft to 15 ft. high, sends up
its stiff, straight branches to a height of 30 ft or 40 ft from

the ground, whilst the smaller species mingle m thousands

with the shrubs and bushes nearer the earth. Wherever

the creepers may have neglected trunk or bough, prolific

parasites, gay alike with taper leaf and gorgeous blossom,

hasten to perform their part in this fairy work of nature

The flowers have little scent, but their profusion of white,

yellow, and red, blended with the countless shades of

green, charm the eye with tints as various as they are

magnificent

"

Beyond the fact of mentioning lava near Colima, Mr
Geiger has made no attempt to give any geological infor

mation, and the principal physical feature noticed is

that the country is much broken up by barrancas, narrow

ravines, which sadly interfere with the making of straight

roads The book is full of interesting information about

social life

LtsRoses —Histoire Culture Description Parllippolyte

Jamain ct huglme Forney ,
preface par Ch Naudm

60 cbromolithographies d apres nature, par Orobon 2 "

edition (Pans J Rothscnild.)

Like so many of our garden flowers, the history of most

of our cultivated varieties of the rose is involved in

obscurity A few species, as Rosa ceniifoha (the Cabbage
Rote), galhca, damasetna (the Damask Rose), moschata

(the Moss Rose), lutta (the Yellow Rose), have retained

their distinguishing chanmters
,
but the majority of the

florist’s flowers are the result of hybridisation or variation,

in which all trace of their nativity is lost The same is

the case also in Western Asm, the rose which yields the

famous attar of roses bemg of very doubtful origin,

probably a form of^ damascena In the work before us

we have a history the cultivauon of the rose, followed

l«r a descnption of the various species md varieties, with

tnrir geographical distribution
,
an account of the various

modes oi cultivation
,
and a history of the diseases and

insect enemies to which it is liaMe—all embellished with

very beautifully executed woodcuts. The greater part of

this handsmne volume is occupied by sixty chiomohtho-
graphs of well known roses, which are Mumphs of the
engraver's art The colours are so truthful, and the execu
tion so dear and brilliant, that even m engravmgs coloured
by hand you could scarcely obtain more accurate or
brautiful illustrations. The volume is one that dererves
a place on every drawing room table.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\Tkt EdUor does net MdktmtdfrtspontihltforopinioHS exjurtsttd

by kis correspondents Reither can he nnderlaie to return,
or to correspond mtk the winters of, rgected manusenpts
No notice u taken ofanonymous communications ]

Dr Petermann s Letters to the Presidents of the Royal
Oeographical Society in 1865 and 1874

Tub letter from Dr Petermann to the President of liic Royal
Geographical Society, dated Nor 7, i874,*ierera to what took
place ten yean ago, and to the tiro letteis which he then
addreiaed to Sir Rodenck Murchison on the subject of amic
exploration, a subject on which he then, at now, assumed for
himwlf the right of ^leaking as an authority There are many
geographers who feel very strongly that Dr Petermann did
great injury to the cause of arctic discovery m 1865, and it

teems dnirable that as he hat again put himwif forwai^ as an
authority his pretensions to that ^aracter should lie examined

Captain (now Admiral) Sherard Oslxiin rend an exhaustive

paper before the Royal Geographical Society on Jan 22, 1865,
la which he advocated a renewal of arctic cxpli ration I y the
route of Smith Sound The long sciiet of voyages in the dircc

tioo of Spitsbergen had proved by a pnccts of induction that

the Smith Souiid route was the • ne Uiat should I c followed
while the development during the Frauklm searches, of that

system of sledge travelling with which the name of M’Clinlock
it associated caused a revolution in the method of exploring

and must be looked upon in the light of a discovery From that

time It hat been known that land must be the basis of poUr
exploration, that a real advance can only be mode by following
the land Ice, and that tending ships into the drifting packs
between Greenland and Novaya Zemlya it a utelets waste of
time and mnney Sir George Rack Admltal Collmaon Sir
Leopold M Cllntock, Admirul Sherard 0>born, Captam Vei-ey
Hamilton, and other arctic officers practically acquainted wiilt

the subject held that view in 1865, and they bold it now Their
opinions were based on pract cal experience and on the records
ot former voyages, and nothing has occurred since either 10
alter or to roodlly them
Adm ral Osborn a proposil was cordially supported, and there

appeared to he good reason to expect that it wonid be unan
roously accepted , when two letters from Dr Tetermann to Sir

Roderick Murchison, by causing a use ess and barren discussion,

had the effect of destroying these fair prospects.

Dr Peteniuinn has no practical knowleilge whatever of tl e
arctic regions. He is famous for having propounded a theory
more than twenty years aw and he has ever since striven t >

make the obstinate facts fit into it~a hopelers task So that
wrhile be has no actual acquaintance witli the polar regions, the
exigenaea of his theory prevent him from judging cd what he
reads with an unbiassed mind It was in January 1852 that the
Peiermann theory was first given to the world, in the lonn of a
• Plan of Search for Sir John Franklin The theory is that there

u an open sen round the pole, caused by the Gulf Stream, and
that It can be reached late in the autumn with perfect ease, by
sailing north between Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya. He
urgetfthat Franklin’s shins were beset near the coast of Siberia,

and that the way to reaen them was by sailing across the polar
ocean during the winter

This is the Fetcimann theory It might have been very mis
chievous in 1852, by diverting the search from the proper diiec

tion , but fortunately it was considered absurd, and received little

or no attention Unluckily for the cause of arctic research. Dr
Fetermann tcmscitated his theory in a modified form, m his two
letter* to Sir Roderick Murcliison, in which he advocated the

Spitzbenra route in 1865
Dr Atennann assigned eight reasons for his preference,

which are easily dispt^ of His fint reason was that the

voyage ffom Engbud to the North Pole is shorter by Spitz

* FnbHilwd in NATuaa vol zi.p,}7
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bcivtn ; a gutter which my be lapoetapt tp • componr wUhiiu

to oUbliih a line (tf packets between the two points, but which

has no beating on the question of exploiahon. llis second

mason wu that the Spittbeinen seal form the widest openingi

into the unknown region. This is one of the strongest objec-

tions to the route, for the navigation must be conducted in a
drifting pack, which is fatal to a successfnl advance The third

reason is still more mmarkable^ namely, that the “ Spitzbergen

seas are more free of ice than any other pert of the arctic

regions.” This assertion is diametrically imposed to the expe

nonce of nil who have visited those seas. The fourth reason is

that “the drift ice north of Spitzbeigen offen just as much or

ns little uniiediment to navlcnUon as the Ice of BafBn's Bay ”

This statement is made in the face of the fact that a fleet of

whalers hu annually passed through the ice of Baffin s Bay for

the last fifty six yei^ while the pack north of Spitzbergen hu
never once been penetrated Jbe fifth assertion is that ‘ the

sea north of Spitzbergen will never be entirely frozen over not
even in winter nor covered with solid ice fit for sledge travelling

This is possibly tme^ and it forms another strong objection to the

Spitzbergen n utc for these streams and pools of water, while

making exploration by sledges impossible, would add to tbe

danger of wmtcnng in the pack The sixth assertion is that

from Sir Edward Parry’s furthest point a navigable ma was
extending far to the uoith and that in 8zo 45 there was a per

fectly navigable sea 1 he assertion is the very reverse of the

real fact Fairy, at hii extreme point, found the ice thicker and
the does mom extensive than any he lind previously met with,

and lliere was a strong yellow icc blink always overspreading the

northern horizon, denoting field ice. The seventh assertion is

that ‘ the polar regi n north of Spitzgeigen consists of sea and
not land ” This is the very reason that the Spitzbergen route is

the worst that can be selected, land and land ice being essential

to a real advance The eighth and last reason is that Parry a

voyoge only took su months. Here is another muon against

the example being folloued fur a liasty voyage of that kind
must fail to secure the scientific results to be obtained from arctic

research

So much for Hr Petermanns first letter to Sir Roderick
Murcliison The only point m the second letter is the argument
that there will be no d flically in bonng tlirough the polar ice

fields north of 8o*, because Sir lames Ross got through the
extensive pack in the anlorctic regions in lat 6a S., after it bad
drifted and liecomc loose for many hundreds of miles over a
boundless ocean. The fallacy of this companion was fully

exposed by Admiral Collinson * Thm arctic cxplomr pointed
out that the antarctic pack was dnflui(, away from a sohet line of

immovable grounded icc cIilTs, and of course left open water m
Its rear, because there wns no moving ice further south to take
its place. 1 he exact analogy of the voyage of bu: James Ross m
the south IS that of Scorcsby in tbe north The antarctic pack,

in lab 75* S , is analogous to tbe ice met by the whalers in the
early s^ng in 7j’ to 76' N

,
through which they can usually

pass. The 0[)cn water north of Si itzbergen is analogous to the

open sea found by Ross m the soolli , and the polar pack which
Scomsby found bounding that open wsder to the north, from
whence the icc he had passed tl rough bad dnfied, is analogous

to Ross s line of unpenetrable ice bamer
Ur Petermonn finally asked for any reason, however slight,

why It would not be os easy to soil from Spitzbeigen to the pole
and bad as to go up B^ns Bay to the entrance of South
Sound This is a curious instance of the way a preconceived
theory destroys the power of teeing the simplest facts. The
reason it clear enough, and is well known to all arctic navigators
North of Spitzbergen the sea is encumbered by a dr fling pack,
through which no ship has ever penetrated In BaOin s Bay
there IS land icc, along which vessels can creep while the pack
drills past The consequence is, that whereas a fleet of whidert
{lasses up Bairm’s Bay every year, no vessel bos ever gone fkr

nto the pack north of bpitzbeigen.
Altho^ these fallodet were completely exposed at the lime,

the letters contoming them caused a burai dlseussioQ wbli^
gave the appearance of dissension among geographen^ and
destnmd (he prcvlonsly hopeful prospect of the English Govern
ment being induced to consider Capt Osborn s proposal favov
ably Unanimity was essential to tncceis

,
and thus Dr Peter

mann’s In^poitane letters hod tbe effect of throwing back arctic
disoovery mr ten years.

At the «WM time the efforts of Capt Osborn and hit Mknr

• So]rslGti«rqiUadSacitty*tPiocsedlligs,U,p nl

arctic Toyigen in 1865 bon sotae good finlt Hteowspewl#
anlmpoitant document, which dearly states the true pnhici^ of
arctic exploration, and has been invaluable for refennoe. fir

Hooker prepared a statement ofsome of the sdentifie reniltt of
on arctic expedition , and Commodore Jansen, of the Dutch
Navy, contnouted an admirable memoir on the discoveries and
proceedings of his countrymen in the Spitsbergen seas.

Having thns serionsly^jnred and retarded the progteis of dis-

covery, so far as England was concerned. Dr Fetenaann called

npon his own countrymen, with some sncoesit to undertake arede
voyages in pursmt of his theory Two or three such voyagea
were unde^en In 1S6S the Gtrmama made a towm to

Spitsbergen with exactly the same result as had attenaed tbe

hundreds of voysges which preceded it , and in 1869 another
Germania followed the traA of Capt Clavermg in 1833 to

the Pendulum Island, on the east coast of Greenland, adding
notUi^ whatever, so fio as navigation is concerned, to our ore
vious knowlctlgc Capt Koldewey commanded both these
expeditions, ami he retnrned aAer beiag fully convinceil of the

fallacy of Dr Petermann’s theory, and that Smith Sound is the
route for effective north polar explomtion It is much to be
deplored that these gallsnt German explorers, who certainly

might have done really good work if they bad been guided by
the practical experience of their predecessors In arctic navigation,

should have lieen made to waste tbelr energies in accordance
with a fanaful and baielcu theory
The mher arctic work that has been achieved since 1865

was not undertaken under Dr Petennann'i euspioea or to

prove his theories , and the remits have been much more im
portent The Swedes have done admirable scientific work in

Spitzbergen. The Norwegians under the auspices of ProC
Mohn, of Christiania, have circumnavigated Spitzbergen and
Noviwa /.emlya, and revuited Wyche t Island in 79" N , which
was discovered by an English ship In 1617 Capt Hall sailed

far up Smith Sound, proving the accuracy of Admiral Otbom s

views , and lastly Ueut Payer and Capt Wnprecht discovered

the extensive region between bpiUbmen and Novaya /emlya,
and proved the utter fallacy of Dr Petermann s th^ry, which
he propounded m 1853 and has smcc so persutcntly ndnered to

The ice dnfied with the wii d and there was no sl^ either of a
worm current or of a ncvigable polar basin.

In 1873 Admiral ShcrarJ Oabom read his second paper,
again urging the renewal by England of arctic exploration by the
route of bm th Sound, with tbe west coast of Greenland as a
base 1 ortnnately, compltte unanimity was secured, and, thanks
to the tact judgment, and perseverance of two successive Preri

dents of the Geographical Society—Sir BartJe trere and bir

Henry Rawhnson—the Government has resolved to fit out a
naval arctic cxjjedilion of discovery to proceed by way of Smith
bound. Sncceu has thus at length crowned the elTorts of the
Society, and baseless theories have had to give place to the

experience of practical men
Vet we have lieen again visited by a long letter from Ur

Petermann, which, h owever did not trnve until the question
was settled Its precise object is, therefore, not very apparent

,

but, remembering the mjury done by the two previoui leUers in

1865 It is certmaly incumbent on those who have, after much
labour and watcbrulness, reached the goal, to defend tbe groond
which has been gamed, even when the old opponent hoi become
apparently harnueas.

In his third letter Dr Petermann begins by the assertion that
actual exploration since 1865 has proved that there is « greater
naiigability m all ports of the arctic sets than wot formeriy tup
posed to exist ’ 1 here is really no ground for this assertion
Our knowledge of the arctic seas previous to 1865 has not been
IncreaKd to any matenal extent, and the amount of navigability
in those seas wot as well known before that date as it hat become
rince The voyage of Capt Hail satisfacton as It is, merdy
proved that practical arctic men were right, and that the theorists

were wrong , and although it b very generous of Dr Petermann
to withdraw his oppositm to the Smith Sound ronto, he most
surely be aware that the time bos now passed when that oppori-
tlon would have any cflect If the vo^es since 1865 have not
added much to prenons knoiriedg& have at least had the
efiect of disproving a theory whidh hu done mote than anything
else to retard discovery
Most of Dr Petermanns Igtter pqnsisU of a ncmitalation «

the work accomplished by the Norwegians on tha oout of
Novaya Zcmiya, and by other recent voyagers^ tha point o^
which is not apparent ; and of an attempt to make ont tibat

Pqnr and Wqrpndit were not tbe diicoviren of
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Thaiouth.
warddr^ of ]uee qoMtitiet of polar ke, and conteqnoit re-
moral of MMu of the Wrier* that stand between ni and the
north pole, wlU account for what I have described, provided the
looeened ice was luifident in qaantitf and eastward exteadoa
The North Cepe, though m lat 71*, ii not vuuted by icebeivs

the iea there, and for some dutance further north, i« lufli

ciently warmed ^the Ciulf Stream to remain quite open all the
year through The free northvrard exposure must, however,
render this part of the Arctic Ocean verv susceptible to the
cooling influence of nn unusnal southward onft of polar ice, and
the pecoUarities of this year's summer were exactly those which
such an abnaraitl cooliiig of the sea would produce. Th^
were evidently exaggerated c

’ ' ' ‘

north Dnni^ the few line do^_
island of Mtgero, die inn was visible until alxiut i

.

I M , bst on approaching the north horizon it dipped into a
miit bank whiw bang with apparent pnaanency over the
northernmost and most distant part of the ica. Ax we were
(lesiroiu of seeing the actual orb at the sun (juitc at midnight,
this repeated disappearance just at the critical Ume was of course
especially noted I afterwards learned that on these same
nights, when the midnight sun thus played at hide and seek with
us over the Arctic Ocean, it was clearly seen by apectatori further

south, who had a land or near coast horizon
These facts, in conjunction with "the imiiurlant information*

given by Capt Liray, justify us, I thmk, in looking forward very
hopefully for imprtant results from the proposed Arctic Lxpe*
dition, and afford strong reasons for avoiding any j-wssibli, source
of delay that might stand In the way of an early start to make
full use of next summer W Mattiiu Williams

Zoological Gardena, Regent’a Park

MUST trouble you with a few words In reply to your corre*

adents “ Viator ” and Mr C Tndll (vol xt p 67 )

It is qmte true that our gardens in the Kelt's Park are
“/as smallm arm.” We have for many years endeavoured to

get them enlarged ; but all we have sueemed in obtaining 11 the
slip of land on the north side of the Regent's Canal, where the
new North 1 ntranee has been made If “ Viator” has any influ

cnce with the hirst Commissioner of Works, and can persuade
him to grant us a further extension on the south side, wc shall

be truly grateful

I admit also that the larger carnivora are at present badly
housed, and that their dens are much too confined 1 his, how-
ever, will, I trust, be remedied by the erection of the new Lions’

House, whidi will be commenced early next year

The plan of estabUihing a second liaiden fur breeding purposes
out of London was adopted by the Council eome yeari ago, but
was not I und t > answer It has, however, many advantager,
and may be again tried when our funds shall permit uf it

•• Viator” hnds great fault with our drains^ He cannot be
awue that the Sanitary Aiithontiei of tbe dutnvt, who have
lieen much exercised 1 1 tin* matter, have pronounced ui free from
all blame

1 inally, I miy say, without any wish to disparage tbe conti

nentol mnlcni (with all of which I am welt acquainted), that

none of them can vie vnth those of this Society in the extent,

variety, and completeness of its living collection, or in the

rarity of many of the objects cxiiibitcd. That this collection u
appreciated by the public U fully evident from the yearly increas-

ing number of vmtors and the cuntiunol augmentation of the list

of members.
As regiids the remarks of Mr Troilt, 1 have to observe that

the 'society’s “ Proceedings ” contain several papers by the Secre

taneaand bujierintendenls of the Gardens relating to point* in tbe

economy of tbe imimalt In them ,
and that the Prosector (wli^

office was cnaud mainly with the hope of utilising tbecoUecllon

more completely in a scientifle point of new) has lately devoted

considerable attention to this sulqect, on which he will, no

doubt, nltintately give ns tbe benefit of hii observations.

Dec. I P L. SCLATKR

Utilieatlon of Aquona

I SHAU. be glad if you will allow me to use your columtt* as a

medium of inquiry with regard to the Brighton and Manchester

Aquaria. Are there any atrangemems In force already, or 0^
iemplatodi wherob^ Umm iiudtntioof can bo utiliwd for Um
piomotioii of zoological research ? If I tm not nustakeo, the

land, boUUiat It wuvUted pnviously by Boffin and by Cornells
firailfL His aTeHmaits 010 not St all borne out by the enthondes

Nor wtU the British Government be guided

tnggestioru about sending one steamer to the west coast and
another to the esat coast of Greenland might have been spared

Eiig;IUi geogrspbers have always fully recognised the valuable

services of^ Petennann as a cartographer, and tbe important

and nscfnl wmdc he hu long done In coUectug end dusendnaliog
gsographloal InformatloD But at the same time it cannot 1m
foiiotten tlutt his persistent adherence to an inder«i*ible theory

hei reteided discovery, and that in 1865 hu Inopportune inter

ference had a most injnnons eflect upon the prospects of arctic

eiqiloratioa from thu country That danger u atW overcome,
hot those who have borne the heat and burden of the day, cannot
bat wotest against Dr Petermann’s present assumption of the
position of an arctic authority and adviser

Nov 32 CUMFNTS K. MaRKHASI

The Present State of the Arctic Ice Barriers

In a letter from CapL David Gray, quoted by Dr Petermann
(Naturu, voL XI p 39), some very interesting observations on
the arctic drift ice of thu year's summer are recorded, which
C^pt Gray regards os justifying the conclusion that "nearly the

whole of the ice vns driven ont uf the arctic basin last summer ”

CapL Gray’s observations apjiear to iic limited to the coast of
Greenland If corresjionding phenomena were presenteil in

other and distant parts of the Arctic Ocean, they most afford

itrong confirmation of bis conclusion I hare lately returned

from a summer vuit to Arctic Nomay, having sailed round the

North Cape and into the Varanger Fjord, stopping a few days

at Tromsb and haltmg at Ilammerfest, Vardd, Vadio, and other

arctic stations, and 1 was much surprised at the curious difference

between the climate 1 found there this summer and that which
I previously experienced at the same season

The following extract describes the temperature between

Tromso and Hammerfest during my first vuit in July iS$6 —
“ The weather was excessively hot During the hottest part of

the day tbe thermometer stood at 77° m the cabui, at 93’ m the

smoking saloon—a little cabin built on deck—and io8'> m the

sun on shore, in the valleys, it must doubtless have been much
hotter The contrast of this glaring Italian, or I might almost

say Brazilian sky, with the snow clod rocks and glaciers dipping

almost to the sea edge, is very sinking It was a contiimrt

source of wonderment , one of the few scenes which one docs

not become accustomed to, but retains its novelty day after day ” *

Such vras the prevailing weather dunag the summer of 1856,

and such is the nsnal summer weather of Arctic Norway from

the lieglnning of July until a week or two after the disappearance

of the midnight sin Hiis year 11 was miserably different, to the

great diuppointment of the ladies I ventured to pilot thus far,

and vexation to myself The contrast waa strikuigly shown in

tbe course of a walk up the 1 romsbdil This summer I made
two excursions up this valley with a fortnight’s mterval On both

occasions the lower part of the valley was a mud swamp from

recent snow-thaw In 1856, three weeks earlier in the season

ban my second visit this yesr, the snow water had evaiiorated,

leaving the path bard and dry In iHjfi, the poor little I.App*

were outside their huts, gasping with beat and varnished with

oily penplratlon , thnr huts were so insufferably hot that only

one Of two ont of a party of seven or eight male travellers dared

to venture inside 'Thii year, the ladies, as well as mvsclf, were

glad to warm outmIvcs by sitting round tbe but fire upon tbe

boulders that serve as chairs Drizzling ram and cold mists

replaced the oppressive heat, the bnlbmit sky, and rainless

sommei^e of 1^6
The Duke of Roxburgh, who has spent sixteen summers In

Arctic Norway (he has the Alien salmon river opening in lat

70*), told me that the low temperature and drizzling mistiness of

this snmmer was quite exceptional to bis experience , that the

summer of 1868, which was memorably cold, was not *0 bad as

this. The nsnal crops of rye and potatoes were expected to

fail completely this summer
This nniitaal summer is the more remorksble when compared

with that of J^land, which, judging by the abundance of the

—It at least have reached, if not exceedeil, the

warmth The exceptional arctic summer must
t crop, n

iseot me

“ThrsughNonray With a Knapsack, p. i39<
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Britirii AModation, at it» meeting at Bradfctd, appdnted acom-
mittee^ the fitnedoa of which wu to aee triut anaagementi of

thia nature could ba carried out 1 am not aware, however, that

the committee hai ever made anjr report, or if it h«t arrived at

an^concinahm on thia aubject iNQuiasit

Diaeoveiy 6f Remains'of Plante and Inaecta

I THINK I informed you about two yean ago of the diacovery

of a bed of plonta, with leavea, and a great variety of oeeda, in

thia locality ; alao the winga of a Libdiula, and the beak of a
bird. Aa luile intercat wu attracted, I have not hitherto

informed von of the anbaeqaent finding of a bed of inaecta—fiiea,

snata. and the larva and papa of the latter, the larva in ooont-

Im thonaanda—alao the winga, in great nundieta, of a variety of

fllea, battorflica, and one or two gnuahoppera , alao a arlng

reaembling that of the Mole Cricket There are, likewtae, two or
three beetlea. The inaecta and winn are frequently aaaociated

with a venr pret^ Lymnea, in conaiderable nnmbCTi, and aa
oocuional Flanorbia, both rdaining a high ^ioh. 1 have alao

noticed a aoUtary aniall white Cydoetomain the aame bed. There
are, 1 think, two feathen amoog the apedmena obtained. Per
hapL M some intereat hu been ahown in a almilor diacovery m
Scotland, aome of your readera may like to be informed of thia.

I am much indebted to the Rev T G Bonney, of St John'a
College, Cambridge, to whom you referred me, for advice and
encouragement in examining thM beda.

Gurnet Bay, Nov nj E. J A’Cohrt Shitk

Sounding and Senaitive Flamen

In a letter which I have just received from Dr A K Irvine,

of Glaagow, my attention la drawn to a short abstract of some of

hia expmments with Barry’s Mnutlve flame, which appeared in

the Enghth Mechamc^t Dec. 15. 1871, a few moniha preyigualy

to the appearance in the Journal of tht EranUtn InoUtuU, and
in the Ammeau youmal of Satntt, of the description, referred

to Iniefly in my last letter (Natur^ vol xt pp. o to 8), of Mr
Oeyer’a reaearchea on the acoustic properties of the aame flame,

aome particulara of which Dr Irvine appears also to have noticed

indep^ently The few lines in which hia observationa are

recorded corroborate to fully the charader and mode of action

of the flame w now pretty perfectly eitabliahed, that a short

extract irom them wiU scarcely be without interest, from the

satisfactory support which it offers to the accounts and explana
tioua that other investigators of this flame have elsewhere given

ii graphic terms of its appearance

After noticing that it can be produced witli an ordinary street-

lamp burner (perhaps the straight quill form, still to be met with
in some streets of Glasgow, is nere meant), u well u with pin-

hole jets of steatite , am that whatever kiiid of game may, with
alight diflerenGcs of the effect, be used, the further the wire game
can be removed from the burner wuhout tbc flame breaking or
flattening (7 fluUenng) on the gauze, the more aeoaiuve it the
flame,—Dr Imne continues to describe the further choracten of
the flame as follows —

"4. The loarmg which takes place when any sound disturbs I

the flame la evidenily in consequence of the greater proportion
of air wbidi mixes xrith the gas before passing through the wire-
gauze , in abort, when it roars and flattens on the gauze, it ia on
explosive mixture that bnrni.

“5 Ifa suitable tube (for instance, a paraffin lamp chimney
of proper dimenaions) it placed on the wire gauze, it will be
iennd that a muiieal note ia produced every time the flame ia

disturbed by a sound with wh^ it aympotbiaea.
“ 6. A mixture of any mflammable gus and air passing through

wire-game, over which a suitable chimney u ploc^ will give a
note varying in pitch with the dunenalotis of the chimney and
rize of the flame.”

Proceeding on thia pnncipie. Dr Irvine adda that be had
recently conatmeted and patent^ a form of miner’s safety lamp,
which, when an exploaive mixture of gas and air enters U, gives

an aadible signal of the dangerona condition of the mine
It nay be questioned If it ia qdte safe to excite rapid vibni-

tioni of a gaa-fUme burning cn the wire-gauze inside a aoi^-
loaap placad in an exploaive atmosphere , but if any vibratlana

of tna lame that ate thns prodneed are limited (as it appears
peaaffalato anaue, by a pre^ oonatrncthm of the lamp) to the
carimnely null oadllatlona of a hi^-pitebed note, uien no
dcBcnti of dagger in thia new contrivance need neosaiarily be

Introdnoed or appidiended from tht founding aetiaa of tba

flame. In this and in other caaea of their employment whUi
have anggeated themadvet to expetimenten on the aooutic pro*

peiliet Mgaa-flamea, there aeem to be hopeful ptomfaea of od-

vantageoua appUcadoa of the senaitive and sounding piopeiUea

t^ certain gta-flamea possess in a vary dwae. But it ia

to the explanation of the canae of the proattatlM, and to the

aeconnt M the cue of mnmcal aenaitlveneat in Bony’s wfare-gHU

flame when distnrbed by external souado, that it ia partietnarly

deatred to direct attention in the foregoing extract ftom Dr.

Irvme’s brief description The reason that uie antiboe aaaigna to

them, and thence to the monitor action of hia ainfuig anfety-

iamp, that increated inflammability of the brnning gu-mlxtnre

ia at once the source of the senaitiveneaa^ silent or soundings of

the wire gauze flame, and the neceaiary condition of the atmo-

aphere for the alarm note aounded by the newly invented safety-

lamp, IS so clearly aorpieaaed and liloatratcd by the order of bis

experiments, that u regards the probable mode of action of tha

distnrbed gu current adopted to explain the aemitive eflects

observed, there can be no doubt of the correctness of Dr Irvma'a

view.

The gu current, before reaching the wlre^gauze, will naturally

entangle and mix with a larger quantity of air when it is dis-

turbed, by presenting a greater surface to the air m that state

than when It issues smoothly In the latter com it it not

inflected into the tortuous wave line of many folda and eurvu
into which it must be bent on leaving the burner and posting

firom a fixed ]et into an atmosphere oscillating rapidly to and fro

nnder the action of external soundt. The sound wave of the

air mto which it flows thns serves to incorporate more air xrith

Bie npward stream and to tender the combustion of the mixtnre

more condensed and prompt, and the appearance of the flame in

eonaeqncnce more contracted end boisterons than when the gas-

jut burns in a aurroondbig atmoaphere of qnieicent air

Newcuae-on-Tyne, Nov 14 A. S HEtscHUi,

SCIENCE IN MUSIC
A T the first meeting of the Royal Society on Thursday

evening, the 19th ult
,
a paper was read by Mr A.

J EUts, FKS, on "Musical Duodenes.” This formed
the conclusion of a senes of papers (the preceding ones
having been published m the Minutes of Proceedings) on
Just Intonation and Temperament in Music.
Tbc author explained the defects of the ordinary keyed

instruments, such as the pianoforte and organ, which were
bnuted to twelve sounds in the octave, and were now
tuned by a system which he charicterited as the " worst
possible,” every element of harmony in them being put
out of tune m all keys 1 o produce just intonation, it

was necessary to have many more than twelve sounds in
the octave, and he exhituted a chart giving a classi-

fied list of seventy eight such notes, distinguished by
the ordinary musical signs, with the addition of certain
other marks which defined exactly the pitch of the notes,
while their respective positions m the chart gave, by
simple mspection, a correct idea of their relations to each
other Mr EIIis then stated that as the large number
of notes required by correct theory became trouUesome
in practice, the plan had been adopted of saenfiaug
abfolute truth in aome instancea, and inttodnang a trifling

error, by which means the requisite number of notes was
much rrauced, while the error was so small as not to
offend the ear in any sensible degree.

Having determined thus on the number of notea to be
used, the practical problem arose how best to introduce
them m an iastrument. Many contrivances had been
suggested, iqvolving new key-lxmtds and modes of finget-

, but considering the difficulty of Introducing changes
oTthii kind, preference was nven to other plans,

rMamed the twelve notes of the ordinary key^boaid. To
enable such a system to be carried out, it was necessary
to make chmee of certain u/s of twelve notes, to used
when ^ying in certain keys ; and to famish iiffonnation
to guide these sdecuons was the chief object of the paper.
Such a set of twelve notes was called by Mr. EUis a
musicai and the chart exhibited many of fhfpi
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coinMrt>tion», the prapeitiee dt which and their u»ro-
priateims for jMiticubur cates were easily ascertainable.

Mr. EMs, while dqitecating the introduction generally

of rantical petfotmances under the guise of lectmes, illus-

trated hu pn^itlmis by showing the effect of seversl

instruments of fixed tones, concertinas and harmoniums,
tuned m different ways Some short harmonioil pas-

sages were played, first on a harmonium of the ordinary
kind, teoonaly on another with absolutely just intonation,

and thiidbxm a newly-constructed harmomum tuned on
HandeFs ptSh of the old organ temperament, but with I

addition of several other notes enabliv music to be
jdayed m all keys, equsUy well m tune Tnesc additional

n^ were brought mto use by draw-stops, each of which
made an enharmonic change in one note, as frmn
C sharp to O flat, G sharp to A flat, and so on. The
stops were arranged before commencmg the piece ac
oonling to the key it was in, and they could be instantly

altered at any time during its progress, if required by
modulation In this instrument the major thirds (the

intervals to which the ear is most sensitive) were all justly

in tune, but the fifths and minor thirds were a little flat

,

the ear, however, tolerated these shght errors much better

than the extremely discordant error of the major third in

equal temperament, and the effect of the harmony as
played upon it was a great improvement on that plan

Mr Euis, in the course of the paper, made frequent

mention of the views of Helmholtz on harmony and tern

perament and illustrated them by examples

After the reading of the paper. Dr Pole, F R b , re-

marked that Mr Ellis’s method ol treating the elements
of the musical scale had much originality, and had an
interesting bearing on the structure of harmony generally

,

Its principal object appeared, however, to be, in continu

ation of the author’s former labours, to facilitate the pro

duction of correct intonation m music, an object of much
importance He would remind the meeting what was the

present state of matters m regard to this The fact was,

that at present it was but seldom jxissible to bear what

true harmony was like, as the great majority of music

producing instruments, namely, all those with fixed tones,

were deliberately and systematically tuned false, with an
amount of error painful to a sensitive car When he,

a day or two ago, put his fingers un Mr I Ihs’s just

harmonium, he uttered an mvdluntary exclamation of

surprise, for be had not heard the true harmony of a

common chord for some time before The public had
only two importunities of heanng true harmony one when
a stringed quartett was played by fine players , the other

when a vocal unaccompaniM piece was sung by firft-yaM

singers In each of these, the performers, being uPteiun

meUed by the odious temperament, gave way to the

dictates of their correct cars, and produced ttue hamMiy
Every person of musical taste knew well the delightful

impression produced by this kind of music In modem
oratorios it was very customaiy to insert, as m * Elijah,"

for e»unple, an unaccompanied vocal piece, which was

always rapturously applauded Yet few people thought

of the cause , it was not the composition, for the same
music, when played on tempered instruments, was quite

another thing , it was not even the skill of the performers,

which could be mamfosted in other ways , it was purely

and simply the fact of the harmonies being in tune, which

was an agreeable novelty to the ear.

On the pianoforte, where the sounds were not long

lustained, the errors of the temperament were not so

offinsnre, but on InstrumenU with sustamed tones, such

os Uie organ and harmonium, the defects were much
more prominent. In olden tiroes musicians had more
sensitive ears, and organs were tuned (as Mr. £Uis had
stated fai regard to Handel’s organ) on a temperament
ediidi pat the principal keys in gm tone, and threw the

dribeta into keys seldom or never used on an orra in

those days. Bat since that tune, as modem music, add

etpedaUy what the Germans called PiHgtrfirttgkttt, had
tnereesed in popular favour, oigamsts had made up their
nunds to {day in all sorts of remote k^ and had
demanded that the organ builders should favour this by
applying the equal temperament For show oigans this
course might be defended, but for church organs, where
nothing was required but the use of the simj&at keys, it

was perfectly mdefensible, as it was spoiling the tone of
the organ for its ordinary use, for the take of a purely
imaginary want The organ was half a century ago a
tweet-soundmg instrument , now it was a harsh, offen-
sive one> whica made attendance at chureh a penance
to persona with musically sensitive ears. A cunout proof
occurred a few years ago as to the mischief the equal tem-
perament did to the tone of an organ Dr Pole had to
supermtend the construction of two organs of tolerable

size in one he was obliged to give way to popular pre
ludice by having it tuned equally, in the other he pleased
himself by adopting the old tuning , and althoi^h the
instrumcnu were precisely abkc in other respects, and
made by the same builder, the latter acquired tne reputa
tion of a peculiarly sweet toned organ, while the former
was considered a harsh tone

It was time something was done to correct the evil, but
there had been difficulties both theoretical and prac
tical Theoretically it had been difliciilt to determine
what should be the exact pilch and number of the notes
to be used, but he conceived Mr Ellis had now exhausted
that subject, and that for the future no person who wished
to fUff put plsns of just intonation viould find difficulty

ipsifectinglrom Mr FUis’s data, txactly i\xc\i i/uodanes,

or series of notes, as would answer his
j
urpose There

were slill difficulties in practice for as it was cerUin that

more notes than twelve must be used, the problem how
to enable the player to arrange them easily was not an
easy one In this particular, however, progress was
being made , Mr Libs had pointed out several important
simplific^ons, and Dr Pole especially looked on the
hirmonJiun with shifting tones now (.xbibited as a pro-
mising mvcntion. It was pleasant to hope there was
some practical possibility of getting music in tune
The coplinued discussion of the subject of just in

tonatiop was very desirable for the reason that practical

musiciapa, probably from a feeling of hopelessness as to

getting anything better, were beginning to consider equal
temperament os a necessary evil, and to look upon its

harshness with indifference Inde^, it was to be feared

that the cars of musicians were becoming actually dete
noratedm sensitiveness to errors of intonation In our best
orchestras, for example, although the itrmgs migfit |^y
in tune (for our orchestral violinists had no superiors

m the world), yet the wind instruments were often

felse , Md our conductors, even the best of them, seemed
callous to the cacophony He might remark here that

the efforts at producing juii intonation had been hitherto

confined to instruments with the pianoforte keyboard, but

there was a wide field open for the improvement m this

respect of orchestral wind instruments, in regard to the

just mtonation of which absolutely nothing had yet been

done. The utmost wind instrument makers had idmed
at was to make them play correctly on equal tempera
ment , he was not aware that anybody had thought It

worth while to make enharmonic distinctions tn their

scale

On all these accounts Me Ellis’s labours to improve the

general knowledge of the subject were most valuable, and
earned for bun the gratitude of all true lovers of music

THE TREE-ALObS OF SOUTH AFRICA
'T'HE flora of Southern Africa is extremely remarkable

not merely for the number of its species and their

generally very restricted range, but also for the frequMt

singularity of their aspect and manner of growth In
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each of these pardcolan the nnus Aloe is no exception

to the general rule. Many of the species are well known
in culdvation, but all m having fleshy dongi^
evergreen leaves^ and thick erect spikes of toUow or red
flowers. Medicinally, many species (and possibly all

mi^t be) ate of importance as Adding a well known
Utter drug, vduch u simply the Juice exuded from the

leaves when cut, and boiiM down to a sohd consistence
;

The species of Aloe ate probably only really mdige-
nous in Southern and Eastern Africa A vulgarts is

now, however, found widdy distributed along the Medl-
teiranean and in the East and West Indies, where it is

cultivated as the source of the Barbados and Cura$oa
aloes.* A tndtea, Royle, is doubtless a shght variety

Dr. Stewart mentions it as being occasionally cultivatM
throughout the Punj&b, and says that the pulp of the
leaves is eaten by poor people and in famines.f Accord
ing to the same writer, the Aloe mentioned by Masson in

the Punjdb is a palm {Chamarops Rt/chiana) t A htto~

ralts, Kdnig, found at Cape Comorin, is beUeved to

be a form m A. vulgaru, altered by the dicnmitaaoes
of Its situation. 7%e habit <d growth in the genu
varies considerably Mrs. Barber, a well known South
African naturalist, rives the foUowmg account of the

part they play in the physiognomy of the native vege-

tation —
"The genus Aloe, Unn., has a wide range in this

countiv, lU nummms species occurring b all rocky
localities throughout the land , whctpver rocks are found
there are the Aloes also, croppbg out (if 1 may be
allowed the expression) widi the gedorical formations ol

the country, u if they formed a part of them, decorating

each kndl and diff with theur gay Uossoma b great pro-

fusion and variety, from the gigantic Aloe of the Trans-
kdan territory, which attabs the hdght of sixty feet, and
the tall,gracdul,wood Aloe^to the sturdy, stout builtAloe
of the cfiif, and the mbnte maid tail-like species that are
scattered among the grass, each fillbg its peculiar locale

to complete the character of the landscape, and to render
It truly South African m appearance. ’§

It may be well to mention that the true Aloes of the

Old World have nothing whatever to do with the so-called
" American Aloe " This is a species of Agave, a genus
indigenous to Mexico and South America The habit of
the two genera u in many respects curiously similar, and
they afford a striking balance o{ "homo|Masy”—of the
assumpiion by organisms essentially diflenng in them
sdves, of externally similar forms, when exposed to similar

external condiUons. Aloe commonly flowers bterally,

and the growth of its mam axis is therefore not arrested

,

Agave, as u generally known, flowers from its central bud,
and consequenUy dies afterwards. Aloe is Iriiacecus,
with a superior ovary j Agave is AmatyUidaceous, with

* nacl«« wd HMtmrjr • Phanuoogripiils,* p.
t

. fc ’S*- „ „ ,
t Loc. ot, p.

I Jo-im. nor Hart Soc. Ntw Sariat, nl b p la.

an bferior one. But Aloe, as we have seen, has passed
to the New World, and Agitve is quite as mu^ at home
now m the Old World as its representatives are.

One IS at first sight hardly prepared to hear of Aloes
assuming the dimensions of trees. That they do so u,
however, quite certob, though our knowledge of the
arborescent species was, bll qiute lately, extremdy imper
feet, and is, indeed, sbll far from complete 1 collected
together all the material I could get access to b a paper
puMisbed b the GanUaer’e Chrontele for May 2 of this

year My present object besides that of i^mg the
attenbon m the readers of Naturx to these very remark
able plants, is to correct a rather important error inbi
which I find that I have fallen respecting them.

In pobt of frtet, It is now pretty clear that the west and
east coasts of Smth Africa each posseu one endemic
Tree-Aloe. That of the west, where it is distributed from
Walnscb Bay to Q in william, is Aloe'Uckotoma, Lion.
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irdl descnbed m Patenon’a “Traveli m Afnca" (1789),

bat etheiwue very little knovn. The present Govmor
et the Cape, Sir Henry Barkly, has made great exertions

to procure plants for Kew, and two have now arrived in

this country, the largest being 8 ft in height, but there is

some douK whether either will eventually survive the

Toyage.

Am dtekotoma appears to attain a height of about

30 ft., wi± t girt of about 13 ft.* Fig 1 is from a photo

graphic MS' Chapman, and is rwroduced from the Gar
atmtt*x thromck Young plants ofthe Aloe from KafTrana,

alluded to above bv Mrs Barber, are now in cultivation at

Kew Finding that the name by which it was known
bdonged to another species, A 7eykeri, and that it was
undescnbed, I renamed it Aioe Jsariera, in honour of

Mrs. Barber, who first sent cuttings of it to this country

Fig a (which is also borrowed from the GarJeaer’s Ckro
nkU) Is a copy of a rough sketch sent to this country by
the Rev R. Baur, a Moravian missonary at present

Vio. y—Abt Bttrtfrr Dyer from IfouL

resident in KafTrana. He speaks of it as growing m the

forests to the height of 30 ft, with a girt three feet above

the ground of about 16 It Its dimensions are therefore

about the same as those ofidiiirrf/cilii/osiM In Mr Baur’s

sketch the seed vessels are represented, and he feared

that he had made them proportionately too large

An arborescent Aloe also exists in Natal An account

of this from Mr Barnes, the well known African tra

ydOgr, with a sketch of the spot where the plants

ocemred, was sent to Dr Hooker with a living branch

during last year It was the subject of a communica

tlou made to the Bntish Association at Bradford t
The appearance of the branch of the Natal plant was

so dinerent from that of the KalTrarian, that 1 ven

a the Qin/tiuri Okrmiclt (copett by

sih.
noSiwu

tured to characterise it as a new spreles under the name
of AUt Baintsu, on the ground that the leave* were
longer, not glaucous, and not to completely crowded into
a terminal tuft. The fact of the leaves b*ing crowded into
a terminal rosette, or spaced down the stem, Is found to
afford a character of even sectional value among the spe*
cies. I was therefore rather astonished to find that when
the Natal plant had fairly established itself, its roseue ot

leaves began to grow out It is apparently only in old
plants that the leaves are crowded into rosettes. I do
not now doubt that the Kew plant of the Natal Aloe will

eventually assume qmte the same appearance as plants
of the Kaflranan one, with which I am now dispo^ to

believe it to be identical The name A Bainmi must
therefore be memd as a synon^ in A Barbem The
only icmamiog discrepancy is with respect to the flowers

Mr Barnes believes that those of his plant were orange or
scarlet Those of the Kaffrarian plant (ample specimens
of which I htve recently received tbroa^ toe kindness of
Sir Henry Barkly) appear, from a sketch made by Lady
Barkly, to be rose, passing into flesh-colour

The sketch of A BarSera from Natal (Fig 3) is from
a drawing by Mr Sanderson, of D Urban
The stems of these Aloes must necessarily increase

" exogenously ” in diameter This no doubt, takes place
in the same way as in the well known Dragon Tree
{Dracana Draco) W T Thisei tom Dyer

TRANSACTIONS AND PROCFBD/NGS Ob
THE ROYAL SOUFTY Ob VICTORIA

have received the Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Victoria for the years 1870, 1871, and

1873, the issue of which has been delayed bv the with

drawal of the Government grant in 1868, but through the
liberality of the present Government we are gkid to hear
that the financial sute of the Society enables the present
report to bs printed We have read with great pleasure

the addresses of the president, Mr hlieiy, showing that

scientific knowledge is (.aininz ground fast in Victoria

Mr LUery tells us of the work at the Observatory, and
that the positions of 38 305 stars have been esublished
up to 187a In 18C8 the great reflector of 4 ft diameter
was mounted and Mr Fllery says that although his

hopes were not fully realised, the telescope, if it does
not sxcel, equals every other of Us sue Mr Le Sueur
appears to have attacked rj Argus and its surround
mg nebula as early as ^ssibte, and in February
1870 be informs the Society that the spectrum of ij is

croMcd by bright lines corresponding to CDEF and
wic beyond A, probably Hy the pnncipal line of n itrogen

was alw seen He tnerefore concludes that hydrogen,
nitrogen, sodium, and magnesium are indicated No
dark lines seem to have been seen with certainty,

although they were suspected. Mr Le Sueur says " we
seem driven to the conclusion that the star consists of

a solid nucleus, a gaseous envelope cooler than the

nucleus produemg the dark lines, and a second envelope

hotter than the nucleus accounting for the bright ones."

We hope we shall not be quite driven to this conclusion

of a solid nucleus, which seems highly improbable A
large influx of hot hydrogen or nitrogen from the nebula

or other source might be sufficient to reverse the dark
lines, and as this would heat the original photosphere
more intensely its abso^on would be reducra, account
log for the redualon in intensity of the black unes. In

January 1874 we find that Mr Maegeotge examined this

star and found no bnght lines, and further, that a distinct

nebulosity surrounded the star, which in Decembar 1869

appeued, according to Le Sueur, on a black background.

Mr Macgemge furnishes several drawings of the nebula

surrounding ij which show a vast change in the *hape m
the rout In 1838 7 was involved in dense nebula, while
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m 1869 it wai Men oo» bare ikjr The further draman
Iw Mr Ellery a»d Mr Le Sueur are acarcdy recognuaWe

aa being made from the same aebula, so vast appears

the changes , m one instance the difference between

two draumgs shows a motion of the nu, if motion it

be, of 6floofioo/X30 miles a month. We have known
com^ tails or jets to have a motion comparaUe
to this—so perha^ some similar cause is acting here.

Mr U Sueur appears to have carefully examined the

qicctmm of Jupiter with the Melbourne reflector, but

with no very decisive resulU, the absorption hnes ap-

pearing constant across the slits, which leads him to

infer that the light from the different parts of the visible
' «s bad passed through not widely unequal thick-

I of atmosphere, or that the leut thickness was
ient to produce a maximum absorption Mr Ellery

has been trying paper paraffined, instead of waxed, for

photographmg the continuous records of magnetic and
other phenomena, thereby shortenmg the sensitising and
developmg by more than an lioiu' , but he has found that

by using plain paper some four hours are saved. The
process he uses is a slight modification of Crooke’s A
large number of enhydros or water stones were found at

BMcbworth in 1864. On the gramte rock near Beechworth

IS n Silurian outher of sandstone, mtersected with veins

of blue quartz, and in the widcmng of these veins the

stones appear They lie m nests lined with scales of
chalcedony ind fine clay Mr. Dunn desenbes the
enhydros as consisting of chalcedony, irregular m form,
bounded by true planes varying in colour, from y^ow
and opaque to quite colourless and transparent, and
their size from 5 in. diameter to the size of a split

pea The contents of the stones appear from analysis

by Mr hoord to consist of water slightly mineralised with
chloride and sulphate of sodium, magnesium, calcium, and
a soluble form of silicic acid Mr Macgeoige has been
at work observing the small stars near Sinus We copy
his diagram of these stars, all of which require large
optical means to render them visible the position of
Alvan Clarke’s comet m January 1865 is given as 77° 63',

and that of LasscUs companion 163° 89' Wcaregladto
see papers on the colonial timber trees, discussing the
suiUbility of certain trees to the climate Amongst our
English trees that thrive there, are the oak, elm, ash,
walnut, willow , the larch, pines, and poplars, however,
seem unsnited The red and blue gums and the black-
wood seem to be amongst the most useful mdigenous
trees The poisoning of water and air in Melbonme has
also been occupying the attenuon of the Soaety, and Mr
Gibbons famishes the report with several executed
micro-photographs of the water from sewag& and dnnkmg
water fi«m the Van Zean reservoir, in which forms
life appear in abundance. Numerous odier papers of
interest ippetr in the report, and we must congratulate
the Societym to good a show of leseaxch.

G.M S

IfOTES
Th* Anniversary Meethig of the Royal Soctety was hsU on

Monday hit , the list of the new Conned we have already

given Owl^ to the abeence of the President from domeitie

afflictioo, the chsir was ocenpied by tha Secretary, Mr Spottts-

woode. At the dinner in the evening three memben of the

Government were present—Lwds Ctmanron andSalisbuiy, end

Mr W Hnnt Lord Carnarvon in his qieedl gave out '‘Ho

oncertein sonnd” os to what he deemed tha dnty of Govemmeot

in the matter of endowment of sdentifie lesesidi , he virtnaUy

agreed to all the ptinc^des which we have so long and so strenu-

ously advocated. We may thercfme hope that the money to be

devoted to the new Arctic Expedition it only a fiiit instalment (ff

what the Government think 11 due by the country to the pro-

motion of directly onremnnerative reieercb.

Thb command of the Arctic Expedition will be offered to one

of those officers who acquired a though knowledge, in foreser

expeditions, of sledge travelling, and of the true system ofbringing

men hesdthy and ebcerfol through an arctic winter Thua It it

mtended tjip present undertaking should start with the advan-

tage qf ills MfCtiMl kpQvtedgp and all the experience which

was snci;MlsfW in jlw for Prankhn. It wUl eleo be

compotpid qf (Ipis nfeje qf «u f44C*tsd young officers, and wffl

so dssh and vigour An
impoi^ wiJJ, *s have )PP jtophi, h« oSered to Com
mander ^ I^ihaip. whose qu.il«e#>ns for the post have

already htShVeiltMted.

Tug Oa%d Professor of Geology, Mr Preslficb, will deliver

his inaugural fectnro yjt pm Museum on Friday, December pi, at

Tut Cambiidae ^oard of Medical Studies have reported to

the Vice Cbancjfitqr that jhey have been engaged during the

preeent term la miflng thf regulations for proceedings in medi

cine, and are of recommending some chores. The
UoafdM of fluMon that it is expedient for the University to

fstabljiq examibatlone and grant certificates of competency in so

mucl^ of state gudlclne u is comprised m the ihneti^ of

the qflaius of fpeelth Jhe certificate given to luccetriul candi

dates smsM Ipi^y only to their competent knowledge of what
is raqaaed faf the dutiis pf an ofihxr of health. The Board
recommend IM fq|iowin| fiir the subjects of examlnalioii —
I Fbyiia and Ohemlstry Tfie piinaples tg chemiitiy and
method of analysis, with eipedai reference to analyses (mlqroeco

pical Sf f«ll es WemicfJ) of air a^ yratcr
, the Uws of float,

and tipy mfociplee of fneepnalics, ^lostatks, and Hyd^
N*nW iff wster supply, draipuge,

constpwepe# of dpvldiii^s. and sanitary enghieeiiiig in general

3. Laws rdating to Public Health 3. Simtaiy Statutics

4. Origin, Propagation, Pathology, and Prevention of Epidmnlc
and Infectious Diseases , effects of overcrowdings vitiated air,

impure water, and bod or insufficient food , unhealthy occu-

paboni, and the diseases to which they give nse , water supply,

and disposal of sewage and refuse, nuisances injurious to

health p distribution of diseases within 'the United Kingdmw,

and effects of soil, season, and climate. The Vice-CbanceUor
has convened a meeting of general memben of the Senate for

to-day, in the Aits Sch^ for the diicnition of the report

It will be proposed in a Convocation to be bdd at Oxfoid on
thepth of December, that a nun not »««f^i«g roof be placed

at t^ dispoeal of Dr Rollaston, Prof HIS Smith, and the

Rev. Hereford B. George M.A , of New Qillegis tor the pur-
pose ofpurchasing archnologioal objecU relathig to Frdiiitarle

period^ to be placed in the Univenity Mmenm.

Tiu foUowing telegram is dated Aden, Nov aSi—"Letters
have been received from lient Cameten to the 16th of May.



Hit puty wot all wdL He had cueanmaTigated the Taa*

gaiq^ Lake, and foond the efSne&t aonth of Spdie’a lalandi,

the natlTef reported to be Congo, identical with living*

stoM’i Loalaba, He h(^ to reach JeUala Falla and Loanda.”

Soora Anatialian papeta lecoid with the nbnoet latia&ction

the teoctaa of Mr. J<dm Foneat in croaaing from the wcatem
ooaatof AnataBItotheOTeriand Telegraph, through the *017

heart of the oeil^ ntenahre region in Anrtnilia which remaini

nneiqilored. He and hia companiona travelled nearly 3,000

ailca, keeping doae to the adthparalld of aonth latitude. They
left Champion Bay on April i, and reached the telegraph line

on Sept. 37. Mach of the territory pomed over waa of the

poortat poadble dcacriptlon, and for 600 milea the tiavellera had

to force their way through a aplniiez deaett acantily aupplied

with water They had aeveiml timea to fight the rtatavea. Mr
Forreat hoa narrowed down, within very moderate limita, the

nnexplored territory lymg between the aettled diatricta of Sonth

and Weatem Auatralia. Hia achievement leaver only the direct

and mote aonthem route to Perth to be travened in order to

complete the date requisite for giving to the world a fur general

inalght into the dianicter of the West Anstnliaa Continent

Thx American Academy of Sdenccf held its half yearly aeasion

at Philadelphia on Nov 3, 4, and S last, when a tramber of

valuable papeta were read We have only space for the titles of

the more important —“ Results derived fom an examination of

the U S. Weather Maps for 1871—3,” by Prof E Loomii

,

The Composite Nature of the Electric Olacharge,” by Prof

A. M Mayer) "The Decay of CryaUlline Rocks,” by Prof

I Sterry Hunt, " Geological Survey of Colorado,” by Dr F
I V Hayden Dr Hayden exhibited photqgraphi of rained atiet

and villages discovered by Ui party in the cailoiu leading into

the Colorado River and upon thepliuns in the vieinity, supposed
^

ta have been built more than 1,000 years ago by the ancestors

of the present Moquis Indians The important iiset estebUshed

by these discovenet is, that then once existed in what an now
tiM arid plaiiu and uvage gorges of South-eastern Colorado a

race to far aviliaed that they built large cities, constructing their

houses of well-hewn blocks of atone, with timber floors, well

formed windovra and doorways, and smoothly plastered walls,

and that they posteaied the art of making glazed pottery— I

" Nervous Syitem of Umulus," by Mr A S Packard, jun ,

“ Meatnring Minute Changes in Atmospheric Pressure,” by Prof

A. M Mayer
,
"Effect of Wind on Sound Waves,” by Prof

Josejdi Henry ,
" Removal of Ammonia from lUuminatlng Gas,”

by B. SOliman ,
*' Physical Mcaanrement iffthe Honzontel

Pendnlnei,” and " Effect of Magnetism on Trou,” by Prof

O N Rood, "PaUeontoIogical Evidence ofthe Ages of Strata,”

by Prot Tbcodon GiU.

If adnlteration in England has become one of the arts, it is

eertein that we are not looked down npon l^all Babonsas being

beyond compare fat this nefitiioui practice, A large trade has

hitherto existed betsreen Aleppo and Eof^nd in'extract of scam*

morqr, hatws are told that comparatively little is now exported

" On oeeonnt of its mixture with other substances,” only twenty

MSM iu all, weighing 3,100 Ibe., wen riupped daring the past

year, the value of which was i,68oi:, and the whole of thu came

to En^buod In the previous year, 737 cases were exported,

ihowingthat odnltemtlon alone ii rapidly driving this article

out of^ import market, for the roots are placed as abundantly

u flvnr, and an dng np and sent to England, the extract being

proennd from them in tbb conntry 467 cosea^ weighbig

p3,34olba., and valned at 36a/ , wen shipped from Aleppo to

'Ragland in 1873. Coosideriiig fte bulk a^ weight of the roots

u ooespand with that of the extract and the consequent increase

of tbs cost of freight, it would seem that this exportatioa of the

toots thsutselvcs can scarcely be a proliteUe trade to the

shipper^ inaunudi m 467 eases an valued only at 363/, iriiUe

tweitty cases of the extract an worth tfiSol.

Wx learn from a report on the trade and commerce of

U S., that the quantity of lobster packed in cans in the factones

of tho coast fai 1873 was 1,600^000 IK, mostly in i lb cans. In
addition to these, the same firm packed at their eitabbriunents

in Nova Scotia over 3,000^000 cans, making the total amount
packed by Portland bouses in the past year, 3,600^000 cans of

lobster Beddes 'other products which are packed in tins m
America, aa well for home connimptkm as for exportation,

green maize is one of the most important , 4,000,000 cam of

this maize were packed m Maine during the pait year In

California a large and increasing trade is carried on m curing or

drying frilits, whidi at one time was done by exposure of the

fidts to the air This^ however, has been supenKded by the

process of desiccating with a blast of hot air By this meam
the fruits retam all their fretbnen of flavour.

Tub scarcity of oysters, which u now attracting renewed

pubbe attention, u a question which intimstely affects a large

number of people The point ii quite as important to the public

as thitt of the scarcity of salmon, which was taken up by the

Legislature thirteen years ago. Whether, as two rival parties of

theorists maintain, t^ failure is due to natural causes or to over-

disdging, the icsnlt to the public is the same, and it will only be

by some systematic investigation that the doubta will be set at

r^ That unfavourable weather should be the sole cause of the

scarcity of oysters, for a dozen mcceislve years, U very hard to

believe , and though it is only natural that weather shmld have

some effect upon the produceM these bivslvet, it is mote probable

that ovetdredging is equally if not more to blame In rach a

esse some restnctiom ate necessary, and these restrictions cm
01% be enforced by the action of Parbament

A FEW weeks ago we alluded to the suggeriion made by (he

Government of Newfoundland tor the eriablisbment of a close

time for seals. Wl are glad to see that our own Government

ate also alive to the necessity for some steps being taken to pre-

vent the annual slaughter of thousands of young and immature

and breeding seals which takes place nt present fhe first step

will be to take the opiniom of the osrners of seolmg vessels on

the advisabibty of ludi a course, and with this object wc under

stand that the officials of the Board of Trade have abready

arranged to visit the pnocipal scaluig ports of Scotland

The /hw/y A^wr of ruesdny has a letter from its corre

spoudent with the Egyptian Transit Expedition, dated Ihebcs,

Nov 9, from which we learn that the astronomers have located

themselves on an Island to the south of Karnak So far eveiy

thing his gone well, and if the weather only prove favourable

the work la likely to be successful To the cast the horizon is

nnobstmeted by anything except a distant range of hill^ which

cannot measure more than one angular degree

A CORBESFONDENT,! "H B. P ,
’ wntes to correct Dr

Petermonn’s statement quoted in lost week’s article (p 61) that

the Ashantee War " cost nine millions sterling
’ “ The utmost

cost of the Ashantee mqiedltion, ’ our correspondent states, and

he wmtesfrom the War Department, Woolwich, "was seven

teen or eighteen hundred thousand ponnds, and this includes

stores buramerable, whidi wen raturaed undiipped, and which

have depreciated but little in value. ” This, however, m no way

invalidates the force of Dr Petermann's statement so far os

concerns the pnrpose for which we addoced it

Mr J. V Junes, of University College, London, hu been

elected to the Brackmbuiy Nttnral Science Scholirship in con-

nection with Balliol College, Oxforl
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The obitrvatioiu of the November swarm of lallUig star* at

the several French lUfloM had no result. It seenw pretty eertam

that the phenomenon m now at its lowest ebb of brilliancy

M.CHBVREUL, the director ofthe pans Museum, has resigned

his olBce owing to difHculties In the nomination of a professor

The administration and the profe^rs have come to the conclusion

that the appointment must be postponed for a year, and a

tupfUant will deliver the lectures.

The first number of a new monthly illustrated periodical,

largely devoted to science, has just appeared in Fans It is

entitl^ Reotu IltnHrk dtt IMtra, Sctmttt, ArU, A IndustrUs

JoMt let Dettx Mondts

AnnaUt Telegraphtfttet, a periodical issued by the French ad

mmistration, but In abe^ce for the last eight years, has again
,

reappeared

M Martin, a breach telegraphic engineer, has Invented an

engme for recording votes. The contrivance has been designed

on the prmciple of the tonueUct dectnquet, and is exhibited in a

shop m the Place Dauphine i hi. jieculiarity is that the votes

are registered and their total reckoned automatically The in

vention is attmcting pubbe notice, as it is expected that the

Versailles representatives will have an immense number of votes

to register during the next sesdon

Mr Lrnest Ingersoli, of Boston, U S ,
who accompamed

the party of Dr Hayden dunng the past summer, as zoologist,

has returned with a large quantity of specimens of naturjd

history, which he is engaged in working up for publication. An
important feature of this series consists in a very extensive col

lection of land and freshwater shells, a branch which has been

too much n^lected lately by explorers, to whom recent and

fossil verlebrates have hod greater attractions. Mr Iitgersoll

was greatly surprised at the number and character of the mol*

luscaii forms secured m Colorado, as also their strange dlstribtt*

tion and stations, and is confident that the facta which he has

to present will be considered extremely interesting to concho

legists

AuONt the gaps that have remamed unii'led in the senes of

reports of the 'Wilkes Lxiiedition has been that on the plants col

Iccted by the party, partly in consequence of the fnlore of the U b
Congress to imikt the necessary appropriations, and partly on
account of the death of Dr Torrey, who had charge of the

phenogamous portion This volume, however, has lately

appeared, Dr Gray havmg undertaken the work of Dr lorrey

oAer his death Tliat part relatmg to the cryptogomous plants

(consisting of the mosses) had been already publisheil in several

portions—that on the mosses as prepared by Mr W S bulll-

vant, that of the lichens by Prof Tuckerman, and that on the

olgx by I’rofesiors Bailey and Harvey , the fungi by the late

Dr Curtis and Mr Berkeley The volume is an imperial quarto

of 400 pages of letter press, and contains twenty nme plates Of
this only twenty copin arc on sale, to be hod of Westermonn
and Coi, New York, and at the Heibanum of Harvard Um*
verslty

The Couned of the Society of Aits have airanged with Prot
McLeod, of the India Engineering College, Cooper’s Hill, to

dehver two lectures (on dotes to be lieroafter determined)

during the Christmas holidays. The subject will be ’’The
Work and Food of the Iron Horse."

A SRVERE earthquake shock was felt m Chill shortly after

midnight on Sept. a6 It cxtendel os far north as Copiapo, and
south os for as lalco, anJ was the heaviest shock experieuced

smee tlgp memorable one of July y last year Valporoiscs

bantiago, and mtermedwte country were ulinoit on the foent id

theintensity of the riiock The earthquake tnvriled finm Mit
to west The temperature imnoedistely loie two degieiM anil

six tenths. The was beautifully dear Several

tremors were idt during Urn ensuing week

PiiE Hustings and SL Ifonards Philosophical end Historical

Society, which has entered on the seventeenth yetr of its work,

is on the whole inah^hy condition. A nnmber of the memben
have undertaken to investigate the seicnoe of thenelghboariiood

in connection with botany,'aodogy, orchtcology, geology, meteoro*

logy, &C., so that we may expect by and by cone results of igb*

stantial value

It Is gratitying to hear that an attempt u being made to create

•n interest in science in North London A senes of lectures on

scientific subjects are being given in the Athenmum, Camden
Road, at a very moderate price, and we hope the remit will be

the formation of a North London Scientific Society and Field

Club, somewhat after the model of the one recently started in

West T..ondon. These North Ixindon lectnres we shall notify In

our “Diary”

A RECEMl number of the AuslreUnm Skekher contains a very

interesting account of the great Melbourne telescope, with

which so much good svork has already been done by Mr. EUery

and his stair, a senes of well-executed lUnstrutlons accompany

the paper It is, as the article justly concludes, to the credit of

the colony that amidst Its prevalent nblitaiianism it remembered

and recognised the claims of science to the degree implied in the

purchase and support of so noble an instrument The telescope

cost about 5,000/, m addition to the snm of 1,500/ for the

house

We arc glad to see that Mr W G Valenlm’s " Course of

Qualititivc Chemical Analysis" (Churchill) has reached a third

edition.

Da Weinhuld s excellent “ Vorschnle der Lxpetimmtal*
phyitk,” which we noticed m vol iv. p. 15K, has reached a
second edition, in which the author has brought his work up to

lime

“ Bkautv In Common Things ” is the title of a very pretty

quarto volume published by the Society for Promoting Ch^tion
Knowledge It consists of twelve cbromohthogiaphed drawings

from nature by Mrs J W 'W bymper, with descriptive text by
the author of “ lafe Underground The drawings are all of

the most common plants, such as the Bramble, the Wild btraw-

berry. Furze Blossom, Blackthorn, Muslirooms, &c. , but while

perfectly faithful to nature, the arrangement and execution ere

so artistic as to afford genume pleasure The text is pleasant

and informing, and altogether the hook is a very dutiful
Christmas present, and likely to give children into whose bonds

it may fall, a taste for the study of nature.

We have received the fifth ediUon (dated 1875) of Dr J H.
Bennett's very interesting boOfc, “ Winter and Sprmg cm the

Shores of the Mediterranean ” (Churchill) We recommend It

to those in search of a genial winter home

F ROM Liverpool comes a carefully compiled ‘t Synopsis of an
Arrangement of Invertebrate Animals In tiie Free PubHo
Museum of lAverpooI,” by the Rev H H, Higgins, M A
Prefixed is sn introduction the rahetanoe of which siqieBied

in two articles by Mr Higgins, in Nature, voL di. pp aoa end

481

The Geological, Botanical, and Natural History Section of
the Catalogue M the Leeds PnbUc Llbrsiy contains the nama
of many valuable works of reference. Some of our readers may
be glad to know that access can be had at all times to any of

the work! moitioaed in the catalogue.
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Thk ftdditioiu to the Zodoglcal bodely’i Gtrdeni dniiiij the

wedc inclnde two Greet Kencaroot {Afaciv^ {iganteus),

bom New Sooth Welet, proiented by Mr A Nicol , two

Coomon Bou (Aim t/»u<ne(tr), two Agouti* IDaiy/rotta f).

Scorn St Lucia, preaented by Mr Neville Holland , a Vuginien

Deer {Cttviu urgtmatuis), from Sooth America, preimited by

Capt E H Cobbett , a Gaulle (Cattlla Jorcas), from Egypt, pre>

lented by Mlu Lancaster , a Conunon Pealuwl {Pam crittatm),

from India, preaented by the Hml A. S G Caiming , a Vervet

Monkey {Ccrtaftilucus lalambi), from South Africa ; and a Son

Badger {ffHulis moseMata), from East Asia, new to the col

TNE '' CHALLENGER” EXPEDITION*
‘TtUKlNG our aoulliem cruue the souiidieg lead brought up^

five abfo utely distinct kmds of sea bottom, without taking

into account the roik and detritus of shallow soundings in the

neighbourhood of land Onr first tuo soundings in 98 and 150

fathoms on the 17th and 18th of December were m the region of

the Agulhas corrent These soundings would have been natu

r^y Ic^g^ "greenish sand, ’ but on esamining the sandy par

ticlu with the microscope, they were found to consist almost

without exception of the casts of foraminifera m one of the com

plex silicates of alumina, iron, and potash, probably some form

of glauconite. The genera prinapally represcntml by these

casts were Miliola, Biloculina, Uvigerina, Fianorbulina, Kotnlia,

Texlnlann, Bulimina, and Nummulma , Globi^iin, Orbulina,

and Pulvinulma were present, but not nearly m so great abnn

dsnee. There were very few foriminifera on the surface of the

sea at the time. Ihw kind of bottom ha* been met with once

or twice before ,
but it is evidently cxcej Uonal, depending open

some peculiar local coiidittons

Ttom the Cape, as hr south as our station in lat 46 16, ue

fonsd no depth greater than i 900 fathoms, and the bottom was

m cveiy case "Clubigcnna ooze, ' that is to say, it consisted of

little else than the shells of Globigorms, whole, or more or less

broken up, with a small proportion of the shells of Futvinulina

and of Ocbulma, and the spines and tests of rodiolariaiis and

fragment* of tlie spicules of sponges

Hir MuiTOy has been Mying the clwst attention since the

time of our departure to the
' ’

„ e qucslioii of the origin of thu cal

IS formation, which is of so great micrtst and importance

on account of its anomalous character and its enormous exten

Sion Very early 111 the voyage he formed the opuiion that all

the organism* entering into its composition at the bottom are

dead, and that all of them live abundantly at the surface and at

intermedmte depth* over the Globigerma oore area, the ooze
'

' e formed by the subsiding of these shells to the bottom afterbeing fc

death
This 1* by no means a new view It was advocated by the

late Prof Halley, of West Point, shortly after the discovery, by

meansof laeut. Broke s mgenlous sounding instrument, that such

0 formation had a wide extension in the Atlantic. Johannes

Muller, Count 1 ourtalcs, Krohn, and Max SchulUc, observed

Clobigtrina and Orbulina living on the surface
,
and Ernst

Htcckel, in his important work upon the Radiolana, remarks

that "we often find ui>on, and carried along by the floating

piccea of seaw^ which are so fircqoently met with In ill seas,

foraminifera m well as other ankflol forms winch habitually live

at the bottom" However, settiiig aside these accidculal m
stances, certain foraminifera, particularly in their younwr stages.

iog on the surface of the sea, that l&e suspicion seems jusbfiable

that thM possess, at all events at a certain period of their exist

cnee, a peligic mode of life, dlflenng in this respect from most

of tho icD^dcT of their clsiss. Thus Muller oftm found iu the

mtents of the luilhce net oil the coast of France the young of

Boteli^ bnt more particularly Globigenna! and OrbuUnR, the

tat) Utter frequently coveted with mie calcareous tubes, pro-

lotions of flic borders of the fine pores through which the

MWcondta protrude through the shell I took similar Globi

tgodniiW Oibqllnai daily in a fine net at Mdssina, often

in great numbers, particnUily in bebruary Often the shell wot
covered with a whole forest of extremely long and ddlcate caU

” ind probably contributing
to flirat below the surface

careons tabes proiectingfrom all sides, and pi

essentUUy to enahlethm little animals to floi

of the water by increasing their surface greatly, and consequently

their friction against the water, and rendermg it more difficult

for them to siiiL" * In 1865 and 1866 two papers were read

by Major Owen, F L.S , before the Linnean Soclcly, "On the

Surface Fauna of Bird Ocean ’ In these commumcalions the

aut^r stated that he had taken fntamimfcia of the genera

.j which dbould include Globigerma, with Orbulina as

_ sub gennt, and Polvinulina, the name Colymbltn., from the

circumstance that, like the Radiolana, these foraminifera are

fonnd on the snnace after nnset, "diving" to some depth

beneath It dnnng the heat of the day Our colleague, Mr Owyn

tam^!*that certain foraminiiera were surface animats, in oppo

silion to Dr Carpenter and myteIC t I hod formed and exprosed

a very itrong opinion on the matter It seemed to me that the

evidence was conclusive that the foraminifera which formed the

Glokigeiina ooze lived on the bottom, and that the occurrence of

individuals on the surface was accidental and exceptional
, but

after going into the thing carefully, and considering

evidence which has been accumnlalcd by Mr Murray,

that I was in error , and 1 agree with him that it may be
r, I now

taken as proved that all the materials of such deposits, with tl

exception, of coarse, of the remains of animals which we now
know to live at the bottom at all deptlis which occur iu the

deposit as foreign bodies, are derived fr m the surface

Mr Murray^ combined with a careful examination of the

soundings a constant use of the tow net, usnally at the surface,

but also at depths of from ten to one hundred fathoms and lie

finds the closest relation to exist between the suiface fiaima of

any particnlai locality and the deposit which is taking place at

the Mttom In all seas, from the equator to the polar ice, the

tow net contains Globigoince. They are more abundant and of

a larger nze in warmer seas , several varieties, attaining a lan^
size and presenting marked vanetal characters, are found in the

intertropfcol area of the Allantii, In the latitude of Ker
guelui they ore less nnmerous and smaller while further

south tlin arc still more dwarfed, and only one vanety, the

typical Cloitgenna bullvuits, is represented The living Globi

gcrinze from the tow net are singuhrly difcreul in appear

once from the dead shells we find at the bottom The shell is

clear and traniparcnt, and each of the pores which penetrate

It IS surrounded by a raised crest, the crest round arijacent porea

coalescing into a roughly hexagonal network, so that the pore*

appears to he at the Imttom of a hexagonal pit At each angle

of this hexagon the crest gives oil a delicate flexible calcareous
'' ' ' — ' ' '

the diameter of thespine, which Is lometunes four or five U -

shell m lengtlu The spmes radiate symmetrically from the

direction of the centre of each chamber of the shell, and the

sheaves of long tmnsparent needles crossing one another m
different duectlons have a veiy lieauliful cfleci The smaller

inner ebamben of the shell are entirely filled with an oranm..

yellow granular sarcode
,
and the large terminal chamber usumly

contains only a small irregular mass, or two or three smaU
masses run together, of the same yellow sarcode stuck against

one side, the remainder of the chamber Imiog empty No defi-

nite arrangement and no approach to stmeture was observed in

the sarcode, and no difiercnluition, with the exception of

round bright yellow oil globules, very much like those found in

some of the rodiulanans, which are scattered apparently im-gu

larlv in the sarcode We never have been ible to detect in any

of tne large number of Globigeniue which we have examined the

least trace of pseudopodia, or any extention m any form of the

sarcode b^ond the snelL

Major Owen {of at ) has refened the Glob^erinz with spines

to a distinct ipmes, under the name of C hmuta I am
mdlned rather to believe that all Globigerma: are to a greater or

• Di* Radiolanen ” Euu Monograiphiii von Di Enut Uiockcl Oorlm,

'

STsdiStlfle KxplorstlOU erf the Deqi Sea, Proceed ngs of ihoTtoysl
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len desTM »ptey when the ihell has attained its full develop-

ment In specimena ti&en with the tow^net the spinei are

veiT usually absent , but that is probaUy on account of thdr

extreme tenuity
, they are broken off by the slightest touch In

fresh examples from the surface, the dots indicating the onra
of the lost spfaies may almoet always be made out with a Ugh
power There are never spines on the Globigeriiue from the

Mtom, even in the shallowest water Two or three very marked

varieties of Globigenna occur , but 1 certainly do not think that

the characten of any of them can be teganled os of speeiAc

There is stiil a good deal of obscurity about the nature of

Oriuhna utnvtrta, an onranism which occurs in some places in

large proportion in the Globigerina ooze The shell of Orbulina

is spherical, usually about $ millimetre in diameter, but it it

found of u smaller sizes The texture of the mature sliell

resembles closely that of Globigenna, but it differs in some
important particular!. The pores are markedly of two different

siz^ the larger about four times the area of the smaller The
larger pores are the lesa numerous , they are scattered over the

surface of the shell without any appearance of regolanty , the

smaller pores occupy the spaces between the larger The crests

between the pores ate much less regular in Orbulina than they

are in Globi^na , and the spines, which are of great length

and extreme tenuity, seem rather to arise abruptly from the top

of scattered papil'te than to mark the mtersechons of the crest

This ongm of the spmes from the papilim can be well seen with

a moderate power on the periphery 01 the sphere The spmes
ore hollow and flexible , they naturally radiate regularly from

the direction of the centre of the sphere , but in specimens which

have been placed under the microscope with the greatest care

they are usually entangled together in twisted bundles They
are so fragile that the weight of the shell itself, rolling about

vrith the motion of the ship, is usually sufGaent to break off the

whole of the spines and iMve the papillae only projecting from

its surface in the coarse of a few minutes. In some examples,

either those m process of development, or a senes showing a
vanetal divergence from the ordinary type, the shell ts very thin

and abnost perfectly smooth, with neither papillae nor spines, nor

any visible structure, except the two classes of pores, which are

The chamber of Orbuhna u often almost empty, even in

the case of examples from the surface, which appMrs from the

freshness and transparency of the shell to be living, it is never

full of sarcode , but it frequently contains a small quantity of

yellow sarcode stuck against one side, as in the lost chambn of
GioUgerino. Sometimes, but by no means constantly, withm
the chamber of Orbulina there is a little chain of three or four

small chambers singularly resembling in form, in proportion, and
In sculpture, a small Globigenna , and sometimes, bat again by
no means constantly, spines are developed on the surlace of the

calcareous walls of these mner chamb^ bke those on the test

of Olobigerma The spines radiate from the position of the

centre of the chambers and abut against the insides of the wall

of the Oibnllna In a few cases the inner chambers have been
observed apparently arising withm or among the sarcode adher

ing to the widi of the Orbuma.
Major Owen regards Orbuhna as a distinct oigunism, nearly

allied to Globigenna, but difiermg so far from it os to justify lU
separation mto a special aubgenus. lie considers the small !

inner chamber of Orbulina aa representing the smaller chamber
of Globigenna, and the enter wall as the equivalent of the luge
outer chamber of Globigerina develo|>ed in this form as an m-
vesting chamber Count Pourtales, Max-Schultze, and Krobn,
on the other hand, believe, on account of the close resembUnce
in structure between the two shells, their constant association,

and the nndoubted fact that an object closely resembling a young
Globigerina is often found within Uinnlina, that the latter is

simply a spccml reproductive chamber budded from the former,
and capame of axistmg independently I am rather inclined to

tha latter view, although I think much careful obtervation is

still re<][uiied to substantiate it , and some even of our own
j

obaervationt would seem to tell aomewhat In the oppodte direc-

tion Although Orbuhna and Globigenna ore very osnally
sMociated, in different localities they are to m diBerent propor
thma ,

and fai the icy sea to the south of Kerguelen, although
GloUgarina waa eooatantly taken in the surlace-neL not a aln^
OrbaUiui mu daticted. Like Globigenna, Orbulina ii moat
fully developed and most abundant in the wanner seat.

Auoeiated with fhesa forms azxl, like them, livi^ on the
aarface and dead, and with their shallt in various stages of decay I

at the bottom, there are two vazy marked apedet or variatiat

•f Ptthinnlins P menardu, and P, mkhdiniana. Thegenerat
atructnre of Pulvmulinaietemblaa that of Globigerina. The ihdl
consists of a congeriet of from five to eight ebamben onaiwcd in

aa irregular spird. As in Globigerins tha hut chamber is the
largest , the inner smaller chamben ore ntnally filled with yellow
sarcode j and oa m Globigerina, the hut chamber U frequently

nearly empty, a small in^lor mom of sarcode only occupying
a part of the cavity The waDa of the chambata are eloody and
mmtdy perfbratM The external Anface of I the wall is nearly

smooth, and no trace of a spine has ever been detected Pta-
vtmUina mtnariti boa a large discoidal deprereed shell, in

diameter consisting of a series of flat chambers ovmlapping one
another, like annmber of coins laid down somewhat itregiuarfy,

bnt generally in a spnml each chamber is bordered by a dutinct

somewhat thickened solid rim of definite width. On the lower

surface of the shell the intervals between the chambers ore

indicated by deep grooves The huge irregnlar opening of
the final chamber it protected by a crescentic lip, whufli in

some spechnens bears a fringe of spine-like papillie This
form ts almost confined to the warmer leai It is very
abundant on the surface, and still more so during the day, at

a depth of ten to twenty fathoma in the Mid Atbuitic
,
and it

enters into the composition of the very charactenstic Globi
gerina ooze of the “Dolphine Rlze’ in almost os laige pro-
portions as Globigenna. Putumuhna tmcMtmana is a smaller

vancty , the upper surface of the shell is flaltencd as in /*

iHotardu, bnt the chambers are conical and prolonged down-
wardi, so that the shell is deeper and somewhat turbinate. The
two species usually occur together, bat P muMiwana has
apparently a much wider distribution than P mmantn, in which
tne former was limited to the region of the trade-winds and the
equatorial dnff current and wag found rarely, if at all, to the
south of the Agulhas current , ihe latter accompanied ns south-
ward os far at Kerguelen Land Both forma of Pulvinulina,

however, are more testneted than Globigenna, for even A
muMtmana became scarce after leaving ihe Cape, and the
wonderfnlly pure caleireout formation in the neighbonthood
of Prince lldward Island and the Crozets consists almost solely

of GlobM[tnHo MlnJet, and neither t|>ecies of Palvmnlina
occurred to the south of Kerguelen Land
Over a very large part of the * Globigerina ooze ” area, and

eqiecially in those intertropical ^lons m which the formation is

most characteristically developed, although the great bulk of the
ooze is made up of entire shells and fragments of shells of the
above-desenbed foraminifera, liesidcs these there is frequently a
considerable proportion (amounung in some cases to abont
twenty per cent ) of fine granular matter, which fills the shells
and tne intersticea between them, and forms a kind of matrix
or cement lliu granular substance is, like the the Is, cal-
careoDS, disappearing in weak acid to a small insoluble residue
with a low microscopic jxiwer it appears amorphous, and it it

hkely to be regarded at first sight as a paste made up of the ulti-

mate calcareous particles of the disintegrated ihelli, but under a
higherposver itis found to coniwtalmoit entirely of “coccollths"
and “ rhabdoliths ” I heed scarcely enter here into a detailed
description of these singular bodies, which have already been
carelnlly studied by Huxley, borby, GUmbel, Carter, Oscar
Schmidt, Wallich, and others 1 need only state that 1 believe
cmr observations have placed it beyond a doubt that the “ coceo
Utha” are the separated elementa of a peculiar calcoteona
armature which covers certain iphencal bodies (the “ cocco-
apherea” of Dr Wallich } l^c rhabdolitbi are the like ele
menu of the annatnre of eflhemcly beantifnl little bodies,
which have been first observed by Mr Mnrray, and natnialiy
called by him “rbabdospheres Coceospheres and rbabdo-
spherea hve abundantly on the surface, especially in warmer
seas. If a backet of water be allosred to stand over night with
a few pieces of thiead in it, on examining the threads carafiilly

many examples may nsnally be found attached to them , but
Mr Mnmy baa found an nnfidling supply of all forms in tha
stomachs of Salpse

What these coccospheret and ihabdospheres arc we are not
yet^ a^pyitlon^tojmy with certain our strong hnpicsrion

gemmulet, or the sporan^ of some minute organism,'^probably
an a]g% in which latter cose the coocolitha and rhabdolithsmkht
beregaidedMreptcientiiiginpodtlaaandimietiraths“amphi*
disci *^00 thasn^ of tha gemmnles of SpongiUo, or the spiny
&ecU on the regospores of many of the Demnidem. There ore
many forma ofooowths and riiabdoUths, and many ofthaM am
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V 4iitinet that they aridaBily iatHote diffe reat ipedoL Mr.
Moray bdkvM, however, thi^ only one form U met with on one

itihera ; and that in order to prodnco the nnm crons finma denied

lif Hmckd and Oscar Sdnmdt, all of which, and many addiuonal
vwietiea, he has observc^tlw spheres must vary in age and
derelopwt, or in kind Their constant pretence m the snrface

net u softi^water drawn in a bncket, and m the stomachs of

sonace animals, snSdentlv prove that, like the oose-forming

fonmfmfeids, ue cocoolluis and rhabdoiiths, which enter so
largely into the composition of the recent deep-sea calcareons

foimadoas, live on the surface and at intermediate depths, and
stak to the bottom after death Coccospheres and riiabooepheres

have a rvn wide but not an unlimited distnliutum From the

Cape of Good Hope they rapidly decreased in nnmber on the

satface, and at the bottom as we progressed southwards Hie
proportion ttf dieir remains in the Globigenna oore near the

Crosets and Prince Edward Island was comparatively small

,

and to this dicumstance the extreme clearness and the onnsuai

appearance (d bdng composed of Globigennx alone was pro-

Moly mrdnly dne. We found the same kind of ooze nearly

fine frmn cocooliths and rhabdoiiths in ahat may be considered

about a corresponding latitude in the north, to the west of

Faroe.

Before leaving the subject of the modem chalk, it may be con-

venient to paa rai to stations 158, 159, and 160, on March 7th.

toth, and 13th, on our return voyage irom the ice. The first

two of theses at depths of 1,800 and a, 150 fathoms respectively,

are marked on the chart “ Globigenna ooze and it will be

8 marked “red
dv*** ‘

According to our present experience the deposit of Clobi

Cut oou IS limited to water of a ceitain depth, the extreme

of the pure chaiactenstic formation being piao^ at a depth

lower regions occupied by the ooze into deeper
“ •

"iversally that the calcareous formtion gradually passes

i is finally replaced by on extremely fine pure clay, whidi
s, speaking generally, all depths below 3,500 fathoms,

and coni^ almost entirely of a silicate of the red oxide of iron

and alumina. The transition Is very slow, and extends over

several hundred fathoms of increasing depth , the diells gradoaily

lose their sharpness of outline and assume a kind of “rotten'’

look and a browmsh colour, and become more and mote mUed

might contain, we put , , ,

in suspension, givuig the water very much the appearance and
colour of cboodate.

In indicatmg the nature of the bottom on the charts, we
came, firom experience and without any theoretical considera-

tion, to use thm terms for soundings In deep wster Two of

theses GL oa, and r cL, were very definite, and indicated

strongly marked fonnatloiis, with apparently but few characters

in common ; bat we freqnently got soundmgs which we could

ncdexectly coll either “ Qobigemia ooie ’’ or “red clay,’ and
before we were fully aware of the nature of these we were in

the habit of indicating them aa “grey ooze” (gr oz.) Wc

on the oth«r tto ooze is mixed with an inaeadng proportion of

“red clay.’
’

Althoi^ we have met with the some phenomenon so fre-

quently that we were at length able to predict the nutiOT of the

bottom fmat the depth of the sounds with absolute certsin^ for

the Atlantic and tne Southern See, we had perhaps the best

opportune of observing itin our hrsteection aciOM the Atlantac,

betwesn Tenerifle and St. Thomas. The first four stations

oa this section, at depths firom i,5i5 to 3,330 fathomi, ihow
GlaUgerIna oose. From the last these, which is about 300
milei from Tenerifie, the depth gradually increases to

fttboms at 50a ud 3,950 fainoSia at 750 milea from Tenenm
‘Jhe bottomto tbeae two aonndingi ini^ have beencalled “grey
oceet” for althmah ita nature has altered entirely firom the

tBobigmina oosck the ted oIm into which it is rapidly paasing

eontaiu a eoMUerable anahtture of carbonate of lime.

The depth goes on meteasiiig to a ittuanrw of 1,150 milea
from Tenciifie^ when it reaches 3, 150 fathoms

, there the clay is
pure and smooth, snd contains scarcely a trace of lime From
this great depth the bottom gndually riaes, and with deerea^
depth the grey colour and the calcareous composition of the
ooze return. Three soundings m 3,050, 1,900, and 1,950
fathoms on the “Dolpbm Rise,” gave hi^y characteriltie
examplei of the Globigerlna formation. Famg from the
middle platean of the Atlantic into the western trough with
depths a little over 3,000 fathoms, the red day letunied m all ^
punty and our last soandiim m 1,430 iathoms before readimg
Sombrero, restored the Globigenna ooze with its peculiar
associated fauna.

This section shows slso the wide extension and the vut geo-
Ii^cal importance of the red clay formation The toM distam

Abont 80 miles of volcamc mud and sand,

350 „ Globigerlna ooze,

1,050 „ red clay,

330 ,, Globigerma ooze,

850 „ red day,

40 „ GloUgeiina ooze

,

giving a total of 1,900 milea of red clay to 720 miles of Globl-
getioa ooze

”

(To bteotUutHtd)

SCIENTIFIC SEEIALS
The JoHrnal of the Ckmutd Society for October commences

with a ps]ier, by Prof Roscoe, On a new chloride cf uianlnm.
The new compound is the pcntachlonde UCI^ oUamed by
passing chlonne over a heated mixture of any oxide of nranium
and charcoal If the current of chlorine u slow, the substance

fonns dark needle-shaped crystals with a green metallic lustre and
ruby red by transmitted li^t When the chlonne is pooed
rapidly, UCIj is formed as a brown powder The compound
decomposea on heatbig into the tetiachlonde and free chlonne.—
The next paper is on suberone, by C Sthorlemmer and R. S
Dale This body is formed by dtolilling suberic aad with lime
accordmg to the equation—

aC,U,«04 = SCO, + sH.O + ChH.iO,.

Hexane is produced at the same tone, and can be separated by
fractional oistUiatiun Pure suberone is a mobile hquid, boiling
at 179* to 181*. The molecular formula is C,Ht.O, and it is

oxulued by nitne acid into an acid of the formula CjUj^O,
1 he authors have exaimned the banum, calcium, and silver salts

ol this acid. The new aad has the same composition as the
pimebc acid obtained by Hlasiwctz and Gralxiwiky from cam-
phoric acid, hut its properties are quite diBiercnt; ua it hu been
provisianally named a-pimelic aad The authors assign the
following constitabonal iormulze to suberone and a-pim^
acid —
CH,—CHz-CH^ CII,-CIIi-CO OH

cll,— cil^IG-CH,-CO OH
Subanoe a-Amelie add.

Note on the crystalhne forms of meconic and a-pimelic acMi, by
Dr.C A. Bnigbaidt —On the actum ofearth on organic nitro^,
by E. C C Stanford. The expenments were made on mixtures
of lean meat with ordinary loam earth, and the author deduces
therefrom the following conclusions — i Earth mixed with
organic nitrogenous matter is an lodiffinent dryer, and, except in

cunwdenble quanuty, a poor deodoriser 2 Thiid the mixtures

contoinously lose mtrogen to about the extent of 73 per emit In

five months. 3. That the loss is perhaps wholly due to decay,

the nitrogen being prgbtbly evolved as ammonia. 4. That in

such mixtures the earth does not act as on oxldiser, no nitrifica-

tion taking^^—The remainder of the jounitd is devoM ti

racts from fore

GavuUa CJhtmea ItaHana, iascieolo vi., vii , and vhi ,
Octo-

ber —This part begms with a long and valuable paper by W
Koemer, entitled Studies of the Isomerism of the bodita

known as Aromatic Substances with six Carbon Atoms." This

research has led the anthnr to study the action of mtne ood op

acetanilide giving nie to the fosmatlon of nitro-acetaidlid^ which

oettvertef by poiaastam bydbxte into a mixture of ortho- end
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mtt»>mtnNuiiIiiie Fara-oitKMUuliiie from ofdiiiaiy dialtro-bea-

UM li next treated of, then the redaction of meU-nUroaiuliiM.

loddbenzenc acted «pon by nitnc add yielda ortho- and

meta iodo-nitrobemene, the first of which was converted

by the action of nitro • snlpbnnc and into a dinitro

dcnvadvcL which, cm treatment with a dilute solution

of {Mtasunm hydrate, is converted into the potassium salt

ordinary dinitropbemc acid, and by the action of aleohohc

ammonia into ordinary dinitro aniline From these reactions

tiie author condudes tliat this dinitto-iodobenieno hu the stme

tnial formula 11314. Dinitio-iodobensene from meta mtro-

iodobenzene has bemi prepared and proved to be identical with

the foregoing body , at the same time a small quantity of a second

dinitro conmonnd is prodnced, which the author considers as the

iodide of the jS dlnitrophenol of Huebner and Werner The
dinitro^mline from this body has been prepared, and the consti-

tution I 3 6 IS assigned to it The author next enters into

the consideration of thu |3 dmitrophcnol—a tabic comparing the

fusion points of this b^ and its derivatives with those of the

a componn^ is given The brominated derivatives of the attilme

have been examine^ and the constitution l 314 assigned to

the diliromo-aniline A large section is next devoted to the

three isomeric dibromo benzenes ,
dichlorobenzene is also con

sidend, and the three monobromo toluenes. The action of

bromine on the isomeric nitro^mllines has been studied, and con
stitutional formulte ore assigned to the resultinc componnds
The author then goes on to consider the preparation of the new
dimtrobenzene the products of its transformationt, The
mono nitro compound has been submitted to a similar study, and
likewise the mono-nJtro denvatives of the dichloro*, cUoro-

bromo*, chloro-iodo , bromo-iodo-, and di iodo-benzene The
next section is devoted to the constitution of the principal snb-

Ethntion products of phenol The isomenc monobramophenols
ore first treated of, then the following bodies in succession —
dibromo ortho nitroanisol, the coireroondinf meta componnd,
Isiarents bromodlnitropbenol, the dinittochlorophenol of Du
bois, and the corresponding bromo and lodo compounds {

finally, dinitro-para-dinromobenzene, its fdienol and aniline. The
three Emetic tribramobenrenei are next treated of nitiotrlbro-

mobenzene and the products of its decomposition The const!

tntion of the di derivatives is discussed, and the present state of

our knowledge with respect to the ortho-, para-, and meta series

of the aromatic compounds is well displayed in a series of tables

The remainder of this pai>er, of whiu the foregoing is but an
imjMrfect oudme, u entmlv devoted to thcoreticu consldeiaPons.

—The next paper Is a preliminary note on the action of bydriodic

add on santuntc add by S Cannizzaro and D Amato — This is

followed by a paper by the some authors on metosintonine, to

which the iormnla is assigned.—Quant tative determi

nation of the atomic group C|H,0 contained in acetyl substitu

tion piodnda, by Fansto Sestini,—On the adion of bronune on
anhydrous chlond, by A Oglialoro.—Allylate of chloral, by the

same author -—Transformation ofbenzamiae intobenzoic ald^yde
nd alcohol, by Prof J Ouareichi —Action of sulphur on
calcium carbonate, by C Pollocd —On the production of ozone
hj means of the electnc discbaig^ by C Gionnetti andA Volta.

—On the necessity for searching for phosphorns in the urine in

easel of poisoning by h SelmC The fame anllior contnbntes

a paoT on milk.—^The condading paper is by M Mercadante,

on the behavlonr of tanme add wnen used m agriculture —The
port condudes with notices of cniient foreign work in technical

diemistry

BuUrttn dt la SoctAl d AHikrofalo^t dt Fttrit, tome neu-
vibme —M Dsreste, in reply to the discnsriori which his paper
on double or twm monsters (u given In a former number) had
called forth, explain! the nature of the obaerrathms on which
his deductions were baaed. It would appear that after lub-
mitting nearly 8,000 bens' eggs to the pto^ of artifidal incii-

bation, he obtained nearly 4,000 anomaliea or monstroaitia, bat
of these only about thirty were double embryos or twin moB-
itroiltles. A similar result has been observed in the case of
osieoai fishes , and Jacobi, who wu the first to discover (in the
couw of the last century) the mechanism of fecundatiiA among
that fishes, had noted the proportion of twin monders in fisher

His obeervatioos and those of Lerabonillet coincide with
the raolt Atalncd 1)y M Dareste, that while esterul conditkwn
may often determine the formation of simple moniten, they are
absMotdr without efiect in regard to the evolnbont of douUe
numstrowieii— A Bertrand, in a comiwmlqUion ^etdallr
addiand tothe Society, hu propounded the nond bypothM

that the diaeoverr of the manfamlntlon Of matal^ ueoppei^ ti%
iron, iBur, and lead, b dne t6 Otbntnl peoples, with wliesnff

wu fur advanced U a period when Eunqie wu ilUl in a state Of
barbaibm He^ moreover, b of opiniem that tbeu hrU canu
from a common centre hr two diwmeb, via., the valley of the

Dnieper and the valley of the Danube, in the latter of wnldi the
semi-Wbaroni Slavonic tnbu still pnetba Aeu aria voy
much u they first learned them from their Asbtic neighboars.—
M Hamy considers, in a short paper, the value u a dbtinodve
palieont^..ical character of the bind condition of the caninu in

the Smeermau jaw He had freqnently before notioed a tiana-

venal flattening in other fbnil eani^ and sinoe hb examinatioft

of the Smeermau jaw he hu fomid two other exampks of thb
from the Quaternary period.—M Broca disenuet at length thn
infiaence ^ humidw mi the form and dhnensioM of foiril

crania, aud deducu from bb obaervatloM the gowral condnsioM
that cuacity of crania vatiu greatly in accordance with the

hygrometric condition of their wmb , that in drying, after re-

inoral from a humid soil, they uidergo a eonsidenible retraction,

amountinf in some uiitanou to fully twenty cubic centimetiu j

that the walb of fossil crania are hygrometric ; and that, con-

leqnently, no comparative observatiou of cranial capacity have
any value unless all the cninia have been exhumed for a space of

tttuxf i&onthSi

Thk August number of the BulUlin de la SoctBld’Aeclmaia
ben de /tim opeu with a list of the variou animals and plants

which the society b prepared to lend to iti members, with a view
to establishing any new or rare forms of animal or vegetable life

in different parts of the counti^ This is an oiganisntion which
might nsefnlly be adopted m Eng^d —A paper by M B Rico
shows how vorietiu of Salmomdsr mu be kept in enclosed
vraten, and points out—u Mr Bucklsnd hu pro^ in Engbhd
—that salmon and tront will keep m good condition in endosed
daces snth a good supply of food aim of rniming water <—Dr
Turrel, in a paper entitled “ Lea Olsennx et let Insectes," combats
the theory ofM Perrb that birds have very little effect in cheek
mg the increase of inaecfs. He thinks that to the indiscriminate

slanghter of small birds may be traced, to a certain extent^ the
spread ofthe Phylloxem.—Mr R. Trimen contributes an interest-

ing paper on the animals and useful plants of the Cape of Good
Hope, from which it appears that there are no mammalia indl

gemma to South Africa which have been employed u bauts of
burden , but the colony b rich in edible ammab and valuable
birds —M Cabonnier announces the arrival from Indbof several

niccuneu of three varieties of fish never hitherto broimbt to
Europe—the Anaiai scandens or Climbing Perch, the Telescope
Fish, and the GonramL—The Phylloxerals the object of vanow
notes and raggestions, with the vieir of providiiig some menu of
rresting its progress.

Rtalt IfMato lomiardo, Kendiconti, voL 7, iaic. vilL

—

Prof Giovanm Canton! contribute! a note, " RescanJies on Hete-
rogenesb ’ Ten years ago the Academy appi^ted a committee
to investigate spontonaou generation, whicn from time to time
reports ib expMments. Dr Giassi and Dr Macagno, at A^
have devoted tbemidvu to the qnestion of vinous fermentation
With locchanne solntiou and new wine, thqr obtained tlw
cryptogams characteristic of vmou fermentatico. A certam
number appeared in flasks hermetically sealed and heoM for

half an hour to lOo', and some occurred In flasks containing ob
filtered through cotton wool, and washed both in salphunc add
and on alkaline solution These observers aflbm that raisliy

the temperature of wine dou not destroy Putenr’s gernm owii^
to a ncdal combination betsredh the liquid and the small quin
tUy of free oxygen remaining in the lealed vessel—The neat
paper, On the UnuU of electrical reabtance in pon-coaduictoiSt
bby the same anthor—Piol Giovanni Zoga givu an aoeount
of the Anatomical Musenm of Pavia, whidi contami 638 pee
patmtiona, of wfaick 38 ore compbte skeletons, 36 male and la
female varying in age from the foetaa of two months to loi
years. Moat of tham are Italian, though two an German, ana
American, one Koac, and om Egyptian. Thera are aooakalb
and 400 portums of diffsrent skeletons. Of these iknib osdy 46
are fomaiei, and akhongli the greater port an Italian, they la-

dude npretentattvwof the wmm natkma of Europe, Asb, and
America, and of different social grades. The an^ mentions
pecnliantbs sstn in the several bones, and givu measiinmanli
of the skalla^Ths last arbeb b by Dr Guido Grami, and i|

devoted to the axplaiatiwi oi a naw reflecting bdancc. thbb
a common balance with a refisetor fixed above the indfoi, Hf
detdbexperimeautosbow tin way ta which U may be
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r, duct th* fifUeth
• *» by

Jlyrici
ywMent,

SOCtSTIES ARD ACADEMIES
Lomxw

lal Boelety, Nov 3i —Dr T IL GUdttone, F R.S
,

'i the ^ulr—Pro£ UMoeod dneriM e dmple
he had devieed for showing internal resistance in

j Two tubes aboot halfa metre long, one of which

Is idwat twice the diameter of the other, are closed 4t their lower
aal with corks. On the corks and within the tubes rest two

Sn of platinum foil connected with binding screws by platinum

wiMi viu$mg throngh the corks. The plates are covered with

chloride of silver and the tubes ore filled with a solution of

tUosIde of dnc. Each tube is provided vdth a disc of amal
gaauted dnc soldered to a long insulated copper wire The
discs are cut so that thM nearly fit the tubes, one being exactly

double the diameter of the other, and the^re CxpMlng four

timet the surface to the action of the liquid Qn connecting the

fenninali with a galvanometer, the current will be found to m
cmse as the distance between the dnc and platinum plates is

diminished Iqr lowering the unc plate into the tube In order

to obtam the same deflection of the (pdvanometer by the narrow

edh the distance between the plates must be one fourth those of

the lamer ones. The apparatus may also be used to show tliat

opposM ceils of the same kmd will not producL a current For
t^ Fvpose (he platinum plates ore connected together and

the wo rune plates Jomed to the galvanometer No cur

r^, jrat flow, whatever the distance between the plates—
t& Jitam Boillie Hamiiton, of University College, Oxford, made
a oowuntmicatlon on the ap^cation of wuid to stnnged instru*

ments. Mr Hamilton commenced with a short hutmy of the

eflbrts which had been made to bring (he Eolianharp under
I human control end explained bow he hUiwetf bad taken up the

matter from hb John rormer on leaving Harrow Sciiooi Mr
Former had snccMed ' ' '

—

upon a stnng by ettacl

compound Ming from „
be onteined. Mr Hamilton, m attempbng to complete a per

feet instrument, soon found he had uodertaken r-

1 in gettii^ wind to do the woik of a bow
:hing a re^ to the end of it, forming thus a
I which a few notes of great beauty could

,
ii he explained to the Society

Failing to obtain advice or assistance, either from scientific men
or from the musical instrument soakers, be was once more thrown

upon hts own resources, and, conscious both of his responsibility

and difficoltieii, resolved to leave for a tunc his oniveimty career,

and to mvestigate to the uttermost a soatter on which no mfor

mation could be there obtained. The results of his Investigations

were then shown to the Society After two years of labour,

Mr Hamilton hod not only gai^ experience sufficient to per

form what he bad undertaken, but had also duoovcred that by a
difbrent moite of amidoylng the »me moteiisl, i < a stnng and
a reed, he conld secure for a string the advantom it afiurded by
on ot^ pipe in addition to those which it already possessed

Showing a pianoforte itrmg on a sound board, he said “ Such
ititim alr^y possess certain advantages , fiist, simplicity of

reinroroement by a common sound board , second, economy of

ipaee ,
third, blending of tone , and fourth, sympathy Cm 1

also secure for this string the advantoges of an organ^ipe

—

namely, first, specud remiorcement , second, volume of tone

,

third, cuoicc of quality , and fourth, sustained sound J" Accord
Ingly, an open diapason pipe was proposed for imitation, and, to

the genanl lurpiiie, the string wu made to oactly imitate ft

in all these leepects. Another string wu nafst apnsided, repre

tenting the note of the largest organ pipe &i use, in con

jnnctkm with other notes, satisfying the heaien that not only

eonkl a etting do all the work of an om pipe in giving

vahuno and sweetneii to the note reinforced, but could afford

Oeexquistte tympadietic end blending power hitherto peculiar

to strii^ Such notee were also sounded seven octaves apart

The rcfifocement oorrMxmding to die fdpe wu secured by
the ntlHwtion of a node winch cat off frem the string a segment
tipmsponding to the note remforo^ presenting to ouappeanmee
^phenosacnonofanorgsnballtMiktnreontoftsttbg. Thu

e SOTO of motion^ Is ato nmitedtojfat^ quick

maod£^^ of a teriu^lro^ servutowmsaunlcate uutan

Mu)0« lonad fnin ksy to Aaodicr inventkia of Mr,

HamUtotfa wu a stnng which could not be put out of tune, to
the great suipriu of thou alio attempted to do so. He also
exhibited a new pianoforte stnng, which by iu pnnty and volnme
of tone showed that the results of a grand pumoforte could be
obtained in a cottage instrument Mr Hamilton having
fimtorily answered several questions respecting possible obiectionsL
concluded by reminding the bodety that it was in attempting
futhfiiUy to earn out the designs of another man that he wu now
m a position not only to perform what he had undertakeu, but
had also been permitted to Isii^ into use a simpler, purer, and
grander lonrce of sound than had been contemplaM iriien he
uld bis hand to a tuk vriiich he wu stiU engiigcd in perfectiiig.

specimens of stone implements, bows, arrows, and blowpipes
from Ssn Josd, Costa Rica Bfr Charlesworlh exhibited eharac
terutic fi^re^ carved in amalgam by Mexican miners, and a
chaplet of gold and silver cotnsu worn by the women of Naza-
reth.—A brief paper the late Mr Cotesworth wu read. On
ruins in the ndghbouraood of Palmyra , with Notes on some
skulls found therein, by the FresldenL The mint dernnhed
were groups of towers tombs lying north and south of the
Kurydem road on the bills lacing Ihe cutle. In one of these
towers wen discovered many skulls and other human remains,
some of which were exhibited on the Uble The date of their
deposition could not, m the pinion of the author, he less than
!,8oo to 3,000 years sgo Thete were also larM underground

the remaluj by the President showed that they
belonged to individuals of a dolichocephalic race of large rathm
than small stature^ but by no means gigantic. A short time
since Capt Burton had forwarded skulU to tlic Institute pre-
senting the same cliaracterisbcs u the spedmens under con
sideration.—Mr W Bollaert contributed Notes on some Pcmvian
antiquities, and exhibited a series of drawings and photographs
m illutiation, which he gave to the Insbtute

MANClIBSTEa

Literary and Phiiosophlcal Society, Nov 17—FAward
bchunck, F R S

, president, in the chair —Some remarks on
Dalton s first table ofatomic weights, by Prof Henry E Roscoc,
F R.S This hu slieody appeared ui Naiurb, vol xi p. 53,
—Action of light on ceitam vanadium compounds, by Mr
James Gibbons —On basic calcium chloride, by HarryOnmshaw,
F C S —On the slnicture of btigmaria, by 1 tof W C William
son, F K b , which we hope to give next week

Philadelphia

iral Sciences,
enherger, pretidenl in the chair -
lun , described u coal cutting machine, designed by Mr'
James Brown, of Uiuil, ludiana. It consuls of a steel or
iron wheel set in a frame, connected with the pneumatic
engine, which runs m mils laid parallel to the face of the
heading, which in this case may be several hundred yards long
On the outer pcrlpbeiy of Ibu wheel are arranged twenty or
Uurty triangular slurped pieces of st«l umted with it at on»» of
their apices by a pin la the middle of the opposite side,

which IS curved, are firmly fixed chilled steel teeth, which set

themselvei by fnctlon against the coal to the proper position for

cutting, as the wheel 11 rotated to the right or left. 1 he motion
IS imparted by means of a small toothed wheel which moves In

rode work on the undersurfiicc of the wheel
July a&—Dr Kostfoenbeiger, president, tn the chair —OnS of the comnrittea to whicn they had been referred, the

ing papers were ordered to be publislied t—Description of
a new species of Helix, by James Lewis, M.D —On some
Batrachlaand Nematognatlii, brought from the Upper Amazon by
Prof Orton, Edwanl D Cope.~Notes on American Lepi
doptem, with deecripUbnsof tw^-one new speaes, by Aug K.
Orot6—Detersunation of the Species of Moths figured in the

“Natual History of New Vork,'^ Aug R. Grote, A.M
Ai^ 4.—Dr RuKhenbmger, pr»ident, m the choir —Mr

Thomas Meehan exhibited some branches of Pennsyl

vameum, Lin. (A ttnatum. Lamb) which bad a remarkable

system of dimorphic foliage The first pair of leaves developed

after the bursting of the bud m the sprmg, were lanjer and more

perfectly dsmloped than any subsequent ones. The next pair

were ustMlly laucehnear Occasionally there was a tenjlenqr to

tlm prodntVon eS a prlu of lobm, but usually tlic margins were
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entm or ipanely lemkted The thud and tabieq^ of

iMTCf partook of the fotm of the fint pair, though Midaid ao

large It waa worthy of remark, that in planta with alternate

leavei^ the Icavei Witn their axial bndt were generally about tiie

lame nxe In some few nutancei there were eanatiou m the

die, especially in the ^ arrangement of the leares on the

stem In of^msite leaved plants the role wm the other wny

,

one bod or one leaf either in the blade or petiole being laiw
or longer than the other In the maples this wu especially Uie

case At times the petioles in some cases woold be not more
than half the length of the opposite He had found thu especial

peculian^ however, in no other species but A PtuntfbiantcHm
that he had been able to examine, whldi mcluded most In

common cultivatioa It might beta A ipuiAtm, Lam., which
he had not been able to examine this season, and which he sop
posed to be but a variety ofA Ptnndyvtuuam

\P*c 3, tSu

rabsequent pairs of for this hydroearfaca a CmHisi* Thsmrthor has osawhwd sanay
tho^sel£tfso of i|»4nvidivas --Onlw Mlanlam of the qre of hMh h*
ante with alternate MK. J Andrd and Bcanreg^-^ew method for the oataiqptle

{enerally about tile occhiMott of wowids^ by M fiansm —On the mntabillte oi

e variations m the microeoopic germs and on tbe passive fimcttoii trf the omuMiBs
the leaves on the classed as firmtiAs, by U J Dnval —^Tbe carbonifenea lfana>

ras the other way , stone soil of the Pyren^ byM Henn Mi^iaaa ~I1ie shooting
euole being larger stars of November 1^4, by Id Chapdas
wu upedally tiie Nov 33 —M Cl Bernard fai the auur —The fdlawiag papers
vould be not more were read —Mm dloaal observationi of the minor planets raw

Aug 3C —Dr Ruschraberger president m the chair—Prof
Leidy exhibited a 1 ving spedmen of the freshwater obated
polyp, formerly desenbed by him under the name of Pechnattlla

ma^jiea Pectinatella u by for the laii,ett of all the known
freshwater abated polyps and indeed u not surpassed by
any of the manne forma knoam to ua It hu not b^ detu
mined whether (he huge Pecbnatella ookmies start each fnm
a imgle mdividoal or are the result of the confluence of a
numba of sm-iU colomes On the approach of wmter tha
coloniM die and undergo decomposition, m which process the
remarkable wmter eggs or atatobluts are hberated These ora
provided with anchor like spmes, by which u in the case of
the egos of skates and iharkii, th^ become attached to vanous
fijwd DOcUes In taikmu coinnoQ nnuiudf of ow
household. Prof Lady had fonad a thread worm infesting the
common house fly The worm is fiom a line to the tenth of
on uuA long, and hvu in the pioboada of the fly It wu
fbaad m numbers from one to three In abontone flym five. The
paratite wu lint discovered m tbs honu fly of India, by the
Saglidi naturalist, Mr H J Carter, vrfw deaenbed it under tha

muae tJLFtlana mmea and auggeated the opmion that it might
be the source of the Guinea worm, Jhtloro muiuuHas, m man.
Mr Carter stiles that he found from two to twenty of the worms
m one fly of three Dr Diesing referred the parwite to a
new genus with the name o/t llabronma mntta The tingular
poaitm m which the worm bvei soggesti the many unsas
pected plocu we have to learch to find Uie parents « oflspmig
of onr osm paraiitet

Paru
Academy of Scienceo, Nov 16 — Bertrud in the

macbinu ^by M Z 1 Gramme —On the sscchanne matter
contained m mnsbrooms, by M A Hunts—Effects of potemum
sulphocarbonote on Hijdloaeia, by M MouiUefert—Id. Max
Coma presented a pa^ containing the oontmnatton of hu
retearchu fi>r the moat efficacious snbstance for the destrectioii

of Pbylloxeia.—Expenmente made on biancbu of vine immersed

ofvinu and cereals, application ofM Naudm’a process to vmn
that cannot be inbmer^, by M G Grlmand —On the statibiy

of the equihbnum of a huvy body re ting on a curved import,
by M C Jordan —Influence of temperature on the coeffiment of

capillary Ifosnng of liqnldn by M A Gueront —On the product

formed by the adduion of bypochlorous acid to propylene^ byM
L Henry —On the Actmue of the oceanic coaite (A Fmaoe^ by

the membert of tha Transit of Vans Expedition who a
observe thu phtnomemm from Noumea.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
Bbitish—lUport of NswcbmIssw Tyiw Owm cal Sac oljr —Iha ASnsl

i World G Hatunc (LuMauai) —TnuMU of Vaaiu R A 1 ractor B A
I (Loiunaiii -UaKaatUT Maa (New Eduoal Chariaa Uanra M A

U Uumy)-IraiiasaaMa(tliebHnittorEiiaiMMnaadS&
I

bn Menla ScMliiad Renoit on SafetyValraa—Chanbaiirs InAaniatioato
thaPai»la(W aiMR Uuuaben) -IIm Gnanot Ur litation and tha Pn
rntra^oduxsof Man hu John Lnbb^ Bart MP » K <! (Umg
aaw) -llaaeata of M rotter MAUD F R.& ud

I the three bodies, ordinary camphtB',

M at Rumfonl v I ui (Beaton U S >-Pracaedingt of ihn Amtnam
iociaty of Alta and Scianca 0°^ WUion BoetonX—Pmeewlima ot tbs
laermI>hiloeo|d>oal8ocmy(PhIadrti^a)-AiinotatedLiarTBrnbof

M C SddiUot —Observotious on the November ahootmg atets,

by M lAvemer—(}n the age of the Pyrenean ted sandstone
and yttetumshlp to the Saint Beat statnaiy maibla by M A
Leymcrie —On electric induUloD, by M P VolpiceUi —Acuon
eaneiscd by an alactro magnet on the spectra of rarefiod gases
travnned ^ the deetne duchoige by M J Chantaid The
antiior hu mtberto examined omy the sp^ra of metaUmda.
The magnet appears to mflacnce the nuraber, poaition, finetieu,

Ac , of the ipectiml lines m a apeoai maimer far each element
—Note on magnetism and on a new wniotimg fote, tnr M
Trlve —On the circulatoiy system of the KiaMnidw, hrM Ldm
Pemer—Note on the mannuctnre of paper ftoragamU (JMttctu
itculentiu), and on the industrial nses of thu plant, by M Ed
Landrin.—On the relationship exirtmg between the chemical
composition of ihe air m the swim bladder and the depth at
which the fish ate taken, by MpA Moreau —Unwholesomeneu
of the Seme m August, September, and October, 1874, by
M BondeL—Metbw pursued m searching for the most effica-

Gions substance for resutim Phylloxera at the viticnltuial station
of Cognac, by M Max Cmn —Eflfecte produced by the fiist

frosts on the phylloxenied vines m the vicinity of Cognao^ Ire

M MasriM Gorard —A despatch wu read finmi the Frinun
Mmutecat Fekm,aDdaletter&aia M hlernuus, aanonnangthe
safe arrival and uutallation of the Tianau of Venna Ememien

Amorm PhiloKpb oil Soewty (Ph ladoM s) -Aanouted Ui
Utah H W Uoaihaw (Salsai U 8 )—Rmort of Esploranot
(h* C:ol«ndo of tha Wssc Pnf J W Pmll (Waddastn
oflht Flomof Cciondo f C Portsr ^sahiagtoni

I >OK«iG*f »^oTTiiipon«lMib<pttd— Nturibradm V^reuw ui

enrsc ons nwgiMtMja y cat (Havana C41U).

In tlurt aty -On two points m the thaonr of snbetittfoiia, Ire

M C joedan —On flttorene, by M Pfa Biubicr. The fong^

Buhklxv's AsTSOMOItV I

OoB Baox Shiv . . • I

LsTTaas to ths Korma —
Vr FHanaaaesLsttmloibelhadsMBoftbeRafsiOsaeiBphioBl
Som^ la rWs sad 1(74 —CuuiBim K llasxKaii CB,

^
The Pnsoi t Stilo of lbs Arctic Ico BaifMn.—W MATTllo Wii^
UAIU ICS I

Rooloeical Gaidcas Rctsats Patfc.-P L. Bclatm, P K S 1

DucontyofRausuiiofPLialsaadlBSsets—B J ACouarSniTB I
Scwiduia sad Ssnamn Flomts.—Pief A S. HiaauiXL (

SCISMCB M MUSIC I
TBb Tssa Aloss ov Soorn AraicA By Prof W T raisTLaTMi
Dvu (IPite /Mu/rarfosi) . I

TsAMSACTIOn AMDPs0CSmiMSetTaBR0VAI.80CUTVavVlCT0BlA

Tu (btAusaosa* Xxreomoir By Prsf Wvviiui Taonsoa^
*
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THURSDAY, DECIDER lo, 1874 ,

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE ANIMAL
KINGDOM*

LINNiEUS defines the object of clasiifiestkin as

ftdlows —** Methodus, anima sdentiae, indigitst,

piimo iiktuitu, quodcimqoe corpus natonle, ut hoe corpus

propnum suum nomeo, st hoc nomen quccomque

de sominato coipore beneficio aecuh innotueie, ut sic in

coniiisioae rerum apparenti, summus conspicutur

Natnne ordo.* {SysUma Nature, ed. 13, p. 13.)

With the same general concepuon of classificatory

method as Luuuens, Cuvier satr the importance of an ex

^haustive analysis of the adult structure of animals, and
Uk^assification is an auempt to cnuncute the facts of

sfincture thus determined, in a senes of proposittons,

tif which the most general constitute the definitions of

the largest, and the most special, the definitions of the

smallest, groups

Von Baer showed that our knowledge of animal struc

tute is imperfect unless we know the developmental stages

throng which that structure has passed , and smcc the

publication ofhis “ £ntwickelung8<Geschichte der Thiere,

no pbikepphical naturakit has neglected embryological

facts is forming a classification

Darwin, by laymg a novel and sohd foundation for the

theory of Evolution, introduced a new element into

'‘Taxonomy If a species, like an individual, is the

product of a process of development its mode of evo-

Intion must be taken into account m detemumng its hke-

ness or unlikeness to other species ,
and thus ** phytogeny

becomes not less important than embryogeny to the

taxonomist But while the logical value of phytogeny

must be fqlly admitted, it is to be recollected that, m the

present state of saence, absolutely nothing is positively

known respecting the phytogeny of any of t^ larger

groups of anunals Valuable and important as phylogenlc

specolations are, as guides to, and suggestions of, inves-

bp^on, they are pure hypotheses mcapable of any

objective test and there u no httle danger of mtro-

^dng confusion mto saence by mumg up such hypo-

theses with Taxonomy, which should be a ptease and
logical arrangement of verifiable facts

The present essay is an attempt to classify the known
&cts of animal structure, including the deveiopment of

that structure, without reference to {diylogeny, a^ there-

£m«, to form a classification of the animal kingdom,
whi^ will hold good however much phylogenic specu

ladotts may vary

Animals are pnmanly divisible into thMl|^ which the

body is not differentiated mto histogeneW^^ (Proto-

zoa), and those in which the body becomes differottiated ^

into such ceQs (Mitazoa of Haeckel).

I—^The PRO^ZOA are again divisible into two groups
1 the Monera (Haeckel)^ in which the body contains no
nnclensj and a. the Endoplastica, in which the body

g
is one or mote nnclci. AoMOff ibese, the /aifiwvno

and flagtUata [Nocdhttil^ Ag ), while not fnsaking

neral type of the sin^ attain a considerable

ixity of organisation, Resenting a parallel to what

Mwl M dw UasMn Uoditr. Dm. 4 iSra byM Hadw

Vou xi.~Na sfiy*

happens among the unicellular kungi and Algae (ag,
il/ucor, Vatuheria, Caulerpa)

IL—The Mktazoa are distinguishable m the first place,

mto those which develop an alimentary cavity—a process

which is accompanied by the differentiation of the body
wall mto, at fewest, two layers, an epiblast and a hypo
blast {Gattrem of Hieckel) and those in which no ali

mentary cavity is ever formed

Among the Gastrcae, there are some in which the

gastrula, or pnmitivw sac with a double will open at one

end, retains this primitive opening throughout life—as the

cgestive apertnre , numerous ingestive apertures being

developed in the lateral walls of the gastrula—whence

these may be termed Polystomaia. This group compre-

hends the SpoHgida or Portftra Ali other Gastreae are

MoHostomata, that is to say, the gastrula develops but

one ingestive aperture. The case of compound organisms

in which new gastnihc are produced by gemmation is

of course not a real exception to this rule.

In some Monostomata the pnmitive aperture becomes
the permanent mouth of the ammal {Arrhceostoinatei)

This division mcludes two groups, the members of each

of which respectively are very dosely aUied — i The
Coelenterata. 3. The Scoleomorpha. Under the latter

head are included the Turbellana^ the NemaUndta^ the

TremcUoda, the Hirndhua, the Obgochata^ and probaUy

the RoHfera and Gepkyrea,

In all the other Monostomata the primitive opening

of the gastrula, whatever its fate, does not become the

mouth, but the latter is produced by a secondary perfora

tion of the body wail. In these D0uterostomata there is

a penvisceral cavity distmct from the alimentary canal,

but thd penvisceral cavity is produced in different ways.

I A perivisceral cavity is formed by diverticula of

the alimentary canal, which become shut off from the

latter {Enterocoela)

The researches of Alexander Agassis and of Metschm
koff have shown that, not only the ambulacral vessds,

but the penvisceral cavity of the Echtnodermata are pro-

duced m this manner , a fact which may be mterpreted

as indicating an affinity with the Coelenterates (though it

must not be forgotten that the dendrocccle Turbettaria

and many Tmnaloda are truly “ coelenterate ’), but does

not m the least interfere with the fundamental rasem

blance of these ammals to the worms.

Kowalewsky has shown that the penvisceral cavity of

the anomalous Sagttla is formed m the same way, and the

researches of Metschnikoff appear to indicate that some

thmg of the same land takes place m BalanoglostHi

2. A penviscend cavity is formed by the splitting of

the mesoblast (iktAvne/a)

Thu appears to be the case m all ordinary Mollutca, in

all the pdycluetous Annelida, of which the Mgllntca are

httle more than oligomerous modifications, and m all

^ Arthrepoda.

It remains to be seen whether the Bracktopada and the

Pelyaoa bdong to this or the precedmg divuion.

3. A penvucenl cavity is formed neither from

diverticttla of dm alimentary canal nor by the splitting

of the mesoblast, bnt by an outgrowth or invagmauon of

the outer vrall of the b^y {Eputela)

The Tumeata are in thu case the atrul cavity in them

bemg formed by invaglaation of the epiblast
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Amphtoxus which so closely lesembles an Ascidian in

iU development, has a perivisceral cavity which essentially

corresponds with the atnum of the Ascidian, though it is

formed in a somewhat different manner One of the

most striking pecuhanties in the structure of Ampkioxut

is the fact that the body wall (which obviously answers to

the somatoplcure of one of the higher Vtrttbrataf and

incloses a “pleuro-pentoneal" cavity, in the walls of

which the generative organs are developed) covers the

branchial apertures, so that the latter open mto the

“pleuro-pentoneal" cavity This occurs in no othm*

vertebrated animaL Kowalewsky has proved that this

very exceptional structure results from the development

of the somatoplcure as a lamina which grows out from

the sides of the body and eventually becomes umted with

its fellow in the middle ventral hne, leaving only the so-

called " respiratory pore " open. Stieda has mentioned the

existence of the raphd m the position of the line of union

in the adult animaL Rathke desenbed two “ abdominal

canals" in Amphtoxus

j

smd Johannes Muller, and more

recently Sticda, have desenbed and figured these canals.

However, Rathke’s canals have no existence,aad what have

been taken for them are simply passages or semi-canals

between the proper ventral wall of the abdomen and the in

curved edges of two ndges developed at the junction of the

ventral with the lateral faces of the body, which extend

from behind the abdominal pore where they nearly meet,

to the sides of the mouth Donbdess, the ova which

Kowalewsky saw pass out of the mouth, had entered into

these semi canals when they left the body by the abdonu

nal pore, and were conveyed by them to the oral region

The ventral integument, between the ventrolateral laminse,

is folded as Stieda has indicated, into numerous close set,

longitudinal plaits which have been mistaken for muscular

fibres, and the grooves between these plaits are occupied

by epidermic cells, so that, in transverse section, the in

terspaccs between the plaits have the appearance of

glandular cceca This plaited organ appears to repre-

sent the Wolffian duct of the higher VtrUbrata, which,

in accordance with the generally embryonic character of

Amphtoxus, retains its primitive form of an Open groove

The somatoplcure of Amphtoxus therefore resembles that

of ordinary VetUbrata in giving nse to a Wolffian duct

by invagination of its inner surface But the Wolffian 1

duct does not become converted {into a tube, and its

dorsal or axial wall unites with its fellow in the raphd of

the ventral boundary of the perivisceral cavity

In all the higher Vertebrata of which the development
|

has yet been traced, the “ pleuro-peritoneal " or perivisceral
j

cavity anses by an apparent splitting Of the mesoblast, i

which splitting,how ever,does not extend beyond the hinder
j

portion of the branchial region But, in many VerUbrata,

Holoctphah, Ganotdet, Pdeostti, Amphtbta) a prtK !

cess of the integument grows out from the region of the

hyoidean arch, and forms an operculum covering the
;

gUl-clcft In the frog, as is well known, this opercular

membrane is very large, and unites with the b^y wall

posteriorly, leaving only a “ respiratory pore" on the left

side^ dunng the later periods of the tadpole’s life. Hera i

is K structure homologous with the splanchnoplenre of
j

Amphtoxus while, in the thoraco-abdominal region, the I

splanchnopleure appears to arise by splitting of the meso- I

Considering what takes place in Amphtoxus, the

question arises whether the "splitting " ofthemesoUiM in

the VerUbrata may not hav^A different meanmgfrora the

apparently similar process in the Arthropoda, AntuUda^
koA MoUusca

,

and whether the pericardium, pleura, and
peritoneum are not parU of the epiblast, as the atrial tunic

IS of the eptUast of the ascidians. Fuither investigation

must detMmine this point In the meanwhile on the

assumption that the "pleuro-peritoneal" cavity of the

Vertebrata is a virtual involution of the epiUast, the

peritoneal aperture of fishes becomes truly homologons
with the “respiratory pore" of Amphtoxus and the

Wolffian ducts and their prolongations, with the MtiDeriaa

ducts, are, as Gegenbaur has already suggested, of die

same nature as the segmental organs of worms.
The division of Mktazoa without an ahmentary cavity

IS established provisionally, for the Cestotdsa and Aetm-
thocephala, m which no trace of a digestive cavity has

ever been detected. It is qmte possible that the ordinary

view that these are Gastreae modified by parasitism is

correct On the other hand, the cases of the Nematold
worms and of the Trematoda show that the most com-
plete parasitism does not necessarily involve the abortion

of the alimentary cavity, and it must be admitted to be
possible that a primitive Gregarmiform parasite might
become multicellular and might develop reptodiictive

and other organs, without findmg any advantage ilg an
alimentary canal A purely objective classification wDl
recognise both these possibilities and leave the question

open.

THE ''TIMES” ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

[In an article which appeared in yesterday’s Ttmts,
occasion is taken of the occurrence of the Transit (A
Venus to pomt out the great activity now being displayed
by foreign nations in the prosecution of abstract scmtific
inquiries, and the necessity of retaining England’s old
pre-eminence in this respect The article is so important
as indicating the growing unportance which is being
attached to research, that we reproduce a great part
of It m our own columns, because the considerations
urged by the Ttmes lead to a conclusion of no uncertain
sound As England has nobly in the past, when she
was almost alone, led in the search after abstract soen
tiGc truths. It behoves her now that she is by no means
alone and has to compete with rivals who have shown bv
their Transit expeditions and by many other signs what
their opinion is on this matter, to more iban redouble
her old efforts, if she wishes to retain the positum she
has won by the accumulated work of centuries—

E

d
Nature]

The asti^mer’s point of view is by no meant
the t/m one of general interest connected with

the recent ‘nnnsit We have, first of all, the re-

markable spectacle of trained observers of almost all

nationalities—observers sent out by England, the United
States, France, Germany, Italy, and Holland— dis-

tributed among some seventy stations, some of them
the most mhospiUble islands of the Southern seas, en-
gaged upon one of the tqost,abstract inquiries which can
be imagined. The anxjdljf the various European and
the American Governfifeitts to contribute towards
solution of the problem can periiaps best be 8hown%
indicating the stations occu^cd this mocnit^ by the
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tanooa purtiei The Enghik flag floau over the obser

vatcirtes of three pattiei fat the Sandwich Iilanda, two
partiei m Kerguelen’s Land, one m Rodnguei, one in

New Zealand, two m Egypt, and one in India , nor muit

we omit to mention Lord Lindsays station in the

Mausitras, though his is a private expedition This is a
goodly list, but It IS surpassed in its area of distnbubon

by the Amencan expeditions, which occupy Vladivostok

m Siberia, TientsiD, a station m Japan, and m the

Southern seas Keiguelcn’s Land, the Crasets, Hobart
Town, Bluff Harbour (New Zealand), and Chatham
Island France has seven stations—Campbell and St

Paul’s Islands, Noumea, Felon, Yokohama, and Saigon

Russia does not occupy any aouthem stations, but she

makes up for this by observing at no less than thirty

stations withui her own temtory The German Govern
,

ment has eqmpped five aouthem parties, while Holland is
|

represented at Reunion Italy has a party m 1 gypt

She was to have been represented by four parties in all , I

but httle IS known of her arrangements

The number of observed Transita has been so few that

It IS an easy task to contrast the present arringements

with what was done in former times Horrox, one of the

most gifted of English men of science—whose memory,

we iqoice to know, will this year be appropnitely, if

taidily, perpetuated by a tablet in Westminster Abb^—
predicted the Transit of 1639 so shortly before be
observed it that there was no ume, if, indeed, there had
been any desire, to send observers from England When
the next Transits occurred in the following century, in the

years 1761 and 1769, the expeditions were few In the

former year we hid an English expedition to Sumitia and

a French one to Pondicherry, neither of which reached its

destination and there was another French expedition to

Tobolsk Observations were made at many places the

unfortunate Le Centil, the french Envoy to Pondicherry

miking his on board ship In 1769 came the celebrated

voyage of Captain (then Lieutenant) Cook, in the

Endt/nour, to Otiheite, on behalf of England The
King of Denmark sent an observer to Lapland and the

French Academy despatched one to California,m additu n

to Lc Gentil Tlic latter had waited at Pondicherry since

1761, hoping to make up by good fortune m 1769 for his

partial want of success in 1761, but the Fates were

against him
It will be seen from this rapid statement that, so far as

the number of the petsonnel is concerned, the present

expeditions are beyond all precedent This remark

naturally applies much more strongly to the means of

observation Not only do modem telescopes bear the

same relation to those uKd on former occasions as 1

Woolwich gun does to a smooth bore musket, but two

new instruments of inquiry have been added to the scien

tific stock m trade This morning, if the weather has

been favourable, more than a score of cameras have

obtained permanent records of the black spot travelling

over the sun s disc at one port or another, or during the

whole time of its passage, and if the spectroscope has

sot been used to record the planet s contact with the sun

Jong before the eye or photqgnphic plate could detect

per presence, and agam to ma^ the exact instant at

srhioh she parted company with it, it is not the fault of

the fnstrumoit But it is not merely to the pet sotuulnor

to the instrumenu employed that we wish to draw chief

attention, but rather to the mdications afforded that the

example which 1 ngland and France have of old set m
promotmg such inquuics u bemg followed by other

nauons, and.with a most remarkable vigour and intensity

of purpose. Denmark, which took no part m this mam
mgs observations, has been replaced by the Umted
States, Germany, Holland, and Italy, and the part played

by these nations, new to this peaceful strife, is most im
portant The United States lead all the other nations,

m reflect both of the amount of money which her

Government has contributed, and of the discomfort, not

to say dangers, of the stations she has chosen m the

Southern seas Posts of importance which were given up
as too hopelessly miserable even for enthusiastic English

astronomers will be occupied by Amencani The Gcr
mans'haic closely followed England and the United

States in this noble competition, and although the sum
contributed by the German Government is small com
pared with the American subsidy, the German observa

tions made this morning in the South seas will be among
the most important obtained by all the expeditions

With regardlto Italy, also, there ore the some signs of

scientific enterprise The spectroscope, which forms no

part of the equipment of the Lnghsh expeditions, was
intended by h« men of science to be their chief weapon

of attack, and os in no country is there such a skilled

body of spcctroscopiBts as m Italy, this determination

was probably not amved at on insufficient grounds

What, then is the meaning of all this ? It is that as

the world grows older each nation as it develops, as tho

United States, Germany, and Italy have of late largely

developed, under modern conditions, feels the necessity

for taking a continual and a largely increasing share m the

promotion of science even in its most abstraci forms It

should be a subject of pride for us to know th it in thu
they are but following the example set by England m
former centuries, including the days when Ctcorge 111

was King If wc consider the revolutions effected by
sc cnee since ( apt Cook s famous expedition to observe

the last Transit, we shall not be astonished that the

nations are beginmng to vie with each othei so eagerly m
I Its devdopment When Cook sailed m 1768 Watt wis
thirty two yeais of age , in the very ye u of the Transit he

introduced the closed cylinder and so gave us the ste'm

engme of to day m its essential point In the same year

the fonnders of chemistiy were in their eariy piime

Priestley was thirty six years of age, Cavendish thirty

eight, Black forty one, and Lavoisier twenty six Dalton

was three years old What has not chemistry done for

England since their time ' Be it always lemembercd that

all the work of these men was of the most abstract kind,

and yet that out of it has grown insensibly a large part of

Lngland s commercial greatness Nor is this all There

IS another development of science still which must be

mentioned, but wluch » of so recent a date that in 1769

no one whose name is now associated with one of the

greatest triumphs of science was bom We refer to those

discoveries that have belted our worid with the electric

wires which to day, from the most distant paits of our

planets surface, will bring to Europe the results of this

morning's work

It IS a proper subjectof national pnde that tie benefits
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derived by the world from the mvention of the tteuii

engine and the electric tdegraph, and from the vanoni

applicauoni of chemistry to the industrial arts, have all,

until the last few years, radiated from England We have

here the secret of a huge part of England s riches and

England s strength. But it is useless to hope that the

nuK knowledge of the acquired facU of saence will

funush that new weapon which nations are now addmg

to the sword to enforce their superiority The mental

soil which produces new ideas for a nauons use can only

be culUvated by the disciplme of saentific mvestigabon

! urther, it cannot be doubted that, as modern civilisation

u still further developed, the new ideas which a nation

produces and throws into a concrete form will be among

the most valuable of its exports, because each nauon will

work up the old ideas for itself

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
|

''PlIE appheabon of the law of selection to the pre-

1 ducbon of farm crops and animals offers a certain

and wide field for mcreaiing our agricultural wealth In

every department of the farmer’s occupation there is

great room for improvement if this scientific prmciple

be borne in mind
It IS well known that science has, m our time, thrown

extraordinary light on the action of manures. Yet too

few of our farmers are guided m thar practice by this

light. In every district of the United Kingdom farmers

apply manures which are either incapable of drawing out

the full productive powers of the soil, or comparatively

worthless

Again, It is notorious that the yieid of millions of acres

of our wet, cold lands could be largely increased by
drainage

1 here IS no branch of agriculture which has progressed

so much m modern times as the manufacture of farm im
plements and machines Yet, an enlightened and ex.

perienccd agriculturist who travels through England

cannot fail to see an enormous waste of power, arising

from the use of unsuiUblc implements, as well as from
ignorance of the elementary prmciples of mechanical

science

Numerous additional examples could be cited, but it is

not necessary It is enough to state the broad fact that

while the foremost of our farmers are the most enlight

ened in the world, there is a vast number of occupiers

of land in Great Bntain and Ireland who do not avail

themselves of the aids which saence is capable of affording

them.

To the farmer, as to everybody else, knowledge is

power The increased annual wealth capable of bemg
produced by the apphcation of this power is very con
siderable It has been stated by several persons whose
opinions on agncultural questions appear to command
respect, that the produce of the soil of England could

be doubled by improved modes of farming After

having seen from bme to time a good deal of Enghsb
fanrdng, I consider this estimate quite too high , but all

thottghtlul and experienced persons will concur in the

opinion that by the adoption of means which could be
called forth, the produce of the soil of Great Bntain

would soon be increased to an amount equal todie leotnl

of the entue land of the codatry , that is to aa.j,fttrmtn

could increase the productive power of the soil to the ese-

tentof say,forty tuMions sterlingayearI Theywould reiq>

the first fruits of this harvest In due time the landlords

would come m for their share of it in the shape of in*

creased renu , for, as I have often pointed out, it is a

law of agncnhural progress that every increase m the

productiveneu of the land, and every rise in the prices of

its products, by mcreasmg the compethion for land, tend

to raise rents.

How can we increase the productiveneu of the land t

'I'hcre are many ways in which progreu may be effected

,

but we must s^ the solnUon of the question mainly in

;

educabon, using the word m iu widest sense.

The wealth of farmers depends on their knowledge,

skill, and thrift Of thrift we shall uy nothing m this

note SkiU u required by both fanners and labourers. It

IS a plant of slow growth The navvy acquires it by
plodding application The skill of the high-clau agri-

cultural labourer is acquired m the same way The skill of

the high class-farmer, too, is the result of continuous appli-

cation to business. The skill acquired by one generation

is capable of bemg imparted to, and of bemg improved

upon, by the next The skill possessed by both agn-
cultural labourers and farmers m England has been thus

transmitted from generation to generation, and improved

in Its transmission, in accordance with a law of develop-

ment It would be unfortunate if any circumstances

or set of circumstances should interfere with this deve-

lopment We cannot now discuss this subject , but it

maybe remarked that one of the features of the present

movement m the agricultural labour market which

deserves serious attention is, that skilled hands have

left many distncts Several very thoughtful English

farmers of my acquamtance already complain of want of

skill m the young hands who remam at home In a
recent agncultural tour m England I taw evidence of the

same state of things Unless the movement be arrested,

English farming will, in all human probabUity, undergo

a change which may be prejudiaal to the agncultural

mterest What the tendency of that change would be is

foreign to the object of this paper, and accordmgly I

proceed to make a few remarks on the importance of im-
parting agncultural knowledge.

It has been already affirmed that general knowledge
imparU power to every man This u true m every

state of hfe It is true m science , it is equally true

m the mdustrial arts The proposition is supported

by an overwhelming mass of evidence. Royal Commis-
sioners, Special Commissioners, and distmguished inde-

pendent i^nims are all m unison on the question All

our systems cf technical education are based on this one
leading idea. The whole programme of the Department
of Science and Art is based upon it In the leading

aties and towns the nsmg generation of the manufruitur-

mg classes can acquire scientific knowledge which will be
of direct use to them in their several pursmts. In the
village school scientific truths are imparted which cannot
fail to be of use to the tradsc and artiMn.

How different is the case 'with the frumer I In Us
education no systematic effort has been to «»<>*?

into his mmd those elementary scientific truths on wUdi
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MUghtened agricultural practicei are based Tbe result

bf that he grows up in complete ignorance ofthe rudiments

of agricultural tdeoce
How is this state of things to be remedied f In other

words, how is a suitable amount of agncultural science to

be imparted to fanners ?

la answering this question it is important to distinguish '

between ordinary working farmers who receive their edu

cation in Pnmary schools, and farmers who are able to

pay for a higher education, such as is afforded in boarding

schools and seminanes and other institutions of the same

grade.

As regards the first of these two classes, I would say

that 1 see no reason why an adequate amount of agrt

cultural instruction could not be imparted m the pnmary
schools. All that is required is a suitable textbook

or two, and such a system of inspection as will ensure

that the book shall be read, and ill difficult passages

explained by the teachers. This simple system of agn

cultural education has been tned in Ireland for many
years. It has laboured under many difhculties but as

it has succeeded admirably wherever it has been fairly

tried, I can have no hesitation in recommending it for

adoption elsewhere To those who desire to introduce

it into England I would say, before you start, see that you

are upon the right rails, and that you use the proper

instruments. In a movement of this kind alt sorts of

people will come in with all sorts of advice , the busiest

and most active of these may be ignorant of the A B C
of science and of enlightened agncultural practice Keep
dear of these people If not, you will either fail altogether,

or effect little go^, 1 ke many others who, from time to

time, have embark^ m agricultural education.

I look to the diffusion of sound notions of the elements

of agncnltural science in the way pointed out, as the best

means of removing prejudice, and of increasing the agn

cultural produce of the land in the hands of small farmers

It is by no means so easy to devise, for the wealthier

farmers, a system of agricultural education which will be

successful Tbe words “ agnculhiral education ’ have led

to much confusion of thought , and confusion of thought

on any subject works mischief Some persons use these

words in a way which would imply that the farmer should

have a special system of education peculiar to himself,

from the moment he enters school till he leaves it for

good. Of course this is not the case, and it is certain

that in the case of large farmers we must look more to the

effects of a good general education than of special instnic

tion. The first truths of physical science, of chemistry

and natural history should enter into the curriculum

of every middle-class school and college in the country

This knowledge will be useful to the student, no matter

what his future calling may be As regards the fanner, it

Inay be remarked that, without a knowledge of mechanics

he cannot bem a position to buy implements and machines

to the best advantage, or to understand how to apply

horse power and other forces in the most Judicious

manner Look, for example, at the loss of power daily

caused by ignorance of the elementary principles involved

n common draught Look at the loss entailed on fanners

n the simple matter of common gates for want of know-

ledge of the means of resisUng strains, and of other

JRtneipIes equally elementary It hu been shown

that m the production of animals and plants very

great mistakes are committed for want of knowledge of

physiology This science should, therefore, be taught in all

our middle-class colleges and schools attended by farmers.

We must not, of course, neglect mathemaUcs, the study

of which is the very best training for the mind If

the large farmer be well instructed in all the sciences

named, agriculture will keep pace with other pursuits

in which scientific knowledge is required It is in

the universal inculcation of this scientific knowledge

that I look mainly for progress in the management of

laige farms I do not wish to undervalue, and I cannot

in these papers overlook, special agencies for imparting

agncultural knowledge to this class I refer to agricultural

colleges and agncnltural schools Viewing the subject

theoretically, one of these institutions would seem to be

the most perfect place at which the future farmer could

spend a year after leaving school or college, and before

he enters into practical work He could attend lectures,

and he ought one would suppose, to be able to see

theory reduced to practice

But after having carefully inquired into the working of

these institutions at home and in parts of the Continent,

I am bound to say that their theoretical value has not

been realised in pnctice In point of fact taking them

as a whole their history has been peculiarly unfortu

nate I shall refer to this subject more fully hereafter

At present it » enough to state that with few excep

tions agricultural schools and colleges have failed and

success IQ the exceptional cases has turned upon the

peculiar fitness of the individuals on whom the mainge
ment has devolved and who by force of character hive

produced striking results A general failure in working

out a comprehensive system cannot be accounted for

by the shortcomings of individuals The failure of an

institution here and there, for a time, can often be traced

to tbe ineificicncy of the person or persons at the head

of them I have before my mind numerous examples of

the kind but in accordance with a well known law, suit

able men would arise if the demand existed And why
has this law not prevailed in the case of agricultural

schools and colleges 7 The apparent answer is, that

farmers everywhere have not sent their sons to these

institutions in sufficient numbers. And why ? In in

swering this question it his been invanably stated that

fanners as a class ire slow to do what is for their good

to me this off hand sort of reply has always appeared

most unsatisfactory Tirmcrs, like every other class,

find out, after a time what is for their good Intelligent

farmers, like Intelligent men m every walk of life,

study their own interests Owing to their isolation, or

want of daily intercourse, Uiey do not move m the path

of progress as rapidly as the manufacturing classes who

live in cities and towjys and who arc brought into daily

intercourse with one another But when we find farmers

stindmg aloof from any system established with the

intention of serving them, we may take it for granted

that there is something inherent m the system which re

quires to be adjusted or is inimicil to success What is

this something in the history of agncultural colleges

and schools? For obvious reasons I cannot fully state

my experience on this question
,

but I can say that

the answer will b«, partly found in the pccu’ur stafe
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of fimning as a buiiness. Our scientific knowledge of

agriculture, even at the present day, is in a very

unsettled state. Theones have nsen and fallen in a
way which has led rent paying fanners to r^ard saence

with indifference and suspicion. We find evidence of

this feeling in our daily intercourse with them To a
large extent they are justified by the vagaries of some

of the so-called scientists. I see only one feasible

remedy for this, and that is the introduction of the neces-

sary quantity of pure science into the education of the

farmmg classes. This cannot be done in an agricultural

college or two It must be done on a national basis ,

that IS, by esUbhshing science classes in every middle

class college and school throughout the length and

breadth of the land And having done this, a few

normal schools of agriculture would soon arise to com
plete and crown the work If scientific mstruction were

placed on a national basis, the normal schools would

become filled with the best minds in the country In the

absence of such a system an uolated school or college

cannot prevent itself from doing mischief in one duection

which has escaped attention , I mean, that if the best

men do not enter it, inferior men ac^ire what I may
call an artificial brand which enables them to obtain high

positions in connection with agricultural mdustry—for

example, as estate agents and managers—to the exclusion

of men of superior natural powers, and to the detriment

of the national interests. In other words, the natural

law of Selection is subverted.

Thomas Baldwik

THE SHEEP
Thi, History, Structure, Fcouomy, and Diseases of the

Sheep Uy W C Spooner, M R V C Third Edition

(London Lockwood and Co , 1874.)

Throughout the whole histone period the sheep

has been a source of wealth to maa Mutton has

been a staple article of human food, and wool one of thb

staple materials out of which fabrics have been made for

human use. At no penod in the history of the United
Kingdom has the sheep been so much the object of the

farmer’s sohcitude and care as at the present day A new
cdiuon, purporting to be carefully revised and consider

ably enlarged, of a work exclusively devoted to the

animal, horn the pen of Mr W C Spooner, VS, is,
j

therefore, manifestly entitled to attention Mr Spooner
has wntten much To Blackie s ‘ Cycbpsedia of Agri.

culture ” he contnbuted several valuable papers on veten
n iry subjects He has written several other thoughtful

essays He is best known as the editor of an edition of
White’s "Vetennary Art” The work now before us is

j

the one by which he can best be judged as an author
The title of the volume is pretentious It would lead the
reader to expect an exhausUve treatise

, but the most

:

superficial exammaUon corrects this impression
j

The volume extends to 322 pages. It is divided into
1

three perts The first part contains eighty two pages, and
is devoted to the history of the sevei^ breeds of sheep.

The second part treats of the structure and economy <if

the sheep, and contains 108 pages
, and Part III , occu

pying the remainder of the t^ u devoted to the diseases

of the animal With one or two exceptms, the matter

is arranged under these three heads. The exc^ons ars^

however, unpleasant and unaccountable. This arises, to

some extent, from treating of the structure and ’‘economy”

under one general heading In this part of the work the

author treats of breeding and feeding, which, according

to his notions, ate manifestly embraced in the term
“ economy " In the histoncal section of the book a good
deal of information is given on the ongin of new Iweeds,

and It IS to the repetition of some of this in the chapters

on breeding, and the influence of ram sales in the second

part of the book, that exception may justly be taken Tau-

tology, in this busy age, u a great fault In the present

instance it is the less pardonable, because it is not neces-

sary, or even intended to call back the mind to principles

previously expounded

In the account given of the several breeds no principle

of classification appears to have been kept in view The
practical value of ^e facts is not, of course, lessened by
this circumstance , but it must be admitted that the value

of a book IS greatly enhanced to the public by a proper

classification and arrangement of its matter Judged by

this standard, Mr Spooner’s work is singularly defective.

In an essay or chapter on breeding, in Part II ,
we are

treated to a disquisition on the merits of the several

kinds of sheep which should have been embodied m the

description of the several breedsm Part 1 In the section

devoid to feeding, there are certam theoretical considera

ttons on the sue and structure of the chest and abdomen,

which should have appeared m the account of the struc

ture of those regions given m an earlier part of the same
section

It IS a most ungracious task to write unfavourably of a
work of this hand, but the truth is that this new edi-

tion affords evidence of great want of care and thought

m Its preparation Words and phrases, and even whole

sentences, occur throughout the work which illustrate this

statement Take, for example, the followmg sentence,

which occurs in the section on feeding —^“Thc supe-

riority of particular improved breeds is now generally

acknowledged, and may indeed be considered to be esta

blisbed on certain pnnciples, though in arriving at these

prmciples it must be confessed that we are httle mdebted
to science, but rather to the long and attentive obser-

vauon and correct reasoning of pracbcalmen.” Ovcrlook-

mg the defective structure of the whole of this sentence,

we would observe that the author's view of the nature of

science must be peculiar, to say the least of it. If attenuve

observation and correct reasoning be not science, we
should like to know how science ever arose It would
seom as if speculative reasoning were synonymous with

science m the mind of our author

We take another illustration of the culpaUc want of care

bestowed on the preparation of this work from the section

devoted to the treatment of scab. Dippingm arsenic is first

of all recommended as one of “ the most simple and most
effectual” Nothmg has been said of the dangers attend

ing the use of this substance, or of the consequences
which have often followed its use. Mercurial omtment
is also recommended. We kn told that ‘ tobacco-water

IS another remedy which has been found effectual, but

the high duty it is subject to limiU its apphcation * Tbs
author ought to have known that tobacco used for this
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patpMe has bsen for some time exempt from duty on

oet^n conditions. An excellent preparation, the ntcottn*

dip, is thus manufiuitured.

We have had in vieiv in the foregoing remarks the

utility of this work to practical men who may seek in its

pages facts and pnnciples which would be of direct use

and benefit to them m their pursuit of agricultural wealth

Possibly the author intends that it should become a text

book for the use of the 760 person? who, according to the

last census, are learning farming professionally in Eng-

land and Wales, Many of these will, it is to be hoped,

in due time, become the agricultural luminaries of their

country It is of national importance that their minds
should be thoroughly filled with the great truths of scien

tific agnculture They can pick up facts readily enough

on the several farms on which they reside
, but to books

they must look mainly for an exposition of scientific prin

ciples. To review this book, or any kindred work, in a

way which would be of value to the agricultural student,

would require more space than is at our disposal We
shall therefore select one subject well adapted to our

purpose, and notice the author’s treatment of it That

subject IS breeding, which to the agricultural student and

to the nation at laige possesses the deepest possible

mteiest. The section, or essay, on this subject is intro

duced under a high sounding title—’* The Principles and

Practice of Breeding ” We expected a masterly exposi-

tion of pnnciples and an array of facts to maintain them

We have been disappointed Some principles enunciated,

which are either wholly or partially true, arc illustrated

by unhappy examples , and statements are made which

are either questionable or contradicted by other state

ments In common with many authors and breeders^

Mr Spooner is of opinion that in the offspring the

characteristics of the male prevail m the majority of

cases (p 145) The discussion of this subtde topic would

occupy much space We cannot enter upon it now

But if the statement were true in the way Mr Spooner

puts It, the majonty of Iambs would be of the male

gender ,
but it is not always so In support of the above

proposition wc are reminded that “the mule partakes

more of the nature of its sire, the ass, than of its dam,

the mare ” This is quite true , but is it not also true that

the jennett is more like its dam, the ass, than its sire, the

horse? The statements copied from one work into

another on the paramount influence of the male are based

partly on erroneous views, and partly on inadequate facts

Given a male and female equal in breeding, in age, and

vigour of consutution, they will contribute equally to the

characters of the ofTspring As a rule the male in every

class of live stock is better bred than the female , and

as a matter of course the ofifspnng partakes more of bis

cbaractenstics. Mr Spooner does not appear to have ap-

preciated the hereditary influence “ Some farmers,” he

says, “ are real advocates for a pure breed and a long pcdi

gree, whilst others despise the pedigree and prefer gaming

their ends by means of crossmg Each to a certam

extent u right, and each wrong ” We ask, how can any

person be right to any extent, who despises pedigree?

VgaiD, we are told, in the same page, that “ a long pedt

tree may be uiel^” We give Mr Spooner credit for

more intelligence than to bebevo he entertams the opimon

which those words convey Indeed, we go so far as to ex-

press our behef that, owing to the peculiar style in which
he writes, his words do not always convey his real views

We find additional evidence of this in his remarks on
breeding in and in. Any person convers.ant with the first

prmaples of breeding knows that breeding in and in

intensifies the hereditary influence. Two rams, for ex

ample, equal in size, ago, shape, vigour, and quality, but

differing m this— that one is closely bred, while the other

IS not, will leave their marks on the offspring in very

different degrees The one which is closely bred will, as

every breeder of expencnce and intelligence knows per

petuate his own points with much greater certainty than

the other According to the language of Mr Spooner,

we should look chiefly to the ‘ resemblance” of the

parents “ 1 he stronger resemblance,” he says, ‘ there

is between the qualities of both parents, if they are good,

the more likely is it that the offspring will be perfect
’

While U IS quite true that the nearer the sire and dam
approach to each other in shape and cinality the better,

we are not to recognise this as the embodiment of any

fundamental principle of breeding One of the most

difficult things the breeder of improved stock has to

effect IS to produce uniformity of type or resemblance

The question is, How is it to be done ^ J he answer is

this Skill must be exercised in pairing animals until the-

desired qualities are produced
,
and those qualities once

obtained arc fixed by close breeding It 11 thus that the

qualities of shorthorn Cattle and Leicester sheep were

permanently established And it is thus, and thus only,

that any breeder of our time, or of future time, can succeed

m establishing an improved variety of our domes ic

animals

In this section of his book, as well as in other parts of

It, Mr Spooner gives a large number of useful and m
structive facts on the subject of crossing We feel very

great pleasure in adding that his remarks un this impor-

tant subject will be worth many times the cost of the

work to thousands of sheep farmers m Great Britain.

CLOWES'S PRACTICAI Clll MISTRY
An Elementary Ttcaltse on PracUcal Chemistry anJ

Qualitative Inorganic Analysts, spt silly ail spied foi

use tn the Labaratones of Schools and Col/tStS, nud by

Beginners By Trank Llowcs, U Sc Lond
,
Science

Master at Queenwood College (London J and A
Churchill, 1874.)

I
F the rate of progress of a science is to be measured

by the number of text books produced annuail]

,

C hemistry must assuredly advance uith grciti-r strides

than any of Us sister scicnecs \V hether this is iclually

the case ne leave to our readers to judge, contenting our

I

selves here with pointing out the fact that while Jr ngUsh

I

1 hysici IS represcnte4 by a few manuals, of whicli a con

I
siderable proportion are translations from forci.,11 works,

the market is, so to speak, glutted with an ever incrcasmg

stock of chemical text books.

The volume now before us is the production of a prac

tised teacher of the science, and will doubtless be found of

service outside the author’s own classes The work is

divided into seven sections and an appendix. In the

first section the student is mtroduced to experiments

I

illustrating the methods of preparation and properties of
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the common gaga, such as oxygen, hydrogen, carbon

dioxide, nitnc oxide, ammonia, carbon monoxide, chlo-

rine, and hydrochloric acid. Alter the preparation of these

gases the student is made acquainted with the process of

distillation as applied to water, and to the preparation of

nitnc acid The entire absence of theory from this sec-

tion is perhaps to be r^retted Although a student may
have previously read the reactions that occur in the

preparation of the vanous gases, there is no more favour

able opportunity for impressing these upon the mind than

at the time of performing the expenment for himseif If

beginners were always to ask themselves, What ehtmual

change is going to occur in this tube or flask 7 and then

write down the equation the knowledge gained would not

be of that purely mechanical nature which the bonng
of coriu and bmding of glass, tubes alone tend to

engender

Section II treats of the preparation and use of the

apparatus required for analysis. Bunsens burner, the

spint lamp, blowpipe, bending and cutting of glass tubing,

cork bonng, and other practical mmutise, are here de

scnbed, and some valuable hints given on the use of the

vanous pieces of apparatus employed by the student of

analysis.

The details of glass working seem to us somewhat mis

placed here. Tubing must be bent, and corks bored and
fitted into flasks, tubes, &c , in the course of fitting up the

apparatus for the preparation of gases
,
so that it would

be more logical if this section were made to precede

Section I We miss from this section, also, any reference

to the excellent blowpipes made on Herapath’s prmcipic,

now so generally employed m our laboratones. Students

who have once used these blowpipes soon abandon the

old mouth blowpipe figured in the present work.

The vanous operations connected with analysis are

desenbed and expenmentally illustrated in Section III

Here the student is made acquainted with the processes

of solution, crystallisation, filtration, evaporation, pre

cipitation, ignition, &c , and the way is thus prepared for

the next section, wherein arc given the analytical reac-

tions of the more commonly occurring metals The
author adopts the usual analytical classification , this

section, indeed, offers but little scope for originality, and

we find the same tests and reactions which are to be

found in the works of Fresenius and Rose, and the many
volumes of their imitators. The modicum of theory

relating to the use of symbols and the expression of

reactions as equations, which we should have preferred to

see in an earlier portion of the book, finds place at the

beginning of the present section We are glad to see

equations given for most of the reactions of the metals

,

too often the words “ white pp.” or “ hlack pp ” go down
into the student’s note-book without any idea of what
chemical change has occurred having entered into his

mind After the reactions of the metals of each group,

tables are given showing the characteristic differences

between the members of that group and the methods to

be pursued in the cases of mixtures. This plan of tabu

lating the diffeiences between the various metals of a
group is a special feature of the present work

, in this

country the idea seems to have been first introduced into

Galloway's " Manual of Qualitative Analysis,” and its

adoption by Mr Gowes u to be highly commended

When a student is made to go through a long series of

reactions with closely aUied metals, he is apt to overtook

the poinu in which they differ unless these are specially

pointed out to him. It is as though a zoologist were to

give lengthy descripbons of two closely allied species of a
genus without any reference to their difleiential charac-

ters. The reactions of the adds, morganic and organic^

follow those of the metals.

Passing on to Section V , we find the ordinary coarse

of analysis pursued in [the case of a simple salt contain

mg one base and one aeid, the tables being modified to

meet the cases of solids and hquids, acid or alkahne.

In the following section, contaming the complete

course of analytical tables for complex mbdures, we
recognise the well known tables compiled, we believe, by
Dr Hofmann for the Royal College of Chemistry The
phosphate table devised by Mr Valentin has be» intro-

duced with the author's permission. The present work

offers, therefore, as good an analytical coarse as u to be

found in any of our text books, the type in which the

tables are printed is decidedly small, but the plan of

pnnting them across instead of along the page, offers, as

the author justly[claims, a distinct advantage.

Section VII is devoted to a description of apparatus

and reagents used in the analytical course The methods
given for constructing pieces of apparatus for general

use, and the preparation of specif reagents such as

hydrofluosiiicic acid, will be found valuable adjuncts to

the book. The appendix contains a list of elements with

their symbols and atomic weights formulie for the con-

version of thermometne scales, and tablet of weights and
measures

It will perhaps be better not to inquire into the raison

iPltre of the work an outline of which we have now
laid before our readers It may be asked why the student

should not be made acquainted with the method of

preparation and properties of nitrogen, nitrous oxide,

phosphoretted hydrogen, and cyanogen these gases

surely are of sufficient chemical importance to justify a
knowledge of their properties, and their preparation

cannot but furnish good exercise for the manipulatory

skill of a student. The list of corngenda is certainly

alarming, and we hop^ the author will have the oppor

tumty of correcting these m a later edition.

The defects we have had occasion to point out in the

course of this notice are not, it must be admitted, of a
very grave character We do not scruple to say that the

author has performed his task on the whole w^ and we
should have no hesitation m puttmg the book mto the

hands of the chemical student

The present volume may, m fact, be taken as a fair

average specimen of the systems of teaching practical

chemistry followed in this country, and as such we shall

venture a few remarks upon ft in concluding In the first

place, we should like to see a little morerrrrffremtroduced

into our courses of analysts—something of the nature of
a chemutal key to the analybeal tables is in our opinioa

a desideratum. At present the student generally follows

blindly the instructions given in the tables , he dissolves,

preapitates, or filters without any regard to the chemical
reactions occurring at the various stages. It is similar to

the old system of learning off a problem of Euclid by
heart, without entering into the reasoning—change the
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order of the letters, end confusion Is the result Then,

again, we venture to think that a little more of what wc

majr call manufacturing chemistry might be with advan-

tage introduced into our laboratories. After preparing

the gases, the student goes on to study the anrjybcal

reactions of the metals, where there is very little scope for

manipulation. Between these stages, or simultaneously

with the latter, the preparation on a large scale of some

of the reagents used in analysis, or of some compounds

demanding skill and caution, such, for example, as the

chlorides of phosphorus, would give a more extended

knowledge of practical details, and at the same time

ftmush the student with a certam amount of technical

instruction equally valuable to him as a scientific man or

as aMnanufacturer

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[Tk* Editor does not hold himselfresponsiblefor opintons expressed

bp hts correspondents Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond mth the sonters of, rejected manuscripts

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications ]

The Royal Agricultural Society and the Potato Disease

My attention has been drawn to a letter in Na ruaa, voL xL

p 67, signed “W T Thiselton Dyer,” and headed “ Royal
Agn^tiw Society and the Potato Disease ’ It appears that

Prof Dyer has founded the statements and cnticiuns in that

letter upon a paragraph which appeared in the preceding number
of Natuki. Had he taken the trouble to read the official

reports that have been published by the Society m the ogncul-

tund newspapen, the cntidsnu he miglit then have mode wonld
probably have h^ some value , and f must express my surprise

that a man of scientific pursuits should have omitted to take that

most neeessaiy and most elemenUry course which I may term the

venficstion of fundamental facts This is the more remarkable

as be crLtictse!i the Society’s want of ” methodical scientific method
of investigation.

Prof Dyer asks, “ Is it not surprUmg that the Royal Agncul
tural Society should think the oifer of n lool prize for an essay

in any way an adequate method of dealing with the subject?"

Now, what does 1 rof Dyer mean iiy this question ? He seems

to imply that the Royal Agricultural Society offered such a
pnxe, and that therefore they thought it an adequate method of

dealing with the subject lint the Society did not oflersnch a
prise, and have not considered whether such a method would
or would not be adeqimte to deal with the subject

The truth IS, that Lord Cathcart offered such a prize two years

ago, and asked the Council of the Society to nominate the judges

and otherwise to take charge of the competition This they did,

and for this alone are they responsible

Pro! Dyer proceeds “ The Society then determined to offrr

prizes for disease proof potatoes.” To this I must beg leave to

reply that the Society did not offer prizes for ” disease proof

potatoes,” bnt for jiotatoes which should resist disease for three

years in succession in twenty different districts of the United
Kinj^om. If the somewhat lengthy statement of the terms on
whi^ the prize was offered has been colloquially abbreviated

into “ disease proof potatoes, that does not lustify a scientific

man m basiDg on argument upon it, especially in the columns of

a scientific journal

Prof Dyercontmnes “The utter futility of this procecrlmg

was clearly obvious to anyone in the least acquainted with the

subject" Here again I must join issue with the Professor This
prize wu offered because certain essayists asserted, and seeds

men advertised, that they possessed varieties of poutoes which
would resist disease. To put these statements to the test was m
conformity with the Society’s ordinary practice, which is to endea-

voor to midca its members acquamted with the actual agricultural

value of vorions articlea, whetherthey be seed potatoes, manures,

implements, mr other commodities As the result has been to

show that none of the potatoes experimented npon can resist

Ijliifaie ibr even one year m our twenty stations, the members of

Ihe Society now know what value to attach to the asserUons of

their proprietors, and the result is therefore not utterly futile.

These exjtsdaacnta have also been utilised to ascertain the

iafioeoee of soil, cliomte, and modes of management on the crop

itself, and on the potato disease , and the results of this inquiry
are now beiag worked out.

ProC Dyer pm on to say “ Now, it seems to me that this
spasmodic and lU^onsidered way of dealing with a serious subject
contrasts, to on extent that it Is impossible quite to regard with
satis&ction, with the course that wonld be adopted in such a
matter in other countries. It shows, at any rate, how little tlie

methodical scientific method of investigation u nodemtood by the
majority of well informed English people ” lam content to ask
Ttct Dyer to point out what IS “ spasmodic ” and irtiat is “in
ctmsidered” in the action of the Society, and how doee he
lustily hif BSNrtioo ebont “ the methodical scientific method of
Investigation?”

It must be remembered that the Royal Agricultural Society
wu not estahlisbed for the advancement of science, and certainly

not for the advancement of botany
, but it wu established for

the promotion of agnculture, espcmily hj the encouragement of
the application of the diacoviHed truths of saence to the practice

of agnculture, u is shown by its motto, “PracUce with
bcience

”

The Royal Agncultural Society doea^ however, enlist the
services of scientific men upon its regular staff, and in this and
other wavs seeks to direct their attention to agncultural problms
npon which the light of science is still wanting As Prof Dyer
has contruted the Soctely's “spasmodic and iIl.conudeied way ’

with “ the course that would be adopted in such a matter m
other conntnes,” T hope that he will inform me of the course
that Agricultund Societies m other countries have adopted la

reference to the potato diseau and other such matters, without
receiving assistance from the Government of the country

I now come to what Prof Dyer calls hu *' second point ” He
states that the Society, “ anxious not to be entirely foiled, offered

a sum of money to a well known investigator of the life hustory

of fnngl. Prof de Bary, of Struburg, to induce him to study the

potato disease^ Considenng that De Bary had already written

an admirable memoir on the /‘erenosporae, there wu a certain

simplicity in sappoaiim that the gift of a som of money would
didt some additional information which his »al as a scientific

invcitMtor had failed to da’
So uru 1 understand the meaning of the phrase “anxious

not to be entirely foiled,” it implies some previons disappoint

ment Now, so far is this from having been the fact, that the first

step taken by the Conned of the Society wu to direct me to
write to Prof de Bary and urge him to continue his researebu
into the life history of Peronospom tnfestans, in view of the vast

importance of the subject in us agncdtural bearmgs. Therefore
1 cannot see how the term “ anxums not to be entirely foiled

”

cm be made applicable to it

!
The Society at the same time volunteered to place a sum of

money at his disposal towards dcfrayuig the expenses which
he might find it necessary to incur, but I hope that my com
munication to Prof de Bary wu not conceived in the offensive

spirit which Prof Djrer seems to suggest The pnnciple involved
hu been adopted by the British Association u one of the best

menni of advancing science, and I consider it a very different

matter from that ’’ certain slmpliaty which Prof Dyer rtcrides

Thu wu not only the fint, but it svas the only steji Chen taken

by the Society in reference to the sdenufic questions beaniig

ujion the potato disease , snd its results up to this time are m
no respect indicated by the grotesque statements which Prof

Dyer quotes. H M Jknkins.
Secretary of the Royal Agncultural

Nov 39 bociety of England

Anabaa Scandene

In a short notice of the contents of the August number of the
I}tdletindclarhoctAId'AceltmaMwndePttris,mHKTVaa,yo\ xi

p 98, reference is made to M Cahonniet s announcement of

“the arrival from India-of several specimens of three vanelles

of fish never hitherto brouikt to Aww/f—the Anabas tcandmt or

Climbiitg Perch,' &c. With respect to the Anabas scandens, I

wuh to remark that m Apnl 1873 1 sent from Calcutta to the

Oaidens of the Royal Zoological Society of Ireland two ipeci

mens of this fish. Both spectmens arrived safely and were exhi-

bited in a tank m the Gardens , one died soon after amval, the

other lived for several months, snccumbing at length to the coli^

of the following winter •

Royal Victoria Hospital, Netley, Dec. S G E. Dobson

* Sea Pony fint Aonual Report of the Royil ZooL Sue of Irclud bIm

P Z. S Lend 1B74, p 319
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PERTIUSATION OF FLOWERS BYINSECTS *

Vllt

Aipttu SUeiti adapted to CrossftrhluattoH by Butter-

Jtus, white the Most Hearty attied species which inhabit

the ptaiH or tower Mountain region are adapted to

Crossfertihsation by Bees

I
N the )ast article I attempted to show that m the
Alpine region Leiddoptcra are far more frequent

viaiton of dowera than tn the plain and lower mountain
region, while the frequency of Apidae, not only absolutely

bat to a still greater extent relatively, is greatly diminished

towards the snow line. If this be so, whatever may be
the cause of the fact, it is hardly to be supposed that the

Fin. 41 —Dartuu ISnertum L Kin 4*.—The uine Rower viewed
htmted oncitiKhiiellv fnim alure.

(Hath figurei 3I tiniee ualural eitc )

different proportion of visitors of such different struc

ture os butterflies and bees should not have in any way
influenced the adaputions of the flowers and mdeea,
even during my short stay in the Alps, I succeeded m
finding some sj^ies of flowers adaptM to cross- fertiliaa

uon by butterflies, their most nearly allied species which
inhabit the plain or lower mountain region being adapted
to cross fertilisation by bees.

I Daphne Afesereum and striata — In both qiecies

fFigs. 41 44} the nectar is secreted m an annular siting
(n) at the base of the ovary {pv), and is contained in the
lowest part of the tubular corolla, which includes (i) the
ovary (ov), terminated by a short styled, knobbed stigma

VKiwwd
j

(BathSgiirMsltlMSaatMlBi*.) ^

(rf) , (3> four lower anthers inserted above the centre of
the corolla tube (o*) , and (3} four higher anthers inserted
near its mouth In both speaes, therefore, the {mo*
boscis of a visiting insect, when in search of toe honey,
ipraxes at first the higher, then the lower anthers, and at
last the stigma , but the pollen-grainy being only shghtly
sticky, scarcely adhere to the proboscis, and, at the imisy
some uw grams will be bronght by it to the stigma of the
same flower Only when retreating out of the flower will

the probosc s, wetted w th honey, be dusted by any con
'(.oatuiudrrimp jj

siderable number of pollen-grains, which will par^ be
de{>osited on the stigma of the next visited flosrer Thus
crMS-fertilisation is secured in case suitable insects visit

the flowers, whereat when visits of suitable insects are

wanting, pollen may easily fall down in both species flom
the antnins u{>on the stigma of the same flosrer, and efltoet

self fertilisation.

Agreeing thus £sr, the flowers of the two sfiecies dim
remukably in the length and sndth of the corolla and in

the msecu which they attract The corolla-tube ofDaphne
MteereuM bemg 6 mm. long and 3 mm wide, its honey is

accessible to a great number of bees, among them to all

humble-bees, and to some flies (Enstalis, Rhingia), which
will be attracted by the bnght red colour, and when seek-

ing for honey and flymg from flower to flower will regn-

lany effect cross fertihsation. The honey is also acces-

sible to butterflies, but in consequence of the wi^ of

mturij iitc Fic 47 —Short itylod flowor notuiml « le

tower port ofnne Rower long ludmolly dijuected 3{ unu
M MCtsry or ovary rt stigma n uthers.

the corolla tube the slender proboscis of these insects

'

will often be entered and retracted without touching
Tnthers and stigma. Daphne striata, on the contrary,

with corolla tubin of i>ii mm long, the entrance of
which IS only i mm. wide, is hardly accessible to any
insects except Lepidoptera and the pale rose or whitish

colour of Its flowers, crowded together in tens or twenties

into umbels, and the entire absence (or nearly so) of scent

in the day time, while they emit a remarkably sweet scent
during the evenmg twilight, prove them to be adapted to

Sphingidae and moths,* which, when visiting the flowers,

in consequence of the narrowness of the coroUa-tube,
cannot avoid grasmg the anthers and stigma and regu
laily efliecting cross-fertilisation

2 PriMuIa offiemahs and vitlosa (Figs. 45 30} are con-
nected with one another by a relation analogoas to ti^t
between Daphne Afeeereum arul striata. Both offer the
remarkable contrivances for cross-fertilisation which Mr
Darwin has discussed in so mastetly a manner in hu
paper on Primala,t (hat is to say, bom possess two forms
of flowers, a long^styled (Pigs. 40,49) and a short styled
(Figs 48, 50), growing on different stems and existing in
nature in about equal number As is evident from the

1 hav* Bot y<t NCOMdad in netaally obtgtviag th* ftitiUMlaa oTiillKf
•w twu *i)eci« 01 ttapliiM,

to lh« Vomt or OimotiiUc CoadltkiB fai tho Speciw oT MawU
hoir ramvkablo Strati Relu oar Iftoe. Uon. Sac. vL (iSSrl. Bot.

pp-rr-w-
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oampanion of Fig. 46 with 48 and of 49 with 50, the diffeieiit pUnti takes place naturaUy
, and, as Mr Darwm

aatbns of the short>shded form are pla^ at the same hat proved by expenment, is the only manner of fertilisa

height in the eordUa>tube as the stigma of the tong styled, Uon that is followed by peirfect fertility But whilst iden
SUM, coaversdy, the sdgma of the short-styled at the same tical m tho arrangement of all the paru of the flower and
heipt as the anthers of the long styled form. Hence the in their remariuble sexual relations, our two species of
same part of the body (head or proboscis) of any visiting Pnmnladiffer m the wideness of their corolla tube to such
insect which has touched the anthers of the short styled an extent that the wide mouth of the flower of P efflct-

form touches the stigma of the tong styled form, and con ntUu is capable of mcludmg the whole head of a humble
ready, so that by the regular visits of insects, flowers bee , whereas the narrow corolUrtube of P villosa is not
of the tong-stjtod form are fertilised ^ poUen of short capalde of including anything larger than the proboscis

styled flosrers, and vrrri. Van%\tLPnmMla offiattalu of a humble-bee (compare the corolla tube m Figs. 46
and villosa, as in all dimorphic species, mtercrossing of and 48, which, although three and a-half times magmfled

FlO S» Kk Sfc F o. 53-

Mpears hardly as wide as the mouth of the flower m mula oMctnahs are adapted by their dimensions to the
Figs. 49 and 50, which is the natural site) In conse visits of humble-bees, and are actually visited by them.*
quence of this narrowness, the flowers ot P villosa are A third example of the same relation between Alpine
not only unavoidably cross-fertiliMd when visited by but species and those from the lowlands is presented by
terflies, but thw are also far more attractive to butterflies, hkmmthnt oUihus (Fin 51 56), as compart with P
because their honey, inaccessible to humble bees, is re- ensta gallt (Fig 57) R crista ^Ui, which grows m
served for them alone , indeed, except some little Coleop- the plain and lower mountain region, presents two
ten. I observed onto I^idopten visit the flowers of this varieties or sub-species n major and jS, minor, with
Alpine species of Primula,* whereas the flowers of Pri different forms of flowers major with mire conspicuous

Fio. S4. Tm 55

F101. S 56 —RhinmnUtu aV$inu —Tin. 51 —LittnU Timr of a young Sown s

anothw young flowar nomowhatman rullHpo<ni,vi«waJ Irani iMoeaih. tir

older flowor VMnred laterally Fio. 55.—Front view of the aanra Bower 1

talboti memd. Fitt S7 —RStHaHlhKt^tl»tmltt fl mioor
AU Igira *n 3I tinwi naural ilR Inall Hgumi-M, calyx /A iPPe'

Ibo aadotOp o' loogor auaoiu o* jdwrtac Mameiu o,BKXary k, honey

Fm. 5H Fio V
rhen It n alouat eat rely encloMd In tho calyx ( »). F r 5a —Corolla of

S3.—Tho lame corofla longltaifinally dinectod tn 34.—Corolla ofan
Id. s6 —Corolla of tha lamo flower longitudinally duaoctad but all four

polali. form ng togother tho upper lip P Pf under patab, forming

or ovary tl, Rigina. dotted line on Figi. ss and S^ tlgn liea the

ones which never fertilise themseves, minor with less pp 433 43S) Both are adapted to cross fertflisation by

CODipicuouB one* regularly fertilising uiemselves, in case humble-beWy which, inserting their protx^s into the

uhe vitiu of insecu arc wanting (Nature, vol viu, comparatively wide entrance of the upper lip Fig S7)

Ple^coUUkobp. ajjwai rawlhar Rain, both auclimg .4«/4a^A4^F
W^rm-lbttWtVom PI. Umbra, J.y.6
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and pressing it between the upper parts of the filaments,

cannot fail to pull asunder the anthers, and thus to cause

many loose poUen-^ms to fall down upon the proboscis,

which are d^sited on the stigma of the next flower

following * Thus in both, cross>fertihsation is secured

in case humble bees visit the flowers, whereas butterflies

may easily thrust their slender proboscis down to the

honey without even touching the anthers, consequently

without any benefit to the plant Suppose, therefor^

that R criita ^aUi (o) major were growing in the Alpme
region and visited frequently by butterflies, but never or

only very exceptionally by humble bees, all or nearly all

the individuals would of necessity pensh without leaving

posterity, unless any modification of the flowers adapted

to cross fertilisation by butterflies appeared R alptnus

may perhaps be considered as having originated m such
a way for the arrangement and mutual situation of all

the parts of its flower is just the same as inR tMjor,wtth
only this modification, that the entrance between the

margins of the upper lip (c Fig 57), through which m
both forms of R crista gnllt butterflies as well as humble
bees thrust their proboscis, in R alptnus is completely

closed {pp Figs. S4, 55), only a minute opening (c, Figs

S 1
jO) between two lateral flaps being visible at the tip of

the beaked prolongation of the upper lip No other

insects except butterflies would be able to insert their

proboscis through this narrow entrance into the flower

,

and butterflies when doing so, could not fad to thrust

tlieir proboscis between the left and tight anthers (as ex
nlainra by the dotted line in Figs. 53 and 56) and to dust

It with pollen-grams which would partly be deposited on
the stigma of the young flower next visited for m young
flowers (as shown in rigs 51 and 53) the style overtops

the tip of the beaked prolongation and the stigma is

placed before the minute opening just 111 the way of any
entering proboscis, whereas in older flowers the stigma is

retracted behind the opening by an incurving of the style

( IS shown in Fig 56) Hermann MOller

THE TRANSIT OF VFNUS
'T'HE long anticipated Transit of Venus took place
A yestertUy morning and already has the first instal

ment of news from distant observers arrived The Astro-

nomer Royal has been good enough to inform us that Col
Tennant 5 observations at Roorkee, India, have been quite

successful 100 photographs have been taken He also

telegraphs, at the moment of going to press, the gratifying

intelligence that the micrometnc observations near Cairo
and Suer and the photographic observations at Thebes
have entirely succeeded
At the last meeting of the Astronomical Society the

Astronomer Royal gave an account of the final arrange
ments of the English parties, which do not vary much
from those we stated some time ago Messrs. Green
have arranged for one of their outgoing ships to pass
near Kerguelen s Land, with a view of picking up intclli

gence and telegraphing it from Melbourne
The southern stations occupied by the American,

I rench and German parties leave no doubt that the
llalleyan method will be extensively employed.

The final arrangements of the French parties have been
telegraphed to yesterday’s Times as follows —

France has six stations—threem the Northern Hcmi
sphere, at Pekin, Nagasaki, and Saigon

, and three in
the Southern Hemisphere, at Noumea, Campbell Island,
and St Pauls Island. Three of these, Nagasaki,
Cochin China, and Noumea, present comparatively no
difficulties at regards the voywe and instmlation. The
Najmsaki Commission is headed by M Janssen, member
of the Institute and the Board of Longitude, who has
taken part in several scientific voyages resulting m
important discovenei. He is assisted by M Tisserand,
upermtendent oftheToulouse Observatory,andM Picard,
* ILMaUM *'BtfrudUsii(d(rBhiaiaidaicliIiMecten,'’p.sg4

a naval lieutenant who will employ the phetdgrapUie

apparatus ofMM Fixeau and Cornu, while a profetsiomi

J

hotographer will use an apparatus mvented by M
ansien In Cochin China there will be <mly one

observer, M Hdraud, a hydrognmhic engineer It was at

first decided, as a measure of economy, to dispense

with the observations m Cochm China, but it was
uiumately resolved to profit by M Hdraiid’s presence

in the colony He will probably be stationed in

Tonqmn, of which he is prmnng a map. M Andrfi,

of the Observatory, and M Angot, of the College of

France, have preceded to Noumea with an equatorial

and photograpnic lens. The observers at Pekin, bt Paul,

and Campbell Islands have had to encounter greater

difficulties. It IS not very easy to reach Pekin with

cumbroos luggage The Commission has had to reach

Tien tsmby Suez and Shanghai, and thence proceed in

junks by the canals. It is headed by M Fifunais, a
naval heutenant celebrated for his astronomical labours,

and comprises two other naval officers, MM Blarez and
Lapied Their return may be toilsome, as the winter will

obstruct the transport of their instruments. At St. Paul
and Campbell Islands the observers have had to found a
temporary colony in uninhabited islands, without any
resources St Paul, situated nearly m the centre of the
line from the Cape to Australia, is the crater of a volcano

which IS becoming extinct There are steep chfTs on all

sides, but towards the west the cone sinks, and the

mterior of the crater forms a crock where vessels

can penetrate No pure water is to be found The
encampment has been established as near as pos-
sible to the sea, the salt water having to be distUled

for dnnking purposes. The St Paul Commission is

composed of M Mouchez, captain and member of
the Board of Longitude, the author of works on the
coast of Brazil and Algeria

,
M Furquet, naval lieutenant,

long accustomed to astronomical observations, as his
coadjutor M Cazm, an eminent Professor at the Lyceum
of the Rue du Havre, who is entrusted with the photo-
graphy and a navy surgeon, M Rochefort, who will

devote himself to the natural history of the island The
Commission is accompanied by twelve naval officers and
sailors. Campbell Island, the most distant station, is

about 200 leagues south of New Zealand It is likewise
uninhabited, its climate seems disagreeable, and, unfor
tunately, the sky, as at bt. Paul, is rarely free from clouds.
It possesses, however, good water and a good port The
ob^rvers are MM Bouquet and Halt, both eminent
hydrographic engineers, M CourrejoUes, naval lieute

nant and M Filbol, the delegate of the Museum and
the surgeon of the expedition There are also twelve
sailors Everything necessary for the subsistence of six-

teen men during three months has had to be transported
to these two last stations, three months being necessary
to determine the exact latitude and longitude of the
observatones ”

ON THF NORTHERN RANOL OF 1HE
FALLOW DEER IN FURORE

TN the interesting essay by Dr Jeittelcs, translated
by Dr Sclater, in Nature, voI xi p 71, many

cases of the reputed discovery of the remains of
the Fallow Deer are collected together to prove that
the animal is indigenous in Northern Europe, and
not imported from the south, as heretofore has been
suppose by many able naturalists, such as Blasiui,
Stcenstrup, Rulimeyer, the late Prof Ed Lartet, and
others. These cases are accepted by Dr Sclater
without cnticism, and are deemed by him to pinre the
importation theory, as it may be termed, in the category
of "ancient fables." The question, however, seems to me,
afiermany years’ study of the fossil and recent Cervidie of
this country and of France, a very difficult one, not to be
decided offhand, and certainly not without a strict
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anal]^ of the value of evidence such as that recorded by
|Dr Jeittelei^ whose method and iiu^ appear to be equally

1^ identification of fragments of antlers is one of the
most difficult tasks which a naturalist can take in ha^
and where there are several species of deer associated
together in the same deposit, it is sometimes impossible

iven fragment to its ngbtfiil owner For
le forest beds of Norfolk and Suffolk, and m

js of the Contment, there is a vast numba of
antlers which are ownerless and which have completely
baffled Prof Gaudry, myself, and others for many years.
It IS, of coniie, easy for anyone to classify the fiat antler

u belonging to one speaes and the round to another

,

but the value of the determination depends upon the
number of species hvmg at the same ume m the same
place, possessed respectively of round and flattened
antlers. In the Pleistocene and Prehistoric ages, there
irere four animals which had portions of then antlers

flattened—the Reindeer, Irish Elk, True Llk, and Stag

—

to which, according to Dr Jeitteles, must be added the
Fallow Deer In this particular case it is not only
assumed that the flat antler fragments belong to the last

of these animals, but even the uncertain testimony of
various authors, who had not cnbcally examined the re

mams, which they record, m relation to the other species,

IS taken to prove the range of the Fallow Deer as far

north as Denmark The mere pnnted reference to the
Fallow Deer is accepted as evidence, without, save m two
cases, bemg venfled by personal examination The results

of such a method of mquiry seem to me to demand most
careinl enuosm.
The alleged cases of the discovery of Fallow Deer in

Central and Northern Europe arc as follows. In Switzer-

land, It IS stated to have been identified by Dr Rutimeyer
among the animals which bad been used for food by the

dwellm m the Lake villages ,
“ although,” he writes,

** mcontrovertible evidence of the spontaneous existence

of this deer north of the Alps remains still to be obtained

(quoted by Dr Jeitteles m NaitraK, voL xi p 72 ) In a
list oi the Swiss mammalia which Dr Rutimeyer was
land enough to prepare for me in 1873, the animal is

altogether omitted from the Pleistocene and Prebistonc

Fauna. Thus, in the opinion of this high authonty, it

was not living in Switzerland in those early days ihc
ammal is stated also (on the authonty of Jager in 1850)

to have been found abundantly m “ the caverns and tur

banes as well as in the diluvial freshwater chalk of

Wurtemburg” To this I would oppose the opinion of

my friend Prof Oscar Fraas, of btuttgardt, from whose
lut of animals (sent to me in 1873) tbe Fallow Deer is

conspicuous by its absence The Reindeer is abundant
m tbe caves of that region, and to it the flattened frag-

ments of antlers may probably be referred.

To pass over the reputed discovery of the ammal " in

an old place of sacnfice ’ near Sebheben, in 1828, in

which the discoverer himself remarks that “ the subject

requires fiuther investigation,” there only remain three

other sets of fragments to be exammed m Germany
First, ttose at Olmutz, which Dr Rutimeyer considers
to belong possibly to the Stag , secondly, an indistinct

figure m the “ Ossemens Fossues,” of an antler attached

to a skull found at Stuttgardt, which seems to me to

belong to the Reindeer, and lastly, a fragment of

antler from Buchberg, which, taken along with the find

at OlmiiU, is the second of the two cases identified by
Dr. JeitteM It is a museum specunen, which may very
probably be liable to tbe same doubU as those which are

entertained by Dr Rutimeyer regarding the fragments
|from Olmlitz. The teeth and bones quoted from Ham
dosugh Areas hkely to belong to the Stag as to the Fallow

Deer
The aUqged instances of the discovery of the animal in

this country and in France are equally unsatUfisetory

The flattened antlers alluded to by Buckland and Owen
belong either to the Stag or the Reindeer Among the
many thousands of bones and teeth which I have exa
minM from the ossiferous caves of various ages, from
refuse-heaps, and tumuli, I have never seen any^gment
which could be attributed to Fallow Deer, except in
refuse-heaps not older than the Roman occufation. Nor
IS It fonnd in Ireland till the Middle Ages. The late

lamented Prof Ed Lartet, whom I always consulted on
difficult questions such as these, believed that tbe animat
was not livmg in Central and Northern France m die
Pleistocene or Prehistoric ages, but that it was imported
probably by the Romans.
The only evidence against this view is that afforded by

an antler dug np m Pans and brought to Prof Gcrvais
along with stone celts by some workmen. It seemed to

me when I saw it in 1873, in the Jardin des Flantes,not
altogether conclusive, bMause of tbe absence of proof that

all the remains were obtained from the same undisturbed
stratum. I should expect to find such antlers in the

refuse-heaps of Roman Pans, a.s in Roman London, and I

should not be at all surprised if the remains of w idely differ

ent ageswere mmgled together by the workmen,even 1 fthey
were found in the same excavauon As examples of the
necessity of guardmg agiinst this source of error, I may
quote a recent lower jaw of Kangaroo Rat m the collection

of my late fnend Mr Wickham Flower, which was stated

to have been dug out of the bnck earth near Sitting

bourne, along with the mammoth and other 1 1cistoccne

creatures , the bones of an ostrich brought to Prof Husk,

along with mammoth and hippopotamus from the gravels

of Acton Green
,
and lastly, the skeleton of Fallow Dccr

found m a bog not far from the River Boyne above
Leinster Bridge (Co Kildare), along with a skull of

Brown Bear (Scott, Journ Ctol Soe Dublin, vol x p
151) lliis last case would have been taken as decisive

that the animal lived in Ireland in prehistoric times
as a contemporary of the Brown Bear, had not a silver

collar round its neck proved that it bad belonged to ‘ a
member of Lord Rosse’s family ”

From premises so unsausfactory as those which have
been examined, it seems to me very hazardous to con
elude with Drs Jeitteles and Sclater that tbe t allow Deer
inhabited Northern and Central Europe in the Pleistocene

and Prehistoric ages Tbe point, to say the very least, is

nonproven On tbe other hand, the nondiscoiery of

certain relics of the animal by the many able naturalists

who have exammed vast quantities of fossil remains from
those regions, imphes, to my mind, the probabilify that the

animal was not then in those parts of Europe The value

of negative evidence depends upon the number of obser
vations, which 111 this case is cnormoua To speak per

sonally, I am in the position of a man waiting for satis

factory proof, bolding that up to the present time the

common hallow Deer ‘his never been found to occur in

the fossil sute in Northern and Central Europe "—a posi

tion which 1 see no reason to change from the argumentsaht forward in Nature. The animal ouj'ht to be
fossil in those regions , and it is not for want of

looking t^t It has not yet been found.

For tbe sake of clearneu, 1 have reserved the reference

to other forms of deer, in the essay, for separate discus

Sion. The Ctrviu poliptacus of Pomel, from Auvergne,

IS an obscure form wwoout definition, about which 1 will

not venture to say anythmg The Cervus tomomnsu of

Cuvie^ which I have carefully studied m Pans along with

Prof Gervais, is identical with the form which 1 have

desenb^ from Clacton, Essex (Q«m-/ Geol Journ, lifA,

p. $14), under the name of Cervus brownu The latter

has bm identified by Prof Busk among the fossil re

mains from Acton Green The typical antler of Cuvier’s

species difto from Plate XVII Fig 4 of C bro^t,
m the possession of a palm of four poinu, and m being

broken and badly restored with plaster at the point adiere
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the third tyne, </, of my figure joins the beam Whether
this kind of anUer belongs to a well-marked variety of

Fallow Deer or to a closely albed species, I will not offer

an opinion It seems, however, safer to follow Professors

Lartet, Gaudiy, and most (rf the naturalists since the days

of Cuvier, in keeping the fossil separate from the living

forms, none of which present, so far as I know, a similar

variation of antler Till such an antler be found it is

better to keep the animals apart in classification And
even if they be viewed as belonging to one species, they

have only been met with in Pleistocene dep<»its m this

country and in France, and they may reasonably be
taken as visitors from the sooth, such as me contemporary
hippopotami In any case I would submit that they do
not afford satisfactory grounds for believing with Dr
Sclater that the present distnbution of the Fallow Deer
in Northern and Central Europe by the hand of man is

“ an ancient fable.” It is undoubtedly an ancient belief,

and It IS one which can be proved to some extent to be
true by an appeal to the records of history

To enter into the question of the introduction of Fallow

Deer into Northern Europe would far outleap the limits

of an article A reference to I cm’s “ Zoologie der Alten,”

and to Neckam’s “Natural History,” will show to what m
extent the wealthy Romans and medueval barons were in

the habit of importing wild and rare animals for the chase,

as well as for the sake of mere curiosity

W Bo\ i> Dawkins

THE CNirUSH ARCTIC EXPEDITION

SINCr our note of last week, the preparations for the

Arctic Expedition have been advanced an important

stage by the selection of Capt. Nares, of H M S Chat
hither, to command the expedition The choice is a
happy one. Capt Nares distinguished himself on board
the Ktsolute in the Arctic Expedition of 185a 54, serving

with M'Clintock, Mecham, and Vesey Hamilton He
led the depot sledge for Mecham’s more extended
journey On that occasion he went over 665 miles in

sixty fii c days, while his efficient assistance enabled

Mecham to cover 1,006 miles of ground m ninety

four days Nares was also foremost m providing amuse-
ment for the men during the winter quarters, one of

the most essential qualifications for Arctic work His
recent experience in the ChalUnger'mW have made him
thoroughly acquainted with the duties required of the
commander of a scientific expedition Commander A.
II Markham, of H M b Sultan, will also take a pro
minent position in the expedition Capt Nares was at

Hong Kong when he received the telegram offering the
command, and probably by this time is on his way home
1 he command of the Lhallcnqer will, it is understood,
be entrusted to Capt Frank 1 Thomson, now in com
mand of H M S Modcste, in China, and who was the first

captain selected for official duties m the Royal Naval
Lollcgc at Greenwich
We announced a fortnight ago, that the Admiralty

had selected Rear Admiral Richards, C B , F R.S

,

Rear Admiral Sir Leopold M'Gintock, F K S , and
Rear Admiral Sherard Osborn, C B ,

F R S
,
to advise

them as to the preparations that should be nude This
Committee met for the first time on Tuesday week,
and have been sitting periodically since
We understand that the Foreign Office is about to

inquire of the United States Government whether the
stores sent to a depot on the west coast of Greenland for

the use of the PoUns are desired to remain there, or
whether they may be made available for our expedition
If the Unft^ States consent to transfer these stores, it

will be of considerable advantage to our ships

Active preparations are being made at the Rwal
\ ictoria Victualling Yard at Deptford, for provisioniog

the ships which are to be engaged in the expedition. For
this purpose i$,ooo lb of bMf are undergomg a process
of preservation

It has been proposed, and no doubt very properly,

that no persons not actually belonging to the navy can
be allowed to take part in the ex^ition. This, how-
ever, efiectually precludes any naturalist— as such—
being attached to the staff But the work to be done
will (pnncipally consist m making collections to be
workM up at home And there is no reason to doubt
that, as in the expedition of the Erebus and Terror^

men will be found officially qualified for attachment to
the expedition who will use every opportunity of securing

for British science the credit of determining the nature of
the fauna and flora of the regions in immedute proximity
to the pole
How great an interest is felt amongst naturalists as to

the biological results of the expedition, may easily be
imagined on reading the following passage from Mark
ham’s “Threshold of the Unknown Region” (pp 201,

202) —
“ The winter quarters were in a harbour called ‘ Thank

God’ Bay, m lat 81° 38 N , and long 61° 44 N
,
which

the Polarts reached on Sept 3. The climate of the
winter quarters was found to be much milder than it is

several degrees further south In June the plain sur-

rounding ^Thank God' Bay was free from snow, a
creepmg herbage covered the ground, on which numerous
herds of musk oxen found pasture, and rabbits and lem
mings abounded The wild flowers were brilliant, and
large flocks of birds came northward in the summer ”

The Kew Herbarium possesses four plants presented to

It by Commander Markham, who obtained them from Dr
Bessels, of the Polarts They were co’lected m 83® N
lat, “the most northern position from which any phane-
rogamic vegetation has hitherto been procured The
locahty appears to have been on the east side of Smith's
Sound The species arc Draba alptna, L. , Cerastmm
alptnum, L. , Txraxacum Dens leonts, Desf var , and
Poaflerttosa,'NtAA ’ (Nature, vol viii p 487)
The importance of obtaining information about the

manne forms of life, both animal and vegetable, needs
no insisting upon

NOTES
It will intetest our renders to hear that the BerUn Academy

of Sciences has set aside a certain sum of money, which will

enable it to call to Berlin eminent men of science who will have
no teaching datiet to perrrrm. ProC KirchhofT baa finally

decided to accept the directorship of the Observatory for Solar

Physics, now being erected at 1 otsdam, and will proceed to

Berlin to commence his daties m connection with its establish

ment, m the spring

la is with Krent regret that we hart to record the death of one
c f our most promisin), yotin„ naturalisfiK Mr J Traherne
Wog|,ndge, whose occasional contributions to these columns
gave evidence of the powers ofobservation and rescarcli hr which
ho was dlstuiguished Ilu works on “Harvesting Ants and
Trap-door Spiders, and “Contributions to the Flora of

Mentone ’—the latter beautifully illustrated by his own hand

—

contained important addition! to out knowledge of different

branches of acience
,
a “ Supplement to the former of thcM

woika b just now issued from the press Mr Muggridge’a

kindly and unassummg manners had endeared him to a huge
circle of fnends. A love of natural history was with Urn
hereditary, tclug the grandson of Ddlwyn, the monographer of
the Confenre, end Joint antbor with Tomer of the “Botenist’e

Guide ’ He died on Nov 34, at the age of thirty two, at

Mentone, where the state ofhishealih had compeUad him to

spend the winter (or several ytara post Oneof hit great wishes
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«« to bifag bU fdlew^mifferen to leant, u he hid done, that

•n inviUd niijr be tuefol and happy

M«. J. R HiNn writet ai foUowi to the TXmt of Dec. 7,

with regard to a new comet — “ Having been fevonred with a

tdogiam from hi. Stephan, Director of the Obiervatory of Mar

lellie*, notifying the dieeoveiy of a comet byM Borrelly about

font o’clock thit morning, we have been able to otwerve the comet

thia evening, iti pieient position alloiving of observation both

evening and moining The place telegraphed is—^Dec 6, at

l6h mean time at Mirseillea , right ascension, 339* 56 , polar

distance, 53* 53' , motion towards the north An uncertainty

as to the comparison star unfortunately prevents me from adding

the result of my observations this evemng, but the comet will be

readily found with a good telescope
”

In the same letter Mr Hind points out that the sodiacal light

has been conspicuous for the last feu even iigs, and that for

several years past this phenomenon has been much more marked

in December and January than about the vernal eijumox.

SuKOEON Major A Leith Adams, MD, F RS , has

been appomted to the Professorship of Zoology in the Royal

College of Science at Dublin. Dr Leitii Adams is the author

of several works in which natural history forms an important

part , among them may be mentioned “ Wanderings of a Natn-

ralut in India, the Western Himalayas, and Cashmere,” and

“Field and Forest Rambl ei. ” 1 1 is elaborate monograph on the
" Fossil Llephants of the Maltese Islands ” is also on the point

of being published in the “Transactions” of the Zoola|,ical

Society

Da. J W IliCks hai been elected to a Fellowship at Sidney

SusseE College, Cambridge Dr Hicks was Senior m the

Nstoral Science Tripos, and thud among the Senior Optimes m
1S70 lie for some tune held the I.cctureship in Botany at St

Thomu a Hospital, and ii now Demonstrator of Chemistry m
the Cambridge University Laboratory We may mention that

though Sidney College wu among the first m the Umvenuty

of Cambridge to offer bcbolarships in Natnml Science, yet Its

governing body has Iwm chary of further encouraging the study

by the bestowal of Fellowships. Icn years ago, indeed, the

Senior in the Natural Science Tripos was rewarded by one , but

Mr Hicks bos had to wait while wnnglers in the “teens”

have been preferred to him We are glad that the College has

made amends at last.

Tiir course for the Natural Saence Modcratoishipa in Trmity

College, Dublin, baa just been publubed It consists of three

pa ts — I. Physiological and (^mparotive Anatomy books

recommended, Csrpenter’s “ Human and Comparative Ana
toray ” and RoUcston s “ Forms of Animal Life.” 3 Zoology

and Botany books recommended in Zoology, Huxley's “ Ana
tomy of Vertebrates,” Foster’s “Introduction to Embryology,’’

Nuholson’s “Manual of Zoology,” and Gegenbaurs “Com-
parative Anatomy,” by Vogt, in Botany, Ilcnfrey’a “Coarse

of Botany,” by Masters, “Bentbom’s British Flora," and “ Hof
meister on the Higher Cryptogamis,” by Carrey 3 Geology

and Physical Geography books recommended, Dana’s “Manual
of Geology,” HaughUm's “ Manual of Geology,” and Keith

Johnston’s "Physical Geography” If a suggestion may be

allowed, it srouU appear more in conformity with modem ideas

that the subjects of the physiology and structure of planU and

animals should be treated of as po^ns of botany and zoology

,

and surely tha distribution of both plants and animali in apace

and m time appertains more to biology than to geology Honoursm now given m the natural aoenoes in the Sophister Classes^

jpd the Professon of Geology, Zoology, and Botany give demon
KratioBS in thair respective subjects each term.

IM a note on tha pollution of the Rq^ent’s Canal, the Zewrat

rafen to the attempt wUdi ha> been made to throw the chief

blame on the Zoological Society’s Gaidens, which pour their

surface drainage and the contents of their bathing-tanks into the

canal We have, the Zatut/ stales, carefully examined the

Soaety’s aiTAiigemenls, and at once acquit them of any blame m
j

the matter I or, though undoubtedly some of the unnary excrc

I

tion of the animals is ctmed off by the surface drainage, st 11 the

amount is small, and the evil in that respect is more than counter

bilanced by the large volume of water (50,000 gallons) daily

poured into the canal Indeed, if that amount of water were in

any way diverted, the condition of the canal would, m dry

reasons, become worse than it is at present We were con

vinced that none of the solid excreta could find their way to the

canal through any channcL

We hope that the meeting held in London on Monday nit,h

imder the presidency of II R H the Duke of Ldmburgb will

be the means of securing the remaining 30,000/ needed to

complete the modest sum wanted wherewith to extend the

premisea of the University of Edinbuigb The meeting was

throughout a satisfactory one, and all the addresses, by II K II

the Duke of Faiinburgh, the Earl of Derby, Prof Huxley,

Dr I yon Playfair, Prol Allman, and others, were jicrva ieil

with a strong feeling os to the ncLCssity for nn all imp irtant

place In education being given to practical training in science

In Iced, It was distinctly stated by Prof Huxley that the demand
for space was not simply owing to the great increase of students

in past years, but to the total and happy revolution which

had been effected withm the last twenty or thirty years In the

mode of teaching all branches of physical sciciilc When he

was a medical student, the only branch of scientific study pro

perly taught—namely, by practical instniction—was anatomy

It had now, however, come to be understood that what was

true of anatomy was true of all branches of science—that no
nun could know anything about science unleu he worked at it

practically with bis han^ That was die only knowledge on

which he could really depend Hence hnd arisen die demand
for aciemi'’c laboratories, in which the atndent nut only had the

means and appliances of investiga'ion, but hod Iiu work super

intended by practical instractors. That demand had increased

tenfold the reqtiirements of any teaching body that would do
Its work worthily, and without the requisite accommodation

the Kientiiic teaching of the University could not possd ly

yield any sound and fruitful results. Moreover, it had come to

be recognised that a man could not be a sncceuful teacher,

exercumg a moral influence on his students which conslitatcd

the essential difference between a professor an i a book nnless

he was himself an original investigator, promoting and mcreai

ing knowledge We have no doubt that we shall soon be able

to announce that the whole loo^ooc/ lias been subscribed

A PAPER on “University Development in Scotland,’ re

prmted from the Perthshte toHihtiUuiHal, has been sent us It

tskes Edinburgh University, the largest (it has i Soo students

this year) and beat knovm of the Scottish Universiues, os repic

sentative of the others, and points out several directions m which

there u room for improvement. The writer takes the (icrman

University as m some sort a model, and points out the fuUowuig

defects in the Set ttish Universities (i) The wnnt of sufficiently

extensive and suitable buddings
, (2) There iliotild be a material

increase in the teaching staff
, (3) Tliere should be a better en

dowroent of professorships, (4) Graduates should be encouraged

to devote t^maelves to trtgtiial rettartk 1 y the provinon of

bberally endowed profeuoiidiips
, (5) There should be more

liberal saperannuation of professon after a shorter period of

service The writer urges on oil those who have been eiliicated

m Edmbnigh, and on all wdio wish to see it keep its p Kition, to

lend a hand in the movement now on foot to raise a sum sufficient

to provide the University with the additional buildings which are

abwhitely necessary to its eflidency
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At the meeUng of the Dundee Town Council Init Thnndef, •
j

letter from the diiecton of the Albert Inititute of that town wu
read by Provoet Cox, in which it wa* itated that a icheme for the

erection of a college had been prepared, and the co-operation of

the Coandl in the furtherance of the work wai requeited. It

wat ptopoied to ettabliih a college in Dundee in connection with

the bt Andrew! Univeiaity, and that at lint the coUege ihould

be opened with x x chain—namely, Englixh Literature and Logics

Chemulry, Natoial Philosophy, Engtneeii^ Natnrol History or

Greek and Latin, and Mathematics. To defray the expense of

the erection ot the college and to pay the salaries, 150,000/

would be required at the outside If the college should succeed,

it was proposed to add the following additional chairs

—

vis,, Mental and Moral Philosophy, Political Economy, An-
cient or Modem History, Latin and Greek or Natural His-

tory, Geography and Astronomy and Physical Geography and

Naidgation. To endow these additional dialn a farther sum of

75,000/ aronld be required It was proposed that Uie manage-

ment of the college should be carried on by the courtswhich at

present manage the colleges at bt, Andrews, the only addition

to the University Conrla of St Andrews being that the following

gentlemen should be members of that Court —The Lord

LUntenont of rorfarshire, the Convener of the County, the

Sheriff and Sheriff Substitute of Forfarshire, and the Provost of

Dundee. The Couned expressed themselves grsiified at the

movement, and while stating that they would be willing to give

It their hearty co-operation, they resolved to call a special meet

ing for the consideration of the whole subject, to be held on

Tuesday last We would remind the organisers of the proposed

new collegi. of the great value of sound science teaching to so

important a manufacturing and cnmmerc al town as Dundee

1 here is nothing to hinder the wealthy merchants and manufac

turers of Dundee start ng a college at least equal to the New
castle College of bcienct and they should not rest until they

posseu an iiistiiuti in os efficient as Owens College, Manchester

Thu latter institution ought to be token as a model, where all

the so called facul ics are complete , a * College of Science,

'

pure and simple, seems to os a blunder

Tkk formal inauguration of the recently completed port one of

the Edinburgh Museum of bcience and Art is, we beheve, to

take place on Jan 14 next, by a grand eanzvrituioMe to be

given by the Lord Provoet in the Museum ballding

A FURTHSa instalment (the sixth part) of the new Govern

ment Map of Swltserland has recently appeared, containing the

heets Mdringen, J^oax, Trons, llonz, Oreina, Vrin, Andeer,

^weisunmen, Blumllsolp, Peccio, Blanco, and Maggio. Alto-

gether 72 sheets ore now published out of the 546 which will be

necessary for the completioa of the map Those which have

been issued are mainly of the central and north west portions of

the country, and regarding them we con only repeat the opinion

that we have already expresKd respecting the earlier sheets,

namely, that they are equal and in some features superior to any

maps of the kind that have yet appeared Great as the cost of

thu map will be to tbe nation, we have no doubt that its expense

will be repaid many time>, m the facilities wklch it will afford m
the eonslruition of iv.als and rulroads, and for many other

purposes

Wa take the foilowmg from the Academy —Now that the

question of the endowment of research is being made so modi a
subject of discussion, it may interest onr readers to leam the

following poiticulars, which we take from the Sweduh AJUm'
UadH About a month since that newspaper drew attention

to on appeal for fuids made by the botanist Dr Berggten,
who is at present explormg the ctyptogamic botany of the

monntaias d New Zealand. It appears that Dr Bsrggm
hu already nude some very valuable caploiatknis, first in

S{4fi(bergen in 1868, then in Greenland in 1870^ and now has

been sent out to New Zealand with a stipend drawn from a sum
of money left by a Herr Letteisted for scientific purpomii. Dr
Berggren writes that he haa had signal success, especially In dis-

covenng qieciet closely analogoni to the Arctic fo^srith whldi

he is familiar, but that hia meana are at an end. An effint

made to induce the Government of Canterbory Province to vote

him a snm of money was on the pdnt of sncceedm^ whea an
economical frenzy took the Lower Legislative House, and the

bill was thrown ont Aftonbiadtt laid these facts before its

readers. Almost immediately, the proprietora of another news-

paper, GoUior^ s Poa, generously forwarded a large sumtowarda

the prosecution of tbe work, and private fhiids caam in to

rapidly that Dr Berggren be able to recomasence his

valoable explorations directly the next mill retches New
Zeolsnd Phis zealous respouK to the demands of toenot in so

poor a country as Sweden does honour to the intelligence of its

people.

A TKI RORAM dsted Alexandno, Dec 8, states that two recon

noitring expeditions, each constating of ei^t European and

twelve native oRicera and sixty three soldiers, have been orga-

nised by the Egyptian Government, and have started for the

bondan, with tbe object of surveying the country between the

Nile and the provinces of Darfonr and Kordofan Thence tbe

expeditions will proceed to the Equator, west of the Albert

Nyanza. ITiey will repair the wells wherever necessary, and

prepare maps, and will also report upon the popolotion, climste,

ond commerce of the country through which they pass.

A MSBTiNQ of the local committee in connection with the

recent meeting of the Bntitb Asoociabon, was held in Belfast on
Satnnliy 1 he expense meuntd has been about 1,800/ ,

leaving

a snrplutof mote than 500/, which the Executive Committee

recommend should be divided among varions local institntlons.

Wk would draw attention to a very valnable paper *' On the

Expediency of Protection for Patents,” by Mr F J BramweU,

CE, F R S
,
published m the Sacedy of Arts youmal for

Dec. 4.

Thb addiUons to the Zoological Society s Gardena during the

post week include two Glaucous Gulls (Zorwx glasseus) from

Spitzbergen, presented by Mr RE. Beanmont , a Common
Raccoon {^Procyon totor) tmm N America, presented by Mr T
Inmnell, a Bonnet Monkey (Macaau radiaius) from Indio,

presented by Mrs. Pliillips, a Solitary Finamon {Tisiamtes sob

tasTus) from Bistil, received in exchange, three Block footed

lengums (Syb/fuscus demorsMs) from S Africa, pnrehated, a

Capybara {Hydrocharus capybara) bom m the Gardens.

THE «CHALLE\GER'> EXPEDITION*
II

'T'HE following Table, teken from the chart, gives a good
general Idea of the distribution of the two formations srith

letpccc to depth. It cannot of course be )aken os exact j the
indications were jotted down from the impression of oolonr^ven
at tile time, and there is no hard and last line betwreen GloU-
gerina ooze and grey ooze on the one hand, and between red
clay and grey ooze on the other This Table gives on avenge
depth of 1,800 fathoms for our soondtogs in the Globigenna ootc;

This is datum of no nine, for we only rarely sounded in shallow
water, and w» know that this formation covers large areas at

depths between 300 and 400 fstboms , but the mean maximum
depth at which ii occurs is important, and that may be taken
from the Table as about 3,250 fahoms. The mean rlepth at

which we find the transition grey ooze it 3,400 fathoms, OM the

meaa depth of the red clay soundings it about 3,700 fathoms.

The general coocnrrence ol to many obsm-ntioos would go far

to prove, «bat seems now to aland indeed In the position of on-

asccTtsincd fact, that wherever tbe depth incresaes from abont
3 300 to 3,600 fathoms, tbe modem dudk formatton of the

Atlantic aui of other oceana pass into a clay

* Ceollaaed ftem p pr
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In the Globlgerina ooze tiUceoai bodiei, iactiidiiig the ipicides

of iponges, the spicniei end tezti of rtdioUriane, and the ftmtales

of ^omz occur in nppreaable propotSon , end theie elio

dimlnlib m number, and the more delicate of Uiem diiappear in

the traoMtion from the caltareoni ooze to the red clajr

t have already alluded to the large quantity of nodnlea of the

peroxide of manganeze which were bn^ht up by the trawl from
the red day area on the i3lh of Mardu Socn nodulei aeem to

occur univemally in thu formation No manganete can be
detected in the Globigerlna ooze , but no io(»er has the removal

of the carbonate of Time commenced than small black grains

make their appearance, usually rounded and mammlllated on

ilie surface, miniatures, in fa^ of the larger nodules whidi
abound in the day , and at the same time any large organic

body, such as a shark’s tooth, that may happen to be in the ooze

IS more or less complctdy replaced hv manganese, and any

inorganic body, such as a pebble or a piece of pumice, is coated

with It as a fine black mammillated laver It is not easy to tell

what the proportion of manganese In the red day may be, but U
u very considerable. At station 160, on the l tth of March, the

tmwl brought np nearly a bushel of nodnlea from the size of a
walnut to that of an orange, but these were probolily the result

dnet of the disintegration of olda rocks, maybe
dreomstances an or^ic formation like dialk t that

of fact, an area on the surface of the globes uduchweMvedtowh
to be of vast extent, although we are still tu from havlitg ascar<

tained its limits, is being covered by such ad^odt at the preeent

day
It IS unposiible to avoid associating soch a formation with the

fine, smooth, homogeneous days and schists, poor in fotails, hot
thowmi' worm tubes and tracks, and banchea of doubtful

brandling things, such as Oldhamia, silieeoni spongea, and thin*

shelled p^Ui shrimps. Sudi formaiions more or less meta>
morphosed are very tamiliar, especially to the Student of
paheozoic geology, and they often attain a vast thicknem. One
IB mdined, from this great resemblance between them fat compo*
ddon and in the general character of the included fauna, to

susiiect that these may be orgamc formations, bke the modem
ted day of the Atlantic and Sonthem bca, accomolations of the

insolnUe ashes of shelled creatures.

Ihc dredging in the red day on the 13th of March wu
unnsnally ri^ The beg contained exampl^ thoee with cal-

careons shells rather stunted, of moet of the characteristic deep-

organic bodies and tests. It u known to exist in the ash of

some dsn: to tlie amount of four per cent
The interesling qnestiun now arises as to the canie and

method of the removal of the carbonate of lime from the cre-

taceous deposit, and on this matter we are not yet in a position

to form any definite conclusion.

One possible explanation is suflicienily obvious. All sea-

water contauis a certain proportion of free caibomc add, and
Mr Buchanan bdievea that be finds it rather in excess in bottom-
water from great depths. At oil events the quantity present is

sufficient to convert into a soluble compound, end thus remove a
considerable amount of carbonic lime. If the balance of supply

be very dclicateh adjusted, it is just conceivable that the hme in

the shells m its fine state of subdivision having bean attacked by
the sea water from the moment of the death of the animal, may
be entirely ilusolved duimg its retarded passage through the half

mile or so of vrater of incrcaiing density The bottom water in

these deep troughs has been lost at the surface, a great deaf of it

in the form of circumpolar freshwater Ice , and though fully

charged witli carbonic acid, it is possible that it may be com-
poratively free from carbonate of lime, and that its solvent power
may thus be greater

The red clay, or more probsdily the orcumitanoes which lead

to Its deooiition, seem on the whole unfavourable to the develop-

ment 01 animal life. Where iti specul ctioracters are moat
marked, no animsls which require much carbonate of lime for

the development of then tissues or their habitauoni appear to

exist Our ^wing experience is, that although anbnal life la

poasible at all depths alter a certain depth, lay 1,500 fathoms, its

abundance diminUbes. This would aeem to indicate that the

extreme conditions of vast depths are not favourable to Us deve-

lopment and one might well imagine that the number of sbell-

building animals might decrease until the supply of lime was to
far reduced at to make it difficult for them to hold theur own
against the solvent power of the water of the teor-^ost at in

many districts where there is little lime^ the shells of land and
freshwater molluscs are light and thin, and the animals them-
selves are stunted and scarce.

It seems, however, that neither the extreme depth at which
the red clay is found, nor the conditions under which it is sepa-
rated and laid down, are snflkient entirely to negative the
existence of hving animals, ei cn ofthe higher mvertebrote orden
In several of the hauls we brought up holothurlda of considei^
able lize, with the calcareous neck rings very rodimentan, ani
eithei no calcoreoaa bodies in the test or a mere trace of snea.
Nearly every haul gave ns delicate branctung Biyoxoa with the
zootciom almost membranoni. One fortonata cast, about ISOit membranoni. One fortonata cast, ab^ 150
miles from Sombrero, brought up from a depth of 3,975 fothomi
very well marked red mud, which did not effetresce with hydro-
chloric acid. Entar-^-’ -•—' * — '—

—

‘'--

mod, ware many of [ . ,

of them 31s. to 4 in. long, and contamlng the worm, a ipeciatM
Mynochele, still living The worm-tubes, like all the tests of
foraminifen from the same dredgmg, vrere made up of paiticlca

of the ted day alone

It seams ciroent, from the obtervationt hare recorded, tha
thy, winch we have hitherto looked upon u essentially the pro

ir two MuUusca This 11, however, very rarely tl

, with a very fine cream-colonred paste, which
scarcely effervesced with acid, and dried into a very light

impalpable white powder Thu when examined under the

micToscojie, was found to consist almost entirely of the frustulcs

of diatoms, some of them wonderfully perfect la all the details of
their ornament, and many of them broken up The speciet of
dmtoms entenng into this deposit have not yd been worked np,

Iwl they appear to be referable chlefiy to the genera Fragilaria,

Coseinodiscus, Cbutoctrus, Asteromphalus, and Uictyoidw, with
fra^enu oi the seporated rods of a singular siliceous organum,
with which we were unacquainted, and which made up a Istm
proportion of the finer matter of this deposit. Mixed with the
diatoms there were a few small Globigennte, some of the tests

and spicules of radiolanans, and some sand particles , but these
foreign bodies were in too small proportion to affect the formation
as consisting practically of diatoms alone On the 4th of Febiluiy,
m lat 52* 37 b , long 71* 36 £., a little to the north of tbk
Heard Islands, the tow net, draggmg a few fathoms below the
snrface, came up nearly filled with a pole yellow gelatinous
mass. This was found to consist entirely of diatoms the
same species of that found at the bottom By for the most
abnndaol was the little bundle of siliccoos rods, fiutened

width, the materials of thu siliceous deposit are derived ei. ,
from the surface and latermediate depths. It u somewhat
singular that dutoms did not appear to be in such laige nomb^
nn ,h. ni-r.... »k. „ thcy were a httle further

IS taking a certain
time to sink. The belt of diatom ooze is certainly a httle
farther to the lonthwaid in long 80° K. m the path of the reflux

of the Agulhas cunent than inlong. loS* £.
All along the edge of the ice-pack—everywhere^ fat £zet,

to the south of the two stations, on the nth of F^mi^
a oar sontfaward yoyife, and on the 3rd of March on oar

retua, we brought up mie sand and giev^ mud, with small
pebbler of quaru and felspar, and nmU fragments of mica-
->— -u, 1—

-'jy^iUtei gnew, and granite
“ '

slate, chlorue-slate, clsy-i This

, bnt in this case by the melting of icebergs and the pte-
dpltation of foreign matter contained in the ice

We never saw any trace o< gravel or soa^ or any ssatstlal

'

necemanly derived from land, on an icebeig Several showed
vertical or irregnlar fitmiea filled vrith discalonted ice or snow ,
bnt when looked at closely tha proved nnially to
be very slight, and the eflm at a dishmee was usnally doe to tho
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ittlM tqiiterUl filltng the fiMim leflectnig light lea perfectly

Ha fte Mheral earface of the berg I conceive that the upper
(rface of otie of these great tabular southern icebergs, Including

jr fiur the greater part of its bulk, and culminating in the portion

sposed al^ve the surface of the sea, was formed by the piling

p of successive layers of snow during the period, amounting
eihaps to several centuries, dur*

'

lowly forcing itsdf over the low la

" at of gentle

00 fathoms, when* the lower specific weight of the ice caused

a upwMdJtrain which at length overcame the cohedon of the

uMi, and portions were rent off and floated away If this be
be true history of the formation of these icebergs, the absence

if all land ddbris in the portion exposed above the surface of the

lea is readUy understood If any such exist, it must be confined

a the lower part of the berg, to that part which has at one time

DT Other moved on the floor of the ice^cap

The icebergs, when they are first dispersed, float in from aoo
to 350 fathoms. When, therefore, th^ have been drifted to

latitudes of fit* or 64° b , the bottom of the berg lust reaches the

IS rapidly melted, and the m pebbles with whi(ad pebb
is more or lea charged ere precipitated That thu preowl
takes place all over the area where the icebergs are bresliing up
constantly, and to a considerable extent, is evident from tbe lact

of tbe soundii^ being entirely composed of such deposits , for

tte diatoms, (Hobigerinx, and radioiatians are pesent on the

suriisce in large numbers , and nnleu the deposit from the ice

were abundant it would soon be covered and niMked by a layer

of Qie exuvue of surface organisms

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS

Pnp^tudorf't Aunalen dtr PAysik unJ Chtmu, No fi.

—

The first paper, by G Lundquist, On the reflection of light

die outside of isotropic bodies, is reprinted from tbe

“Transactions” of the Royal Society of Upsala.—Dr H
Braugenma contributes a memoir On the Medium m electriod

examines Faraday’s theory

of the medium, and desenbes in detail the apparatus with which

he experimented, tabulates his results, and ogrees with Rieas
induction as to a direct influx of electricity —The next article

comprises a senes of communications fiom the Mineralogi

cal Institute of the University of Strasbuig, in which Taul

Groth treats of the crystalline form and thermo electnc

properties of smaltine or arsenical cobalt Its chemical

formula is venr variable, R = (Co, Nl, Fe) As, Light

samples from different localities, which contnbute a better

knowledge of the hemihedral forms of the species, are dis.

cussed He concludes that some of the forms hitherto re-

Kded as holohedral are hemihedral forms with parallel sides.

with iron pyrites and cobalt glance, with which it is isomor

phous, one part of the crystal is negative towards copper, while tbe

other half IS positive.-~I)r Hintze treats of the cheimcal compo
sidon of leadhiUite" Prof Laspeyres two years ago desenbed

a mineral from Iglesias, in Sardinia, under the name of moxite,

of which the formula was sPbSO, + gPbCO, + 4PbO + 5H,0
M Bcrtilnd, of Pans, soon after published an account ot lead

hllUte from the ame neighbourhoc^ The author proves that the

two minerals are identiral, and that the formula of leadhilhtc is not

PbfiO* + sPbCO, as hitherto believed, but 3PbS04 +4PbC0,+
PbO + alijO The next paper, by the same author, u crystal

lographic researches on the combination of aldehyde with the

aromatic hydrocarbons The chemical composition and aystal

line forms are given of ditolyltnchiomethan, diphcnyltnbroma

ctl^, diphenyltrichluraethylen, diphenyldibromaethan, diroo

nobrompi^yUiii^lotaethan, &c. All these bodies belong to

the monoclimc system.—Dr A Arxruni gives a short note on

twin-growth in wiUemite The next paper by the si^e author

is “ Optical researchea on the lurpentmoelhydrates, which be

follows by crystsUographic and opucal researches on cmnponndt

of urea His last paper is on two isomorphous substances

d^ved from bentol —F ZoUner prmts hu important paper 00
*• asKTCsatiaa mod pMltion of tbe snn spots, and concludes that

m/Dta are Dr Andrews’ on oc

poiuilBtiM of the sodUcal light.

n spots, and
products.—Dr Karl

* Among the r
Prof Wnght’

Mtmoru itRa Sontla Sprttr«scoptsti /ftitam September 1874
This number contains a paper by Mr I N Lockyer, d'ser b-

g certain phenomena seen when examining the spectrum of the
electnc light thn ugh a mass ol sodiim vapour in a tube When

IS done, the sodium lines ore seen to liadc gradually off,

etimea on one side, sniiiLtimes on both, the boundary of the
ling being curved and sometimes limited by a bright line.

—

There hi also another |>aper by the same author. On experiments
on the absorption of a great thickness of sodium and iodine
vapour In a tube S ft. long After mentioning that it had lieen

hitherto assumed that a neat thieknen of gai causes its radia
tion, and tberefore its absorption, to become more continuous,
he states that, on genersbsmg his work, it appears that when the
deniity of a vapour is increased, a contmuous spectrum u
approached in the case of the metallic elements < f low specific

I

gravity by the widemng of their lines, and in that of the elements
of hign sp.gr by tbe Increase of the number of Imea To test

this the absorption of sodium vapourm a 5 ft tube was oinerved,
and the D Ime wai found to be no thicker than the nmelinc pro-
duced by a test tube frill of tbe vapour, and the line was thicker
than the D line in the solar spectrum, in which spectrum all the
short Innate reveised —Father Secchi communicates a letter of
A T AkfBais. detailing ooservations on the spectra of meteorites.

The spectra of all seem to be continuous, but wanting in the
violet, that colour of the spectrum predominating according to its

colour to the naked eye I he sodium line was visible m the trail

of some, as also were the lines of magnesium.—G De Sisa
rives a table of the solar spots observed at Palermo from June to
September —A table of tbe chromosphere, os seen durmg
f ebruary and March last at Palermo, 11 added to this number—
E Ferula contributes a lengthy paper on the position of the
axil of rotabon of the earth with respect to its axis of figure

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Lmneaii Society, Dec 3 —Dr G J Allman, F k S ,

president, m the chair —Mr Tas. Brogden, Sir Edmund Buckley,
Bart, M P , Messra las Cowherd, P Dully, C C Dupre, A M
Ross, and J W Silver were severally elected Fellows of tbe
Society—Prof Huxley read a paper On tbe clawification of tbe
animal kingdom, which will be found in another columu An
interesting discussion followed, m which the President, Mr Bosk,
Mr H G Seeley, Mr Stewart, Dr Mnne, and ethers took part

Chemical Society, Dec. 3 —Mr W H Perkins, F R,S ,

in the chon —A paper was read by Mr S Lupton On the formula,
of the alums, the next was a notice On the colour of cupnc
chlorile, by Mr W’ N Hartley, who finds that the crystals of
the salt when quite dry have a blue colour, and not n green, ss
they usually appear when slightly moist—Papers were also read
On the oxidation of the essential oils. Part II by Mr C T
Kingzett

, On the purification and filing point of meth}l
bexyl catUnol, by Mr L Neison , and a note on the boding
pomt of methyl bexyl carbinol, by Dr C Schorlemmer, F R b

Zoolorical Society, Dec l —Dr A Gunther, F R S , inthe
chair —A letter was read from the Rev S J Whitn oe, of
Samoa, stating that he had sent home for tbe Society some birds

and a pair of the Samoan Bat, which had lately been desen lied by
Mr Alston as yVm/wr whUrntti Particnlors were given as to

the habits of tbe latter —A communication was read from Mr
Henry W Piets, of Capetown, contoming remarks on some
specimens of Gyninetrus m the museum at Capetown.—The
Secretary announced that Col R S Tickell, late o( H M
Indian Army had presented to the Society’s library a very finely

illustrated MS work, in seven small folio volumes on the Orni-
thology of India.—A communication was read from Mr J
Broder, of Sydney, NSW, giving descriptions of eleven new
species of terrestrial and marme shells from North-cast Aus
India.-A phper, by Messn P L. Sdater and O Salvin, was
read on bbrds collected by Mr Whitely in Western Pern, being

the eighth communication made by the anthors on this subject

—A communication was read from Mr H, Whitely, coutaming
some fiuther notes on Humming Buds collected by him in High
Pent.—Mr A G Butler read a paper in wrhich he rave detenp
tions of three new species of hmnopterons insects from vanous
ports of the world —Mr A H Goinid gave some further por-

ticulais on the mecbaiusm of the '* shew off ’ in the Bastards,

and described the peculiar structure of tho/wn*/w/rwi«u' recently

noticed in a young male of die Great Bustard
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RoyalHorticultural Society, Dec 2 —Suenbfic Committee
—Andiew Momy, F L S , in the chair —Modda were exhibited

of the butt of /bn/umla —The Chairman made a
commumiatun on the Larch diaeaM It appeared to prodnce

a local deatmction and ulceration of the cambium layer the

treea aSected by it also suffeKd from 'piping ir, piemature

decay of the heart wood The disease was now he^ning to

attack the Spruce and Jhtmt txtilta —Prof 1 hiselton Dyer ex

hibited part of the stem of a Cafamui from Sikkim, m whlrh the

midnb of a aheathmg leaf had produced an adventitious bnd on
ts under ude —Dr Denny raised a discnssioa on the possibility

General Meeting—W Lindsay, i>ecretary. In the chair —
I rof Thiselton Dyer commented on the mvestigations lately

undertaken with respect to the potato disease 1 rof de Baty
was disposed to bebme that betmdsm occurred m the case of

the potato parasite, that u to say that part of its life was passed

upon some other host beades the potato MouUlefert had le

centlysuggebted that thu might be clover and Mr Jenkins secre

tary uf the Koyal Agricultural Society supposed that both clover

and ktriw might harbour the unknown stage of Ptronotfora

tu/tittnt and that this would instify the prevathng opinion that

term yard manme encourages the ravages of the potato disease,

especially when appUed m spnng because the si ores of the

fungus would be m the manure which had been used for litter

Royal Microscopical Society Dec a—Chas Brooke,
r K b ,

president, m the chair—A paper by Dr Hudson
On the discovery of some new male Rotifers was read by the

secretaiy in the absence of the author It described the male
forms ol Lascmuloria, Flosculana and Notommala, hitherto

believed to be unisexual and wu dlustiate I by a number of very
beautiful diagrams—A paper by Dr Schmidt of Mew Orleans,

upon the development of the small blood vessels in the human
embryo was taken as read

Victoria (PhiloBophtcal) Inatitute Dec 7 —The proceed
inga were commenced by the election of suty five new members
arid associates It wu stated that the total number of subscribing

members wu now 544.—

1

rof II AUeyne Nicholson M D

,

read his paper Oa the bearing of eertam palarontological facts

upon the Darwmian theoiy of the Origin ol Speaes, and on the

general doctrine of Evolution The paper, after discu<tuag the
nature of the views usually held u to Evolution examined m
detail the difiiculUn which 1 akcontology offus to the acu.ptanoe
of the Darwmian theory of the Origin of Species and the argu
ments employed by Mr Darwm to leasen or remove tbeie diA

the bientuol penodlihyi 1873), whichhadbeen awarded to him
by the Counml for a memoir published in the Ust part of the
Iransacbons of the Society, entitled * hirst Approximation toa
IhLimo-EUctrlc Diagram —The Preiidentuim dehveted an
address on btalil ty of S uuly Motion.

Fakis

Oeographical Society, Nov 18 —I resident, M Delesse —
M Vniot announced that an mterestmg dis overy had beat made
on the summit of the Fuy dc Dome, ol the rums of an andent
monument which sums to date from the first century after the
comiuest of Gaul I y the Romani —Dr Hamy m the name of
M de la Porte chid of the lut expedition to Camlodia, read
a note containmg inieieaung details concemiog the conntry
which he hu ex^ored With the exception of a few ptmetpu
pomta, Cambodia IS m great part still unexplored, A new map
uf the conntry by M de la Forte and M Moura, repruentiim
the French protectorate In Cambodia, will ihoitly be publisbetT
M de la Forte believes that many arcbseologicu discoverus of
the highest iroportanu are yet to be made in Cambodia, and he
expect considerable ruulu from thi

' '

made by M Uarmai d m the regions
i^ny
Acadamy of Sciencei, Nov 30 —M I remy in the chair—

The following papen were read —Note on two propertus of
the balhstk curve, whatever may be the exponent of the power
of the velocity to which the resutanee of the medium u propw
tional, byM H Resat —On the carpellary theoiy accoidiw to
the LtliaoeN, by M A Trecol —On the dutributim of the
bands m pnmary epeefra, by M G balet —On the mechaauHS
uf the intia ttoinac)ial solution of the gastne concretions of crabs,

by M S Cbantran—M Domu oallad the ettentton of

Academy to the recant iqipeeianoe of Phylloaere »
near Geneva and M Paatenr made aome idiseryatMaB thaim
Letteri from M bchnotder and M Max Cornu to M Duavw
on the subject of Phylloxera were alao read.—Idter front

Mdme V‘ Bouchard Huxard to the Froident, oOenng to dta

Academy documenti lelatmg to a great number of iti membata ,

documentf componng the eweetum made by J B Hutatd —
On the heat diacngaged by tha combination of hydrogen withm
meti^ M J Montwr The author hu ihown that the

formula dedaced by Clanaiu from Carnot a theorem for changu
IS apphcable to dissociatioo 1 he formula 1#-

L^ATb
L rmresenting the heat of combination of twu bodiea at tha

absolnte temperature / under the pressure p, equal to frie

tensiunofdisrociation at that temperature nthe spe«^ voIobm
of the dissociated elemenU and t/ tha specific volume of the

compound under the same conditions of temperatnre and prssNrt

A 13 the thermal equivalent of work From thu fbniuila the

valueof / can be found when we have taUea of the tensMiu of

leUon of the compound at different temperatures —The
OBieriments of MaI Irooat and HantefeuiUe have made

known these tensions for combmations of hydrogen withj^la
dinm potassium, and sodium at diflerent temperatures—Orbit,

lenodof revolution, and mauof the double star 70/ Ophincui,

by M C hlammanon —Observations of the xodiacal 1^ at

iWonse, the i6tb, aist, and 23rd of September ,
ptb, lotn, and

nth Oct loth and rath of November 1874 by M Gruly —
Laws of double internal reflectiim in birefiuigent uui axial ctya

i«l«, by M Abna Restorchu on the decompoeion of certom

solta by vrater, by M A Ditte In this third note the author

hu exeminrd the double sulphate of potaiuum and calciam—
On the additive product of propylene and bypochlorous acid,

by M I Henry - Employment of gas retort carbon m the du
*-’• hunc acid, by M F M Raonlt —Influence of

water on Ediluigssolutuin, by MM £ Boivia

u—Iron m the ornmsiD, by M 1 Picard —On
experimental aepbeemy, by M v leltz—On the birth and
evolution of i ictma m orginic tissuea sheltered from the sir, by
M A Servel —Note on a stony concrcbon by Dr 1 L Pnip
son —On some puiages m Stan Bell from which it may be
conclnded that AmertnikMt IMum ts culbvntcd m Ciicassu for

which it contams ,
extract from a letter from M Biosset

on the lowering and nalnrul elevahon of lake* by M
Dausse —The compound flute doting the reindeer period, by M
Ed Piette 1
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THE TRANSIT OF VENUS

I
T is net too earijr to congratulate the world of science

upon a grand tnomph The telegrams which have of

late been flowing in almost mcessantly from all parts of

the Northern Hemisphere—now from far Japan and from

Siberia, recordmg the success of French, Russian, and
American parties , and now from America, giving fuller

details r^arding the domgs of the latter—leave no doubt

whatever that the weather has been better at the northern

statloos than might have been expected, seeing that the

observations have been made in the winter half of the

year

Nor has the Northern Hemisphere been the only one to

give us news. We already know of success at Mdboume
and Hobart Town, at which place was an Amencan party

similarly equipped to those at Wladiwostok in Asiatic

Russia, and at Nagasaki , and Prof Newcomb has already

tdegraphed to the Times that the eighty photographs

taken by the Amencan method at these places, combined

with the 1 13 taken at Hobart Town, are sufliaent to give

us a value of the solar parallax with a probable error of

perhaps one-fortieth of a second of arc This gives a
foretaste of what photography is likely to do for us in this

and the coming Transit of 1S82

Before we proceed to detail the observations at the

vanous stations, it will be well to re-state the vanous ways
in which a Transit of Venus may be observed This we
will do almost in the words employed m a former article

We have the utilisation of a Iransit

—

(o) By the determination of times of contact at different

stations, combined with a knowledge of the longitudes of

those stations.

(#} By the determination of the least distances between

the centres of the sun and Venus during the Transit, ob-

served from different stations.
^

This last determmation may be made by— i....... ,, r-

(0 What is called Halley’s method, or.ifwewishthat the observauon of IntemM contact was made

the world should forget a peat work accomplish^ by a
|

S^?^iS^k wc£*%irricy^ waSe

Eastern and Southern Asia, combined with those m the

Southern seas which we have already named, and stations

between them, such as Melbourne and Adelaide, may be
employed

From the Sandwich Islands, Kerguelen’s Land, Heard
Island, Mauritius, Bourbon, and Rodriguez we have of

course not yet heard , we consequently know nothing of

Delislean observations of Ingress.

Of observations ofAcceleratedEgress on this method we
know nothing,but withr^ard to Retarded Egress we know
that the Enghsh and Russian parties m Egypt have been
wonderfully successful At Teheran, a second class

Russian station, but better adapted than Egypt for

applying the Delislean method, the observations were a
perfect success. At Ispahan, a German party obtained

nineteen good photographs, but north of this, in the

most favourable point of all, the Russian parties at Ormsk,

Astrachan, and in all that region, there was complete

failure

From the English party several telegrams have been

received smee our last number appeared a long one by
the Times, and several shorter ones by the Astronomer

Royal These wc give —
Cairo, Dec 9—The Transit of Venus was observed in

lU phases by the astronomers of the Government
Expedition in E^ypt this morning, at the Central Station
at Mokattam Heights. It was observed by Captain Orde
and Mr F M Newton at Suez, and by Mr Hunter at

Thebes It was photographed by Captain Abnev, and
observed by Dr Auwers and Prof DoUen, also by
Colonel Campbell and others. Dunne the last threedaw
the weather nas been very bad, and tbu mornmg toe
telescopes m Cairo and Suez were directed to the eastern

<• - -1—
howing, however, a few

„ ipses through the clouds
exhibited Venus as a distinct black spot on the sun, but
no opportumtv was given for a micrometer measurement
for nearly halt an hour after sunnse , then a few chances
were given through the openings in the clouds. A decided
opemnj occurred of a very hopeful character about ten
minutes before contact, and after one more cloud, which
passed over two or three minutes only before the cnthml

the world si _
former great Astronomer Royal, we may term this the I ciuu fm^e measurement of* cusps and any observaSons
“ method of durabons

(3) By the Photographic method , or,

(3) By the Hehometric method 1

Premismg that the first method of determination (a)

was devised by Ddisle, we have now our nomenclature

sufficiently complete for present purposes, and we may
begin with the stations at which this method can be fiesf

employed. Of these we have four groups Accelerated

Ingress, Sandwich Islands, Retarded Ingress, Kergue

ten’s Land, Heard or Macdonald Island, Mauritms,

Bourbon, and Rodrigues j Accelerated Egress, Campbdl
Ikland, Emerald Ishmd, Auckland Island, Rnyal Com
pan/s Island, and New Zealand, Retted Egress

statioins in Western Russia, Persia, and Egypt
Of these groups the noithem ones can be used for

Ijl^iste^i meti^ aoleiXi " only Ingress or Egress is seen

,

,t|tgteas in the Sandwich Island group, Egreu in the

Western Asiatic group But the southern groups may be

psed for all methods.

Eor the methods we have grou^ under (^), stations in

Vou XI —No s6S

that could be made of external contact The astrono-

mers are satisfied with their observations. The phases
are declared m C^ro to have so closely resembled those
shown by Sir George Airy's modd at Greenwich that it

was hard to divest the mind of the idea that it was only
model practice again. The Khedive has taken a warm
mterest m the work, and gu^ed the Mokattam sUtion
from mtrusion b

’ ' ” .

graph hne he pi

of telegraph time
stauon and Greenwich, Suez, and Thebes. This expedi-

tion has now therefore, nearly completed its srork, and
in a few days will probity bresde up."

Capt. Ord Brown, R.A (Mokattam), Dec. 9 —
" The egress of Venus was observed at Mokattam this

morniiw There has been much badweather and anxiety

All well now Contact seen through very slight haze

with [the] Lee (Equatorial] at about i3h. 3501. 35s. side-

real, and with De la Roe I3h. asm. 31s. (Observe in the

Greenwich book of observatioa with the model, my
egress is always after other obsovm, except Mr Gill’s.)

uo^ spdlt much double image wodq but many limbs
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and ciupt were taken The phases dosdy resemUe I

those of the model, except a une of hght round the

planet s edge, which appeared with strong sun just after

the above contacts. It perplexed me and made me lose

mv best cusps. When I found that it continued two

minutes and that it would be so mdefinitely, I turned to

cusps. I ha\c exchanged bad telegraph signals twice

with Thebes, and good ones three times with Sues—
Mokattam Country, lat 59“ 58' 14""

Mr Hunter (Sues) —
"Sky cleared partly a few minutes before contact

Contact satisiactonly observed, and a considerable num
ber of micrometer measurements made ”

Capt Abney (Thebes) —
“Beautiful morning Sun rather shaky at first nice

and sWp at tunc of contact good observations,

though difienng slightly in time Sun pictures good
The fifty photographs in Janssen s slides include internal

contact, external contact not taken No black drop
apparent in photographs after careful examination *

This, then, is all we know at present or are likely to

know for some httle time, of the work done at purely

Delislean stations We now come to the sutirms at

which the various methods of determining the least dis*

tance between the centres of the sun and Venus during

the Transit observed from different sutions, are appli

cable

And we may clear the ground by referring to the news

from the southern stations first From Hobart Town has

come the best news in a telegram to the Times —
" Prof Harkness, of the Amencan Transit Expedition

at Hobart 1 own, r^orts, although the weather was bad,

observations were particularly successful 113 photo*

graphs were taken during the passage over the sun’s

disc

We had previously heard of success from Melbourne

and Adelaide , but these stations are not so well situated

as Hobart Town, and it is doubtful if all the resources of

a first class fixed observatory, possessed by Mr Ellery at

Melbourne, will make up for his comparatively poor

position

We now come to that region where, m fact, the whole

interest of the Transit has centred during the past week

to Asia and the adjacent Japanese Archipelago, neglected

in the English arrangements even after the Board of

Visitors of the Greenwich Observatory had very clearly

indicated their opinion of the original official programme,

by insiBtmg upon the emptoyment of the “method of

durations” in the Southern Hemisphere. But, fortunately

for the credit of Engluh science, an English possessKm--

India—has something to say in the Asiatic work. On the

representabon of Col Tennant (who has done so much
for astronomical science by his observations in India) of

the importance of a station in the northern part of that

country—a representation which was at once srarmly

received by the Viceroy—the Home Govenunent at once

took the maUer up, and the result has been that a first

class observatory was erected at Boorkee. This was the

Asiatic station ftm which news (which we chronicled last

week) was first received

But Northern and Eastern Asia eras thickly studded

with Rnnoan, American, and French parties In the

Russian territory, Nertdunsk, Onanda, Cbarbarovka,

Klachta, Tschita, Port Possiet, Wladlwostok, and many

other places that we might name, were strongly occopM»
and the wealth of results, whether in photography or

hehometne measures, has been marvellous One tfiese

places—Wladlwostok—was occupied by an Amencanmu
well as a Russian party Herr Struve’s telqprams to the

Times regardmg the observations at these places ate as

follows —
'‘WladmosUk—TxvxalA of Venus observed at both

contacts, numerous chords and distances of the two limbs
were measured

** Port Possiet—Much douds and mitt, two interior

contacts observed, and thirty eight photographs taken
“ Charbearovka —First two contacts and tome chords

observed
“ yrrAr/o.—Contacts obteyved, and four senes of mea-

sures with heliometer
“ Onanda —Satisfactory observation of last two con

tacts

*‘NerkhtHsk—Three contacts observed, and two
diameters and twenty distances of the planet measured
with beliometer
“ Teheran—Full success of observations.

“ TlirA-r —Splendid weather, very important obser-
vations.

" Aiaehta.—-Much cloud
,
got only eight photographs.

“Naraiow—Clouds complete failure

“tosstet —Photographs satisfactory after development,
though taken through mist”

The work done by the Amcncan party at Wladlwostok,

as stated m a Reuter telegram in the papers on the iith,

was as follows —
" Copenhaeen, Dee 9.—Prof Hall telegraphs from

Wladlwostok to-day, at 10 A.M ,
that the observations of

the Transit of Venus made at that place by the Amencan
party under his direction have not been very successfiil,

on account of the hazy and cloudy weather The first

and second contacu were observed, and thirteen photo-
graphs were taken.”

In Japan there were !• tench parties under Dr Janssen
at Nagasaki and Kobe, an Amencan party also at

Nagasaki, and Russian and Austnan parties at Yoko-
hama.

The telegrams giving the account of Janssen’s work
we must transenbe as they were received.

‘ Nagasaki, Dec 9.—M Dumas, Secretary Acaddmie
i

des Sciences and Mmister Instruction, Pai^—Transit
observed and contacts obtained Fine telescopic images,

I

No ligament Venus seen over sun’s corona. Photo-
graphs and plaques Qoudy at mtervals. Twomembm

\

of our nusslon have made observations with success at

j

Kobe '

I
“Transit observed at Nagasaki and Kobe Interior

contact, no ligament Photographs revealed several
clouds during transit Venus seen over corona before
conuct Gives demonstrauon of the existence of tte
coronal atmosphere ”

The American party at Nagasaki has recorded its work
m the foUoiring terms •—

“ Day cloudy, but obtained second contact wdl—two
observers , first and thnd contacts through douds, and
doubtful , 150 micrometnc measures of cusps, separation
of limbs, and diameter of Venus , thirty^e metWan
transiu both limbs. Sun and Venus , eighteen micrometrfi.
measures for difierence declination of limbs at nfe^
dian About suty good photographs. Ends thieateidM
rabi. Tel^paph Terence of longitude with Wam-
wostok in November All wdL”
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Th* fellowiitg it a copy of another tdegtam to the

Itm Y»rk fftna •-

" IVladiwoslok, SibtriOt Dtc 9 (1010 ME)—Prof I

Han reports much hau and cloud at Wlamwostok.

Flnt and second contact of Venus observed, and thirteen

pbotogn^hs taken near middle of transit A calm bay,

temperature , instruments and photogn^ihic

appantns working uiely All the American party work

ing wcU."

The Russian and Austrian parties give no details , they

only aimoanccLtheir success

There is nowa certamtythatm the Southern Hemisphere

the eastern stations will be more strongly occupied than

the western ones. The Americans were foiled in their

I
gallant attempt to occupy the Croxets, because they had

not tune to wait for weather moderate enough for them to

land thdr instruments The party has therefore gone on

to Campbell Island,where they mil already find a hrcnch

patty It IS difficult to restrain one’s pen when we think

of ti» combination of want of a true appreciation of

the conditions of the problem, and want of that old spirit

which used to make us take up posts of difficulty, which

has prevented England being represented here A
successful Polar Expedition will scarcely wipe away the

national disgrace which is ours in consequence of official

action in this matter, and the French and Americans

may well be proud of the position they now occupy

The Tiwrr thus relates the French landing on Campbell

..Island —
*A letter has been received to day (Dec 11), dated

Campbell Island,Oct 4, from the chiefof toe French Expe
dition stationed there. This had been earned to Bourbon
by the ship wluch had transported the expedition to Camp-
bell Island, and which left it to wait at Bourbon until the

time came for fetchmg the astronomers away The first

idea was to keep this ship off the coast of Campbell
Island m order that the observers might hve on board

after strugghng three days against homble weather they

at last landed on the island, and they soon perceived that

it was impossible to keep the ship off the shore, which
was without shelter and exposed to temble gusts of wind,

so that It ran the greatest risk of being lost. The mem
bers of the expedmon, seeing that if the ship were to go
down they were exposed to very senous danger—for they

would be abandoned on an uninhabited island without

means of commumcation, while everybody would think

they still had the ship at their disposal—decided to unload

the ship and estabhsh themnlvcs in the island and to

send away tlto vessel, which would come and fetch them
immediately after the observation of the phenomenon,
lids project was earned out The observers began by
organising temporary shelter, and then they built sheds

to protect the instruments, the necessary utensils, and the

provisions. The process of unloading was very long and
troublesome, because the expedition, which has many
mOmbers, hu brought provisions for one year While
exploring the island thw found nearly in the middle of

the a vessel which a humcane bad thrown there,

and they were thinking of utilising the wrecl^ either by
nifttiag it up or by placmg themselves mside it, for protec

wm againstwmdand weather But two or three days after

wards another humcane blew the ship out to sea, and
they saw it no more. They were then obhged to do the

bast with all they had brought with them, for they were
In hourly dread of shmng the fate of the wnmk.

it IS thou^t that since the 4th of October, the date

iA which the ship left for Bourbon, up to the moment of

trtnsil^ the expedition will have completed iu oig»

Jlsettei, its observatories, and have been able to fnlfillts

mission. As soon as the ship reaches a telegraphic su
tion, the expedition will hasten to communicate particu
lars to the Institute of France Nothing is known, of
course, as to the exact period when these communications
will be 1 ccelved. The particulars relative to the difficulties

of this expedition and the dangers to which it is exposed
have been received here with all the more interest that it

was feared only two days ago that the Campbell Island
station would not be organised in such a wa} as to make
the observations under favourable condiuons It is still

feared the weather may not have favourable, and
that somuch iatiguc and effort may not have been rewarded
with the magnificent result it deserves ”

It will be seen not only that a large number of observa

tions have been made bcanngon the main point, but that

many side issues of great interest are raised Dr
Janssen’s observaUons have decidedly been amongst the

most remarkable, not only with regard to the absence of

the ligament, but as touching the visibility of Venus on
the coronal atmosphere. Any detailed reference to these

and many other points wc must, however, leave for a sub-

sequent article We have been anxious m the present

one to put our readers in possession of the results of the

observations, so far as wc at present know them, m the

most authentic and mtelligiblc form.

CHAPPELLS HISTORY Oh MUSIi,"
The History of Muuc Vol I From the harlicst

Records to the Fall of the Roman Empire By
William Chappell, h b A (London Chappell and
Co, 1874)

M USIC is now being cultivated m a much more
earnest and thorough manner than heretofore, not

only as a practical art, but as a matter of the iretical and
historical interest, as is evidenced by the late formation of

a “ Society for the study of the Art and Science of Music,”

the object of which is to encourage musical studies of a
higher character than those compnsed m ordin iry musical

training Hence, as the early history of music is one of

the most mtCTLStiog as well as one of the most obscure

topics connected with the art, an mthontativc new invest!

gallon like that before us is of real v..lue

Mr Chappell, who has had much to do during his life

with practical music, brought out some yeais ago a
History of the Ballad Literal ire and Popular Music of

the Olden lime, a book which has bixtome now of

standard autbonty on such matters It seems that the

eminent histonan Mr Grote suggested to him that he
would do well to carry his inquiries further back, and to

attempt to unravel the state of music among the Greeks

His account of his progress is worth extracting He
says —
“Mr Grote's enthusiasm for the Greeks somewhat

exceeded mine, and, although my recollection ot the
tanguime was fresher than now, 1 did not suppose that,

even if 1 should succeed, a knowledge of Greek art and
science would greatly advance those of the moderns

,

therefore I received the proposal rather lukewarmly
But when favoured with the twelfth and last volume of
the ‘History of Greece, with an inscription from the

illustrious author, in deference to his long antecedent

recommendation I took the first step forward by buying
the works of the Greek writers upon music.
" 1 bad taken note of the odd uses of Greek words in

manuscripts of the Middle Ages written in Latin there
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&(8, while reading the Gredc anthon on musiCj I con-

tinue to copjr out nidi definitions of musical terms as 1

then encountered. I began without expectation ofsuccess

as to understanding the music of the Greeks, owing to the

number of able men whom it had baffled , but my little

glossary seemed to afford the clue, and soon made me
interested in the subject It became evident that the

Roman perversion of Greek musical terms had been one
of the great difficulties in the way of previous inquirers

(although by no means the only one), for I could then
understand the system '*

All this confirms the character of the author as an

earnest, painstaking inquirer, and affords therefore a

guarantee for the value ot bis historical investigations.

Mr. Chappell comments on the two great Enghsh
musical histones of the last century by Burney and

Hawkms, and contends that much of the obscurity in

which they left the ancient music was caused by their

obtainmg their information second hand, namely, from

BoiSthnis and other commentators, chiefly Latm, on the

Greek wnters Many of these had not sufficient know-

ledge of the subject to understand the ongmal technical

terms, which they therefore rendered either erroneously

or obscurely, and thus error and obscurity have been

introduced into succeeding writings.
j

"It may," says Mr Chappell, “at first appear unao-

1

countaUe that, among the numbers of learned men who
j

made the attempt to understand the Greek system during

so many ages, no one should have succeeded, espedally !

consideiing t^t it would hereafter be shown, even to the

quartmHone, to be our modem system of music So
«mple a result seems ludicrous. But this general failure

IS to be accounted for by the fact that the Romans had i

twisted round the meanings of the Greek words m so I

extraordroary a fashion that perhaps ‘tone’ and *dla^

tonic ’ are the only two which remain nearly identical in
|

the two languages. So that, to unriddle the subject, the

student had first to unlearn all that he bad been taught

as to the meanings of musical terms, and then to begin

again, trusting only to the Greek authors. No Latin
treatise would avail, nor would any modern language in

which musical terms had been derived through the Latin,

or through the Western Church The misuse of Greek
technical language by Romans was by no means hmited
to mane.’’

To eliminate these errors, the author tells us, and we
believe him, that he has in every case, where possible,

gone to the fountain bead, and that the information he

gives us may consequently be depended on.

We have thought it right to show at some length what

are the author’s qualifications for his work, and on what

grounds he lays claun to our attention and credence , for,

in hutortcal works this is all important , few of us have

opportunity, and still fewer have inchnation, to grope f<»

ou^ves among the mouldy lore of antiquity , we are

glad enough to find others who will do it for us, and axe

ever ready to take as authentic whatever they tell os

they have found there Hence correctness and care are

carduial virtues in historical works , the want of these

qualities renders such woiks worse than valueless, si

merely promoting the dissemination of error

The history of music, interesting as it is, is not, pro-

perly speaking, a subject to be treated of largely in

Nature , but, in justice to the meritorious author, we
may ventnre to mention some of the results of Us
labours.

In the first places he shows that the system of music

used by the Greeks did not originate with diem, but wM
borrowed from more ancient nations He &ds, for

example, that " the number of notes m the Egyptian scale

was precisely the same as the Greek, induding the

three Greek scales, diatonic, enharmonic, and chro-

matic * No Greek writer aliudes to any diffierence be-

tween the Egypuan and Greek systems of music, although

the best Greek works on the science of music, saving the

Problems of Aristotle, were written on the soil of Egypt.”

Then he turns to the Chaldseans, or learned men of

Babylon, and again finds (through an . astronomical

comment which, as usual, supposes the motion of the

planets to be regulated by musical mtervals, and thus to

make everlasting harmony) that the Chaldseans had the

same musical intervals of fourth, fifth, and octave^ as the

Egyptians. From these he was led to Hebrew music {

remarking that proofs are not wanting of the similarity

of this to the music of surrounding nations, so that

"henceforth we may fairly conclude that we have at last

amved at the musical system of ancient Asia, and that

ituourA,B,C,D, E, F, G”
The author, of course, enters laigely into the progress

of music in Greece We read of the early tetrachord

lyr^ of its enlargement by Terpander, of the great

improvements made by Pyt^goras in the addition of the

octave, the fifth, and other notes, of his important

determination of the proportions of the lengths of strings,

subsequently transmitted to posterity by the great geo-

meter Euclid , of the chromatic and enharmonic scales,

hitherto so perplexing
, of the improvements in certain

harmonic ratios made by Didymns and Ptolemy, and so

on , from all which we undoubtedly gather a far clearer

view of what Greek music was than can be obtained from
either of our Enghsh histones.

The result is that the ancients anticipated almost exactly

the diatomc scale of modem times. Their scale passed

over to the Latins , it was adopted without change by the
early Church , and by this means it has come down, un-

altered, to our time. If we run up two octaves on the

white keys of the modem piano, banning and endmg
with A, we arc playmg the same notes as the Greeks
used, any time after Pythagoras. We may add that if we
use only the black keys (and many modem tunes may be
thus played), we sound a scale precisely corresponding to

one of tte Greek “ chromatic" genera.

The scale, be it remembered, is the material from
which music is made. To ducover what sort of melodies

the ancients constructed from this material is another

thing Mr Chappell has, however, presented us with

three real Greek tunes, set to hymns to Calliope, Apollo,

and Nemesis respectively They have been. It is true,

decked out, by the skilful aid of Mr Maefisrren, in on
anachroDous dreu ofmodem harmony and rhythm, sug-

gesbog the idea of Pythagoras in a p^wig , but, at any
rate, they are no more mcongruous m this xesp^ than

the so-called “ Gregorian” chants, as sung with modem
embellishments at a RitualisUc cbunk-service.

The question has been often and warmly discussed

whether the ancienu used what we call harmony, or

whether they did anything analogous to our singmg oh

joying m several parts. Our author bdieves that they

did, but in this matter he hu not the argument all h^
own way The late M. Fdtis, who devoted the last
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of hit life to the preparation of a great Hictory of

Made,* has made a most elaborate mvestigatlon of thu

pdnt, partijr in the third volume of his work, and still

more fully in a separate memoir pubUshed by the

Aeademy of Seienees of Brussels. It is aUy and forcibly

aigned, in opposition to many learned German critics

who have held Mr Giai^ll’s view, and M Fdtis arrives

at the conviction that ** the supposition of the exist

ence of harmony among ancient nations is one of the

most remarkable extravagances of modem times.” Mr
Chappell is very positive in his own opimon, but when
we come to compare the two essays we cannot help

seeing what a poor match his desultory guenlla aigumen

tation IS for the powerful disciplmed logic of his more
experienced antagonist, and cannot hesitate for a moment
which side should prevail

Bnt even if we were inclined to believe with our author

that the ancient Greeks did use some sort of harmony
(other than the ocuve, which M Fdtis freely allows

them in common with all nations), we are not much the

forwarder for even Mr Chappell appears quite at a loss

to form any reasonable idea of what this harmony was like.

After all, therefore, the dispute is little more than "'twixt

twecdle-dum and tweedle dee ”

The subject of ancient musual tnstrumtnis is os im*

portant and as interesting as that of the music itself and,

indeed, they have m all ages had such a necessary con-

nection, and have been so dependent on each other, that

improvement in one has gone bond in hand with improve-

ment in the other

Mr Chappell has devoted much attention to the evidence

as to the nature of the instruments used in ancient times

This, he says, has always been found a difficult subject

to treat upon, partly because so few of the instruments

named by classical writers can be identidcd by pictorial

or written descriptions, and partly because such descrip-

tions, when they do exist, are often obscure or contradic-

tory, particulariy when obtained only through the medium

of incorrect translations He goes through a long list of

ancient instruments of the three classes—wind, percussion^

and string—and has given a large fund of information

about them

But what he prides himself most upon is the elucida

tion of the construction of the hydraulic organ, about

which there has hitherto been much doubt and difficulty

He shows that this has arisen either from misapprehen

Sion of the ancient descriptions or from a want of suffi

cient knowiedge of mechanism to understand the technical

detaiis , and he gives, in a most interesting chapter, an

account of the mstniment, which evidently presents a

high claim to be the true one In this particular we are

delighted to award him the merit of a real tnumph over

his enemy, M Fdtis, who says, after speaking of the

ambiguity of the description of the instrument left by

Vitruvius

“ Sous ce rapport I’lncertitude persiste, et tout porte h
croire qu’elle ne sera Jamais dissipde, k moms que le

hosard ne fasse ddcouvnr un des instruments du mdcani
ciCtt d’Alexandne, dans les recherches faites k Pompeii ”

|

• •‘HlMoiratSBtnbda b UutioM, dtpub let tanin In phu aoeiwu

Qirido AiSwiMd, we uaimt—

If It were only for his solution oi this difficulty, Mr
Chappell's work deserves high praise

We cannot expect every historian to be a Gibbon
or a Hume, and though we readily testify to the

merits of Mr Chappell’s work, we are obliged to say it is

not without its faults One is the tendency of the author

to be diffuse and discursive m his style, to such an extent,

indeed, as to give the work the character rather of an
amusmg gossip than of a serious history

Another of Mr Chappell’s peculiarities is his strong

tendency to overconfident dogmaUc assertion, which

renders it often difficult for the reader to distinguish

between statements he has evidence for, and mere
opinions of his own. Every writer on history should

remember that on that subject dogmatism is utterly out

of place no man's t/rr dtjn/ is worth the paper it is

written on if he cannot or will not show chapter and
verse for all he has to say, he had better let history alone

Hypotheses and speculations on obscure points are all

very well
, they are often useful for discussion, and some-

times turn out right , but they must be put forward clearly

as what they are, and not given as truths.

Mr Chappell has a high opinion of his own qualifi

cations for his work, which is quite pardonable, but

this IS unfortunately coupled with an unduly low esti-

mate of the competency of other historians, which is

not pardonable. His contemptuous sneers at M F6tis,

for example, are m the worst taste
,
and if the Nestor of

musical literature were alive to reply, we would not be in

Mr Chappell’s shoes for a tnfl<* As it is, did it never

occur to hun that, as M Fdtis s history has now a wide
circulation, and is becoming, in fact, the European
standard book on the subject, readers who have access to

both works might be tempted to retaliate by comparisons

not altogether in favour of the F nglish historian ? Those
who live in glass houses should not throw stones

We have alluded above to an anachronism in the

form m which Mr Chappell has presented some
of the Greek tunes There are other analogous cases

where he produces confusion by oscnbmg to the

ancients ideas that have only arisen in modern limes

He talks, for instance, often of the iey and the it/y wo/r

of Greek music Does he mean to assert that any ideas

existed in those days analogous to what we understand

by these terms now ? And when he secs, in an ancient

picture, a man shown clapping his hands, he calls him

a "conductor beating time” Had Sir Michael Costa

really a prototype among the Egyptians, who gesticulated

four in a bar ?

We wish we had no worse faults to find than these,

which are, after all, only pcculiariiies of style (and U style

dest Phomme) ,
but unfortunately there is one part of the

work which, as it affects the interests which it is the

peculiar object of Nature to promote, we are bound,

though most reluctantly, to speak strongly on The fol

lowers of Zoroaster hold that every man is subject to the

alternate mfluence of two spintual agencies, one prompting

him to good, the other inciting him to eviL Ormuzd (we

think that is the lume) has been active with Mr Chappell,

leading him through the pleasant pages of Aristotle and

Plato, and dictating to him all the agreeable matter

in which we have been delighting, while the serpent-

like Ahriman has been looking gnmly on But, the
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history ended, the turn of the evil tempter h&s arrived,

and the good angel has retired, veilmg his face with his

wing, and dropping (if angels can weep) a tear over the

calamity which he had no longer power to avert.

In pl^ language, Mr Chappell has been minded, in an

evil hour, to wander away from his legitimate domain of

Ancient History, and to indite a long disquisiUon on the

by no means kindred subject of Modem bacnce treating

especially on the laws and phenomena of acoustics, and
their bearing on the nature and rehtions of musical

sounds. In this his aggressive spirit is again manifested

All scientific men interested in the theory of music

know that within the last few years Prof Helmholtz, of

Heidelberg, one of the first physicists of Europe, has

brought out a work, ‘ Die Lehre von den Tonempfin
dungen, als I hysiologische Orundlagc fur die Theone der

Musik,” which, for the profundity of its knowledge both

of the physical and musical elements of the question,

for the novelty and importance of its views
,

for the

skill and conclusiveness of its experimental demon
strations , and for its general masterly style, has dcser

\edly excited the admiration of all Europe It has gone
through three editions in Germany, has been also pub-
lished in French, is now being translated into English,

and has served as the basis already of several other
!• ngUsh works, the author of one of which describes it

as “ a profound and exhaustive treatise, which docs for

acoustics what the Frmcipia of Newton did for astro-

nomy Now, Mr Chappell presumes to criticise this

work m a tone which clearly shoas not only that

he IS unaware of the reputation of its author, but

that he is under some strange hallucination *ts to

his own qualifications for setting up os judge m
the matter He attributes to Helmlioltz both theo-

reticil Ignorance and cxpenmental error
, puts for

ward his own confused notions as “ the true (in offensive

opposition to Helmholtzs fxlse) physiological basis for

the science of music ,
” and sums up with the followmg

paragraph, which, comparing the scientific position of the

two wnters, may certainly ^ considered a curiosity of
criticism —

“ I am persuaded that the Tonempfinduui^en is a hasty
book the value of time was loo largely considered
in Its composition, and some very necessary experiments,
such as those upon harmonics, were omitti^ But smee
success has been so widely attained, it may be hoped t^t
the author will find time to revise the next edition, and,
in doing so, that he will bear in mind an admirable motto
for men of science, Cht va sane, va piatio "

A HASTY BOOK '—why, its vcfy first sentence states

that It IS the result of yeard labour t ExpenmenU
on harmonics omitted I—why, they form the substance
of the entire book, from beginning to end I From these,

and many other misapprehensions of Mr Chappells, we
are led to doubt whether he can even have read the great
work be ventures so freely to criticise

Prof Helmholtz has always maintained cordial re-
lations with this country, and m tho name of Engluh
science we thmk we owe him on apology that anything
hke this should have appeared in our language under a
quasi scientific guise He will, however, know that his-

torians may rush m where philosophers would fear to tread,

and we ne^ hardly assure him that no Engluh

man, competent to Judge of his woii^ would be in the

least likely to endorse Mr Chappell’s criticisms.

We lament Mr Chappell’s mistake on another ground.

Pracbcal musicians have generally but little knowledfd
of the scientific data on which their art depends , suw
information is never taught in England to professumal

students as any part of their musical education , it is

studied almost exclusively by men of science and
amateurs. All nght minded persons would gladly deslra

to promote the wider spread of knowledge of this kind

,

but we cannot but feel that when a practical muslciu
takes it mto hu head to attack scientific authoiitieB who
are umvenally respected, and scientific doctrines which
ate universally established, a great obstacle is thrown m
the way of that cordial sympathy and co-operation which
ought to exist between the two classes. On the one hand,

the scientific man will be angry at the perverse unteach-

ableness of the musician
, while, on the other hand, the

musician, who may easily nustake error for truth, will be
set against the theonst and be more disinclmed than ever

to receive information from him.

It would be an ungracious task to point out m detail

Mr Chappell s errors , we would rather recommend him,

instead of waitmg for Prof Helmholtz to “ revue his next

edition,” to read the work as it is, more thoroughly and
carefully, and with more respect for the character of its

author And m the meantime, out of sincere good will,

we earnestly advise him to expunge all this irrelevant

matter , it not only damages his valuable book, but, what

is worse for him, it tends to engender in the minds of the

best class of readers a want of confidence in his judgment
and accuracy as regards other thmgt.

FOSTER AND BAU^OUR S'*EMBRYOLOGY”
The EletHtHts ofEmbryology ByM Foster,M A,!' R.S

!

and Francis M Balfour, B A Part I (London Mac

I

miUan and Co , 1874.}

“ OTEP by step the simple two-layered blastoderm [ofO the hen’s egg] is converted into the compUcatnl
organism of the chick.” The separate cells of which it u
originally composed have, to all appearances, the most
uncomplicated relations one to another , nevertheless, m
accordance with laws of which we have not the least con
ception, under the influence of shght external warmth,

by a senes of fissures, inflections, and developments in

special directions, they convert the store of albuminous

material that, together with them, is included within tho

egg shell, into an organism so elaborate as a My’ deve-

loped bird, which can run about and feed itself imme-
diately It makes its appearance m the theatre of active

life The physicist, thoroughly acquainted as he may be

with all the pnnciples of statics, dynamics, heat, light,

and electncity, finds himself quite at a lou to exfdain or

to predict any smgle one of the numerous changes whidi
have taken or will take place in this blastodermic mem-
brane duimg any penod, however short, that it has been
the subject of observation. Neither the chemist nor the

physiologist will find bimsdf in any more advantageous

position, except that the latter, from previous experience^

will be able to state dogmatically the succession of the

steps of the developmental process. We group theee

phenomena, appaiently ao extm-physical, undv the tetos
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And if at any time it should be shown, which is

wdl wit^the r^n of possibility, that they depend on

the manifestatiott of a force other than one of those with

whidi we are at present acquainted, the disaples of the

“viuhstic* sdho<j will have reason to exult over those

"{diysieists’' who do not admit the existence of any yet

undiscovered mode of motion. As yet, the fact that one’s

parents' in their eailiest days went through the same

dianges as oneself is not considered a sufficient basis

for any logical hypothesis on the subject of the progressive

devdopment of one’s constituent elements.

Agam, since the tunc of Von Baer, the marvellous

parallehtm which is so continually observed between

the various development stages of livmg beings con

slderably removed from one another in the scale of

zoological affinity, has made the study of embryology an

essential part of the science of Comparative Anatomy ,

in other words, the whole life-history of the individual,

and not only the period of maturity, u now known to be

necessary for our accurate comprehension of the pedigree

of the animal lungdom, in the same way that it may be

considered to reflect it. This conception has of late

borne fruit in the all embracing hypotheses of Prof

Haeckel and Mr £ Ray Lankester, as well as m the

new classificauon of the animal kingdom so recently pro*

mulgated at a meetmg of the Linnean Society by Prof

Huxley (Nature, vol xi. p loi) It may, however, be

mentioned that there is a limit to generalisation m this

direction
,
for the theory of natural selection allows us to

assume that some of the forces which come mto play to

produce vanation in the individual, and therefore gene-

rally, may do so at the very outset of embryonic life

,

and, if they do so, differences from the ancestral type

may then appear in all the embryome stages from the

commencement. Such a view of the question helps to

explain otherwise most mvolved subjects, such as the

existence of “gastre®”of two entirely different types

the development of the notochord from different layers of

the blastoderm m different groups of animals ,
and other

varying features of early embryonic life

These remarks all mdicate how laige a held is opened

up for the student of every branch of natural suence by

the study of embryology , and it is evident that before

any considerable progress can be made m any of the

many intricate problems involved, a minute acquaintance

with the fundamental facts of development is mdispen

saUe. The work before us is the first systcmaUc attempt

which has been made, in this country at least, to place

the whole subject on the required footing , and m bow

satisfactory a manner this has been accomphshed will be

attested by all who have taken the opportunity of study

ing it. When supplemented by the other two volumes

promised by the authors m their prefoce, it will form a

complete history of the most important changes known

to occur dunng the embryonic life of the different groups

comprising the animal kingdom. For a long time past

such a work has been a great desideratum The mono-

graphs of different authors are scattered over a whole

library of books , many who require to employ the known

[ results have but little toe to mvestigate each sufficiently

to fMm a sound opimon of their own, and fewer still aro

akUe to prosecute the somewhat speaal line of investiga

on thefr own accoonti All working biolt^iits,

therefore, owe much to Dr Foster and Mr Balfour for

the great care they have taken to sift the hterature of the

subject, as well as for theur independent mvestigaUons,

which add so considerably to our knowledge of a branch

ofbiology which has but httle attracted the attention of

our own countrymen

To turn to the subject matter of the work itself There

are advantages possessed by the hen’s egg, found in no

other vertebrate embryo, which have led the authors to

take the ktstory ofthe chick as the startmg point for their

subsequent descriptions It is “the animal which has

been most studied, and the study of which is easiest and

most frmtful for the beginner ” This must be evident to

anyone who has had the least experience. A chrono

logical order is followed, m which the changes which

occur day by day, and sometimes even hour by hour, are

fully traced through the earher days of mcubation , the

incidents of the later days bemg much more briefly sum-

marised, because they pertain more to the bird as a bird,

than to It as a member of the sub kingdom Vertebrata.

As above remarked, but httle of the embryological work
which has been undertaken since the time of the illus

tnoiis Harvey has been conducted in this country
, it is

therefore not to be wondered at that we are far b^ind
the times regarding it Many important points which for

some time past have been familiar to foreign mvestigators,

mostly German, arc not sufficiently laid stress on, or are

omitt^ altogether, in our physiological treatises and text

books. Among these may be mentioned the evanescent

nature of the “pnmary groove * in the mcsoblastic layer

of the blastoderm and its replacement by the “medullary

groove,” from which alone, and ^not from the former, the

spinal canal is subsequently formed “ fhe pnmary
groove, then, is a structure which appears early, and soon

disappears without entenng directly into the formation of

any part of the future animal Apparently it has no
function whatever We can only suppose that it is a
rudiment of some ancestral feature, remark our authors

Ihe much debated subject of the development of the

blood vessels and corpuscles is entered into m detail, and
fresh investigations by one of the authors are recorded,

which agree in many respects, as they remark, with those

of Rcmak and Klein The vessels are shown to be

formed by the union of processes sent out from the meso-

blast cells of the pellucid area. The nuclei of these cells

enlarge and break up mto numerous small ones, the

majority of which acquire a red colour, and become con-

verted into blood corpuscles , whilst the rest, changmg
into a spindle shaped form, develop mto the synovial

lining of the blood vessels

Another point of special mtcrest is the development of

the permanent vertebral column. As all know, Uic proto-

vertebne are developed at the sides of the notochord,

with a neural arch attadied mainly to the posterior end

of each ,
whilst the root of a spinal nerve occupies the

anterior portion “On the fourth day the transparent

Imes markmg the fore and oft lumts of the protovertebrse

are still disbnctly visible On the fifth ^y, however,

they disappear, so that the whole vertebral column

becomes fused into a homogeneous mass whose division

into vertebrae is only indicated by the senes of gan^ia.

This fudon IS quickly followed by a flesh segmenta-

twn, the resulting segmenu being the rudimentt of the
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permmmt vertebrae. The new aegmentabon, however,

does not follow the line* of the earlier divmon, but paisea

between the gangUonlc and the vertebral portions, m fact,

through the middle of each protovertebra. In coiue*

quence, eac-h spinal ganglion and nerve ceases to form

the fro^ portion of the primary vertebra formed out of

the same protovertebm as itself, but is attached to the

hind part of the permanent vertebra immediately pre-

ceding Similarly, the rudiment of each vertebral arch

covering in the nniral tube, no longer springs from the

hind part of the protovertebra from which it is an out

growth, but forms the front part of the permanent ver-

tebra, to which it henceforward belongs By these

changes this remarkabie result is brought about, that

each permanent vertebra is formed out of porbons of two

consecubve protoveitebne "

Such being the case, the question suggests itself as to

what becomes of the porbon of the new column corre-

sponding to the anterior or cephalic end of the proto-

vertebrse nearest the skull which has no other semivertebra

wherewith to blend. It has no neural arch, and does not

enter into the formation of the cranium, for the proto-

vertebra does not enter that compheated structure. We
are not informed as to its destinabon May it not be that it

persists as the odontoid process of the axis, which, from

not being able to mamtaln an independent existence,

joins, late as we know, the second cervical vertebra f This

hypothesu mvolves a difficulty, no doubt, as to the nature

of the atlas, but seems to throw some light on the pecu

lianty in the conformation of the axis.

The development of the vascular system, through the

various complex stages, is most fully explained, with the

assistance of several very instructive diagrams We can

hardly help having a feeling of regret that the common
fowl does not resemble Us aUies, the Mound makers
[JMegapodtda), in having only a smgle carotid artery

instead of two, because then we should have the ques

bon answered as to the method by which the companion
vessel is lost, which is at present not In the least under-

stood

Wc most refer our readers to the work itself for an
account of pomts so important as the development of the

Wolffian bodies and their ducts, the spinal cord, the

heart, the nasal pits, as well as the many other details

respecting the different organs which go to form the adult

bird , original observations will be found on most , and
where these are absent, the excellence of the rimpU of the

work of others will clearly prove with what conscientious

care the authors are carrying out the evidently pleasurable

labour they have impost upon themselves As far as
the permanent kidneys are concerned, it must be men
tion^ that, from their manner of development, it is

shown that their separabon morphologically from the
Wdffiaa bodies is an occurrence of purtiy ttcondary
imporUtnu
Now that we have a text book of embryology produced

under such favourable auspices, it is to be hoped that the
far-spread ignorance on that subject, which is at present
but too apparent on all sides, will no longer exist, and
that a Ipgher standard whereon to commence further

investigation will quicUy develop itself amongst all

Englidi students of biology

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Monograph of tht Post-Uriiary EniomoUraea of
Scotland By G S Brady, H W Crosskqr, and D
Robertson. (Palaeontographical Society

)

In this part of ite publicabons the Fakeontognmhical
Society has done good service to that large body of geo-

logists who take interest in ithe story of the old ffiamers

and icebergs of Bntam and love to gather when they can
the traces of the bfe which peopled the frigid sea once
mrmul over some of the richest tracts ofour present islands,

“ne descriptions here given of the locality and sections

of the glacud deposits are perhaps all that could be at

present attempted, but th^ offer a very punling proUem
to the reader who would fain know something of the

chronology of the deposits. Nothing can show more
satisfactorily the labour which has in recent years been
bestowed upon these Post tertiary days than the fact that

a few years ago not one of the nunuter forms of Crus-

tacean life had been noted as occurring in them, while

now more than 130 species belonging to twenty seven

genera of Entomostraca have been carefully examined
and described by the authors of this Mono^ph. The
names of Brady and Robertson are a sufficient guarantee

for the faithfulness of these descriptions, while Mr Cross-

k^s Dcnowledge of the localities and his expertness as

a collator have given an additional fulness and value

to the Monograph. Though but dry readmg for ordinary

people, these pi^es. with their accompanying admirably
executed plates, will be a valuable boon to many a student

of Post tertiary geology

Tilt Raect 0/Mankind being a Popular Descrtplton of
the Characterutust Manners, and Custom of the

Prtnapal VarietiesM the Human Pamtly By Robert
Brown, MA., &c vol II (London Cassell, Fetter,

and Galpin No date )

This work, which seemed m the first volume to promise
some scientific value, is now down to the level of the
popular picture-book. There are some good pictures in

It, and no doubt the boys and girls who have it given
them will pick up ideas from its compiled informa
bon We have not done more than look into it here and
there, finding errors small and great At p 4, a Spanisb-
Amencan is called, with cunous felicity of blundering,
"Don Jose Mane del Muchos Dolores” At p 32 we
read, “ The smallest shopkeeper in Germany expects to
be addressed as Mr Court Councillor " At p 284 is a
picture ofa Bushman pla^gon the goura, or musical bow
This appears to be an aitem copy of the illustration in
Mr J G Wood's " Natural History of Man,” vol 1

p. 395 , but whereas Mr Woods artist knew that Bush-
men have narrow heads, and drew his accordingly, the
present draughtsman, by his alterabon, has given his
native a skull of enormous width. At p. 113, in contradic-
tion to the weight of ethnological evidence, the Austra-
lians and Tasmanians are treated as belonging to t^
same race. When we add that many of the illustra-

tions are taken without acknowledgment from Figulcr's
" Human Races,” it is not necessary to inquire further
where M Figuier got them.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor does not hoUhmseVrttponsiilefsreitnioni eapressed

bje hit eomspondents Aetther eon he mndertaks to return,
or to eorr^fond noth the umitrt of, refetted mumutr^
No notkt u taien ofanonymous eommunieations J

The Royal Agricultural Society and the Potato Disease

My main object in writing to you was to eorreet what Mr
Jenkins sdaiita were "groteiqae ststemeats,'' and to claim for a
distisgiiiiiiedEn^ botanist credit for worit dooe tnrhim thirty
yean ago, wfaichlwu unwilling, witiiout protest, toseeassfened
to anyone dsa

—
A.H G
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|(o 4k»bt the Royel Aciienltainl Sodetv wu not founded for

teadvunoement of idenee in general or or bouny in particular

wen, however, it tranaoendi the practical limiu it has imposed
•*“”

-itei a pnrdy scientific Investisation, the
I suppose^ a Aur olqect of criticism inww' it sets about it

dietlfieJonnwL
Mr Jenkins comidains that I have not taken the trouble to

read the official reporU published by the Society, and tbints my
oriticians upon them mi^t have had some value. As a matter
of &ct I have done so, and my difficulty is to be quite suie that

I understand what the last a^ most important i^y means.
To say nothhv of the occunenco of " jooidia ” for “oomdia,’'
I find the fellowiog sentence —“Prof de Baty eapresses

ssncnine hopes that he has at lost discovered the certain nids

. . it would not have occurred to me to describe

oospores—in other words, resting-spores—as atftve, and it has
been suggested to me as not impomble that oospore may also

be a mitprint in place of soospore There is the more necessity

for cantton in the matter, as the pnbbcatlons of the Royiu
A^cnltnral Society do not seem to receive the botanical re*

vinoa that might have been expected. Only last year—and it

was not a eoUtaiy binnder—a fungus was figured in the Society’s

Journal u Aspemllum (nr), which was obviously no Asper-
sQlui at all, but Uie common Bread mould (AseoJ>kara Aftuedo)

ffo doubt, in due course, we shall have the opportunity ot

reading, at full length, what Prof de Bory has a^ed to our
knowl^e of the matter , but in the meantime we ahould not
foiget what is due to those who hsve olresdy worked st the sub-

ject in this country

Mr Jenkins denies thst the Society ofleted prizes for disease-

proof potatoes. I find that in the report of the judges on the
abortive essay competition, presented to the Council, Dec. lO^

1873, it was recommended, "lhat valuable prizei be offered

for (a) The best disease proof early potato
,
{i) The beat disease

proof late potato " Again, the recently publiidied official report

to which 1 have already referred commences “The judges
af^nted to inspect the growth of the six varieties of potatoes,

viiteA Vert etUtnd far ecmMilioH as dtstast~fraof" &c It may
be that this is “ coltoquial “ language, and does not mean what ft

trial, It would have been advertised far and wide os stamped with
a “disease-proof” character by the Royal Agricultural Society
Mr Jenkins complains that I suggest an offensive spirit as

actnating the Society in its commuiiicationa with Prof de Bary
1 can only say that 1 nKd the Society's own longuagCL I
find that the judg^ in their report, after deiliniHg to recom
mend any one of the ninety four essayists for a prize, propose
" That a sum of money (say 100/ ) be grantedfor the purpose 0/
iudueing a competent mycologist to uiulenoke the investigation

of the lire-history of the potato-fangus ' (as if notlnng hod been
done in it already) The ]omt Botanical and Journal CommiUte
thereupon gave notwe that they would ask for a grant of roof
to cany out this recommendation. 1 am not aware that the
Bntish Association proceeds in thu sray in distnbnting its funds,

and I leave Mr Jenkins to reconcile what I have quoted with
hu statement, “ that the first step taken by the Council of the
Soewty was to direct me to write to Prof de Baty "

Let me sum np the substance of my criticisms, The pc
disease has been Wore the scientific world for thirty yearsi and
hu been investigated by Beikdey in England, Montagne and
others in France, De Bo^ in Germany The Royal AgiiWtural
Rodety taku charge of a competition which induces ninety four

pdsoni to smte on a subject on which it was hprun in the lut
degree Improbable that they could have any really important
tmpnbhshed fiuits to bring forward wlthm the limits of even the
extended time at which the essan were to be sent in On the
faSuie of this scheiBa.|>iizea are offered for disease-proof potatoes,

“diiease-imof" being subsequently defined to mean immumty
fimn dlsoase in twenty different districts for three years. Were
a disease-proof potato a probable thing, it might cleoriy be
tnuted to establish its own reputation. Lastly, the oma'
mddof prise esuyists havbg proved fruitless, the cryptou
Wairists of this eountiy—many of them men of European fa

who would doubtless have wilhngly responded to an apV-
Sfimm the Coundl to co-operate m the matter—are paMed over

<w Not, and the matter is placed in the bonds oT a German
m -highly and worthily distmmished, doubtless—

sd, would be for from eppnrriim the

« ofwhom hu eecompudied
bgt iriia 1 u
Wpiwdp.

what will ever be a classical research in this very subject 1
submit that vrhen I applied the expressiona “ipotmodic^^’ “ iH-
considcred,'* and “wanting in scientific method” to these pro-
ceedings, I wu not using iiwppropnate language

W T iHtSELTOK DyKU

Seniitive Flafflos

PsiiMiT me to thank Profi llerschd for his all too kind
acknowledgment of the aid my former bnei conununicatien to

Natuus nmy have been to him In a paper on Sensitive

Flames that is awmting the needful leisure to complete, Z have
given a brief history of this subject—winch, by the way, 10 far

as regard! the discoveiy of sensitive flames. Prof Herschel hu
partly mitappnhended, though there can be no doubt the valu-

able letters u Prof Herschel will play an important part in the
development of these phenomena. I am glad to find that, so

far as Prof Herschel hu recorded his views, they corrobonto

the results of my own expenments (begun u hag ago u 1867)
in search of the cause of the scnsitlveneu ot vanons fluid jets,

and the application of sensitive flames to acoustic investigation

and other practical ends. For reasons, uto which I wm not

enter here, I wu led to postpone this inquiry, and it is <mly

comparatively lately that it hu been rcium^
The kunote to the whole of the phenomena is, I believe^ to

be found in Savart’s beautiful investigations on liquid jets Any
fluid body, gascou u well u liquid, escaping from an orifice in

a tranqnil stream, consists of a continuous and a disconunuou
region, and is subject to the play ot opposing forcu which excite

pmsations m the jet, the number of which u directly proportional

to the velocity of the issuing stream, and inversely u the dia

meter of the orifice. When a note is sounded approximatdy m
unison with vibration number oi these pulsations, the jet of

water, smoke, or flame Is thrown into mure vigorous vibration,

and a strained condilion of the jet is set up
Hence it is euy to obtain a series of sensitive flames, issuing

from unficcs of decreasing size, capable of responding (withm

a certain range) to the successive notes of the nmut , the liigher

notes affecting, of course, those flames from the smaller onhees,

and which also require to iic under greater pressure of gas than

the flames responding to the lower notes The relative rate of

vibration of these flames is at once clearly seen 1>y viewing them
together in a moving mirror But I will not weary your readers

by further enlenng upon a subject with which already they mutt
be somewhat tired W h Uaukett

Royal CullqiC of Science, Dublin, Nov 30

Poasils in “ Tiap ’

I AU much obliged by your msertion of my letter on “ Fouils

m Trap ’ You are right id supposing that the trap I referred

to wu crystalline ongiuc trap If it bad been tufa 1 should not

have wntten to you u I did, as I wu well aware that fouils in

tufa were of common occurrence Shortly after I wrote I

found that the pavosites j,othlau<tKa which shows the section is

still imbedded m a portion of the slate, which is olivc-culoured,

and cloMly retemblmg the trap This is so iniinutely connected

with the trap that it is impossible to trace a tine of conuection.

Halii^ Nova Scotia, Nov 14 D Honkvman
[Dr Uoneyman’s di^vety would appear to resolve itsdf

into the siaple iact that his ''trap-dyke hu involved m ita

man fragments of the foMiliferous strate through which the

molten tock hu risen—a fact, wo presume^ with which every

practical geologist who hu worked amongst igneous rocks must

be more or lew familiar —Li> ]

EHLATION OF RACE TO SPECIES

I
N a notice of Quetclet^s works, published m Nature,

vol V p. 358, 1 raised the croestion whether this

eminent statisbcian’s method of denning a race or popu-

lation might be apphed to provide naturalists with a

means of defining sMCies. Smee then, the consideration

of Mr. Francis Galton’s explanatory diagram, given at

p. 38 of his work on “ Hereditary G^ius,^ has led me to

attempt to carry thu problem a stage further.

Instead of using, with Quctelet, a binomial curve to

show the constituuon of a race, with its cen^ type and

varieties, Mr Gallon seU before our minds the very indi>
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vldnaU who compoM the mas*, each ono being repte to make some slight approach towards a few of Ae
tented a dot. Hit diagram, a^pted in M of the lightest negroes , but there would be no individual of

present figure, stands for a population descended from a either race who could be mistaken for one of the

common ancestral stock, the todiViduals congregating They would, therefore, at the outset be repreirated hjt

most closely about the place of the central type or two such groups of dots as (o), with a blank space between,

standard individual, amypradually decreasing in numbers But as soon as the first generation of mulattos into

as they become more dillerent from that type or standard existence the case will be altered. An intermediate race

In this graphic representation, the race can. of course, has arisen with its definite central type, and its varia^
only be arranged in order as to some one quality In the now coming much closer to the whites on one side and to

particular case for which Mr Galton uses it, this uuabty the blacks on the other In the next generation there

IS stature. The individuals of the mean or average neight will be quadroons and sambos (cross between negro and
(say, $ A. 8 in ) are shown as most crowded, while the mulatto, Spanish tamia) Now the fusion will be m
taUer and shorter men become fewer and fewer as their complete, that of many individuals it will hardlv be

stature becomes more unusiud, till at last we come to one possible to say whether they tue quadroon or mulatto,

or two outlying gunts and dwarfs, beyond whom no more while in tlie same way others maybe either mulatto

individuals exist Here, then, is set before us the dtt- or sambo, or either sambo or negro. One or t«m more
tinctest idea of a race, both as to its type and as to its generations would still further obliterate the diitinc-

limits of variation on cither side I now proceed to apply tion between aljoming varieties, but for conireniwce

the method of this diagram to a more complex state of sake the figure {b), showing the blended races, is taken

things. only In the second generation. In this way the whole

In nature wc habitually find races blending into one human species, or any species of plants or animals, may
another Our own species shows this perfectly, when be ideally classified into its various races, either in fact

mixed breeds are considered Let a population partly of blending into one another, or capable of so blending by
Furopeans and partly of negroes be placed on a West intercrossing A species thus classified into its com
Indian idand These two races being classified according ponent races is shown either in (6) or the central part

to colour, a few of the darkest ruropeana would be seen of (r)

"35555 AtmtEMtN aants
trruif

(;
"

"M'li iMfeo t'MB.
WHITES ^UADHOOHt MULATTOS SAMOOS HEGHOS

SPECIES SPECIES SPECIES

MCE AACS AACE aace aace aace race AACE MACS

Let US now attend to the effect of variation, artificial or
natural Starting with a single race, this may in the
course of time and circumstance develope within itielf a
number of varieties or races Nor, if variation is pro-

moted either under domestication or by various condiuons
of liiie acting for a long senes of generations, is there any
difficulty in conceiving two adjacent vaneties to recede
from one another and the intermediate individuals to die
out, till a wide gap is lefi between the two races. At first

this gap, though real, would be capable of being at any
tune bndged over by cross breeding, and thus would only
be a temporary break. But as variation went on, a cnticu
period would at last be reached, when individuals from
the two side* could no longer produce fertile offspring
Then a separation of one species into two would have
ttken place This change is illustrated in (r), where the
extreme fotms of two adjacent species are seen to the
right and left, still perceptibly near the extremes of the
original species from which they have parted, but never to
be joined to it again unless by a process of Imckward vona '

tioftinost unlikdy to happen across any width of mtert^
This ideal representation was at first intended rather to
show the actual distnbutlon of animals in existing species
than to involve a hypothesis as to how these species origi-

nated. But, aften cimsulting Mr T R. Stebbing, I see
the detinbiMew of making the diuram expreu bodi
facts and hypotheris, leaving those who will to take them

a^t. The whole figure, as it stands, contains an ideal

I

of evolution or development from a single race of animals

I

at (a), into a species made up of several races at (I), and
I

thence into any number of separate spcctes at (r)

Edward B Tylor

TRANSIT OF VENUS
Colonel Tennant’s Stalion at Roorkee, India

'^HE fu 1 and very able account of the preparations for
observing the Transit of Vaiui drawn up by Prof

Forbes and published in these columns do not include
those which have been made by the Government of India
under ihe authority of the Secreury of State in CoanciL
When Prof Foibes wrote, these were not sufficiontiy
advanced to admit of deception. Now that they ate
completed it is desirable that an account of them should
be made public

At an early period Col J F Tennant, R.E , F R.S

,

brought the subject before the Viceroy in India, and pro-
posed the organisation of a station in the noith-wost,
near Roorkee well known as the seat of the great Civil
Engineering CoUm The Viceroy heartily responded lb
the soggestion, and communicated his news tow Home
Government.
Some time wot unfortunately lou in ofilcitl
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«nee, and it was not until July 1873 that 1 received final

tttthmty to order the necessary instruments With the

sanctum of the Secretary of Sute, I conferred with Mr
Warren De la Rue on the subject, and am udebted to

that gentleman’s seal and experience for a great deal of
valuable assistance

The followmg is a list of instruments prepared by Mr
De fat Rue and myseir and sanctioned by Government —

I Photohelu^ph
I Equatoreal
I Altasimuth
I Transit Instrument
1 Chronograph
I Standara Clock

3 Journeyman Clocks
I wiU briefly describe each of these
Pkotohehograph—This u of the same identical size

and construction as those supplied to the stations

equipped under the auspices of the Astronomer Royal
It tt well known that these have been constructed from
the designs of Mr De la Rue and under his close

personal supervision I therefore advised that that

gentleman, as the first authority on the subject, should be
j

requested to superintend the provision of this particular

instrument, ana that he should have carte blanche for the

mtroduction of any improvements or additions suggested

by his constantly enlarging experience My recommen
dation was adopted, and I need hardly say that Mr De
la Rue, with his usual public spint, at once gave his

services to the Government and to science This instru

ment, hke its prototypes, was made by Mr Dallmeyer
Janssen a apparatus, modified by Mr De la Rue, for mul
tiplymg the photograms, has been supphed to this

tnstnunent
Equatoreal —This has an object glass of six inches clear

aperture It was made by Messrs Cooke and Sons, of
York, and is generally of the form which those artisu

1

have made familiar to the astronomical world It is a
j

universal instrument, being capable of adiustment for anv
latitude to 67° 39, and in either hemispheic, for which
latter purpose it has reversible driving gear and two hour

circles readily interchangeable Dc&ides a stnding level

for making the declination axis honzontol, two delicate

levels are suspended from the centre of the telescope A
gnsduhted circle and delicate level is also attached to the

telescope nesir its eye end This, m conjunction with a

micrometer in the eye piece, will qu ilify the mstrument

for determining latitude by the differential observation

id two stars of nearly equal zenith dutances, north and
01^ The astnunent has two micrometers—a parallel

Wire by the makers, and a doable umaM micrometer by
Messrs Tronghton and Simms, precismy similar to those

supphed for oAer stations under the auspices of the

Astronomer Royal The parallel wue micrometer has a

contrivance intended to enable the observer to record the

readings of the divided head without withdrawmg his eye

fromm eye piece, as suggested by Mr Christie, of the

Royal Observatory The form actually adopted by the

makers differs both from that employed by Mr Chnstie

and that presenbed by me lam unable to express any

opinion on its eflBciency, as it arrived from the makers

after the instrument haa been despatched to India, and I

couldnottryit '
. „

The mstrument is well supplied with eye pieces and all

necessary adjuncts, and the arrangements for bnngmg
dowA the Vftnous Adjusting and ilow motion scrom to

the obsover’s hand when observmg are very complete,

and many of them, I beheve, as novelas they are mgemous
and effective

1 had but one Iwief (opportunity of trymg the object

glas^ but that sufficed to satisfy me that it is of a high

twder of excel]eace>

AUanmuth —The place of diis is supplied by tl« great

tljeedolite couffnicudi fruta my designs, by Messrs

Troughton and Simms, for the Great Trigonometrical
Survey of Induq and now about to be employed ix die
first tune The mam features of this instrument were
described by me m a paper read before the Royal Society
and published in lU Proceedings, No 135 of 1872 I

may briefly state here that the honzontal circle is three
feet m duuneter, read by five equidistant micrometers the
circle bourn fixM and the micrometers rcvolvmg , that
the vertical curcle is two feet m diameter, read by either

two micrometers fixed, or by four capable of being shifted

so 'as to change the divisions and thus r^uce errors of
graduation , and that the telescope has an ^lerture (ff

3 25 m , and a focal length of 30 in
, to whiu can be

attachra either of two parallel wire micrometers—one for

measunng m the vertical, the other in the honzontal
plane, according to the class of observation, the wires
navmg both a daric and a bnght field illumination

This IS no doubt the most elaborate and most powerful
instrument of its clai>s m existence

Transit Instrument— is of a peculiar and, I

believe, in many respects novel form It is from the
designs of Signor Magnaghi of Genoa, modified Iqr the
makers, Messrs Cooke, of York, and myself Signor
Magnaghi s object was to produce an instrument capable
of deterimning lautude, as well as of performmg the
usual functions of a transit instrument, those of deter

mmmg time and longitude The telescope has an aper
ture of 3 m and a focal length of 34I m with a transit

axis of the usual form 18^ m m length between the pivot
shoulders The stand is of cast iron, and consists of
first a massive circular base plate 2410 in diameter, sup
ported, according to the system introduced by me, by
three shakeleas foot screws, upon a single masonry pillar

On the base plate revolves horuontally a second similar

pl^e with the two pillars cast hollow in erne piece with it

This upper revolvmg plate moves stiffly, and is provided
with slow motion screws and four powerful clamping
bolts When it is bohed to the lower base plate, the
two may be considered practically to be one mass The
horuontal motion thus provided is used, first, for eflectmg
the ordinary azimuthal adjustment of the instrument to
the plane of the mcndian

,
and secondly, the direction of

the meridian having been found, for placing the telescope
with great facility m the plane of the prime vertical for

the determination of latitude by that method
An apparatus is also supphed for hfting the telescope

and reversing its pivots on their bearings, the transit

axis level remaming suspended from the pivots during
the process Tbii arrangement also admits of the in

strument bemg used to deternune latitude by the diffe

rential observation of two stars of nearly equal zenith

distances, north and south , for which puipose the tele

scope 18 provided with a parallel wire micrometer and a
dehcate level

ChtoHogtapk—ZxA Tennant attached, justly I think,

great unportance to means bemg provided for the electnc

record of the time observations which form so essentud a
portion of the undertaking He wuhed to have a ebrono
graph which should be capable of recordmg at the same
time, and without confusion, observations initeie with four
different instruments, viz, the Photohcliograph, Rqua
toreal Altazimuth, and Transit Instrument, and he indi

cated the apparatus described by Lord Lindsay in Monthly
Notices, &AS I therefore examined Lora Linduy^
chronograph, then under construcuon by Messrs Cooke,
of Yor^ but, though no doubt suitable for a fixed obser

vatory, such as his lordship is esubhshing, I thought it too

large and ponderous for thejnesent service I accor

dmgly arranged with Meiars Cooke a much hghter and,

1 may add, a less costly plan By substituting continuous

banos of paper, similar to those used in telegraphic m<
struments, for sheets id paper earned by the huge barrels

employed by Lord Lindsay, great increase of compact-

n*^ and hghtness were s*cured Four such bands are
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worked by one central dock movement, each or all beuijs

readily thrown out of gear at wUL The marking u
eiTccted by steel prickers driven by electro-maraets, on
the same prindple as m the chronograph of the Royal
Observato^, Greenwich, though the mechanical details

were different These prickers can also be thrown out of
action by a convenient arrangement of resistance coils.

The length ofa single second of time can, by changing two
wheels, be made either one, three-quarters, or half an inch.

1 had prescribed that the central clock work should be
regulated cither by the late Ldon Foucault’s lever

governor or by Mr biemens centrifugal fluid governor,

but the maker, without consultmg me, applied a Watts
ball governor with friction brake, such as is employed for

the drivmg clock of equatoreals I did not expect that

this comparatively primitive contrivance would secure a
suflSciently uniform velocity Uut on trial by Capt.
Campoell R 1 ,

and myself, it was found to answer its

purpose so well that I am inclined to think a great deal
of needless refinement and expense has been wasted on
elaborate governors for chronographs.

Standard Clock —This is by Messrs Cooke, of York,
and has nothing pecuhar in its construction It has
a Grahams dead bent escapement, and a mercurial
(metal jar) compensated pendulum, with the contact
apparatus necessary for connecting it electrically with
the chronograph

Th> If Journeyman Clocks—These were intended byme
to be connected ilcctiically with the Standard Clock, and
thus show identical time for each of the prmcipal instru

ments from which the latter might not be visible I was
not satished with the mode of driving adopted by the
makers, and should have had them altered if time had
admitted. Col Tennant is also dissatisfied with them,
but 1 hope that, with careful adjustment and attention to
the batteries and contacts, they may be found effective

during the short period of the phenomenon.
It fortunately happened that whilst these instruments

were undergoing examination by me, Capt. W A. Camp-
bell, R L

,
of the C T Suney of India, who is to assist

Col Tenn uit with the Venus observations, was in England
Ihe Government, on my application, appointed Capt
Cniipbell to assist me m testing tlie instruments, and
thus the two objects were gamed of securing his valuable
experience and skill, and of familiarising mm with the
instruments which he would have to use

I have heard from Col Tennant of the safe arrival at
Roorkce of the photohehograph, altaximuth, chromt^raph,
and clocks, and of the expected arrival m a few days of
the Equatorcal, his last letter to me to that effect being
dated 9th Oct, 1874. There would only remam the
Transit Instrument, which was much delayed m construe
tion It was despatched hence on Sept 18, 1874, and is

no doubt now m CoL Tennants hands.
In the foregoing statement I have confined myself to

those arrangemenU which 1 have been personally con
cemed in making But other places m India will ie pro-
vided with equipments more or less complete for obser^g
the Transit of Venus—amongst others 1 may mention
Peshawur, Bombay, and probably more than one station
m the southern part of the peninsula under the care of
Mr Pogson, Government Astronomer at Madras The
Government of India has thus not been unmindful of the
Just claims of astronomical science,

A Si RANGE, Lieut Colond,
Inspector of Scientihc Instruments

to the Government of India
Lambeth Observatory, Nov 1874

PRACTICAL SCIhNCC AT CAMBRIDGE
T^R. MICHAEL FOSTER, in concludmg his course
•L-' of Pracucal Physiolo^ this term, remarked on t^
diligence and industry of his class under many chificulties.

At the begimung of the term he asked their indnlgsiioi

for the impcifimt accommodation he was able to oflfer

them. Thirty students had been ottered, and the iMtd
available was about sufficient, properly, for ten

students bad to be placed at each table, instead of hn*.

Several other gentlmen joined the class subsequentty,

making the class number about thirty five. Two ladles

also attended the lecturer and were provided witt a
separate place of study Dr Foster at his last lectnrt

said that m the previous year the want of aecommoda*
tion had been so keenly felt by himself and class that he
was mclined to discontinue his course. He had, how*
ever, conducted it through another term, with a larger

number of students , and, as the result, altbou^ he ex
messed (dcasure at the work accom^shed by his dass,
he was more than ever inclined to give it up. The pre-

sent course would, however, be completed next term , but
he was not able to promise its repention in the succeeding
winter Want of accommodation miliuted so gready
Bgamst the quality of the work done, and so limim the
lund of work that could be attempted, that the benefit

seemed almost to be outweighed by the limitations and
disheartening accessories.

The pubhcation of these remarks may serve to draw
attention to the general condition of pracbcal saence in
Cambridge Chemistry and geology are perhaps the
subjects for the practice stu^ of which we now have the
most reasonable facilities. The Chemical Laboratory has
been recently enlarged and improved, and m addititm to
the ordinary practical courses Prof Livemg has this term
given lectures with practical illustrations in spectroscopic
analysis. The lectures have been given durmg four suc-
cessive hours of the afternoon, to four sets of students,

the number of students m each class being limited to four
or five so that thoroughly efficient work could be done.
The facilities for study at the Geological Museum have
been improved by Prof Hughes A typical collection tk
fossils has been selected and arrangra by Mr Keepmg,
and provided with catalogues. A typical senes of minersis
has been arranged and catalogued by Mr W E Kodi,

arranged for inspeebon, including those catalogued by
the Rev T G Bonney In addition, advanced students
have free access to the many valuable special collections
in the Woodwardlan Museum The Gmogical Litnary
in the museum has been unproved and catalogued , n
valuable section cutter and an excellent microscope have
been purchased, and in other ways the means for the
pracbcal study of geology, so far as it can be carried on
in a museum, have been greatly improved.

In Experimental Physics the best conditions for prac-
bcal study have been secured in the buildiiw of the
Cavendish Laboratory, in its being furnished with some
of the most perfect and valuable plwsical apparatus In
exutence. and in the appointment of Prof Chnfc Maxwell
and his able demonstrator, Mr Gametb No doubt at the
earliest possible moment a pracbcal elementary course
will be orgomsed, to include those observations which
every student of natural saence should become familiar
with. Sufficient time has not yet elapsed since the com-
plebon of the laboratory for the establishment of such an
elementary class

, but when it is established a great boon
will be conferred on Natural Science students, wlu^ in
the study of biology and geology, labour under many
difficulbes caused oy a want of suffiaent practical
acquaintance with physics. It would be vety dmixafal^
also, if some elementary non mathematical lectures <p
physics could be given for the benefit of Nabital Sefonob
students

;
such lectures might be given by the Demon-

strator, so as not to mterfere unduly with Prof. Maxwc)|%
researches and advanced msihwmgflcsi lectUM It t»
true that Mr Trotter gives valuable leauies m phytict
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At Trkity Cqlfc» but these aie restricted to members of
those colleges woiu are associated with Trimty for Natural
Sdence studies.

The great hindrance to the success of the Carendiih
LabMatory at present is the system fostered by the
Mathematical Tripos. The men who would most naturally

be the practical workers m the laboratory are compelled
to reinun from practical work if they would gam the best
possible place in the Tnpos list Very few have courage
so far to peril their place or to resign their hopes as to

spend any valuable portion of their time on practical

work , for, while they might be acquiring sound physical
conceptions and going through long laborious details,

othpra are assiduously cramnung book work, wearing out
their energy in attacking those problems which are here
set befme the student as affording the best mental
training, and in leammg those short cuts and dodges which
conduce to obtaining marks in an examination. For a
man to do practical work in physics at Cambridge imphes
considerable exercise of courage and self sacrifice

Students of the foregoing subjects, however, have better

fedUties for study than students of Biology In Practical

Physiology and Histology almost everything is required

A large room, properly lighted and fitted, is needed for

dementary courses , and, considering the numbers already

attracted to Dr Foster's summer and winter classes, in

spite of difficulties and defects, it would seem desirable

to provide accommodatum for at least a hundred students

Rooms should also be provided, specially adapted for

advanced work in Hutology, for researches in Physi
for preparation of experiments and of materials for

the classes, and^ m addition, a good lecture-room

In Comparauve Anatomy and Zoology the museum has
'*been much improved in the last few yearsjbut its growth
is greatly restricted by want of funds. The accommo
dauon for practical dissection of animals consists only of

the superintendent's private room, which, at the cost of

great inconvenience, has been generously thrown open to

students
Finally, as regards Botany, while there are a good

garden and a carefully kept herbarium for systematic

study, there is no class of any kind for practical study of

Vegetable Histolt^y and Physiology And yet, recently,

the standard for obtaming an ordinary degree in Botany
has been consideraUy raised, and students are expected

to show knowledge of the forms, sues, and development
of cells of every kind The demand for an acquaintance

with Vegetable Histology, which, to be real, must be ac

qdred by assiduouS and carefully directed microscopical

study, while no instruction m such work is given, puts a
premium on crammmg of the most unfruitful kind, and
reduces natural science studies to a lower level than those

mathematical and classical studies whose exclusive nur

cuit identiiic men desire to see abandoned. It would be

better to examme only in those portions of morphology
and cMssiiication which can be learnt in a botanic

l^en, than to set elaborate quesbons m Histology and
raysiology which necessitate euborate cramming on the

part of the student O T Bettany
Cambridge, Dec. to

li BECQJJEREL ON SOLAR PHYSICS
'T'HE Paris Academy of Sciences having appointed a

Commiuion to consider the foundmg of an Observa

tory for Physical Astronomy in the vicinity of Pans, M
the elder, a member of the Commission, has

expressed hia opinion on the subject in a report of which

*^e foUowing is a transbition —

my emp^s m generJ telescopes and the spec

hteiiDspe , this wt instrument shows ns that the heavenly

are composed of the same elentents that ate uwnd

Ik idtttarth { whence it may be eaodndsd that the forces

governing matter ate of umversal existence This question
I have consktered m a work now going through the press,
and which will appear before the end of the year , its
utle is “ On the Physico-chenucal Forces and their Inter
vention In the Production of the Phenomena of Organic
and Inoiganic Nature ' All quesbons relating to these
subjects are there treated, not theorebcally, but by the
experimental method

I have endeavoured to show that to arrive at a know-
ledge of the sun's constatubon it is necessary to «*aii to
our aid the geological constitubon of the globe and
volcanic phenomena from the earliest times down to the
present epoch.
The foUowmg are the reasons which have led me thus

to deal with the subject —
The idenbty of formation of the son and earth and of

all the planets which gravitate around our pnnapal star
being admitted, the conclusion may be drawn that his
present physical condition is the same as that of our
planet dnrmg the first periods of its formation, when the
crust did not exut or had but little thickness The cooling
of the earth has been considerably more rapid tlian that
of the sun by the effects of celestial radiation, the volume
of the sun being 1,326480 times that of the earth It is

thus permitted to compare the chemical and physical
effects occurring in the sun at present with those which
were produced in the earth at its origin, from which con
elusions may be drawn as to the actual constitution of
this star

The collection of vapours which constituted the earth,
submitted to a gradual cooling passed successively from
the gaseous to the liquid state, after which its surface
became covered by a solid crust, of which the th ckness
increased with bme There were then produced a mass of
chemical and physical phenomena.
We may disbnguish three principal tilonfic epochs

during the formation of our planet.

The first is that in which all the elements were in a
gaseous state in consequence of a temperature excessively
elevated , all the constituents were then dissociated
The second is that m which, the temperature being

sufficiently lowered, affinities commenced to cxerc se their

action the compo inds formed passed successively from
the gaseous to the liquid and solid states During all the
chemical reactions which occurred there would be pro
duced an enormous disengagement of electricity ansm„
from the energy of these reactions, and, as a consequence,
a recomposition of the two electricities which would rend
with vivid gleams the atmosphere already formed
Thunder would burst forth from all parts.

The third epoch is that in which tne temperature being
sufficiently lowered and below 100°, the quantity of water
formed would increase so much the more as the tempera-
ture was less elevated This primordial water contained,

probably, carbomc, sulphuric, and other acids which
would saturate bases , it is to the reactions produced
that must be attributed the formation of the great masses
of bmestone found in vanous jrarts of the earth s crust

I have been led also in my work to treat of the calonfic

state of the earth in the first phases of its formation, at
also of the volcanic phenomena of the same epochs
As a consequence of the subjects discussed. 1 have

been led to show that atmMphenc electricity had a solar

ongin, and as the cause of the aurora and probably of the

lonunous phenomena which are produced beyond our
atmosphere. I here hmit myself to the mdicabon of the

consequences to which the study of the forces of nature

has led me
From what precedes it will be seen that the study of

the constitution of the sun requires the conjunction, not

only of astronomy, but of observers having general know
ledge m Physics, Geology, and Chemistry, and possessing

a thoroughly practical k lowledge of the spectroscope
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reappearance of enckes comet

I
T IB quite poMible that before the doie of the next

penod of absence of moonlight in the early <ve^g
hours, the comet of Enckc may be again detected with

the large telescopes now to be found m our observatonea

The mean motion determined by Glasenapp for the laM

Sshon passage at the end of December 1871 would

the comet to the same pomt of its orbit about 1875,

II s, which was very nearly the date of passwe
through penhehon in 1843 When it was last in aphe

lion, m the middle of August 1873, I find lU distMce

from the planet Jupiter would be lo'oa, and that from

Saturn 7 3, so that the perturbations during the p^ent
revolution are likely to be small , the comet still ap-

proaches near the orbit of Mercury m hehocentnc longi-

tude 123 7“ and latitude 68“ N ,
but it has not encoun-

tered that planet since November 1848 Assuming, then,

that the least distance firom the sun will be attained at

midnight on the nth of April next, we have the following

positions of tlie comet during the penod 1 have named —
At I3H. Grbbnwicii Tims

«8r4-75

VlX. 32

Jan 3

22 so 31

22 S3 13

22 s6 18

22 S9 47

i 199

Jill
1 976
1 981

1-919

88 99
87 S7a
87 4r 6
87 232

An acceleration or retardation of four days in the time

of perihelion passage will not change the gcocentnc place

more than fifteen minutes of arc, so that if the comet be
within reach it may he easily found-

It will be interesting to learn what account some of

the large reflecting telescopes with which many amateurs

in this country have provided themselves, can give of the

comet at this return

The computation of the perturbations and preparation

of an accurate ephemens for 187s is understood to be m
the hands of Dr von Asten, of Pulkova

,
but 1 am not

aware that the results have yet been given to astronomers

J R. Hind
Mr Bishop s Observatory, Twickenham, Dec 14

NOTES
SiNCK OUT last weeks note, we understand that the whaling

steamer UloailhouHJ ol Greenock, has been purchased as the chief

vessel of the new Arctic Expedition. Otba wbalcn have been

examined by Sir Leopold M Chntock, but none have been

deemed suiUble The Bloodhmnit is a screw steamer, whose

engmes ate nominally 96 hone power
,
she is barque rigged two

years old strong sound, and well appomted, and handy either

under steam or canvas. It is announced that the vessel chosen

to be the consort of the steam whaler Bloodhound in the forth

coming expedition is Her Majesty s ship AUri She is a five-gun

steam sloop of 751 tons old measurement, and 100 horse-power

nommah The Alert has been doelced at Portsmouth and will

undergoa thorough survey Active preparations for the equipment

of the ships wiil soon commence, but the start will not be made
nntil the latter port ofJune of next year, as it is cewsidered merely

waste of labour and time to push across the north water until the

ice has had time to melt and drift out from Smith’s Sound. A
request hu been made by the Foreign Office that the Danidi

Government will permit their agents at Disco, Proven, and
Upesnavik to cdlect hnnteii, dogs, anddog-dnven for the Arctic

Expedition. Capt Narea is expected to arrive m this country

about the end (tf January, 1875 The Committee for making
arrangements with respect to the Expedition sat on Tuesday

and Wednesday at the Admiralty ior the purpose of decidiag

on the provliioiis and dothmg to be supplied to the members of

the expedition. They havepieen occupied hitherto with dMafle

ca to the ronte. .

A^pot of the poeslble bidogiesl results of the ArcHe Siq;i*<

ditlOB, we may le^ to reooUeetkm a few additional details to

those given last week of what waa accomplished by theiWMfc
The northern limit actually reached was 83* 16* Yet at tUs

extreme latitude fifteen spedea of plants were collected,
fiveef

which were grasses. Tw«nty-iu musk oxen were shot in kt.

81* 38* Dr Bessels also made a fidr collection of insects^

principally flies and beetles, two or three butterflies and mos-

qmtos , and birds of seventeen dlfterent kinds were shot in 8a*,

indudug two Sabine gulls and on Iceland snipe.

I

Duxino the whole of the past wedt the members of the

French Academy of Sciences have hod frequent meetingi to

receive the telegrams from the several French Transit itatioiii.

Hie fint, from Jaiusen, relieved them of a great anxiety, and

was published instantly The most extroordlnoiy meosurce

have been token to secure the safe transmission of the results Of

the observations at French stations. The chief of each station is

ordered to make four copies of his observations. One is

to be left under a cairn, or a tree (if eny In the country),

or in an excavation, the ate to be described in a letter to the

Institute , the second u to be handed over to the captain of

the first French ship that is met, with instiuctiims to bring it

himself to the Institute , the thud is to be delivered to the

nearest French consul, agent, or ambassador , the fourth is to be

kept by the of the himself

MM Fizxau and Cornu, authorised by M Leverrier, have

been making on experiment of the highmt importance at the

Pane Observotoiy, the tesnlti of which were to be given at Mon-
day s silting of the Academy llw two tavanU have been

measuring the velocity of transmission of Ight, by expeiimoots

coined on between the Ubservatory and MontUid^ The Ight
sent to Montlhfry is reflected and returns to the Observatory,

the distance then, and back being 33,000 yards. Theexperimant
has never hitherto been made on so grand a scales nor with

such precautions , ten powerful instruments were ued

Hxa Majkstv $ ship Bastluk, which has just returned to

England after a commission of nearly four ytax*, has (the Tbern
states) surveyed about 1,300 miles of coast line, odd^ at leut
twelve f rst-class harboun, several navigable rivers, and more
than one hundred islands, huge and small, to the chart

,

lastly has been able to announce the existence of a new ud
shorter ronte between Australia and China. Till these Baakdt
discoveries were made^ a large archipelago of iilonda (some as

large u the Isle of Wght, and densely populated), u nch fertile

country, intersected by navigable rivers, and inhabited by a aemi-

Civilised Malay race, remained unknown to us. After the newt
of thu ship s first discoveries reached England, LieuL Dawson,
ILN (Admiralty Surveyor), waa sent out to join her, and she
waa ordered to complete and ftfllow them np. TUs has bees
done with perfect success, and the whole of the previoualy

unknown ibores of Koatem New Guinea have been caieinlly

surveyed, and the ronte above refened to opened np. The
principal part of thia woric of discovery and surveying in been
petftirmed by the captain and ofBeen in small open bosti^ de-

tached from the ship in soma initsnces ftir many weeks, ud
among savagea who had never beftm seen s white fece. It

is stated that two lofty moantaint, about ii,aoo feet Ugjh,

feeing each other on the noeth-eut coast of New Gninaa, have
been named " Mount Gladstone ” and ” Mount DisiaeU." Ttia
intelligence vnll have on interest of rather a tantalising Mml top

natuiulists. Thera is hardly any port of the world more pto-
miring to stndenti of the geognqihlcal distribution of llvtogfoote

than that which the BuaKtk has surveyed. BMC*
e^wdolly of the plants, might doobtlem often have beanai^
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jHfi^iTOaU have been of tbaUghcitpoiiibleTatM It is much

to be irldied that with the exutence of such opportnmtiea «
^aee nue one might be foand to put in a word in aid of pnrel;

edeatific rhlma. Dovbtlcu it is pleasant to think that the two

Xieel mountains will be a perpetnd memory of frowns frowned

diiewberei but bow much more {dcasant to know something of

things that grow and lire upon them

The Irtih Times stales that one of the objects of Sir Stafford

Nortbcote’s visit to Ireland is to " examine the sites proposed

for the establishment in Dublin of an extensive National Museum

of Science and Art, analogous in principle, although not in

extent, to that at Kensington.'

After the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71, it is well known

that m many districts in France a new vegetation sprang op

evidently the result of the invasion It was believed that this

vegetation would become acclimatised It is not so, however,

VtustitiU rnforms us ; at least very few of the species introduced

in this way appear likely to continue to flourish on French soil

In the departments of Loiret and Loir et Cher, of 163 German

species, the half at least have already disappeared, and the snr

sdving species diminish in vigour cocli year Scarcely five or six

species would appear to manifest any tendency to become acch

matised, these are, according to M Noiiel, Alissum tneanum,

TrtfiAmm rtsufinalnm, Kaputmm rttgosnm, Alchlolus sulcata^

and Vtdpta hgushca On the plateau of llcllevue, where in

1871 many strange species were seen, M Dureau has been able

to 6nd only one

—

Ttifoiinm raupinatum M Gaudefroy also,

who in 1871 and 187a found many adventitious plants, has been

able to collect only two this year

—

RanuHtutus manophyltm

and ZiMKW anpultfolmm

The Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Insti

tute always contam a collection of papers of high scientific value,

and vol ^ issued last June is no exception to this rule It is

a bulky volume of some 454 pages added to which is an ap

pendix of 104 pages more It nuy not be known to many of our

readers that the New Zealand Institute is composed of the fol

lowing Incorporated societies, each of which Includes amongst its

office-bearers and members one or more names eminent in science

in the colony and well known in this country The mdividual

societies are, the Wellington Fhdosophical Society, Auckland

Institute, Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, Otago Institute,

and the Nelson Aucclation for tho Promotion of Science and

Industry On the council of these various societies occur such

nffinw OS Dr Hector, F K S , Dr Hoast, F R S , Mr W T L.

Travers, F L.S ,
Mr T Kirk, F L.b

,
&c. EochoiM of the

todedes numbers amongst its members the scientific men of

ita neigbbonihood, and amongst the honorary members of tbe

hicoqiotated Institute are such names u Charles Darwin, Prof

Huxley, Dr Hooker, Sir Charles Lyell, Prof Owen, Prof W
H Flower, &c. These facts are sufficient to show that New
Zodond ii particularly fortunate in having amongst its rest

dents men eminent m various branches of science No colony

hea shown more aptitude for scUntific work than New
Zfalgnd , and perhaps no other colony can boest of a soaety

approeeUng so near to our Royal Socisty, both as regards the

value (ff the PM>ers contributed and the range of scientific invcati

MUkw. Zoidogy, Botany, Chemistry, and Geology are all repre-

SobM by nnmetoui papers In each section In the first. Dr

Hoast ceotributes an illustrated article "On Harfasomts, an

eatiset genus of gigantic raptorial birds of New Zealand

,

" while

Dr J B. Gray, who is an hon member of the Inslitnto supplies

a "list of Seals, Whales, and Dolphlni of New Zealand,” and

‘Capt F W. Hutton some "Nqtes on some New Zealand

i^tshsa.*' In Botany we find a " List of the Algic of the

Islands^ ooUected by H. H Itaveri, and exambicd by

jetm Liuid”f,*'Notat on the Flora of tho

Province of Wdlington, with a list of plants collected therein,

'

by John Bachanen , and by Mr W T I., Travers a few notes

On tho spread of Casnne Itpiophylla " In Chcmistiy, Mr W
Skey talks about the Mineral Oils of New Zealand

, and in

Geology are papers ' On the Forniatioii,of Mountains, by Capt
Hutton I "Ou the Extinct Glaciers of the Middle Island ofNew
Zealand, ’ by W T L. Travers

,
" On the Fossil Rephlia of

New Zealand,” by Dr Hector, besides other intcrettnig papers.

The Cambndge Natural Science Club has held eight meetings

this term on Salunlay evenings, and some good papers have
been read 1 y the members at the meetings in their rooms,

usually followed by a discussion The attendance has mostly

been under the average of other terms, on account of some of

the members being candidates m the Natural bcicnce Tripos now
beuig held. 1 he following are some of tliu term s pajicrs —
** The Reniportil Circulation,' by Mr P II Girpenler (Tnn
Coll ) ,

“ \ egctation ns affecting Climate, by Mr J M F II

Stone (St Peters Coll), “Tides, by Mr Arthur Bnxton,

RA (Trin Coll ) ,
‘ Companions of Nervous Systems of

Vertebrata and Invertebrata, by Mr T W Bridge (Trin

Coll
) ,

“ The Influence of Molecular Siructnre upon some
Oigamc Bodies, by Mr L. 1). Sargant (Trm Coll), “The
Iheory of the Identity of Milter ' by Mr P !>. Ogle (St.

Peters Coll), “ H e Development of Blood, by Mr S II

Vines (Chnst s Coll

)

It is gratifying to see a growing tendency in the not pro*

fetscUly scientitic press to endeavour to account for the causea of

phenomena wbieh it is called upon to notice , thus, consciously

or unconsdously, treating occurrences in a scientific spirit For
example. The tountr^, in speaking of the migration of birds,

states that wooilcocks have been nnusiwlly scarce in Cornwall for

the post two or three years, nor is tbe present season an excep

tion to tbe rule, for, notwitbslundiDg favourable wmds and moon
light nights, they wntlnae taraates in the county In attempting

to acconnt for this, The Cenniry very pertinently suggests that

improved agnculturc has more or less destroy^ the feeding

grounds, though, as the some may be said of other ports of the

kingdom where such game is not scarce, thu cannot be the only

A Trr.EORAM to Cilro, dated tho 8ih lost , from the Governor-

General of the Soudan, announces that the entire kmgdom of

Darfour has accepted annexation to LgypC

The American Society of Paris proposes to hold an “ Inter

national Congress of Americanists at Nancy, near Pans on
the aand of July, 1875, the object bewg to bring togetlier those

who are interested in the history of America pnur to its dis-

covery by Columbus, and m the interpretation of the monuments
and of tbe ethnology of the nabre races of the New World An
exhibition of American Archirology is to be held at the same
time. Any American can be enrolled as a member of the Congress

by forwarding the sum of twelve francs to Mr Lucien Adam, lecre

tary of the American Society of Arts, Roe Bonaparte, m Pona.

A series of experiments has latdy been made by the Russian

Government with reference to thenseof electndty for the head

I ght of locomobves, a botteqiof forty eightelementsmakingevery*
thing distmet on the railway track to a distance of over t,300 ft.

A CURIOUS phenomenon frequently met with in tlie Indian

Ocean, the real cause of which has not yet been iscertained, it the

exutcuce off Malabar, and in certaint^ along the Coromandel

coast, ofvast mud banks, and of tracts of mod mtpended In the

SCO, wherein many kinds offish find abundance of food, immnmty

from much disturbance in the inrronndlng element, and a locality

m which to breed The exact came of the existence of these large

tracta of tea wherein mnd leinaiiii in lolution is still a mystery, but

at any mta fiie ocean b so amooth tha^ even dnrmg thehd^
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of the loath vnt monwm, Teueli cm nm for belter into their

tnM^
,
anj ooM there ate ai ufe as when indde a breakwater

If the mrface is ^ sdll, of coune so u the water below, and

nch qiots seem to be well sailed to the sQatoid fishes. These

carioas patdtes of sea which i^pear in a oontinually perturbed

states and the sea bottom in the locality, sronld probably well

repay careful scientific obierration

Thk manufacture of isbgloss, generally soppoaed to be confined

to Kuisia and North America, or othercountrieswhere the stuigeon

is found m abundance, is carried on to a oonriderabie extent in

India, principally from the air vessels of several varieties of

acanthc^itaygian fishes, and particularly, different kinds of perch,

as well as from other fish. There 11 room for a great extension

of the trade, as isinglass, the purest knosm form of animal jelly,

has, in a measnre, had its consumption checked by its high

price, and substitutes are employed, such as gelatine, of which it

IS itself the purest form

At the last meeting of the British Association a com
mitteewas appointed to investigate the drcnlabon of the under

ground water ui the New Red Sandstone and Permian Forma-

tions of England, and the quantity and character of the water

supplied to the various towns and districts from these formations.

Prof Hull, M A , F R.S , director of the Geoluglsal Survey of

Ireland, is chairman, and Mr C E. de Ranee, P O S , Scien

tific Qub, 7, Seville Row, London, W , secretary The fol

lowing queries have been orculatad by the committee for the

purpose of eliatmg iaformation in connection with the Important

sahject —I JPuiiMH of well, or wells, with which you are

acquainted, t. Approrimate AetgAi of the same above the mean
sealeveL 3. from surface to bottom of shaft of well with

diameter Defi/A from surfiue to bottomof bore hole, with diome

ter 4. Height at which water stands btfore and afur pumping

Numbn of hours elapsing before ordinary level Is restored, after

pumping 5 Quantity capable of being pumped m gallons per

day 6._Doe3 the wattr level vary at different seasons of the

year, and how ? Has it dimmislied during the last ten years ?

7 Is the ordinary ttsiAr level erer affected by local nuns, and if

so, in how short a time 7 And how docs it stand in regard to

the level of the water in the neighbouring streams ur sea?

8. Analynr of the water, if any 7 Does the water possess any

marked peculiarity t 9 Nature of the rock passed through,

including cova of drift, with thuknaiet 10 Doei the cover of

drift over tiie rock conlam eurface tprmgt 11 If so, are they

entirely kept out of the well 7 is. Are any large faults known
to exist close to the well 7 13. Were any salt springs or brine

wells possei through in making ihe well 7 14. Are there any

salt spnngt in the neighbourhood 7 15 Have any wells or

borings been discontinaed in your neighbourhood, in conse

qnenee of the water being more or lets irackuk t If so, if pos-

sible, please give section in reply to query No 9.

We have received, among the results of the geographical and
geological explorations ofthe Western (U S ) States, the annotated

list of the birds of Utob, by Mr U W Henshaw, oontaming

fhe names of 214 species, of which i6a were either taken mr

noted in the exp^tum The author thinks that if coUections

were, as they have not yet been, made during the spring months,

several extra species would have to be added to the coHectKm.

Coal is beginning to attract attention m New South Wales^ i

in some parts of which the mineral is being found in abundanoe,

and the pre-eminence whidi go'd and crpper have mam
tained will be assailed by the increasing importance of the

newly worked product A seam, sevmi feet thick, has been

opened at E-oughton Creek, near the Shoolhaven River, and
not for from the Moss Vale Railway Station, so that evety

drcumstancerff locality is in fovour of its profitable working.

The AsneticoH CkmU tx Angnst end September, which ««

have just received, contains a foil aoeount of the prooeadingE at

the Priestley Centenary in Northumberlaad, Fa., on Jnly 31

Ust There was then a large and enthusUstlo gathering of mot
of science and others, and several valuable addresses were given.

lliB principal one in the numbers before ns is by Prof B SUU-

man, being a lonj^ minutely detailed, and carefully oomfdlEd

paper on *' American Contributions to Chemistry ’*

We are gratified tv see that the Gtograpkieal Jifageuinf hat

been so successful that the price is to be reduced t) one thiUlag.

The additiona to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past week include a Chamois (Rupscapra tragus) frmn tile

Pyrenees, presented by Mr A Wilson
; a White fronted Capu

ehm {Ceius alhtrons) from South America, presented by Mrs.

Carpenter , a eommon Boa (Baa etnstnetor) frw South America,

presented by Lapt E C Kemp , two Barred tailed Pheasants

(PkasMHUS reetesu) from North China, received in exchange

ON THF STRUCTURE OF STIGMARIA *

A T a meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philoeopbleal" Society held on October ao, Mr Blnney called in ques-
tion some conclusions at which I had arrived and had published
in Part If ofmy memoirs on the Structure of the C<^ Plants,

respecting the organisation of Stigmaria. Mr Binn^ further

published an abstract of his remarks in Part II of vol xiv ofthe
Society s Proceedings. Believing that Mr Binney’s observe
tions, if allowed to pass unnoticed, may mulead some palaeonto-

logists unaequamted with Stigmaria, I feel called npon to reply
to them through the same channel as that which he has emplo^
for their promulgation. The general features of the plant knovrn

Brongniart that no one familiar with those des^ptions can fail

to recognise it without difficulty I bat plant consisted of a
central medulla, snnonnded by a cylinder of scalanform vessds
arranged in radiating wed^ very dutinctly separated by two
kmds of medullary rays (pnmary and secondary), the whole
being enclosed in a thick bark, from the surface of which spring
numerous large cylindncal rootleta The vascular cylinder gives
off numerous tarn vascular bundles of scalanform vends, vmich
proceed outward through the coospicnons pnmary medulliuy
rays, to readi the rootlets.

The dispute between Mr Burney and myralf resolves itself

chiefly into three points (1), the structure of the madnlla
of Stigmana , (2) the source whence the vascular bundlee
supplying them are derived, and (3), the nature of some
vascular bundles which both Mr Binney and M Ooeppert
have figured as existing within the medulla, and one^
which is prolonged radially in M Gorapert s errample throegh
a medullary ray Mr Blnney and M Goeppert believe thatm
cellular m^ulla of Stigmana contained b^las of very large
scalariform vessels, and that those bundles proceeded outwniris
to supply the rootlets. On the other han^ in my second
memoir referred to by Mr Binney, I not only expieseed mr
conviction, but dememstrated the absdnte certainty, that ina
was not their origin. I adhere to thesaim opmion oslm-
vrously expressed, and have the specimens on the table wtafoh
prove its conectneis. The fact that these bundles were derived
not from the medulla, but from the vascubur wedges of the woody
cylinder, wu illustrated by the fignres 43, 44, and 47 M the
memoir leferrel to, figures whioi accurately repment^ nM
condiboos occasionally met with, but those wolch characterise
every specimon of the true Stigmana ficaidts In the memofrl
further aflirm that immedfatdy within the woody cylinder there
exists a delicate cellular tissue, and state that one of my speci-
mens makes it perfixay clear that the mitite medulla oonsisted of
similar cells, unmlxed with any vascular bundles whatever eoeh
oswcrerepresmitedin M Go^pertsond Mr Burney's figumi
and the accuracy of which fr, was, and it appears still ta eo-
dorsedbyMr Bumey After thus endotihig what I believe to
be a grave mistake, Mr Binney proceeds to justily his dol% so.
by appealiiw to a specimen which I have not seen, but lAleh
Mr Binney’s own dcacriptioa convinces me is a plant
diSurent alike from the Stigmaria of outhon^ "Vi ftjmK
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Cwmartit and Hr Wuia^i own figure*. Mr Bimunr’i deteribat

ipacimaB ai Imnog a ladiabns woody ejrluidar, unma
withinwUdi ii aKGond lanei o( UrBe roaelf notamnaad

bnaiatfaigwcdBei, andndiidtMr Buniayia7tit“*onwthing like

a wadnllaiy ibaub, ancloafaig a medulla compoaad of vatr mall
apd ahmt barred tobaa OT ntnelaa, in which are mlegled laige

laacnlar tnbea or ttbriclea." Though this uie of vague tenna

randera the lente ohaGartL I preiume that Mr Binney aimply

maana that in the medalla of hia plut a vataUar cylinder

enclotea a eiUultr medulla, or, in other woids, that Ua apedmen
haa a Dipioayloid axia. That Mr Burney poaaesaea a apadmett
having the above atractnre, and giving off rootleta tram ita

penimaiy, I have no reaaon for doubting, ainoe in the memoin
abtady quoted I have dcacnbcd a aimUar atiuctnre under the

name of ZH^vxylm liigmatuiu/aim, and remeting which I

make the following (Aeeivatiooa — “ It ia poaatble that the plant

may, like Stigmana, prove to be the uppermoat part of a root of

tome of the other forma" (i.e of Lepidodendroid atema),
** though I have never yet found it aaaociated with any rootlet^

I arrived at the above condoaiona
becaute I foui^ in the apeeimen deacnbrd, evidence that huge
rootlet bundlea were given off ftom the woody tone as in the

hue Stigmaria. But I affirm that out of hundr^ of Stigmarian

fragmcnta that 1 have exammed, I have only found two pos

eaSba this atmcture, and I nnheailatingly express mv oonviction

that Mr Binney’a a^men la another example of an equally

rare type, buthbemg entirely diatlnct from SlLmartaJieniet, to

winch latterplant alme ia rtferable Mr BmneVa previonaly pab>

liahcd figures, M Goeppert'a description and figures of wnich
Mr Binaey approves, and mine which he rejeds.

Mr Biimey proceeds to say " The sire of these large vascular

lubes or utrldea in the medulla exceeding anything so far as hu
knowledge extended, hitherto observed in ioiail plants, shows

‘hat it was easily dc^posed, and thus accounts for the general

absence of the medulla in SlgUlarla and its roots.” To this rea

scoing 1 moat altogether demur Sue has nothing whatever to

do with the preservation of the ttaaoea in fossil planta Vascular

structures strengthened by tranaverte bon of lignine are equally

vtell preserved, whether they are large or small. The medulla of

Stigmaria dimpptmred or became much diaorganised because it

conned of an unusually delicate cellular tisiue with extremely

thin walla. This tendency to decay vras more manifest towaras

the centra of the uaeduila then at iu rarcumfeience Specimens

on the table exhibit this penpberal part of the cellular medulla

in exquisite perfection, giving off its charactcnatic cellnltr pro

lon^iona conatUotmg Uie meduUaiv raja, as described In my
memoir And yet this beautiful cellular tissue occupies the post

tion whldi Mr Bbrney says was occupied by ” large vascular

tubes or niriclet." fhe spedmena referred to showing those

eondibona constitute unanswerable facts.

Mr Binney correctly notes the reiemblance of the inner voacu

lar qdinder In hia apedmoi to hia “ medullary sheath ” I have

already lald the tame thing in Kveral of my memoirs, and M
Brongniart said it before either of us. But this very homology,

if correct, mdicatee the probslnlity of Mr Bmney’s ^lecimen

being a fragment derived from the junctian of stem and ro-*

radier than a true root, since in living plants possesdag

madttllaiy sheath, that sheath, as every botanist knows, is never

prolonged into the true roots, for the simple pb—
that ill origin u directly connected with that ol

tiom of the aseending axii.

Isnervaacolar cylinder of the latter, M Goeppert’a figure dispUvs

two detade^ unsynunetricaily anani^, vadmlar bnndleim the

interira of the mednliaiy cavity 1 have already afifirmed my
cenvietioii that theae belong to intrnded rootleu of a Stiniaria,

and an in no reweeta part of the tiae medullary axia. On the

qUierhaad, Mr. Binney taya that " they are certainly not intruded

rootlatib aa anyone who examinei the leanud author’a plates can

aatiafy biamw " On this point Mr Canutheia wntea to me on

Notr ai “No one who b acenatomed to sections of Stigmana

enlallto ica that Goappert has mistaken the accidental rootlets

Of Stigmaria penetrating the decayed axis for an organic part of

^tiiataalt.” I may allow this opinion eff an expciunced boisnht,

Hitb wUeh I wholly eonenr, to neutralise that of Mr Unney,
fat&ar layat “It is veiy improbable that they” (rr,

Cktppat'i vaaoilar rootleta) “had aver been intiodneed into

the axis aftw the pith had been removed ” To this I reply that

It ia an extremely tan thing to find any such axis which does
not contain mote or leu of theae rootleta My cabinet u full of
inch exampkt, and m two necimena on the table, one of which
haa been lent me by Capt J Aitken, of Bacup, iimilar rootlets

not only exiat in the central axia, but have penetrated the mednl*
larv rays as in M Goeppert’a tpecimen.

Hr Binney, referring to my comments upon hia pievioua
memoir, save that in “iMt memoir mention ia only made of the

large vascular bundlea found in the axis, withont calling them
vaacnlar or any other veaseia. ’ I do not very clearly understand
what thu sentence means, but I presume it ia intended to imply
that Mr Binney never affirmed that the pith of Stigmaria con
tained vaecalar tissues, and that I have misrepresented him in

statiM that he had done sow I can only anawer this by giving

Mr Binney swords —“The most important circumstance thus

developed is the existence of a double system of vessels in Stig

maria, first shown by Goeppert, and the comeqncnt approach in

this respect to Ihfilaxylen, Corda In Diploxylon, however, the

mner system forms a continuous cyhnder, concentric with and
in juxtaposition to the wedges cf wood forming the outer, while

in Stigmaria the tame inner system is broken up into scattered

bundles, apparently nnsjmmetricaUy airasged in the medulliry

axis or pith of the plant (Quinierfy Journal oj tke Geoh^cal
Steuly, vol xv p rj) , and on p 78 of the some memoir, de>

acnbmg the specimen represented by hig 2, he uys, “The axia

is filled with eleven or twelve large vessels of cucnlar or oval

form,” and the same atrnctnrrs are again ipoken of aa "vesacla”

no Im than six times In the next seventeen linear with the

further remark that “altogether these angular vessels remind me
somewhat of the vascular time in the middle of Anabothn'
ffoc at., p. 78). It ia trne that in two places Mr Binney

applies to these stroctmea the tarn “ ntrides, by which, I pre-

sume, he mans cells , but such a term, ^iplicd to such tissues,

u equally upphcable to all known hbro-vaacular structures, and
is simply eqmvalent to saymg that Kolanform vessels have no
existencew

1 have entered into these delailt Lecauie by promulgabng
vague and gronndless donbu reapccling woik ahmdy carefoUy

done, Mr TUaaey’B communmtion tends to rt-inboduce con
fusion into questions that have been virtual^ settled It does
this throngh failing to discriminate between things that differ

Hu rntrodnetora remarks refer to the common Stigmatwficotda,
whilst hu justifiaiion of those remarks rests upon a plant of a
very different character, and which I am abaolntely certain l|

not the common form of Stigmana.

VEGETATION 01 THE LIBYAN DESERT
TN Dr Afcbersona report on the vegetation of the Libyan

Dciert, pnblbhed in the Bolanuckt Zeitung, there are some
interutmg nota on the fall and renewal of the lava of dccidnons

trees. In our climate we have little difficultym undentanding the
diatinction between evcigrecn and detiduoua trea and ihtubi,

because the greeter pert of those that cbaii|K thdrlava cast the
old ona in autumn or early winter , and evergreens with dot

lava have them more or Ina coriaceous. But even with us

there is a gradnol transition from evergreen to dccidnons through

EunoMvmus euroftnu and Ligutlium ^gart, both of which
have strictly evergreen congeners in £u$unymus Mpomtut and
Liguitrum ja/onunm Some few yari Hoffmann started

a tneoiy that lempcivirence could be artifidally produced, and
there ii no doubt that dimate mflnenca to a grot extent the

length of the period dnnng which really deaduoua apccia hold
th^ foliage , tmt it appears for more prohaUe that thoe are

phyiiolog^ peculiantiu not altm^er dependent upon cli-

mate, ea we find evergreen gpd deddnooa ipeda growing in the

same legiona and umct predaely abnihr oondmone. Some
evergroena-do not change their lava at all, and even letam

them for many yean or Ml their lifetime , Artueana mirkatM,
for example laxodhm ZuHeium, one of the few deciduous

Coniferie, oflnm a very curious phroomcnon, inasmuch u the

ultimate brancbleli are deddnona. The obaenrationa ebionlded

by Dr Aidicraon agree almost entirely with ourown expenener

Cm hia outward journey he travened 25" of lot in leaa than e

mcAtb, wfakb save him an excdkmt (^ipoctonity for stadyiw the

conditfons cf tM some qieda under very diverse dimotes. Tba
in the pls^ of Lombardy many deckluont trees, snd apedaur
ifonw0^ were still partially covered with fellap on the zqth
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of Noranber, tKe ium ipedM luvug long pmkmdjr ihed their

kaves in Germuy la a nmilar Manner, the fig treea in Lower
(31* N lat ) WCK partially clothed with foliage at theSing of December, and in Upper (27° N ) were itill

le^ whilit already, on the 3^ orNoyember, they were

quite bare in the Apuuan plain (41* N ) On the iith of

Decnaber, the pomegnutate treea in the g^ens of biout were

in yellow leaf, and on New Year’a Day, 1874, the anneot t
-

at Farafireh were itUi In their prime of green leaf Hence,

a^ht readily imagine that on approaching nearer the equator

there Mme apedet would exhibit no interyal between the fall and

the renewal of the foliage, and thna, to all intenta and puraosei,

become eyergreetL But thia phenomenon waa only ycrihed in

the case ofthe little cultiyated peach treea of the oaaea^ m whidi

it may not be constant Moreoyer, the peach tree uiowa the

aame tendency in mild aeaaons with ui. In the oases, at the

beginning of March, when the treea began to blossom and make
new growth, the old leayes were still fresh and capable of assimi

lation All other deciduous trees and shrubs cultiyated in the

gardens of Kasr Dghakel (35° 45 H lat), including the grape*

vine, apricot apple, pomegranatei plum, fig, mulberry, and
willow (Salix safta/), had lost their foliage on the arrival of Dr
Aschersim, or became leafless before the end ofJanuary It should

be mentioned that the fall of the leaf in this region does not

proceed with the same n^arlw as at home, for it is no'

usual to see quite naked and fully clothed trees of the l

spMies standlrig side by side. Again, the presence of abundance
of moisture has the eSeet of erubung the trees to carry tbeir old

fbbage longer and put forth their new earher than trees grosving

in drier situaUons. And some of the willows growing by water

were quite evergreen , that is, after the maimer of the peach

trees mentioned above. But the apricot, one of the most abun<

dant trees, rarely retained even a lew scattered old leaves on the

smpearance of the flowers. The same was observed of the grape

vine, fi^ and mnlbenv By Feb 20 the apricot trees were in

full blossom, and by March 10 in full fobage, so that there was
only an interval of four or five weeks between the fall of the old

foliage and complete development of the new The apple and
plum behaved in a similar manner, the pomegranate was a little

later, the fig next in order, and finally the mulberry, whilst

these same thlnin m the reverse sense, lost theur leaves first

From the precedmg notes it seems that the foil and renewal of

the leaf is an essential constitutional pecnlianty, which is modi.)

fied by cUmatal conditions, but not entirely subject to them. A
more stnkuig illustration of this fact may be found in exotic

deciduous trees planted in Egypt Dr Aadicrson noted more
partiee^ly the summer fall ofthe leaves of PoiHultiapilcktrnma,
a South Amencan shrub, and Albixua UMi, a native of the

East Indiea The former is m the full splendour of its inflo*

resccnce in December, and quite leafleis in April, remaining so,

it is sai^ nntd the autumn Ihe AlbUzia is extensively planted

as an avenue tree It sheds its fobage m April, out soon
renevrs it Both of these plants lose their leaves in their native

countries during the dry, and renew them with the opemng of
the rainy season.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Journal dt Physique, IIL, Na 34, Oct 1874 —This number

commences with the first portion of a paper by M J Bertrand,

entitled “ Derrumstration of Theorems rvlating to Electro*

dynamic Actions ’ The object of this paper u to simph^
Ampiiie’s demonstrations of the theorems of electrodynamics.—
Arrangement fur obtaining projections of the metaUle rays and
their reversal, by M Boudreaux Instead of the electric light or
oxyhydrogen fisme, the author employs a mixture of the chlorate

of the metal with one*sbcth of its wi^t of powdered gum kc.
The mixture is inflamed in a carbon crucible placed in a lantern

provided with a vertical slit Reversals of the metallic lines an
efibeted by allowing a beam of white light (Drummond or sun*

light) topw through the deflsmting miston and analysmg the

resnltmg nay by ^tsms By blowing the son light to Hall only
on onomalfof this slit the coincidence of bright with dork bnca
can be shown.—M Mascart contributes a paper describing two
pieces of apfaretns for obtaining the phenomena of interference,

—On the mygnetisation of steel, byM E. Booty —This number
containsa trenslatioacf Lord Kaylsif^’s nq^ on the manuftc-
ture and them of diftaetion grati^ fnini the Phttosafkicul

Jlfc^aaine for February and Mar^*—Sensibility of silver bio<

mide to rays snppoaed to be themically Inaettve, by H VqfdL
from Ptigmitrfi'tAmtalm —From Ae Mme lonintl tikia n i
piqier byH Streints, on ehsafles in the length end elsatiel^ ef
a wire under the inflnenee of an deetric enrrant—Ftortr the
Proc. Roy Soc. there an translations of Pro£ leitdaU's psqper

on the transmission of sound, and Mr Norman Loekyer's not*
on a new clou of absorptioaphenoaiena.

Zeilseknft der OesUrmehuthm GeseUschaft /Hr Ntltorolt^
Nov 15.—In this number Dr Harm treats of soms of tha coiv-

sequences of the laws ofchange of temperature In air nndetgoilig

change of volume. The following an some of the nmltsMbis
argument, which is fun of interest The rate ofcooling of esceni

ding air varies so much with the oonditiona of time and plac*
that it cannot be expressed by any general law But both In

Germany and m the tropica the mean rate liea between o* 5 and
0**6 C for every 100 metres. Air warmed at the surface S. the
earth does not continue to rise until it reaches a level when
the t«

thou

than m fine weather _ _

be no condensation of moisture, and so in it the theoretical in«

element of 1* C. does take pliu» We would expect this enneut
to clear the sky But in fact we find that a descending emrent
often bnngi rain at well at warmer weather Onr inolst west
winds do not bring their moistare from tha tropica, but tha
Anti trade, becoming wanner as it descends, collects a fredi

quantity of viqiMir and precipitates It snin when cooled by
radiation or ascent of mounts n slopes. fbrmotioa of bail

and phenomena of halUtorms are best undentood by snpposiiig,

with Reye, the lower hot moist strata to rise rapidly to a gi^
height, not the upper air to descend, os it has been shown that

this would beomie much warmer in descendbig. A cold wind
blows first m the higher parts of the atmosphere, and the over-
heated sir below rushes upward with unusual eoergy to a height
where precipitated moisture freezes as it falls. This ascen-
ding movement of warm air, and the further impulse given to it

by Bbcimtion of the latent h^ of vapour, appear to pTw a large
part in the production and continuance of falls of rain. Dr Hams
holds the barometric minimum in the middle of a storm area to be

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

Royal Society, Dec. 3.
—"On the Coeffiaent of Expsnsioo

of a Parafline of high boding point, by G F Rodarell,

F R A S , F C S , Science Muter in Maribotough CoUm
Commumcated by Profi Stokes, Sec R. S.

The antbor, after giving an accnint of his researches, con-
cludes that parafline is a bMy which ondoigoes a moat unumal
expansion in passing from lU ordmary solid condiuon to the
high boding point i^ich it possesses. He does not remember

the volume at the ordinary temperotnie. In on accompany-
ing table he has mtrodoc^ side by tide with the penfflne
curves the ezpanrion curves of mercury, iodide of filver, and
terbromide of phospbotus, one of the most expenilble Uqi^
known, if we except such bodies u ethers bromide of ethyl,

acetate of methyl, &c., the boiling point of whirii u below IOO>
C , and which, thereforiL could not to easily intiodocod imo the
table for companion with a body whloli bolls at nearly 400* C.

Dec. la— On the eSect of Heat on the Iodide of Sdver,”
to G F Rodwell, F CS. Commimicated by FroL F GuB^
F R.S.
The author endeovoata to prove the following nudn &cts i—
I That the iodide of silver eriita in three oUottopio fonu,^ (a) at temperatniee between iifi’C and its fiiamg-point, a*

n plastic, tenocioQs, omoipbMU anhatance, potseaiing a reddUi
ctuoim and transparent to llf^tj (fi) at tempentmee belov
116* C. oa a brittle, opaque^ greanisb-gtey, ciysttlUna mau | uA

about 116' C- at the m
into the nryatoUine condition.

3 That if we tllow a moss of molten iodide to cod, the fol*
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teapaatnt decn

Klilag cflbd* BBT bt obMTT^ M*) •t the nwmeot of mU^
tiittaae ytry coowcnUe coatncUon telcee place

, (19) the solid,

Oft flniber cooUnc, andentoea slight and regular conttaction after

Aft gtaiwer of s^ bodies in general, until (7) at or about

It^ C> it tmdetgoca Hidden and ^lent expansion, passing

npbotts into the erjratalline condition , (S) after under
n the mans on further cooluig nndeigoea sli^t
the coefficient of contractfon dhdniahes as

(or, otherwise expressed, the coefficient

ei oowtraotlaa angments with the temperature)

**Ca the Mnl%]leati<m of Defimte Integrals,'' bjrW H L.

tltteeU.FK8.

Oeologlcal Society, Dec. ft—

M

k John Etans, FILS,
j^ttaideftt. in the dialr —The following communications were
IM 1—On the femur of Ciyffosaurut eununu, Seeley, a Dino*
lav60m the Oxford day of Great Gransden, by Mr Ka^Govier
Seedqr, F L S ,

Professor of Physical Geomphy in the Bedford
College London. The author described this femur at showing
a di^t forward bend in the lower third of the shaft, and as

ha*^ the tenfnnal portions wider m proportion to the lenoth

of fhe bone than in any described Dinosaurum genus.

reference to those of the Araiig and Llandeilo gmps and their

fossil contents, by Mr Henry Hicks In the tot part of this

p^ier the author described the mieral succession of the rocks in

tite neighbourhood of St DaWs firom the base of the Cambrian
to the top of the Tremadoc ^up, and showed that they there

ibnn an unlmken series. The only brrak or unconformity re>

oogmsed is at the base of the Cambrian series, where rocks of
that age rest on the edges of beds belonging to a pre-Cambnan
ridge In the second part the author gave a minute description

of the rocks, companiig the Areaig and Llandeilo groups, as

seen in Pembrokeshire, with each other and also with those
* known in other Welsh areas. Each group he divided mto three

subgroups, chiefly by the fossil rones found in them i The
Zsswr Arinff Was stated to consist of a senes of black slates

about 1,000 feet thick, and to be ebameterised chiefly by a great

ab^ance of dendroid graptolites. a Middle Aretvg—A series

of flags and slates, about 1,500 feet thick, and with the following

fossils I

—

Osygta seti/alrur, O pdtata, Amfyx Saliert, &c 3
Vfftr Aremg —A senes of slat^ about 1,500 feet In thickness,

0^ recently worked out, and found to contain a large number
of new and very interesting fossils, belonging to the foUowmg
genera, viz lllanut, Flcuofana, Sarrandta, &c.

4. Lower LUndede.—A senes of slates and mterbedded ash,

rmvnlent to the lowest beds in the Llaiideilo and Bnilth dis-

ptohtes DtdyMorrafhu Mi
&c. L Middle UemdeUe
ie fossils Aeaphue tyrannu

—Calcareous

sIiM and flags, with the fossils Ogfgw ^uhi, ThnurleusJim
Mahu, &C. The Arenig series was first recognised in North
Wales by Prof Sedgwick about the year 1843, and was then

discussed by him in papers presented to the Sodety The Llan

dailo series was discmrerea by Sir R Murchison previously in

flw Llandeilo district, but its position in the soocessioa was not

made out until about 1844. Ine Geological Survey have invari

bbfy Inclnded the Arenig in the Llandedo group , but it was

ftow shown that this occurred entirely firom a mistaken idea as

to the relative position of the two senes, which were shown to
^

^ equivalents of both gmps bemg
...e, Shn^shlre, and Pettbrokeshbe, but

zj.-—̂ 'y developed in Carmai>

{henshire. Th^e lues of division in the series were said to be

rt at the top of tho Menevian group and at the top of the—
’ ll breaks only,

AatbiopelegiGal Institute, Dee. 8.—Mr J. E. Price,

F.8.A,t ift the chair —Hr. M. j, Walhouse read a piqier on the

mdstm of a leaf>weaif
——**

j^aadbot’s lesitooe a)

eMeftmdty of stud)

Mfth Canara, and U the present communication be record a

ptr flufli cCBcctning the XUragars, a remnant, now ttumbefii^

mIU ftfety handiedft of the aboti^nal slave castes whose dis-

tUstirs peonliail^was the' haHt «f wsanog sprotu of wova

twigs and gveen 'eaves over the nsusl garment. The custom at
present is diserved by the women only, who think that abandon-
ing It win bring them ai luck The author maintained that the
leaf was a btd^ of degradation, and wa^ a survival of a very
ancient custom. The nnswerving truthfalne<8 of the Karagars
ii proverbial, and should be remarked as aflbiding a complete
refutation of Mr Mill’s assertion, that savages arc invariably

luut. The paper contained many mteresting hurts concerning
the physical characteristics, traditions, religions rites, and habits

of the tribe.—A paper by Mr Kooke Pennington was read, on
some tmnnli and stone circles near Castleton, Derbyshire. It

comprised a full account of the exploration of the barrow of
Elden Hill, measuring 49 feet in diameter, which yielded bones
of msn, horse, and rat U great abundance, and a red deer’s

antler that had been worked A few feet deeper was discovered

a gravft containing the skeleton of a young person that had been
bnned U a contnmted position, no implments accompanied
It, but it appeared to have been interred with much harliarle

pomp On the top of Siggett IIill was another barrow of some-
what less dimensions, in whidi was found a fine skeleton with an
inverted urn, of the usual type, containing Inirnt bones. Fvi-

dence was adduced to prove thrt the corpse was not burnt until

after the funeral feast was conclnded, and the bones of the

animals eaten were cost at the same time and into the same fire

with the human body This was one of those harrows which
had led the author to conclude that in Derbyshire, at any rate,

no connection can be cstabluhed between the Neolithic age and
contracted burial, and the bronze age and incremation.—Major
Gedwm Austen contributed tome mrthcr notes on the stone

monuments of the Khasi Hills.

Mathematical Society, Dec. to -Prof K J S Smith,

F R S ,
president, in the chair— Prof Cayley gave an account

of hla pa^r on the potentials of jiolygons and polvhcdrft—Two
notes from M Mannheim to J J Sylvester, h R S , were, in

the latter gentleman’s absence, communicated by Mr Tucker
The fint note contained an elegant geometneal demonstration of

the following propositions, AUCD is a quadnlateral whose
sides are ofluvanable magnitude, such that ab =: ad and be —
ed The points a and b are fixed , if vi be a point ngwlly con-
nected with A it will trace ont, as the qnsdnlstcral changes its

form, the pedal ofa conic. The problem has been treated m an
analjdtcal form by Prof Cayley in a communication to the
Society on the detcrmmation of the position of the node of a
quartic curve, mentioned also in a paper read before the same
Sodety by Mr Samuel Roberts as a cose of three-bar motion
This Mr Cayley observed to be the inverse of a conic Mr
Sylvester cans attention to M Mannheim’s proof os a very
bMUtlfnland puidy geometrical one.—The second note ir

cot& soDt imigaiiz, maisdont let dJagondes sont perpendicnldres

entre ellca, se dNonnent de fofon qoe le lommet a ddenve une
circonfeience (0) et let sommets g, d, des drconferences ayant

mCme centre r snr la dligonale ma, le sommet libte m d,.crlra nee
analiagmatique du 4'’ ordre." This note relates to seven-bar
motion, and is Peaui^ber’s motion, generalised by suhstituting fir

his rhomb any qnadiilatenl in which the two diagonals are at

ngbl angles, one csie of which u the kite or spear-head form

Royal Oeognphical Society, Dec. 14.— Major General

Sir H. Rawlins^ K C B
,

presided The pnncipd business

was the reading of the report of the Livingstone Congo Fxpedi-

tion, by Lieut W T Grandy, R N The Pretidenl opened the

proceedingi by announcing the receipt of an interesting letter at

the Foreim Office fitim I tent Cameron, the substance of which
we have dready givea Lieut Cameron expresmd hii confident

iniOD, foundM on Arab inftiimatlon, that the I^iaUba nxer
in reality the Congo Mr Markham then read Lient

Grandy’a report, which was sn itinerary of the wnter’s journey

to the interior up to the date of hia tecalL Roads wore being

made by means of whldi the troops would be able to intercept

the tianiti of slaves to the coast, and enconragement was being

giTen to cultivate the India rubber tree, of the value of which in

Europe the natives had been hitherto l^orant The chiefs hod

been exceedingly Mnd and horoitable to Lieut Grandy and his

natty, and hadpromiaed fecihtiesfor fntnre expeditions. He had

tMmd ssvenl traces of the Portugneie ocenpation of Congo, sm
be dceoribed the natives u being avilised, mdolent, and excerf-

mgly food ofsnuir and tofaeoco The palm treegrew abun^tJy,

but the priodpol use made of it Ire the natives was the distiU^

tion of uc ou into a very bitosicatuig win^ in the use of whicb
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thownM Majotjr ipediMiH of itearini^ and he promieed to

cottmeitce its nuum&Gtiiie, imtead of wln^ from hit ptlm oU,

A terrible epidemte of imall poxwu dedmatliig CongoM Lieat
Gixndv traced throngh the conntrjTt and it almoit entirdy

carried off hit oatiTe porters and escort. j<lii coneloiioii, the

report described theCo^w bang one of the grsitdest nretsia

the world, and as bring iwrigsbie for a distance of no iniles

from Its mouth.
Cambudok

PhUoaophlcal Society, Nov 3a—Prof Humphry In the

chair—A paper on “Lopsided Generations, or Right
handedness,* by Dr W Ainslie HoUis, was read, tririeh,

judging from the abstract before ns, contained little or ik> new
matter The author laid special stress on the statement that the

Iritsideof the brain in man is the larger, and that aphasia is eon
nected with disease of that side , statements which, m the disens-

sien wbirii followed. Prof Paget justly remarked were not yet m
any way proved ThecascsefJenson and SwiA were quoted as

Instances in which the left side of the brain had suffered, and
paralysis of the right side had been induced, apparently as a
consequence of overwork Prof llnmphry and Mr Carver both

Harmsiid, imeof ^^comq>ttloBsrf^^^ort««j» U. GaaritoV

Academy of Scieiuea, Dec. 7 —M Frriny fat Um dndf0-4
The foUowtaig pliers were read i—MesMir on the acfloaa petb
dnoed by the rimnltaneous coBcuirenoa of the canents ftoia a
battery and dectro-capillary cnmnla, by M Baequersi.'—

Memw on the intanrention of pbyfiocMaemical forces fat dW
phenomena of life, by M. Bacqu^—On the caipdlaiy tiMO^
according to the Liliacem ( Kami), by M. A. TW^-On tn
swim blMder from the point of t station and loeomotfam.

i^M A Moreau —Note on magimtl^ by M J M. GHgaio.
—On trials at acclimatising the “Jesnits-baik” treeindieltleoC
Rdnmon,byM Vinson.—On the urrides ofpymvic add; syntheiiB

of a homologne of alhihtoln, by M Grlmaiix. In the praasat

eommnnicationtheanthor has examined the derivative ofatafaiei

tion to the pecniiariues of the omental sac, which he showed to

be frequentV divided Into two parts—a gastro-hepatic and a
gastir^colic—by a constriction correspondmg with the tipper

border of the stomach. One or more of the hepatic lobes nswly
project into the gastro-hepatic portion of the sac. In man, and
we should therein expert in others, it is the lobnlns spigelu

Dtiblih

Royal Irish Academy, Nov 9.—William Stokes, F R.S ,

president, in the dialr —^muel Feignscm, V P , read a papa

meaning of the Kneeler to Glenlugget which he took to be
a nameIn rel gion and expressed his belief that the monnment
IS Chr stian —A Irtta was read by the bccretary bom Mr R R.
Brash, commenting on Dr Ferguson s paper —Mr H W
Mackintosh read a papa on the mnicniar anatomy of CMapm
duiattylui —Alcxondn Macalistcr, M D read a papa on two
new spec cs of Pentsstoma. The first of these, P imftrataru,

was iunnd in the lung and peritoneal cavity of Boa mferator,
from South Amaica the second P aoH^ in the peritoneal

cavity of Aonyx Uptonyx var B major from the Riva Indus.

—Alexander Macallsia, M.D also read a paper on the pre<

sence of a lacfatvmo-jugri sotme m a human skull Although
the relation of the maxillary process of the jugal bone to the
snpra orbital edge of the U subject to a considerable

amount of vaiiauon yet in the majority of cases this process

ends at a point vertically ova the in&a-orbital foramen. Bat in

one skull m the collertion of Trinity College Dublin, <ff which
the history u unknown, the author foimd uw maxillary prooesa

to stretdi ova the whole infra-oibltal edge of the maxilla, in

front of the large external hamolna of the ucbrymal bone with
which it forma a snliire of about a line and a half m length.

The nntbor (hrtha gives a sketch of the comparative anatomy of

Geographical Society, Dec. a.—Prendentv M Ddeae.—
Dr Cosson declaied himaclf dcadedly against At scheme of
form ng a sea in the interior of Afhes, on the site of the Tnnirian

' Chotts." He believes that not only would the of the
Sahara be modlfled, but toe great source of wealth of these
rsglcM—the caltnm of dates—would be completely destroyed.
Moteova, the commercial resulta would neva repayUu endrmous
ooe^ettimated at about i3,ooo,(xx)i^ for Tunis, and a like sum
for Franoit All the existing Intimate commerca is snAdesitly
canted on by meana of caravans. It was, howeva, sagged
that it wupld be wise to suspend judgment on the subject
the letom iff the Ftcndi expedition, wm^ fa making ptriunfamry
iavesttetkos on tbespot —Dr Hamy announced um dfacovasy
of Mufmfaiaa of gold in AnstraHe, and of voy ancient caverns
whlcS are mqiertud to yi^ vahtabk reaults to gtologbts,—Dri

ai mono pyruvic urridei CON|H,(CiHgO) —Apphertion of lUnasi-

nd Dating ^ to the pmpboi^ by M F Kastna The author’s

! a experiments show toat if two or several fariated jgas flamai of
ith convenient sfae are introdoced into a tube of glaaa or otha
— matorial at a distance of one>thlrd of the length of the tabes

be reckoned from the Iowa extremity, thae names vibrate fat

sn unison this phenomenon continnn^; as long as ths flamaa

to remain separated, but ceasing immediately on their beiag
I a brought into contact The author likewise verifies the for-

Mr mation of oiooe in the tabes.—Observations concerning speeica

ily of tha genus Phylloxera, by M Signoiet The aathorof tha genes Phylloxere, by M Signoiet The aathor
publishes the following rectified synonymy —P tortiadit,

kaltenb. =£uA/uutniiui Balbiam-^/ikyM, Lich MSS Riley
—Method followedm searching for the most efficacious substance

to oppoee to Phylloxera at the viticulturol statfam of Cognac, by
M Max Conu.—Despatch from M btiiphaii, director ot the
Obeervatory of Marseilles. This lefors to the discovery on
the 6—7 Decemba of a new comet by M Botrelly —Occalta*

tion of Venus, eclipee of Ibe sun and of the moon, observed
daring the month of Ortoba at Pons, by M C Flammarion.

—

Solution of the equation of the third degm by meant of a joiniad
system, by M Somt Loop —On two nmple laws of tbo active

resistance of solids, Iw M J Boussinesq —Determination of the
onnlyUcal relations which exist between the elements of curvstnra
of toe two fu^pcs of the evointe of a surface, 1^ M A. Mann
ham —On the sohitiona of chrome alam, by M D Gcniea.-r-

On the transformations of peisulpbocyanogai, by M J Pono-
mareff Pbosriioric chlondc appears from toe author’s resestebes

to have toe fouowiog acbon —
CgNgSgH + 3PCI, _ aPCi. + SgCl* + P3CI» + HCl + C,N/3,
The action of ammonia has also been studied —On the transpat
and bwcnfalion of virus, carboncufar and otheiu, by flies, \ifM J P Mdgnm. The aathor considers it demonstrated that
certain flies, such as Stomoxus, &C., can be agents of ttansmfamn
of certain virulent maladies—amongst others carfanncle—During
the meeting the perpetual secretary announced to the Academy
that they had sustained a heavy ioM m the person of Count
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 34, 1874

PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

fHAT most active and practical body, the Soctefy of

Arts, persevonng In lU endeavours to place our

Patent system on an efficient footing, has devoted four

evenings to the discussion of the qnetbon, the debate

being led off by Mr F J BnunweU, CE., F R.S
, in a

peper the ability of which has besH warmly and justly

extolkd on all tides, alike by opponentt and aupportors,

without a dissentient voice

Mr. BnunweU, being circumscnbed by the narrow

iisuts of a short address, confined hit attention pnn-
dpaUy to the question whether or not patenu should be
abolwlicd. He probably foresaw that the discussion thus

provoked would cover wider ground and examine the

further question whether the system of patents, if pre-

served, doM not admit of improvement And it accord

ingly turned out so, (or the latter question was much more

fhUy discussed than the former

The unammity of oplmon, mdeed, as to the expediency

of contmuiog to grant patents for inventions was most

remarkable, the prinapal, If not the only dissentient,

being Mr John Horatio Uoyd, Q C This eminent legal

authority, who m his'' evidence before the Parliamentary

Committee urged the abohtion of patents, now came
forward, it is true, to declare that his opmions had

'undergone a change, and “expressed a reluctant acqui-

escence, though not a settled conviction, as to the expe-

diency of protection for patents and he may therefore

object to be ranked amongst the dissentients. We must

refer to Us speech as our justification for so placmg him.

Thu speech may be commended to metaphysicians, as

throwmg great light on the question whether the soul and

the mind of man are dutinct and separate. Mr Lloyd’s

soul evidently haieth patents, but hu mmd perceives their

necessity His mind u only permitted to admit thu
necessity m the brief sentence we have quoted, and hu
soul then for the space of an hour employs every artifice of

rhetonc to prove that the mmd’s admission u unwarrant-

able and unsound. In no other way can the discrepancy

between the atgomenu and the conclusions be explained.

It is impossible that they can both emanate from one and

the same mlod, and that an unusually acute mmd. They

issue, obviously, from two distiiut and indeed antago-

nistic sources. It is not often that the spectacle is

afidrdid us of a good and able man the helplest sport

of a psychologuvi contest Mr. Lloyd’s spe^ settled

the mam question. Skilful though it was, and delivered

with the gentlemanly grace natural to him, the meetmg
was against him to a man, and listened to him, latterly,

even with impatience. After he sat down, no one at-

ten^ted the task,m which he had so signidly Med, of

pro^g that patents are mjunous to the community, and,

kssnming thm to be abolished, of providing an effective

idbiAnte
T&s discuision then turned chiefly on the defects of the

jpeesent £nidl>l> system and on the peculiar features of

fbqqse fbreign ones, particularly that of the United States,

wMch was ahenurtely appro^ and condemned. And
kpp, as in mixed qaa^msUages of Englishmen generally,

f^wksnntdi running after»^btaUi^ much rtUaned on

Vta. XL—No afip

lUustrstions, and but a small modicum of broad and
systematic treatment The point prmapally dwelt on
was the necessity for a prelimintry rj

This, two members of Pariiament—Mr. Hmde Palmer,
QC, and Mr Samuelson—Informed^ meeting, had
been recommended by a Committee of the House of
Commons on which both speakers had sat , but H'nwgii

some years had elapsed, no steps had been taken in the
matter CoL Striuige caused a sensation by stating that
the Patent Commitsioners had applied to the Council of
the Royal Soaety to nominate one of three emment men
of science vriio should perform thu herculean task without
salary, and that that learned body had, much to its credit,

scouted the idea. This ehcited ttrong;^pressiont of

opinion on the absurdity, injustice, and mexpediency of
grudging to scientific men alone, of all those whose
labours directly benefit the commua^, the hbonl remu-
neration to which they are entitled We have mote than

once brought thu quesbon before our readers, as one of
those on which views are held in some quarters having a
most prejudicial effect on those scientific reforms which
are so urgently needed m England. We have never
urged the proper remuneration of scientific labour on the
grounds of mere philanthropic hberahty to the labourer,

but on the much higher ground that it la for the benefit

of the nation materially, not less than for that of know-
ledge, that prospects should be held out of a career to

those possessmg talenu and tastes for saentific pursuits.

At present no profession, scarcely any occupation,holds out
sn^ small mducemenU to thensmg generation ofeducated
Englishmen as saeoce. It needs no argument to prove
that thu passive discouragement of one of the spheres of
mtellcctual activity most finutful of advantages to ««»»-

kind must have very mjunous results, as we know from
every-day experience that it has. We are to find

that Mr BnunweU, m his masterly summing up of the
debate, ranged himself vigorously on our side of this

important question , and ic was with pam that we noticed
expressions m the contrary sense, dropped, we trust inad-
vertently, by Mr Samuelson, who, as a member of the
Duke of Devonshire's Science Coiiunution, must be weU
aware howmuch sciencesuffersby the narrow nq[lect with
which, as a nation, we treat the mvestigatora of nature.

But to return to the question of a prdiminary exanunar
bon of patents

There was some difference of opuuon, though not of
an irrecoiicUable nature, as to the eiqiediency of thu
measure. It was too much assumed, even by Mr Btam-
weU himself, that if such an gramintfon wnm
here, it would necessarily be conducted in the ««nm
manner and with the same objectt as In Amencar-n
perfectly gratmtous assumption, la America patenu are

examined mainly for novidty and utility, and are

rejected for Mure In either respect It is apprehended
thiu, sincei inventors are often m advance of thrir agq, an
indiscriminate exerciso of the power of lejecbon may
retard the introduction of useM unprovemenu— and
several alleged instances of this were adduced. It is not

always safo, however, to argue by Uluatradoa alone. The
illusbration maybe inaccuts^y stated or wrongly applied,

as in the case of one of those cited by Mr. Cole, who said

that the power of rejection “ would have prevented the

budding of the Crystal Palacq, which wise men said must
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inevitably be blown down.” The speaker no doubt bad

before hu nund an mspeifect recollection of the discussion

which followed the reading of Mr (now Sir Digby) Wyatt’s

paper on the first Great Exhibition building at the Institute

of Civil Engineers in January 1851, when one “wise

nan,” the present AsUonomer Royal, objected to so

purely rectangular a structure of iron, and insisted on the

necessity for adding diagonal braces, giving at the tune a

full demonstration of his views. The question was one

of Elementary Mechanics, which should have been better

understood than it seems to have been. The “wise

num ” was nghl^ as is proved by the adoption of his sug

gestion m the construction of the Crystal Palace , and hu
dictum, so fax from retarding or preventing its erection,

has pndiably saved that and similar structures from a

hideotu catastrophe This is an instance of a wrongly

apphed illustrabon telling strongly agamst the argument

It was intended to enforce The power of rcjectmg

patents is one, however, which, we fully admit, if con

ceded at all, should have its lumiations, and should be

exercised excepUonally rather than generally But the

staff which, under the American system, excnnscs thu

power, as some think too freely, is still in^spensable for

other putposes, as pomted out by Mr Bramwell in his

concluding address. They should, as a matter of duty,

be ready and able to afford to mventors the fullest infor

mabon, and should render them all reasonable assistance

in stccruig clear of those shoals which must sftround

any patentmg system They should do this, not merely

out of kindness to ignorant though mgenious mventon^

but on behalf of the community, whose mterest it u that h

really useful improvement should be introduced m the

most perfect possible shape. They should also revise

specifications, which, often m ignorance, and sometimes

from motives of questionable honesty, vaguely, imper-

fectly, or inconcctly set forth the invenbon. T^y would

also sit with the judges on the trial of patent cases, afford

mg that teebmeal and scientific knowledge of the matters

at issue m which it is admitted that both the Bar and the

Bench are deficient

In the consideration of this most important question,

one of the uses of a well otgamsed patent system has

hitherto been too little nouced—namely, that it may be

made, both directly and moirectly, a powerful instrument

of pubhc msuuction A body of highly qualified respon

sible men, eminent m different departments of science

and technology, actmg m concert, and having at their

command the resources and infiuences of a great depart

ment founded specially for inuoducmg material unprove

ments, mcluding a complete coUecUon of all the machmes
and appliances of manufacturmg industry, and all the

instruments and apparatus used m both abstract and
apphed science, which they should explain m public

lectures, could not fail to disseminate widely that peculiar

class of knowledge which it is found so difficult to engraft

on any ordinary educational system.

Nor IS this the only important pomt that entirely

escaped nouce in the recent discussion. The present

constitqtion itself of the Patent Office was not challenged.

It secoMth lo be considered that this having been, not

very I6i:|g ago, settled by a Committee of the House of

rcomhiataa and an Act of Parliament, must be taken for

granted aa inevitable and unasaailable But fifty con-

imttees and acta of the Lq^lature should not tufiSoe <e

preserve a constitution so inherently bad. What ia it?

The Patent Office is governed by four commisalonera, the

Lord Chancellor, the Anomey General and the Sotk^-
General for the time bemg, and the Master of the RnOs,

Of these four, not one is presumably qualified by spe^
knowledge, and three out of the four are hable to change

frequently with changes of the Ministry Nor u it even

expected that any one of the four can or will give a
moment of his tune to Patent Office duties. The late

Lord Chancellor candidly avowed to a deputation of the

Society ofArts that he had never once entered the Patent

Museum. The Matter of the Rolls presides over perhi^
the hardest worked court in the kingdom. And the two
law officers, besides then duties as advisers to the Crown,

are encumbered with their still more exacting duties to

themselves as barristers m large practice. Notoriously

and avowedly these four high legal functionaries leave the

Patent Office to the care of its clerical staff. Should so

monstrous an abuse be suffered to continue? Is it

possible that, whilst it contmues, necessary reforms will

be mtroduced and efficient administration maintained?

Nothing IS more obstructive and more demorahsing than

a sham—and no worse or more glanng sham than this

exists at the present day m a country m which shams are

not very few or very retiring The remedy is perfectly

obvious The Patent Office should be under a Munster
of the Crown, directly responsible to the nation through

Parliament for its good government. The Society of

Arts have been for some tune most properly urging that

the latent Museum, considerably expand^, should be
placed under 1 Minister, with other Museums. Surely

they cannot contemplate such a disruption of the whole
system as would be perpetrated by placmg the Museum
under one authority, and the office to which it u an
adjunct under another We trust therefore they will

insut that the whole system should be ministerially

governed For the present we abstam from mdicatmg
the particular Mmister who should have charge of this

and sunilar mstiiutions, not because the appropriate

arrangement is at all doubtiul, but because our space to-

day does not admit of our delmeatmg it with the necessary
fu^ss

In conclusion, we hope that the unanimity in the late

debate and m the press, m favour of retaining Patent
Laws, will silence effectually the feeble cry for their abo-
lition which from time to time contrives to make itself

heard No one can now, at any rate, be considered
qualiacd to raise that question who has not read this

discussion, and especially Mr Bramwell’s two closely

reasoned masterly addres^

Z/F/JVGS/'0//£’S
TAf Last Journals of Davut Ltvtugstono in Control
Africa, from 1865 to hts Death. CoKHnutd fy a
Narrative of Ms last moments and sufferings, obtamod
from kis faithful servants, Chuma and Susi. By
Horace Waller, F R G b., Rector of Twywd^ lAeth-
ampton. In two vols. With porttait, maps, and illus-

trauons. (London John Murray, 1874.) t

The opmion which we expressed of Dt. Livihgstdn^
character and of the value of his work, wheft the

sad tidings^ his death reached this country last
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fe confirmed hf the simple narrative before ns.

lf»on% we presomc, whoknows the work that Liviogstone

has done, and how he has dMe it, will hesiute to place him
in the fitmt rank of eiqilorer^ and award him a mche

Dinoni; the few whom men deem worthy of the highest

‘#id moot endnring honour It is, we b^eve, the simple
;

tmth to say that he has done more than any other

mu to fill np that vast blank m mner Africa which in
|

the nu^ of twenty or thirty years ago was occupied only

by the word Unexpiored " in large ud widespread

tetters, delightful enough to the hearts of lazy schoolboys

Now, what with the labours Livingstone in the south,

,

and those of Baker, Burton, Speke, Grant, ud others m
the north ud north east, this blank space is reduced

to a comparatively small ciicle around the equator on the

30th degree of east longitude We have no doubt that

withm the space of the next twenty years, or less, the

heart of Africa mil be as fully and accurately mapped as
j

thdt of South America, if mdeed not more so. And
wlben the geography of this region of the earth is com
plete t when science shall have been enriched with the

knowledge of its multitudinous products organic ud in-

Olguic, when a legitimate commerce shall have brought

itsmuy blessings to the native populauon, who seem pos-

sessed of muy ciqiabilities for go<^ ,
when Central Africa

shall have taken its place among the civilised nations of

the world—the memory of David Livmgstone wiU be che

risked byits peoples as wortliy ofthe greatest reverenceud
I gratitude It be long ere the tradition of his sojourn

dies out among thp native tribes, who, almost mthoot

.

exception, treated Livingstone as if he were a superior
|

hdfig }
liideed, had it not been for the bueful influence I

of thb Arab slave-traders, ud the troubles which arose !

from the delNtied diaracters of the majority id his >wn
retinue, Livingstone s last journey would have been one

of comparative ease, would have been accomt>tished pro-

bably in about half the time, might possibly have been

evu more fruitful in results thu it hu been, and, above

all, he hunself might now have been among ns, recdvmg

the honours which he so nobly won.

As it is, we are diankfol for the grand results that

Livingstone has left behmd him, whidi he achieved m
thn fece of difficulties that would have dauled almost

any ubsr nun, and which in tbs end brought bbnsi^ to

deadi ,
thankful ate we alM M the bffive iM Isyal Sail

and Chuma, who stuck so faithfully to then master, ud
preserved so religiously the invaluable record of his

achievements. Their conduct has won for them the

admnation of the civilised world, ud their care for their

master’s remams has earned for them the gratitude of all

Englishmen.

If tUs record of Livingstone’i last wuderings is a sad

one, it is not on account of uy wailings that esoqie from

the traveller himSelfi His jonnials were faithfully kept

day after day, but the entries m them are brief, though

pregnut He wastes no useless words on his luifenngs

,

ftei^ every sentence is a statement of u observed fact

indisd» he distinctly says, when his difficulues begu—
ud they bfgu at the beginmng—that he looked upu
SU his troubles as necessanly mddbnt to the work he had

nt himself to do, ud to be taken no more account of

tOmn the little difficulties which everyone must look for m
dhrcyingontbiswOikinUiewmld Like all reallygieatmeo.

he did Us work and made no fiiss about ft. Unilinear the
end, when his sufierings must have been extreme, nothing
like the cry ofu afflicted mu escaped bun

, his difficul-

ties of all kinds were regarded merely Os hmdrances to the
great work [which he was so anxim to adueve His
journal is written in the simplest styfe^ and never betrays

any consciousness on his part that he was domg uythi^
very extraordinary Hu was no attempt to accomplish a
mere traveller’s feat, he had a definite task before him—
the exploration of the lake region of Central Africa, a
task whictr he never once lost tight of True^ in

the end, his wortc concentrated itself on the discovery of
the fbnr foutains of Herodotus, which he expected to

find away to the west of Lake Bugweolo, ud among
which he firmly believed he would find the loi^ sought

for source of ^e Nilo It was on the road to these sup-

posed foutains that he died
, had he lived to discover

them or to duprove their existence, hp would have con
sidered his work as u explorer at u end, and would
have ntumed to spend his remaining days at rest among
his friendl.

Livmgstone’s thebries as to the sources of the Nile

may very possibly turn out to be mistaken , but this

cu in no way detract from the value of bis work. The
“Nile mystery” cunot now long remain unravelled,

but, compared with the large ud substutial achieve

ments of Livingstone, the solution of this is little more
thu that of u ingenious puzzle. Under all circuin

stuces, Livingstone must ever stand fottb at ohh of the

world’s greatest explorers, not only on accout of bis own
I Immediate discoveries, but on accout of the impetus

which be has given to Africu discovery , for it is mainly

owmg to the enthusuum generated by his noble example

thnt so much has been done during the last thirty years

to fill up the great bluk on the map of Africa. Hit own
invtls, extending over a period of thirty years, emhhkced

in Ina of some miUions of square miles, reaching from

the Cape to within a few dq^rees of the equator, and from

the mouth of the Zambesi to Lougo. And, as we have

said, his aim was not to get over so much ground m the

shortest possible time, ud return to reap the reward of

i his feat. Like the native Afincut, he travelled slowly

! ud Idsurely by short stages, mainly on foot, carefellyud
minutely obscr^g ud recording all that was wertey of

bote in the natural prodoclions ud phenomena of the

region over which he travelled, studying the ways of the

people, e.'iting their food, livmg in their huts, ud sympa

thising with their sorrows ud joys Already have various

departments of science been enriched by his observa

lions , and, what is perhaps of more importance, he has

shown that in Africa a ferule field remains for the minute

observauons of the trained naturahst, ethnologist, geo

logist, and meteorologist

It IS impossible m the jpace at our disposal to give uy
adequate idea of the results of his hist seven years’

journeys. Indeed, as we hrve said, the records in his

journals are so terse, there is so little of what is super-

fluous ud so much of the highest value, that uyone

wishing to have a satisfactory notion of what he accom-

plished must go to the work itself Mr Waller has

wisely printed the journal as he found It, making no

attempt at a systematic airugement of the material ,
this

will, no doubt, be done gradually, and the observations
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which he made day by day take thefar place in the vaxious

iciencee to whidi they bdong We are to lee from

the preface that there still remains for friture pubhcation

« valuable mass of sdentUic observations. “ When one

sees,” to quote the pce&ce, “that a reguter of the daily

rainfall was kept throuf^out, that the temperature was

continually recorded, and that barometrical and hypso-

metrlcal observationsweremadewithunfli^i^ thorough-

ness of purpose year m and year out, it is obvious that

an accumulated mass of information remains for the

meteorologist to deal with separately, which alone mutt

engross many numths of labour ” We hope that no time

will be lost in ghnng the world the benefit of this valuable

material.

We shall briefly run over the ground traversed Iqr

Livingstone He left Zanzibar on March 19, 1866, in the

Ptn^uiit for the month of the Rovnma in about 10^ S.

I

latitude His conqiany consisted of thirteen sepoys, ten

Johanna men, nine Nassick (Bombay) boys, two Shapanga
men, and two Wayaus (South Africans), Wekataai and
Chuma. He bad, Ixsides, six camels, three buflaloes and
a cal^ two mules, and four donkeys. This seems an int>

posmg outfit, and so it was, but it soon melted away to four

or five boys Rovuma Bay was reached on March as, and
a start for the interior was made on April 4. His course

for the first three months was mainly along the banks of

the nvcr Rovnma, turning south-west after a march of

about 300 miles, towards the south end of his own Lake

Kyassa. On starting he has recorded some reflecbons on
the advantages of travelling, which, for their own value

and as giving an insight into the character of the man,
we wish we had space to quote. The first part of his

A ITtth lbgt« oo a Hippopoumus ’lt»p

course was through a dense jungle, and here the botanist

will find some observations worthy of his attention The
gum-copal tree is here in great abundance, and some
curious geological phenomena are noted. Ere he
reached the Nyaua he had to send his sepoys
back, as they were worse than useless , a set of lazy,

degraded bladcguaids, whose brutal usage of the
animals imd that of the Johanna men, M him in

the end with only his goats and a little dog The
Johanna men, ere they were well round the end of the

lake, deserted,* and Livingstone was no doubt well rid of

them, though it left himwith so dimnushed a retmue that

It made hhMispendent on native carriers, who were often

•iitw4iHC a swort ef IMogitsairi dMuh,
by

difficult and expensive to procure However, this was an
evil that gradually lessened as he went on , for as he con-
scientiously paid bis way wherever he went, his baggage
was gradu^y diminidi^ to no great bulk. In the first

part of the route, also, the party frequently suffered firom

want of food, an evil which was of but too frequent occurw

rence during the long and intricate journey, not so much
from nnwiHingness on the part of the natives to give or
sdl it, but simply because the brutal half-caste ArabsUv».
dealers, who were met with everywhere, had so
the country that the temfied and demonlised peo]^wen
often themsdves famishing. The horrors of this trad^
"the open sore of the world,” as livingstone calls it, are
shown on almost every page of this journal, and one of

the sorest trials addeh the humane travdlerhad tofliidnm
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WM to be an almost daily witness of its inconceivable

onddes, and to fed himself powerless to hdp. Even in

this matter, hosrever, we belim his words and exunple
will have luul a good moral efiect on many of the native

dilefih if not on the degraded dealers, for the people

are so demoralised by the latter, that they hunt and sell

each other This Arab slave-hunting was a great bin

dnmce to Livingstone's progress, as the dealers had so

terrified the people as to make them suspicious of every

stranger, and, with one or two crediuble exceptions, did

all in thw power to poison the native mind against the

white man, for they knew that he regarded their doings

with timmtigated disgust No good can come to Africa,

and no exploration of her nch interior can be earned

out with complete success, until this cruel trafific is

abolished , and in the mterests of science as well as
humanity, we hope that the Bntish Government will

never cease to use lU powerful influence until it is stamped

out. We only wish that the Sulun of Zanzibar, whose

subjects the half caste traders nearly all are, could be

induced to follow the example of the Khedive of Egypt,

and depute some man of determination and vigour to

sweep the intenor of the entire horde of slave-hunters

And here we cannot help saying that we almost wish

that Livingstone hod possessed some of Pasha Baker’s

wholesome sternness and disregard to the trivial scruples
|

of his men and of petty villige chiefs. It would have

saved him many annoyances, and might in the end have

been the means of saving his hfe. But he was so full of

the great object of his mission that he did not care ta

waste the bme and energy required to bring his low

minded sepoys and Johanna men under discipline , and

his conscience was so tender, his humanity so strong,

ahd his desire to live at peace with all men so much of a

religion, that he would rather stay weeks at a village to

suit the caprice of its childish chief than break away at

the risk oi giving offence or provoking hostility His

genuine tenderness of heart peeps out unconsciously every

now and then, his charity was wonderfully wide, and bis

forbearance often almost annoying

Lake Nyassa was reached on August 8, and passing

down iu east and round its south side, Livmgstone struck

out m a generally N N W direction for the south end of

Lake Tanganyika We need scarcely say that this part

of the journal, recording a journey through a country

much of which had not hitherto been explored, is full of

valuable notes on geology, botany, zoology, geography,

topography, and tlic manners and customs and connec

lions of the people Here, as in almost every other part

of his journey, the number of streams met with flowing

into the great lines of drainage is astonishing , a dozen

would sometimes have to be crossed in a day's march

Alter roondmg the south end of Nyassa, however, be

first met with those bogs, or earthen sponges, which abound

also around Lake Bangweolo, and in the midst of which,

and no doubt partly through their malarious influence, he

died.

“ The bogs, or earthen sponge^ of the country," he saw,
* occupy a most important part in its physical geography,

i?and probably explam the annual mundation of the

livers. Wherever a plain slopmg towards a narrow

Opening in or higher grounds exists, there we have

tMctmditions requi^for the formation of an Afncan

sponge. The vegetadon not b^ng of a healthy and peat

forming land, falls down,''rots, and then forms thick dark
loam. In many cases a mass of this loam, two or three
feet thick, rests on a bed of pure nver sand, which u
revealed by crabs and other aquatic animals bnnging it

to the surface. At present, in the dry season, the Mary
loam cracked in all directions, and the cracks are often at
much as three inches wide, and vety deep The whole tor
face has now fallen down, and rests on the sand

, but when
the rains come, the first supply is nearly all absorbed in the
sand The black loamlforms soft slush, and floats on the
sand The narrow openmg prevents it from moving off
in a landshp, but an oozing spring nses at that spot All
the pools in the lower portion of this spring course are
filled by the first rains, which happen south of the equator,
when the sun goes vertically over any spot The
second, or greater rams,'happen in his course north again,

when, all the bogs and nver courses bemg wet, the supply
runs oif, and forms the mundation this was certainly the
case as observed on the Zambesi and Shird, and, taking
the different times for the sun’s passage north of the
equator, it explains the mundation of the Nile"

This IS an important observation with regard to the

Nile, though it may very well turn out that Livingstone

himself was mistaken with regard to its source or sources

He found, as wc have said, the same phenomenon m a
much higher degree on the east and south sides of Lake
Bangweolo, and believed it to be “ the Nile, apparently

enacting its inundations, even at its sources."

Wc wish we could linger with the traveller and speak

in detail of some of the multitude of interesting observa-

tions he made as he sauntered along The people them
selves between Nyassa and Tanganyika are full of

interest to the ethnologist, the sociologist, and the student

of the ways of men iheir physique and intelligence are

of a high order, and they have scarcely any of the negro
characteristics They are by no means savages, and
m almost every village Livingstone was well and kindly

treated by the chief and bis people. There is no such

thing as a national bond of union here, each village being

a separate community, presided over by its chief. The
region here, as everywhere else in Livingstone’s journey, is

thickly populated The people are polite, industrious, and
on the whole peaceful, the great disturbers of their peace

being the Mazitu, a people to the north of Nyassa, who
rove for and wide in search of slaves, leaving death and
desolation in their track The great industry here, and over

a great part of the region visited by Livingstone, is the

smelting and manufacture of iron, which is obtained in

abundance from various ores. Jn this industry the

people display considerable skill and ingenuity, and

manufacture the metal into a great variety of imple-

ments, utensils, and weapons Each tribe has its separate

tattoo badge 1 he country itself, hilly, and well wooded,

IS of the most fertile kind, and abounds in buflaloes,

dands, baartebcest, and other large animals, and evi

dently with not a few birds that are new to the zoologist

(Tb fe continued)

INDIAN METEOROLOGY
Report of the MtUoroloi^ical Reporter to the Cotern

ment of Bengal for 1873. By Henry F Blanford,

Meteorol^ical Reporter

M r. henry F BLANFORD’S annual (Meteoro-

logical Reports for Bengal, of which this Is the

seventh, have come to be looked forward to with much
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lateieat by meteorologisU, aa not only model mono-

gruni of the lubject ducasted by them, but as further

developing and occasionally opening up certoin lines of

mquiry which lead to practical applications of the science

In these respects the Report for 1873 is the best, as well

at the most suggestive. Its outstanding feature is the

discussion of the deficient rainfall of the Presidency dunng

1873, »® disastrous by the famme which followed it , and

the developing in the course of the discussion of a principle

which, if confirmed by future observations, "will enable

us to some extent to forecast our [Indian] seasons, or at

least to speak with some confidence to their probable

character for some months in advance "

From the increased number of stations now in connec*

tion with the department, and from the additional data

obtained from the meteorological superintendents of the

GovernmenU of Ceylon, the Upper Provinces, Central

India, and Uerar, it is possible to form a conception

of the geographical distribution of pressure, temperature,

rain, &c., over one half of India and its seas. The sum

maries of all the observations made over the region

dunng the past seven years form an admirable feature of

the Report We very cordially join in the hope expressed

that the observations which have been made m the Presi

denacs of Bombay and Madras will in future be acces

sible, and that those made m the Punjflb will be put on

such a footing as to be trustworthy and comparable As
regards the last-named region, in all the annual reports

we have seen (down to 1870) the barometric observations

are given uncorrected for temperature and unaccom

panied with the readings of the attached thermometer 1

When, on makmg the annual survey of the meteorology

of India, the north west, west, and south of the country

can be included, it will be possible to write the history of

the two monsoons of the year, and probably to point out

the detcrmming causes of their irregularities

"The principal meteorological characteristics of the

year 1873 were an excessive temperature, in Oude and
the North-western Provinces more especially , an un-

usually low pressure of the atmosphere in the same
region, and probably also in the south-east comer of the

Bay of Bengal, while in Eastern Bengal pressure was
persistently high ,

great unsteadiness in the winds, indi-

cating the predominance of local causes in aOTccting the

air currents, while the normal monsoon current from the

south west set in nearly a month later than usual, and
ceased nearly a month earlier ,

lastly, a general defi

ciency of moisture in the atmosphere, as is betokened
both by the hygrometnc observations, the comparative

absence of clou^ and the great deficiency of rainfalL'

The usual characteristics of the Indian summer mon-

soon, based on the past seven years’ observations, are

thus stated —
“In ordinary years the winds of the south-west mon

soon blow, on the one hand from the Arabian Sea, on the
other hand from the B^ of Bengal towards a Un$ lytnt'

to the south of the Gnm^s, at no great distance, and
parallel to that nver A barometric Mpression begins to
appear in ornear this region in April, and by the time the
rains set in in June it is well esublished , the pressure
decreasing along it from east to west where this trough,
as It may be termed, merges in the great barometric
depression ci|^Panj&b and the Bikaneer Desert To the
south of tha im the wmds from the Arabian Sea biow
across tho Central Provinces, chiefly from the west To
the north of it, those from the Bay of Bengal, turning

with the Gangetic Valley, blow in an opposite, or easterhr,

direction, their line of meeting being along tbu trough.’'^

Bengal being thus dependent, as regards its rainfall, on
the adnal current which blows from the Bay of Bengal up
the valley of the Ganges, it is evident that whatever

weakens this current or directs it to the northsrard will have

a serious influence on the rainfall Now, in 1873 the trough

described above did not occupy the usual position to

the south of the Ganges, but a position considerably to the

north west, in Oude and Rohilcund, immediately under

the hills. A change in the direction of the wind neces-

sarily followed this change in the position of the area of

lowest atmospheric pressure , and in strict accordance

with the now well known relation of wind to pressure, there

was an unusual prevalence of westerly winds over the

greater part of Bengal during June and July, and the rain-

fall consequently was deficient

The observations made in the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands show the existence of a barometric depression

over the south-eastern portion of the Bay of Bengal, the

effect of which would be to deflect a large portion of the

monsoon current of the Bay of Bengal towards Sumatra
and the Tenassenm and Burmah coasts. Thus, then, the

monsoon current, on which Bengal is dependent for its

rainfall, was not only deflected northward from its usual

track dunng 1873, but was alto weakened in force by
being partially drained away to the south-east in the
direction of Burmah

In the examination of the rainy seasons of 1868, 1869,
and 1873, Mr Blanford has the ment of first drawing
attention to the existence of local and persistent vanations
of pressure, which appear as a lo^ exaggeration or
partial suppression of the great annual vanation—the
pressure remaining for many months, sometimes through
two or more consecutive seasons, either higher or lower
than the average, relatively to other parts of the country,

over a more or less extensive track It is to these per
sistent irregularities in the distribution of atmospheric
pressure that the irreguLmues in the distnbution of the
rainfall must be asenbed, and it is to the further in

vestigation, by future observations, of the characteristic

feature of persistency in this class ofbarometric vanations
that we look with hope to the realisation of a great
tnumph awaiting meteorology, viz, the prediction, for

some months in advance, of the general character of the
coming seasons of India, and thereafter a gradual exten-
sion of the principle to other countnes
As regards the humidity, the only data of observation

published in the Report are the dry bulb observations.
To these are added the computed values for the elastic

force of vapour and the relative humidity In future
issues of the Reports we should recommend that the wet-
bulb observabons be also published. In a country of
such extreme climates as India, it is eminentiy desir-
able to have the whole observed facts relabve to the
humidity before us, particularly smee, from the present
defective state of our hygrometric tables as regards dry
hot climates, computed values can be regarded onlyu rough approximabons. In estlmatmg the of
the sky, a clear sky is entered as 10, and a sky enm-
pletely covered with cloud as a It might be well m
future to adopt the recontmendabon of the Vienna Mf^
orologtaaCavesteBtUs head, by which a clear s^ It
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«atei»d M o, and a tkjr eompletdjr covered with cloud as

icl The number <4 day* at the various stations at

which “ a measurable quantity of rain fell,” are given m
Table xxa. The exact amount of ram constituting a
rdny day should in future be stoted In Great Britain

only those days on which at least oot mch falls are

regarded as ramy days.” We are glad to see that

Symons' gauges (5 in diam.) are adopted—this being the

gauge best suited for general introduction—and that the

height IS a foot above the ground.

We have long been convinced that for a first satis

factory saentific discussion of some of the more difficult

jKoblms of the science we must look for the data of

observation to India, with its splendid variety of climates,

exposures, and abrupt mountain ranges and isolated

pesdes. liie chief of these questions are, the variations

in the daily inarch of temperature as dependent on
season, latitude, height, and situation, both maritime and
inland , the hourly barometric (luctnationa (of which to

little 18 really known), particularly as influenced by strong

insolation, vapour, cloud, aqueous precipitatfon, and
height either on extended plateaus or on hills rising

abruptly from the plains
, and the vital question of

atmospheric humidity, to put which on a proper footing
j

as regards hot dry climates, laboratory experiments

being all but worthless, recourse must be had to extensive

observations and experiments conducted under such con

ditions as are preMnted by the scorching climate of the

Punjab Inthefiirtherdevdopment of Indian andgeneral

meteorology, the establishment of a Physical Observatory

in the Punjlb is urgently called for, as being, in truth,

indispensable for the prosecution of these and other

physical researches.

OW? J500Ar SHFLF
A Ytars Botany, a hpted to Home and School Use By

Frances Anna Kitchener Illustrated by the Author
(Rivingtont London, Oxford, and Cambridge, 1874.)

This unpretending little book is one that is sure to find

its way wherever Natural Science is taught in the only

way in which it is worth teaching, as a trainin| for both
the observmg powers and the reasoning faculties The
greater part appeared originally in the Monthly Packet,

and has been reprinted with additions at the request of

fnends more discnminating than is usuailvthe case under

such circumstances. We know of no book which we
could more safely and confidently place in the hands of

voimg people as their first raide to a knowledge of

botany The illustrations are from drawings from nature

by the authoress, and are a pleasing change from those

wiudi ^ve already done duty m so many text books.

The fbOowing sentence, from the first chapter, illustrates

fibe mode m which the writer conveys her instruction —
“ But I must beg that my readers will give me a fair

j

trial , tibat they wifl pick the flowers described, and
j

examine them wktle they read the desenpbon , and that

they will trace every law, arrangement, and pecuhanty in

their living illustrations. Sometimes these may not be 1

seen at the first glance, or even m the first specimen, but

they mnst pick fresh flowers, look and look again, and
take HOtkmg upon trust, remembering that one of the

,

chief lessons botany has to teach is how to use both eye ;

and band.” Several typical flowers are then taken—the
!

buttercups walbfiower, cucumber or vegetable marrow,

;

yors^ garden-pea, and fnimrose, and the vanous i»rts of

:

each deyciibea m ordinary language, without the use m
«Df technical tanas. To theiip snoceed lepante duqjten

j

H7
“On Floww wiffi Simple Pistils,” “On Flowen with Com
pound Pistils,’ On Flowers with Apocarpous Fruits,” “ On
f lowers with Syncarpoui Fruits,” and On Stamens and
the Morphology of Branchea’ To each chapter it pre-
fixed a lut of specimens which will be required to enable
the student to follow for himself the writert analysis the
descriptions are givenm an extremely easy and lucid style,

a few of the commonest scientific terms—^but at few as
possible—being gradually substituted for the colloquial
English phrases at first employed. A sufficient acquaint
ance having then been obtained with the morphology of the
more conspicuous organs, and their functions at the same
time explained the phenomena of nutrition, respiration,

and fertilisation, and the structure of tissues arc described
in chapters “ On Fertilisation,” “ On Seeds ‘ On tarly
( rowth and Food of Plants, ’ “ On Wood, Steins and
Roots,” and ' On Leaves.” A chapter is then given to

classification, to which is appended some useful tables

of the characters of the more important orders , and this

IS followed by two or three chapters devoted to a few of
the more important natural orders, and mtended to serve
as an introduction to the mode of naming plants The
most commonly used technical terms which have not been
employed m the work itself are explained in an appendix,
In which the wants of students prcp.anng for the University
Local rxaminations have been kept in view
The mistaken plan on which many botanical text books

have been compiled is so largely answerable for the horror
in which the subject is held by candidates for ex.amina
tion who endeavour to cram facts and technical terms in

an incredibly short space of time, without an attempt at
pmctical work, and m the end fail miserably that wc
cordially welcome an attempt to place the study on its

true footmg We entirely concur in the view of the writer,

that to this false method is due the fact that “ Botany is

so often stigmatised as a dry uninteresting study an
opinion which would speedily disappear were her mode of
instruction in general use m the famil> and the school
Mrs Kitcheners ' A Year's Botany” seems to us admir
ably adapted for the purpose whicn she had in view in

publishing It, and we heartily desire for it a large circu

iation A. W B

Denial Pathol and Siiri^Lty By b I A, Salter,

F R.S (London Longmans, Green, and Co
, 1874.)

Thfre is much m dental surgery besides the simple

extraction of teeth, and it is to the consideration of the
science of dental pathology that Mr baiter devotes most
of the work under nonce. The introductory chapters

treat shortly of structure and function, development being
left out of consideration An excellent diagram explains

the relation of the tongue to the different parts of the

mouth during the pronunciation of the various letters of

the alphabet, which latter is arranged on a physiological

basis, dependent on the situation of the point of closure

by which the sound is produced, upon the completeness

or mcompleteness of the closure and upon whether the

breathing is soft or aspirate To the purely physiological

student the chapter on irregularities m the position and
union of contiguous teeth inll be of particular interest

,

as will the instances given of defects in their number
depending on hereditary causes, and on alopoccia, to

which we may add the peculiar deficiency always con
nected with the excessive development of hair over the

face, as m the Russian man and child who so recently

visited this country The differentiation off from pure

surgery of a class of tumours which, before Mr batter’s

investigations, were considered to belong to the bones

themsdves, and which, as odontomes, are now known to

be composed of secondary dencme, will be specially in

struaive to the pathologist, as wia the question of reflex

nervous phenomena, luA as partial paralysis and blind

ness, from the untaUon of a diseased tooth. A full and

vsty nstmetive account is also given of “ phosphorus
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diMm,” which attacks in 10 puniiil a manner the n
facturert of ludftr matches, and which can be so c«n>
pletely obviated by the employment in thar construction

of red instead of ordinary Mosj^otos, because the former
does not give rise to the formation of aad fumes when
exposed to the air, and therefore does not attack the
mouth and teeth. There is one subject on which we
have looked, but m vam, through this volume for informa-

tion It is for the explanation of how it is that tooth-

disease and civilisation so unfortunately go hand in

hand The work will be found of special interest to all

students of surgery

LhTTERS TO THE EDITOR
lTi*Ei/tipr doa not heldktmulfrttp0nubUJor<^mont expmted

by ku corrttfomUnis NtUkor eon ke tmdoiaJte to rthtm,
or to corrtsfond mtA tkt wriltrt rgttttd momutnptt
No notue u taktn ojamnymotu eommnmtaitont ]

Deep-sea Researches

‘Whkn Prof WyviUe Thomaou pahliihed hit recent volnme
giving the remits of the deep-sea rcMarcbet conducted by him— VI ,1 1%. /-— Jeffreys, and others,

rv of the tntqect
, but he made

Microtcomc Oiguiiaraa of the
Levant Mod published in 1847 m the TranaacUona of the

Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, though this

memoir had been referred to from time to bine by Dr Carpenter,

Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones, and others, and vat, next to

Ehrenberg s discovery of the microscopic structure of chalk, the
starting pomt of all these deep-sea investigations It was the
first to «jdl attention to the existence of fonmunferons deposits

in the sea, and to insist upon the organic origin of aU limestones

except a few freshwater Travertina, in opposition to the theory

of chemical depoatts that had previously been advocated in the

works of Phillips and other geologists. 1 do not care very iruch

sbont these questions of priority of ohservabon, but since Dr
Wyville Thomsons article in Nature, vol xi p. iifi^ dwells
largely upon another point, which was also brought prominently
forward in my memgb', I think it worth while preventing a repe-

tition of the ovenigB^ because the two subjecu referred to, viz.

the foraminiferous origin of cakareoua depodta, and the snbae

quent modificabon <n such deposila by the uency of carbonic

acid gas, now prove, as I long ago insutea that they would do, two
of the most important factors m the solution of the problem of

the nature and origin of deep sea deposits. Dr Wyville
Thomson, m the article in quesuon, points out that extensive

areas of the deep-sea bottom are now occupied by a reddish eartlL

and he has arrived at the conclusion that ihia earth is a residue 1^
after all the calcareous dobigerinse and other such elements
have been removed by the solvent action of carbomc acid accn
mnlated in these deep waters. In my memoir 1 arrived at the
same conclusion from the study of the manne Terbaiy deposits
containing Diatomacese, of Bermuda, Virginia, and elsewhere 1
may perhapa be peimiUed to republish the following extracts

from that memoir, smce it is not now readily accessible to all the
numerous naturalists who are interested in this qnesban
" In the recent deposit of the Levant we have generally an

admixture of calcareous and siliceons organisms. In seme locali

ties the latter are mote sparingly distnWed than in olhen
, in

a few instances they are almost entirely absent The same
,

admixture ocenta in the recent sands from the West Indio, The
soft calcareous mud from the bottom of the lagomii of the Coral i

Islands contains a considerable number <» similar siliceons
forms, and corresponding results have been obtained in most of
ammsrhiei^imeota from varions parts of the glo^ examined

'* On the other band, the infiisonal deposits of Bermuda and
Virginia are altogether siliceons. Not one calcareons organism
exists. The sUiceons forios compreheiid the majcui^ those
which I have desoibed from the Levant, many of them bdim
not only tunilar bnt specifically idenbeai, and the manner^
winch theyjm mwnped together in these distant localitka mdi
cates somethift tnoie than mere aeddent Indeed, we want
BOlUag bnt t£e calcareous structures to render these Myocene
strata perfect^ asalogoas to those now in procem of formation .

both in the McditenaiMan and in ^tbe West Indten seas. Are
{

these siliceont deposittL so void oi

la the condition in which tiu

were they once of a mixed d
having been subseqncatly snhmitted to some dwmical aetin

which has removed all the calcareons forms, leaving osily th
siliceons structures to constitute the permanent stratum ? I as
disposed to adopt the latter opmion, lot several reasons

’*

After showing the resemblance between the residiis left afte

treating certain substances srith nitric add, and the diatomaoeon
depodts, I proceed to saw t—
^‘Sndi deposits, m these present cooditions, stand out oi

anomalies in the existing order of oceanic phenomena, and haw
nothing resembling them except the local frashwatar aoenmnk
tions vAich occur in vanons places. Between these^ however
no real analogy exists. It must not be forgotten that the Vir
ginlan deposit can be traced for above two hundred miles , and,

beii» marine^ would doubtless be mixed up irith audi msrku
products as were likely to occur along so extended a line. Thi
only recorded instance with which I am acqnamted, thatexhibiti

the slightest resemblance^ is fiimished by M Ehrenberg, in hii

examination of materials brought home from the south pede by
Dr Hooker Some pancake ice^ obtained in lat 78* icf, long;

ifia" W , vdien melted, fhmtshed seventy nine speito of organ
isms, of which only four were calcareous Folythalamia, the

remainder bemg all siUccous. Bnt even this example, remark
able as it IS, does not supply ns with any real parallelism. Tbs
deposits in question have never yet exhibited a single example
of a calcareous organism.’'

After refemng to the European greensands, I continue—
' Nature furnishes ns with an agent qmte equal to the produe

tion of such effects as we are at present acquainted with This is

carbonic add gas in solntion in water Mr Lyell has already
availed himselfof the instrument to account for the subtraction
of calcareous matter from imbedded shells, as well as for some
of the changes that have taken place in the structure and compo-
sition of straufied rocks It is easy to conceive tW
whilst these strata were in a leas consolidated state than at

acid gas. this would act as a solvent of the 0
lime until the add was neutralised.

After venturing npon these conclusions in 1847 not as
mere speculative guesses, but m the deliberate result of a
long series of investigations carefully worked out I need
scarcely say how interne was the mterest with which I
read Dr Wyville Thomsons observations, which >0 tho-
roughly sustain and confirm the accuracy of mine. My con
dnsions were wholly derived from t*-

few examples of foiaminift

familiar The ChaUmger rescan^ now show us how exten-
sively the conditions desenbed in my memoir have prevailed

, a
fact which could not have been ascertomed before the madiinery
for deep-sea exploration attained to its present perfection. Bnt
having arnved at them in a decided or definite manner when the
•"•^enala for doing so were much more scanty than they now

, and when no one except myself and the late Prof Bailey of
West Pomt were giving much attentum to the subject, I tbini.

am justified m wishing the fact to be placed on record
Owens College, Dec. la W C Wiluamson

Origin of Bright Colouring in Anintala

The on^ of the.bright colouring of flowers, through natural
selection dfecud by insects, iqipears to me one of the strongest
points of the Darwmian thc^ Bnt I think the orimn
of the bright cbloanng of many animals, especially birds ud
insects, b on the contraiy one of the greatest of ib diflicnlties.
Dorwm accounts for it m most cases by sexual selection—the
most beautiful males being the beat abie to obtain mates and to
leave ofisprin^

In the vray of thb theory there are three very serious diflical-
cs, which I think have not been dwelt on as they deserve
I Before special coloration could arise u a spc^c character

the oolours must have been variable
, for selection can worlc

only when it has variation to work with, and it appears incredible
that such a cause as aexnal selection could ever give them uy
great degree of fixity Bnt the bats and spoU on the wings m
birds and bntterflies are, os a rule, perfectly definite, i^not
more variable within the limits of the tame nedes >»»«" any^r part of the organto. Tto difficn^ dm not i^y in
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aihowl tdecdon by toiectt, bccme the tpota lad ttretlu of
floirfn on anch len ihuply d«6ned.

a. AVIit U ontamental colouring, u a inle^ con6ii«d to the
male? U the lore of beanty ii an animal inttinct, why, on
Darwinian prindplei, i« not beauty developed in the femaiei, the
moat beantHol females being the most likely to obtain mates and
leava ottering? I speak <£iefly of birds,

3 Is there any reason to believe that the female has any choice
or power of selection whatever ? I think that what eridence we
have goes to prove that she is passive and certainly this opinion
Issnppoited by the very general fact of the males figh^ for the
poaseamon of the femate

If the love irf beauty is an animal mstinct, then Darwinian
prinoples would require that the struggles of the males for the
pcssssnon of the most beautiful females should develop beauty
in the females by natural selection But we see that the controiy
is what takes place—beauty is developed in the male, the
fighting sex

Were a Darwin among birds to watch the ways of the human
race, he would probably feel certain that the love of dress and
ornament among women is altogether due to a desire to become
attractive to men , and he womd think those naturalists unsatis-

factory, and peihaps mystical, who guessed the truth, that the
love « ornament is a natural and healthy human instmct, not
confined to either sex or to any age, but stronger m youth than
m age, and stronger in woman than in man

Joseph John Muepkv
Old Forge, Dunmuny, Ca Antrim

Psychology of Cruelty

feigning d^ for an hour or two at a tune, for the expresi
porpom of ^ndng awn, and other caimvorons binS, to
approadi within gi^g distance , and when one of the latter
were caa^t, the delighted monkey put it to all kinds of sgonies,
of which plucking alive seemed to be the favourite
As I am not aware that any other animal exhibits this msUnct

of inflicting pain for its own sake—the case of the cat with a
mouse belonging, I think, to another category—I believe, if its

origin m ever to receive a scientific exphuiaboi^ this will be
found in somsthing connected with mon^ life

PlIYSlCUS

Migration of Birds

Ybsteeday and to-day (17th and i8th inst ) contmuous
flights of migrant birds^ Uiefly fieldfiues and redwings have
passed over this place in one uniform ducction from east to
west, turning inland to the north west, as though unwilling
to cron Poole Harbour The procession, so fiu- as it attracted

my own notice, began with daybreak of the lytb, and was so
rapid and contmuous all that day that enormous numbers alto

(^er must have passed over us. Close flocks would come and
then a eontinuous flight of stragglers, but all in one and the
ume direction, and with little deviation from a well defined
ocnal pathway, as though keeping some visible high rosd
\ esterday the night was down the wind , this morning against

it , and although the flight was low and the birds seemed bred,
none alighted m thu neighbourhood W hence did they come,
and whitner are they bound—east or west of tins place ? Can
any of your readers uy ? H. C

Bournemouth, Dec. 18

Thbkb is a passage la Mills recently published essay

on “ Nature which well meriai the attention ot evolubonaiy
peychologista It is as follows — * Again, there are persons who
ore cruel by character, or, as the phrase is, naturally cruel , who
have a real pleasure in inflicting or seeing the infliction of pain.

Thu kind of cruelty is not mere hardheartedness nr absence of
pity or remorse , U u a positive thing , a particular kind of
voluptuous excitement Tne East, and Southern Europe, have
aRbrded, and probably sbll aflbrd, abundant examples of thu
odious propensity ’ (Page 57 )

Now, 1 think that this ‘ hateful propensity ' u of more com
mon occurrence than even Mr Mill here gives it credit for

Indeed, 1 doubt whether anyone u entirely devoid of it, although,

of course, everyone who Is sufficiently odvsneed m moral culture

to admit of the subordinabon of the baser instincts to the higher

has been mote or less successful m ‘ starving it by dunse I

believe, in short, that thu propensity must be regarded as one
of the pnmary insUncts of our nature, althoogb, like other

instincts, it vanes m its original intensity in different individuals,

and u further differendaUr modified by the various mfiuences of
education. The nature of this instinct u well expressed by Mr
Mill m the above quoted phrase, " a particular kind of volup
tuons exatement. This, I think, supplies the reason why it is,

as a rule, of stronger development m men than in women, and
why, as Mill observes, it u of most frequent manifestabon in

warm climates. It is also worth observing, that although thus

aldn to the amatory passion, it is of much earlier growth in the

Ufe-history of the individual Indeed, childhood and youth are,

in avilued soaety at least, the seasons when its presence u
most conspicuous , m consequence, I suppose, oi the rcstrammg
power which refleebon subsequently brings to bear upon it not

at having been called mto acbon.
To explain the origin of thLs instmct by the evolutionary

psychology ii^ I beheve, impossible m the present state of our

Knowledge
, lor there u no period in the lustoiy of the race at

whidi it u conceivable that Oie Utter should have derived any
benefit from the birth and development of this pecnlUr passion

Yet I believe it 11 now in some persons, were it permitted to osKrt
itself, of even more intensity than u the highly beneficial inclino-

tiott to which, as we have jut seen, it is so strangely allied. To
refer to the stiikiiig simiUrity of this passion in man to that wbidiis
asamfosted by monkeys, is not of course to explam its orinn

,

but I am quite sure it is in the monkeys that this explanation is to

be sought. Everyone knows that these animals show the keenest

-delight in torturing others simply for torturing sake, but every

one does not know how much trouble an average monkey will

pot bhuelf to in order that he may gratify this taste. One
diample will suffice. A naturalist who had lived a loi^ tunc in

lidta told me that he tuu not unfoequently leen monkeys

I

The Potato Disease

In hts letter of last week. Prof Dyer states that hts main

I

object in bu previous letter was ‘ to claim for a dlsbnguished
Eimlish botanist credit for work done by bun thirty years ago
In nis previous letter this work is defined by Prul Dyer to be
the diKovery by the Rev M J Berkeley of the fact that the
poUto diteofc was due to the attacks of a parasitic fungus As
the service, with which botanists are familiar, that Mr Berkeley
has rendered m this matter, is the publication and advocacy m
this counby of the discorefy previously made by Montague and
others, with a few additionu observmtioM of bis own Prof
Dyer would confer a favour on his feUew botanists by giving
a more exact reference to the records which he is 10 anxious
should be duly recognised Insurer

III IMHOLT/ ON THl USF AND ADUSI Oh
THh DEDUCTIVE MhTIIOD IN PHYSICAL
SCIENCF*

CINCE the translation ot the first part of this volume
was published, its whole scientific tendency, and

specially a series of individual passages in it, have been
su^ecti^ to a more than vigorous cnticism by Mr

{

C F Aollner in his book “On the Nature of Comets.
do not think it neceasaiy to answer expressions of feeling

in reference to personal characteristics of the English

authors or of myself I have as i rule considered it

necessary to reply to cnticisms of scientific propositions

and pnnciples only when new facts were to be brought
forward or misunderstandings to be cleared up, in the

expectation that, when all data have been given, those

fomiliar with the laence will ultimately see how to form
a judgment even without the discuraivc pleadings and
sophistical arts of the cowtending parties If the present

treatise were intended only for fully educated men of

science, ZOUner’s attack might have biron left unanswered
It is, however, essentially designed for students also, and
as junior readers might perhaps be misled by the extreme

assurance and the tone of moral indignation in which

our critic thinks himself justified in expressing his

opinions, I consider that it would be useful to answer the

attacks made on the two English authors, so far as may

of <h« Ceraua oditloa ol
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be neceuarv to enaUe the reader to make out the truth

Inrxontidering the matter for himself

Among the scientific mvestif^ors who have espedally

duected theur efforts towards ue purification of physical

science from all metaphysical mfection and from all arbi-

trary hypotheses, and, on the contrary, have striven to

tnait* it more and more a simple and faithful exprea

sion of the laws of the facts, SirW Thomson occupies

one of the first places, and he has consciously made pre-

cisely this his aim from the beginnmg of his scientific

career This very thing seems to me to be one of the

chief services rendered by the present book, while in Mr
Zdllner’s eyes it forms its fundamental defect The latter

would like to see, instead of the “ inductive method of

the scienbfic investigator, a predominantly “ dcducUve ”

method introduced. We have all hitherto employed the

inductive process to discover new laws, or, as the case

may be, hypotheses , the deductive to develop their conse-

quences for the purpose of their verification I do not
find in Mr ZOIln^s nook a distinct declaration by which
his new mode of procedure may be distinguished from
that generally followed. Judging from what he auns at

as his ultimate object, it comes to the same thing as
Schopenhauer’s Metaphysics The stars are to love and
hate one another, feel pleasure and displeasure, and to

try to move in a way corresponding to these feelings

Indeed, in blurred imitation of the principle of I,east

Action (pp 336, 337), Schojienhauer’s I’essimism, which
declares this world to be indeed the best of possible

worlds, but worse than none at all, is formulated as an
ostensibly generally applicable principle of the smallest

amount ot discmmort, and this is proclaimed as the

highest law of the world, livmg as well as lifeless.

Now, that a man who mentilly treads such paths
should recognise in the method of Thomson and Tait s

book the exact opposite of the right way, or of that which
he himself considers such, is natural, that he should

seek the ground of the contradiction, not where it is

really to be found, but m all conceivable personal weak
nesses of his opponents, is quite m kcepmg with the

intolerant manner m which the adherents of metaphysical
articles of faith are wont to treat their opponents, in order
to conceal from themselves and from the world the weak
ness of their own position Mr Zdllner is convinced
“ that the majority of the present representetives of the
exact sciences are wanting in a clearly conceived mteUi

r
ice of the first principles of the theory of perception "

viii ) This he tries to confirm by reference to sup-
posed gross errors made by several of them

Here then, of coursejMessrs. Thomson and Tait must
submit to the ordeal They have, in para«aphs 381 385
of the present book given expression to their convicaon
as to the right use of scientific hypotheses Ihey, m
paragraph 385, find fault with hypotheses which are too
remote from observable facts, and select, as instances of
their injurious influence, naturally only such as, by their

extensive diflPusion and by the authonty of their origi-

nators, have been really infiucntiaL In this connection
they place side by side the law of electneal action at a
distance propounded by our countryman, W Weber, and
the emission theory of light as worked out by Newton.
This juxtaposition is the best proof that the Eng^^
authors had nothing in view that should wound a healthy
German national fewng

It has not as yet, 1 believe, come to such a pass in
Germany—It is to be hoped it never wiU—that hypotheseji
ouy not be critiased, whatever be the enunence of their
nropounders. Should it actually ever come to this, then
indeed Mr Zdllner and his metaphysical friends would
be justified in bewailing, or it may be in tnumphing over,
the destruction of Gnman science No one can be
blamed for^vmg advanced a hypothesis which the
further progress of saence shows to be inadmissible, just
as It is no discredit for one who has to seek his way in

an entirely unknown country to take the wrong road for

once, in spite of his utmost attention and consideration.

It is further obvious that whoever regards as erroneous a
hypothesis which has captivated the minds of a large

number of scientific men must necessarily hold that it, tor

the time bemg, injures and retards the progress of science,

and will be jusufied in expressing this opinion, if it

becomes his du^ to advise, according to ms matured
convicuon, a student as to the path he should follow

One of the arguments which Sir W Thomson has
adduced to prove the madmissibility of Webo's hypo-
thesis, IS that It contradicts the law of the conservadon
of energy I was also obliged to bring forward the same
allegauon somewhat later in a paper* published in the

year 1870 Now Mr Zdllner, r^ing on the authonty of
Mr C Neumann, has assumed that this allegation is

erroneous. On the contrary, Weber’s law seems to him
to be another universal law of all forces in nature (it is

not explained bow these different universal laws agree
with one another),and he devotes twentypages of his intro-

duction to the purpose of ainng his mdignation at the
intellectual and moral dulness of those who attack it

Mr Zdllner wiU, no doubt, since then, have become asraie

that It IS at least imprudent, without other support than
the authonly of one of the parties in a scientific debate,
to try to help the other by libellous remarks, apart from
the consideration that by such means one can contribute

nothing to the settlement of the dispute, but perhaps
much to Its embitterment Mr C Neumann was hims^
a party m this affau* , my objections applied also to die
theory of electrodynamic actions, to which he then ad
hered. He has since then given up this theory He and
also Mr W Weber thought that they could maintam the
original theory of the latter, if they took into considera
tion the co-operative action of molecular forces in the
case of closely approximated electrical masses I then,
in my second contribution to the theoiy of clcctrodyna
niics,t pomted out that the assumption of molecular forces
does not stop the leak in Weber’s theory In the mean
time Mr C Neumann himself, before he knew of my
second paper, had given up the attempt to found a theory
of elecUodynamics upon Weber’s law, and had tried to
devise a new law for that purpose.
And here, in reference to the emphatic way in which

our opponent speaks of the dcducuve method, I would
make the followmg remarks on this example —Accordmg
to the view hitherto held by the best scientific mvestt
gators the deductive method was not only justified, but
indeed required, when the admissibility of a hypothesis
was to be test^ Every legitimate hypothesfr is an
attempt to esubhsh a new and more general law
which shall mclude under it more facts than those
hitherto observed The tesang of it consuts in this,
that we seek to develop all the consequences which
fiow from It, in particular those which can be com
pared with observable facts I should therefore imagme
the first duty of those who would support Weber’s
hypothesis to be, among other thmgs, to see whethor
this hypothesis can mmlain the most general fact, that
electricity, when no electromotive forces act on it, re-
mains at rest m all electneal conductors, and is there
fore ciqiable of contmumg m staUe equihbnum. If
Weber’s hypothesis imphes the contrary of thi^ as 1 have
attempted to prove, then the next thing to be done would
be to look out for such a modification of it as would
render stable equilibnum possible in the largest as w^ as
in the smallest conductors. According to my view, this
would have been a right course, and the one required by
the deducuve method, but not to call a halt when incon-
venient conteqnmices appear, and excuse oneself with the
plea that the right diflerential equations for the motion of
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•Uetrichj ia accordance with Weber’s law had not vet
been discovued. And if some one else takes this

trenUe, then he who considers himself a representative

Mor' the deducbve method should applaud him.
Instead ofcharginK him with impiety, even if the results of
the inquiry should turn out to be inconvement for fhe
Icarus nig^t of speculation.

As Mr Zdllner does not put himself forward as a mathe-
matician—on the contrary, informs us on pages 426 and
437 ofhu book that the too frequent use of mathenuuics
cramps the conscious activita of the understanding and
is a convenient means of satisfying vanity , and besid^ in

many passages, constantly repeats his eimression of con
tem^ for those who think they can refute nis speculations
by Anting out mistakes in differentiation and int^ration
—we ought not to judge him too severely in the matter
ofWebtxs law No doubt it is scarcely reasonable for

one adio thinks himself entitled to be shal^ in his mathe-
matics, to take upon himself to pronounce upon matters
which can be deaded by mathematical mvestigation
only His “ Theory of Comets,” which may surely be
rmurded as in his opinion a model specimen of how the
riut methods arc to be employed, gives, besides this,

other much more popular examples of the same peculiar

way of using or not usmg deduction, examples the con
sidmtion of which may be reserved for another more
sutaUe opportumty

{To bt eonttnuod.)

MOVEMENTS OF THE HERRING
'T'HE mysterious disappearance of the body of hemng
* which used to frequent Loch Fyne has directed re

newed attention to the natural history of that fish. This

is now the second time that the shoal of herrings which

made Loch Fyne its habitat has deserted that celebrated

sheet of water No scientific opinion has yet been given

as to the cause of this disappearance A number of

fishermen, resident on the Lwh, say the heirmgs have

been frightened away in consequence of persons fishing

for them with a trawl net—which is, of course, non

sense ,
but not more nonsensical than the reasons

assigned for the desertion by hemng of other loc.'ili

ties. As the so called trawl fishmg of Loch Fyne (the

net used is in reality a seine) was not in existence when
the fish forsook the Loch on a fonner occasion, and
were absent for a penod of six years, the opinion of these

men may be passed over as unworthy of serious con

sideration. wnters in the local newspapers, while in

ciined to favour the opimons of the drift net men, that is,

those who assert that the trawl fishers have scared away
the fish, also ask whether the owning beds may not

have been in some way interfered with, md whether the

body of fish frequenting the Loch may not from some un
known caiue have departed before depositmg their seed

If so, in what year would that occur ? In other words, how
long IS It before the hemng spawn of aiw given year

epmea to hfe, and at what penod will the fish then bom
becc^ reproducuve ?

These are events m the natural history of the hemng,
the dates of which have not yet been authontaUvety

settled. They arc points, inde^ which have not yet

been decided as regards any of our fish, except, /rrAyfr,

the salmon {Salmo solar), which has been nursed into life

tinder a sy^em Uiat may be called artificial, that ad

mitted (rf the young fish being watched, and their growth 1

traced stage by stage, by means of certam signs and marks.
|

It is thought that we may speak of the natural histew of

the salmon with more confidence than that of any of our

Odier fiwd fishes. It is unfortunate that their studies of

the natural history of the hemng have not yet enabled

naturnllsts to determine with exactitude how long it takes

that fish to come to maturity.

Most varied opimons have been given on these points
of herring life. Some persons have even gone the Mgth
ofasset^ that Clupea harengus and its congener Clt^a
ptlckardsu are able to perpetuate their kind within a
year of their birth

, even at the age of ten montas I It
has also been asserted that a hemng is able to breed
twice a year Other opinions have l^n given, which
assign to the hemng a much longer period of growth,
namely, that it requires from three to five years to reach
maturity Yarrell, agam, and also Mitchell, think that it

becomes rmoductive in so short a penod as eighteen
months, what we may hoid that we really do know is,

that the eggs of the hemng can be hatched within twenty
days after their contact with the milt of the male fish

This has been proved by visiting the spawning places
of the animals On one visit all was spawn, everything
that came in contact with the spawning b^ bemg covered
with the seed of the hemng , at the next visit^ a fortnight

after, the spawn was all gone it had broome vivified—and
in proof of the fact, young herrings could in two or three
weeks after be found in shallow places varying from an
inch to two and even three inches in length The
probable time between the spawning of the fish and the
fry reachmg the dimensions named would be about forty

days How fast the young ones grow after that has not
been authoritatively ascertamed. It is thought, however,
that if young hemng reach the sue of, say two-and a-half

mehes,m forty days, it is not unreasonable to expect them
to continue growing at the same ratio.

In the case of Sdmo solar, the penod necessary for
the incubation of the egg has been determined beyond
dispute It ranges from ^to ijodays The growth of the
young fish, after a time, if those who have watched it have
not been deceived, is very rapid At first, however, the
salmon grows very slowly A salmon hatred in March
last may still be a very tiny animal, even after it is twelve
months and in some cases two years old. In a year,

however, it may be four or five mehes long, and ready
to migrate to the sea. There is a curious feature in the
natural history of the salmon, the law of which has never
yet been discovered—it is a nddle, in fact, even to the
most scientific observers only one half of the salmon
of any particular batching develop into what is called the
^molt, or migratory stage, at the end of about twelve
or fifteen months from the tune of their being hatched
The other mofety of the brood does not seek the sea
or take on the migratory dress till the expiry of a little

over two years from the time of birth I One half of
the fish, therefore, will at one and the same tune be tiny

creatures, about three mehes long, whilst the othermoMy
will be five mehes in length, and of corresponding girth ,

but these dimensions, it must be confessed, show no great

rapidi y of growth Indeed, it is not till after the salmon
proceeds to the sea that its growth becomes at all rapid

,

but, notwithstanding this rapidity, it must, we think, be a
considerable number of years before a salmon can attam
to the weight of fifty or sixty pounds ,

although the smolt,

It is affirmed by those who have watched it, returns as a
gnlse to Its native waters in about three months, its sixe

and weight bemg very largely increased

The hemng, as we all know, is a fish that never attains

to any great size, and the weight of which may be counted
in ounces The question tp be answered is this Do small

fish grow to maturity quicker than large ones ? It has
been asserted, m some quarters, that the hemng grows
quite as rapialy as the smolt does afttr it reaches the

salt water, and the rate ofgrowth there appears magical,

when contrasted with its slow progress dunng the first

year of its existence, or it may be, as has been already

explamed, the first two years. We are not, however,

without a certain kuid of proof of the rate at which the

hentng grows, which it better than reasoning analogically

It is quite fair to conclude that if herrings attam a «ie of

about thw mehes withm forty days or to of their birth,
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they will attain their full dintoiuom within a year Itu
known of hemng, hy meant of perional obtervation, that

from the tune the roe or milt begiaa to develop ittelf, that

it, when they become matust no very long ume elaptey

tiU they are ready to tpawn ten weekt hat been etti

mated at about the time the hemng takes to grow from

a ** mahe,” or fat fish, to a tpawmng herring

The most contradictory accounts of the time at which

hernngt spawn have been pubhshed by vanous inquirers.

Much of this confntion r^tt, no doubt, from the fact

that the hemng is somewhere engaged m fulfilling this

function of its life durmg nearly every month of the year

There are, it is thought, disunct races of this fish con

standy commg to maturity and spawning at suitable timet

with ue instinct of keeping up the breed Thus, at Wick,

on the Caithness coast, where there is still a great fishery

earned on, although it is evidently now on the wane,

herrings came to roatonty and were ready to spawn in

July At one time large numbers of these Only) nemngs
were caught ,

indeed, some economisu say too many
were caught, and that in consei^ucnce the reproductive

strength of the shoal was so impaired, or its economy so

deranged that it became exhausted. At any rate, few

herrings are now taken in July at Wick The great August
sbe^ is b«ng also over fished, and symptoms arc not

wanting in the violent fluctuations which occur in the

"take^ that it too will m time become unproductive

Hemngi are found in the Firth of Forth ready to shed their

spawn m the months ofDecember, January and February,

(Clupta sprattus), are found

fishM at that penperiod of the year The question of where

tnese scnoois of young fish go to whilst they are growing

naturally presents itself But who can answer it ? The
theory of tne migration of the hemng from and to the seas

within the arctic circle has been long exploded, it having

been established, it was thought, beyond cavil, that it

»

a native of our own seas at all events, that it comes close

to certain parts of the British sea coasts to deposit its

spawn It IS at that penod of its life that we become
familiar with the hemng and that is the time at

wluch It can be most economically captured Hemngs
are seen at that penod of their lives in prodigious num
hers m fact, they lie in tiers on a favounte spawning

ground, covenng several square miles of sea bottom If

all the parks of London were united together into one

great space of ground, it would not nearly n.prc9ent the

width and length of a shoal of hemngs engaged m
spawning

!

It has been asserted that hemngs aggregate and segre-

gate^ but proof of this fact in their natural history is

lacking Almost immediately after the spawn has ripened

into hie, the tiny hemngs are seen crowding together on
the most shallow places of the coast, where they are safe

from the attacks of laiger fish, which would assuredly

prey upon them if they frequented the deeper water

Now, it these fish separate, when do they do so ? because,

if they come to maturity, as is said, withm a year, they

have httle time to live apart If they go out to sea, how
far do they go ? It is a fact that at the Ume they are

caught they are at first taken at a considerable distance

from land. The writer has been out as far as twenty five

miles from the shore without findmg a trace of the shoal,
but within ten days or so the fish were found within a
radius of ten miles of the port from which he had sailed

in search of them, and they gradually came nearer and
nearer, bting often caught within two miles of the land.

Althoi^ the fish of paiticular localities have such dis-

tinctive marks upon them as to render it easy to dis-

tmguish them, certam persons have agam mooted the

idea of the hemng bemg a mipatory animal, and that a
great fiah-shoal travels from the north to the south. A
wntar m a recent number of the Scotsman newspaper

sp^ of a vast shoal of heninp having arrived at

Wick, then of iti pasamg Fraserburgh and Peterhead t

nex^ of its being found at Dunbar and Eyemouth , then
on the coast of Northumberland, and finally, he tells ita

it will be found at Yarmouth, on the coast of Norfolk I

What die is this but a revival of a portion of the dd
myth ? The shoal must be constantly finding out neiw

places to visit, and must also be desertmg places where it

used to call. It must also tell off bngues to spawn at

different locabties , otherwise, all that we have louned
about the natural history of the hemng during the last

few years is imaginary Any novice, almost, could dis-

tinguish a hemng taken from Loch Fyii& when placed side

^ side with a hemng caught off the bay of Wkk.
Fraserburgh, one of the places cited by the wnter in the

Scetsman^fM only risen to importance as a hemng port

within the last ten yean , close upon seven hundred boaU
were this year engaged in the fishery, whilst in 1864 there

was not much above a fourth of that number At Fraser
buigh, and two or three httle fishing stations which adjom
it, 181,000 crans of herrmgs were captured this yean
and these fish would be of the value of about 300,000!.

The capture by the boats fishing from Peterhead—alM on
the Ab^eenshure coast—this season would not be of lets

value than a quarter of a milhon pouads sterlmg But
whilst these Aberdeenshire ports are rising into notice

as great centres of the herring fishery, other ports are

dcclming Wick, wbch used to be the ciqiital of hemng
fishery enterpnse, is now on the dedme as a curing

station Why i For the simple reason, it may be pre-

sumed, that the owners of boats do not find it profit

able to fish at that port At one time as many as 1,200
boats used to fish for the Wick curers, but the number
at work this year was five hundred less 1 Such a falling

off IS very striking, and goes a long way to prove that it is

possible to ' over fish ” the hemng, or at least so to de-
range the economy of the shoals as to render them in tune
unproductive. It is only reasonable to argue that with
the largely augmented drifts of nets mcreaM quantities

of hemng ought to be captured, but it is being annually
’demonstrated tha such is not the case, and that to keep
up present supphes and provide for the supply demanded
by an exigent and increasing population, more boats and
still more extensive dnfts of nets are required.
Even very young fishermen have seen the nse and

dedine of important seas of the herring fishery, appa
remly from the over fishing or derangement of the shoals.

It will be instrucuve to note what occurs in future to the
Wick fishery, because, only a few years ago, it was the
greatest hemng cunng station m the world, whilst nea
year there is every probability of its being only a fourth
rate fishing port The fishermen will naturally go where
they can take their prey with the least possible trouble,
and where the fishe^ is more regular than it has been
dunng late years at Wick; where most of the fish have
been taken by a few of the more fortunate fishennen,
and many of the boots had to return morning after

morning “dean” The boats fishing at Fraserburgh
this year took each an average of 220 crans of herrings,
and all of them were tolerably well fished , whilst the
Wick boats only averaged nmety four crans. the fishmg
being even more partial than usual The turther deve
lopment of the fishery at Ftaserbuigh, Aberdeen, and
Peterhead, which extends over a spwe of about forty
miles, will be anxiously watched The shoal or ihoals
which are yielding such wealth to the fishermen of these
ports must be prodigious in size and wonderiully pro-
ductive j let us take note how long they last, and keep a
correct tale of what they yield. The tun upon them for
the next two or three years will only be lumted by the
accommodation which the harboun can give to the boats
and the ground which can be allotted to Uie curers. The
movemenu of the hemng become yearly more interest-
ing, and we cannot bo too wdl infmed in tegaid to
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THB TRANSIT OF VENUS
'T'HE Mowing tdesnuns have been received by tbe
A 7?M(cr since our tut iiine.

‘‘Mtlbourtu, Dec ii—The American Expedition in
Tasmania eiqiienenced unfavourable weather for their

observatMos of the Transit of Venu&”
** Sydney, Dec 10,—The Transit observations here

proved satimactoTy "

“ Eerltn, Dee 17.—A telegram hu been received from
the GermanAstronomical Eiqiedition at Tschifu, in North
eastern Chma, announcing that the observation of the
Transit of Venus wu quite successfril The observation
of the contact, the hehometer measurement, and the
photographs succeeded splendidly The expedition was
admirably supported by His Imperial Majesty’s ship
Arcona?
From Major Palmer, Qiristchurcb, New Zealand —
" English, nothing valuable anywhere—clouds. Ante

licans got mgtess, and photographs UU near third con-
tact Nobody egtus.’*

From Mr Todd, Adelaide —
"Transit of Venus—Ingreu clou^ Egress well

observed. Contacts 34434j 3475 (mbably ah. 4m.

43 4a, and 34in. 7 5a Adelaide mean time, for internal

and external contacts) No black drop *

From Vienna —
"According to a tdewram received by the Imperial

Academy of Sciences from Drs Weiss and Oppolzcr,
who went to observe the Transit of Venus at Jusy, the
observation of external contact at the moment of the exit

hu succeeded As they had time to fix the exact longi

tude and latitude of their point of observation, they ob-
tained reliable data for calralation. The longitude was
determined by telegruhic time signals with the Observa
tory m Vienna. As jTasty lies on the limits of the line

where the phenomenon was visiUe, they attribute some
importance to their observations ”

Through Reuter’s agency —
"Pektn, Dec 9.—The French astronomical party,

under the direction of M Fleunais, succeeded in ob-
serving the first and second contacts There wu a
slight bla^ ligament Photographs aere taken Ihe
weather wu shghtly hazy ’

It will be seen that the news from New Zealand is of a
most serious character, to far as the English scheme of

observation is concerned In fact, unless the French,
Germans, and Americans have secured observations, the
Delislean attack, to far u egress is concerned, hu failed

altogether We shall postpone any further remarks till

next week, u in the interval some information may be
received from the stations to which wc have nferred

NOTES
Wx are hifonned that the Council of the Royal Society has

appointed a Committee to consider the meus of securing ob

serrations of the total eclipse of the tun in April next, to which

they attach great importance.

Prof Cuulk Maxwkli, F R S , hu promised to give a

lecture at the Chemical Society on Feb. 18 next, •• On the

Dynamical Evidence of the Molecular Constitution of Bodies.”

Tbx Timet statu that Prof Huxley b ta'iindeitake the dutiu

of the Chair of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh

duiiig the eniulng summer session, m the absence of Prof

Wyville Thomson, who is with the ChaUengtr Surveying

Siqieditimi.

% The Aictic Expedition Committee sits twice a wuk, and is

steady progitn in organisiag preparations. Theengmu
of the Q^net gunboat, a new vessel, are to be removed and

phwiedintbe AiKwnrin dock, Ahhongh not yet officially

announced, we believe that tho Admiralty have sdccted Com-
mander Albert Markham as one of the commanding 'officers

the Arctic Expedition. Lieut Aldncb of the Challenger,

u coming home with Capt Nsrrs to take p.-irt in the expe
dition. The decision recently made public that none lait those

of the Royal Navy would be permitted to take part m the

expedition hu been somewhat relaxed, and it is not improbable

that some men of experienu in whalug will be engaged as

“ice quartermasters.

We believe a few French naval officers desire to jom the

forthconung English Polar Expedition as Lieut Bellot did on
the occasion of one of the moat mterestmg searches for Franklin

As IS known, Bellot lost his life during the expedition, and the

fact is commemorated by a column erected at Greenvneh

Hospital at the expense of the English CSovernment

Libut Cameron, in a despatch to Lord Derby, dated Ujiji,

May 14, tells of an important discovery to which we briefly

alhi^ last week m our report of the mcetmg of the Geogra

phical Society 1 He has been all round the southern portion of

Tanganyika, and believes he has discovered its outlet m a river

named the Lnknga, a bttle to the south of Speke s Islands. He
thinks also, from what he has heard from the Ambs, that the

Lnalaba is the Conga The Lukuga he found to be obstruLted

with grass, but he believes a way might easily be cut through

that If Lieut Cameron s conjectures turn out to be correct,

and there appears to be great likebhood that they will, he will

deserve to take an important place m the ranks of African ex

plorers. He ihosvs the great capabikbet of Central Afr ca as a
fleld for legitimate commerce, and if it turns out that navigation

is possible from the month of the Congo to the Tanganyika region

much good may be expected to accrue to Africa as well as to

the commotual world at large The cuise of the country is still

those degraded Arab sIave.dcaleTS who vexed the soul of poor

Livingstone, and it is a monstrous pity that Home steps could not

be taken to stamp ont the demoralising and devastating tmffic.

Full details of T lent Cameron s explorations are in the hands ut

the Geographical Society

litK last two parts of Petermann s Mitthetlungen are naturally

full of the Payer Weyprecht expedition. The December number
contains two letters from I leut. Weyprecht, and one from TAcut

Payer, to Dr Petermann The former intimates that the amount

of material collected in connection with the geography, meteor

ology, magnetism, Ac., is immense , during the course of next

year he will be preparing these for publication. He briefly

states as some of the conclusions he draws from the work of the

expedition, that it 11 erroneous to conclude either that an open

polar sea exists in the north, or thit the ice on the south of

Frans Joaeph’s Land is impenetrable , that the drift of the ship in

the ice was m no way owing to the Gulf Stream , and that he stiU

adheres to the opinion that much valuable exploratory work can

be done towards the east, witli the Siberian coast as a basis of

opcntiona Lieut. Payer believes that the nearest riad to the

pole is that by which the Engbth Arctic Lxpedition is to go—
Smith I Sound

The Datly Tdegt iph of Monday contains a long letter giving

a very mteresting account of Zanzibar, from Mr H M Stanley,

the leader of the expedition sent out by that paper in conjunction

with the New York Herald Another is to follow giving a

lescription of the preparations for Stsnley’s long African march

of discovery, and the detailed plans of lonta Phis expedition

IS exceedingly creditable to the two papers, and it u a hopefu I

sign thst a dally journal finds it anssrer to fill its columns aith

inch healthy exdtement

A communication Irom her Majesty s ship &OHt ststes thst

a momunent has been erected on one of the islands of the

Pacific to the memoiy of Captain Cook, who was killed by the

nativeiof Owlqlie^ ninety^fiveyeanaga The monument is an
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obeliikasrt Ugh.iadBwiinMlMiabueStt. iqiUK It iiM
concrete, and bean the following inactiption t—“In memoiy of

the great drcumnavigator, Captain JamM Coolc, R N , who die*

corered theae lalanda on the i8th of Jannary, A.D 1778, and
fell near thia apot on the 14th of February, A o t779. TUa
monument waa erected in Norember, A.O. 1874, by lome of hia

Mlow-conntrymen.” It ia oected os a auitable sp^ about 100

yards from the rock on wlucb the captain fell

M Lkvkrkier, having finiahad with hia taUea of the

Planet Neptune^ will resume the duties of an active ob-

server For 187s J**^ aupenntend penonally the aervioe

of meridian ofaaarationa at the Observatory of Paru, at the

same time fulfiiUng all the duties of director of the esUbliahment.

M Loewy will have the care of the apodal determinations of

longitudes. These arrangements have been proposed by the

Council of the Observatory to the Ministry, and wili be no doubt

approved of

Thb prooeaa of polishing the lens of the mirror of the great

telescope ia going on at the Ftendi National Observatory by
M Marlin The diameter of the lens is lao eentunetros, and
the polisher ia a disc of40 eentrmetrea. The number of men
engaged on the polishing ia six They ore obliged to stop fre*

qnentiy on account of the great weight of the polisher An ob-

server placed on the top of the Observatory, at a distance equal

to half the focal distance, superintends the polishing process,

watching if the image of a light which is placed in a proper

position is reflected with aufliaent exactness by the mirror

below

Thk weather being very cold in Pans, and heavy falls of snow
having taken plice, M Cioston Tissandier has taken advantage

of the opportunity to make a senes of most interesting observa

tlons on the dust which snow ippropnotes during its passage

through the atmosphere The results will be sent very shortly

to the French Institute

On Thursday December 17 at ten p m , a magnificent

falling star was oliserved in Pans Its track was to be seen for

more than a minute. A correipondent, Mr J 11 A Jenner,

wnting from Lewes, states that “on Thurs^y evenmg, the

17th inst , at 10 30^ a very fine meteor wai seen here It

tiaveUed from north to aooth at a seemingly very low eleva

tion, and though the moon wu shining brightly, it waa a
very brilliant object, bring several times the brightneu of

Siriua Its colour was yellowish, and it left a long but not very
pemitent bluish white train. Hod the night been dirk, it moat
have been a very splendid objecL The point of disappearanee

was hidden from my sight by houses, but there was no noise

attending it.”

Two atndenta of Girton College have been exammed in the
Cambridge Natural Science Tnpou Miss Kingsland, daughter
of the Rev N Kingsland, Congregatioiialist minister, Bradford,
pasKd equal to second clus, and has bemi appointed assistant

lecturer in Natural Snenoe and Mathematics at Cirton Colleger
The other, Misa Dove^ daughter of the Rev J Dove^ vicar of
Cowbit, Lincoliuhire, would have been enbtled to the ordinary
degree, and has been appointed to on osiistant mistress-ship at
Cheltenham Ladlea’ CoUege, with a special view to teaching
physiology These ladies passed the rrari jwt examination, and
also in physiology and chemistry

Dk. J G M'Kbndrick recendy commaneed in Edinburgh a
aetiei of lecturei to ladies on Physiology, at which we are
pleased to bear diere is an attendance already of leven^ooe
ladies.

Thk Lanrinm mines in Greece have given rise to anew difilcnlty

not of a diplomatic, but of a botanical nature. Seeds which
had been boned amktit the remains of old exploiatioru for 3,000

OB bdbg exposed to the air have nndeiBooe die usual

process of genninadon, &0. These belong to the gsnusgf«M<WHi,

but the species seems quite lost

Thk T^tprapkic ytumal for December 15 contains a figOM

and description of a moat ingenious self regulating electric lamp,

by Siemens and Halske. This lamp is of very simple ooastnu-

don, and is stated to regulate itself with greet accuracy It )
capable of being used eidwr with a current of single dir^oA or

with the alternating current producedby certain magnato-electric

machines

Wk have before ns a Belgian Governmental publicatum iit

the Bidlthn de la FUtration da SocUUs dHoriteHUure d»

Bdgtqut, for 1873, The volume contains biographies and por-

traits of eminent Belgian hortlcnlturists recendy deeeaied. A
number of papers are printed in It, chiefly connected with

Belgian horticnlture , and it is supplement^ by a list of ill

persons bolding official botanical po^ throogbont the world.

Likut Covdkr, R E , the officer In charge of the Palesbne

Survey Expedition, reports important discoveries of ruins

in the hill country of Judah, which he proposes to identify

with some of the lost Biblical cities and sites. He has been
also engaged m a search for the limits of the Leviticol toams,

hoping to find some inscription or monument similar to that

whidi rewarded M Gannean at the city of Gexer He
has not found any Hebrew inscriptions, but appears to have
discovered bonndiiy stones which may prove to the anaeat
I-evidcol londmarlra Lieut Conder promises to make a survey

of Mr Henry Maudiley’s recent discoveries on Mount Zion for

the Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund.

Thb report is to hand of Prof Powell on the Survey
of the Colorado of the West, dated Smithsonian Institu-

don, Washington, D C , April 30, 1874. This survey wns
placed under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution by
Congress. The region embraced in the survey u one of the most
interesting in a geological point of view, in the world The
Colorado of the West and its tnbntaries traverse a senes of
remarkable chasms, m some Instances of more than a mile in
depth below the general snrface of the region, presenting in
several places at one new, lecUons of the greater number of
the known geological formations of America. In the report a
general summary U given of the entire work. It exhibits a
great amount of labour, and a senes of results, not only of im-
portance to science, hot alio to a knowledge of the country m
Its relations to agriculture and mineralogy The report embraces
a statement of what bos been accomplished m the way of, first,

Topography, os based on trUnguIatlon, including a description of
the anUc valleys, the supply of water, the extent of dmber and
of pastureland , second. Geology, including economic mioeralo
g^cal products, such os coal, salt, and other minerals

, third.
Ethnology, compnsing tnbes, political organisation, langnagei,
mannera, customs, mythology, poetry, arts, &c. , fourth.
Natural History, iucTuding mammals, birds, reptiles, insects,
end plants.

SoMK time smee we intimated in Natoek that the enter
prising Tyneside Naturalists’ Field Qub had resolved to cate
logue all the remarkable trees in the extensive district which it

works. The paragraph referred to hot, we are glad to se^ been
the means of originating a similar enterprise in Amenea The
New England Society of Orangey New Jersey, has issned the
first of a series of publications, under the nami. of the “
Portfolio,” giving a history and description of the nnt.w. tress
ia its locality, aocompanied by beantifiilly exeented photo-
engravmgs. The first number contains the "VaHay Oak"
{QianMsalhu), the " HUIyer Elm ” {Ulmus amerteana\ and tha
“Harrison Battonwood Ipiaiamu occidtHtalu) Dr Babbh^
aftir whom the Port&^ is named, wu the first to set oat ihnd>
trees in Orange.
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Ftor. Buceuev, btita Gtologiit of Tesu, b«i poVlMhcd a
qroopiis of the done nnder his enspioes doling the pest

season, and mnerks that fiftp-foor oonnties have been visited bp
himsdf and assistants. The resolu of his investigations show
that Taxu has vast depotiti of iron and coal, of mnch greater

csfept ttutphad been asbcipated Both are of excellent qnalttp,

and in (one eases thep occur near together He hu also found

an abundance of salt, gppsuui
, and a wide range of copper

ores. Other TalnaUe minoals are roohng slate^ maible, soap-

stone^ &C.

The Engineer Deportment of the Umted States Armp has

issued a Catalogue of Plants collected m the pears 1871,

1873, and 1873, with Descnptions of New Species ’ This is a
portion of a senes of publications brought out under the same
auspices, being a report of geographical and geological explora-

tions and surveps west of the tooth meridian, under the daige
of First lieutenant G M Wheeler

We are pleased to ieam from the “Tenth Report of the

Board for the Protection of the Abonginea in the Colonp of

Victoria,” that the condition of the aborigines from the founds I

tlon of the colonp was never so prosperous as at the present time

Very successful experiments at hop-growing have b^ made in

some of the distnets allotted to the natives, who take kindlp to

the light and eomparadvelp well paid work The cultivation of

hops wiil be exte^ed to other districts. Considerable success

has also been attained in the education of the children

Dr John Dowson has sent us two pamphlets of which he is

the author “ Thoughts, Philosophical and Medical, selected

from the Works of Fiancis Bacon,” and “ A bketch of the Ijte

and Works of Erasmus Darwin, M D , h R.S ” H K Lewis,

Gower Street, is the publisher

The Quaritrfy Jmntal of the Meteorological Soaetp, just

issued, contains a number of papers read during the last session

of the Sodetp, abstracts of most of which have appeared m
these pages

The “Proceedings of the Belfast Natural Iliitorpand Phdo
sophical Sodetp” for 1872 3 4 have been publish^ Among
the pliers of sdenufic interest are the President s (Mr J J
Murpbp’s) addresses, "On Cosmological Science,” and “On
the present state of the Darwinian Controversy

,
” Prof

Everett "On Mirage,” published in Nature, vol xi p 49,
"On some New Methods of Chemical Analysis,” bp Prof.

Hodges, "On the Solar Spots," bp hir Murphy j "On
Rainbow, Halos, and Coronte, ' by Prof Puner, "On Under

ground Tempersture,” bp Prof. Everett ,
" On the Origin and

Metamorphoses of Insects,” by Mr Murphy ,
" On the Compo

sition of on Inflammable Gas issuing from below the Silt bed m
Belfast,” bp Dr Andreasi F K S

We have received two reprints from the " Proceedings ’ of the

Liverpool Geological Soaetp, 1873 74 “ The Metamorphic

Rocks of the Mtlvem Range and the Strata derived from them,
’

bp Dr C Ricketts, F G S , and "Tidal Action as a Geological

Cause," bp Mr T Mellard Reade, C E., F GS

It is gratUying to see, from the Seventh Annual Report of

the Eastbourne Notnral History Soaetp, that the Society is, on

the whole, in a fionnshmg condition It is doing very sstisfai.

torp work m the collection and arrangement of the ituna and

flon of its district

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

post week include a Peregrine Falcon ^Falct fertgruim), Euro

peon, presented bp Mr A F Ross ; a Campbell’s Monkey

cmmfMii) fitwa West Africa, purchased, and

eight Caaadisn Beavers {Castor tamulensii) from North America,

d^Muked.

TffE ROYAL SOCIETY MEDALSmE have already announced the names of those to whom the
Royal Society Medals have been awarded , the following

Is the official account of the presentation by the Vice-PrsskiaK
and Treatarer, Mr Spottiswoode, at the Anniversary Meeting
on the 30th ulL I—
The Copley Medal has been awarded to Prof Lous Pastenr,

one of onr fr^gn members, “ for his leseaiches on Fermenta-
tion and on Pebrine ”

Vtoi Pssteur's researches on fermentation consist essentially

of two parts the first part, in which he enters eslisnstively

into the examination of the products formed m this proccu , and
the second, m which he takes up the ijncstion of the cause of
fermentation

Previous observers hod noticed ihe production, m solutions of
sugar which had been fermented, of substances other tlian the

two commonly realised, alcohol and carbomc oad, hut it

remained for Pasteur to show which were essential and which
were occasional products. In the series of abla papers con-
tributed 10 the tomples KtnJtu and to the Auualts de thmie et

de Physique, he proved conclusively that sucaiiic acid and glyce-

rme were always iound m fermented solutions of sugar, while
lactic acid and acetic aad, although occasionally present, were
not always so He also showed tnat, m addition to these sub-

stances, a part of the sugar was convcitetl into cellulose and fat

1 he study of the proJiicta formed during (ermentotion opened
the way to tlic second part of the research, viz., the cause of

fermentation

It had been found that certain solutions, when exposed to the

air, icon became full of living organisms, and Pasteur’s expert

menu led him to support the view that these oiganiams ongi
noted from the presence of germs floating m the air He found
that no living organisms were developed il care were taken to

destroy completely ail those which might I c present in the

solution, and if the solutions were then cuelully sealed up free

from air Nor was it necessary to exclude the air, provided that

pure air, free from germs, were admitted. By passing the air

through red hot tubes or through gun cotton before reachmg the

solutions, be found that the dcvelupment of organisms, la such
boded aoluUoDS, did not take place. An i xcejition to tliis was
noticed m tlie case of mdk, which re<iuired to be heated to a
higher temperature than the boilmg-point of water at atmo-

rietic pressure Pasteur showed that this was connected with
alkaline reaction of milk, for m all cases m which the de-

velopment of life was prevented by heoUng to the boiling point

of water, the solutions had a iainlly add readion but that when
this was neutralised by carbonate ot lime, the solutions then
behaved like milk.

Prof Pasteur also examined the gun cotton through whieli tlic

air had been passed , and be found, among other things, certam
cells to which he attributed the power of causing the growth of
oignnisms in solutions. By sowing some of these cells m lolu

tiuns which previously bad remain^ clear, and finding that such
solutions speedily became turbid from the growth of liv ng
organisms, it was proved that the air which had passed through

the gun cotton bad lost its property of causing the development
of ife in solutions, because the germs which the air contained

had been stopped by the gun-cotton

The result of the second part of the research may be thns

summed up —
I No organisms an. deieloiied in solutions if care lie token

to prevent Hie jiossibility of the presence of genus

2 Ibu negative result does not depend ujion the exclusion of
oxygen

3. Ihe matter se-pamted from ordinary air is competent to

develop organisms m solutions which previously hod remomed
unchanged.
Not less important wcr.. the results of Pasteur s expenments

respecting the ehemical functions of the ferment

It bad been held that the entire ferment was m a state of

putrefactive decomposition, and induced a simiJar dcconiposmoii

in the sugar uith ubick it was m contact.

In corroboration of this view, it was stated that ammoini (a

product of the decomposition of albummous substmees suelt as

those present in the ferment) is always found in liquids winch

are unUcrgoiug fermentation.

Pasteur pre^ that the ammonia m fermuiung liquids dimi

rashes m quantity in proportion os the process advances, 1^
that the yeoat ceUs incmM and grow while forming coni|^x

alhtiminoui anUtances at tte expense of the ammonia and other
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•UmeiitiwUehcMniipUedtob. II« fooad that^ in additioa to

ammonia and mgar, dw calk taqidfe ndneral tabatancm, nch u
phoqphatea and other coutituenti, andi u are present in the

oinnum of rnrety healthy and mowing yanst>calL

In short, he proved that those condittons which are most

favonraUe to the healthy growth and development of the yeast

cclk are most conducive to the progreu of fermentation, and

that fermentation U impeded or arrested by those influences

which chedk the growth or destroy the vitality of the cell

The above resmts are bat samples of the ihuts of Postenr’s

long series of researches m thk subject Many and many an
able investigator had worked in the tame field t

and such were

the difficulties they encountered, that Dumas himself recom
mended Pasteur not to waste hU,tiine in working at so hopeless

a subject

To the biologist, two of Pasteur’s researches are of very great

interest and importance He has shown that /iuifi find all the

materials needed for their nutrition and growth in water con

tabling an ammonia salt and certain mineral constituents, and
dev^ of any nitrogenised oiganic matter , and he has proved

that all the phenomena presented by the destructive silkworm

epidemic, the febrtn* teven the shignlar fact that it is heredi-

tarily transmitted thioogh the female, and not throngh the maleX
ore to be explained by the presence of a panuitic organism in

the disMsed caterplUars.

The medal was recdved for Prof Pasteur by the Fordgn
Secretary of the Society

The Kumford Medal has been asranled to Mr J Norman
Lockyer, F R.S, " for his Spectroscopic Researches on the Sun
and on the Chemical Elements.”

Mr Lockyer has long been engaged in spectroscopic researches

on the sun His first observations were directed to a scrutiny of
fhe spectrum of sun spots os compared with that of the general

surfa^ with a view to bring evidence to decide between two
rival theones respecting theur formation In the course of the

paper in which his first observations were described, and which
was read before the Royal Society on November I5lh, 1866, he
asks, ‘May not the spectroscope aflbrd us evidence of the ex
istence of the ‘ red flames which total eclipses have revealed to

us in the sun s atmosphere although they escape ail other modes
of examination at other times?

The spectroscope he then employed proved to be of insufficient

dispersive power fur his researches, and he was mduced to apply

to the Government-Grant Committee of the Royal hoacty for

aid to construct one of greater power This aid was accorded,

and tlie instrument was dehvered, though not quite complete, on
the 16th of October, 1868. On the aotb his eflorts were crowned
by the detection of a solar prominence by means of the bright

lines exhibited in his spectrum. An account of this discovery

was bnmediatcly communicated to the Royal Soaety and to the

French Academy of Saences.
Meanwhile had occurred the total solar eclipse of August l8th,

1868, to observe which various parties had gone out armed with
imtable instrument-,, and especially with spectroscopes, for de-

termimng the character of the hitherto unknown spectrum of the

prominences ,
and the first fruits of their labours hod reached

Europe, showing that the spectrum in question is one of bright

lines. It occurred to M Janssen, who had observed with
eminent soccess the spectrum of the prominences during the
eclipse, that the some mode of observation might enable one to

detect them at any time, and he saw them in this mamicr the

very next day 1 he first account of this discovery, which was
sent by post, did not, however, reach the hrench Academy until

a few days after the communication of Mr Lockyer’s noUce , so

that nottong interferes with the perfect indeMndence with which
these two pnysicuits established the possibility of detecting the
prominences at any time.

A discovery like this opened up a new field of research, which
Mr Lockyer wu not backward m exploring One of the first

fruits of the applicatioa of the method was the dkcovmy of a
conthmoos InmiiuKis goseoas envelope to the sno, which be calk
the diromosphere, of wkidi the immincnoes are meroly local

aggregattons. Evidence was further obtained of gigantic con
vnlsioos at the atirfiue of the lan, which were revealed by sHglit

altoatioas of (efranglbUlty in the Imes, observed in a manner
timUar to that in whichMr Hoggins had determined the relative

velocity of approach or leeeis ot the Earth and Sirins.

The inteiptetation of spectroscopic solar phenomena required

a le-eaaaaiiiation in several respects of the spectraecopk ieaturea

of BitiliGial soucea of lidt Amoog thew raaearchei special

mention asnst be made of Mr Lockyeri ckssification of the lines

doe to the aaetakof the etoetrodes between idddi an iadnctloo

dkdiaige was passed, accorcliiig to thdr "Imuth,” La, the dk*
tanoe from the dectrodee to wbldi they cooM rmpeetlvdy bo
traced Thk led to the explanation of vanoae apnannt onoma-
lUa oi to the ptetenoa or abaeaoe of certain dark linei in the

eokr apectnm, and to the detection of additional damanta Intha
on, eqieciaUy potassinm, an element wUeh, thoagh ao oommon
on the earth and ao easily detected by sptctral anuysk, had not

previously been proved to exist in the sun, because the attenthm

id obaerveia had been tamed in a wrong direction, as wu shown
by these Toearehes.

Nor wu it only in relation to lokr physici that thcM re-

searchet bore fmlL They led to a ptamOtUiv* determinatiim in

many caaei, by means of the spectroeoope, of the prcqiortiao of

the consthoents in an alloy, and afforded new evidence of the

extent to which imparities an present even in substanou deemed
chemically pure.

The medal wu received by Mr Lockyer
A Royal Medal hu been awarded to Mr Henry Clifton Sorby,

F R.S ,
“ for bk researchu on slaty cleavage and on the minute

structure of minerals and rocks , for the Gmistraction of the

Micro-Spectroscope, and for hk researchu on colonring-

mattera
”

The pnnapal grounds on which Mr Sorby’s ckims to a Royal
Medal rest are the following —

I Hit long-contmned itudy, and hk inocesifal application ot

the micrasciipe to the aointion of problems in petroled
a. His emplovment of the pnsm in coqjnnctlon with the

microscope for the analysis of the colours transmitted by tub-

stances, u well organic u morgamc.
Thoi^h Mr Sorby a kbours during the but ten years have

been more puticnlarly devoted to observations of the latter ciass,

hk work, extending over a period that commenced in 1849, u
represented in the Catalogue of Scientific Papers (limited by the
year 1863) by no less than forty-seven memoirs. Among the
more remarkable ol these must be mentioned the reports to the
British Assocmtion and the contribntiou to the i'Athtophual

(1853, 1856, 1857) in which he grappled with the
subjc i of slaty cleavage, and helped to utabluh the expbmation
that deavoM wu the ruolt of greater relative condensation ot

the material In a direction perpendicular to the cluvag^ due m
the case of rocks to mechanical compressbn ia that duection

—

an idea that met with immedule lilustntion from other experi
mentaliMs.

Hk memotri on the temperatoru and pressuru at whldi
certain rocks and ralnerals were formed (in the Ceolcvical
Society’s yimrnol, 1858), founded on the relative voiunie ot the
liquid and vacuou portions of microscopic hollows, or, sgain, on
the character of microscopic substancu mingled with the mmeial
matter he invutigated, convinced the geologist that be had to
take into account the oetton of water under high pressuru and at
high temperatoru in explainlog the formation of granitoid rocks.
And the refinement of the methods that Mr Sorby employed
for making hu rock sections at Sheffield bu made thou metlio^
the modek sought after by the now large school of Continental
and English microscopic petrologuts.

Hu apphcatiou ol sputroscopic methods to the microscope
fidl more strictly within the limit of ten yuri, u they have been
worked out since 1867, when Mr Sorby first doKribed bk adsp
ution of the spectroscope to the nucroscope^ u earned ont by
Mr Browning
The obeervatiou ho hu made with thu iastrumenX and gene-

rally by comUnuig opbcsl examination with the tue of chemical
reagents, have extended over a very wide range—inch u the
recognitioa of blood stains, of odnlteration In wine, the means
of ducnminobiig among the componnds of certain of the metals,
chiefly of urconiom, btanlum, and orinlam, by tha aid of blow-
pipe beads—and finally to the eliidiUtion, to a eoniidanble
extent, of the causu of the complexity in the tints exhiUted by
pbwb in the different stagu ot development of their annual
folkge and flowers.

These ore only some of tha more important of Mr Sotby’s
contnbutiou to science , and they ore charaetensed by an on-
Urlog application of the methods of experimental research to a
greu variety of subjects suggested by a v«ry ingeniou and active
mmd
The medal wu reaeivad bv Mr Soriiv

A Royal Medal hu been awarded to ProC WiQkm Crawford
WdlUinsoii, F R.S ,

*' for hU contributions to Zoology and
Fakeootolo^, and upedaUy for hk invertigatioa into the strae<

I

tore of the locsU plants of tha ooil maasures,”
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Plot WOUamioa’i oontrtbntiau to bldogictl ideiMM were
forty Twn am uui Mtbnce iiiTertlgatloiu into foe

etnictnre of the Fonuninum, foe Rotiiere, foe tcalee ud boaei

^6foee, and foe foMQ idanta of the Carboniferoos and Oolitic

periodf. Iheae camprue wotlci of neat merit and ealne, not

only on acconnt ci wit accuacy and the extent and novelty of

the ofaaarvatiani which thn contain, bnt reason of foe

ht^fo of view and the phOoedphical spirit which pervade

IIU labours m VeMtable Falseontoloey are above all remark
able, being alike tMOiums, searching and productive of im
portant results. These are embodied in sbi oontribadons (of

which foe last will soon appear) to the Philosophical Transac

tiotts upon the organisation foe fossil plants of the coal

measurea—and one on foe restoration of a (>cadeons tree (Zosua

^1^) from foe Yorkshire Oolite^ published in the Transactions

ofthe Unnean Society These are not only models of laborious

research and exact description, bat they ore iilostiated by more
than fifty plates, devoted to microscopic analyses of veg^ble
tissnes, obuuned by "wiring transparent slioM oi foe loasila.

Both the alias and the drawings are made by Prof WiUiamson
hinisdf, who fous, to his repntation as a biologist, nnites those

of an accomplished artist and a skilful lapidary, qualificatioiia

sfomh should be named along with those fur which the medal is

awarded, because no unsaentific lapidary could have obtained

equally foustrative aecticns, and no common artist could have
depicted them with equal exactitude. The more important

resulu thns obtained refer to foe structure, affimties, and repro-

ductive or{^ of Calamita and lU olli^ to Lepidodendion,

SlgiUaria, Lepidatrobus, Asterophylhtes, and to other genera

of the Carboniferous epodi
In addition to these contributions to the history of previously

known genera of that epoch. Prof Williamson has bera able to

show, on the one hand, that groups of now livmg plants which
were not previously supposed to ^ve a great geological anti

qmty, actually flotmabed during the Caroomfetous period, and,

on the other, that plants of that period which had been previonaiy

referred with confidence tojpoups now living, have in reality

other and widely difleient affinities.

The medal was received by Prof Williamson

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Aslronomuthe Nttchnchten, No. 2014.—In this number

appear rome interesting observations made by Nieolans V
Konkoly on the spectium of meteorites borne 130 of the August

meteors were exammed, and it was observed that the nucTeus

gave a continuous spectrum the apparent colour of foe naked

eye predominaiing in the spectrum. 1 he tail of foe yellow meteors
le gave magnesium lines.

The sodium Ima were
gave foe sodium lines only, the green

and the red oiia strontium or lifoiui

. In SI of foe larger meteors foe author suspects

thespwtium of iron is present —I’xution observations ofCoggiai

comet are given by Argelander and by Tebbutt, ot the Windsor
Observatory, N S Wdes.—Dr Kleun wntes objecting to foe

explanation of variobon of brightness of Jupiter s moons during

transit, given by Herr S Alexander —Dr Luther gives podtion

observations of 1 cifoo (iiS) and elements of Danae (61) —Ihe
elmnents of Borrelly s comet ate given by Griitzmocher, and those

of Sylvia by Tietjen.—F Anderson sends an opposition nihe

meris of foe planet Undina for November and December —Prof

Spoeter glva obscrvatkms of sun spou and protuberances and
observations of foe occultation of Venus by foe moon, taken at

Kiel, are given.

ZdUtkr^ der OetUmukuchm GaeUstha/i/ur Mttnnlogu—
Dec. I —In an article on the non periodic movements of foe

bannneter and the bone wmdrose^ Dr Kbppen,
sidcratiaii the almost constant cyclonic movemi
Eonq^Ck asks how it is, while gradients are ste...... — —
and south west winds, foot when the barometer is observed

at equal distsnoa round a mmimnm centre, it is not foond to be
higheat where foe sottth.«estwind IS blowing The mean height

of foe barometer is on the contrary considerably higher with
north and east winds. The explanation lies m the diOareBce

between northern and southern Europe with respeot to foe

magnitude of nonpeciodio oscillations of the bamnster
>-l¥e low pteasuie in foe north and north west during the

pmalnace of south-west winda is not compensated by an ode-

quatdy h^h ptusetne La the south and sow-east Air flows

?“* without causing kgh
Similarly, but conversely, with north and cast windh

_ the “ Kleinere Mittheilangen ” we have a nobes of
Prof Dove’s article on cool Mays after mild Jannarys, published
m the magazine of the Berhn Academy Herr Dove regards as
proveda tendency to lowtemperatures in spring afterwormwinters,
it appears that a mild January is genersJly followed in foe
iutenor of onabiients by a mild May, on the north and east

coasts tnr a cool May, rni foe Atlantic Ocean again by a May
milder than usual.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LONOOlf

Royal Society, Dec. la—“ On foe Development of the
Teeth of the Newt foe Frog, and certam Lizards, and on the
Structure and Devdopment of the T«fo of Ophidia. By
Charles J Tomes, M A
The descriptions given by Arnold and Goodsir of the develop-

ment of the human teeth have been already demonstrated to he
in material respects maccurate as applied to man and other Mam-
maba and the present paper shows that foe accounts propounded
by Profi Owen, of foe process m Batrachia and Reptih^ which
are practically an extension of foe theories of Goodsir to these
classes are even more at vanana with foe facts of the case.

There is in no Babachian or Repblsany open groove or fissure

(• pnmibve dental groove ), foerWare, atno period of develop-
ment, free pspiUte , consequently foe whole process of ” encap-
sulabon has not any existena, but is purely hypotheticia.
From first to last the whole process of tooth development takes
place in sobd bssne, beneath an even and unbroken surffice

,

with which, however, foe young tooth ssa have a connection
through a band of epithelial ceUk The first process is a dip-
ping down of a narrow process of the oral eptfoelium, the ex
trcmity of which, after it has pitnetrated m some, as foe snake,
to a great depth, becomes dilated, and it transformed into foe
ensmel organ , and tbit is the case whether a recogn^le cost
of enamel is or is not to be found on the perfect tooth. Subse-
quently to foe dipping m of foe band of ejdfodUnm and con
oomitantly with the dilatation of its end, a dentine pulp is formed
opposite to ib Ibis may coosUtnte foe entire tooth ssi^ which
IS then wholly cellular, as in foe newt , or it may go on further
to foe formation of a connective tissue tooth capsule. Ihe ex
ternal thm structureless coating of foe teeth of Ophidia is derived
from an unmistakeable enar^ organ, developed as above de-
scribed it is thereftire enamel, ondnotcementum, as it is deno-
minated by IW Owen Tlie successional tooth sacs, very
numerous m foe snakes, are loaded in a sort of capwule this

character peculiar to foe Ophidia, and most marked in foe lower
jaw, 18 of obvions service dnrmg foe exbcme dilatation which
foe mouth undergoes, as is also foe tortaosity of foe j rocess
of epithelium, bdore it reaches the collection of tooth sacs.

The epubelial band may he traced wmduig by foe side of the
older tooth sacs till it reaches foe poainon of he youngat, where
It ends m a ctecol extremity, to be transformed mto foe enamel
organ next developed In fine, the staga of open groove, free

liajnJlw, and encapsulation of foe same have no existence what
ever m Batrachia and KeptUia, their existence having been
previously dispiroved In Mammalia.
” ExpouaenU showing the Paramagnetic condifom of Artena

Blood, as compared with foe Diamagnetic condition of Venous
Blood. By fUchord C Shettle, M D
Theexp^mcntscoonstm suneadlng between the polei of a

powerful electro magnet arteiiul hkMd,liaiiietically sealed in a
gloss rube, m a mediiim ot venous blood, and venous Uood In

the same tube, previously- well emptied of its contents, in a
medium oi arterial Mood, care beliig taken to avoid as far ai
possible dny esposare of the blood to the atmosphere , thus
preventing any altaationin iu physical charactenstica as r^ards
foe gases which it contains.

In foe former of foe two cases the testing tube was found to

take an axial, and in the latter an equatorial position

Dec 17 —“Note on tha Vertical Distribution of Tempera
tors in foe Ocean By J Y Buchanan, chemist on board

H M S CkaUtngtr Communicated by Prof A. W WiUiamsoD,

For Sec. R.S.
From ncwqiepen and other reports which have been recehud
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\g kto nwik it 4>pwt tlMt tibs dutribaMw dL teoMatanrii
l£e ocean h occup]^ tba attentiaB of a (wtaa paraM of tw
acuntific pnblic, and even nvina; nao to comMotahhi dkmwMH,
The ohaervationa made on boaid tUa ahip, and mom e^oeUk
m the Atlantic, have fnnuahed^tho gteator part of dM ttatanal

on which thMvaiionispeciilationf have been fonnoed Itappean
to mo that one point anageated fajr theae obaervataana hu not

leoeivad cufiicient attentm from thoie who have written and
apoken on the aubject—I mtan the effect of the changing auaona
on ua water ContidcT the date of the water at and near the

aurface of the ocean, somewhere not in the tropica. To be esora

precise let us snppaoe that wo have taken np our position In the

middle of the North Atlanbe, aoaewhere about the 30th
paralleL This part of the ocean is not vexed with currents, wd
affords the beat possible field for the observation of the pheno
menon m quesuon The whole ocean enclosed by the noth

and aoth puallels of north ladtude, and the meridians of 30*

and 6o‘ west longitude, forma one oceanic lake, not affected by
the perturbing inffoence of currents or of land, and where^

therubre, the true effect of differences of atmospheric tempera
tnrc on the waters of the ocean may be most advantageously

studied I^iCt us assume the wmter temperature of the surface

uater to be 60' F and the summer temperature to be 70° h If

we start from midwmter, we find that u summer approaches,

the surface water must pA gradually warmer, and that the tern

peratura of the layers below the surface mutt decrease at a very
rapid rate, until the stratum of winter temperature, or 60* F , u
reached, in the language of the laoihennal charts, the laother^
Ime for degrees between KP F (if we suppose that we have
arrived at midkammer) and Co* F open out or increase their dis

tonee from each other as the depth increases Let ns now con
sider ffbe conditMns after the summer heat has begun to waver
During the whole period of heating, the water, from its increaking

temp^ure, has bemi always becoming lighter, so that heat

communication fay convection with the water below has been
entirely su {icnded during the whole period The heatmg of the

surface water has, however, ha 1 another effect, besides increasiiw

Its volume , it has by evaporation, rendered it denier than it

was before, at the same temperature Keeping m view thu
double effect of the summer heat upon the surikee water, let us
consider the eflbct of the wmter cold upon it Ihe superficial

water having assumed the almospheric temperature of uy, 60*

F , will sink through the warmer water below it, untU it reaches

the stratum of water having the same tempenture os itself

Arrived here, however, tltbc^ it has the some temperatnre os

the surrounding water, the two are no longer in eqniubnam, for

the water which has come from the surface hot a meater density

than tlmt below at the tame temperature It will therefore not

be anested at the btratum of the seme temperature, os would
have been the cose with fresh water bot it wQl continue to smk,
coriymg of couise its higher temperature with it; and distributing

it among the lower kyen of colder watm At the end of the
wmter, theieforc and just before the summer heating recom
mencea, we shall have at the surface a more or less thick stratum

of water having a neaidy umfonn tempeiature of 6a* F , and
below thu the temperature decreasing at a considerable, but lets

inpid rate; than at the termination ot the summer heating If

y/e ditbngnith between jurfitet xoatir, the temperature of which
rises with the atmospheric temperature, following thus, m direc

tion at least, the vamtion of the leasoos, and tM turjact water,
or the stratum immedutely below it, we have for the latter the
(at first sight) paradoxical effect of sommer cooling and winter

heating The effect of thu agency u to diffuse the same heat to

a greater depth m the ocean, the greetat the yearly ranee of
atmoaphenc temperaUue at the snifiiM Thkeffertuwdl^own
In the chart of uotbermals, ona vertical sectuin between Madeira
andaposiuiminkt 3*8 N, long 14*4^ W Ihe Isothermal
line for 430 F tisea from a depth of 740 kthoms at Madeua, to

240 fiOhoms at the above mentioned position * In equatmul
rroions there u hardly any variation in the snrfaoe temperature
otthe sea , consequently, we find cold water very close to the
surface aU along the line On refemog to the temperatm sec
bon between the positum kt 3 S N , long 14* 49 W , and
St Paul t redes, It will be asen that, with a sutface temuenUore
of from 75* h to 79* h , wa er at 55* I u reached at dutances
of lese than 100 fathoms from the surface Midway between Ae
Aaerss and Barmwk, with a turfruse temperature of 70* F,

jhe w
y
g* ofUctam^by Dr tarpintw. and wittao doubt km {tdl-

18 k aaty at a dtptt of 469 fiMheoH Siat wa nadi water of

SfF
n» above thagry of vertical diAwoB af toaipatatnta in die

ocean, owing to conveetloli farooi^ aboin liy the yearly lanat of
tesaperature at the aorbosL prsaai^poMi uat (at least ui reglcna

where the range Is considciabk; and vrhen the gnat vwtkal
diffiuton of beat k qaesbon w oberved) the di^y concentrated

water, descending from the turCMe as the wmter oj^roacheH
does not meet water of greater density at the same temperaton
than Its own Uafoctattatd.y tha detmmmatlaa of the apeofic
gravity of water bebw the suifiKe u much lest sunpk than that

ofthetemperatnte For althoughwa have an insfammeatadudi
givet, withm any requited degree of eoeuaicy, the denaty of the

water at any de^ in exactly the same W19 os the thermometer
gtvea ita tempemtme; the resnlta of the observatlone are com
poeed of three ketors, which depend on the tempenture, the
pnesure; and the M&m/y By sending down a thermometar
along with it vre might clear the result for tempwatnxe , by
notmg the droth wo might dear for pcesaure , but the result to
cleared would nodrapieeat the laUmty of the water at the depth
m quertlon, but the avenge exetse of saluuty of the colnmn of
water above It, over or under the mean lalmity asaumed for sea

water, m the calcuktum of the ptesaure exetciaed by a column
of it There remains, therefore, nothing for it but to fetch a
tompk of water from each depth, and determine Its spcciGe
gnvity on boetd At thu u an operation which tokee up ttmie

tiiae, the number of "serial tpccifio gnvity detenmnoaont k
eompnntivcly small
The following ore the lewlu of two which were obtained on

the voyage betweoi Bermnda and the Asmcs The resnlts show
the sp^c gravity at 60° F that of water at 39° a F being
taken ea unity

I woa taken on Jane 18, 1873, m kt 35° 7 N , long

Vw2 taken on June 04, 1873, m kt 38° 3 M , long

39
°
*9 W

For comparison 1 give one eqnatonal and one Sonth Atlantic
" serial specific gravity determination

III woa token on Ang ai, 1873, m kt. 3* 8 N ,
long 14*

49 W
IV waa taken on 3, 1873, m kt fafi* 15 S , long 3a°

$6 W

From the firares in the Tabk it will be seen that in that part
of the ocean the specific gravityof the water m summer decfeoaes
from die surfiux downwudt As a ruk it attains on mfonor
ItiaU at s depth of from 400 to 500 fathomi, which it prmervee
to the bottom In those ktitndes, therefore, the stratum of
mtenniztnre extends down to 500 fathoms } and thu may be
said also to be the depth to which the sun’s kflaence at the sar-
fime penetrates The results m colnmn III show the catioui

a^wSw'wow It, and that aS^eMaidma!^ Ihe
poiitioa of thu sounding was peculiar, masmneh ai it waa within
line of separation betareen toe Ctuinea and the equatonal cur*
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a retnrn, in tlw Kmthem hemUpbere, to a (tata of
Aina liinilar to tlwt which obtaint m the North Atlantic.

We have teen that the eflfect of climate in equatorial rei^ou
*

'
: m^tuifue water much colder tlun it li in teia

n which bee* are

ie to render the m^nirface water much colder tlun it ti inleia 1 iP**®
«“«lwr, he obaervcs, that thounh he bad

uconaider what would bo the etfectorW-«'P*«edlyie-‘’“
- v --

polar cUmate on the tea water It must be ohaerved that

cAct of the atmoapheric temperature on the lea ia determined

\/f ^ tamperatnre aunroed by the «ur&ce-aatar j now the

lowart tempemtnn whioh aur&ce water can attam ii iti treeauig

pout At the temperature oi the air when the CMUngrr was
bcgrond the 60th parallel was almost constantly below 32° F

,

fimarina must oo on to a very great extent in winter, and the
•fleet of fleering sneh water u, in the and, similar to that of
fvworating It , It is separated utto lighter ice, and denser
Aotber-hqnor, which sink% leaving ice on the sniface. Thu ice

I found to be a mixture
,
and on dkenmning the melting point

of some in ctystalA which had formed in a bucketful of aea.water,

I found it be^ to melt at 39 S* F , the water prodooad by it

being almost fresh, in oomparison with sea>water The lowest

tamperotuK of tnrface>water registered was 37’ F , this happened
on two occasions, but was quite exceptional, the usual surface<

temperature varying from 33^ to 34° F At this temperature a
leOMhle qnanti^ m’ ice would melt, giving very light surface

water On two occasions the specif c gravity of the n^ce water
was found between i 03400 and 1 ‘0341a The qieafic gravity

increased rapidly up to a depth of 100 fathoms, when it remained
pretty uniform to the bottom. Here, as at the equator, it is in

winter that the snbunrface water perceives the effect of the

change of season, the mother limor of the forming ice (faihuing

in Its descent the temperature of its formatfon.

In the discasrion 01 oceanic phenomena too much attention is

usually paid to the great currents. When it is wished to study
the phenomena due to temperature, or to any ungle cause, the
eflhet of the winds^ which Is seen m its most mtense form in the

ocean currents, should be eliminated as far as possible t which
in this case can only be done by selecting comparatively motion
less seas, like the one which 1 have mentioned m the North
Atlantic.* Whoi the effect of atmosphenc cUmate hat been
studied on the ocean at large, it would then be proper to ap| ly

the expenence gamed to the consideration of the more complf
cated phenomena of the currenta

I am at present engaged in a detuled consideration of the

temperature and speonc gravity results, principally In the duec
bon above indicated, ana hope shortly to be aUe to send it home
for publicatioii.

"On FoUshmg the Specula of Reflecting Tdescopcs, l^ W
Losiell, FRS/V P R.A,S
The object of this paper is to describe a method of giving a

high lustre and true paruboUc curve with ease and certamty, by
appropriate machinery, to the sutfaou of the specula of large

imecting telescopes.

Linnean Society, Deo, 17 —^Dr Allman, prerident, in the
chair—Dr Allman read a wer on "The diagnosis of new
genera and species of hydrotds, which we will give next week
—Mr Daniel Hanbiuy exhibited specimens of on African

Xltmta which had flowered at Mentone.—Mr Pmr exhibited

branches of the famous "Glastonbory Tborm" noted for

always floweringm December —Sir J Lubbock, Bart , F R.S ,

read ObservaUoas on Bees, Wasps, and Ants.’ In this paper
the author contmned the ol^rvabons read before the Linnean
Society last year In order to test the power of communication
which they possessed, be placed various beeson honey, but found
that if the honey was out of sight and in a place not ftmuented by
bees, few, if any, others came Foriiisianoe,liebroaghtabeeto

a honeycomb^ weighing 13) lbs., placed 00 bis writing table , she

tebuned over and over agam, but no other bee came Other ex
periments of the same km convinced him fliat eome beee at any
rate do not communicate with thdr sistenb even if they find an
untenantol comb fuU of honey, which to them would be a perfect

Eldorado This is the more remarkalde bteanaa theee bees

began to work in the morning before the rest, and contiinied to

m that the prinaple that the depth to which the effocl at

Detntea dependa oa the yearly raase of tempcat|ire « tte

ace explainatbepmeDceofthelaiBebodyd'ooamimUvajy
' m Che MaathALbaulc, tha eautanoe of which haa ben uaauUy

wcnowi HI an awamed nllux or back water of the GuU btreaoL The want
WaterbdiietaBacxtraiieotuoaiiae, but ia the natural eflectof tha osndi
ttoasaf rWaSte atlheeunate and the aflcct of tbeaa condUtena of cltna

do M •vM fo sreaUier which drove all the rest Into the «hpitfr of

ton^& haw found theh^
in ufonoak
saiJtn 1e? '

, Msvsich 06 luid
, them Ucka which had smeared hemclf in

honey, he never oUeivcd them show the slightest attention t
say their wmiades who had been drowned m water Far,
indeed, fimm having bmn able to discover any evidence of affec-
bon amcmt them, they appear to be thoroughly callous and
utterly indiffetent to onoisnoiher As already mentionod. It vms
necesiaty for him occastonolly to kill a bee, but he never fo^
that the others took the slightest notice. Thus, on the nth of
October he crushed a bee close to one which was feeding, in
fact so close that their wing* touched

, yet the snrvlvoi took no
notice whatever of the death of her sister, but went on feeing
with every appeanmoe of composure and enjoyment, just ulf
nothing 1 ad happened When the pressure was removed, she
remained by the aide of the corpse withont the slightest appear
ance of apprehensfon, sorrow, or recognibon. It was, of course,
impossible for her to understimd his reason for killing her com
psmoD, yet neither did she feel the slightest enmiw at her
sister’s death, nor did she show any alarm that the same fate
should betol her alsa In a second case exactly the some
occurred. Again, if while a bee is feeding, a second bee is held
by the leg close to her, the prisoner, S course, struggles to
escape and buixes as loudly as she can, yet the selfish eater
takes no notice whatever So far, thembre^ from being at all

affeebonata be doabts whether bem are in the least fm of one
another Their devotion to their «Men is generally quoted os a
most chsractensbc trait yet it S of the most limited cha-
racter For Instance, on one occasion he changed hu black
queen for a Ligunan, and placed the old queen with some workers
m a box contsuung some comb, bir John was obliged to leave
home on the following day but when he returned on the 20th
he found that all the bees bad deserted the jioor queen, who
seemed weak, helpless, and miserable. On the 31st the bees
were coming to some honey at one of Ins w ndows, and be
placed this poor queen close to them In ahghtmg, several of
them even tunebed her yet not one of them took the slightest
notice of her The same qneen, when alterwards placed In the

periments on colour which Sir John hu already n
h the

experiment
tolerably (X

make some more. For instance,^ brought a bee to some honey
which he placed on blue paper, and about three feet off he placed
a similar qnonuty of Jioney on orange paper Aftu the bee
bod letumed twice he transposed the papeis, bat she returned
to tbe honey on the bine paper After she had maitiii three
more visits, always to the blue paper he tranipoted them
ag^, and she again fallowed the colour, though tbe honey was
Im in tbe same place. The following day he was not able to
watch her, bnt on the 14th she retomed to the honey on
blucpaper He then agam transposed tbe papers At 8 $sbe
returned to the old place and was jmt going to alight, but ob-
ervmg the change ot colour, without a moment hesitation

dashed off to the Uue. No one, be says, who saw her at that

moment could have entertamed the slightest doidit ifoout her
percelviug the difilerence between the two colours He then
proceeded to recount some experiments on the sense of smdl
posiewed by bee^ on their power of leoogniriiw their own com-
panions, arid on the diifoient occupations of dmetmt bees, men-
Uoniiig observations whichseem to show that the bees set as
nurses during the first few weeks of their life, and only subsc

quently take to collscting honey and pollen, lie then proceeded
to mention some experiments on wasps, wbidi show that they

posasis the power of (Mstinguiihing cdoor In concluifoa he
reooeded a nn b«e Of ex]>7rlmeiits on ants, which certainly

seemed to show that, whatever may be the case with bees, anu
do possess the pewir of communicsting detailed foots to one
snoUrcr It is lemarksble. howevw, how much individual ants

fffywr to from oqo to cbinctor

Chemical Society, Dec 17 —FroL Gladstone^ F R.S ,

vuOipKsldent, in the diair —A paper On Groves method of

prapaxiiy chlorides, by Dr Schorlemmer, F K.S , was read

He totads that the procese does not answer well for the lugfaw

piimaiy aiccdiuls, ilthough eecoiidaiy chlorides con readily be

prcBond by it. Tba ether papers were On the ptecipitauon of

---
‘r. T s
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nmaiki onthe pneadUag mpar bf Dr SdblocK
I

Note on Aridne by Mr D Howm fodt

f a dletiact^k^M editing In oerw Um^ o(
lenuner, w^i-
thi thiiiiieelly

repated oinebonn buki.—The Cku

Muwell had promued to give a lectnre on ^ iStt of

muty, On the dynimical etidenee (« of the molecnUreomtha

Meteorological Society Dec. 16.—Dt R.J Mtdr, pro*

•ident, in the chair —The following papen were tend —Atmo-
•pheric prenitie and rainfall, by John C Bloxam FM.S.—
Remarka on Went India Cyclone^ by H F Jahn^ Thla

panff ia a condnaation of a former one read before the Society

inFebraaty last.—Notei on the weather expenenoed over the

Bntuh lalei and the north west of France doringthe firat fow

dayi of October 1874, by R. U Scott, F R.S ^ object of

Ihu paper wai to uow that the diarti in the JfitUdm iHitr-

natunal are drawn upon inaofficient data. It alao recommended^ axloption of the conical projection on chart! for meteoro-

locical porpoaea.—On a new telf legiiteiing hygrometer, by
irNMfotdrFMS andj W ZaSira, rM.S —Reaolu of

meteorological obaervationB made at andnearSt Paul 1 Iiland,

in the South Indian Ocean, by R. H. Scott, F RS —Deacrlp.

tion ofanew patent portable mafpietic anemometer and ennrent

meter for maritime use^ by R. M. Lowne.

Saunden, C
exhibiled some oak-

coamui and Aphilot , , ,

lished m a recent nnmov of the SiUemologul 1 MontAfy
Ala^oMin*, together with three curioua bud galla, unknown from

Rayleinh, in Caaex.—Mr Champion exhibited a box of Uerni-

ptera, collected by Mr J J Warner in d fferent plaoea near the

Mediterranean.—Prof Weatwood forwarded a letter he had
received from Mr Stone, accompanying a lample of tea imported

from Shanghai^ infoited by a amall beidle which proved to be
the PttHta'kaM<uem Alio a letter from PrufL Forel, of Lan
aanne, stating that the PkylUxtra ixutatnx had made its appear-

ance «"in«g some vines at Peq^iy in the canton of Geneva,

which hadbaen mtroduced bota, Jhiudand into the graperies of

the Baron Rothschild, and that the Phylloxera had been disco-

vered m two <£ hia greenhouses among vines planted in 1869^

sufficlentfy distant frm each other to rmider it improbable that

the insect bad been communicated one from the other and he
therefore condnded that the disease had been introduced in

1869 from the grwenes in England. He was anxious to ascer

tain whether the vines in the EngUah gn^ieilea were less mfln

mtced than those out of doors but none of the members
present were aware of the occurrenoe of the insect in England

out of doois, as it had hitherto appeared in greenhouses only—
Mr C O Watediouse communicated some bynonyinicnl

Notes on Longicom Coieoptenu

Paris

Academy ofSciencee Dec 14.—M. hrdov m the chair—
The pTOOMdingi commenced by M. Oe Lacaze-Dothims present-

ing to the Aommy the first two volumes of his ** Archivm of

Experim^ Zoology —The following pepets were then reed

:

—On the origiiiadiigcentres of the pligiK of 1858 and 1874 )

epidemic natnre and contagion of thii plague
)^ M. J D

Tmloian.—Note on the dlsoibntiea of water in Egypt and in

Greece, Belgtand.—M. LeVenierpresented a new theory

of the planet Neptune —Determination of the velodty of light

and of the snnt parallax, fay M. A. Como. Asthemetaof
SC4 expenmenta, the author has obtained the vnlne 300^000
^omeires pet second for the velociiy of light <« tsmss.

e determiiiation of the ""tM* paraiiar is determined in three

Imtaca at the vitionltaral station of Cognae by lE Max Coren.

—SxponmenU made with poiiooons annta on heelthy vines, by
Lm. Bendnmont—Tdeinams from M. JansMn, dirsetor of tlw

njmanese Transit of Vsnus Expedidon, to the Minlstw <4
I !Wlto instruetbm, to the Aesdemy of Sdenoes, and to the

' Bnreao dea Longitudes, wen reed. Letters referriiig to

_ie traMit arnte reoelvsd also from M. £. Monchei, dhteetar

of the statfam at St Paul, and from M. Fleutiais, director of

the Pddn statfam.—Observatiom on Bonelly’a last eonul^

by M. Stdphan.—On the stability of e^ibbnnm of a hsnn
body resting on a enrved support by M U Jordan.—On onblo

tesidaet, a note on the tbeo^ of wunben, oy M P Pepin.—
On two simpls laws of the active resUtanoe of solids^ >7 M. J" ’ Thla IS a contiouatfam of the former papm bearing

mean randt 8*85. (a) Analytical methoda
paziaon ol artronomlcal obNrvatfams with theoretical lawe baaed
on the principle of gmvitatUm—mean reeult 8’86. (3) Geo-

Bicthniii fotmded on thd pinllACtlc disj^ACCOMBt of
certain plsnm Result obtained from oppodbon of Mats in
186a was —ObservatwBS on tne

‘

^ ^
1,' by M. Conste.—Obeervatioas on the rspradnetion

the Phyifamem of the vine, I9 M. BslWsni.—Tb Ametla—
Bpedesoft^geafBsFlqdloieBtbyMr C V Rll^r 'nMnthqr

Blsvier—OndmM VolpieeUi on electric inda^m, ^ BL E. B1

ineonvenienoe of emplciyiiigvemels of Bohemian glass in

anstyds, and partfoalaily in alkalimetry, by M. P Tmohot
The anther statea that French soda glasa la not sansUdy
attacked Iqr boiling^wa^ -^n tlw hydrogen on

inn ,
„ P^et maintained t

-A this ssIl sod thot

m sudi caaea by the presence of traces of
.—^ or I7 the presenoe of an

The anthor of the present

ijrdroim h
reducuon w

gMdoe
oons. , --
the seme sulnect do not seem to have come nnder the ai .

notice.—Actum on the economy of the denvabvee of the biBaiy
addi, on the colouring matters it the bile, and on cholesterlnet by
MM. V Felto aadk. Ritter -Aanestheda ptodneed by tlm
infra venons injection of chloral in a cose of hallowing of tim
tibia and ovariotomy , acidity of the chloral solnbon , method ot
neutralising it, by M. Old
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GALTON'S ••ENGLISH MEN OF SCIENCE-

Etigluh Me» of Scuiue, tketr Nature and Nurture

By Franca Gelton, FRS, author of “Hereditary

Gaunt,” &C. (London Macmillan and Co, 1874.)

I
T would be difScult to overrate the exact and aoentific

pint m which Mr Gallon proceeds with his investi

gatfam mto the ongm of genius and the antecedents of

uccetsfol promoters of science

The work of M de Candolle upon the history of two

hundred Kientific men who have hved during the two

last centunes appears to have suggested the character of

the present work m some degree But Mr Gallon has

attacked the problem in a novel manner, by going directly

to men bvmg m the present day, and presentmg a senes

of questions at to their parents, characters, and cduca

turn He began by care^y selecting a bst of scientific

men, which, though not intended in any way to be

exhaustive, should at least not mclude any but those who
have shown tine abihty For this purpose he adopted

election to the Royal Society, since the method of election

was reformed, as the first test , and out of the consider*

able number of such Fellows he next selected those who
had earned a medal for scientific work, had presided over

a learned society or secuon of the Bntiah Association,

’had been on the Council of the Royal Soaety, or, finally,

had acted as professors m some important college or

university

The hst thus framed was found to contain 180 names
Incidentally Mr Galton inquires what fracuon this

number fonns of the total number of scientific men hving

m the United Kingdom and possewuig the same general

scientific status By vanous testa he -tmves at the con

elusion that the total number would be three hundred,

and he estimates that their proportion to the male popu

lauon of the same ages would be about that of one in ten

thousand. Of course Mr Galton must be aware that hu
defimUon of saentific men is purely arbitrary, and that

the circumscribing hne might have been drawn more or

less strictly, and made to include almost any number
For the purposes m view, however, Mr Galton s pro

eedure must be considered perfectly satisfactory To
every one of the 180 men he forwarded elaborate prmted

forms, covenng seven large quarto pages, and containing

an immense number of nunute mquines Each man was

requested to state his pareutage and descent, the rebgious

opinions, occupations, birthplace, political patty, health,

stature, complexion, temperament, size of head, and a

great many other particular facts concenung both his

pasenu and himself. Inquiries weie also made regarding

his brothers and sisters, and theu salient charactensUcs

The numbers and prmapal achievements of more dit

tant rdatives, grandparents, uncles and aunts, cousms,

nephews, and nieces were alw to be stated. Finally, the

mode and duration of education of the saentific man
^nmaeif was to be described, and die causes of success xf

aduch he sras contaous were to be analysed

In order to estimate the degree of intensity of charac

ttensucs, Mr Galton devised a very mgenious and hig^y
scientific method of class notttioo, founded on the law

Vou XI ho syi

of error or divergence from a mean This method was
employed m hit work on “ Hereditary Genius, ’ and was
alto described m his leanre before the Royal Institution

in 1874. Instead of saymg that a person s memory was
remarkable, or prodigious, or moderate, or poor, the

answerer was to attempt to define with some numencal
precision the proportion which persons of each degiee of

memory bote to the whole population, by assigning hun
to one or other of certain defined classes If such defi

nite answers could have been obtained the theory of

probabihty could have been ditealy appbed and the

amount of the mfluence of heredity mathematicaUy

investigated Such a method would consbtute a distinct

advance m statisUcal mqniry Unfortunately, few definite

answers of the kmd seem to have been received, and
this branch of the mquiry had for the present to be
abandoned
When we consider the elaborate and careful manner in

which Mr Galton conducted his investigation, it is diffi

cult not to feel some slight disappointment at the results

as stated in this volume The book is certeinly one of

veiy great interest and not devoid of amusing points

but It seems to me to fail in establishing many truths in a
definite manner Not a few of the results derived were
known beforehand almost as accurately as they are

proved by the contents of this volume We learn, for

instance, that scientific ability is undoubtedly hereditary

m some degree Now I should hold that such a propo

sition needs no new proof It was sufficiently established

in Mr Galton's former work, and he seems as if he were
always combating the objections of some imaginary

opponenM 1 am not aware that anyone m the present

day ever demes the hereditary character of personal

peculiarities Hardly is the infant ushered into the

world than the nurse and the admirmg relatives begin to

discover the features of the father, or mother, or uncles,

or aunts Mr Gallon writes as if he were making a dis

covery whenever he attributes the character of a man to

his descent He says “ I have numerous returns, m
which the wnter analyses his own nature and confidently

asenbes different parts of it to different ancestors One
correspondent hu ingeniously written out his natiral

characteristics in red, blue, and black inks according to

their ongm—a method by which its anatomy is dis

played at a glance 1 should have thought, however

that there was nothing novel in such analysis Ever}

family of intelligence must frequently have discussed the

descent of characteristics, features, or diseases Wi
cannot hear that a youth has turned out badly without

inquinng into the way in which the bad strain came mto

the family What we really want are accurate estimates

of the comparative power of heredity and education in

shapmg the character, and such results we hardly

obtam
Mr Galton gives, mdeed, the number of notable rcla

tives of each grade which scientific m*n on the average

possess Thus, 100 saentihc men have 28 notable fathers,

36 brothers, 3o grandfathers, and 40 uncles It is curious

that this Mnes of numbers dosely corresponds to what

Mr Gallon obtamed with regard to divmes m his former

wodc , but the faUmg offm the abihty as we proceed from

a distmguidied scientific man to his distant lelalives is

less rapid, compared with his previous resaltj, as the
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diltuce of the Uiuhip incieaaes. The influence of

patenul and maternal hnea if found to be approximately

equal Thut, 100 icientific men have 34 dittidguithed re-

latives on the paternal aide, and 37 mi the maternal side.

The greater part of Mr Galton’s present work consistt I

of a discussion concerning the mental characteristics and

education of scientific men and their parents, and it is

full of interestmg particulars. We have many returns

showing that the energy, both bodily and mental, of these

men, is above the average in their own opinion. Not a

few correspondents describe with evident pleasure their

foatt of strength —
’'Travelling almost continually from 1846 up to the

present time Restless. All life accustomed to ex

trcinely rough travel often months without house or tent*

* Strong when young—walked many a time fifty miles a

day without fatigue, and kept up five miles an hour for

three or four hours ” “ At the age of twenty-six, during

fourteen days, was only three hours per night in bed, and

on two of the nights was up all night” “ 1 seem to

possess the same unweariediiess as my father, and find

myself trotting in the streets as my father used to do ”

“ At the age of sixty made a tour, chiefly pedestrian, of

four weeks in the Alps, , 67, grouse shooting and

deer stalking ”

Such are a few of the very abundant statements showing

that great power of woik is a general characteristic of

successful scientific men. Forty-two instances are ad

duced of energy above the medium, and only two men
complain of the want of energy It may perhaps be

objected that such results hardly tell us more than we
might have expected to hold true of any group of remark-

able men As a general rule men do not become eminent

m the eyes of their contemporaries until they have lived

a good long life, and done a considerable amount of

work 1 do not find that Mr Galton gives us the average

age of his correspondents, but half of them are stated io

be between fifty and sixty five jears old, and many who
speak of their great energy are very old meru If we
inquired into the energy and power of work of all the

Lord Chancellors or Attorney Generals, we should doubt

less find it very high, simply because a man cannot be a

successful lawjtr unless he can stand much work. Wc
get from such inquiries, so far as I can see, no estimate of

the comparative influence of (|uality and quantity of work.

Caeteris paribus, the great worker has the odds in his

favour if he can hve find work long enough. Where,

however, is the account of those who fall out and perish

on the way ? Where, too, is the account of the energetic

men who, finding their first efforts in science less

esteemed than they expected, devote their energies to

some other career? When Mr ’Galton proceeds, as 1

am glad to infer that he is doing, to investigate the ante-

cedents of other classes of distinguished men, he wiU
doubtless find that successful physicians arc also men of

great energy , but where is the estimate of that subtle

tendency which leads the energy mto scienufic study

rather than practical life ?

Perhaps the most interesting and Impiediately unpof-

tant part of the book is that m which Mr Galton dis-

cusaeb the education of hif selected men, and their own
remarks as to its excellence or defects. We find that

thirty-two men complam M a narrow education Several

of them make very strong remarks OD the loss of diBoln.

classical studies —" Enormous time devoted to Latin and

Greek, with which languages 1 am not conversant"
** Omission of almost everything useful and good^ except

being taught to read. Latin I Latin t Latb I
” La^

tjirough L^tb—nonsense yerse^" “Ip pp otftcm(w
well balanced edupption, three years werg spept on

Latin 4pd Greek—a blank waste pf time ” Mppy com-
plain of the want of mathematical trainmg, and otfiers

deplore tlm*omiuion of natural science Two or three,

on the other' haqd, think that if too exclnsiveljr mathe-

matical training at Cambrid||p ^as injurious to them

There is, in fact, a very strong copcnrrence of op}idon

in favour of a yaned edqcatjon Out of eighty feven

answers, ten distinctly praise the width, and thirty two

deplore the narrowness of their trainmg, while others of

t|ie answers more or less impljr a similar view

This result seems to me of great imp^ance as r^;ards

the vexed question of the London University Matricula-

tion Examination It is copiiponly objected tfiat the

University expects candidates to get up impossible, or

at least injurious, nnmiier of subjects—dead and living

languages, history, mathematics, physical science, applied

mathematics. The whole circle of the sciences and arts

has to be studied in one style or another by the luckless

candidate of sixteen years of age, before the tJoiversity

will admit him to have a place in its books. But if our

object IS to produce conspicuously useful men, Mr
Gallon’s book supplies strong evidence that this wide
range of study is approved by those who look back qpon
their early education. We must remember, too, tjiat even
those who condemn the devotion of tune to bitln or

Greek form no fair specimen of people in genpraL Con-
spicuous ability m ooe direction is not unfremiently con-

joined with inaptitude for other studies. If Mr Galton

Interrogates eminent scholars, he is hardly likely to find

the same severe condemnation of grammar Moreover,

much depends upon the way in which languages are

taught The mere grammar school method of drilling

grammar mto the mmd by rote may repel those who
would be deeply interested by a more scientific method of

teaching

Language is rapidly becoming one of the most exten

sive and instructive fields for stnctly scienufic invest!-

gaUon Wc can never too strongly and frequently

protest against the evident tendency to interpret settnu

as meaning phystial saenct, whereas m the immediate
future, If not in the present day, there are wider and
more important fields for the applicaUon of scienufic

method m human ihan in external nature

Some of those who are so strongly advocating the

efficacy of physical Kience wonid do well to take note

of the fact that few of Mr Galton’s picked men advocate
study of physical sciences at all m a conspicuous way
Judicious mathematical training and a rational mode of
teaching modem languages are advocated almost equally

with the sciences of observation.

"Omission of mathematics, German, and drawing."
" Want of education of fiunilties of observation ; want
of mathematics and of modem languages.” "Mcgicct
of many subjects for the attainment of one or two”
"Want of the modem languages and of chemistry.”
" Want of logical and matbematltal training ” In th^
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0^ WT tptt Jonf to quote, dw corre-

Hypowt* csKWy two or more branchea of study

|ogether in their recoamendadons. Very few complain

their edncatfon wu too general and desultory, and
pDp of these adds that it nevertheless “ gave wide m

ft |s worthy of notice that a huge proportion of

|l)o^ wfm prqiee their education were brought up m
Soo^d.
The conclusions which Mr Gal'on adopts as to the

best course of education according to the opuiion of his

correspondents are as follows —“ To teach a few con

gcpial and useful things very thoroughly, to encourage

piripsity concerning as w^de a range of subjects as pos-

sible, and not to over teach ” This pearly coincides with

the saying attributed to De Morgan, that a good edu

cation consists in teaching “everythuig of something,

and something of everything” But when Mr oalton

describes the best curriculum as compounded of mathe-

matics, logic, observation, theory and expenmept in at

least one branch of science, accurate drawing, and me-
chanical manipulation, he seems to underrate the degree

in which the study of modem languages was advocated

Mr Gallon would leave these languages to be picked up
in the vacation “ in the easiest and swiftest m inner, with

the sole object of enabling the learners to read ordinary

books in them.” There are, I think, very few boys who
would leara any but their native tongue in this way
Most people will hold that languages should be substi

tuted for mechanical manipulation in the school course,

and that a boy may safely be left to teach himself carpep

tenng, or other mechanical pursuits, if ho only be supplied

with a good set of tools

It is of course impossible adequately to notice, in the

lindts of an article, the contents of a book which is far

more mteresting in its details than in its general conclu

tiont, I should have liked to discuss Mr Galton s mves

tigation of the “ origin of taste for science ” in his corre

spondents We find that a considerable preponderance

of men beliei e that they bad an innate taste or tendency

towards saence No less than fifty nine of them make
distinct statements to this effect In other cases, fortii

nate accidents, opportunities, professional influences,

encouragement at home, the influence of teachers or

friends, are mentioned as the determmbg or contnbuting

causes. The reader who carefully studies the interesting

answers dicited by Mr Galton will probably agree with him

that they are reliable as far as they go, but it is impossible

to suppose that they allow of a real analysis of the rauses

of scientific taste and seaL As Mr Galton remarks, the

jhrtUMoU accidents referred to by some correspondents

will generally indicate the previous existence of a ten

dency, for similar accidents are continually happenmg to

thousands of other persons without any similar cffecta

Are there nqt multitudes, again, encouraged by their

parents, finends, or teachers, incited by the prospect of

pecnniaiy advantage, or otherwise mfiuenced towards

dance, who nevertheless do not yield, or, if yielding

never attain great sncceu ? A futf|i" difficulty

ip distinguishing fietween the origin of great

geimiyl ahMity and the circumstances which throw that

abflity mlo a par^lar groove of study One corre-

noadtent says that his taste for botany is not innate

^ tt{cei^ otigfip of my boismical tastes to leisure , to

the acddental receipt of De Candolle’s ‘Flore firangaise’

whilst resident in that country , and to encouragement
from my mother ” These accidental circumstances may
have lumt the twig, but was there not a vigorous here

ditary power of growth which enabled that twig to develop

itself?

In some cases it may well be doubted whether a corre

spondent has not mist-iken the effect of imitation and
friendly encouragement for innate tendency One geolo

gilt writes as follows —“ Decidedly innate as regards

coins and fossils. My father and an aunt collected coins

and geologicnl specimens and I have both coins and
specimens which have been in my possession since I was
nine years old.” He apparently thinks that the love of

fossils and coins was an hereditary instinct, which would

be a truly remarkable instance of heredity But is it not

much more likely that the instinct was that collecting in

street sostronglymanifested among theyouth of the present

I day as regards postage stamps, and which seems to be a

kind of abnormal development of the love of property

which has been growing m the human race for several

thousands of years? The passion for collecting often

leads to the study of the objects collected, as is testified

by several correspondents , and m this particular case

there must have been a further influence in the examples

of the father and aunt

An objection which may be in some degree urged

against Mr Gallon’s results is the insufficient number of

instances which can be adduced m any one branch of

science Granting that one hundred cases is enough for

the drawing of an average, we must yet remember that

the hundred include men of such different pursuits as

abstract mathematicians, naturalists, botanists, practical

i chemists, statisticians The kind of intellectual power

which makes a man eminent m one branch may be very

different from what is most conducive to eminence in

aWher branch Mathematical power is probably much
more a gift of nature thin interest in statistics In treat

iDg the ongin of taste for science Mr Galton does classify

his correspondents according to the branches of science

recognised in the sections of the British Association, but

in regard to education he makes no such division Now
if the division be made, the instances m most of the

branches become too few to give a satisfactory average

whereas if the division be not made, it may be objected

that we are averaging results which are not drawn from a

uniform basis. The correspondents who supplied answers

capable of being utilised did not much exceed one hundred,

which is really too small a number when spread over nine

different regions of science The body of scientific men
can hardly be considered so homogeneous as would be

an equal number of artists, or musiaans, or engineers, or

bankm of eminence.

The mtercst and value of Mr Gallon s resulU would

have been mudi greater bid we similar results concerning

other groups of men to compare with them. The inquiry

ought, re fact, to have been conducted on the differential

method, and directed to disclose the pecuharities of scien

tific men as contrasted with men re general, or with widely

diffbrent groups The labour of the inquiry must have

been great as it is, and it may seem a heartless thing to

say that Mr Galton should have made ii many times

greater Bjt there would have been many advantages re
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coUecting the fresh and unbiassed opinions tS eminent

men in many walks of life, not only of artists, musicians,

engineers, but enunent lawyers, judges, administrators,

scholars, divines. No doubt it is possible that some of

these classes would have failed to appreciate the necessity

for answering the quenes address^ to them, and the

answers might have proved scanty
,
but, if obtained, the

comparison must have afforded most interesting results.

Though I have spoken of Mr Gallon s conclusions as

being m some degree disappomting, it ought not for a

moment to bo supposed that they are not worth the

trouble incurred by the investigator and his correspon-

dents It is the extreme difficulty of the problem

attacked which makes Mr Galton’s efforts seem less

successful than some might have expected The origin

of genius or conspicuous success is the last thmg which

will be explained in the long progress of science All

that ought to have been expected was that Mr Gallon I

might form some comparative estimate of the several

component tendencies which usually contnbute to its

production If we look to practical conclusions, the in

fcrences to be drawn from the answers concerning educa

tion are alone worth all the labour spent upon the book.

The fact that about a hundred of the leading scientific

men of the day are mostly in favonr of a wide and var ed

range of studies m the school and college curriculum,

seems to me a conclusion of great significance

W SlANLEY JaviNS

GREEN i, ^'H16TORY OF THE ENoLISh
PEOPLE”

A Short Hutory oj the Lnghsh People By J R.

Green, MA, Fxaminer m the School of Modern

History Oxford With Maps and Tables. (London

Macmillan and Co
, 1874.)

WE deem this work to come within the province of a

scientificjournal for two reasons —First, Mr Green,

so far as we know, is the first who, throwing aside with just

contempt the “ drum and trumpet ” method of writing

history, has attempted to trace the various influences or

forces that have combined to mould the English people

and make them what they are at the present day , second,

because be has noticed in detail certain important

episodes in the history of English science. The only

work we know of that approaches in plan the history eA

Mr Green is Knight’s “ Pictorial History of England ,*

but It IS only on the surface that any resemblance exists.

Knight’s history is divided into sections, each of which

deals with one of the various ways in which English

energy has found scope—in politics and war, m literature

and science, in commerce, agriculture, rehgion, and social

life , but no attempt whatever is made to show the result

of the combined influence of the forces acting and reacting

through these departments on the English people as a
whole. In reality, the distinction drawn between these

vanous spheres of human eneigy is as arbitrary as the

distinction between ancient and modem histi^ , one

might as wdll attempt to show the resultant of any number
of physical forces, ^ attending separately to the action

of wh, srithont paying any heed to their action in com
bination Mr Grem deserves all the credit due to the

or ginator «f a bold and happy idea, and still greater

credit for having woiked out this idea snth matvdloas
success. His history he calls a “ abort ” one, but in the

space of his 800 pages we venture to say be conveys a
fuller and juster idea of the progress of the English nation

than any previous author has done, nay, in very few

instances has the whole life of any one penod been mote
clearly and adequately set forth than will be found to be
the case in these pages.

"At the nsk,* Mr Green says in his preface, "of sacri-

ficing much that was mteresting and attracuve in itself,

and which the constant usarc of our historians has made
familiar to Fnghsh readers, I have preferred to pass lightly

and briefly over the details offoreign wars and diplom^es,
the personal adventures of kings and nobles, the pomp of
courts, or the intrigues of favourites, and to dwell at length

on the incidents of that constitutional, intellectual, and
social advance in which we read the history of the nation
Itself I have restored to their place among the

achievements of Englishmen, the ‘Faene Queen" and
the ‘ Novum Organum ’ 1 have set Shakspere among the
heroes of the Elizabethan age, and placed the scientific

inquiries of the Koval Society side by side with the vie

tones of the New Model

Mr Green begins his history in “ Old England,” as he

happily calls Sleswick, the fatherland ofthe English people

,

and with charming clearness and simplicity and well sus-

tained enthusiasm, traces step by step their ever widening

development from the time the original conquering colonists

landed in Kent down to the present century Mr Green s

power of discovermg and bringing into bold reUef the

true causes of events, and of exhibiting m few and telling

words the real characters of the multitude of actors that

have played their busy parts on the restless stage of

hngli^ history, is rare We can only repeat that hs
work IS the only existing .history of England that has

been written on anything hke scientific principles.

Throughout his work Mr Green gives prominence to

the intellectual development of the people , in an inte-

resting section on the Universities, in chap iv (1215—
1217), in conection with the origin and growth of Oxford,

a masterly sketch is given of the life and work of Roger
Bacon, and the premature birth of English scientific re-

search. Again, m a chapter on “ the Revolution,” a more
detailed and thoroughly intelligent account is given of

the sclenuGc work of Francis Bacon, and of the " Begin-

nmgs of English Science,” including the birth of the

Royal Society These sketches show that Mr Green
has not only mastered his authorities, but is also perfectly

competent to trace the various stages by which scieiice

has attained its present all important position. And,

as the world progresses, historians of this class will be

more and more in demand, for if things hold on in their

present course, it snll become more and more dearly

recognised that the only satisfactory history of a people

IB the history of the growth of science, in iu witot
sense, among that people.

As an example of Mr Green’s method and style, we
quote the paragraph, in connection with Francis Bai»n,

on the “ Runnings of Enghsh Science” —
"

It was this loftjr conception of the position and des-
tmy of natural saence which Bacon was the fint to
impress upon mankind at large. The age was one in
which knowledge, as we have seen, was passing to fidds
of inquiry whidi had till then bew unknown, in wl^
Kepler and Gahlco were creating modem astronamy, in
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which Descartes was revealing the laws of inoiioD, and
Harrey the circnlatlon of the blood. But to the mass of
men this great change was all but imperceptible , and it

was the taergy, the profound conviction, the eloquence of

Bacon, which first called the attention of mankind as a
whole to the power and importance of physical research
it was he who by his loftv faith in the results and vie

tones of the new philosophy nerved its followers to a seal

and confidence ^ual to his own It was he who above
all gave dignity to the slow and patient processes of in

vestigabon, of experiment, of comparison, to the sacn
fidng of hypothesis to fact, to the single aim after truth,

whiem was to be the law of modem science. But, in

England at least, Bacon stood as we have said—before
his age The b^nnings of physical science were more
slow and timid there than in any country of Europe
Only two discovenes of any real value came from English
resMTch before the RestoraUon , the first, Gilbert s dis

cover/ of terrestrial magnetism in the close of Elizabeth s

reign , the next, the great discovery of the circulation of

the blood, which was taught by Harvey in the reign of

James. But apart from these lUustnous name^ England
took little share in the scientific movement of the Con
tinent

,
and her whole energies seemed to be whirled into

the vortex of theology and politics by the Civil War
But the war had not reached its end wiien a little group
of students were to be seen m London, men * inquisitive,

says one of them, *
into natural philosophy and other parts

of human learning, and particularly of what hath been
called the New i bilosophy which from the tunes

of Galileo at Florence, and Sir Francis Bacon (Lord

Verulam) in England, hath been much cultivated in Italy,

France, Germany, and other parts abroad, as well as with

us in England ' The strife of the time indeed aided in

directing the mmds of men to natural inquiries. *To
have been always tossing about some theological que8»

tion,’ says the first historian of the Royal Society, Bishop
Sprat, ‘ would have been to have made that their private

diversion, the excess of which they disliked in the public

To have been eteroa ly musii g on civd business and the

distresses of the country was too melancholy a reflection

It was nature alone which could pleasantly entertain them
m that estate.’ Foremost in the group stood Doctors

Wallis and Wilkms, whose removal to Oxford, which had
ust been reorganise by the Puritan Visitors, divided the

itle company into two societies The Oxford society,

which was the more important of the two, held its meet
mgs at the lodgings of Dr Wilkins, who had become
Warden of Wadham College, and added to the names of

its members that of the emment mathematician. Dr
Ward, and that of the first of English economists, hir

William Petty ‘ Our busmess, Wallis tells us,
' was

(precluding matters of theology and Sutc affairs) to dis.

course and consider of philosopbieal mquitiet and such

at relaUd thereunto, as Pbysick, Anatomy, Geomeiry
Astronomy, Naviration, hutics. Magnetics, Chyiiucks

Mechanicks, and Natural Expenments with the tUte of

then studies, as then culuvated at home and abroad

We then discoursed of the arculation of the blood, the

valves in the vena laetea, the lymphatic vessels the

Copemican hypothesis, the nature of comeu and new
sta^ the sat^ites of Jupiter, the oval shape of Saturn,

the spots in the sun and its turning on its own axis, the

inequahties and selenography of the moon, the several

phases of Venus and Mercury, the improvement of tele-

scopes, the gnnding of glasses for that purpose, the

weight of air, the possibility or impossibihty of vacuities,

and nature’s abhorrence thereof, the Torricellian expen

ment in quicksilver, the descent of heavy bodies and the

degree ol acceleration therein, and divers other things of

hn nature.’
“ The other little company of inquirers, who remained

fat London, waa at last broken up by the troubles of the

Second Protectorate , but it was revived at the Restora-
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lion by ihc return to London of the more eminent mem
hers of the Oxford group Science suddenly became the
fashion of the day Charles was himself a fair chemist,
and took a keen interest in the problems of navigation
The Duke of Buckingham vaned his freaks of rhyming,
dnnkiiw, and fiddling, by fits of devotion to his labora
tory Poett like Dennan and Cowley, courtiers like Sir
Robert Murray and Sir Kcnelm Dtgby, joined the scien
tific aaapsaiy to which in token of his sympathy with it

the king gave the title of ‘ The Royal Society ’”

The maps, and without maps no history ought to be
tolerated, will be found greatly useful Should Mr
(>reen utihse the large amount of material he must have
collected for the purpose of wnting a similar history on a
much larger scale, no doubt he will say something about

the physical environment of the English people,—those

external conditions which have had their own share in

shaping the history and character of our nation. His

present work ought to become the school history oi

England

FrHUSG'<i NEW CHEMICAL DICllONARY
Neuet Handwot let buck tier Chemte Uuter Mitwirhmg
von Bunsen, Fttlttf, fresentus, Sf^c Bearbeitct und
redigirt von Dr Hermann v Fehling, Professor der

Chemie in Stuttgart Erster Band (Braunschweig

DmcL. und Vcrlag von Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn,

1874.)

T FN years have passed since the completion of the
L great work of Licbig, PoggendoriT, and Wohler,

the * Handwbrterbuch der Keinen und Angewandlcu
Chemie ” 1 hese years have witnessed great changes m
our chemical knowledge not only have theories which

in the year 1864 occupied but an inferior place in the

general system of chemistry now come to the front, but

also a vast atray of new facu demands a place m the

system, which must therefore be extended so as to mclude
them all

The book which ten years ago was looked upon by all

as a standard authority has now neiessarily become
somewhat antiquated, and ,thc desire for a new edition

has naturally arisen in the minds of the German chemists

The first fruits of this desire we have now m the goodly

volume of 1 200 pages which lies before us.

As m most of the productions of the German imnd, so

in this, there is no lack of thoroughness, nor of breadth

of view and treatment of the subject The names of the

contnbulors of the various articles are alone sufficient to

inspire trust in what they have to tell us A few of that

old bond of chemists who made the first Handwortei

buck famous still lend their aid to the success of the pre

sent volume , while among the younger men are Fittig,

Kekul^, Hofmann, Victor Meyer, Tollens, Zmeke, and
others, who have already made for themselves a name in

science.

Whether this be the proper time for the publication of

a large and all-embracing treatise on chemistry is per

haps a question which admits of more than one answer

Chemical theories at present seem to be ncanng that

stage at which they are to be embraced within the larger

theories of mechanical science. If this be true, the inter

pretation to be put upon chemical facts will in some years

be greatly modified, and hence the publication of some-

what elabwate traOises will be demanded In such a
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volume, bowever, as this, we have the material out of

v^ich the ciiemist of the future will daboraie his general

theory of chemical action ,
and not only this, but we

have a storehouse from which the student of our science

may draw hch Supplies of knowledge, and to which he

may always relbi-, well assured that he will not lx sent

away empty
The arrangement of the new HaudworUrbuch is very

similar to our own “ Watts’ Dictionary ” Amid the vanety

and excellence of the articles, it is ilifBcult to choose any
for special mention.

The articles on EquivalenU and Atoms are especially

to lie commended, the former by Prof Kckuld, the latter

by Prof Fittig In the former article the author defines

the correct and true meaning of the word “equivalent* , he

shows how vague oftentimes are the grounds upon which

we pronounce that such a substance is equivalent to such

another, and he clearly points out the great advantages

possessed by the modem atomic notation as compared
with the old and vague so-called equivalent notation.

In the article on Atoms we have a clear md succinct

account of the modem chemical theory, and an interpre

tation of the way m which the older ideas of equivalency

are applied to the newer atonuc doctrines.

The articles on Analysis are genenlly full and satis

factory It is strange, bowever, that such an excellent

method of qualitative testing as that presented by
“ Bunsen s Fiame Reactions ” should be overlooked.

There dre excellent monographs on Amhne and Bcnxol,

by Prof Hofmann and Zincke respectively, while on such

subjects as the Respiration of Animals and Plants, and
Zob-chemistry in general, we have articles from the pen of

1 rof V Gorup-Resanez The woodcuts are admirable

,

I his respect the German woik is far ahead of our
I I glish Dictionary Let us hope that the work will be
completed as promised in the prospectus, and that the

volume already published will not add another to the

alreidy too long list of great German scientific works the

opening volumes of which stand waiting for their sue

cessors, but seemingly waiting in vain.

M M Pattison Muir

OUR BOOK SHELF
Du fossihn Bryozoen aes osterretchisch unsytnschtH
Mwtans Von Prof Dr A E Ritter von fteuss. I

Abtheilung Pp sa 4to (Wan 1874.)

iieolo^tschtr Bau der Inset Samothrale Von Rudolf
iloemes Pp 12 4ta (Wien 1874)

1 HibE piiblications are extracted from the Transactions
of the imperial Academy of Sciences Dr v Reuss’s
paper describes the Salicoraaridie, Cellularida:, and
Membraniporidae, a number of the species being new ,

and gives twelve excellent plates of the fdssits, Accor
ding to Herr Hoemes, ihe island of Samothnla consists
of abrupt hill masses of anaent crystalline rocks, such as
granite, clay slate, hornblende rock, &C., overla d, espe
dally in the north west and north, with deyosits of Eocene
an, and diluvial and recent accumulations. A coloured
sketch map accompanies the ^laper

Ubtr die baiaeototse/ien Cebtld* Podohens und deren
VersttiiStruns'en. Vdn Dr Alois v Alth. h rsto Ab-
theilttng. Pp;78 (Wien 1874.)

bber die ihitdsscken Ptlteypoden Cattungen, “ DaomlUi ’’

Und" Haiobid" Von Dr E Mojtisovici tr Mojsvdr
Pp.38 (Wien 1874.)

Both these publications are issued by the Austro-Hun
I

frariun Geological Suney, being extracted fnmi thft
” Atj^dluagen, Band vit" This si^ of tctfebMtBv
in a separate form the pabert contributed to theit Trilfl*

denohs cannot be too strohgly commended Dr A. tr

Alth’s paper relates to the region which lied betweeh the
nvers Bug and Dnieper It is Uhistrated by five litho-

graphic plates of fossils, a number of which die afew
species <» Pteratpis, Scaphaspts, Cyalhastiit, Betrichtd,

&c Dr Mojsieovics’ paper is also ilKistrstOd bv fiw
lithographic plates of a number of new sfaecieq of the
genera Daonclla and Halobia, which ate described Md
named by himself

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ITbe Edaer dots net koldkmsdfrtsfimtddeftr^tmstns txpnstti

by kts cerrtspendtnts Nextker ean kt undatek* to ntum,
or to eorrtsfond mik tkt wUtrs rtftettd messssutrifts

No notice u taken of anonymons commumcalions ]

On the Inventor of Clock Movement applied to
Bquatorlals.—8uum Quique

In a pamphlet by CoL Launeuat, ' On the tforizontal Astro-
nomical Telescope,” in which he claims for himwlf the Inveb-
tion of applying a hclio<itnt to direct the light of Shy object into

a fixed tricsenpe I find at p. a this statement m spring of the
eqnatonal ' llie Idea of so endowing a telescope with a moving
power which annuls, or, to speak mon exactly, compediatcs the
motion of the earth, is due to a Fret ch watchmaker of tlie last

century, named Paisemont
I am sure the disdnipii hed wrl er would not knowingly have

done to another the injustice of which m hii own case be com
plaint , but in fact this invention belongs to a much earlier date,

and to one of far greater fame, the iruttrious Robert Hoou,
who describes it, tnth a figure, in his “ Animadversions on the
Machine Codestis of Here ins * (my copy bears dale 1674) It
was pnmonly intended to facUiUUe ine process of mMsuiing
directly the distance ol two stars, a process which wu then mnefi
in vogi e, but which must have been very troublesome froln the
difficulty of following them It contbu of a strong polar axls^

•djnstrd at its lower bearing by Krews, and rar y ng at top a
croiis arm, one end of which Iiears a counterpoise, and the other
a q ladrant or sextant w th a hall and socket sup ort, by which
its plane can he made to coincide with that pau ng through t«o
stars. But Hooke expressly stated that a telescope may be
similarly atiochcd there The polar axis cames an octant whose
limb u rntched, and driven by a screw connected with s clo^
The clock b re^atnl by a conicvl pendulum , and he desoibcs
the mode of altering it rate for the tun, moon, and planets Of
the date nr details of M rassemont s re Invention thtte is no
trace in Lalsnde Rut, os 1 find In Rees Cyclopa»]ia (ait
“ rassemont ) that he was bom in 1703, and that hit first pub-
lication appeared m 1738, It Is by at least half a century laier
tlitn Hooke a

It also deserves notice that Col Lanrsedot’s faiven ion is de-
senhed by Hooke m fall Ireatise on Hcliuscopcs two years later

(1676) His wordt are " I explained at the same Ume to the
Ro^t Vodety several other ways of fadhtating the use of very
long g asses for other objecU in the heavens (he had been speak
ipg oi the tun) by the help of one reflecting pla e only, and that
wax by a lube fixed either perpcnduwlarly, boruontally, ot ob-
liquely , for it mattered not, wh tber as to the seeing the object
In any part of the heaven, and the objhct could be » easily fomd
as by the c ittituon telescope of ihe saihe IcngtE But of these
dwwhere."

I liave not, hotvever, been able to find any for her notice of it

in Ms worhs.

This invention leads me to a sug^ion whldt may be In creat-
ing to aMronorocta. The Royal t>ociety noosciaei two Huygbe-
nion olqect giosoeo, one of lao feet fo^ length, the other of
3oa home yean ago » quettion was mitel by M O Strave aa
to the defining power of tne first named of thm, in reference to
a dlicuwion on the rings of Saturn, and the Society appomted a
committee to examine. It was tried at the Kew ObserVatoiy,
imd defined a vratch-dwlaa wellaa agood 375 tiuhadhMuta^
Thli was cotMideted sufficient WithoutTnciirrliig thh ijitiit dxbme
at such a fcurulding or bnikHng u iSould have beat ttotUm ttl

tfsehrorceleitial^ertotioM. Tbes^ ho#««ct, erUtSk Huay
managed by CoL Lansicdat’s amugeoMiit If saccamfo], tbeM
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t, *ild wodld |[1^ i ioUr pic<

th« Potato Oiieate

I aM afirai4 1 eafaOot rmM the letter of yoat anottytnoiU eor

jeepOBaetlt ItiqiilMr ” a* irritteO ill altogether good faith He
fitit ttint^iefhata #hit I atated in my letter of Nov am, which
he Orofemef to qoote^ and then ptocMi to aak me a qocttion

whuA, if he had even glanced at my letter, he would hare seen

wee already aniwered.

If I beg your indulgence for lome further remartci tuggested

by “InquEwa ” letter, I hope that they will be the last it will be
necemaiy to make
The number of Natork for No* 19 ga»e what pur-

ported tp be an jwcout of the " Report of the Potato Disease

Committee of the Royal A^cnltund Society ” It contained

the following passage —'‘Plot de Baryhas srorked out the

selentUic questions that occut as to the origin of the disease. It

to oWtim to a ihngus (Ptretuspora infttlans), which attacks the

leares fM, and after absorbing the nutriment of them, utilises

the petiole, and thus reaches the tubes ” (su) It appeared to me,
as it did to others, that the only meaning which could be attn

bu^ to this was that we owed to Prof de Baty all the know
leite we at present possess with regard to ifte dlsesae.

Itberefore thought it fair to pomt out m the following number
“ that all this and a good deal more was ascertained by the Rev.“

‘ this country, and by Montiqpie in Fra

^e tlucfvtry by the Rev M J Urrkeley

of the fact t^ the potato disease was due to the attacks of a

poraaitie fungus, ’ and should proceed to ask me for “a more

txatt nftrtHce to the reootds.
*

The potato disease appeared on the Continent a few years

before it woiked such ravages in the British Isles. The moult

bad been detected upon the foliage inhmnce and Btlt,ijm,

but opinion was divided as to the pait it really played

And we have Mr Berkeley s auUiotity for asitriing that even

Montagne, to whom “Inquirer’ atiributes the discovery that

the potato disease was due to the attacks of a parasitic fungus,

did Hot support the " fungal theory ’’

. . , .

In this country Mr Berkeley maintained it almost' tiimle-

handed against men of inch weight as Ijndley aud Playiair

Hia paper, whldi appeared m the Tlortlcultnrml Society a Journal

in Rovember i845(ihe whole volume U dated 1846), really, how
ever, settled matter

It is perfectly easy to trsce what Mr Berkeley did by referring

to the bottieultanl papers of the tune Thus, he wrote to the

Gardcma^i ChroHuU, August 30, 1845 (P- S93) “The raiJady

by which potatoes are so generally affected this year, both m
this country and on the Continent, does not nppear to prereil in

this neigbtonrhood I have this morning reedved ftom

Dr Montagna, of Pans, some leaves aOected with the mildedr

. The parsslte of the poUto does not appear to have licen

observed before by syitemaliats.” On bept 6 (p 608) 1
“ Yon

will be interested to leatn that the mould upon the potatoes

which yon sent me U identical with that upon the leaves, and

the same with what I have received from Pons. It appears, then,

that tAt dteay the tuhrrt u frodtuiJ fy Uu tame cauu wkuk
t^tet! lie haves, vit, by the growth of a mould whoso develop-

ment bos been promoted by excessive wet ’ On bept. ao

(p. £40) I “ In every case I find Uie^ofrT/iriiafir/aiw [now called

Peronostora tnfestans], precedmg the urork of destruction

All this to Mven wiih very lull deUili by Mr. Berkeley m his

later paper What I wish, however, particularly to point out to

that the admirable observation (contained in the words I have

italielied) of the Idetttiiy of the fungus which attacks the folliM

with that which destroys the potatoes wu made aljiolou^ Intfe

pendently by Mr Berktlet Morren appears to have ^e it

Smitihe siiiM time. It to a suiBcirtt proof of the
... _a.i.k xi. <>-Mtiga(lofu were held at the time, that Mon

1 the intentmn of wnting upon the subject,

Jm^tnumUtedto cMtcttols to Mr l^ki^y, &y whom the tw

TTriwm to daiy acknowledged W T Thisxlton Dyer

Art CltltbU ftnti Bfebtidii Cuttliig

Ijt your number of Natvrb jam toeaed ^oa have given an ex

fvin* from the animal addreia of the Preiident of the Royrl

Society, U tohlcH feferetlce U itnlde to ihy labour Of aeotlort cut
tihg It to p«^y triie thst I Havi pre^r^ more tlSi.s^ HCrion* of coal plants, but it woukl be unnilr tu A very
efficient auxiliary not to mention the help be has afforded me In
this vrork. 1 reqnire many sections of a much larger sue than
my i^blMiy to cabbie of cutting, and these have been pre-
pared for me by the skilled hands ol Mr. Cuttdl, of New
Compton Street, London.

In each of two instances, also, I am indebtecl to the tame ex-
perienced lapidary for obtaining three sections out of small but
predons fragments, not more than from three sixteenths to a
quarter of ah Inch In thickness. I am anxious to recoghlte these
aerviiKM, and not to monopolise Mr Cnttell s share of the credit
for the labours to which Dr Hooker s report refers so kindly

W C W1LUAMS1.S
Followfield, Mondies'er, Dec 24

Snakes and Frogs

Im reading tlie letter of yout correspondent, Mr M itt, on the
cry of the frog, it struck me as curioas that there should be resem-
blances which people in countries write ajisrt shonid pitch on
the same phrase to indicate. Now, there could not be a better
way of conveying a aonnd which frequently greets o

'

the country in Bengal durW the tains, than that

correspondent makes use of; “ the cry of a new be
Few residen's in the country here, we take it, who have lived
anywhere near jungle, will have failed to hear, and that tolcrab'y

frequent, the umpcakahly plaintive wad which indicates that the
remorseless ophidian has seized hu prey, and that deglutition

has commenced If one be tolerably quick he may, as I have
frvqnently done, guide himself to the very spot by the sound of
the fn g, and the snake will then, in his alarm and anxiety to
escape, frequently let the frog go, though he as often slides off

with It protruding from his mouth We have the batrachians

m great force here, and of all sizes and noises from the great
swamp frog which, at soon as the lands are drenched in the
heavy rainstorms of May, commences Its nocturnsl bellowing,
down to the bronze tree frog with gilt eyebrows that keeps ni)

lu metallic 'Ink.

The frog u connected with some of the religious ceremonies of
the country , tn I one may see here, as well as in Assam, the
curious custom of “ bathing the rroj,s ” m a cage This is done
m time of drought to propiuate the mm god. (Imm Is some
times put out on n mat tn sun, awl to prevent the crows from
rruiklng away with it, a frog is tied by the leg to a stake

,
hia

constant hopping about acts ss a deterrent to ihe crow lienee
the native proverb denoting vicarious and unmerited snffcrmg,
“ The crow steals the gra n, and the stnng is round the I g of

the fio^r _ t B

n that which your

Budderpore, Eastern Bengal

M®

THE ANDER&Oer SCHOOI Oh NATURAL
ir/STORV

OST of our readers, no doubt, have heard of the

School of Natural History established by the late

Prof Agassiz, in conjunction with tome of his American
friends, shortly before his lamenterl decease The first

report of the trustees of this inititution, which has lately

been received m this country, gives a fuller account of
Its foundation and subsequent progress than has yet

reached us.

The plan of the school was first put forward by its

originator m a circular issued in December 1873, from the

Museum of Comparative TxxAogi at Cambridge, USA.
It was proposed that courses of instructive lectures in

various brsinches of natural history shonid be delivered

by the sea side, at Nantucket—an American bathing-

place—during the summer months, by Agassiz himself,

and by other naturalists belonging either to the same
msiitutioo. Or to other scieblitic establishments in the

^mted States, who had combined tc^ether to assut bun.

The object of these courses was chiefly for the benefit of

teasers proponng to introduce the study of natural

history into their Khools, and fof such stndenu as tlrbre

preparing to become teachers Besides the lectures it
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wu proposed to provide a number of aqoanunu, as also

the necessary u^jHuatus for dredging in deep water, so that

the pupils might be pracbcany aa well as theoretically

instnicM
Whilst Prof Agassis was amealing to the mblic to

support his beneficent scheme, the attention of Mr John
Anaeraon, a wealthy merchant of New York, was attracte 1

to it Mr Anderson, “although not possessing himself

any mtimate acquaintance with natural histonj” “sym
pathised warmly ” in the professor's project for malong
that department of science a branch of education, and m
aid thereof offered to hand over to trustees for the benefit

of the scheme a whole island situated in Butiard’s Bay,
in Massachusetts
We need hardly say that the munificent offer was

gladly accepted, and Penikese Island, containing 100
acres of great fertility, several spnngs of fine fresh water,

and a mansion house, constituting altogether a “most
attractive location for a summer residence,” became, in

stead of Nantucket, the seat of the proposed institution,

which was appropriately named after the donor, the
“Anderson School of Natural Histoiy”
A few days after the acceptance of this noble gift by

Prof Agassiz, Mr Anderson gave a further proof of his

liberality by presenting the sum of 950,000 for the equip-

ment and current expenses of the institution, which was
thus enabled to make a start under very favourable cir

cumstances
When matters had progressed thus far, it was hardly in

accordance with the national characteristics that much
delay should take place in commencing work. So,
although the island of Penikese was only presented to

Prof Agassiz on the zznd April, 1873, a site was selected

for the school the ( Ians were arranged, and the contract

actually signed for the necessary works on the i6th May,
and the 8th July was appointed for the building to be
ready In vain the architect and builder declared that it

was impossible, and urged the postponement of the

opening until the following year Prof Agassiz, perhaps
with a presentiment of the future, was inflexible, and a
commencement was actually made on the appointed day
During the summer a second building, containing another
numerous set of woiking rooms and dormitories and a
lecture room connecting it with the former edifice, was
nearly completed, together with the interior arrangements
of the whole school
Dunng the first session, 18^3, the pupils were from

forty to fifty in number, consisting chiefly of teachers
(both male and female) m colleges and schools and other
public institutions Prof Agassiz lectured nearly every
day Mr Galloup, a citizen of Boston, sent his yacht
to Penikese, and handed it over to Count Pourtales, who
took chaige of the dredging parties during the whole
session. Ten or twelve of the pupils went out every day,
thus obtaining instruction in the use of the implements,
and at the same time obtaining many specimens for the
lectures which could not have been collected from the
shore

Other efficient workers were Dr A S Packard jun..

Prof Jordan, Dr brewer. Prof Wilder, and Prof Guyot
Full instruction was thbs given in v^ous branches of
natural history, in geology, in phydeal geography, and
especially in zoology

So successfully was this scheme carried oat, that for the
succeeding session a much larger number of apphutions
than accommodation could be provided for was received,
when the untimely death of the founder occurred ana
somewhat imperilled the contintiance of his noUe plans
Fortunately, a worthy son succeeded to a worthy father,

and under the direction of Mr Alexander Agi^, the
Anderson School of Natural History has, we believe,
continued in Its career of prosperity, although details «
Its seewd yeai's working have not yet nached us.

Whin we consider ^hat has thus been done m the

Umted Sutes, it is no shght reproach to us that nothiug

of the sort has been attempted m Enj^d. The great

aquariums which have recently been built in several

puu^ offer unusual facilities for such an institution. But,
alas t Brightffio, Sydenham, and Southport aie^ we foar,

wholly given up to ten per cent The only counterpart

of PrM Agassiz in Europe is Anton Dohin, whose “ Zoo*
logical Station” at Naples is a worthy nval ofthe Anderson
Suiool of Natural Histoiy—perhaps even more complete
in Its organisation. We trust, however, that before umg
a similar scheme may be started in this country

THE LAST TYPHOON AT HONG KONG

The typhoon at Hong Kong of September 1874 is the
greatest calamity that has visited the crown colony

since Its establishment in 1841 In each of the years

1859 and 1865 one of these desolating storms occasioned
a great deal of damage to shipping m the harbour and
viemity , in 1867 two occurred, the second of which raged
with great violence dnnng the day, and was consequently

I

observed with considerable mterest , on Sept. 3, 1871, a
: still more striking instance is reemded ,* but the whole
I of these phenomena smk into utter insignificance when
compared with the furious typhoon which swept over the

I

island durmg the mght of the 33nd and the morniiw of
the 33Td of Septeml^ last V^thout sp«Uang or the
dire effects produced by the latter, tenfold more terrible

than any hitherto experienced, one far more crucial test

may be adduced as evidence of the truth of our assertion

It IS an admitted fact that the force of the wmd during
a cyclone or typhoon is alwavs in direct proportion to the
height of the mercury m the barometer Now, the lowest

I

reading of the barometer previously recordra at Hong
Kong was dunng the typhoon of 1871, viz

, 39 15 , whilst
at Macao, on the same occasion, the mercury fell to 38 39.
But during the recent event, the readmg at Hong Kong
at 3 15 on the morning of the 33rd was 38 75 accordmg
to one barometer, and 3873 acco^ng to another , whilst
at Macao the mercury actually fell to 38 1—a foil we
believe to have been altogether unprecedented m the
history of atmosphenc readme in China. Hence we con
ceive this to have been one of the most severe instances,
if not the severest, of a typhoon on record. The fact that
the readings at Macao were lower m 1871 than at Hong
Kone in 1874 does not affect the question for, as we
shall sec presentlv, the first mentioned place always
suffers more severely than the laUer, omng to the greatw
concentration of the power of the wmd at ttt fummo
point
Many points of interest are connected with the late

typhoon. It was observed that the clock upon the clock
tower at Peddar’s Wharf m Hong Kong stopped shortly
after two, and it has been stated upon good authority that
five or SIX other pendulum clocks stopped at the same
hour Now, this was exactly the time when the most
violent throe of wind that was eiqienenced throughout
the entire night took place , hence we ate justified m
assuming that, at the mease moment when me typhoon
was at Its height, a uock of earthquake probably oc-
curred, poinung to the conclusion that the atmos^ienc
disturbwce induced physical disturbances in the crust ^
the earth. The possibility of the existence of such a con
dition has been argued at length by Prof Lyell m his
“Pnnaples,” where he states that the inhabitants
Stromboh are said to make use of the island “ as a
weatherglass,” its volcanic disturbances “increasing
during temp^uous weather,” so that “ the si-ww*

to shake from its foundations.” He considort that ex* t

treme changes in the atmospheric pressure exert^ upon
a vast tupmeial area might well be deemed to infloeoce
the confined gases and liquids interposed between the

• Sm Natvsb, vsL V p. !«&
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6f rtriu. That earthquakes are the

MKilt of nioveoietit antonsst these {ases afad Uqtuds there

MMu Itttie reason to doilbt

We gather, from the various accounts to hand, that

the chatacterlsUcs of the recent typhoon were very

slmilAr to those of the event of 1871, viz
,

that it

catne from an easterly quarter, and, after sweeping over

Hong Kong, reached Macao somewhat later, th^ culmi
^

nating, and, describing a portion of a arcle so as to pre
,

sent u the appearances of a whirlwind, eventually dissi

pated itself along the coast upon contact with the high

land Ihis typhoon, as might have been expect^ :

crossed the estuary of the Pearl River from Hong Kong
|

to Macao in less than half the time occupied by the
^

typhoon of 1871 The distance is almost forty dve miles,
,

and the lowest readings of the barometer were as fol
,

lows -~In Hong Kong at 2.15 A.M and at Macao at

3.15 AM during 1874, against ii PM and 130 A.M .

dunng 1871 The rate of progression in the late instance
j

was moreover twice as great as that of the West Indian
,

hurricanes, which has been computed at twenty to twenty
,

five miles per hour
Before we dismiss the subject it may not be out of

^

place to dwell for a few moments upon the probable

causes which give nse to these ' freaks of nature " At
Hong Kong the SW monsoon blows from April to

Septembn, and the N E monsoon from September to

ApnL It is dunng the change from S W to N I that

typhoons usually occur The tlieory is this When the i

cold N F monsoon sets in suddenly it strikes upon a
vast tract of land in Southern China, and on a portion of

the China Sea warmed by the mild breezes of the oppo-

site monsoon, occasioning rapid precipitation or contltn

sation of vapours, and, as a necessa^ consequence, an
extensive vacuum where the rarefied air formerly was
O^er air then tushes violently m to fill the vacuum, and
strong breezes, sometimes developing into typhoons, are

tte result. The minghng and colusion of the various

currents at their jmint of contact also assists the dis

turbance of the atlnaosphere The reason of the gale as a
rule blowing froth the east is apparent Inland of the

coast hne is a towermg range of mountams, extending

down to Cochm China, and effectually arresting ihe rush

of air from that quarter The open sea, therefore, is the

only free point of access. The prevailing dirccUon of

typhoons at Hong Kong is, in pomt of fact, very nearly

tut of the N E monsoon just commencmg, but possibly

•lightly diverted by the remaming mfiuence of the oppo

site monsoon. Hong Kong, A^^y, and Macao being

just opposite to the opening b^ween Formosa and Luzon,
the fuU sweep of the wind rushes in unhindered towards

them from the Pacific Ocean Macao, however, fares

worst, for it is situated precisely where the typhoon is

arrested by the high land of the coast The lowest read

mgs of the barometer are invariably therefore recorded

at Macao.

ENCKE’S COMET

I
HAVE received thu morning, from the Observatory

of Pulkowa, copies of Or von Asten's epbemeris of

this comet, in which the accurate effect of planetanr per

turbauon to the approachmg perihelion passage (about

Apni i3'o Greenwi^ time) is included. His positions

dmer leu than five rmnutes of arc from those I have

alitady communicated. The comet arrives at its least

distance frbm the earth on the night of May 3, about

which time it may be a bnght object for the observatories

of the southern hemisphere In these latitudes it will

IERTILISATION OFFIOWl I s nv JNSrcTt^

absence mmoonlight, as I believe to be probable, tl

to ooubl ofiu visibility before the

jirfSSjiopli Observatory, Twickenham, iLc. 33

Alpine Orchids adaptei to CrossJirtihsation hy
JJulhrJltes

O family of plants, as far as is known, offers more
' vanous adaptations of flowers to msi.cts of different

orders than the Orchids, which have called general atten

tion to the relation between flowers and inserts since the
admirable descnption by Mr Darwm.’ Of thirty four

species of Orchids found up to the present time in West
phalia, live’ have been observed to be Kriilised by
humbl^bces, and partly also by other Apida. two by
humble bees and Diptera , one‘ by species of Andrcna,
one * by Vespa , one' by ApiiLt, Uiptera, and Sphcgido.

,

one* principally by Ichneumomdo: ,
one® exclusively ly

Diptcra , two by minute insects of different orders

and four ' by Lepidoptera. Although the feriilisers of

the sixteen remaining species “ have not >ct been
observed, still it may iairly be deduce-d from the structure

of their flowers that none of them, except, perhaps,

Ilabtuaria vtridts, is fertilised by butterflies Of thirty

four species then, growing in the plain and lower
mountain region, four or at the most five, that is to say

13 to 1 5 per cent , are fertilised by Lepidoptera whereas of

five species of Orchids growing in the higher Alpine

region near the Order, three, ^ or perh ips four, * that

IS to say to to 80 per cent
,
are ^apted to cross fcrtihs ition

b> butterflies, a proportion which strongly corroborates

my view that the predominant frequency of butterflies

in the Alpine region mu'<t have influenced the adaptations

of Alpine flowers. As two of these hve species of A1

pine Orchids are not mentioned m Mr Darwin’s classical

work, nor have yet been descnbtd with regard to their

contnvances for fertilisation, I Will give here a brief

account of them.
Gymn taenia o lorafisstma (Hgs 38, 59) produces its

honey in a necury only 3 t mm in length, but the narrow
ntss of Its entrance (» h ig 59) proves it to be accessible

only to buitcrfties These, when inserting their proboscis

into the nectary cannot fail to attach to its upper side

the two viscid discs {fl d) which lie close together imme
diatelv above the mouth of the nectary, and to which the

pollinia are fixed by their caudicles Hence a butterfly,

when fl)mg away from the flower first visited, bears a pair

of pollinia upnght on the upper side of its proboscis

When these are exposed to the air, the membranous discs

to which their cauuiclcs adhere contract (just as desenbed

and drawn by Mr Darwin at p. 80 of His work), which

causes the pollima to move downwards and outwards in

such a degree as exactly to strike the stigmatic surface

when the butterfly inserts lU proboscis into the nectary

of a second flower

Near the cataracts of the Adda, between the second

and third Cantonicra, 2,200 to 2,400 metres above the sea

level, I found (July 14) plenty of these flowers, which, in

accordance with their name, struck me by their highly

attractive sweet smell ,
but although many butterflies

were visiting a large number of the surrounding flowers,

some of which were scentless, others but slightly scented,

“ ^nthiiww»cootnv»B»»liT*Weh Bmuh and Fondan OrchxU are

fertil M!d by inaectn * Lmdan i»>a ....
3 OnkU Man* O miueitta EftfveMm CmtltHi Cotovm reftMt 5/

ranlhet aulummala
* OreAii mamMa O Minolta > aLnlta
« tfifiuta Ubfttta 1 tet/atU*faUsMt
» LUltnc mla. » ymita
“ GtwnmdinUc alhtia ItermmiHiu mmtrchu.

, ^ „“ OrcUt f/rmmUmlu, OjmnuJmin nwe/rm PlaliHlIura ti/iJia P
‘ " Orcki* laxtEm etrufUtn mibinrti fiaca and vaHerata It ht

aanf virUU, OMtyi mtucifiint •sA afifira
tmdtUa, nArifraiSMeetu atramitnt, vlrUtA<»« aai Mtctayhylla

Mabunt yabtdota Lifmrit iMifSi . __j
•> iFfevSiS. ayaSSbna, Oymaackaia a,/an>mi/au eaaa/sta and

I
*3 aitrtlMla aantlffaha

I iwrbaiM HnitMmrSc viruks
CfmaadnUa eJmthnloia *»> and
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Oymnadema tkiorattsuma remained almost entirely over

looked, some specimens of Crambus couloHellus, Dnp.,*

being the only visitors I succeeded m observing dunng

several hours. As the possibility of self fertilisation hai

been lost by the flowers of this plant, it must be supposM 1

that its cross-fertihsation by insects happms frequmtly

enough to make self fertilisation useless. Therefore, from
|

flowers. I am mclined to infer that G odoraHtsim b
more adapted to fertlli»tlon by crepuscular and aoo-

tumal than by diurnal Lepidopter^
, ^

A cunous observation on G odaratusima ren^s to

be noticed. In this species, as in most Orchida, the

Ubellum («, Fig 58), properly the upper petal, assumes

F a s3 —Cfm nifcHut at/,in t u! «<r Front v(»w of tfco

(«T ovary i KjiaU / / petak > laSKlIuin a devokped uillier d
H nectary » orifice

«

Its position as the lower lip by the torsion of the ovary

,

but in some specimens which 1 found the torsion of the

o\ary had stopped half way in all the flowers, so that

they occupied a transverse position, directing the labellum

and Ae nectary to the right hand, one of the sepals

downwards, the other upwards A slight approximation

to this position IS shown by Fig 59 if comp.-ired with

•June flower (4 1), wlilu all the
rcoioved except U e nectary
1 anlben /r poUinia j if, Miima

Fig 58 This exceptional imperfection of the torsion of

the ovary of C odoraftsstma seems to me to be of some
interest, if we compare it with the normal condibon of the
flowers of Nufrtlclli angmUfolia fFigs 6o-6a,\ m which
the ovary is not at all twisted, so that the flowers occupy
just the contrary position to what they do m other Orchids
In consequence of this also the function of tiic upper and
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hented dw peculiar jKMitioa of its flowers from the
•acestots of the famtty of Orchids, which undoubte^y,
Ifte the most nearly allied famihes, possessed an untwistM
cwaiy, and the imi^ectly twisted condition of the ovaries
of some individuals of G odorahsnma may be looked at
as an effect of atnvum

Nigntetla differs from GymnadtHta odorahsnma m the
position of Its flowers, ana in being fertilised in the day

{

time Whilst the latter seems to be fertilised especially

by crepuscular and nocturnal Lepidoptera, the former, on
the contrary, u easily seen to be fert Used by diurnal
butterflies In contrast to the pale flowers of G odora
tusimoy those of Nigntella are of a dark purple red
colour, shining magnificently m the sunlight whilst at the
same tune they exhale to remarkable a vanilla like odour
that I have more than once recognised this species sooner

^ smeU than by sight I have never met with any other
flower which attracts diurnal Lepidoptera more effica
ciously than this When descending from the pass of
Flnela, towards Zemetz (July o), during about an hour I

collected m a small locality the foUowmg species, having
observed them all fertilising the flowers of Nigntellas
(a) Rhopalocera (i) LyLoena simt irgut Rott , frequently
(3) Mehtaa Athaha Rott (3) At tnnms Lttpkt osyiis L
U) HespfTM sirtaiula Ramb var ? {b) Sphingid^ (5)
tno staitets L . Alpme varieties, in great number (t)

Noctuee (6) Agrohs ocellina W V , several specimens

(7) Frothyntta atnta W V {d) Crambina (8) Bttys I

aerealts Hb
,
var opacalts H (9) Dtasemta Mtetata

Scop . in great numlMr (10) Crzmbus dumrtellus H var

,

very frequently (r)Tmeina (ii) species* Ini
the submval region round ‘ Quarts Cantomera besides
Nos. 3 and 5, * observed (lan Mehta i Pxrthenu Bkh,
var vana

, (13) /y^a/ia eiu/iHs Reiner both not only
pcrsevermgly seeking for the honey of Nigiittllain the
sunabme, but also lodging after sunset in the heads of
their favourite flower from which in the evening and
morning numerous individuals could easily be taken off

which hod been lulled or benumbed by the cold
Hvkmann Muller

TH£ TRANSIT OF VENUS
TOURING the past week a few additional telegrams

have appeared m the ftmes , these, with the Iirntd
notes upon mem, in a condenstd form, we give hen.

From the Hague we learn that the Government has
received advices from the Dutch expedition sent to
Rdumon for observmg the Transit of Venus The skv
bemg cloudy, the expration was only partially successful

The Astronomer Royal has received the following

telMjw from the Sandwich Islands —
“Transit of Venus well observed at Honolulu and

Aloes , ckmdy at Owhyhee Sixty photomqihs Janssen
fiuled , mternal contact nneertam severM seconds , com
plete disc of Venus seen twelve nunutes boibie , lao mi
crometer measures ”

From New York mtelhgence has been received that
the observation of the Transit of Venus made by the
British astronomical party at Honolulu has been success
friL exc^ as regards the photographs, which failed

It wiU be seen that the bad news for the English
pUas frrom New Zealand is fortunately not followed up
nom the Sandwich Islands There the ingress, at one
end of a base line stretchmg to Kemelen's Land, baa
been secured, and if the observations uve been success
fill at the latto place, Ddule’s method can be applied for

the ingress.

« The telegram fimn New York is enough to give nse
to some uneasiness The first telegram stated that
the Transit was well observed at Honolulu and Atooi
while then wen douds at Owhyhee , and then followed

* VgriailwBsmMlaadbddMdtoSr Spoyv ofXliodcn

some statements which might have applied either te
Owhyhee solely or to the whole attempt From the last
telegram wc learn that the photographs failed at Honohilu,
where in the telegram to the Astronomer Royal it was
stated that the Transit had been well observed There
IS, therefore a distinct strengthening of the idea that the
remarks “Janssen failed, ‘ internal contact uncertain
several seconds, apply to all the stations We sincerely
trust this may not be so for the whole value, to the
Cnghsh plans, of the occupation of Kerguelen s Land is

that observations of ingress may be made there to cor
respond with those made in the Sandwich Islands—the
ingress being acceleiatcd in these latter and retarded at
Kciguelen A long expencnce with transits of Mercury
and solar eclipses has now convinced astronomers that
correspondmg observations mean observations made by
similar instruments under smular conditions For
instance, it will be useless to compare an eye observation
of a contact made at the Sandwich Islands with photo
graphs of the contact made by Janssens beautiful con
trivance at Kerguelen, whence we are not afraid ofheanng
that “Janssen (ailed for h ather Perry, m whose charge
the revolvinf, •‘pparatus is is one of the very few men
longpractis^ with astronomical instruments who form
part of the Lnglish staff

Lord I indsay telegraphs to Lady Lindsay from the
Mauritius —
“Transit observed, last half satisfactory Good

photographs, measures, and time dctermmation Alto
gethcr well satisfied

The private expedition of Lord Lindsay to the MaunUus
deservem to succeed We regret that the degree of success
obtained is not so high as that which Lord 1 mdsay s
energy, skill, and care had merited Had observations
been secured here and at Rdumon at the comm nument
of the Transit, both Mauritius and Kdunion would have
been Delislean stations for observations of ingress

—

almost, indeed, as good as Kerguelen s Land, where it u
to be hoped the official astronomers have obtamed ol»er
vations to pair with those made at the Sandwich Islands
Uut, as Lord Lmdsay saw nothing of the begmnmg
(mgress), and as the sky was cloudy at Rdumon, the

p titles at Kerguelen s Land arc now the only hope of the
Deluleons, and this makes one regret all the more that
the Americans were foiled m their attempt to occupy the
Crozets But Lord Lindsay’s hopeful telegram evidently
means that he has obtained enough photographs and
measures to employ with advantage the duect and heho
metric methods of detenmnmg the least distance of
centres , these methods bemg precisely those which the
German parties, also in the Mauntius, were to employ
obtaming corresponding observations at Qitfoo, in the
north of Chma
The Itmci Malta corr^ondent writes under date

Valetta, Dec 15 —‘The TVinsit of Venus was dis

tinctly witnessed at Malu on the 9th mst The external

egress of the planet from the sun occuned precisely at

7 36 A M local mean time
**Met6ourm Dec 39—Intclbgence from New Zealand

announces that the American astronomer. Prof Peters,

was successtul in his observation of the Transit of Venus
The German expedition to the Auckland Isles also

achieved satisfactory results

THE SPECTROSCOPE AND THE TRANSIT OF
VENUS

A RECENT article m the Ttnus (Dec. 34) speaks of

the application of the spectroscope to the observa

tions of transits ,
it is so much to the pomt that werepro

dues a portion of it here —
The news firom Malta which wc gave yestaday of^

unhoped-for observation of external egrns there under
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good condltioni, coupled with the further iAfotmatloU

which we published on Tuesday, detailing the care

talceti at Jassy to injure the accuracy of the obser-

vation of external contact at egress by Doctors Weiss
and Oppolzer, furnishes a good opportunity of re-

ferring to the whole question m such contacts, and of

pointing out an almost general omission in the scheme of

observations

A few general considerations will show how m the

opinion of some competent judges at all events, there

is a remedy for such a state of uncertainty as we have
described in the case of external contacts We have first

the essential consideration which underlies the various

methods of utilising a transit, that when Venus is as near
to us as she is on the occasion of a transit—Venus, of
course, is always nearest to us when she is between ns
and the sun—unless she be exactly between us and the

sun so that we can use the sun as a screen or back
ground and see Venus moving like a black snot upon it,

she will not be visible to us at all, as her bright side will

be turned away from us To point this statement we
may remark that this is not the case with Mars, the path

of which planet lies outside ours Mars, in fact, is

brightest and best visible when nearest to us, and his

distance has been measured, as astronomers have just

measured the distance of Venus by using the longest

possible base line on the earth and determining the appa
rent change of pl'ice of Mars among the stars as seen from
the opposite points thus using the stars as a background
rhe p c cesses, it is true, arc different in their details, but

the s me in intention. The special observations of

ingress, egress, nearest approach to sun s centre, and the

like, in the case of Venus, arise out of the fact that the

only available screen is a limited one and of a certain

shape, and, it may be said, are so many contrivances

which enabie us to use the centre of the sun s disc, as we
use a star in the observations of Mars In either case, of

course, whether we determine the distance between the

earth ind Mars or the earth and Venus, we determine

the distance of the sun and the dimensions of the whole
solar system
Now, within the last few years it has been established

that the sun, with its sensibly circular boundary which we
see every day—the screen which we use in the case of

transits of Venus—is by no means the whole of the sun ,

it 18 only the central brighter portion of it An extenor
nebulous mast, ieebly luminous cempared with the central

one, lies outside it, and m consequence of lU feeble light

it IS quite invisible to us, except during total eclipses of

the sun, when the moon cuts off the brighter light of the
central portion, and allows us to see the exterior, irregu

larly bounded one, extending for hundreds of thousand!
of miles away into space in all directions.

Although, as we have said, this exterior portion cannot
be seen, except during eclipses, in consequence of the

strong dlummation of our atmosphere near the suns
place, the lower brighter parts of it can ytt be rendered
visible without an eclipse by the use of a spectroscope,

and It IS no exaggerauon to say that by the aid of this

mstnunent a large part of the sun outside that part of
It ordinarily visible can be seen as sbsrply and as con-
veniently as any part of the sun s surface can be observed
by a telescope

The method by which this is accomplished will be
easily understood Iw anyone who will take the trouble to
look at the flame of a candle, the wick of which has bea
almost coveted with common salt, through one of those
** droiis,’’ triangular m section, which form part genen^y
of a common histre or a chandelier A small pnsm wOf,
of course, be better still If the “ drop ” or pnsm be hela
close to toe eye and upnght, some four or five yards from
the candle, at such an angle that the flame can be sees
tbrongh it, a perfect yellow unage of the and flame
will be seen. Betides this image there will be a maze of

colbut to the right and left of It, but the yelidw iitMM bf
the flaiae win m Mghter thkn the tesb
New, common tut is a compeimd tif todltutt wttk

chlorine, iriilch componod la decomposed by heat ; and
it is the vapour of toe metal sodium set ftee which glvea
us, at the heat of the candle flame, light Of one tXMU
only, which cannot be dispersed or Sbllt tip by the l^ltro

The flame of the candle, on the other hand, gikee out
white light, which, being composed of light of all Colours,

is split up by the plasm , so, while the prism has bo
action on the one, it has an enormous action oo the Other,

and as a result gives us a perfect image of the flame,

built up by the simple light m Sodium vapour, brlf^tter

than the spectrum of the flame itself in that n^on
Further, the white light of the candle gives us no clear
image, because in fact there are millftiflt of images of
eveiy tint superposed , so that we get but a confUsed
rainbow effect, due to the white light The exquisite
sodium image of the flame is due to the fact that there is

no overlapping and again, the reason that the addition of
the salt to the flame, whQe it scarcely increases the light

of the candle, gives Us a spectral yellow image brighter
than the back^ound, is easily explained by the fact that
in this part of the spectruih, as the coloured band is

called, the sodium light Is helping the yellow light of the
flame, which gets no such help in other parts of the
spectrum
Now, we know as a matter of fact that the exterior

regions of the sun give a spectrum similar m character to
that given by the sodium vapour in the candle flame, and
that the sun itself gives ns a spectrum similar to that of
the ordinary flame of the candle, and that it is because
our air is illuminated by light of this kind stronger dian
the light of the external part of it that it is mvlaible
to ua
To Bee, then, the external regions of the tun to which

we have referred, the physicist looks at them through a
prism, as in the candle experiment in fact, he usesmany
pnsms to spread out to the utmost the sun light reflected
to us by our intervening atmosphere, which ,sunlight, as
we have seen, has a spectrum similar in its nature to the
spectrum of a candle flame When be has done tins he
sees the images of the strange forms m these external
regions, as the yellow image of the candle was seen, the
light producing which was concealed by the bnghter light
of the flame till the prism was brought into j^ay Of
course, he knows now exactly in what part of the spectrum
the hght which they give out is to be found He knows
that all round the sun there is an atmosphere of vividly
bright hydrogen, the hght of which is red , he therefore
looksm the red part of the spectrum, and the atmotidimc
veil being withdrawn by the prism m the way We have
stated, he u enabled to trace by the red light given out
by the hydrogen exactly what the hydrogen u doing, abd
where it exactly is. He knows that magnesium is some-
times ejected from the tun with terrific force mto this tea
of hydrogen, and he knows that the hght of magnesium
vapour is green, so he exammes the green part of the
metrum and so observes the exact size and shaM of
these volcanic bunts of magnesium viponr
We then come to the point of this long digretsim.

When we brmg the spectroscope mto play the sun u made
larger , outside the round disc there is discovered a con
tmuons envelope extending to varioiis heights, which we
can observe Our screen, therefore, is increased, and
exterior contacts are exterior contacts no longer, if we can
manage to see Venus pastmg over the newly-discovered
region before the reaches the disc.

How, then, can this be accomphshed 7 There am thm#
ways in which this can be accomplished We have first *
that ordinarily employed m observations of the chronio-
nbeie—as the newly-discovered region which suirbandi
the tun and^ be necbroscopically bbeenred witheoi Ml
eclipse is called. We have next a method devised by
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f Fvtbcr Secchi , and still a third, independently hit on by

•«v«ral investigators

In the method ordinarily employed, in order to avoid
as moch as possible the mnsri^piiv of images of sensible

ISeadth (which prevented the white light of the candle
flame from giving us even a distant approach to a pure
qie^ram}, the light is allowed to fall on the pnsm through
a very fine slit ota certain height On this sht an image of
dw sun is thrown by a fine telescope If the whole length
of the sht is immersed, so to spw, in this image, we
shall see nothiim but the spectrum of the part of the disc
which falls on the sht If it is only half immersed m it

we shall see less of the spectrum of the disc, but we shall

seejdso the spectrum of the chromosphere, as the oblite-

rating effect of the reflection of the sunlight by our air

has been destroyed by the pnsms

^
This spectrum will consist of bnght lines, and if we can

manage to place the sht on the prease spot occupied by
Venus the Ones will be broken, as the chromosphere wiU
be echpsed in this part by the planet , and we can follow
the planet’s mouon untu the break in the line travels

down to the spectrum of the sun , this will mark the
instant of exterior contact at ingress. At egress the pro-
blem IS sunpler, as the actual place occupied by the planet
pnor to external contact can be seen by an observer set

to sratch the sun’s image on the slit of the spectroscope.
An obvious objection to this method, ifa better one can

be foun^ lies in the fact that Venus has, os it were, to be
" fished for” pnor to external contact at mgress, and that
the sbghtest error m followmg the planet s motion would
render the mode of observation useless.

The next method is one devised by Father Secchi
Using a spectroscope as before, instead of throwing a

^ simine image on the slit, by an object glass merely, he
throws a spectrum of the sun on the slit by means of
prisms, plat^ either before the obiect glass or between
It and the sht He states that by this method the solar

disc IS seen with its spots and edge quite clearly defined,

and that the spectral lines of the chromosphere are also

seen Further, the sht can be opened wider with advan
tage than under the first methoo. It is clear, therefore,

tluu when Secchi’s method is employed, if it does all that

be says it does, observations of exienur contact would be

“?he third method is a photographic one, and if it

succeeds at all would do away with the main objection to

the first two A reference to the candle experiment will

make it quite clear If we imagine for a moment the

white hght of the ordinary flame of the candle to be
abolish^ it is cknr that we should see nothiug but the

pure yellow image due to the monochromatic vapour of
sodium. Similarly, if we imagine the hght of the sun
abiflished, we should see the whole nng of the chromo-
sphere ifwe looked at it through a simple pnsm, as a nng,
or as a senes of rmgs, accordmg to the kinds of hght
given out by the vapour of which it is composed (the

npgs taking the place of the lines when we use a slit)

In thu way the chromosphere and the coronal atmo-
sphere which lies outside it were actually seen in their

true ring hke form by Prof Respighi and Mr Lockyer in

the Inman eclipse of 1871, the light of the sun being

temporarily abolished by the interposition of the moon.
In the thud me^fod, then, instead of a slit, a disc is

used. All the sun is thus hidden, with the exception of a
very si^ nng at the extreme edge, underlying the

chiomospbcre. It is certain that the whole nng of

^romosphete can thus be photographed every day the

sua shines, as it u now observed on every suui day by
Mr. Seabroke at the Temple Observatory at Rugby
4c|io(fl t and h is believed that the lower surface of the

chrotaotphere can be thus photographed as hard as the

oofUne of the sun hself, for thm are many iavounng
^andltkms which, however, it would take us too Umg to

cater vpva in this place.
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It IS Citar that by iln, aj pin. u o 1 c f this method there
IS a possibihty of obtaming a whole senes of photographs
both before and after Venus u seen on the sun, and it u
also clear that the method can only be tested on the
occasion of a transit

We know that Lord Lmdsa/s expedition, which has
been organised with a completeness which puts our ofiicial

pn^mme into the shade, is to test Secchi’s method,
and that Dr Janssen was to use some spectroscopic com
bination The Italian parties, as we have already men
tioned, were to limit themselves to external contacts as
observed by the spectroscope^ but their Government
subsidy came so late that it is cerUm they were not
equippM m the most complete manner, and it is probable
that their ongmal programme has been considerably
curtailed.

Although the spectroscope forms no part of the equip
ment of the English parties, as it certainly should have
done, seeing that they intended to observe contacts more
than anythmg else, we miy still hope that some of the
methods will have been tested, and that the value of the
aid they bnng to observations of external contact may be
detemuned

NOTES
Tuk Belgian Academy of Saencea have conferred upon Prof

Huxley, Sec. R. b ,
the dignity of Foreign Associate. Such a

step on the part of so very Catholic a body may make amends

for the anathemas of the Irish prelates.

Wr are glad to he able to contradict a statement which has

appeared m some of the papers that ProC Bunsen was about to

leave Heidelberg He has, we learn, no mtenbon of doing so

The low of Professors Kirchhoff and Konigsberger is one which

this Uaiversity will frel most severely, and we cannot help

wondering what the auchontiet at Carlsmhe were about to

render it possible for two such men to l>e tempted away Prof

Kirchhoff has declined the directorship of the Solar Observatory

at lotidam, and goes to Berlin os free Academicun and as

Professor in the University Prof K nipbeiger bsa accepted

the post of Professor at the large Polytechnic School in Hreiden

Thr scientific results to be obtained from Arctic exploration

will be carefiilly attended to m makmg the arrangemenu for the

forthcoming A^c expedition Fach officer will take up a

special branch of scientific investigation, and will devote himself,

during the mlervol between his appointment and the sailing of

the expedition, to acquiring such knowledge as will enable Iiim

to exert his energies most usefully There will also be a civiliaa

naturalist or geologist m each ship, who will be carefully selected

with reference to special knowledge and other qualifications. It

u possible also that an Engineer officer may accompany the expe

dition, with charge of magnetic and p^ulum obaenrations.

Some of the men forming the iliqis companies will also be

selected for their special qualifications. Among these, a dog

driver, named Kail Petersen, formerly cooper at the Danish

settlement of Upernavik bss alreaily been entered. There will

also be three ipfs quarter masters In each ihip, chosen from

the crews of the whalers, and one of the first duties of Capi

Markham on his amval In England will be to pioceed to Dundee

for the purpose of selecting and entering these men Capt

Markham was telegraphed ibr to Lubun on the aotb, and u
expected to arrive in London this week.

Lieut Billot, brother of the unfortunate Bellot, the Aictie

explorer, to whom we alluded in a recent number, hat obuined

leave from the Fietich Government to vcdnnteer for the English

Arctic Expedition.

On Dae it, at 4.45 km., a severe shock of earthquake was

fdt by Gen. Wansouty and two friends, who mtrtided to spend
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the whole of the winter on the top of the I’lc du Midi,

one of the higheet nunmite of the Pyreneei. It ii curioo* to

noUce that at the tame moment, t)ct lo, ia3o r u ,
a umllar

hockWM felt in America, ronnd Winchetter, on the Washington

hoghtt, alongiide the banks of the Hudson. Are these two

oommotioiu related to each other ?

The weather has lately been to dreadfully boiiterous m the

Tyrencan ranges that the Meteorological Obscivatory situated

near the crest of one of the peaks has been almost demolished,

Gen. Wantonly and his two friends being obliged to leave the

place on the l8th at daybreak. Ibey managed to reach on the

same dhy at mldidght, after sixteen hours travelhng in the snow,

a Twi«ll Inn at Gnsp, where they received every attention and

were quite safe.

The advices from the south are unanimous in stating that un

precedented masses of snow have fallen, not only in the Pyrenees

and the Alps, but alto m Spain, where they have put a stop to

the warlike operations. On Thursday, Dec 24, a thaw occurred

in Pans, as well as in London and many other places, with an

unprece^led rapidity

Th fc number ofrailway accidents which befell English travellers

on Christmas eve bos created quite a sensation m France It is

worthy of notice that in that country (here is a tegular staff of

accomplished engineers, duly qualified by prcvioui instruction,

and pt^ by the Government to inipect the teveial lines and

aicertain whether all proper measurei for security have been

taken by (he oompeniea Nothing is left to haphaaord, but

everything is anhject to a close and severe examination The
consequence is, that although the tmfi&c on certain trench lines

IS not less than on some of the main English ones, the acudents

are less frequent and not attended with such disastrous results.

In reference to the fact Uiat Cerraan plants were found in

trench soil after the German invasion, we may state that asimi

lar phenomenon has been observed before Lefuimm draha was

introduced inla England by the Engl sh troops who foiled m the

attempt to land on Walcheren m 1809 The gain from the herb

was probably greater than the loss from the war In 1814 many
plants from the Don became acclimatised m the Rhone valley

and vicinity of Pans, The most notable improvement on record

of any sponianeous flora is perhaps the addition to the Alsatian

grasses the introduction of Algerian species, fhese plants,

although coming from a warm climate, have secured a firm foot

ing in their new home, and rendered fertile a number of places

which had remained up to that lime barren and fruitless.

On Dec. 23 the French Geographical bociety, under the pre-

s dency ofAdmiral La Runciere Ic Nc urry, held its annual dinner

Toasts were drunk with enthusiasm to the union of nations by
science, and to the crew and oifi(;grs of the ChaUenger

At the last meetmg of the Pana Academy of Sciences, M de
Lesseps announced the capture of a female shark in the Suez

Canal, containing m its ubdomen (?) twelve young sharks, all

living, and varying m length from twenty to twelve centimetres.

This fact, odds M dc Lesseps, tends to show that the shaik is

truly vivq aious

A FEW days ago the French Government received from Uelgium
four hundred carrier pigeons presented by acolumlxiphile of that

country 1 bese animals wUl be sent to the acclimatisation ger
deni^ where a central dove house u to be erected for the Miduiit
of War

In the printed book department of the British Museum, eonsUnt

compUlHt have been made for yeuts by tbe tmployit regarding

the isjoiiotu effect of the atmosphere on their health Quite

recoBt^Mr Warren, head of the traneenbing department, baa

[Z?«: 51,

died, apparently from no other cause tbin the pt^sonhus

ot the f(^ anrhe was compdled to breathe fpr mihjr hbM tHriif

day Hu frequent complaints wets listened to witk apattijr b^r

hia snpenoi^ and notr^staliding tbe medical testlinoDy hf
which he was backed, no attempt was made to remedy the evfl.

Mr Warren's is a very hard case. He was only thirtyei|bt

years of age, and leaves a Widow and two yoong oUMna,
betides others who were defiendent on him for the means of lifiw

He bad been m tbe Maienm for twenty years, was a mdst efll*

cient mployi, and a general &vonnte. We hope the attediM

which it being made to get a pension for bis widow lirom tM
Civil List win be successful He, hoitever, has not beeb tbe

only sufferer The young men in his room are all mme or leM

affected, some of them being under medical core. We certainly

think that an investigation ought to be made into tbe Justice of

tbe frequent complaints os to the bed ventilation of many
ports of the Museum, not even excepting the spadous reading-

room It u even said that bad it not been for thu eanth, the

accompluhed Emennel Deutsch might yet have been among in.

Indeed, it is hinted that tbe entire management of the printed

book department requires lookmg into , the public moaey beihjt

by no means spent there to the best advantage

A VEUY interesting letter appears in Monday s TVuMr from a
coneipondent on board tlie ChaUtngtr, describing the voyege

from Cape York to Hong Kong Details are given of visits to

several islands in the Malay Archipelago, in wfaidi collections of

animals and plants were made. Tbe results so far are sEld to be

very satisfactory, and tbe Challtngir bos orrivtd m port with

every store bottle and case m the ship filled up With regard to

the temperature of these eastern seas vuited by the ChaUtnger,

the 7\mtt correspondent says —“They are, in fact, a chain of

sunken hikes or basins, each surrounded and cut off from the

neighbouring wnters by a shallower mu or border The water,

I

down to a depth equal to that on the border. Is able to clrcnlate

freely, and gi^nally cools as we descend , but the whole moss
below, having no means of communicating with tbe outer waters,

remains at tlie same temperature as that of the wUter flowing

over tbe floor of tbe rim , or, m other words, the icy-cold water

travelling north along the floor of the ocean from the Antarctic

Seas, which is found in ail the deep open cbanneli^ canUot

obtain admission through or over tbe surrounding rim Thus,
we can now affirm with certainty that the sea Immediately east

of Torres Straits, although havmg a depth of 2,450 fathoms, it

surrounded by an elevated rim, having no deeper water over any
part of it than 1,300 fathoms, all the water below that depth
being at a steady temperature of 35'' Tbe Banda Sea, wblch Is

2,800 fathoms deep, is cut off at a depth of 900 filtboai
, the

I
Celebes Sea, which is 2 600 fathoms deep, is cut off at a depth
of 700 fathoms, the Sulu See, which is 2,550 fathoms deep, Is

cut off at a depth of only 400 fktbomi, all the water below that

depth bemg at a temperature of 50* On tbe other hand, we
find that tbe Molucca paasage la open to at least the depth of
1,200 fathoms, and the China Sea to 1,050 fathoms, tbe greatest

depth yet obtained In them *

The followmg is t list of the Connell elected nt the recent

anniversary meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers t—
Ptesidrat, Thomas Elliot Harrison Vice-preridents—William
Henry Barlow, F R S , John Frederick Bateman, F R.S ,

George Willoughby Hemaos,'and George Robert StephCnSMi
Members—James Abemethy, Sir WilBam George Atmaticdg;
C B , F R S, Sir Joseph William Besa^tette, CE, Geoifth
Berkley, Frederick Jomph BnUnwell, F R S , OCoige
Bruce, James Brnnleea, Sir J’ohn Coode, Williiim Pole^ F ^S ,

*

Charles WlUlam Siemeiis, D C.L., B ft S , Sir Jos^^
worth, Bart, F R.S , and Edward Woods. Asapdatts-|d<4^
J M Bateman Champabi, R.E

, John Head, Und CoL OmiliE
Pasley, R £
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ttib Intlili it Upfitot* that the expedttiaa

jkijyatcnen iw>m tirlHih Bntdiali to Vidiaii wa« to travel, not by

aiqr mw raita, bat Iqr tim one which hiajor Sladen followod

KMM the y«an a|o It wda to itart, in fui, from hu point of

d^Nbrtnn, Bhahio, prooMding thence to Momem and Talifo.

Ffom the hut named aty, once more nbject to a ChineK
09f«nior, it will Mil liown the mighty Vangtie, with Shanghai

tcK itt tmal goal *110 exploniig party u oommanded by Col

Hoeace Browne, one of the mi it dutingnuhed officett of the

Bordinh Coitiniiikioo M r Ney Ehu i« a ihember of the ex| e

(Utkm, ahd Dr Andenon, ttho goes ai scientific officer

witii a null slalt of Pnrsiian and name collectors, is already

well known u a member of the former expedition to Bhamo
and Yanait If the present party succeed in reaching Shanghai,

they win be the first Laropeatik who, at least since the days of

Mateo Polos have ever ma le their way throogh China from the

West

It b wldi someirhat mingled feelings that we have perui>ed

the Report of the ' Botanical I ocality Record Club for 1873
Any addiuon to our knowledge of the geographical distribution

of Bntidi pi ints 11 very valuble, and the Kecordcr and his cone
apohdenta have inddatnoualy compiled much useful and Interesting

ohettvalion Lht What chance remains of the permanence of

cair rarer plants when theit localities are published m this wiy?
We arc glad to find that one of the rarest and most interesting of

British plants, the Lady a Slipper, Cjtpnfidmm (.aUtoui, lias

bata fotmd m several other localities m the woo iy magnesian

luDtatone dehU of Durham, bealdes the ongurtl one ol Castle

Eded , the exact spots are wisely withheld

Mk R RoUTLfoqv, B Sc , h C S , has been appointeil to

tbe Profciso ship of Natural Philosophy at the Bedford C itlege,

York Place, Lecture rooms and a chemical ]al oratory fitted

wtih the reiiuuite appliances for the prael cal teaching ol physi I

cal scidice ore in comae of preparation but pending the com|.lc

tloa of the c, arrangements have been nude to e immenee the

next session with on elementary course of experimental lectures

oh heat, in another apartment of the College

SuaoEON MafoR Day, F 7 S , Inspector of Fishenes ra

Indu, bos reeeiiUy issued a second report on the fisheries of

Indu and Burniali, wdiich treats of (he aea haheries of those

coontnei, and of the pnnapai customs affecting the supply of

fish The case of tbe fishenes in the East u entirely dilfeient
|

from that In thii ebuntry In Indu, the chief subject of mvesti

gallon u how to augment the working ol the sea fisheries , m
Great Britain, one of the mam ob)ecu of the Leg stature in the

|

vanona Inqu tua that have been nude haa been to see if they

were being overworked, and to devue means for their preserva

tibn and protection Although certain customs exist which, if

obserVedi on a tir.e scale, would senonily affect the fishenes of

India, anil the g-neral facta seem to prove that there are not

sufficient muna for properly captnnng and utilising the natural

anppilea of fi h One of the principal defects u the want of

qtuck menha of carriage of the fish to the inland towns, to

aecuK a supply of fish in the inttnor, it lanecesHiy to salt them,

and a great impediment to the trade in salt fish u the Govern
meot tax on salt On Bus point Dr Day a remarks are very im

ItMuit lie says "It may be well to decide whether it u
bdtiuUii dt even |inid«sit, in a samtary point of view, to ituke

the pnd of sab so eaceaaively high that it cannot be used to

pieservu fbii witli, and thus compel the people to go without or

oonaaue it putnd or rotten We read that * m Bergen there are

-two large hoepdtab devoted exdusively to the treetment of

ptHenlt auflitfing from a peculiar form cf disease brought on by
eating badly cni^ fish , tha disease b a muttuia of leproay and

aiepliaiitiaiHs ’ (both oomman m Onasa) In Ireland, m 1645,

wa am told that the laptoiy was driven out of Munster by the

English, the dbea* being due to tbe peoile citing foul salmon

or those oat of season Thb was prohibitel, shd the pro

hiUtioa enforced ' whereby hmdering these borbanans against

their will to feed on that poisonous meat , they were the causa

of that wocflil sickness which used so mightily to reign smong
them, hot bath m time been almost abolubed.' The collector of

Rntiugln states that the high duty on ult In undouldedly a source

of epidemici and other senuus illnessen induced by eating mper
fectly prepared fish 1 think the foreg ing extract nufficient to

nliow that compelling a population to eat rotten fish may be a

rather impolitic act

The Council of the Society for the Promotion of Scientific

Industry, the head quartern of which are at Manchester, has

decided to give gold, silver, and bronze medals for cxcillence

and novelty m the various claues of exhibits at the exhibition of

im lemehts machines and appliances for the economising of

lalwiir, which it to take place in Mancbenter in 1875 Tbe
arrangementa for the Lxhibituin are pragressmg sotisfactonly,

and space has been secured by many high data engineering anil

other firms

Thv tenth numi ei ol the thir 1 volume of the Bulletin of the

Museum of (. ompsrative Zoology consists of on article on the

OphtHnir and Ash //) A/ir, ol I and new, by Iheodorel yraan,

n continuation and rectification of previoua memoirs on the some

subject Many new species ore indicated pnnci| ally from the

Philippne Iriands wheie they were collected by Dr Semper,

frimwliom tlcyiassed into the possession of the Mnseum of

Comparative / > logy The memoir is illustrated t y seven plates,

showing the anaU my of the Ophiiin ir, the growth of spines,

hooks and stumps, the formation of armed spinet, Ac , and the

characters of the new species

Tiif ad litinni to the Zoologieal Society s Gardens dnnng the

past week inclule two Ilardwrckes Mastigures {Vr»mastix

kxs t tit) from In Iia, presented ly Lieub Col C S Start, a

Nicobar Pigeon ((( »/ nas n col tn r) from the Nicobar Isbnds
presented by Cap 1 J IVinilcrley, two Bonnet Monkeys
(k/tftfttsrahrhtt) from In lia presented by Mr I Miller a^
Mist J Witt, two Marsme Deer (frrunr eiiMpet/ns) from

bonth America, purchased ,
a 1 arid te Whydah Bud {tuhta

ptraltua) a I in tailed Whydah Burd {Vtdtta ptitutptlts) from

West Africa, received in exchange

THl PRL SLNT CONDITION OP TllL JtOi II
SOUI IY

(Cxlratttdfrom the Prestdent s Add ess ai the Anittversasy

Meettn^ )

TT has been represented to me that, the Royal Society

being now, after eighteen years of temporary accommodation,
settled ID quarters ol which we hope to letam undisturbed

occnpstion t>r some gnierelions to come, an account of the

present posi i m of the boaeiy in respect of our more impor
t»nt po•^esslon^ foundalions, and functions, and omr relatioM

to the Covernment, would not only be genermlly acceptable,

I ut might even be required of me by that large and incteoibig

class 01 bellows who live far from our doors. Thu dais
now numbers as nearly as possible one half of tbe Society

few of whom can be even occasional attendants at onr meetings

and if to tbiscloss of absentees be added the Urge number of rest

dents within the metropolitan district whose avocations prevent

their attending, it will not surprise yon to hear that (as 1 have

ascertamed by careful inquiry) a veiy large proportion of our

fellow memben know little of tbe bomety s procMings beyond

whet appears m onr penodical publication^ nor of onrcollcc

tions, nor of the tenure under which we occupy our apartments

under the Crown—and that many have never heard t f the fun U
we administer, whether our own or those voted by lUrltament m
aid of scienttfie research, nor of the fund for rehrf of the necei

siton% aor of the gntuitoui servicei rendered by the Society to

various departments of the Goveniment
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Sodetv hat never pnbluhed an almaiuck or uniuuie conbumng
information upon Itt privnegei, dutJoa, oonititntion. aad manage-

ment Putieulan on thew pointa are for the moat part now
accM^ble to the Fellowa only by direct mqn^, or through tha

Council Minutes , and these, to noa-reitdent Fellowa, are prac-

tically inacceisible In my own case, though I have long been

a rewent Fellow and had the honour of serving on your

Councils for not a few yean, it was not until I was placed in

the position I now hold that I became aware of the number and
magmtnde of the Society’s duties or of the responsibility these

impose on your officeta,

ft is upwards of a quarter of a century since an account of

the foundations that then existed and the work the Society then

catriri on was published in Weld’s valuable but too diffuse

“ History of the Koyal Soaety " These have all been greatly

mo lified or extended since that period ,
and many others have

been added to them , so that the time has now amved when a
statement of the large funds applicable to scientific research

which the Society distributes, the conditions under which these

aie to tw applied for, and other particnUrs, might with ad-

vantage be putdisbed in a sammaty form and distributed to the

Felliws annually

hmnet — Aittr the financial statement mode by the auditors,

you will, I am sure, conclude that there is no cause for appre-

hension in respect ^ the Society's funds or Income ,
and when

to this I add that the expenses of removal from tha old houae,
including new furniture, amount to 1,300/, and that the volume
of Transactions fo,

plates, the largest ni

r providing

Gated to us for publication

The landed property of the Society, as stated in the printed

bohinci. s^t now before you, consists o( an estate at Acton, in

the ncighliourhood of London, and an estate at Mabicthorpe,

Lincolnshire, each yielding a good rental The Acton estate,

at pr sLnt on lease to on aqncuUnral tenant, la planned to be let

as building land, for which it u favourably situate, and will thus

become increasingly valuable.

Tlie suliject ot the tenure under which the Soaety holds the

apaitmeiUs we now occupy was brought up on a question of

UisuraiiLc. That question has been satisfactorily settled by
refrraice to the Ireasury , but it may still be worth while

bnefly to state the facts which the Council considered as

funiisliiiig va id grounds for appealing against the requirement

to insure, and for at the same time lequestmg an assurance that

the
I
ermanence of our tenure u in no way weakened by our

removal to this building These ore that when the apart-

ments in Somerset House were originally assigned to the So
dety by command of George III

, they were granled " during
the pleasure of the Crown, without nyment of rent or any other
pecuniary consideration whatever,” that the Society was not

required to insure either m Somerset House or oM Burlington

House , that when the Society removed at the request of the

Government from Someivet House and accepted temporary
accommodation in Burlington House, it was under the written

assurance of the Secretary of the Treaiury, addressed to the

Pretidcnt of the Soaety, that the claims of the Society to
" permanent accommodation should not be thereby in any
respect weakened

,

” that m the debates on the estimates in

1857, the Secretaiy of the Treasury stated, in hii place in

Parliament, that "the Society could not be turned out of
Somerset House without its own consent,” and that

entitled to rooms by ro
'

To this appeal the

toty answer , and their letter, dated Octoba 37th last, assures

na "that there is no intention on the port of the Treasury to

e terms on which the Ri^ Society holds its oppoint-

Oder the Crown , the conditions of Uie Society’s tenure
vrill thextfore be the same os those on which it occupied rooms
in Soeaeraet Houae, and was subaeqnently transferred to Bur-
lington House.’

while feeling it my dotr to lay these detaih befme yon, y
most acflbmpany them with the asaurance that nothing hat
occurred dunruj' this oorretpendence to dirtub the unbroken
honnony that hiu exiited famween har Mi^eaty’s Government
agAthe l^al Sode^, ever dnee onr oocapabon of apartmenta

wMc&voar of the Crovm.
OrTevdy oocoiton of diange of quartan the Society hu

received abundant proois of the regard thown by theGoviM'
mint for lU potitioa, reqnitementi^ and oontfauiad inospetiM'

]

and there la, I am anic^ every dfapoaitlcn on the pmt of At
Government to recognise the fact that the piivilegea confiamd

on the Society are fJly redprocated by tha mnltUarioua aid and
advice fnmUhed by yont Conned in matteia of tha graated im-
portance to the wdl bemg of the State.

The practice of electing Fellowa of Ae so-called privileged

class whose qualificationa were limited to aeddent of lineage ec

political status, has bean viewed with grave dissatitfacthm by
many, ever since the election of ordinary Fellowi was limited to

fifteen The Coandl has in conaeqnence feltlt to be iu dnty to

give most careful attention to the subject, which it referred to a
committee, whose report ,has been adopted and embodied in a
bylaw.
The privileged doaa consisted, os you are awire^ of certaiB

royal personages, peers of the realm, and Privy CoundUors
(Statutes, Sect iv cap 1) , and thn were balloted for at any
meeting of the Society, and a week’s notice on the part of any
Fellow, without a suspended certificata^ or other form whatever.

'The committee reported that it was desirable to retain tha

power of electing, as a “privileged clam,” persons who, wUle
precluded by public duties or othowiae from meeting the

scientific teqairementi customary in the case of ordinary Fellawi,

possessed the power and had shown the wish to forivard the

ends of the Soaety, and recommended that the class should be
limited to the princes of the blood royal and membcia of her

Majesty’s Pniy CounciL And with regard to the method iff

election, they recommended that a prince ofm blood royal

might be publicly proposed at any ordinary meeting and
balloled for at the next ,

that, with regard to a member of her

Majesty’s Pnvy Council, he might be proposed at any ordmaty
meeting by means of a certificate piepar^ in accordance with
chap I beet lie of the Statutoq membmliip ofthe Pnvy Council

bm^ the only qualificatien stated—the certificate bemg, with the

bodety’s permission, suspended in the meedugioom till the

day of election, which should fall on the thud ordinary meeting
after suspension.

Having regard to the eminent services to the State whidi
have been rendered by Privy Conncdlots, and to the fact that all

peers who do render such services are habitually enrolled on the
list of Pnvy Councillort, it was believed by the Council that the
effect of thus limiting the privileged clsss would be that the
doors of the Society would rematn open to all such peers aa
desire and deserve admission, but who have not the ordinary
qaalificationa for fellowship , while all such peers as might ap-
pear with claims which compete with those of ordinary can-
didates would prefer owing the fellowship to their qualificatioiis

rather than to tbar birth.

The CoiuKul hopes that by this meani the to-called privileged

class will be reinforced, and that statesmen who may have con-
sidered themselves ineligible through want of purely scientific

qualifications, or who have hesitated to offer thMoielvea (tom the
fear of interfering with the saentific claims of oth«r% will in
future come forward and recruit onr ranks,

A pairing noiioe of the manner of ptopoting candldatea for

the ordinary class of fellowshm may not be out of plaoe.
Theoretically this Is done hy a Fellow who ia supposed to be a
friend of the candidate, 11 versed in the science on which hie
claims are founded, aad ia satisfied of hie fitoeie in all reepaeta
for fellowriup. It is most dcrirable that the Fdlow who pro-
poses a candidate should take upon hlmaelf the whole dnty and
resnonsibility of preparing the certificate, thoiiU rign U first,

and himself procure the signatures of otW Fellowa in wheae
judgment of tha candidate’s qaalificationa the Council and the
Soaety may place imphat confidence. It ia uniatiafoetory to
see attached to a candidate’a certificate aa ill considered list of
slgnatorei, whether given from penonal or from know-
ledge , arri the happily rare pnunioe of soliciting signaturas
and sappoit, directly or indirectly, by the eandwate hliaadf,
cannot be too strongly deprecated. For cftivtoiia teoaona the
presidant, ofiSceri, and other members of the Council have
hitherto duiiim th^ periodB of office abatained from prcmoataig
a candidate of the ordinary doaa, or from signiiig hia certfficateb

but have not withdrawn their tignabtrea from oartlfieatea sent in
before they took office- The CouncU and officais will probaUm
not feel the same objeetioa to signing the oertifioatea of pi

dates of the privilege classy os these will not be sdectw.
ballot by the Conncil, bat will be elected 1^ the Sociely
huge St tbdr oidiiiaty neetliigss
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1b canyiiig on the faumeM of the Soaety the Cooneil le nuieh
toMMi to comaltteee eppouted emimlly for iprael pmpoeei,

oe to whom HI oeeeeioiua question it refe^ Theuinuelep
pofartmenti inckde the GkivemmentGiant, the Library, theSoiree

and the Acton Xetate commiUcet The temporary conmutteea

of the p^ year hate been the Circnmnatigabon, the Tiantit of

Venae jExpeditioni^ the Arche, the Hoote, the Bnxham Cave,

the Prhileged Claiiet, and the Davy Medal committees Besdri ,

these there are two permanent committees, the Meteordogical
and tbcScienttiic Relief, to which fresh members are appoiated

as vacancies occur From these designations, it will be under

Stood that some of the committees have been occupied vith

questions connected with the Government service, while others

have devoted themselves exclusively to the busmess of the

Society

I shlUl now menhon such of the labonia of these committees

as seem to be most worthy of your atientinn

TJU Uelterpioncal (ommtiUt tf ikt Bovrl oj Tt t/e, as It

onrtt to be caUed, discharges in all respects the mo t arduous

and responuble duties of any, controlling as u does the whole
machinery of the British Government for the m-iking register

ing, and publishing of especially oceanic meteorological phe
nomena thronghont the globe

1 he pnmoiy purpose for which this an 1 all kimihr offices weic

established was the acceleration of ocean passagts for vessels by

Cspt Basil Hail called ** one of the chief points of hu duty —
namely, "to know when to find a fair wind and when to fall in

snth a favourable current. * 1 he first im|. ulse to the formation

of an office for this purpose was mven by the late General Sir J
Buigoyne, who m 1053 started the idea if land observaUuns to

be earned out by the corps of Ri yal Engineen,

Shortly afterwards onr Government c inesponded with the

United States Government on the subject of co OMraling in a
scheme for land olmervations, which was followed^ a sugges

tion on the part of America that the operations shonld be ex

tended to the sea

The correspondence was referred to the Royal Society, which
warmly approved the scheme of sea observations but saw many
difficulties in eanying out that for the land 1 he Brussels C on
ference followed in 185^ when repreienutives of most of the

msiithne nations assembled and od pted a unform plan of

action Soon after this. Lord Cardwell, then President of the

Board of Trade, eetoblislied the Meteorological Department of

that office, and placed tbe late Admiral 1 it/roy at the beat of

It—the Roytl Soaety, at the request of the Government, sup

plying copione and complete instmct ons for his guidance which

wiredrawn np mainly by Sir Edward Sabine Admiral EiU
rc^i sml and bis great lalxiurs are known to all he worked
out the system of venfying and lending instraraenti, plonmng

surveys, registering observations, pabluhing resulu
, and, lutly

himself originated tbe plan of predicting tbe weather, and estab

hihing storm signals H the set ports along the coast

On Admiral Eitxrpya death m 1865 the Royal Society was
agsm coDsnlted aa to the position and prospects of the office

Its report, whidi did not differ materially from that of 1855, woa
In 18& rrfened to a committee, oomiioked of a representative of

the Boud of Trade, of the Admiralty, and of the Royal Society

Thu committee supported tbe (irevi^y expressed views of the

Society, and inggrided the placing of the office under rffinent

year, woi requested by the Government to undertake the

intendence of what bad bean the Meteorological Departnv

the Board of Trade To thureqneat the Conned or the h

the office and the Government on the other It b u very

led to the i^^ipticm on the j^E^of some that the Society

oonticdled the office, and by othen that the Government (Bcurd

*tif Trade) controlled it, and by more that tbe annual grant of

tO,oool. n made to and in support ol the Royal Society, or of its

own objects^ wheteoa the nont is paid direct to the duector of

tbe offin aa soon as voteo Tbe Wiety*s action u cundned to
|

the aelectwa of the committee, which npermtends the office,
|

whUe the Boexd of Trade, havu^to the coeanuttec the detaiia I

of thev opetatMBs, exercise only a general control Ihe bbours
of the committee are entirely gratuitous, and no part of the
Kxooof b touched by them or by tha Royal Society
I believe diere u no parallel to sneh on organuation aa tbu m

any other department of the Government ft has its advantage
fai secnnng to the office absolute freedom from that dutnrbing
element m the pnbhc offices, that their heads are chosen partly
on political grounds and change with every Government, and its

disadvantage in wanbng the support of direct Government
authority and prestige Hitherto owing to the care of the
committee, which meets almost weekly to the zeal and efficieiicy

of the director (who u also secretary to the comnutlee) and of
tbe Manne Suj enniendent, it has worked well Into its working
It IS not my purpose to enter , its efficiency and value are ftilly

acknowledged by tbe public No more practical pioof of tbu
can be nted than tbe general desire, supported by memorials
presented to I arliament for tbe restitution of the storm signals,

which were ducontmued after Admiral Fitzroy s decease, on the
ground of their trnstwurtluness having been called in question
It u no little testimony to the foresi^t of that zealoni officer

that they ore not only now re establiAed and in full wotkuq;
order at too stations on Ihe coast of (ireat Britain, but tluit the
very warnings issued from I ans to the eoost of France by the
Government of tl at country ore actually •^ent to Pans from the
Meteorulugieal Office in Ixmdon 1 he same warnings ore trans
nutted along the whole E nropeon coast, from Norway to Spam

,

and the system has been extended to Italy, lortngal, and
Anstralii

The Kew Observatory, which is used also as the central

observatory cf the Meteorologieal Coaunittee is sapported by a
erant fiom that committee, and by the muaifiLenoe of unr
Eellow, Mr Gsssiut who hat settled en it a fund which pro
duces $oof a year for the canying on of observations chitfly

magneticol

/ke Ctrcumn H Cemmt/ft —Tlic sticnltlic lesuUs of
the C kallem, r 1 xp^ition have far extetde 1 our m st sanj,uint

anticii ations 1 he lemjcrsture Suivry cfihi Atlantic may is

Dr CnrjeiiUr iiifirms mt be tiuly cli iractcnscd as the most
important sit (,1c contnbution ever malt to lerrestri il Ihysit
jiesentinj, as it does the while llirmal stratilaalitn of an
oceanic area of about 15 millirn square miles and with on
overate depth of 15 000 feet Ner are the les II of the Pae lit

Siisey less impcitant S me of these were laid bcfoie y u at

ourmeetinj, ofthe 2fth inst m Prof Wjville Ihomsrns lie
Iiimiiiry N tes on the Isalme if the Sea U tt ni m the Siulh
Sea which reveal the existence of hithert unsusptetrl pri
ec ststf ajueius netamiri hism at gieat lepths in the cean,
a I throw an eniir ly 1 tw 1 j,ht upon the (,cil j,ital

j
rol Itm 1

1

the nngin of a/ e clays am] dusts

\ aluable papers on new and little known manne animals have
been contributed to our Ti in'sictiona and Proceedings by Mr
Willemoes Snlm Mr Moseley ind othei members of the
t vilian scientific staff of the Lk illtnq r and a numl er of the
Journal of the I iiinton Society is devoid to the botanical
observatu ns and collections nuiJe by Mr Moseley dunng the
course of the w yoge
TiamU vf Vinus CmmUtr —Ujon the representation of

your Goandl, her Majesty s Government has att^ied natoialiaU

to two of the astronomical expeditions tent out from this countiy
to observe the 1 raniit of Venus. The stationi aelected were
the two moat inaccessible to otdinuy ciuisera and at the fame
time most irterestmg m regard to their natural prodnebons—
namely, the island ^ Rodriguez m the Munntins gronp, and
Kenuelen a Land m the South Indian Ocean.

Iha objects and importance of these appomtmenta were bud
before tbe Governteent m the following statement -

It IS an nnexplomed foctm the physical history of our globe
that all known oceanic archipelagos dutant from the great con
tmenti, with the sole exception of the Seychelles and of a
folitary islet of the Moacaiene group (which islet is Rodrguez),
are of volcanic ongm. According to the meagre aecoun a

hitherto published, Rodrigues cr niisU of granite overlaid with

1 mestone and other recent rocks, m the caves of which have

been found the remaint of recently extract buds of a veiy am
gnlor itractnre These tacts, taken together with what is known
of the natural history of the voluuuc laleta of Manntina and

1 owbon to the west of Rodnguex and of the granitic archipelago

of the Seydielles to the north of 14 render on mveatigatwo of

Its natural products a matter of exceptional soeniitic mteret4
which, if properly earned oat, cannot fail to be productive oi

meet nnpoetant rwts.
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• lOIjity flora offfpweriiig plants, somtiofwhich belong to en^relv

nqr iypes, an4 l|n extraordinaiy profliiton of marine animals and
pUnty of tjip grcatpat interest, many of them being repieseptatives

of nmth tmperate and Arctic forma of life

will no doubt visit Kerguelen s LanA
ap4 collect largely , but it is evident that manv yean wonld

required to obtain even a fan repreientation of its marine pro>

rare opportunity of lendmg a collector to Kerguelen s Land
sjiMldi^belit.’'

^

1 may further state as a matter ct great sdentific interest, that

Rpdrignei contains the remains of a gigantic species of land
tortoise albed to those still surviidng in some other isluds of the
Mswitins croup, and that the nearest allies oftbeaie are the gigantic

tortoises of the GaJapogos Islands in the opposite hemisphm of

ihe Kl°he, as one of oof Fellows, Dr GUnther, hu shown m a

E read }ast aeulon to the bocicty Very valuable coUec
of these fosdli have been m^e by Mr Newton, tbe
lial Secretary of Maurltins, duriim a brief stay which he

was eriable4 to nuke In Rodrijmez ; but the matenala are fur

from sufficient for obtaimng all the lofnrmalioii we want
In accordance with your Councils recommendation, tbe

Treasury sanctioned the appointment of four natoroluts—three
to Kodt^ei, and one to Kerguelen a Land Those sent out
to Kodriguer are —Mr I B Balfour, son of Prof Balfour, of
rdinbut)^, K fLS , who, besidei being educated as a botanist,

has srorked as a field mlogist m the Geological Survey of
houtlond , he is chaiged with the duties of botamst and geolo*

gut , Mr Geoige Gulliver, son of one of our Fellows and a
pupil of Prof Kolleston, m Oxford, who goes out as aatn
rallst , and Mr if 11 bister, who has had great experience
os a cave explorer, and who will devote his attentum especially

to the collecuon of fossils

The Kerguelen s Land duties are undertaken liy the Rev
A h Futoa, M A , a gentleman moat favourably known as

an entomologut, and who had made very imp rtant collections

in Spitzbercen, which he vtsiied for (he purpt se of studying its

fauiu and flora. These gentlemen hod, by the but accounts,

all proceeded to theu- destinations

{To be coHttMued)

'f president being M Faye, who delivered an able oddicw,
giving some mteresting detads as to the hutory of Uie pnzes
offered for cumpeliliun by tbe Academy

tine of the first ever offered was a sum of 4,ooaf given by
Philippe d Urleans, then Regent of France, in 1716, to be
awarded to tbe person or persons whe should invent a method of
determining longitude at see This handsome sum was not
awarded to anyone up to 1793, when the Academy was sup
piened, M de Choueuil, French Ambassador to Lngland,
bavmg made fraitlest exertioni on bebsif of Harrison, the well*
known chronometer maker, in 1763.
A clTcuautance connected with tbese old pnzes u worth noting

La GoudamuK, about 100 years ago, offered a prize for an essay
on the quesuon “why so many diflerenoes of colour were noted

;

between the male and female livery in quadrupeds os well osm
buds ’ Tbe question bemg deemed useless, the money was not
accepted by the Academy

In the but century almost all the prizes were won tqr Luler
{

and BetnouUly, but now scarcely any of tbe prizes, omonntiM '

to iffof , are awarded } sometlmea nobody competes for them.
Abbongh tbe distribution thu year is both for iffya and 1873,

only two of tbe competitive prizes have been taken, one for

1873 by M Moscait, profanor in tbe Ctdldge de France, for a
paper oa tbo modification which die bgfat of the sun ondergoes in
oQoaeqtHDca of the motiaa eitber of the son or of the earth.
M MasCatt foiled to observe any modification, bat the prue was

The the q,oooL oSamd by M Bnoat to dm
person who should discover a cm for dm iH* dMiM
between several partly racoesdnl emaylsts for iBj» qnd
bnt It u not likely tbiU the turn iteplf wQl dver be pmd wpi

the Acgdepiy
The prizes offered^ ggnenl excdlenee or vp1i||itary vqik qn

a certain subject have been a great deal more fortiim^ 10 thpt

the method adopted Iw the Royal Sodefy pramfaei better

results than the old academical competitive system, even In Pezie.

The Plumiy prize of teof for the best paper on' the hnprove*
meat of steam navigation waa gained hr 1871 byM Zamdshs,
who has cnrefnlly Investigated propnUon by tbe Ardilmedcen
screw , in 1873 by M. Botin, for a paper on the beet method
of ventilatiug steamers.

The Lahuide prize in astronomy has been gained for 187a by
the brothers Henry for the discovery of a nnmber of small
planets at the Pans Observatory, and In 1873 )>7 ^ Coggia, of
the Observatory of Marseilles, for his disoovM)es gqiong comets.
The Poncelet prize has been given fqr 1873 to M Munhetm

for the general excellence of hu geometrical disquisitions^ nnd in

1873 to Sir W Thomson for his magniflcM works on dw
matifiemotical theory of eleetneUy and magnedm.
The Godard prize for 187a haa been awanlM to Dr Petdgraw

for his work “ On the Muscular Arransaments of the Wlmiiier

and Prosute, and the manner in whlphthe Ifreters and Urethm
are closed

*’

The aggregate sum to he awarded yearly, exdus}ve of the
Breant prize, u 4,400/ , andHhe nnmber ofprizes plneteen, oi^ a
few being for inbjects spcciaUy proposed by the Academy The
competition is open to all nations The names of competitors
must be placed in sealed envelopes, which are opened only in
the case of those who sncceed ; but, except in tbe case of prises
given fur general excellence, papen most be vmtien dther fai

Latin or in French

sc/SJ^T/rif s^jii4fs
yakrhtuh dtr k k f-eeloguehen hetchtons'oU Band Jtxlv

Noe. I and a - Tbe first article in No. 1 is by Dr A Redten-
backtr, and treats of tbe stratlgraphical rdattors of the mesoioio
formations os developed In tbe ouulct of near Hieflau
The second paper, by Dr C Doelter, gives soifc ncconnt of tbe
bidienburguchen metalliferous monntoms. The distpet de>
scribed bes south of the nver Arranyos, between Oflenbtlaya
and Butra, as far os the Matos. 1 he formations developed m
this duuict consist of (i) ciyitaUine, metamorphic, and epiptive
rocks (gnelis, crystalline limestone, granite, diorite, »eiule),
(1) Junusic and cretaceous (limestone melsphyre and ougite
porphyry, sandstone, chalk, Ac-l, (3) TePiqiy (comprising^
besides various fossihrerons deposits, such igneous rocks os
hornblende andesite, ougite-anaesite, basalt) j (4) alluvium.
A sjieicb map accompanies Dr JJoelter • commonicatioo —
Herr K 1lomes eoninbutes a paper enpiled '* I ertinry btndita,

”

m which he gives an acconnt ot tiw moUusca met with in various
Tertiary deposiu (as at KisUmneff, Jenikale, *c.) A nnmber
of the species described are new to sdenoe Fpnr enorllent
plates lUusirate tbe paper —Dr B. Mo|suovics whose conUrlbm
tioiu to tbe JaMrbuci arc both Ireqnent and valna'ile, gives ns
a long paper on the rnasalc period u tbe £ist Alps. He din-
cusses the dutnbuuon of the Tnassic fauna, and shows th it the
fonnailon itself may be divided into zones, each chsiacterised
by certain well marked species , fhrtber, he describes ef length
the nature of the depoeits. and poinm out that the tnas is

cbaractensed throughout by the constaiit picepncp of pouriy
foesiUferoiu limestone and d^mite and ricluy fossiUforons miwl
and calcareous marl —The only getdogical paper m No. a u ene
by Or Gnido btache. On the palmomk r^ons of the Eakt
Alpe. The anthor describes in eonsidan^ detail the stnclafa
of the rock masses forming thn Alpme land* of Anatiia, and
gives a colonred geological qup of the legloea draoibed, and
two platu of bonsuntal sections.—Amongst tha minandogical
Vftn accom^ying these numbers of the ^rbufA mny heno^ one by Dr Doelter, On the trachyte of the SiebenUiige
iachen metaUiterous monnteiiis, in whi^ a onmlisr of anaiyaes
are givem—Herr Kallcowiky (nmisbee an aocqnqt pf the mfm»<
wpy of the fidiite and pachsteitt of Sesooy—A n^miaml
(LddwigUe) from Bunat ia desaibed by Is h'-npal^ and a
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^ in oopnec^on with whidi we note aUo a paper l>y

ir (TKhemnk) 6n the meteoilte-find in Greauand

AitmtPWfU(/U N»hr{cU<u, No 1015, contains a detailed etate-

ipcst of oMervatknw made at Washtnoton by Cleveland Abbe
dtt tbt poeitlon of Cof^a't comet, toj^ther with the form of the

ita lenirth, and other details.—h Tietjen gives elements of

Ar. tUlscrs planet (139), together with an ephemeris for

Sonalfiet and December

JUtm^ne ddl» Seeiela dttli SpeUtosiopish Italuinu -Father

Secehi swds an account of hi^ observations on the solar eclipse

of October last Ife observed the contacts of the limbs of the

enn and moon the spectroscopic method, and discusses ns
advantages over the oidinary method with the simple telescooe.

—The same author sends drawings of the chromosplierc from
Dember 36, (873, to August 2, 1874, and be remarks on the

oonthinal diminuttou in the ftpciuency and height of the promt
nences In accordance with the dlnfinution in numbei of son spota

The spn appears to have been seen, on an average, rather oftener

than every other day

Annah <H Ckemua apfltcala alh Aftthitna, voL ilx , No 3,

September, opens wnh a paper in tbe Pharmaceutical hection

by Prof Bonarelli, of Turin, entitled “ General and Compara
tlva Study of the Pharmacopo-us of h nrope and America.''—In
the tame section is a paper by Dr C. Girard, On protoxalate of

iron, and one by l.eger, On a tartrate of magnesium lemonade.
w- TT—1— .L___ u.. y L— the micro

ngi commu
1 palustrme

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMfES
London

jc. 17 -Pr
, .sul a paper

(^era and Species of Hydtoida Several vent interestmg col

lections of Hydioida had recently been placed in the author a

hudk for determinatlou One of the most important of these la

from the loologtcal museum of the University of Copenhagen,

and consists entirely of gymnoblasuc foims obtained from vanons
Mtts of the world, but pnncipallT from the Scandinavian shores

The author it indebted for it to Prof 1 iitken, of the Umveisity
of Copenhagen Another collection, consisting of calypto

japan seas bv Cs '

to toe author for <

SR
li Museum For anothei valuable coUectio .

ig man; new speacs, (he author )s indebted to Mr Busk ,

a coilaclion, belonging chieQy to the family of Plumnla
iMk, was made by Mr Doldswoith in Ceylon, and contains

several curious forms , and, lastly, for a small collection from

the shores of Spitsbergen, tbe author is indebted to the Rev
Mr Ltfoo, by whom it was obtained during a recent yacht

voyage to that region. Among the new species from the Copen
hagen Museum, one of the moet interesting 11 a Ilydractima,

Horn Spitsbergeiu It Is dtstlngmshtd from // tikwaia of our

own shores by lU nearly smooth spines, but more especially by
the peculiar condition of its gonosome, the blastostyles Ixing

destitute of the capitulum which forms so characteristic a feature

Ui li ttktnala, while esfh carries only a single spbencal sporosar

of compentivdy enormous sise lie ptopo^ kx U of

JT mfnccmrpa The same collection contains a now Cladoto-

ryne, the sectmd epectCk ns yet discovered of this reroaihable

gems. It was attached to Gulf weed, and is especially

fatanadng la being provid«i with its reproductive sooids, struc

bins httherto unknown in the genus. These are developed among& tontacles, and are almtm w4bon^ doubt laedostfoim, thoughm point boiild riot be detennmed with abeolnte certainty For

the new nedes the name of C pdagica was proposed Another

>b;dMid from the same colkctioo was a beMtiful Amalthsu, a
tent nearly allied to Cotmoridia. It was obtained from Ice-

Ite One of Ita most striking Matures consists in the great length

of iU proxhaal tentacles ; these an nearly as long as the entire

|i)em round ethich, In the living arinral, they mfikt have hung

down In the form of a gracefq) Inserted tassel of flemle filaments
subject to the impulse of every peit|ng current of the surnnuid
ing water The name of A tJattJica was propoM^jr *1110

Japw collection contained, among oiher mterestfng spectes,
a Campanularia, remarkable for the comparatively 'endrmons
ure of ita cups, which exceerlcd by sbopt fivetimes the dimeniions
of there of the largest Bntuh species. Jt wasnamed C gran^
This coUecUon contained also a beenttful Thularla, for which
the name of T monata was proiiosed, and In which the female
gonanginm or receptacle for the ova was crowned by about nine
very long bifurcating hollow spines, which formed a cage like

chamber Into which the ova (.ubsequently passed An extei)

Sion of the coenosan. u continued from the enlarged summit of
the blastoslyle or fleshy colnmnai axis of the gi

_ . ityle must lx
homologically regarded as a hydranth arrested and adapted tc

functions connected with reproduction instead of nutrition, the
author looked upon the spines ns representing the tentacles of a
hyiranth which had lost their prehensile funclious, become
clothed with chitine, and adapted to the protection of the ovp
during an early period of theirdevelopment Mr Busk’s collection

contained many beantifn] new species of calyptoblsstic hydroids
Among these was a Sertularella, whoso tubular hydrotheoe, free

from the stem in nearly their entire length, were deeply cl^ at

their distal ends, in the manner of a mitre For this curious
species the name of 5; epis opus was piuposed A new genus,
under the name of CemmtH Ha, was constituted for a seitularu

like form, in which the hydtoihecic, instead of being situated on
the opposite sides of the htep), were all brought to the front of
the stem, and there became sdnate to one another in pairs. A
beautiful Thuiaru, with a remarkable dicholoqious ramification

of the mam stem, and snth the gonangla silnated in the axils of

the branches, presented a striking resemblance to the inflores-

cence of certain common caryophyllaceous plants, and was
named T Cttasiusm Mr Holdswortb’s collection, on the
coast of Ceylon, contains some very remarkable spcctes Among
these is a mogmficent Flumulanan ot the Aglaophenian tyix.,

rendered stnking by the great length of its mestal nenwtophores,
and by the presence of two very long divcigent teeth which pro
ject from the margin of the remarkably patulous hydrothecx
The sjiecirs glows in the form of crowded tufts of boratifully

graceful plumes. It would seem to belong to tbe group which
Kirchen^uer places In his sub genus Makroryncbia, and the name
of Makrorynchu tnstguu is now propnseil for it , but as no gono

genus under the name of laxdl 1 Its hydrotbcc 1. and nemato
phoies are formed on the tyjic uf those of the genus Aglaophe-
nia, but its gonophores are not protected by corbnlir, and its

1 the I'lumularUn section u represented by the

hydroids of the Fortupme Exploring

, of Taxdla fjimia is assigned to the

I
resent species which grows m denn. tufts to the height of about

a foot Jn Mr Eaton’s collection from Spitzbergtn the only

well preserved hydroid n a bale Sertularia with regularly p n

nate ramification, elongated hyclmthecie, and a long ovate ^nn
gram curiously constricted near its middle 1 he aothor gives it

Oeologists’ Association, Dee 4 - Henry Wo IwanI,

h K S, president, in the chiir -Ur W B Carpenter, K R S ,

On the condiaons which deteimine the premnee or absence uf

animal life on the deep-sea bottom

^DINBUKCH

Royal Society, Dec. at —Prof Kelland, vice president, in

the chair —Tihe following communications were read —Remarks
on the great logarithmic table computed at the Bureau du Codastie

under the direction of M Frony, by Mr Fxlward Song —On
the elimination of a, $, y, from the conditions of integrabiliiy

of S> Uala, S VPtp, S Uy*/!, by M G Plarr ( ommum
cated by I'rof Talk—The development of the ova and struc

tare of tbe ovary in the Mammmia, by James 1 oulis, M U
Communicated by Prof Turner —Mathematical Notes, by Prof

Tait —(l). On a singular theorem given by Abel (a), t^n tJ c

eqnipotential surfaces for a straight wire , (3) On a t—J—

—

<1

pnndple In Statics.
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Litersiy and Pbfloaophical Society, Dee i —Kcv 'Wm
Geskell M A , vice piendent, u the chair—Some loubU in re

gardtothelawof thedifTiikionofgaieiL by Mr II II llowotth

Dec IS —Mr Edward Shunck, F R S ,
prcfident, in the

diair—Rw Wm Gaikell, M A , read an intereitiag account of

Horrodu and Crabtree a obienrationa ofthe Tranut of Veinu in

l6» pnbliabed in the AntmaJ Rtguttr for 1760 —Soma par

ticniara rckpectmg the negro of the neiAbouihood of the Congo,
Weat Africa by Mr Wataon Smith, I C S —Analysia of one
of the Trefnw mineral waters,^ Mr Thomas Camelley, B Sc
Communicated hj Frof II E Rotcoe, P R S

Glasgow
Geological Society, Dec 15 —Mr John Young F G S

Twe-prcmdent, in the chair—Mr James MeiUoa jun ,
exhibited

a idectioa of foamls from the Irish and Scotch luneatone beds,

and read a paper on the Armagh limestones, and their eqttiea

lenta m Scotch straU —Mr James Dairon read a paper on the

grutolites of the Upper Llandeilo rocks of the south of Scot

hmo. Mr Dairon described more particularly the following

forms Cbmaagrapius Uretmsculut Dtdyma^psut, Durano
mptHs, and J^rfifrapsut, pointing out the characteristic

features of each, and indicating then range m the rocks of the

formation, and the beds in which they severally occur most

if specimeiis

BosioN U S
Society of Natural History, March 18 - Tlie president

m the chair —Dr Samuel Kneeland read a pa^r lUus

trated by diagrams and specimens on the evide^ for and
against the so-called sea serpent He thought a careful weigh
mg of the evidence ^owm that such on animal u iMt a
xoological absurdity, and that from palieontolagy (if we du
card the testunony of rruuiv credible vntnesaes) we may even

conclude that it is a possibility—and be belteved, a |
ralibdity

—that some form, mtermediate between the mar 1 « nans of

the Secondary and the dongated cetoLeans of the 1 utiary has

come down to the present epoch, and will eventually come under

the notice of naturalists, and prove, in thu os in many other

cases, that widely spread popular beliefr m natural hutory espe*

cially when profesbing to rest upon credible testimony, have
goierally fur their foundation some portion of eaentific truth

He believed there were at least two species of the creature

(aduchhe styled Rremothenum), one m thenoithemand another

in the southern ocean —Notes on Ophidud^ and Piuasfendse,

with desenpuons of new speciek from America and the Mediter

raneon, by F W Putnam
Pabis

Academy ofScieiuea, Dec 21 —M Frdmy in the chair—
The following papers were read —New theoiy ol the motion of
the planet Neptune remarks on the ensemUf of the theories

of the eight principal planets Mercury, Venus the Earth, Mors
Jupiter, Mtnm, Uranus and Neptune , by M Le Vimcr Ihe
paper presented oomi letes a work commenced on September
i6tb, 1839 —New theorems on senes of Mmilor triangles by
M ChoslM —On tbe limited oxidation of the hydro carbons

amylene by M Berthelot Ihe author employs a solution of

chromic acid as the oxidiung agent Hydnoe c f nmylene yields

valerianic aad Amylene when mixed with water and treated

with the mixture yielda a mixtuie of all the fatty acids from
formic to vaknanic—the latter and acetic oci I being (unned in

the greatest proportions —New documents on the flora of New
CalMmua, by At Ad Bronenuiit—On the carpclliry theory
according to the I iIiaoe%, by M A hrecul —The Lobmotoiy of
Expenmentol /oology at KoscolT by M H de Lacaze-Dndiim
The author gives a detailed iccount of thu valm^Ie eatobliih

ment—^Micrometnc meuuremenik of the trmle star f Canon,
by M Otto Struve —Kcpoit on a memoir by M Sorrau, entiOed,
Iheoietical retearchea on the effects of gunpowder and expio

sive substances, I y tbe Commissioners MM Morin, Treseo,
Berthelot, and Kesal —On an apparatus for measuring gases m
mdustnal analyiei or ^er Aydrom fer, by M h J Maummj—
Obtervattons concuming a recent commniucation by M A
Cornu on the degree of preciuon of Foucault a method far

—w the velocity of 1 ght, a letter from M Luaajous to the
• r gave the foUomng extract from
Cornu s statement that the ^

memnnim
perpetnaTi
Foneanltmeontiudietion i

m# Iwl otMumid results ha mg an indeterminate apt roximation
“ fneresamg thus the length of the lummons } ath and apply
ng greater secuncy to the meaMirtni nt of the bine, 1 obtalnra

determinations of winch the eutreme veilatione do not nMead
and which combmed by the mediod of means nfddiy glv*

senes which agece nearly to tir ’—On the pyruvic oteiaM 1

aynihesu of parabanic acd
,^ M E Gnmami Thn neld hw

tim obtained by the action of^twcmine and water on monodfn*
pyruvic umde —
C^HglNOJO, + 6Br+n,0 « CBr*N0,+C,HJNf,0, + 3HBr
On a fragment of ciamnm seeming to mdicate that ttepsuunw
might have been employed among the Celtic people, byM iT
Robert —M Dnmas read a tclwram from M Fleiiniut nhitlng
to the tranait of Venus —Instalution in Campbdla Isle of the

expedibon sent to observe the transit of Vuins
, a letter from

M A Boquet de la Grye to M Dumas —Letter to the perpetual

secretary on the labject of the obeliak raised at Montmartre m
1736 for the fixing of the meridian of Pails by M F Lode.

—

On the first methM given by Jacobi for the mtegratiaa of equa
tions to the paibal denvabvea of the first order, by M G
Datboux —On the chanm of talliancy of Jupiter s satellitrs,

by M C Flammanon.—On the molecular equilibnum of solo*

tions of chrome alum, ^ M Lecoq de Bdsbandian.—Fre-
pralion of pure nickd salts from the Itpiwl of commerce by
M A Terr^ —Actira of chlonne on pertaomide of acctylen^
byM L B urgom -

‘ ‘ ‘ '

m pretence of nm t(
,

. .

ReWarches on the pathological albumens, method of ettimatliur

albumini, ire , by ) Biiot —Analysu of a meteorite whish fiJl

m the provmce of Huesca, m Spun, by M F Plsaai —Obserw
vabona relating to the Rods meteorite, by M Daubed —Re
searcbea on tbe modifications which the blood undergoes m its

passage through the spleen from the double pomt of view of Its

nchnM m red globules and its respiratory capauty, by MM L
Malaiaer and P Picard.—Obseivationa made at Bordeaux of
two lunar halos of remaikable intensity on the IJth and 19th
of December , a letter fromM (, Lespunlt to the preudent—
During the meeting M Du Moncel was elected a free member
in ploM of the late M Roulin
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TJifE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF VICTORIA
Gtotogwal Survty of Vtctona Prodr omu* of the Palae

ontology of Victoria , or, Figures and Dcscnpttons of

Victorian Organic ReWins. Decade I By Frederick

M'Coy, F G S ,
Government Paleontologist, and Di-

rector of the National Museum of Melbourne (Mel

bourne John Fr^res London Trttbner and Co,

1874.)WE have at last a first mstalment m the shape of a
Decade, from Prof M‘Coy, of Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, upon the organic remains of that colony It is

entitled, “ Prodromus of the Paleontology of Victoria, or

Figures and Descriptions of Victorian Organic Remams,"
Decade I The preface, by Proil M'Coy, states that as

the maps and secUons of the Australian Survey would be
incomplete without figures and descnptions of the fossil

oigamc remains, it has been determined to issue a Pro-

,

dromus or preliminary pubhcation of the Victorian fossils,

in decades or numbers of ten plates each, with descriptive

letterpress. The first decade contains matter illustrating

SIX different groups of fossils , viz
,
the Graptolites, the

Marsupiata, the MoUusca (Gasteropoda), gymnospermous
and lycopodiaceous plants, and Star fishes of the family

Urastendse We presume that this mode of 1 smng the
j

decade is an experimental one, as it will require eight

or ten numbers of decades to complete od% decade of

a particular group, depending upon the number of plates

dwoted to these particular groups -is they arc issued

Wejihould have preferred seeing 1 decade on the Grapto

libdie completed at once, or the Asteriado;, or Volutidae,

or mdeed my other, thus forming almost a monograph of

some special group, as a connected whole, as it wiU be

long b^ore a decade of any one group can be hoped for,

unless the Professor has a large stock in hand, and store

already prepared If there is one group more intercstmg

than another, figured in the decade, it is the Graptolites

the Victorian species figured arc nearly all Bribsh,

European, and American, no extinct organisms of

^parently the same species bad so wide a distribution in

space. Hall, of America, Carruthers, Hopkinson, Lap
worth, Nicholson, Body, &c ,

have all elaborately writteii

(indeed still are writing) upon these mysterious Hydrozoa

,

and Prof M'Coy, of Victona, and Etheridge, of Ldm
burgh, are now mvestigating the Victonan forms. Surely

something defimte may be expected, or will be determined,

as to their specific value Monopnomdian forms of the

genus DipU^prapsus and Didymograpsus ore the only

genera touched upon in the decade , also one Phyllo-

gr^itus, P foUum, var typus Hall, which differs httle

from our British species, except m being larger M'Coy
describes ten species, four of which are Bntish of Lower

Silurian age. Our own gold-bearing Cambrian slates of

North Wales thus contain a fauna, the same m tune as

those “ goldfieM slates ” of our auriferous cobny.

Plates 3,4, and 5 of the decade and text are devoted

descrlptim of the mandibulie or jaws of one genus ^
marsupial mammalb of Australia, Pkcacolow^apbocenut

(Wombat). The mandibles only are figured and de-

ICtlbfd. The chief interest attached to this fossil arises

dram lU bebg the first ever found in the Victonan fer
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ruginous goid drifts or gold cement of Dunolly Prof

M'Coy fixes the age of the deposit as Fhocene Tertiary,

corresponding m time with our upper crags of Norfolk

and Suffolk, and hebeheves the Victonan beds correspond
in age with the gold drifts of the Ural chain

Macropus UttanmA.M o/Zat, extinct forms of Kangaroo,

occur with this fossil form of Wombat We look forward

to much original matter from Prof M'Coy upon the

phytophagous and carnivorous marsupials of the Aus-
Uahan continenb

Plates 6 and 7 of the Volutidm, especially certain

forms, are scaredy distinguishable from the Middb
h ocene species of our own country (Barton and Brackles-

ham) , and the higher Ohgocene Tertianes of Europe ate

represented in these distant Cicnozoic deposits of the

antipodes The Valuta anh augulata of M'Coy seems to

us to realise the alliance of our two British species

—

V
and Valuta dtgttaltna We have again a repre-

sentative form in^ anliscalans, M'Coy, occumng in the

Tertiary and Oligocene clays of M^op and Mount
Martha. The Volahtlus scalarts, Sow (Middle Eocene
of Isle of Wight and Barton) and the Valuta nodosa. Sow.

(Bracklesham and Barton) ore so closely alhed to those

Australian Volutes that we fail to see any difference , they

are truly representative. The remarkable shells, V macra-

ptera, M'Coy, and V Hannafordi, M'Coy, are essentially

new forms, and throw fresh light npon the specific value

of the genus
,
the great expansion and globose nature of

the wing or lip removes it from our Bntish Crag Valuta

Lamdertttfhat to which in many other respects it is alhed

Part VIII with Pbte 8 is devoted to the description of

eight speaes of Zamites (Podozamites) This group of

gymnospermous pbnts arc of much interest to the

paljiophytologist, and, in this country and Europe,

essentialiy typify and ^aiactcnse rocks of Secondary or

Mesozoic age The discovery in Queensland of a bipin-

nate or distichous Zasiua (Bowenia) has changed our

views as to the fohage of this group of Cycadacese, now
known to be compound instead of simple. M'Coy pro-

poses the sub gencnc name of liowetmUs for these com-

pound fossil CycadaxiVK resembling the recent Bowenia.

The fruit found with the remains does not aid the Pro-

fessor m determming their true olfimty, but he states they

more strongly resemble the fruit of the fossil Zamim of

our Yorkshire oohtes than the Araucanan type. The
fossil or extract British Cycadacese had long range in tune,

commencing in the Lias and living through all the

Secondary rocks , Fittonia, of the Upper Cretaceous beds,

being the last BnUsh form The group is largely repre-

sented by many species in our Wealden and Purbeck

rocks

Part IX and plate accompanying it illustrate one genus

of lycopodiaceous plantt (Leptdodendron) This ubiqui

tous genus occurs in the coal measures ra every region of

the globe, and frequently in the Upper Devonian rocks,

but at the close of the Paheozoic period passed away

Thoe is much conflicting evidence and information rela-

tive to the occurrmce of this group of lycopods in the

true coal measures of New South Wales and Victoria.

Prof. M'Coy states that not one has ever yet been found

in the Coal strata of New South Wales or Victoria , its

occumsce b both areas named is entirely unconnected

with the beds yieldrag the coal. M'Coy believes that the
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coal yielding rock of the abore localities are of Mesozoic

ige ,
stating his reasons from the entire absence of Gala

mites and Lepidodendrons, and from the presence of

T-enioptera, Phyllotheci, md other forms intimattly

related to those of the Mesozoic coal beds of the oohtic

formations of \orkshire, Europe, Richmond (America),

and India 1 hat rocks of true Cod meobuie age do occur

m Australia there is no doubt we caimot here discuss

the fragmentary and conflicting evidence of its piesence

and dutnbution until more reliable data has been

collected

Plate 10 illustrates two species of star fishes from the

Upper Silurian rocks, Plcraster and Urasterella, lioth of

the family Urasteride MCoya Urasterella is the

Stenastcr of Billin),8 and Pal 1 aster of H ill , ind to this

latter genus have been referred those forma of old star

fishes having, adambulacral, ambulacral, and marginal

plates on the aims, whereas Urasterella differs in only

having one row of plates on each side of the ambolacral

gionve Ihe two fonts figured in the decade arc named
after the present mmiiif. and late (,c< logical directors of

the colony 1/ siltjnn appeals to be the first fossil

star fish found in Australia TI ese st ir fishes, like many
other Australian fossils, arc almost identical with our

Uiitish type* We know of no moie remarkable factin the

history anil distiibution of life than the aflinity that seems

to exist between the forms of life over two areas so old

and so vastly removed as that of Britain and Australia,

antipodal to each other inivcrsahty might ilmost be

applied thiough Homotaxis to the geographical distribu

tion of the seieril format uns which conipiise the periods

even stiatigraphically and lithologically as well as the

existence in common of numerous genera ind with many
representative and soirc even identical species between

the two countries >\hat difference m time there might

have been between the deposition of the sedimentary

materials and its accompanying life in our European or

the American area, with that of the Australian region, wc
shall never know but the faunal relations weie nearly

the same, and the then species must have had a far wider

distnbution space and time than we have hitherto

imagined or generally believed

I his first Decade of Victorian I ossils will be studied

with much interest by Bntish pal eontologists, firstly on
account of its being from the pen of the accomphshed

Director of the National Museum of Melbourne, and
secondly on account of the valuable researches and
matter forwarded to us illustrating the palaeontology or

past hfc history of that remote region of the globe

LIVINGSTONES '•LAST JOURNALS' »

II

Ike Last Journals of Dsttd Iivtugslotu tn Central
A/tua, fr m 1865 t Ins D atk Lontinutd ly a
NatraU t ot I is hd m mmh an i suffinn^^, obhuiutl

fiom kts fatihlul nnaiit^, Ckuma and Suu By
Horace Waller, PROS, Rector of TwywcU, North
ampton Intwovols With portrait, maps, and illus

trationt (London John Murray, 1874

)

The l-oangwa was crossed on December 15, and
on Chn^as Day Livmgstone lost his four goats,

a loss which he fdt very keenly ,
" for, whatever kind

* Cgotli n«d fnm p 145

of food we had, a httle milk made all right, and I

felt stnmg and well, but coarse food, hard diges*

tion, without It, was very trying” Indeed, after this

Livingstone suffered much fr^ scarcity of fiiod, and
became greatly emaciated and weaken^, and to in-

tensely aggravate this, through the weakness of a boy

and knavery of a runaway slave, the medicme chest

was stolen on January 20, 1867, a loss which was ntterly

irretrievable “ I felt,” he sadly says, “ as if I had now
received the sentence of death, like poor Bi^op
Mackenzie Fever came upon him shortly after, and for a

time became his almost constant companion , this, with

the fearful dysentery and dreadful ulcers and other

ailments which subsequently attacked him, and which he

had no medicme to counteract, no doubt told fatally on

even bis iron frame, and made it m the end succumb to

what he might otherwise have paMed through with

safety

Ihe Chambe^i, whose course into Bangwcolo Living

stone has finally determmed, was crossed on January '’S

• While detained for about three weeks at the village of

Chitapangwa a somewhat able and on the whole well

meaning chief, he sent off a packet of letters and
despatches with some Arab slaves , these reached Eng-

1 ind in safety He also sent forward a small supply of

provisions to Ujgi At last the southern shore of Tan
ganyika (or Lake Liemba as the south part is called) was
reached on March 31 By this time Livmgstone was so

weak, he could not walk witbi ut tottering At the village

of Cbitimba, some distance west of the end of the lake,

he was detained foi upwards of three months, on ac

count of a quarrel l>etwcen a chief, Nsami, and the

Arab Kamccs, whom Livingstone found here with a
slaving party ird who showed the traveller much kind

ness On Aug 30 difficulties having been adjusted,

Livmgstone proceeded westwards, and on Nov 8 came
upon the noi th end of Lake Moero, a I ikc of goodly

Sire, flanked by ranges of mountains on the cast and west
Its banks are of coarse sand, and slope gradually dowm
to the water outside these banks st inds a thick belt of

tropical vegetation m which fishermen build their huts

The country called Rua lies on the west, and is seen as a
lofty range of dark mountains

I roceediDg southwards, Cazembe's, on Lake Mofwc, a
lakelit a little south of Moero, was reached in a few days
The name of Carembe u already known m connection

with the journey, in the end of last century, of Dr
Lacerda, who died and was buried not far from the pre-

sent village This Cazembe (he was killed shortly aitar

Livingstone s visit) was the tenth from the founder of tko

dynasty, who came from Lunda, and conquered the then
reigning chief, usuiping the diiefship Cazembe treated

Livingstone on the whole handsomely 1 he traveller re-

mained at bis village about a month, when he agam went
to the north of Lake Moero, and visited the Lualaba, the
nver which, iismg in Lake Bangwcolo as the Luaj^a,
and of which the Chamben may be rontideted the
beginning, stretches away northsnuals and westward!
through l^e Komolondo, and agam northwards, to what
termination is not yet known Lmngstone had a finh
behef that it was the upper part of the Nile, though
appearances would seem to suggest that it more probably
joins the Congo There is erery hkeiihood that lieut
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CunaroB will be able ere long to tolre the myttery

To thia river Livingstone has given the name of

hie friend Webb, and to an important tributary from

a reported large lake to the west, named by Livmg

•tone Lake Lincoln, and made to jom Lualuba about

5” S lat, he has given the name of his sUunch friend
“ 5»r Paraffin Young” Livingstone agam came south

to Casembe*s m May 1868 Before this all but five of

his men deserted to a slave party under Mohamed bin

Saleh, who had been detained ten years at Cazembes,

and whom Lnrmgstone helped to get off He turned out

an ungrateful cheat Contmumg southwards m June,

Livingstone on July 18 reached Lake Bangweolo, al

though he was not really its first European discoverer,

tile Portuguese having been there long before him

With difficulty obtaining a canoe, he crossed to an island

some miles off the north west comer of the lake The
latter be calcuhites to be about 150 miles long by 80

broad, and is 3,688 feet above the sco. It, as well as

Moero, abounds m fish of a great variety of kinds, some

of which, no doubt, will ultimately be found new to

science Livmgstone had no means of bringing away

any specimens, and only gives the native names As we

have said, the north east, east, and south sides of the lake

are surrounded with “ sponges,” the water m many places

being so deep as to require canoes, and is intersected by

the courses of many streams On islets m this sponge

the villages are located.

In connection with this "sponge” and the rainy

season, Livingstone enters m this part of his journal

on a long disquisition on the chmate of Central Afnca,

which we recommend to the notice of meteorologists

Speakmg of the region around Bangweolo, he sajs

“burns [i>coUti for ‘brooks’) are literally innumerable

nsmg on ndges, they arc undoubtedly the primary or

ultimate sources of the /imbezi, Congo, and the Nile

by their umon are formed streams of from thirty to eighty

or one hundred yards broad, and always deep enough to

require either canoes or bridges These I propose to call

the secondary sources, and as m the case of the Nile

they are drawn off by three Imes of drainage, they become

the head waters (the JVt/t) of the nver of Egypt ”

No one bad a better right to theonse on this subject

than Livingstone, for few had observed so much , but it

may yet be found that he allowed his eagerness to settle

the Nile question to run away with his cooler judgment

After bemg detained near Bangweolo for some tune

by the disturbed state of the country,he proceeded north

wards m the company of some Arab traders, btill

further dday occurred to the north of Moero, caused by

the barbarity of the Arab slavers with whom he was

compelled to travel, and it was not till December that a

startm earnest was made north-eastwards to 1 anganyika

He became so ill on the road with pneumonia and other

ailments, resulting from damp and a completely enfeebled

constitution, that be became mscnsible and bad to be

earned part of the way The effects of this illness never

left him- The lake was reached m February x86^ and

Livingstone entered Ujiji on March 14, a “ruckle of

bones.” Supplies had been forwarded to him here from

Zonsibar, but his misfortunes were aggravated by finding

that most of them had been knavishly made away with

tlUMC to itiioae care they ha^been entrusted.

The traveller re-crossed Tanganyika in July, and on
August a s^ out on a new series of discoveries to the

west of the lake, m a region not before visited, scarcely

even by the Arabs, that of the Manyuema. Through this

region flows mto the Lualaba the large nver Luamo, or

Luasse, or Lobumba, nsmg close to the west shore of

Tanganyika. Livingstone s object was to reach the

Lualaba and if possible cross to the west side. After

vainly trying to get west, he went into winter quarters in

February 1870, at Mamohela, in about 4° 20' S lat and
27° 5 £ long Another attempt was made to reach the

nver with only Lhuma, Susi, and Gardner He was
agam baffled and returned to Bambarre, south west of

Mamohela, in July, martyred with irntable eating ulcers

in the feet, which seem to be caused by some form of

malana, and with which he was for long sorely troubled

he was confined to his hut for eighty days with them
Durmg his long detention here, which galled Living

stone dreadfully, he records m iny observations of the

people, who certainly seem to eat human flesh, and prefer

it when very “ high, but who were on the whole ex

tremely kind to himself, notwithstanding the brutal usage

given them by the Arab traders, with whom the country

now swarmed, and who mercilessly burned villages and
slaughtered men, women, and children, simply to inspire

terror Here Livingstone became acquainted with what
Mr >\allcr thinks is an entirely new species of chim
panice, a remarkable animal called by the natives the

“Soko,” possessing wonderful intelligence and having

some very curious habits. In February 1871, some men
who proved worthless scoundrels reached him from the

coast, and he agam started for the Lualaba, which at last

he reached on March 29. He stayed at a village,

Nyangwe, for four months, vnmly trying to get a canoe to

take him to the other side, which was here 3,000 yards
off the bed of the nver being dotted with many islands.

This Nyangwe at which Livingstone stayed is a place of

great interest a regular market is kept daily to which
hundreds of women from the other side flock to buy and
sell goats, sheep, pigs, slaves, iron, grass cloth, salt fish,

earthen pots, &c. The devihsh treachery of the Arab
slavers seems to have reached its height here dunng
Livingstone s sojourn A party under one DugumbJ,
without warning or provocation, assembled one day when
the thronged market was at its height, and commenced
shooUng down the poor women right and left, so that

between those who were shot and those who were drowned,

hundreds were killed, and the market completely broken

up. No wonder that Livmgstone had “the impression

that he was in bell,” and that his " first impulse was to

pistol the murderers ' This of course completely knocked

on the head any chance which he may have had of

gettmg a canoe, and in sickening disgust he made his

way back to Ujiji, which he reached on October 23

While returnmg through Manyuema, his party was

attacked by the enraged people,who mistook Livmgstone

for one of the slavers, and ne-irly stopped his further

travels by a spear which gnued his back. Ihis was the

only time dunng these last seven years wandermgs that

the traveller was hostilely attacked. Five days after his

arrival at Ujiji he was cheered and mspircd with

new life, nnd comjdetcly set up agam, as he said, by the

timely arrival of Mr H M Stanley, the richly laden
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almoner of the proprietor of the New York Herald Mr
Stanley’s story is known to everyone, and we need not

repeat it

With Stanley, Livingstone explored the north entl of

Lake Tanganyika, and proved conclusively that the

Lusim runs into and not out of it It vdll be satisfactory

if the discovery of on outlet on the west side, just an

nounced in a despatch from Lieut Cameron, turns out to

be true In thee^ of the year the two started eastward for

Unyanyembe, where Stanley provided Livmgstone with an

am^c supplyofgoods. Here Stanley urged his going home,

but although he was now inwardly yearning to return, his

judgment said, " All your friends will wish you to make a
complete work of the exploration of the Nde before you

retire.* To this purjiort also was the advice of his

daughter Agnes, whom he therefore calls “ a chip of the

old block. But bad his judgment been cool enough, it

might have told him that his constitution was so shattered

that It was totally unequal to a task of such magnitude.

The fountains he was in search of he supposed to be about

400 miles to the west of Lake Bangweolo.

The rest is soon told. Stanley left on March ij,

and alter Livmgstone had wearily waited in Unyan
yembe for five months, on August 15 a troop of fifty

seven men and boys arrived, some of the boys being

Nassick puptU from Bombay, one of whom was Jacob

WiUnwnght, who afterwards acted so Important a part

m the home-bnnging of his body Thus attended,

then, he started on August 25 for L^e Bangweolo, pro-

ceeding along the east side of Tanganyika, over rugged

mountams which sorely tried the endurance of himself and

his retinue even though he had two donkeys to nde a

present from Mr Stanley His weakness soon found him

out ere he reached the shore of Tanganyika hia old

enemy dysentery seized upon him, and seems never wholly

to have left him but to have got worse and worse, causing

him fearful suffering till the bitter end In January 1873

the party got among the endless spongy jungle on the

shores of Bangweolo, where vexatious delays took place,

and where the journey was one constant wade below, and

under an almost endless pour of rain from above The
Cbambezi was crossed on March 26, and the doctor was

getting worse and worse, losing great quantities of blood

daily but he seems never to have dreamed ofturningback

or of retting No idea of danger seems to have occurred

to him , he had so oAen t^ore got over difficulties

and attacks of all kinds, and he was so full of the

object hia heart was bent on, that the idea of death does

not seem to have entered his bead. This, we beheve,

moreover, u a diaracteristic of the disease. At last, m
the imddle of April, he was unwillingly compelled to

allow his men to make a kitlmda, or rude htter, in which

he was borne to the end. Still the dreadful illness is

spoken of u a mere annoymg hindrance. Thus, on the

29th of Apnl, Chitambos village on the LuUmala, on the

south qS. the lake, was reached The last entry in the

journal, of the last two pages of which a fac-simile is

given, is ^il 27 " Knocked up quite, and remain—
recover—sent to buy milch goats. We are on the bonks

of the MolSama” On Apnl 30 he was careM to wind

his watch, bat with the utmost difficulty, and early on the

morning <& May z be was found by the boys kne^g by
the side ^ his 1^ dead.

Chitambo bdiaved generously, and the men, headed by
Chuma and Susi, acted with groat intelligence, faithAli-

ness, and discretion Everything was carefully locked

up, and the story of the preparation of Livingstone’s

b^y for the purpose of carrying it home to his own fotk^

by * beekm foronent the sun,* u known to all. After a
five months’ march through many difficulties, the attmi

dantt reached Unyanyembe. Here Lieutenants Cameron
and Murphy and Ur DOIod were met, and early this year

the body arrived at Zanzibar, and m the end of April

was deposited, as was meet, m Westminster Abbey
A monument with an appropriate inscription has been

erected to Livingstone m the Abbey , and doubtless, in

time to come, a more suitable mmnonal will take the

place of that rude one placed near the spot where their

hero died by the hands of his loyaland fait^l attendants.

Mr Waller, we think has on the whole performed his

sacred task judiciously, printing the journals, as we hare
said, exactly as he found them, though many of his

parenthetical remarks seem to us unnecessary The maps
are of great assistance to the reader, and will be found ot

value to the geographer, although m the meantime, so

far as Livmgstone s last journey is concerned, they must
be regarded as to a great extent conjectural No doubt

careful criticism will soon do its work both on journal and
maps, and, with the help both of previous and subsequent

exploration, test the exact geographical value of the

achievemenu which cost Livmgstone his hie. The illus

trations arc mterestmg and helpful

BUCHANAN ON fHE CIRCULATION OP THE
BLOOD

The rfr es whtch carry on the CtrculaUon 0/ the Blood
By Andrew Buchanan,M U Second Fdition (London

J and A. Churchill, 1874 )

I
N the same way that, among d pnort mechanical

philosophers, the possibility of discovering a per

petu^ motion was a favounte subject of discussion before

the development of the theory of energy so, among
physiologists, the relative importance of the different

forces which maintain the arculation of the blood was an
equally common source of speculation before the intro-

duction of the blood pressure gauge and the sphygmo-
grapb Within the last twdve or fifteen years, however,

the various problems which used to occupy the attention

of Magendie, Amott, and Barry have b^ completely

solved by entu*ly fresh methods of observatum j and
these, quite vrespective of their opmtons, have verified

or disproved their theoretical deductions acewding to

whether or not they were based on sound premises

Dr Buchanan devotes much of the short work befiire

us to the consideration of one of these bygone pomts,
namely, the pneumatic fmces which maintain the cnrculap

tlon (4 the blood, the imptntance of which he aadeavoan
to demonstrate by a senes of hydraulic experiments, the
different elements of whldi axe, we fear, dightly savoured

with the bias ofpreconceived notions, astheresidt at which
he amves is that * after birth the circulation is mainly
carried on by two forces—the propulsive force of the

heart and the pressure of the atmoqihere, acting nearly

in the proportion of three of the former to two of the

latter ,
but that as life advances, and the quantity of
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venous blood incroMos, the latter force becomes relatively

more powerfoL” The most energetic of these auxiliary

pUeomatic forces is stated to be that of the chest, which

is followed in importance by the suction force of the

heart and by a " pleuto-cardiac pneumatic force,* m which

the heart, contractmg in a rigid chamber, draws blood

into it from the surroundmg veins, on account of its

decrease in size donng the systobc act The elaborate

Investigations of MM Chauveau and Morey,* pubbshed

a httle more than ten years ago, put us in a position to

state exactly, m mches of mercury, what are the values of

thepneumaticforces which Dr Buchanan describes ,
and os

these results are evidently not familiar to British physio-

logists, to those at Glasgow at least, it may be worth

while recapitulating them here Firat, the sphygmograph

trace in health shows that, as Dr Amott maintained,

normal respiration has scarcely any appreciable eflect on

the blood pressure, because the horizontal line joining

correspon^ng points in the different pulse beats is very

nearly, if not quite, straight These authors also explain

how the antagonistic results of Ludwig and Vierordt—in

which the one states that the blood pressure falls during

inspiration, and the other during expiration—can be

accounted for , they finding that if the air passages are

parbally obstructed, as b) shutting the mouth and closing

one noslnl, the one result is produced , whilst if these

same passages are freely opened, the opposite effect is

observed The influence of respiration may"therefore bo

dismissed as comparatively insignificant

That of the heart is much more considerable By
means of a beautifully constructed piece of apparatus

M Marey has been able to demonstrate the existence

and amount of the negative or suction forces, as far ns

they arc found to exist in the different cavities of the

heart, during the different parts of each cardiac pulsation

His results are recorded by the graphic method,-|’ and

their agreement among themselves is evidence of their

accuracy The work referred to conuins a foil dcscrip

tion of the apparatus employed The following are the

results —In the right ventricle the blood pressure does

not ever go beyond zero, except at its basal portion,

where it is someitmes found that a minute suction force

devdops immediately after the closure of the aortic valves,

and then only In the left ventricle an ippreciable sue

don force is observed at the same time as in the right , it

Is, however, not great It » impossible, by any means

yet devised, to get at the left auricle, but the right auncic

is easily arrived at from the jugular \ cm In it the blood

pressure is tuarly always negative or below zero, it being

Otherwise only during its systole A study of the auri

color cardiograph trace shows that immediately after the

auncular systole, which is the same thing as saying at

the commencement of the contraction of the ventricles

the pressure m the auricle descends rapidly oelow zero

,

that the descent is broken by a small wave, and that the

suction force commences to diminish graduaiiy after the

closure of the aortic valve, becoming ml a very short time

before that organ again contracts. The explanation of

these changes is not difficult The rapid fall in the aun

cular pressure dunng the ventricular contraction was

many years ago fully explained m a peculiarly aUe

185

memoir by Mr Bryan,* and the active dilototion of the
ventricles of the heart during diastole, which necessitates

a correspondmg internal suction force, has been shown
by more than one physiologist to depend on the pecuhan
ties of the coronary circulation

By employmg a specially adapted manometer M Marey
was able to measure this suction force m the right auricle

of Equus caballus, and found that it ranges, on the

average, between - 7 and - 15 milhmetres of mercury,
the same method giving 120 millimetres as the average

pressure in the left ventricle dunng the systole t rom
these figures the true relation home by the contractile

force of the heart to its suction power can be readily

estimated

The “ pleuro-cardiac pneumonic force” descnlied by
Dr Buchanan is nothing more than that above referred

to as described by Mr Bryan, the latter author having

previously demonstrated that on account of the heart—

a

conical organ—contracting m a conical cavity, it must
necessarily advance towards the apex of that cone during

systole and so leave the base to be filled by the absorp
tion of the blood from the distended veins

These remarks all tend to show that many of Dr
Buchanan s investigations are in the right direction, but

that a further acquaintance with the literature of the sub-

ject would enable him to employ his considerable ingenuity

and enthusiasm m the elucidation of points still remain

mg unexplained to students of the science of physiology

This want of acquamtance with the works of others is,

we think, partly explained by some incidental remarks in

the book Wore us The author says " I have always

exercised all the branches of my profossion 1 can-

not but regard this custom as much superior to that

which our medical corporations are now enforcing, of

mak ng every man from the beginning select for himself

a smgle branch of the profession ,
’ to which are added

other remarks derogatory to specialisation in study

With these we cannot agree, and still think that “ if you
wish to find a man of large views of physiological nature, ’

he is more likely to be a special student, with time at his

disposal, unoccupied by miscellaneous professional calls,

than one who, turning his attention to all things, has no
opportunity of concentrating it on any one, to the ad

vancement of our knowledge of its details

OUR BOOK SHELF
1 UmenU of Ammal Physiolocy Elementary Science

Senes By J Angell (W Collins and Co
, 1874

)

Tiibse is more than one way by which the relative im-
portance of scientific facts may be arnved at An inves-

tigator, whilst prosecuUng his independent researches,

will not be long in forming a fairly accurate standard, and
this he finds it easy to impart to others. Many engaged
in educational work find it impossible to afford the tune
for independent observation or prolonged study, and yet

It It their ambition to give their pupils a fairly correct

estimate as to those of the innumerable facts surrounding

them on which they should lay stress in preparing for a
pass examination. The standard with them therefore

becomes nothmg more nor less than the questions of

former years or of other similar examinations the woik
which answers the greatest number of these in the most

satisfactory manner being looked upon as the most

• litMftf, Feb. 8 iBji

NATURE
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valuable, especial if the irrelevant matter 11 reduced

to a minimum. The small book before us contains a

carefully compiled and accurate digest of man/ of the

most prominent facts of human physiology, with inci-

dental references to some of the best known peculianUes

of a few of the lower animals, illustrated by several appro-

priate and well selected du^grams, among which, how-

ever, there is an unpertant one mdicating the general

distribution of the arterial system, which is unfortunately

reversed, and another explaining the leverages of the

body, representing a man as standmg with his centre of

gravity lax m front of the tips of his toes The language

employed u clear and concise, whilst many of the beat

Imown terms m common use among physiologists are

explamed in a gl<»tary at the end of the book. Some of

the practical illustrations suggested to the pupil for Us
own instruction ate particularly to the point There are

some explanations with which, however, we cannot igrce,

such os that the activity of the circulation of the blood

which accompames physical exercise is the result of the

alternate compression and relaxation of the veins , and
that a much vaunted theory as to the cause of cholera,

which involves the purchase of a much advertised appa-

ratus fur Its relief, has sufficient foundation for even the

slightest mention in any book for the use of students

The non-technical character of the work will commend
It to many os a useful introducuon to physiology

The GartUtut’s Ytar Book and Almanack, 1875 By
Robert Hogg, LL.D

, F L.S (Jonuial of HorttcuUur*
Office)

This is a very handy and valuable little book. 1 he m-
formauon it contains is of a kind that may be thoroughly

depended upon Besides a great deal of practical mfor-

mation ofa miscellaneous sort, there are tolerably copious

gardenmg directions for each month, besides selected hsts

of fruits and v^etablcs, and of the new plants of last year

It will be very useful to amateur gardeners, and would be
sull more so if it gave some short and plain descriptions

of various horticultural operations—such, for example, as

pruning different kinds of fruit-trees.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\Tkt hditor dott not koUhmtdfrtspotaMeforoptntonj ex^rtsud

hy hu (orretjvndtnti Ntithtr tan ht undirtaif to return,

or to correspond emth the westers of, rejected oussmsersfits

Alo notice u taken oj assonysnosss commnmcattons ]

Absence of Microscopic Calcareous Organic Remains
m Manne Strata charged with Siliceouc Ones

In a letter headed *' Ueep-bea Keseorchei,” and lubtcnbed
"W C WdliamMn, Owens College," in your issue of the 24th

Dec (vol xk p 148), the author, after hanng stated that Dr.
AVyvUla Thomson has come to the conclusion that the calcareous

Glotngeiiiue and other such elements had been removed by the

“solvent action of carbonic acid accumulated in the deep tea

waters,’ adds that, “ In my memoir [1847, op. ci/]l amvM at

the same condution."
Then follow extracts from the “Memoir” itself, alluding to

the removal of all the calcareous forms, leaving only the sUiceoot

structures,” by “ carbomc add gas in soluUon in water.”
Finally, the author states t—“Ailer venturing npon these con-

clusions m 1847, not as mete spcculalive gnesMS, but os the
deliberate result of a Icng sones of mvestigations carefully

worked out, 1 need scarcely how intense was the mterest wuh
which I rwul Dr WyviUe ’Thomson's observations, which so
thoroughly sustam and conform the acenney of mine My con-
dusions were wholly derived At>m the microscopic owiva
tiou of eaitba and rock speclmeni which I compared vdth the
ftw exam|de$ of fotaminlfcrous ooxe with which 1 vna that

'

fiuniliar
”

Felix mil potuit tenim cognoscere oansas ” '

In eanmentug the diffireat kinds of destmetion which take
{

place m nohgMideaks generally, 1 have noted that the cal- ;

caicons qiieiile is sab}ect to oiw in particular, “in which there
|

IS a gen^ breakdown of the whole fabric, which gradually 1

, is not a trace oT me origtnal

ttnicture to be seen Were this diange oosifised to thooe cal-

coreons qiicnles which I have mountad in Canada halsam, I

diotild have inferred that it was caused by the balsam ; but 1 fad
that the some change accompanies these tidcoles where they

may have been taken in by the kerataeeons spongee to form an
exit for their homy fibre , and it is worthy of remade that the

tpicules of the Echmodermote, which mey lie eide by eide with
them, do not appear to be similarly oflbded. Of what nobue
the origin of thu disorganisation may be I am ignorant j it is a
diemlcal question , but the destruction takes place so rapidly in

many instances thd I have for soma time past ceased to mount
any more calcareous spicules, and now preserve a record of them
Iw immediate sketches.” (Ann. and Msg of Nat History, voL xU.

1873, P- 4S7 )

Tims it follows that a removal or an annihilation of the forms

of these miaoicopic calcareous organisms takes place after they

have beea tcpealedly washed in fredi water, dried under a greet

heat, and covered at the same time with boisam, that Is, treated

artificially
,
aa well as naturally, when they are mixed up vrith

other microscopic organisms to form the cote of the homy fibre

of maniie sponges , while the same thing takes place with the

Foramimlera, as te^ed by slides, in some of which fitagments

of Opercidsna arabua mounted upwards of twenty years ago have
nearly all passed iato dissolution, and others m whidi the
spicules of calcareous sponges which were mounted not more
than MX yean since nave disappeared altogether, leaving

nothing but a few aqueous-looking globules m their places re-

spectively

So that tins dissolution may arise without the presence of
” carbonic acid gss m solution in water ,

’ and as it is common
to the calcareoiu organiims mounted m balsam for the cabinet,

as well as m the core of horny fibre in tlie marine sponges of the
“ deep-sea, ’ «e may (airly assume that the removal of the cal-

cateoos forms from the siliceous oues m marine deposits msy be
due to more causes than that assigned by the author of the fatcr

to which I have alluded

Moreover, even the siUceous spicules which form the core of
the glossy fibre m the vitreous sponges may, with the citenm-
jacent layers of the fibre itself, undei^ absorption to such un
extent, in the skeleton of these sponges, ajltr death, as to leave
nothnm but a siUceous shell with faUow, continuous tube
thcoughout

Such are the results of my microscopic observations among
these mmute orcanumi, and therefore, in the ooncludi^ words
of the letter under reference^ “I think 1 am justified m wishing
the fact to be placed on record ”

Indeed, so common and rapid is the process of destrnction or
inherent disintegration among the microscopic calcareous organ-
isms which I have mentioned, that I am compeUed to the con-
clusion that It IS to this chiefly, and not to “ carbonic aod gas
m solution in water,” that we must look for a satisfactory ex
planation of the fact that mmute calcareous oigaaic forms ore
comparatively absent among the sUiceons ones of marine de-
posits, both recent aiid fossilised.

The agency of decay is as difficult to comprehend as the
agency ol development (why sre should die any more than why
we should live)

, hence it becomes unphiloumhical to limit tlie

operalioDS of either to any one process. All that appears certain
in the matter is, that the three great attributes of the system,
VIZ., creation, prcbovalion, and destruction, form a cycle in
whicn, to sp^ figuratively, the words “ perpetual change

"

may be enwreathed. Hbnry J Cartir
Budleigh Salteiton, Dec afi^ 1874

The Conatant Currents in the Air end the See
The PhsJosophical Maiatsne for July, Augost, and September

contains a memoir, continued through the several numben, Inr
Boron N SohlUing, (^ptain in the Imperial Russiatt Navy, on
*' the Conatant Currents of the Air and the Sea.” It appears that
this memoir was first published in the Russian, afterwards in the
German, and finoUy translated and pubfahed in the Engfish
longnoM ; so that u seems to be legaidod os a memoir of eon-
tiderable nnportsnce.

When •nyacw and« extraordinary results are obtained In any

requite that the basis of these let^ should be crltkolly exw
mined bifora they ate received j and this is eqiedallr to whei^
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M in Ail cut, tlN renillfc are entirely -a vanance with thou of
profimnd and elabotate leiearebea in the Mme direction which
nave preceded We propote, therefore, to ezanune briefly only
a very few pointt in the reaaoning from which these rerelu have
beendednctf
The anthor states in the commencement thit eqnihbnam is

disturbed by the thcee following causes

(a ) Alteratioa of the specific gravity of the witer or air

it) The rotation of the earth on lU axis

(r ) The attiaetioii of the sun and moon
He accordingly treats the snbject under these three general
heads Under the first two he endeavours to show that none of
the usual causes to which the currents of the ocean and the atmo
sphere have been usuiUy referred can have much, if any, effect

u producing their, and that they must, therefore, be due to
some other cause This <!eems to be dengned to make way f r

the mtroduebon mto this subject of the new disturbing forces

contained above under the lost head (r) Much might be said
with regard to what u stated under the first tuo hea Is m dis

paragement of the forces upon wliich these currents have been
neretofore supposed to depend, but wl shall confine ourselves

here to a very few btepi, merely m the leasoiiint, undei the lost

whith he detected and distinguished sixty two siieties In the
papei m the Madru Jonmor Capt Mitchell givts a list of the
genera and a numcnc-U list of the specific forms

The causes that have determined this local development of
Uatomacese remain fui invistigation 1 hey appear sometimes
to shift then p’aee Thus a Dutch navigator (Stavinnus, I
I tlicve) dcsenbcd two such banks as existing to the south of
Cochin m 1777 but these no longer exist

Richmond, Surrey IIbnry I UiANrouu

Ring Blackbird

I s FRY morning a brown 1 ir I (appai cully a fc nalc blackbird)
fecdsot my hbrary window She has a white spi t on the 1 leasC
an 1 a large white nng m the exact position of tl at i a Hirbary
love, not meeting undei the chm Is this an uiius lal vancty ?

I see no mentiou of such a peculiarity m any of the books at
hanl osCewm Bewick, Mudie 4tc C M Imikiy
k alentines, Ilford, Jan 4

ON Tlir MOklllOIOGY OF LKYSl \IS*

The author sets out under this heal by assuming th t the
erimhhnum theory of the ti les is applicable to the real case of

nature, and with this oisumptim he endeavours to show that tl e
flood tide rises higher aliove the plane of static e ]uthbiiam than
the ebb tide sinks below it Now, it u well known by all who
are familiar with tidal theories, that this theory is entirely worth
less as a representative of the real tides of the ocean Here,
then, there seems to be a u eak place in the veiy foundation of

^e whole reasoning, and any results based upon it should be
received with much distrust, if even all the following stet s In

the argument were regarded os valid In the tec ind place, he
attempts to show, by a method which is very unscientific an I

Incondutive, that the forces of tlie sun and moon tend to pro luce

a current liom the east towards the west in the flood tide, but
the reverse of this in the ebb ti le This is then followed liy

another assumption in the following language —“ Smee as we
have Aowo, the flood rises more above the normal level if the

sea thiui the el b sinks below it, we think we can assume, as an
hypolhesii, that the force of the flood eurrent will be gre^tei

than that of the ebb carrent ’ 1 r im th s he infers tl at the dif

ference in these forces must pro luce a constant current in the

ocean m the tom I /one from caat to we t, 1 ut fur reos ns which

do not seem dear, the reverse of this toward the i oles , an I in

thu way, taking into account the deflections of the c ntments

he accounts for all the ocean currents without the ai 1 of iny of

the usual causes assigned la the case of the atmosphere he
thinks that the some reasoning must hoi I, but admits that in

this cose the olteral on of the specific gravity by heat 1 >war I tl e

equator may produce some aldilionol and modifying effeets

baying nothing with ngoid to the steps m the argument, these

results are based upon a confessedly doubtful hypothesis, and
therefore sboul 1 not be received without further proof

1 his u not a question to be settled by authority, but after the

profound investigations of Laplace and Airy upon the tidal forces

and the solution of the tidal problem, from whieh no con tout

currents around the emth were obtained, we would scarcely

expect that such results would be Intimately obtained m a few

pages of verbsl reasonmg without the aid of mathematics It is

true that more recently a very small effect of that km I has been

obtained, tendmg to produce a westward carrent m all latitudes

from which, ^ means of friction, the earth's rotation on its axis

IS supposed to be slightly changed, but thu effect is of on order

almost infimtely small m comparison with those under considera

tioD, and not at all contemplated m the author’s reaionuig,

lefetred to above Wm Pfkksi
Washington, D C , Nov 7, 1874

Mod Banks on MaUbar Coaat

THKpbetiMnenonofthe "imidbsnksandof UicUof mudsus
peiiMlnthesca’'onoettamparuof the Malabar coast, u not, as

Toui^potefvoLxl p 135), unexplained 1 he late Capt Mitchell,

curator of the Mamas Museum, some years ago submitted a

quantity of the mnd to microtoo|^e examination, and published

the r^ts In the Madrat JoHmal «/ lAttrattm and <iaence (I

have not the work at haul or I would give you volume and

page) Hefonnd it to oonm almifat cntiimy of Du

pROI I SSUR MASK.I LYNI in introducing his sub
ject, said that m the assembly room of the Chemical

Society he should have to treat of Crystallot,raphy is the
Science of Chemical Morphology To the chemist the
crystallisation of a substance is a familiar marvel, so
familiar, indeed that he hardly sufficiently considers its

importance in i elation to his own science For the
physicist, on tlic other hand, the instinct with which the
molecules of a substance obey the laws of a sublime
geometry—sublime because simple and universal is a
theme the contemplation of which has guided him to some
of the most subtle and almost metaphysical conceptions
that he has formed regarding the constitution of matter,
and has afforded him invaluable insiglit into the working
of the laws that contiol the pulsations of hcit and light

and other manifestations of force Dut ilthough the mor
phological relations of the crystal are the external exures
Sion of the m le subtle physieal properties whieh underlie
them, he slUed that the purpose of the let tures he was
about to deliver would be eonimed to the consideration
onl) of the foimcr

1 laciii(, a Urge iiid very pel feet crystal of apophylhtc
fiom the Oh its of Indi i on the table, the Icclucer pointed
out tbat certain fates tarrying peculiar striations weie
repeated four turns ,

tbat again others of a triangulai

form, planted on the angles of the latter, were lepeated
ciebt times, and that these had a luslic of then own , while
again a plane of oclaeon U form w u> repealed only once
on the top and it the bottom of the crjstal, and earn d
a peculi ir roughened surface, which was seen to be made
up of innumerable small square pyramids in parallel posi

tions He further showed that by turning the crystal

round about an axis perpendicul ir to the 1 ist planes, the

relitive situations of the planes as viewed from any
point, cime olwiys to be the some at any lexolution

with simiiai properties was defined as a/rw the crystal

m question thus exhibiting three forms
,

the repeated

faces of each form retaining the same general aspect so

long as they weie not moved round tlirough an angle
gieater 01 less than 90° Then t iking crystals of quarts

which presented the same/vAvr, he pointed out that faces

that coriespondcd to one another on the different crystals,

and even on the lame crystal, have very different relative

nugmtudes , and that in fact, these magnitudes were
controlled by no rigid geometrical law On the other

liand, the angles which measured the inclination of corre

spondmg faces on each other were m every case identic tl

,

hence angular inclination, tbat is to say, the duection in

space, not relative posiuon, that is to say, precise mutual

distance, m the faces, has to be recognised as a principle

of trj-sUla N S
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fundamental to crystallography rhls may be expresajrf

by saying that the angles of a crystal are symmetrically

repMted
The study of c^tallography in lU aspect as the science

of chemical morpholep thus resolves itself into the dis-

covery of the laws which regulate the repetition of planes,

the directions of which in space, and not their relative

magnitudes, result from that geometrical instinct which

g^es the molecules of every individual substance as

Uiey become colligated into the symmetrical structure of

aenstaL
The lecturer then went on to point out that the features

of a crystal tlie symmetrical recurrence ofwhich had to be

studied were the faces, the fd(>es, and the quoins for solid

angles) , and he entered on a general geometrical review

of the conditions under which faces in meeting produce

an edge, or a quoin, or a senes of edges or of (juoins ,

and after showmg the mode by which the angular inclina-

tion of two faces was measured, he dilated on one in par

ticular among the vanous modes in which faces might

meet, namely, that m which three or more faces mtersect

with each omer in the same Ime or edge, or in edges
parallel to the same line For the crystaUographcr such

groups of planes possess the highest significance, a group

thus presenting parallel edges he denominates a zone, and
It IS dear that the direction of the Ime to which all the

edges that can possibly be formed by the intersections of

any and every pair of the planes belonging to the zone is

inmeated when we know the direction of any one of these

edges A considerable part of the earher among the

ensmng lectures will have to be devoted to the considera

don of this subject of zones and the devdopment of the

relations between the planes of a zone, under the restne

dons imposed by a simple and beautiful law, will be found

to involve fundamental prinaples regarding the symmetry
which controls at once the morphological and the physical

propcrucs of the crystal in such a manner that aU the

systems, the symmetrical forms, and the general character

of the optical, thermal, magnetic, electric and mechanical
properties of the crystallised substance hang, as it were,

suspended from that simple law by a chain, each link of
which IS a simple deduction from the link in the argu
ment immediately above it

Then taking a crystal of the mineral barytes. Prof
Maskelyne pointed out that certain planes UMn it were
repeated, some m parallel pairs, and others four times,

but also in pairs that were pmallel, while all of these
planes presented the property already stated to be cha
ractenstic of a zone iheir edges were parallel Then,
supposing a lapidary s whed to nave been passed through
the nuddle of the crystal perpendicularly to all these
edges, and therefore perpendicularly to the faces them
selves, he proceeded to deal with the profile of the
planes of the zone os they would be seen in such a
section He first defined such a section as the plane
of the sone, or the son plane and characterise it

as a plane perpendicular to the edges of the zone
Then drawmg a figure to represent this profile or sone

£
lane, he pointed out that two of the planes of the zone
emg perpendicular to each other, he might draw two

lines through a point within the crystal and in the zone-
plane parallel to the Uaces of those two planes, and
therefore perpendicular to each other, and tW now he
could use these Imes as axe& or as an artificial scaffold
ing, to which he could refer the Uaces of the other faces
of the zone, and by the aid of which he might determine
the relative directions of those faces.

The cucumstance abeady established by the scrutiny
of many crystals, namely, that the faces of the crystal
might be drawn nearer or further from a point within
the crystal indifferently, justified the lecturer m drawmg
tlw traces of two of the faces in the zone so as to mter-
sect m the same pomt on one of the two axes thus chosen.
They would thus intercept on the other axis two different

7, 1875

portions of that axis. Calling the former of these axes

Z and the latter^, we may say that the ratio of the

ntercept oy either of the two planes on the Z axis to the

intercut on theX axis by the same plane is the tangent

of the angle formed by the trace of the plane in question

with diat of the plane parallel to the axis of .f, or the co-

tangent of the angle it forms with the trace of the plane

parallel to the ans Z This tai^ient for the plane in

question, which gave an angle of 51° 8 by measurement
for the angle on the axis AT, had a value 1*3407

other face of the zone, being represented by the Ime which

met the axis of AT at an angle of 68° 4 ,
would thus yield a

corresponding tangent of 2 4834 It will be seen, there

fore, that the ratios of the intercepts for the two planes

would be, for the first plane,

the V intercept the Z intercept i i 3407

for the second planc^

the X intercept the / intercept 1 2 4834

If the first of these ratios be called that of a c, the

second will be that of <» zr, 1 e of
** ‘ The co-tan
2 I

gents of the angles would of course yield similar ratios for

the distances on the axesX and Z at which the two planes

intersect with them but the common intercept on the Z
axis would in this case be unity The ratios would be

X inter«pt „ o 80594 _ fl

/ mtercept i c

Ditto for the second plane » ° ^
A third plane in the zone treated m the same way
would give an angle the tangent of which would lead to

a ratio for the intercepts corresponding to ~ and

if the same process were extended to all the planes
in the zone, it would be found that all of them would
yield, by the simple process of measunng their m
chnations and taking the tangents of their angles on
the plane represented by the axis X, values that may

be represented by the proportion
| j, where a and c

are in the ratio above determmed, and where A and /
always are capable of representation by rational and
generally, nay, almost always, by very small whole num
bers. This law thus simply enunciate for the faces of a
single zone, as referred to two axes parallel to two iaMS
of the zone here Uken as perpendicular to each o^er,
will be found, when the faces of the crystal are referred to
three axes instead of two, not m the same plane, and alro
when they are mclmed to one another at other angles
than right angles, still to control the inclinations of the
faces of the ciystal, provided only that the axes X YZ
thus taken be hnes of crystallographic significance, such
as lines parallel to edges formed by faces of the crystal

,

while the ratios a b c represent the mtercepts on Uiose
axes taken m the order AT YZ of a fourth face of the
crystal and are the numerators, while letters su^ at hk I
stand for the numerical denominators m the fractions
that represent the ratios of the intercepts of any other
fifth plane of the crystal Any three numbers in ^e
raUos a b c represent the intercepts on the axes of the
fourth or standard plane, and are called the paranutert
of the crystal , one parameter in particular betog
graerally Uken as unity The numbers by which
the parameters have to be divided in order to assign
the ratios of the intercepU to any fifth plane of the

ratios h k I, an cidled the tndtets of tw plue , and
when these indices are united into what is termed the
nmbol of the piane, by being written in brackets u
{h kl), (33 1), &C., one understands by this that
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~ j
repxoent the ratios of the intercepts of the

plane (A k 1), and i - those of the idane (3 3 i)

^ 2 I

Where either of these values h, I, vc I becomes
tero, this would represent an mtercept mde&mtdy neat
apon the axis to which it refers, since the algebtatc

value of a quantity of the form - is infinity Referring

again to the origmal zone on the (.rystal of barytes,

we see that the face, the trace of which on the zone
plane was taken for the axis of Z, will nowhere intersect

with that axis, so that its index for the axis of Z becomes
a and similarly for the plane parallel to the axis X In

like manner if on axis Y perpendicular to the zone plane

representing the profile of the zone of barytes had been
taken for a second axis, all the planes of that barytes zone
would have been pai^lel to that axis Y, which is in fact

hsxone axis, being parallel to the ed^ of the zone,and the

index with respect to that axis would for each plane of

the zone have been a Thus, taking our indices in the

order corresponding to that of the axes X yZ,vie can
now tay that the p^e, the trace of which gave us our

axis of Z, would have for Its symbol (« 00), where « was
any whole number, or rather, since we may divide the

whole symbol by n without altering the ratio, (100). So,

the plane the trace of which gave us the direction for the

axis of X would be (001) ,
the standard plane that

the parameters 11 and r, having for its intercepts the

2 f, would be represented by the symbol (loi), while

the other two planes would receive the symbols (201) and

(S03)
Since all planes on a crystal must intersect if continued

far enough with all three or with only two, or finally with

only one of the axes, they may be considered as falling

mto one or other of three groups such, namely, as have

diree whole numbers in their symbol , such as have one

zero m their symbol (the zero corresponding to the

axis with which they do not intersect) , and such, thirdly,

as have two zeros with unity for their indices.

Passing from a system with rectangular axes, the lec

turer next considered the general case ofan axial system in

which the axes might be oblique to each other In pointing

out that the three planes which contain these axes, namely,

the planes X Y, YZ, ZX, divided the space around the
* I which they and the axes intersected into eight

IS or octants, he proceeded to designate the posi
point in which they and the axes intersected into eight I

mvuions or octants, he proceeded to designate the posi

tion of a pomt situate anywhere in space by the Cartesian

method or co-ordinates. The point O of intersection of the

axes being called the origin, and positions to the right,

above, or m front of it,bemg considered as positive , those

to the left, to therear, and below it, as negative, it becomes
possible, by means of lines parallel to the axes projected

nmn the pomt, to detenmne its position in either octant

Then takmg two planes in a zone which intersected with

an three of the axes, such as two planes (111) and (321),

the lecturer showed, by a representation in a model, how
the edge m which these two planes intersected could have

its direction determined by makmg it parallel to the

diagonal of a parallelepiped the sides of which would

represent the co-ordinates of any pomt m that hne, mthc
ratios of if a vb wc, where a, v, and represented

vahies which the lecturer proceeded to educe from the

symbols of the faces For this purpose he represented

the fdanes by two equations or expressions mvolvmg the

radof of the co-or^ates of any point m the plane, in

tenns of the parameters of the crysUls and the indices of

dl^cjilaiics*

Tn^ by a famiHiir algebraic method, he obtained an
oqiressmn for the relanons between the co-ordinatM

Ibr any point in die line in whkh the planes intersected

The enmsion thus obtained gave a symbol for the edge

in the form of the de/trmimttU ef the indices of the two

planes thus a symbol [u V w], included in square
braces, representmg the edge formed by the planes fr/g)
and (A A /), had for the values of its indices

—

y ’‘t'h - e I

w=.<fA-/A
-ind the lecturer proceeded to show that any third plane
with the indices pqr belonging to the zone [u v w] must
fulfil the condition—

^u+yv-l-z/w -o
and furthermore, that if two zones had a plane in common,
the symbol of that plane is found by taking the determi
nant of the symbols of the zones

Ihe next subject treated of had reference to the various

meins which geometry offers for a more convenient treat

ment and representation of the different zones of a crystal,

than that of making an elaborate drawing of its edges

Of these, the method of referring the planes of a system to

a sphere by means of their norths was shown to possess

great simplicity A sphere being conceived as described

around the pomt, or m which the axes cross one
mother as a centre, lines drawn from that point perpen
dicular to each plane of the crystal—the Hori/i Us to these

planes—are continued till they penetrate the surface of

the sphere m points that will be called the poUs of the

planes, the symbol for a pole being identical with that for

the plane to which it belongs. The poles of a zone of

planes wdl thus be distributed along the arc of a great

circle of the sphere, its row circle Hence the discussion

of the inchnations of the planes of a crystal, and so, many
of the chief problems of crysUllography, becomes reduced

to their treatment by spherical trigonometry , and what

has further rendered this mode of considering the rcla

tions of the planes of a crystal especially advantageous

has been the means which the principles of the projection

of the sphere nfibrd us of graphically representing withm
the circumference of a circle the poles corresponding to

all the faces, however numerous, that any single crystal

or that all the different crystals of a subsunre may pre-

sent, while the symmetry which they obey m their distri

button 18 seen at a glanrc. The stereographic projection

employed in Prof Miller's system for this purpose affords

by Its sunphcity, its ready application, and the important

geometrical principles which it possesses, by far the most

practical and with a httlc experience in the student, much
the most intelligible representation of even the most com
plex forms of crystallography

The charactenstics of the stereographic projection were
exhibited m a small working model, m which it was
shown that the eye, supposed to be placed at a point on
the sphere of projection, would see the arcs of circles on
the opposite hemisphere as though projected on a plane

screen passing through the centre of the sphere and inter

secting with its surface in a great circle, the circle ofpro-

jectum.aX the pole of which the eye was situate, such

arcs of 00*0108 on the sphere were shown to be projected

as arcs that themselves were circular, and the method of

finding the centres for these projected arcs, and again the

mode of determining the value of an arc on the projected

circle by drawing hnesfrom a projected pole of that circle

to the circle of projection, so as to intercept the required

arc upon the latter circle, were illustrated In the case of

arcs upon the model.
The next subject taken up by the lecturer was in the

form of a digression in which he treated of the relabons

of the parts into which a line was divided by four pomts,

two of which might be supposed to be stationary, while

the two others assume different positions on the line

First the harmonic and thoi the anharmonic division of

such a hne was discussed , and from this, the lectuw

passed to the consideration of the harmonic and tne

anharmonic division of an angle, contained bytwo and

divided by two other lines ,
and he showed, firrtly, that

when two bites out of four passing through the same
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point are perpendicular, and one of these bisects the

angle formed by the remaming two lines, the sines of the

angles taken m the proper order are in the harmwic
raua Another point illustrated was that a sheaf of four

lines presents ^e same anharfflonic ratios of their sines as

does a sheaf of four Imes severally perpendicular to th^
Reverting to the subject of the traces of the faces of a
rone on their own rone plane, It was now seen that we
can discuss the subject of relations of any four planes m
the rone by conudoing those of their normals the

angles between which are measured on a great circle of

the sphere. But it remams to obtain an expression that

shall connect these angles with the symbols of the poles

or faces of the rone Such an expression obtained by

Prof Miller m the first cate involves a relation of the

simplest kind. In short, the anharmonic ratio of four

pbmes IS the ratio which we obtam directly from the

determinants of the symbols for the four planea Since,

however, the i^bols for a rone as obtamed from the

symbols of diflmnt pairs of faces of the zone mav, and
gencmlly do, differ by a common factor, it it advisable to

put the expression for the anharmonic ratios of four

tantozonal planes under the form of a convenient symbol
given them by V von Lang, viz., for the four planes

PQJiS -
fPQl am PS _m
\-QRA L.yyeJ am{PR-PQ) aml,PJi-Pi>) n
where the letters on the left side of the expression stand
for the symbols of the planes of which the determinants
are to be taken This very important expression offers

the means of deterrmning one unknown symbol or one
unknown angle among those belonging to the four planes

,

another result that flows from it is the necessity for the
anharmonic ratios of four planes in the zone, te the
magnitudes m and », being always rational if the planes
belong to a crystal And this is another and more
general way of stating the fundamental crystallographic

law, that of the rationality of indices

Prof Maskelyne next proceeded to discuss some of the
further results deducible from this great law Firstly,

since the harmonic ratio of four planes brings those
planes under the requisite condition of rationality, we can
say of any zone in which two of the planes are perpen
dicular to each other that for any third plane of the zone
inclmed on one of them at an angle

<f>,
a fourth plane may

also exist as a possible plane of the zone, also inclmed on
the first plane at the angle <p

,

and further, the professor
went on to state that if we ask the question what are the
conditions for three consecutive planes in a crystil zone to
include the same angle 0, we find for answer that only in
those cases is this possible where cos. ^ is rational, and
that this is only so where ^ possesses one of the values
gof’, 60", 4S«, and 30“

After a review of the results thus far obtained, the pro-
fessor entered upon the subject of symmetry, and de-
fimng the different varieties of geometneal symmetry

,

such as, firstly, the symmetry of a plane figure to a centre
of symmetry, to one or to several lines of symmetry, or to
a pivot of symmetry , and secondly, that of a sohd figure
to a centre of symmetry, to one or to several planes of
symmetry, and to one or to several axes of symmetry
he defined certain terms which would be ibund oseral
m the discussion of the symmetry of crystals. Thus,
a plane figure was etUhy symmetricaJly divided by a
single line of symmetry or ortho-tyrntnetncally divided by
two lines of symmetry perpendicular to each other , while
an axis of, for instance, hexagonal symmetry became one
of di hexagonal sraimetry, where each reputed element
of form If Itself doubled, as by reflection, on a plane ^
synunctrys

In aralymg the principles of geometrical symmetry to
crystal^ it was shown that the best and simplest metaod
was that tff dealmg with the distribution of tneir poles on
the sphere of projection

The condition requisite for a single plane of symmetiT
to exist upon a crystal was then shown to be that this

plane should be at once a zone plane and a possible fitaa

of the crystal On the other hand, for a crystal to be
symmetrical to a centre, no particular condition was re*

qnisite, since the direction and not the requisite position

of a crystal plane has been seen to be the important point

rdmg it while again every plane passmg through the

in may he rroresented by the symbol of either of its

poles indifferently Now, an axial system as previously

defined involves five variable quantities ,
namely, the

three angles between the axes

the angle YZ
», the angle Z X
t, the angle X Y

and the two ratios involved in the parameters, namely,

Hence, for a crystal to be centro-symmetrical, all these

five quantities may vary from one substance to another
If, however, the costal system be divided symmetrically
by aplane, two of these axial elements are absorbed in

satisi^g the two requisite conditions of that plane bemg
at once a crystal face and a zone-plane
A crystal system that is simply centro-symmetncal pre-

sents the kmd of symmetry characteristic of what is called

the Anorthic system of crystallography , a crystal that

obevs the piinciple of symmetry to a smgle plane belongs
to the Oblique or Clinorhombic system

{To ie conhnued.)

TWO REMARKABTF STONE nfELEMENTS
FROM THE UNITED STATES

The similanty of stone implements, both modem
and prehistoric, that obtains throughout the world,

has been commented upon so frequently as scarcely to
need further illustration Within a few days, however,
I have found two forms of arrow and javelin jmints that
are so unusual in their shapes, and otherwise of interest,

Fic 1.—tKatiinliiM.)

that I bdieve drawings of the two, and a brief note con-
cerning them, will be welcomed by archaeologists.
Fig I represents a “flame-shaped” arroir-poii^ as

this shape has been well called by Mr E. B iVloir
(mde “Anahuac,” by E B Tylor, p 96, Fig i) Although
I have collected fiilly ten thousand specimens of “ Indian
relics” from the immediate neighbourhood of Trenton,
New Jersey, U S A., of which a very large prop^on
were spear and arrow heads, I have not beim able befbre'
to duplicate this form, or to find any trace
of it in the bushels of fragments that here cover the
ground in some places. Tws arrow haul, accompanied
by the JaveUn (Rg a) and several of the leaf-shaped
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ttttlem, wu (oond in a ficdi water shell-he^ on the
bank of Watson’i Creek, Mercer Co

,
N J The pecn

Bar intereet attaching to this "ilame-i^ped* spedmen u,
I conaider, two fold. First, the form is one hitherto known
only as Memcan—at least, m the works on Stone Implc
nMts of^which I have knowledge there is no illustration

of a similar specimen , and secondly, while possibly this

specimen may have been brought from Mexico, through
the system of barter so extensively earned on by the
abongmes—(I have found fragments of obsidian arrow
pomts in New Jersey, the material of which, if not the
finished weapons, must have come from Mexico)

—

it seems more probable that it was fashioned m this

ndghbourliood, and being found, it may be, of an unde-

Fig a—(Natural iIk.)

sirable shape (Mr Tylor does not state if this pattern

was common or rare m Mexico), was not adopted os one
of the many forms given to this class of weapons. If

my supposition is correct, then the specimen u a good
example of the producUon of a similar style of weapons
in dli^t quarters of the globe.

The min^, both of this specimen and that which is

represented by Fig 3. u a dull bluish white homstone,
similar m general appearance to the European flint

.Tke smaller specimen measures two and a quarter
indies in len^ It » noticeably thin, and remarkable
for the small size and irregular outlines of the flakes.

This irrqpilar flaking off of Uie mineral under the blows
of the hammer-stones is due to th» " impute " character
of the ndneral, there bdng thread-hke veins of brittle

191

silex (?) enclosing minute pebbles extending through the
mass in every direction, ana these appear to have checked
the flakes aim caused their jagged irregular outlines.

Fig 3 represents a remarkable javelin head made of
the same matenal as the precedmg, and having, but in a
less degree, the “ flame shape” of the smaller specimen.
The character of the workmanship indicates, I think, that
the same aborigine chipped them both Like the other,
this spear head is very thin and " irregularly ” flaked
In the shell heap m which these were found, as far as wc
have exammed it, there was nothing else that diflered

from the ordinary "finds” and contents of abonginal
graves, being simply leaf shaped arrow heads, grooved
stone axes, a corn-crusher and basin (“ (Querns,” vitk
Evans’ " Stone Implements of G 13 ,” p 233), and a
polished celL Chas C Abbott

Trenton, New Jersey, U S

PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
stated in our leading article of the 24th ult on

* * this subject, that in the course of the discussion at

the Society of Arts, Col Strange had mentioned that the
Patent Commissioners requested the Royal Society some
time ago to nominate one of three emment men of science
who should perform the herculean task of infusing scien

tific order into the Patent Office, but without salary

The Society of Arts, m their journal of the 25th ult

,

have very properly published correspondence which fully

esubhshes the correctness of a statement which other
wise might well be thought incredible The subject of
niggardliness to scientific men is so unportant, not merely
to mo men themselves, but more still to the progress of
knowledge, and therefore to the interests of the whole
community, that we feel bound to republish this corre
spondence Wc must, of course, regret to animadvert on
the acts of the late Lord RomiUy, who is no longer
amongst us to justify them , but the public duty must
still be performed, and as bis lordship wrote as the
spokesman of his colleagues, they can at any rate defend,
li they can, what at present seems indefensible.

In Lord Romill/s letter the proposed duties of these
unpaid men of science are enumeiated they are to
“superintend the general management of the Patent
Office, to see that the indexes and abstracts of the speci

fications are made accurate and complete, and to redress

the other defects complamed of”
We here see precisely what sort of work four highly

salaned lawyers considered men as eminent m science as
they in law might with perfect justice be expected to

execute for notrung, namely, a combination of hard
routine drudgery with the most dehcate discninination in

questions extending overthewholerange of scientificknow-
ledge It IS true th^ their labours were to be hghtened by
the invaluable pnvileg^ of "aming in conjunction with the

Lord (Hiancellor and the Master of the Rolls, and of

referring to them” whenever the occasion of too tough a
problem might require it In plain 1 nghsh, the men of

science were to do all the work of the Patent Office

gratmtously, but in the name of these highly paid lawyers,

who notonously do none of it^ but who would thus pocket
both the credit and the substantial reward

If this bad been an isolated example of the assessment

of saentific work in England, we should hardly have cared

to draw attention to it for the mere sake of denounang
exceptional narrowness of view and selfish mjustic& It

IS because the example is typical that we assist CoL
Strange and the Society of Arts m exposing it. The best

proof of the prevalence of the same spirit is afforded ns

by some evidence volunteered by the Marqms of Salis-

bury before the Duke of Devonshire’s Science Commis

Sion. His lordship observed that “ (kivcrnment depart-

ments have got an idea mto their heads—I do not know
why—that scientific opinions differ in this from medical
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and legal opiniona, that they haw a right to haw them
gratuitously I have never been able to understand on
what grounds that theory tests , and my belief is, that if

you would assinulate scientific knowledge to medical and
legal knowledge m that respect, you could always get, for

a proper remuneration, the veirb^ scientific opinion that

the country is able to furnish. You cannot expect that

you should be able to make upon a man, every moment
of whose time is occupied, a demand involving his time
for hours or days of reseaixh, if you are not prepared to

behave to him as you would to a lawyerm a similar case.’*

There is no reason to suppose that, though these obser
vations reflect with seventy upon the Patent Commis-
sioners’ proposal. Lord Salisbury liad that case m view
when he made them He was no doubt givmg the result

of his wide expenence as a statesman and departmental
chief, and it is a comfort to know that in the present

Cabinet there is at least one man competent to assign its

true value to scientific work, and bold enough to insist

that that value shall be given It will be perceived that

Lord Salubury hints that the departments are not, and
cannot be expected to be, supplied with “ the best ^en
tvfic opinion,’ because it is not properly paid for He
therefore urges hberality to men of science, as we have
always done, stnctly on the ground of public policy An
instance in ^mt recently came to our knowledge where
a department asked one ofour most eminent physicists for

an opinion on a meteorological question, but the corre

spondence was abruptly closed on his venturing to inquire

what would be his remuneration for prepanng a laborious

and difficult report
Foreign nations are now teaching us that it is time

short sighted parsimony like this came to an end, and that

the sooner men in authority are “ prepared, ’ as the Patent
Commissioners phrase it, to pay handsomely for the most
fruitful work of which man is capable, the better for the
country

It must not be overlooked that at the time this pre-

posterous proposalwas made by the Patent Commissioners
two oftheir own number were the recipients of 5,000/ or
6,000/ a year, paid out of the Patent fees, for which they
rendered, and could render, for want of the requisite

knowledge, absolutely no service to the Patent system,
and that the surplus income of the office was about
90,000/ per annum
The following is a copy of the correspondence referred

to by Col Strange in his remarks during tlic discussion,

as having taken place on the subject of appomting unpaid
Commissioners of Patents —

{Cf/v of tht Memonal )

To the Right Ifoa the Lord Ronilly, Master of the Roils.

My laird,—The great use of patents fs to make known the
inventions, processes, and secrets of others. It is therefore

highly Important that the mast of informaUon accumulated at

the Patent Office should be made available, so at to mske known
as far as possible all inventions and modes of manufacture for

the benefit of the country The advantage of so doing would
be immense, and would help to keep the maanfactnrn of tids

conntiy m advance of others. Action in this direction on the
part ot the authoniies hat been prayed for in every memonal
that has been presented
One of the Urst memorials was presented by the Institution of

Uechanical Engineers, with Mr Robert Stejdienson ns pre-
sident at its head Thia was presented In 1853 to the Right
Hooonrable Frederick Lord Chelmsford, Lord High ChanoeUw
of Great Bntam, the Right llononrable bur John RomUly,
Matter of the Rolls, Sir FiUroy Kelly, her Majesty’s Attomey-
Oeocral, aid bir Hugh McCalmont Cainui her Majesty s
Solidtor-Genetal; and prayed for greater focilitiea being given
to penma making inquiries m any branch of knowledge at the
Fateat Office.

The lecoed memorial in 186a was presented to the
Honourable Sir John RomUly It prayed amongst other tlUiigi

for " a building at an office for patents, indodi^ in it a o
plete library, a oc

^ . ... -

of ckiks and othen to pcepue wdMimted
tracts and alsidgmenti of inventiona and pro-

,
made public either by the speeificatioaa of patenta or

otherwise and whether Fmglith or fo—

”

. ’
—IS presented to

„ it the effiden_,

incressed, but called the attention of the CommbaioiMM to

recent reductiona m the staff and ita disoiganlaed atate , whidi
tbsff was “ utterly inadeqnate to satisfy the reqmieinenti of per-

sons seekmg information among the very nnmeniaa woeka con-

tained there. ’ The memoriallits went on to state that *' thqr

had enterbdned the hope that, to far from a rednedan bdng
taadt, there would have Ixen an increase ordered to todi an ex-

tent at would have enabled the abridgments of the spedficttioiui

in thevanons branches of art (which abridgmentswere commenced
nbont seven years ago) to be pudied vigorontly forward, so at

to complete the abstracting of the whole of the original spedfi

cations, and to keep np those abatrecU from year to year as new
matter is furnished \ our memorialists feel it is hardly possible

to overrate the advantages to be denved by the pnbUc from a
complete and mtdligent system of abstracts ,

and they venture

to uige upon the tonsideration of the Commissionen the neces-

sity of at once providing a tnffioent number of qualified pertoni

(to be under the entire control of the identiiic officer appointed
by the Commissioners to superintend the spemficattons) to assist

that officer in prepanng sneh abstracts, and also to collect and
epitomise scientific mformatlon generally

The president and members of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers addressed a memorialm 1864 to the Right Honourable

whether patented or not, foreign as well as Englub Such a
systematic arrangement as is needed is qmte within the compasa
of an efficient staff of officers misetsed of technical knowledge,
and could be at once proceeaed with , the state of inventions

could then be ascertained, and the common case of several per-
sons patenting the same thmg would be avoided.

In i^ a Select Committee of the Hoose of Commons in

quired at great length mto the working of the Patent Office {

and reported, in accordance with the general tenor of the evidence^
that much more was required to be dune at the Patent Office to
render ft iffiaent , that more attendanu were required, and
'* that the want of mcreaaed accommodation was so much felt os
to prejudice the due admimstraliou of the Patent law (para-

graphs 3 and 4 of report , answers 10 to 13, 18 to 31, 658 to

&3j 667, 817, 863.
—" — ‘

667, 817, 863, 1038, and 1039 of evidence)

'c merely allude to the opinions expressed t

Committee of the House of Commons, scientific n
tureis, engmeen^ and inventors, os the various memonala and
other documents are in the posMssion of the Commusionen of
Patents , but we would further mention that the various Com
missioners of Patents have from the year 1858 reported from
tune to time to the Lords of the Treasury that great improve-
ments were wanted, and a good building urgently tequli^ for
the purposes of the Patent Office

In conclusion we beg to state that it is our decided opinion,
and that of many of those who have signed various memorials,
that It would conduce greatly to the progress of manofactmes
and the advancement of commerce, if the large stock of know-
ledge of inventions and proceases, bMh patented and open, sto*^
at the Patent Office, were made available to the mamifactnrert
and the public gaerally , and this your petitioners believe would

theiW at the IMtcnt Office were angmoited by the ai

asuffictent number of persons^ poaseiM of good technical know-
ledge, and well able to abatract all spedficatloiii as they e«ma la
daily, so that they might at once be entered into an
SubJ^ matter Indeiq which would give a true indication of
what was in the specifications. Inoddltioatotbuof oouim the
large number of spccificatiMU already at the wooid raqnliq
to be abstracted and entered fata shmlar manner inanew ciUtloii-

of subject matter indexea, that would really Indicate what waOn
contained in each nedfi^on, which the present indexes do
not Further, we beg to urge that siiniiar sulqect-matter
dexeahefonnederf aUlnventuns and pcocesaea comprised in the
very namerous Indmms and tablsa ofoontenta of the setaOfio
booka coBtained in the excellent adentific and tndinioal Ubmy
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of tho Potent Office, 10 that any penon niliiff due diligence

might eaeily team with tolerable certainty whether an hnrention

wen new or old, whldi it not now the cam
We beg to append a lample page of such two subject mattor

Indexei aa we would submit an urgently requited It ia almost
auperfluoua to mention that then an now several hundred
thcaiaands of pounds accumulated surplus, and an annual surplus

of about sixty thousand pounds, contributed by the very class of
persons who would benefit by such improved indexes.

L. L. Dillwyn, M P
Richard Bacoau.ay, M P
Charlis Fox, Mem IiuL CB.
Charlxs Hi tton Grroory, President Inst C E.
Edward Woods, Mem Inst CF
C WiLLUM Siemens, Mem Inst C E., F R S
Robkri Mai i et, Mem Inst C E F R S
Frederick J Hkamwrll, Mem Inst L h. Council

Edward A Cowper, Mem. Inst C K
aoth March, 186S.

tf Rtfly of the Matter ofthe holts to Mr Dtlh yn )

Rfll^ 3i8t March, 1868.

Sir,—I transmitted to the Lord Chancellor the memonat pre
sented to me on the aoth March Instant by yourself and the

Mtlenien who accompanied yon, relative to the present state of
Um Patent Office, together with my views on the subject , and
we have since considered the matter in consultation toother
The result of this is that we are prepared to recorameud to

her Majesty’s Government that three gentlemen should be
appointra to act u Commissioners of Patents together with the

Lord Chancellor and the Master of the Rolls for the time beuig

—one to represent mechanical science, another to represent

diemical seieiiee, and a third to represent the subjecU more
usually and more especially compruM m the term Natural
lUoeophy ’ We should prop^ that the gentlemen to be
recommended to her Majesty for this pnrpoee should be, as

rMords the fiish from gentlemen to be nominated by the Society

oTMechanical Engineers , as regards the second, from gentlemen
to be nominated I7 the Cheminl Society , and as regards the

third, from gentlemen to be nom nated by the Council of the

Royal Society But wo are not p epared to recommend that any
saluy should be attached to the services of these gentlemen We
trust and beheve that gentlemen fully comjietcnt for the purpose

may be (bund who have sufficient leisure, and who, from their

love of science and their desire to disseminate more widely the

discoveries made in these branches o( science would be wiilmg
to give their sendees without remuneratiom and to superintend

the general managemmit of the I atent Office^ to see that the

indmies and abstracts of the speafications are made accurate and
complete, and to redress the other defecU complained of in your
memorial, acting in all these respects in conjunction with the

Lord Chancellor and the Master of the Rolls, to whom they

would refer whenever the occasion might re quire it

I think It, however, desirable to repeat that, on fully consi

dering the subject, both the Lord Chancellor and myself have
arrived at the same conclusion, that it would be inexpedient to

create dther one or more salaried officers for this purpose , and
to say that we should both, if applied to, recommend her

Majesty's Government not to accede to that part of the views of
the gentlemen who composed the deputation, which had relaUon

to the creation of paid officers. Komilly
L. L. Dillwyn, , M F

FRANCIS KIERNAN, FRS
\JU"E. have to record the death, on Dec. ^ist last, of
» » Mr Francia Kieman, whose ducovenes in con-

nection with the structure of and circulation thnn^h the

liver, published in the Philosophical Transactions of the

Rc^ Society, and sepaintely m a work entitled "Ana
toioalcal Reaearchea on the Structure of the Liver,” ore so

w^ known to all physiologists and histologists.

-Mr Kieman was bom in Ireland on October and, 1800.

His fiuher was a member of the medical profession, who
came to this country during bis son’s younger days. The
•on was educatedat the Roman Catholic College at Ware,
In Hertfordshire, and received hiiwnedical traimng at St
Bartholomew’s Hospital, where, as a student, he gave

signs of marked ability, devoting all his energies to the
study of anatomy In 1825 he obtamed the membership
of tho College of SurLcoiis, and the fellowship in 1843.
In 1834 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society,
subsequendy receiving the C^ipley Medal
Mr Kieman was amongst mose most actively engaged

in the establishment of the University of I^ndon, of
the Senate of which institution, on its incorporation in

1837, he became a member^ and subsequently a frequent

examiner m his special subjects. He was never mamed
In 186s he was seized with a paralytic stroke, from the
eilects of which he never folly recovered

The mvesti^ions of Mr Kieman on the hver together
with those of Mr Bowman on the kidney, will be always
looked back to by biologists as the first fruits of the m
troduction to natural science of the microscope in its

modern form. Unlike many such productions, however,
they have both fully stood the test of tunc

Tf/E RlChNT THAW
'T'HE thaw of January i, 1875 happened almost simul

taneously in Pans and London, and the phenomenon
having been observed in both cities, it is possible to come
to a definite conclusion concerning many similar occur
rences
The exact hour of the change m Paris may be stated to

have been nine o’clock in the evening If u>c suppose it

was four o clock m London, we see that five hours were a
sufficient space of time for the gale to run the distance
between both cities—about 300 miles.

Telegraphic warmngs had been sent from London to
the Pans Observatory, but were of httle practical use for

want of proper means to disseminate the intelligence

otherwise, many inconveniences which were expenenced
by the Ponsians, surprised by the falling of sleety snow,
would have been avoided
This remarkable occurrence may be referred to as

aflording strong evidence in favour of extending and
popularwng m both countries the use of weather tele

grains Hut I think it may be useful to try to draw from
these circumstances some other conclusions.

In January 1871 1 inquired ofM Buys UalloLnow the pre
sident of the Utrecht Meteorological Office, if he could tell

me how to foresee if winds were likely to take a favourable

course for balloonmg from lalle to bnieged Pans. I was
told by the learned meteorologist to look at the upper
clouds, as any real change must of necessity take place in

the upper strata of the atmosphere, and descend gradually

to the earth.

Unfortunately these upper clouds were for days and
days ruiuung from the south, and the opportumty of
trying an ascent was lost Before the sudden thaw of the

24th of December, as well as before the ist of January, I

saw other clouds taking distinctly the same northern

course. It seemed to me that the motion ofthe upper strata

was communic^ed gradually to the air m closer proxi

mity to the earth, and that the mcteorolc^cal revolution

the ist of Jannary was preceded by a great change
produced m higher regions through some unknown
cause.

My conclusion seems to me to be supported by the fact

that the air was obscured by vapours before the thaw
actually toidc place. The sun lost apparently almost all

his warming power, as the difference between minima and
maxima read at the Observatory of Paiu at the end of

the cold penods amounted to a very few centesimal

degrees—uirec or four only , clear air and hot sun being,

If the theory it supported by facts an evidence that cold

weather ia to last for a long period It seems that the

upper currentu produced by cold and dry air commg from

the north and pushed southwards.

It would be interesting to submit the theory to the test
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of systematic ascents, in ortler to inquire into the condU

tion of the upper winds, and to measure their deflection

or veloci^, or their dimensions cither in vertical or in

honzontu directions

Some of the readers of Naturf may possibly feel

in^ned to help me m working out thue suggestions

practically, or at least to ascertain if they are justified

by facts as far as can be ascertained without travel

ling m the air W DK Fonvisu e

EARTHQUAKES IN THE PlIIUPPINE

A CORRESPONDENCE from Manila, dated Oct

17 18. gives the following notice of earthquakes

occurring toere and in the neighbourhood on C)ct 16,

which may be of interest to some readers of Nature —
M imla

10 iJ AM —Hard shock duration about 1 inin ,

genenl direction from 1 W ,
but moving from S E —

N W to N F —S W
10 15 A.M E 25“ N —W as“ S duration 5 sec

rotation from E—

N

raao am till 10.15 —Thirty seven other light

shocks, in the whole thirty nine shocks in twelve

hours
Ihe interval of these shocks became at last greater

and greater m the following order —
1020A.M iiaoASf 122 IM
ia25 „ tt23 „ 1219 „
1030 „ 1126 „ 1220 „
1040 „ 1131 „ 12 22 „
1043 „ 1134 « 12 24 II

1046 , 1141 „ 1231 „
10.50 „ 1144 I 1242 I

1051 , 1146 „ i''45 „
II 12 „ II 58 „ 12 50 „
'115 I.

Bulacan
10 S A M —Hard shock
10 1 1 A M till 1 I M —Lighter shocks

ramp<w(;a

iai3AM—NW SE Hard shock
10 21 AM—Duration 20 sec
12 30 P M —Light shock

12 55 P M
19 I,

153 „
240 „

625
81S
9»S

duration 50 sec

Pan^asmau
ia25 A M —S E N W Duration 26 sec ,

shock
Cavite

lai I A M —Light shock
10,45 A M —Light shock
12 13 r M —Light shock

light

\Batangas
102 A M—E —W Two shocks, of 10 sec and 7 sec

duration.

Laguna
Light shock

, 2 sec. duration

Royal Natural Hist Museum, A B Meyfr
Dresden, Dec 25

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS
'THE Mowing telegrams have been received durii* the past sreek —
hrom Prof Petersj vid Wellington, New 2tealand —
Tisumt oMervation great success first contact

, phttmwphs^ 237 ” ’

t i

31 -InteUigence hat been receivi
here from Honolulu, dated the nth init, respecting tl

observaUons of the Transit of Venus at that statloii. Th*
atmospheric conditions were favourable lor the observa-

tions , 150 measures of cusps and limbs and 60 photo-

graphs were obtained. A totally unexpected appeaiaace

was presented at the internal contact. The disc of the

enct bKamc visible as an entire circle some minutes
ore contact, and from then to the complete establish-

ment no definite or sudden phase was observed. Thera
was no black drop after the internal contact. Twenty out

of sixty photographs came out blurred Valuable r^ults,

however, were obtained. The first external contaa oc-

curred at 3h 7m
,
and the first mternal contact at two

minutes later than the British Nauttcal Almanaek stated.

The revelation of the complete circle of the planet

occurred before the actual internal contact, owing to the

effulgence of the corona the sun illuminating the whole
surface of Venus before the complete immersion.*’

In connection with the news from Honohihi, an article

in the Times of Tuesday says —“ The most remarkable
part about it is that the obrervers evidently r^arded as

an ‘unexpected appearance' a phenomenon similar to

one observed and rcconlcd in the former transits of 1761
and 1769. In the observations of Chappe d’Auteroche in

the latter year, recorded by Cassini, a drawing is actually

given of the horns of Venus visible beyond the edge «
Uie sun, and it seems probable from the text that the
planet was actually seen on the sun’s chromosphere at the
moment of egress."

Indeed, this phenomenon need not have caused any
surprise if the conditions had been previously clearly

understood In reference to this point, some statements
from the Daily News Thebes correspo^ent (Dec 9) are
worth quoting In speaking of the commencement of the

phenomenon the correspondent says Venus "appeared
anything but a promising subject for the purpose at first

She seemed literally to dance about the face of the sum
and her limb was jagged like a saw They both appeared
elliptical m an almost txtraordmary degree, owing of
course to refracuon, and tliey did not lose it entirely till

they were at least "f from the honzon Gradually the
limbs of botli got more and more defined, till Venus
looked like a small black pea resting on a luminous disc.

The sun, however, still remained somewhat troublesome,
particularly to the photographers, and it was not till just
before internal contact that he was really steady The
atmosphere of Venus was distinctly seen at certain
penods It showed as a pale white circle round part of

her edge, and was totally different to the brilliant sun-
bght The general remark was that it reminded us of
moonlight This caused a certain difficulty in cstimatmg
the true time of contacts, and perhaps any small discre-

pancy m observation may be accounted for by this pheno-
menon. 1 here is one curious coincidence to note,
and that Is, that no one seemed to have observed the
black drop which has been so much talked about , a famt
haze was seen, and a few jets of black springing out from
each side of the point of contact, but notmng more.
Neither m the photographs did it show, which perhaps
might have been expected Certainly, the weather couU
not have been more favourable just at the cntical time,
though, curiously enough, immediately after, a haze ramo
OB, which would senoiAy have affected the restdts. Need
I say that we are all thankful the obscnration has passed
off so well, and if only the other stations to which eiqiedi*

tions have been sent are equally fortunate, the sun’s dis-
tance ought to be definite^ settled. 1 fully expect that
the appearance of the faint line will give rise to a loqg
ducussion m the astronomical world It will be very
curious to note what other stations saw At all events
one thing is certain, and that is that our atmosphetd
must have been very clear, and alM that of Venus , cwnili
in the planet must have intercepted the sunlight, and
have prevented the formation ot tte huniaons ring; «r
rather partial nng. At one time the whole plaaet,iM
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it bid half paised over the limb of the lun, was visible,

mnindinK one of the dark part of the new moon on a
diear night I may aay that the whole appearance of m
tonal contact was quite unexpected, and the absence of

the Uack drop puzzled every observer External contact

was observed, 1 hear, almost simultaneously by all ob
servers, a point of the utm ost importance when the deme
of ellipticUy of the planet has been determined from
measurements of her diamete r

"

NOTES
The Germain, we are glsd to see, have finally decidetl to

send out a second expedition to the east coast of Greenland.

It is to consist of two steam vessels, of 300 tons burden, each

manned by thirty men , one to explore Greenland, while the

other advances to the north pole The estimated cost la nbont

50^000/ sterling and the cxp^ition u to leave m June 1875 or

Jnne 1876 according ns the money can be got together There

is no hint that the German Government is to lend assistance,

thongh we hope it will do aomelhing, after snch a good example

has been set by our own Government It would be a splendid

and healthy outlet for national nvaliy to have these two expe

ditions start thli year, each doing ita Ixst to wm the Arctic cam

paign, and atnving to be the first to unfurl its particular national

flag over the long fonght for goal At all events during the

next two or three years we ought to hear of some fine conquests

having been made in the far north The prej aralions for our

own expedition are steadily progressmg Comminder Mark

bam, R N , arrived on Tuesday at Portimonth.

Onk of the principal articles in this month s Gcographual

Magatine is on I tent Cameron’s recent discoveries in the Tan>

gsnyika region. The writer justly rates Lieut. Camerons

work as of the highest importance, and we earnestly hope

that the appeal of the Royal Geographical Society for snbscnp-

iiona to enable Cameron to complete bis work will be 1 berally

responded to Already 1,494/ btve been subscribed, including

$00/; from the Geographical Society , but of thu, $44/ will be

swallowed up by expenses already incurred, so that there is really

only 950/ available This, “ it 11 confidently hoped, will be

largely Increased u soon u tlie people of Lngland are fully

aware of the necessities of their young countryman In the heart

of Africa, and of the glorioui work that he is bravely attempting

to do, alone and iingle-bandcd.
’

Dr Au chik will give the coarse of lectures on Comparative

Anatomy and Zoology this session at Umveruty CoUe^ Lon
don, pending the appointment of a successor to the late Prof

Grant The introductory lecture will be delivered to-day, at

4PII

Ma. Bowdirr Shakp, of the British Museum, delivered a

iacture on " The Birds of our Globes ’ on Tuesday, Jaunaiy 5,

in the private music-room at Mr N llolmes s residence, l*nm

rota HilL The lecturer, commencing with the “ Accipitres, or

birds of prey, gave a condte description of the vanous families

and genera of birds, termmating, according to modern clasnfi

eatkm, with the " Struthiones,” illnstrating at the same time the

difiarent gronpe by an alaborate senes of paintings specially pre

pared ibr the oc^on by Uctr Kanicmana, the well knosro

omltMogical ardsL

We have received a foretaste of the forthcoming new edition

the “Encycloptedia Britaimica, ’ m the shape of a separate

raprint of Mr A. R. IValloca’a carefully written artide on

^ Aacllmatiaation.” After an examination of a considerable

mabar of butance^ Mr Wallace condudea 1
“ On the whole,

wa teem jnstifiad in condudtog that, nnder favoniable oonditioai,

aiid widi R proper adaptation of maona to the end in view, man

tni^ hecoma aedhaatfaed with at hast u mndi eertabty and

rapidity (counting by generations rather thm by yean) as any of

the lower ammals.
’

Tmk great hurricane which ssvept over Hong Kong on the

aznd and 23rd of September lost, and to whicli we referred

at length last week, appears, from odicial reports, to have
caused conaiderable damage In the Government Gardens.

Mr hold, the supctmtendcnt rcjorti that the largest tieet

suflered the most severely, several of the oldest and largest

being entlrdy destroyed. Many other trees, altbough not

destroyed, were severely damaged, having nearly the whole of

their branches broken off, while many which were thus damaged,

but which had not their roots Iirokcn or strained, will, m course

of time^ produce fresh branches and foliage A considerable

number of smaller treea and shrubs were entirely destroyed,

having been broken off close to the ground, while others were

blown over and a great portion of their roots so much exposed

to air and light as to threaten their nltimate destruction

Operations were at once commenced for the preservatii n of os

many of the trees and shrubs as there was any prospect of

saving, and the gnalcr port of them were replanted and pro

tected by suppoits The flower pots contunin^, plants m vanoui

parts of the gardens were broken in great numbers, and the

plants for the most part much disfigured. In the nurseries, like

wise, the plants in pots were thrown out, but 110 serious damage

was effected With regard to treea in different parts of

the town, which come under the Forest Department of Hong
Kong, Mr Ford says “ I have observed that m nearly all

cases where trees were blown down in the typhoon of September

1871 and those treea were again set upright and have continneil

to grow np to the late typhoon, they have again falls , and in

several cases are tbia time entirely destroyed , thns proving, as a

general rule, that when once a tree suffers so severely as to canse

its prostration, httle reliance can be placed on that tree ever

aflerwords continuing or becoming a sound and healthy one.

In the barveyor General s Report to the Colonial Secretary of

Hong Kong on the damage caused 1 y this humcane, it is

rcgreUeil that no record remains oi the pressure of the wind,

owing to the meteorological station connected with the Govern

ment Hospital being swept away by its force It w further said,

however ” That the island was not many miles distant from the

focus of the cyclone is proved not only by the intensity ol the

wind, but by a feature known to exist only within auch a focus,

namely, the abrupt intervals of calm during the height of the

gale These lulls wire instantaneous, often lasting as long as

four or five minutes , and, alternating with the most violent gusts,

equally sudden, the conjoint action of the two became, as it

were, that of a battering ram
”

BIany experiminta have been tried in 1 rance to test the

cflects of cold on railway axles. Many engmeirs suppose that

accidents to wheels do not result from any diminution of tenacity

of the metal, bnt merely from its losing all its elastic ty owing

to the frost hardening the surface of the earth. A fret which can

be adduced as a strong argument in favour of that theory was

obserred ly the inhabitants of Montmartre during the lost

period of frost The passing of the trains uliiih run so fre

qncntly through the liatignolles tunnel at a distance of half a

mile was heard by them day and night, which li never the cose

in ordinary curcumstanccs. As soon as the thaw Kt in the trains

ceased to be beard , the earth having resnmed Us former ilas

ticity, the sounds were dissipated as before. It hoi been observed

by hrench railway engineers thst thaws are apt to lead to the

breaking of axlei and chains. The elasticity licmg only parbally

!
recovered, many ihocka affect the trams when tunning at a fast

I

rate^ and ate apt to lead to catastrophes.

Mr. W. PHILLII>^ of Shrewsbury, proposes to publish, nnder

I

th« tale of "ElyeUocei Britaimici,’ dried spectmens of the Luger
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(ucomjrcetooi fangi. To penons forming collecUonr of oor

indigenous fnngl, Mr Phillips s fasdcnli null be nseful, since

similar collections hare hitherto prindpalljr comprised only the

Hynunomyctlts Mr Phillips will be assisted \ij various wdl
known mycologists, and he proposes to issne a very limited

nnmber of copies at twelve shillings each fascicalas of fii^

species.

M Am^ve Gmlleram has published through Tfachette a very

interesting work on Comets^ profusely niustrateiL All the

modem theories are discussed, iron Descartes to Sclimparelli, a

number of traditions and stones connected with comets beiag

alto introduced.

Wa omitted to mention in last week’s notice of the anniver

toiy meetuig of the Prench Academy the speev.h dehvered by

M Dumas on Dels Rive It is a part of the duty of the perpetual

secretaries to deliver such ^oget at each anniversary m eeting

That duty hat been performed by each perpetual secretary from

Fontenelle to our days, and the collection of these Mtgu it an im>

portant part of the Academical pnbhcatums. M Bertrand is at

present engaged m prepanng the iloqt of M Elie de Beaumont,

which will bo delivered in 1876

A (.oMMissiuN, nominated by the Geographical Society of

Pani^ and composed of Admiral Flnnot de langle, MM Delcsse,

Charles Grad, II Fairy, and Jolea Guard, hu just published

some instructions to navigators to aid in their study of the

physical geography of the sea. These iastnicUoni, which the

Society sends gratnilouily to everyone who is wiUing to turn to

acconnt, in the interest of science, his stay on board ship, point

ont, in a style sufficiently prectw: and elementary to come within

the Gomprdention of all, the prinupol points on which observa*

tions should be mode, and the b*st methods to be adopted for

collecting useful particulars.

At St Peter a College, Cambridge, on Apnl 6, there will be

an examination for a Natural Science bcholarslup Tlie subjects

of eaamination will lie botany, Ghcmislry and chemiuU physics,

geology, and comjiantive anatomy and physiology No candi

date will be examined in more than two ot the above mentioned

sobjects. Applicauons to become candidates most be made on

or before March 29 to the Kev J Porter, tutor of the College,

who will give all necessary information

By the death of Prof William Macdonald, of St Andrew’s

University, the chair known as that of "Cml and Natural

Hishny ” becomes vacant. Dr Macdonald held it for twenty*

four years. X1ie post has from the first b-en practically a sine

core, and almost seems to have been msUtuted for the sake of

the professor We wonder if the benate of St Andrew's will

allow their Univenity to be iKfooled by the appointment of a

ittocessor to Dr Macdonald In this oniqae chair of " Civil and
Natnral History

’

Wx are glad to see that it is intended to iorm a lociety at

Watford, having for Its object the investigation of tho meteor*

ology, geology, botany, and zoology (including entomology,

omi^Iogy, &C,) of the neij^ibanrhood, and the duseminatiou

amongst its memben of inforoiation 01 natural history and
microscopical saenoe; The evenmg meetings of the society

will be hi^ (by pcrmissioa) in the rooms of tho Watford Public

lifasaiy, and during the summer months field meetings will also

be h^ It is proposed that the annual subscription be ten

abiUiags^ without entrance fee The names of ladies and gen>

tlemen wilUng to join the society wUI be received by Dr Bre t,
j

Watfosd Houses by Mr Arthur Cottam, St John’s Road,

Watfoed, add Bfr John Ilopkinsoo, jun., Holly Bank,

Watford. It is hqped that a sufficient numW of names will bs

leoelved within the nsst few days to warrant a mtehng being

esDed to fotad the society in the coarse of the preunt month. <

Tiis Institution of Civil Engineers seems to be ons of tht

most prosperous of our seienbric societies. On its books on

Nov 30^ 1874, were 3,130 members, its income for the past

year arts upwards of lo^Dooil, and its investments smonnt to

nearly 33,000/

A SARK phenomenon, nys the MaZ/a Timet, occurred in the

forenoon of Monday the sist uit During a strong wind from

the south west, which had prevailed for two dayi previonsly, the

sen suddenly iom several feet and flooded the moles and roods

turronndmg the harbours, causing four or five steamers, moored

between the Custom llooie and Coleara Rise, to snap thmr stem

hawscTi like packthreads, and carrjiog away boats that ware

hanled ashore in the French and other creeks. The sea then

receded as suddenly as it rose, leaving portions of the bottom of

the harhonr expos^ upon which men and boys might be seen

collecting fish and other manne onunaU that had been left

tgronnd by the retiring water bhottly afterwards the sea

resumed its ordinary level Similar phenomena have been

noticed occasionally during the conrie of many years

M W DK Fonvisi lx has published a small volume, " Le

Metre International definitif,’ ^ving an account of tho dcterml*

nation of the metre and the n^tlations relabng to it from 1789

to 1874.

The /JjuJk JVhtis of Monday has a letter from its correspon

dent on board the ChalltHger, giving a few details in oddillm to

those contained in the recent Ttmet letter From Hong Kong
the ship was to return to Manila and other places, as fsr as New
Guinea, then make for Yokohama, Japa&

There was a alight shock of earthqnake at MalUt on Fiiday

lost, at I r M

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens daring the

past week include two Razor billed Curassows (d/i/wo /nhreta)

and a Yarrell't Cnrassow (Our caruHeu/ata) from South

Amencn, presented by Mrs. A E. Nash, seven Golden Agontii

(Dasyprot/a aqmi), from Guiana, five Guira Cuckoos (Gmra
pirtri m) from Para, an AnI (Ov/ophaga am), two Onnoeo
Oeesc {Chema/opexyabaU), two Red tailed Goans {Oria/u/a rufi

eauda], a Spotted Cavy (Or ogenys pa(a), and a Collared Peccary

(Dacolyla hjacu), all from South Amencu, purchased.

Tiir mrstNT condition ot the royal
SOLIFTY*

{Ex/m ltdfrom Iht PrtndaUt Addrtti at the Anmoerutry
Meetmg )

CommxUte of Papers - The strength of the Society being

represented by its pnblicalioas, the Committee of Papers is the

one wbme functions ore nnqoestionably the hipest and most
oneroni, as they arc the most closely scrnhnlsed by the Fellovrs

snd the poblte.

Fveiy member of the Cooncil is included in this committee,
which meets niter almost every Cmindl meeting, and no part of
its duties u at present performed by a wb-committee. It appears
to me to be very doubtful whether this arrangement, even if the

best, can last, owing to the greatly increased number of pspeis
now communicaled and their augmenting bulk, and to the mue
of tbcir contents being le« easily estimated u the subjects of

sdenbfic research become more specialised As it is, in the
nsjorlty of cases but few of the members present can juite of

the menls of many of the papers , and it is not sssy sitiBr a
probacted Conned meebng, and one occupied with promiscooue
business, to fix the attention of a large comnuboe upon subjoeta

with which but few members piessnt msy be frunlliar It is,

true that the committee is aided in all cases by the written

opinions of careful and impartial refoees, and by the spodsl
attainments of oorseecetaries, and that it is most dsdiable tlwt

the sometfanes divergent opinions of these shookL be weighed by

> CealuMwdftemp.ty8
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ftthen w well u I9 expeiti m the mU^ects of the pq)en But epartment*, but that they are m keeping wiA the purpoies and
far all thia a committee of the whole Coondl >s not necetiaty , the high poeition of the Society

and though 1 doidd not be di^wced to advocate a retain to a Yon are awan that the Conncil molved that the Catalogne of
lyttem once panned of leaolvlng the committee into inb> Scientific Fapen ihonid be continned through the decade i864<
eoaunittcea dunged with apeeial tnbjecU, 1 think it ponlble that 1873. Thia woik ia now piogieiaing under diiecuon of the
aome other plaa may meet the difficnldea of the caae and rdieve Umny Committee, who have had chaige of the undertaking
oar overbnraesed Council of much labour A poaaibie plan for from the commencement 1 he neceasoiy fhndi are granted by
idieving both die Coondl and the committee, whde aecurlng aa I a vote of the Connal, and we may bope^ in the couiie of the
caiefhl a acrutiny of the papen u we now have, would be a coming year, that the aeventh volume of thia important work
diviaioM of the labonn of the committee, and an addition of will be ready for publication , and we confidently truat tlmt the

eatiamembera to ita number, chosen from among the Fellows, Covcmment will extend its liberal^ by priming this aa it did
who ahonld continue in office throughout the aCMon. Thia, or the former volumea of the aeries. The total outlay upon the six

ratw plan of the kind, would have the advantage of engaging volnmea already pnbliahcd (which comprise papera pnblidied
more of the Fellowa than at preaent In the affidia of the Society, between 1800 and 1863) haa been 8,936/ i at

, of which 3,720/
and I fed ame that ao reaponaible a poaition aa that of Extra 151 fuL (the cost of preparaUen) was dtfrayol by the Society,

member of the Committee of Papera would be acceptod with and the teat (the coat of prmting, paper, and bmduig) by the

pride by thooe Fellowa who are moat competent to dismrge the Ireasnnr , againat which muat be act the nroceeda d sale repaid

dutlea, to tlie Treaanry in occaaionol amounts, the lost within tlio pre

It acemt convenient to refer here to suggestions that have been sent year, making a total amount of 1,000/

made to me oa to the expedienqf of Imal^ np onr transactions The number of copies of the Suaety 1 Transactions distributed

or proceedings, or both, into sections devoted to physics and matmtuosly to mstitations and individuals not Fellows of tbe

biology reiuectlvdy, or even subdividing them still more. This Sodeiy 11 now 209, ond of the Proceedings 325
•epamoa has bea advocated on the ground that science Imi llmse great labours of thia committee m
beeome ao apcdalhcd that no acientiiic man can graap all ita snb- connection wnb the removaTinto the apartmenta we now occupy
diviaiofif, tw tbe mixed pubheationa ore cumbersome and diflt bod not terminated at the begmmne of the mist session , and
cult to consult, and thnt private libranea are now ovetberdened vanoua matters have attU to be attended to. That the atrange-

with the publicationa of Socletiet, of each of which a small part menta the committee has made have given satiifaction to the

would suffice for all their posaeasora wants. There la no quea Fellows at large haa been amply acknowlM^ We are^ indeed,

lion that this, If now an evil, will soon b«eome intoltnble^ for gveatly mdebted to them for the knowledge, experience, and
oar publicationa mcreaie rapidly m nnmber of contributions and time, all ao freely given m our service aa also to the knowledga
in their bulk There are^ however, 10 many conaiderationa to of our requirements and the practical views of oar Assistant

be diacasied before any lyatem of rdief can be adopted, that I Secretary, upon whom fell the duly of suggesting the beat dia-

confine myself to stating the subject aa it has been nrg^ upon position of the apartments throughont thia i^e andcommodioos
me. buildmg Lastly, I would beg your permi^n to record the

The Society’s bbraiy now comprehends 36,270 volumes and nervicea of the eminent architect, Mr Dariy, who has through

10,000 tracts, the most conaidenble collection of scientific works ont shown the greatest regard to our position and lequircmenti,

in the poateaaion of any private body , and in respect of liana and but for whose piofesMonal ability enlialed m our service we
actions and Proceedings of scientific academies, sodetiea, and might have found ouraclvea oa ill aa we are now well accommo-
inititutiona, I believe it ia unnvalled among public bodies. dsM
Aoomplrte Catalogue of the Scientific Books, MSS and Fundj and BtfUtsU—1h* Donatum Burnt —In 1828 onr

Letters, which I legrM to say is unaccompanied by any hiitori former I’lesident, br Wollaston, inveated a,ooo4 m the Tiitve

Oil or other information regarding the Ibiaiy, was printed in per Cents for tbe creation of a fund, the dividends from which

1839 Another catalogue of the mlacellaneoua literature and were to be expended liberally ' from time to time m promoting

letten was printed m 1841 , and there is alw a MSS cala experimental rneaichea, «* in rewarding thoie by whom such

logue of maps, charts, engravmgs, and drawing*, which number rerearchea have been made, or in such other manner aa shall

upwards of 5,00a appear to the Fiesidcnt and Council for the lime being moat

For aome yean past the Library Committee, indefatigable m conducive to tbe mteresta ol the bociety m particular, or of

steady endeavour, have greatly mcreoied the value and efficiency science in gcncnL ’ There is no rcaliiclion aa regards nation-

of our library , and in 1873, previous to leaniig old Burbngton ohty 1 but mombeia of Council arc excluded from partidpation

House for our present apwmenls, it ordered a Tearrangcmcnt of during their term of office.

tbe whole, and the preparali n of a new catalogue, which ia To Uua fund many bberal additions were made. Mr Davies

bemg proceeded with aa fiut as the current duties of the officers Gilbert gave 1,000/ Waibuiton, Hatchett, Guillemard, and
will permit Chantiey each contnbuted too gnmeas hrom these gift^ and

In the mean time the Catalogue of Tranaochona and Jontnala by accumulationa, tbe fund m 1849 had ncreaaed to 5,293/
if printed for working puipoKS, and will be added to until such With subsequent contnbuiiona, and a bequest of soot by our

lime aa the general catiilo^e ia readv for preai eminent FeUow the late Sir Francis Ronalds, the total, oa

The collection of Oriental MSS presented by Sir William shown by the balance-sheet now in your hands, amoonta to

Jones m 1792, and added to by hia widow in 1797, wu hugely ir id In addition to the balance sheet already referred

consulted by several of tM distinguished foremnera who to, a detailed statement of grants from the Donation Fund is,

aasenbled at the Oriental Congress in London last September m accordance with a reaoluuon of Council, publuhed with the

From conversation with.aome of these gentlcmeii, I learnt that Report of tbe Anniversary Meetmg
the ocdlectfoncontainimanydocnmenta of the greatest value and Sir Francis Ronalds died in 1873, hia beqnest (reduced by
rarity, together with some that are unique, and it may be payment of legacy duly to 450/) waa made aa declared in hu
wona the cousideiatioa of the Council, whether thqr would not will, in recognition of the advantages he had derived when
be more uieful if transferred to^ or deposited in, the India llouorary Ducctor of the ObKivatoiy at Kew, fiom the sums
Ofike oc aome other Oriental libi^, whm theywould be con granted to him ont of the fund to aidhun m the conatiuctum of

suited to gteoter advantage than here At present tb^ occupy hia photographic apparatus for the registratioa of terreatrtal

part of the room devoted to onr archives. magnctiam, atmoaphenc electikRy, and other meteorological

The two moat noteworthy additltmi to the library doting the phenomena,
pert year have been the MSS on logic and mathesmtici of Of the grants made during thepaat icaaioii, I would eapedally

OUT bite ftDow Prof Boole, preiented by hia widow
, and Dr mention 100/ to Dr Dobrn in rapport of the Steiione Zoologica

Fayrei^e collection of forto-teven oikinal dniringa of the poi at Naples, in which two British natoraliati, Mr Lankeater and

onouB makes of Indio, which are of interest m connection wuh Hr Balfour, have recently made a valuable senes of observa

Ui and Dr Bnmton’a experlmaita on anake-poiaoni, printed in tiona on marine animals.
onr " Froccadinga.’’ Among tbe other* were a grant of 25/ to Dr Carpenter for

rThe apartmenta devoted to the library afford apace for twenty tbe purpose of coMtructing an apparatus to lUaitrate ibc theory

years’ adriitioii at the present rate of inertase , they are remark of oceanic cuenkuon in relaticm to temperature, and 506 in

•hfo commodlona , and those who aiaanblcd at our Soiree laat eld of the Sub-Wca)dn>t Exploration In reference to thia

ipnig and raw them fw the first time ligb ted np and decorated bit, I iboild renuult that, in recognition of the import
wBI.oimaldef wiA me that ^oie neg onlya noble suite of scientific reanltawhldi have been obtained from the Sub-WeaUen
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boring (which i* now euncd to n dopth of i.ooo Ceet), and in

view of obtoming farther usuUnce from her Majeit; i Govern

judge appropriate^ with the object of obtaini^ a grant bom the

pnblic pane in aid of the bonng
In pormance of thu icaolntion, I joined the Prandantf of

the Geological Society and of the laitftution of Civil Engineera

in pietenung a memoria], which wu moat fiivourably received,

•ndwai anawwed Iw a promiie on the port of the rreaiuiy of

tool for every too feet of bonng that shooUl be accompluhad,

down to a depth of 3,ooo feeb

Tit GfvemnuHt Grant (of i.ooof per annnm) contmnea to be

expended with aatiafactory resulb I muit refer you to the

report which will bepu^xhed in our Froceedmga for the

itatement of the gnuibi, tnakmg, however, apecinl alluilon to

Dr Klein a work on the Anatomy of the Lymphatic Syitem,

towarda which 100/ from thu fund wax granted, and by meana

of which copies have been dutnbuted to the beat advantage in

oonntry and abroad

The SatnUfic Rduf Fund slowly angmmUs, and haa been of

the greatest service. It is almost unique among chanties m
casting nothing m the working and in being inaccessible to

direct or indirect canvassing. The amount hitherto expended m
relief since its establishment bos been 3,240/ , extendM to fifty

two individuals or familiea.

The Oikkmt TrusL—Otue of the moat munificent bequests

ever made in the interest of science is that of the late Dr
liorthwick Gilclirist, a retired Indian medical officer, well known
as the autlior of the “Grammar of llmdostani.

Dr Oilchnst was on intimate fnend of Dr Birkbeck, Joseph

Hume, Sir John Bowmig, and others of the advanced Librnis of

fif^ years ago, and took port in the establislimcnt of the
“ London University, ’ now Umvenuty CoUqie lie died in

1841, leaving bis large fortune to be davoted, after hu wife a

death, to “ the benefit, advancement, and propagation of edu

cation and learning m every part of the world, as circumstances

penult," the trustees having an “ absolute and nncontrolled

discretion as to the mode of applying it 1 he income of the

Trust, which is being gradually augmented by the sale of

bwldiog lots at Sydney, where Dr Oilchnst liad invested a

considerable sum in the purchase of on estate with a view to its

ultimate rather than its immediate pniducUveness, now amounts

to about 4,000/ per annum Die trustees have created vanous
acholanhips for bnnging young men of ability fimn India and
the colonies to cany cm their education lu this country , and
they have also givcm assutanoe to vanous educational msdta-

tions whuh they considered to have a claim for occasional help

from the fund, such as the Working Men s College in London
and the Ldinbuigh School of ArU , and they have instituted

short courses of scientific lectures to working men in London,

Manchester, Leeds, and LiverpooL

1 he trustees now desire to do something cRectual for the

advaneenteHt of learni ig , and a sdieme—suDsequcntly submit-

tel to the Council of the Koyal Society—was su^estM by Dr
Carpenter, the secretary of the I rust^ os one which seeniM to
him to be the most cfiectnal for carrying out this object , and it

was adoiHed by the trustees on his recommendation.

In a letter addressed to myself in June last, Dr Carpenter

informed your Couned that the trustees of the fund had
resolved to employs portion of it in the promotion of soentific

reseondi, and empowered him to submit the foliowuig liboal

proposal to the consideration of your Conned namely, the

trustees pnpoae annually to entertain the question of placing

1,000/ at the disposal oil the Counal of the Koyal Sodety to

be expended in grants to men of proved abdity in scientific

research, but who^ from their limited pecuniary means, are pre-

cluded from prosecuting inqmnes of great interest by the
necessity of devoting to remunerative wora the time they would
wish to devote to such inquines j the Louncll of the Society to
undertake on their part to recommend to the trustees sniut^
subjecu of inquiry, competent men circamstanced as indicated,

and the sum to be assignM in each case^ The trustees desir^

further, that the grants should not be regarded as eleemonnary,
but rather as studentships carrying with them scieiibfic ihstinc-

tioo, and not as rewards for post work, but as means for work
to M done.
Upon this communication'(m which yon cannot fail to per-

ceive not only on enhi^Uened regard ior interasU of adence
ms the part of the tnistee% but, on the of their secretary,

an aoennte perception of the best means of
'

the greatert scientific needs), your Coonoil apporatedacoowiitfne
to report on the pn^xMoL Their labouianwalrendycoodudedi
the propositionW been accepted, but under sopnlatkiit for
folfibnent of the frdlowtng oonditioBs by aj^^Ucants for the

recipients be designated OtUkriH Stndimtt for the
year in which the grants are mode.
That no appUcsBon for grants be received except it has bi

nean. Geological, and Zoological ,
and that im appUcations be

snbinitted to a committesL consisting of the Fr^ents of the
SIX Societies together with the offiem of the Kojrol Society,

which committee shall recommend the applicants to the Gilchrist

Trustees.

That a form of applicalion be prepared setting forth the
general objects of the Gilchrist Stanimtshlpe^ and the cowU-
tioni upon which they an conferred

That each student furnish, at tht end of tha year for whidi
the grant it made, a report of his progreas and rewlti, signed by
himself end countersigned by the President of the Society
through which the application war ‘

Simple f-"
prove by nc

,

easy to find subjects, and candidates too ;
but the trustees m

not expect in every case a lull annual harvest for what they
annually tow, or thst tome of the seed will not be productive of
a crop of good intentions rather than good fruits. Putting
aside all the temptations to procrastination that pre-payment
foeters, there it the fact that every subject of tmenurio research
presents a labyrinth fai which the investigator may wander
lurther and further from the mam gallery, alwaye folloanng
eome templing lateral track leading to dlicoveiy, but never
either reaching the end of it {or getting back to that which be
set ont to follow

We must, however, hope for the best resnlu from so munifi-

cent an eidowment of laentific rcaearch, and watch with the
deepest interest the progress of an expenment, the means for

instituting which, otter being urgently called for from the
Government and our Umveruties, are now forthcoming from
private resources.

The IFtn/rtHthaM Bequett—Hitherto this curious bequest
has, so far as the booety u concerned, proved alike profitless

and troublesome, os will appear from a few paiticubua of its

history

biT Qlflon Wmtilngham, Bsrt, a Fellow and ion ofa Fellow
of this Sodety, died at Hammersmith, Jonnary lotb, 1794, and
bequeathed 1,200/ Three per Cent Consols (payable twelve
rnootbs after the decease of his wife) to the Royal Society,
subject to the conduiou that within one month of the payment
of the annual dividends in each year the President should me on
the snbjects for three eaaya in Natural Philosophy or Chemistry,
and inbout them to the Society to be adopted by secret ballot
The subjects were then to be advertised in the papers of
London, Pans, and the Hague 1 the essays were to be seat to
the Ro]^ Society within ten months date of advertisement,
each author to deUver ten ctqiies

,
and the Freiidaiit and nine

members of Couned vrere to choose the best, and then to have
made a silver cup of 30/ valuer to be presented to the eucceis-
ful essayist on the last Thniaday in December In case of
faUuK the dividends were to be paid to the treasurer of t^
Foundhim HoKiitaL
Lady V^trmgliam died in 1805, but the Royal Society

heard nothing of the bequest until 1839^ whmi steps were
to obtain poMession of the fund. The Foundling Hoepital put
forward their claim

, legal proceedings were taken, costs beug
paid out of accumulated dividends { and in 1843 the Ro^
Sodety were put in possessioa of the 1,300/ stock. Owing to
the essential difficnlties of canylng out the conditions of
tesUtor I will, the dividends have ever since ben paid to the
Foundling UospitaL
The Conned, deiirons that thoee difficulties should be over*

a solutioa , but no latisfaoa

nell, Ber^w a oonntry gentleman, and the’ posseisof AT «
cocsiilerable landed mid pen^ estate in BetkaUn and Mid,
dleiex. He died in 1843, having bequeathed the huSoTK
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U afimr the dttcctM of hit two iliten, to the RoyU

The leit of theie ledUt died u 1873, since when certain legal

fannaJillfe have been complied with, and t^e claims of the

Rojral Sodctjr to the landed estates nnder the Mortmiun Act
hare been bronoht before the Court In February last the

Muter (rf the decided that “the gifts to the Kqyal
'

, so far as thev relate to pure pmsonalty, are good
'e gift^ but otherwise void The peiBoinalty m set

By the tenns of the will, the Society is to preserve the pro
perty mtact m valne, os a Fund Principal, the income of which
U to be aisled to the rewarding inventions in art, dlscovencs in

sdeaoe^ physical or metaphysical (“which last and highest

branch 01 adenee^’’ to quote the testator’s words, “has been of
late most iiyurionsly neglected in tins country ), or for the
assistance of fit persons In the prosecution of mventiona and
discoveries. The resranls or assistance are to be granted
annually, or after Icmger periods, to British subjects or foreigners,

according to the impartial decision of the President and
CoandL
A delay in distributing the bequest hu arcsen from the

absence of a party on whom it was essential to serve a decree

this has, however, hemi now served, and there is every reason to

believe that the suit will go forward , m whmh case we may
hope to receive the proceeds early next year

The Dtnkt Btqutst —Mr Henry Dircks, of Liverpool, and
latterly of London, who died in 1872, lias bequeathed the

residue of his prepay (about 4 000/ ) after payment of debts

and charges, to the Royal Society, Royal Society of Literature,

CJiemical Society, and Royal Society of hdlnburgb, in equal

shares and proportions, in furtherance of their several objeda
As, however, it 11 possible that certam claims to the residue

unw the Bankruptcy Act, datmg from 1847, may be tel up,

we are odvited that the estate cannot be administrated without

the Old of the Court of Chancery, which has been appealed to

accordingly

Tkt Ponti Will—Tjuitly, it is my duty under this head to

Inform you that our secretary has received a communication
fiom the Secretary of State for foreign Affairs, to the effect

that the late M Girolamo lonti, of Milan, has bequeathed a
portion of Us immense property to the ‘ Academy of Saence
of London As, however, it does not appear what Sodety is

indicated under this title, and as the relatives of tlie testator

intend to dispute the will, the Council, as at present advi>«d,

will take no steps in the matter T have further to observe that

under tfa« terms of the will, the Academv of Science will, if it

accrots the trust, be burdened with annual duties and respoiisi

bilitlM respeding the distnbutiun of the proceeds which would
be olb^her inconsistent with the position and purposes of the

R(^ Soctaty

7 ke ratrchtld /A'/lsrr—Thu lecture no longer appears in

the annual financial statement of vour treasurer Though an
obvious anachronism and regarded almost from the first with

Uttle sympathy either within or wilhunt our walls, it should not

pm away wiuout a notice from the Chair In 1 ebruary 1728

Thomu Fairdiild, of Hoxton, gardener, bequeathed 2$/ to be
placed at interest for the payment of 2ar annaally tor ever for

pleaching a sermon in the panih church of St Leonard s on
Tneodaym Whitsun week on * the wonderful works of God in

tbs creation, or on the certainty of ths resurrection of the dead
proved I7 certain changes of the animal and vegetable parts of

tbs creation,” From 1733 to 1758 most of the lectures were

read by Archdeacon Penne, one of the original trustees, who
in 1740 contnbuted all hu lecture fees to the fund, which, with

a subteription raised by the trustees, enabled them m 1746 to

purchase vaot Sputh Sea Stock Subsequently this stock was

oflhted to and accepted by the Society the transfer was mode
in 1757 j and from that date the lectoiers were appomted by

the msident and Conndl, fhe lectures have been regularly

delivered, bat of late years to empty pews, under which eft

the Council, after ihlf debberation, unanimously

resolved that it waa desiraUe to relieve the Society ftom the

^oirchild Tmst, and that to this end application should be
haacle to the Charity Commissioners. Ihe reguUr forms having
‘ \ the Trust was transterred to the Commls-

ir last, and thus disappears from onr balance-

The Croonfaufi and Bskarisn lestans are given annually os

ttsoal
,
and these of Ais year appear m our Prooeedii^ These

do not dintiniih in interest and Importance
Tkt Davy Medal—The Council has accepted the duty of

annually awarding a medal, to be called the Davy Medal, for
the most impmtant discovery m chemistry made in Europe or
Aiwlo-America. The history of thu medal is as follows 1—
Our former illustrious president, Sir Humphry Davy, waa

presented by the coalowners of thu country with a service of
plate, for whkh they subscribed 2,500/, in recogmhon of his
merits aa inventor of the Safety Lamp. In a codicil to hu will
Sir Humphry Irft thu service of plate to Lady Davy for her use
during hw lim, with instructions tliat after her death it should
pass to other membera of the fiunily, with the proviso rii»r,

should thCT not be in a situation to use or enjoy it. It should be
melted and given to the Royal Sodety, to found a medal to be
awarded arninolly for the most important discovery m chemistry,
anywhere made in Furope or Anglo-Amenca.
On Sir Humphry s death the service of plate became the pro-

perty cS his brother, Dr John Davy, F R S , who^ m fulfilment

of Sir Humphry’s intentions, bequeathed it after the death of
his widow, or before if she thought proper, to the Royal Sodety,
to be applied os aforesaid. On the death of Mn. Davy the
plate was transferred to the custody of your treasurer, and, havmg
been melted and sold, realised 736/ Sr 5 / , which is mveited bi
Madras guaranteed radway stock, as set forth m the tieoiuirer’H

balance-sheet The legate duty was repaid to the Society by the
bberolity of the Rev A. Davy and Mrs. Rolleston

The style and value of the medal, and the steps to be taken
m reference to its future award, are now under the consideration
of the Council, and will, 1 hope, be laid before you on the next
anniversary 1 he acceptance of the tnist has not been decided
upon without long and careful deliberation nor without raising

the question of the expediency of recognising scientific services

and discovenes by such triviid awards os medals, and of the
extent to which the awards entrusted to our Soacty are depre-
ciated by their multiplication My own opinion has long been
that some more satisfactory way of recognising dutioguished
merit than by the presentation of a medal might be devised, and
that the award might take a form which would convw to the
public a more prominent and a more permanent reconl of the
services of the recipients such as a bust or a portrait to be hung
on our walls, or a profile or a record of the discover to be
engraved on the medal, which might be multiplied for dLitnbn-
tion or sale to bellows and to foreign Academics. In short, 1

consider awards of medals withont distinctive features to he
anachronisms it is their purpose, not thor value which should
be well marked , and the question is, whether that purpose is

well answered by their being continued under the present form.
fnstrumenit — i be small but remarkable, and, bideed, clas

steal collection of instruments and apparatus belonging to the
Society, and for which there was no accommodation in old Bur
lington House, was, on our migration from Somerset House m
1857, by order of the Council deposited In the Ubservatory m
the Kew Deer Park, near Kudimond then under the control of

the Britiali Association

The instruments have been now fur the most iiort brought
back and placed bi our instrument room and will, 1 hope, at

no distant period be accessible to the Fellows

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Cesmvs, Gut lo Cora s Italian Geographical Journal Nos. 4

and 5 (hi one), contain! a long and cartrally lompUed article on
Italian travellers m Lgypt from 1300 to 18^ , Payer and Vfey
precht’s official account of the Austro-HurigorUn Arctic Expe-
dition , and the continuation of F M Prscevaliki a eiroloration

of Eastern Mongolui and lIubeL There are^ besides Notes on
Gordons Nile Expeditim,—an Austrian natural^ Ernst

Manio, has been appointed to accompany Col (lordoa
,
there Is

a short account of the travels of a I’eisum youth, Abdul Kerim,

in rmusia. The port contains an excellent map of the border

n^on between Persia and Belnchistan, compiled from the maps
of Major St John and the English Admiralty.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Anthropological tostitute, Dec. 22.—Prof Busk, F R.S..

president, in the ^r —Mr J Park Hamson exhibited

Ifttc I%oeBiciKii chAptct^ from the sonth weet of
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Somatnu They wre skid to be etiQ In nie^ and differ entirely ihnn

early lettere in other partt of the uland. The natives have a tra

dltion that some descodanb of Alexander settled there , and if

Nearebus second etpeditioa, the acoonnt of adiich is lost,

reached the Bay of Bengal, the date, Mr Harrison conddered,

would agree suffidently weU with the letters His sailors urere

pnncii^yTyilaas.-Col Lane h ox read a paper on early modes
of navigation, m which he described the various contrivances

employed hy savage races for transit on the water Com
mendiig with the sunple trunk canoe, the author traced the deve

lopment of the art of boat and ship-building through the stages

cf stitched plank canoes, bark canoes, rafts, outrigger canoes,

single and ^ble, the double canoe, the variation of hull, the

weather platform, the rudder, and the rude sail, and gave the

distribution their many forms and modificationa It was
argued that the r^e bark float the Auslralum, the Tasmanian,

and the Ethiopian, the catamaran of the Papuan, the dug out

canoe of the New Zealander, and the built up canoe of the

Samoan, were survivals representing successive stages in the

development of the art of shipbulldiiig not lapses to ruder

method of construction as the result of degradation , that each
stage supplies ns with examples of what at one tirne was the

penection of the art countlcM ages ago Some of the more
primitive kinds spread over nearly the whole world, whilst

others had a more liimted area of diknbution Taken together,

they enabled us to trace bock the history of shipbu Iding from the

time of the earliest sculptures to the commencement of the art

Victoria (Philoaophical) Institute, Jan. 4.—A paper by
Mr J E Howard, h R S

,
entitled ' Early Dawn of Clvihsa

tion considered in the Light of Scripture” was read by the

Oerman Chemical Society Dec I4,~A W Hofmann,
vice president, m the chair— Two physiol^cal researches of

interest were communicated by Vtot Jafl^ of Konigibeig

Nitrobensol being poisonous, it appeared reasonable to expect,

what expoimenu lully bore out, that ortho-nitrotolnol, which

cm^ts oxidation must completely, should be more poisonous
' ' "

'0 Uomeric bodies, /b/ir mtrotoiitfii is almost without

r— i**® health of dogs. Five gi
' '

several weeks without producing more in

of tlie mucous membrane of the siomoLn, ana
The urine contained m/rviaume aetdi/ara), bi

small quantity oi it only The rest ot the subs _

transformed into nitnktpfuru aad This odd was found com
bined with urea, and therefore ituoiuble m ether As in similar

experiments, when substituted loluuls or benzoic aads had been

S
ven to animala substituted hippunc acids had not been found
the ethenal solution, it is not improbable that such odds,

though not found, were yet peient In the shape of urea com
pounds Para nUroktppHnc tetd constitutes orange prisms,

rasing st lap", and forming wcU-definod salts with Latinm and
with silver lUflcrent from a mlrohippunc acid formerly described

by Bertagmn In the unne of ne individual dog a new sub-

stance lias been discovered by the same tavant m the following

manner —The alcoholic extract preapitated with HjSO^
yielded snipluilc of urea, soluble in water and the sulphate ot

a ww t/as

,

CgU,N,0» which combines with one molecule of
HCI, but has a sour reacuon, and dissolves baryta. It forma
pnsnuL mdting and clocompotiDg at 213° The dog has unfor
innately been 1^—Messrs Font and Zincke, in re-pcepatby a
product formerly prepared from ailver by Limpnut ami
Schwaneit, and described as two substances isomrmc with
hydrobenzom and isohydrobenzoin, (OH), have liMUld

this opinion to be erroneous , their experiimts ywldmg but a
, L

There are,
' '

ta comparatively

mbetnre of the two latter bodiea, Tteie are, &iereroi& only
two, and not fou hydrobonzoins in existence —M 'Wroblei^y
described mcta-acetyltolaol, prepared fnna meta tnomotoluol, a
hqtdd boiling at 158*, and yietding isophthalic add and two
isomeric sulpno-adds.—A Luenbnig baa undmtaken the eseW
task of submitting to rigid experiments the optmon generally
adopted, that the posiUon iff aiu lateral chain in benzol is indif*

ierent regard to the sobstonce tbns constituted , in other
words, that no iaomenc aroinatic bodiea can exist with only
one lateral chain. Ho showed this time the identity of ordiuny
beasolc ndd with benzoic add prepared from phenol, and thie

cmnplew identity of the three phenols prepared from the three
dlifeMBt oacvbaifoic Tlie Droof will Kavo in

pletod bymtber nteuches. in which w Lodenbuxg is stfll

engeged.—Mesm. MIchaelia and Auanoff have mXnsVfn

reseatchea remcting the conatltiitioa of phoedsorona odd,
for which they have esUblished the fotmiija HP m 0(0H)|.

Without entering mto details, we can onW satv that dsn method
consisted in the action of (^|FCl4 on phoepnorons add, vdien

phorus acia, t-tn.r = u(un;n —rror, nusori, irom upe
described as the best method ibr extracting MlmAtm the tr

—

ment of the flne-dnst with cyenide of poUsslnm —T Plocaid

hat fonnd in the sperma of the selmon, betides a new hose, prv
tamtuM lately dei^bcd by Mleichke, also tarkin and guaniii —

»

C Schlsbler described a volumetric method for deternuningCO|
, 1 ._,_j—I— j .j.

vouuBc OI uuwnm wiui uiw. of the unknown qua^y of

CO, yielded V substance analysed the some day—

H

distilling above 260° Vy oxidation they yield a tnb>

stance, Cj,H,,0„ in which H, may b
qulnone CtllaO. whidi takes np H,
ing agents Prof Hofmann furtner n

be replaced by Br. and a

, when treated with redoc

reported on the following

_ ..e action of water onjgnanr
-.at, CH,N„ consisting m the loss of ammonia and the forma-

tion of urea
, the action of anhydrides has been studied, when it

was found that benzoic onhydn^ acta cn gnanidlne m a similar

way, produemg ammonia and dibenzovi urea.—A. Uppenhebn
has submitted ciystaflued pure glycerine to datillstiwi. The
boiling pidnt corrected proved to be very constant at tgo*

Nearly every manual and dictionary of chemistry contains erro-

neous data m this respect, although the same number hai already
been poblished in iSw by Menddejeff:

Paeis

Academy of Sclencea, Dec. 28, 1874.—This ^
vetsory meeUng of the Ac^emy an account of which appeared
in last week s Natuex p 17b.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
CoLoiiiAL.>.On Ui« Ooncral Theory of Dudex Tekgnphy Loob

Si^wcndler (Asiatic Socieiy of On Saith Camntsi l«als
hdiwemilor (Asianc Society id Bengal).—Secoiul Annual Ksport of the
Seoetary uf Agrlcuhuie of VKtocia (Mclbounie, Anwialia).

Foxbiun —Anthnifxilogucbc BeilrSn Coora Gcriaod (Max NieaKvar
Halle).—Chudfication Ue 160 Hu ka et braiiacx Vetual^ and EditioB
M fiamardin (Annoot Urackmon Uaadi-A. DoUnal lecfaarlanx Dr
Kranner Joiaf Sander (Uia Euhohle ran Dahfclian, Ur Ton. Alex. I&natr
(K. Ungar Budapau) -Johrbuch der KauerUeb Kualgl«dien G«)logiKli«
KucluaaiiUlt, Baud XXIV (Wien) —Ax AnpSly Kuind UbOlbeni i SlaU-
twrta(K Uttgar BudapM)—Ktaai wr la Vie et lea Ouvngaa do U A J
QuetcletlF lUvez, BriuKUli—Vardhandlung das NaluHnMonachen VarefaB^ Prcussischcn Klwinlande uud Westralens Or C J Andrk (Max Cohea
und Svhn Bonn)—Siiznnxsbenchla der neUcirfacuiiMen Oeiellschaft fOr
nawr nnd Heukundo ni Boon (Mxx Col en und Sohn Bonn) —Menioire-
de la SooStf de l%ysHinc et d Uiston

'

Thx Cxolocical Suxtkv or Victubia
Livimgstoxbs "Last JoexMALX," 11
Bichamam on the CiacuLATiOH or the
OsB Book Smer —

AngaU's " Anunal Fbysuilagy "

,
Ae Gardane^Yeig Boot"

Strau ebargsd with Siliceona OMi.^SxNKV J Cartxx iM
Tba Constant Cumnls in the Air and tha Sea.—Wii Fxxbbi. >86Mud Banlum Malabu CouL—Hnnav F BLAMroan ity
Xing Blackbird,—C M Inclxsv .si

Oh TOE MoarHOLOov or Cxvstau. By Prof N S. HASKELvaa,

Two RxMAaKABSB Stoki iHrtBMiMTS raOM THX Unitxo States.
ByCiiAS.C.AasOTT(IF«*//ra,s«rra„)

PaoracTioK ron Ihvshtions. m
FnAHCis Kuuimam, F R.S. ^
The Recxht Thaw ByW ns Fohvibixb” Pniurrinx IssAMOs. B
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THE APPROACHING ECUPSE OF THE SUN

The eneisctic acbon of the Council of the Royal

Society, and the wue liberality of the present

Govenunent m matters connected with scientific mvesti

gadon, have saved us from what would have been httle

short of a national dugrace

If all goes well, the approaching echpsc of the Sun
—dunng which, as stated by Mr Hind, better oppor

tumties for the observation of totahty will be afforded

than are likely to be again offered before the close of the

present century— snll be observed by English parties m
Siam, and either in Burmah or in some island m the Bay
of Bengal
The work to be done, as determined by the Council

of the Royal Society, and the mvestigations which have

led up to It and render it of so great an importance,

have been stated in Monday’s Twus m an article

which enters so fully into the problem, that we take the

followmg extracts from It —
" In i860, Mr De la Rue, a member of the Astronomer

Royal’s Ex^dition, and Father Secchi, a delegate of the

Italian Government, were enabled, by the photographs
of the eclips^ bun, which were then taken for the first

time, to place beyond all doubt that the strange red pro*

minences seen round the dark body of the Moon at the

moment of total eclipse really belonged to the bun’s

atmosphere This was a fine achievement, for it settled

a point which had been in debate for a century and a
half Important though it was, however, it was fauly

dwarfed by Ae results of the expeditions sent by the

Indian, French, German, and Austrian Governments to

observe the eclipse of 1868 in Indiar—dwarfed because

m the meantime an mstrument had been placed m the

bands of the astronomer of a perfectly new kind of

wer It was no loiter a question of place and shape,

t of material Janssen, Tennant, Pogson, Weiss, and
many others observed the echpse with the spectroscope,

and Its story was that the prommences which in i860 had
been proved to belong te the bun really consisted of a
glowing gas, or a nuxture of such gases But the spec

trosci^ was not of use only dunng echpses Before

i8<^ lurchhoff by its means bad stated the approximate

composition of the Son’s atmosphere, taken as a whole

,

and immediately after the echpse of that year it was
found that by its aid the brightest part of the Suns
atmosphere, to which alone up to this time attention had
been direct^ could be seen without an eclipse at all.

Indeed, we were soon told that outside the bnght round
disc that we see there was an evelope of^owmg hydro
gen gas, to which envelope the name of chromosphere

{

was given, and into which are frequently injected fiom
below magnealiim and sodium, and, more rarely, iron and
the other heavy metals Here, then, we were enabled

roughly to sort out into straU the various substances

already detected by Kirchhoff , that is, it was esUblished
that the gases and vapours were not all mixed up toge

ther, but that the lightest, such as hydrogen, magnesium,
and sodium, were generally at top, and that, as the others

were shot op horn time to time, and some of them more
ficquently than others, some of them were, as a nile^

fiocated lower down m t^ solar atmosphere than the
others.

"The echpse of 1869 the Americans had all to them-
sdhrei, and splendid use they made of it It has bedn
wdl said that the line of totah^sdiicb swept across the

You zl~>No. sys

United Sutes was one continuous observatory In this
eclipse the halo of hght outside the prommence-envelope
was the subject of special inquiry, and now this was pho-
tographed, as the prominences themselves had been m

At the same time that this was done it was esta-
blished that there was some other substance lying even
outside the hydrogen
“The eclipse of the next year, 1870, was best seen in

different parts of the Mediterranean The English
Government, applied to by the Royal and Astronomical
Societies, at once supphed the requisite funds and ships,

and sent three parties , the United Sutes Government
sent an equal number, and the French one party, the
planish and Italian astronomers observmg lo^y
Further facts were obtained of great value, but the
weather was not good, and the true nature of the corona
was not considered to be finally esubhshed Another
appeal was therefore made to the Government in 1871 by
the Presidents of the British Association, the Koy^
Society, and the Astronomical Society combued, to

observe the echpsc of that year in India. The Govern-
ment responded with a remarkable promptitude, granting
everything that was required The Indian Government
not only had strong parties of their own, but largely aided
the observers sent out from England

, and the French
Government were again represented by the illustrious

Janssen, who had made his exit from beleaguered Pans
in a balloon to observe the phenomenon The Dutch
Government had an expedition in Java. The combina-
tion of the results of the patties, most of whom had
splendid weather, led to the following most important
conclusions —

“ First, the corona was now at last photographed, under
nearly the same ustrumentol conditions, from three diife

rent places, and the exact similarity of the pictures proved
beyond all doubt that part of the corona was a solar
appendage The size of the Sun was enormously mcreased
by this result. Secondly, evidence was obtained render
ing It extremely probable that the hght of the outer parts
of the true solar corona, ot coronalatmosphere, as Janssen
proposed to call it, was stronger m the violet and ultra-

violet parts of the spectrum than elsewhere Thirdly, it

was proved that for some distance above the hydrogen
envelope, as teen without an echpse, less bright hydr^en
existed The so-called chromosphere, therefore, was a
layer of brighter hydrogen and other vapours Other
resulu were obtamed, but the above are those on which
we wish to lay the greatest stress, for reasons we now pro-
ceed to state

“ bmee the echpsc of 1871 the every-day observaUons of
the bun and of his lower atmosphere (the chromosphere),
which can be rendered visible by the spectroscope, have
gone on with great vigour, especially in Italy A special

study of the chromosphere has been made at the expense
of the United btates Government, at an elevation ot some
9,000 feet, on the Rocky Mountains, and extensive

kbomtory researches have been undertaken with the
view of enabling us to understand better the vanout
phenomena obsoved Wc shall now only refer to the
two latter braimbes of the work. Prof Young, on t^
Rocky Mountains, in the clear air at so great a hei^t,
saw that the chromospheie was much more complicated
than It appears to those who observe in the plains.

Among other things, he found that the vapour of the
metal cakium, the principal characteristic lines of which
require perfect atmospheric condibons to enable us to see

them, was very often present along with magnetinm, but

his observation left it doubtful which vapour extended
highest generally The laboratory eiqieriments proved

that, m the caae of any one metal present in the Sun, the

metal behaves bxactly the same m the bun’s atmosphere

as It does when driven mto vapour by the passage of the

electric current between the carbon poles of an electric

lamp. At t^ greatest distance from the poles the spec-
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tnun of the vi^>onr is the simplest fsingle-lined), in ^
core of the arc it is complex (many-linec^ Now, in the

case of some of the elements present in the Sun, we haw
a spectrum as complete as that we get in the core of the

arc, m others only a ine or two, so far as we know at

present In fact, we have hydrogen and the metals of

the alkalis and alkahne earths and the metals of the iron

dsM with almost complete spectra on the one hand, and
on the other only a few lines mdicating the presence of

such metals as zinc and lead
“ Nor is thu all A most diligent search has been made

for metals of the tungsten, antimony, silver, and gold

classes among the metals, and entirely without success

Dealing, however, with the metals the record of which is

most obvious in the solar spectrum, hydrogen, magne
sinm, calcium, sodium, ind the metals of the iron group,

the order we have given is not only the order in which
they would be met by a body entering into the solar

atmosphere, but it is the order of the old atondc weights

Further, although it is true that at present we do not

khow much about the spectra of the stars, we do know
that the stars with the simplest spectra are stars which
only give clear indicauons of hydrogen, or hydro^ and
magpiesiuin, or hydrogem magnesium, s^lum, and so on
A star as it gets gradually (doer may apparenuy ^ve us a
spectrum bdongmg to a gradually increasing depth of

the solar atmosphere as it exists at this moment
" So far we have said nothing about metalloids , that is,

those elementary bodies, such as oxygen, carbon, nitro-

gen, sulphur, and the like, which make up more than half

of the parts of our planet moat easily mt at Of metal
loids in the chromosphere none have been detected, but
a year ago a paper was presented to the Royal Society

pomting out that their record would appear not to be
entirely absent from the solar spectrum , in fact, that we
have exactly such a record as we should expect if this

large class of bodies existed in a comparatively cool part

of the atmosphere at some height above the hotter lower

strata. It was also shown that, granting this, we could

...Js were enabled
and thus to change the character of the spectra

bright and hot into that associated with those which are
dim and possibly colder, until at last the metalloidal ram,
so to speu, falling on the metals below, gives the mate-
rial of a future crust It will be seen, then, that the work
smee 1871 has been assuming more and more a chemical
character, and associated with this are physical questions
of the greatest interest, not only bearing on the lanetic

theory of gases, but uhich may eventually help us to

follow more inteUigently than we can now the matter
Of a nebula till it forms part of the cooled crust of a
planet.

The present line of inquiry, then, is to determine the
chemical nature of a secnon of the Sun's atmosphere
reaching from the photosphere to the extreme lumt of the
corona, some hundreds of thousands of mdes away This
with the old conditions of observation, would have been a
hopeless task to accomphsh But, side by side with the
results to which we have drawn attention, new methods of
investigation have been introduced, and among these the
j—1

.jjjj ^ spectrum photography deserves first

The spectrum of the corona can now be photo-

_ phed with the same ease as the prominences were
^otqgraphed in i860, and if such photographs can bb
Obtained, it is certain that the work of four mmutei will

in all probaUlity be more valuable than laboratory work
exten&g over as many years. But even spectrum photo-
graphy wqnl4 not have been apphcable under the best
Couitibna unleu side by side with it an instrument
had been (btroduced which is desuned to effect

a great reVQhitipn in astronomical observation In
the Slderoi^ m have an instrument, suggested fiy

Hooke and perfected by Foucanlt, udiich enaUes os to do
away with tuescope stands and thdr equatuial monntinn
altogether This is effected by moving a large, ]^ectly
plain mirror in firont of the object riaM of a tuescope,

the telescope itself bemg honzontal and at rest This
arrangement penmts of spectroscopes and photogrqdue
iqiparatus being attached to the eye-piece end of the

telescope of even greater dimensions than the telescope

Itself The special and novd method of attack to wbkb
Mr De la Rue referred as having been suggested to the
Council of the Royal Society can now be guessed by our
r^ers , and unless we have missed the mark altogmer
it should now be seen that the work of the proposed

begun
civihse

We have httle to add to the foregoing, except that it

appears to us a sad thing, and little to the credit of the

l^crs of astronomy in England, that such strong argu-

ments should have to be put forward at all in favour of

eclipse observations. Every Mai echpse ef the Sun
ought to be observed as a piece of the national business

with as great a rej;ulariiy as the transit of the Moon over

the meridian of Greenwich Nay, we may go further,

and say with greater r^Ianty , for we know somethmg
about the motion of the Moon, and we can predict her

place with some accuracy, but he would be a bold man
who would predict the shape and condition of the Sun's

surroundings m the forthcoming echpse Practical men
might possibly urge the greater utility of one land of

observation, but a man of sacnce who does this is to our

mind not a true man of science at alL

Mr Hind has sent us the following most valuable in-

formation regarding the actual conditions of observation,

referring at somewhat greater length to Siam, whither

Enghsh astronomers are minted by the Kmg of Suun.

" Although the course of the central hne m this eclipse
is mainly a sea-track, yet in its passage from the Nicobar
Islands, in the Bay of Bengal, to Siam, better opportuni-
ties for the observation of totality will be afforded wan are
likely to be again offered before the close of the present
century
“Adoptmg the elements of the Nautical Almanac, m

which the place and hourly motions <ff the moon are
derived from Hansen's Tables, I find the foUowmg points
upon the central hne —

>

Gmawicli Ix»|<tu4e
Mou Tuae Kut.
H M S

„ ,

19 8 o 92 369
19 14 o 94 20 a
19 23 o 9|7 9 s
19 26 o 98 9 9
19 28 30 99 a 5
19 32 0 ICO 19 7

U 10-4

U 527
12 27*3

13 15-9

62 38
60 51

S9 »8

S7 6

" If We lay down ihese points on the Admiralty Charts ef
the Bay of Bengal and Frovmce of Tenasserim (British
Burmah), we find the central line passing a little north of
Kaikul, in the Island of Camo^ Nicobara and on
making a direct calculation for i^kul, totahty u found to
commence at ih. aim 38s. local mean tim^ and to
contmue 4m 37s., the sun being at an altitude of abo

'

70® I take the position of KaikuI, fli. 13m. 31s. E i
8® u 8 N The central eclipse, passmg m>m (

Nicobars, traverses Bentinck Island, where the n
‘ '

duration of totahty is 4m 17s., and runs betWt
and Tenasserim, ratto n

'

to the Ittfer By direct d
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Totality Iwgias at Meigni at ah om 61. local time

Duration 4m 6s.

Sun’s altitude 61°

'totality begins at Tenasserun at ah. am 7a local time

Duration 3m. 57s.

Sun’s altitude 60°

Nearly midway between the above places, or where a
“ Conical Peak ” » marked on the Admiralty Chart, the
total eclipse continues 4m 14s

'* Bangkok (Siam) will be found to lie rather north of
the centm line llie circumstances of the eclipse at this

point are as follows (lone 6h 43m 6s. F , lat 13^43 5 N

)

« The partial eclipse begins at oh 51m 6s meantime
at Banekiok, 134° from the north pomt towards the west,

and idS” from the vertex eastward, for direit image the
sun at an altitude of 76° The total eclipse begins at

ah. i3in. 7s. and contmues 3m 54s . the sun about 57°
high, and the partial phase ends at 3h. 33m
^ The mvitation extended to British and other astro

nomers by the King of Siam to observe this interesting

and important phenomenon within his dommions, maybe
expected to bring together a number of competent ob-

servers in the vicmity of Bangkok , and in selecting

locahties for astronomical stations, it must be very
desirable to be enabled to form some idea of the extent

of error to which the predicted track of the central Lne
may be subject. On this account I have made a further

direct calcumtion for the Siamese capital, takmg the

moon’s position from the American £pnemeru,'m which
the Tabks of Prof Peirce ate employra With elements

thus modified, the partial phase is found to commence at

oh com 43s
,
or 34 seconds only earher than 1^ Hansen s

Tables , totahty begms at ah 13m. 33s,, and contmues
3m 59s. Generally I may remark that between the

longitudes of the Nicobors and Siam, the track of central

line by the American Tables has about five minutes
greater laUtude than that given by Hansen’s Tables

“ (For any pomt in Siam in the neighbourhood of Bang
kok, the Gretnmck time of commencement of the partial

e<±^e wUl be given closely by the followmg formula '

—

Ooa w » 0
0J471

-to / + Co.i«43°
)

<

r = .Sh, ,5-. 58.
I
lb. / + [a.if43^ ra*. / ooi >)

of totality and track, with that of the present year at a
point m the vlcimty of Ccari^ in the Brazils, the duration
of total eclipse is 4m 44s with the sun at an altitude of
yfi-”

We may conclude our article by statmg that the obset

vations for which the Council of the Royal Society have
obtained a promise of a grant m aid amounting to i,coo/

will be limited to photographing the spectra of the chroino

sphere and coronal atmosphere

For this purpose a sidcrostat has been placed at the

disposal of the Royal Society, and another will be ready
in time These mstniments have been made by Messrs.

Cooke and Sons, of York, who have in some respects, with

their usual skill, improved upon Foucault’s model As m
instance of international courtesy which must not be un
recorded, we may state that M Levemer would have

placed the original instrument devised by Foucault

himself, and now at the Pans Observatory, at the dis

posal of the Royal Society had it not been constructed

aclely for the latitude of Pans
Besides siderostats, it is proposed that equatoreals shall

be sent out also, provided with apparatus for spectrum

photography, quartz pnsms and lenses being generally

employed

The Secretary of State for India (Lord Salisbury), the

Viceroy of India, and the Admiralty officials arc all liearty

m their co operation It is hoped that Col Tennant and
a strong staff of assistants will also be on the scene of

action

Although the tune is short, then, we may fairly hope
that good work will be done Of this we may be assured

that whether the observers be many or few whether the

weather be good or bad—and General Strochey considers

the chances all that can be wished for—the action of the

Royal Society and of the Government will redound to

the credit of English science, and a bright page may
be added to the scientific annals of our time

LniTOR
The Greenwich mean tune of beginning and endmg of

totahty may^ found from

" In the above foimulseL expresses the east longitude of

the pomt from Greenwich, taken positive , / is its geo-

centric latitude, and the quantities within the square

brackeU are loganthms. Upper sign for beguimng of

totahty, lower sign far endmg

)

" It has been stated above that the echpse of next April

may probably be the most &vourabIc for observation

that can take place during the present century In the

eclipse of 187^ Tuly 39, the duration of totahty is shorter,

ana the same is the case in the eclipses of 1883, 1887,

19007 In the eclipse of 1886, August 39, the only

ewy accessible and favourable station amxars to be the

Ishmd of Grenada, in the West Indies, where the dura-

tion of total eclipse is 310. 158 , commencing at 7h lom
AM local tune, with the sun at an alUtude <ff 30° , thence

ti^ course of the central line is over the North and South

Atlantic Oceans, to i point on the African coast north of

^ PUlip de Batfpnhu In the echpse of 1893, April z6,

^wecenfral line appears to have a sea-track through neaiiy

its udiole extent, if indeed it touches land at any pomt,
rcqnltss a more mediK computation than Ihave

yd to determlM edbie of 1893, ^irll 16, fr
{

(!&^ondfhatdadcom|^flMni^,asregaSd«let«th

COUNT RUMFORD'S COMPLETE WORKS
The Complete Works of Count Rumfotd. (Published by

the Amencan Academy of Arts and Sciences

)

The Amencan Academy of Arts and Sciences is

doing good service and teaclung the Old World a

sound practical lesson by undertaking the pubhcation of

such a work as this, fhe question of what form should

be given to the monument of a great man is ofren dis-

cussed, and fairiy admits of much debating
, but when

the braefactor of humanity whose memory is to be pre

served is one who has done the high service of extending

the boundaries of science, we may safely venture to affirm

that whatever other monuments may bo dected, the first

should be a complete and carefully compiled record of all

his researches. The demand for this arises from the

maimer in which the results of ongmal scientific work

are usually communicated to the world, t r m the form of

papers read before learned societies or contributed to

magtxines, or published as pamphlets, and thus scattered

far and wide and liable to be forgotten or even altogether

lost Such a publication should precede all other forms
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of memonal on the simple pnnciple that strict justice

should precede generosity The object being to per-

petuate and honour the memory of such a man, the first

step should be to do justice to bis memory, and this

cannot be done unless his woilcs are collected in an

available and presentable form. The most perfect of

monumental epitaphs is Sir Cbnstopher Wren’s m St.

PauFs Cathedral—
“ Lector, SI mononientum tequins, circnmtpice

’

A handsomely printed record of the life work of any

original mvestigator might bear a simUar inscription

The justice of such an epitaph would be absolutely

complete

That Count Rumford himself took this view of the

matter is evident from the fact that on recovering from

the ilbiess which in 1793-94 nearly finished his career, he

left Bavaria and came to London in September 1795 for

the purpose of publishing a collection of these same

essays which the American Academy have now re-

printed, and that he left London jn 1802 when their

publication was completed His narrow>^scape from

death bad evidently suggested the necessity of losing no

more time in thus doing justice to his own memory
But It is not every scientific investigator who finds an

appreciative monarch, like the Elector of Bavaria, willing

to reward so munificently the services of intellect , there

are but few who can afford to indulge in the expensive

luxury of printing books which the uneducated nullions

and the ill educated thousands arc equally incapable of

appreciating The professional publisher is prohibited

from undertaking such work, from the simple fact that

much activity in that direction would land him in the

Bankruptcy Court Here, then, is a clear demand for

uncommercial effort, if the memory of great men is to be

preserved and the fi^ advantages ^ their labour are to be

reaped by their fellow creatures.

We should do well here in England by at once com
mcncing a great national effort in this direction Local

patriotism would be appropriately directed by starting

the subscription for a republication fund in every town or

village which has the honour of having given birth to a
worthy worker in science , and our learned societies

might carry out the work as the American Academy
has done m this case Birmingham has done well in

erecting the noble statue of Priestley that fitly decorates

the approach to the Birmmgham and Midland Institute

,

but the student who admires the sculptured presentation

of the great philosopher performing his great experiment

has considerable difficulty in findmg the full original

record of this saentific exploit How very interesting to

the general student, either of science or of human natun^

would be a complete collection of all the far scattered and
diverse works of Priestley’s powerful and wide-grasping

intellect I At present they are practically buned The
same may be said of the majority of the mductive philo-

sophers, from Horrocks, Gilbert, and Gahleo, down to the

name on the latest scientific obituary Such coUccuons

of the works of our great philosi^hers would be a worthy

complement to the Royal Society’s invaluable index cA

scientific popers

The following list of the subjecU treated m the three

volumes already published sufficiently mdicates the variety

of Romford’s work —

A Method of determining the Veloaty of Projectiles

;

Experiments to determme the Force of fired Gunpowder t

Experiments with Cannon, and Improvements in field

Artillery , The Production of Air from Water , The
Quantities of Moisture absorbed from the Air by varimis

substances , The Propagation of Heat in Fluids , The
Final Cause of the Saltness of the Sea, Ch^cal
Affinity and Solution, and the Mechanical Pnnciple of

Animal Life , The Propagation of Heat m various sub-

stances
,
The Source of the Heat which is excited by

Fnction , An Inquiry mto the Weight ascribed to Heat

,

The Nature of Heat, and the Mode of its Communica-
tion

,
Experimental Investigations concemmg Heat

,

Reflections on Heat, Histoncal Review of the various

Experiments of the Author on the subject of Heat,
Experiments and Observations on the Cooling of Liquids

in Vessels of Porcelain, gilded and not gilded , Account

of a curious Phenomenon observed on the Glaciers of

Chamouni
, New I xpenments on the Temperature of

Water at its Maximum Density , The Propagation of

Heat in Liquids
, Adhesion of the Particles of Water

to each other , The slow Progress of the bpontaneous

Mixture of Liquids , The Use of Steam as a vehicle for

transportmg Heat
,
The Means of increasing the Quan

titles of Heat obtained in the Combustion of Fuel , De-
scription of a New Boiler

,
The Use of the Heat of Steam

in the making of Soap
,
Experiments on Wood and Char-

coal
, Heat developed in the Combustion and m the Con

densation of Vapours
,
The Capacity for Heat of various

Liquids , The Structure of Wood, &c , Chimney Fire-

places, the Management of hire, and the Economy of

Fuel, Phe Construction of Kitchen Fireplaces and
Kitchen Utensils, The various Processes of Cookery,

and Proposals for improving that most useful art , The
Management of Fires in closed Fireplaces

One remarkable feature of Count Rumford’s papers is

their simplicity and clearness. They are all readable, to

the least initiated in scientific technicalities There is no
pedantry, no vain display of unnecessary formuUc

, but,

on the contrary, every page displays the clear and purely

scientific intellect of tlie writer It matters not whether

be IS discussing the proper shape of a saucepan hd,

the flavounng properties of a red herring, or the

deepest mysteries of inolecnlar force
,
whether he desenbes

his method of eating a plate of hot pudding, or of reor-

ganising and commanding the Bavarian army—the same
thoroughness and simplicity of pure inductive and deduc-
tive reasomng prevails. He teems to have been inciqiable

of thinking of any subject other than systematically and
scientifically , and to this fixed habit of mind his mar-
vellous success in the solution of the most difficult todal
and mditary problems it clearly traceable Hu last effort,

the essay on “ The Nature and Effects of Order,” upon
which he laboured to long during the last years of his

friding life, and which the feebleness of hu over-tired

intellect prevented him from finishing, was apparently

intended as a vindication of his peculiarly strict ahd
systenuUic method of doing everything, which was to

miserably misunderstood by his eulogist Cuvier, hit in-

tensely French wife, and the Frenchmen by whom he
surrounded and ridiculed during hit latter days. To do
such work as Rumford achieved, and do it all to coolly

without any sentimental flourishes, without drums, wflags^
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m piocewions, or trumpets, or inaugurations, was to them
%uite incomprehensible, and hence their misrepresenta

tion of his work and character, when they tell us that he
looked upon mankind merely as objects of experiment,

and not with any philanthropic feeling, and that “il ne
t’agissait qne de nourrir les ouvners asset bien pour
entretenir cher eux la force musculaire des membres
Those portions of his essays in which he describes the

work done at the “ House of Industry ” in Munich utterly

refute these mistaken views of Rumford’s character

I have read nothing more humiliating m reference to

the still remaining magnitude of popular ignorance of the

merest rudiments of physical science than some of these

essays. Take as an example this passage on page 177 of

voL li. “ The waste of fuel in culinary processes, which

anses from making fluids boil unnfcestarily, or when
nothing more would be necessary than to keep them
hoihng hot, is enormous I have no doubt but that

much more than half the fuel used in all our kitchens,

public and private, in the whole world, is wasted precisely

in this manner” Again, he tells all the world that

" nothing IS so ill judged as most of those attempts that

are so frequently made by ignorant projectors Uforce the

tame fre to perform fhjlrent sen tees at the same time

The heat generated in the combustion of fuel ts a given

quantity and the more dttecUy it is applied to the object

on which It II employed so much the better, for less of it

will escape or be lost on the way
, and what is taken

away on one side for a particular purpose can produce no
effect whatever on the other side where it is not ”

These, and quite a multitude of similarly simple and

obvious apphcations of the elementary laws of heat, were

not only expounded but practically applied by Rumford

eighty or ninety years ago, and we arc still blunder

ing on and blindly violating them 1 very laundry is

still filled with the steam of wastefully boiling coppers,

and almost every saucepan in the United Kingdom and

elsewhere is wastefully used for the unnecessary distillation

of water, not one cook in 500 knowing that water is no

hotterwhen it boils violently than when it “ simmers **gently

Nine tenths of the ranges exhibited at the last 1 xbibition

of South Kensington were constructed in direct violation of

the simple and obvious principles above stated, md our

ironmongers still persist in making “kitcheners,” “ranges,

SiC ,
with the fire in the middle, the oven on one side, and

a boiler on the other, or even with ovens on both sides

,

instead of placmg the lire on one side, the oven next, and

boiler beyond, to utilise residual heat. In most of our

best English houses a range capable of cooking for a

dinner party of thirty 01 forty people is kept going to

supply water for a tumbler of toddy, although Rumford
demonstrated again and again the vast economy and con

venience of havmg several fires in every establishment

where the demands for cooking are variable, and his

essays give descriptions and drawings of how these fires

should be arranged.

It must be remembered that Rumford was no mere

theoretical writer or lecturer, but he practically carried

out on large ud small scale every principle he expounds

He cooked for thousands and tens of thousands in hts

military kitchens, his House of Industry, in private houses,

at the Foundling Hospital in London, at public mstitu

tfams m Dubhn, Edinburgh, &c , *and in these practical
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demonstrations weighed his fuel, registered its consump
tion, and published the results

Thus, at the houndhng Hospital he roasted 1 12 lbs of
beef with as lbs. of coal, the residual heat from the
roaster going on to the boiler In the public kitcheil at

Munich, where his anangements were fully earned out,

he frequently—as certified by the Colonel and Councillor

of War—prepared the ordinary hot dinner for one thou

sand persons, and “ the expense for fuel has not amounted
to quite twelve kreutzers ” (less than 4^, or one fiftieth

of a farthmg for each person) It must be remembered,

in reference to this, that Rumford’s soup requires five

hours boiling, or rather heating at the boiling point

I have little doubt that the mented failure of all the

recent competitors for the Society of Arts’ pnze was due
to the absence of scientific knowledge, and of that syste

matic inductive method of proceeding by the aid of which

Rumford wedded theory to practice, and brought forth

such important results. His researches on the “ Propa

gation of Heat in Fluids, ’ upon which our present know
ledge of the phenomena of the convection of heat is mainly

founded, were suggested by burning his mouth with a

spoonful of thick ricc soup and were further elaborated

in order to determine the best matcnil for soldiers’

clothing His celebrated demonstration of the immatc

nality of heat was in like manner a result of cannon

bonng 1 very essay m these three volumes supply

similar illustrations of the action and reaction of theorj

and practice upon each other, and their mutual develop

ment thereby

One of the most curious and least known of Ins spccu

latiie efforts is that upon “the mechanical principle of

animal lift” They bear upon many of the molecular

speculations now occupying so much attention, and are

sufficiently interesting to demand full quotation of the

following essential paragraphs —
“ Suppose an open vessel as a common glass tumbler,

for instance—containing a piece of money, a small pebble,

or any other small solid opaque body, to be filled with water
and exposed in a window, or elsewhere, to the action of

the sun’s rays. As a ray of light cannot fail to j^eneratu

heat when and where it is stopped or absorbed, ihe rays

which, entering the water and passing through it, impiiiee

against the sniall solid opaque body at the bottom of the

vessel and are there absorbed, must reccssanly generate

a certain quantity of heat, a part of which will penetrate

into the interior parts of the solid, and a part of it will

be communicated to those colder particles of the water

which repose on its surface
“ Let us suppose the quantity of heat so communicated

to one of the integrant particles of the water to be so

small that its eflect m diminishing the specific gravity

ol the particle is but just sufficient to cause it to mo\u
upwards in the mass of the liquid with the very smallest

degree of velocity that wouliHie perceptible to our organs

of sight were the particle in motion large enough to be
visible This would be at the rate of about one hundi edth

part of ail inch in a second
" This velocity, though it appears to be slow in the c\

treme when we compare it with those motions that wc

perceive among vanous bodies by which we are sur-

rounded, yet we shall be surprised when wc find uhat

a rapid succession of events it is capable of producing
“ If we suppose the diameter of the integrant panicles

or motecHles of water to be one millionth fart of an inch

(and it 18 highly probable that they arc even 1cm), m that

: case It is most certain that an individual particle, moving
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in a quieKcnt part of that fluid with the vdocity in ques-

tion, would run through a space equal to /ett thcusatui

times the length of its diameter tn one second, and con

aequently would come into contact with at least st* hun-

dred thousand AxStwrA particles of water in that ume.
“ Hence it appears how inconceivably short the Ume

must be that an individual particle, in motion, of any

fluid can remam in contact with any other mdividtuu

particle, not in motion, against which it stnkes m its pro-

C,
however slow that progress may appear to us to be
gh die quiescent mass of the fluid I

‘ Supposing tho contact to last as long as the moving
parUcle employs m passing through a space equal to the

length of Us diameter—which is evidently all that is

possible, and more than is probable—then, in the case

just steted, the contact could not last longer than

Ttiinr part of a second 1 This is the time which the

cannon bullet, flying with its greatest velocity (that of

1,600 ft. per second), would employ m advancmg two
inches

“ If the cannon bullet be a nine pounder, its diameter

will be four inches, and if it move with a velocity of 1,600

feet in a second, it wiU pass through a space just equal to

4,800 Umes the length of its diameter in one second. But
we have seen that a particle of water moving 100th of

an inch in a second actually passes through a space

equal to 10 000 times the length of its diameter in that

time Hence it appears that the velocity with which the

Moving body quits the space it occupies is more than
twice as great m the particle of water as in the cannon
bullet 1

”

1 am sorry that space does not pernut further quotation

of this essay, in which the author goes on to show tha^

mequality of fluid temperature is one of the leading phe.

nomcna of animal life that respiration raises the heat in

ui c pait, while insensible perspiration cools another

,

thit stimulation of all kinds is accompanied ivith dts

t irbance of temperature and the consequent motion of

particles, which he regards as the hfe of fluids.

Of course it is not supposed that Rumford, by these

ingenious speculations, supplies any mechanical solution

or the mystery of conscious vitality, but his suggestions

has c the merit of showing that a vast amount of mole

cular activity is a demonstrable result of simple svell

known facts He obtains this activity without invoking

the aid of thisc profound assumptions in which the

brilliant imaginations of modern mathematicians so

luxuriously revel when they reason upon the vibrations,

pyiations. See., of the component particles of interatomic

atmospheres

In spite of all the progress we have made in physical

science, these essays, written for the most part during the

last century, contain a great deal that is stiU suggestive

and worthy of thoughtful reading both by popular

students and experts m physical and social science

This IS especially the case m the essay on “ The Propaga-
tion of Heat in Fluids,” reprinted in voL L of this work.
Many of the conclusions and speculations are now de
monstrably erroneous, but some of the suggestions—mote
particularly those m chap iil on the Chemical Action of
Light—arc worthy of far more attention and investigation

than they have yet received. They are avowedly very
bold, but the author tells us frankly that their temerity
" has not been entirely without design , " that “ philoso-
phersmay beenticitdaad they may beprovoked to action,*
and that he has " endeavoured to use both these methods,"
even wuh conscHMU imprudence for the purpose of ex-

citing them to further investigation of the sul>tects f<tir

wUch he has such ** passionate fondness.”

It will be well if the republication of thesp essityf

contribute to the fulfilment of Rumford’s enthusiast
wishes. W. Mattikii Williams

THE SILKWORM COCOON
Le Cocon de Sou Htstotre de sos transformations,

description des races civilisies et rustiques, production

et distribution glographtques, maladies des vers a sou,

phystologie du cocon et du fil du soie Deuxihnc
Edition (Pans J Rothschild, 1875 )

WE have received an advance copy of M 1^
Duseigneur Klfbei’s monograph, " Le Cocon de

Soie," dated for 1875, the get up of which is calculated nt

once to arrest attention and excite' interest The 348
quarto pages of clearly pnnted letterpress contammg his

mformation, admirably arranged in methodic form, are

accompanied by thirty seven plates executedm photo-typo-

graphy, and a map of the world] indicating the localities

where silkworms arc cultivated Twenty-eight of the

plates are devoted to.the illustration of the diAerent types

of cocoons from different countnes, of which as many as

195 arc figured from photographs.

Such a work was, he says, quite impossible twenty
years ago, and it is only in consequence of diseases that

It IS possible now Each district pnded itself on the silk

It produced, and did not trouble to know what other
countries were doing, until the enfeeblement of some and
the destnicuon of other types by disease compelled
growers to seek fresh types from a distance, and thus
accumulated the information which M Duseigneur
Kldbcr has compiled and presented in this attractive

form Many of the types he thinks will probably not be^m met with in cultivaUon, and it is only through
noticmg and recording facts as theycame under his notice
dunng a series of years that his mformation has been
obtained. Looking to the past, he finds that from 1700
the years of disease were 170a, 1720, 1750, 1787, but tho
chroniclers give no intimation of the character of the
disease. In 1810 the “plague” was described by M
Paroletti The affected worm exhibited small spots all

over Its body, which were gangrenous, and appeared to be
caused by the same disease now known as “ Muscardine.”
Among the practical points noticed in the first section

of the work are the following That the red or Uack mul-
berry produces more vigoroas worms than the white

, that
the old notion of sclectmg bright-coloured cocoons for

breedmg has given place to the belief that dull yellow are
the best , that the practice of limiting the time of copula-
tion of moths ISmjunous , that while the worms are making
their cocoons, the ventilation of the buildings, too often
neglected, is even more important than warmth. The
symptoms of the disease known as Pebnne are detailed,

but its cause seems to be not known. That its recurrence
coincides with unusually wet and cold seasons is esta-

blished, but whether it results from a parasitic vegetation
whose germs are earned m the air is still a subject for

experiment When the extmnal indications are wdl
iparlced, the silk reservoir is found mm?** dimiiii«hi»4 m
volume The spots which uppoae on the skin contfame
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tiirpugl) mcceuive moaltiogB ; the feet become atrophie4

if the vorm 4ies, the bo4y dnes up without putrefaction

,

if it Uvea on to metamorphosis the moth shows aU the
diAncters of hydropsy.

Duseigneur-IOdter has paid much attention to the

method woih performed by the worms in the construc-

tion of their cocoons. A healthy worm (in disease they

act irregularly) selects a suitable spot for its operations,

where there is space for its whole body to move about,

supporting Itself generally by its two last feet only

Having carcfuUy arranged from twig to twig the outline

of its woric, Its movements quicken, and at the end of

three hours the first outer layers of its nest are complete,

and the sphere of operations is then limited. At the end
of five or SIX hours the exact form of the cocoon is indi

cated, still remaining diaphanous and rarely coloured

yellow Sjo far it is easy to watch the worm at work, and
it u seen that it holds itself m a semicircle or cur\ed like

an S After a httle more work the cocoon loses its trans-

parency, and begins to be coloured The author, however,

by methodically cutting into cocoons continued his obser

vations, and found that the worms never stopped to repair

the damages thus caused, but going on uninterruptedly,

the layers formed withm the cut layer rapidly covered the

aperture. Remaining attached by its hind legs, a worm
forms Its layersm the shape of an 8, changing its position

from time to time, generally moving but a short distance,

though sometimes turning completely round and contmu
ing on the opposite side of the cocoon He calculates that,

varying according to race, there are from thirty to forty

different layers in a cocoon, and the time occupied in

Its construction is from threc-and a half to four days.

Whatever may be the condition of the outer layers, the

innermost cont formed is of the finest thread, and the end

towards which the head is turned is the tcndcrest, thus

providing a soft and elastic cradle for its metamorphosis

The book is especially intended for practical purposes,

and contains information as to the outward appearance

that may guide a dealer in purchasing cocoons, a special

chapter being given to each kind of defect Not only

double cocoons, but cocoons m which three or even four

worms have worked together, are mentioned

In the enumeraUon of silk reanng districts, besides the

well-known localities of France, Italy, the Austnon Em-
pire, Giina, and Japan, the foliowmg less known arc

among those mentioned —California, Mexico, Guatemala,

Fern, Brazil, Chih, the Argentine K^ublic, Algeria, and
Annenia. In South Amenca especially increased atten

doa is being paid to silk produebon, and it gives promise

becoming a very important industry

OVR BOOK SHELF

Tkt Straits (tfMalacca, Indo-Chim, and China , or. Ten
Yeari TVavels, Adveuturcs, and EcsuUnc* Abroad.

By J. Thomson, F R.G S Illustrated. (London
* San^son Low and Co

, 1875

)

Mr. Thousom’s sojourn m the countries with which
nfaii book is concerned seems to have extended from
1863 onward, dnnng which tnne he evidently had
^enty of leltm to visit vanous places on the south-east

and east of Ada, extending from Penang to Pekin. We
out heartily itoomxnend mi modest woik to anyone

wishing to obtain a fair idea of the social life, scenerv,
and bi^actions of the distnets which he vidtM, and in

whidi he ntupllv sojourned for some time, mdudmg the

Malay Peninsula, Siam, Cambodia^ Hong Kong, Amoy,
Pekm, and other coast towns id China. He also sailed a
considerable distance into the interior of China, up the

Yang-tse-Kiang, and made a short walking tour into the
interior of Formosa. Mr Thomson put his eves, his

ears, and his camera (for he is an accomplished photo-

grapher) to excellent use, so that we do not know any
work of the sue that conveys a juster and fuller idea of

the manners and customs of the various peoples whom
he vuitcd Mr Thomson makes no pretension to have
travelled m the interests of science, but only to be a
photographer and an observer of the ways of men Never
thelesf, tboughout the work occasioniu joUmgs are in

troducra that may be of interest to the botanut and
geologist Among the very first pans he hazards some
conjectures as to the cause of the love of bnlliant

colours among tropical men, birds, and fiowers, which
are evidence of some observation and thought “ Per-

haps,” he says, “ our men of science might be able to

tell us whether the heat of the oriental snn develops in

flowenng plants a craving for the absorption of certain

colours of the solar spectrum, and for the reflection of

others , whether, Indeed, the elcctnc affinities of plants

in this way arc affected by temperature Can we, in the

same way, account for the brilliant plumage of tropical

birds, m which homogeneous red, ywow, and blue are

very conspicuous, and also for the hlung which uncultured
Eastern races show for the reds, blues, and yellows '

Mr Thomson gives some ve^ interesting information

about the Chmese, whom he found wherever he went,
minglmg as managers or factors m the life of every place,

always bent on making money, and generally succeeding

He seems to have studied their ways intimately, and
gives some very curious facts with regard to the powerful

associations, or nulds, mto which they band themselves
everywhere Ills visit to Siam, ind the account^of his

mtcrcourse with the King and other uigmtanes, will bo
found entertaming as well as informing

One of the most valuable chapters in the book, cer-

tainly the most interesting to aicmeologists and ethnolo
gists, IS Mr rhomson's account of his visit, in 1866, to

the magnificent ruins in Cambodia, probably the grand
est, if not the most mteresting rums in the world. The
illustrations to this part of the work will give the reader

a fair idea of the nature of these rums, their colossal and
beautiful architecture, and theu: wonderful sculpture,

giving evidence of a vigorous and high civilsation, the
lapse or obliteration of which is one of the strangest

events in the history of the world. We have much to

learn yet about the history of these rums and of the

people of which they are almost the only remains. “ A
richer field for research, Mr Thomson nghtly says, “ has
never been laid open to those who take an mterest m the

great huildmg races of the East, than that revealed

by the ducovery of the magmficent remains which the
ancient Cambodians have left behind them " We may
expect the French, who are the dominant European race

m this quarter, to add considerably to our knowledge
of these remains, and to ckar up the mystery which hes
nround them Indeed, the late unfortunate Lieut Gaimo',
m his " Travels in Indo-Chmo,” has both with pen and
pencil shed much new hgbt on ^e subject
To those who don’t know much about Formosa and

Its strange inhabitants, savage and seim-civilised, Mr
Thomson's account of his tour m the udand will be found
of considerable interest Appended is a list of the Di-

urnal Lepidoptera of Siam, coliectod by Mr Thomson,
and named by Mr H W. Bates, F L.S Altogether the

book is a thoroughly creditable and, we believe, credible

one, full of the most interesting informabon, wl
abte ibc tte considcrtUe it gives into the lue oi
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theie Eastern Asiatics The wood engravings, upw^
ot sixty, from the author’s photographs and sketches,

add much to the value of the volume

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

XTht Editor doet not hMUmsd/rtspontitieforopimont txprttud

by hit corrtipondentt Neithtr can he Hnderiahe to rthtm,

or to (orrttpond vatk th* tuntert of, rgtcted nunutenfis

No notice u taken oj anonymous communuations ]

w- HofTmeyer’s Weather Charts

I lIAVli the honour to inform you that the issue of Capt

Ilofline^s daily charts of the weather from 63" E to 6o*W
lomntude, and from 30“ to 75° N latitude, for the three months

of hist winter, are now complete (See NAriJRK of June 25,

oipL Iloffmeyer is anxious to know what diance there is of

his being able to continue the publication. The number of

copies already sold of the existing charts has not been sufficient

to cover the expenses of production

At the same time this Ollice has found that the rate of sub

scnption (1 ir per quarter) which it charges has fallen short of

the cost, carnage, and iwstage of the existing charts

I have therefore to re<|uest any gentlemen who are wdling to

snbscnbc to a future issue of the charts to send in their names to

me as soon as convenient The rate of subscription will be at

least i2r W per quarter, and must necessanly be higher if the

onginal cost of the charts at Co^ienhagen u raised above the

pnee first named, via, 4 francs per month
Meteorological Office, Jan 12 Rohbri H Scoti

A New Bird of Paradise from the Island of Walgeou,
near New Guinea

I ( 01 to-day from Ternate the skins ( d and f ) of a Bird of

Paradise from Waigeou, which came through natives into the

hands of Mr von Muunhenbtoek there, who recomised it to lie an
undescrilied species, lie proposes to call it Jiiphytlodes Gml
helmi 1 1 , because no Bird of Paradise has yet been named after

the King of the Mctherlands, under whose sceptre the greater part

of the region stands, where Buds of Paradise occur ft is known
that two species from Australia are named respectively alter the

Queen of Great Biitidn and the Fnnce Consort, that three are

named after naturalists, and that the others have names accor-

dmg to their extenud features. This new bird is highly inter-

estmg, because it stands in a conspicuous way between Dtphyl
lodes spenosa and Cicmnurus regius, but more allic-d to the

former, and at the same time beating some characteia oiDiphyl
lodes respublica

,

therefore linking these species together m a
similar way as it iaot Ihtraduea ra^^iana (one of D’Alberti’s dis-

coveries) withE tanj^Hinea, apoda and mtnor I shall soon send

(m the name ofMr von M ) the dcscnption of the new bud to

the Zoological Society of Lc^on, and intend to public
a coloured fiOTre as soon as pos^lc knowing the lively

interest English oraithologists take in new discovenes in the
group of the Paradueulee, I thought it advisable to give a short

notice in your journal beforehand A B Mkvcr
Ureiden, JaiL 9

ntks which we ouote, and to inform your leadera of the NMtiti

He must know that two snch opposite accounts cannot both be
true, and therefon either the one or the othm is not trustwortIqr>

Fdtis and I differ toto ceelo, even to the scales. I had supposed
that a few of the extracU which I have adduced from Fdtlrs own
works would have spedeen fmr themselves and have oonvhtosd

anyone who professes critical knowledge that F^ was a pre-

tender, and that he was unable to understand the Gredc treatises

which he had before hiss. Your reviewer, however, is far too

staunch-headed to be convinced, even though Fdtis assumes to

correct Anstoxenus in Gredc, and JosephusIn Hebrew
My own conviction u unchanged by the second, third, and

fourth volumes of Fdtis’s History I find the same systm of

charging error upon others when he alone is in fault, and the

same inability to understand the books before him. For instance.

— he could not discover from it flint the Persians hfd
then no thuds of tones m their scales. Neither did he find out

that the Arabs had then emancipated themselves from the Greek
minor scales, and had on excellent two-octave major scales with
perfect thirds in it, and a major seventh. It differed from ours,

but rather for the better These two points are most important

in history, for in them we trace the comparative dviUsation from
which those nabons have dedined
As to Helmholtz’s new musical theories, your reviewer com-

pldns that I have described his book as “hasty,” when "it is

the result of eight years’ labour ” I think ill considered conclu

sums may, in polite terms, be described as “ hasty ’ Secondly,

that I have said, “Some very* necessary experiments, such as

those upon hormomes, were onutted ” I am quite of that opmion,
for I differ with him as to the existence of "over tones,” and I

adduce proof that harmomes arenc^iyMm/ to the principal notes,

and not simnltaneona.

My arguments are before the world, and I have found them
supported by others, meindmg two of the very highest authorities.

Until they can be rebutted, I have nothing to withdraw, but
hive mneb to add to them
The “ Toncmpfindnngen ’ is not a book which requires more

than ordinanr intellect to understand , tlierefore snch deep sub-
mission as that of your critic is not necessary When Helm
holtz informs his readers that thirty three eontonant vibrations

between B and C cause the ditsonanee of that mterval, he is lite

rally tclhn|| them that white is black , and yet this cntic would
eUeve him

StrafTord I.odge, Oatlands Park, Surrey
WM. f'HAII'RLL

Origin of Bright Colouring m Animals

Those who are moderately well acqnamted with Mr Darwin’s
wntings are not likely to feel that Mr Murohy's criticisms (vol
XL p 148) upon them require any answer ; but os many of your
readers are probably not so well acquainted- with these writings
as they ought to be, 1 shall bnefiy expound the pomts rois^

I Mr Morphy himself admiu that colorauon may be as
“variable within the limits of the tame species” as is “any
other part of the organism ” In view of thm fact, then, why is

there any more difficulty m the way of our accepting sexual
selection as a vera causa, than there is in the way of our accept-
ing natural selection as such ? Moreover, we mutt remember
that animals have probably a much keener sente than we have
of differences in form and colour among indlvidni^ of their own

Chappell’s “ History of Music ’

In a review of my “ History of Music,” in Naturf, voL xL
p. 123, your muucal cntic takes me to task for having cau-
tioned English readers against certain new theones which are to
be found in the works of the late 1 J Fctis and m the
“ Tonempfindungen ” of Prof Helmholtz. I tbmk those cau-
tions very necessary, and perhaps, when your critic has studied
the subject, he may think so too , but in the meantime he bows
down before such names, and cautions me that if Fetis were
alive be “ would not be in my shoes for a trifle

”

I fliontd rather obfeet to change shoes with the critic, but I
may remmd him that he seems to have forgotten his obligatioDS
to the readers of NaTCSE. However diffident as to his qualifi-

cation to controvert sm; and therefore hopmg for a second F^
to arise, it was at least his duty to test each of us by the autho-

2 Ornamental colonrmg is, os a rule, confined to the male^
icanse, in Mr Dorwm’s words, “ the moles of almost all ani-

mals have stronger passions than the females.” 1 wonder that
anyone can have read the “ Descent of Man,” and aflerwards
have asked the question to which this is the answer Compare
especially pp. 221, 222 (and edition).

3. I do not know on what “evidence” Mr. Murphy idles to
“ prove that the female is passive,” in the sense of not exertind
“ any choice or power of selection whatever ,” but I am qnite
sure that it must be somethiim very great, if it is to neutralise
the vast body of facts whldi Darwm adduces on the other si^ /I
for surely no one can doubt that “the elaboi^ manner in
which the male birds and other snimaiy display their duums
Wore the female," Is one of the strongest aigtunenU ws could
desire to have " in favour of the belief that flu admiriL
or are excited by, the ornaments and colours displayed Wore
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thofu’ (IM 541) Mr Murphjr’ianertion that hu view of

^ MM u certainly mpported I7 the very cenenl fact of tlie

mka iiclitmc fortm pometiiM of thefenialk, 'maketacidiut
Ml aigUDent if we conaider another "very general fact^vu.,
that there ii a tort of inverte proportion between pugnacity and
cdoration. For an aniwer to the next pamgrapn, compare
"Deeecnt of Man,” pp aas and aad.

I do not know that I can quite agree even with yonr cone
abo^ent a doting pammph. If we can imagine anch a atate

of thlnga at a colony of women left entirdv to themaelvea, 1

think it it at leaat open to quettlon whether tnelr “ love of drest
and ornament would not begin to decline

A DisciPLK OF Darwin

"Ring Blackbird >

Tnk bird about which your correspoudent C. M Inglcby
inquiret it figured in moat worka on Onttbolopr at the
Ring Uutd— a a local, not uncommoo but generally exceed
ingly thy bud. Through the Ute eevere weather however,
aid for a few daya after the thaw, a cock bird boa been a daily
and very intereating vititor on my lawn They arc generally
found on commona and in the ne ghbourhood of ret red copsea,

and are only driven by atrera of weather so near hou<ies

Bregner, Uournemonth, Jon 9 HER\av Cpcil

[Another correipondent, K B Doveton writet to the same
effect, but atatea hit bdief that the Ring Ousel » only a summer
visitant with us, its vnnter habitat being Southern Europe and
Africa.—Ed ]

T/f£ JVFIV WESrrRN CHINA rXPhDlllON
are glad to learn that the Western China Expe

* * dition which left Rangoon in the middle of last

month to reopen the (rfd trade route between Upper
Burmah and Yunan, as wc intimated a fartni(,bt ago, has
an efficient scientific staff attached to it CoL Horace
Browne is the commander of the expedition, and Mr
Hey Elias, Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical

Society and Assistant Political Resident at the Court of

Mandiilay, is the topographer Dr John Anderson,
Director of the Imperial Museum at Cmcutta, who was
recalled from letve m England for the purpose has been
appointed medical officer an^ naturalist, and takes with

him four collectors—two zooldijical and two botanicil

The expedition was pror^ded at Calcutta with an
efficient guard of fifteen 6ikh soldiers, picked men from
the fort, and two native doetprs At Rangoon they were
to be joined by an Attachd pf the Bntish Embassy at

Pekm, and a Chinese interpreter Another of the Pekin
Attaches, with an interpreter and guard, is to be de-

spatched from Shanghai into the mtenor of China to meet
them. These Attaches will be of the greatest use in keep-
ing the expedition right as regards their intercourse with

the Chinm officials. Dr Anderson ukes with him a
fine photognphic apparatus, which he will use himself

A considerable sum has been laid out in presents for the
chiefs and other personages exacted to be met with during
the route for the Viceroy of Yunan, two fine horses and
a pair of kangaroo-hounds have been selected, and a large

number of other appropriate objects.

The expedition is expected to be able to make its way
from the upper waters of the Irawaddy to those of the

Yangtse-Kiang in the course of a few months and will

desc^ the latter nver to the seaKioast of China. The
Chinese Government has given every facility in the way
of passports, so that there is every pn»pect of a success-

fia result.

THE ACCUMATISATION OF SALMON IN
r OTAGO
* A RENEWED attempt u now being made to aedi-

Batise the Bntish falmon {Salmo sa/ar) m New
Zealand . The prdimtnary stages of the necessary opera
tmia have been carried out In Scotland, under the per-

sonal direction of Mr lluckland, one of her Majesty s
inspectors of salmon fishen^ and the ship, the Itmaru,
containing the precious freirat, has sailed from the River
Clydes and is now, it is to be hoped, a far way on her
voyage
What has been done is as follows —A quarter of a

million of eggs have been taken from large, hving salmon
captured expressly for tlu. purpose These ova have been
treated on what may be called the ‘ piscicultitral plan,’

that IS, the eggs have been forcibly extruded from the
fish m a vessel filled with water by me ms of gentle pres
sure applied to the abdomen, from which they fall quite

easily , afterthe ova are washed they arc carefully impreg
Bated with the milt of the male fish, and arc then ready
to be laid down on the hatching boxes On the present

occasion the eggs were brought from Perthshire, where
they were obtained, chiefly from tributaries of the nvers
Forth and Tay, to Glasgow, in order to underf,o the pro

ccss of packing for their long voyi{,e It is gratifying to

know thu only a very smill portion of the eggs were
spoiled while undergoing the process of bein„ fecundated

The plan adopted on the present occasi >ti uas to pack
the ova on trays of perforated zme, on whicli had been
placed a thin la>er of well washed mos:> The trajs con
taming the precious ova were then arranged m i se ics of

boxes, each of them a foot cube these boxes will be

earned to their dcstmation in a cab n expre sly built for

them, paved with ice to the depth of about tno feet, and
having walls of ice three feet m thickness A stratum

of the same matenal is inserted between each box so that

the eggs dunng the passage of the 7 imarii, which may
take abundred days will be kept at a very low tempera
ture. Great pains have been taken m the packing of the

eggs, and also as regards the disposition of the boxes in

the ice-house, which will be hermetically sealed, and
not be broken open till the ship is in port It is m im
portant cu'cumstancc in favour of this experiment that

the eggs selected were all taken from fish which, judg-

ing by their dimensions,would be of considerable weight

,

not a few of them must have weighed over twenty hve
pounds They were rot m the leaat injured during the

process of compulsory deprivation of their eggs and milL
but when restored to the water went olT quite lively, and
as if they had enjoyed the process of artificial spawning
The ship IS expected to reach her destination, Bluff

Harbour, New Zealand, about the end of March, at

which date all the salmon eggs which she carries would,
in the natural state, have become Iivmg fish, and indeed,

be a week or two old The Ttmxru as the time ap-

proaches for her arrival in New Zealand, will be anxiously

watched for, and it is to be hoped that all the future

stages of this important experiment will be as carefully

gone about ind as successfully accomplished as the

initiatory operations.

The development of the ova whilst the ship is on her

voyage will lx; largely prevented by the very low tern

pierature which must result from the enormous quantity

of ice t^t ISm use How far the nvers of New Zealand,

seeing that upon the arrival of the eggs they will be at

an autumnal temperature, may be smted for the ripening

of the fish, has yet to be determined We sincerely hope
all the conditions will be favourable to the hatching and
growth of the salmon It will prove a singularly interest

mg task to trace the history of iiolmo salar, so to say,

from Us creation, and to watch its progress from one
stage of Its hfe to another We anticipate m the process

the correction iff many errors which have crept into the

details of lU natural history, so far as we know it at

present
The phyfiical conditions of New Zealand hare been

depicted as being very similar to those of the old

country , the resemblance will appear still more striking

to emigrants when they see the finest fish of the old

country leaping in iu rivers,
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE FALLOW-
DEER IN ENGLAND DURING PLEISTO
CENE TIMES

TV^'R. SCLATER'S translation of Dr Jeitteles’ easay
XVI on the geographical distribution of the Fallow
Deer in present and in past time (Nature, voL xi p. 71),

and the careful cnucism which it has calira forth on the

part of Mr Koyd Dawkins {loc cit p. 112), have renewed
in my mind a conviction which I formed some years ago,

namely, that Cervus brownn and Cervut aama are iden

tical, and that under the former title the fact of the

existence of the Fallow Deer m England during the Pleis

tocene period hes in some degree obscured

The mterest which, doubtless. Dr Jeitteles’ essay has
excited mduces me to believe the present to be a fitting

> I —TypeofCr

Visible in the former the third tync (^/} is present on the

antenor a>pcct, while in the latter it is altogether absent

With tins exception the antlers of the two spec es are

most closely allied and PL xvii hig 4 corresponds

almost exactly with PI xviii. Fig 5, the third of the series

of antlers selected by Prof QLosius as typical of CrrvMt
dama. To the objection that the development of the
third anterior t\ne may have been an accident, it may be
answered that it is to be found in none of the endless
vanauons of form assumed by the antlers of the Fallow
Deer, and that it is presented aiso by a far more ancient
cervme species from the crag of Norwich ”

It is therefore clear that in its possession of the third

tyne (</) is centred, according to Mr Bovd Dawkins, the
Clacton Deer’s sole nght to be considered specifically dis-

tinct from the common Fallow Deer The accompanying
drawings (Fi^ 1—4) 'vill, I think, be found to show the
insufficiency of this character Fig 2 represents a horn
of the wild Fallow Deer from Greece

,
Fig 3 that of a

occasion to endeavour to demonstrate the probaUlity of
this conviction In his onginal description of Ctrvtu
browtm (Quart GeoL Joum. 1868, p 514), Mr Boyd
Dawkins thus writes —
“ The antlers of Cervus brownn are totally unlike those

of any existing species excepting Cervus dama, to which
they approach so closely that the type-specimen was con
sidered by Dr Faiconer to belong to the latter The
basal half, indeed, so strongly resembles the coirespoid
mg portion of that of Cervus dama that it would be almost
impossible to differentiate fragments from which the

coronal portion had been broken away But the resem-
blance ends at the second tyne (r) If the series of

antlers of Cerviu browmi be comiwm with those of the

Fallow Deer which have been reproduced from Prof
Blasius’s valuable work, there is this important difference

rio » —Right Horn of W Id Cnck Tallow Deer

Wild Fallow Deer from Sardinia. In both of these speci-
mens the third tyne (if) will be seen to be largely oeve
loped These horns are seleaed from a considerable
senes brought to me by my brother, Mr BasQ Brooke,
direct from Greece and Sardinia, and in none of the other
specunens is this tyne developed, but in all the anterior
aspect of the horn resembles ordmary specimens itf

the horns of Cervus dama, such as those r^roduced by
Mr Boyd Dawkins from Prof Blais’s work. Fig 4
illustrates still further the instabihty of the foundation
upon which is based the specific separation of Cervus
browmi 1 be horn here figured belonged to a deer which
lived and died in one of my own parks. The third tyne
(d), so distinctly shown in the fi^e, was produced out
oncem the course of the anunal’s hfetime, neither iu com-'
pamon horn nor those which preceded or succeeded it

showing the smallest trace of it

It may be remarked that the tyne d In the type of
Cervus brownn (Fig 1} stands at a lower level in rmtion
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to iho greatest palmadoa of the honis, than 11 the case in

,
the othtt three specimens. The explanation of this dis.

^creponcy is very simple The former represents (as its

own characters and a comparison of it with the re-

mamder of the fragments with the species found at

Qacton readily prove) a young animal, probably a buck
of four years of an, whilst the other figures represent the
horns of adult ammals. In the immature Clacton Deer

Fill 3 Rlgl t Hon or WUU Sardtn nn Fulluw Oeer

causing a corresponding defect in another, may be seen

in all large collections ofdeers’ horns ,
indeed, in my own

collection I find the horn of a young fallow buck, in wh ch
the characters specially alludra to in the type of Cenus
hmrmt are shown m a still more marked degree

These facts appear to me fully to justify the re-

jection of Ctrvuj browmi as a species distmct from!

CtrvHs dama, and therefore to warrant the behef in the
^

existence of this species m England dunag Pleistocene

tunes. Whether the Fallow Deer became extract in

the force expended in producing the abnormal tyne d
well nigh exhausted the supply at the command of a
system fully occupied with the production of things more
needful, namel]^ materials for the vigorous increase and
consolidation of flesh and bone Hence the long, attc

nuated palm, which probably ended very much in the
manner in which Mr Boyd Dawkins has restored it

Analogous instances of excess of growth in one direction.

F 4.—Rjglii Horn uf Park T 11 w D«r

Northern Europe before the advent of Prehistor c man
or whether it continued to exist in these islands even at
the commencement of the Roman occupation are quc<;

tions which strike me as altogether beside tint of the
truth of the "ancient belief” to which Mr Boyd Dawkins
shows such firm allegiance In either case, the species

may have been rcmtroduced by the Romans, a people
whose magnificently lavish expenditure upon luxury and
pleasure despised bounds

Vii-TOR Brooke

HELMHOLTZ ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF
THE DEDUCTIVE METHOD IN PHYSICAL
SCIENCE*

\\TE have still to speak of bis attack on the authors of
* * this book with regard to the emiuion theorjr of

light They say that such a theory is not to be justified

unlen a light-corpuscle has been actually seen and inves-

tigated. In this demand Mr Zfillner detects " an impos

ii^ty which is not simply physical, but even logical, and
which it is easy to expose. In fact, if the sentabon of

light it produced only when the corpuscles come in con
tact with our nerves, it u obviously tmposstbUxo have any
ocular perception of such a corpuscle btfort it has
touched or affected our nerves of sight.* And then this

lemaifc is followed by declamation aMut gross blunders

* Cosdadtd firoa p. ijt
*

m logic, absolute nonsense, and so on And in fact, there
IS absolnte nonsense here , only the nonsense does not
lie m what the English writers have said, but in the inter

pretation which their opponent has put upon their words.
Does a man who believes himseU so superior to h s

antagonists in the firmness of his grasp of the pnnciples
of the theory of knowledge, still need to have it explained
to him that tom an object meant according to the ems
Sion theory, to receive in the eye, and to to feel, the

corpuscles of light that rebound from the object m ques

Uon 7 But, this being so, there is no logical impossibility,

and nothing inconsistent with the premises of the theory,

m the supposition that a light corpuscle at rest and the

corpuscles are at rest as soon as they are absorbed by
dark bodies—may throw off other corpuscles that impinge

on it, and so may become for these a centre of radiitum,

whim srlU be vinble as the radiant point Whther such
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a process can be brought under observation, and how this

IS to be effected, are, of course, questions which, on the

argument of the Enghsh authors, fitU to be answered by
those who undertake the direct proof of the eustmeo «
the corpuscles. And whatever opinion one may form of

the stringency and fitneu of this demand, it involves no

logical contradiction, which is the very point on which the

argument must turn if Mr ZdUner is to make good his

I will mention one other objection of similar scientific

value, because it refers to Sir W Thomson, though not to

a passage of this book. The pomt in question is whether

It IS possible for organic germs to be present in meteonc
stones, and so to be conveyed to worlds which have

become cool In his introductory address to the British

Association at Edmbuigh, in the autumn of 1871 SirW
Thomson characterised this view as “ not unscientific.”

Here, too, if an error has been committed, I must profess

myself a sharer in it I had, m fact, indicated the same
view as a possible explanation of the transmission of

organisms through interstellar spaces at a somewhat
earlier date than SirW Thomson—in a lecture which was
delivered at Heidelberg and at Cologne in the spnng of
the same year, but is still unpublished. If anyone chooses

to regard this hypothesis as highly or even as extremely

improbable, I have nothing to object But if failure

attends all our efforts to obtmn a generation of organisms
from lifeless matter, it seems to me a thoroughly correct

scientific procedure to inquire whctli^ there has ever been
an origination of life, or whether it is not as old as matter,

and whether its germs, borne from one world to another,

have not been developed wherever they have found a
favourable soil The physical reasons allied by Mr
Zdllner against the view m (|uealion are of very bttle

weight He points to the heating of the meteonc stones,

and adds (p 26) “ Thus, even if we suppose that wheat

the parent body was shattered, the meteonc stone covered
with oiganisms escaped with a whole skin, and did not
share the general nsc of temperature, it was still necessary
for It to pass through the terrestrial atmosphere before it

could dischaigc its orgamsms to people the earth.”

Now, in the first phice, we know from oft repeated
observations that of the larger meteoric stones only the
very surface is heated m passing through the atmosphere,
the inner portions remainiog cold, or even very cold

All germs, therefore, that happened to be in cracks of the
stone would be protected from combustion in our atmo-
sphere But even germs lying on the surface would
doubtless, when they entered the very highest and most
attenuated strata of the earths atmosphere, be blown
away by the powerful current of the air long before the
stone reached the denser parts of the gaseous mass,
where the compression becomes great enough to generate
considerable warmth. And on the other hand, with
regard to the collision of two worlds as assumed by
Thomson, the first consequences of such an event would
be violent mechanical motions, while heat would be gene-
rated only in proportion as these motions were destroyed
by fncuon. We do not know if this wouTd last for hours,
or days, or weeks The fragments, therefore, projected
in the hrst instant with planetary velocity might escape
without any development of heat I do not even think it

impossible that a stone, or swarm of stones, flying
through lofty strata of the atmosphere of a world might
catch up and sweep along a quantity of air containing
unbumt germs

I have already said that I should not yet be willing to
put forth all these possibihties as proubilitles l^ey
are only questions the existence and range of which must
be krat m view, so that if opportunity oners they may be
solved by actual observation or by inferences from such.
Mr ZdUner then ascends to the two foUowmg propo-

sitions —
"That sdentifie investigators m the present day
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attach such extraordinary importance to tnducHvt protf
of gentratio aqmvoca, is the clearest mark of their lam
of familiarity with the first princiides of the theory of
knowing”
And again
" In hke manner the hypothesis of gtMroHt aquivoea

expresses . nothing elK than the condition for the
conceivableness of nature m accordance with the law of
causahty ”

Here we have the genuine metaphysician In view of
a presumed necessity of thought, he looks down with an
abr of supenonty on those who labour to investigate the
fiicts Has It already been forgotten how much mischief
this procedure wrought m ei^er stages of the deve-
hmment of the sciences ? And what is the logical basis

of this lofty standpomt? The correct alternative la

clearly this —
" Either organic life began to exist at some particular

time, or it has existed from aU eternity
”

Mr Zbllner simply omits the second of these alterna-

tives, or thinks that he has set it aside by a passmg
reference brought m shortly b^ore to certam pnysiem
considerations which are not m the least decisive Ac-
cordmgly his conclusion, which affirms the first of the
alternatives above stated, is either not proved at alL or
proved only by the aid of a minor resting on physicid
arguments (and, for that matter, inadequate physical
arguments) The conclusion, therefore, u not in any
sense, as Mr Zbllnejr believes, a pnmosition of logicu
necessity, but at most an uncertain inference from physi-
cal considerations.

This is what ^Ir Zblluer has to object to the authors
of this handbook in the sphere of scientific questions.*
Mr Zbllner’s book contains a great number of other
accusations of precisely the same value directed against
other scientific mvesti^tors, with Uie same confidence
in his own infallibility and the same rash haste in pass-
ing judgment on the intellectual and moral qualities of
his antagonist Another opportunity will present itself

for the discussion of another part of these cases If I

may draw by anticipabon a moral interesting to us m the
present connection, 1 would say that no theoretical argu-
ments can present to the attentive and judicious reader a
stronger and more eloquent Justification of the stnet dis-
cipline of the inductive method, the loyal adhesion to
facts which has made science great, than is supplied by
the practical example of the consequences of the oppo
Site, would be deductive, or speculauve method given m
ZOllner’s book , and this all the more that Mr ZdUner
is beyond question a man of talent and knowledge, who
did most promising work before he feU into metophysics,
and even now shows acuteness and the faculty of inven-
tion whenever he is limited to the field of the actu^ tg,
in the construction of optical instruments and the devismg
of optical methods

NEW ZEALAND PLANTS SUITABLE FOR
PAPtR MAKING

'T'HE utdisation of waste materials for paper making isA a subject upon which a great deal has bm said and
still remains to be said and done. In every country sraste
vegetable matter which contams fibre in anything bVr
suitable propomons is sure to attract much attcmtkm.
The subject nas been handled in various works, directly
or indirectly, m this countiy as well as on the Cmtment

,

and with regard to Australian plants suitable for paper-
making, Baron Mueller, of Mmbourne, issued a len^y
treatise in connection with a senes of specimens p«>er
actually made from the planu enumerated and «^»hibited
in the Pans Exhibition of 1867 We have now beibrer
us a paper by Mr T. Kirk, F L.S , of Wellington, 0^
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tome Indigenous majtenals of New Zealand suitable for

tl>e manufacture of paper The plants enumerated occur
ip greftt abundance Indifferent of the colon/i and, it

is said, are being yearly destroyed to an enormous extent

by the progress of settlnnent Most of the plants alluded

to in this paper belong to the endogenous group, Liliaceae

and Cjperaceae being the chief natural orders. In the

commended, both on account of the quantity of fibre con
tained in their leaves, as well as for the abundance with

which the plants grow ^ Sokatdn, the Tree-flax of the
colonists, IS a jfitmt with numerous radical leaves, from
one to two feet long,thickly clothed at the base with shi^^
silky hairs, and containing a quantity of good fibre It is

abundant on lofty trees and rocks throughout the colony,

resembling m the distance the nett of some large bird
“ Hundreds of tons” of this plant, it is said, “ate de-
stroyed on every acre of forest-land cleared in the North
Island’

A Banksu and A Cunninqkamtt, both of which have a
similar habit to the first named species, but with narrower
and much longer leaves, sometimes from three to six feetm
length, produce a supaior fibre The first is found m
peat abundance m wooded places
latter is common on trees and rocks Both are abundant
in the North Island, “but their southern distnbubon is

uncertain ”

A species of Astelia, known as the Kauri Grass, and
called by Mr Kirk/d tnnervta, is said to be ‘ the most
abundant of all the species, occasionally forming the chief

part of the undergrowth m the northern forests uj
*

3,000(1., and so dense that it is oilen difficult to X

one s way amongst the interlaced leaves, which are from
three to eight feet long and ofa palergreen tinge than cither

ofthe preceding It could be procured by hundreds oftons,

and as, like other species, it is found in situations not

adapted for ordinary cultivated crops, a permanent supply

might be fairly calculated upon h xpenence has shown
that It may be cut yearly

In the allied genus Cordyline, which is composed of
grubby or small palm like trees, the Ti, or cabbage tree

{C austrahs), is the most important It attains the great

cst height of any of the New Zealand species, averaging

from ten to twenty or even thirty feet, and producing a
trunk usually from ten to eighteen inches m diameter,

but sometimes even three feet across The plant is

vety abundant in many distnets, and the leaves contain

a very large quantity of fibre C BaHim, a smaller

growing species, with a trunk from five to ten feet high,

produces a fibre of superior quality, but less abundant

,

die plant, however, is very plentiful on the margins of

forests, giilhes, See

,

all over the North Island, and in

the northern parts of the South Island

That the leaves of the Cordylines s

paper making there can be no doubt In appearance,

idien dry, they very much resemble the so-called palmetto

leaves whidi have recently been brought into this country

from America for the purpose of competing with esparto

These palmetto leaves are those of one or more species

of Chamterops, perhaps C stmthUa, which is known -

arts rf t’
'

some parts « the Southern States as the Saw Palmetta
The leaves of Cordyhne australu are not altogether un
known in Europe as a paper material, for it appears that

stHne years since a quantity was sent to England from

New Zimland specially for ttw, and were made into pa

an a rfiin in Yorkshire at that tune the leaves were hig-_,

recommended for the manufacture of a superior kind of

paper A leaf somewhat similar, but generally of softer

texture, is that ofthe genus Freyonetia. F Banksu,\xMym
as ihe New Zealand Screw Pine^ ISabundant in most woods,
and It is said diat the leaves aught be procured bv thou

eaads <ff tout Gakma uttfaUa, whicn»is abundant m

both islands and capable of being procured in^almost un-
limited qoanbtyv u recommended for the manufacture of
coarse p^r The Gahnias are a group of tall growing,
coarse, n^d cypeiaceous plants, with long, harsh, cutting
leaves, from which fact the plants are known m some
parts of the colony as “cutting grasses.” The genus is dis-

tributed through New Zealand, Australia, Tasmania, the
Malayan and Pacific Islands.

The large order Compositac, containing as it does such
a variety of plants, from trees down to &iibs and herbs,
might M expected to include many whose woolly foliage

would prove useful for paper making The genus Cel
misia, however, is the only one mentioned in the paper
under consideration , the species are perennial

with radical, rosulate, simple leaves, mostly covered with

a white or baff-coloured tomentum, which gives them a
leathery texture, and hence tlfo plants are called Leather
plants, or Cotton-grass. The commonest species m the

islands is C longtfolia, which ascends to an elevation of

5,500 feet, and vanes much m height, length, and breadth
of leaves, as well as m Mneral robustness. C verbasa-
falsa is a fine species, with broad coriaceous leaves averag-
ing from four to eight inches long, but, according to Mr
Kirk, growii^ sometimes to a length of two feet C corta-

cea IS hkewise an abundant species, with thi^ leaves from
ten to eighteen mches long, and fiom half an inch to two-
and a h^ inches broad, covered on their upper surface

with matted silvery hairs, and on the other with thick

silvery tomentum. These leaves are said to make a good
p^r material , it is certain that when dry they are veiy
tough, and the natives make them into strong and durable
cloaks
The plants here enumerated are only a few of those

considered likely to prove valuable m the colony for

paper material
, they are sdected because of their being

utue or perhaps not at all known for economic uses
Such well known plants as the New Zealand Flax {P^r
mum Unax) are passed by with a simple mention of the
fact that a company has recently been formed in Auck
land, speciallyior utilising its fibro in the manufacture of
paper •

While on the subject it may not be quite out of place to

mention, m reference to the notice on the use of Quanta
aguatica, in Nature, vol xi p 33, that several of the
North American daily papers, as the New York Tribune,
Montreal GasetU, &c., are prmted on paper made
entirely from this plan^ and that the promoters of its

use m England propose to bring it to tms country in the
form of half stuff, to save expense of freight

John R. Jackson

A FRENCH OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE
ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY

find in the first volume of the ‘ Memoirs of the

French Academy” a few curious details relabng

to this subject which may be of some mterest to our
readers. We translate the text 7 with the addi-

tion of a few explanatory remarks These details wen
ongmally published m iJitm, by the first perpetual secre-

tary of the Academy, and may therefore be considered

as official

" Fall fifty years had elapsed (in 1666) since the learned

men who Uvea in Pans began to meet at the abode of

Father Mersenne, who was the friend of the most learned

men m Europe and was pleased to be the centre of their

mutual visits.* MM Gassendi, Descartes, Hobbes,
Roberval, Pascal (lather and son), Blondel, and some
others met at thu place (close to the Place Rovale, m a

convent) Hie assemblies were more regularly at

M de Montmorl’s, Master of Request m Parliament (and

• nduirllWKPiiewMlhelBtimU* Mod of Doevut, >«1 lu phW
^uokl ptopeauidiit It wu not deeawd pnidut bjr the wnMr to mntioa

OMCMttt’ nne, exoqx •• oonpkd with otiwis.
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editor of Gasjeiuf*’* works*), and afterwards at ^
Thevenotaf A few fohdgn vtsiton to Pans were pre-

seat at these meetings. It u possible that these

Pu^ assemblies have g^ven birth fo several Academies

m the rest of Europe However, tt is certain that the

English gendonen who created the Royal Society had

travdled in France, and had visited at Montmorte and

IhevenoPs.
"When they were agam in England they held meetings

at Oxford, ana kept on practisbg the exercises to which

diey had been accustomed in France. The rule of

Cromwell was beneficial to t)iese meetings These
English gentlemen, secretly attached to then legitimate

lor^ and unwillmg to take any part m pubhc aifans,

were very g^hul to find an occupation which would give

them an opportunity of living far from London without

bemg suspected by the Protector The Society remamed
in this sUte up to the time when Charles II ,

having re-

sumed the Inngly office, brought it to London, con
finned it by tus regal power, and gave it privileges So
Charles 11 rewarded the sciences which had lent an easy

pretext for keeping the faith towards him ”

The narrative explains that the creation of the Royal
Soaety was an example given to Louis XIV for esta

bhshing his Academy of Sciences

THE TRAmiT OP VENUS

SINCE our last notice of the Transit observations, a
letter, dated Mauntius, Dec lo, has been received

by the Astronomer Royal from Lord Lindsay, containing

a detailed account of the results he obtamed Besides, a
bnef statement of the observations of Mr Meldrum, the
Director of the Government Obsovaton, Mauntius,
has appeared in the Punts, with news from other ob-
servers, whicb with its comments upon them, we repro-

duce m a condensed form.

Mr Meldrum, with a perfect lelesc^ of six inches
aperture, by Cook^ of York, has been fortunate enough
to obtain an observation of the mgress, although both
Lord Lindsay and the German party were prevented from
doing this by the cloudy state of the sky But, although
Mr Meldrum obtained the two interior contacts, clouds
and haxc were at intervals passing over the sun, which,
m fact, was obscured durmg the greater part of the
transit. At times, beautiful definitions of the planet were
noted, especially soon after the first interior contact
Then there was a long period of obscuration, after which,
most fertunately, the sun shone out for the second interior
contact Oniy the first extenor contact was lost, the sun
not «pptaxus% at all until 6h i6m. A few minutes before
the last extenor contact the sun was agam obscured, and
when the clouds passed away the transit was over
Lord Lmdsay states that his expedition has been in a

great measure successful. The mommg of the 9th was
cloudy before sunna& and for a short time afterwards
The first external and first internal contacts were mused
from thu cause , the sun was not seen until ih. 2m. after
the first external contact, when it came out for a few
nunutes, when photographs and measures were obtained.
It wu not till 8 A.U (local mean time) that it became
fairly fine, and remamed so with small periods of cloud
obscuration untd the end of the transit Lord Lindsay
took 371 plates, oot of which number, perhaps, no mil
be of value. One of his photogr^ba shows the second
internal contaa beautifully

i_W»th the hdicwtcr, Mr^^ill obtato^five complete
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o( the son and Venus, besides mne measures of cusps aqd
two separate determinations of the diameter of Vefuu
near the end of the transit Dr Copeland obtidned, wft|i

t^ SIX mch equatorial and Auy double-iman imcrometer,

fifteen measures of least distance of Venus from the sim^
limb, and ten measures of cusps. Dr Copeland also

observed the last internal and external contacts with fhu
instmment The last internal contact was observed wip
the four mch equatorial and the polaruing eye-piece oy

Mr Gill. He also observed the last external contact with

the hchometer Both Dr Copeland and Mr Gill agree

that the contacts of Venus and the sun are remarkably
sirmlar to those seen in the model They also agree that

any phenomena which could be classed under the head
“ black drop ” took place and disappeared within a period

of five seconds All the photographic exposures are auto-

matically registered on the imronomapn by a method
which gives the actual duration of the exposure. The
heliometer observations were also registered there Dr
Copeland observed by eye and ear

,
all other observa-

tions (photogriphic and heliometnc) also observed by
eye ana ear as a check on the chronc^paph. The German
expedition under Dr Low got the thim and fourth con-

tacts, with three complete sets of hehometric measures.

With regard to the operations of the party sent out by
the Government of Holland to Rdumon, the further infor-

mation shows that there, as at Mauntius, the ingress was
missed altOMthcr, m consequence of the bad weather
fhe second intcnor contact at egress was observed both
by Dr Oudemans and Dr boeters, not the least trace of

the black drop being observed Only nineteen plates could

be exposed, and of these only two or three arc considered

of value The observations with the heliometcr were more
successful The party, instead of measunng the distance

of the planet from the sun’s edge along i radius, had cal

culated beforehand, for each ten minutes, the direction of
the most favourable chord for determining the relative

parallax of Venus , two seta of eight measures of this kmd
were recorded
Some observations made at Colombo ^ Mr George

Wall, and commumcated to the Ceylon Times, are of
great mterest, as here is agam recoded an exact repro-

duction of the tmpearance observed by Chappe d’Auteroche
in 1769 On this the Times remarks that it u clear that
science will lose much from an incomplete discussion ci
nil the observations made in 1761 and 17^9 On this

subject wc also draw attention to the followmg letter

which we have received firom Mr £ W I’nngle, dated
Manantoddi, Wynaad, Dec 13 —

I moke no apology for sending you a short account of the late

transit as seen Iw me in Wynaad especially as I feel some stn>
pnse at the diRerence between the expected and a^ual phe-
qOfqcnn,

Owing to non receipt of jnstruments from Endand, I had to
fall back on a small 24" refractor by Cooke, of York, the defi

niuon of which is anp^ even with a power of 53—that used
on the occasion

"My station was on a hill mne miles from Manantoddi, abcrst
Soef above that place and 3,600' above sea level

" The morning of the 9th was simply perfect j not a breath of
air, and not a uoud, with the exce^ioa of a wiqi or two of
chins that die sun soon shook oft
" llie plateau beneath wsa wrapped in the Acemr mantle that

proved 10 dnastroos to the edipse ofaservors of 1871, but thfa I
could afford to despise from my more lofty itatioa.

"I missed Grit external conuot, and watched anxiously ibr the
internal contact When the planet was about half immeiwd, the
entire disc became visible^ for the portion extenud to the solar
surfreewas surrounded by a fine sfiveiyrug like a ndnote cerau.
This observation was vmfied bf my brother, and the pheno-
menon was again visiUa at emersion.
w

• As first internal contact tqiprooched I looked cartfally for the
* Uack drop,’ but, to my astomshmeiit, the horns of the sun
grew neater and nearer, aM at last seemed to fade into the lust
portion of the befora-mentioiied advery ring: sritbom my eeelBg
thesnwUaat veatige of the far-famed ’dropt’ or any appemut
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dot^tUon of t)ie limb of the plwet Had it oatted to tlm ex

teat Of one hundredth tha diameter of Vcmu, I am ctmndeot

I dwtdd have xeeu it
" At hut external contact I fancied that the limb of the aim at

point of contact waa broken more rapidly than it ihoald be, but

if there wu a ‘bead it waa a Ter;^ minute one
"At fint internal contact, in apite of the low altitude of the

mm, the definitioa of the p^metera of both it and the planet

woa excellent , bnt at lait internal contact, owing to the great

heat and a atrong land fatccM, there woa aome anoonnt of atmo
aphenc interference.
" The time of the tranait waa token with an ordinary watch, a

good goer, and I hope to be able to fix the poeltion of the atation

before long, although auch obacrvationa hen moat of conne bo

of very aecondary consideration
" During the tranait I tried to obtain abaorption bands firom the

atmoroheie of the planet, but failed, owing to inaufficient power
and the difficulty of keeping the alit of the atellar apectniacope

used, on the planet, with altazimuth motion.
" I may mention that on the evening of the 9th there waa a fair

dianlay of parhelia, juat at sunaet The aky waa then covered

with delicate bonda of cirrocumnlus.”

ON THE AGF orAMERICAN STONE IMPT^-
MENIS, OR ^'INDIAN RFLICS”

'T'HE interest connected with the various forms of
* ordinary stone implements, of which arrow heads

are by far the most abundant form, is greatly lessened

by the fact that nothing connected with their discovery
1

bears upon the question of the date of theur origin We I

know about the date of the introduction of iron, by
Euiopean visitors to our county, and therefore about

the time of the abandonment of stone implements and
weapons by the Red men , but concerning the time of the

commencement of the use of stone here in the butes we
j

are almost wholly in the dark 1

Having, during the past three years, bad unusually

favourable opportunities for collecting the various types
j

of relics from a locality extraordmanly nch in them, we
have endeavoured to learn something concerning the date

of their origin by studying them tn masse and in st/u, as

in this manner they at least suggest probabilities, which
isolated specimens, gathered from numerous and distant

localities, would never do During the past three years

we have gathered and carefully examined, as they were
taken from the soil, over nine thousand stone implements,

embracing fully nineteen twentieths of the forms described

^ Mr John Evans m his “ Ancient Stone Implements of

Great Bntain,” and some twenty forms of weapons and
household implements not mentioned m his worln

The result of the cxammation of this enormous collection

of specimens on the spot where they were found, has been
to convince us that the ruder fonns, usually of slaty rock

and other minerals softer than flint, arc older, as a rule,

than the beautiful jasper specimens found immediately
above them No such conclusions could be arnved at

from merely examining these same specimens in a cabinet,

and if these ruder and more elaborate forms were inti

mutely aasociated m the soil, it would be difficult to

dissociate them , but taking the history of the discov ty

of each specimen separatdy, we find that just in pro

portion as these relics are rude m manufacture and
pnnutive m type, tAeji are more duply embedded tn the

soil. We have never met with a jasper (flint) arrow>head

in or below an undisturbed stratum of sand or gravel, and
we have but seldom met with a rude implement of the

general character of Emopean drift implements on the

sorf^ of the groundf~and when such ipedmens did

occur, there were generally some mdicauons of unusuaUy
deep disturbance of the surface of the ground Indeed,

it is in &ct just what It should be m theory, tr, the older

forms are found alone^ and at considerable depths below
Idhenuftce, the ninrer and latest types found only at the

tetbee, aaipt iriiea in graveiv and aaaoeiated wiui these

a few tpedmens of the more archaic forms
, just as we

now b our own tunc see, in some isolated locahues,
Household unplements still m us& that, as a rule, have
been discarded for better forms for more than a century
We repeat, that the conclusions amved at by us we claim
to be warranted by the fact of their applying to the collec-

tion of over nine thousand specimens gathered by us
from a limited locahty. and examined at the time of their

discovery with special reference to the relationship the

rude and elaborate forms bore to each other

The behef here expressed with reference to the rela

tionsbp of rude and wborate relics is m accord with the
division of the Stone Age bto a Paleohthic and a Neo-
htbc era ,

inasmuch as no mdication of a pohsh has been
found on any of the rude relics gathered by us , and
polished celts and grooved axes with well ground blades,

or edges, occur only op the surface or m graves It may
be to state here that by the phrase " on the surface "

we mean on or m the soil that is now m cultivation

being “ e surface being the

reach of the ploughs
When and how the AtlanUc coast of North America

became peopled by the Red men cannot be determined
by these same relics , but that that event should have
bMn comparatively recent, and that such ruderehes as we
now find deeply embedded in the earth, and the magnifi-
cently wrought agate and jasper spears, and polished
porphyry and hematic celts, should have been m use at
the same time and by the same people, is simply mere
dible We cannot now go into the full details of aU the
points of interest connected with our discovenes, but
offer with confidence to students of American archamlogy
this fact, that the paleolithic relics arc immensely older
than the elaborately worked surface found forms. This
fact, we believe, is a powerful support to the theory (if.

indm, it needs further demonstration) of the gradual
development of man from the condition we call savagery

Charles C Abboxt
Prospect Hill, Trenton, N J ,

U S A.

NOTES
The mvitahim addressed by the King of Siam to the Royal

and the Astronomical Societies ought to be gratifying to scien

Ufic men in more ways than one , it is one mote evidence of the

spread of a respect for science, and of on idea, however vague of

its high vslne. The letters amount, indeed, as the Times re

marks, to the offer of a large subsidy on the part of the King,

and are no empty compluncnt They indicate <a the clearest

manner the eCTect which the steady prosenition of in>]uines by
the most dnliied la havmg in the leas civilucd countries , an

eflect of an important kind, which it would be difficult to arrive

at m any other peaceful way Tlie following is the text of the

Kmg s letter to the Astronomical Society 1— ‘ The Royal Palace,

Uangkok, Oct 9, 1874.—My dear sir, T have much pleasure in

informing yon that 1 have received the commands of bis Majesty

to request yon to mform the Royal Astronomical Society that if

it will appoint men of science to observe the total edipse of

April next, bia Majesty will,bc happy to consider them os Us pri-

vate guests during thdr visit, and will take on himself their

entertainment and provide them with tianiqiort ior thenuelvM and
thdr instruments from Bangkok to the station selected by them

and back again, and will erect such temporary bnildings as are

reqnind for them and their aasutants. A communication to this

dfect will be mode by hii Excellency the Minister for Foreign

Aliairi to the Acting British Coosnl-Ceneral here, but as this

I

will be slow in reachfaig the gentleman mterested, his Majesty

I

bos commanded me to address this note to yon to communicate

I

ittoOe Sodeiyusoon aspoadUe. I shoU be motthappyto
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reoeiTc wj communication from the SecreUiy of the Soddy

named ,
and if any gentlemen propose to avail themMlvea of hla

Majeitj « invitation, I ehould wiih to receive partlculais of tha

probable number of the party or partiee, of the sUtion or atotions

propoied, and the fonndatioiu required for iiutnimcnU—a plan,

in fact, for each intended obiervatory, that I may submit them

for his Idajeity s orders. You may state that our topographer,

Capb Loftuf, and other officers who, as surveyors, aro accus-

tomed to precise observations, will be happy to assist if desired,

and his Majesty will willingly rUloose them from their other

duties for this purpose With the auurance of my high esteem,

believe me, my deu sir, your most faithful fnend, UitasuA

KAKAWUNGSK, II b M Private Secretary

Thu great solar echpse of 1868 was visible in Siam, as the

1875 eclipse will be. The then reining Siamese king had not

invited any European astronomer , but the 1 ranch Government

sent an ezpeditmn, who located themselves m Malacca for the

purpose of taking spectroscopic observations The King of

Sum, who professed to bo an astronomer, came with a royal

train and a large army to observe the sun and perhaps the sun

observers. The observations were very successful indeed ,
but

the French astronomers had located themselves on mandiy land

and were almost all attacked by fever, of which they were cured

only on their return to France Such was not the case, however,

with their royal guest, who was also attacked, and died a few

months afterwords.

A TSLKCKAM, dated Hong Kong, January 0, states that the

Challenger has left that place in contmuation of her cruise

Wk arc informed that a subscription list has been opened in

Stockholm for the purpose of erecting a monument to bcheele,

whose discoveries gave such a powerful impulse to the advance

ment of chemical science in the eighteenth century

It is also reported that there is a probability of a monument

being erected in lirussels m honour of the late M Adolphe

Quetelet, the well known Secretary of the Belgian Academy

A NEW section of the Glasgow Fhdosophical Society—Sec"

tion C, Physics (including Mechanics and Engineering)—has

been formed, with Jas. R. Napier, F K. S , as president, 1 ro£ Sir

Wm. Thomson, LL D , F K S, and Prof R. Grant, LI-.D

F R S , as vice presidents, and Thor Muir, M A , F R S E.’

as secretary, and has already begun to do good work in the

cause of original research The success of this section, along

with that of the recently organised Sacncc I.«ctures Association,

affords good evidence that in Glasgow, as elsewhere, there is a
sigmficant stirring among the dry bones from which we may
hope for valuable results m the not distant future

The January number of Petermann s AttUhetlHni,en contams a
letter from Dr Nochtigol, who bos done for the eastern countries

of the Sahara and Soudan what Barth did for the central, telling

of his return to Cairo after an abrence of about six yeara He
was received by the Viceroy and the German mhabitanU of Cairo

with the greatest honour As his healch hu been considerably

impaired by the hardships he has hod to undeigo, he intended to
stay some time 111 the genial climate of Egypt to recruit, not
caring to

j lunge suddenly into the rigours ot a nortliern climate.

Dr Petermann gives a brief ritumi of the course of Dr Nach
tigal s journeys.

The scheme which was proposed about a year ago for the

erection of an aquarium, to be built on the beach at Hastings,

hu been revived, and we are informed that a limited liability

company, composed of local capitalists, hu been started for the

purpose of carrying out the project The burlding will be
erected a little to the cut of the pretent pier, and one of the two
deirigu to whidi premiums were awarded lut year will probaldy

be adopted.

From a previonsly undisturbed deposit on Funk Itfatnd, a
guano-covered rock to the eut of Newfoundland, several boM*
of the Great Auk (Aka ler/mww) have been lec^y fatoog^ to

this country They are not in a lint rate state of pretervatioa,

being considerably injured by exposure

Thr Marqms of Bute hu recently purchaKd eight Canadian

Beavers, seven of which have arrived saiely in the Island of Bute^

and have been placed in the endosuie constructed for the four

which died some trine ago on Dnimieocb Moor To- increase

the chanLe of their acclimathabon, the nnimals will be snpjdied

with a certain amount of food for tome time to come

From a report of a journey into the intenor of Formosa

made in the latter part of the year 1873, we letum that the flat

portion of the country is almost everywhere cultivated with the

grealut care t the principal crops are nee, sugar cane, and sweet

poiatou , and the mmor crops, pea nuts (Arachu hypegta),

mdlgo^ and Areea/alwe The mountam region, though very

steep and rugged, wu covered with thick tropical foresL Tree-

ferns, u well M other fem-, grew luxuriantly , and in plaou

where there wu a bit of level ground, Chinese bad formed set-

tlements around which they were growing nee, and were cleanng

patches of the hiU-sides for the cultivation of tea. Formou 1*

the island from whence we obtain oursuppltu of the camphor of

commerce, but m the interior the trees which abound in the

forests are said to be left untouched, as the nativqa do not know
how to make camphor

The cultivation of cocoa ( Iheoiroma cacao) is being largely

extended in Guayaquil New plantations have been found, and

new treu planted on the old estates, so that the average yield

will be greatly increased. The crop of 1873 wu the largest yield

known for many years. Another of the cliief products of Guay-
aquil is indiarubber, or caoutchouc, the yield of which hu very

much decreased of late, owing to the custom of destroyiog the

treu to collect the gum, so that it kis become necesury to go

farther into the foresta m search of the trees, which, together

with the Incrused difficulty of trawpoit, hu added much to its

first cost

One of the large Blue Gum Treu (Fncalyptni gtoMui) m the

Temperate bouse at Kew is now showing bunchu of fruit These
fruits are from three quarters to an inch m diameter, and are

peculiar on account ot their hard woody naturi^ being nearly

enclosed by tlie ligneous calyx, and opening at the apex by valv..*

corruponding in number with the cells.

Amonosi economic planls of interest at present flowering st

Kew, the Tea plant and the Star Anise claim notice A fino

bunch of ihe Black Tea (Tkca ehnunns], var Bohea, cannot fail

to attract attention m the Temperate house at this season, where
flowers m general are scarce Though the genus Thca is so
closely allied to that of Camellia, its flowers are comparatively

incoiupicuoas when compared with those of the well known C
japonua Ihe large yellow anthers, however, redeem it from
insignificance. The Star Anise (llhetum anuatum), which find

a home in the Economic house, is a native of South-west China,

growing to a height of about fifteen feet The common name of

Star Anise fs denved from the stellate form of the fruit when
ripe, and its odour somewdiat resembling that of aniseed. Large

quontitiu of these fruits, with the seeds in them, are exported

from China to Europe and India. On the Continent they are

largely used to flavour spirits, but with us tbdr chief um is lor

expressing an essential oil, whidi w frequently sold for real ml
of aniseed

The diffisrencu butweeft the organisation of the Fracch
Academy of Scieacu and the Royal Society are striking Any-
one wishing to become a French Academidan ia obliged to visl*

each of the elec-ore and ,to ask personally for their nffragw
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The minlier of Frendi AcedemicIaBs b itnctl/ limited, and no .

sew member b appointed except to fin a vacaner Then it a

tpcdal Mction open to membert who may have no tnffident

icientific qnalificationt ;
they are called Acadimxcieni liirn, and

beloiv to no special section, bnt cannot vote in the election of

members, and ai« not paid

Exfiximxnts have been tried on some French railways

for wanning passenger cars by a stove, which 11 placed outside.

It b said a single stove is sufficient for a whole car, and (he

expense b very small indeed, twenty six pounds of coal hewing

up the fire for about 200 miles. The warmed air drcnlates

inside the car

ATTiNTtON has been drawn in France by the news of thebum
ing of the Cttpatnck to the proper means for extlngnuhing fire on

board ships. M de Porville advocates in the Diiats the obhgSf

tory use of signal thermometers in the hold , each elevation of

temperature being notified by the rlngmg of an electric bell

Others advocate the nse of extinguishers. These are large

bottles full of compressed carbonic acid, which may be of im

mense use in limited spaces, perhaps more valuable than water

Wk notice lo-day the sailing of the Tmaru, from Glasgow,

with a consignment of salmon eggs for Otago, New Zealand

The ship Ttnttm Abtty has also recently tailed for New Zealand,

having on board no lest than i 130 living birds, viz,, black

birds (Tiirdus mtruh), thrushes (Turdut mmitui), starlings

(yurttut vu/gans), redpoles {LsHoia ru/eseetu), of each too,

hedge sparrows (Actmiw itMittlaru), 150 , linnets (UnoiaeaMm

hMo), 140 ,
goldfinches (FrtngtHa earJuAu), 160

,

yellow

hammers (Emhmta ettrwAla), 170, and, lutly, partridges

(Ptrdtx anaia), 110 When the birds arrive m New Zea

Und they will be let fly urder proper authority There ts,

we UDdentand, a heavy pcoalty enforced against shooting at

or injuring these birds in New Zeabnd, and it u hoped that they
|

will do well at the AnUpodes. The New Zealand farmers can
I

not get on without them, for they keep down the insects that

ravage the crops. The Acclimatisation Soaetyof Canterbury,

New Zeabnd, we understand, have begun and are now perse

venng in this good public work

Th« weather has been extraordinarily warm and genial in

raris, as In London, and in the whole of France for some days,

but almost all the nven have been swollen to a dangeroos height

owing to the rapid melung of Immense quantities of snow

Sisaiters have been experienced along the banks of many

streams, pnndpally the Rhone. At Lyons the disasters were

Increased by a stockade or barrage erected suddenly across the

stream. All the ice collected and produced an immense iceberg

at a point called lie Barbe. It was feared for a while tliat this

stttp^ous mam of ice would force its way above the stockade

and deitroy everything below, and great eflorta were made unsno*

ccssfuUy to get rid of it But the continuance of the genial tern

peratnn haa gradoally destroyed the obstruction. Never was

the theory of regebtion, as propounded by Tindall, submitted

to the test of a larger experiment

Messrs. II S Kikc and Co have m the press, and nearly

ready for publication, the following works rela^ to sdenee —
“Mankind I a Scientific Study of the Races and Distribution of

Mon,” coiuidered in their bodily variobotus language^ ocen

paUous, and leligioni, by Dr Pesdiel—Translationa of two

new worka by ProLLnut Hseckel vw., "The History of

Creation," edited by E. Ray Lankeiter, M.A Thia book

wni be iHnatrated by oofonred plates and genealogical trees of

'fte various gnmps of both plants and animaU,—“The
History of the Evtdution of tranibted by E. A Van

Rhyn and L. EUwig, M.D , with vaiions notes and other

•diUtkat sansttoaed Dr. lIodreL Abq the foUowing new

volumes of their International Scientific Series —“ Fui^ ,

"

their nature, influences, uses, &c., by M Cook, M A., LL.D

,

edited by the Rev M J Berkeley, MA, F L.S “The
Chemical Efifiicts of I ight and Fhob^phy m their application

to Ai4 Science, and Industry, ’ by Dr Ifermtnn of

Berlin , and a treatise on “Optics, ’ by Prof Lommel, of the

University of Erlangen These three books will be profusely

illustrated

Messrs Smith, Floer, snd Ca will (ublish, m a few days,

a work called " Ihe Cremation of the Dead," by Mr William

Eassle, C E., who is well knosm fir his work in sanitary

matters.

The cultivation of oysters has been attempted by the United

States Commusion of Fisheries in the Great Salt Lake of Utah,

where nomberx of ticse blvolves from California have been

placed with the view of testing the possibility of their thriving

there Some beds were choked by mud brought down some
smsil streams, but m other parts the oysters promise to succeed.

Shad have also been placed in the lake and have been seen in

good health, and a lot of salmon fry from the Sacramento, arti-

ficially hatched out, have been placed in the Jordan and other

mers running into the Great Salt Lake So far, in the fresh

waters, they have done well, and at ten months old were from

four to s x inches long It remains to be seen whether they will

thrive as well in the salt waters of the lake at in the sea itself

Ihe experiment IB a most interesting one, and opens up some

cunous questions in the natural history of the salmon and the

other fish under experiment

The Council of the Society of Arts have passed a resolution

to the effect that it is desunUe that the Cantor Lectures pro-

gtamme be from time to time as faras may be found practicable,

arranged to further the scheme of the Society s lecbnologicsl

Examinations, and that steps be taken for getting sniJi lectures

pubhkbed in a special form as guide-hooka

The third number haa been sent us of the Journal of the

Society for the PromoUon of Scientific Industry, whose head

quarters is at Manchester The Journal, which is of consider

able size,'contains reports of the meetings of the Society, at which

a nnmber of good practical papers have been read One of the

moat scientifically important of these is on *' The Cbemislty of

Calico Printing an 1 Dyeing," by Mr rharles Dreyfus

Wk have received from the author, M. E Mailly, a very

interestmg “ Esroi sor la Vie et les Ouviagea de M L A J
Quctelet, poet, IM&aleur, geometer, physicist, astronomer,

and statisticuui, doubtless one of the most icmorkablc men
Belgium hss predated As we gave some account of M
Quetelet’s hfe an I work shortly after bis death, we need not

further noticeM Mailly s book, which we recommend to all who

desire to know farther about this notable moru The publisher

IS Hayez, of Brussels.

We ore glad to see that Mr J E. Tayloria lectures in Ipswich

on “Plants, tbcir Structure, and thdr Uses, have been ao sac

cessfal that It has been found ncceuary to engage a larger hall

than that in which the course was begwu

The Bullettn of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences

for 1874 coatains a report on the birds and a list of the manuuals

of Minnesota. There are also geological notes from early cx

ploren in the Minnesota VaUey, arranged by Mr N li

Wmebell

“ The Safe Lse of Steam, containing^Rulea for the Guidance

of unprofessional Steam Users," by an Engineer, seems a book

likely to be ofpractkal use to many persons. It is published bjr

Lockwood and Co.
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Mr J Schwxmdler lendi ns two ptperi hj him “On
Earth Cumnts,” repruted from the Pncttdtngs of the Asiatic

Society of Heagil , and ‘ On the General Theory of Dnplea

Telegraphy,” from the Jirntn j/ of the same Society

' Notes on a TiD or Bonlder Clay with Broken Shells, in the

bwer valley of the River Endnck, near Loch Lomond, and its

relation to cert un other Glacial Deposits," u the title of a paper

by Mr K 1 Jack, I G b ,
reprinted from the 7>aitmtuits of

Geological Soaity of Glasgow

Under the title of “ Report of the Government Botanist for

the year ending June 30 1874, Baron von Mueller of Mel

bourne, hat given a tlsumi of the acientific work of the year,

earned on by him or nnd r tus immedute taperviiion In the

first place, Baron Mueller leferv to the iiiue dnnng the year of the

sixth volume of the ‘ hlora Auktraliensis,* m the prodnction of

which be is Tusociated with Mr Bentham ,
towards the compoai

bon of the seventh volume he mentions that it will include the

Glasses, numbenng about 250 species, the Rushes, Sedges,

Restiacese numbering alone ibont 70 species, the Naiadei,

PalmncetL, &c With regtrd to the number of «peaes, however,

these may be considenbly modified before publication In re

ference to a botanical appen Ux which Baron Mueller made to

the works of Mr h A Campbell, of Geelong, on the New
Hebrides and the Loyalty Inlands, which appendix was drawn

up from collections made by the anlhor dnnng a visit to these

udands, he «tys * By such means we have obtained the first

connected rec^s of the insular vegetation of those spots of the

globe aftei the lapse of more than a*century since their dis

covery Snch opportunities for research shonld also be wired

on by other travellers^ Tod especiaDy by educated settlers re

aiding on these islands, os thereby will be gained not merely an

advancement for phytographic science, bnt also a closer acquain

tance with the nitural producbons of any of the PaciGe insular I

lands, to the a ivsntoge also of Anstrilian industries and com* I

meroe M ith regaid to the Folmontology of Victoria, Baron
'

Mueller desenbes the vegetation of the Pliocene penod as re-

markable for Its densely umbrageous trees of almost tropical

types, which, as very recently ascertained, spread over very

extensive areas, where in the present nothing of the past

physiognomic grandeur of the vegetition m left The elucida

bon of new economic {dants and the tests as to their value m
the world of commerce has long been one of Biron Mneller’a

tpcdal pomts his pen bas produced many pamphlets on these

and kindred subject.,, and from his laboratory have issued many
actual results of bis researches in this direcbon The large col-

leebon of chemicrl products from the vanons ipeaes of Enca-
|

lyptns, Melaleuca Acacia, Ac., together with other vei^table

products of Victoria, will be remembered by many as formir^

one of the pnncipal features of the, Australian Court of the

London Internabonol Exhibition of 1873 Thu oollectien,

which inclu led oils, tars, acetic acids, and alcohol from species

of Eucalyjitns, Melaleuca, Casnanna, die , as well as fibres,

papers, and stardies, were, at the close of the Exhibition, pre-

sented to the Kew Mnseum, where they are now exhibited. In
regard to what Banm Mneller terms 1” field service.” he lays

be was engi(.ed for seven days m December 1873 m tn-

vestigatmg the plants in the frwest regions of the Upper Yam
and the sonthm branchee of (he Gonlbnm River Measure-

ments were also taken at thu |bme of the hei^ti of feme lofty

treei of am^idahna, the high^ of which gave
400ft To some trees which appeared to be higher access could

not he obtained m the short time nllowed and the means at com-
mand, as the dense jrmgle svonld have to be cleared for a haie

line AmagmlioettipeaesorFestnca(/' iftwr), duoovered m
West GippeUnd bf Baron Moeller m 1860^ "was now," he
says, * ascertained to have a wide rangt throi^ the forests

towards the Yam and Gonibam aonroes^ where asaong gnaeis

It forms a moat stately object, the hei^ of la ft being not nn-

ttsual, while occasionally ^ snperb grass, m the fom tree

gullies or nvulets, attains^ in nch soil, to 17 fb The result of

thu journey,” Baron Moeller says^ "was the duooveiy of mai^
planU new to Victoria and a few new to scienoe So fiur u tiM

country itself u concerned, the Alps ate easdy accessible for

horset from the eastern side, ns the dopes are more gradual The
summits can be traversed for many milea with little or no im-

pediment beiog at an elevation of from 6,000 to 7,000 ft..

they are above the region of trees and ihrnbsi and are omue-

quently open in all directions
’

Wk have received the indexes to vol vii of " Patents and

Patentees ' 187a, for the colony of Victoria, The volume con-

tains three separate indexes " Subject Matter,” " Alphabetical

Index of Names, " Chronological and Descnpbve, ' and seven-

teen sheets of illustrabons The work gives in a compact &wm
a good idea of the activity of inventors m the colony

The addiuons to the Zoological Society’s Gardens dnnng

the past week mclnde a Black handed Spider Monkey (Atiks

mtiatuxAir) from Central America, presente I l.y Mr H Camp-

bell, a Macaque Monkey {Bftricus from India,

presented by Mr C Lucas , a Rinj, necked Pamkeet {Palttamu

torjuaii), from India, piesented by Mus Attwood, a Yellow-

beUied Porrakect (PlalycetcHtflnrvtnlrit) from fasmanui , and

a Little Grebe (Podutps mimir), Bntuh, purchased

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The QuarUtfy Jtmrmt ot Mteroseopual Settnet for thu

month contains several artuues and notices of interest, the

most important of which are " Observations on the Anatomy
of Tama medtoeantUata, by Mr h H Welch, m which
t^ anthor desenbes the detaded structure of that speaes,

which, as be remarks u omsideral ly more common than
the better known 7 Two plates accompany the

desenphon , very uutrnctive sections through the segments
in ditferent dirertions occupying one of them —Mr C IL
Goldiim Bud desenbes the method to be employed in

imbedduig in elder pith for cutting sections, a method more
simple and frequently as advantagious as imbedding m wax, the
moistened pith adapting itself to the inequalities and suppOTtug
the substance to be cut, m a most convement maimer, with^
the necemire for a tnpod, spirit lamp, &c , required when wax
u used —Mr W Archer basa pap« “On Apothecu oocumag
m some Scytonematous and Suosiphonaceoas Algm, m addition

to those previously known, m whi^ the transfer by Bomet of

LfMt pubtserHt to the lichens suggested observations as to

whether other species, Shgmema ana allied genera, Would not
re^re similar relegation on account of the discovery of opothecia
and spermogonw m them The question as to the natnre of
these Gonidia forming Algm types is dlscuired —Mr Ray I^m-
kester makes " Observations on the Development of the Cepha-
lopoda, ' in which he contmues hu elaborate investigatums on
the development of the MoUuica The pomts on which most
stress Is laid in the present paper are the formation of tbeUisto-
derm and the natnre of the " antoplasts ,

” the divdimment of
the pen sac, and of the 'dimentaiy canal, and espedaUy of the
eye, whose ndicalsumlantym thedi-ond tetra branchiate Cepha-
lopoda u proved, at the same time that its great diOennce from
tlw vertebrate organ u rendered equally apparent —Mr H C.
Sofhy hM afpaper “On the Chroinatological Relations of
Sfanftllafltfvtatilis," which u shown to contain much the same
oolonrmc matter, soluble m carbon dlsalphide^ as the highest
plants, thonghm differentproportwcu.—The hut paper, repnntad
RWB thu joiuiial,u Prof Huxley’s “ Claisificatton of the Animal
Kingdom, ' read before the Lmnean Sodety in Deoember hub—A review u given of Stnclwi’s “Ifaniu of Hidologr,” as
well as an excellent ihoit Ide, by Dr Payne, of Dr Lankier,
one of dm founders of the jonmu.

Artrommtttht Naekruhtm, No 3,016 —^In thu number is a
lut of some thirty ata^ of types m nd iv , dlseoverOd in
tlAittdt Notes on ooloar and heads n the speotrwefeaM
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m added.—OptHdierjiiTet the'dementi of Wbuiecke’i oomot
'

ICb^ in. «»“ *“ tv<OT d*y, from Jafc i

toSwcb ii 187s Th« ccUpte of the ton of October tart wm
obwrfed li Broia and odien at Dorpat , four tdeacopei

wen Bied, of i&t, 97, S3t 77 mUUmefrea aperture reipK

OfOr It appeaia that thefirat contact waa oWed to toe
ffiyllif ynih tho lAvgtr initruinents thin with the BTnftj lftf j

Smia a difference at 44 aeomda ia dme in the caae of the 163

aad <3 nilllmetre daaaea. H Brans alio ctmlribatea aome

laniam on the finding of the altitode of falling atari.—Dr J— tadide eirea dementi and an ephemeria for the planet

10 (118) for the month of Dec. j
andOnnond Stone adda a

lamailc on eqnationa in the determination of a comet a

fiom the earth.—No. 3}017 —Dr O Lolue vntei to
|

the editor an accennt of the method of photognwhhu the sun.

Re Mrpainntly uiea collodion, emtaming chlonde oTnlTer, or

paper, mitead of the ordinary aenntive pli^ He remarka that

ue proceaa haa the advantage of reqmnng no chemical prepara-

tion for each phuttwrap^ and he aaya the apota ate diarply

defined.—Prof Biedidiln aada hla pontioni and obaervations of

M of the minor tdaneta, the cometi of Winnecke, BorreUy, and

Cenia I and Fcainley gives a llat of jS atari with their aacertained

poSSona for comparison with Coggiracomet—Leo^d Schulhof

givea dements »«d an ephemenafor the month of llec. of Flonet

(139) —Victor Full giTef the tlmea of contact of four obeervers

or the ledor e^pae <» October last

Thi BuUitiH dt la SeciM ilAceluHalation dt Pans for Sep-

toDOber opens with a cutions inatance, rdated by M Onwatn^
of a ctoii between the red and common grey partndge the

practical nae of which, however, ia not apparent, though it la a

enrlcm example of a croia between two ipelies of birds hitherto

regarded as W^cdable —M La Perre de Roo contnbntei

aaarticle on Military Pigeons, which details the uses to which

pigeons may be put for military purposes. Russia, Italy Aus-

tria, and Germany have already created establishmenta for the

Ineediag and training of pigeou with this object—M I Bech

pleadithe canse of the snM birds in France, most of which, as

loon as the legal ihootinL season commences, are killed m large

nnmben by sportsmen who cannot find better game He recom

mends the absolute problb tion of the slaughter of insecbvoroua

birdfc—The acclimatiaation of sponges U the latest idea of one

of the members of the society Who suggests that the celebrated

Synan tponges might be cultivated m the South of I ranee

•nie Notes from America Include obsemtions on the Mexican

Agave, the introduction of mahogany mto India, and the tea

ptoductaons of that country

Dtr Zochsuthe liarUn.—l\i the November number Dr von

Olfets diseuixes the food of the Stork {Cuonta alha), andits wn
icooem value to the farmer He finds the pnncipal items of its

^ of fore to consist of frogs^ gii»d>oppets, and the

Uigei carabine beeUes.—Dr Doner reviews the twelve species

of Peer now represented In the Hamburg Zoological Gardens

,

a Stag (Ctnms tlapkus) aged only two years Im already irntjen

with twelve points.—H 'Ihienemann remarks on the tabits

of the little Bustard (Otu Mnx) which has recently established

ite^as a breeding speaei m Thunngia, as has also the Fieldfare

tTurdHs tUans) —Among the remtunlng^articles are notes on

PMtu levaillaHln,\>jll lixsaa.ta&a&TrvftdoitolMsUssdlatut

by IL Geisenheyner

Thtcafhara. The distribntioa of the genoa and qwdet in the
Arenig and llandeilo rocka of Sb David a wai that treated at,

and the dlfforent asaembitges of ipedea m each of thdr mb-
divlsiou were compared w th thoae of other areas. The Aienig—,

contain a number of qieeieB which ally them
. .k- rw.i

,p Canada than to any other

lOQs Quebec tpcdcSg

to the ^
series of rocka
whila the Skid
htea in the Lower Arenig rocka of Kamaev Idand m

,

consideted to be onx oldest graptdite-bearing rodca, can <mly be
correlated with the Middle and U{^ Aroilgi of SL Davld’a
The graptolitea of the Arenig rocks of Shropdiiie and of more
distant locahtiea were also compared with those of St David’s.
In the Uandetlo series of this district the Cladtphtra have now
for the first time been found, a few spedes, with seversl species
of Rhaidtphora, occurring at Abereiddy Bay m the lower
Llandeilo, which alone hu been carefiiUy worked, there bong
much more to be done in rim Middle iM Upper Llandeilo,
from which very few ^edea of graptolitea have aa vet been
obtained. Some of the recently mtiwuced terms, and altered

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LOMDOM

Geological Society, Dec. 16,- Mr John Evans, I

—

—

in the chair —The followlne oommomcariooW f—(1) Descriptions of the GraptoBtei of the Awprerident, in the chair —The followlne —^

Wi—(0 Ueacriptionsof the Gi^oBtei rf ^ Awug and

Uanddfo Rocks St David t,

Charias Upworth.
ofthadiicov^ ofgraptoliteam then^bonrhood ofbt Dm^a,
from tbdrfiritdiacoveiTin the Lland^ aenet in 1841 ^ Sir

Henry Da UBeche and Prof Ramaay, the aathow procerfedto

anplam their vlewi on the daadficatlon of thegraptouta (G^p^
iWUwH Bionn), whnii they place undw theorte Jiydnnda,
“"'"-g them into two gtoapa 1 Rhabdopkara (Allman), com

jnain^tlw true alcolate iJ vugnlate graptobtei wluch t^ con

'Ikler to have been freeorganic t and efoWi)A Cladophora (Hopkuiaoii),

cpnmtiaing the dendraid graptolitea and timalUai^ whidi ware

Ctttai^ fixed, and are moat notif aUad to the recent

Arenig and Llanddio rocks of St E
years of which sufficiently perfect spedmens have been obtaumd,
donblfol spedea being idcirod to m an appendix. Forty two
species were described, belonging to the following genera —
DulymograMus, Tetragraptus, Clema^raplus (gen nm),Dudl«^
graptus, Climatoifra^us, Dtplograptas, Phyllograptus, Closso~

grapiHS, and I'ngoitograplHs (RhabdophoTa) , Pldagrapiits,

Daido^plHS, Calhgru^Ms, and Dictyograpius (Cladopbora)

(2) On the age and correlationa of the plant beaimg senes of
Iiidi^ and the former existence of an IndOHXieanlc contiaent, by
Mr IL F Blanford In this paper the anthor showed that the

plant beanng senes of Indu ran^ from early Permian to the
latest Jurassic times, indicating that with few and local excep-
tions, land and frahwater cooditloiu bad prevailed unlntemip-
tedly over its atea during this long liaise of tlmt and perhapa
even from an earlier penod. In the early Permian there ia

evidence in the shape of boulder-beds and breccias underlying
the lowest bedi ol the Talchir group of a prevalence of cold
dimate down to low lotitndes m India and, as the observations
of gculoLuts m South Africa and Australia woold seem to stow,
in both hemupberea umultaneouily With the decrease of cold
the author bwved the flora and reptilian fauna of Penman
limes were diffused to Africa India, and perbapa Australia

,

or the flora xssm have existed somewhat earlier in Anstaalio, and
have been diffused thence. The evidence, he thoi^ht, showed
that dnruig the Penman epoch, India, South Africa, imd Aua-
tralia were connected by an Indo-oceanic continent, sod that the
first two remained so connected, with at the utmost some short
mtervals, up to the end of the Miocene penod. Dur^ the
latter part of the t me thia continent was also connected with
Mayolana. The poiitioa of the connecting land was sei i to be
indicated by the range of coral reels and banks that now uxista

lietween the Arabian Sea and West Africa. Up to the end of
the Nommnhtic epoch, except perhaps for short perioi^ no
direct connection existed between India and Western Asia.

Zoological Society Jan 5 —Dr E. Hanulton vice-pre

sident, m the cluur—A leller was read from Dr C
‘ "

of Sydney, giving an account of a

VMtam Mansoon,—K letter w

t Geoim Bennett,

»Ue (Chrysochraa

le Bay of Bengal,

d from Mr Anderson, of
rnneygimr, njui inoie^ giving an account of the egg* and
young the Gavial (6<itWfr gasjgriliSrKr).—The Secretary read a
letter addressed to him by the Marquis of Normanby (teveraoi

of Qneenaland, onnoonciiffi that he had-forwatded by the ship

Ramsay, under the careofCapt Carter, a fine ipecunen of foe
Anstrahan Cassowary (CasHonsss asutralu), as a present for foe
bociety a coUectioa.—A oommanicatlon was read tram Mr A. G
Butler, giving deacnptkni ofthirty threenew apedea of
infoeooUecSonof the Britiih Huaeam —A oommimication was
read fimn Mr Andrew Anderson, of Fatteygfaar, giviiig correc

tions of and additioni to a previout pi^ by aim on tba

KaptoriM Birds of North western India (P Z. S IB72, pV‘^’9^

—A comnMmieatianwu read fromMr E. L LayanJ H.B M
Conaal for Fiji and Tonga, containtog ornifoologiosl notes made

w the K^togefoer wuh deaMpdona of lome supposed new
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Royal Mlcroacoplcal Society Jan 6.—Cbaa. Brodu,

F R S president in theciiair —Dr Ordread apaper cm the natu

ral his ory of the common urates n which he desenbed the tesulU

of a number of expemnenU w th vrates of loda and ammonta,

carr ed on with a view to ascertain what was the meamng of the

d fferent form* n whkh they appeared m the animal system.

The various forms assumed by these salu in collo d media, and

under the action of acids or chlondes, were deKtibed at some

length and the subject was farther illustrated by dmwmcs and

preparations exh luted in the room.—A paper by Dr P gott, on

the inviiib I ty of minute refractory Ixidies in consequence of

excess ve aperture, was read by the Secretary —Some beautiful

sccUons of a forammifer {Ahtoltna) both transverse and longl

tud nal mounted by Moller were exhibited I7 the Assistant

Secretary

Royal Geographical Society Jon. la—Sir Rutherford

Alcocic vice-president in the chiw—A letter was read horn

Laentenant Colonel C C I.ong a staff officer n the Egyptian

service, giving the Society an account of his recent journey to

King Mteso, on the shores of Lake Victoria Nyanza. According

to Long s account he left Gondokoto on the 34th of AprU
last barged by Col Gordon with a friendly misrton to the

powerful K ng of Uganda (King Mtesa) and aeeompanied by
two Egyptian sold ers and two servants. The journey occupied

fifty eint days, at the end of whmh the party was rewaided by
the si^t of tbe^udily culdveted central district of Ugandiu
appeanng like a ^eat forest of bananas. King Mtesa received

the envoy with great fnendlmets, and ordered thirty of his sub-

jects to be dcca^Uted in honour of the visit Fermisskm was
given Col I.oiig to descend Murdiison C eek and view Lake
Victoria. The jonmey from Mtesa s residence ocenp ed three

hours, and the ^aily embarked on canoes made of (be bark of

trees sewn together CoL Long sounded the waters of the

lake and found a depth of from 35 to 35 feet In clear weather

the opposite shore was visible appearing toannnnauticaleye

from twelve to fifteen miles distant he d d not think he could

possibly be greatly deceived n thu estimate. After much nego-

tiation and opposition he obtained permission to return to

Egyptian teintory by vrater and on the way in lot i 30, dis-

oimm a second laka^ or large basin, at least twenty to twenty

five miles wide. He found the Uppmr Nile from Kipon Falls to

Kamma Falls a fine navigable stream large enough for the Gr$at

Saltern He finally r^orted from G^okoro (October ao)

that CoL Gordon would soon have a steamer on Albert Njransa,

and intended also to move one to the Upper Nile above Karumo.
—A paper was then read On a Jouniey along the East Coast
of Africa, from Dar-es-Salam to Kilaro, in Decraber 1871 by
Capt F Elton the diief pomt of which was that the Kufi^
River was found above the head of the delta to have an aven^
depth of only four to five feet—Major Erskine (late CoIouU
Secretary of Natal) then read a paper on his ion s (Mr St Vincent
Enkine) recent mission to the powerful Kaffir chief Umsila,
whoee temtory stretches along the richly wooded and fertile

interior country between the Limpopo and the ZamliexL
Umsila s head-quarters are near die ruins of Zunbaye, where the
German traveller Cart Maudi diseovered sculptured stones,

supposed by some to be of great antiquity Major Erskine
stated that his son had just returned from a second visit to Umsila
sod Sofalo.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, Jan. 4.—M. Frdmy in the chair —
The following papers were read —Note on magnetism dpropas
of a recent commnnieatkm by M Lallemand fay M Th, du
MonceL—Memoir on the reaidance of protosoids to the difikr-

ent dressmg materials employed in snrgety, by M Demstqnay—On the decomposition snd preservation of wood by M Max.
PauleL—On the germination of the Chevaliier baney byM
A Lederc—CommnnicationsrelaUngtoPhyUoxeiawcrereoeived
from MM L Roeder G Bcaume, P JoUy and others^—Tlie
French Minister in China forwanM a desjiBteh bom M Flcu
rials, datum from ShanghaLDec. 36, and annonnciiig the sucoesi-
fitl rasnlt ot the Transtt of Venus (foservations.—The following
letter! fitim various observing stations were also read —FromMM Ch. Andrd and A Angot, at Noumea, dated Oct 8

.

from M. ; Janssen, at Nagasaki, dated Nov 4 fiom M
Htfrand, at Sakroo, dated Nov 33 and from M P Tacddni,
at Mnddapor (Bengalh dated Dec. la This last eoipinniii-
catitm makes known that the spectroscopic obeervatkms of the
Transit were satisfactofy and tend to show that the

of the sun is smaller when seen in the speetrosoope than when
observed by the other method —On the caloolns of geoderie

co-ordinates, by M Ch Trepied.—On the expression « work
relaUve to an elemtnttry Uansformation, by M J Koutiet—
Ana^es between the disengagement of gases firom their lnp«^
aatun^ solutions and the decomposition of certain eaPMsiva

I

bodlei^byM D Geniez.—On the atoauc structureoftheaKUecaha
ofbenseneandterebene^byM G Hinrichs.—On the titaoic edists

by M E. Demarcav (')ne molecule of titanic dilotlde ts mixed
in small portions with four molecules of absolute alcohol, and the

mixtme heated to 100* mmietio when hydndiloik acid aad
the excess of akxihol are removed and a crystalline mass obtained

which has the compcsdtlon of the dilontydrote of oaonodilor^

bydnne Ti(OC,H,)^l,HCL This body forms white crystals,

melthig at 10j no* and decomposable by water Sodium
ethylate dissolv^ m excess of alcohol is addM to an alcoholic

solutum of the cblorfaydrate whensodmm chlonde u precipitated,

and the alcoholic solntion yields on evimoration wDite oyital

1 ne needles of the ether Ti(OC.H,)< —On the pyruvic nreldes 1

Condensed nreidet byM £ Onmaiiz. The anthor now con
aiders dipytuvic tnnreide C,H sN,0, t tetnpyrnvic tnnretde^

C„H,4N,0, snd dlpyruvic teuanreide C,sHi«N,0,—Ontha

i

of the ju ce u doe to hydrochloric and not to lact e acid.—On
I the nature of syphilitic affections, and on mercurial treatment,

I

Iqr M J Hermann.
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DR LLOYD'S "TREATISE ON MAGNETISM

"

A Tnattse on Magtutum, General and Terrestnal By
Htunphiey Llo^ DD, DCL., Provost of Trinity

College^ Dubbn. (London Longmans and Co , 1874.}

An observational Kience like meteorology or terrestrial

magnetism is placed in some respects at a disad

vantage when compared with the more experimental

branches of physical inquiry It is often difficult to

obtam a good and readable account of that which
has been done. The reason of this is, that those

who are personally engrossed with the science have
to deal with such large masses of figures and precise

^measurements that they are frequently unable to spare

the time necessary to give a good historical account

of their favourite research. Those again who are the

historians of soence find it a very formidable task to

bring themselves en rapport with all that has been done

in such a subject as terrestnal magnetism—m fine, there

it not sufficient inducement to undertake the task No
doubt, when such a science is more advanced and has

attamed a posiUon like that of astronomy, it will find

plenty of historians , but in its mfancy, and when a good
risumt of the progress a]re<ady made is of peculiar value,

It has comparatively few friend Now these are precisely

the circumstances when a Government or a University is

able to interfere with tery great effect, and with respect to

terrestrial magnetism this opportunity has been admirably

used by Tnmty College, Dublin. The Rev Dr Lloyd tells us

in his preface that the Dublin MagneUc Observatory was

founded and placed under his superintendence by the

governing body of Trinity College in 1838 This college

has been peculiarly fortunate in having chosen as an

observer the eminent physicist who is now its provost, and

who, besides reaping much fame as a practical magne-

Uciaa, has at length found leisure to present us with the

much-required treatise on terrestrial magnetism.

The first port of this work refers to the general pheno-

mena of magnetism, and contains one of the clearest

accounts of the elementary laws of this subject which we

have ever read. Some of the experunents recorded we

do not remember to have seen anywhere else.

One of the most interesting preliminary chapters is that

on the effects of temperature It is well known that heat

has a very peculiar effect upon all magnets. The following

paragraph from Dr Lloyd s work will explain the particu

lars of tins action —
" Heat is also found to weaken the coercltlve force of

iron, and therefore to 6u:ihtate its magnetisauon and dc

iTiagnfjrisarinn. When a bar of iron is heated and exposed

tome mductive action of a strong magnet, the magnetism

devekqTed u augmented. This effect increases up to a

dull red heat, at which it is a maximum. At a bright red

heat the caimbility of induction ceases altmether Cast

iroH and steel present the same results. Tte maximum
force imparted to soft iron has been found by M. Ed.

Beomierd to be that imparted at the ordinary tra-

pmtore of the idr bring unity , and it is a remarkable

Wrcumstance that the maximum force induced \acast iron

'VImI in steel is precisely the same as that of soft iron,

^sdihongb at ordinary temperatures their induced magne-
astps ate very different. It appears from these facts that

the coordtive force of thae bo^ vamsbes altogether at

risff m/heat ” (p. 33).

You XI.—No 373

Although it may be convement to speak of the mag-
netic fluid, yet we think there can be little doubt that in a
magnet we have directed molecular mobon of some kind.

This, we believe, is the hypothesis held by SirW Thom
son and other {Aysicists The author of this notice has

ventured to bring forward certain views as to the action

of heat in destroying all directed motion We know, for

instance, that tl^ conduction of electricity and of heat,

two forms of directed molecular motion, u more resisted

at high than at low temperatures. The analogy urged to

explain this was that of a carriage or tram in motion, on a

road hned with passengers who were consuntly entering

at the one side while they were passing out of it at the

other

A stream of passengers of this nature would have the

effect of bringing the directed motion of the train ulti

mately to rest Now, heat may affect directed molecular

motions in the same way, carrymg into the tram matter

which does not partake of the motion of the tram, and
carrying out of the tram matter which does partake of

this motion, and so weakening the velocity of the tram.

Even visible directed motion may be influenced m this

way, and it does not seem improbable that the ethenal

medium may act after this fashion in stoppmgthe differen

tial motions of the umverse

Now the question arises, is it hkely that we have any

action of this nature traceable in the effects of heat upon

magnetism ? Let us agam quote from Dr Lloyd as to

certain pecuhanties of the action of heat —
" When the heat applied to a steel mi^et is moderate

—when, eg, it does not exceed that of boiling water -
part of the magnetism which had disappeared on the
increase of temperature reappears when toe onnnal tern

perature is restored. It follows from this that neat pro-
duces two effects, which (in the present state of our
knowledge) must be considered as distinct

lake mechanical action, it permanently destroys a
portion of the existing ma^etism by enabung the two
magnetisms which had been separated in each molecule
to recombine. And, on the other band, it renders latent,

or neutralises, another portion of the same magnetism,
which portion reappears agam when the temperature is

reduced to its onginal state.
" This two-fold operation of heat, although fully rccog

nised as a fact, bu not been sufficiently considenxl in

reference to the cause. There seems reason to beheve
that the two effects, so dissimilar m their conditions, are,

m fact, referable to distinct causes ,
and that while the

permanent lews of magnetism is a dynamical effect due to

the mokcnlar movement m which heat is known to con
sist, the recoverable portion is probably to be ascribed to

the dilatation of the body and to the dumnution of the

reciprocal action of the magnetic dements consequent

upon their mcreased distance
”

We quite agree with Dr Lloyd in his remarks on these

two effects of heat, and would venture to supplement

them with a suggestion as to the possibility of regarding

the dynamical eftect of heat as due to the introduction of

new matter—new passengers, as it were—into the directed

tram of magnetic motion. If tins view be tenable, we

may perhaps imagine that a permanent loss of mag

netism will be occasioned by every change of tempera

ture of the magnet, whether this be from a lower tempe

rature to a higher or from ahigher temperature to a lower

,

in foct, as for as we can see, all the experiments hitherto

made are just as compatible with thu supposition as with

N
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whicli attribute* a penniwabt )oi« of magnctum only

to an mcroase of temperataic.

We now came to the most valuable part of the work,

or those chapters which treat of terrestrial magnetism.

Dr Lloyd tells us in his preface that the course he hat

pursued has been “ to present the results obtained at a
single station, m Dublm, at which all the general fea-

tures of the phenomena belonging to the middle northern

latitudes were fully developed, and to supplement the

information by the results of observation at places widely

removed bom the former m geographical position, as wUl

as in their relation to the sun s daily and yearly coursea”

Dr lAoyd adds that "he has not entered upon the

interesting speculation connected with the physical causes

of the phenomena, further than to reprint a paper, pub-

lished by himself many years ago, in which the agency of

the sun and moon are shown not to be due to their direct

operation as magnetic bodies” And he concludes his

preface by remarkmg that "the electrical earth-currents

must have their effect upon the magnetical variations

recorded m our observatories, whether they bo the sole, or

only a co-operatmg cause."

Are we justified m our inference, from the concluding

obMrvation, that Dr Lloyd has to some extent modified

his views with regard to the importance of these earth

currents ? for, if wc are not mistaken, he was at one time

inclined to attribute the daily variations of tencstrial

magnetism to thetr operation

bpeculations rcgaidmg the causes of the phenomena

of tenestnal magnetism may be divided into two classes

firstly, those which attempt to account fur the magnctisa

tion of the earth ,
and secondly, those which only pretend

to account for the changes taking place m this magneti

sauoD It IS from the latter point of view that we would

now venture to make a few remarka

Let US assume, to bcglu with, that nothing is definitely

known regarding the causes of these changes Let us

next endeavour to enumerate and discuss the vinous

agencies we know of which may be conceived to take a
part m producing these phenomena, in the hope that by a
pichminary tnal of its kind we may, perhaps, bght upon

the true cause, even although the evidence at our disposal

be insufficient to give certamty to our suspicions.

In the first place, we may take it for granted that

neither the sun nor the moon can cause the changes m
terrestrud magnctum, which they are known to produce,

by virtue of their direct magnetic influence.

Thu point has been sufficiently ducussed both by Dr
Lloyd and by Mr Chas. Chambers, and the conclusion

to which both trf these magneticiaas have arrived u, that

the magnetic effects caused by the sun and moon are not
due u> then direct operauon as magneue bodies.

Let us take the sun and confine ourselves m the mean
tune to the daily variations which he causes. Now, fir^

of all, It IS clear that these arc not due to any kind of
tidal acbon of the sun, or to the indirect consequences of
sifcb an action, inasinucb as there i$ only one mnxirt^nTp

and one piinunum m the day

Tbe only other known way m which the sun can affect

the earth 4 UuPUgh his heat , and startmg with the
astuipptipn that the earth u a magnet, no matter bow or
why, we peat enniqerate the various ways in wbicb
tlw bfpt of tto IWw PRWbly afiiKt tbe eatth.

In the Jfrs/ place, it might influence the nuqpnetic pto>

peities of that medium (the air) which sunounds the

earth and any suspended magnet

Or, secondly, it might produce a temperature eflbet

upon the earth itself considered as a

Or, thirdly, it might be conceived to generate thermo-

electric currents m the earth.

Or, fourthly, it might cause the motion of conductliig

bodies across the earth’s lines of magnetic force.

The first of these is the hypothesis of Faraday j and
while the change produced by heat in the magnetic quali-

ties of the atmosphere cannot be without its bfluence,

yet It IS, we beheve, the universal opinion of magnetidans
that this change cannot account, either in im^itude er

law, for the somcwhit considerable daily variation The
diurnal change produced by the sun’s heat in the mag-
netic condition of the crust of the earth must be sUll

more insignificant, and may be at once dismissed

Our attention is thus concentrated* on the third and
fourth of the above possible causes, one of which we may
perhaps expect to account for the daily variation, unless

this be due to some cause of the nature of which we are

entirely ignorant

It IS now well known that what are called earth-cur-

rents arc of very frequent, if not continuous occurrence,

and we are mdebted to the present Astronomer Royal for

an experiment made with the view of ascertaimng the
nature of the relation between these (currents and the

changes of terrestrial magnetism He set up ceitam
wires on the Croydon and Dartford lines, which gave him,
by means of a self recording arrangement, a continuous
record of the strength and duration of these earth cur
rents, and the foUowmg is the conclusion which he has
derived from the discussion of these observations —
" Neither in magmtude nor in law are these mcqua-

liUes consequent on the galvanic currents competent to
cxplam the ordinary diurnm inequalities of magnoisin,”

In fact, there is some'reason to regard these currents
rather as the effuts than as the causes of magnetic
changes, that is to say, to view them as secondary
currents , and the author of this notice has shown in a
paper, published m the Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, that these earth-cunenu are strongest at
those periods of the day when the change m terrestrial

magnetism is most rapid—a result which would follow if

the earth currents were secondary currents due to mag-
netic changes. Our attention is bus drawn to the fourth
hypothesis as the only remaimng conceivable cause of
magnetic changes, unless these arc caused by somethmg
of which we are enurcly ignorant

It 18 known that Faraday tried to detect
cuncnis in the Thames, supposmg that these might be
caused by the carnage of a conducting hquid across the
earths hues of magnetic force, but found no positive
result htr W Thomson afterw^ds made a proposal to
test the idea by tides in the English Channel, but we 4o
not think this has ever been carried out He also dis-
cussed to some extent the part which may be played In
the phenomena of terrestnal magnctum by moving cone
ductors.

'*

Um to return to the iwirtb hypothesis. In tins fintt
place, let us ask ourselves the quesbon. Under what dr>
ctunstances can the convection ctuyents |eneni^ 1|^ thp
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UtiQ^ ]utt bociHne coindncton> Now, this can only take

lilico in Uw upper and rarer regions of the atmospbee,

SUM# dense air is nuuulestly a non conductor, We have

tJnaieiiKe m the upper regums of the air a otmductor—

rate air>-cooveyed across the earth’s lines of force by the

convectum due to the sun s heat, probably with a very

oonsideiaUe velocity Now, is it not possible that these

moving conductors may have currents generated m them

whudi will act upon the magnet both directly and through

the earth 7 As iiur as we arc aware no attempt has yet been

made to treat the question mathemaUcally , indeed, wc

are hardly prepared for that at present, since we know

very little about the convection currenu m the upper

regions of the earth’s atmosphere

We may perhaps, however, deduce the laws of the

miper convection currents from what we know of the

lower currents Now, there are sever il points of sum
lanty between the conveebon currents as we know them

and the daily magnetic variations The first in order is

that noticed by Mr BaxcndcU, who observed a very

strong likeness between the daily behaviour of the wind

and dat of the magneuc dechnabon

1 he next is a resemblance between what we know takes

place near the equator as regards the magnebc decli

natiea and what we imagme must take place as regards

the upper convection currents Sir E Sabme has shown

that near the equator the diurnal magnebc change is of

an opposite character during the two halves of the year

reeking from the equinoxes, so that it is only at or near

the equmoxes that the diurnal inequahty might be

expected to vanish as it passes from the one phase to

tbs other Now, we should quite expect sometbmg of this

kmd if the diurnal changes were due to convection cur

rents ] and just as the change which we might expect in

the cmivection currenU of theM regions on account of

the mobon of the sun in declination would probably not

be gradual, but of a hesitating or oscillatory character, so

Mr J Allan Broun has found from his magnebc obser

vabons at Trevandrum (page i8o of Dr Lloyd s work)

that the magnetic change is not a gradual or regular one

This IS a very important remark, and if followed up by

a thorough discussion of the various tropical magneuc

ohservabons, may be expected to throw much light on

the cause of the daily vanabon

The third pomt we would notice is a peculiarity m the

behavumr of the daily magnebc vanabon near ihe mag
nstiepoie

“ The observations of Sir Leopold M’Chntock m
1858—59, at Port Kennedy," says Dr Llovd, "have
enahled bu: Edward Sabme to dirow further light upon
the lasrs of the diurnal variations The declination at

Port K^edy is N 136° W , while that of Pomt Barrow
IS N 41" £ The north poln of the needles at the two
stabons, which are at opposite sides of the earth’s mag
nebc p^, thus point m opposite directions Now,
when disturbances are removed, the obaervadons gave

the fraatest deflections atSAU and2Pi{,asin other

plaim But they showed, further, that the posiuons were
rmred in both to the maiputtc mtndutn of the place,

andwottothe«tiirm*eaMr«/, thedeviabensofthemiunet
aft 2 P If,, (hr example, beingm both places A;Mr <n an
(tobeerver lookmg teenuds the magnetic pole at eachjdaoe,
apd Xbtxtimgiognpktenlfy in opposite dueebons

New, meteerologiuftHy, the wrA magnetic pole n not

ftr Aam dm pele ef gneaeit ceU, end ere hdekt, pciheps,

expect on opposite sides of the pole to find the upper

convection eurrents gomg in opposite dueebons If this

be the oaae,'and if the daily vanabon be due to those

currents, than we might also expect a magnetic be
haviour such as was deduced by Su L Sabme from the

observations of bir L. M Llintock

We think, m fine, that the behaviour of the daily

vanabon at the tropics, at middle iabtudes, and near the

m-^neuc pole, is not inconsistent with the bypothesu
that such vanabon is due to conveaion currents But if

this hypothesis be true, it cannot bt. limited to the daily

variation We know very well that the currents of tlm

earth s atmosphere often present great uregularitics, and
thm these uregulanties are especially prevalent at the

equmoxes Now, we have a precisely similar pcculianty

m magnetic changes 1 hese ore frequently irregular, and
their irregularities are greatest at the equmoxes In

proof of this we exbact the following table from Dr
1 Lloyd t woik —

Annual van ilton of the mean ititurbam at Dublin

Apid
May
June

Mean Uuturba ce

04S July

oP Sej tember
0 57 October
0 5* 1 November
04h December

iMeu D ^turbance

Ibe next point to which we would allude is a iimi

luity between the secular varnUon of the meteorology
and magnetism of the earth Mr Baxendell, we think,

was the first to pomt out that there is a change in the

conveebon currents of the earth, depending on the state

of the sun s surface with regard to spots and Mr Charles
Mcldrum has followed with the very mteresbng and un
portant announcement thatwe have most frequent cyclones

in the Indian Ocean during years of maxunum sun spots ,

and finally, M 1 oey has shown that there is i similar

correspondence between sun spots and the hurncanes ot

the West Indies In fine, we have here an inbmate con

nection between solar and terrestrial meteorology But
wc lutve also a connection between sun spots and mag
nebc disturbances and Sir F S ibine was the first to

point out that dunng the years of greatest sun spots we
have the greatest disturbance of terrestrial magnetism

Now, may not the inenase of magnetic disturbance be
due to the mcreose of meteorological disturbance which

the sun somehow produces the upper convection currents

influencmg the magnet m the manner above stated 7

It u probable, however, that some will raise the fol

lowing objection to thu hypotheus When there is a
great magnebc storm or disturbanee, this takes place

simultaneously and abruptly throughout the whole earth ,

now, how can this be the result of a meteorological com.
mobon ?

We would reply to this objection that magneticians

have begun to recognise two seta of disturbances

When the wnter of this nobce was at the Kew Observa

tory, thu was forubly brought before him There are dis

Uitbanoee of a rounded character, and there are others

wfaieh are OKcecdingly abrupt , and we thmk that Senhot

CapeUo hM shewn that these rounded distmbances are
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certainly not simultaneous between Kew and Lisbon

The abrupt disturbances constituting magnetic storms

are, however, probably simultaneous aO over the world.

It IS thus posable to imagine the former or rounded dis-

turbances to be caused by convection currents, but it is

quite impossible to regard the latter as so caused How,

then,can these be accounted for consistently with this hypo-

thesis 7 We reply, that when there is a considerable dis-

turbance in the convection currents of the earth, these

currents, as we have explained, conveying electricity, we
may then expect such currents to influence and alter the

magnetism of the earth. The earth gets out of relation

as a magnet to these currents, and rights itself abruptly

,

and this abrupt change of the earth occurring simul

taneously all over it, may form the second kmd of mag
netic storm.

Corresponding to these two varieties of magnetic dis-

turbances, we have, in all probability, two lands of

auroras.

The upper convection currents of the earth, if they

convey electric currents, may probably be self luminous,

and this may account for auroras of a local nature, and

perhaps also for the nearly perennial displays of auroras

near the magnetic pole

On the other hand, whenever we have an abrupt mag
netic storm we have the production of secondary currents

due to the small but abruf t changes taking place m the

magnetism of the earth, and these secondary currents will

manifest themselves both in the upper strata of the

earth's crust, which are conductors, and in the upper

strata of the earths atmosphere which are also con

ductors In the former case they will produce violent

earth currents , in the latter they will produce a magnifi

cent auroral disphy, cosmical rather than local in its

characteristics.

We have already alluded to the Greenwich self record

ing instruments for registering earth currents, and the

author of this notice has inspected several of the curves

given by the Greenwich instruments during violent mag
netic storms The charactenstic of these traces is an

abrupt and violent change from positive to negaUve and

from negative to positive Now thu is a behaviour quite in

accordance with the hypothesis that these are secondary

currenU due to magnetic changes, but quite inconsistent

with the hypothesis that they arc themselves the causes

of such changes.

Altogether, we would venture to conclude, ^rstfy that

if the chaises of terrestrial magnetism are not due to

some such cause as that which we have stated, then they

must be due to some cause of which we are entirely

Ignorant and, secondly, that the laws of the magnetic

changes are, in all the pomts we have examined, consistent

with the idea that they are due to the carnage of con
ductors across the earth's lines of force

B Stewart

SIMON'S "SPIDERS OF FRANCE”
Lts Amchntdes de Frame Par Eugine Simon, Vice-

Pidsident de la Soadtd h ntomologique de France.

Tome premier (Paris, 1874.}

Excepting two or thrM, either partial or abortive,

attempts at the early part of the present century,

by Barm Walckeider, no effort has, until now, been

made to supply a history of the spiders indigenous to

France This is the more remarkable, inasmuch aft

though Anchnology has but few votaries in any country,

yet England, Sweden, Prunia, and even Italy, have

nished more or lets complete works on their respective

spider faunas Looking agam at the geographical peti-

tion of France, perhaps few other equal areas would give

such a promise of nch results to the anneologist ; with

all the advantages of an insular position, France com-

bines those of the general Cdntinent of Europe , and her

climate ranges from the sub-arctic, Inhermountain regions,

to the semi tropical on the Mediterranean shores. We
may confidently, therefore, expect a vast additum to omr

Imowledge of European spiders from the labours of the

industnous author who hat stepped into the breach, and

whose first volume onHhe Spiders of France stands at the

head of this notice

As Its title imphes, the work is Intended to embrace

more than the one order (Araneidea) of Arachnids ; cer-

tainly (it IS understood) the orders Scorpionidea and

Phalangidea , but whether it will extend also to the other

orders, is yet undecided The present volume, pp i 369,

PI 1 11 in
,
embraces five families of the order Araneidea

(orAraneae) It is a matter of regret that it had not

been practicable to retain a systematic sequence m regard

to the dcuils of the order , the reason given for thu is

that the author has taken first those families of which he

was in possession of the amplest materials , another

drawback also seems to be, that the Introduction, "com-
prising general remarks on the doss Araebnida and its

bibliography,” will not appear until later ,
when it will, how-

ever, be specially paged for addition to the first volume.

The volume before us begins with a useful glossary of

special terms used in the descriptions , to thu follow (pp

5 15) some generil remarks on the characters of t^
order AranE/E, and some cnticisms on the more ex-

tended works of different authors upon it, concluding

with the outlines of the classification adopted in the

present work In regard to classification but little altera-

tion IS proposed from that contained in a paper, ** Ara-

ndides nouveaux ou peu connus du Midi de 1 Europe, a*

mifmoirc, by the author,* published (according to the

title page of its author’s presenution copies) m 1873, in

"Mdmoires de la bocuftd Royale des Sciences de
Lidge”

For the principles of M Simon s primary divisions of

the Araneidea we are referred to the second memoir
above mentioned

, there, after giving hu reasons for

dissenting from the primary divisions adopted by
Dr Thmrell in hu work “On European Spiders,”

the author divides the Araneidea into four sub-orders

—I Theraphosa:
, a. Gnaphosa , 3 Aramka

, 4.

OcuLAT/K. The sequence of these is reverted in

the volume before us, the name of the third is

changed to Ara/ua vera, and of the fourth to

Aranoct ocnlata The additaon to the name of the dtird

order was neceuiteted by the adoption of the term Aimese

« T^ paper Sms not, hmrtw appew pet to have bren "puhKdwd’* tu
thoenl^Uuo accaplation oflbo lana Sr

,
IS uMlUnto^ wUl not be upublHbed uDUl 1875. This Is to lOMt

mpecu s nutter of MportBo^ iwunniich uebe cUnoTuaBrKwdMaadM leiieTato the BUM unte whld iber ai& or »ni be, chuacMM fa
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(SutdmQ) u the name of the whole order, m heu of

Araneidea—Arandidee. With regard to this change, it

has the opinion and anthority ^ Dr Thorell in its

favour , and something may be said for it on its own
merits, but still, simUar terminations (such as in the

present mstance the ordinal termmation -eidea, in the

class Arachnida), when adopted for the designation of

parallel groups m nature, are of considerable use in

fixing the necessary framework of classification m the

mind The grouping, however, of the different fami

lies in M Simon’s four sub-orders will, we may anti

cipate, hardly find much favour among araneologists.

The “ Aranem verse ” form an exceedingly heterogeneous

group, mcluding as it does spiders so widely separated

as t^ Thomisides and Pholcides ' The “ GnaphossE

also, consutmg only of the Dysdendes and Scytodides,

comprise two very ^tinct groups, with httle in common
except the number of the eyes, and the mode of adapts-

I

lion of the palpal organs to the digital jomts of the male

palpi , chapters found also among the “Aranex vert,”

as wcU as among the “ Theraphosae ”

With respect to the distmguishmg characters given of

the sub-orders “ Arane® verae” and “ Araneas oculatx ”

(Kmarrftiimrrand Ytux nocturnes)—^ former coloured

and convex, the latter vitreous and fiattened—some de

tailed proof of these differences producing the results

asserted would seem to be necessary Differences,

indeed, there are between the eyes of various spiders

scmie are undoubtedly flattened, some misshapen, and, as

in the genus CEtoitut, apparently more or less aborted

some also are of a pearly white lusUe, some dark,

and others brilliantly coloured, but that the eyes of

spiders may be distmgoished as nocturnal or diurnal by

the presence or absence of colour, is an idea at least

opposed to the views of an eminent msca anatomist,

M F MiiUer, who, as lor,g ago as 1826, ‘ Zur Vergleich

enden Fhysiologie des Gesichtssinnes ” wrote agamst

M Marcel de Series in regard to a similtr point among
insects. Apart, however, from this point, it would seem

scarcely necessary to attempt the very difficult task of

dividing mto sub-orders a group so homogeneous as the

order Araneidea.

The linear arrangement of the famihes adopted by
M Simon is very natural, and the interpolated names of

his bub-orders appear to be of httle assistance as mere

divisional marks, while their scientific tenabihty seems

also, as hmted above, very questionable. M Simon,

while attributmg confusion of mind to Dr Thorell (Note

1 to p 10) in regard to his notions respecUng Orders and

Families, appears to have himself fallra into stune confu

sion in reg^ to the difference between Orders and Sub-

orders ,
in the note above quoted these two kmds of

groups are spoken of as though of equal significance m
classification, and as being similarly characterised. An
Order, however (characterised by comphcations of struc

ture common to all the Cunihes of wh^ it is composed),

Unuts a group wuhm a Class , while the Sub-order

llialts a group withm the Order , a group distingmshed

differeatially from the Order by some special comphcations

, of structure peculiar to itself Each of M Simon’s four

Sub-orders should, consistently with his definition of

those groaps, be based " Sur un caraetdre anatomique

pcoCwd, inddpendant de la frmne, mais indiquant une

supdnoritd ou une infdriotitd dans les linutds de la

classe ” When we turn, however, to the characters given

(in the Mdmoire before quoted), we find some considerable

details given under each of the Sub-orders but the special

anatomical character indicating the superiority or mfe
nority of each u not apparent If the difference between

Yeux dtumes and nocturnes be the character mtended,

no mention is made of it m respect to the Theraphosoi,

while the Aranea vera possess eyes of both kinds, “the

two central eyes of the first row are diurnal, the other six

nocturnal.’’ And even supposing these characters to be

good and constant, it is not easy to see what superiority

or infenonty is indicated by them. All recent investiga

tion tends to lessen the value of characters taken merely

from the eyes of spiders, for higher divisional purposes

Supposing they are so, all we could say is, that they

are modified and adapted to the habits of the different

spiders, and are thus, at most, valuable for specific deter

mmations.

Passing on to the body of the work, we find good terse

descriptions of 1 3 1 species of spiders distributed among the

SIX families—Epliridx, Ulobond®, Dictynid®, Enyoidx,

and Pholcidse^ the genera comprisedm these being twenty

three in number The genus Epetra absorbs thirty nine

out of the seventy four species contamed m the whole

family EpLirida:, the remainder being distributed as

follows —Piliosoma, a , Argtope, a , Cyrtophora, 1

Cyclosa, 5 , Lanma,i ,
Smgn, 8 , Cercuiia, i , Zilla, 6

Afeta, 3 Tctragnatha, 5 In the family Uloborida.
are four species distributed between two genera Uloborus,

3 , Hypltoies, 1 The family DiCTYNinAccontams thiity

su species, distributed among four genera Dtdyna, 14 ,

Lethia, 5, iitanaca, 7, Amaurobius, 10, The family

ENtoiUA:. comprises three genera and eleven species

Ce/o (gen nov
), 1 , ie/amia, i Enyo, 9 , while the last of

the famil cs contained in the present volume, PiiolciDjC

has three genera and fi\e species Holocnemus, i

,

PJiolcus, a , Spe^mopkora, 2

The above famihes are characterised at considerable

length, and the diagnoses of genera are terse and good

An analytical table, with cross-references of the chief

characters of all the families intended to be mcluded in

the work, is given at page 14, similar tables are also

given of the genera and species , of some of the genera,

separate tables of the males and females are given

Of the twenty three genera contamed m this first

volume, ims—Lanma and Cete, in the family Enyoida;

—

are characterised as new The species described as new
are sixteen in number six in the family Eplindse,

genera Lartma, Epeira, and Tetragnatha eight of

Dictynid®, in the genera Dictyna, Lethia^ Titanaeca, and
Amaurobius , and two of Lnyoidse, in the genus Enyo
The semi tropical character of thejiresent portion of the

spiders of France may be noted in the genera Peltosoma,

Argtope, Cyrtophora, Ceto, Selamta, Enyo, Holocnemus,

and Spermopkora,

The plates illustratmg'^this.volume—three m number-
are engraved on copper, and reflect great credit on both

the artist (M Simon himself) and the engraver The
figures, not too small, are yet remarkably clear, and

all the minute points of form, structure, and pat

tern, are exceedingly well defined. One only regrets

I

tha^ the number of species illustrated should be, perhaps
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neetiurUy, to limited, a type only of each genus being

lepietent^ with some few ttractural details of others.

Figures such at those here given, of all the species com-

prised m the work, would make It one of the most

valuable and important faunistic works on spiders that

have been published for many years In spite however,

of this, probably inevitable, drawback, we hail this volume

with great satisfaction, not only for what it is in itself, but

as an earnest of what we hope is to follow before any

great lapse of time A second volume, containing four

more families— Urocteoidae, Agclenidm, Thomisidie, and

Spsrassida*—is announced for April next , and it is con

sidered that four or five volumes in the whole will com
plete the work

ANTHROPOTOGICAI NOTES AED QUERIFS

Notes and Queries on Anihropolot^^ for the Use of

rravellers and Residents tu Uncti tltsed Lands Pub-

lished by a Committee appointed by the British Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science (London

E Stanford, 1874.)

WFLL asked is half answered, and more problems

escape solution because no one happens to pro-

pose them than because oi their real difficulty To
suggest suitable Inquiries to the mind of a traveller or

colonist os to the wild races he comes in contact with is

to start him on a course of ethnological investigation

which may lead to excellent results The plan of drawing

up lists of such inquiries to be distributed among naval

officers, missionaries, and others is not new The Eth

nological Society of London issued a set years ago, which

drew much information An elaborate senes of questions

as to the North American tnbes, answers to which con

stitute some of the best matenal in Schoolcraft s “ Indian

Tnbes of the United States," is repnntcd at the end of

vol I of that work. The ‘ Admiralty Manual of Scien

tific Inquiry contains an ethnological section, first dniwn

up by Dr Pnchard,and since revised The present publi

cation Issued by the Bntish Association is far more com
plete than any of these earlier guides The committee by
whom It has been dravoi up are Col Lane Fox fsecretary)

Dr Beddoe, Mr Franks, Mr F Galton Mr I W Bra-

brook, Sir J Lubbock, Sir Walter Elliot Mr ClemenU
R Msrkhim, and Mr E B Tjlor The first sections,

relating to the physical constitution of man, are drawn up

by Dr Beddoe, who gives drawings and directions for

measurement of skull and limbs, &c It adds much to

the value oi the book that the eminent French anthropo-

logist Dr Broca, has allowed his set of colour types to

be reproduced By the aid of these tinted patches, the

colour of skin, hair, and eyes m individuals of any race

may be set down within a shade Thus, instead of loosely

descnbingaPemviali Indian’scomplexion ascopper brown,

It might be defined as between No 42 and No. 43 of

Broca's table The section on arcbtedlogy is by Col

Lane Fox, and contains cuts of the pnnapal types of

ttone hnidements, contribnted by Mr John Evans, klso

an ideal representation of a valley, to show the position of
j

the gravel beds above the present nver level, when travd
j

len may be likdy to find drift implements. The sections

on war, hunting^ and ornamentation are also by CoL Fox
,

j

the latter article is especially mteresting from the illustra-
I

turns of the principal patterns need in brnbarie etiu^

mental camng, &c., such as the chevron, fret or kejN

border, plait or guilloche Mr Franks deals with ^
sttbjecu of clothing, personal ornaments, pottery, fto. t

Mr Evans with weaving, basket work, &c. , Mr Galton

with statistics ,
Sir J Lubbock with relationships

f Mr
Tylor with religion, mythology, language, customs, &c.

;

ProC Busk with artificial deformations , Prof Carl Engel

(whom the printer has converted into Cave Engel) on
music ,

Mr Hyde Garke on weights and tneasuTtfl,

money, &c The articles often contain not only leading

questions, but introductions which state in few words

what is known on their subjects.

We strongly recommend those who have fnends

within reach of uncivilised countries to send them out at

once copies of this little manuaL Being not a regular

trade publication, but issued by a scientific body, it may
very likely fall out of print when the first stock is ex-

hausted

OUR BOON SIfFLF

Lessons in Flementaty D tany New Edition By D,
Oliver, F L.S

,
!• R S (Macmillan and Co , 1874)

Tnr new edition of this admirable little text book deserves

a word of notice It is slightly 'mlarged the additions

principally dealing with the most important points In

economic botany The illustrations have been increased

in numter, and the few small errors which bad crept into

the first edition have been corrected In the present state

of our classificatory knowledge of flowering plants, it

would be hardly possible to have a better guide than Prof
Oliver's " Lcs-sons." Something, doubtless, will still have
to be supplied by the oral instruction of the teacher No
senes of natural objects ever was or ever will be quite

comfortable when packed into a classification llie expo
sition of the term pertuynous, for instance, requires that

the pupils should M not exacting, but reasonable , there

have been found even grown up and advanced botanists

who have allowed thrmselves to be sceptical about the

application of the term to the corolla of the common
Holly They have even ventured to go so Ur as to wonder
how the insertion of the corolla would diifer in this case

if It were hypos^yrwHS
The few pages at the end of the book devoted to Cryp-

togams have been slightly enlarged, but are still not per-

haps intended to more than indicate the existence of other

types of vegeUble life besides Pnaneroganu. If the cnti-

cum may be allowed (and it really seems ungracious in a
case like the present) it would have been better not tO

apply the term Order to groups differing so widely In their

relative diversity as say, Cyperaceee and Oramineee on the
one hand, and Mmn and Fun^i on the other On no
possible modem classificatory principles can such aggre-
gates of oraamsmt be regarded as equipollent or con^
parable Then Lt henes can hardly be said to hold up
Its bead as a distinct group wiUi the same unimpeachable-
ness that was the case five years ago.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(TV Editor does not keUhmsetfrttponsMeforotimom eetfremd

ty Ms eorrespondemts NeUker eon he underkJu to nbnm,
or to corrtsfond vntk ike writers of rqectoi momsuarMto,
No notut u taken of anonymous eommunieatsons ]

On the Nortbera Range of the Fallow Deer in Bnropt
Tux enay, flhutrated by woodcuts, on the vdstanee of Ike

Fallow Deer in Pleistocene times in England, in Natum
(vol xi. p. ato), leaves no room for doubt^ mat fin ep>l4««
named in the books Cervns irownU wndCtnms ummmdii
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.. ,, .. B lallu^rUeer Audi
<t, Sir ^^tor Brooke^ for unjig brought forwurd

•vMeaw on the point which li not pieiented by any of the large

Nilwof lecent nntlen known tome In the Brltlih andCon-
tittental Mnseuna, and without which 1 could not venture to

Identify the foaiil frith the Unng form He haa aupplied the

mlaaing link hitherto nought in vain, and thereby removed two
mumydu from the bulky catalogue of fouU mammalia lhi»

Idntifiadioa, however, m I have already remarked In Katueu
(vol xL, pp 113, 114), haa little, if anything, to do with the

further question, raised by Dn. Tcitteles and Sclater, as to

wbetW the Fallow Deer now living in Northern and Central

Europe wu introduced—like the horse into South America

—

tm the hand of man ,
and on this point I am dad to find my

VMwa shared by ao high an authority on the Cervidx as Sir

Victor Brooke. W. Boyd Dawkins
Owens College, Jan. 16

The Habits of the Belted Kingfisher [Cerylt altyoK)

In Natitr*, vol vli p 36a, I made the OMertlon that I hi

lowing it whole.

kingrixher take its food otherwise than by swol

5, while yet upon ( ’ and therefore q

fiMhet^ having caught a fish, “always beat it until it is kilted,

ilie truth ol my assertion was duulited by many, and being

inured by cartful observers that Mr Darwui s remark did apply

to our species, 1 determined to very carefully study the habiis of

the bud in question, and have taken every opportunity possible,

during the {mst two ynrs, to familiarise myself with the daily

tontine of ita life The following u the result —In 1873 my
oiqMrtnnuics were exceptionally good fur observing the move
mtnts of a pair of these birds, inssmuch as the whole season

through—from April to November was spent upon the water,

stndyiog our freshwater fishea My daily record ol obscrwioiw

mentions my watching the kingfisher is'/li/e Jun/ttti, from one to

lour times a day for eighty three days—an average of twice a day,

or t66 dives for fishes, wunciied , and either ere^ plunge was

unsaocesarttl, orthe bird swallowed, Iieforeabghting. every iish he

had taken. It is to be presumed, of course, that occasionally the

btid mis^ his prey At the close of the season, tlierelore, I

felt aatisfied that 1 was correct m my assertions , unt, as one of

our best ornithologists has said, “the horizon of one man u at

the best very hmiicd, and many ornithological facts occur that

are not diesmed of m his philosophy ,
” and so, on mentioning

the refulti of my seven months of observation to a careful

observer of our birds, and finding that he sided with Mr Darwin,

1 determined to repeat my observations, and have done so

through the spring, summer, niul early autumn of the present

year My opp irtunities were equally good, and, very much to

my own saiisiaction, 1 have a ditlerent result to give It is

proper to state hero, that daring the summer of 1873 my
observations were made altogether in one locality, ujion one

stream—the summit level of a canal—and confined to one pair

of birtU. During the present year 1 watched the kingfishers in

several widely differing localities. My note books make men-

tion at this bird from two to six limes m a day, fur lOl days

—

about 400 observations ,
and ol thu series, eigtity-eight instances

are recorded ol seebig the kingfisher capture, ami, on alighting,

deliberately bmumg the hsh against the limb on which he stood,

anil then swallowing the buUhertd fish This is a long wayirom

being a constant habit of the kingiuhcr , less than one-fourth of

Aaftdi taken beug killed previously to being swallowed There

is, of course, some cause for both habits occurring, and 1 believe

it is to be explained In this way —
Aa already stated, my observabons during 1873 were ctinfined

to one pair of kingfishers, and to the one localiiy they fiequented

—the summit levd of the Delaware amt Rantan Canal—and ti e

obvtous reason of the klngfishms always swallowing their prey as

soon as caught was simply that they fed excl^vely on the

smaller cwprinolds irequenting that sheet of water 1 know, of

my own nsMng expenenoe (pursued alter a different maUno'from

the kiftgfMhen, however), that millknis of cypnnoids aie found

toeie, aa though Vokj there an asylum fimm the attacks of

pfidAtory flihti,

Durli^ the season jeat peak I took notes on such kingfisliun

ks irere seen about two creeks, a mill pond, and the Delaware

JfUvcr In each of tbase tootles luge fishes 1^ many kinds ate

toote or less ahandant, and the percentage of small cyprinoids

—from tvN>«nd-*>iiatf to three inches long—being much lees

Otanlnthecanii^ityroiiU evUeiUly be iiksooto to so vondous

a b rd os the kingfisher to wait unld some Gsli, the proper si/e

for iwallowing without prebminary, bntchenngi shoaltf come
within teach.

It therefore seems to depend UrgelT upon the size of the cap-
tured fish, whether or not It it luUea by the klngfii^ before
being swallowed
On examination of my note books |I find also that when the

parent birds had youM in the nest, or while the hen bud was
tt|ion her egg», the male bird was moat freqnentfy seen to carry

a fish In hit beak to tome convenient perch, and there kill and
divide It This appeared to be the manner of proceeding when
the parent bird purposed feeding its nmte or tne young , being
able, 1 judge, to disgorge a fragment of a larger fiih, but not to
eject an entire fiah.

Both habita having been found to be tme of thia bird—4hat of
swallowing the fish when caught, and of killing it befoie estong
it—it b desirable to know why the latter method should be the
mle^ almost without exception, iu some localitief 1 can only
suggest that thb may dep^ upon the anatomical characteristics

of toe fiihea cancht by the kingfishers. 'When an abundance iff

cyprinoids—soft finned hshes—are to be obtained, then little or
no preliminary carving on the partof the birds b necessary , but if

young acanlhopterygians, and tough, hard^caled fishes of any
lamily. have to be depended upon, then the kingfisher will ba
caielul to first kill and pull in pieces such fishes, that nnault-
able portions mty be rejected. I have a memorandum of one
instance where a young gbuianl shad {Dotosoma ctptdwnum) wu
Iiebeaded and divided mtoj four ixmions before the kiagfiaher

ate it

In studying the habits'of oar Amencan birds—and T suppose
It Is true of birds everywhere—it must at all times be remem-
bered that there Is less stobility in the habits of birds than b
suj^iosed , ani no account of the habiu of any one species will

exactly detail the various features of its habits as they really are,

in every portion ol the temtory it mhsbits.
Tnmton, New Jersey, Nov 30 Chas. C Abbott

Kirkea Physiology

In Kirke’s "Physiology" (|\ laS, yih etlltion) mention fa

mode of a conceptii^ due to Mr Savory, conceroiiig a probable
funciion of the Sinuses of Valsalva, which appears to me to be
based on a neglect ol an importont hydrostaticai law And u
this error is not only widely spread, hut is considered a point i f
some importance among siudents of physiology, it may not
jierhaps be uawise, even now, to call attention to it. It b stated
that, owing to the expansion of the aorta towards lU termina-
tion, part of the lorer of the reflux ol the column of blood u sus-

toined dunng diastole by the muscuUr substance of tha ventricle.

Now, It seems that a consideroiiun of the bw above referred t^
which IS known os Pascal’s “ Principle of the Equality of Pres
su^e^" must eaientially modify this sUtemant. It will be well
to note, however, before tracing its application, that notwith
standing the vatymg mechanical couditiou of the column, and
the structures m rebtion with it, these conditions at any one
pouit of time during diUtation may be regarded as fixed and
uivarmble. Also, that as these conditions vary in degree and
nut m kind, what b true of any one period of time must, m so
far as the present demonstmiion is concerned, be true of any
other

i.et us consider the state of things immediately upon the con-
clusion of the systole Firstly, the whole arterial system b in a
state of distension, and, in virtue ol us eUiticuy, tends to con-

tract and to impel the blood in two direotions—onwards thitn^
the aqnlUriei, and backwards against the heart. There b abo
a cessation of the opposing impulsive force from the ventneb,
and the combined eflect of these two qgiiuns b to produce tiie

“ force of reflux." And since, ae bos been shown above^ it b
unnecessary to trace the varuufame due to the mobility of the
system throui^ the whole period of dibtetion. It may be said

that at any riven instant we have the following data, rb., a
column of fluid contaued in a vessel with an expended beee^

and a eartaln force impreseed upon that oclnina. It b ebvwns
that It cannot affect our conclusions to esnme that the lorce of

icHua b traosimtied to an imaginary suili^ wUch we can fix at

a pomt immediately above the expansum of the vessel, where it

at ame Its notual calibre, and we can then ascettain how tius

force b further transmitted to the base. Thb base b, howww,
made iq> of two part% a drcamferentbl part by the muscular

snbitaaee of the vetfride^ ond a central^ ^ the semilunar
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vsIwL the whole are* being greater than that of any other aae*

tion of the colnmn. Now, the qneitioa at ieaae is, whether bj
this arrangement the scmihmar vatres bear any less pretanre

becanse a pwtion of the base of the cotomn rests npon the srall

of the ventci^ That they do not may be saffiacntly proved

by t^ following considerations

It 18 a generalisatioii from Pascal a law that “ when a liquid

endoaed m a vessel is submitted to an external preasnre, every

plane snrface that we cm imagine In the intenor of the vessel

experiences a i
ressure proportional to its area. As a conse-

quence of this law. It follows, if the force impressed upon our

Imaginary surface represent the total force of reflux, that the

pressure sustained by the whole area of the base will be con
siderably greater than the actual force of the column, and this

increase of pressure will be proportional to the diflerenoe between

the areas ot the two snrfacea. Also, the pressure upon the semi

lunar valves will be enturely mdependent of the pressure upon
the rest of the base, and will be directly proportional to their

own extent It may lie concluded, therefore, that whatever the

condition of things at the base o( the aorta may be, no mechani
cal advantage is gained thereby , mdecd, if the area of the valves

be equal to that m the sarface we have taken, they will sustain a
pressure equal to the total force of rcBux of the column. Hence,
by exteiullng the area of the base over the wall of the ventricle,

the only effect it to increase the total amount of pressure tut-

talned, without at all Icsiemng the pressure upon its onguial

extent

It IS true that if the aortic orifice contract with the musenUr
substance of the ventricle, that m this way, t,e by decreuing
the area of the valves, a varying amount of advanta^ would Ira

^ned which would be greaust at the time of greatest controc

tion 1 his condition is, however, the only me that can at all

favour the idea that “ the reflux is most effidently sustained by
the muscnlir substance of the ventricle, and as this condition is

doufatfol, It must still seem that the mam feature of Mr Savory s

theory cannot be supported W Fbrcv Ashk

Phoenician Characten in Sumatra

In a short communication to the Anthropological Institute in

December last (Naiukk, voI xl p 199), Phreoician characters

were stated by me to be iilll in use m South Sumatra. As many
of your readers may be glad to have more information on the

lub^ect, I wnte to say that the district atiove allodcd to mclodes
Rejang, Lemba, and 1 assammah, between the lecond and fifth

poi^leu of aouth latitude. Several monuactipts, on bamboo,
from this region are preserved in tlu. bbrary of the India Office

,

and a Keiang alphabet is given by Maraden in hia " History of
Sumatra,’’ tnird editioa Some of his characters, however,
appesr to have been mcorrectly copied About half the Reiang
letters are admitted by all the Onenlal icholon to whom I tmve
ahown them to be Phumician of the common type , othen being
similar to forms found in Spain and other Fhcenician colonies.

Mott of the letten are rtvtrttd, a peculiarity which is exphuned
by the fiud that the Kejong writing according to Marten, is

rM firom loft to right, contrary to the prscUce of the Malsys
generally The matter is of great mterest, and, it is to be ha{)ca,

will be mvestigated by Phamcion scholais.

J I ARK Harrison

Ring Blackbird

In my letter in Naturx, vol xi. p 187, I did not refer to the
Ring Uusel, for it did not occur to me that anyone would suppose
that, with the appaiatos trf so many standard works on UtOs, 1
could fad to identify my bird, if be were a Ring Ouse4
or female 1 therefore arid that my bird is m no respea (save
the prevailmg colonr) like that species oi Turdut It is txattiy
like a female blackbird, save that it has a white ruff, m the pe»
tkm of the liorbtry Dove’s nog, and white spot under the phm.
I have never seen a Ring Onid, or the picture of one, with those
cheracteristica Bcsidei, the Ring Ousel is migiatoiy, and would
hard^ be seen till the ipring,

Athenseem Club, Jan 16 C. M iNOLKBy

[Coosideriiig the time of year at which this speomen wee
obtained, it is more probable that it is a pied vonete of the black-
Uid (wl^ is ftur train uncommon) than a Ring Ousel If our
oonenondent wiU iorward the qieciinen to ns, lor
we win setOe the point lor him, and return it—£0.]

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Total Eclipse of the Sun on April &—

Dr Janssen's staUon for the obserrauon of thu eclipse is

mentioned as probably Hud, the iMsition of vdilch place,

as laid down on the Admiralty Chart of Cochin Chifia,is

m longitude 107* 38 east of Greenwich, and latitude

id” vf north. For this point the Nautical Almanac
elemenU give the following figures —

First contact at ih 38nu 6, local mean time, 136*^ from
the lun’s N pomt towards the west, for direct image.

Totality begms at sh. 57m. as , and continues 3m. lai

,

the sun at an altitude of 46°

Emckes Comet will no doubt be within reach u the

moon withdraws from the early evening sky The posi-

tions subjoined are reduced to 8h Greenwich tune from
theephemens of Dr von Asten, of Pulkova, pubhshed by
the Academy of Sciences of St Petersburg —

187s—Jan. 24

al

33 23 3*

— 27 40— 29 6
— 30 33— 3a »

— 33 3«

N P D DISTANCE.

Ss 40« 1 989
8S 3a-9

8s 3S-0
8s i7'0

8S 8« 1-977

85 04
84 S«9

^ '^3 3
8434 s 1-961

84 as S

84 16 4
84 7«

Mr Otto Struve writes that Dr von Asten’s calcula-

tions show the last three revolutions of this comet can be
perfectly represented by a uniform mean motion, without
the by^thesis of a resuting medium, and even with
greater precision than ali Uie previous observed returns

with that hypothesis. At the same time, during more
than one revolution, something like acceleration has been
indicated, and nearly to the same amount as Encke had
supposed, ihis was tlie case between 1863 and 1865
A^in, in other revolutions, as between 1845 and 1848,

the accelerauon has been subjected to very considerable
changes In the actual state of his researches Dr. von
Asten u mclined to conclude that the existence of a
resuting medium is not proved by the motion of Encke’s
comet, and that the observed acceleration in several
returns ought to be attributed to the action of other
forces , for instance, repulsive power produced by the
approach of the comet to the sun, the effect of which
might vary considerably, accordmg to the conditions m
which the return to penhebon takes place. A short

paper by Dr von Asten on thu interesting subject is m
the press.

WiNNECKE’s Comet of Short Period, last vuiUe
in 1869. will also be observable in the morning sky from
about the next new moon. The ephemeris calculated by
Prof Oppdlzer of Vienna will be found in Na 3,016 of
the Astronomuche NacknehUn. This comet will pro-
pably be faint, while it remains visible at the present
return It arrives at penhebon on March I3, and at its

least distance from the earth on February 15 It it

Comet 1819 (3), and Opp6lzer thinks he has identified it

with one of the impmectly observed comeu in 180&
The elements which have determined for 1875 show
that the comet now makes a very close approach to tlM
orbit of Jupiter, indeed, in hehooentric lon^tude 109° 35',

the distance between the two orbits u less than 0x16 of
the earth’s mean distance from the sun j this pant it

pissed rather lets thin two yean before perihdloa pa>-
tage. So frur at can be judgM at present, the comet win
not be liable to great perturbouon from the attraction of
Jupiter till the year 1907, when it u possible a con^plOto
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of elements may take place this however of

CMrse upon tm amount of dunn which the

talual mean motion may undergo from the successive

•mailer perturbations of the next thirty years

Borhillys Comet or DrcEMriR 6—Thus far It

does not appear that any orbit of the last comet dis

Mvered at Marseilles has Been published The following

oements, founded on observations between Dec. 7 and

26, received from M Stephan Director of that Ubser
vatory, may therefore possess some interest —Perihelion

iwssaire, Oct 19, 1874, at ah. 36tn. Greenwich time
ascending node 283° 13 49' distance of penhelton

from node, counted on the orb t n the direction of

motion, IS” 33 34" inclination, So” 56 28 distance n
perihelion, 04^5 motion retrograde These elc

ments bear no close resemblance to those of any pre
viously computed comet.

ON A PRORAIil^ CAUSE OF THE ClfANGl
OF THL COURSF Oh THE AMU DAPYA
FROM THF CASPIAN TO THE ARAT *

ns of At a are really os is nimitei

e youth of the human race was iM!uir<

agriculture, aided by imi^t on has probably been pract «
from the earhest ages on the banks of the Oxua
The desenpt on, in Herodotus, of the pla n in Asm through

which a mighty nver called Acet ran and watered the landa of

five nat oiu nhabiting its hanks, may poss I ly not apply to the

Oana valley though me Chorosmlani are specified as one of the

five nations. But the passage clearly lesenbes tl e lutnbut on
of the waters of the Acet for the purposes of cult vat on and t

may with reason be inferred tl at the art of mgat on was in

vogue in the Khoresm an oasis some two thousand years ago
However this may be the Chinese traveller liiouen thsang

apeaka of Khiva, n the aeventh century of our era, as form ng
but a narrow bond on both banks of the Oxus a desenpt on
which does not adm t of a doul t that the waters of the nver were
then employed in watenng the land

At the present day the Khanate of Kh va, as Is well known
owes its fertll ty to the numerous canals of mgsdion denved
from the Am between P tnak and Is ukus. The heads of these

wtifidal canals are kept open dunng the port of the year inclu led

between the months oif May and November and thus allow the

rammer or flood walers of the nver which pass into them, to

be distribnted over the land of the Khanate. As the volumes
velocities of the screams entenng the several canals ore less

thsin that of the flood of the Amu, a depos tion of silt earned

in suspension by the waters, takes place in these canals. For
this, among other reasons, their beads are closed dunng the

wh^ and esuly spring months so as to allow of their runn ng
dry ud the deporaed silt being then cleared, by mano^ labour

fimn their beds.

I am not aware that even a rough estimate has ever been
made of the quantity of water thus diverted from the Amu and
paaiing mto these canals, dnnitg the penod of the yearly floods.

It 11 gW, however that the physm phenomena of the r ver

must be sensibly afiected by the abstraction of so Urge a body
of watar from its stream and I will, therefore make some
attempt to s^ve at an approximation to the truth on thu head

though the data at my dlqKiut on are inraffiaent, and the oond

tiou of the problem are such as render it diffi^t to attain to

•ngraat pteeuion.

The land nnder coldvat on In the Khanate U generally est

BMted at aboit two mdlioiia of acraaj if we aaiume that the

whole oftUacnldvatumreqiiires the oonitant use of water about

Mooo enfaic Csat par leeoM nrast be taken by the leveral canals

uem the river It la perhim trne fliat many of the crops do
Wt leqelie more than partial in^atloii, but on the other hand,

the peaelatkw of about 400,000 loaU, and the eettle of Uie

KheMt% are entirely dependent on the nver fbr thdr water

Sippiy Tba csccsa, Uw^ti^ amigned for iirigation may be
MBiMeridi at tbeorbed by the pei^e and by the cattle, and the
gly^te of 4Dtooo enbte fret per lecond may be allowed to stand

A very tough otlcoU on founded on the scanty data to lie

fount! in Ocneml Ivan en i pamphlet on Kl iva, and made byme
some four months ago gave 30 000 cubic feet per second as the
quantity of water diverted from the Amu by the irngation canals.

It IS to be remarhed however that the few d mens ons given of

these canals are merely fo nded on hearsay evidence and am
not the reralt of acnal csicfn observation and they refer more-
over to the state of things wl Ich existed forty years ago No
correct estlmatn can be expected to be deduced from such con

fesscdly central and Incomplete Inf rmat on It results then
that the f rat estimate of 40,000 rub c feet per second founded
on the known nectssl les of the land and Its population, la

probably nearer the truth than the second which I denved
Irom a perusal of General Ivan en s ntcrest ng pamphlet

It has already been sal I that the heads of the canals remain
ojien during the flood season of the Am the quant ty of water
conseqnently en enng the canals, depen Is upon the he ght of

the summer floods of the nver an 1 will be greater as the level

of the flood s h gher and w 11 be less os tl at level is lower But
s nee a supply of about 40 000 cub c feet per second is n matter

of actual necess ty to the 1 ves of the pnpulat on of the Khanate
I s dear that the levels of the canal beils at the r heads, must
be soaljusted as to provi 1e for the entry of 40 uoo cub c feet

per second even should the level of the Am IIckkI be an excep
1 nally low one. It resul s, therefore that n all years, except

that of an excepttonally low flo d a mud greater q lant ty f

water than wl at is ac nally re<iu red for rr ga on au I for con
sumpl on by the populat on a 1 by the ca t c s I verted from
the Am and passes by tl e n gat on ca alsofkhva Ivan en

ment ons that the excess of water ^s ng by the canals lunng
h gh floods IS allowed to flow nb lakes and nto the Don I n,

Konya 1 laryol k and o I er o1

1

ry beds of the Am wh ch
thua act as safety valves to 1 c embankments an I works belonging

to the mi,ated trac 1 be c nclu. on wh th may be drawn
from the forego nj, s 1 nt in most years there is a very grc.at

waste of water aru n^, f o the mper c system of mgat on
employed n Khiva It s n sxlless t enlarge on the mngn hide

of such n cv 1 m a local ty where water s an absol te neceas ty

to prevent Ihe^lvoncc of the surround ng desert W th a sc en

t fic system of mga on t is pn I at 1e t at an acren^ of land
cq al to that at present ci Itivatrd o the banks of the Am
m ght be recla metl from the desert by precisely the same expen
d b re of water wh ch now takes

p
ace

The following table which I fuive ve tured to compile from
the measurements a I observations of the Am Darya made by
the officers of the exp -d t on sent n 1K74, under the ausp cet of
the Imperial Russum Gcograpl cal hoc ety w 11 enable some
lea to nr formed of the waste of water wl h look place on

several dates between the 33td of June ai d the 10 h of Septem
her of the year in question The lal le shows, n ci bic feet per
second the total d scharge of the r ver the port on of that dis-

charge diverted by the rr gat on canals, an I the remainder
wh ch 1 assed Nukus I must, however ren ark that the qnan
t ea shown should be. regarded as an approx matiun only to the
truth

Date Voume of \ ol m« IMS ng Vol n. entenoK
New S yle

' K Nukus. taiLili

33rd June 101 000 47800 53 200
29th 97900

139 8«>
1

463^ S« 600
nth July 71600
17th 1 133 600 ! SK^ 64,600
3rd August 143 800 1

67 600 75 200

15th

25th

120,700
lOf 000

S7 200
50300

1loth September 93. too 44,100
1

49000

Average per diem 133,200 5'9.<5oo

1

63,600

Thera fignrea show that in lien of 40,000 cubic feat per second,

sHileh b tbe water rapply estimated to be raflleient for flic wants

of the Kkaaatc, the iin^ion canola, between the 231x1 f June
and the loth it Septmber, 1874, diverted, on an average

6i,fioo cable fret per aecoad oom the Amu Darya, or ten nine

teeathi of the wlhM volume of the nver
lafcnaatioa does not yet exist which would allow more than

a gaits to be made of the vidomeof the low water dJschatge of

tile Afflfi, but firom what has been ahreadr static it foUowa tl^

jat Nilkui (here 11 a very modi Use diflerence between the
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Tolumei of tht imnmer and winter diidiaiees than tliere wtwld power of water Ai thw cannot be pot in plai^ and MMir
be if the river were in a state of natnie, ano^if a lanje portion of langoage, and aa tbqr bear indmatdjr on the thaoap I um
its flood water were not diverted by man for the ptttpoaeaof haxarded, I will qnote Uiem wrbadm and in txUnt* —"Tlai

irrlnrtion. Thu equaliwtien between the rammer and winter force, ‘ be laya, “of monntidn tonents is ea^y onderatood j b«t

di^aim of the Amu below the irr^qated tract, has great tig a qnestion natnrally arises, bow the more tranqall rlToie of tht

nificance, and has suggested to me a canse which may probably valleyt and plains, Sowing on comparathrely lerd gnwnd, cmi

account for the changTin the comae of the river from the Caa- remove the prodigious burden whidi is diacbaiged into theta hr
plan to the Aral It is a matter of notoriety that the waters of their numerout tribatories, and by what meant they arc enaUed

the Amu carry in suspension an enormous quantity of mod and to convey the whole mass to the sea. If they nad not thle

sand, and it is to the deposition, in Us old bed, of this mspended removmg power, their channels would be animally choked up,

matter, that 1 am inclmed to think the change m the comae of and the valleys of the lower country and plains at the bate of

the river may with much probability be aacribed. mountain chaina arould be oontUmaUy atrewed over with fleg*

In speaking of the aqueoua canaea of the changet taking place ments of rock and aterile aand. But this evil is prevented by a
on the surface of the earth. Sir Charles Lyell, in his “Pnndplei general law rajmlating the conduct of ruimuig water t thus, two
of Geology, has made the following remmki on the tnnaporgiig equal streams do not, when united, occupy a bed of double rar>

face Nay, the width of the prmcipal river, after the junction
of a tnbutary, sometimes remains the same ai before, ac is even
lessened The cause of this apparent paradox was loim ago
explamed by the Itahan wnten, who haa atudied the cooMeace
of the Po and Us feeders in the plains of Lombardy The addi-
tion of asmaller river augmenta the velocity of the nudn stream
oto in the aaine propoAmi as it does the quantity of water
The canse of the greater velocUy is, firstly, that after the unfon
of two riret^ the water, in place of the friction of fom ibom,
has only that of two to sunnonnt , secondly, because the main
bodjr of itieam, being foi^ distuU tom the bsmlcs, flosra

jfl with less interruption , and lastly, because a greater quantity
of water, movbig mete swiftly, digs deeper mto the nver’a be£
By this beautifafadjustment the water which drabis the Ulterior
coontiy ismade Gondnally to occupy leu room us U approachra

the sea, and thus the moat valuable part of om oc

neh deltas and great aUnvial plains, ore prevented tom b
coaatantlr under water ”

Now, if we apply theae ptindplee to the Amd Darya, it b
manifest that, when it foil Uito the Caiqpian, the erawHUmw
of Us flow were wdi that the volnme and vmodty ^ifo rammer
or flood stream were raffidently great to clear its bed aaraally
of the deposUion of silt due to the smaller vohune and vdodty
of Us winter itream. The figures given in the table show that
the volnine of water passing Nnkui on the loth of September was
a little more than one-third only of the tobil diaaaige of the
river on the 3rd of Augnit, on which date, it is piobable, the"
Amu Darya veachad Us maximum height for 1S74. I am in-
eliued to think, from a considetatloA of the winter dladhaiMi
which are recorded by Wood in his woA on thi Upper Oms
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with ptccUion either the volome of dUchar({e daring the winter

IwontBi^ or the qnutity of water required to paw during the

ntmeoer, to moot out the depoaiu made in the bed of the Amu
hjrthe winter diieharge Bat those who are inchned ti confide

|

fa) the intelllgpu arrangemutti of nature, will have no dilTiculty

m lieUevliigtiiat these tvro volumes were m such a state of pro*
j

portion as corrected the evils inducedm the bed of the river by
the low velocity of the smaller of the two vohimea, f r of the

winter discharge of the Amu. Under each arcumstances, the

bed of the river would be undetenoralad, its coarse would remain
ocoatant, and its flow wonld oontmne into tlie Caspian bea.

But immediately the volume and velocity of the summer or

flood dischaiges of the Amu Darya were decreased hj the action

of defloent canals excavated for the irrigation of the lands of

Khiva, the compensa o y arrangements of nature, which pre
viously kept the nver s bed ckar, wou d he interfered mth, and
some poruon of the silt deposit^ by the winter stream would
remain unremoved This evil would increase yearly and the

inlenslty of its action would be greater u the quantity of water
diver ed for inuntion purpoeet became greater A port on of

which thu conditions of the Amu would present the precise con
verse of the ^tate of adjustment described in Sir Cliarles Lycll t

work , that is tosdy, bars and banks of sand would form in the

course of the river, would be enlarged yeaily, and would prevent

U from flowing on to the Caspian 1 he most westerly point

reached by the waters of the river would contmnolly recede to

the east, and they would become erratic while seeking an outlet

I
ialiketobedisttoiod, and to become a wilderness (w want of
srater, when the river of Oxns shall fidl

”

This apprehension was soon to be realised, for Abulgsiee

I

relates, la the work already quoted from, that thirty years before
his burth, it in A.D 1575, the Amfi Darya found a parage for

Itself mto the Sea of Aral a cirenm<tjuice which chongid the

neccesary for the ungat on of the soil
From the foregoing extracts we learn that, commenaog with

tome year early in the iixteenth century tue stream of the Amu
Darya, year after year, fell short of teaching aa for to the west
as it formerly did, until in a. u 1575 the new channel into the Aral
conveyed the whole of the waters which remained after the >m
gatum of the lands of the Khanate lying on the course of the river

above Ufgenj had been provided for

Aa the actual condition of the old and presmit beda of

the Amu Daiya, the levelling operationt earned out in 1873 and

1874 aflbtd the following data —
Height of Aral above Cunian 250 feet

•( It
Caspian 190 „

„ Nukas „ And 60 ,

„ Nukus „ Caspian 310 „
„ Bead „ And 70 „
„ Bend „ Caiolan 320 ,

„ Shahbaxwoll
,

Aral 140 ,

„ bhahbaawoli Caspian 3^ ,

I Distance along old Amu from Caspian to Igdy aoo miles*

II II •• •• JP*y. *74 I.

II II II Urgmij
I,
Bend 43 „

Such la a tolerably concise descnptlon of what 1 conceive has

actually occurred m the case of the Amu, and has caused the

change of its flow mto the Aral Sea, and it now remaint to eaa
mine whether such facts as are known regarding the change and
the existmt state of things are in harmony with the theory I

have ventured to haaord

poseed nnder the walls of Urgoij, floored to the foot of the eastern

slope of Mount Abul Khan, whence the nver turned to the

eouth west, to turn afterwards to the west, and empty itself at

Ogourtcha Into the Sea of Masanderan. The two banks of the
nver aa far as Ogooitcha presented a sucoesuon of cultivated

lands, of vineyards and of orchards All that country was at

that tune very populous and in the most flourishing condibon
In the early p^ of the luteenth century, therefore, the Amu
Darya foil into the Caspian, and irngaUon, by means of its

waters, was general along lu banka from Uigenj oi far aa Abul

Anthony Jenklneon, the FmgUshman travelling from the Cas
plan eaitwaids m A o 1559, arrived on the 5th October at what
be called a "guile of the Caspian Sea. Here he found * the

wato very fresh and iweete. ’ He contmuet 1
" Note that in

rimet past there did £al into thii gnlfe the great river Oxus, which
hath hie iprings in the mountaine of Farapomisus, in India, and
nowoomethnotaofiin but foUeth into another nver called Ardok,
which nmnethtomnu the north. ’ The *' very fresh and
aweete water ’ found by Jenkinson could only have been brought

by a flood, or have forced its way either bv a channel or by
filtratkm UuroDg^ the isnd banks mto the old oed of the Oxus to

the qmt in qoMlioo, At the date mentioned, therefore, by Jen
kineon, eome of the waters oftheAmiDam could cbll find tbeir

way to the Caapfaui, and the opening of the new coarse into

Aioiokt fv* thff * of the old coanep most liAve been ciccttm tcodcncy of the flood w*ten to

II II II Uigenl „ Bend 43 „
II II 11 Drgenj

,
Shobbaswali 133 ,

,, , „ Bend Nukns 17 ,

The foregmng distances are taken along the meanders of the
bed. In has.

lienee the slope per mile from the Caspian to Igdy is 114

•I .1 I. Unjwj » ikdy 31
•I II II Bend Urgenj 3*

II II II
bhahbszwali,, Urgenj

, 84
„ „ , Sbahbaswah„ B<md

, ol

II I II
Bend „ Nukus

, 74

From the foregoing I mfer Urgenj to be 5C4 fr abore Aral,
and 306I ft above the Caapisn.
The following are the conclusions I draw from the foregoing

1 That the oid bed between Urgenj and Igdy, having the
abnormally small slope of 3} in per mile, has probably b^
raised by the deposit of silt carried by the waters of the river

2 That the bed of the Kunya Daiyalik, which commences
opposite Shahbaswali, having a slope of 8| m. per mile above
Urgenj, discharged a larger body of water than the bed below
that place The diflerence of the discharges most have been
dispt^ of ui itrigaUoo, and the abstiacUon of water from the
Kunya Doryalik was the cause of the silt deposited in the bed
of the river below Urgenj, as well aa of that in the Kunya
Daiyalik itrelf

3 The bed of Knnya Daiyabk having a slope of 8} in. per
mile; while that of the present nver, downwards to Bend,bw
the head of the Kunya Doiyahk. has a slope of plin., it

follows, that the slo^ of the old coarse must have hMn
flatten^ from something steeper than 94 in. per mile to 84 in.

per mile , otherwise, the waters of the river could have never
passed \iy the Konya Daiyahk towards Uii^j.

4. The water parang sloiq; the old Amu being headed bade
by the deposition of silt in the old bed of the river, became
crrAtic during floods, and found an outlet by the Ardok channel,

which event^y carried all the waters of the Amil Darya towards
Nukna.

5 Ibe small diflerence of slope per mile of the beds of the
Kunya Dsryalik, and the present Ami Dana, explains the

tendency of the flood waters to escape from t^ nver, and the

Jenkinaon contunes his nanative thus i—“We, having rc-

frrehed oamdves at the fotsaid gnlfe, departed thence the 4 day
of October (either this or his first date, therefore, is a mistiJee),

and the seventh day arrived at a Castle called SelJisnie. Ihe
CsstInofSeUfaMmIsaitaatedttpoaahighhilL Thesoutb
pelt of riiis Castle fo lower la^ but very fruitfiri, where grow
naay good frnitss the water that serveth sU that country is

dawnn Iw ditches out of the river Oxns^ unto the great distraction

Of the said liver, for wiueh eatuw it foUeth not into the Canian
Sea as It hathrim in riffles past, and in short ttme) all that und

the slope of the bed of tbo Amu Dam domi to Bend is 94 m
per mile^ while that from Bend to Nukus is 74, there must
always be a tendency, during floods, for the waters to be headed
bad) at Bend, and so to sc^ an escape by the London channel,

acrore the mouth of which a dam has been conitincted to

prevent snch an occnrrence. The conditioa of the bed of the

Ami Darya, from whree the imgation canals commence^ down
to Bend, tuUy accords with the tbewy of the tdiange of the coum
of the river developed in this note. Descending from the point

indicared, thcbcdoftheriveriiraoinandniore cncninbered
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with shoals, until m the meh where Bend li lituttid, udw^
the maximom rolume hat been abftradad for purpotet oi iirigi^

tlon, the entire breadth of the Amu Daiyn u obetrueted bv a

mau of aandbanka intersected \yf narrow and tortnooa cbannela.

It appeaii, then, that such informatloii at we hare, ief(udliig

the change and the ex stent conditiona of the old and new
conriea ol the Amu Daiya, presenta a picture predaeljp the con

verK of that delineated in and quoted from Sir Charles Lyellt

work. In lieu ofa constant increaae to the tranaporting caj^tT
of the waters of the nrer, we see that in the Amu Daiyu tuen

it replaced by a constantly diminiahing transporting power, and

that the old bed haa been filled up an 1 destroyed by tbe depoai

(ion of Slit Thia deposition of tilt and deterioration of the bed
can only hare been caused by the abstraction of iti waters for

irrigation Whether other arcumstanen astisted tbe conaequent

change of the flow of the Amu Darya it a auesUon it la not my
purpose to examinem this plaee Isnough has I would submit,

lieen adduced to show that the practice of irrigation aa con
ducted on tbe hanks of the Amu Darya, produces phenomena
whose action furmshei a probabR explanation of a retv cunont

and interesting geographiMl problem Huhskt Wood

THE PARTS INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE

'T'Hr meeting of the International Congress, of which we
1- published the programme a few months ago (vol x.

p. 267I, has been postponed, owing to the large number
of demands from foreign parts for room in the hxhi

bition It will not take place in the beginning of spring

as intended orginally, but will be opened on the ist of

August, perhaps by the President of the Republic, who
teems to be deeply interested m the success of the enter

pnse. It will be held in the Pavilion de Hore This
magnificent building was left unfinished when the Empire
was upset, and could not be burned by the Communists
ns the woodwork had not been begun It is now being

decorated most tastefully and will be inaugurated by
the Congressionists

An exhibition will also take place in the Pavilion

de Flore and Orangerle situated close to the Place

de la Concorde All the 1 erracc du Cord de I Eau,
from the Pavilion de Flore to the Orangene, will iorm

part of the I xhibition Temporary sheds of every

description will be constructed m that splendid situation
|

along the banks of the Seme and under the four rows of
|

lofty trees The coup d ail will be splendid and is sure

to attract an immense number of spectators The Ex
hibition will be opened on the 19th of July, and will last

until the 4th of August A very large number of gentle-

men of all countijet Iptve been appointed members of the

honorary committee The president of the Congreu is

M Delesse, a Fregch engineer in the mining service,

and a great geologist M Delesse is now the president

of the Central Committee of the Geographical Society

Up to the present moment the vice-president has not

been elected

The Exhibition and Congress, at we formerly notified,

have been divided into seven diflerent groups (i) Ma
thematical

, (2) Hydrographical
, (3) Physical

, (4) His-
toncal (5) Economical

, (6) Uioacuc
, (7) Travels

A prognuntne of 123 questions has been published, and
all these, as far as possible, will be discussed by the
members of the Congress. 1 he principal questions will

be found in the article referred to

ON THE ALTERATION OF 7HE NOTE OF
HAILIVA y WHISTLES INTRAINSMELTING
EACH OTHER

I
AM not aware whether the following explanation of
this curious acoustical phenomenon has ever appeared

in pnut , If It hal^ it will, 1 thiok, bear repetition, at
ofifaiag an interfieti^ lilustrabon of some of the laws of
propa^on of undulations through afinal media.

I

If two railway tiauu meet and past each other at

i

tolcraUe speed, and the driver of one of them is soundthc
hit whistle, any petton in the other train accustomed to

music will notice that the moment the whistle passes him
I its note will be lowered in j^tch in a marked degree.

It was at first supposed that, at the time of paaiini^ the

driver lowered hit whittle intentionally, aa a salute to the

other tram (like “dipping the ensign ” at seal, but this

was found not to be the fact the dnver himself being un-
conscious of any change 1 believe the true explanation

was first given by Mr Scott Russell, but 1 do not know
when or where

It is an exactly parallel case to one which has recent^
attracted attention in astronomy, namely, the evi-

dence afforded by the change in position of certain

spectral lines, owing to the vapours which produce them
approaching or lecedmg from the observer The expla-

nation of mis will be familiar to most of the readers of

Nature, and I have only to apply it to the case m
question.

Every musical note propagates aCnal waves succeeding

each other with a known rapidity, corretponding to the

I pitch of the note , the higher the pitch, tbe greato' the

rapidity of succession of the waves, and mce vend Now,
when a person advances to meet these waves, more of

I

them will pass him in a given time than if he stood still,

on the same principle that if a man meets a file of
soldiers on march, more men will past him per minute
than if he were stationary Thus the apparently increased

rapidity of the waves will give him the impression of a
sharper note

On the other hand, when the trains have passed each
other, the listener will be moving m the same direction

as the sound waves, and consequently a less number will

pass him in a given time, causing the note to appear
flatter

The sum of these effects will be the sudden drop of the
pitch of the note at the moment tbe listener pastes the
whistle

We may reduce the effect to numerical calculation,

premising that, in order to simplify the reasoning, we
will suppose the source of the sound to be stationary, and
the observer to move towards it with a given veloaty

Let H o number of sound waves propagated by the
given note per second , and let », » the numberwhich tee
listener will gam by his advance in tee same tune, which
Is tee number be would pass Ay hts own flroper motion
if the waves were standing stilL

Then the effective numlter of waves per second which
will meet his car will be ^ thisnumberdetermining
tee pitch of tee note be hears. 1 his may be called (by an
astronomical analogy) tee apparent pitch, as distingolSbed
from the true pitch

1 o find the value of let L « the length of the sonnd-

(“ - where V« velocity of sound In feet per

second) Then, if v -a velocity of motion of the liiteBte

be would pass, by his own proper modon, ~ waves per

second
j whence If,

» 2
Hence the apparent pitch of the note te what will cor-

respond to the number of vibratione

But we may simplify this by applymg Uie hasipyili-

pnnaple, that a musical interval is measured by the ratio
of the vibration numbers of its higher and lower Hmfttwir
lounds. Let therefore 3 - the interval btewent tbe iM
end the apparent sound

|
then
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«- > +
A rttf mmpk fbnntila, in whidi the onginal number of

warn disappears, Aomng that’ the interval between the
two notes it irrespective of the onginol pitch of the whutle.

and depends only on the velocity with which the lutener

^mtoaches the source ofthe sound
We have now to take the case where the Ustenen having

mused the whistle, is receding from the source of sound
The note will then appear flatter than the real one. and
Its vibration number will be found by the same rule as
bcfbre^ merely givmg v a minus sign

-<-y)
And the intervaL 1 e , the ratio of the vibrations of the

higher to that of tne lower, denoted by will be

«(' - V)
These two intervals added together will express the dtop
of pitch of the whistle at the time of passing
But to add mtervals together wc must multiply their

ratios , hence if itj represent the drop.

&om which the drop of the whistle coiresponding to any
Speed may be found
1 o siinphfy the reasoning, we have supposed the whistle

to be stabonary and the listener to move with a velocity

•B V If both move, as 11 the usual case m railway tiain:>

meeting, v must be made the sum of the speed of the

two
Takmg 1120 feet per second for ordmary condi

uons, the foUowmg table shows the value of the d^p for

different speeds —

Cm Jouit speed of the two Meet og i
I
Com pood g trap of kho

I oote of the h Mit.

UUetperlour

H

45

70

8S

108

iSa

feet per KCon I

34

66

101

laS

160

2*4

(

<

i

i

\

(

I

i

A Km tone

Ci)
A whole tone

(0
A minor llucd

( 5 )
A major thud

(!)
A fonrth

(!)
Alfth

(!)

1 have made observations whenever 1 have had the

opportumty, and find the resulu corroborate the deduc
tions of thMry The most common interval observed m
orduuuy travdlmg is about a third, major or minor, cor-

responding to a speed of between thirty five and forty

miks per hour for each tram W Fcle

GLASGOW i>CIENCE LECTURES

UNDER the title of the Glasgow Science Lectures

Associatwm, an organisationhas lately been formed
k Glasgow, whose object u to provide annual courses of

lectures on various branches of saence by men of

eminence m each department, so as to place m clear and
comprehensive outlines the most im^rtant results of

scientific inquiry before the public of Glasgow, and at

such a rate as will secure to those who cannot otherwise
obtain It the best information on the state of science, as
estabbshed by the most recent investigations of tts most
distmguished workers The scheme onginated amongst a
number ofworkmg men who were desirous of following the

example of the saence lecture movement which has been
so successfully worked out m M inchester during the last

SIX or seven years, but with this difference, namely, that

the ieaures should be self supporting To accomplish

j

that end, and be in a ixisition to pay the lecturers liber

ally for theit services, they at once saw that the mmunum
I

rate of admission could not well be fixed at less than

threepence, and they confidently beheved that many of

their fellows would be most willing to pay that amount
for the privilege which it was proposed to place within

their reach. They soon enlisted the sympathies and
active CO operation of persons m a higher soaal sjdieFe,

and m due tune the Association took active shape A
large executive committee was constituted, and Dr
Allen Thomson, lb K S

,
one of the most disUnguished

members of the professorial staff of the University of

Glasgow, cheei fully acetmted the honorary presidentship

of the Association, while a number of other prominent
citizens were enrolled m the list of vice presidents

Owing to the fact that Pi of Roscoe had been the

moving spuit of the Manchester Science Lectures for the

People, he was very early commumcated with, in the

confident hope that valuible advice based upon his

practical experience would readily be placed at the service

of the ongmators of the Glasgow lecture scheme 1 hey

were not disappointed in their expectations, and, indeed,

had they been licking in enthusiasm and determination

to make the scheme a success, they would have been
stimulated \o action by the various commumcations which
they received fiom that gentleman

It was very late m the past year before the Glasgow Sci

ence Leaures Association was sufficiently well organised

jto make any public announcement of its existence , out the

active promoters of the movement were most anxious not

to allow the whole winter to pass without having some
lectures delivered under the auspices of the AssoaoUon,
no matter hiw shoit the course might be Prof Koscoe
most kindly and cheerfully consented to take part m the

first or mtroduclory course
,
and considcnng that gentle

mans peeuliar relationsbip to the Manchester Science

Lectures, the committee came to the conclusion that no
person could more appropriately assist at the public in

auguration of the movement m Glasgow Accordingly,

with his consent. Prof Koscoe was set down to deliver

the opening lecture of the introductoiy course, and other

three distmguished men of science were selected to

follow him, namely. Sir William Thomson, Dr W B
Carpenter, and Prof W C Williamson, of Owens College,

Manchester
The inaugural leaure was deUvered on the cvenmg of

Friday, the £tb of January, and it was in every sense a

most auspicious beginning The Glasgow City Hall was
chosen as the place for the dehvery of tne lectures, as the

committee were desirous of bnnging together the largest

ludiences that could be convened in any place of pubhc

meetmg It holds well nigh three thousand persons, and

on the occasion m question it was crowded The recep

tion given to the eminent lecturer was most enthusiosuc

Dr fhomson occupied the chair, and in mtroducing Prof

Roscoe to the meeting and formally opening the first

course of lectures, he dehvered an excecdmgly valuable

address, m the course of which he jusufied the fonnabm
of such associations as the one under whose atupioM tM
lectures were to be given He said that he had no doubt

that m the selection of the lecturers the committee of tfie
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Association would Always keep in view the possession by

the lecturers of thoee (}uahtiet which alone could secure

ultimate success in their enterprise and iHiich might be

summed up at follows —First, the fulness of knowledge

which belongs to an accomphshed master of his subject

,

second, the authority in statement which is derived from

original research , and third, the disposition and power to

convey full and accurate information to others with sim-

phcity and clearness

The subject of Prof ROicoe's lecture was “ The History

of the Chemical Elements,” and it was most completely

and successfully illustrated, especially m the depahment
of spectrum ai^sis.

Sir William Thomson’s lecture will be on “The Tides,”

in which it is expected that a full exposition will be given

of the more important resuhs arrived at by the British

Association Tidal Committee in their recent investiga-

tions.

Dr Carpenter has chosen as his subject "Man not an
Automaton,” with reference to the recent lectures of Pro-

fessors Huxley and Clifford and the concluding lecture,

by Prof W C WiUiamson, wiU be on “ The Dawn of

Animal Life ”

It 18 the intention of the committee m future sessions

to provide courses of eight or ten lectures, embracmg
all those branches of science that are susceptible of

being treated thoroughly before large and miscellaneous

audiences What the public now want is lectures of the

highest class, conveying ample information, but without

unnecessary technicality and learned difficulty The
success of the Manchester Science Lectures for the

Peofde and of the lectures dehvered to the working men in

the toivns visited by the British Association during recent

years, abundantly shows that such a desire is yearly be-

coming more and more prevalent JOHV Mavbr

ATLANTIC NOTFS
Mtgrnhon of litrds—The Thre^Jifr and \V%aU

I
N crossmg the Atlantic last September, when 900 miles

distant from the nearest point of NewfoundUnd, tWo
land birds settled on the ship, and after a short rest

resumed their flight to the south east, without partaking
of tlie food which was scattered in various places for

them. By the colour of their plumage and motion on
the wing, I believe them to be a species of lark. It may
well be asked whence did they come, and whither were
they going over that vast space of ocean, with no testing

plaM nearer the continent than the Azores ? How were
they fed during their long journey, and what guided them
on then course ? for it is only reasonable to suppose they
had come on a bee hne from their starting point, and
even then their muscular powers must have l^n severely
taxed It appears to me that naturalists arc not in pos
session of toe secret which enables birds of passage to
go many days without food at a time when their system
must be stramed to its extreme limit of endurance
From the result of ebse observation, I do not bcheve

that land birds are often, if ever, driven to sea by the
force of the wind. Some other cause must influence
their movements. At the head of the Gulf of Bothnia,
when there has not been a storm for many davs, I have
seen scores of different species around the ship, amongst
^em the hawk, the owL the robin, and many otiiers
A» those who alight and stay by the ship the stragglers
from the ranks of the armies which annumly migrate, the
aide and worn who fall out by the roadside to ifie, whose
end m creation haa been iiilnUed, and tbeir places ready
to be taken Ir^e young and strong? This surmise is
strengthened hy the fact that no care can preserve the
lives of these tired birds m captivity

, the hawk and dove
alike refuse food, and quickly pine and die.

Birds must possess strong affections, as they are always

seen in paii-b on the e lung juu'ncj s, which is an addi

tional or^mect in favour of their voluntary flight over

the ocean It is scarcely possible they could remain
together in a galo sufficiently Mwerful to Uow them off

the land, and more unreasonable still to Imagine that the

strength which is able to carry them hundreds of miles

witliout a rest should fail to breast an ordinary gale under

the shelter of the land Such facts as these vouch for

the facility with which the most remote islands may m-
crease the number of their species without the ageney <rf

man
Off Youghal a gigantic thresher {Sgualus Vulptcula)

was passed it was leaping lazily and obliquely from

the water, and after attaining its highest altitude, fell

heavily on the surface, without making any effort to

ease or guide its descent This fish was not under four-

teen feet in length the belly of a pearlv whiteness, and the

back marked across with broad black bands. I have never

seen this fish north before , but on the whalmg grounds

of the southern seas it is common I do not believe it is

dangerous to the life of the whale, as is offen stated, but

am under the impression that the irritation caused by
the attacks of the thresher makes the animal vomit

up the squid and other small matter on which it feeds.

It IS not reasonable to suppose that the blows inflicted by
so small an instrument as the threshers tail can have

much effect through a foot of blubber The whale has

also many waj s of escaping from its puny enemy , he
dices to a depth where the thresher cannot follow, and if

he could, lus power of mllictmg injury would be gone,

owing to the resistance caused by the watei^ his speed

also enables him to escape at all times. The treaty of

offence which is said to exist between the thresher and
sword fish appears to me to be very mythical When the

whale IS sick or dying, he is doubtless an object of attack

to all the shark species, as they wage war with the whaler
for the coveted blubber Wm W KiddLB

THE TRANSIT 01 VEhUS
'^HE Tims of yesterday contains some additional
L news fiom the Transit parties, specially those of

France and Italy

The French news consists of telegrams from Shanghai
in the Northern and from New Caledonia m the Southern
Hemisphere From the former station M Fleunais, the
astronomer in charge at Pekin, now states that he was
fortunate enough to observe all the four contacts, and
not two only, as was at first stated The times were as
follows in local mean time —First contact, aih. 3am
42s , second 22h third, ih com 15s fourth, 2h. 17m
13s. Nor IS this all , no less than sixty photographs were
taken which M Fleurinis pronounces good We have
already stated that stations in Northern China are most
useful for the application of the Halleyan and direct

methods, hrom New Caledonia the b^ part of the
news refers to the photogriphic operations, 100 good
photographs being secured Uf the contacts, only the
interior one at ingress was observed.

The news of the doings of the Italians comes from the
party in Bengal, in ch.^ ot the distinguished spectro-
scopist Tacchint including Dorna, Lofon^ Morso, Abetti,
ana Tacchini The telegram comes from Maddapore,
and the party evidently occupied two stations. The first

three observed all four contacts, the last two only the
third and fourth

As before stated, the chief instrument employed
by the Italians was the spectroscope an instrument
not recognised in the equipment of any of the English.^
partiea

The observations were of the most satisftctory kind,
tmd tbe results may lead to a most important discoveiy m
sdax physics. Tbe tune of interior contact at egms was
observed with the most ngoroui exactness, both by the
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ttdliuin ttlcMopic BMthod and bj tha apcctroscopic

ttteUtod deicribM in onir former notes. It was found
that the difference between the times of observation by
these methods was mart than two mnutts, contact being
observed by the s&ectroscr^ first Now, if the contact
bad been observed last by the spectroscope there was an
obvldiis condition of the observation to which the dis-

dceord night have been attnbuted , bnt there is now no
room for doubt that the sun's extreme edge which we
aothally tee in a telescope differs physically from the part

Joirt within it, although there is no difference to the eye—
in fact, that it gives a spectrum of bright lines, white the

spectrum of the true subjacent sun gives a continuous
spectrum with dark tines. Further, the physical differ

ence to which we refer would probably tend to make this

Sttattim variable in thickness and himhiasity Nay, we
may already hasard the question whether there is not
here a condition which may have something to do with
the various times of contact recorded ny observers
havmg object-glasses widely diffenng either in aper-

ture or in the over- or under-oorrecuon of the chromatic
dimrsioa

Another victory achieved by the Italians is the deter
mination of the nature of the atmosphere of Venus. The
ring round the planet, which m the former transits as in

the present one was visible round Venus both on and off

the sun, indicates In the spectroscrope that in that planet,

as In our own, the atmosphere is composed to a certain

extent of aqueous vapour
Mr Proctor pointed out some time ‘ago*the great value

of photographs taken at the Cape of Good Hope m com
bination with those secured at Nertschinsk and Rootkee
We have no information thnt any photographs were taken
at the Royal Observatory at Cape Town, but a eorre

spondent informs us that fourteen successful photographs
were taken at Cape Town, two of them showing distinctly

the black drop
The Ttnut then refers to the final appendices

to the " Recucil dc Memoires, Rapports et Docu
ments rclatifs k robservation du Pissage de Venus
sur le Soleil’ as enabling us it Icnfrth to refer to the

doings of the Commission appointed ^ the French
Government The records extend from Februnry 1869
when the Government first moved m the matter, to a few
months ago, when the final instructions on the methods
to be adopted to guard the observations against nsk of
loss were issued

The first action of the French Government was to ask
the Academy of Sciences to consider the places to be
occupied, and the number of observers

,
the instruments

to be used , the additional researches which might be
undertaken by the observers sent to the Southern Hemi
qibere , and, finally, whether an Astronomical Congress
wbutd not be desirable to bring about a uniform system
of observations

A strong commission was at once appointed, composed
of mathematicians, astronomers, phyRiv.istii, and chemists,

in order that the problem might be considered in an
efficient manner strangely enough the name of M
Leterrier, the distinguish^ Director of the Pans Obterva
tory, does not appear on the commission

, he did not
think the obmvations of the Transit necessary to prove
tiw accuracy oi his values of the solar parallax. Happily,

his voice was overruled The course taken, as the Trsrrr

remarks, sunests how desuable some similar procedure
here would nave been

•‘There are very many points of the greatest ihte

rtst," the Timtt continues, “raised by the contents

of this Isrge volums to which we should refer did
•pace pemut 1 from bt^nmg to end it shows how a
naboB shotdd set itsslf to work—how all the intellect

pf • aatioa can and must be utilised, when a grest

problem invotving many kinds of speaal knowledge has

fo be attacked. It Is often said that m. Fiance science

» crushed by a dead weight of officiahsm, and that in

England It is free. However true this may be of teachmg,
there is ample evidence in this volume that, in one branen
of research at least, the very opposite of this statement u
much nearer the truth, and the painfol discussions which
some time ago occurred in our own columns and else

where, the ‘ Appeals to America,' the action of the Board
of Visitora of the Greenwich Observatory, and the like,

afford a strong argument—if, indeed, one were needed

—

that the growth oi science necessitates that in ait future

national enterprises of the kind the example of the French
and of all the other Governments should be followed In
this way only, in our opinion, can the national scientific

honour be upheld, while the officials concernedm carrying

out the work would be strengthened in their positions and
shielded from a responsibility too great for individuals to

bear”

NOTES
The srrangenents for secnnng obicmtions of the Solar

CdipM oi April 6 are progmiing most latbfactorily, thanks to

the energy of the Royal Society Cununittee and the varied know
ledge that has been brought to bear upon the various points of

attack Lord Salisbury has brought the proposed action of the

Royal Society before the Council of Indie, and such instruction

htve elieady been telegrapheil to India os will probably result In

this eclipse being observed with a wealth of observers and in

stnimental appliances beyond all prcce*l«nt

Caitain Narvs, who ik to command the Fnglish Arctic Fx-

pedition, has amved m f.ondon tonimander Markham relumed

on Saturday from Dundee, niter having entered six good men
tried seal and whale fishers, as Ice-qnartermasters. Staff Surgeon

Thomas Colan, M D , of the f nttom, dnll ship of the Naval

Reserve at Dundee, has been selected by the Admirably as sen or

medical oIBcer of the Expedition M ith reganl to the proposed

German Fxpedition the desire is, vre believe, if the funds can

be raised, to form a scheme of co-operation between the two

explor ng expeditions Surely our brother Icutons, richer now
than ever they were, and wliose real for knowledge is pro

verbial, will not allow this splendid scheme to be marreil for

lack of funds.

Thf Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons contains a

series of casts of the interior of the era nal cavity rcpretentini,

exactly the form and size of the brain (when covert by its

men branea), of men of various races, and of many species of

animals. With a view to diffuse the information to be derived

from the study of these casts and believing that many educa

tional Insiitnnons will lie glad to avail themsclvea of the oppor

tunity of possessmg them, the Council of the College has

authorised the issue of copies at the lowest price at wbicli they

can be rejirodiiced, which wdl partly depcml upon the number
likely to be lequired J he Conservator of the Museum wrontd

like those who desire to possess the whole or part of the senes,

which compnses many rare fbnns^ to communicate with him on

the tubjecL

At lie stance of Jan 1 1, the Baris Academy elected a cone

spondJng member in the section of Mechanics, in place ofthe late

M Burdin. Three candidatea were proposed—M BiDch,theNor

wegian mathematician, who obtained twenty four votes , Prof

Stokes, F R.S , twenty one votes f and M Calladon, one verte.

Hins M, Broeh wa* elected by only foree votes over Prof

StokeCt

Me. StuoN NuWCOMn, the Amdrican astronomer, is now In

Parle, He has paid a visit to the Obeervatory, in order to

inquire Into the possibility of conitructiiig a large refracring

tdcscope hatlog 0 letu of one metre in diameter A stun of
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30,000/ mt, as we have already intimated, placed at hu com

mand by Mr LacIc, the celebrated Calilomlan capitslist, who
is the fuonder of the lick Obterratory

M CiiXVREDL, the great French chemist and director of

the Jardin des Plantes, has been presented by the Minister

of Pabhc Jnstruction with the grade of Grand Officer In the

Legion dHonnenr This promothm is conudeted os being

a compenistion for the difficulties raised by the Ministry in the

appointment of a Professor in the Mnseiim. These qaarrds

bad induced the venerable savant to resign.

Thb BnUttin of the French Geographical Society for December

contains an exceedingly interesting and carefnlly compiled paper

byM U Duveyrier, entitled “L’Alhqtte Necrologiqne.” This

b a list of all the African explorers, itom tSoo to 1874, who
have met their death while doing their woilc, either from disease

caught m the country, or by mnrder, or other canses , a very

large proportion have ffied from “ mtermlttent fever ' The list

includes not only those whose object was purely geographical

discovery, but alM those whose researches were connected with

geology, meteocology, botany, xoology, ethnography, archseblogy,

or bnguages. The lut b a sadly 1^ one, numbering about

150 , and M Duveyrier, in each case, gives a briefaccount of the

explorer and of the work which he acootnplbhed , a large pro

portion of these martyrs to science are English. Accompanying

the paper b an ingeniously constructed map, showing the place

at which each traveller met hb death

It b ormounced that the committee to whose hands the Sub
Wealden Exploration b entrusted have resolved to abandon the

present bonng idler su ineffectual efforts to recover toob which

have dropped down and obstructed the whole. The Duunond

Boring Company having made a very favourable offer to com-

mence ogab, a contract for the completion of 1,000 feet for tea/

has been agr^ to, with a conditional promise to execute the

second thouiand feet for about 3,000/ additional Mr Willett,

hon. sec., has guaranteed 600/ , and appeab for funds to carry

on the enterprbe.

Ma. Charlks Darwin’s new work on Insectivorous and

Climbing Planta b in the press and will be shortly published.

The following are the contents —Fart L On the senuuveness

of the leaves of Drosera, Dunaa, Hftimenla, fee., to certain

stlmulanls
,
and on theb power of digesimg and absorbing

cerbdn animal matter Fart IL On the habits and movements

of chmbing plants. The book will be issued by Mr John

Murray

Mr. John Murray has also preparing for publication the

following two works in travel “ The Land of the North
Wind,” bemg an account of tmveb arnoi^ the Lapbnders and
bamoyedes, and along the coast of the White Sea, by Edward
Koe { thb book will be illustrated by a map and woodeab i

and a desenptum of a journey to Tabreex, Kurdistan, down the

Tigris and Euphiates to Ninevdi and Babylon, and acrosi the

desert to Falmyra, by Baron Mas von Thlelmann. The title of
the book will be ' The Caucuns, Persia, and Turkey in Asia,”
and It will be Uonslated from the German by Mr Charles '

Ueneage.

Missrs. Lonomam and Co. have m the press a translation of
a work on the Primteval World of Switzerla^ by FroC Oswald
lleer, of the Umveriity of Zuridi. Fhe book will be edited by
Mr James Ileywood, M A, F R.S , and vnll be issued in two
octavo volumes with numerous illustrations. The same firm will

shorUy publish a series of Elementary Lessons on the Structnre
of Man and Animals, with special reference to the principlss
alfoctii^ health, ibo4 and cooidng, and the dudes of man to the
animal ersatioa j lqr.Mii. Bnckton. This volune will be ilhw*

l^an, ai,

In the AstroHoa^kt NithrukUa, Nos. 1,009 and 1,016, ace

notes on the spectroscopic ifoservstiNi of My-two stars made
by M D Arrest The stirs are chiefly of the 6th and 7th mag-

nitude, and appear in the Bonn Catslogna. The eoloais oT

thirty four of these stats ore given, and the type to whidi cabk

star belongs is generally menboned. From an ai^ysis of the notes

we gain that there ore lu the list four red or reddish stars of type

in and two of type IV , of reddish yellow stars there are nine

of type III , of yellow or orange stars there are thirteen of typo

III , and of the same tjrpe one brown and five colourless ones

,

im the remiming eighteen there are no remarks on ooloar

The author remarks on the different grades of speetm of type 111.,

from an almost bne spectrum to a discontinuous one of bends, as

that of a Hercnlis, but that grades of colour do not always agree

with grades of spectrum t and he thinks that the theory that the

coloured stars are older because cooler than others cannot be

received without numerous exceptions, and he has condoded

that the temperatnre of the coloured stars may in genetal be

lower than tl^ of others, but that It is net proved , snd further,

that the greater age of these sters is without foundadoa. The
author appears to take exception to the part of the addrem of

M Wurtx at the French Associatioo, reported in Naturi,
voL X p 3jO^ where he says pf the stars, ” We have edassed

them according to their ages. Stars colour^, stars ydlow, stars

white, the white are the hottest and the youngest thecoloaied

stars are not so hot, and ore older ” It certainly seesM from

M. D Arrest’s observation that thoe are exceptions to this rule,

and a large number of stars must have thdr spectra and ookMra

tabulated before it can be judged how iar this law holds good.

At the last meetiag of the Photographic Society a paper was

read by Mr Hooper, “ On the Origiiv Aim, and Achievements

of the Photographic Society, with suggntionsasto its ihtnxedeva-

lopmenb” The suggestions were^ the necessity of obtaining a

Royal Charter, the Society’s clidm upon the Government for R

money grant and suitable premises, and the necessity of forming

comg^ttecs for sdentific mvestigation. In the subsequent

discussion, the general 'opmioo WM that there was little hope
of obtaining the proposed Charter, and that it was a mistake to

speak of photography as a science. " Sewnoe^” one qiealcer

mid, “ had done a great deal more for photography than photo-

gmj^y had done lor science.”

At the meeting ol Convocation of the London University on
Tnesday, the motion brought forward by Mr A. P Henimna,
” That, in the opinion of Convocation, it ia desirable that women
should be permitted to take degrees in Arts in this UoWettiiy,”

wa^ after some discussion, vrithdiawn.

A RECENT decision bss been given by the French Ministiy in

fiivonrof female doctors. A certain Mdlle. Dometqne, of Mont-
pellier, has receiTed due autborisatioa to pam her examlnatkm

for the doctoiship

We are glad to sec that by the decUkm of the Supiease Court

at Sydney, N S W , Mr Gerard Krefft hoi been icatoied to his

position and house us Curator of the Sydney Mnseuin. Mr.
Kreflt has been connected with the Museiun for fourteen years,

and m September last had been violently ejected by an order

fnmi tbe trustees, who, it seems, bad in this exoteded thdr
powers.

The prospectus lies before ns of a new Italian monthlyjonmnl,

to be entitl^ /Msta Pafolar* th Sntnat g XMUn Judgi^
from the prospectus, its prqiectori have a high idea of the im-

portant place which scienoc la doily ascuming in tht life of the

world, and Intend to devote n considerable proportion of the

pages of tbeir Review to subjects of sdentite interest Tht
programme of the new journal is very ooa^cdMniite, embmcil
bB depanmenfo ofphOoeoiffiy and idiyikal eeUnoak end we mdat
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iNMti^iriihitooinplitenecai. The protpectu li dat«d from

Sldljr, whcK^ «« bdiere, the Reriew ia to be pab<

IWwd. It Memi nthcr itruce to make mch an ont-of the>wap

pkee Ae head-qaaitera of 10 fanpoitant an undertaking we

hepe^ howenrer, ita dieolation won t aoSer la ccnueqnence.

Thui an mtay aigna that Italy la nally awakened from her

long dormancy and aeeau qnletly datenalned to do her ahare of

the modem wodd’a work The above annoancement may be

regarded u one, and we know that m more than one of the

idenoea valnaUe work la being done by Ttaliana. In geo-

gnqdiy, eapcclally, they aeem inclined to revive the reputation

whii^ of old their country bad ; they have reoenily produced

em or two noteworthy enploren, and their geographit^ maga-

dM, CuMM, u a model of typography and good editing Only

ow Monday laat, Fnnee Humbert, in returning thanka for faia

deetion aa Freaident of the Italian Geographical Society, spoke

with warm approval of the project of an eapedition to the African

great lakea, ai^ hoped that Italy would be worthily repreaented

at the forthcoming Geogmidiical Coogreaa at Faria.

Th* Quecnaland Government have received information that

Hnine^ who proceeded in aearch of Claiaan, a auppoaed aurvivor

of the Leichardt Exploring Expedition, penabed for want of

water fifty mOea from Drynan a atation on the Wiiaon River, In

the Warrego dlatricL O Ilea, another of the party la alao

auppoaed to be dead. The thiri man, Thompson, haa reached

Dr^ian a atatimi.

Aa about forty ladiea and gentlemen have ligmfied thar inten

ion to become memberc of the propoaed Natural History

Society at Watford, a meeting to found the Society and to elect

a provisioiial committee will be held at the Watford Public

lAxary on the ajtd inaL, at seven 0 clock

P W WaioKT, one of the late porters at the College of

Sttigeona Mnaaum, commenced duty aa disrecting room porter

at St. Thomas a Hospital about a fortnight ago. On last

Tuesday week be wounded liimaeU ia the hand with a knife

whilst aaaiatlng in a post mortem on a child which had died of

pymmia. We regret to hear that he died in consequence of the

wound, from the same disease, on Monday last, leaving a wife

and five young children quite unprovided for

M J Deby, in examloing the contents of the stomachs of

mtwaeli (Mytiltu idulis) from the Brusiela market, found thirty

seven species of diatoms, inclnding /Iy<U»Juau sMhftr, a

apedes found previonily only in Florida.

The death of the veteran Dr Gideon Lincecum, of Long

Point, Texas (U S ) b announced aa having taken place at hb

leaidence on the ^h of November bat, in his e<gfaty Mcoad

year Dr Lucecum was well known to the naturaliata of the

Unitad States on account of his abiliiies aa an observer and the

wonderftil minuteness of bb inveatigatloiis into the habits and

peculiaritias of American animals. Hb contributions in this

dircctioii to the archives of the Smithsonian Institudon, to the

Anuriean Naturahst, to the Academy of Natural Sdencca, and

to the AmmeoM Sftrtman, wot very numerona and varied

In addithm to hb contributiona of notes, Dr linoecam was an

aEtenalveeoHector of ^pedmena, capecblly of insects and reptiles

of irhleh he sent brge nnmben to the museums of the Umted

States.

Pe®F Maesh andhU exploring party retwnod to New Haven,
j

U S., on Dee. la, after an absence of two months in the Rocky

The object of the present expedition was to

a remarkabb foatll locahty, discovered during the past

toameria the “ Bad Lands ‘
aonfo of the Black Hills. The

atplontkms were very anccessftil, notwithstanding extremdy

onld weather and the oontinnad hostility of the Sionx Indiana.

Icfd) dejpodts explond were mainly Uiooene age^

and, althongh qnite limited ia extent, proved to be rich

bey^ expectation. Nearly two tons of foaiil bones were col

leeted, moat of them rare spedmena, and many unknown to

icwncc. Amimg tbe most interestiiig remaina found were

several spedca of gigantic BrcHtcthtruUe, nearly aa large at

elephants. At one point these bones vrere beapd together in

such numbers at to indicate that theanimab llv^ m herds, and

had been washed into thb ancient lake by a freshet Suco^nl
exploratkmt were made, also, in the Pliocene atrata of the tame

re^n All the coUectfona aecured go to Yale College^ and will

toon be deecribed by Prof Marsh

De. Hunt gives an account in the Proccedingt of the Boston

Soebty of Natural Hbtoiy, of the contents of the stomach of a

mastodon btely foond in Wayland, New York. These con

aisted of remains of both eiyptogems and flowering plants, exhi

biting dbbnctly the vegetabb chaiacteis. No sphagnum was
found in the deposit. The evidence was that the animal bad
eaten hb laat meal from tbe tender mossea and bongha of the

flowenng plants growing on the basks of streams and margini

of swamps, and that {flnes and cedars formed no part of hb
diet

Caumbe pigeons have been employed for a new purpoee

Whoi his Majesty of Spain was neanag Barcelona, a Spanbh
steamer was sent to meet Lot Navot on the high seas, and sac

ceeded in doing so at the distance of 150 miles from the sea-

port Carrier pigeons wen then liberated so as to announce m
Barcelona the happy coming of Don Alphonso XIL Tbe ex

penment appears to have been succemfnL It is said that carrier

pigeons were in use among the old Roman navigators in the

time of tbe Cm an. The practice was discontinued for cea

tones, and the quotion has been asked by some French papers

whether it is desirable to revive it for TransatianUc steamers

Tux SIgnsI ‘brvlee obeerver on the summ t of Pike s Peak
(U S ) reports that tbe local storms there experienced originate

over the parks to the westward on hot afternoons On one
occasion he was faveu ed with an excellent v ew of the interior

structure of the clou U of a toniado, when he obeerved that

while the cload bearing cunents uf air float toward the centre^

they bad a decided dounwarl movement but that masses of
smoke like vapour rapidly ascended through the mtenor fannel

In a paper read by Capt Shaw of the Metropolitan Fire

Brigade, at tbe Society of Arts on Tuesday night, an ingenious

apparatus was described for enablmg persons to breathe in dense

smoke or pobonoos vaf ours. It cousbts essentially of a close

fitting hood, with a respirator, holding a filter, the invenUon of

I ruf Tyndall, which consists of a valve chamber and filter tube

about 4 inches long, screwed on outside, with access to it from

the inside by a wooden month piece The charge for the filter

consists of tbe following materials, which are pnt m with the

tube turned upside down, and the lower valve removed 1—Half
an indi deep of dry cotton wool, an inch deep of tbe same wool

satniated with glycerine, a thm layer of dry wool, half an inch

deep fragmenta of charcoal, half an inch deep of dry wool,

half an inch deep of fragmenta of lime, and abont an mch of dry

WOOL The whMe can be put on and adjusted in a few seconds

by the wesrer

The additions to the Zoological Sodet/a Gardena during the

past week include a Fig-tailed Monkey {Mae/utu rntmtihimu)

from Java, preaented by Dr Cole , a Crestel Porcupine (Uyttru

triitaU) from Mogadore^ present^ by Mr Alficd Hay , two

Chukar Partridges (Catcaia fAaiar) from Nurth west India,

pressnted by Capt Murray , a Sooty Mangabey (Ctreoethtsfult

I

ginatm), and a Pataa Monkey {CtrtofiaJimu ruier) from West

I

Africa; an Australian Gothawk (Attur a/t/mamam) from

Australia, purchased ; aa Oedot fardalu) fiom America,

deposited,
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
ftggtndarff't AnmdtM itr Pkyttk mtd Chmu, No. la—

TUi number contain! Mveral ptpoa of great interest t tbe fint

IS by G QtdiK^ on electne cnireats resulting from the non*

sunnltaneofus insertion of two mercnrr-electrodes into different

absorbs bydn^en or other gases when bdng heated in a gas or

alcohol flame, and then shows a different electnc action towards

ir and dilute acids Irom that of platmum that has
‘

56), from whom
1 a magnr*’"

’ '

and Dr A Scnui

—Experiments

.. ACtlOO of thff COUUT

spectrum upon ^oid salts of diver, byH W VogeL Chloride,

bromide, sm iodide of silver, are not only sensitive towards the

highly refrangible rays of tlw spectrum, but also towards the

less rtirangible ones, although m a much smaller degiee , their

setisiUveness does not only depend upon their optical power of

absorption of the respective rays, but also upon the absorptimi

jxiwer of cither substances they may be mixed arith. Coloured

substances which assist the photc^aphic reduction process and
absorb certifin spectral rays, highw increase the sensitiveness of

the silver salt towards the absorbed rays , thus the aensitiveoess

of silver salu for red, ydlow, and green rays can be greatljr aug-

mented. Certain colourlsu bodies are found to have a similar

action The light reflected from pigments shows a very different

effect from that of specdral colours, on account of the varymg
optiod composition of artificial colours and their smaller mten
sity —On the question of veloaty of magnetic action at dis-

tances, hy li Herwig mvestigations rclatfog principally to ter

restrisl magnetism, It is found that this velouty is at least half a
mlUion geqgrmphioal milss (01 about 3| milhons of Engluh miles)

per second, m other words, that at any given spot on the suriace

of the earth terrestrial magnetism b^met fnll^ active m lets

than the 3oath part of a second. On a modificatioa of the mag
neto.electtic revolution expenment, by the soma—On compsri
ion of electnc machines, by Mr Mascact The author desenbes

experiments made to ascertain the actual quantity oi electricity

produced hy cli.vea different machines in a givea time and under
tlie same oooditions.—On the measuring m tim electromotive

power of voltaic piles in absolute umts, by A Crova.— fhe fre-

quency of changes of colour m the scmtillatton of start is gene-

rally related to the spectrum they show, by C Montigny btais

that twinkle strongly show few spectral ImeSp while those with
little scintillation have many bands and lines in their siiectrs. —
On the theory of organ pipes, by H SchneebelL—Is the sppli

csUoii oi the I M inva justihed in the mechamcai theory of heat?
byH hntsch. The author oniwenthu question in the nwative.

—

On indncUon-eflectsin magnets of difiei^ hardness, by L. Ktilp.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LOMDOtl

Royal Society, Jan 7 — Remoiks en a New Map of the

Solar Spectrum, ’ by J Norman Lockyer, F R S

I beg permission to lay before the Royal Socisty a portion of
the new mop of the solar spectrum, referred to m one of my
former communioUtons.

It consuls of the portion between w L 39 and 41
1 have found it necessary, in ocd« to include all the lines

vuible in my photugraphs in such a manner that ooincidencss
may be clearly i^wn, to cumtnict it on four tlma tJto |Kale of
Angstrums * Spectre Normal.
The spectra of the following elements have been photo-

mphed side by side with the solar sj ectium, and the coinci-

dences shown —
he, Co, Ni, Mu, Ce, U, Cr, Be, Sr, Cs, K, A1

The wave-lengths of new lines in the portion of this speetram
at present complied have been obtained from curves of graphical
inihipolation. Instead of the readmg iff a micrometer scale, a
photegranUe print of the spectrum has been cmpkqrcd in
constncUon of these curves, the wave-lengths of the prmcipol
lines being tohen from an unpublished im^p of the ultra vi<^—I 1 .L- .^1— , copy kindly

L Conn The photograph ofUie

solar spectroim from the ultra violet to hsyond F, Uadly gltmi
to me by Mr Rutherford, hes also proved of greet MnioofittM
present work I have, in fact, up to the present tl^ oom
been able to excel this photograph m the region about H t

From the extreme diificufty of carrying on «ye-observatkM
upon the portion of the spectrum now coasplelcd, Aantrtlm's
map m OI course^ very incomplete about this r^foo. The fow
lines mapped differ slightly in some oases from the positloiis

amlgned by Cornu
;
but the wave-lengths given by the

observer generally fall into the coive without brsaldafita
symmetry, end thM poeiturns have therefore been adopted. The
advantage poiscssed by the photographic method over eym
observation may bo estimated from the following nMnmrf^l

compansons —
Region of specti^ 3900^10-

— Thaleo’s u.,.
violet part of tho solar spectrum |8S

„ „ Cornu’s map acK

„ „ New Map ;||

It will serve fnither to illustrate the advantagw of the photo-
graphic method, to compare the number of Uuee In ^ ipeete
of metale already observed with the number of linei of the same
metal ^ven by Augstiom m the “ Spectre Nonnel. ’

Region of spectrnmi 3gQQ-4<oo-

Maud. Lion ia aairiiwp. Ubm ui|,TlwUa « may.

19
Mn
Co
Nl

53

I

The purification of the vanons metallic spectra bos at present
been only partially effected , but I have seen enough already to
convince me of the extreme} ngour with which the principle 1
have already announced may be applied, while at the same time
there are evidences that the application of it may lead to some
resulb not nntuupated in the first instance

My object in laymg tl
~

senuog thisoi/ tn/erim r
. _ ,

Other man of roience, if not li _
country, to come forward to old m the work, which it k impro-
babk that I, with my small obsavational means said limliml

time, can carry to a lermUiatfoa. I reckon that, having r^aid
to routine solar work, it will require another year before the por-
tion from H to G u completely finished, even for theme^ the
spectra of which aie shown in the mapa now exhibited. Whaw
thk is done there will still lemein outstasding gU the nitty-
violet portion, the portion from O to F, both capuble of befim
photogra^ihed by sWt exposure, and the whole of ^ iS

ranoot but think, moreover, that wbsa the ligl

apectroscope has alr^y thrown upon mokenkr acdqn aheil Im
better known, snd used u 4 bosk for further mqoiqr, nethodi
of photography greatly exceeding the pteseitt one m rapidity, In
.u-i *—-;iHe portion of the qpntrnm, will be dendeped

pie map u bmag drawn hy my ssskwnt, Mr Mel-
dok (to whom my thanks are due for the skill and p«it.p«i- he
has brought to bear upon the work). In the first iii.ntu.ft

mote espwkl reference to the pouti^ thicknessei^ and 1^
vkiualfties of tha luea

;
the final sevakm edll oonfflit efan atae-

lutaintendQr reproduction of the jkotogiap^

Fromkkebsemticae of five amaU comets In y«n lififis

1868^ end 1871, the author bad shown that a gnyt part ef tte
light of thoae comsta wM emitted by the cosaetarr matmr t and

that carbon, in eome fo.^ was
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Ccggik’i Comet pfCMOted m the fpectroeo^ thno dutUct

I A oontiimoai ipectmin from the liglit of the nncleuii

i Aqpectnunof bnghtbandi

3, A contmaow ipecbum eccominnyiug the gaseons •pectrum

OB the come, and r^oentuig almiokt entirdy the light of the

tail

The anthor then giv«> hb otMervitiona of three diflercnt

apeotra, and of the lelabve mtuiuty of the two latter >pectra

ndiffnwit paita of the comet

pamed by a correaponding withdrawal of the TibraboBa from the
flame oppoaite the mat tub^ and a conaeqnent Billing ofthat flame
With thmner cambric it would require a greater number of

layen to mtercept the entire Mund Hence, with anch cambric^
we ahonld have echoes returned from a greater dntance^ and,
therefore, of greater duration

Jan 14—“ On a Clau of IdenUcal Rdationi m the Theory
of EUipbc Functiona, ’ by T W I Glataher, M A , FeUow of
trinity College, Cambridge], eummiinicated by Jamea Glanher,

On aconatic revembihty, by J lyndall, DLL, LI D,
FILS In thie paoer Irof lyiidiU rtfora to the senca of

expenmeoti on the uelucitr or sound which were made on the

aiB and aand of June, 1822, between Villejnif and Montlhcry,

south of Pam, and 11 6 m lea distant from tach other

On this occaaton it was nuticed that while every report of the

eannon fired at Montlhuy was heard with the gre dcst distinct

neasat Villejuif, by far the greater number of the reports frim

Villrjuif iatlod to teach Montlhi ry 1 he air at the tune was calm

die alight motion of tranalalion actually exisli g being from

Vdleiuif towards Montlheiy, or against t) e direition m « Inch Ibe

sound was bast heard

So iar at the author knows, no explansUon of this has hitheilo

been given

Lxperunentmg with s sensitive dime from 18 to at inches in

height, anda Tt^ less thanasqusic quirtcr of in inch in irea

<m a screen of cirdlxiard |S inches high 1 v 12 inches wi le in all

coew It was sh jwn that the suun 1 iv is elfcctivc when the reed

was at a distance liuui the scicrn un I the lUn c cl sc lehin I it

,

whde the action was insensible when tl c c po luui s were re

It was observed and recorded when the cx|cnincnts f l8''a

were made, that while the reports of tl e ^ ms at V II
)
iif were

without echoes a roll ui teh es, last iig Irom twenty to twenty

five seconds accompsmed eveiy sliui at Mont h ry be n„ 1 rat 1

by the obsersetv there

irom various consideiati ns the suth r mfers that M intUiery,

on the occasion referred to, must have Ikcu surrounded by a
highly disooustie atmisiihere whde the shortness of the eehioes

e^iUejutf shows the aim npbeie surround eg that station to

have been ac ustleally ops lie

The non h joiogeneous au sunounlin Vitlejuif is ex|eii

mentally typified by ll e screen with the sc nice of sound

cUmc behmd |t , the u) per end of the seieen lepicscutiug the

place where e {uilibnum of tcinpcrit le wa tstal lisheil in the

atmosphere alxjve the statu n In vutue of its proximity to the

screen, the echoes from the soun ling tee 1 wc ul L in the case hrre

supposed so blend with the direct soui d 11 to 1 r 1 netieally

mdisunguishable from it as the echoes at \ illc} i f followed the

direct sound so hotly, ind vsinshe 1 so lai 1 Uy that they escape 1

observation And as the sensitive 11 ime ai a d stance, faded to

be efleeted by the sounding b dy f liced close I eliind the card

board screen so, the author t iVes 11, li i the ut servers -it Muul ibery

foil to hear the sounds of the Vdltju f giin

bomething further may I c di ne I w i Is tie cxpeiimcntil

elucidaUon of this subject The fxeility w tli wlieh s ui Is { ass

through textile fabriu has been alieady illuatrxtcd ,
* a layer of

cambric, or even of thick flannel or batre 1 uaj. lound competent

to mter^t but a fraction of the sound fiom a vil ratmg reed

Such a layer of cambne may le taken to represent a layei of air

diflereatiated from its neighl ours by tem] erature or meusture

,

while a succession of such sheets of e imbnc may be taken to

represent successive layers of non homogeneous air

TWO tm tubes with oj en ends were placed so as to ferm m
aenU angle with each other At the end of sue la the vibratini,

, oppoMte the end of the other and in the prolongation ol

its axis, IS a scDsit ve flame—a second sens tivc Home being

pliced in the continuation of the axis 1 f the first tube On
sueading the reed, the direct sound through the first tube

agitates the second flame luuoducmg the sc^uare of cambric at

the proper angle, a sbght decrease of the acuon on the second is

aetiM, and the feeble echo from the cambne produces a barely

pVGcptibte agitation of the first flume Addmg another square,

the sound transmittcdbytha first square imputes on the Kcond
'It is partially echoed, retums through the first square, passes

aleng the seo^ lube, and still forther agitates the flame oppo

mte ns end Adding a third square, the reflected sound u still

Mginented, ,every accession to the echo being SMwn-

* Phil Tnutt , Teb 1874

Chemical Society, Tan 14 —Prof Odling, F R S , ptesi
dent, in the chair—On the acti in of the otgsmc acids and their
anhydndes on the natural alkaloids, Part llT , by Mr G H
Reckett and Dr C R A Wneht, was read by the latter It is

i eoiilinuatiun of their reseor^es on the opium alkaloids mor
phme and codeine—The next commufucatton was a note on the
effect c f iiassing the mixed vapours of carbon bisulohide and
alcih >1 over red hot^copper, by Mi T Camelly —Dr. H I

Armstrong then read a paper on the lodomtrophenols

Anthropological Institute, Jan 12 —Prof Bosk, F R S ,

president m the chair—Mr T J Hutchinson, 1 RGS, late
II M s Consul, Cxllau, read a paper on the anlhropolc^ of

Prchistonc 1 eru 1 he paj er commeneed with a notice of ^w
little IS known up to the present time about the glorious days ol
I eru lonj, before the time of the Incas, tgreemg with Mi
Ifoldwm as to the original South Americans being the oldest

1 eople on that continent fhe grandeur of colossal works In the
extent of the onelcnt bunol mounds was sh iwn by illustration'

A comparison of these exammed by the author m Peru was made
with those explored by Messrs b luier and Davis in the valleys

rf the Ohio ui I the Mississippi Phe prehutoru. architecture of
T era, descnl ed by 1 rof Kaimondi u bis recent work on the
mineral riches of the department of Aueachs, were mentioned as
higldy interesting

, more particularly the tombs cut out of soU 1

I locks of diuritc m the x alleys where sandstone is the geological
character , thus

|
roving the enormous cajiacity for work of the

ancient Peruvians in tronsportmg these stony masses over the
Andes S > small was the author • faith in Spanub accounts of
South America, that he mdmed to the belief in aone foture
explorer tindmg the mythical “cradle of the Incoa’ m the
N itionol Library at Madrid, instead of m the Lake of Titicaca,
to which latter

|
taee it i accredited by the Hakluyt Soaety—

\ paper, 1 y Di Gcone 1) ibson, was read on the Andamans
and Andamanese After Living a sketch of the geographical

I ( sition of the Andaman lidands and their geoiogunl and wolo
g eal relatioas to the Asiatic continent, uie author passed in
review the various theories th it had been propounded by eimncnt
1 logifta to account foi the orgm of the Andamanese He
sirunj,!/ inelioed to the views of Mr M allace and M Quatra.
fi^es itaxt the Andamanese are Nigntus, or bamanga front the
Malay pemnsufo, and was opposed to the theory of tMU descent
f m shipwrecked Afnian iiet.roea, on the giouu 1 tatto of
d ssimxlarity of tbeu manners xad customs than of theu phyaical
ch lacteristici It was uni jssible, however, to account for the
(.reseiiee of the wild tribes of Souiliera India or ef the peculiar
Sunaigs of the interior ol the Malay jemasala, surrouadad by
rivea with which they have no ecmnection whatever, except on
the hyj othesis that they aie the few surviving desixndaats of a
w silly haired people which m ages past occupie I lands south of
the llimalayas when the continent 1 f Asia meliuled within its

siathera limits the Andamans Nic ibars, Sumatra, Java, Borneo,
an 1 the Phihppme Islands , and that the present mhabitants of

the Andamins and the Nientos of the HiUippincs are also the
remnanr of those ancient Nigrito mhabitanta of Southern Asia,
which have almost disappeoied 1 efere the mvading Aryan and
H ngoliau races Dr tfohson exhibited a senes of photographs,
token by hiBueli^ of Andamanese men and women

Entoniologtcnl Society, Jan 4 —bar Sidney ftmth baun
deis, C M G , preeident, m the ckak —Mr Stevens exhibited

vanetics of Duoka ctndtte^htUa end HJtenm iMtaru, bred

frea kwvse taken near Bnteoo —Mr bmlth exhthted a box of

hymenopteroul lUMta coUseted m the naighboiiThood of Cel

cutta by Mr Rotbney It conpnicd several rare species of

tnnwiim and hasitrm, and alto aaany ondetenbed tpecits of

Ap>iU, anwngB which were two tpecica of Numm, oae of them

with remaifafole capitate aateunie —Mr M Lachlan mode tosM
reauwka on the Decentbnr Moth (CAaswifidw hrvm Ua\ whidt

he >|ad nUerved cne evening dumig the rccciil Mitre frost
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u great numben to the gai kmpi in the neighbourhood

o( l^ewlihiffl hlr Wnr remarkM on the importance of aiear*

i.lniiH; whether therwere hybcmnted apecimeni or whether they

had been newly hatdied during the aevere weather —A letter

WM read from Mr B S Monbon, of George Town,

rado, ezpreiung a wuh to be placed in commumcation with

any entomologuto who might be intereited m the insect fumaa

of the higher alutndes (8 000 to i^ooo ft), which he considered

ihould be more fully mvestigated.—The beeretary exhibited a

tmall bottle containing speciinens of a JIfaniu forwarded to him

from Sarawak by de Ctespigny lie stated that while

sitting at toble hu notice wu attracteil by the unusual appear-

ance of a column of ants crossing it but on loi lung more nar-

rowly he obeerved that they were not ants, but a speacs of A/nU$s,

and he bcheved them to be full grown msicts, but that they had

no wings. Mr M Lumhlon, however observed that tome of the

specimens had rudimentary wings and the President and others

expressed a belief that they would prove to be larvji, and not

perfect insects,

Inetitution of Civil Engineers Jan. 12 —Mr Thos. E
Harrison, president m the chair —

1

he paper read was on the

construction of gasworks, by Mr Harry h. Joucs.

liEXUN

German Chemical Society Dec. ig —Annual orl ry

meeting A W Hofmann VP m ihe cliair —The v cc
|

ucnt rrpurttd on the state of the buciety which counts 1 209
members, whde the reports are

\
ublished to the number td

I 800 coplea The number of papers published through its

means amounted to more than 500 during llie Inst year The
elect oils called the resident aflicers back tu then posts, while as

non resident members of the committee, the loUuwing were
elected fur the new year -Messrs, liaeyer, Or ess, T^enborg,
Landoit, and Sch riemmer

Dec. 28 -A W Hofmann, V P, m the d air —1 VVallach

and A Bohringer in treating metliylated oxamme with IXIg,

have pnxluced a well-dcfliiod bise y elding well crystill im
munuuasic salts and a direct combination with C,I{gI llic

base GgllgClNi has received the iia ne chloroxal methylme, and
u homologous with CgH,ClNg lately produced ly Dr Walloch
from cthylatol oxamlue in a s n liar way—T I iccard hot
succeeded in producii g withrochiii ne by heating in closed tubes

tu 220 ,
bcnsol and phthahe chloride wiUi sine

‘•”4 c8a+C.!Ig CgHgJ:gC.Ug

I Siebel proposeil as a method for producing soda the treatment

of tiibosic phosphate of soda wuh carbon c at, d adding, subse

quently carbonate of ammonia. Tlie double ph stliote of

sodium and ammonium crystallisei out, while two-ilmds of the
sodium, transformed into carbt 1 ate remam in solution —A.
Oppeuheim reported on a mechaniuU method for preventing the
most freejuent cause of the incrustation or furnng of steam
boilers, lately patented by a large boiler maker H Paukodi,
ID Landibeig Instead of introducing the water directly into
he boiler, he lets it ran slowly through a w le tube posdiig
through the boiler Here, on liLiDg heated the water deposits

ts csibonate of lime before it is admitted into the boiler As
the mner tube is not in contact with the fire, the ^poslt m it

cannot produce the usual dangerous results.

Pakis

Academy of Sciences Jamti—M M Fremy m the chair
—The foUowmg papers were read —On the mesaticeplialic and
lirachycephalic fossil human mces, by M de Quatrefageo, beiK
the thud part of the author s and M Homy s work on the skulls
of the human races.—Report on M Alph Cucrin s work on the
patho-genetic effect of fermenuti n products in surgical cues,
and a new method of treatment of the amputated by M Oouelln
—MM OouUlsnd and Pasteur then spoke in detail on the same
subject M A Trecul made some observations with regard to
the production of nbnones and bacteria in reference to the last

snbtect—Report on M Holphens memoir concerning (he fan

portant points of plane algebraic curves, fay M de la Gournene
—On tlw existence of the integral in equations with partial de-
rivatives, containing oiw number of ihnctioas and Independent
varieUee, hr M Q Darboux.—On the ecdon of electrolytic

on alcobo], by M A. Reaard expmiments made fay the
who expoeed akxdiol, to which about five per cent of
ulphuiic acid had Iwen added to an electric current from

oxygen
author,

dilate s

four to five Bunsen celli, and analysed the prodocts after fbi^
eight hoan aetMn 1 he found ethylic fonniote end acehtteb

sldiAyde, occtab ethyl-sulphuric odd, and a new inbitaaM.
ethylmc monoetnylote, which may be regarded u on acetal

1
^ ^

possessing the formula
|

CgHg.-On the "ttkia of

Lake l^man, by F A. ForeL SacAa are the sudden rises and
falls in the level of this lake, ihe author gives an explanation of

these phenomena and considers them constant and trequent in all

larger lakes and not rare and accidental as was behevM hitherto.

—A note by M Martha Becker relating to hit paper on ether

and the unmn of matter—A note by M H de Kenknff, with

correcUons for his commumcation on the velouty of lighta^ the

parallax ol the soil—A note bv M PonpeUe, with icgud to a
system of electric danger signals to prevent railway oolBsiont oa
a sfa^le line of raili.—On the redaction oi equation with pertial

derivatives to ordinary diflereutial equations, by M W de
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TPE MARQUIS OF <^ALISBURY ON
SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION

The icicntific world Is much indebted to the Marquis

of Sahtbuiy for the clear and powerful speech on

the value of scientific education which he delivered m
Manchester on Friday last. It is a satisfactory sign of>

the times when a sutesman of his position and intek

lectual standing acknowledges the claims of science to a

place in the higher education of the country equal to that

of the older studies. Whilst adverting to the great

strides which had been made respectmg the elementary

education of the country, Lord Sahsbury does not forget

that ‘ the true key to the education of the lower classes is

a love of knowledge on the part of the classes that aro

above them and he goes on to point out that in the dis

tnct in which he was speaking, the secondary, and espc

cially adult education, was well provided for He passed

a well deserved encomium on the Owens College AI

though the general inrtruction of the adult population by

means of evening classes does not form the primary work

of a College such as Owens, yet, placed as it is m the

midst of a dense and busy population, it has found that

there is much good work to be done in this direction

In this service there can be no nvalry between Owens
College and other institutions of a similar character,

each has its own sphere, and, indeed, the truth is that

if m large cities evening classes are to be of essential

service, they must not be confined to one institution For

not only must the focus of instruction be near the men who
are weaned with a hard day's work, but a different style

of tuition naturally grows up in the vanous centres , one

may, by natural selection, adopt one branch, and another

another Such a course is indeed the healthy develop-

ment of a hving organism which suits its growth to the

conditions of its environment , and whilst it strengthens

itself by so doing, it affords at the same time grateful

sustenance and solace to those dwellmg under iu shadow

One of the great problems of the age, upon the successful

solution of which much of our social and matenal pros-

perity depends, is indicated by the Marquis when be

tells us that the truths of science should permeate the

whole mass of the people. Evening classes such as we
have referred to form one of the modes by which this

may be accomplished Another means of awakening

the scientific interest of the people is by a widespread

senes of thoroughly trustworthy popular science lectures

Manchester has for some years token a prominent posi

fion m this latter respect, and has been followed in this

direction by the Gilchrist Trustees, who have established

similar courses in the metropohs, whilst Liverpool,

Glasgow, and other towns have recently determined to

follow the same lead. The main object of such lectures

is to interest more than to instruct, and we require, ho-

rdes them, the general establishment of regular classes

In which the subjects are thoroughly taught Such

classes are indeed established throughout the length and

breadth of the country, thanks to the operadons of the

South Kensington Staff, and it is difficult t^ over-estimate

dm value tA the sdendfic haul which year by year this

Vox. XL—Ha a74

network thrown from the metropolis gathers up From
the satisfactory and rapid growth of this system of

science teachmg, the time must necessarily arrive when
the central agency should not be confined to the metro
polls alone, but should be supplemented by local centres,

each of which would probably be more conversant with

the special wanu of its disuict than the metropolitan

institution could possibly be

Good as all such evening and adult science instruction

may be, its prosperity must depend on the existence and
healthy growth of a higher class of teaching, such as

that afforded by the various umversities and colleges

throughout the country It is their problem to teach the

teachers, and it la m the carrying out of this great task

that Governmental assistance is imperatively required

By this assistance, however, we do not mean that msti

tutions are to be at once artificially created
, such a thing

is just as impossible as to bring a full grown man into the

world at once, without his passmg through all the stages

of childhood Each higher school will naturally select,

if properly fostered, its own special direction of develop

ment, and it is absurd to suggest any operation by which

such a natural growth should be cut down, hke a Dutch
garden, in order to improve its form

We have left untouched the question of the endowment
of research ] but it is obvious that to endow the unremu
nerative manufacture of knowledge is more important

than to endow teaching which is always more or less

remunerative.

SOUTH AMERICAN TRAVEI
TtmtU m South America, from the Pacific Occtn to the

Atlantic Ocean By Paul Marcoy Illustrated by 525
engravings and ten maps Twovols (London BJackic

and Son, 1875

)

The A maton andMadeira Rivers Stefekes andDescrip
turns from the Note-book of an Explorer By Franz
Keller, Engineer With sixty-eight illustrations on
wood (London Giapman and Hall, 1874.)

Two Years in Peru, with Exploration of its Antiquities

ByT J Hutchmson, M AI With map and numerous
illustrations Twovols. (London Sampson Low, 1873

)

WE notice these three works together, because to

a considerable extent the first mentioned em
braces the ground gone over by the other two Like

Mr Hutchinson, M Marcoy devotes considerable space

to the prehistoric anUquities and native populabons of

Peru, and, like Mr Keller, the French trav^er has much
to say on the hydrography of the Amazon, on its fauna

and flora, and on some of the numerous tnbn that people

the r^on contained withm its vast basin Of the

three writers, M Marcoy alone can be called a profes-

sional traveller,—at least, he appears as such in the

present narrative , while Messrs. Keller and Hutchinson
only took advantage of their vocation calhng them to

South America, to investigate what interested them in the

particular regions which they visited. It is very gratifymg

to find men whodo not profess to devote their hves to the

advancement of scientific knowledge, so willing and com
petent as this engineer and this consul are to add to its

sum. The number of such unprofessional—if we may so

call them—advancers of scientific knowledge has in recent
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years been gradually increasing , and we hope that with

improved systems of education, both in Europe and in

America, systems in which a training in science will have

a prominent place, such scientific volunteers will become

more and more numerous. Considering the large number

of Englishmen alone who occupy positions m our own

colonies and other foreign countries, in the midst of

districts af which we have very little accurate knowledge,

what a rich harvest might be expected if cnly one half

of them had the scientific training to be obtained at a

German Realschule t

The dates of publication of the three works at the head

of this article are somewhat misleading, the order in

time of the respective travels is mdiented by the sequence

of the titles

M Marcoy’s narrative is in some respects a pusding

one It may be said, so far as bis own journey is con-

cerned, that there is not a single date in the whole bocA;

Whether this be the author’s fault, or that of the pub-

lishers of this translation of his work, we do not know ;

but we deem it mther a serious one if the work is

put forth as the genuine narrative of a traveller

who wishes to be regarded as a trustworthy observer

and recorder of phenomena, many of which may alter

in the course of a very few years. M Marco^s ob-

servations as to the condition of the prehistoric remains

of Peru, of the condition of the peoples, both dominant

and native, with whom he came m contact, of the

state of nvers, of the fauna and even of the flora,

will be depnv^ of no small amount of their value

there IS any doubt as to the date at which they wen
made From internal evidence we conclude that the

journey from Islay to Para was made during the twelve

months following July either of 1847 or 1848, and we
learn from ht MarUn s recently published “ History of

Geography ” that M Marcoy was in the country ateut

that time But the work is thoroughly French from
beginnmg to end, from the theatneal /ow and costume
of the author’s portrait in the frontispiece to the final

“Vale” We certainly believe that M Marcoy made
the journey across the South Amencan continent about

the year 1848, and that the work before us contains a
narrative of what he heard and saw , but the author

evidently studies effect s6 much, both in his illustra-

tions and hu style of writmg, tlmt one is apt to have
a feeling that not unfrequently strict accuracy has
been sacrificed, and that the author has given way
to the very French failing of a love of exaggeration

This, we think, u paiticularly seen m the author’s account
jof the French scientific expedition, in the company ot

which he performed part of bis journey His portrait of

the “ Count de la Blanche-Epmc,” as he calls the leader

of the expedition, is evidently a caricature, and we fear

the same may be said ofseveral other portraits in the book,

and whenever be refers to the Count—and be does s^
a// Hausiam—tt is invariably with so much bitterness, that

one is apt to thmk the Count had snubbed the somewhat
Bohemian but evidently sensitive traveller

But that the narrative has been revised withm the last few
years, IS evident from several passages. He refers to occur-

rences which took place m 1866 , and wlule saikng dowi\

the Amason bo discusses the value of observations which
must have been made years after hujourney Throughout
the work the personal narrauve u frequently so mixed up
with informauon obumed by the author either at odiw
times—for he was many years in South America—or at
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second hand, that it is often difficult to know where to I

draw the line , and thus one who is simply in search of a

trustworthy narraUve of observed facts is apt someumes
to feel insecure.

Moreover, we find from M St Martin’s work, that

" Maieoy* Is really a pseudonym, the author’s real name
bemg Si^t-Cncq Why a veracious traveller should wnte
under a pseudonym it is difficult to tee , fancy Wallace,

or Bates, or Livingstone, or Baker, or Payer, or Meyer
doing so. Did “ Paul Marcoy " fear the vengeance of the

"Count de la Blanche-Epme ?” That M Marcoy in

tends his narrative to be taken au sMtux is evident

throughout, from hu elaborate and really valuable disier

tations on the antiquhiea and ongimd populations of

Peru, their sources and migrations, followed up by similar

dissertations on the various groups of tribes he passed

through, his minute and careful geographical descriptions,

especially in connection with the Amazonian nver sys-

tem, and the many details he gives concerning the fauna

and flora of the extensive region which he traversed.

We hope the publishers m the next edition will at least, if

they can, give the exact date of M Marco/s journey , let

them be assured that, instead of detracting from, it will

add to the value of the work, even though with regard to

Peru and the Amazon there have been later explorers.

Notwithstanding these bleimshes, the work must be

regarded as, on the whole, a trustworthy narrative, con

taming a great deal of valuable information, especially on

tio 8.-*Sub8icrg«Ml ForoBt.»Kdler

the tnbes with which the traveller came m contact on

the river Ucayali and its tributaries, and on the natural

history of the regions he travelled through.

M. Marcoy’s point of departure was the port of Islay,

nearly under the 17th degree of south latitude. He tells

us that his journey was undertaken as the result of a

wager srith the captam of an English vessel, that he

would readi Para, in Brazil, by crossing the continent,

as soon as the captain would sail to the same place

round Ciq;>e Hortu As might be expected, he lost

his sniger. Still, considering, or because of, his simple

equipment, and taking into consideration the frequ^

long stays he made at various places on his route,

bis journey, performed in a year and fourteen days, must
be regarded as a wonderful feat. At the «»n<« tune he
managed to see a great deal that Is worth recordmg He
went by Areqnipa, the north end of Lake Tiucaca, Acopla,
Cuzco, to Ediarati, on the Rio QuiUabamba Sta. Ana, as
be calls the river marked Urubamba in most maps, even
in that of Barrera (1871) pteaxed to Mr Hutchmson’s
work. M. Marcoy is extremely particular about the

courses and names of hu nvers, and, as we have said

frequently enters into long dissertations on the subject,

giving minute details with much confidence He is par-

ticularly confident as to the courses and names of the

numerous rivers that unite to form the Ucayali. Near
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Echarati, he embarked m a canoe on the Qmllabamba or

Urubamba, and latUng down thii nver and its continua

tion, the Ucayali, reached Nauta, opposite the mouth ofthe

latter, on the Amazon ,
getting a brat at Nauta, Marcoy

sailed down the Amazon to Barra, at the mouth of the

Kio Negro, completmg his journey from that point to

Para in a sloop

The first part of his journey after leaving Islay is dreary

enough, over desert pampas and barren mountain regions,

and the weary iteration of the trivial incidents in each

day s journeybecomesm the end positively tedious. In con

ncction with Cuzco, the author gives considerable details

concerning Peruvian antiquities, some of the remams of

which he appears to have carefully and minutely studied,

and of which he gives some valuable illustrations—sculp

ture, statuary, fortificalions, pottery , and lastly, what pro-

fesscs to be a series of the thirteen Incas and their wives
|

from Manco Capac downwards, who reigned over Peru
|

from the foundation of Cuzco to the Spanish Conquest

They ore beautifully executed, but we fear their historical

value wont count for much M Marcoy has a very

complete theory as to tlie peophng of America by the

ancestors of tlic native races who at present inhabit

America. He reci^ises two dilTcrent types as including

nearly all the peoples both of North and South America—
the Mon„olo American type and the Irano Aryan type, of

which the fonner the colonising or swarming element, as

he calls it, is by far the more numerous Both races, he

seems to Mieve, entered America from Asia at a very

remote period, probably by Behring Strait, which at the

time of the migration he appears to think was bridged

over by an isthmus He endeavours to connect the

Irano Aryan type at least with the ancient civilisation

of India and Lgypt, with modifications and additions

acquired by the migrants from the vanous peoples with

whom they came into contaa in their progress north

eastwards through Asia. The Quichuas, Aymaras,

Antis, and Chontaquiros, tribes of Peru, he con-

nects with this civdising dement, as he calls it, to

which he apparently attributes most of the wonder

ful monuments that now remain. That there are two

distinct types among the native inbabiUnts of Peru

the latest and most trustworthy researches seem to prove,

as also that there has been more than one imnugration

from Asia, but that right across the Pacific, and not by
Behrmg btrait , but that the Incas were the authors of

the wonderful works of which so many remains still exist,

seems in the highest degree doubtful We fear the

theories of M Marcoy on this point will be considered

rather wild by the scientific investigator, who we daresay

will prefer the sober hypotheses of Mr Hutchinson, based

as they are on a broad basis of facts But more of this

when we come to the work of the latter

M Marcoy gives many interesting details concerning

the social hfc of the various cities and towns of Peru
through which he passed on his way to Cchorati The
picture presented is on the whole a sad one, and we
should hope that since he made his journey there has

been a great reformation, and that smee railways and
steamers have brou^t the people more mto contact with

the busy world of Europe and North America, industry,

morahty, and education have attamed a higher platform.

The real interest of M Marcoy’s journey begins when

he launches on the nver Quillabamba, probably the

most tortuous river in the world, and so studded with

rapids that navigation, except in canoes, is utterly im-
practicable. M Marcoy gives much scattered infor-

mation, helped consider^y by the artistic illustrations,

of the vegetauon on the banks of this and the other nvtts
down which be passed. The traveller was nothing
if not an artist , and the work before us, m the eyes

of most readers, will denve half its value from the beauti-

fully executed and graphic illustrations, which enable one
to realise the scenes through which the author passed,

better than any amount of description So his sketches

of the native Indians give one a good idea of the different

types met with along his route Most of these, we should
think, are portraits, and some allowance, no doubt, must
be made for the author’s tendency to artistic exaggeration

Some of these portraits, as well as some of the sketches

illustrating the social life and habits of the natives, we
recognise as having been used (without acknowledgment)
in a recent popular woric on anthropology This suggests

the idea that the publication, so far as scientific purposes
are concerned, is rather late ; we should think it likely

that whatever the work contains of value beanng on the

ethnology, geography, and natural history of the Amazo-
nian region, has already found its place in those sciences

through the French edition.

Although the author enumerates many tribes to be
met with on the Ucayali and its tributary nvers, the
members of these tribes at the time he visited were
very few, and the region through which he passed on
his way to the Amazon appeared to be but thinly

inhabited, notwithstandtag the abundance of food,
both vegetable and animal. Indeed, the naUve
races of South America, like those of North America,
seem to be dymg out before the advance of the
white man, though not so rapidly, for the simple
reason that the spread of the white man over the
southern continent is much more slow, and the whites
themselves seem to be nearly as lazy as the Indians.
Perhaps the fostering care of the Jesuit missionaries may
also have helped somewhat in preventing the rapid ex-
tinction of the Indian tribes. These missionaries have
been at work more or lew ever smee the Spanish conquest
of Peru, and the "converts” maybe counted by thou
sands, though M Marcoy thmks, and ho is not singular
in the opinion, that the missionanes have succeeded only
in producing a degraded type of Indian, differing from
his heathen brother simply in having lost his mdepen-
dent spmt. M Marcoy appears to be thoroughly ac-
quainted with the history of the Jesuit imssions in Peru,
and one of the most pleasant episodes m his woik is

the account of his long stay at a mission station on the
Sarayacu, a tributary of the Ucayali

The tribes whom the author names as inhabiting the
banks of the Ucayah and Quillabamba are the Quichuas,
the Antis, the Chontaquiros, the Conibos, the Sipibos,

and the Schetibos. Of thes^ oniy the first three, along
with the Aymaras, and two or three tnbes scattered
through the valleys of Bolivia, does he recognise as
representbg his " Irano-Aryan ” race Most of the
other tribes he beheves representt his Mongol or Tatar
race, the colonising element, while the Carib, Tupi
Guarani, and other races, arc in hui o^mon only various
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g«nera derived from the above-named mother famflici

We doubt whether this sweepmg and caiy way ofgrouping

tho American native races will stand the test of rigid

ethnologic mvestigation , we suspect it will require much
wider data than M Marcoy had at his command to

settle the question satisfactorily The facts he gives,

however, concerning the various tribes with which he

came in contact, appear to us to be of considerable

value His descriptions of the peoples, the manners

and oaaxamtf physiqu$, traditions, movements, religious

beheC^ vocabularies, &c
,
are all contributions to science,

which the discriminating ethnologist will no doubt know
how to make use of

With regard to what most be considered as the proper

source of the Amazon, M Marcoy s^ees so far with Mr
Squier, one of the latest writers on the subject, or rather

with Dr Santiago Tavora, of the Peruvian Hydrographic

Commission, that it is not the Marafion Dr Tavara
decided that as the Ucayali has greater volume and length

than the Maraiion, the former must be regarded as the

Rio Madre del Amazonas M Marcoy had long before -

this concluded that as the Apurimac, a principal tnbu

tary of the Ucayali, is seventy five mdes longer than the

QuiUabamba or Urubamba, the upper part of the Ucayali,

the former ought to be regarded as the real source of the

Amazon. Several attempts have m recent years been

made to discover if any of the many upper tnbutanes

on the nght bank of the Amazon could be made available

for navigation by steamers, but, so far as we have learnt,

with disappointing results, so that it is doubtful if any of

these immense tnbutanes can ever bo used as pathways

for commerce
Dunng his slow progress down the Amazon, M Marcoy

frequently halted on its banks, visitmg the mission sta

tions, the half-civilised settlements of Brazdians and half

breeds, and the villages of the Indians He also explored

the mouths of some of the rivers flowing into the Amazon,

and some of tliose cunous natural canals which unite the

mam stream with many of its tnbutanes a considerable

distance above the latter’s tmbiwchure It is well known
that the waters of some of the Amazonian tnbutanes, as

the Rio Negro, are of a very dark colour, resembling

coffee. We do not know that this has yet b«;n satisfac

tonly accounted for, it can hardly, it would seem, be

owmg to the nature of the ground over which the nvers

flow, as this IS of very diverse kinds M Marcoy declares

that when this water is looked at through a transparent

vessel. It IS perfectly limpid and colourless , only in cases

where the current was slow or imperceptible, it had a

brown tmt Animals of all kinds abound in and around

these curious waters.

M Marcoy made a careful exploration of the delta of

the Purus, a large tnbutary on the right bank of the

Amazon, by which he ascertained that the nver has

only one tmiouchurt, the other openmgs being really

only natural canals. M Marcoy’s knowledge of the

hydrography of the south side of the Amazon seems to

be clear and accurate, and u certainly extensive, and his

frequent dissertattona on the subject are worthy the

attention of geographers, if they have not already gained

it. One of the most valuable features of his work is the

set of splendid maps which are prefixed, showing in

miimte detail the t^gn^hy of his route.*

We must leave M Marcoy to find his way to Para, and
accompany Mr Keller in his journey up the Madeira
Whde we certainly thmk that in regard to the points to

which we have referred the value of M Marcoy s work is

capable of being enhanced, still on the whole it must be
regarded as deserving to occupy an honourable place

among works of travel It is essentially a popular wotk,

and we hope it may have an extensive sale and many
readers, as it contains a vast amount of really volu

able mformation concerning the geography, topography,

natural history, and ethnology of I eru and the Upper
Amazon Messrs Blackie have done well m publishing

an English translation, which has been remarkably well

done by Mr Rich

(7b be coHUnued.)

MOUUUDGE'S '' HARVESTING ANTS AND
TRAPDOOR SPIDERS”

Suppl menl to Harvestmg A tits an i Inp I r Spt I rs

By J Traherne Moggndge, F L S
,
I Z S With specific

descriptions of the bpiders, by the Rev O Pickard

Cambridge (Reeve and Co
, 1874 )

M r. MOGGRIDGl S original work was reviewed in

Naturk, vol vii. p 337, and we have already a
mass of additional matter, paged continuously so as to

form one volume when bound up with the first part

Only twenty pages are here devoted to the ants, yet we
find several observations of great interest to the philo

sophic entomologist Thus, the actions of lizards and

tiger beetles in attacking the ants were closely observed

The lizards only eat the winged males and females, bi t

show great fear of the workers, always keeping out of

their way, and the workers protect the winged ants by
surroundmg and swarming over them, so that the bzards

can only occasionally dash at an outlying straggler The
Tiger Beetle {Ctetnde/a) devours the workers, but only

attacks them with great precaution, keeping out of the

way of the mam body and seizing stragglers by a

bite just behind the neck. If it fails to seize them
in this exact spot it leaves go agam, evidently knowing

that if the ant’s jaws once close on any part of its legs or

antenna they will never leave go, even after death

These observations apply to the two species of South

European Harvesting Rats,Atia structor andA barbara,

and they furnish a clue to the use and purport of the

large bodies of workers, which act as guards to the males

and females. They also explain the use of the spines,

hooks, and bristles with which so many of the weaker

forms of ants are armed, as well as the occurrence of a

proportion of soldiers—large-headed workers whose only

function IS to atuck and drive away certain specially

dangerous enemies Some of these.large-headed workers

are essentially a huge pair of jaws with just enough body

to cany them about, and whose sole object in life is to

fasten on some special enemy and sai^ce themselves

for the good of the community The most important

problem remaining for solution in connection writh these

harvestmg ants is, how they contrive to keep the seeds

in their granaries from gemmating Mr Moggridge has

proved that formic acid or its vapour has no influence,

that tho presence of the ants is necessary to prevent gcr

mination, but that their presence alone does not prevent
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It Is It not probable that the whole secret consists in

the ants continually using for food those seeds which

begin to germinate, and that there always remam many

seeds whose germination is ddayed 7

The remainder of the volume is devoted to Trap-door

Spiders, many new species of which have been discovered,

and much curious information obtained as to their habits.

The spiders and their nests are iliustrated by figures

which are models of accuracy, and far surpass in delicacy

ind finish those of the first volume, good as those were

There arc some interesting remarks about the British

Nest making Spider {Atypus sulaeri), which has very

rarely been observed, but which, now attention is called

to the subject, will no doubt be found to occur plentifully

in the South of England The new double-tubed and

double doored nest now first described is the perfeebon

of insect architecture , and being constructed by a single

insect IS far more indicative of intelligence, mechanical

skill, and reasoning power, than the habitations of ants or

bees

This volume is a striking example of the way in which

the most confirmed invalids may employ and enjoy them

selves , of the marvellous interest thit attaches to the

minute observation of the habits of many of the lower

animal*
, and of thc vast field for discovery that is still

open to observers It will long remain a standard work

on the subject of which it treats, as well as a worthy

memento of the enthusiastic and amiable naturalist whose

early departure from among us will be so widely deplored

A. R W

THE UNIONIDA,

Obsm aitons oh the t, i nus Urn together « tth desa tpiti ns

ofnev) speens m the family Umomdee By Isaac Lea,

LLU (Philadelphia, 4ta)

Although no date of publication IS given, thc last

paper contained in this volume appears to have

been read on the 3rd of February, 1874. It is a goodly

volume of seventy four pages, and twenty two beautiful

plates

The number of this volume (xiii ) shows the extent to

which the octogenarian, but still indefatigable author,

Ur Lea, has prosecuted his favourite study He tells

us m the Introduction “ In my twelfth volume I

mentioned the number of North Amencan species

(Uniomdx) then known to be 772 By adding sixty

to these, we have the number 832 species.” And he

remarks that “ these do not by any means constitute thc

whole number of existing species , many of the smaller

streams falling into our la^e rivers have not been ex

plored, and these when well searched will unquestionably

produce new forms of this numerous and interesting

family '

Now It seems to us that the little word “ forms ” thus

innocently used must disarm every conchologist of that

weapon of criticism (species makmg) with which Dr Lea
has been so often and so mercilessly assailed on this side

of the Atlantic. Substitute “form’ for “species,’ and
what u there to prevent the European Uniomdse attaining

a more respectable position as regards number than they

do at pKsent ? In Great Britain we can show only five

species, besides sixteen named and well-marked varieties.

In Germany, according to Kreglinger, there are fifteen

species (including some of our vaneties), and twenty nine

named varieties. The number could be increased almost

ad infinitum by reckoning every distinct form from each

nver, stream, I^e, canal, and pondm which the Uniomda
are found ,

and we should lose one test of specific differ-

ence, which consists of ignoring all variation ot shape

caused by habitat, and which induces us to believe that

undoubted species are those that hve together without

any intermingling or gradation But whether all die

North Amencan Unionidse are called “species,” or
“ vaneties, ’ or “ forms,” NaturalJHistory and Conchok^
in particular are under a great obligation to Dr Lea for

hts admirable works One, perhaps not the least, merit

IS his symmetrical method of descnption, the characters

of every species being given in the same relative order,

so that they can be readily compared and the differences

between the several species more easily ascertamed.

This IS certainly important in his case , because some of

thc figures on the same plates bear a rather suspicious

resemblance, those of /7//io globatus and subglobatus,

U tuscumbiensis and radiosus, U crudus and pattinmdes,
U yadkmensis and conasau^aensis, U amplus and inseh

Ildus, U rostellum and exacutus, besides U subparallelus

and basalis The above named species are compared
by the author, not with each other, but with different

species

Another reflection occurs to us on the perusal of this

work
, and that 1$ as to the division of labour A uni

vcrsal naturalist is now an extinct ammal , and the region

of biology becomes every day more and more subdivided

into separate fields of investigation Thus, m the Mollusca

Mr Davidson restricts himself to the Brachiopoda, Dr
Lea to the Unionida., and Dr L. Pfeiffer to the Pulmono-
branchio. Every other department of zoology, as well as

of botany, has its own votaries for different orders and
even families

, and it is in this way that knowledge is at

present advanced, not by some great Coryphaeus, but by
many less gifted persons who have the opportunities and
inclination

“ To labour and effect one thing specially
”

OUR BOOK SHELF
La Vie, Physiologie Humaitie, apphquh A Phygten* ei

A la Midtane Par le Dr Gusuve le Bon, (Paris

J Rothschild, 1874.)

Most authors compose their works first, leavmg the pre-
face until the last thing, m order that they may appreciate
the full influence of their detailed study when makmg the
generalisations with which they feel Vwund to start their
volume We have no reason to think that the author of
riie work under notice is any exception to this rule In
the nme hundred or so pages of his book he explains in
a clear and very intellipble manner many of toe most
important facts and theones of the science of physiolcm,
in some parts introducing improved methqu of ilhu-
tration, in others not quite recognising the most recent
advances which have been made, even own
countrymen Particular stress is laid, throughout ^e
work, on the beanng of the pomts discussed on everyday
hfe, on hygiene, and on pathology

, m all of which the
author, from his experience in the routine of practice and
the recent Franco-German war, m which be was engag^
m active ambulance service, is able to speak with autno-
nty. There are two other points m wbicb the wode is
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•lightly difTerent from most text-books of the subject, one
bang that a short account is j^iven of the history of most
of the physiological discoveries of importance, which is

generally neglected m works of similar character, not
withstanding the additional interest which is thereby
introduced. The other point is, that an account is given
of the anatomical construction of the organs whose
functions are to be studied, by which means those who
have not, as medical students, gained the necessary
amount of knowledge of anatomy to make clear their

fundamental notions, can read on and understand with
out reference to other works.

In the preface Dr Le Ron enters into a short account
of the aims and objects of the study of physiology He
remarks that " it is with profound wisdom that the philo-

sophy of the ancients epitomised what ought to be
known by man, in the maxim, printed in golden letters on
the doors of their temples. Know thyself” We cannot,

however, in any way agree with this physical distortion

of the proverb, and think that the endeavour to place

physiology on such a footing will never lead to successful

results The subject is not taught m schools, and it is

true that the youth during several years of his life has,

instead, been a student of the pastjin company with the

heroes of Greece and Rome “ The time has arrived

for him to make use of his knowledge He enters the

business of life He has to instruct the masses, lead the

multitude ,
yet, of the nature of men, of their instincts,

of their passions, he is absolutely ignorant” Notwith
standing all this, we must differ from our author m
assuming Aat a thorough knowledge of the human
otgamsation is indispensable, or even useful, in supplying

the deficiency mdicated ,
and there are many, we think,

who will agree with us. No better proof that such is the

case can be adduced than the medical profession itself

Its members are all more or less acquainted with the most
important physiological facts and theories , supplemented,
which is much to the point, with a thorough anatomical

knowledge. Nevertheless, it is not to the medical pro

fession that we are accustomed to look for moral philo-

sophers, politicians, or novelists, but rather for thorough

Kientific workers, and an overwhelming percentage of

nonentities, as far as the world at large is concerned
Statistics as to the average length of life amongst me-
dical men would hardly show any advantage in them
favour, and as patients they are notably unmanageable
As an education, physiolo^ is therefore, no doubt, as

good as any other science, but its further value is a de
Jusion and a snare. It has been our object, on several

occasions, to ascertain the amount of mformation as to

the mechanism of the organ and of the piano possessed

by some of the most accomplished musicians, and in

nearly eve^ case we have found that they are perfectly

Ignorant of acoustics and the mechanical construction of

ae machinery they are employmg And yet is not

Know thy tnstrumetU at first sight as applicable to the

musician as Know thyself to humanity at large 7 How
few of us could pick to pieces and reconstruct a clock or

watctu and yet how many of us have never missed a
train in our lives I

These remarks are not made in disparagement of physio-

logy, butm opposition to the misleading argument adopted

several others as well as the author of the work before

us, to the mjury of science Itself m the estimation of the

pubhc at large, because of the false expectations it raises.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor dees net heldhimselfre^nstUefor oinnwiu expressed

hy his eorrespondents Neaher can he undertake to return,

or to correspond mth the waters of, rejected manuscripts

No noiue is taken ofanonymous eommunscattons ]

Fossil Remains of the Fallow Deer found in Malta

KirstaiNO to Dr Jeitteles’ monograph on the Dbtribatlon of

the Fallow Deer, translated by Mr Selaier (Nkturr, voL xi , p

71), It may be interesting to reconl that fossil exuvue referaiile to
Cerrnu dama srere discovered in Malta with n the last few years.
From inquiries I learn that they were fount m a rock fissure im
pacted amongst the red soil which usually lilts all the numerous
rock rents of the island where also fossil elephants remains have
been met with The exuv te in question were sent to the late MrW Flower, F G S , and snbs^uently examined Iw Mr Busk,
Mr Boyd Dawkins, and myself They contain fragments of
long bones and several entire feet bones and teeth, referable to

small sized adult indtvUlnaU of the Fallow Deer There is,

I esidea, the molar ofJ qmts and a canine referable to Cams, from
the same situation

ihc mlneralogical Mpeets of the specimens are similar to

those of the Quaternary fossil fanna of the island, but this is, as

far as I can discern the first instance of fossil remains of Cervus
and Touus having been discovered in Malta or Gozo Canine
teeth of the same dimensions as thcabove^ and referable to Cants
were found by A Imiral Spratt and myself in conjunction with
teeth and liones of //tppapoiimus pentlauJt, from the Malalc

Cavern of Malta
Royal College of Science, A. Leitii Auahs

Dublin, Jan 21

Electric Conductivity of Nerves

In a recent nnmbcr of Nature (vol x n 519) the reviewer of
“The Protoplasmic 1 heory of Life states broadly that few physl

ologists will agree with the statement in the book that the nerves

are not better fitted for the conduction of electric currents than
the other moist tissnes, and that they possess no demonstrable
apparatus for insulation of these currents. There must be some
misunderstanding here, for 1 have adduced proofs from Dubois
Kcymoiid, Rsnke, Fick, and others, and 1 believe all physio-

It^sts ol note concur m the view as represenled by me. 1 he
reviewer has apparently overlooked the circumslance that one of

the pnncipal points in the chapter was the distinction of the

coni^ance hr nerves of the shmHius caused by electricity, and
the mere conduction of an electric current, for he says there Is

not the least doubt that it is through the nerve fibres that electric

stimulation vail most readily and most powerfiilly affect muscular
fibres at a distance ” No one, I imogini, does doubt ihi% bnt
It IS not at all the same thing as saying that the nerve is the best

medium for affecting the muscle owing to its snpenor power of
conducting electricity, for it may also mean that the nerve is sus-

ceptible to the stimulus of electricity This is, mdeed, sufficiently

shown by the fact that a mechanics stimulation of the nerve will

have a nnular effect, while wc do not attribute to the nerve any
supenor power of conducting mecliamcal force. Femiit me to

refer to the additional light thrown on the question in the
recently published work of Prof Vulpian (“ Li^ons sur d Ap-
pareil Vaso-moteur,’ 1875) It had been asserted by Legros
an 1 Onimus, that on passing a galvamc current thrdugh a nerve
cootuniog veto motor filaments, the oscemling current caused
coutiaction, while the descending ones produced dUatabon of the
capillary arteries. The experiments of Vulpian and Carvillc

yielded results not in accordance with this statement, and both
currents were found to cause contraction. Vulpian explains this

discrepancy by pomtmg out that Legros and Onimns assumed to

Bid on particular nerves by sending the current through the ikm
and subjacent parts. “ Not only, says Vulpian, “ are we not

BUthori^ to believe that we act on these nerves by this mode,
but, in addition, it Is evident that we determine excitation of idt

the tissues comprehended m the enrrent, the skm among others,

and that that excitation may provoke reflex vascular dilatations

whiiffi complicate the results ” (p. 1 14) To perform the expert

ment properly, it 11 necessary to secure isolation artificially by
cutting the channels of reflex vaso motor action Again, it you
electruy the sciatic nerve in a dog which has been curariKd, no
contraction of the voluntary musdes to which it is distributed

takes place. And in walysis of the radial nerve in man from
cold, the power of vohuon over the muscles supplied by it 11

lost, while the sensory and vaso-motor filamoits bound np in the

same nerve retain their functional activity In those esses the

power of conducting electricity u not impaired, nor is it indetd

La the dead body even , but here, as expressed by Vulpian, ‘ the

musculo-motor filaments have lost their normal aphtude to cause

the muscnlar bundles to pass from the slate of rejHwe to the state

of activity ’’ (p. 122). What that ‘ normal aptitude consisU in

IS still a quesuon, but it is certainly not the power of conducting

electricity, aifhough a knowledge of the latter is of great Im

portance m judging of Dr BeaUTs theoiy of muscular contraenqn,
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Pr Beale, as is well IctMwn, still holcU to the opinion that the

nerve force is electriciU, and that the nerves have not only the

power of conducting electricity but of evolving it as a yiUl act

on stimulation from the little masses of protopTosn^ bioplasm, m
livmg matter with which the nerve cords are studded Although

there are many oiijeclions to this theory, still the badly-conduct-

ing power of the nerves for electridty does not appear an

insuperable one when we think of the nerve force meruy as a

stimulus, for the quantity of a sthnulus necessary to rouse up
vital action beam an infinitesimaily small proportion to the result

But when the same force is assumed to oc the efficient cause of

muscular contnebon, the question assumes a very different aspect

In Dr Beale’s theory the muscular fibre proper is held not to con
|

tain protoplasm, and to be incapable of Imng action or of evolving

force, Ae contraction being pr^uced by inductive electric action

on the sarcous particles, which causes them to change their posl-
|

tion and thus approximate the ends of the muscular fibre The
source of the electricity is srud to be the protoplasm mosses con-

tained in the muscles, in contmuoua contact vnth the motor

nerves, and it is conveyed to the muKular fibres by loops of fine

nerve fibres crossing them in various directions. In this theon,

even supposing insulation to be complete, it is obvious that the

conilucting power of the nerve-fibre becomes of supreme import-

ance, because not the stimulus only, but the whole force of mus-
cular motion, must be conveyed by it Now, the nerve-cords do
conduct electricity certainly, but so many million times worse

than metallie wires, that the loss of energy by transformation into

heat must be enormous. Such a lost is Inconsistent with the

economy of nature and with the actual facts , therefore, nnlen

the nerve force is a specific force different from surface- electricity,

gnlvrmiam, and magnetism, though analogous to them, aud
probably easily convertible into electricity, Dr Beale’a theory

cannot be upheld. 1 have not yet seen any reply by Dr Beale

to this objection JuiiM Duyspalb
Liverpool

Klrkea' Phyaiology

In a letter headed “Klrkes’ Physiology,” in Nature of lost

week, signed " W Percy Ashe,' jour correspondent would not

ap|)ear to be practically acqualiittd with the semi lunar valves at

the base of the great vessels emerging from the heart, for hu
arguments, although perfectly correct in themselves, and based

on well known physical laws, do not, 1 submit, apply in the in

stance he quotes, for the simple reason that the conditions neces

sary for their application do not exist

I et ns consider briefly the shapeof the sinuses of Valsalvadunng
the diastole of the ventncles of the heart. For our purpose we
shnll be sufficiently correct in describing them at three inverted,

empty, and slightly truncated pyramids , one surface, the outer

one, of caci , IS formed by the artenal coat, whilst the offer two
Siriaces, constituting the Mmi lunar valve, are in apposition with
the corresponding surfaces of the other two valves. Now, the

pressure over the whole surface of the sinus may be divided

into four pretsnre% one sustained by each of the three sides, and
one by the bottom
The three sides austain an equal pressure, but the two inner

ones constitutmg the valve are bv far the weakest, and the
pressure on eadi of these is really supported by an equal
pressure on *bc corresponding surfacM of the other two valves,

and consequently maybe considered as hi! , whilst the pressure

on the tliiiri side is resisted by its own stre^h, and it Is iormed,

os I have said, 1^ the wall of the artery, which is particularly

strong at this

The remaimng pressure Is sustained by the bottom or trun-

cated apex of toe pyramidal pouch. This pressure is greater

in proportion to its extent of surface than the other pressures—
the column of fluid being higher—and this surface directly

rests on and is parhalfy emiiddu! in the structure of ^e ventricle,

which must thus undotditedly support it

Therefore the idea that " the tmuxismost effiriently sustained
by the muscular substance ofthe ventricle^” which is the mam part
a Mr. Savory’s theory, is most directly confirmed by the actual
construction of the valves, and which your conespondent may
see for himself by makings vertical section through the aortic

valves in a riwep's heart

Aa at the time of the greatest pressure on the valves the
ventriclea are dilatinm it follows that they cannot reduce the
area of the valves at tnist time, u your correspondent in his hut
remarks would seem to imagine, nor in &ct can thn ever do so.

4, GTtnviile Place, Bladcneau E raiUEAUx

The Rhlnoceroe in New Quinea

Lieut Sidney Smith, late ofH M S BdtiUiA, reports that

while engaged in surveying on the north coast of Papua, between
Huon Bay and Cape Basilisk, being on shore with a party

cutting firewood, he observed m the forest the droppingt ”

(excrement) of a rhinoceros in more than one place, the bushes

m the neighbourhood being slso broken and trampM as if by a
large animal The presence of so huge an anloial belonging to

the Asiatic ianna m Papna is an important fact.

Skins of a vetjr fine ipedes of Bird of Paradise, having plnmes
of a brilliant tea in place of the yellow plnmei of the common
species {P apedti), were obtamed from the natives farther to the

eastward Ali'EED O Walker
Chester, Jan. 31

[We should be inclined to doubt very seriously the occurrence

of any rhinoceros m New Gnmea. At any rate, the important

fart, os our correspondent terms it, cannot be contidefed aa

catabhshed

The red plnmed Paradise Bird of the south of New Guinea
has been named by Mr Sclater, Paraduta raggiana (P Z. S ,

1873, p 559), from drini sent homo by Mr D Albeitts.—

L

d ]

ThomBon'a “Malacca”

In your review (Nature, vol xl p 207) of Mr J Thom-
son’s very mteresting work on the “Straits of Malacca, Indo-
china, and Cbuio,” you have justly acknowledged that the

author “ makes no iiretension to have travelled in the mterests

of scimice, but only to be a photographer and an observer

of the ways of men ,
’ and as his excellent book will no doubt

have a wide circulation, it may perhaps not be an unthankful

office to correct two statementa with reference to the natural

history of Penang, which I had some opportunity of studymg
during a sojourn tnere of some eighteen months.

Our author, detcnbing the noise made by the insects on
Penang Hill, says “One beetle in particular, known to the
natives os the ‘trumpeter,’ busies himself all day long in pro
ducing a booming noise with his wings ” Had Mr Thomson
sncceMed In observing one oi these insects whilst “ boommg,”
which he states he was unable to do, I think be would have
found the musician to have been no beetle at all, but one of the
Cicodida., and the sound not produced bv the wings, but, u is

generally known, internally, by the vibration of a membrane set

into action by a special muscle These insects arc abundant at

Penang, one spedet, Dundubta imperotoria, being particularly
large, and wmch, with several otner species, were taken by
myself when there It is nothing unnsuM for these insects to be
wrongly described by natives, os we are told by Mr Gervaie F
Mathew, I< N (in the Pntomoleguft Monthly Mafaane), that
in Toba^ Cicada gtgas makes a noise like the whistle of a loco-
motive , and he was told by the natives that the sound was that
of the “ tree locust ” At Surinam it is said Cicada hiuen is

called the “ harper,” on account of its giving forth a sound like
that of a harp
Mr Thomson also tells ns (p 35), when describing planter

life in Province Wellesley, that the planters, when driving home
at night from one estate to another, have the posut^ty lA an
encounter with an orang onton. a rhinoceros, or a tiger. The
orang, however, is not found there at all, and I know of no
instance of an attack by a rfamoceros. In fact, that animal is

so scarce that during my whole stay there the only report of one
which I heard was that the animal’s dung hod been seen in the
jungle. Tigers are still anything but scarce^ but during my
many nightly tides whilst livmg on the sugar plantations 1 am
hiqipy to say I never heard or saw onc^ nor was our roll-eall
ever diminUhed by that animaL The there U a midnight
wowler, but confines himself more to pigs, goatiL and dogt.
The wild ammuls are gradually being beaten b^ by ffie cnlti-
vaffon of the land, and the same may be said of even Uie insects.
No doubt they abound in the centre of the peninsula, and there
also, no donbt, may be fonnd the Negnto stock, of which our
author has given us a good photograph aa found at Johore,
The lUustrabons this very interesting book ore mceilent,

and photography seems to be doing for anthnmology irtut
spectrum aaalyils is ittU achieving tot astronomy

Streatbam Cottage West Dnlwidi W. L. Distant

Been and Flowcn
Mt diQdren noticed with much interest, lait^autumn the

carious manner that the bees attacked the flowers of tboAntir-
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rlmtutn majus, maVinj; a bole «t the bottom of the corolk of tbe

flower seer the italk, aod *0 getting et tbe bmer from the ont

elde. It wu too Ute is the leaion to be able to obierre It much,
or often, bnt we are pleaied to find others have seen it too.

In Sir J(^ Lnbb(^ a lecture at the London Institution he
sM some ** hnmbl^bees sucked the honey of tbe French bean
and scarlet runner in the legitimate manner, while other bees

cut a hole m tbe tube, and so reached it suir^itionily ”

This flower I speak of is one with the corolla mnch mme
marked than those the lecturer quoted Next season we will

hope to watch it again and see if it only happens late in tbe

year, for the inJurA blossoms seemed to wither very soon after

the incision was made Maky J Plarr
Tunbridge, Jan 9

Iron Pyrites.—Curiotu Phenomenon

Sous iron pvntes exhibited in a particular case in the Ma d
stone Museum have crumbled into a coarse finely divided mass.

The specimens have been exhibited for about two months, and

the decompositicD has been effected in that time Some other

specimens recently removed from another cose are becoming
soft.

Could any of your readers account for this, and has such a
thiim ever been obaerred'before ? 1 ksderic CaSR
^idstone Jan 19

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Antares as a DOUHI E SIAB —The small bluish

I

companion of Antarcs was detected by Mitchcl at the

Observatory of Cincinnati m July 1845 Measures taken I

by him in the summer of 1840 arc published m No 4 of

his Sidereal Messenger They gave the distance a" 52

the companion precedmg on the parallel, at the epoch

184659, and Mitchcl thought this distance was half a
second greater than at the time he discovered the small

star He mentions that on the 13th of August, 1846, he
saw the star distinctly at S 30 M ,

“ the sun shining,

unobstructed by clouds or mist Early in the year 1848,

Antaies was repeatedly measured by bond with the great

refractor of Iiaivard College, ana by Uawes m this

country TTieir mean result, weighted according to the

number of nights, is

—

184824 losibon 273"7 i Distance 3* 574-

The proper moUon of the large star, though small, is

still sufficiently sensible Levcrrier {Antiales, tome u)
assigns for the secular motion, - os 059 in Right Ascen
Sion, and — 3” 36 in Dechnation If the above angle

and distance arc brought up to tbe present time with

these value^ we find on the assumption of merely optical

proximity ot the compamon—
187525 Position a88»‘8 Distance 3 54.

Wc would suggest that the star should be carefully

re-measured, now that it is drawing away from the tun s

place in the morning sky, to decide on the optical or

phyrical connection of the con^nents Dawe^ la^t

measures in 1864 certainly rather favour the latter view,

but they were made on a single night, and the object is

one of difficult observation. It will be seen that on the

assumption of opUcal duplicity, the distance is just now
very nearly stationary, but the change of angle during the

last twenty five years amounts to 1 5 degrees, and will be
easily confirmed or otherwise

The “ Temporary Stars” of Tycho Brahe and
Kepler.—The posiuon of tbe famous star of 157a in the

constellation Cassiopea, with which Tycho’s name is

usually associated, has been determmed with all the pre-

cision that his observations admit of. by Prof Argeiander,

of Bonn Hu place, rednemg to tne commencement of

the present year, u in

Right Ascension oh 17m 52S‘6

North Decitnauon 63“ 37 18'

Near to thu position is a star of abmt the eleventii

magnitude, which, by micrometrical comparison with two
of Its neighbours meridionally fixed, is found to have for
the same epoch.

Right Ascension oh 17m 52s r

North Declination 63° 26 34
It is, therefore, distant less than one minute of are

from the most reluble position of Tychos star that can
now be assigned On this account alone it would be
worthy of attention, but wc are able to state, further, that
during the last four years this small star has exhibited
slight fluctuations of bnghtness at irregular intervals,

which increases the probabihty of its idenuty with the
star of 1572. It may also be noted that in August 1874
there was a decided ruddiness m its light

Kepler’s observations of the star which suddenly
assumed such extraordinary brilliancy m tbe constella

tion Ophiuchus in the autumn of 1604, are contained m
his work " De StelH novft in pede Serpentani,” but the
best position we possess u doubtless that deduced by
Prof SchSnfeld of Manheim, from the observations of
David Fabncius. For the commencement of the present
year we have

Right Ascension lyh. 2310. 8s. 9
South Decimation 21° 22 16”

This position u probably hable to greater error than in

the case of TychoR star

llie nearest object at tbe present time is a star of the
twelfth inagmtude (or rather fainterj, following tbe above
place 6s 5 and 2^ south of it, which has not sensibly

iiancd durmg the last few years, but it is a susjficious

dircumstance that Chacomac has entered upon his chart

No 52, a tenth magnitude about 8s preceding SchOnfeld s

plac^ and nearly on the parallel of dechnation, which is

not now visible, or was not last summer The neighbour
hood requires to be closely watched. The observer may
set *e circles of his equatoreal for Oritxen 16873, R.A
17b 33m 348, N P D III” 33 The observations for

Cbacornacs chart were made between the 3i$t of May
and I3th of August, 1861

The Zodiacal Lioht—On tbe evening of Sunday
last, the 34th mst, a surpnsingly bright display of this

as yet problematical phenomenon was exhibited There
was a repetition on tne following evening, but in a less

favourable sky The light had the usual yellowish or

pale lemon tinge of the more notable exhibitions in these

latitudes. The axis of the light appeared to pass X
Piscium, and the vaguely-defined apex was situate some
where about 19 Anetis, but it was not possible to locate

It with anything like precision The lirat was broad and
of a deeper, perhaps, ruddy tint near the honzon The
display to which we nave adverted, excelled in bnghtness
any that has been witnessed m the neighbourhood of

Lemdonfor many years. It appears very probable that

opportunities for favourable apphcation of the spectro-

scope may be afforded m the duk evenings of the present

and followmg months

PLANETARY THEORIES*
'T'HE theory of Neptune, which I have the honour of
A presenting to-day to the Academy, completes the

ensemble of the fundamental theones of the planetar
system, of which the first dates back to September 10,

1839, ihurty five years aga
The numerous developments added year after year are

all mentioned in the organ of the Academy Some of

them figure only by their titles, and as they arc scattered

through a great number of volumes, the Academy will

mo doubtpenmt me, at the moment when I have amim at

* N(w Tlwotv nr the Motion of tlwPlaaetNMHuna withRoiomton
th« of th« l*hcoriw oftfci cifhtprinciMl I* aneti Mercary

tho £iu^ Jisp ter Hatuait Unuiuf ood W«ptHiw Apeptrrwd Iicfort

j

the FimSi AewUmj of ScUnca by M Isoromer Dcccmbtr i> 1874.
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the end of thU long dUcomon, to preient a precise bat

succinct rtsumk of them.
In 1849, after I had already been engaged for ten years

in the work, and the better able to estimate the difficnl

ties, I iffcsented its essential conditions in terms in which
1 have no alteration to make.
None of the tables, let us'say, intended to represent the

movemenU of the planets, accord rigorously with the
observations. The most precise, those of the Earth and
Mercury, are not so accurate as could be wished I do
not speafc of those irregular discrepancies which the un-
certainty inseparable from every physical measurement
necessary Introduces between observation and calcula-

tion, but rather of those systematic errors whose vanaUon
follows a determined law, the real existence and regu

lariW of which are prominent m the ensemble of the work
of the different observatories, and for which theory alone

can be blamed These inaccuracies ought to engage our
earnest attention , no doubt they are inconsiderable, but,

on the other hand, they are everywhere present, and their

smailness does not authorise us to neglect them
It would assuredly not be very serious in itself that our

astronomical tables should make an error of half a second
in the time of Ae passage of a star on the meridian, if

the importance of this error did not he in its degree of

certain^ rather than in its magnitude. Every discre-

pancy betrays an unknown cause, and may become
the source of a discovery If these errors should m
crease considerably with the time, we may, it is true,

await their complete development in order to read with

greater certainty, in their onward progress, the cause
which produces them , but, first, we should thus leave to

posterity the task of perfecting science and the advan
tage of discovering new truths Moreover, certain ex
traneous influences may manifest themselves by effects

always slightly sensible , and if wc neglect these effects,

the cause on which they depend will remain for ever
unknown.4#^
The theory of the motion of a planet rests upon the

hypothesis that etch planet is subject only to the actions

of the sun and of the other planets, and, moreover, that

these actions are exercised conformably to the prmciples

of universal gravitation.

But the consequences of the Newtonian law have not
been, in many respects, deduced with sufficient rigour

,

and, on this account, we are net m a condition to ^ide
If the disagreements evident between observation and
calculation are due solely to analytical errors, or rather if

they are partly due to the imperfection of our knowledge
of celestial physics.

It will be necessary, then, to take up agam the
mechamcal theories of the motions of the plane^ and to

ngidly examine them to their most remote consequences,
before we are able to effect a decisive comparison with
observations. Thu ia what has been done.

Let us rapidly state that the general developments have
been the subject of five memoirs, presented and published
in 1840, 1843. 1I4Q, and 1855
The formuhe relative to secular irregularities have been

treated particularly in the memoirs of 1840 and 1841
The same subject has been handled, in a more general

and more compme manner, m the paper communicated
to the Academy on Nov ii, 1873, concerning the four
great planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
The theory of Mercury, presented in 1843, since com-

idetely revis^, was only definitely completM in 1859
The theory of Venus was given in 1861
That of the Sun (the Earth) in 1853 and 1858
That ofMan in 1861

The theory of Jupiter in 1873 and 1873
That of Saturn in 1873 and 1873
The theory of Uranus, given in 1846, and connected

with the discovery of Neptune, was the subject of a new
woric presented on Nov. 15 last

Finally, the last theory, that of Neptune, is offered by
us to the Academy to-day

The theones of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
have the peculianty that they are developed in functimu
of Indeterminates, so that their use may be prolonged
during an imlimitM time.

The theones once established, it will be necessary to

compare them with the long and valuable senes of
mendian obiervaUons devised by Roemer, instituted for

the first time at Greenwich, in September 1750, by the

famous observer Bradley, and contmued since then to our
own days in the great observatones. But as the posi-

tions of the moving stars are connected with the fixed

sUrs, It is evident that it wili be necessary also to be
assured of the relations of the stars among themselves,

with respect to the equinox and the ewpne. This
necessity is particularly imposed in respect to nght
ascensions, on which speciaJly depends a knowledge of
the motions of the planets 1 he woik was effected in the
memoir of April 5, 1854, for the senes of observations of
Bradley This was a dchcate subject, for it necessitated
the revision of the labours of Bessel, given in his work
entitled “Fundamenta Astronomue” Wc have had to

propose various corrections in the positions of the funda-
> mental stars, and the venfication of the accuracy of these
corrections was put to the test {au concours)m Germany
The result confirmed all our determinations. Conse-
ouently they have served us m establishing with certainty

the positions of the stars of companson dunng the i3o
years of observations which we have had to consider
The companson of the monons of Mercury with the

theory given by us in 1843 did not present from the first

a satisfactory result The transits of Mercury across the
Sun furnish data of very great prectston, but which it

was not possible completely to satisfy

This first result fills us with uneasiness, it is known
May not some error in the theory have escaped our
notice ? New researches, in which everything was tested
in vanous ways, only tend to convince us that the theory
was accurate, but that it did not agree with the observa-
tions. Years passed, and it was only in 1859 that we
managed to discover the cause of the established anoma-
lies. We discovered that they are all connected with a
very simple law, and that it is sufficient to increase the
motion of the penheUon by 30^ seconds per century to
reduce everything to order

The dispiacement of the perihelion acquires thus in the
planetary theories an exceptional importance: It is the
surest indication, when it must be increased, of the exist-

ence of a cosmical matter yet unknown, and circulating
hke other bodies around the Sun. It matters not whe&er
this matter may be affilomented into a smgle mass, or
disseminated in a mulutude of meteorites independent of
each other Provided that its parts idl cumulate in the
same direction, these effects combine to impress upon the
penhehon a direct motion

The consequence is clear There exists in the neigh
boudiood of Mercury, between the planet and the Suoi
without doubt, a matter, a material hitherto unknown.
Does it consut of one or more small planets, or of
meteorites, or even of cosmical dust ? The theory does
not pronounce on thu point On many occasions, trust-
worthy observers have declared that th^ observed signs
of the passage of a small planet across the Sun , but
nothing definite has been reached on this subject
We should not, however, doubt the accuracy of the

conclusion We shall see, in fact, tiie same anafysis
applied to the discussion of the observations of Mars iW
to an analogous result and this result found fully verifloL

Bessel hu said of the theory of the sun that it has not
made the progress we should have expected ffom the
great number and the value of the observations. This
estimate has for long troubled our mind, too trustful of
this supposed accuracy of the observations. After
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havingr rented and discussed anew the observations of
the Sun, made since the time of Bradley at Greensdch, at

Pant, at KOnigsberg, to the number of 9 000, we have
been forced to quite a diflferent conclusion, via, that the
observations of the Sun are far from what they ought to
be, on account of the systematic errors which affect

them, and that there is no discordance between theory
and observation which may not be attnbuted to errors in
the latter

In spite of ail, the discussion of the observations of the
Sun 1m us hence to an important result connected with
the great question which aritates, at this moment, the
scientific world , a result sraich surprised ourselves, so
much had the determmation of the parallax of the Sun,
deduced by the director of the Berlin Observatory from
the Transits of Venus m 1761 and 1769, inspired a false

confidence I arrived at the conclusion that the parallax
of the Sun, estimated then at 8 57', ought to be increased
by the 25* part of its value
Soon after, the comparison of the theory of Venus

with the obsenrations led to the same result, the necessity
of increasing by 1', ^he parallax of the Sun

Finally, the theory of Mars led, m its turn, to a con
elusion not less precise It was proved that we could not
account for the tnsmbU of the observations of Mars
without mcreasmg the movement of the perihelion by
about one-eighth This was the reproduction of the
same fact as in the case of Mercury, and the conclusion
to be drawn from it was the same, viz., that the planet
Mars must be subject to the action of a quantity of matter
till then neglected, and that it must be estimated at the
eighth part of the mass of the Earth

But then two hypotheses were possible, as we explained

at the stand, of June 3, 1861 either that the matter till

then left out of the count resided m the belt of the small
planets as a whole, or that it must be added to the Earth
Itself In the litter case, and as a consequence, the

parallax of the Sun must be increased by the 24th part of
its received value, that is to say, that we would be led to

the same result already deduced from the theones of the

Sun and of Venus
Meantime M Fizeau has given a method for deter

mining the speed of light, by a physical experiment, on
the surface of the earth , and from this measurement,
combined with the quantity of the aberration of the stars,

wc Imow that we can deduce the parallax of the Sun
Foucault, on his part, had devised a plan of solving

the same question by another method, and he was
engaged m realising the experiment 1 pressed him
strongly to carry it into execution We know that in the
stones of Sept ai, 1862, Foucault announced that he had
fixed the rate of light at 298,000 kilometres per second

,

hence, by adopting the quantity of aberration determined
by Struve, 8 m' resulted for the parallax of the Sun, a
number corretpondmg to an increase of 1 30th of tne

received value,

M Cornu, m the important paper read by him at the
last sitting, resolved definitively the question by the em
ployment of the method of M Fizeau. He was good
enough to refer to the determination which I presented to

the Academy at the sitting of July aa, 187a, tnued on the

celebrated and very exact observation of the occultation

of the star Aquani by the planet Mats, an occulution
observed m 1672 by the three great astronomers. Richer,

Picard, and Roemer
Moreover, we shall combme materials obtained from

various points of view on ^is dehcate question, and will

further Increase by discussion the neat interest which
sritl be presented by the matenala coUected with so much
devotion by the various expeditions destmed to the obser-

vation of the present Transit of Venus. For this reason,

and because the method which resulu from the occultation

of^Aquarii is present under a form precise and striking,

we shall shortly ask pemiision from the Academy to

deposit the work in its hands, after havmg given it the
necessary developments

Jupiter and Saturn have given nse to a theoretic work
the extent of which has been considerable, on account of
the very great mutual perturbations of the two planets.
The companson of the theory of Jupiter with the obser-
vations has presented, after the proper modifications of
the elements, a complete harmony The tables of Jupiter
have also bm adopted by the editor of the Nautical
Almanac to serve for the preparation of that important
work. 1 owe to our confrlrs Mr Hind, superintendent
of the Nautical Almanac

j

the satisfaction of thus seeing
adopted by the astronomical world the various tables of
Mercury, the Sun, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter, so far as
th^ have appeared
The tables of Saturn arc now constructed, and their

companson with the observations is almost finished

The theones of Uranus and of Neptune being also

completed, it only remains further to effect their compan
son with the observations
The profound knowledge which nw excellent colleague

M GaiUot, chief of the Bureau des Calculs, and member
of the Council of the Observ ttory, his of these matters,
and the devotion with which he has assured the labonons
construction and companson of the tables of Jupiter
and Saturn, are to me a sure guarantee that the final

work will be, whatever happens, earned out to the end

RUSSIAN FORESTS
TTEGETATION in the fossil or recent state forms the
V main source of the wealth and prosperity of most

nations, cither directly or indirectly directly, m the case

of the vast subterr-inean deposits of the remains of
former plant life m Bntain, as also in the broad expanses
of land covered with timber trees m Russia. According
to recent statistics * the extent of the forests of Russia m
Europe is about 442,897,500 acres, or forty per cent of
the whole area. The forests arc very unequally dis-

tnbuted, and internal communication is still very im-
perfect in many parts of the empire

, hence much of this

wealth u at present unavailable Every year, however,
the facilities for transport are increased, and there is a
corresponding augmentation m the amount realised

Nearly sixty-five per cent of the forest land is situate in

the four governments of the North—Archangel, Vologda,
OloneU, and Perm , this equals suty five acres to each
inhabitant. The governments of the bouth are relatively

poor in timber, and in some parts almost treeless , but

since 1843 the forest administration has been engaged m
remedymg this defect by planting largely Between 1866
and 1870 upwards of 20,000 acres were planted, exclusive

of the action of private owners. 1 he pnncipaJ trees are

the Scotch pine, spruce fir, larch, birch, hme, aspen, and
oak. To these may be added for the governments of the

South, though relatively playing an ummportant part m
commerce, the elm, ash, beech, hornbeam, maple, various

poplars and willows, &c The value of the forest products

exported in 1871 amounted to 16,036,553 roubles, of
which more than one third came to this country But
the internal consumption gives a better idea of the im-

mense wealth of these forests. It is only possible to give

an approximate estimate of the jialuc, which Mr Wer^a
states must be at the very least 365,450/xx> roubles per

I
annum. In Russia, wood is still either the only or the

pnnapal fuel used. The railways consume wood for

mel to tihe annual value of y.aooyooo roubles Wooden
drinking-vessels, platters and spoons, take the place of

pottery and metal in many districts, except in the houses

of the nsh. Mr Werekto estimates that forty miUion

wooden spoons are made every year ,
but Mr Wesch-

makoif, m his account of the domestic industries of

Russia, puts the figure at thirty millions.

* »Mle*iarlMroiSli«lnnPiodat<i, de. F*rP N WwtUis.
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But the most destanctive industry, 10 far as the foresU

are concerned, is the manufacture of bast inaU, bark

boots (/dpi/), cordage, and other articles prepared from

the him or inner bark of the lime, birch, and willow,

chiefly ofthe former tree. It is computed that ioo/k»,ooo

pairs of fapit are made annually, each pair requiring the

bark of four young trees , thus 400,000,000 trees are cut

down every year for shoes 1 Lime trees from five to ten

years of age, and half grown birch, are employed for this

puipose. Such reckless waste is much to be regretted

,

and Mr Werckha observes that the pines are tapped for

their resin and bled to death in from ten to fifteen years,

in the same way as the Landes of Gascony were denuded

of their pine forests during the last centuiy

The previously almost useless aspen^ either for fuel or

boildmg, has attained to considerable importance within

the last few years as a material for paper making There
arc already ten manufactories actively engaged in the

preparation of this paper in Russia, and two m Finland ,

and as vast reserves of this tree have accumulated in the

forests, It IS expected to ^ove a source of great nches for

many years to come Timber, of course, is the most
valuable article exported, though resinous products and
bast mats bring in a l^e sum The Scotch pine, spruce

fir, birch (for coach building), and the oak, arc the

principal and almost the only timbers exported Speak
ing of the giant oaks of Rus la, Mr Werekha becomes
almost sentimental, for they form the strength of British

and Trench shipbuilders, and occasionally revisit their

native country in a form by no means flattering to national

pnde, as the Russians are still very small shipbuilders

T//E INDIA MUSEUM*
India Museum, at present located at Whitehall,

has long been known for its extensive and valuable

collections of Indian products, a collection too valuable,

indeed, not to have been made more available, both for

scientific and commercial purposes, than it has been
The removal, however, of the speamens to the galicnes

at South Kensington will bring them within the reach of

ordinary mortals who have neither bodily strength nor
inclination to make a pilgrimage to the topmost floor of

one of the highest buildings m London
1 he importance and value of these collections has to

some extent been shown in the several reports which
have from time to time been issued from the foreign
Office Dr Forbes Watson, as Reporter on the Products

of India, has done much service in this respect, and Dr
M C Cooke, who has drawn up the present report, is no
novice amongst Indian gums and resins, having gamed an
extensive experience from his long official connection with

the Museum.
^

There are, no doubt, many products ofthe Indian forests

that ought to be included m European commerce, but,

from the want of a proper knowledge of their uses, have !

never estabhshed themselves in the market Individually,

we have often deplored the prevaihng prejudice amongst
commercial men in favour of old and well known com
modules, amounting sometimes even to the absolute
rejection of new products, without giving such products
a fair trial Dr t orbes WaUon, m an introductory note
to the report under consideration, in reference to this,

says It should “ be remembered that gums or resins sent
over for valuation in the London market are necessarily

subject to comparison and competition with the very best
quailities of the same substances which come into any of
the European markets, and that careful collection is not
a too ft^uent characteristic of Indian productsi” Dr
Watson further pohiu out that it is of very great import-
ance to the existing and future trade of India that

• R«poct by Dr It
mliiMf pradiieui in ilv

iporlv on tlu t>nidiicu of IndU. 1S74.

samples should be sent home in sufficient quantity for

report, since this is the onlj meant by which they can be
brought under the notice of competent authorities. Far
^18 purpose it IS suggested that in the case of gums,
resins, &c

,
quantities of from 30 lbs t# 3$ lbs would be

sufficient for distribution amongst brokers and traders, as
well as for analysis and expenments The necessity, also,

of obtainmg accurate mformation on the botanical source

of the plant yielding any particular product is strongly
ui^ed The value of accurate specimens Mthered at the
time of collecting the article itself, whether it be gum,
resin, wood, or fibre, must be apparent to everyone, and
is strongly advocated in the article ‘'Botany* in the
“ Admiralty Manual ” In all cases such specimens should
consist of leaves, flowers, and, where possible, fruits alto,

securely labelled and numbers, so that no mistake may
occur
This report of Dr Cooke’s is valuable, as it brings

together nearly all that has been written on the gums and
resinous products of India The botanical synonymy of
each species, with references, is first given , next, a short
botanical desenpuon, then its habitat, native names,
history, descnption, and uses , and finally, in the case of
the most important products, references to the works
where the subject has been treated of Dr Cooke has
brought his report down to the most recent period, for we
find under the genus Garcinia, of which the species are
desenbed as yielding gum, a desenpUon of (7 Grtffi/Ati,
with the following note —“ Anderson says of this plant
that there is m Mamgay’s herbanutn a plant very Uke it

in habit, but described by him as having a circumsciss
anther, which is cultivated in Singapore as the true gam
bogc of Siam There still appears to be some doubt as
to the source of Siam gamboge, which Dr Hooker seems
disposed to attribute to this tree.* 'nc fact is, that in the
most recent revision of the order, Carania Gnffithu of
Anderson has been considered identical with G morella,
var iedtcellata, to which Siam gamboge has been referred
by Hanbury, and which Dr Hooker thinks has suificienay
distmctive characters to raise it to the rank of a species
under the name of G Hanbtttyt Again, Dr Cooke refers
to the very recent work of Fluckiger and Hanbury, in
which Siam gamboge is attnbutea to G moreiia, var
peduellata, as sUtM above Indeed, throughout the
report there are frequent references to the “ Pharmaco-
mphia,” but we are not a little surpnscdtbat Stewart and
Brandis s “ Forest Flora” is not quoted Thua for
mstance, at p 24 of the report, the Markmg Nut, Sme-
carpus anacardtum, is dismissed with very few lines ,

while in the " Forest Flora” is an excellent descnption of
the tree , of the wood, which ‘ is full of an acrid juice
which causes swelling and imtation, so that the tun^
cutters object to fell it unless it has been nnged for tome
time

,
” and of the fwit and the black vanusb, which is

prepared from the oencarp, and which is used mixed with
lime-water for marking cotton. Small consignments of
these fruits occasionally amve m this dountry, and not
long since a quantity of a very fine kind came into the
hands of a London house. J R J

UMDELLULA, OR CLUSTER POLYP
A BOUT SIX months since (voL x. p 143) we referred

to a letter from Prof IVywlle Thomson, in which he
mentions having brought up from a depth of nearly
1)500 feet, between Pnnee Edward’s Island and the
Crozets (Kerguelen’s Land), specunens of an UmbcUuIa.
When the Challenger was between the coasu of Portu^
and Madeira, several specimens of another spe^ of Ue
tame rare genus, but from a depth of about 3,000 feet,
were also dredged up The history of these curious
Qtttter Polyps is mterestmg Some hundred and twenty
years ago, and some one and twenty years before M.
Kerguelen discovered the land now bearuig his name,
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Cspt Axiriaanx, the master of the whaling-ship Brttanma,
being then in lat 79° N , and about eighty miles from
Greenland, on pulling up his sounding line, found two
speamens of a large plant like polyp dinging to it , the
lenrth of the stem of the larger specimen was six feet,

andhenoted that the expanded flower^likc polyp which was
at one end of the stem was of a fine bright yellow colour

Struck by their sise and beauty, and the strangeness
of such creatures living at a depth in the sea of more than
330 fathoms, he brought them home to his friend Mr
Dome, of Bremen, who had been a pupil of the illustrious

Haller Mr Dunze gave the smidler spMimen to Chrutlob
Mylius, a Professor of Botany at Leipzig, and the larger

to Peter Collinson, F K S ,
this latter gentleman gave it

to John Ellis, of zoophyte fame, to describe, which he did
in the Philosophical Transactions for 1753, accompanying
his description with a plate What became of this speci
men is unknown Mylius’s one found its way into a
collection m Gdttingen, and was not to be found there by
Pallas in 1766 No spnimcns being found for thus more
than a century, in air of uncertainty hung round this

Cluster Polyp, and its portrait, so often copied in our
text books, seemed to be all one was likely to know about
It. It was, therefore, with the greatest delight that the

writer of these lines, m the summer of 1872, saw two
specimens of Umbellula m the Swedish Museum of
Natural History at Stockholm , one rare object after

another had been shown to him by Prof Lovdn , but the
Umbellula, though the last, w-is not the least of the

treasures accumulated therein by this esteemed professor,

who stated that Mr 1 Ijndahl had dredged them up during
the exp^ition of H S M Tnj}tj^crd and Gladan to the

Greenland Seas in 1871 Within the last few days we
have received from Stockholm a quarto memoir, “ Om
Pennatuhd sldglet Umbellula af josua Lindahl,” with
three plates Ihis memoir was road before the Royal
Swedish Academy m February 1874, and describes the

two specimens as two species, under the names of U
tntntacea and U palltda Prof Kollikcrhas also desenbed
one of the species found during the expedition

as U Ihomsont, making four species of the genus now
described It is marvellous what changes have taken
place in our knowledge of the Natural Sciences in the

interval between the description of Ellis’s species and those

so excellently described and figured in the memoir before

us Tkc other genus GnniUum of the family Umbcllulin’u,

found about 1858 in a depth of 3,700 tathoms in the

Banka Sea, wifi, we trust, be re-diicovered by Prof
Wyville Thomson It is only known by a fragment of
the stem in the Leyden Museum, the crown of polyps

having fallen overboud os Capt Siedenbutg, after whom
the species is called, was pulhng in the line to which it

clung E P W

SCIENCE IN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC*
'T'HE Bulletin of the Nabonal Academy of Exact
A Sciences of Cordova, of which the three first num

bers have lately reached this country, gives us an mtcrest

ing account of a new endeavour of the wellrknown

naturahst, Dr Burmeister, to introduce scientific studies

into his adopted country In 1868 Or Burmeister pre-

sented a memorandum to Dr Satmiento, lately Presiaent

of the Aigentme Republic, upon the exp^iency of adding

a Faculiy of Mathematicid and Physical Sciences to the

National University of San Carlos in Cordova. In
respoBsa to this appeal authority was given to Dr Bur-
master by the Minuter of Public Instruction to import

right professors from Germany to estabhsh the Faculty

,

and Dr Burmeister hunsrif was appointed Special Ccw*
missionerfor the purpose, and eventually Director of this

bnmeh of the Umvenity. For a long dme, Dr Burmeister

• BMo dt to AcaSMBb Jhslanil at CUaciu Soeta* tziawUBU «a Is

VahrmUsdatCerdowk Satngu i, •, aod j Buiaoa Aim, 1874.

tells ns. his exertions to obtain a staffof professors from his
old colleagues in Halle were unsuccessful The novelty
of the idea and the distance of Buenos Ayres rather stood
in the way of his offers being accepted. At length, in

1870, two of the lacant posts were filled by the arrival of
Dr Max Sicwert to occupy the ^air of Chemistry, and
of Dr P G Lorrentx to fill that of Botany In the fol

lowing year the assistance of Dr G H Wejcnbergb,
of Haarlem, was obUmed for the chair of Zoolog)

,
and

that of Dr Sellack for the professorship of Medicine
Not until 1873 was the staff finally completed by tlic

appointment of Dr Voglcr to the professorship of Mathc
matict. In the same year, as we understand from Dr
Burmeutcr’s report, the plans for the construction of the
new buildings necessary for the University were finally

approved of by the National Congress, and the works arc
now m process of execution
From notices which subsequently appear m the Bulletin

we fear that Dr Burmeister has met with some difficulties

in controlling his staff of professors This can be hardly
wondered at when the novelty of the plan is considered,
and the difficulty of getting eight persons, strangers to

each other, to work together to establish a new institution

in a far distant country, where a foreign tongue is spoken
We have little doubt, however, that under Dr Burmeis
teFs supervision all will ultimately right itself, and that

the Academy of 1 xact Sciences of Cordova will become
an institution highl) creditable to the enlightened rulers

of the Aigentine Repubhc, who have established the
National Observatory under the direction of the dislm
guished astronomer Dr Gould in the same city

That some progress has already been made in the ciil

tivation of tlic natural sciences m Cordova is apparent b)
several papers contributed to the first three numbers of

the Bulletin, amongst which are essays “ On the Land
and Fresh water Molluscs," by Dr Docring, “On certain

genera of Microlepidoptcni," by Dr Berg “OnihcVege
tation of the province of Tucuman,” by Dr Hieronymus

,

and “ On the Sahnas of Buenos Ayres,’ by Dr Schicken
daiitz.

NOTES
Al the suggeition of the Council of the Royal Geographical

Society, a manual will be prepared fur the use of the Arctic Lx

I
edition, consisting of reprints of papers in the transactions of

learned societies which would not o^erwise bo accessible, and

off er materials , the object being to fnrnisb an exact view of the

state of existing knowMge of Oiecnland and the surroun I ng

seas. The geographical and ethnological portions will be undei

taken by the Arctic Committee of the Geographical Society

The other lections wiU be edited by Mr Rupert Jones, under

the rapoviiion of a Committee of the Royal Society Ihe

appointments of the lieutenants and other oflicers to the Arctic

Expediflott were made this week The Royal Society has re

commended the appomtment of a botanist and a sooli^st fur

the consideration of the Admiralty, but they have not yet been

oOicially selected Good progress is bemg made in the strength

cmng of the ships at Portsmouth, which have been ordered to

be ready for sea by the middle of May The statement, in some

of our contemporaries, that Capt £. Hobart Seymour is to D*

second m command of the Cxniedltlon, is incorrect

Many sorts and conditions of men will regret as a personal

loss the death of the Rev Cborla Kingsley, which took place 0

1

Saturday last We regret his loss os that of a man who bud a

warm love for edenoek and who by his writliigs and example has

done much to foeter a love for It among others He was an

honour to his country and Us cloth, and it would lie a gocxl

thing for the latter to many ways If Its members conkl be per

snaded to follow hli example, and, like him, take a hearty
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Intenit |in every healthy form of human activity Few men

have been mote loved than Charlea Kingiley, and the wide

hifluence of hu example and teaching haa been undoubtedly for

good.

Th> death u announced ofM d’Omahns d’Halloy, the well-

known vetman Belgian geologiit, as having taken place on

the isih mat, at the age of mnety two ycati. M cl’Halloy was

bom at Luge on February 16, 1783 He was a member of the

Royal Academy of Brussels, of which he was president in 185Q,

CoRCsponding Member of the French Acadmny of Science, and

Member of the Geological Society of I’ans. He was author of

a large number of saentilic works ,
among others,

“ Flements

de Gdologie” (1831), "Introduction h la Geologic *’ (i833)«

" PnScii didmenlaire de Gdologie” (1843)1
“Abr^ de G&jlogie"

(1853), besides numerous memoirs in the JtHrnal Ja Mina, the

Jturnaltlc PKyttqut, the Anna/a da Mina, the Mimotra of the

French Geologiit Society, and the BuUdtn of the Belgian

Academy

With regard to the Transit of Venus, the following telegram,

dated Aden, Jan 31, has been received —“Ingress and egress

well observed from three stations in Rodrigues , nine Janssen

plates >
fifty eight sun pictures. Observers, Neate, Hoggan,

Wharton
”

A oaNTLtMAN whose name is unknown has made a gift of

10,000/ for the promotion of umvertity education among the

working classes of Nottingham.

At the recent meeting of Convocation of the University of

london, a resolution eras unanimously carried, " Fhat in the

opmion of Convocation it u desirable that a special examina-

tion be instituted in this University m the subjects which

relate to public health ” It wax stated that there w every

probability of the Senate giving force to the rotoluUon by the !

establishment of an examination of the character indicated

A COURSK of SIX lectures on scientific subjects, in the Town
Hall, Stratford, was commenced on Monday by Mr J Norman

I.ockyer, F R,S , whose subject was the " General rnnciples of

Spectrum Analyais.’’ The hidl, we believe, was crowded with an

attentive and intelligent audience, largely composed, apparently,

of people belonging to the working classes. Mr Lockyer

lectures on the same subject next Monday, and on the two

succeeding Mondays Dr Martin Duncan, F R S , Icctoces on
“ Mountain making ’ and on “ Coral Islands. ’ On Mondays,

March l and 8, Dr Carpenter, F R S , will lecture on “Deep-

sea Researches.” The lectures are given in connection with the

Gilchrist Educational Trust

Thi Council of the Royal HorticultiiTal Society have recently

instituted a series of fortn^htly lectures on Wednesday svenuigs,

at eight o’clodc, intended espedoUy for those Fellows and their

friends whose engagements ptev^ their attendance at the

Wednesday afternoon meetings, and for the instruction of their

gardeners. The first lectnre of the senes was dehvered by Prof

Dyer, on the Growth of Ferns from Spores, which was foliowed

by coe last evening by Mr A W Bennett, on the Fertihsatlon

of Flowers by means of Insects.

Few papers of greater interest to botanical students have
recently issued from the press than Mr Bentham’s treatise on
the recent progreu of systematic botany, read at the Belfost

meeting of the Bntish Association, and which, but for untoward
circumstances^ would have formed the address to the Linnean

Society at the Anniversary Meeting in May lost. Commencing
with a review of the history of systematic botany from the time

of Unnsrai^ and of the gradual introduction of the natural

sy iim, he then considers the pnnapal works in this branch of

science recently published, or now m progress, under the foUow-

mg heads —(x) Ordtna Ftantarum, or general expositions of

the orders and sub-orders constituting the vegetable kingdom j

(a) Ca%trn IHantamm, or systematic demrlptions of all the

genera constituting the v^table kingdom j (3) Sfaia Platt-

lamm, or systematic enumeration and descriptions of all known
species , (4) Monographs of orders and genera j (5) Floras, or

histones of the plants of parbcular countries or districts , and

(C) Specific descriptions, detailed or miscellaneous. The prac-

tical advice of tins vetman systematist to compilers of works of

this description should be carefully studied by all botanical

writers

A NSW French weekly scientific periodical has issneil its first

number under the patronage of a Standing Committee of ftm

French Geographical Society It is edited by M. Hen, one of

the staffof the Journal Offitul It is called the Explorattnr, and

is published for the purpose of promoting the cause of geogra-

phical exploration among the French Une of its first objects

u to send trustworthy travellers into the Sahara, where M
Dontneau Dupre and others were murdered a few months aga
The PxJdoraUur is opening, .at present, a private subscription

on bclialf of M kAigeau, who is desirous of trjdng his chances

in the same region. Some naUve pioneers have been also sent

out, and are expected shortly to transmit valuable intelligence

from the central Sahara.

A PARCEL of dried plants has recently been received at Kew
from the Samoan Islands, sent by the Rev Mr Powell. Some
novelties may be expected from this region, as it is still very little

explored

Prof Dver’s article on the Tree Aloes of South Africa,

recently published in this journal, having elicited numetoui

inquiries respecting this curious genus, it may be interesting to

some of our readers to know that several fine species are in

flower at the present time in the Sacculeat House at Kew

Irks Frrns arc nearly ail of elegant and pleasing habit, and
one deserving these epithets in a high degree is Cyatkta xnugtdt,

a native of Jamaica and other West Indian islands A magm-
ficent specimen of this speaes recently attracted admiration

in the tropical conservatory at Kew It hu fronds upwards of

twelve feet in length, the stipes or stalks ot wluch arc densely

clothed with long glossy scales.

About fifty new genera were added to the flora of Australia

during the year ending u ith the appearance of Baron MucUer’a

lut report, many of them of great interest in phytogeography.

The following are a few of the more interesting —Corynocarpus,

Carmichselia, Ilex, Lagerstroemio, Agrimoma, Lmbothnnm
(I Oreocallis), Ulmus (g Microptelea), Monea, Areca, and
Wolflia.

Passino through the greenhouse containing the collection

of succulent plants at Kew the other day, a correspondent

WM much struck with the flowers of a plant he hod pre-

viously taken to be an ivy The resemblance in foliage and
habit is Indeed so stroi^ that a botanist might easily mistake it

for a spedex of that genus, unless, of course, U wu mmutely
examined It u a native of South Afnca, and is referred to the

familiar genus Senecio, S maeroglotau being its name The
yellow flower beads are large and showy, the ray florets being

few and brood. A figure of it, we are i^ormed, will shortly be
published in the Botanteal Magaane This plant hu been

introduced faito St Helena, where it bears the name of Ground
Ivy, umay be learned firom the label attadied to a specimen in

the Kew Herbarium, tent firom thence by Mr Mclliss. Severax

other South African species of the same genu present equally

interesting peculiarities.

Boxwood, the wood of Buitu smferolrttis, which is almost

cxdutively uud for the best kinds ot wood-cngtaving, hu been
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for aoBM yean beemnioK more end more scarce Wood of the

largest diameter Is the produce o( the forests of the countnes

bordering on the Black Sea. Large quantities are produced m
the neighbourhood of FotJ, from which port the srood is shipped

direct to England. The supply, howerer, from thu port is, we
learn, becoming fast eahausted , and it is said, unless the forests

of Abkhassia are opened to the trade. It must soon cease alto-

gether The quantity exported from PoU during the year 1873

amounted to 3,897 tuns, of the ralne of 20,631/ , besides this

from 5,000 to 7,000 tons of the finest quality annually pass

through Constantinople, being brought from Southern Russia

and from some of the Turkish ports of the Black Sea for ship

mcBl^ diieily to Lireipool. An inferiorand smaller land of wood

supplied from the neighbourhood of Samsoon is also shipp'd at

Constantinople to the extent of about 1,500 tons annually With

regard to the boxwood forests of Inrkey, the British Consul at

Constantinople reports that they are nearly exhausted and that

very bttle r^Iy good wood can now be obtained from tliem , in

Russia, howerer, where some little Goremment care has been

bestowed upon forestry, a considerable quantity of choice wood

Still exists , but even there it can only be obtained at an ever-

increuuig cost, as the forests near the sea have been denuded of

their best trees. The trade is now entirely m Lnglish hands,

although formerly Greek merchants exclusively exported the

wood. In the province of Trebizonde the wood is generally of an

inferior quality , nevertheless, from 35,000 to 30,000 cwts are

annually shipped, chiefly to the United Kingdom

Tiix trade between Portugal and Great Britain is very largely

composed of fruits of the Citrus tribe 1 the value of the exports

fimn Portugal have, however, of late been considerably aug

mented, and will be more so in a few years, by the large number

of pine-apples shipped to England During the lost two or

three years the cultivation of this fruit in the Azores for exixirt

purposes has been largely developed Bananas, also, have occu

pied much attention, and have been exported m such quantities,

and realiacd such remunerative prices, tiiat a large and flourish

ing trade may be expected With these products already

established and yielding satisfactory retums, it would scarcely be

supposed that landowners would devote their attention to other

and untried crops , yet we learn that the rhormmm tenat, orNew
Zealand flax plant, has been introduced into some parts of the

Azotes, where its growth has proved highly satisfactory and os

it is proved that it will flourish in places where nothing else will

grow, it may, in course ef tune, become an article of export

The distillation and manufacture of attar of rose u a largo

and important branch of industry in Adnanople. In the

northern parts of the country, wc are told m an ofGcisd docu

ment, the produce of 1873 exceeded by 35 per cent that of

the previons year, the quantity distilled being some 121,875

omwes, valued at about 90,000/ It is chiefly exported from

Fhilipopok to England, France, Germany, and Austria, and

recently merchants in the United States and Germany have

opened correspondence with firms in Adrianople^ with the

view of establishing agmcies to further extend this branch of

A VALUABLE and interesting report reaches ns from New
Zealand, on the “ Durabihty of New Zealand Timbers.” It has

been drawn up by Mr T Kirk, F L.S , and is by iw the best

account of the woods of that colony that wc are'oequointed with

New Zealand has exhibited her timbers at several of the interna

tioanl exhibitions
, and though many of them have been remark-

able both for size and baanty, they have never rivalled those of

our Australian colonies, owing to want of care in seasoning, pre-

paring, and naming the specimens. In some practical hmts on

aeasoning timber, Mr Khk rightly says that no plan is so eflec-

th« u kcopiag It In wcU-veatilated dwdsy protected firem the

ram He points out errors in felling and using timber,

which all practical foresters and builders are acqnamtcd
with, but which are unfortuni^ely of too frequent occur

rence in many countries, namely, fellmg trees dnnng the

growing season, using timber immediately after felling, coating

green or unseasoned wood with paint, &c. In the hst

of nsefiil woods given, which number thirty eight distinct

trees, the Kauri (Dammar t nut/rolis), fotam (Px/xar/us
totara), and the Red Fine, or Kimu (Dacrydtum cupremnam)
have a first place The first named is the finest tree m New
Zealand, growing to s height of tso to 160 feet , its wood, also,

u the most valuable, being used before all others for masts, spars,

and other shipbuilding purposes The wood is frequently very

iieautifully mottled, and would be much valued by cabinet-

makers in this country, were it an article of import , but New
Zealand woods reach us only occasionally, Ihe Kann is largely

used in New Zealand for railway sleejicrs As an instance of Its

durability, Mr Kirk says that neir I’apakura, an ancient Kaun
forest has been buned at some remote period , in some places

the logs still show above the surface Much of the timbtf has

been dug up in perfectly sound condition, and used for sleepers

on the Auckland and Waikato Railway Kauri timber is also

exported to some extent from New Z^and to Australia, fas-

mania, and Mauritius
, and during the past three years the

quantity so exported boa more than doubled Considering the

limited area to which the tree|is confined, it 11 to be hoiied lliat

some system of conservancy will preserve the trees

The Senatusof Edinburgh University has received a favour

able reply from the rreasmy as to an endowment for the pro

posed Chair of Education Dr Bell a trustees oRered an endow
ment of 4,000/ , and the Senatus uiked Government to grant a

timilar sum to complete the endowment. It is also stated that

the orrangementa for the establishment of the Chau of Education

m the Umvenity of St Andrew s are in such a state of forward

ness that it is expected they will lie completed forthwith, and
that a Professor, with a suitable endowment, will be ready to

enter on his duties by the beginning of next wmter session

The Council of the Society of Arts have decided to oflTer the

Society’s Fotbergili Gold Medal for an effective means of

exUngnishiDg fire on board ship, and they have directed the

Secretary to enter mto communication with leading shipowners,

with the view of enlisting their aid m this iraporlant matter

An underground railway was inaugurated between Fera and

Galata a few days since.

The meeting at Pans of the International Conference on the

Metncal System has been postponed till March i

On the moniing of January 33 an earthquake was felt at

Ravenna, in Central Italy The exact hour is not stated It

would be ennous to ascertam whether it was connected with the

rapid elevation of barometnc pressure of 17 millimetres In a few

hours, vdudi was observed at the Pans Observatory and in many
other pbicea in France at the same tune.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, Prof Leidy^froma study of some fresh specimens

sent him by Prof Hayden, and obtained about one hundred miles

east of Greeley, Colorado—declared hit conviction that the

colossal genus Brontothmum of Marsh is synonymous with

SymbarodvH and Muiastltut of Cope
,
and that all these must

give place to Titanathmum of Leidy, of which there are probably

not more than two gpeaea.

Mb. S W Gaeman desenbes, in the Proceedings of the

Boston Society of Natural History, a new Amerjun species of

lerpcBt from Florida, under the name of Htlueps atUm

Me. Wilcox comnumicates to the Academy of Natural

Saenets of Philadelphia the ocoount of an unnsnal mode of
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bnrUl whJch mm fonnerly ptactued amoog the Indunt of North

CaroUn* He statn that In nuinerona instancea bunal pUcei

have been diacovered where the bodlea had been laid with the

face np and covereil with a coating of plutic clay about an Inch

thick. A pile of wood waa then placed on top and fired, conaumiog

the body and baking the clay, whldi retained the injpieaaion of

the body Thla waa then lightly covered with earth.

iNTnaiaTWO addillona to our knowledge of the fauna of the

Mammoth Cave have recently been made by Mr F W Putnam,

of Salem,U S ,
who, aa a apedal aaaiatant on the Kentucky State

Geologictd Survey, of whiii Prof N S Shaler la the director,

had great facihtiea extended by the propnetori of Uie cave, and

he made a moat thorough examination of Ita fauna, expecially in

relation to the aquatic ammala Mr Putnam posaed ten dayg

in the cave, and by varioua contrivances succeeded in obtaining

large coUcctlona He was particularly fortunate in catchmg five

apechnena of a fish of which only one small individual had here-

tofore been known, and that waa obtamed several yean ago

from n well in Lebanon, Tennessee This fish, which Mr

1 utnam bod previously described from the Lebanon spedraen

under the name of Chologaster agawtH, is very iMercnt in its

habits from the bhnd fishes of the cave and other subterranean

streama, and la of n dark colour It lives prlndpally on the

bottom, and is exceedingly quick in its motions. It belongs to

the same family os the two speaea of bhnd fishes found in the

cave. He also obtamed five spedmens of four species of fishes

that were In every respect i^tical with those of the Green

Biver, showing that the river fish do at times enter the dark

waten of the cave, and when once there apparently thnve aa

well as the regular inhabitants. A large number of the white

blind fishes were also procured from the Mammoth Cave and

from other subterranean streams. In one stream the blmd fishes

were found in such a iiosition as to show that they could go mto

daylight if they chose, while the fact of finding the CM((^aiUria

the waters of the Mammoth Cave, where all is utter darkness,

shows that animals with eyes flounah there, and is another proof

that colour is not dependent on light Mr Putnam found the

same array of facts in regard to the crayfish of the cave, one

species being white and blind, while another species had large

black eyes, and was of various shades of a brown colour A
number of hving specimens of all the above moitloned Iriha-

bitants of the waters oi the cave were successfully brought to

Massachusetts after having been kept in daylight for several

weeks, proving that all the blind cave animals <4i mif die on

bemg exposed to light, os bos been stated

\Vk ha\e received the Aunuairt of the Belgian Academy for

1875. It contains the usual useful information concenfing the

organisation and work of the Society, the prises it awards, list of

members, Ac. The principal memoir is that of Quetclct, men

turned in Natur*, vol xi p ai7, with a jiortrait j there are also

memoirs, with points, of two other deceased members, Charles

I oclman, the comparative anatomist, and H L. F Fartoes, the

architect.

The additums to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past week inclnde an Australian Cassowary (Casuantu australu),

new to the collecbon, from Anstralio, presented by the Marqnis

of Normanby , a Banded Cotinga {Ctttnga ttneta) and a Naked-

throated Bell Bird {CiatmorAytitJhu nuiuMu), from Bahia,

purchased j a Kmg Vnlture (Gypartktu from Buenos

Ayres, presentnd by Mr M BUllnghnnt , a Bonnet Monkey
{Afa^MU mtHthif) and a Macaque Monkey {Af cyntmulgtu),

presented by Mr H Lnmsden, a Rhesus Monkey {Af trytkrms\

presented ^ Mr W de Winton, and a Bonnet Monkey, pre-

sented by Miss M. Hallss, all from India
) a Black-tailed Ante-

lope KNmntArapu mgriamJMm'i from Vfest Africa, ptndtaaed.

ON THE MUSCULAR MECHANICAL WORK
DONE BEFORE EXHAUSTION

USCULAR exertion may be either dynamical or statical.

Dynamical work is gerierally intermittent, while statical

work Is generally contlnaons in its action The dynamical work
done by any muscle before exhaustion it easily meatnred in

kilogrammetrei. Assnmlrig the force exerted by any muselt to

be v>, and if m be the number of timet the force is exerted

through the distance h, until exhaosbon sets in, then the total

work, W, done before exhaustion, is

fy=wAn (1 ).

If, however, a weight, to, be supported on the horixontally

ontitretched arm, then by the above formnla the omoimt of

work Is sero, altbongh the arm soon UrM out. In his “ Principles

of Animal Mechanics ’ pp. 24—44, London, 1873 Mr Haughton
has attempted to estimate the statical work thus done by the

musclm of Ae arm Let v » the weight, a => weight of arm,

a = distance from centre of glenoid cavity to centra of weight,

and / ce time in seconds before exhaustion. The muscles exert

a force capable of sustaining the weight of the loaded arm at Its

centra of gravity Let 9 be a small arc, through whudi the arm
moves nnuormly with an unknown anrolar velocity m in the

time / Then, u x is the dutance from the centre of the glenoid

cavity to the centre of gravity of the loaded arm, we have—

Total work -= {w + n) x $

But since ,

(w + «) A =
« (» +

and » = wt, we shall have—

Total work = w a ^ (*)

The valuea ofM amHa) are easily obtamed by direct mea
snrement and weigtit This formula (2) is, however, no better

than (t) for when t is uro, w is also xero, and the work would
be nothing Mr llanghton has, however, nsed this formula,
asnimlng w -3 I, which value he has dedueod from experiments
made by myself (Piin of Animal Mech., pp 475—7), and
publish^ m the ScAoo/ LaiartUory, 1871, voL i p to8 * The
expenmenls m ere conducted as follows —
A weight w m jvo kilos, was lifted from a vertical to a horl-

sontal with the shoulder. In a varymg time t At the instant the
weight reached the horiiontal, the muscles were rdixed, and the
weight allowed to drop, being caught on a cushion attached to

the leg The intervals of work and rest, /, were m all cases

equal (I intend to repeat these experiments, making the interval

of rest constant) Mr Haughton hat repeated my experiments,

and has deduced the formula—
At

I + V (3).

Table I

/ (obs.) eiesle.) rptresab

1 164 Ill
aa a -41 >•9

1 50 22 8 aa8 0 a 1

200 18 s 21 7 - 17 IW
3-00 17 3 18-2 - $ I 7
4'00 «S3 — I 1-9

4 SO 15-0 + 8
51

itjo

1

\u
la 6 + 12

94 + 37 3<

The valnra of the conMants la (3) as obtained by Mr Haughton

s», .<< < 30 4 and^ 0-666 Snbstitating thess vainest and

the proper values of f in (3), and we have n (calc) Cokau
</is the diflerence in per cent of h (obs.) Each value of m^
is a mean of four determbiations. The probable error of tl^
mean in per cent of H(obs.) is gWen in column «, The
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of Prof Hinghton u« more neuly repreeentad by (3), but

that they an In thrauelvef more accurate, li, at will be teen, a
pitWpT ofdoubt One of the deductioni which Prof Haughton

fiom (3) U the determination of hit totalled “ angular

Talodty," w • o<66 ^ - i-otya.* TTie mean value of m at

determined from eev^ oheerratioiu ia ivo. Hence (2)

Total work (4)

Bctidee the difficultiet already noticed, the eonclunon arrived

at in (4) ia open to aereial final ot^ecUona, a few of which 1

wUldetaiL

t In hia reduction rei

the truth of the foUowii

"When the tame mutde (or groups , .

atant action until fidigue leta in, the total work done, multiplied

Intherateofworl^ iaconttant” By " rate of work “ it meant

work per second. But in these eaperlmenta the mntdet

wen not "kept in constant action," and even during the interval

of woric the action of the muiele ccnutantly varies The " nte
of work ’’ is thwefoie also entirely indefinite.

2. The method of experiment used by me, and which seems

to have been fi>llowed by Prof Haughton, I have found entirely

unreliable, as will be hereafter shown.

3. Pnttiiv jS » in (3) and it may be reduced td

the form—

ly)

Anyone who will take the trouble to calculate and co.«rdlnate

tha values * and » / from Profi Haughton a observahons, pp

4dg, 474, will ace that these co<ordlnated values form a curve,

inst^ of a straight line. This ia much more j^tnly marked in

an v"r"Mi«b«d senes now in my poaMStlou These latter expe*

riments were made with an apparatus and method to be described

m the Tint paper They are more accurate than those before

oablished, tat mt at accurate as can be obtained It is certain,

however, that the value of to in (3} is not constant. Assuming it

to be constant, however, and lU value in the series referred to,

lies between o 30 and 0 30. This illustrates very forcibly the

futility ofattempting theoreticalreductio&s on the basil of assumed
II inm" until we tave first made sure of our facts

Another series of same which was also reduced by Prof

Hynghinn consuted m raising a varying weight, w, through tha

1.^ of the arm in a time <= I 164 sec Tta expOTmentt

wm otherwise conducted as before described Mr Haughton

use of the above-quoted law in this reduction, and finds

the relation to be—

r For my right arm the constants are ^ - loooandow a«i

The companatm of n (calc.) and n (oba.) U satisfactory, and for

want of ipooe it ia omitted. Solving (5) for w and making

wmTo, and making f - iidg in (3), and the values of n are

evidently identical,
-

A
.

164)'

When I should equal unity Solving for if and In^uang rtie

valna of the constants, and we find Z - lat AUhough this

discrepancy was pointed out to him, Prof lUnghton has true.

ft^?^ueed,^ the obaervatioiia leading to (5 , the_firtt

vateoofis(/-i 164) in Table L Itutobetv«ttedthatP^
HangWoniM not Sivo unpublished the last 43 tafin of Us in.

twt^g end vahiaMff w«wV- FRANK E. Nifhkr,

(ro dt coniinHtd)

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
arrent number of the yottmal of Anatomv Pkytt

wmencea with a sngipative description, by Dr J F
t, of three cases of maUbimation of the spinal column

assodated with lateral curvature, wUch lead him to the conelu
sion that cases of asymmetry of the two sides of the spinal

column are due to original malformation of the bodies of the
implicated vertebne in the direction of a bi lobed or double
nudeus, ud the subsequent unequal growth of the two halves,

—Prof Strothers has also a lengthy artide on variations of the
vertebrss and riba in mu, which will be read with interest in

connection with that of Dr Goodhart^ and by all comparative
anatomists, several very mstiuctive abnormalities bei^ described

— Phis paper is followed by one from the pu of Deu Byrne,
on the development of the powers of thought in veitebraie ui
mals la connection with the development of their brain 1 in which
the author, by a comparison of the cerebral capacities of the
diffeicat fiunillea of Mammalia with thoM of comparative ua
tomical structure and embrycmic development, endeavours to

prove that the functions of the uteiior lobes of the brain belong
to the act of thinking single objects of sense, those of the middle
lobes to the act of thinking such objects with a sense of succession

of them and as part of that succession, ud those of the posterior

lobes to the act ofthlnkbg a co-existence or succession of them osa
case of a general prmclple—Prof M Vfatson continues his con
tnbutlons to the anatomy of the Indiu elephut, describing the
musdes ud blood vessels of the face ud heiuL The same
author also, with a drawing describes a remarkable case of
pharyngeal diverticulum, which opened on the free margin of
the posterior pillar of the fauces, occupied the anterior tri

ugle of the neck, and bad a duet like communication with its

ormce, running between the internal and external carotids.—Dr
Arthur Kansome records the position of the heart s impulse in

different postures of the body, firom chest rule measurements
made by Mr W A Fatchett—Baron A de WatteviUe de-
salbes the cerebral ud spinal nerves of Ram einUnUa^ from a
scries of dissections recently made —Prof Turner gives an
account of the occurrence of PhKa grrmlandua as a British

species, from a specimen captured in Morecambe Bay and idu
tified by Mr T Gough —Mr J C Fwart records notea on the

minute structure of the retina ud vitreous humour —Mr ) C
Golton also has a note on the bpitiocbleo-uconeus or Anco
neua Sextus (Gruber) os a supplement to Pro£ Gruber’s paper,
giving drawings of it in /bsuumAro tttradaetyla, Chehfiu diaac

Pftastolamys wmia/a, ud RcMna tttasa.—’lhe remain
mg short papers are by Mr J Reoch, ou urinal pigments , by
Dr J J Charter, on abnonwiiies of the arterim of the upper
extremity , by Mr J llarker, on a four-toed foetus wit^t
head or upper limbs . and bv Dr J Cuthe and Mr Bellamy,
on the abmee of the qnaanceps femons muscle, and on the
presence of a sixth lumbar vertebra, the first nb being rudi-
mentary

Tm S(ottuh NatwaKit for Juuary maintains the prestige of
this interesting quarterly, now uteied on its fifth year and third

volume. It commences with an article ofa more TOpulor character
thu most —" Illustrations of Animal Reason,” by Dr Lauder
I indsay, the authenticity of the uecdotes being vouched for by
the writer Among the botuical notes, the moat interesting is

that of the discover in Abcrdeensbhe by Mr Sadler, dnnng an
excursion of the " Scottish Alpine Club,’ of two pluts new to

Biitain, Carex fngtda ud Sahx Sa Uen, the latter now described

for the first time, ud probably a bybnd between S retuulata

and S lapfomm or lanata We have further instalments 01
" The Lepldoptera of Scotland, ' by Dr Buebanu White, ud
" The Coleoptera of ScoUoiid, by Dr Sharp,

Poggmdorfs AHHoiiH dtr Physti uHd Chtmu, 1874, No II

—The first paper is by W Muller, of Perleb^, on the re

dnetioa of metallic oxides by hydrogen, ud the application ot

this process for the qoutilative determination of metals. The
value M this method of quutitative determination depends
on the fact that hydrogen reduces different metallic oxides at

diffhrent temperatures. Ihe resultr of MttUer'a experiments

show that the qnutitiea of several metallic oxides may be deter

mined in this way, when the mixtures are heated in hydrogu,
and cate is taken with nmrd to regulation of temperature. The
method proved snccessihrfor copper and nnc, copper ud silver,

copper and bismuth, copper and cadmium, copper and lead,

copper and tin, copper and iron, also for copper, iron,

and dne, and pretty well for copper, cadmium, ud unc,

tat it was unauccessfhl in Ihe case of silver and iron,

silver and lead, arsenic and utimony The appMtns is

simple enougb, but the experimuU take a verylong time, and

will not be of much gaaatal practical use— “Sjt P;P“
records tome tiunBO-awotilc atadiea by E, Bnd^—Dr Kurd
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LMfwitx, of Bredwi, coDtribnta u article oi the dec«r of the
• ‘kinetic etomic theory " in the leventeenth century —Another
communication i« by Or H htreinU, of Vienna, on tomon
oscillations of wires. It is followed ^ a paper on resistance in

galvanic condnctors, by H llerwig. This paper was acadentally

delayed, and shonld have been published btfore another one on
the same subject, which appeared in Part 1874, No 9, of these

Annals,—The next paper, on fluorescence^ by O Lubarsch, is

highly interesting The author gives an account of elaborate

investigations he made on the subject, with special reference to

spectrum analysis , his general resets seem to show (i) that for

each fluorescent substance there are only certain rays of light

causing fluorescence (a) that the colour of the fluorescent kght
depends on the rays of incidence and follows Stokes s law , smd

(3) that the most refrangible fluorescent rays, produced by tun

light, corresiiond to that place in the spectrum where the liquid

shows its maximum of absorption, providing its fluorescence

CvLs a simple one when exsmined by pnsmatic snalysis of the

ar spectrum In all three points Mr Lubarsch differs from
Pierre and Inmmel, who investigated the subject before him —
On the cxpinsion of mercury after Mr Kegnault*8 experiments,

IS a valuable communication from Mr A WiiUncr —The
remaining papers are On the influence of the temperature of

air on tlie index of refraction, by M V von I.ang , and on the
oblique passage of rays through lenses with reference to a pecu
lionty of the crystalline lens, by L. Herman —Ueskles these,

there is a short note 11 Schneebeli, on Hipp s machwe for

detcrmming the Isws ofmotion.

Dcr NUutforscher (Nos. 49- S*. «874 )—Among the

papers m this number we note the following —On ennents and
temperatures in the Atlantic Ocean , observations made on board
the German corvette GasMlt, by the commander Herr von
Schlemitz, on a voyage to the Kerguelen Islands.—On carnivo-

rous plants , rescales made by Prof Fetd Cohn, of Breslau,

with^rop^ species.—Note on the discovery of a new aste

roid, 139, on Oct 13, 1874 by Mr J Palisa, at Pola. It ap
peared of the nth iitagmtude, under R,A ah. 7m 19 39s , Heel

+ 7
° 29 50 7" —On the native iron of Ovifok, Greenland dis

cussing the question whether this native iron is of meteoric or

terrestrial origin —On the influence i f tcmperatuie uitoii the

rest nation of plants re-seorelies mode by Herrcn von WuIkolT
and Mayer at Heidelberg showing tliat the influence is noG
nearly so great as is generally accepted —On the formation of

urea in the animal orgMism, by Herr von Knienem —On attroc

lion and repulsion by neat and light, W A Beigner, account of

expicrinieats made, which led to different results than those

obtamed by Mr Crookes.—On the decrease of intensity in the

Imhtof Jupiter s satelhtes when passing over the
j
lanet s disc.

This was explained by S Alexander as rcsultmc from inter

fiirencc and absorption of the rays of light , II J Klein now
gives a much simpler explanation.—On the inorganic cell and
the phenomena of growth in the inorganic world, by M Traube ,

glvmg a purely physical explanation for the oriipn and growth of

the culL —Besides many smaller notes of sciciitilic interest, the last

number contains a detailed account of the sledge journeys made
by Oberheutnant Jul Payer while in polar regions with tlic

Austrian Polar lutpeditioii.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, Jan 31 —“On the Origin and Mechanism
of Iroduction of the Prismatic (or columnar) btmeture of
Basalt ’ by Robert Mallet, C E., F K.S , &a

In tins mper the author shows that all the sahent phenomena of
prismatic basalt as observed m nature can be ocoouaced for as
results of contraction by cooling in a homogeneous body pos-
sessing the properties of basalt, and that the theories hithiuto

ndvanm and repeated m text books of the production of be-
laltic prisms are alike untenable and uimeceHary If a large

levd and tabular mau of homttfeneons basalt cool slowly
by Ices of heat from one or more of its surfaces, the ctmtractioB

of the mass whde plastic will be met by intenal movements
of its particles , but when the temperature has fallen to a
oertam point of rigidity reached at between and 6ao*F,
splitting up omnmencet, and that surface will begm to divide

itself into sUeilar oeoinetric Agurea of equal area, which on
mechanical ptindpla most be hexagons, the diameter of which
is tiiown to depend npon the lelation that subsisu between the

coefficients of extensibility of the material and of its confatetien

by coolli^ down to the qilitting temperatnre. These hexagons
are the first formed en^ of the futnre prisms, whldi split deeper
into the mass af DooUtw down to the splitting temperatiim
reaches deeper mtpit When the prisms have s^ down to n
certain distance, fnrtiier cooling proceeds, not only from the ends
of the pnims, which formed the surfime of original oooUng, but
from the tides of the prisms. Now, at each prism is coloeit et
the end, and hottest where in the act of sphttlni^ and u also

hotter along the exit than at the exterior of eedi prism, so, tw
contraction, diflersntial ttrains ate prodneed in eeeh prism, both
parallel to the axis and transvetM to it, which result M cross

fractnros at intervals along the Imgth of the prion, the distanoes
between which the anthor bat assigned. TtanirrerSe firactere

round the prism must commence in the outer enelk* in a plans
normal to the resultant of the contractile strains longitiuUnal
to anti transverse to the axis of the prism , the iruetwre com-
mences tlicrefore, obllqqe to the prisinatic axis. This obliquity

diminishes as the transverse contractile force diminishes, as dm
circumferential eoiuit of cooling reaches ndarerto the axis of the
prism , the result is that the transverw fractnre when completed
is lenticular or enp^haped, the convex surface always pointing
m the same direction in which the cooling is progrwing within
the mass.

If the mass cool from the top sarfime only, the convex
ratfaces of the cup-shaped lolnts will all point downwards , if

cooled from the bottom only, they will point upwards , and if

from both surfaces, the convexity ofthe jointi will be found point-

ing both upwards and downwards in the mass. As the splitting

always takes place normal to the surface of cooling, so, if tliat

surface be level and cool uniformly, the pnsms must be vertical

and straight , also if the cooling surface be a vertical or inclined

oie the Jdireclion of the prisms will lie normal thereto If,

however, the mass cool from its upper or lower surface, but
>f much greater thickness in one diiection than in the oppoute
one the pnsms formed will not be straight, but have their axes
curved txmause the successive couches reaching the splitting

temperature successively wilhm the moss, and normal to which
the s| littiug takes place an. themselves curved planes. These
art a few of the principal points of this pajver, which the anthor
believm renders, for the first lime a complete and consistent

account of all the phenomena observed m prismatic basalt A
t< nsiderable number of these phenomena were referred to and ex
plained by the author At the conclusion of hit paper the anthor
submits to nml examination the notions u hicl from 1804, the
period of Mr Grqpiry Watts s paper (riiil ’] rans.), to thepiesent
time, liave contmued to occupy trie text books of geologists, and
he points out how eutircfy these fail to account for the
phenomena.

Linneau Society, Jan 3l —Dr G J Allman, F R.S
, pre-

sident, in the chair —Dr Hollis read a paper on the pathology of
oak-galls. Oak-galls may be divided into two classes, the unilo-

cular or one-cellM, which include the woody marbled oak-galls,

the ligneous galls ofKdanmor, and the entrant leaf-galls , au the

multuocular or many-celled, includmjr the spongy oak apple and

I

the oak spangles of the leaves. Toe antitor went wiUi some
!
detail into the structure and history of development of each of

these kinds, taking a firw examples of each. With the exception

of the oak-spangl^ all the different kinds appear to be formed
during the growth of the leaf The pathological diilers from the
healthy development in the mote rapid growth of its cellular

elemoits and in tha huger liie they attain , this u gained at the

expense of the differentiation of Uie matik of the bnd. The
anthor traced the origin of the diffiarent layers of the gall Ithelf

to the difleient layers of the leaf from which it is produced. A
discussion foUowM, in which the President, Mr Murray, B(r

Howard, Prof Dyer, and others took part—llie following Mpers
weretheniead —Reports of the Ckalltiiger Expedition , On the
Uebens, chiefly of 1 nstan d'Acunho, by theRw Dr Stilton.

—

On the Ijchen Flora of New Zealand and Chatham Island, Iqr

the Rev Dr burton

Methematicel Society, Jan 14.—Prof H. J S Smith,
F R S., president, in the choir—Mr J W L Glaisher gave
an abstmet of a paper by Prof Cayl^, on the potentials of

I

ellipses and circles. The potential of an eUipse of uniform den

I

sity (In regard to a point not in the plane of tha elUpse) was

j

found by a process sunilar to that mode nse of fn Goutt* memoir,
"Detcrmhurtloattractioois quam exarceret PUneta,” Ac. (181S) {

I the final result resembled in a remarkable manner the ntmeU
for the potential of an ellipaeid. The anthor then dedncoi t
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itautkable malt relating to the partisular cose where the

attracted point a in the focal hjpperbola of the cUipte^Mt.!

if we crmuder the Mini arda minor aa constant, but the acmi aala

majw (and therefore also the focal hjrperbolai aa variable , and
take the point P, always In the focal hyperopia, at a constant

ahitnde above the plaiM of the ellipse
, then the potential re

mains constant The potential of the circle is of coarse Incloded

in the general formula for the ellipte^ but there are aome special

i nveslignlions which ore developed in detail in the paper —Mr
lilaikhcr then proceeded to give a sketch of a secoml paper by
1 lof Cayley, on the attraction of an ellipsoidal shell ilie

shell in question is the udefiiMtcIy thin shell of uniform density

included between two similar and similarlv situated cllipsoidai

surfaces It was known for a loug time that the attraction of
such a shell on an inlemal point was equal to sero , and in 1833
Foisaon showed analytically that the attraebon on an external

pouit was in the direction of the nonnalto the confocat ellipsoid

through the attracted pomt, or (what is the same thing) m the

direction of the axis of the circumsenbed cone having the at

tracted point for its vertex. In 1834 Sterner gave a very elegant

geometrical demonstration of Poisson a theorem, but did not at

tempt to complete the solution so as to obtain the attraction of the

shell ITiiiwaa done two years ago by l*rof J C Adams, P RS,
who gave the solution at a lecture given in Cambridge The result

(whiA in the present paper is worked out in a different way)
comes out with great simplicity, and we obtain, vntAout any
pretat of tnUgratum for the attraction of the shell a finite ex
pression which comddes with known formuln;, and which leads

very easily to the known formulm for the attraction of a sohd
ellipsoid.—Mr J Hammond read a paper on the solution of

1 near differential equations in series, lie first takes the general

equation and expands> in a senes of determinants, the n arbitrary

constants being the first n differential coefficients of y when x is

1
ut equal to sero the particulai integral lieing also expanded in a

senes of detenuioants He then gives expansionsof the same fonn

for and — and a value of the iwth differential coefficient of
(«•) p(ar)

in the form of a determinant of »i + i rowi. And lastly,

he considert two particular coses of the expansion of v in Mries

from its differential equation —Major J R. Campbell exhibited

two ‘ Mecbaiucal Calculators. The instrument is httle more

timn a development of the circular slide scale in which two pria

ciplea are engagnl in one arrangement 1 (l) that of the common
slUe scale , (a) that of the scale invented by the late Dr
Roget (see article “ Slide Seale, ’ bp De Morgan, in the “ Penny
CvMtveedia.) The designer described the constractum and ap*

phatica of the instrument, and having been thanked by the

chairinMii tor his communkaticn, presented both instnimeuts

(which were constructed with extreme neatness of penmanship)

to Society Major Campbell also presented bis description

of the hrstrument to the Sodety, eoBtahuiig notea on its mann
iactnic, tables of logarithms, and loghwarlthms employed m the

conatnctkni.—Mr J J Sylvester, Tf R.S., made a brief com-
on the of toy onioiintl corvo tod iti

nodes in teniu of the porametiio coefficientiL and on Roberts’

and Haifa caiei of nnlcunala bar motion. M Camille Jordan
•poke on the subject of Mr Sylvester’s communication

Zoological Society, Jan 10^—Mr Robert Hndaon, F R S.,

vice-president, in the chair —The Secretary called attentiim to

a latter received from a correspondent in Temate, Moluccas in

which it was sUted that the writer had Uving examples of four

ipeciet et Faradist Birds far hii powemton, namely, of Paradttta

ju^na, Sdnades alia, Difhylloda ipmna, and Phtorku

ma^fica.—K communlcatloii was read from Mr J Bnuder, of
Sydney, NSW, givmg desenptions of ten new qiecies of
AuitnUian shells, from the collection of Mr A Cozen, of Bris-
bane, Queensland.-Mr A G Butler retd descriptions of four
new species of butterflies of the genus ProUgomtu, bcJonshiE to
the collection of Mr H Druce.—A communkation 'was
from Meisil. P L. Sdater and O Salvln, ghw detcripUons of
three new sjiecies of South American birds ^ese were proposed
to be called Mtcroctrculnt tguamnlatus Au/tmolns tiriatutfis,

and Tigrtsema silmaut —Prof Newton, F R S., gave an account
of a MS , in the French Archives de la Marine^ which cun
lained some additional evidence as to the ori^nal fauna n
Rodilgue^ and called special attention to the unknown writer s

account of tlie terrestrial birds of that island, amongst which
were mentioned the “ Srditaire, the Liythroma hut legua/t o
A Milne Edwards, and other now extinct forms.—A comma
nlcation was read from Dr A B Meyer, director of the Roya
Natural History Museum, Dresden, containing the description

of a new Bird of Paradise, skins of which had been sent to him
by Mr van Mnsichenbroek, the Dutch Resident at Temate, and
winch It was jsopoeed to coll Dtpkyllodts CuhtltHt IIL The
habitat of this new bird is stated to be the inner mountains of

Eastern Wslglou.—A commnnicatiun was read from Major
H 11 Godwin Austen, containing supplementary notes on a
former paper on the species of Jldtctdit, of the sub genus
Plaiopyht.

Meteorological Society, Jan aft—Dr R.J Mann, pre
sident. in the chair —After the Report of the Council had been
read by the Scaetaiy and adopteo, the President delivered his

address, in which he dwelt in aetail apon the various important
and useful measures that had been earned out by the Society
dnnng the past year, and in doing to alluded to the action of the
Maritime Conference in forwarding uniform and consentaneous
operations on the port of meteorologists , the establishment of a
uniform system of record, by the combined action ofthe Society
and the Meteorological Office of the Government, which has
been adopted by the Army Medical Department , and the start-

ing of a considerable series of authoruM and ear^ully faujiecied

observatoriei^ which have been jilanncd upon a geogni^ical
base, so aa to give a comprehensive grasp of the mettorok^y of
Lngland, and so as to enable returns to be penodically
which wil^resent at a glance the ieadmg featnns of climiite and
season Tne value of these stations, it was jiointed out bad
been very materially mcreased by a system of conceited acUon
which biid been agreed upon between the Meteorological Society
and the Meteorological Office of the Govenunent, and which it

was mtended to extend as the best and most available situations

for other observatones could be determined upon. I'he President
next spoke of the large addition that had hem made to the use
fulness of the Society by the act^uisibon to ita ranks of a con
siderable number of the most dutingnished metoorohigists of
fore^ lands

, of the importance of a scientific alliance vnth the
Public Officeti of Health, who are now so closely connected
with meteorological investigations, of the mfluence of exceptional

seasons upon the health ol the community , of investigations in

progrea with the climate, and especudly the winter dunate, of
Londoix now of daily importance to some three miUions and a
half , 01 systematic obaervations of the influence of seasotis upon
sninials and plants , of the formation by the bodety of a libnwy
of standard meteorological works, and in the intioductioa of dow
study of the physical condition and asjiects oi the sun in comiec-

which is now getting to be of sutjiassing inteiert on account td
the brilliant discoveries and marvellous dedactions that have
recentlT been made in thb noble branch of scmitific rcMarcb
The following gentlemen were elected Officers and Council ior

the ensning year -President, Robert Jsmes Mann, M D ,

FRA.S vWPnudenU Cfaailea Brooke, M A , F R S ,

FK CS , Henry Storka Eaton, M A , Rogers Field, B A ,

Assoc. Inst. C Ek, Capt. Henry Toynbee, > R.A.8 TicMurer,
Henry Perigak F R A.S. Trustees 1 Sir Antonio Brady, F G S

,

Stejffien VliUiam Silver, F R G S Secretanet Gec^eJames
Symons, John W Ttipft M D Foreign Secretary, Rob^ 11

Scott, M A., F R.S ^knindl Percy Bicknell. <^les O F.

Cator, M A , Comelina Benjamin Fox, M D ,
Frederic Gaster,

William John Hams, M R.C.S
,
Jamca Park Harruou, M A ,

John Knox Laughton, MA, FRAS, Robert J Lecky
rR.A.S., William Carpenter Nash, Rev Stephen J Peny,

M A., F R.S., Wilhrun Sow^, t, O Wildman Whitehonie,

F R.A.S, Assoc. Inst CE.
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Physical Society, Jen. i6—Prot Gladstone P R.S , in ,

the cha r —A paper wu read on the electrolysis of certain

metallic cblorid^ by the President and Mr AlCred Tnl» If

metsll c copper] be immersed In solution of cupnc chlond&

msolnble euprons chloride Is formed npon It The anthors found

that if a rtnp of platinum be connected with one of copper and

the two immersed, the insoluble caproas salt was also deposited

upon the platinum Attributing this result to the electrolysis of

the cupnc salt by a feeble currsmt, they tried the effect of a sine

platinum coll exdted by common water and with two platinum

deettodes in the cupnc chloride. Cuprous chloride appeared at

the negauve electrode and chlorine at the positive. An ordl

nary (’rove’s cell also gave cuprous chloride for the first two or

three minutes, but afterwards metallic copper A zinc and a
platmum plate were joined and immersed in the cupric chloride

cuprous chloride was deposited upon the platinum, the edges

being also incrusted with metallic copper With magnesium to

place of the zinev a huger proportion of copper was obtained.

Mercunc and ferric chlorides being analogous to those of copper

induced the authors to experiment with them also. Precisely

analogous results were obtained, mercurous and ferrous ehlo-

tidot appearmg at the negative electiode.—A commumcaUon
was made by Prof Guthrie on ‘ Salt Solutions and attoched

Water Continuing the directkm of research previously Indl

Gated, and the rendts of which were communicated to the

Society m November last, the anthor described the following

facts —Contrary to the generally received opinion, the mlidmum
temperature attamnble by muilnjg ice with a salt is very indc

pendent of the ratio of the two and of their temperature, and of

the state of division of the loe. The temperature of a mixture

of ice and a salt is as constant and precise os the melting pomt
of ICC. The nme salts resulting Irom the union oi potassium,

sodium and ammonium, on tl^ one hand and chlorine, bromine,

and iodine on the other, were examined to reference to their

cryol y Irates, the tempe^urex of the formation of which range

from - aSto — II f or the tame halogen, sodium salts assume

less water than ammonium, and ammonium leu than potautum.

1 or the same metal, iodine salts assume leu water than bromine

and brumme salts leu than chlonne. The result of the examination

of tl irty five salts establishes the identity of the tempeimtore at

which the cryohydrate u formed with the temperature got by

mlxtof the salt with Ice Ualy two apparent exceptions to this

identity have bean u yet observed 1 he temperature at which a

cryohydrate is formed is, with similar salt^ lower according

ns It awumes a leu molecular ratio of water There appear to

be no exceptions to the rule that the lower the temperature got

by mixing the salt with loc tlie lower the molecular ratio of

water The temperature of Incipient solidification of spinta of

w ne of different strengths wu alto examined It wu found

thtt from tpinU containing mure water than the four hydrate

puic ice was separated, and that the temperature gradually sank

to 34 C when the ratio of the four hydrate wu reached.

Thenoe the tempetalure remained constant, and the whole
folldified mto a mud mats. When a spuit richer than this ciyo

hydrate U cooled, the cnohydrate separates, and a stronger and
ilroDger splnt is left which nltimately defies the source of cold

(eolid carbonic acid) to solidify it. Prof A. Dupre s expen
menu regarding the maximum temperature produced on di

luting alcohol are thus smgalarly confirmed. For thu experi

meuter showed that this very tour molecule ratio produced
the greotut beat to itt formation kthyUc ether which dls>

solves water and is dissolved by it, seems to form a definite

cryohydrate. Water saturated with ether lolidifiu at —a' C
without Kparation of ether The icy mau when i^led bums
with a colourleu flame^ the heat of which just sutocet to malt

, expetimenU which the author made with ten ueoi
mens of beet, all treated differently with regard to tod and ma>

I, end tables of reiulU obtained when analystog their ashea.
'

tt tnrf or naked ground during^

— u favour of a ^annef tail

way fwry —On the riftisM of the principal rivers m the noetb.

ceatrec and south of Fiance^ by M Belgtand.—A note on M.

dmer Baron Laney then made some f

subject—On the first method of Jacobi for the totegtattoa^
equations tvlth partial derivatives of the first order,VM (f

—On the deposiu of flint ImpIemenU near PrAw-sut^Oiseu at,
the presence of groat mudiydermata to the ditovtum of thh

same locality, byll E. Kobeit —A note by U. de Lontto, on
h s ameliotatloM of dynamo deetrio maehtoee.—A note by M
BonndUonanaiironaittioalappaMni.—AnotebyH E.Dadie
mto onanawoompastthatcanbensedoathesimaeeofliqdds,
and gives the time by the tun.—A note by M C Bcndiot, on
the application of steam for canal and river nevigatlon.—On the

causM of wear end tear and explotione of steam boilers, by M F
Oarrlgon.—MM Blandiii, Baruxxl, Moa^ and Gnillaamant, lent

Affaira trantmitted to the i

from the French Coninl at Manrttini, on the reaulU obtatoad by
Lord Lindsay to the observation of ua truslt of Venni The
French Consul at Honolnlu tent some details on the same mb-
jeet with regard to observations made by Eiq^ish cxpadlttonf at

Honolulu Hawal and Kanai —A letter from the Minister for

Agriculture and (tommerce diawtog the attention ofthe Academy
to the steps that ought to be taken to prevent the Invasion into

France ot the fly Dorypkora, which atUm the potato plantatioas

intheUQitedStates.-^nthenoti(»jof general^temsofalgebraic
or transcenilent surfaces, deduced from that of xmplexa of tor*

facet, by M G FonreL—On the stellar system, 6i CygnI, stars

physicaUy related, the relative mobon of which u not an orbit

but rectUmear, by M Flammarioa.—Account of the discovery of
asteroid (141), at the Pans Observatory by M 1 Henry —On

i- .u* by M A. Schlocsing —
offun^

—

. _ ,
Imlxture of

glucose to the presence of sugar, by MM P Champion and H
Pellet —On the pulsations of the heart, by M Matenr—On the
carrying along 01 au by a steam or au jet by M F de Romilly
—On phei omena of mineral and organic locabsmtiim with
an mals, and their biological importance, by M E HeckeL—
On the development of Pteropoda, by M 11 Pol —The nen
ttallsabon of the acidity of chloral hydrate by carbonate of soda
retards the coagulation while it preserves the physiological

properties, byM OrA—Researches on the sUldlied plaots of
Autun and Saint htienne by M B Renault with special nrier^

Fautrat - _ , , __ ,

by M A. Baitbtiemy —During the meeting the Seomtary
announced the sad lost the Academy hid sustained through the
death of M d Oraaliui d Ilalloy of Brussels, correspon&nt of
the Academy s Mmcralocical Section. M C St Cla

"
then spoke a few words to memory of the deceased

Ths MaXIJ S of SALlSSUaV ON Sc BNTIF C EDUCATION
South Amur can 1 ravel (IK tk lUmim/umt)
Mocuk dgbs Harvest no Ants and Teai door SriDERS
1-HE UnIUI
OueBook

Blaanc OemIucU lyofNsrvM—Dr JohmDevsdalb
Kitk«s PhyiMon—E Peiobaux
The RhlmcenM u Mew (Juinea—Alfeeo O Walkeb
TIioawB e “ MslRcaL"—W I.. Uiitaht
Ucci Rail Flowwi.—

U

aby J Plaee
Iron Pyr tee—(JurlouR PhRoomenan.—Feeokric Care.

OVB Asteonomkal Lolumn

fbt lemponuy blan" of iydwBralieRnd Kepler
The Zoduol Ught

Planetary ruBOsitE. By M LiVBaaiRR

The Iho a Museuu
Umbellula or CtusTia Pdlvf
SOENCa IH THB AbCENTINE REFUIUC
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BOTANICAL PROBLEMS*

SUCH { the title of an article by Prof Cohn on the

hUtory of botany in the new German periodical, the

Dmtseke RuhAsAmh
Cuvumttancea leem to have determined the direcUon

of the reMarchei of English botamsu of the present

period, who, almost without exception, have devoted their

whole tune to descnpUve botany On the other hand,

continental botanists have pursued vegetable physiology

and anatomy with great assiduity Thu separauon of

what should be inseparable branch of the same science

IS in all probabihty only temporary The great demand
for descriptive works on the vegetation of our various

colonies, and the inunense mass of undescnbcd plants m
our herbaria, have, doubtless, influenced m no small

degree the direction of the labours of our botanists In

return, poverty in herbarium specimens and books renders

it impossible for many continental botanists to pursue

successfully systematic botany Apart from its import-

ance from an economic point of view, descriptive botany

IS of relatively little absidute value, and must be ex

tremely unsatisfactory to rmnds labouring to prove the

immutabihty of speues on the one hand, or then varia-

bility withm certain defined hmiu on the other Whether

we follow Jordan, with his 300 species of Draba {Ero

pMla), the result of the dumemberment of D vertta, or

Regel, who combines Vttu vtnt/era, Lainuea, vulptM,

&c ,
we should equally drift into an utterly impracticable

and useless system, and one of no utility whatsoever in

the solution of problems which we may reasonably hope

to unravel

This brings us to a consideration of Cohn's article, pro-

fessedly wntten to show the importance and populwse
the study of botany, more particularly m its biological

bearings. Naturally we may look for some tolerably

sharp cnticums of systematic botany studied alone, and

the writer is to s<«ne extent justified in more especially

amgling out England. Nevertheless, we think that its

importance is underrated by some continental botanists

Prof Cohn is a great admirer of the Aristotelian school,

and to the great master and hia pupil, Theophrastus, he

gives the credit of having initiated the saentific study of

plants, which after their tune dechned and lay dormant

for upwards of 3,000 years The discoveries of the last

two centuries he consequently looks upon as a revival of

this science, and as so many solutions of problems pro-

pounded, though, as he admits, not answered, by Theo-

!

phrastus. We certainly should assign a more modest

share of credit to these early philosophers, and Cohn s

quotation from Goethe, "when we consider the problems

of Aristotle we are astonished at the great powers of

observation and universal perception of the Greeks , but

they are too hasty, passing at one step from the pheno-

mena to their interpretation, hence their conclusions are

often inadequate and theoretical," does not strengthen his

position. After all, this is a question of httle moment
It is quite true that nothing approaching a philosophical

• 'BoOmtirlw FtoUan^” too FnC Cohn tCfutei* RimitOM,
HiftiX

Study of plants was resumed before the seventeenth
century

Prof Cohn gives a sketch of the hutory of botany,
hastily disposing of the “ root grubbers and collectors of

simples,” from Dioscorldes and Galen down to the
herbalists of the seventeenth century To Erasmus be
traces the impulse given to this and other branches of
learning m the Netherlands and North western Germany
The fact that the dwellers on the Rhme did not find the

same plants desenbed by Dioscondes, may be said to

have offered the first lesson in pbytogeography, which
was rapidly developed by the spirit of travel and dis-

covery which soon set in.

Naturally one of the first things to impress itself on the

minds of those engaged in the study of plants as their

numbers increased, was the necessity for some system of

classification and nomenclature. The history of bmo
minal nomenclature and the sexual system of Linnaeus,

and the natural system of A L de Jussieu, are too wdl
known to need repetition, and Cohn does not attempt to

trace the gradual growth of knowledge which led up to

the development of these ideas In fact, he appears to

attach so little Importance to systematic botany, that he

goes on to say “ Under the dominating influence of

Lmnaeus, botany seems to have stagnated more and more,

whilst a new spirit bad been infused into the study of

other sciences” He then refers to the philosophical

teachini,s of Bacon, which fell upon a well prepared soil

and eventually bore fruit Botanists began to make
experiments and study the laws of nature Hales was
the first to mvestigate some of the phenomena of plant

life m their physical aspects. Du Hamel, Bonnet, Ingen

housz, Priestley, Saussure, and others followed, and raised

the study of v^etable physiology and chemistry to a

level with the exact sciences. The solution of other

botanical problems is given in outline, and where only a

few names could be given it is not to be wondered at that

Germans figure more prominently than would be the case

;

in a detailed history The ment of solvmg a particular

botamcal problem can in few instances be claimed for

one man alone Discovery is progressive, and a com
plete insight mto noany of the processes of plant Ufc have

been gradually unfolded Goethe’s solution of the mor

phological problem is naturally dwelt upon at some

length, and no one will gainsay its importance m syste-

matic botany Grew and Malpighi initiated vegetable

anatomy, and it is a noteworthy fact, says Cohn, that the

papers of these two fathers were handed over to the

Royal Society of London on the same day, Dec. 39, 1671

But a hundred years elapsed before them labours were

appreciated and continued.

In the revival of this branch of botany Prof Cofan fans

a Strang array of German names, many of them of world-

wide feni*- The conceptions of Darwin and their impor

Unce are barely mentioned, though m no country have

they a more fundament influence than in

Germany Passing into the region of unsolved problems,

Cohn cites the.unconquerable vitality of the potato fungus,

and the uncertainty existing respecting the presence and

sigmficatioa of mmuto fungi m cholera and other

diseases.

In ronrhisimi, Prot Ctflm rejoices in the fact that

boUny has freed itself from the fetters which formerly

Voi, XL-Na 37s
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Hmited its field of operaUon and discovery “It hu
already fumithed ns with a clue to many of the mysteries

of life, and we look to it for many more what is life?

what IS death ? * This last quotation wlil show that he

puts no limit to the phenomena to be considered in the

investigations of the biologist , but when man has solved

all these problems, he will be as wise, if not as powerful

as the gods

SOUTH AMERICAN TRAVEL*
II

Travels tn South Amenta,from the Pacific Ocean io the

Atlantic Ocean By Paul Marcoy Illustrated by 525

engravings and ten maps Two vols (London Blackie

and Son, 1875

)

The Amason andMadura Rivers SketchesandDescnp-

iioHS from the Eote book of an Explorer By Frans

Keller, Engineer With sixty eight illustrations on

wood (London Chapman and Hall, 1874.)

2wo Years in Peru, with Exploration of its Antiquities

By T J Hutchinson, M A.I With map and numerous

illustrations Two vols (London Sampson Low, 1873

)

M r KELLFRS work is a much more business-hke

and compact production than that of M Marcoy,

noticed in last week’s number While the beautiful

illustrations which enneh the book show that the author

has a high power of artistic reproduction, and while this

may have led h m to throw over the scenes he endeavours

tb reproduce a little touch of glamour, a little of “the

light that never was on sea or land," one feels on reading

Mr Keller’s narrative that he is in the hands of a

thoroughly earnest and trustworthy observer He has,

however, committed the sin of publishing a narrative of

exploration without a map We should mention also that

not one of the three books we are noticing contains an

index a want which will considembly impair their use-

fulness to the student

Mr Kellers work is almost entirely concerned with the

Made ra the largest tributary of the Amazon from the

south His journey from the time of his departure from,

till his return to Para was accomplished between
November 1867 and December 1868 a period of thirteen

months dunng which, including vexatious delays, he
ascended the Madeira as far as Tnnidad, on the Mamore,
in llohvia. If our readers look at a map, they will see

that Mr Keller could not have been idle during the time,

especially when it is remembered that his purpose wu to

make a careful hydrographical inspection of the Madeira,

in order to report upon the possibihty of utilising it as a
navigable highway for commerce
The nver, as far as SantoAntonio, seems capable ofbeing

rendered quite navigable, but above this the rapids are
so numerous and formi^ble that it seems hopeless to
expect that the upper nver can ever be made avaBable
for anything but boata The only means, therefor^ by
which the treasures that exut in the interior of South
America can be made accessible by the Mhdeua route is

by a railway from Santo Antonio upwarda It would seen
that some such project ism conten^tion. The construc-

tion of railways, we learn from Mr Hutchinson’s work, is

* Ctndmwd Am p, (<5,

being carried out rapidly in Pern on a very extensive scale,

mainly under the superintendence of Mr Henry Meiggs,

who 1m difficulties of the most formidable kind to con-

tend with in piercing the Andes , in a short time, how-

ever, we may expect to see all paru of thu country eaqy

of accesa In Brasil the mere en|Ineenng part efi t^
work would seem'to present no difficulties whatever

Before any such scheme is carried out, ere the whole of

this primeval region be devirgmated by swarms of white

men, we hope that its natural history and ethnology win

be fully if not exhaustively investigated. In this respect

such works as those of Marcoy and Keller are of great

value.

Mr Keller made excellent use of (the short time be
spent in the mtenor , for while he most faithfully and Suc-

cessfully accomphshed the mission with whidi he was
entrusted, he at the same time made a senes of really

valuable observations on all that he saw that was worth

noting His narrative is not, however, arranged in the

same method as that of M Marcoy, who recounts each

day a expenence as he proceeds, and in whose case, there-

fore, the want of an index is peculiarly felt. Mr Keller

has systematised the results of his journey, and in a
series of chapters gives a clear and well wntten summary
of his observations In an introductory chapter he gives

a brief account of what is known of the physical and
social condition of Braid and of its political history He
then, in two chapters, gives a sort of itinerary of his

expedition up the Madeira, with occasional observations

on the inhabitants and the natural history of its banks,

and a very clear and full account of the difficulties attend-

ing hu attempt to navigate the river, so studded with

rapids past every one of which his fleet of boats had to

be earned The region seems to be very sparsely

peopled, though its natural resources are superabundant
The material of the bills over the whole region of the

rapids he found to be the same , 'gneiss, with mostly a
very pronounced stratification, and always the same run

He examined it very closely," he states, “ expecting tO

find, accordmg to theory of Agassiz, numerous erratic

boulders of different composition lying on the regularly

formed rock But neither there nor higher up in Bohvia
could we discover any trace of these ' foundlings,’ even as
Agassu himself was unable to discover, in the environs

of Rio de Janeiro, the roches stnies and roches mauion.
fifes of Swiuerland, which testify to an ice period widi
Its immense glaciers."

In the chapter headed “ Canoe and Camp Life," Mr
Keller gives a graphic account of the daily life of an expe-
diuon such as his and in another, on “H untihg and Fish
tng," he gives a pretty full idea of the larger fauna to be met
with on the route he traversed. In the succeeding one he
describes the vegetaUon of the virgin forest of the Madeira
and Amazon, devotes considerable space to the Caout-
chouc Tree which so abounds here,and to an account ofthe
process by which its sap is converted into the indiarubber

of commerce. He also gives a hst of the other pnncipal
plants which are utilised for commercial purposes, in the
shape of medicmes, oils, resins, dye-stufib, ropes, &c t

and It stnkes one that it would certainly be worth while
to make a region so superabundantly stored with animal
and vcgeuble life of such great practical utiUty to man,
easily accessibla to the merchants of the worid.
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To the wild tnbei of the Madeira Valley, the Mtlnu, the
j

of w*lte men, and by the ministrations of the Jesuit ml*.

Artots, tbe Mundniciis, the Perententus, the Caripunas, stonanea, these tnbes, like many others in South America,

Ac, Mr Keller devotes a chi^ter By the encroachment are considerably changed from what they were when the

t s 3.—Roedi(Uoiii»)ontlioUc»y»li.-lI«i«(>r

continent was first discovered, and, as we said in our last women among {them The Indians in this region arc,

number, are much diminished in numbers. If we may however, far from being tamed, and not unfrequently

trust the mdividuais who figure in Mr Keller’s iliustra resent Ae encroachment of the white man after a very

tions, there must be some qilen^ speomens of men and bloody fuhion, though wherever they come in contact
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with the latter "their doom is sealed," as Mr. Keller truly

says. He justly cnes out upon the sentimentahty which

laments the estincdon of the "noUe red race," a race which

exists only in the pages of the novelist The red race of

North America must soon become extinct, and leave its

himting-gTounds in entire possession of the white roan,

who will make a better use of them than ever did the

aboriginal possessors ,
and we fear, if the red man of

South America proves hunself no fitter to survive than

his northern brother, he must follow the latter to those

“ happy hnntmg-grounds * where no white man is ever !

hkely to intrude Looked at, as Mr. Keller uys, in the

broad light of what is the best for the race u a whole,
|

however sorry we may feel for the “ poor Indian," and 1

still more so for the race or races that have left so many

astounding monuments of their advancement along the
j

west coast of South America 'and in some parts of North :

America, it would be useless, if advisable, to attempt to I

prevent it There seem to exist evidences in America, as

elsewhere, that probably before the advent of any existing

people the earth had its human inhabitants, who w«u
compelled to melt away before others of a higher type,

who again had to succumb before still stranger brethren

This process has been going on as fer back as we can

trace, and when it wili cease, if ever, who can tell ?

Among all the numerous tribes of the mterior of the

South American continent, Mr Keller discovers two

weU>marked types. " One of them, the Guarani, of the

widely-spread Tupi tnbe, showing the well-known eagle-

profile of the North American Indians, first-rate pedlars

and fishers, generally keep near the lauge rivers ; while

the others, the Cervados, or Ca-en-gangues (forest-men),

as they call themselves, more warlike and high-handed,

carrying off and enslaving whomsoever they can, do not

use canoes at all, and prefer the wooded ravines of the

lateral valleys, or the grass-grown ridges of the Campos.

, . . Their oblique eyes, short nose^ and high cheek-

bones, strongly remind one of the Mongolian type, though

by this remark 1 would not imply their direct Asiatic

ongln .... The Guarani, although their outward ap-

pearance and character recall the old Meidcan tribes,

seem to have come in all probability fixnn the south,

and to have spread thence all over the continent" As
these stateroenu an given in Mr Keller's introduction,

they may be regarded u not so much the direct results of

his own observation, but as to a great extent a statement

of the molt approved theory of the native American

populations. It tallies to some extent with the theory

contained in Marcoy's work, and with the conclusions

reached on ctaniological grounds by some of the best

existing anthropologists. It seems to us, however, that

before any definite conclusion can be reached, mudi yet

remains to be done. Meantime we may say that we
consider Mr Keller’s work a valuable contribution to the

literature of South American Travel , the illustrations an
delightful, and the engraver has done his part in a mas.
terly style.

Ihe chief value of Mr. Hutchinson’s work, from our
point of view, consists m the detailed account he gives of
explorations among the still mystenous rums which litter

the mandme distncto of Peru from south to north. But

!

this is not Us only value. Mr. Hutchinson was two years
j

in Peru—187173—« her Majesty's Consul at ddlao,

and during that short period his work proves that not

only did he find time to explore nearly every important

cluster of rums in the country, but to make himself master

of the social, pohtical, and industrial position of the

republic. His picture is a somewhat brighter one than

that given by M. Marcoy twenty three years befiue, and

it would seem that the country has r^y advanced m
several respects during that period. By means of sevmnJ

excellent steamship companies it is now in almost daily

communication with North America and Europe, and this

has led to a considerable development of its resources.

As we have already said, railways are in course of con<

structlon all over the country, a^ it is even in contem-

plation to carry one right through the Andes' to the

Ucayali, by which the problem of direct communication
between the east and west coasts would be solved. Edu-

cation seems to be claiming some attention, and a Society

of Arts hu been fiounded, which we sincerely hope will

give early and energetic attentitm to the prehistoric rums
which enrich Pern, from which so much has yet to be
learned concernmg their history and their builders. The
people, however, have still much lasiness to get nd of

;

but we hope t^ under the intelligent and vigorous

administration of President Pardo, and the stimulus of

increased communiestion with other nations, they may
gradually be aroused to healthy exertion

It is unnecessary to eater into dtttils concerning the

Peruvian ruins, the nature of which u known to most of

our readers Colossal walls of adobes, or large sun-dried

bricks, the remains of immense buildings whose purpose

seems yet doubtful, terraced mounds or htUs hundreds of

feet in height and covering an area of several acres,

aqueducts, huacas, or burial mounds, contaming thou-

sands of carefully buried skeletons, with the knees and
bip-joinu bent, some of them with the hair and bits of

flesh still adhering with their original wrappings and the

articles placed beside them when they were buried

;

abundant remains of pottery, many of them giving evi-

dence of considerable ingenuity, ^11, and taste m the

makers 1 masks, images, and other relics, all afiTording

evidence of a numerous population of great energy and
of a civilisation of no mean grade,

The great question in eumection with these remains is,

who were the original bnilden f As our readers know,
the generally accepted story is that they were built by the
Incas, the nsme given to the race dominant m Peru for

some centurlse previous to the advent of the Spaniards.

This, however, is not the opinion of Mr. Hutchinson, who
has no patience with the advocates of this theory, and
who has rather a contempt for the Incas as Ae destroyers

of a civilisation much higher than their own. He rqiards
Gardlasso’s history as a mere piece of gasconading His
own theory seems to be that the Incas found the buildings

whose remains still exist, when Aey made their advent in

Peru, and forced upon Ac poojdo whom Aey conquered
the worship of their great deity Ae Sun The real

builders were the Ynneas, who dupossessed Ae Chin-
chas, Ae latter tlMmselves findmg upon then- arrival on
abongmal race, some rehes of whom Mr Hutchinson
believes have bm found sixty-two feet deep under the
guano deposit on the Chincha Islands. When we cors-

sider Ae slowness wiA vAicb Aese droppings of birds

must have accumulated, it carries back Ae first advent of
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man m Sooth Amenca to a tune which must be mea-

fiired by thousands of years.

It seems to us a herculean task to attempt to unravel the

ethnology of Fern, which we suspect can only be adequately

done in connection with that of the whole American con

tment , but it is a task which is well worth attempting A
vast amount has been written on the subject, and there

exists a great wealth of material
, it seems to us that

Fig. 4.—Ruina of Reputad TeDiplo ofthe Sun it Pichi-cdmic.—Hulehlaon

what u now wanted is a man possessed of the necessary

wide grasp of mind and extensive knowledge to set him

self to collect, arrange, and sift this materuil and invest!

gate on strict scientidc principles the bearing of the

resulta From such a process, we believe, some definite

Fm I—PsnefRnliiiorDeuhlo'WsllafTimploorRimM.'—Holchiiuon

and valuable conclusions would be arrived at, as definite,

peihaps, though not nearly so comprehensive, as those
]

whleh have been reached concerning the Indo<European
|

peoples ) for there stin remains much material to bring

together, and no time should be kMt m setting about the

srotk. Mr Hutchinson Nggests that if some one would

do Ibrtbe remains in Pan what Schliemann has done for

thoee of Troyt and George Smith has 'done for those in

Assyria, the results would be of higher value than any
yet achieved. Let some one with the patience, enthusiasm,

and knowledge of Or Schliemann, devote the necessary

time to the careful excavation and study of the mounds
and clay covered buildings, and we are sure the results

will well repay the labour Let us hope that the present

Peruvian Government will be patnotic and generous

enough to inaugurate and bear the expense of the work,

and thus gam for themselves the admuation and
thanks of the mvilised world Talking of Dr Schlie

mann, Mr Hutchinson pomU out some very remarkable

coincidences between the buildings and tebes which that

explorer has unearthed, and those which Mr Hutchinson

himself hat found m Peru. Whether this be more
than a coincidence it would be rash at present to con

jecture

Mr Hutchinson s work mutt be regarded as one o(

the most important contributions that have been made
to the archaology of Peru, and we hope that though no
longer resident m the country, he will continue to investi

gate the subject and help to imluce its present confusion

to something like order We think, however, he might

have a little more patience with the theories of other inves

tigators, and not hastily cast them aside as unworthy of

notice , the labours of all compaent and earnest workers

should be lenouily studied, for thus only can the full

truth be amved at even in the legends of Garcilasso he

might find some speck of valuable truth

WATSON *6 DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY"
A Court* in Dumptw* Gtomelry By William Watson,
Ph.D 4to. double columns, pp. xl , 147, with thirty

two plates and three double plates of stereoscopic

views. (Boston Osgood and Co London Longmans,
Green, and Co , 1874.)

Descriptive Geometry affords the practical

means of deohng with geometry m three dimen
sions, in the same manner that Practical Geometry, that

IS to say, the intelligent use of drawing and of graphical

methods, deals with plane geometry If, in solid

geometry, we concerned ourselves only with points and
with Imes, whether straight or curved, we might say that

descriptivt geometry was simply the science of plan and
elevation As regards the point and the line, it is

nothing more But what distinguishes descriptive

geometry, as it was pubhshed to the world in Mongo’s

celebrat^ treatise, from what was already known to

every intelligent builder or carpenter, is the means of

tndkoHng surfaces, whether jdiuie or curved, as well

as of ttprestnUng points or lines We use the terms

[

tndwaUnti and rtprttenting advisedly, as carrying with

them a real distinctioti, which, we regret to see, is not

always brought prominently forward m the treadsci, and
sometimes foils to be pet^ved by the student until he

has wasted valuable time in groping after a misappre-

beifsion. It is indeed evident that a surface cannot be

represented in the same sense that a point and line are,

for its plan and elevation swuld be simply two blade

patches, the contours of which would give the boun>

danes of the surface in cettain ditectioa^ but would fail

to represoit the surfoce Itself Now, the method pub-

lished by Monge regarded a surfoce, whether plane or

curved, u cmnpletdy indicated so soon u its geo-
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metncal law of generation was described and the position

and ispect of its principal elements indicated on the

paper • Its indication was then complete, and the re-
|

presentation of any points or hnes upon it was then

reduced to the devices of practical geometry The*

principle simply was that a surface might be regarded

as completely known when we had indicated a method

of taking an infinite number of sections of it In the

simplest case, these would be parallel plane sections, as

in the ordmary drawings of a ship, but Monges method

was not trammelled by this restriction

Like most large subjects, it is one which it is very

difficult to know how to Ucat with advantage to the

student An exhaustive treatise is out of the question for

any learner who is not prepared to make it an exclusive

or pnncipal study, and it is a matter of very nice judg-

ment what to ^ect and how much to present to the

pupil , and this is the more emphatically so, inasmuch as

It is really the only good introduction to a practical

insight into the geometrical properties of space

Viewed in this light, the treatise before us is an

exceedingly good one» With great clearness and pre-

cision, It covers a considerable extent of ground, and

that by no means baldly , and yet it 11 not too long

It haSi'moreover, a very valuable adjunct, and one which,

we believe, is quite new—a senes of stereoscopic drawings

exhibiting the actual construction tn sohdo of thirty six of

the principal problems To the ordinary student this will

be of immense assistance ,
for it is well known to teachers

of geometry and of mechanics, that want of imagination

on the part of the student is one of the principal obstacles

they have to deal with m endeavouring to impart to

him accurate conceptions of space and of motion These

drawings have been very clearly and judiciously executed

by Prof Saint Loup (of Pans), and slight colounng has

been introduced in some of the examples of intersection

with marked advantage and success

Wc notice some pcculianties of language in which

English usage is slightly departed from, as m wnting

uarped surfaces instead of skew surfaces, in spelling the

word dtrecUt with two ds instead of “ director, ’ and in the

use of the word rauord to express that two surfaces have
a line of contact borne of these, having regard to the

unsettled English nomenclature of an imported subject,

are not blemishes, and none of them detract from the

really high value of the book.

Some account is also given of the leading spherical

projections, especially the orthographic and the stereo-

graphic These are important addiUons to the treatise,

and although we would gladly have seen some others

described, particularly the gnomonic proJecUon, we think

the author has dime wisely in not u^uly extendmg this

part of his treatise.

The book is of convenient sixe, clearly pnnted, and well

arranged, with a good table of contents. Altogether, we
think It one of the best books upon the subject which we
have yet seen, especially in English, and we think it dc^s
the highest credit to the dutinguish^ American professor

who IS Its w^hor.

hat Hoott did • gnat daalto i^maatiae and complata Ihs
M of Ua prindpltt nte cettainly luwwa, altbousli earaftiUv
OM of Iht hlahm Fraoch Kho^ In eoaMnueaca of tliu
ob^Bomte known0^0 how mndi la duo to Hooga,
.ba^.that Mongo ^tw tbU tewata what Nawuaaad

* ItlacaitalnlfcalHoogti
rothod hot aono ofjta r~’'

PHILUPS' ELEMENTS OF METALLURGY”
Elements ofMetallurgy a Practical Treatise on the Art

of Extracting Metals from their Ores By J Arthur

PhiUips, M InsL CE,FGS,FCS,&c. (London

Charles Gnffin and Co
, 1874.)

OF all the sciences, Metallurgy is the one whose his

tory extends into the most remote antiquity, and

there is abundant evidence to show that even compli-

cated metallurgical operations were performed empui-

cally long before the physical sciences existed

Until withm comparatively recent times the number of

eminent chemists who devoted themselves to metallur-

gical work was more commensurate with the importance

of the subject than at the present day, when, we venture

to think, too many are lured away by the attractions of

organic chemistry and abstract speculations as to the

existence of matter Notwithstanding this, within the

last few years the science of metallurgy has made great

advances, but the works on the subject published in this

country have been singularly few , Dr Percy's admirable

work IS still mcomplete, and, with the exception of

the translation of Kerl s “ Met^utgy” by Crookes and

Kdhng, there is no work which is even faurly compre-

hensive. The edition of Mr Pbilhps’ " Manual of

Metallurgy ” pubhshed m 1858 has become almost use

less, but the volume just issued is an important addition

to this branch of literature

The physical properties of metals arc fully and care-

fully treated, and eighty pages are devoted to the con-

sideration of fuel The description of iron ores is very

good, the author having closely followed Bauerman, and
no pains have been spared to render the portion of

the work which treats of iron as complete as possible

Among the numerous carefully executed engravings are

drawings of roasting and calcining kilns, and of the blow-

ing engine and blast cyhnder at Dowlais

The next important metal, copper, is discussed at some
length, and the description of the “wet methods” of

extracting this metal is specially valuable, as the author

wntes from long expenence of operations whidi have been

conducted under his own direction It is mteresting

to note that processes such as those carried on at Widnes,

Alderley Edge, and }arrow on-Tyne, are applicattons, on
a manufacturing scale, of methods ordinarily used by the

chemist in bis laboratory, and, as such, they afford singu-

larly important evidence of the progress of metalluigical

science.

Lead is treated at tome length, special attention being

devoted to the extraction of this metal by means of rever-

beratory furnaces. Excellent drawings are given of those

employed in the works at ConSron, where galena asso-

ciated with carbonate of lead is partially converted into

oxide and sulphate by roasting, wl^h subsequently react,

at a more elevated temperature, on the undecomposed
sulphide m the charge, produemg metalhc lead

The articles on silver and gold are condensed from the

author’s well-known work on the muung and metaOuigy
of these metals, some new matter bemg added , they

leave httle to be desired, but the forms of apparatus for

assaymg which are described, are ^not m all cases the

most perfect.

Fifteen metals are treated in the work, and these ate
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bjr far the most important commercially , nevertheleu,

we cookl have wUhed to find brief eccounta of inch metali

aa manganeae, magncainm, cadmium, palladium, potaa-

aium, and aodium

We have already referred to the excellence of certam

drawinga, and it la only neceisary to add that throughout

the vo^e the iUuatrationa are of very high merit They
are evidently drawn from actual measurement, but it is

to be regretted that scales are not given

The author states in his preface that the object which

he had in view was “ to supply, witlun moderate limits,

such practical information on general principles, and
typical processes, aa may not only afford a compndien

sive view of the subject, but also enable the r^er to

study with advantage more elaborate treatises and on
ginal memoirs.” Certainly this object has been attained

,

and we think he has done more, m that he has produced

a work which not only fully sustains his repuUtion, but

affords fresh evidence his having done much saenbfic

work of a kind far too rare m this country

OUR BOOK SHELF
DesceHdenaUkre und Danutnismut Von Oscar Schmidt

(Leipzig Brockhaus, 1873)

This volume of three hundred pages is one of the “ Inter*

national baentific Libraiy ” It is a moderate exposition

of the Darwinian theory of Evolution, mtended for general

readers, and while free from the eccentncibes of Haeckel s

Anthropogenie, also lacks the brilliancy and power which

redeem its faults. Prof Schmidt while still at Grata

became a convert to the new philosophy,” and in his

Ver^lnchettdt AmU«mtt{'AxrvKS., voL v p. 228) adopted

its conclusions as the basis of his teachiitf In a paper

read before the “ British Association ” of Germany two

yean ago, at Wiesbaden, he stated and defended his

change of opinion, and now that he is estabbshed as pro-

fessor in Strassburg Umversity, he puts forward this

volume as a fuller exposition of his views—“for here one

must show one’s colours ” It is perhaps undesirable for

peo^ to attempt arriving at the results of science by
such euBj roads as popular treatises, and “ The Descent

of Man itself is a better mtcipretaUon of Darwinism than

the expository treatises of Darwmists , but there is un
doubtedly a demand for books of this kind, and if they

are to be written, it is well that so coinpetent a hand as

Prof Oscar Schmidt s ^ould do it There are several

woodcut^ a good list of references, and the inevitable

genealogical trees.

We afeo note the appearance of an essay attacking the

3if Evolution, t^ Prof Wiguid, of Marbuig , and
to It by Prof Jhger, of Stuttprt The former,

DarwiHtsmus und ate NatitrforsckuHg Newtoris

Mttd Cmvteds, is a temperate product]^ written from the

pomt of new of a botanist The latter is a more lively

rcjjoinder, and appears as In Sacken Darwids tnsbe

tctulert eoKtra Jvtga/td P b

Tke Microgn^ktc Dtettonary a Gutde to ike Exa
puHotion and Invtsttf'ohon of the Structnre and
Nature of Microscopic Objects By J W Griffith,

M D , and A. Henlrey Third Edition, edited W
Griffith and Prof M Duncan, assisted by the Rev M
J Bericeley and T Rupert Jones. (London J Van
Voorst, 1875

)

Wx have from tune to time dironicled the pro^KSS ci

this work, and have now the satiaiacdon of aimouncmg
its comid^on. In a work of this Und, udiidi has been

imwaids ci three years in passing throuiffi the press, it is

ineritable that ndaute ciiticiam shodd de^ some

discrepancies between the various articles, and some
passa^ in the earlier pages which would not hare been
written m the light of more recent investigations It is

probable, also, that workers m different fields will place
a different estimate on the importance of their own
department, and will be disposed to grudge the space
devoted to others. The student of Cryptogamic Botony
has at all events the lion’s share, almost every genus in
some groups being described In the present chaotic
state M the classification of Cellular Ciyptogams, it u
probable that a number of the genera and even groups
treated of in this work as autonomic will have ultimately
to be abandoned There is, however, so much that is of
the greatest value to every microscopist, that we can
corduiUy recommend the work as indispensable to the
student. The plates, some of which are new, and others

re-drawn, are of themselves of great and permanent
value

Temperature Chart of the United States, showing the
Distribution by Isothermal Lines of the Mean lem
perature of the Year Constructed under the direction

of Prof } Henry, Secretary, Smithsonian InstituUon,

^ Charles A. Swott, Assistant U S Coast Survey, in

October 187a

This temperature chart,which bythe wayshould have been
accompanied with some explanatory remarks, has been
issued by the Smithsonian Institution The isotbermals

are given for every 4* F ,
bemnnmg with 36“ in Mmnesota

and the northern shores of Lake Superior, and nsing suc-

cessively to 76“ in the extreme south of Florida. The
lines have evidently been drawn from mean annual tem
peratures, uncorrected for height and are therefore

designed to show the actual distribution of mean annual
temperature over the surface of the United States This
metnod of representing the distribution of temperature,
which has been employed by Petermann and others, is

well suited for various purposes for countries, such as
Russia, which consist chiefly of extensive rolling plains

,

but It IS not suited for Scotland, Switzerland, and other
mountamous regions In the mountamous parts of Great
Britain, for instance, isothermals so drawn, bad we the
data to do it, would be neither more nor less than contour
lines. Tbe Uult of the chart consists in not keeping this

distinction in view Thus, in the Rocky Mountains, the
isothermal of 44” passes over Denver, the mean tempera
ture of which, on an average of three years, is Ji^o,
and m the AllKhany Mountains, Ashviile, N C

,
lies

within the closed isothermal of 48°, but its mean tempera
ture on an average of four years is 54'’ In constructing
such charts mountainous regions should be altogether

kept clear of the isothermals For the vast plains of the

States the chart is a valuable one, and the tracing of

the influence of the lakes nver basins, and more marked
contour lines on the course of the isothennals, is very

instructive. After a somewhat minute examination of

the hnes, we have only to note, in way of criticism, that

the isothermal of 44® is drawn too far northward in the

region of Lake Ontano the mean temperature of Toronto
b<^g 44” 2 and Kingston 42® 8, showing that it should be
drawn nearly along the northern shore of that lake

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The EdUor dots not heldhmudfrttfontMtforepnutmt expressed

by Ms correspondeHtt Nettker tan he undertake to return,

or to eorreipond mth the writers of, rejected manusertfts

No nettee is taken 0/anonymous eonmunteaitont ]

Sub Wealden Exploration

It miist be with great regret that geologists see the announce

sent made in Natv ax, voL xL p 236 that all the enorts to

clear the bore-hole at Netherfidd have been unarailina and that

it has to be abudoned But is it advisable, I would uk, tlut

anolhar dioold be comssenced on the same spotf When the
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1.000 feet were deer, it Memcd dedimble to go deeper, u no one

could tell how soon the Palwoiole rocks wonld be resched > bat

sorely if It is to be recommenced dt neve. It wonW be bettw to

select another dte We already know from the boring nearly all

we can to know—that we an not then on the oxu ofFalwosolo

ft>ck8t but In A
The Kimmeridge clay, which is oio feet tWek at Marqtdse,

becomes thicker in a south westerly direction to 360 feet near

Boulogne, and now we know that ft reaches some 660 feet at a

point six times the distance in a direction W N W ,
whlA

ttiirifwilng is continued to its outom under St Alban s Head,

though it thins ogam to the west The coral rag which occur*

m the Boulonnais is bore gone through ,
it sets in again near

\Veymonth, and since this is followed in the former locality by

385 feet of Oxford clay and Lower Oolitic rocks, we may expect

at least £(X> feet of them at Netberfield befon we reach Falseosoio

rocks, which will bo almost cerainly lower than the coal

The facts so far ascertained by the boring prove, therefore, as

much as we could wish to know, except the age of the Falecozoic

rock when met with, if that could be discovered from the small

core. They show that the spot is to the south of the axis we
are seeking, and the thickenmg of the Kimmeridge day would

tend to throw that uds some considerable distance to the north.

No such Jurassic beds occur at London, Harwich, or Calais

,

but the Cretaceous beds directly overlie the Falaeosoic. The con

ditions on one side and on the other are therefore veiy diSsrent

Xo the north the I’alseoxoic rocks are spread out not so for from

the surface, and on this side only have the coal measures been

proved ; to the south they are scooped, or dip, into a hollow,

m the midst of which is the Netherfield boring, and which hoi

lowing out would have removed all coal bearing strata, even if

originally there.

This verification of what might have been anmed from fact*

already known has been riven us by the Sub.Wealden bonng

;

what more can it do? It has pro^ that our interest is m
localities further to the north, as Messrs. Godwm Austen and

Picstwich supposed it to be. Doubtless no better locality, mar
Bngktim, could have been chosen j but if what is essentially

another Imnng is to lie made, why not select a locality from

which some fresh information nuent be obtained ? A bore at

Folkestone would probably pass through little or none of the

Jurassic series but the best place for a new experiment would
be somewhere in the neighbourhooil of Gunng, which would be

on the line both of Mr Godwin Austen’s and Hr Frestwich's

suppos^ range of coal>fielda. and would afford a crucial test

whether the Falaeosoic rocks are really continnous between

London and Frome at an aoceuible depth , and thu is what we

The Rhinoceros in New Oninea

1 am quite of your opinion thst the occnrtencc of a rhinoceros

in New Gaines is wry imoutly to be doubted (see Natuhs,
vol xi p 348), but I beg leave to menbon a report of a vtry

.. jich I did not succeed, but only saw the sea-shore at a
great distance iirom the height of a mountain cham (I afterwards

succeeded in crossing the continent of New Guinea from the
Geelvlnks Bay mote to the north, over to the Maclure Gull),—and
when huntmg wild pigs along vrith the Papuans^ they told m&
without my queiboning them, of a vary la^t pt^, as they called

it, fixing Its height on the stem of a tree at more than six feet

1 could not get any other information Itom tiiem,
" ‘

did. I caniMt sunpose, so far os my expellee goes, that ll

Papoans are remarkably prone to lies, notwithstanduig I scii^y
doubted the existenoe 01 such a large “ pig ,

’’ and as the sons of
that country are very snpersbtious, and see ghosts and absnrd
phenomena everywhere, 1 may inst mention u an example^
that when I abot, on the same nunting party, a specimen
Xantkamtltu tmnm. that most bnlUant eold-orsiige Bird of
Famdlae, they said war could not kill this urd, because it wonld
Hatton and tnonder when they did I booked that report as an

afflux of their lively imaginotian, thongh not without disouainff

in my diary the possibility and significance of the occsimoe «
a lar^ quadmpM in New Guinea.

It is true this statement does not strongly support lieut.

Smith s eterfu, hot the one gams a grain by the other , I mean,
the prob^ity of the existence of a large qnadmped in New
Gul^ increases a shadow
The other “ fact ” mentioned by BIr Walker[U ), Goneening

the skins of a brilliaat red Bird of Paradise, which were obtained
on the north.east coast, is an interestmg faet indeed, beeanse it

appears to confirm M. d’Albertis’ diaoovety of Paraditta rag’
gtana on the south cout It srould be most valuable to com-
pare the skins of the red Bird of Psradlse from the north-east
and the south coast, or at least those from the first with the
coloured figure jgiven by Mr Elliot in his Monograph ci the
ParadiseidK, to bmxmie sure of their identity At aU events,
if Von Rosmibeig maintains (see Noll s " Zool^scher Garten,’’

January <875), that P raggiaua ia an “artifi^’ skin, hii

assertion u strongly to be repudiated “ Sunilar frauds hepte*
tends to have seen m New Gnlnea, an assertion udiiih is the
bolder snd the more inconsiderate, as he has not had under hii

eyes d’Albertis’ skins. A. B. Mxyik
Dresden, Feb. i

I WAS no donbt wrong m speaking of the occurtcnca of the
rhinoceros in Papua aa a fiict withont the qualificataon “ if con-
firmed , but 1 wrote m a huiry
From the details supplied by Mr Smith, which I annex, I

think there la at least a very strong probability that there is a
rhinoceros in Pspua, and the object ot my letter will have been
attained if it causes explorers on the north coast of that island to
look after it and at the same tune places Mr Smith s name on
record os the discoverer of its indications.

** I The heap of dung first seen, which was quite fresh (not

Moresby tc „ „
assijpi It Qnanbties of dry dang were afterwards seen
“3 Shortly afterwards, the BatUuk being at or near Singa-

pore, CapU Moresby and Mr Smith paid a visit to the Ralah of
Johore, who had a rhinoceros in confinement Mr Smith at
once observed and pointed out to Capt Moresby (who agreed
with bun) the strong resemblance between the dong of this
nnimnl and that they had aeen In Papua.

*' Seeuig there is no animal known in Papua bigger than a
pte t seeum also that Mr Wallace has pointed ontwe African
affimties of many of the animals m the itltnds he associates with
Papua ; seeing also that the bumatran rhinocero* approaches the
African In having two honis and no shields or folds in lU liMf
why should there not be a rbmoceros In Papua approaching stUl
nearer to the Afncan type, or furnishing an additional piece of
evidence m favour of Mr Wallaces hypothesis of a submerged
continent connecting New Guinea, &c , with Africa?"

Chester, Feb i Altrxo O Walsu

Geology and the Arctic ExpediHon
IM the last n^bw of Natork, p. 353, it is stated that the

appointment of a botanist and sooIogUt has bee
I7 the Roysl Society, bnt it does not appear that anythins u
being done for geolo^ *

It may be deemed by soac an erronaons view of the matter,
but 1 am quite disposed to believe that if the necenory ariange-
menu wn be made, seology u more l^ely to derive important
refulU from this expedition than any other oninch of ffirnfe.We are cootmuafly having additions ^ '

a- UMuauiMV HVlUA MB
, DO OOO USmi

cufae a even sDgge^ a probable explaaatioD* It U quite

Su that we want more facts, and
will pro^y never be a better opportnnity of obtaining
than in the course of the new expedition. Carefully >'n««durted
twearches would probably reveal the existence of a still further
extension thsn has hitherto been suspected of the fn«riiifiw>.is
Miocene beds which have already yiehfod soeh valuable resntaT
Even now, it can hardly be donbud, that just the

adwmt of the cold pei^ * megufioent flora, which would
5*^1*!^** “n »«\^t^w*r»th** wenow in
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iiMijr do much towaiM their solution, and it is to he hoped that

those now directing the scientific arrangemenls will not neglect

an mportnoity of such rare occurrence.

There is nothing to be sidd aranst the appointment of a t>oo1o>

rist and botanist, provided geologT be not neglected , but if a
third additloii to trie scientific stelf should be impracticable, it

would appear preferable that a good geologist should be in-

structed to look after the few small plants which may he added

to those already known, than that the opportumty should be lost

of throwing light on a subject which is acknowledged on all

hands to be sluonded in the greatest obscunty
Birmingham Samupl Allfokt

Upper Currents over Areas of Frost

Having been for many years engaged in the discussion of

upper currents, I believe that I can contribute an item of infor-

mation towards the solution of the question asked by M De

Europe, moist southerly winds of mild temperature prevail on
the extreme western coasts of the Bntlsh Isles, and occasionally

of France and Portugal, extensive arena of low pressure

existing on the North Atlantic, and of high over Western and
Centru Europe ,

isobars running nearly S and N , and gradients

being steepest in the W Under these conditions, often per

sistent for nany days, cirrus clouds travel almost invariably with

upper currents from points between S and W in the extreme

west, and commonly from points lietwecn S W and N N W
over the whole western portion of the area of frost

A slight " I acking " of the last mentioned current is

tommemy one of the first local premonitions of the change of

weatlier, and may often lie detected by the observer before any
apparent change has taken place m the atmosphere near the

ea^’s surface, and even when the frost u temporarily becoming
more intense

But this rule is not invariable 1 have several examples m
which the upper current contmued from N or N W uiitll the

thaw hid commenced , and in those instances the southerly

wind, at each station as it reached it, appeared to spring up/rrr

on the earths sur/ait, and to be slowly commumcated to the

higher regions of the atmosphere

And, on the other hand, the upper currents will occasionally

"back,” even to S W or S , when a local depression » ad\m
cing in the S W and about to pats to the S ol the observer

,

when, instead of a thaw, a fall of snow and an mcrease of frost

will piobably occur Without the aid of telegraphic reports it

IS almost impossible beforehand to distinguish this cccurrence

from the advance of the genera} depression in the west
On Jan i, 1875, the cirms travelled from S W in the west,

and irom W over England and France Between this and the

snrface-wind were intermediate currents from S points, of con

siderable vcloaty, and (as shown by the “ silver thaw ”) of high

teinpertturCs

Tn ftosts like that of Jan. and Feb 1855, when the high pres-

sons are in the north, cirrus tnsvels almost invariably iirom W
or S points over the area of frost

It is remarkable that in no instance are cimis-cunents from

eaateriy points aeoompamed by severe frost

On the subject of the general laws of the upper current circn

latian I cannot hen enter , but 1 will mention, at the risk of a

slight egotism, one out of many proofs of the utility of their study

Thru^ the stormysummer of 187a, being constantly questioned

by nmghbonrs as to the probable coming weather, 1 posted a

daily weather forecast on my door In no tmtanceAii. this prove

mcorrect, even os to the hottr of a coming thandentonn And
in an instances these forecasts were prtncipaUy based on calcu

lotions derived from the observation of those npper currents which

"weather prophets," H hoc genus iwnij, almost universaUy

^ CiJCMEMT Ley
^AAby Parra, Lutterworth, Jan 20

Decompoiltion of Iron Pyiitei

The "curious phenomenon" described by Mr hrederic Case

(Natueb, voL xi p 349) is by no means an uncommon one.

it ia due to oxidabun, and the conversion of a portion of the

pyrites into iduble sulphete td iron. This decomposition is
{

much aided by the presence of moisture
, it is very doubtful

whether it would occur at all m a dry atmospheie, and I suspect
that the paiticnlar case m the Mudstone Museum, whete the
pyrites has thus crumbled, is near an outside wall, or otherwue
expoeed to humid infinences. I have seen large heaps of pyrites
thus decomposing at the foot of the troughs where coal slack is

washed before converting it mto coke. The sulphate of Iron
used ID the monuliictnre of Nonlhauscn sulphuric odd Is com-
monly obtained by simUar oxidation of pyntes, which is uded
and economised in this cose by previously roasting sway a poition
of the sulphur

Mr Cese mey easily test the above explanation by placing
some of the crumbled pyntes m a small quantity of water, leaving
It there for an hour or two, then filtenng through blotting paper
and evaporating the clear filtrate slowly to drynesi If I am
right, he will find a residue of small crystals of sulpha e of iron
A few drops on a stnp of glau will be tnfficient to show these
crntals, if magnifying power u used , or the presence of a
soluble sslt of iron msy be shown by adding a little ferro cyanide
of potassium to this filtered liquid

W Mattieu Williams

With reference to a ltatcm^ t and mqmty put forth last week
in your columns by Mr Frederic Case, of Mnidstone, respecting
the decomposition of some iron pyritcv, 1 bqg to state that pre
cisely the same effect took placL with similar speclmeni cxlilwted
in our museum many years aga The cause is due, I understand,
to the influence of air and mouture forming ferrous snljliatc
(green vitnol or copperas) In our case this <.011 appeared in
abundant crystals, and was sufficiently strong to partuJly oblitt-
rate and destroy a contiguous manuscript
Alnwick Mechanics’ Institute Gvo Linowoud

On p 249, voJ XI IS a query by Mr F Case as to the
spontaneous decomposition ol iron pyntes. 1 would suggest
that the lulphnr and iron of the mmeral liave been oxidu«M at
the expenae of the oxygen of the atmosphere in the presence of
moisture, borne yean ago I collected specimens of foMil wood,
Ac , from the 1.0Ddon clay found in a deep well at the comer of
Colchester Gairison. After a time my specimens were crumbllDg
to powder, and were covered with Iwht, silky crystals, which
ujjon analysis proved to be sulphate 0/ iron Upon eximining
the clay minutely it was found to contain numerous golden
spangles, exceedingly small, of native sulphnret of iron or Iron
rentes, and the conclusion amved at was thst these tpooglet
had absorbed oxygen and produced the crystals, and also ren-
deted the specimens fnable. A 1’ Wire

Dunstable

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Variable Stars.—(i) On the 19th of June, 1822,

duniig the visibUiCy of Encke’s comet in the southern
hemisphere, Rumker, who wis then at Paramatta,
NSW, compared the comet with a star which hejudged
to be b^ween the fourth and fifth magnitude, but could
not find in any of the catalogues. The sun Mt at

Paramatta on ws evening at 4h. 58in., and the comet
was observed from 6h 3m, to 6b 46m mean times,
or from an altitude of 30° to 11° An expenencta
observer as Rumker then was would not be likely to
make any great error under these circumstances m esti-

mating the magnitude of his companson-star Olbers
in July 1834 first directed attention to it, as probably a
remarkable variable star He noted lU occurrence in

Harding’s Chart as a seventh magnltnde^ and supposed it

was mserted from an observationV astronomer, who,
as IS well known, compared his maps with the sky , and
further, he pointed out that it had been observed by
Bessel m hu sixty third Zone, 1833, March 14, and then
estimated also of Uie seventh ma^itude Runner deter-

mined the position of his uncatalogued star, by reference

to three neighbounng ones found m the "Histoire

Cdleste," and it agrees almost preasely with that given

Bessel’s Zone This object u No 134 m Sontini’s

Catalogue (DecL- 3“), where it is again estimated a

seventh maiputude. It does not occur m Argelandcr's
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“ Uranometria,” but we find it in the catalogue to Heia’s

Atlas as a 6 7 In the excellent chart of the seventh h<^
of R.A., by Fdiacker of Kremsmilnster. forraing one of the

senes mpaied under the auspices of the Berlin Academy

of Sciences, we find it marl^ only of 8 9 magnitude.

There is consequently sufficient evidence upon record to

justify the appearance of this star in our catali^M of

suspected variaUes, even if it be not considered decisive

as to variability Yet the object seems to have b^
generally overlooked of late years We are nevertheless

able to state that m 1873 “>0 >874 mall fluctuaUoM of

brightness could be detected, and may recommend it to

the attention of observers who are more emecially inte-

rested in the variable stars. The position for the com
mencement of the present year is in nght ascension,

7h 23m os
,
and polar distance, 91° 39* A star of 9 10

magnitude preceaes it about 4 seconds in R.A., and
about I north The colour is a full yellow or light

orange

(2) Mtra Celt according to the formula of smes in the

last catalogue of variable stars, issued by Prof Schonfeld,

will attain its maxnnum in the present year on February

24. The minimum determined in the manner adopted

by this eminent authority will fall on September 30. ^e

i.oiogne, irom a senes or caretui ooservauons oy nimsen.

between July 1862 and November 1863, and Schdnfeid

includes the star in a provisional list prefixed to his cata-

logue of 187s, ascribing a variation between 33 and 39
mag to the brighter component of this beautiful object

It IS not the first time that variability has been suspected

m one component only of a double star We arc able to

state that hut August, /3 Cygni as a naked eye oinect,

certainly looked dimmer tbim we had often remarked it

Th* ZoniACAi Light has presented itself on each
clear evening since our last hut most conspicuously on
the 31st ult It wns then distinctly traceable to ir Arietis,

and at best views a fainter offset appeared to extend very
nearly to the Pleiades The axis passed a few degrees
south of X Piscium. The intensity of light was certainly

more than twice that of the Galaxy in its bnghtes^ part

between the constellations Cassiopea and Cygnus

Encke’s Comft —The re-discovery of this body is not
yet announced, but it will be strange if it is not detected

with the larger telescopes before moonlight interferes in

the evening In 1842, when the perihelion passage
occurred at the same time as in the present year, it

observed with the Berlm 9 inch refractor on Feb. i

much more effective mstruments, however, are now com-
mon, and if the comet a constitution has remained un
changed, we might have expected observations in

January

Haitevs Comet—

I

n our "Astronomical Column,’
next week, we shall give the principal tesulu of the late
M de I’ont&coulant s calculation of the perturbations of
this comet (so interesting, especially to English astro-
nomers) during the actual revolution, and desenbe the
path in the heavens which his work indicates for the
year 191a

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WARDEN OF
THE STANDARDS

'PHERE has been just issued by the Queen’s printers
the Eighth Annual Report of the Warden of the

Standards, Mr H W Chisholm, on the proceedings and
business of the Standards Department of the Board of
Trade
When we remind our readers that the Standards de-

posited in that department have been the result of the
labours of many men of science, including Davies Gilbert,

Wollaston, T Young, Kater.Baily, Sir] Herschel, Earl

of Rossc, Lord Wrottesley, Sir £ Sabine, and lastly, but

most of all, W H Miller and the present Astronomer
Royal, we need scarcely say there should be much m this

Annual Report worthy of our notice We confine our
notice here to that part of the business of this department

which is most likely to interest our readers, without re-

ferring to its various official or State duties

One part of the business of this department appears

to be the conducting of comparisons and other operations

with standards of length, weight, or capacity, in aid of

scientific researches or otherwise Amongst such com-
parisons we note the determmation of the lengths of two
Russian pendulums for use m the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of India, in asccrtaming by combined astro-

nomical and telegrwhic observations the exact position

of a number of meed pomts on the earth’s surface

Standards were also venfied for the Governments of

Canada and India, for speaal use
Chemists and physicists are glad to rely on the accuracy

of their measures or weights, as compared with our own
or foreign standards, and to be assuim of the constancy
of the umts employ^ in their researches. This part of
the business of the Standards Department would appear
therefore to be of practical use to those whose researches

require such accuracy To maintam uniform the weights
and measures of our laboratories is not only aiding indi

vidual research, but facilitaUng the exchange of scientific

experience
Many additional instruments are stated to have been

added to the valuable collection of comparing apparatus
deposited in this department one of these is the newCrful air pump, by Delcuil, to be attached to a vacuum

ce Dunng the preparation of new gold and silver

rtandord tnal plates, elaborate experiments were made byrtandord tnal plates, elaborate expenments were made by
die chemist of the Royal Mmt, on gold and silver alloys.

in the paper by J Norman Lockycr, F R 5 , and ^

Giandler Roberts, read before toe Royal Society on
Nov 20, 1873, on the quantitative analysis of certain
alloys by means of the spwtroscope

Attention is called in this Report to the teaching of
weights and measures in schools. There is no doubt that
a Iwrgc number of obsolete and unnecessary weights and
measures are used in school text books. The teaching of
the metric system of weights and measures is now aban
doned m schools under the authonty of the Education
Droartment
The use of the mirror and electric lamp has been so

eloquently demonstrated by Professor Tyndall, that our
readers will be glad to see appended to the Report apaper
on the emplwment of a mirror and a ray of light for
mdicating differences in standard weights, or in measures
of length. This paper is a translation of a paper by
C A bteinbeil, read in 1867 at the Imperial Academy m
Sciences at Vienna, and is a vAluable record of the work
of one who spent his life in scientific research

Also appended to this Report is a short table for the
reduction to 0“ C of readings of barometers with metric
graduations on their glass tubes, based on those coeffi-
cienu of the expansion of mercury and glass odop^ in
standard measurements, vu, —

•

Cubic expansion of mercury . 000017971 for i” C
Linear exparuion of glass 000000886 „
As an instance of the precision with which measure*

menu are now made, we may refer to p. 40 of this Report,
from which it appears that the value of a micrometer was
determmed at two different penods to be 000003181 W
000003183 mch respecbvely

, showing a difference of
only 000000002 inch. Such precision may appear to be
scarcely necessary «c«)t m particular researches. As,

I

however, any error in the proouction of a direct copy of
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« itandard is many tunes repeated and multiplied m the

production of a mght or measure even for laboratory

use, such precision Is absolutely necessary in the original

standards For this reason w who value precision in

their researches should take care that at least their units

of measurement hare been directly compared with the

standards.

SCHREIBER S EUROPEANHERPETOLOGY*
'T'HIS volume, issued ^ the publishers of 8188108*3

well known work on European Mammals, and iltus

trated in nearly the same fashion, with numerous excellent

woodcuts, will be very welcome to naturalisu, os supply

ing in a compendious form an account of an Important

secuon of the Vertebrates of our Continent, on which

there has hitherto been no generally recomised authority

In England, it is true, we have Bell's “ British Reptiles,” if

It IS not out of print But as regards the lower forms

of terrestrial vertebrates, Dame Nature has, we know,

treated the Bntish Islands rather scurvily The fact is,

these cold blooded animals cannot stand a continuously

low temperature, and the icc-shcet which so recently

enveloped us must have destroyed all traces of reptilian

and amphibian life, so that we have onlv what has been

received from the ConUncnt subsequently to the ‘ Great

Ice Age And this is the reason of our scanty allowance

Europe generally, as we shall see from Dr hchreiber’s

pages, IS much more bberally furnished with representa*

Uvei of these two orders of vertebrates.

Dr Schrelber commences his work with an account of

the European Amphibians, which naturally fall under the

two sections Vrodcta and Annra Of the Urodelcs, or

Tailed Amphibians, two families are recognised, one con

tsdnmg only the abnormal form Proteus, the other the

Salamanders, which are divided into seven genera, con
taming altogether fifteen European species. The tailless

division of the order, which comprehends the frogs and
their niiiM, IS not quite so numerous, only twelve species

being recognised as European, which are assimed to

eight genera. The account of these onunals is followed

by a very interesting chapter on their distnbution,

accompanied by many illustrations of it m a tabular form

Genera and species of Amphibians are aiike most

abundant in the south While England only has eight

species belongmg to three genera, Gerinany has fifteen

belonging to eight, and France twenty one distributed

^*TSe*\wa(f*an? larger division of Ur Schreiber’s

work treats of European reptiles, begmmng with the

Snatre* and proceeding through the senes of Saunans

to the few European representatives of the order of

As m the former section, each species is

well desenbed, and particulars are givoi as to its distn

bution and habits. The variations m form and colour,

which in some of the luards and snakes are very nume.

rous, are likewise given, and the mean seems to have

been preserved between recognising too many species on

the one band, and allowmg too few on the other Alto*

gether, twenty four snakes, thirty five lizards, and five

tortoises (sixty four reptiles in all) are treated of as

occumng witmn the limits of the Contment of Europe.

A full treatise on the range and distribution of these

^ty*four animals is appended to this portion of the

volume^ which is concluded with remarks upon the coUec

tion, preparation, and transmission of specimens of these

animatu- Qn the whole, we can cordially recommend

Dr Schreiber’s work as an excellent handbook and wwk
of reference fbr those who are Interested in this branch of

nabiral histoiy

• HoTMsIrala JtiaroMa. tlMSnuouuiicht Btarb^tiuB <l<r AmpbilMa

ttnd lUpUlM wtldM fabhw U Kmna .u^pfiiiiden V°n.Pt. KSijl

SdufSitf. DiiwMr sa du Ob»rrig;hiiU m OSia anuiii^de,T
xwA8»w,Cwp».,«wia*n««>0iWC0deuli.

BOTANY IN QUEENisLAND

I
N his last report on the Brisbane Botanic Gardens,
Mr Walter Hill, the director, gives some interesting

deoils on the progress of the garden, and more especially
with regard to his tnp to the Bellenden Kerr rang& on
the north-east coast of Queensland, in November last
Lookmg at the garden in a utihtanan point of view, rather

than as a place of recreaUon and enje^ent—for which
purposes, however, it is latgely patronised—we find that

the experimental department sail continues to prove its

utility in the introduction and distnbutaon of plants yield-

ing mwducta of commercial value , frequent apphcation is

made for plants yielding fibres, medianal products, dyes,

&c , more especially among this group of plants are appli-

cations made far indigo for the planters uj^n the northern

nvers. Mr HiU thinks that the growth and manufacture
of indigo will probably assume the proportions of valuable

and important mtcrest in the tropical regions of the

colony, whenever labour can be obtained at a sufficiently

cheap rate The experimental coffee plantation has
proved very satisfactory dunng the past year, and the

demand for sugar cane continues, trials in its cultivation

having succeeded in several previously untried localities

Amonnt other economic plants distributed for experi

mental cultivation in Queensland may be mentioned the

olive, tea, palm oil, lavender, senna, medicinal rhubarb,

cocoa, clove, cinnamon, nutmeg, vanilla, ginger, &c
That tnals in the acclimatisation of many of these valu-

able economic plants are intended in earnest will be
understood from the following extract from the report

Mr Hill says “ I would beg to call attention to the expe-
diency of setting apart 400 acres upon both the Johnstone
and the Damtree rivers, these distneu offering better

advantages as regards aspect and soil than the reserve at

Cardwell possesses for the cultivation of the Clove (Carj>o-

phyllus aremntiats), the Nutmeg {Myrtsitca mosekata),

the Vanilla {^Vanilla aromattca), the Cocoa {Theobroma
cacao), the Coca {P rythroxylon coca), the Mangosteen
{Garama mmeoslam), the Dunon (Duno aibemuns),
the Bread Fruit {Artocarpus tnctsa), 8tc which require

some more degrees of heat and moisture to bring them to

perfection than can be had at Cardwell In fact, with

the vast vanety of chmate and soil of Queensland, it must
of necessity be the case that each locality has a distinct

description of vegetation moat suited to it”

Witn rMard to the ascent of Bellenden Kerr, we are

told that the first two miles of the course led through low
ground, wluch, after much wet weather, must become a
swamp. The vegetation consisted oi Barrmetoma carya,

F MuelL, Ptychosperma altxandna F Muell , Calamus
australis Mart (lawyer Canri, Bimbusa arutuitHocea,

Retz ,
Pandanus aquaticiis, F Muell , whilst on the

higher portion of the ground were IVormia alata, R.Br,
Dysoxylon oppostttfolmtu, F Muell, A^lata elaagnoidea,

Benth., lawyer cane, bamboo, screw pines, &c A fine

watercourse was here crossed, which was referred to as

the Bellenden River Along the banks of this river the

trees consisted of the genera Caslattotpermum, Eueyttia,

Brucea, Xtmenta, Elaocarpus, Ov/ema, &c The soil on
both sides was of a sandy nature, with a good admixture

of vegeuble matter It took about three hours to reach

this pla^ the distance of which was calculated at about

three mdes from the point of departure, and having risen,

Bccordmg to the aneroid, to an elevation of 160 it Having
found a spur, four hours and a half were consumed in

covenng a distance of one mile and a halfr through a

complete mass of bamboos, lawyers and screw ^nes,

where the mooring party campra for the night on a

small incline between two ndges, at an elevation of

only 1,150 ft. The trees m this neighbourhood ronsistM

of Ertoglossum edule, Bl, Cupama Robertsomi, F Muml,

Atalaya sabet/oUa, Bl., Harpulha LetchardHt,F MueH.,

Caslamupermum australe, A. Cunn,, Mtmusops i^tfot^
R,Br, Adsras poMstummema, F Muell thic
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growth of the Pandanus wai not one of flie least obstacle!

enconntered m the ascent One tree fern {Alsopktla Rt-

btcca, F Muell ) and a climbing fern {Glnchenta Her-

manm, R Br ),
which runs up to a height of 50 or 60

were so abundant that in some places a way had to be

cut through them Alsophtla Rebecca was occasionally

so much entangled with other plants such as Smilax

elltpUca, R Br ,
Flagellara ttidica, Willd

,
&c ,

that to

penetrate them was a work of extreme difficulty

TTie top of the range is 5 300 ft above the sea-level,

and in dm weather, considenng its situation, the sur-

rounding scenery must be very fine, at the time Mr
Hill and his party visited it, however, everything be-

low was hidden by mist Though the mam purpose of

the expedition was the exploring of a certain portion of

the north cast coast of Queensland with the view of

ascertaining the adapubility of the soil for cultivation,

the result was not without interest m a botanical point of

view, namely, the discovery of new plants Mr Hill

records two new palms, discovered at an altitude of

2,000 ft ,
one of which was a beautiful plant about 20 ft

high, with leaves or fronds about 20 ft long and a stem

about 9 in in diameter the other grew about 12 ft high,

and Its stem was about 3 in m diameter , this appeared

to be a species of Kenltn A fine proteaceous tree about

60 ft. high, with splendid enmson flowers^ was seen at

2,500 ft ,
and at 500 ft lower down a beautiful new orchid,

a species of Anactochutu^ was discovered Besides these,

other new plants of moK or less interest were seen, which

in course of time will no doubt find their way to this

country
It is not so very long since Baron Mueller recorded the

discovery of some colossal trees of the Eucalyptus group

in the back gullies of Victoria, trees that rivalled, and
even excised, in height the largest known Wellingtonia.

Now Mr Hill tells us of a splendid Dammira tree

passed by him in his descent from the top of the range,

the height of which he roughly estimated at not less

than 120 ft with a trunk 4 ft through Dammara ro

busitt, C Moore, is the only species at present recorded

in Australia, and thu is found rather abundantly in the

Queensland forests, and is stated to grow to a height of

150 ft
,
so that m the matter of height the tree seen by

Mr Hill does not exceed any previously known, but a
trunk 12 ft in circumference is not a small tree

We hope that Mr Hill will be enabled to mike a
further exploration of this part of Queensland, and pub-
hsh the account of his journey in a more detailed form

John R Jackson

THE TOCK TAY, OR LARGE HOUSE LIZARD
OF EASTERN BENGAL

T'HIS noisy but harmless animal generally finds a
lodgement m the bamboo and mat houses of the

district &t are anywhere near the jungle It is also
fond of livmg in hollow trees, which give great resonance
to Its loud and strongly staccatoed cry of teck tay It is

of a green tmt, mottled over with red spots, and suckcred
feet like its smaller congener, the Tick ti^ee, enable it

to run under beams and bamboos. Its cry is, however,
very different from the gentle tick tick of die small lizard,

being sufficient at mght to awake the soundest sleeper
He b^ms with a loud rattle as if to call attention

, this is
followed by another and more unperative rattle, and
when everybody may be supposed to be listening, he
strikes in deliberately with tock iay—a. motm—tock ttgi—
another moan-tack-tay—a, last and final moan, with
which he winds up, not to be heard again for anmterval.

In the way of edibles he is fond of a good crust, and
the common dung-beetle frequently furnishes him with a
pUucuriiutema That msensate insect becomes an easy
prey,owing tohu heedless rattle-dum-clasfa ways, heu die
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f^t extinguisher of lights at night m native houses, and
Europeans are also familiar with his strong sustained

drone, varied by mtervals of silence when he nas dashed
against some rafter or projection, or given himself a heavy
ful , but he IS not to be discouraged, and is soon up and
droning about as dismally as ever

The drone, however, is sometimes suddenly quenched
without the consequent thump on the floor, and when this

IS followed by a crunching sound overhead one may safely

infer that it is Tock tay who has been lying m wait for him
and has snapped up ms prey
These lizards may easily be caught dunng the day by

slipping a noose over their necks tmile they are asleep in

an exposed position ,
and when so caught they snarl,

growl, and snap at their captor in a very ferocious way
1 have not heard, however, that they are venomous.

CB

NOTES
Tiis cause of Technical Edacation is already much in

debled to Sir Joseph Whilwonh who has just added to hit

former judicious lienefoctions by proposing to found, in connec

tion with Owens College Manchester, Kmg a College London,
and University College, London, a certain number of Whit
worth Lxhibitions, in order to fit young men having a mecha
meal instinct and some I Itle experience better to become candi

dates for the Whitworth Scholarships. Competitors for these

exhibitions must comply with certain reasonably easy con
ditions, and the succttsful competitors will be entided to

receive during the two years next following the examination,

instruction m all such subjects (being part of tlie course of e«ch

College) as shall better prcjiare them for the Whitworth Scholar

ship Examination—viz., practical plane and solid geometry,
machine drawing, mathematics, theoretical mcchames, applied

mechanics, and freehand drawmg Sir Joseph Whitworth will

pay each College annually for four years, as a tnal of the success

of bis proposal, the sum of loof for or towards, at the option of
each College the academical expenses of the exhlbiUoners,

Tiik Cambridge Mathematical Tripos bos been pnblished
, it

contains this year eighty six names, of whom twenty eight ate
Wranglers, thirty four ore Senior Optimes, and twenty four

Junior Optimes The Senior Wrangler is Mr John William
Lord, of Timity CoUege, a son of the Rev Isaac Lord, of

Walton near Ipswich, lately a Baptist minister in Birmingham.
He was educated at Cambridge House, Birmingham, then at

Ametsham Hall School, near Reading In 1868 be obtained
honours at the matriculation exammation of the University of
London. At the examination for M A, in June 1874, he was
awarded the gold medal hx mathematics. In 1870 he entered
Trinity College, Cambndge, when he was awarded an open
scholarship for mathematics, and subsequently was dected a
foundation srdiolar He was dedored equal m merit for the
Sheepshanks Astronomical Exhibition with Mr Lewis, of Trinity

College The Rev E. W Blore was his college tutor, while he
received private tuition from Mr E. J Routh, of St Peter’s

College. Mr Lord was distinguished as an athlete^ and regularly
rowed in bis College boat

The Minister ef Finances of France has at last consented to
pay into the hands of M Eiehens the money whidi he required
to begin the constructicm of the meridian tdescope presented fay

the banker Bishofsheim to the Fans Observatory M Leverrier’s
letter noticmg the fiict was gazetted. The finanefal rules of the
French Adnunistration are so stringent that they could not fas

altered for the deftnee of the conntry during the Franco-German
war , conseqiiently it is an mdieation ofthe growing spirit of the
times to see they are no longer available for obstmeting the pafli

ofsdenee. The opposition of the Minizlsr to die ps^ment of
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tbe 1,300/ wUeh b«d been pieced lo hb hendi M Bbhof

fheiin for certein patpotee bed ettracted mnch notice^ end tbe end

0/ tbe di£Bcult7 bee created qoite e eenietloii.

Tun Obeereetoiy of Ferie ii to give e lenee of nirkt on the

fiiet Monday of ee^ montb. Inetrumenta will be pleoed et tbe

diipoiel of witon for obeerving celestial phenomena, end the

moet important inventions will be exhibited end expleiiied.

Thi method of electing the Freildent of the French Academy
of Sciences is very pecnliar In the beginning of Janneiy each

year a member is nominated Vice-president for the year, and

becomes President the following year withont being re-eleeted

The appointment is mode alternately in the elasses of Physical

Science and Mathematics. It being the turn this year of the

letter section. Admiral Paris baa been elected Vice-president and

will be Presi^t for 1876 The President actnally in office is

M Frdmy, the celebrated chemist M Pans was bom at Brest

in 1806, and his first voyage was on board the Attralaie, m which

he cirenmnavigated the globe, under Dumont d Urville, in 1826.

He lost his left bend et Pondicherry In 1837, when visiting a

factory Ho bos written many books on steam navigation, and

IS a member of the Navigation Section of the Academy He
was aeated an admiral in 1858.

Thirf exist in the largest French provmcial towns local

Academies, the proceedings of which seldom attract atten

tion beyond their immediate vicinity but they never lose

an opportunity of Adlowing tbe lead of the Academy of

Sdenees of Pans, The Paris Academy having appomted

M Bertrand successor to M Kile de Beaumont, as per

petunl secretary, the Academy, of Toulouse shortly afterwards

sent to M Bertrand a brevet of membership to fill the place

vacated by the demise of his predecessor As M Elie de Beau-

mont wu a member of the Academies of Lyons, Bordeaux,

Marseilles, &c., M Bertrand has a very good chance to acetmro

without moving all the academical honours which belonged to

Us predecessor, except In the dtics where he was himself

prevtously a load academician.

TiiK ansmel conference for regulating the operations of the

Mmt in connection with mternationol coinage was held recent y
at tbe French Foreign Office, Paris. Except Greece, repre

aentatives of all the other nations who are parties to the inter

national convention for the inter drcnlation of decimal coins,

were preront The system extends now to France, Italy, Bel-

gium, Switserland, and Greece. No measures of importance

were passed, but it is supposed that some useless restnebons <»

coinage wilh be abolnhed in 1876

Tub Kelnuche ZtOung of Jan. 19 cootains a letter

Irom the celebrated African travdler. Dr G Schweinfurth,

firoaa which we learn that, by order of the Khedive of

Egypt, Herr Rohlfs has distrlhuted among a number of eminent

personages, scientific societies, and men of science, one hnn

dted albums, magmficentlygot up, and containing a coUechmi

of fifty huge photographs of the Libyan Desert, by Remeid,

of Gostendonlc, near Aldekerk. Remeld accompanied Herr

Ridi]&’ expedition of last winter into the deserts of Africa, and

has, for the first time, photographed landscapes of the district

roentiooed in a highly aitisdc manner Vfhoever knows the

diffisreat characteristics of the Afhcan dimate compared to

the European one, will understand that considerable lUll was

required to produce real works of art nnder such altered con

dltions. It is to be regretted that the handsome collectioa can

not be obtained by purdmae only a lew iavouted ones can

derive from it that cnjoyaaist that every lover of nature would

naturally axperlanee from photogtapht 10 highly Intereating

yi% learn from the Xtlnhch* ZtOuttg that on January ao

the first meeting of tbe Italian division pfnhe Internatloiial

Commission for the Measuring of the Meridian took place at

the Military Topographical Office at Naples. The members
are General da Vecchi (president). General Ricci, Major Fertero
(secretsiy), the astronomeis De Oasparis (Naples), Respigi

(Rome), Sontinl (Padua) Schiapparelli (Milan), and Professors

Betoechi, Schiavoni, and Oberholtser The meeting, in making
out the programme for 1875, continned the work begun at the

autumn meeting at Dresden.

IM Tcferenee to the proposed Channd Tunnd between France
and England, we may refer our readers to Naturk, vol 1

,

pp ifio^ 303, 631, andvoL X., p 181, where the scientific bear

mgs of the subject ore pretty fully discussed While on this

matter we may state, on the authority of La /fatnre, that there

has been m existence for some time m Spam an Inter continental

Railway Company, whose obiect is to connect Europe and
Afnca by a tunnd underneath the btraits of Gibraltar, the

maximum depth of which is 819 metres.

Dr Coum hat published, in the Proceedings of the Philadel-

phia Academy, a synopsis of an elaborate wnrk by him upon the

mice of North America, based upon the many thousands of ipe

clmens in the Smithsonian Institution In this he considerably

reduces the alleged number of species^ although describing some
that he considers new

Dr. Rsgkl, m on appendix to the second fascicule of his
" Descriptiones plantarum novarum et minus cognitarum m
regionibus Tnrkistamcis, etc ,

coUeclis,’ defends his theory of the

descent of the grape vine of the Old World, in its numerous
varieties, from PUu latruKa and K val/Haa, two New World
spedes, the former extending to Japan V farvi/aita and lanala

of Roxburgh, Indian species, he identifies with the foregoing,

and thus traces out the relationship oi the grapes of the Old and
New Worlda Although Dr Regcl can see his way to this

extreme of variation, he still holds fast to tbe opmiun that ' the

specific limits of any sjiccies whatsoever were called into exist

ence (or defined) with the appearance of the first iiuhvldual ol

that species, and that there 11 no gradual evolution from the

lower to tbe higher oiganisms

A SECOND XDITION of Hooker’s "Synopsis Filicum has

just appeared It will be remembered that the late Sir William

Hooker left tbe original work unfinished, and that it was taken

up and completed by Mr J G Baker The second ediUon has

also been prepared by the same genllemaa A penod of about

six years bai elapsed since tbe first publication, and the edition

before us contaiu fou* hundred additional specica The Idea of

a spedes as developed in this work is very broad and com) 1,.

hcnsive , hence this number represents nearly as many distinct

new forma, very few coming under the denomination of " critical

speciea ” The total number of spedes admitted now exceeds

3 600 The additional spedes are given m an appendix occu

pylng seventy seien pages In the body of the work a number

of bad species have been reduced to their respective types, and

their places taken by new species. A relatively large ptopotbun

of the new species are tree ferns—Cyathea, 35 ,
Hemitelia, 11

}

Alsopbila, 35 , and Dteksonia, 13 , and there aro no fewer than

sixty new tp^s each of the new genera Polypodium and

Ncpbrodinm, in the extended sense given to them in this work

Asplemnm it represented by about fifty new species. Only one

new genus is given, Diplora, on atplenioid form from Solomon

Islands, bringing the total up to seventy-sbi 'W’hether the

genenc and specific limits adopted in thb work be accepted or

reiecled, the book is indiipcnuble to all ptendologlsts. We
may asentloa that the complete index has been issued in a

teparate form, which will be very utefU to all lovers of ferns

and horticnltunsti generally

AN accemnt hu reached ns of tbe Memorial Meeting of tl e

Boston Society of Natural History, on the yih of October, 1874,

held to mark the death of Dr Jeffities Wyman in September
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lilt of whole life we gate iome account ihortly after The

1
nndpal addieas at the meeting wn» by Prof Aia Gray, who

sketched Dr Wyman life and hu work as a biologist Prof

Gray speaks in very high terms of Dr Wymans work In

the memoir on h-oj^lodyUt Gonlla, read before the Boston

Society m 1847 and of which the osteology and introductory

history U by Dr Wyman, and in the subsidiBiy papers, Prof

Gray says, " may be found the substance of all that has since

been brought forward bearing upon the osteologicai resem

blances and dilTerenccs between man and apes.
’

Wk note the receipt of the Annual Report for 1873 oi the

Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society, one of

the most energetic of this class of societies in the kingdom

Phete IS a very interesting address by the retiring president, Mr

W R Hughes, I L S ,
in which he reviews briedy the recent

progress of the study of Marine Zo< logy We are glad to see

that the Soaety contemplates going so far afield on an exploring

excursion as the Mediterraneiin , our readers may remember that in

the autumn of 1872 they made a very successful dredging excursion

to Teignmouth. Mr Hughes suggests that the Birmingham and

similar societies should combine in a petition to the proper

quarter to obtain any surplus siiecimcns from the ChaUengtr col

lec'ion which may remain after tlie British Museum and other

headquarters for specimens have been supplied The su^^estion

seems to us a very reasonable one, though it may bo found that

after all the Challenger speumens will not go very far in this

respect We arc glad to sec that the Society contmues to be

increasingly prosperous.

Wk are gratified to learn that a Natural History Soaety and

Field Club was successfully inaugurated at Watford on the 33rd

iilumo It has commenced with about fifty members, ladies

and gentlemen, and Mr J Hopkinson was appointed secretary

We wish the Society every success
,

it is the only one of the

kind m Hertfordshire, and we liope it will set itself in earnest

0 extend an I complete our knowledge of the natural history

of that county

Prof IlAt iitN has lately pnnted a catalogue of the pub*

lications of the United States Geological Survey under his chnrgev

filling a pamphlet of twenty pages.

In the number of tiie Pharmaceutualyownal for Jan 33, Mr
k M Holmes throws considerable li^ht on the botc^col source

of the new drug Jaborandi 1 rof Bailkm was the first to refer

it to a species of I'tloeaijms but upon very insuffiaent materials

Mr Holmes, however, has succeeded in obtaining better sped
mens, induding some npe fruits, and from these lie arrives at the

conduslon tliat there arc two or more distinct varieties of the

drug, one of which is very near if not identical wall Pilvarpus

j-ennaltfolius, Lem , another from a si edes of the same genus

not yet known, and another still from a species of Piper lliesc

are now in use both m France and England, but several other

plants posseuing similar properties and known under the same
iiime of Jaborandi are in use in South America With r^^aid

to its physiological action, Mr Martindale contributes some inte*

reshng notes in the Pkarmaceulteal Jonmal for Jan 16

The JeurHol of the Society of Arts quotes an ortide from the

JourHol de la SociM iTl/orttcitlture on indiaiubber producing

plants. This paper is a nfraw 'ofwell known facts rdating to

these valuable plants, the only point of interest being in ctmnec*

t'oB with the Central American Caoutchouc Tree, Cattilloa

elattka, Cerv , which, we are told, in the district of St John, in

Nicaragua, furnishes employment to from 600 to 800 persons, in

drawing off the juke In the neighbourhood of Panama about

3,000 persons are so employed.

Some official coirtspondence relating to the conservation of
j

the Government forests in Ceylon has been published in Colombo,

from which we learn that a good deal of Satin Wood (CUwwo>-
len stmdema), Calamander (Dmpyrot fueenta), and Ebony
(Dtetpyrot eteuum), exists in the forests, and thd the system

felling trees by the natives for firewood and other uses, though

illegal, is still carried on to some extent, many of the natives

being quite ignorant of forest reservation, while others are such

adepts at stealing that the forest officers are not suffidently

numerous to prevent it

Col. PlayFAIR, the Consul Genend' of Algeria, reports that

the cultivation of Ae vine in that country is becoming yearly of

greater importance, the advance m the prices of vrlne in France

having given a greater impetus to its cultivation in Algeria. The
Sahel, which comprises an area of 135,000 acres, is specially

suited to tlie vine culture, and it is anticipated that this space

will some day be nearly covered with the plant At the time of

writing the report. Consul Playfair says, the Phylloxera had not

reached Algeria, and the importation of vine-cnttings from any

part of Europe was rigorously prohibited

Mr. j M Wilson, of Rugby, writes (Jan. 39), with reference

to Antares —
* The subjoined measures may interest the readers of the astro-

nomical column m Nai urk, vol xL p 349 I will measure it

again soon —
Powtion Dutancb Data.

368 7 3 46 73 43

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Cardens during

the past week include a Clouded Tiger {Pelu maerteelu) from

Burmah, purchased
,

an Aura s Fox (Camt atara) from South

America, presented by Mr J Williamson, a Common Para
doxure iPamdoxurtu typus), a Bonnet Monkey (Afaeaau radt

atm), and a Macaque Monkey (M cynomolgm), all from Indio,

presented by Mr D D Abbott, Miss S Melley, and Mr F.

G Lane respectively

DE7PRMINATJON OF THE VELOCITY OF
LIGH7 AND OI THE SUN'S PARALLAX*
T 11AD the hoaonr to submit to the Academy various improve*

ments relating to the method devised in 1840 tqr M FIsean
for the direct detemunation of the velodiy of light T^heae
improvements, tried upon a moderate distance (10,310 metres
between the Ecole PoMechnique and Mont Valfnen, V =
298,500 kdometres, probable error below o-oi), entirely sue*
cecded, and permittea me to affirm that the Improved method
was capable of giving results of great precision under the condi*
tions of operating at a greater and bcUer dstermihed
and employing more i^erful apparatus
The preparations of the exp^tion for observing the Thudt

of Venus drew the attenbon of astronomers to the utOity of a
precise determination of the velocity of light, for this velodty
combined with certam astronomical constants allows the calcula-
tion of the sun s parallax, of which the direct observation de-
mands such labonons voyages and the devotion of many astro-
nomers. Thus, at the suggestion of M Le Verrier, directw of
the Pans Observatory, andof M Fixean, member of the Council
the Council of the Observatory deexled at the commencement of
1874 that a deternunation « the velodty of Ik^ shouM be
undertaken without neglecting anything that coulo^ve to the
operation all the desuAle prMlston.
The Council did me the honour of confiding to me this im-

portant operation Much hononred by and very happy at this
dedsioo, 1 should neverthdess have hesitated to accept so grave a
responsibihty had 1 not been strongly encoura^ Ira M
who has not ceased dnnng the whme duraticei of the labour to
offer me the most hberal and predous advice.

After a seaidiing examination of various stations I
the Observatory and the tower of Mondhdry, distant aboutan
kilometres. 1 was guided in this chdee by the considemtioa

*^»d^&omapa|)ertsadbyU A Coran bifiira dw ParbAsodsav
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tluit the value of the dutance of these two point* U beyond the

pale of all dlicastion In (act, their poution ha* hem deter-

s^ed or venM by the most eminent observers, especially on
the occasion of ereat geodesic works and of the measure of^ the

velocity of sound undertaken by the Academv in the last century,

at the time of the meridian opmtions, of the determination of

the metre, of the map of France, and of the new measure of the

velocity at sound made by the Uureau des Longitudes. These

two stations are thus in a manner classic, and are bound up with

the most glorious memories m the history of French scieuce

The expenment was installed m conditions worthy of the im*

pottance of the problem to be solved The emission telescope

ha* not less than 8 85 metres focal distance, and o 37 m. aper

tore. The meLhamsm of the toothed wheel permits a velocity

of the latter exceeding 1,600 revolutions per second , the chrono

graph and dectnc recorder ensure the incosureoient of time to

tne thousandth of a second M Brdmet, to whom the construe

tion of these pieces of mccluinism had been confided, has brought

to bear upon their execution that devoted co-operation which he
has always given to all the operations with which his name is

AU the apparatus is firmly fixed on the superior terrace of the

Otorvatoiy , an cicctnc cummumcalion, establishing the corre

spondenca of llie cliroiiogra). h with the beatings of the pendulum
of the mendinn chamber, fixei the un t of time with the greatest

precudon. At the opposite station, on the summit of the Mont
Ui^ry tower, there u but a reflecting collimator, of which the

objective is o 15 in in aperture and s m focal dutance , it u
surrounded by a large cast iron 1 ipe, fixed into the wall, 111 order

to secure it from the curiosity of visitors

The description of the a|)paralus and of the method of oluerva

tion will form the subjects of a detailed memoir I will only

recall now the pnnciple of the method A beam of light is sent

ocroM the teeth of the movmg wheel, which beam is reflected

from the opposite slauoa Ihe lummons point which results

from the return of tin. rays appears fixed, notwithstanding the

interruptions of the beam, owing to the persistence of the impres

sums uptm the retina. The exper ment consists in ascertaining

tlie velocity of the toothed wheel, which cxtmgulshes this

lumtHfus tent Extinction occurs when, in the time necessary for

t^ light to traverse double the distance of the stations, the wheel
has substituted a tooth for the mien U between two teeth which
permitted the passage of the light at starting, so that the exiinc

tion of the order h corresponds to the of 2 n — i scmi

teeth dnnng this short ace of time The ww of the motion of

the mechawm which moves the toothed wheel iiucrlbes itself on

a smoked cylinder, and the observer, by an electric signal,

leoordf the precise moment when the necessaiy velocity u

The observations ore thus preserved a* tracing*, which 1 have
the honour to submit to the Inspection of the Acaaenre
The following is a summaiy of the result* obtained from 504

experiments, which 1 have sought to vary by diversity of wheels,

by the number and form of the teeth^u well as by the raagm
tude and directum of the rotation. These results represent the

velocity of light m air expressed in kilometres per second of

mean time , they are arranged according to the order n of the

extmction which determine them , the number accompanying
them represents their r latwe weighlt, that is, the product of

the number of observations mto the factor an - *

»»=4 »»=S *»=6

V 3«>i'30 300,530 300,750 300,820 299,940
»X{»n-i) 15x7 33X9 MX II 10X13 7X15

nmg H=lO M rr «=ii «=i3
V 300,550 300,640 300,350 3«\Soo 300,340

94X17 69X19 7»X2i 3X33 4X25
i»=:i4 «-i5 »«i6 «=I7 *=i8

y 300,350 300,290 300,620 300,000 300^150
*X(2>»-i) 9X27 65x29 4X3* aaX 33 35X35

2^5*50 300,060

6X37 » 36X41dX(a»-i)

The agreement of these numbers is as close os can be desired

in expenments of such difficulty, and which the least undulation

of tho atmosphere con hinder } it is true that I always awaited a
purity and exceptional calmness of the atmosphere to make
ttieia measurementa, my patience being thereat much tried, but
owing to this precaution the senes have always been very regular

It is necemsry to add, that in no cate can almospbenc disturb*

ancesbethecauseoc systematic errors, for their occurrence it

alivays fortnltons, and on the mean of a large number of obterva*
tions their influence is ml

cnmstance, were able to be performeil by day with sunlight.

Notwithit^mg the diflerence m the nature of the lummoua
source, the result does not deviate from the mean.

krom this the 'olsr parallax is deduced in two diflerent

1 J-rom He eguatuH of Ut^lU —It is thus that was designated

m the lost century the time $ which the sun’s light takes to tra

vene the mem radius A’ of the terreslnsl orbit. The reduction
of more than a thousand eclipses of Jupiter g satelhtes gave
Delamhre S = 473 2 mean seconds. Calling t the parallax of
the sun and p the equatorial radios of the earth [p

= 6378 233
km ), we have obviously R —Vt, p = A tang r, whence tang • =

f and a
K«

^8" 878

compokiuon of the mean velocity M of the earth I

the velocity of light V) the value a — 20" 25 Accordmgto
W Struve this nurolier ought 1 1 be increased to 20" 445 alia

c piation of condition designating by T the duration In mean
seconds of the sidereal year (

i

365 26 x 86400), will be —
tango 1

“ j. y j y j tang

,

whence

tang.-“ ^^7taiiga

By sQbbtitutmga - 20' 25 we deduce s - 8* 88t , with 20 445
we get 8" 797 The agreement of the two methods is complete
if we ado| t Bradley s number

I will recall the fact that Foucault had, by the method of a
revolving mirror, found for the velocity of hgbt the number
298,000 Kiu , but with au indeterminate approximation, and by
combming this value with btruve’s constaiil he concluded 8’ 80
to be the value of the solar parallax.

The study of the planetary perturbations leads to a value for
the solar parallax which SI ill further increases the mterest of this

agreement 1 will specially cite the profound study of the per
turbations of the motions of Venus and Mars made by M Le
Venier, and which has led to the following numbers c =
8" 853 by the consideration of the latitudes of Venus at ihe
momeuts of the transits of 1761 and 1769 , t == 8" 859 by the
discosslon of the mendian observations of Venus in an interval

of 106 years , finally, t = 8" 866 deduced from the occnltation of

^ Aquani, observed by Richer, Picard, and Ra-mer on tl« 1st

of October, 1673 , the mean of these values gives 8" 86
To somrosriie, the methods which serve in oitronomv to

determine the parallax of the son can be classed mto three

group* I—
1 Phyncal methods, founded on the observation ot an optical

phenomenon , they comprise the observation of the eclipses ot

Jupiter s satcUiles, or the aberration of the fixed stars, combined
with the value for the velooity of hght deduced without the in*

tervemioD of other astronmnicel phmomena , the present work
permit* ns to profit by the observations which are the baits of
the method 1 the results are, • =< 8" 88, 8* 88, Mean,
8' 85.

3 AmUytseal methods, which depend on the compaiuon of
astronomical observations with theorebcsl laws ibunded on the

principle of nmvenal gravitation t they give, as we have just
’

mMJuyh. yaainm.aiaj

the oppotiUoas of

he transit of Venus

^ .n wdiiJi tJie geometrical

method esa attain the greatest precision.

* The vdodty In SngBsh miks per m«ui stcoiul wUl b* i«0,7<o.
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Thu «e K« wlut itttereit them b for utronomr to detenaiiM

til* of the tan hy three independent methodt , I trait

that% experiment! that I have the bononr to aabmit to the

Academy wiU jutiff, ^ their preeUon, the theoredcal im.

pmtanoe of the phyttcal method. R* M

ON THE MUSCULAR MECHANICAL WORK
DONS BEFORE EXHAUSTION*

II

NE ofthe principal lourcet oferror in the tenet ofexperunentt

before ditcuMcd, wu the tatirae canted by the downward-

plunfcing welg;ht To el minate this, the apparatus shown in

vertical section in Figs 1 and a was construct^ The shelf e,

armed with a plate of car spring caoutchouc, serves as a support

for the weight This shelf b futened by the iron bands, /, and
a vertical backpiece ff, lo the slide, «, being further supported

by a cronplece. Of suitable bloclc^ a the slide may be raised

to any desired height, which height b read off on a scale marked
on the upright pieces, A r is a support for the arm during the
Interval of rest, and it can he adjusted to any desired height

,

fFb a wlre^ from which a small cord, t, puses horizoatally to the

wail of the room. By tome modifications this cord can also be
made movable, which will become necessary when 1 come to

investigate the influenee of elevation of the arm, upon the work
done The weight b a bucket of shot, provided with a stKT

bail and a wooden handle, so that for any position of the arm
while lifting the weight, the line passing through the centre of
the hand and the centre of gravity of the weight b a vertical

Placing the bucket upon the shelf o, the experimenter standi to

Fic t Fic •

the right of the apparatna (u in Fig 3) and bfts the weight
until hit knuckles touch the cord i The instant of bcginmnu
and dose of thb interval oi work b marked by the ihup click

of a metronome, the time of whose beat b / At the Instant
when theknocklu touch the string, the weight b grasped tj an
ambtant, t and by him lowered to the shdf 9, the arm of the
experimenter being entirely relaxed, and resting upon the still

bail of the backet and the sapport 1 $ Thb b ooatinned until
the ana becomes unable to lift the wel^t to the required hei^t
The determination of tho number of lifts should arewr be mads by
the experimenter, who ahonld furthermore try to lose aU eitiinato
of hate dnrmg the process. In the earlier experiments It beoame
evident that the ann not only grew nadualfy stronger, to htso
that it varied greatly from day to day In order to gd some
meesureof the stren^, the arm wu exhausted on each day of
experiment, I7 a constant wd|^t (5*0 kilos.) lifted through a
hoght A MOJO metres in a time r mi 35 tee. The vslues of

n were all redeeed to the meen stieagth, as shown by the non*
ttsat espaiment

In the series here given, to wu variable, A m orJO metres, end
r va I 25 tec, the interval of rest being equal to the mterval of

work The mean value of n for the constant experiment for

the weighb to » 3-(\ 3 5, 4'0, &c—y 5, in all too experiments,

1* 35 79 Taking these values, r, u the mcasore of the strength,

end uioming thid the work done with anywd^ at diSmnt
times is proportional to the strength,* sm we have—calliiig
sf the number of lifts before exhaustion, and m the number
reduced to the basb of the mean constant (3$ 79)—

HM ma .

from which we have the following valnea ot n, which hereafter

we shall call n (obs. ) Each of these valnes b a mean of tea

independent determiiuUiona.

The determination of e for w = 7 5 and 8*0 wu consciously
bad, M the arm wu nnable to manage such weights at su^ a

Fio 3.

The value of a can be determined directly ty mea» of a
tpring-balaact. Exhaust the arm thoroughly, then gnup the
hook of the spring balance, the dial of whjoi Aonld be toned
irom the fiice to dm experiitoiter, the reading befog done by aa
assistant After leveial mfantes the muscles tire, and the pnto<
tbed experimenter can then gradually rdax them My Un-
trained muscles, wfam thus Med, act Invcduntarily, and preciia

rfiaujamw vslaelty attsbaW* with diihniia w*
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molts esimot be bbteiaed. The meen of ten detemiMUions

gkve, fcr my rtot erro, « - i So kgr The mean «rf twenty

detonniiuUloas Ukewlte nve • i <0 kgr , with potwhle

enor of 0*01 lq;r Calcnuitiiig from (6) the values of fK for the

dUhrent Tslnei of m, and oo-orainatinc these two qnantltiei, and

It is piam that the fimctioa is hypeibolie. It was fooitd diet W^ not vary inveisefy as (w+ e), or as any power of this quantity
*

Theequatioa

(ni + e)A»i> ~ (7)

was then assumed, where c and vaie'oonstants to be determined.

From this we readily have

log. (« -ft S) + Wi

which Is of the form

y a i~vx,
where y and jr can be calculated from the observations. Co
ordinatlni; these values of y and jr, and the carve is found to be
^ear, and we find r, as me change in ji for each unit of change

In*, to he 8*007 Hence £q (7) becomes

(to -I- a) d II 31 (8)

Calculating now the values of a and r by the method of least

squares, we find e — aafir and a » i 52 The diflerence be*

tween a (cak land a (cm) is only 1 3 per cent of a(oba } Solving

!

8) for M, and sabstituting the proper values, and we have n.

calc), M given in Tabie If i> is the difference in per cent, of

M (obs ) Column / is the probable error of h (obs.1, also in per

cent The comparison between m (calc.) and m (obs ) u shown
graphi^^in Fig 3, the observations being represented by the

Soon after arriving at Eq (8), Prof Han^ton s book came to

hand, containing his reduction resnlting in Eq (5) As already

shown, this equation does not represent my later and more neen

Kte obsmationa In order to test the matter sllll further, ex

penmentolly, the foUowmg expenments were made —
I I lifted my right arm from a vertmal to a horizontal (A

e 71 cm 1 the expenments bemgmndneted exactly os m the case

o( those given in Table II The arm was lifted a oco times

wifoout feeling any appreciable exhaustion According to (5),

wheq m B o, com) lete exhaustion should occur when n » i,ooa
According to (8) it should occur when « » «

8. A weight, t</ B 0 5 kgi ,
was lifted in the same manner,

and the arm allowed to drop with the weight dunna the mter*

val of rest, os m case of my earlier experimenta It was thus

lifted 1,500 limes with venr Uttle exhaustion. According to (5)

complete exhaustion should occur when » s 40a According

to (8) M should be ia,ooa This would make the total bmc of

exhaustion 8 hours and 30 minutes. The total mechanical work

would be 16,800 kgr metrea. The daily labour of a working

man is about 100^000 kgr metres. From estimates based upon
this iact, and from the slight fatigue felt in the second expen

ment, I am convinced that niy arm, at ita mean strength, could

work for 8} honn at the above rote, if the experiment were con

ducted M described above, care being token to eliminate the

foti^e caused by standing on the feet, &c. It would, bow
ever, be a highly dangerous experiment

It will be remembered that each value 01 n (obt.) in Table II

ua n can of ten independent determinations. It occurred to me
to co*^mate the originally observed values of n with the daily

deteiminatlon of stre^h e The result was most instructive

E«fh value of v> gave a curve which is resUy parabolic, but

which—since one m these curves {w was taken as a unit

to which to represent the others—appeared here as a straight Ime,

or very neariy so, with exception of those which hod been before

idectM to Mcnlsting the constants. The reason for the great

valneof n for tv b 3 e (Table 11 ) is thus apparent.

at once opened np a new field—the relation of strung
to work. In the investigations here the stren^ is ae*

taming by a spring balance, so arranged that UK arm Is

ht^ horinmtaliy and the stram exerted upwards. CaUmg / the

leading of the aynanometer, and the strength is (w + a) *1 Co*
ordln^g, for the different weight! used to Table II , the

strength w^ the work done beitoe exhatutha, and vra have fiw

eaA value of m acurve which it apparently paruboUc, intenect*

• 11istqualhsi(<ii+3}Ai>B^

tog the axis of absdisR (strength) at a potot just inside the
point whttc r + aBW+a* Asm diminishes, the curves to
crease to steepness with great rapidity Eq (8) shows tha relation

between the points on each of tneae curves^ whldi eonespond to
my msan strath.

This opens np a way eff estimadiig the statical work et a
museto a problm which haa been to view from the outset We
will take as the unit of statical work, the imtgram.unHtl, or the
work done by a muscle in sustaining for one second a stiato of
OIK kilo exerted at right anglet to Its line of contraction. If
now the saiiK weights be used to exhanstlng the horismitaUy
outstretched arm, we shall have by co-ordmating the work (in

kgr sec.) with the strength, a system oi curves as to the case of
dynamical work Accurate valuea of the constants for these

curves have not yet been obtained, and we therefore will net

diicnu them further here For each wdght, co-ordinate the

dynamical with the statical work, and it it readily teen that the

relation between them con be made out, so that—«ven the total

tnttm of a muscle to kgr -sec. with any weight, andwe can calcu

late thedynamicalwork to kg^metreawhich tbissame muscle could
do with tnls same weighL 1 intend to determine as occuntely as

possible the valuea of the constants in the cases heretofore dis*

cussed to these papers. I shall also thus mvestigate the effect of

variation of the angle of devatlon of the arm on the dynamical
and statical work, including the case of statical work where the

angle of elevation is zero also the dynamical work, where the
stram on the muscles Is conttmious, snd (1) where the strain on
the muscles (a weight) is consiant, and the velocity of motion
uniformly varied , (8) where the velocity is corstant, and the

weight nnilotmly vsiried , and (3) where l^lh weight and velocity

are constant Making in this latter case, v m 0, and we have tha

case of statical work The apparatus necczsaiy for this invea*

tigation has been already devlKd Frank £ Miriiu

SCIENTIFIC SEEIALS
Ztittcknft itr Otsterrathuchm Ctulhehofl fUr Meimvlogu,

Dec 15 —To this number Dr Prestel contributes sn aiticle on
lines of cirrus as a means of foretelling storms Storm signals

he presumes to be inadequate for warning sailors of an appioach
ing gale lie has compared during last year the inditalioiia of

cirrous stiesks with the weather shown by the diotts to be pre
valent on each day when bis observations were made h rom all

the instances m which the streaks were well developed, he
comes to the coodnsioD that the currents of the upper air do
not follow the law of Duys Ballot , that is, that in the region oi

cirrus the air bos neither a cydonic nor onticydonic movement,
but streams from the point of highest pressure in the area d
high pressure to the point of lowest pressure to the area of lew
piessure —Herr Kuipen, having remarked the tendency oi

cyclones to follow dosely upon oik another, gives a table for

14( rthem Russia of the inteivals which most commonly separate

them Of 107 cyclones, occupying 393 days in the tCTritory

33 per cent came to less than twenty four hours after their pre
deceasors | 38 per ceut after an interval of one day

, 19 per cent
after two or three days } 19 per cent after four, five, or six d^s
and 18 per cent alter seven, euht, niiK, or ten days.—The
obaervations oi MM Fautrat and Saitiaux, by which it appeared
that more rain fell with n than without the forest oi Ilalatte, aic

objected toon account of the disturbing influence of wind, which
blows less stongly at the one position, six metres above tree-toj s,

than at the othw, fifteen metres above the plain.

AVurfr Jthtmtff LombarJt Rendiconli i vol vil fasc lx., xL—
The first paper la On variations in the temperature of Milan, by
Giovanni Cdorla. Meteorological observations were commenced
at the Obaenratorv of Brera to 1763, and have bcfn caiiied on
without mtcrmiision, and show regular and irregular variations

The maximum temMratnre foUowi the culmination of the sun
and shows an oacUbtfam to time <A seventy minntes, being st

8h qm. to January and at ^ 14m. to Inly The minimum
tempemture to summer is eight mtoutes bdote the rising of the

sun, and to winter forty nine minutes befora anniiaei Thw varia

tioD is less at Milan than elsewhere The author follows Dbve
to dividing the year into seventy three periods of five days each.

There are twoperiods of medium temperature to the yean April

15 and and October 18 j 179 dsjs are colder and 186 hotter
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thu thwe. May thowi no regular retrogretaion of temperatt^

w in northern conntnei, thonjh It la more vanable thm other

monihi, and there ii no Martinmaa ininmer In autumn ,
thui con>

firming the doctrine that the Alpi divide Europe Into twomete^
ologim regiona. There are alao vartationt incident wim the

perioda of lun qxita. Thur, from 1763 to 1768, from lota to

1817, from I8a9 to 1838, irom i8sS to 1838, the annual tempo-

ralure waa lower than the average, while from 1769 to 177a,

from 1778 to 1781, from 1790 to 1794, from 1796 to 1798, from

1824 to 1828, from 1861 to 1872, excluding the yeara 1864 and

1871, the temperature waa conaiantly higher —The next paper u
by Prof Gaetano Canton!, On the direct assimilatirn of nitrogen

Irom the atmoaphere. Having com|)ared the production of com
anil clovera, the author condudea that the Leguminos* can

absorb nitrogen from the air, but that Gramma, nave not thia

power —Prot Tullio Brugnalelli and Dr Pelloggio pnblnh the

rriulta of their examination of the mineral water of Monie
At CO. It is gulpliurous, and will keep for months in sealed

bottles, but ultimately develoiw Cryptococciu brumes. Its lem
{craturc la I3°C , it smells like a saturate I solution of sulphuric

acid, but IS not unpalalal le. A litre gives a solid ixsuiue of

3 96 grains, chiefly funned of chloride of sodium and sulphates

ul magnesia and lime—Prof I.eopuldo Mnggi contributes a
note On the distinctions introduced in spontaneous generation,^

and delmea clearly and a lopli the terms ageina, necrogcnlsj

and xcniigenia, introduced by Milne Ldwanis, an I suggests tha:

ogenia may be divided into inorganic at d organic agcnia. A‘
the rending of tins paper, Prot Sangalli remarked that le
found lung Bacteria and Micrococcus in an ulceration m the

throat, and the same organisms in a diseased stomaeh — I he

next paper is by Prof Achille de (siuvanni Clmicsl and ana
tomical observations conixrning the pathology ol the sympathelic
system

, m which his researches rts^cctiiig the infiltration of the

intercostal ganglia are continucf In a former pa|)er he attributed

the intillration to the growth of numerous adventitious vessels,

but in a section of a ganglion hardened in a solntion of bichro

mate of potash the presence of a very fine connective tissue is

CBilly seen to accompany the nerve tubes and Involve the

ganglia, and in this he helieve's some dciKMits to take place

—Ine last paper in J art xi is by Prof Sayno, On a inachine for I

drawing spuals, which he figures

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, Jan. at —On the anatomy of the connective

tissues, by (1 1 hin, M D
Transparent animal tissues, when sealed up fresh in aqueous

humour or blood serum, by running Brunswiek black round the

edge of the cover glass, undergoes a series of slow changes, by
which, mostly within a period of two to five days, ana omicu
elements otherwise invisible become distinct 1 he paper is

chiefly a record of observations made by this method Hie
author describes the results of its employment in the cose of

sections of the cornea, m which the stellate branched cells are

seen, after about twenty fourhoun, to consist of masses of proto-
plasm, sharply defineil lie has also similarly exammi^ ten

don neurilemma, fibnllaty tissue, nerve Imndies, and muscular
fibre , and ci mpared the results with those arrived at by other

methyl of tresdment.

Jon. 28. —On the atmosphenc lines of the solar spectrum,
illustrated by a map drawn on the same scale as that adopted bjr

Kirchhoff, by J H N Hennessey, h R A.S Communicated
by 1 rof Stokes, Sec. K.S
The spectroscopic observations described in tbu paper were

maile with mitniments belongmg to the Royal Society, and m
accordance with certain suggestions which h^ been made to the
author by a committee appointed in consequence of a letter of
his to Sir Ldward Sabine, president, dated 13th February, 1866
In view of hu residence at a considerable height above the sea-
level, and of tlm exceedingly dear atmosphere prevailing at
•oAeperiods of the year, it was suggested tm the locahty was
pecoliariy favourable for a determination of the lines of the
•dar spectrum due to atmospheric absorpuon , and that for
this poipoae the solar spectrum when the sun was high should
be compared with the qiectrum at tnniet, and any additioaal
lines which might appear m the latter case should be noted with
nfmBoe to KMholrs map.
AcoonitDg^ the author set to work with the spectroacepa

first supplied to him, and m the antnimis of 186S and 1869
mapped the difierenees In queatton from the extreme red to D
These results appeared m the “Proceedings of the Royd
Society" for June 16, 1870^ and the map of the spectra, sua
high and snn low, of the region in qoestion forms Plate I of the
nmeteenth volume.

The iastrument first supplied to the author waa found iu

practice to he of insufficient power to permit of ready identifica-

tion of the lines seen in the spectrum of the sun when high with
those represented in KircbhofTs man ; and a new spectroscope
of greater power was supplied to him, which reached him at

the end of the year 1871 Observations for a continuation of
his map hod m the mean time been tak^ anth the old instru-

ment in the autumns uf l87oand 1871, and the spectrum mapped
from D to F, in continuation of the former map But the new
instrument proved so superior to the old, thst the author deter-

mined to map the whole s^<ectrum afresh from oliservalions made
with it, using tlic former ms]M merely as skeleton forms. The
observations with the new instiument were earned on in the
autumns of 1872 and 1873, and the map now presented is the
result

Observations were also made to ascertain whether any of the
lines which came out when the sun is low, es|.ccully those
which are also seen, but narrower and less conspicuous, when
the sun is high, could be due, wot to sfien/ie aimos] heric ab-
sorption, but to the general weaken ng 01 the light, causing
parts of the spcitrum alre-uiy weakened ly r /af alisorption to

appear dark wlieii a (iinv-ir/ weakemng ot the light was super-
111 luce-d, thi u.li they had appeared bright when the light wot
strong I or this pur(^>ose the sjiecirum of the snn when high,

as seen in the usual way, was comiared witli the spectrum
when the intensity wax arlifienlly reduced in various ways. The
best comparison was obtained by taking advantage of a natural
phenomenon At Mussuune, laic m the autumn, a base, visible

at sunset, extends over the low country, and grows day l^r day
m height, till it causes the son virtually to set m haze while
still d" or more above the h iri/on, whereas in the clear season
it IS visible till It attains a depression of i^" The result of
the compansuu was, that none of ihe aildiuoiial lines were dis-

covered to have any other origin tlian lelectivo atmospheric
absorption

Royal Horticultural Society, Jan 20 —Scientific Com-
mittee—Dr J D Ho< ker, C B , I’res R S , m the tlialr —1 he
Key M J Berkeley exh biied specimens of vine stems with large

burr like excrescences which he suggestid might be due to the
attacks of a fungus like Lxobtmltum — Mr Worthington Smith
exhibited a drawing of the microscopical appearance of the
wcllings on cucumMr rnoix, confirming the accuracy of the
observation long since mode by the Rev M J Berkeley, which

I

connected these swellings with the presence of nematoid worms
—probably an undescribe 1 species of l^lenchus—Prof Thiielton
Dyer called attention to a communication made to the Lato
mological Society by I roC Ford, in wliidi there was evidence
to show that the Phylloxera had been introduced into vinenct
belonging to Baron Kollischild in the commune of Pregny, in
the canton of Geneva, from England The Phylloxera was dis-

covered In England in 1863 by I rof Westwood —Prof Thiselton
Dyer also called allentii.n to the statement in the Vatly Ntm
(Jon 19), that the Imperial Chancellor bad Introdnced at the
sitting of the Federal Council at Berlin on Jan. 18, an ordinance
'* prohibiting the importation of potatoes and the refuse and pack-
ing materials of potatoes Irom tiie United States," the object oeing
to prevent the Colorado bedle from being imported into Germany
It was stated that the h ngl sh G ivernment had refused to pro
hibit the entry of American potatoes, on the ground that “it.
does not appear that tlie eggs or larvae of the beetle have been
or are deposited in the tuber of the potata" Mr Andrew
Murray described from his own observation the ravages effected

by the beetle in Canada. Mr McLachlan remarked that the
b^le seems to have fint spread from Mexico —Prof Thiselton
Dyer stated with reference to the fruiting of lltbuau rota-

Miseiuiz—which had been said on the authority of Dr Cleglbom
not to take place evenm Indus—that npe capsniet had been ob-
tained after aruficul fertilisation at Mauldslie Castle, Carlnke,
N B., m 1871 and 1872, and plant! raised from the seeds.—Dr.
Masters exhibited spMmois from Mr Corderoy, of Didoot^ of
i&tfUctoc on

GeneraiMeetiiw—Mr W A. Undsay in the chair—^Tke
Rev M J Berkel^ oommented on the oDMCta exhiUted.—Mr.
Boll diowed a fine collection of Cyeadaceoua planti.—Mr.
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Pate mt tpcdmcnt of dUtachyon, iloweNd in the

open air at Tootlag, b a pond anppUed bv a epriag, the tempera

tm oi vrUdi never fell below freesbg pmnt

.Anthropological Inatitnte, Jan 26 —Prof Boik, F R S ,

preiident, m the chair —AnniTertaiy meeting —In the Report for

187^ theCoondl MatedthattheInituntehad ten enabled throngh

theUberalityof itememben to pay offthe debt which had lo long

burdened it, and that one of the immedbte advantigeianting from
ita improved potition would be the mor&regular luae of ita yatir-

«m4 wfaldi b future would contain vaned anthropo’oglcal newt
and notloee b addition to lU utaal proceedmgt.—In hit addrett,

on hit retirbg from the presidency, Prof Hutk gave a tummary
of the chief workt and memoiri on the many branchet of anthro-

pology that had appeared during the part year, etpecially refer

ring to the labonn oi Prof Owen, M Moitillet, Dr P Broca,

Dr A. B. Meyer, Madame Royer, See, , end in conclnsion, he
drew attention to the oomprehMtive range of tubjeett contained

b the proceedmgt of the Institute, end to the professed aim of

the Council to exclude no tuli^ect that could powibly be em
braced under the general term ot Anthropology 1 he ofheert and

'

Council to serve lor 1875 were elected at blloat —President,

CoL A Lane Fox, F b A Vice Presidents Prof George
Bulk, F R.S John Evtui, F R S ,

AW I ranks, F R b ,

Francit Gallon, F R.S , Gtege Mania, F S A ,
Sir John Lub-

bock, Bait.,F R S Directors 1 F W lirtbrook, F S A ,
h W

Rudler, FGS Treaturer, Rev Dunbar 1 Heath, MA
Council J Beddoe, M D , F R S , W Bl-ickmore, H
Bohn, F R.G S , Hyde Clarke, J Bamanl Davis, M J) , F R S .W Boyd Dastkhs, F R S . Robert Dunn, F R C S , David
Forbes, F R.S , Sir Duncan Gibb, Bart, M D , Chao. Hanison,
F R.S U, J Park Htmton, M A, Prof T McK Hughes
F G b , T J Hutchinson, F R G S , Prof Huxley, I KS ,

F G H Price, FRGS, J E Price, FSA, C U Det
Ruffi^es F R b L, Lord Arthur Russell, M 1 , Rt Hon J)

H Stone, E. Burnet Tylor, F R S

Medical Mieroaeopical Society, [an 15 —Mr JabexHogg,
the retuing president, b the chatf —From the report of the com
nultee it appeared that the society was m a flourishing condition,

the numlier of members being 13s Tbe number of papers read

during the past year was sixteen, teldes several minor commum
cations, all of which were followed by bruk discussion Above
100 specimens were exbbited dunng the year, and eighteen pre

tented to the society A present was also announced of a

microscope for use la the excAattgxol specimens, a system which

Is found to work well and oflera great faciliues fur ubtaiiiiiig a

large collection of good preparations. The treasurer s report

showed a balance of 1 3/ lor fhe following officers were elec ed

—President, Dr J f Payne Vice Presidents Mr Jaliez Hogg,

Mr W B. Kesteven, Mr 11 Power, Dr U Priubard Irea

surer, Mr. T C Wbte Hon. Secretanes Mr C H {elding

BiiA Mr J W Groves. Committee —SI Bartholomews
Mr J A Omerod, Charing Cross, Dr M Brace, St G*«rges,

Mr. K. C ^ber, Gay’s, Mr F Durham, Kin^s, Mr H S
Alkinson ; London, Mr J Needham , bt Mary t, Mr George

Giles , Middlesex, Dr S Conpland , St Thomas ,
Dr W b

GrocnGeld, University CoUe«, Mr E. A Schafer, West
minster, Dr W 11 Allchb , General Profession, Dr Foulerton.

The retirbg presideiit then read an address.

Dubun
Royal Iriah Academy, Dec. 14.—Willum Stokes, F R S ,

pKUdent, b the chair —Dr S Ferguson, vice president, read a

paper on further Ogham texts from Monataggart, County Cork

—fee. W Archer read a paper descriptive of the apoiheaa and

spores found tw him m two species of Stjdotifma and two ot

and one of S/yernwa, all of them specifically dif

ferent from any of the few similar cases hitherto recorded —
Mr R C Tichboroe read a paper entitled “Laboratory Notes

On the solution of albys and meUls by acids , on fluorescence

as a means of detecting adulteration on the printing inks of

the fGth and 17th centuries.—Mr G R. Leeper read a paper on

retro-peritoneal cavities m man.

Manchbstu
Uteraiy and Philoaophlcal Society, Dea 39, 1^4.—Mr

E. W. Biitey, F R.S , vice-president, in the chair - On a case

of reversed chemical action, by Mr James Bottomby, B Sc
Haviiq; observed tbe olnblity of bdme b a aobbon ot borax,

an exptenent was made to see what the result of tbs solution

wowbe^ expwtbg to obtab a <jf foda with excess

of add ay 847^000. of borux were disrolved ta about aco
grma of water The iodine was added at hozonl, the qnantity

1^ teng n^y seven grms. When assisted by heat, almost
the whob of tbb qnantity dissolved b the solution The solu-
tion, which amounted to about aoo cc., had only a faint yelbwish
tmt Bebg rot aside for some days, it deposited crystab which
proved to be ordinary borax, for o 3933 grms. of the crystab lost
byh^lng o 3773 grms. of water of crystallisation, correspon^g
to 46 73 percent, the theoretical quantity being 47 13. After
removing the crysUb the solution was still further evaporated in
a retort As the evaporation proceeded, instead oi the faint
yellow tinge dbappeanng as was anticipated, the colour of the
solution begun to darken, finally liecomlng opaque owing to the
quantity of free lodme b solution

, vapoun of iodine were also
given off along with the steam Thus the iodine wbbh had
prcvumsly dissolved and chemically nnited witli the soda when
the solution was dilute, was dbplacM and eliminated in the free
condition when the mixture was past a certain degree of dilubcc
The expbnalion of this reversal of chemical action b os follows.
When sodic borate b diluted with water, its constituents are to
far dissociated that the iodine acts towards the soda b the same
way as it would towards caustic soda, sodium iodide and sodinm
iodale being the result When, however, the solution b con-
rcentrated, the boracic acid, notwithstanding its feebly acid powe,
u able to dispbce continuously and simultaneously small quan-
tities of lodic and hydroidoic acid from combination willi
sodium, but these two acids cannot coexist m the free state , l>y

mutual reaction they give iodine and water
Jan 13.—Mr R Angus Smith, F R S , vice president, b the

clwr—Oil the action of ram to calm the sea, by Prof Osborne
Reynolds, M A There appears to be a very general beuef
amongst sadors that rain tends to calm the sea, or, os I have often
heard it cxpresseil, that ram soon knocks down the sea. With-
out at aching very mutli weight to tins general impression, my
object m this pai>er is to p nnt out an effect of ram on falling

into water which I believe has not been hitherto noticed, and
which would certninly tend to destroy any wave motion there
mrgbt be m the water When a drop of ram falb on to water
the splash or rebound it visible enough, os are abo the waves
which diverge from the point of contact , but tbe effect caused

by tbe drop under the surface is not apBurent, because, the water
being oil of the some cobur, there b nothing to show the inter-

change of place which may be ^ing on There is, however, a
very considerable effect produced. If instead of a drop of ram
we let fall a drop of coloured water, or, better still, if we colour

tbe topmoet byei' of the water, this effect becomes apparent.

We then see tW each drop sends down one or more mssses of

coloured water in tbe form of vortex rings. 1 hese nngs descend

with a gradually diminishing velocity and snth increasing size to

a dbtonce ol several inches^ generally as much as ^htcen,

below tbe surface. Each drop sends in general more Ihim one

ring, bnt the first ring b much more definite and descends

roucii qnleker thsn those wht^ follow it If the surface of the

water be itot colonred tbii first ring Is hardly apparent, for it
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appeal* to contain very Uttle of tba vratcr of the drop which

u The actaal riae of theae ringi depend* on the dee

and *pecd of the drop*. Tbeyeteadaymcieafeaatheydeaoead,

and before they atM they bnva cenerilly attained a d ameto of

from one to two inche*, or even more. The cut onp aypvhow*

the effect which may be produced in a glam veiiel It it not

that the dtcm merely {brcea itadf down under the tncfaee, but in

ditcflnding canlei down with it a matt of water which when the

ring ia i indi in diameter would be an oblate spheroid having a
larger axis of a indie* and a laaier of about I (inches. For it

ia well known that the vortex r^ Is merely the core of tba

Bs of fluid which accompanies it, the shape of which is mu*
sameu that which would

^ -u

and through a cttttaitt ring ni

noQMttttUD of thcM ripgi c. ,

the drop* before impact, so that when rain

there it as much motion immedlstely beneath the surface as

above It, only the drops, so to spesk, ate much larger and their

motion is slower Hesides the splash, therefore, snd luiiace

effect whfth the drops produce, they cause the water at the snr.

face rapidly to change placet with that at tome distance below

buch a transposition of water from one plaoe to another musi

tend to desboy wave motbn. This may be seen M foUowr

imaghw a layer of water adjacent to the surface and a few inches

tl ick to be flowing in sny dircctimi over the lower water which

ia to be supposed at test Theeffectofadrop wouldbe toki—'

some of the moving water mto that which is at rest, snd a

Tcsponding quanbta of water would have to rite up into the

moving layer, so that the upper layer would lose its motion by
communicating it ta the water below Now when the surface

of water is dfiturfaed by waves, besides the vertical motion the

paiUdea move heckwoids and forwards in a horuontal direct on

and this motion diminishes as we proceed downwaids from the

surbee Therefore in this case the effect of rain-drops will be

the same as m the ease considered above namely to convey the

motion whidt bekmgt to the water at the surface down mto the

lower vrater where it hat no effect to for as the waves arc con

cerned, and hencathe nun would diminish the motion at the sur

face which is essential to the Lontinuance of the waves and thus

destroy the waves —On the stone mining tools from Ale*'
’ ~

Edge by Prof W Uoyd Dawkins, FRS—Archaic

m nmg tools from lead mines near Caatlcton, by Mr Kooke
renningtan,

Paris
Academy of Sciencea, Jon. S5 —M M Frfmy in the chitir

!c Doubs Bl as to prevent it, by M H Kessl —On

lyM J Jamin—On the mineral substances contained in the juice

ol beet iM the potash extracted from it, by M E. Pel got—On
the fertilisation of the genus Kiafo with special reference to Fiafo

irtCDlor hortenia by M A TrdcuL—On the phosphorescence of
Marine Invcrtebroto, by M de Quabebges.—M Daubree then

read a letter received from H M Don Pe£<o, Emperor of Brazil,

g V ng a description of an earthquake vAich took place on
Oct. 30 last in ue province of bL Paul—The same gentleman
tl en communicated a memoir by M J D Dana, on the I’seudo

mutphs of Serpentine and other minerals from the mine Tilly

1 utter Putnam County State of New York.—Researdiei on
albaminoid matter byM P Schlitzenberger —On the action of

•-g*
I

O + 2O alJjO + CO

CO+Cll'jo CH.CO|o

—On the flame of sulphur, and the diffeieot lights that ca
ntiUaed m photograifliy, by MM. A Riche ana C, Baidy Hm
anthofS axamined eight dilrerent flames, viz., the oay-hydrogen
li^t, Drummood s Ume light, zinc buniliig m oxygen, tu mag-
netinm floins^ a current ot n trie oxide gas burning in a gloSe
containing faisulphid* of carbon, a jet of mtrlc oxide goa one teat

conuinteg bSiaqiihide of carbon a jet of oxygen on the aame,
and a jet of nmsn on a test contaming sulphur The eig^
1 gbts showed aOx photographic power in the order menttosed,
the last being ek^ timt* as sti^ as th* first—Afise
short mathematical notes, M D Lontm read a paper on bb

improvement* of dynamo-alectrie macMnas.—A not* by M.
Leeaieux, on the treatment of dtelmu—A manor by H
Amtinos, on the direction of aerostats.—MM. Hemonidi,
Bourqnelot, Chaperon, Heyduck, and RoUnaoo than made tome
communications on Fbyllraen. The Minister for Agrienhure
snd Commerce hu placed more funds at the disposal of the
Academy for the InvestigMlon of this sabject—A lew was then
read, dated Noumea Nov 4. 18T4, from MM Andrd and
Angot, announcing their snece*^ tnatallation for the ofaaerva

tioo of the Transit of Venus.—^The Minister for Foreign AflUrs
transmitted to the Academy documents received from tCs Firench

Coisul at Manilla, with lefrrence to the same subject, and
announciug the forwarding of ten photographic proofs token

during the transit —A letter on the same subject fimn M Hdrand,
dated Saigon Dec. 18, giving a complete deKiiplion of the obeer

vatona and theurresulta.—A mter from Mr J Norman Lockyer,
describing the prejiarations for the expedition sent by the Royal
Society of London to obierve the total edipae of the aun Tna
obiervations will be mainly confined to the ipectra of the chro

mosphere and the coronal atmoiphere, with the prlnciMl

view to determme the chemical constitution of the latter —On
elimination calculation of Sturm* fonctlona by determi

nanta, M Lemonnler—A note on the partition of numbers^
by Mr Glsiiher —A note on the theory of surfaces, byM Hal
pben —On a formula of tianifonnation of ellijitic functions, by
M J Bnoichi —A note by M T Scbloealng on atmospheric

ammonia.—On the presence of copper in the oigonism, by MM
Rc^ron and L H&te.—On the general phenomena of the em
bryogeny of Memertido, by M J Barrois. M de Quatre&gcs

man, by M jobett—On 1

Algeria (April—Augnst 1874]
chemical lesletance of s'

'

byM Brocanh—i^theele^

, — ChapcUi then

ive an account of barometncel obwrvation* he made In Pan*
jring the gale on Jan. 21 —M Mangot read a note on the

cansea of the rupture ofaxles, and generally of plecea of iron, that
J

repeated vibrations.
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HANCOCK'S BIRDS OFNORTHUMBERLAND
AND DURHAM”

A Catalogue of the Birds 0/ Northumberland ana Dur
Ham, By John Hancock (London WiUiams aid

Norgate. Newcaitle-on-Tyne F andW Dodsworth,

1874.)

A STATE of expectancy in which British oimtho

legists have for some years been living hns at

length been ended by the appearance of Mr John Han
cock’s “ Catalogue of the Birds of Northumberland and

Durham,’ which we lose no time m recommending to the

notice of such of our readers as are interested m this

brarch of natural history It will of course most recom

mend itself to dwellers in those two counties, but it con

tains besides much that concerns the lovers of birds

everywhere in the British Islands, and its author has our

wannest congratulations on the completion of his work

in a form so inviting ,
while the Natural History Society

of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle upon

T>’ne, and the venerable Tjneside Naturalists’ Field

Club— at the joint expense of which it is produced

—

deserve our heartiest thanks for its publication

Mr John Hancock has long been known to some who,

though comparatively few in number, are perhaps best

able to form an opinion, as one of the closest and most

careful observers of birds and bird life in this country

The circle of his admirers would have been indefinitely

wider but for the reticence which his natural modesty has

for years made him keep While others without a tithe of

his knowledge have ostentatiously come forward as teach

ers so as to acquire a character as “ celebrated ornitholo-

gists ” out of all proportion to their ability, he has been

content to look on, seldom obtrudmg on the public any

of the results of bit experience, and then perhaps only at

the earnest solicitauon of some particular friend. Yet

this oruithological oracle of the North of England has

never been hard to consult, and the number of those who,

through information privately denved from him, have in

a manner reaped the fruit of his contmual observation

—

not always, we fear, with due acknowledgnlent on their

part—15 not inconsiderable It is, therefore, with great

pleasure that we find he has at last summoned courage

to speak for himself As a consequence of his diffidence,

a good deal of what he has to tell us has oozed out

through other channels, but there is more than sufficient

novelty in the 200 and odd pages of this "Catalogue”

amply to repay their study, and even when facts ascer

tabled by hun have been announced before, it is most

satisfactory to have the record of them here stamped by

his personal authority It will be news, we take it, to

most people to learn that Mr Hancock was the first who
recognised Besrick’s Swan as a distinct species and

we cannot but wonder tliat fort) five years and more have

been allowed to elapse before this fact was made publicly

knosrn. Yet Mr Hancock shows not the least trace

hf annoyance at the way in which his claims have

been ov^oolced~-his con^ct in this respect being

•lush* Sid laytMi^iSas- Mht had doMdM <t iwavariorb
itn. Md bwu >M tOl.Mmuilw >119 that Yiu^ laaouaced

You XI.—Na 376

in exemplary contrast to the selfish and utterly

unphilosophical squabbimg as to “ pnority ” which
so often disgraces the votaries of all sciences. To him
It IS enoilgh that a discoiery was made , if important, so
much the better , but, so long as knowledge has been
extended, it matters nothing by whose means the end was
attained. If we have not here a practieal illustration of
true scientific spirit, it will be difficult to meet with it

anywhere

We are therefore somewhat at a loss how to treat the
work of a man so indifferent to what is called by the
vulgar “ fame ” To pick out and here recount the various

discoveries which, whether before announced or not, arc

due to Mr Hancock, would be to set at nought the

example given by his preaching and practice The dis

crimination of the Iceland and Greenland Falcons, a
(|uestion that has agitated ornithologists both here and on
the Continent in no common degree, was first settled by
Mr Hancock in 1854. Yet to him the chief value of the

discovery seems to be that it enables him to lay down the

general law —
“ Not only do all the noble or true falcons acquire their

adult plumage in the first moult, but many of the ignoble
species do so likewise, as the Honey Buzzard, the Goshawk,
the Sparrow hawk, and the Harriers 1 his fact cannot be
too strongly pressed on the attention of ornithologists,
for It leads to a correct understanding of the variations of
the plumage of tht Fatcontda (P 10

)

This IS no mere dtiiuni, but the result of long continued
observation, and well indeed would it be were writers,

who have very recently attempted to deal with this sub

ject, to learn as Mr Hancock has done, in Dame Nature’s

simple school, instead of perpetuating error and confusion

by grandly setting forth their unsound and arbitrary

views on the " first year’s,” “ second year s,” and “ third

year’s ’ plumage of birds of prey

The work before us is most strictly what its title pro-

fesses, a “ Catalogue,” and does not pretend to give a
complete history of the birds found in the two counties ,

in other words, to be a “ Fauna” of the class But it u
a catalogue conceived m no narrow spirit, for the author,

as the extract just given shows, is on occasion not averse

to add remarks having a very general bearing To few

of these will our space allow us to call attention, but we
must especially notice the valuable “ Introduction,” where-

in, after briefly touching upon former lists of the birds of

the district, and companng, not without some justifiable

pnde, Its ornithological wealth (265 species) with that of

Norfolk (280 or 390 species)—the richest county in this

respect of the whole United Kingdom~Mr Hancock

gives an admirable account of the physical features of

Northumberland and Durham. Concise as it is, we cannot

here reproduce it we mutt leave it to our readers, and
only extract a few passages —

" Our extensive seaboard lies in the direct Ime of the

annual migrations to and from the northern latitudes, and
IS well fittM to the requiremenU of many species of sea-

fowL The coast in many parts u bold and rocky, but is

agreeably varied with beautiful sandy beaches of vast

extent, backed with wild hummocky ‘links,’ and not

unfrequcntly with belts of bog and pools of sedgy water

There is alM no want of muddy flats or estuaries, though

these features are fast disappearing under the necetsUies

" The northern and western portions of the counties are
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wild and hilly The Cheviot range attains an elevation

of 2 658 feet, and this, along with that of Simonside, gives

quite a sub-alptne character to this portion of the country

In these uplands the Cagle and Peregrine halcon for

merly had their abode The western part of Durham
IS also wild, moory, and mountainous, but of less cleva

tion These wild regions ire character sed by vast tracts

of grass land, in some places fine, in others coarse,

b^gy, and hummocky , and by extensive moors of heath,

gorso, and bracken, with swamps, mosses, tarns, and
lochs Numerous lively streams in peobly beds, and
whimpering nils, diversified with little lippenng cascades,

abound ,
some almost concealed under the scrubby

foliage of their banks, others fully revealed and sparkling

over their stony channels
* The cultivated regions are in some places well wooded,

and the fields arc mostly divided by thorn hedgerows,

giving at once beauty to the landscape and shelter to the

more delicate tribes of the Passeres But such, partiailarly

the warblers, find their haunts in our numerous wooded
dells, or ‘ denes,’ which abound in both counties, and by
the shrubby banks of our burns or streamlets. Here the

hawthorn, the blackthorn, the wild rose, and bramble
and undergrowths of all kinds, afford to these delicate

songsters the shelter and seclusion they require These
* denes,’ of which Castle Eden Dene 1$ a fine example, are

frequently well timbered, deep, and have a stream running

through them 1 he principal nvers, the Tyne, the

Coquet and the Wear, not to mention the bordering

streams, the 1 weed and the Tees, run through deep wide
valleys, with, in many parts, well wooded banks affording

likewise favourite homes for many feathered tribes. Be
sides such localities, there is no want of extensive woods
dispersed throughout the counties, and well wooded park
grounds, {hilrodu tion, pp vii viii

)

Some two or three localities on account of their omt

thological features obtain special meat on by Mr Han
cock First of these is the well known cluster of the

I arne Islands, where in a Inn ted area no less than fifteen

species of sea fowls breed We would willingly recall the

recollections of our first visit, nearly a quarter of a century

since, to that sea girt paradise, by transcribing Mr Han
cocks description of its charms but the exigencies of

space arc not to be overruled, and wc can only pay n
tribute to the memory of the late Archdeacon Ihorpe,

who for so many years, ere Bird Preservation Acts of

Parliament were dreamt of, from proud Bimborough’s

tower threw the tgis of protection over his feathered

tenants on the distant Fames No such thoughtful

guardian had Jarrow Slake or Dobbam Shelf The
encroachments of the engineer have almost destroyed

the former as a statto gtaUssima metgts, and probably

not a single Teesmouth gunner has even a memory of

the latter, though two hundred years since it entertained

“ an infynite number of sea fowle which laye theyt bgges

hccre and there scattcringlie m such sorte, that m Tyme
of breedinge one can hardly sett his Foote so warylye

that he spoyle not many of theyr nests ” Past also are

the glories of another spot, though they continued much
later Hear Mr Hancock —

“ But no locality m the North of England had such in-

terest for the naturalist as Prestwick Car The boUnist,
the entomologist, the conchologut, and the ornithologist,

were all equmly interested m this one of nature’s most
famous nursenes. Here the naturalists of the district had
resorted for several generations to collect the objecU of
their respective studies It is an area depressed, as
if by suMidence, of about 1,100 acres, and is ofa rounded
or lubquadnuignlar form, about two miles m diameter

;

and the surrounding land is little devated. The -greater

or central portion is (or rather was, for it is now aU
changed) composed of peat, more or less covered with a
growth of ling and heather, and of boggy, hummocky,
coarse grass land

, this central portion was sumundM
by a belt of good pasture land vaned with gorse or
* whin ’ Towards the north and west boundaries there
was a chain of pools, the largest and most important of
which was callM the Black Pool

, towards the south ex-
tended another chain of pools, among which was Ae
Moor spot Pool The Black Pool could not be less than
a mile in length, and was of considerable width. There
were three islands in it, two towards the east, and one
towards the west end The drainage was through this

sheet of water, from which there was a cut, or open ditch,

to the River Pont
,
but the fall was so slight that the

drainage was very incomplete, and the water flowed baclr-

wards and forwards in accordance with the state of the
river These pools were on a peaty bottom, m which the
remains of numerous trees, chiefly Scotch hr and birch,
stood erect, and firmly rooted They were not visible
above the surface of the water, though in droughty seasons
numbers of them were frequently exposed near the margins
of the pools The trees were of no great size, and in
most instances the wood was in such a good state of
preservation, and contained so much ream, that it was
used by the neighbouring villagers for firewood.” [Pp

This priceless nursery of plants and animals and deli

cions recreation ground of naturalists was drained in

I 8j7, and with its disappearance vanished many of its

frequenters “The birds that congregated there have
been dispersed, and several that had on account of their

breeding m that place ranked as resldents^have now
become mere visitants " lu destruction, therefore, has
not failed materially to affect the ornithology of the
district Hence Mr Hancock 15 led to remark on the
wholes lie extermination of 'ome species, and m one
point at least, that of the birds of prey, what he says
merits every attention -

‘ This policy of the game preserver is of questionable
utility m promoting the inertase of game , nor docs it

appear that much has been achieved in this respect, for,
after some inquiry, I cannot ascertain that either par-
tridges or grouse are more numerous than they were some
years ago when birds ef prey were yet to be seen on the
wing They are not, he continues, “an unmitigated
evil , they are a necessary part of the great scheme of
nature, and. may be essential to the perfectly healthy
development of the birds they feed upon It is un-
doubtedly advantageous that ihe feebly organised and
sickly mdividuaU should be weeded out, and this is done
by birds of prey We have of late years heard much about
stamping out epidemics among mankmd It it a function
of the Peregrine and lU qongeners to assist in stamping
out epidemics among game birds,” (Pp, xviu, xix.)

Mr Hancock has some hard and well-deserved stric-

tures on the Wild Birds Preservation Act of 1873, wUch
he rightly says shows the ignorance ofthose who drew up
Its schedule , but he does not seem fully to comprehend
some of the practical difficulties attending any such
measure. He complains that some species “ stand m it

under two, three, or even four different names,” over-
looking the fact that in different parts of the country
certain species are known only by one particular and
often very local name, so that if that name was omitted
It would m such cases be impossible to obtam a convic.
tion under the provisions of the Act He also
that tome species, " the greatest favourites of the public,’*
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«re excloded ftom ita protection; but we may ask, is

there any good ground for supposing that they require it ?

There are a few other points in which we should be

disposed, had we room, to discuss some of Mr Hancock’s

opinions—but at all times with the greatest respect, for

such » justly due to his authority His assertion, for

instance, as to the amount of variability in Cuckoos' eggs

(p. 25) will hardly change the mind of those who have

seen long senes of specimens from Gernrany or other

countries, or recollect the evidence of foreign ornitho-

logists adduced some years ago irt these pages (Naturf,

voL i p 266) Nor is it by any means certain that

a/l birds “ do not discriminate nicely the colours or

other characters of their eggs.” None of the examples

he quotes to that effect are of kinds which act as foster,

parents to the Cuckoo, and their case therefore can

hardly be said to apply to “ the theory of Dr Baldamus ’

Again, too, we must remark that Mr Hancock must have

been exceptionally unfoitunate m performing the expe

riments of Herr Meves to explain the “ bleating ” or hum
ming of the Snipe The late Mr Wolley put on record

his acquiescence in their satisfactory nature (Proc. Zool

Soc. 1858, p 201), and a more competent uitness could not

be easily found, especially when we consider that his

evidence was given after he was acquainted with the

extraordinary and entirely diftercnt noise made by the

smaller species of Snipe which has not stiff reefrtas

We must therefore demur to Mr Hancocks statement

that “the neighing or bleating of the Snipe results from

the action of the wings, and that any sound produced by

the tail feathers is inaudible
”

It remains for us to notice the plates, fourteen in num
ber, by which this work is embellished All of them are

characteristic, and most of them excellent , a Hct espc

cially to be noticed, since they arc chiefly designed from

birds stuffed and mounted by Mr Hancock Yet most of

us who are old enough to remember his beautiful con

tributions to the Gren T xhibition of 1851, to say nothing

of specimens of his skill which we may have since seen

elsewhere, have therein no cause for surprise In the art

of taxidermy—for art It is with him in a high sense—Mr
Hancock has no equal now, and possibly never had but

one, the late Mr Waterton , and the difference between

specimens mounted as these are and the handiwork of

ordinary bird-stuffers is apparent to anyone who has an

eye for a bird. Whether Mr Hancock’s genius in this

respect IS innate, or whether it has been developed in

him from a study of his fellow townsman Bewick’s la

boors, matters not much, both artists may be rated

equally high as delmeators of birds, while the younger

one, as the pages of this publication prove, stands as a

naturalist immeasurably above the elder.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Notts of Demonstrations on Physiological Chemistry

By S. W. Moore, F.CS ,
&c. (London bmith. Elder,

and Ca, 1874.)

The Preface to the “ Notes of Demonstrations on
Pbysudogical Chemistry” states “the want felt by the

nvma^ medical student, vis
, hinU os to which are the

most important points in practical work which be can be
ejected to acquire,” and “ the impo^ibility for a class

of men with only three houra a week at its disposal for

practical work to go through lengthy and uninteresting
processes,’’ induced the author to compile the “ Notes,”
“ so arranging them as to show the student methods that
more nearly concern his immediate ind future require
ments” In other words, the book is not intended to
treat thoroughly of any part of physiological chemistry,
but only to remind the student of the principal points on
which he is likely to be questioned, and to rtfer him for

further information to the College Demonstration To
place a book of this kind in the hands of the medical
student cannot be productive of good, as it enables him
to acquire a pretence of knowledge that is in his case
especially, worse than the want of it No one will deny it

to be the duty of the teacher to confine the atuntion of
students to those matters he regards as essential and
to pass over lightly those of less impoitance But what
will be the result if every teacher wntes a book pointing
out his mode of treating the subject The effect will be
to educate one-sided men, and to stifle all craving for

further information 1 he only way to avoid this cata
strophe is to recommend the use of a really good book, so
that tin, student may acquaint himsLlf with any part of
the subject, or conhne his attention solely to those points
treated by the lecturer The present work may be very
useful to the author’s pupils, but we cannot commend it

as a satisfactoiy introduction to the subject of physio
logical chemistry

Tht MurosioPi and iti Rei Inhous liy \V )J Cir
penter, M D , F K S h ifth h dition (I ondnn J
and A Church 11, 1874)

The recent excellent investigations of Mr Wcnlnm, Col
Woodward, and others, on the optical principles of mi
croicope construction and manipulation, together with tlie

results obtained bv the employment of immersion objec
lives, have added so much to our knowledge of the
principles of minute investigation and the interpretation
of the results obtained, that anj standard work on “ The
Microscope” must necess.ardy require fresh editing In
the fifth edition, just published, of his well known work
on the subject. Dr Carpenter shows how well he has
kept pace with modern investigations In it we find
the most recent views on the nature of the markings
on Diatoms fully entered into, the opinions of ( oL Wood
ward, Mr Stoddard, and Mr Rylands, Ixung clearly
stated and criticised The much discussed new prin-
ciples and methods proposed by Dr Royston Piggott are
in no wise omitted, the general tenour of the comment!
on their value being rather m their favour than otlier-

wise This last mentioned subject the author has placed
in the hands of Mr H J Slack, the secretary to the
Microscopical Society In looking at the book as a
whole, the question which we cannot help asking is, what
IS the limit to the points which should be touched upon
in It ? Why should certain tissues be described, and not
others? why should the organisation of some minute
animals be entered into, while others arc not referred to ?

We cannot answer this question ourselves, and think it

will become more difficult to do so as every fresh fact m
histology and minute zoology 13 added to the considerable
mass already at our dispos^

Ueber Atgebraische Rauminrom Von Eduard Weyr -
Ueberme iteiner'schcn Polygone aufeiner curve dtiUct
Ordnung C^nnd damit zusammenhan^endc Shtze aui
der Geometric der La^e Von Prof Karl Kupper
Die Lemmscate in RasionaJer Dehandlitng Von Dr
Emil Weyr (Prag, 1873

)

The first memoir (27 pp ) treats of curves m space, and
then discusses special space curves, viz

,
those of the fifth

order, concluding with the consideration of turves of the

sixth order and second and third cliss Reference is

made to Prof Cayley’s papers on the subject in the

Comfits Rendns, tome liv. (1862)
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The earlier part of the lecond memoir (38 pp.) treate

of pointi, line*, and polygons, and iwarms with result*,

upon the novelty or antiquity of which wc cannot pro

nounce a judgment Wc have then some proofs given of
properties of the Tneusp, which is the envelope of the feet

perpendicular lines of an inscribed triangle. Steiner’s

enunciations (
Creile,” vol 53) have been demonstrated

by Prof Townsend ("R^int from Fducattonal Times”
vol IV pp 13-17), Prof Cremona (' Crelie, vol 64), and
by other mathematicians * An appendix of eleven pages,

entitled ” Ueber Raumeurven vicrtcr Ordnung crater Art, 1

und eine spenelle ebene curve viertcr Ordnung C*, closes

the memoir
The last memoir on our list (39 pp ) is a very interesting

one, in which a great number of properties of the curve

arc established by means of its ordinary rectingular equa
tion (j:" 4-y)* - 3 1* (x* - y) — o We should like to see

this memoir m an hnghsh dress On the authority of a
German Iricnd, we may say that it is written in elegant

German All three memoirs are extracted from the
“ Abhandlungen der k bOhm Geselisch der Wisscn
schaften (vi folge 6 Band) Whether the practice

obtains on tlie Continent to any extent of thus reprinting

separate memoirs we cannot say, but wc learn from a dis

tli^ished physicist that such is the case with the Vicrna
mnsactions, of which any paper may be had sepa

rately through a bookseller at a price published in the

table of contents This is a hudablc practice, and in

these columns the desirableness of us introduction into this

country has been more than once dwelt upon Happily
we learn from the 1 residents address (Naturr,voI xi

p 197) that the lloyal Society have the matter under con
sideration As tlic reasons pro and con have so recently

been given, it would be out of place here to dwell lontcr
on the matter We hope, however, that it will be possible

on some terras or other to get separate memoir* in the

case of those societies wliose publications embrace two or

more spcci'tlitics A practice obtains in some societies of
atlowmg readers of papers to have extra copies of their

own papers, at reasonable pnccs, for distribution Possibly,

the best mode of proceeding at present for a specialist

who wants a particular paper is for him to apply to the

author on the chance oi his having these extra copiea

JUj^torium det Botamschen
Herausgegeben von Dr Leopold Just (Berlin

Gebruder Bertraeger, 1873

)

WlTU the rapid increase of botanical literature of every

kind during the last few years every working botanist

must have proved the inconvenience of having no work of
reference at hand hke this “Botanischer jahresbueb,”

and particularly those who are engaged in any special

inquiry invidving much research andTan extensive know
ledge of the hterature of his subject As the preface to

this excellent tisumioi thebotamcal literature of 1873
truly says, “ Almost every botanist has passed through
the experience of havingr^ through bulky treatises with

the expenditure of much time, only to complain that it u
BO much time lost On the other hand, it happens fre-

quently enough that very important treatise* appear in

^nodical* where they are not exactly looked for by

and '

if the success „
is granted it, and warrants the continuance of it from year
to war

Tile work ha* been pubhshed m two half volumes, and
the first part or half volume summarises the investigations

which have heen made, and the literature pubhmed on
the vaiioufl groups of the Cryptogamia, together with

divisions on the morpholi^y of celu, the morpholep of

tissues, the special moridiology of conifius, the mor^o-
1 faidM

logy of the Phonerogamia (monocotyledons and Aeotfv
ledons),and Phyiicaland Chemical Physiology, eondwied^
in the second half volume, which furtner contains di^
lions on fructification and reproduction, hybridsitiph,

origin of speciea Lisu and notices of systematic nhino-
graphs and extra European floras stand next In Crder,

together with Palteobotany, treated according to the sue*
cession of formations, beginning with the Primary or
PaIa.ozoic formation. The other portions embrace phar-
maceutical botany, technical botany, botany appliM to
forest management, diseases of pbmts, and geo^phieil
distribution

The aim of the editors has been to give as complex a
view as possible of the hterature of tlm several subjects
above mentioned, and witli regard to most of the depart*
ments this hat been successfully accomphshed. but omis-
sions occur in some of the divisions, particularly in
those on the cellular cryptogams and the morphology of
tissues No notice, r ? ,

is t^en of the important work of
Strasburger on AsoHa and the Lycopodiacem, nor the
work of Juranyi on the spores of Salvima naians Some
of the omissions Dr Just promises to rectify in the next
year’s volume.

In this deficient sectioiL however, it may be observed
that all newly constituted species amongst the Dlato-
macem and fungi are carefully noted, and of the latter

brief descriptions are given As an appendix to the
fungi appears a section on the nutntion of the lower
ortanisms
The above-mentioned divisions of the work embrace

all that lias been pubhshed m the time specified (1873) in

the German h rench, and English languages The lite

raturs of other countries is treated in fecial sections,

each under tlie care of an editor chosen for the purpose

,

via, Dutch, Italian, Russian, and Hungarian botanical
1 terature Dr J ust laments that it has not been possible
to include the literature of Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden in this first volume This however, will not be
omitted in future volumes, a suitable editor havmg been
chosen for the purpose.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\Th* Editor does net hoUktmtdfrtsfoHsMtfarohHwnt txpntttd

by hii corrtspondmti ffetther cam At mmi&iaJtt to rthtm,
or to camsfomd wth tht vrOtrt tf, r^td masmstr^
No mohet is Udttn ofamoHymoms commumeatuMS ]

Sub Wealden Exploration

In Naturk; voL xi p 367, the Rev J P Blake calls atten-
tion to the aanonncemeiit that it ii propotM by the Sab-Weald*n
Lxploration Comnuttes to abandon the pretent bore-hole and to
b^in again near the wme spot. He eiks why should
another spot be choien 1 and suggests that it would bt advisable
tv bore much more to toe north east, because there the Pelteocoic
rocks would be nearer the surface, and because at the presAit
bole we have already learnt aH that if neceiMiy May loe per-
mitted to reply to these remarki?

In the first place, it Should not be foigotten that to seardi ibr
coal measures, or even for the Pslteozoic rocks, te only oneob}^
of the exploration. In a purely sdentifio point of view, it is as
important to determine the tUokness and character of the OoUHc
strata—so far removed from their surface outcrop—as it is to
reach the older rocks. If it be true that the boniw hu been put
down where the Oolitic aerie* is Well developed, then this objm
will be the better attsined

But there la even n
necessarily be very di

, .

infer from the great development of any a
'' '

' s that the lower menberi aw
1 apoL The Oohde rocks In the Boidoanais oofs*

on in force as we recede from the Palaosoic area of UAfcabto,
The Kimmeridge clay la well developed fat the Pays da B(w7k
b 1,000 feet thick near Rouen, and, onitSoutenm to Aaw^
west of that dty, taimderiain by Lower OoUtM Ona*^
theretea wcB have sapposed that fat fbe
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K|wU bo 0 coondoroUe tUckuen of Oolibc ttnto ov« tbo

-tblroioico ( biU o bonng then prored the coibonUeroni hme-
itoMU 59 reel from the turfooe

It ii genmlly conceded ihol if the role object of the explom-

Uoo were to search for coal measures under the south east of

Inland, it ml|[fat han been advUatle to bore more to tlie north

or norA>easL There is no doubt that the Ooluic strata is thm
in that direction, to that a bonng between Maidstone andholkes-

fobO srotdd probablj not meet with any, or with only a small

lU^ntts. Bnt^ on the other hand, the Lower Cretaceous strata

might there be thick Bonnes for water at Maidstone have been

-earrlcd to too feet below sea level, and only just pierced the

Weald clay, getting water from the top beds of the llastings

sands. A boring at Ashford, carried to about the same

depth, seems to have got into the Hostings sand senes,

bnt how much more Wealden strata may be below either

of tbeie bore-holea we cannot tell Frof Prestwich sup

poses that the Palseoxoics may lie at a more moderate depth

nelow the seo-Uvel at Folkestone , and he proposes that the

Channel Tunnel should be cairird tl rou^h these old rocks. We
mutt all hope^ and I for one believe, that the Tunnel can be sue

eetslully earned through the chalk
,
but if this should fail, it ts

probable that borings will be mode to test the feasibility of Prof

Frestwich’a tcheme Meanwhile, the Sub Weniden bxploration

con apply its funds in mveitigating other districts.

It should be remembered that the boring has been mainly tup*

ported by landowners and others connected with Spsiex Mr
Willett, the indefatigable secretary, has worked at Uie task that

Sussex may have the honour of Lading in an exploration winch
in future years, whatever may be the succe s of the present

boring, will certainly be extended to other d stnets In the south*

east of England It is certain that no other spot in bnsiex is

10 wdl suited for the work , and, all thmgi considered, the best

plan U to begin again on the same site

The Committee has always kept the coat question in the back

ground, preferring to urge forward the work on Us scientific

merits Still, it is true that the chief cause of the wide interest

token In the boring la the hope that coal will he found, or nt

leoit that valuable information hearing on the point will be
ehtained It may then be well again to coll attention to the faet

that Prof Coiielet, whose reicarehea on the Coal Measures of

Northern France ore so well known, believes that the bormg

Is in the right position, and that it ts very probable that a line of

ptoducuve coal measures underlies the Wuld He has shown

mot the coal beds of Hordinglien, m the Bouloniuis, are really

true coal measurei foultcd down, and are not an abnormal deve

lopment of the limestone seriei , a conclution with which other

grotoglstf now agree.

I have entered mto these long explanations from a fear lest

Mr Blake’s well-meaning crlticismi may convey the impression

that money is now to be spent at Netlierfield which could be

better spent elsewhere I think this is not the ca.se, and 1 hojic

that them who have the means and the will may see the import

once of aiding the work with their contnl utions. Mr H
Willett (Arnold House, Brighton) has made himself pasonally

responsible for the amount (6oof ) needed to carry the new bonng
down to 1,000 feet, trusting that sabscriptions will steadily come
la for the future as thnr have done in the past.

Geological Survey Office, jermyn Street, W Topley
London, Feb J

Ptor HvubUREV Lloyd sayi, in bia book " On Mamet-
tom,”' published about two months ago^ and reviewed (rot xL

p sai) m Natoee by Prof Balfour Stewart, on page 115, In a

paragraph on " Gauss’s Theory ” 1—” In addition to this, mainly

Sough the exertiona ct General SaMntk magnetlcal obscr

mas. General Sabine has completed the co-otdinauon of the

^munnifians ,
and l>rof Adorns has generously offered to devote

hto Yphiable toe to the re-calcnlation based upon them. The
•ctnaw w«U may therofare, before lon|b exp^ to see a senes

of oaitE cEbtbtttoig the octosl coodition of the earth’s mignet-

In). gKEth aaon esECt than any iriiieh havatoen yet pradooed.’’^ Wsfoc* todeiost PnC Uoffd. and othm to haw that

about nine monthi ago was edited and pubLshed at Berlin, at
the request of the Imperial Admiralty, *' Die Grundlagea der
GaniiiKhtn Tbeorie und die Fjxcheinungen des Erdmagnetlsmui

;

im Jahre 1829, mit Beiiick‘4chtigang der Soecularvanationcn
aus alien vorli^edden Duobnclitungen berechnet und daigeslellt,

von A Erman und H letersent” a n-calculation of the
‘ Gaussian Constants, based on a co ordmatioii of the most

reliable observalidns, containing a seriea of charts which exhibit

the actual condition of the eiuth’s magnetism
O Reichenuach

Columnar Formation in Mud Banks

In reference to the report in Natuke, vol xl p 258, on Mr
Mallet’i communication to the Royal Society, respectlug the
hexagonal crjatalluation of basalt, I beg to offer to your risers
a similar explanation of the colnmnir formation in some mud
banks on the shores of tome of the nvert m bouth Africa

the tides of the rivers, but at the bottom of the vallejs, to the
action of the sun and the hot « mds These strata of mud are
very thick, and they brgm to dry on the surface and split across
into hexagonal like discs all over the flat, mid this spliUing^on the

ttirlice gradually deepens into the stratuui, and a miss or con
gems ol columns is tlius formed on the side lyin„' nearest the

river The diame er of these columns may vary from 4 to 9
inches, but tlitir length is \cry uncertain, and might be from
1 to 3 Let These agsi 1 bcc >rae detached by gravity, runs and
winds, and tumble into the stream, and are borne away by the
currents to the sea, to become imbedded and fossilised in some
sand bank, and probably the study of some future j aliconto

hii the case of basalt the agency of ciyslsll snlion m stated to

be by Mr Mallet the alsiraction of heat and contiaciion of
fluidity into solidity , but in this case it may lie attributed to

loss of moisture by liett and dryness producing contraction of
fluidity into solidity A similar result would therefore appear
to be produced by apparently two o) posite causes, coolmg in

the one case and healing m the other, but both have tended to
jiroduce a cloaer aggregation of the molecules, and brought
them within the range of iheir peculuur physical affmitiea

Edmbnrgh J W Bl ack

Flowers and Bees

Wirii reference to a letter which appeared m Nature,
vol Xl p. 248, I may meiiliou that on the 30th of August lost

nearly ail the bnapdrogon flowers 1 could find (including niany
unopened buds) had Inen bitten through by bees. 1 had been
looking out for flowers in Ibis state n short lime before (I think
not more than a week), when I could find only two^ and those
looked as if they might have been accidentally injured The
quickness and thoroughness with which the work had been done
was very strikbig CAM

Iron Pyrites

In Nat use, voL xi p. 249, Mr Con mentions the (iicttliEt some
iron pyrites in the Maidstone Museum "have ciumbled into e
coarse, finely divided mossj” and be inquires whether “such »
thing has ever been observed before.” It is a very common and
well known fact, and any work on chemistry will explain it Per-
haps we can best answer the question by quoting Dr Miller on the
subject (Chemistry, p. $88) 1—“ Sdta« varieties of iron pyntes,
especially those found in the Teitiary straU, are speedily decom
posed by exposure to air , oxygen m absorbed, and ferrous sul-
phate formed This decomj^tion ocean with graater facility

if the dmilpbide be mixed with other anbatanccs^ ai is the case
m the aluintoouE schists

, m which, by the fiutber action of air, a
baric fame sulphate is formed, whilst the liberated tnlphuriL
acid reoota upon the alumina, naagneaia, or lime of the sou, and
forma sulphatea , those ol alumimum aiad magnesia may be ex
tracted by lixivialloD. The oidinaiy crystallised pyrites from
the oUer strata to not thus decompose, but a vanety of a
whbcf etffoar u disintegrated raplMy by exposure to the

wtEltterj thto form of pynta to known as AfartattU, a wMt
imsi jtyrwn,” K.
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The MlcrogwpUc DlcUoiMtjr—Pollen Grain*

I BKAD TOUT crltlcum of thl* book Inleit nninber of Natob*
with b goof deiJ of Interest twl I fiilly egree with yoor rerwwer

in bi» sulement thet “ worker* In different field* will piece e

different eetimate on the impeittnce of their own depeit

ment ’’ Allow «e to rail yow ettentlon to the two ungnlerly

erroneoti* figtire* of the pollen eraln* of Mtmulut mouka!^

(PI 31, Fig 24) in this work 1 h*»* frequently exuntned the

pollen of Hii* pkuit, and have never *cen it anything like the

figure* in the ‘ I>lctionary, ' or hi any way diifenng from rte

gmins of many other member* of the hcrophulariace® The

pollen ofM motchaUu 1* like a grain of wheat, and not like the

wonderful convolute ball shoam in the “ Dictionary

In hi* " Common OhjecU (or the Microscope," Plate 3, Fig 31,

the Rev J G Wood reproduce* the drrf of th^ two e*^
ordinary figures, and desenbes the pollen ns "belted with wide

and deep bands,” &c., but by an oversight he omit* to gtvc

the source from which the erroneous figure 1* copied

In hi* " One Thousand Object* f ir the Microscope, Plate 3,

Tig 6, Mr Cooke copies the stcond extraordinary figure of thi*

pollen, and say*, "these cunou* granules resemble a bond or

cord Tolt^or folded in a spherical mo**, as if he ha<l so seen

them. The “Dlctionaty ’ plate cerUinly does Kok like thl*.

but m the letter pres* the fold* arc referred to as " silts or

furrows " By an oversight Mr Cooke also omit* to give the

source from which hts erroneon* figure is copied.

W G Smith

The Phylloxera

insect was most probably introduce from England in some vine*

which were tsken to Geneva to cerutn gtapene* of Baron Roth

schild m 1869 These graperies are in the middle of (he infected

distriLt—they were found to be mfected within twelve months

of the arrlvsl of the plant*, and no vineyards but those in the

neighbourhood of these graperies have been infected in ali

Swilrerland Prof Forel, in hi* letter to roe, say* that while the

s trounding vine* have perished those alUcked in Baron Roth

schild s house* have suffered very little indeed, and bear plenty of

fruit These vlne^ he says, are Black Hamburgh and Muscat

d Alcxandne or d Alicante He asks if In Fngland anything is

known which point* out any kind of vine u suffering less than

other kind*. Can any of your reader* tellme anything about it ?

Clifton, Jan 33 OH Wollastok

Thermometer Scales

r of L

n tbe follow

ing extract* was made to —" 7 Feb , 1775 This day the ther.

mometer ws* down to 8o^ two hours alter sunrise ' " This
thermometer hs* five inches divided into 75 degree* above tem-

perate (nr), and 6| inches below temperate, divided mto
100 degrees, the spirit at 80wu about on inch from the bottom.

In the frost in 1739 the spirit sunk below all the mark* In dils

thermometer ” Alio—' Dec. 30^ «739. Thermometer sank
below all the mark*. This thermo was marked down to 7
bdow hahrenbeit s freedug point of 33 , so this wru below 35
of ahr " home very hot days in July 1757 ate marked (I pre-

sume by tbe same thermometer) at 40^ 41, 46 and 47 d^peesj
another day, "very near 50" is spoken of u the hottest day tbe
writer thinks he ever remembers in Fiwland. "except the famoos
hot Saturday on the llth of June 1748

’

In 1783-4, 13 below o of IMtnaut Is a , .

cold, liie scale of liniisras is mentioned severe] tunes. I have
fidled to discover the scale of the first thermometer, and never
heaid of that ef Linnsmia. If any of yout reader* cah enlighten

me es to the lelstion of these scales to that of Fahrenheit or
Rdoammv I shell feel greatly indebted.

Morwi^, Fsb. i Thomas Sovtiiwui.

Om ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Thr hrxt return of Halley’s Comet —In the

year 1S64 the late Cbunt G de Pontdcoulaat made an
Impertaat oonumuieathm to the Paria Academy ef

Sdeaces relating to the pettvrhationa of this kamtt
comet He remarked at the oataet " 1 ptDpot& ht dtp
new researchea on tbe comet of Halley, to Aitiosr w
course of that body from tbe epoch when It waa oboerred

for the first time in a manner sufiicientiy ptedae to aUoa^
of determining tbe orbit, until that of its next return to

perihelion, which wiU take place in 1910, i>e during: an
Interval of nearly three hundred and eighty years, taf

cloding five entire revolutions of the comet. 1 shall

describe here, as succinctly as it is possiUe to dfk the-

results of the immense calculations which it has been
necessary to effect in order to attain this object" Wo
shall confine ourselves in the present remhrks to a ftir

particulars relating to the appearance of the comet in

1910, reserving a further account of Pontdcoulantif

memoir for a future occasion. It is, however, impossibtd

to avoid an expression of regret that the astronomer who
has completed the enormous work indicated in the abovo
extract, should have passed away without (so far as w«
know) putting upon record the successive stei>s of his

olcuianons in sufficient detail to be of service to the
future investigator, and it is to be hoped his papers may
yet be made available for this purpose Mere statements

of final results, necessitating for their attainment such a
prodigious amount of labour and such unusual skill, art

hardly all that is required, though in this remark we imply
no want of confidence in the accuracy of the work per*

fonned It is almost certain that the perturbations of
Halley’s comet will be recomputed before tbe year of its

next return, and it » as certain that the possession in

detail of the varions numerical results of Pontdcoulant’s
work wotiJd be of very great service to anyone who may
undertake its verification, not only by way of check as h*
proceeds, but as a guide to the effective mansgement of
the formidable mass of figures involved.

The perihelion p
Pans mean time, at

have been moving in an ellipse with a penod of 27895.81
days The influence of the p anet Jupiter upon the lei^h
of the present revolution is greater than in any of tbe four
previous ones, and amounts to 679 37 days, by which tbe
next perihelion passage is accelerated Saturn retards
the comet a 79 days, while Uranus accelerates it 3 3a
days, thesefore nearly negativing the influence of Saturn,
Tbe attraction of other planets 11 neglected. The totu
effect of perturbation durmg tbe actual revolutiem is ihns
found to be 67888 days, the penod being shortened
thereby , and hence the tune of revolution corresponditog
to 183s, Nov 16, IS diminished to 37316*93 days, and the
next penhelion passage is consequently fixed to 1910^
May, 33 87 Paris time, the comet then completing the
shortest revolution since 1531, the preceding revwtioa
having been the longest, and their difference is upward
of two years The periodic time correspondhig to the
comet’s motion at penhshon in 1910 is 37,790 days, A
notable change u produced by the action of the planet
Jupiter m tbe pierihelion distance, whidi is increased by
upwards of a tenth of the earth’s mean distance from tiM
sun, and tbe comet’s orbit is thus brought into very clM
proximity to that of the earth at the descending node,
in 1835 tbe comet at this point passed d 1511 from otic
track, m 1910, according to Pontdcoulant, u will be
distant only 00157 The excentrldty of the orbit in
is found to be o'«i7333 , the senti-suus maior, 17*95546

1

tbe l^tude of person, 305* 38' 14"; the
node, 57* Id

, inclination, 17" 46' 51" : themoUM^
retrograde. The longitudes are counted umn the OMah
equinox at penhelion.
The track of the comet calculated from tiiese ftmwfptk

isa veryfrtvourable one for observation. At the endoiF
October the comet has tbe same theoetfcal istett*

nty of 11^ as when it was last ghmpsed by Dr. Umottt
with tlw Mmiich refractor, oa the lytb of Man 18361 <U
to erroneoasly npposed tiiat tlm toto

ion passage in 1635 is fixed to Nov 15^5
ne, at whiw moment the comet is found to
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madk at the Cape *& Good Hope.) lu posltioa,

iiqeMdtag to the above data, is m the nd^bourhood of

rjo TaarL Thence tetrogiading with a slow southerly
]

Motion in declination, it passes through the constellation
i

in January 1910, and is situate In Pisces until it

Jhas-apmoacbed our globe within the mean distance of the

eMth frm the sun, or until about the beginning of the

last week in May Its ai^ent motion then rapidly acce-

lerates. ^ June 13 the calculated position is close to

the briiAt sUf Ctpella, and, five days later, on the con
fines « Lynx and Leo Minor At this penod the comet
a^ns its least distance from the earth, which may be

taken as 0*35 Descending pretty quicluy towards the

equator, we find it in the neighbourhood of 84 Leonis at

W b^Mning of July, afterwards podually losing itself in

the evening twilight. With the date for penhelion passage

assigned by Pontdcoulant the comet would be most con

spicuous in the first half of the month of June, in the

absimee of the moon, which is full on the sand.

Encke’s Comet has been detected very close upon the

calculated position at more than one of the private obser

vatones in this country, but up to the interference of

moonlight it was extremely faint We shall continue the

ephemens next week

Antaeks.—The measures of this sur communicated

last week by Mr J M Wilson, of Rugby, are pretty con-

dusive as to a physical connection of the components If

the angle and dutance used as a surting point (1848) in

our former notice be brought up to Mr Wilson s epoch,

187343, by applying Leverner’s proper motions in the

interval to the place of the large star, we have

Angle j87®8 DisUnce 3" 53.

The observation gives the angle 268° 6 (differing 19®)

less than any yet assigned by previous measures
,
but in

1845, Mitchcl thought the small star was on the parallel

preceding, and all subsequent observations except the one

in question have placed the companion in the np quad-

rant, Dawes in 1^ finding the angle nearly 376®

Lalandk’s £toii,k SiNOULikRE.—On the 4th of

March, 1796 (“Histoire Cdleite,” p 3ii), Lalandc ob-

served mendionally a star of 6 7 magnitude, the position

of which for the beginning of the present year is in R.A
8h. 13m. 3S., N P D 68® 51 5 , on the 15th of the same

month he as^n observed the star, and the resulting

for 1800 belong to Nos 16393 3 of the reduced

catalogue. On March 4 he attaches this remark to bis

observation
—*' Ctoile singuli&re ” The observation of the

itth is without note We have examined this star tele-

(copically on several occasions, without being able to

detect any unusual appearance about it The light is

yelloidsh. Has any reader of Nature had the curiosity

to look at it I The remark is a strange one for the ob-

server of so many thousands of sta s to attach, unless

there was really something singular in the star’s aspect at

NEWS FROM THE CHALLENGER”*
ft'HE CkalUnRtr left Port Nicholson on the 7th July,

A 1874, and proceeded under sad along the cast coast

ef New On the 8ch we rounded and trawled m
I,too fathoms, lat 40^ 13 S ,

long. 177* «' E-, with a

C*, and a bottom oTsoft greeoisb

eosc. Many animals were brought np bv this trawl, re«

Sflubting closely those which we had taken at a co^
snondimi depthm otherportimu of the Southern^ On
t^lQtb we again trawled and sounded in 700 fathoms

forty miles to the east of East Oqie
mthracmufnuedosr course northwards towards the

Kmmadec Islands, and on the 14th we took our usual
series of observations midway Mween Macaulay and
Raoul Islands in the Kermadec group At this station
we trawled at a depth of 630 fathoms , and we were
greatly struck with the general resemblance between the
assemblage of animal forms brought up in th^ trawl and
the results of a good haul m about the same depth off

the coast of Portugal or North Africa. Among the more
interesting oUects were a very large and splendid sped-
men of a Hwactinellid sponge allied to Polto^t^n,
several other fine sponges refenikl to the same group, and
three or four examples of two species of Pentacrinus new
to science, resembling generally P asieria, I

,
from the

Antilles. We trawled on the following day tn fathoms,
forty five miles to the north of Raoul Island, with nearly
equal success. On the evening of Sunday the 19th we
arrived at Tongatabu and called on the pnncipal mis-
sionary, Mr Baker, from whom wc received every possible

attention during our short stay After spending two days
in visiting different parts of the island, we left Tongatabu
on the 33nd of July, and after taking a few hauls of the
dredge in shallow water wc proceeded towards Kandavu
m the Fijis. On the 34th wc stopped olT Matuku Island
and landed a party of surveyors and naturalists

, and
while they were taking observations and explonng on
shore we trawled in 300 fathoms, and received among
other things a fine specimen of the pearly Nautilus,
Nautilus ^mptltns, which wo kept living in a tub for

some time in order to observe its movements and
attitudes

On Saturday the 35th of July we amved at Kandavu,
on the 38th we went to Levuka, and we returned to

Kandavu on the 3rd of August, where we lemamed until

the loth

At Fiji the civilian stalTwere occupied in examining the
reefs and generally in observing the natural history of the
islands , and m this we received all friendly assistance
from H M Consul, Mr Layard and from Mr Thurston,
Minister of King Cacobau. During our stay, a mixed
-arty of naval and civilian officers went in the ships
irge to Mbaw and visited the king
Between New Zealand and the Fiji group only two

soundings were taken to a greater depth than i 000
fathoms Of these, one at a depth of 1,100 off Cape
Turnagain, New Zealand, gave a bottom ofgrey ooxe, and
a bottom temperature of 3° C , and the second at 3,900
fathoms, lat 25° 5' S , long 172" 56 W ,

midway between
the Kermadecs and the Friendly Islands, gave “red
clay," and a temperature of 0° 5 C Four serial tempera
ture-soundings were taken

,
and the distribution of tem-

perature was found to correspond in its mam features

with what we had previously met with in oceans communi-
cating freely with the Antarctic Sea
The dred^gs, which, with the exception of one near

the New Zealand coast, were nil at depths varying from
three to sbt hundred fathoms, yielded a great nunmer of
very mterestiog forms

,
but, as I have already remarked,

they tended to confirm our impression that even at these

comparatively moderate depths, at all depths, m fact,

much greater than a hundred fathoms, while species

differ m different localities, and different generic types

are from time to time introduced^ the general character

of the fauna is eveiywhere very much the same
On the lothof August we left Kandavu and procseded

towards Api, one of the least known of the New Hebrides,

where there is as yet no permanent mislionary station.

On the I2th we sounded and trawled in 1^50 fathoms,

with a bottom of reddish ooze , we sounded again on the

i5tb m i4$o fathoms with red day , and on the 18th.

after passmg through the channd between Makurii and
Tao-HUI Islands, we stopped off Api m twenty five

fathoms, dose to the edge of the reef and opposuo a

landdig-pUce.
In oiteso receive^ as far as we could, the good-will of
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the native*. Capt Nares had given a passage to eleven

Api men, who had been employed for a three years’ term

in Fiji under the arrangement which exists there for the

regulation of Polynesian labour Two or three of ns,

with an armed party, took the returned labourers ashore

,

and as the natives, although thev appeared somewhat
mistrustful, and were all armed with clubs and spears and
bows with sheaves of poisoned arrows, were suffiaently

friendly, nearly all the officers landed and spent a few

hours rambling about the shore It was not thought

prudent to go far into the forest, which was very dense

and luxuriant, and came close down to the beach

The naUves were almost entirely naked, and certamly

bore a very savage and forbidding aspect One of them
was manifestly greatly supenor to the others, and ap

ored to exercise a considerable influence over them
e wore trousers and a shirt and a felt hat, and could

speak English fairly He recognised me at once as

having seen me at the sugar planution m Queensland,

where he had been for the usual three years’ engagement,
and showed me, with great pride, a note from his former
employer, saying that the bearer was anxious to return to

his service, and that he would willingly pay his passage

money and all expenses m cate of bis being given a pas

sage to Brisbane I had been paying some attention to

the South Sea labour question, and had formed a very

strong opinion of the value to the inhabitants of these

islands of the opportunity given them by this demand for

labour, of testing their capacity to enter into and mix
with the general current of working men, and thereby

possibly avoid extermination t
and 1 was greatly pleased

to see the result in this instance

From the island of Api we shaped our course to the
north westward towards Raine Island m a breach of the

great barrier reef not far from the entrance of Torres
Strait On the 19th of August we sounded, lat 16° 47 S

,

long 165” 30 £ , at a depth of 3 650 fathoms, with a
bottom of ” red clay," and a bottom tempciature of 1° 7 C
(35° F ) A serial tmperature-sounding was taken to the

depth of 1,500 fathoms, and it was found that the mini
mum temperature (i‘’7 C) was reached at a depth of
I 300 fathoms, and that consequently a stratum of water
at that uniform temperature extended from that depth to

the bottom
Serial temperature soundings were taken on the sist,

the 34tfa, the 35th, the 37th, and the 38th of August, in

3,335, 3,450, 3,440, 3,275, and 1,700 fathoms respectively

,

and m each case the minimum temperature of 1* 7 C

,

or a temperature so near it as to leave the difference
within the limit of instrumental or personal error of
observation, extended m a uniform layer, averaging 7,000
feet m thickness, from the depth of 1,300 fathoms
to the bottom.

It will be seen by reference to the chart that 00 our
course from Api to Ksine Island we traversed for a
distance of 1,400 miles a tea included within a brokett

bamer, consistmg of the continent of Australia to the
west , the Louismde Archipelago, the Solomon Islands,

and a small part of New Guinea to the north , the New
Hebrides to the east , and New Caledonia and the line of
shoals and reefs which connect that island with Austnklia
to the south. The obvious explanation of this peculiar
distribution of temperatures wiUun this aretu which we
have called for convemence of reference the “ Melanesian
Sea," IS that there is no free communication between thu
sea and the outer ocean to a greater depth than 1,300
fsthoiBi^ the encircling barrier being complete up to that
point.

The “Melanesian Sea’’ is in the belt of the S E trade-
winds, and the general course of a drift current which
traverses its long, axis at on average rate of half a knot
an hour is to the westward j evaporation is, as it is usually
throughout Ihe course of the trade-winds, greatly in excess
of prMpitadoa, so that a large amoont of the surftee- 1

water is removed This mutt, of court<, be replaced, aa4
it u so by an indraught of ocean-water over the lowest
part of the bamer at the proper temperatare for Aat
depth We had previoudy found a temperature of 1" 7C
at a depth of 1,300 fathoms on the i6lb, the iptb.and the
aist of June between Australia and New Zealand, on the
17th of July m lat. 35° 5 S ,

long iTi’ 5^W ,
and easliet

on the 10th of March in lat 47" 35* S The bottom Withift

I

the Melanesian Sea may be described generally as “ted
clay," with a small but varying proportion of the shells of
Foramimfera, sometimes whole but more usually much

I

broken up and decomposed In one or two soundings

I

the tube showed cunously interstratified deposits, diffiir^

mg markedly in colour and m comporition The ttasiji

was sent down on the 35th of August to a depth of 3,440

I

fathoms. The animals procured were few in ntunber-w
some spicules of Hyalonema, a dead example of Fnngia

I

tytnmetrtca^ two living specimens of a species of Omoel-
lularia, ahtch appears to differ m some respects from the
Atlantic form, and a very fine and perfect Btumga, also

' livitlg The existence m animal life is therefore not fan

I possible in the still bottom water of such an enclosed
i sea

, but, as we have already seen in the Mediterranean,
the condiuODS do not appear to be favourable to its deve-
lopment On the 39th of August we trawled in 1,400
fathoms, about 75 miles to the east irf Raine Island, with
somewhat greater success This might have been antici-

pated, as the depth was not much greater than that at
which the free interchange of water waa taking place, and
diffusion and intermixture was no doubt much more rapid
than at the bottom
On the 31st of Aurast we visited Raine Island, which wo

found to correspondin eveiy respect to Jukes s description
in the " Voyage of the Fly " We observed and collected
the species of birds which were breedmg there In the
afternoon we dredged off the island in 155 fathoms snth
mall success, and proceeded towards Port Albany, Cape
York, where we arrived on the 1st of September
We left Somerset on the 8th, and proceeded across the

Arafura Sea to the Ard Islands, teaching Dobbo on the
island of Wamma on the idth. We found no depth in
the Arafura Sea greater than 50 fathoms, and the average
depth was from 35 to 30 fathoms The bottom was a
greenish mud, due apparently m a great degree to the
deposit from the grnt nvers of New Guinea and the
rivers falling into the Gulf of •Carpentaria. Animal life

was not abundant Many of the animals teemed dmrfed,
and the fauna bad somewhat the character of that bf a
harbour or estuary The wecific gravity of the «j|face-
water was unusually low, falhng on the 33rd off Dobbo
Harbour to 1*03505 , the temperatare reduced to C,
distilled water at 4” C » i

After spending a few days shooting Paradise Birds and
getting an idea of the natural hist^ of the island of
Wokaw, we left Dobbo on the 33rd and proceeded to Kd
Doulan, the piucipal village m the Kd group. We then
went on to the isllmd of Banda, irben we remained a
couple of days and thence to Amboino, which we reached
on the 4th M October
On the 30(h of September, aftgr leaving the Kd hdande,

we sounded and trawled in 139 fathoma The trawl
brought up a wonderful assemUage of things, including;
with a large number of Molluscs, Crustacea, and Echino-
derms of more ordinary forms, several fine examtdes of
undeicribed Hexactinellid sponges, aiid several very neiv
fcet specimens of two new of Pentacrinus. 'rtm-
perature-ioundings were taken on the 38th of September
and on the 3rd M October at dept^ of 3,800 au t,4SO
fathoms reflectively, and on both occasions the mfoiiiKtm
temperature (3* C.) was reached at a depth of 900fothofM,
indicating that the lowest part of a bamer foetftmiig the

branM by Taliabo, Burn, and Ceram w
the north, the Atd islands on the **ft, Timor ihd Ad*
Serwatty islaadt on the tonth, and Cdebes Rod thd
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jtf tl)« Flores Sea oa the west, is 900 bthoms beneath the

mmGim
Fnm Antboina we went to Temate, and thence across

01# MolOcca passace and into the Celebes Sea by the

passage between Bcjaren Island and the north east point

In Celebes. On the 13th wc trawled and took serial

temperatures near Great Tawallie Island. The trawl

bromht np several specimens of a very elegant stalked

haUebondroid sponge new to science, and the thermo-
taeter gave temperatures sinking normally to a bottom
tempemture of a” 04 C On the foUowine day wc sounded
ha i,aoo fathoms, with again a nomiiu bottom tempe-
rature of l‘’‘9 C It seems, therefore, that the Molucca
passage commiimcates Creelr with the outer ocean , it

does so at all events to the depth of 1,300 fathoms,
and most probably to the bottom, if it include greater

depths
In the Celebes Sea we had two deep soundings

on the 30th, to 3,150 fathoms, and on the 32nd to

3600 fathoms. On both occasions senal tempo
rature-soundings were taken, and on both the minimum
temperature of 3*7 C (38“ 7 F) was reached at 700
fathoms A passage of this depth into the Celebes Sea is

therefore indicated very probably from the Molucca
passage This temperature coiresponds almost exactly

with that Uken by Capt Chimmo in the same area. We
trawled on the soth, and although the number of sped
mens procured was not large, they were sufficient to give
evidence of the presence of the usual deep sea hrana.
We reached Zamboanga on the 33rd, and on the 3601

we passed into the Sulu Sea and trawled at a depth of
103 fathoms On the 27th we sounded to 3,550 fathoms,
and took a senal temperature soundmg A minimum
temperature of 10° C was found at 400 fathoms, so that
the Sulu Sea must be regarded as the fourth of this sin

gular succeuion of basins cut off by bamers of varying
height from communication with the ocean This obser-
vation in the mam confirmed those of Capt Chimmo in

the same locality The minimum temperature reached
was the same m both, but we appear to Imve found it at a
somewhat higher level

We amved at Ilo llo on the 28th, and proceeded by the
eastern passage to Manila, which we reached on the 4th
of November
The colleciions have been packed and catalogued m

the usual wav, and will be sent home from Hong Kong
We have had an opportunity dunng this cruise of making
a very large number of observations of great interest. I

i believe I may say that the departments under my charge
I are gomg on in a very sadsfactoiy way

SioiKuuiu

JtfOAS OF NEW ZEALAND
\

I^UITE recently rumours have reached us from New
j

Zealand to the cfifect that two living specimens of the

c^ossal atmthious Urds, 0ie Moas, have been captured

in thh province of Otago, which are to be taken to Chnst
chun^ That the genus Dintmit. to which they belong,

has been extinct for some 0me is the general impresrion,

. iad ft is based on evidaice of no inconsiderable weight

NererOdtl#, 0icte are many reasoasVor 0it belief that

it is not long since mdividuals of that ostrich like group

peopl^ parts of New Zealand. In 1870 Dr Haast dis-

covered kitchen middens made up of fragments of Moas
of different species, mixed up with bones of seals, dogs,

and gulls, together with pieces of chalcedony, agate, &c

,

which evidently indicate that these gigantic birds were

contemporaneous with the ancient human inhabitants of

the islands. A human skeleton having been found wifo

a Dinomis egg between its arms is also en^nce in the

same direcdon, as is die recent discoveiy of the neck of
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one or these buds with the muscles axid integuments pre

served
Several portions of the external covering of the bird

|

have also been discovered, along with bones, which show
signs of recent interment Beside feathers, the complete
skeleton in the museum at York has the interment of

the feet partly preserved, from which it is e^dent that

the toes were covered with numerous small hexagonal
scales We are now able to supplement our knowledge
with a description of the covering of the tarsus from a

|

specimen sent by Dr Haast to Prof Alphonse Milne-
Edwards, which is to be seen in the Museum of Natural
History at Fans This specimen is figured, one fourth the

natural sire, in the accompanying drawmg, for which we
have to thank the propnetors of our enterprising French
namesake Za haiure It was obtained at Knobly Range,
Otago, and belongs to the species Dinorm f tngeiu From
it we learn that the tarsus, as well as the toes, was nearly
entirely covered with small horny imbncatc scales, and
not with broad transverse scutes, as it might quite possibly
have been. It is also evident that the hind toe, or hallux,
which is not present m either the Ostrich, Rea, Emu.
Cassowary, nor in tome species of Moas, was articulated

to the metatarsal segment of the limb a little above the
level of the other toes Those species of Dinoinis which
possess the hind toe, Fiof Owen includes m the genus
Paliptttyx
Amongst the struthious birds, the Mo is agree most

with the Apteryx, in the presence (occasionally) ofa fourth
toe

, and m their geographical distribution 1 hey re
semble the Cassowaries and the Emus most in the struc
ture of their feathers , and in the structure of the skull
differ from all to an extent which has made Prof Huxley
arrange them as a separate family of the Ratito; A
knowledge of the anatomy of their perishable parts would
be an invaluable assist incc in the determination of their
true afTmities, but it is almost too much to hope that the
material for such an investigation will ever present itsdf

PHE EECCNT STORMS IN THE ATLANTIC
n'*HIS subicet has attracted the notice of the New

Yotk Herald, which, in on article on the 23rd

J
anuary, remarks that "the successive gales appear to
ave been connected with the high barometer or polar air-

waves which have recently swept across the northern part
of the United States” Our contemporary sajs, more-
over, that the last “great barometer fluctuation was
followed by a storm centre which the weather reports
recorded on the 19th mst as then moving eastward over
the Gulf of St. Lawrencfr In fact, the lesson appa-
rently deduable from the recent steamer detentions and
ship disasters we had to record is, that the severest
cyclones may be looked for as the sequel phenomena of
the great wmter areas of high barometer and intense cold j

or, m other words, the nsmg glass should be studied by
the seaman as carefully as the fallum glass

”

Certainly, Uiere is some truth in this assertion
, but our

contemporary ignores tbe startlmgfact that at the very
same moment we had in Europe low pressure, southern
gales, and high temperature On the 15th a strong south
westerly gale was raging at Valentia. 1 vidently the
danger is very great when a rising barometerm America is
coupM with a tailing barometer in Europe, or \ncc versa.

Unhappily, the TransatlanUc Telegraph is not in use
now fw sending meteorological summaries between
Europo and America. It is deeply to be regretted
that the practice was discontmued, and we hope tbe
recent disastrous gales will induce the nations on both
tides of the great ocean to neglect no longer that useful
chaiind of mntua) mfbrmation

W BK Fommu,*

THE PAST AND FUTURE WORK OP
GEOLOGY*

f^N the agth ult Prof Pfestwidh, who, u our leadeis know,^ has suei^ed the late Prof PbtUipi In the chair of Gedotf
at Oxford, gave his inaugural icctnfe in the Museum of the
Univer&ity He comment by paying a high and well moiltad
tribute to the value of tbe work, the wide altumieots and ebani^
ter of his predecesior, Prof Phillips, and giving a brief dietdi
of the asTCct of geological snence at the time the chair wasestab-
liihed Prof Pretterich then proceeded to notice some of the
larger features, whether on qnest ons of theory or on qneitiou of
fact, by winch the progress of geology has been marked, and
which, while they may serve to show how much has been done,
will yet indicate how much still remoinii to be aceomplirited.
“ The geologist commences, ' Prof Prestwich said, *' wbera

the astronomer ends. We have to adapt the large and broad
generalisations of casmical phenomena to the inlnuter detidls

of terrettiuil structure and conititntion, which it is our business
to study The common origin of tbe solar system has been long
inf rred from the spheroidal figure of the earth and the relations

of the planets to one another, and explained by evolnlion from an
orfginai nebulous mass

, and geologists have had to consi^ how
far such a hypothesis is in accordance with geological facts. The
questions connected w th the earhest stages of the earth a history

I

are on the very boundaty line of our science, but they have too
important a beating on iii subsequent stages not to command oar
senons attention , and though obKure and tlieoretical, they serve

i to guide ns to firmer ground This nebular bypolhcsis lus re^
cently received from phyucists corroboration of a most novel and
striking character, equally interesting to geologisis and astro-
nomers.

"Tbe wondciful discoveries uith respect to th‘ tolar atm>
sphere saade by means of the spectioscope, have now presented
ns with an entirely new class of evidence, which, taken in con
junction with the argument denved from fi,pite and plan, gives
mesistible weight to the theory of a common ongin of the sun
sad Its planets, and while serving to connect our earth with
distant worlds, indicates os a coroUary what of nec^ty must
have been its early condition and probable constitution
“ The whole number of known dsments eompoiing the crust and

atmosphere of the earth tbe lecturer went on to say, amount
only to doXf four, and their relative dbtrlbatioii is vastly dispro-
portionate. It hu been estimated that oxygen In combination
tonal by weight one half of the eaitli’i crust , silicon enters for
n quarter , then follow aluminhirm calcium, magnesium, potas-
sium, sodium, iron, and carbon These nine together have been
estimated to constitnte ioo« of the earth s crust The other ilh
lonstst of tbe remaming fifty five non metallic an I mttaUie ele-

rhe researches of Kirchboff, Angstrom, Tbaltn, and Lockyer
have now made known, that of these sixty four terrestrial elements .
there are twenty present in those parts of tbe solar atmosphere'*
calleil the " chromosphere ” ani '' reveisug layer,” as the stra-
tum which surrounds the photosphere is caUsd from certain
optical properties. They consist oft—
AJnmlninm Chrominm. I.ead (t) Sodinm.
Banum Cobslt MotiWHtim. Strontinm.
Cadmium.
Calciaiii.

Ccriaah Iron.

“ Nor, with jiossibly two excepUon, does the spectroscope giys
ur fndicatioa of nnknown cienients.
* While these pheaomeaa ofibrd such strong additional ntoofe of

the common origin of our soUt mtem, Mr Norman Lo^yer,
basing his inquiiies upon these and other facu recently acquired

t On nnslTfiog thu lilt we find —
I Fermanent Cms HYdroaeu.
Meuls or tho AUnlws bodina

} Meuli 01 tho Zlac ds« Z Mogoodum. 2inc CMnduB.

. Meuliofiholiiiehm Tin tSSiuw
I Mculof ihoLeadelaniprabatily)
The nutnb of the luogwen Anlfmony, Sliver, sad OoM '<««viT siw

entirely unrepretentod while if we csoent llie »*ii— natu* of» 3?L,.i3S5|h
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patho ocnttUtadon of the ton, hat been led to form taiDe view*

of iateiest bearing on the probable itmetwe of the crutt

and nvclene of the earth. With fait permittion I am enabled to

lay baftite you tome of the points in the inquiry he it now
pttrtnlng

'

"
Observation and theory have both led him to the unerpected

eondtuion that in the otie of an atmosphere of enormoni height

and contisting of guet and of metallic elementi In a gaseoui

state, cravity oveicoteet diffnslon, and the vatioot vapours extend

to duferent belghts, and so practically arrange themselves m
layen , and that In the tun, where owing to the tierce tolar tern

perature the elementi exist in snch a state of vaponr and of com
pkte dissociation, the known elements are observed to thin ont
in the main in the following order * —

Coronal Atmosphere Cooler Hydrogen

i

Incandescent Hydrogen.
Magnesium.
Calcium.

!

Sodium
Chromium
Manganese
Iron.

Nickel, &c
'* Mr Lockyer suggests, and has communicated some evidence

to the Royal Society in support of bis suggestion, that the metal

lolds or non metallic elements as agroupTie outside the metallic

atmosphere. He also explains why under these conditions their

record among the hnmnhofer lines should be a feeble oue
Hence he couiders that we have no argument against the pre

senca of some quanlity of the metalloids iti the sun taken as a
whole, although that quantity may be small.

“ Mr Lockyer then takes the obsened facts together with the

hypothesis of the external position of the metalloids, and is

considering these two quctlons —
I Asfummg the earth to have once been in the ume con*

dition as the sim now u, what would be the cliemical constitution

of Its crust 7

3. Assuming the soUr nebula to have once existed as a nebu
louf star at a temperature of complete diisociation, u hat would

be the chemical constitution of the planets thrown off as the

nebuloiity contracted ?

" It will be seen that there is a most Inbmite connection be
tween -these two inquiries , the localisation of the various ele

nients and reduction of tempemiure acting in the same way
in both coses.

“ Thus to deal wuli the first question j
at the external gaseous

vapours (those of the metalloids) cooled they condensed and fell

on the underlying layer, where they enicred into combination,

forming one set of binary compounds, and then others at the

temperature was reduced, until haoily all the metals in 1 earths

were piecipitated f
" If now we turn to the earth's crust we find it very gene

rally assumed that the fundamental igneous rocks which under*

lie the sedimentary strata, and which formed originally the

outer layera, may be divided into two great masses holding

generally and on the whole a definite relation one to the other—
an upper one oonaisting of granite and other Plutonic rocki^

Hch In idica, moderate in lUnmina, and poor in Ume, iron,

and magnesia ,
and of a lower mass of basaltic and volcanic

rocks m greater sucaric gravity, with siUca

portions, alumina in equal, and iron, Ume,

H

much 1i

-MS not and a plan In Iha abovs list, becauaa its order laths
laxtrs hss not yet bseo dstsrnuasd by ohservatvw, but the principle referred

to would place U between negneuum and oalctnm.

t Ftntl^boae hmary compounds capable of exLstini at a high temptra>— -*di os the vapour ol water, of hydrochlonc acid ulica, carbonic nod
. J f 1

IJ,, predntutioii of these would giea
a.«uiety of silientes, chksUes, soipbaies,

' —— ‘‘i^onatiiutien of 1
•*

A^ltpconii

larger proportions, with also a great vanely of other
jits Cl oectsional constituents ; whUe the denier metah are

in larger proportion in the more ctn nl portion of the nnclens.

The suggestion of Mr Lockyer is that this order follows neces-

sarily horn the original localisation of the earths and metals
before referred to, by which the oxygen, silicon, and other
melallolds formed, as they now do in the sun, an outer atmo-
sphere, succeeded by an inner one consisting In greater part of
the alkaline earths and alkaIle^ then by a lower one of iron and
its associated group of metals, and fioally by an inner nucleus
containing the other and denser metals.

"As we have before observed, above nme-lenthiof the earth's

emst consists of those elements winch, on the assumption of the
external position of the metalloids, would constitu e tiie outer

layers of the nebular mass. Thus, oxygen and silicon alone con-
stitute on the avenge ,v<, of the mass of acid 1 luionic rocks of

which the upper part of the fint assumed shell of the earth con-

sists , while beneath it are tlie basic rocks, into the composition

of which calcium, magnesium, and iron, combued with oxygen,

enter in proportion of, say, I'M,, the silica being leu by iVh ,

still deeper lie the denser and harder metals^ which reau the
surface only through the veins tranivening the outer layers.

“ We next come to the second question dealing with the chemi-
cal constitution of the planets. It u imagined that the same
consideration wonld hold (,ood, and that the exterior planets may
approach in tlicir constitution that of the sun s outer atmosphen.,
and that the planets may become more metallic as their orbits

lie nearer the central puttion of the nebula. Mr Lockyer con
aiders that tho low density and gigant c an I lii|,hly ahsorkng
atmospheres of the outer planets accord with their being more
mctalloidal , and that, on the other hand, the high density and
compara'ively small and feebly absorbing atmospheres of the
inner planets, points to a more intimate relation with the inner

layers of the original nebulous mass. For the same reason we
sliould expect to find the metalloids scarcer in the sun llton m
the earth

In the Jovian system, and m onr own moon, we bare a still

further support of the hypothesis in the fact that the density ot

the satellites is less than that of their primary
" I bad hoped. Prof Prestwicli cuiitiniied, “ to have brought

before you some of the results of tlie examination of the si>cctra

of portions of the outer igneous rock crust of the earth, which
Mr Lockyer kindly undeitook to compare with the solar spec-

trum, but, owing to the state of the weather, the invesligaliun

li not yet complete It may, however, be stated that, asinl^
spectrum of the sun, so in the spectra of the granite, greenstone,

and lava already tested, no traceof metalloids is
|
resent, although

oxygen and siliopn are so largely present in there rocks.

"We can, however, stdl only look on these views as hypo-
thetlcal, but they commend themselves to us Ire ihcir simplicity

and grandeur, and their high suggestiveneu ior future inquiry

and rcuarJi. They show us also bow the spectroscope may, as

the microscope has done already, aid the Investigations of the

geologist—the one by endowing the eye with new powers of

sight wnh respect to the infiuliely minute, and the other with

new powers of tangible analysis with respect to the infinitely

distant

"Quitimg the eaily butory of our glolie, we leave the domain
of the astronomer and enter upon one shared by the geologist,

the mineralogist, the chemist, and tho mathematician Instead

of the sixty four simple elements, tbcir mutual rcactioAs have
resulied in the formation of somewhere about 1,000 varieties of
rocks and mineTals alone, whh which the ^logist has in future

to dcaL He alio has to deal with all the physical problems
aristog from the consolidation of the crust of the earth—from
pressure due to gravitation and contiaction—from the action of
subterranean forces—from the effeett of heat—and with aU the
varied phenomena resulting from these complex conditions.''

Mr Ihettwieb then refened to the early belief that the tbick-

ncis of the crust of the earth does not now exceed thirty to sixty

miles , and to the conclusion, supported by Sir W. Thomson, of

the late Mr Hc^kins, who, reasoung on phenomena conuei^
with precession or nutation, concluded on the contrary it

could not be lest thou 800 miles thick or more
Rcmdrkingtliat it is difficult, however, to reconcile thcce news

with the extent and character of modem volcanic action, Frof.

Pitstwich referred to the thtones propounded by Mr Mallet

in his Fcmatkablc paper recently published In the Transactions

of the Royal Soci^

I

"lllittnt%i«9hical geology," the lecturer went on to say, "the

I
great diyUou originaBy ont by onr predeceieon stand,
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but thdr manber tad tbs lumber of mbdlfUoiis hove grealb

tnereMed. In iSas, wtwn FhilUpt nod Conybeete wrote thefr

' Geology of Eogltnd end Welce,' twenty-diree M-celled fotauL-

tiont were leeogniied, wfaercM now tbiity-eight nA me eetn-

bibbed, end tbero are divided into abont lao nbdivbrani, each

dwiactcrlied by tome peenliaiity of itnictiire or of feooa.

PakraatoIrMy Bi a leparate iciesce waa not then known j itrtM

tnial and i^aical gMlogy bad chiefly oceopied attention ; but

the itn^ of organic mnaiiia haa ainoe advanced with raeh nidd
and vigorona atridea that the older branch waa until latdy in

daim of being neglected and dbtanccd
''At that time the number of apedea of oiganic remaina in

Great Britain which had been deaeiibed amomted only to 75a,

wheteea now the number amounb to the large total of 13,376

*^**^&me falea of the extent and variety of the paat life of our
globe maybe formed by comparing tbeie figniea with the numbera
of jdanta and anhnab now living in Great Britain. Exdudii^
tboae daaaea and famiiica, auch aa the naked molluaeaand otheia.

which irom their aoft and gdatlnona nature decay rapidly, and
ao eacape ibaallbatlon, and insecta*—the preaervation of which
b exceptional—the number of living apedea amounta to 3,989,
againit 13,183 extinct apedea of the came daaaea.

"Thuf, whuethetotai number of tboae daaaea of vertebrate and
Invertcbiate aidmab and planta repreaented in a ioaail atate, and
now living in Great Britain, b only 3,989, there formerly lived

in the aame area aa many aa 1^x76 cpede^ co that the foaail

exceed the recent bv 9,187 apeci^ It muat be remembered alao

that pbnb are badly represented, for, owing to their leatricted

preaervation, the fcaail apeaea only number 833 against l,8ao
recent ipeci^ Birda are still worse repreaented, aa only eighteen

fossil apMea occur ogamst 33a recent apedea.
" But the multiplicity of British foaaila, however aurprblng as a

whole, haa to be viewed in another and different lijbt The
large total repreaenta, not u the recent apedea do, the life of one
period, but the sum of those of all the geological penoda
Geolo^cal penoda, aa we construct them, are neceaaanly arbi

trary The whole geological aenea consists of subdivisions, each
one of which b marked bv a certain number of characteristic

species, hut each having a large proportion of species common
to the subdivbioos above and below it These various aubdivt

ised into groups t

I species pecnl ai

approximately at thirty eight
" The number of tpedes ctpedes common to one period and another

years since by Prof Ramsey, we may aasome tbarabout tUrty
per cent of the organic remaina pass from one stage to another
“Dtviduy the 13,276 fosril apedea among the thirty etoht

atues, or omitting the lower stages and some othen, and takuK
only thirty, we tbna gat tn average of 44a tpedes for each | and,
allowing in addltiim for the number coumon to evetr two
periodi, we obtain a mean of 630 specica as the popuiatioD of

peiioda, against the 3,989 t^es of the
On thb view the reletive numbers are thcrefoie

" 1 hb gives a ratio fnr the liuna or flora of a paat to that of the
present poiod of only u i 6 3 But it must be remembered
that probably the actual aa well aa tbe relative nnmben of tte
sevml ebatea Mb' w fan each and aU of these several fbnwUdosH^
varied greatly at tbe dUbient geological periods. Stai we hateo reason to tqipose but that daring the greater pert of them

of one form or another waa as prolific, or neariy aoi, in thn
BdtiiA area than ae at foe imteiit day, tad we sum thaa foam
ome cenoepifon of how little relatively, thon^ so modi rcelly,

we have yd dbeovered, and of bow much yet lemahis tote
done we can re-eatabibh tbe old bads and seiw of
each aocemaltt period, with theb foil aad aigdficant popektiona
Thb w« emmot'S;^ ever to succeed ia acram^^

decay baa btaa too quick aad foe aedt aafombaaaOt toot
out of our readi ever to yield up all tha vtobtba of past ,

butatthon^foeUmiboftha hotfaoaaaay aavcrberaaioiaAtM
iiehl may be vastly extended , etch aegiMt of that aanricMa
may yet be prokmgadwe know not bow fori aad it b iatUa
extenaioo—In the fiUing np of the bhnlu cxwiw ha foe Ufooi
each partlcnbr period—that Iba one greet wodi oTlha firtan.*'

(To bt eonHmud^

NOTES
It b perhaps too much yet to expect any allnaiaa to foa'

interetta of aebnee in that very ttoecato eompcMitian, a Queen's

Speedi. The next beat thing to fob, however, ooearred bit
Friday, when Lord Rayldgfa, tha seconder ot foe Addrem, vary

courageously pointed out the mniniou from tbe Speech oS any
allusion to an event " which had cxdted some puUb interest of

a notopoUtical diatacter ” Hia lordahip rdin^ to the recent

Transit of Venus, m which the attronomen of thb country had
taken a part, but by uo meaii% ba thought, "too laiga a
part ” We conftea that on thb point we quite agree with

Lmd Rayleigh, indeed, we think he haa stated the ease, at

against England in fob matter, with remarkabb mitdnaaa. Bet

fob 13 a mere detail compared with what followed Lord Ray
leigb laid “he could not put fmn astronomy without exprstiing

ahopethatotheradencesof eqnal philoaophicalinteiest andgreater

material importance might receive more Government recognition

than had hitherto been accorded them. It waa something of an
anomaly that England, whose great proipenty was largely due

to scbatific invention, should be riow to encourage foeee

whose discoveries were laying foe foundations of future progress.

It was said, he knew, that thero things might he sefdy left to

individual enterprise, but there were fields of mvsatigstion ia

which individnala were powcriesa We hope that fob empbaUc
advocacy of the chums of science on Government, by one who
has bad the htmour of being selected to accund foe Address on
foe Queen’s Speech, augurs fovoursUy for the amount atteatioa

these claims arc likely to tecure durl^ foe forthcoming seanon.

Thu words of Mr Dbraeli on Monday night with regard to

Unlverrity Reform are also vety chterfaig to those who wbh to

see tome decided action taken towards the thorough rribrm of

our Univcraitiea. Mr Dbneb’a words wen very atroiifc ao
strong bdeed aa to amount to an asMmoce that Goveniacnt
really means to take bto serious conaideratioii this aanlon foe

Rep^ of foe University Commiision. "It b our opinion,’* tha

Pnme Miidater aaid, “that no Government can cxbt which for a
moment maintains that foe conalderatimi (tf Unlverrity Rdbrai,
and consequently legbbUoo of some kind, vrUl not form part of
iu duty” These words give oat no unoettab aoimd. Mr
Dbneli nU, moreover, that when the Report waa pfcacntcd dt

tha end of bat seaaioii, foe Colbges wen not aascmbled. It

would be btereating to know whether the CcUqgea have yet met
to cenaider tbe Report, and whether theyan likriy to act on fob
hint of foe Prembr and take toma btenal action—caamcnet
foe work of reform from witUn, instead <d waitiiig untilfoey an
driven to it by forces from without

Wb an abb to ghn thb week foe fint inrialntetd of an
abstract of Pnf Prealwirii’s lectnn to foe foab of Geotony
at Oxford. We have printed it to email typei to order to be
ebb togiTeaamudiupoeaniboranaddicatwUfo,ovrea4eto
will aee,b likely to mark an impertant stage iitthe Uatoiyir
geobgical sebnee. The address will aboitly be pufaUfoed to
naqiantefMm,

Tax Arctb Commhtea anwtetod by foe AdmifB]ty,hMli«
compbtod he tooifc aad sent to a flea] leptot^ wae dbeotneilpt
mtk. The Committee hM got foimgh math irerit to foe*9
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claret ud provuioiiti Mtd maUng picpantioni of

Utdt, in wUch U WM ably aaiited by Dr Lyall and Mr
two old Ai^e officen of long eapcrtence. The farther

amngementa will be nnder the direct tnp^tlon of Capt hard,
who will abo anign the ipecial dntiea to be imdertalcen by the

different officen ruder hie command. Commander Markham,
who acqalted much experience in ice navigation in 1873, wll, it

boa now been arrange^ accompany Capt Noresin the first ship,

and the yonnger exeentire officers are the very pick of the service

The medical staff, consisting of four officers, is also composed of

» men who are quite capable of taking charge of some inches
of identlRc investigation One, at least, is a good botanist

In our last number, p. s68, is a letter in which the im
portance of attaching a competent geologist to the expedition is

strongly niged It is, of conne, very desirable that, if scientific

civilians are attached to the exp^ition, they thonld be men who
can secure results which could not be equally well secured by
any of the officers. As regards botany, the number of known
flowering plants in Greenland {s about 130, and it is unlikely

that they can be largely added ta The point of botanical mte-

reat, within the unknown regon, u the dlstrlbuiiun of genera

and species , and what is needed is diligent collection, with careful

notes of the 1 ealltles where the different species are fourd This

conid be perfectly well done by the medical and other officers of

the expedition Unt to secure satufactory geological results^ a 1

trained geologist, well acquainted with all the Arctic problems.

Is esientisl, and it u not likely that any of the officers would
1

have the nccestniy qualifications. It is, therefore, very im
portont that suggestions luch as those of our correspondent last

sreek, and of others who have urged the same views, should

have then due weight

At the meeting of the Royal Gergraphical Society on Mon
day, Admiral Richards read to a laige and distinguished audience,

including H R II the Pnnee of Walei, a paper on the proposed

route to the Pole for the Arctic Expedition It was intended at

present, he said, that the two vesaels should leave Portsmouth

about the latter end ol May, and, taking the usual route to

Baffin’s Bay, so endeavour to pass up Smith’s Sound In 8i‘> or

Sa* north Utitnde they would probably separate, and while one

would stay exploring the northern cout of Greeniand, the other

would push atill farther northwards. Lvcrythiug, the Admiral

waa of opinion, had been done to ensure success. After a few

Temaiks on the probable nature of the sea beyond 83° latitude,

in the course of which he stated that from the violent current

vrtiich swept southwards from Smith a Sound and through Hud
eon’s Strait, along the coast of Labrador, he Inferred that there

was no great continent north of Smiths Sound, he concluded

by pointing cut the advantages that would result from the expe*

With n$;ard to the proposed German Arctic Expedition, the

Committee of the Federal Council on Maritime Matters has

ptopoted that the Conodl should submit the qnestioa of sending

out n German Arctic Expedition to an Imperial Commission for

corntdeiation.

To those who are seeking for detailed Information concerning

the route of the Arctic Expedition, we would commend an

gitide (with map) by Dr R Brown, in the Gt^rafhieal Jlfaga

timtor FAruaty, cn Diseo Bay, giving a very fell Idea, derived

from penosul experience, of the physical and social oondltion of

ih^West Greenland coast between 69° and 71° N kt The
ifgsnaAre states that Dr Brown is " the greatest hving authority

OB all sdentifie questtona cosmccted with Greenland ’ In the

fcrthcoitiliig voluaae of fhe »*Transactiona” of the Geokigieal

9e9Mr«f Oliugow Dr^ Brosnt will have a Mper og the Moar*

iHik Pngfawd* and DiwoIM

Many influential French papera arecitcuinling the Intelligence

that Lieutenant Bellot, oithou^ he came to London with the

autboraatlott of the French Government, has not been admitted

on the staff of the English Arctic Expedition Strong remarks
are made on the supposed selfishness of the Unlish Admiralty

Luut Camekon hai tent home a map of Lake Tanganyika,

from U>ijl to the aouth end, on a large scale , which represenU

gc graphical work of great Importarce The work of Burton

and Sp^e and Livingstone dm the lake is confined to the por*

tion north of Ujiji , for the voyage made by Dr Livingstoiw

along the west coast, south of Kasengc Island, was mode at a

time when he wu too lU to make observations. Cameion’a

cxploradon is, therefore, a discovery In the true sense, and (»e

of considerable interest, for that young officer bos not only

carefully delineated the outline of the lakejwith all the mdenle*

tions of the coast and the mouths of nveri^ but he has discovered

the outlet, and thus solved a great geographical prol lem He
IB himself very cautious In ouuming anything without personal

inspcciiun, and even yet hesitates to allow that the stream which
lie found flowing out, and traced for some miles, is really an

outlet. He holds it to be possible that it may floW into some
swamp or backwater But there really seems to be little room
for doubt on the subject, alihough Lieut Cameron U wucly

resolved to moke a further examination The river Lnknga
flows ent of the lake^ at the end of a large bay, a short distance

south of the Kosenge Island, between which and the outlet is

Uio mouth of the Rogumba, which flows into tlie lake The
Lnkuga, according to the Chief and people who live on its bonks,

flows from Lake Tanganyika to the river Lualabo. On May 4lh

Cameron went down the Lnkuga for a distance of four miles,

and found it to be three to five fathoms deep, and five to six

hundred yards wide, but much choked with grass. There wos

a distinct, but not a rapid current flowing out We understand

Cameron s map of Lake Tanganyika will shortly be published by
the Ucc^raphical Society

A VEXY mlerciting paper in the Ceup a/htcal MataUtu u on
Great Thibet, be ng an account of a journey made in 1872-73

from the headquaiters of the Indian Great Trigonometrii^

Survey by a scmi Thibetan, a young man trained to the work,

named Major Montgomerie. He crossed tiie Brahmaputra to

the north of Shigatze, and journeyed along the river Sheang

Chu, to the lake lengn Nor (the local name of which u Nam
cho), which be may be said to have discovered, os it has hitherto

lieen placed on our maps merely on the authonly of old Chinese

surveys of unknown authorship. Its north point is just under

31° N 1st , and its south point about 304’ , it bci between 30*

and 31° west It is about $0 miles in kitgih snd between 16

and 25 miles in breadth Aflcr snflenng considerable hardships

the young explorer and his small party returned to Uiosso.

To the keepership of the doologicsl collections of the

British Museum, vacated by the reslgnitlon of Dr J E. Gray,

Dr Albert Ciintber has been appointed. The appemtment of

Assistant Keeper, rendered vacant by Dr GUntb^s promodoa,

bas been filled ^ the appointment of Mr P Smith, of the

Entomological Department

Profs Chikkici, Pigotini, and Strobd, have started a new
periodical devoted to the prehistoric antiquities Italy, under

thetatle of the BulltUtno dt PaUtttalosia ItaHam, tlie first num-

ber of which hat just appeared It is intended to issne monthly

nurnben, each of sixteen pages, with at least six illustrative

plates hi the eowse of the year. The present rnunba contains

articles on -flint flakes worked to a rhomboidal form hke some of

those discovered in KenFs Cavern, on the mode of hafiing

bnaun cdtr, and notSces of some recent discoveries in Italy,

Tb* amuud labscription is enen Ihuicii
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Ws troald ramind oar readcn that Prof Clerk Mazwdl’e

lecture to the Cheeakel Society, •' On the dynemlcel erldenoe of

the molecaler conetllution of bodlee,” will be delivered tm

Thondey aeat, the i8ih lostent The Femdey Lecture wilt be

dellvcied by Dr. A W Hofmeim on the iSth of March

Thk Cambridge Smilh’i l*r)zei have been adjudged at icl-

lowa —rimt prize,W Bamaide, B A , Pembroke ,
tecond prlie,

O Chryttal, B A , St Peter’*. Tbeae two gentlemen were

declared equal in the laet Mathematical Tnpot at Second

Wrangler

At the 300(h annlvcrtaiy of the founding of the UniTeruty of

Leyden, held on the 8ih iut, degreet were conferred < n the

fidlowing Engllih men of science —Prof Cayley, Mr llngglni,

Mr Prescott Joule, Dr Odiing, and alto Prof Newcomb, of

Washington, IT S ,
oeated Doctors of Mathematic* and Physic*.

Mr Charlet Darwin was created Doctor of Medicine

Ir is mtended to istue, in October 1875, the iirtt number of a

periodical to be entitled Mtn4, a Quarierly Rtvmo tf Scttutiju

Ptythelogy and Phtlasophy Due prominence wdl be given in

the Review to objective retearchet into the function* oi the

nervon* syttem. All special line* of investigation aflorJing

insight into mind, in dcfiendence on the main track of pqr

chological inquiry, will receive attention in the Review
, * g , \

Langu^je, Primitve Cn ture. Mental Pathology, and Comparative

Psychology Afix^will be published by Mettn, Willitma and

Noigate.

Thi Board of Trinity College, Dubho, have elected Dr J
Xmerton Reynold* Professor of Chemistry m the University of

Dublin. Dr Reynolds u well known as an accomplished

chemist, on excellent observer, and a skilful expenmentalist

His researches on a new group of colloid bodies containing

mercniy, and on oettam silicic acids, and his discovery of sul

phuretleil area, have made his name well known Hi* election

a* mie of the Profesiora ol the Medical School of Dublin

Univemty is in every way for the mterest of that school, and the

announcement thereof will be received with the greatest favour

by his colleagues.

Thiu will be an examinatloa at Downing College, cm

Tuesday, April 6, and three following days, for a Scholarship

in Natural Science Information can be obtained of the tutor

of the College, Mr John Peikina.

fun Government has received a despatch from Batavia, dated

Feb. 3, announcing an eruption of the volcano Kioet, m the

island of Java, whereby great destruction has been caused at

Biitar

Wb have received on instalment of the thirty lunth supplement

to Petermann’a MitiAa/nngun, which 1* to be occupied with a
full geographical and statistical account of the Argentine Re*

pubhe. Chill, Paraguay, and Uruguay The port to hand con-

tains details oonceming the physical features, ^iiical divisious,

and popnlatiim of the first lumad, rmd a large finely executed

map of all the four Dr Pettrmann himselfcompile* the strictly

geographical account fiom the latest official statlsUca, while a
get^phico statistical appendix is to be given by Dr Bur
meistcr, director of the Mnaenm of Bueno* Ayres.

Tai Januarypart of Peteemonn’s AlittiuilungeH oontadns a very

interest^ iket^ by £, Bebm, of the origin and progress of the

German Afncaa Society, which has already set to work in earnest

on the Wsst Coast, and promise* to do much for the explcHatlon

of ASdea in thk direction. Dr Petemumn writea on the mmms
by wUdi tba Stkekty’s explorer* are to carry on thdr work, and
straagly odvoodis the use of elephants. A map of the coast

fkoma*M. to i«‘ IS. aocompanks the papers, shoi^ the rontea

of previous caplecan* am) thoae of Bastion, OiMSddt* and Laos*

in 1873 74. The moving spirit of the SodatyktheoeoetapOilMil

Dr Bsstisn, who himielf has tiavellad fat neariy every regtoftOf

theglidm

Tub Jonnary number of the BmlUUn of the Ficndi Gep*

graphical Society contains the fint instalment of a leria of

extrocU from Abbd David’* account of his travds in Moi^oVb
in 1866 Abbd David is one of the most Ind^tigaUe of living

travellers, and ha* probably done more than any other axplorer

to make known the natnial histoiy of China , fiw it is for boian<

ical and zoological, rather than for geographical purpoas^ ba
^

travels. The narrative of this hu fust journey, and ef hjn

second in 186S-70, np the Yang tse Kiang, and os fu u tha

borders of Thibet, have been pnUuhed in ^tNamtUaArthmt
of the Paris Mnsenin. From these nairattvee the presmt

I

extracts, presenting msmly the geograpbical results, are token

;

AbbdDuvidwucompelledtoreturntoEnropelast Apiiltoreemit

hi* shattered health, and contemplates publishing a separate

narrative of a third jonniey, fixim Pekin down through the centre

of China, during which be explored the important cham of

the Tsing hng Mountains.

At the last tatrh of the Pans Observatory M Dupay de Lome
explained his ferry boat intended to carry railway trains be-

tween England and France M de Lesaepe also delivered a

lecture on the tunnel whkh it is proposed to bore from Calak

to Dover A commission of nineteen members has been dected

by the VettaiUe* Assembly to report upon the boring of a pte-

liminaiy gallciy All the membm are unanimous to grant the

required authonsation. The president of the commksionen k
M Martel, one of the members for Pm de Calais. Ponr other

members for that department are amongst the commission.

On the ist of February M Leverrier announced to the

Academy of Sciences the d scovery, by M Stephan, the director

of the Marseille* Observatory, of Encke’t comet On the 8th

he unnoenced the detection, by M Stephan, of Wumecke’s
comet, which is a more notable object, and can be observed with

a finder It U necessary to employ powerful instnunents to tee

Fncke * with certainty Both comets were seen at Marseilles for

the first tune, that of Encke In 1818, and Winnecke in 1819.

In the number of the 30lh Januaiy of the IntimatumalBnlUhm
aftht Pam 06i(rvaitry, M Leverrier publishes the first Ikt of

the conected observation* for the sm^ pknets in 1873. AI-

Boost all the numbers are iocoirect by a few tenths of a second,

many of ose second, some of twenty seconds, and one of two
degrees.

Tub Statisbcal Society have published thk year for the fint

time on almanac for 1875 It k vety neatly^ up, and will

no doubt prove useful to the member* of the Society , and tha

very carefully and originally arranged calendar ought to make
it intoresting to ouUlder*. The almanac contains, besides, a Ikt

of the principal stalubcal documents issned by the teveral State

departmenta, and a aeries of tables of cquivalsnU of imperial

and metric weights and meaanies. Daring the year 187$ (be

Council hope to moke arrangaments for compUmg TMat^ Can-

tUintt rektiiig to popuktion, paupetlim, crimes edaeadon,
export* and import^ Ac., with a view to their pabUeatka with

die almanac for 1876.

Tub following is the title of the msay to whidi the Howard
Medal will be swarded I7 the Statistkal Society hi Npvemh«
1875 } the essays to be sent k «a or before June 30* 187$
“The State of the Dwditogs of the Poor k the Rnial Dktriett

of England, with special regard to the laspronmeats that hav«
token place skea the nildle of the i8th oentniyj and thtir

InfiuenceontheHeahhand Mon of the Inmates.”

Tub Sovth Paris Commirslanst e Chioogo Inm TCcntilF
dctornikadiipop tiM esfablUkMat ef bckakBt giidMkri^
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ud h«ve Mt ^Mut for tht pvrpoie a tiaet of daty aem,

toiAlAaddltioM will Iw made lirom tine to time u occuion

nay mtake. A botmtcil nrafeum ud heiiaiinn will be u*

dadtd in tbe idieme A circnlarhu been lined bjr the board

of maneceii, icdloting contribationi from kindred inititntiooa

llwiroilu are to be commenced ai non u the weatbcr will

Irmay beremcmbeted that the United States ateamer 7mc

mfwrw, aftar baeing completed the Ime of eoandiii|>i made for

the purpose of selecting a iwtable route for a TranspaeUie cable,

nadcr Commander Bdknam again started on the same duty,

nnder the charge of Capt Erben, leaving San Fiandseo on the

nt of November direct for the Sandwich Isianda The Hauauan

GbsrMr of Don 3 annonneei her arrival at Honcdnln, and remarks

that, in aH, iiaty*two cieU of the soonding-lne were made, the

first near the Farallones, the water gradually deepenmg from

that point to 3,500 fothoma In lat 33° lo* and l<ng 133° the

depth began ra^iy to diminish, showing 1,417, 435i 4i3i rod,

finidly, 385 iathoms in let 33° 58 Numeroas observationa

were made, whkh showed that there was a nbmanne peak

riling about 3,200 fathoms from the ocean bed Beyond this>

for a circuit of five miles around thu peak, deep water was found

in every direction, and a few miles from the p^ 3,$oo fathoms

were reached. From this the depth gradually increased, until m
lat 34" long, 152* the depth was 3,115 fathoms This wtu only

abont 400 miles from Honolulu The soundings brought up

from the peak showed a mlature of lava uid coral, which is sup-

posed to be Indicative of a submarine volcana The temperature

at tha bottom was found to vsry but little firom 35” to 36** F
The results of the survey, according to the GouUt, are satis-

faetory, showing, if anything, a better line between Honolnln

and^ Franciaco than that from San Diego.

Thb science of medicine and surgery according to Furopean

noHons is making aome progreri in Japan, We leom that m
the hospital at Hakodadi there are twenty young men regn

larly entered ni students of medicine, daily lectures are given,

and " bedsida and other chnical demonstroiloiis, ’ the curriculum

being dmiUr \o that of moot medical schools. An lilustiated

medical joamal in the Japanese language is also published every

two moidhs.

Fbom the Supctintendent’i Report (1874) it appears that the

Royal Botanic Gardena, Calcutta, are reoovenng very slowly

from the devaotating cfiecU of the cyclones of 1864 and 1867

The growth of the shrubs and trees planted to replace those up-

rooted bu not been very luxuriant, and a long time most elapse

before the welcome and useful shade of noble trees such ai once

filled the garden will be enjoyed there again

Tax additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during

the past week include four Summer Ducka {Aix tfmta) from

N America, prsNnted by Ix»d Btaybrook, F Z.&
j
aMacaque

Ifeokey [Maeaau ijmoiiutiiu) from India, presented by Mrs.

F(de Shawe, a Zebui^w Miau) bom in the Menagene, a

White^fronted Capuchin Mcmkey {COtu albtjrom) from S.

America, deposited, two Jndisn Tree Ducks {Dtninxygna
mvMe/U) firom India, received in exchange j fourteen Basse

(ZeMtx iwfm), three Grey Mnllet ud a Cottas,

(fMfov Mofiti) frm British Seas, puiclu^

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Jp» Sttltgiiti* aMim.~In the Dcoember number the fiiat

OB moqitiMities in wild Wids, by Herr Pfsrrer
wto deicribea levenlinttancea of additional and dtficieot

Onba, xnd figanx the leg of « Golden Eagle with two
ottaAed to the bedi^ the taniu.-TiM

bttor, Vr. Nol^ tixato of the aahaen-fiolMiy on the RhfaMat

St Goar. In 1873 the number of fish captured was 1,163,

weighnw in all 16,61a Ibc.- Ata account by Dr Taibar of the
chase of tha South American Ostrich {Ria amtnetma) with the
Mat is reproduced from the “ La Flaia Monatsschrift —Dr R
Meyer describes two breeding nests of the squirrel (Semrut tW-
gam), in whid) the entrancewu covered by a lid or flap, formed
of fine grass , he confirms the statement that these animids have
other nests to which they remove their young in case of danger
—lb’ A. Praetorius writes ou the domestic animals of the

ondettt Greeks.—Victor Ritter von Tichuri Schmidhofon states,

on tha authority of L. v Hueber, that the Leaser Kestrel (7ii*-

nunctUu* tMckrit) is spreading northward in Carmriiia, and
replaciDg the common gpedtt (T elamiantu) end also gives an

in Austria, a neat havum been found m May 1873, in the Castle

park at Kiemiier by Pforrer Kupor Unfoitunatdy, it wai
Mtfpycd, and thebtw disappeared.

ymmat tfthe Anatie SMefy ofBengal, Part 11 No. 3, 1874.

—Record of the Khoirpur meteorite of bept 23, 1873, byH B.

Medheott This u simply a record of the appearance and fall

of a meteorite, from the obMrvationa of several pciaons, and the

weishts of the specimens collected, the largest of which welabed
10 lb. 13 ox. 130 gr The stone la described as bemg of the

usual steel grey colour and erypto-ciyitalllne texture.—Contri-
buUont towards a knowledge of the Burmese Flora, Part I , by
S Kurz an abridged enumeration of Burmese plants, phine
nigamic and cryptogamic, at far as they have come to the

wnter'a knowledge, contaialng the polypetoloiw dicotyledons.

Ranunculacece to the end of the Geraniocete. Epilomised

generic deKnptioni are given, os well as a conspectus of the

tnedeiof eacu genus.—On the Asiatic species of Molossi by
U F Dobeon Tsro new species are described, vix., Ifyth

nomiu iragaitu and N Johoreasis—Index to Part II vd xlik,

1*73

Aatroaomietke Naehruhten, No 3,018 —This number contains

a low article detaiJuig observations of the spectm oi Winnecke’s
ud Coggia s comets, and of changes In the head of that of Cogro
Ai to the spectrum of Winnecke’s comet, the author states toot

on the 7lh and lOtb of May last the spectrum consisted of three

bright bonds, the middle one the brightest, and sharply limited

towards the red end of the spectrum. The brightest por ion of

this liand appeared a little more refrangible than the A line,

while the leginning of the bud coincided with it. The bright

central portion of the comet, tj duuneter, appeared to have in

it certain bright pointa like stars of 12 to 14 magnitude, and the

central portion gave a fiint cootinuons ipcctrum On the 6th of

Coggia s comet gave a spectrum of three hands the central

one near 6 line wu brightat, ud the one nearest the blue the

faintest
, the nucleus ud contiguous portions gave a continuous

spectrum, in addition to the former one, extending from wave
length 590 to 44a On the l8th the middle bnewu seen sharply

limited towards the red and shading towards the blue, the wave-

length of the sharp limit wu estimated at 515 , the other buds
were not so sharply defined on the red side u the central one,

ud the relative brfohtness of each 11 given u yellow, 3 , green,

4 , ud blue, I The bands were strongest where crossed by the

contmuons spectrum of the nucleus. No other bonds were

virible
, the positions of the commencement of the bands firom a

meu of elaervationx are, ist bud, 562 5 { 2nd bond, 5151, and
jrd bud, 471 6. A cliuge in the comparative biigbineu of

the bands appeon to have been noticed at times, rad the anther

obterves that one might expect absorptkm bands in the coatlnacNW

spectrum corresponrHiig to the bri^t bonds, and that the ebangts

of brightneu of the Iiiict should be viewed m on important

matter in reference to this expeeUlioa. Traces of absorption

bands appew to have been notued, bnt their porition not fixed.

The following table of eompariicn of spectra of comets and

Conict.

Coggia
Ooixit
Htaiy

Ooentll
186S.

First bandf
of

Spectrum. (

Bgginniiv
Brightest pert 553*8

S4I

S62-6

5S9
S4«

563*

538

Second
*

ditto.

( Begiiming

1
Brightest part

S'Si
511 8

500

5171
516

S«>

517-3

49*

Third
<

dhta
'I DfiKiitcic ptn X

4«5 1484
47«4

43«
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nutpartorpatraltua

|^imiia(«riitbu4~. 3631 ^*9

sil^i^orl^bwid 5>64
511 s broad bright

.

very deluata
dTS'* 473 1 no

^ IKS &“'»«>«

. aiddla of a mKldla of broad
4J* • |)oad ' fau>t band

430*4 broad hor 430 8 bnght hm.

From Ulig table it appeara that the besianlDg of the bands of

each comet corteipona, but that the brightest iMU-tsof these vary

In position. For comparison with other comets the bnghtest

parts ofthe bands are given —
Comet I Tuuleo Eackao lMi»*

BagiaBUgof srdband

From this table it a

istband 557 557 555 554
and band 511 S>3 5>3 5»
3rd band - 47a 473 4<>9

The remainder of the paper on the change of form consuts of

daily notes refemng to drawings and giving measurements of tlie

comet The nucleus appears to have changed lU shape from

round to owl and other forms,—In No a,019 Dr Luther gives

an ephemerlafor llanet (104) Clymene, which has not been

seen since 1868 —Dr lluletschck and Dr Luther give position

observations of comets and minor planets made last year—
G W Hill sends a note on a long period of irregulniitv of

llestia, ansing from the aelion of the earth, and its applica

tion to ascertun the value of the solar parallax —J Palisa writes

to say that he has discovered Clymene , he also saw Dicme and
Althiea again—Wmnecke mentions the discovery, by liorrelly,

of a comch position December loth Decl , 4- 39' 49 5 1 ^ >

i6h 4m 05s.

SOC/£r/ES AND ACADEMIES
Lomoor

Royal Society, Jan. a8 —“ On the Theory of Ventilation

an attempt to establuh a positive basib for the calcuUitton of the

amount of fiesh air required for an inhabited air space,” by
Surgeon Major F de Cbaumont, M D , Assistant Professor of

Hygiene, Army Medical bchooL Communicated by Pro!

1 arlcs, M D , F li S
In a paper m the Ldtnbutfh MtAcal Journal for May 1867,

the author adduced some results to show that the evidence of the

senses might be employed (if used with proper care and precan

tlons) as the ground work of abcale, and gave a short table of

the amounts of respiratory impurity (estimated at CO,) which
corresponded to certain conditions noted as oQecting the sense

It is generally admitted that it 1 oigamc matter that is the

;he products of respiration,

me substance that pves theit IS also admitted that it is the

disogieeable sensation described „
ventilated an-space Although the nature of the oigonic matter
may van to a certain extent, it will be allowed that a condition

of good ventilation may tm established if we dilute the air

stt&iently with fresh an, so that the amount of organic matter
shall not vary unttbfy from that of the external sir Observe
tlons, however, as far as they have gone, seem to show that the
amoont of organic impurity bears a fairly regular proportion to
the amount of carbonic sicld evolved by the inhabitant in an
air space , and as the latter can be ea^y and certainly deter-

mine we may take it as a uttaturt of the condiUon of the
alr-^iace. If we adopt as onrshuviiW the^Mmt at which there

a the
and^ extenal air, and agree that th

the eflecta on the sense oTtnuU, our next step is to aiartam
from atperlment what is the avenge amomt of CO, in such an
air-space, from which we can then calcnlate the amount of ait

reqwred to keen it in that condition. Ail the author’s renilts

have been obtMned in barracks and hospitals.

The plan followed in all was to take the obeervations chi^y

the sensathm wm noted and recorded Just os it eocurred to the

ver, such terms as “ fresh,” “fair," <‘not clossb” “doess"

...y close,” “extremely close,’ &c. being employed The
air was then coUectcl (generally m two jan or faottl^ for Con-

trolhng experiments), and set aside with lime-water for anbee-

qnent analysis, and the temperatures of the wet and dry btdb

wennometen noted. About the same time samples of the

external air were also taken, and the thermometen read. In

tlUs way any unintentional biu in the record of sensations wu
avoided, and this sonree of fallacy fairly well diminated.

Although the lecorda of sensation are various in terms, tbo

audior has thought that they might be advantageously reduced

tofivt orders or classes, each of which he characterises by one
’ more appropriate terms in common use

He then proceeds to give an analysis of the resulU of his

observations on the esse of each order, from which be draws

the foUouing conclnsions —
In order No. 1,

“ Fresh,” &c., a condition of atmosphere

not tentiMy diDerent from the external air, the conditions which

are those of good ventilation are the folbwing 1—
Temperatnre about 63° Fahreahelt

Vapour shall not exceed 4 7 graini per cubic foot

Carbonic acid shall not exce^ the amount in the outer air by
more t^ o 2000 per 1000 volumes.

No 3.—“ Kather close, dc. A condition of atmosphere In

wb^ the organic matter begins to bs apprccuded by the senses,

and the ventilation ceases to be good —
Vapour m the air exceeds 4 7 grains per cabic foot

CO, m exceu over outer air, ratio reaching o 4000 per looo

volumes.
No 3.—“Qose,” &.C. The point at which the organic

nutter b(4,lns to be decidedly disagreeable to the senses, and the

ventilation begins to be decidedly Ml/ —
Vapour reaches 4 9 grams per cubic loot

Carbonic acid in excess over outer air to the amount of

0*6000 per 1000 volumes.

No 4—“ Very close,’ &.c file point at which the organic

nutterbegins to M oflensive and oppressive to the ssnses^ and the

ventUatiun very bad —
Vapour reaves 5 00 grams per cubic foot
Carbonic add m excess over oater air reaches 0*8000 per

1000 volumes.
No 5 —“Extremely clow, &c. The maximum point of

diflerentiation by the senses —
Vaponi 5 100 grains per cubic foot

Carboaic acid, in excesa over the amount in the onter air

beyond, o 8500 per looo volumes
It will at once be seen that the figniea in No. 5 difler but

htlle f ohi those in No. 4, and that the probable liml* of
difftrentMUon by the senses is reached m Na 4. The mimbw
ol recorded observations in Na 5 is alio very few comparatively

;

and the author thinks it would therefore be better to group the

two together thus —
Nos. 4 and 5 combined, being the probable limit of poisiUe

differentution by the senses.

I Temperature —Va the onter air 51° 43, in the inhabited

air-spaces 65' la, or a mean difTerence of 13* 69.

3 Vapour and HuuUdOy —The vapour in the onter air waa

3 739, inside 5 108, or a mean difference of i 379 grain, cor-

respondmg to a lowering of relative humidity of 8*93 per cent
3. Carbonic Actd —In tbe.onter air o 3938, m the inhabited

air spaces i 3461, or a mean difference due to lespiratory

Impnnty of o 8533, the range for probable error of result

bew between o 8717 and 0*8349.
We may therefore say that when the vapour * reachea 5 too

grains per cubic foot, and the CO, in excesa o 8000 voliiine

gw 1,000, the maximum point of difleientiatlon by the lensea

The author then thowa that.then la a regular progrestion aa

we paas from one order to another.

He then proceeds to give a large number of tabalar atste*'

SMBt% mi XtitiCt/f hw piMttol
that the experimental data already quoted fridy Joadiy
adoption of Se following

CondtSonifiu tk* Standard ofgood VonHlatkM.
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^•MitoentTOof 63* F , or5'0 gnini at a tempeimtnn of 65‘F
HkmUtty (per oent) onght not to exceed 73 to 75
OirAMfc Acid. Reipiratory impnnt; ouf^t not to exceed

o'oooa per foot, or o aooo per 1000 rolumet.

tbe mean external air ratio at o 4000 per 1000, thii

vonld give a mean iatenwl air ratio o( 06000 per 1000

Feb 4.—Remarlii on ProfeHor Wyville Thomton’i Prellmi

aanr Notes on the natnre of the Sea bottom procured by the

rnmndings of H M S Challenger, by William B Carpenter,

FRJi

The first of these qnestloni 11, whether the Clobigerinir, by the

aecnmelation of wIiom shells the Gloiigtrtna oose is being formed

oa^the deep sea bottom, live and multiply on that 1 ottom, or pass

their whole llvts in the superjacent water (especially m its upper
Stratnm), only subsiding to the bottom when dead

Prof Wyville 1*homson has been led to adopt the latter opi

nion, by the results of Mr Murray s explorations of the surface

and sub surface waters with the tow net , while the close relation

wMidi they further indicate betneen the aurfnci fauna of any
particular locality and the materials of the organic deposit ai the

bottom appears to Prof Wyville Thomson to wansnt the con
elusion that the latter is altogether derived from the former

The author, without calling in question the correctness of these

observations, submitted, /irtt, that they bear a d ITertiu interpre

tation } and, seeoti I, that this interpretation is required by other

facts, of which no account seems to have been taken b^ 1 rof

Wyville Thomson and his coadjutor That the Itve

on tK bettom only, is a position clearly no longer tenal le , but
that they live and multiply tn the ujiper vMlers only, and only
sink to the bottom after death, seems to the author a position no
more teiuble than the preceding , and he adduces the e% dence
which appears to him at present tojustrytlie conclusion that

whilst the Oloitgertno! are pelagic In on earlier stage of their hves,

frequenting the upper stratum of the ocean, they sink to the bottom
whust rtilllimni, m consequence of the incressing iliickneu of

theu calcareous ^clls, and not only continue to /irv on the sea

bod, but probably midnfly there,—perhaps there exclusively

ITiat wte Is no d ^ori improbabihiy m tiieir domg so, it

proved by the abundant evidence in the author a posKssion of the

cxittenoe of foixmlnireral life at abyisol deptha obtained durmg
the Porenfint exp^iiious of 1869 and 187a
Of the existence of livmg Gloiigenna in great numbers in the

stratum of water immediately above the bottom, at from 500 to 750
&thoms’ depth, the anthorU able to apeak with great positiveness.

It several times happened, during the third cruise of the Por
eufm* in 1869, that the watmr bruu^t up by the water bottle from
ii^ediately above the Globwenna ooze was quite turbid

j and
tbii tttibUlty was found (by filtration) to depend, not upon the

suspension of amorphous particles diffused throi^h the water,

bat upon (he prcMnce of multitudei of young Glohgenna, which
were retained npon the filter, the water pa^g through it quite
-1-^- i_ -I j — — 1..4—m the floating

The author then alluded to the observations of Dr Wallicb,

with which bis own are m entue accordance, and which leave no
reasonable ground for doubt that the contrast is a consequence of

their continued hje For it is clearly shown, by making thin

transparent sections of the thick shelled Gl<M^^, that the

I been attaiiie^ upon the outside of the pnper chamber
JL tiila deposit it not onW many times thiuer thou the ori

Chul chamberwall, bat it often contains flask-shaped cavities

, ‘MMtiBt ^ «derior, and oootsining satoode ptdonged into

From these Important

Msflraftiiptii^ ttiwmtb the author an alnwst inevitidUe iuertnee

fw dMSubaMsnna of -the GMigmna to the botto^ is tiie co

wMfsncib not of their death, but of the Jnctcaung thickncM ai

wwht of thefar shells, ptoduoed by living action.

‘Ant the GM^erim wU^ hove sitiisided to the bottom col
Dmi^to Uvethcro Is ftulW indkoted by the condition of the

tpercodki riomeBrioftheieibdls. In sny lAnpIe of
dent thtrt ihetaliMrhsgjmImaghb up by the dredge or the
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sounding apparatus, part of the shells (presumably those of the
surface-layer) were filled with a satcode body eorresponding m
condition with that of fotaminifera known to live on the sea bed,
and relaining the (baractenstic form of the otgonum after the
removal of the shell by dilute acid. In the same Bamplfr will be
found shells dUtinguiahsble ftom the preceding by their dingy
look and greyish colour, by the want of consistence and viscidi^
in their sanxxle contents, and by the absence of any extern^
aarcodic investment these are presumably dead Other shells,

Bgain, are entirely empty , and even when the surface stratum u
formed of perfect Globtgertnir, the character of the deposit soon
changes as It Is traced downwonts. (See ‘ Depths of the Sea,”

p 410) 1 beta facta seem to the author to mark very strsngly

the distinct on between the livutg surface layer and (he dead mb-
surface layer , and to show that there is nothing in the connitlon

of the deep sea that is likely to prevent or even to retard the

decompos (ton of the dead sai^e bodies of Globtgenna There
IS a siLnifiennt indication of the imdecomposed condition of the

sarcode bodies of the Gloiigennit of the swocc layer, in the fact

that they serve as food to vsiious higher animals which live on
the same bottom

It seems to the author clear, from the foregoing facts, that (he

onusprobandt rests on those who mamtain that the Clehgenna
do not live ou tne bottom

,
and such proof la altogether wanting

The most cogent evidence in favour of that proposition would be
fuinished by the capture, floating m the op^r waters, of the

large thick shelled specimens which are at present only known as

having been brought up ftom the sea bed And the capture of
such specimens wonid only prme that even in this condition the

Clobigenntt can float , it would not show that they cannot also

live on the bottom.
That the Globipnna not only Iwe, but fiofagate, on the sea

bottom, is indicattd by the presence (os already stated) of
enoTinoos multitudes o( very young speamens in the water immc-
dutely overlying it And thus all we at present know of the life-

histoiy of this most important type seems to lead to the conclu
Sion, that whilst in the earlier stages of their existence they are
inhabitants of the upper waters, they sink to the bottom on
reaching adult age, m consequence of the increasing thickness of
(heir shells, that they propagate there (whttber by gemmation or
sexual generation is not known), and that the young, rising to the
suiface, repeat (he same hutory

The author then proceeded to show that the relation between
the totface- fauna and the bottom diposit is by no means os con
slant os Prof Wyville Thomson and Mr Murray afliim it to be

It VMj be taken as proved that tbeie is no want of forain(ni

feral life m the Mediterranean. To confirm this the anthor
referred to the results obtamed by various observers. That
Foramimfcra, especially Globigenna, abound in its snrlace water
at Messina, is testified by Haickel in the passage cited by Frc^
Wyville Thomson

, and when it is considered how large an mflnx
of Atlantic water is constantly entering through the Strait of
Oibraltar, and is lieing difl'usM throughout the MediteiTac(.an
basin, and how bvoureble is iti temperature-condition, it can
scarcely be doubted that if the doctnne now upheld liy Prof
Wyville Phomsen were correct, the deposit of Globigenna sheila

over the whole bottom area ought to be ai abundant ai it is in

the Atlantic under correspondmg latitudes. Yet the author found
the deeper br ttoms, from 300 fathoms downwards, entirely des-

titute of Globigerine as of higher foims of animal hfe ; and this

wu also the expenence of Oscar bchmidt
The author can see no other wray of accounting for the absence

of Globigenna ooze from the bottom of the Mediterranean, save
on Its ihollow borders, than by attnbnting it to the unfavounbla
nature of the influences affecting the bMom U/i of tint besin ,

that u to say, the gradual seUling down of the fine sedimcotaiy
deposit which forms the layer of inor^ic mud eveiywhere
spread over its deeper bottom , and the o^cienqr of oxygen and
excess of carbonic add wbjdi the author bat shown lo prevail m
its abystsl waien^ giving them (he character of a atognant pool

,

these influences ading either singly orm combmotioa.
Another fact to which Prof. Wyville Thomson formerly

attached oonuderable importance os indicative of the bottom
Ilia of the is nnnetlcedin kis recent cemmnnication,

viz, thedngUlarlimi^onoftiiefrMiMrMMiooietotlie “warm
area”ef th«rsaa-bed between the of Scotland and the

Faroe Islands. Detsils of the observation will be found In the

aathex’s lAghlning and Ptreuftn* Reports on the exploration of

this redan. Onthe” cold im” the anthor never font^ a sin^
GU^trina, the hoftem conilsting of sand and gtaeci, and the

FonainMdnbroai^uiifitaa itbSag almost exdnslnly thoie
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I. Tbe“wwmkiw.”atitlieotherluuid,
it covcMfl with ooze to aaoekoowB depth , iu nz-
&ce ttntam beioc compoetd ofperiect ih^ hUed with tereodt,

whllit it* deeper uiTcii we unorphoQi. Near thejonctloa of the

two tieu, bettttn within the tbennal limit of the “ warm,” land

battMn*depOMt i* dep^ent on the life of the surface-itratnm,

whyahoaldthon he thi* complete atwenceof CA)A|{rr>«<>ooaeo*cr

the “coUarei,” the conditlw of the aatface-itratum being ererp>

where the lame ? Theanthorcanieenootherway of accounting

forittbanbyaitnhatiiigitlotbediifiof the cold underflow cany-
ing away the GMigmua that on rabudlng through it, toward*

the deep bmin oi the Atlantic, mto which he believe* that under-

flow to diacbarge Itaelf. Prof. WyviUe Fhomaon, however,
denie* nay aenatole movement to thb underflow, continaing to

•peak of It a* "banked np" by the Gulf Stream,* which nere

(according to him) baa a depth of yoo fathom*
,
and thi* very

itrlking example of want of conformity between the lurface-

fauna and the bottom-depoait contequently remain* to be ac-

counted for on hi* hypothma
The other of Prof. Wyville Thomaon’* prindpal oonchiaion*

relate* to the origin of the “ ted clay,” which he found covering

large area* in the Atlantic, and met with alio between Keigue-
len** Laud and Melbonme Into thi* red clay he deieribe* the

GltbtgtrtHa ooze a* graduating through the "grey ooze,” and
be affirm* tbi* tranaitioa to be eaaentially dependent on the

depth of the bottmn. And from the data which he give* he
mniUm ,r an liuliihitahl#. tnfanmra “ih.l th« rUv » cnMl.n indubitable inference “ that the red clay

tiolly the inaolnble rcatdue, the atk, a* it were, of the calcareou*

orguiitm* which form the Clthgtrina ooze after the calcareou*

matter ha* been by aome mean* removed.” Thi* inference he
conaideri to have been confirmed by the analyai* of aeveral

ample* of Glohgenna ooze, "alway* with the remit that a
mall proportion of a red tediment remain*, which

the diaractcr* of the

ie of an excem of carbonic acid ii

all the c

on further angMt*
may beduetothepreienceofi
bottom water*, anci to the derivation of thi* water m great part

from drenmp^r imhwater ice, *o that, being comparatively

free from ciulxmata of lime, it* lolveiit power for that (ubatanoe

i* greater than that of the tuperjacent water* of the ocean He

The author, boweverji^er a careful examination of the data
given by Pnd. WyvUie Thomaon, thmka it i« cleat that no com
atanf relatioa ei^ betweeen depth and the nature of the

that the remaritoble umibrmity of the "red clay" depoait,

coupled with it* peculiar oompoaition, indicate* that it ia not
derived firom the land ; and the onthor'a tuggettion i«

'

gteenvand* that occur in variou* geological formation* are for the

moat port oompo*ed, and which u a aiheateof peroxide of iron

and alumina.

It i* well known that Prof Ehrenberg, ia i8S3,t drew atten-

tion to the fact that the grain* of theae green *and* are for the

moat port, if not entirdy, ovfrnvv/ easts of Fotaminifera { the

aarcodlc bodie* of the aninuU* having beep replaced bT ghra*

conite, and the calcareou* ahell* anbiequently got nd of, wbor
by ihtadco, or by aane advent whidi doe* not attack thdr con-

tent*. It waa aoon afterward* ahowa by Pid. Bailey (U.S.),

that in certain loBallrie* a like replaoeffient i* going on at the
pteecnt tiaae, the dwmbera of recent foramlnffiBm bebig oeca-

aionally found to be occupied by mineral depotit, whidi, when
dintbul ha* been diaaolved away by^dilnte a^ preaent* a per^

feet internal caat of it* cavide*. The author then leferred in

thi* connectknt to die leiearche* of Meaatu. Parker and Rupert

Joaoe OB Mr. Biete Juke*’* Anttnlmn
* -

OB ft pottloB o^^tbo wiBiBiilUiBnd Mud
in the iGgeaa tUndly placed in hi*

Jeftey*).

dredgiBn and to hi* own
dreoM by Capt Spiatt

hai^ by Mr. J. Gwyn

dir XMoL Apad. der WkMeadu m Strife, i«u, p. i*.

The author Mid that alike in Btr. ttdee^a and ia Capt
dredging*, lome of theae caat* are in gmn ailioate*^ ondT tom*
in ardmnu, eoneaponding predaely to the two kino* of miO
exit* deaenbed by Prof, fihitnberg.

The author, in the reaidue left after the deealdfioatiOB of Capt;
Spiati’t dredgmga, noticed a number of amall particle* ot rti
clay, aome oi them preeenting no definite ahape, whilat othen
approximated anfficiently clotely in form and liie to the green
and ochreon* "Imernal cut* ” to Indnca him to animiie t^
theae alao had been originally depodted id the chamber* of Fora-
minifera, their material being probably very nearly the aae**^

although It* atate of aggregation i* different And if thi* WM
their real origin, be woind be diipoied to extend the taow view
to the red clay of the CkaUst^er aounding*.

In concluion, the author mbmitted that if the red clay u (a*
he i* diipoeed to believe) a derivation of the G/ttigtritia oote,
it* production u more probably due to a/orf mortem depoeit hi

the cbambei* of the Foraminifera than to the appromnatian of
it* material by the living animal* in the formation of tnetriheH*.

That depoait may have bad the character, in the fint imtonee, eX
either the green or the ochreou* lilicate of alumina and iron,

which coi^tJtu the material of the internal caat* , and may
have been aubtcquently changed in ita character by a metamor-
pbic action analogoui to that which changu felipar into day. The
preaence of an exceu of carbonic acid would nave an important
hare in auch a metamorpho*!*, and the lame agency (upecfelly
when operatiug under great preaaure) would be fully competent
to effect the removal cf the ulcarcou* ahella Thi* aeem* to the
author the moat probable mode of acconntmg for their diaappear-
ance from a deep sea depoait, where no mechanical came can be
invoked. Rut in ahallower water*, where the fame exceu of
carbonic add doe* not exfet, and the aid of pie*(aie u wanting,
but where a movement of water over the bottom i* produced ^
tidu and currenl*, he i* duposed rather to attribute tte dii-

appearance of the ahell* to mechanical abTaium. Tbia u the
explanation the author would be diipo*ed to give of the dis-

appearance of the ihclla from the green aand brought up by tb*
Challenger in the eoune of the Awhu Cnnvnt , bnt whether
itWM mechanical abtuion or cbeimcal solution that removed the
fotaminiferal sheila whou internal cost* formed the Greensand
depoait of the Cietnceoiia epoch, must remain for the prearnt on
opmt qnution.

Lirniean Society, Feb. 4.—Dr. G J. Allman, F.R.S

,

ident, in the choir—Capt Gilbert Mair and Dr Llewellyn

—On Ariseena sfeewsim, by Mr. J. Gammie.
appendage to the spadixoi this plant bad been inppoied to be con-
nectedwith acontnvancetofevoar'croaS'iertilfeatiob, bntthe anther
bad been unable to find that it it visitad by huecta.—On the Algm
of Simem’s Bay. —On the Fmwi collected during the Ck/Met^
Expedition, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley.—On the plants aqd
inaect* of Kergaeltn’a Land, by Mr. H N Moufey. TTia

author enumerated the iniecte met vrith during the viHt of the
party, Including only one winged gnat, all the ruf being apte-

roni. A great quantity of one ipeefee were leen ctawkng over
the /V<«j»»,bntnotontbeinflorcaenoe.—On the origin and pce-

vaiUng system* of pbyllotaxj^ |w the Rev. G. Hcnalow. In
thi* ttabotate paper the object of the outkor aepeaied to be to
trace all exiitiiig lyatemi of phyUotaxi* to modification* of the
decnawte u the limplaeL—A dwewMion followed, in which Mr.

r. A. W. Bennett, and Dr. Muten
part

Zoological Society, Feb. a.—Dr. A. Oflnther, F.R.S., vice*

praaident, m the cbeir —Mr. Sdeter exhibited and made temuke
on c fine dun and aknll of a finnale Hoamnl {Cervus ekUmsk\,
and a pair of bonu of an adnlt male of the aame animal, tat-

warded by Mr Edwyn C Reed, of the National Mnawmi, San-
tiago, Chill.—Dr. £. Hamilton exhibhiid and made remark* cB
aome defermed itana oftha ocanuonfowL-Profi A. H. GwiS
read a paper on the kangaioo called ffalmatnrm ksttmtu by
IFAlbertl*, end on toafi^Oa*, in whkfli anch pohil* in tto
anatomy of the type-ipedmen wwe detenbed u aerred to epc*^

plain it* ayatematie podtion. It wu ahovm from the form of thn
piemolu and mtftar teet^from the natote of the for, anddrogi

muat be placed in the M
gam* M the Doretpeb trunii (MiUiet), named mare octraC^y
2>. mM(frrf(Sch)eSd). The apecies feenftire, ahonld U
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fcrm * weU-nurked indtpcadcnt map of Um Mocrapokl
Mil(l|apUIa.-^Mr Sdi^Nad nadooi ^tome im poroU bow

g {Ptitnucluctut edwanlii) —A eominani
callow ww nod fnm Hr £. P Ramsay, contoinlDs remarks on
tk« OfMool ikio of PtHemriyuehus rawmltyi, whia he regarded

os » hyhnd between the Satin Bower-bnd {Ptdonarkynchiu kolo-

and the Regent bird {JStnculus ckryttttpkatus\ —Mr R
Bovdler Sham rM a paper entitled * Contnbntions to the

Onid^logy of Madseascar, being the fourth communication on
the'iMK subject made to the Society This paper contained

dcecriptions of a new Acupitnne form propos^ to be called

EtiMcttkit tutur, a new species of AMomu, proposed to be
colled A efMiltyi, and a new foim of Nectannl die^ to which
de name Ntodrtpanu tanueant was assigned —Dr Gliother

F R.S , read a paper on some mammsb recently collected by
Mr Crossley in U^gsscar, amongst which were a new I^mur,
propoied to be taUxA Clmrtgalnu inckotit, and a new form of
rodent, bdonglag to the Mundse, for which the name Bracky-
Urmmyi alkuaudo wm suggested

Oeolofieal Society, Ton 7 —Mr John Evans, t R.S
,
pre

sident, in the chahr —The following communications were read

lam’s masterly exposuion of the stmetore oi'Arthur s beat,—
wluch req ires a JiroMi/ period of eruption upon the same site,

tmn of Uw whole of the cSubonlierous rocks, is bemt with the

gravest difficultiea The Tertiary and Secondiuy epochs have

A careful study of the whole question by the aid of

the lig^ thrown upon it in compering the stiucture of Arthur s

Seat wkh that ol many other volcanoes, new and old, shows the

hypoA^ to be alike untenable and unnecessary The supposed

prooS^ a second per od of eruption, drawn from the posiuon of

tto central Uva column, the ruture and relations of the irag>

mentary materials in the upper and lower parts of the hill respec

tiv^, and the poMiion of oertaln rocks in the Lion s Haunch,
all bteak down on re-examination While, on the other band, an
exaadbation of Arthnr 1 Seat, in connection with the conteni

poSaneouS Tolcaak ipeks of Forfar, Fife, and the Lothians, shows
tto in the fanner we have the rehes of a volcano which was at hrst

subounne bat gradually rose above the Carbonifetotu sea, and was
the prodact of a tingi* and almost contmuous series o( eruptions—** The GUdatlon of the Sonthem Part of the Lake district,

and the Glacial Origin of the Lake-bisins of Cnmbetltnd and
WestmoraUnd ” (second paper), by Mr J Clifton Ward. The
dbuetlons oi ice scratches in the various dales having been
pointed out, the course of the several main glaciers was desenbed,

and k was shown how they must have become confluent in all

the lower mund, forming a more or Icn oontinuous ioe-sheet,

whidi ovtnapped most of the minor ridges parting valley from
valtiiy, and was frequently forced diagonally across them. The
pn>hl^ of eeitain iee<grooves hsvlng an aboonnal direction

wei* dtacribed
j
in several cates these cross lofty lidgn at rl^t

onglM to their clirection, and generally at

alHiga watcr^heddlngline. Most of those noticed had a geiH*

tally catt and west directiom and oeharred at vatymg he^hts,

froiia i,p<0 to 3,400 feet The author, whila acknowledging the

difieulty attendant upen nwy explanation, was mcliaed, though

somewhat dhnbAtlly, to regard theta abnormal maildim aa dae
to tfoatfig ion dnimg the great period of Intergiadal submer-

Mttinlne morainea wmaU bdleW to belong to the last set

MlAudfr*. Thesal^ofthe** 01acUloi^inMLake.faaiiu”
wiawtt cnttcad opra, and the tofiowliig wes discussed by
kdhxk of 4ls(lam dtawn to scale, showing lak^depths,

mountain ootlinas, and the Uu^nem of the ice i—Wastwatcr,
Grasmere^ Easdale, Windermere, Coniston, and Esthwalta^
together with several mountain tarns. In the case of Wastwster,
the bottom was shown to run below the level of the tea fiir a
distance of a mile and a quarter, and the deepest point to be just
opposite the spot at which the ouly side valley joins themam one
While the greiuest depth of the lake is 351 fret, the thicknem of
the old glaHer ioc mutt have been fully i,m , and, all pomti
considetM, Prof Ramsay’s theoiy of gladiil erc^on secuBM ta
the author certainly to be upheld In like manner, the same
theory was thought to account for the origin of the other lakes
mentlooed, such ones as Windermere om Coniston being but
long narrow grooves formed at the bottom of pre-existing vdleyi.
Mountain tarns were held to be due sometimes wholly to gla^
erosion, sometimes to this combined wilh a moraine dam, and
occasioiuiUy to the pomiing back of water by moraines alone,
or moraine like mounds formed at the foot of saow-slopes.

Chemical Society, Feb 4.—Prof Odling, F R.S , in the
chair—A commurucation from Mr G Whew^ entitled “Test
for Carbolic Acid, ’ and a note on the action of nnhydrotts ether
on titanic tetrachloride, by Mr P P Benson, were Two
crystalline componnds are obtained in this reaction t the one,
Lolling at 105* to 120‘ C , and melting at 43° to 48* C ,

has the
composition TiCI, (C,!!,,) O , the other, titamum ethyl tn
Chlurhydnne, liCl, (Cltl.O), melts at 76" to 78° C., andboiUat
186° to iSS'C —The last paper was by Mr W II Perkins,
F R.S , on dibromacetic ana glyoxylic acida

Institution of Civil Engincera, Feb z—Mr Thos. E
Harrison president, in the chair —The paper read waa “ On the
ongm of the Chesil Bank, and on tl e relation of the existing

beaches to past geological changes, independent of the present
coast action, by Prof Joseph I restwich, F R S., &c.—Thia
remarkable bank of pebbles, extending from Poitland to
Abbotsbury, a distance of nearly eleven miles, was desenbed
with great acenraey by Sir John Coode, M lust C E., In 1853

J

n<fr ‘ Minutes of Proceedings Inst C h., vol xii p. 520)
t was then 43 feet high and 600 feet wide at the south md,

decreasing to 33 feet high and 510 feet wide at the north end
The pebbles diminishM in size from I ortland to Abbotsbury
Sir John Coode also stated that the shingle consisted chiefly of
pepples of chalk flmt, with a small proportion of others of red
sandstone, porphyry, and jasper, none 0/ which could have been
derived from local rocks. In order to deteimine their origin, he
examined the coast from Portland to Start Point and tra^ the
flints to the chalk cbiiii between Axmouth and Lyme, and the
red sandstone, porphyry, and jasper pebbles to the new red
sandstone of Bndleigh Salterton and other places m Devoa-
ibire

, whence he eoncluded that the only source from which the
shingle ol the Chesil Bank could have been derived was between
Lyme Regis and Budleigb, and that it was propelled eastward
along the coast to the Cbeu Bank by the action of wind waves,
due to the prevalent and heaviest seas. Ibe objection to thb
view urged at the tune by the Astronomer Royal was, that the
largest ijiingle occurred at the Portland end of the bca^ or the
most distant part from which It bad travelled More recently

an old 'raiSM beach,’ standing from twenty one to foity^evcn
feet above the present beach, tod been discovered on the Bill

of Portland, and Prof Frestwich showed that this beach con-
tained all the matenols found in the Cbcsil Bank, inclnUmg also

numerous chert pebbles from the Upper Greensand of the cliff

between Bridpon and bidmouth This raised beach was not
due to any existing igeoty, but to causes in operation at a geo-
logical penod so remote ss the end of the glacial period, and
bHore the land bad usumed ita present position and shape.
Remnants of this beach could be found in or on the jwesnt
cliffe, at intervals from Bngfaton to the coast of ComwalL betag
more numerous in Devons^Cornwall^ as the rocks were herder,
than among the softer strata of Dotset and Hants, where, with
few exeptianiL the old line of cliff had been worn back mid
deeper bays formed The travel of the ahiimle of thu old
beach was generally like that of the presnt beach, from west to

cost The author considered that the aetioa of the “ Race “ off

Poitliod, and iff the tidal waves during stoms^ combmed to

drive the shingle of the old beedi at die Bill, and of that portion

of It which must to spread «n the sea bad wmtward of I’ort-

land, OB to the lonth end M the Chesil Bank, whence the
sbuigle was driven northward to Abbotsbery snd Burton, hy
the action of the wind wavez having their maximum forcemm
the b£,Vf^ a direction which ha showed to be the mean of tha

{H^vident urlada. Hen dsam waves became patalld wift
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tbe cowt, wd t}i« wertmufd morcmant cMtiad tbout Bridport,

bqr^ which point the dungle ttaveOed in the opposite direc

flon, yU., from west to east, or from the oocst of Devon to that

of Dorset, the qnartsite pebbice from the conglomerate beds of

Budleigh Salterton, whi^ travelled from that port of the coast

I^MtU

_.idpofb
(I) Thot the pebbles of the DevoMhire and Dorset strata,

which formed the shlogle of the “ raised beach, corutitated

alto the bulk of the Chesil Bank , (s) That there were also, in

that bank, pebbles of the rocks and fimt of Portland itself,

(3) That the largest pebbles occurred at the Portland end of the

the pebblw decreasing gradually m tiro to Abbotsbury

The lane dimensions of the hank he attributed to the great

aoenmnlative and small lateral action of the waves. Prof

Frestwidt neat discussed the questions connected with the

shingle of the south coast generally, and showed that the

greater part of it was derived mdirectly from beda of quaternary

gravel and debns, from the wreck of the ‘ raised beach, ' and
portly from the strata of the chalk and otlicr oUflt, and not alto

gether or directly from the present diflir lie rtoticed, also, the

westward movement of the shingle from Lulworth towards

V, eymouth, owing to the Interference of the Isle of Portland

with the force of the S S.W wind wasea -md considered-that

none of the Devon and West Dorset shingle beach now passed

the Bill of Portland, oitd that other sndi breaks might exist to

the eastward whenever similar conditions were repeated He
explained the origin of the Fleet, like that of the Weymouth
bs^water, and or the Lodmore Motslies, ^ the growth of the

Chestl Bo^ on the one hand, and of the Rlngsteod and Wq
month Beach on the other, g^uelly damming in portions of the

dd coast line Those beaches themselves travelled on a line

along which the oppoamg foroei of the wind waves and tidal

ewrents and the inertia of the man to lie moved were balanced

These views were stated to be in conformity with the theoretical

opinion expressed on abstract groands by the Astronomer Koyai,

•ud with the experience of practical persons reiidmgon the spot
he paper was lilnstrated by sections and diagrams showing the

Mition and range of the “raised beadi along fthe coasU of

orset and Devonshire

Royal Microacodcal Society, February 3.—Anniver-

sanr Meeting—Mr Charles Brooke, president, in the chair

—The Annual Report of the CouncU was submitted, and
showed that the library cabinet and instramentt were in

a satiiioctory cmidltion, that seventeen new fellows, one

honorary fellow, and one corresponding fellow had been elected

darinc the year, and that ten nad bwn removed tv dearii.

—

The frcsldent read the annual address.—The result or the ballot

for officers and Council for the ensuing year was m follows 1

—

ProsldeBt, Mr C II Sorby Viee-Prosklents Dr Robert
Bralthwaite, Mr Lhas. Brodke, Dr J MUlar, and Dr W
B Carpenter Treasurer Mr John W Stephenson Hon
Secs., Messrs. M J Slack and Charles Stewart Council]
Messrs. Frank Crisn J H Inl^, S J M'Intire, Henry Lee,
W T Loy, Dr Lawson, Dr J Matthews, Messrs. George
Shadbolt, Cbas Tyler, F H Ward, F H Wenhom, and Chai.

F White. AssisL Sec., WalterW Reeves.

Paris

Academy of Scieneee, Feb. i —M M Frdmy m the

choir—The following papers were read—On the physico*

chemical forces and their interventton in the production of
natural phenomena, 1^ M Becquerel—A note by M. Yvon
Villaicean, relating to the discussion of the observations of the

transit of Venus.-M Levernerthen presented to the Academy
a new part of the “ Atbu Miftijut dt VOittrvatmre dt Fam

'

This atlas teptestrUs a ctrcnlar zone of 5 degrees bretdth (2)*

each side of the ecl^e), and on eadi map containi a apace of
no rmn of R A. Seventy two maps will thus complete It, but
It will doubtless oontsm several mote for the vicinity of the

s visible m a telescope of 24 oenUmetns.
h.), down to the 13th magnitude inelurive,—, -tapped In it Four idates of the new pert

JnatpdUUiedarelraMM. Piwl and Pneper Henry, end cm
tain 7)653 #an.—M Levetrlerthenmadeeome remarks eu the
results nf the observations of the transit of Venns.—

H

w
Acadtara elseted as candidates for the choir of Netutal Hrmoty of
Inonwlc Bodiem at the Coilige de France, lendeted vacant by
the ef iC SUe de Beaumont, in the first pUoS) M
Ch. St Oalre Devilb) and in the second, M Fmi^—

gmastute (ahont 94 in.), dtm to t

be cotefnlly mapp^ in it

JnatpdUisiiadarebrKM. Panl a

The remaining piqwraiTead were the foUowingi-iOn Ht
"anallatle' telescope and its fcppltcatkm to a levelling tdia^^ and a “ tadreombter,** by Ib C M GonBer —% the
general theory of perenssiona and the manner to et^ It

Di the calculadmi of die elfoot of diotS) and the diffi«i&
parts of the gnn-carrlag^ by M K Puts-A note c«— V-

J Gangsin. Another one on the same
L TrSre.—On the magnetic anomaly

, . .
epared from meteoric Iron Iqr M L. Smith.

—On the aitUicUl leproduetion of monaslte and xenotima, by
M F Radominski , theee minerals are the very tare {diesphates

of cerinm, Unthinam, and dldymium.—On the pulvensatloa of
manures and the best means to inciesse the fertility of sotts, by
M. Menier—A noteby M H Tarry, on the posnbUityofpty*
dieting for tome days madvance thearrivalin Europe of^ohmet,
which crou the Atlantic , these remarks were bued on the fitet

thatM Tarry received telegrams on Jon nth from Boston ahd
St Pierre Miquelon, stating that a great cyclone hod its centre Is

Newfonndlaod on Jan. loth, andwu taking its coursecottwaid—
that it was calculated to arrive in Europe oy way of Irda^ in
four or five days. The cyclone actually readied Ireland on Jon,
icth, and progressed m an easterly direction for several days
after —MM J B Sdmetzler, Robert, and l.e Breton made some
communicationtonPhylloxen.-On “viridie odd, byM C O
Cedi.—On a cue of recovery from aneurism of the right extcRul
carotid artery through digital pressure, byM J A. M^nes.—
On the onaljnis and dassificstion of cements, by M DncouilMn.—A note by M Bonne^ rm aerial locomotion.—A memoir by
M MailUrd, on the treatment of choiera.-M Grney comma

Jlions regan „ ^ ^
the cxtience of the integral in equations with partial deri*
vatlvei, conta mng any number of ihnetiona and indcpcn^t
vanablea.—M Darboux made a commumcation oe tim aaioe
subject.—On hydrogenated iron, bv M L Cailletet

,
acepant

of exper menta made by the anther, showing that iron will absorbi.
on the average 240 times its own volume
besting will not again absorb hydrogen,
U. l.U

^ ^
''laiJwDenll^ Treost,

pessageof hydrogen
, apoei^Iof bydrem

with alkaline metals.—On the moiecnlar eqnUibnum of a sok
throng homogeneous bodiu, and the oomj

tionof chrome atura, by M 1

ments in the quality of beetroot, W M Ch. Vlolktte.—On a
special bntyrie formeutation, by M. F SdiUtxenbe^ger —On the
dUating action exercised by the giosso-phaiyngian nerve on the
vessels of the mneous membrane at the base of the tongne, kr
M A Vulpian—On a new historical doenment rdati^ to
Salomon ite Cans, by M G Depping—A note by M Heyre-
neuf on the combustion of explosive mixtures.—A note by M.
J Kotdon, on the composition snd distrlbnUcn of printing
type.

^

•I
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tHVRSOAY, FEBRUARY rS, 187S

THE LOAN COLLECTION OF SCIENTIFIC
\

INSTRUMENTS
\

WE do not think vt are going too far in aunming
that the nnunally Mnential meeting held at

j

$Otidl Kttinngton last Saturday may be r^ai^ ai the^ and a vety emphatic step in a moat important work.

What the nature of that me^g was will be seen from

the fbBowlng report, which has appeared in most of the

dally papers —
^A meetiiu' wu held at South Kensington on

Saturday for the purpose of discussing the advisability of

biiagin^together a loan collection of scientific appa-

ratus. ^e Duke of Richmond, the Lord President cl
\

the Council, took the chair, the Vice-President, Lord
Sandon, bcmg also present The foUowmg noblemen
and mtlemen attended the meeting-—1^ Hamp-
ton, President of the Institute of Naval Architecu,
ProL Abd, Chemist to the War Department , Dr All

man, President of the Linnean Soaety , Mr W fi.

Baseomb 1 Prof F A Bradlw Mr F T Bramwell,
President of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

,

Mr H Cole, CB. .
Admiral Collinson, C B ,

Mr G
Dixon, M.P Prof W T Thisdton Dver , Prot G Carey
Forster , Prof £. Frankland

,
Dr Gladstoae, President

of the P^sical Soaety, Prof Goodeve, Mr T E
HairismL President of the Institution of Civil Engineers

,

Dr Hooker. CB, Preddent of the Royal Soaety , Prof
T H. Huxley, Secretary of the Royal Society, Mr J
Norman Lod^ , Mr C W Memfield Prof Odlmg,
President of the Chemical Society, Prof Ramsay,
M^or-Gcneia] Sir H Rawliiison, K.CB., President of

tim Royal Geographical Society , Dr Burdon Sanderwm,
Vtoe-President of the Royal Sodetv , Mr T Savage

,

Sir J P Kay Shuttiewortn, Bart , Mr C W Siemens
Mr Waringmn Smyth , Rev J Twisdei , Prof Tyndall,

President M the British Assoaadon, ProtW C Unwm,
Sir 1 Whitworth, Bart t and Dr J Woolley On the

notion of the President of the Royal Soaety it was
unanimoudy agreed that such an exhibition would be
most instructive and valuable. The question of the limits

«r the collection was discussed, and sulxommittees were
appointed to deal with the various branches of science to

wmdi it is proposed the collections should have reference.

Jtt was genoally understood that the main objects of the

eaUbition would be to show modem qiparatus for teach

ing and for research , the applications of science to

mdttstry ; and such apparatus as is hutoncally interesting

from the occasitms in which, or the persons by whom, it

had htoi employed. The exhibition wiH be opened at

the commencement of June. It is, however, doubtful at

prweBt wbether ail brandiea of science will be taken

oniinf this year, or whether the exhibition will be
•ttimded ever two years, as the space disposable in the

South Kensington Mnscimuwhere the is to be
hold, is rather restdeted.*’

The prsiCDce at a tpeeting of this Uad of two such in

Snential members of her Majesty's Govemmant as the

Dalfo of XkhsDond and Lord Sandon may, wo think, be

M KignUteaat thnt the present Govermnentis adSing

fo^whathamfortheadvoiicement of science and of

Imtiniflc education^ and in order to do this, u seddng to

l^ldiatllidntiMtfoiatihie matter The tone ofthe reply

W me t«o abovMiamed Mmialeri to the King's CoB^
la* weskfo qplfo in aceordadbow^

Vou 077

The meeting was altogether a remarkable me, consist-

ii^ as it did of two of her M^esty's Ministers, together

With many of the most eminent men of science m the

country , and their unanimity in favour of the proposal is

a proof of its hi|(h importance, and we hope a guarantee

of its success.

With regard to the proposal itself, the wonder is that

no steps have long ere now been taken to organise a

Museum for the fllustration of the Physical, Oiemictl, and
Mechanical Saenoes. One of the recommendations con
tabled b the Fourth Report of the Commission on Sden
tific Instruction and the Advancement of Science pro-

poses the formation of a collectiim of physical and
mechamcal instruments, and submits for consuleratioa

whether it may not be expedient that this collection, the

collection of the Patent Museum, and that of the Sden
tific and Educational Department of the South Ken-
mngton Museum, should be united and placed undo’ the

authority of a Mbister of State In onr aitide on this

Report (Natuiw, voL b p. 397) we went so fully mto the

sulqect that it is unnecessary to dwell agam upon it now*

Why the particular dqiartments mentioned abm should

be bit outb tho cold it would be difificuk to give a reason

fat
, probably, as we before suggested, it has been simply

from want ofthought ,andnowthatsomanyembentmeaof
science have met together, under the auspices of two mem-
bers of her Mijesty s Government, we may hope that the

greatgaps monrsystem ofMuseums will not remidn bngun-
fiUed up. Natural History, induding Geology, Zoology,

Botany, not to mention nearly every pri^cal application of

saence, such as Muung, &c ,
have, b London at leasts

resources for the practical study of their hbtory and
methods , and we are exceedingly glad that thb is the

case. Greatly on this account, we bebeve, is it that these

sciences are so popular, and that so much more b known
about the ir resulu among the peopb at large, than abont
the various departmenu of the Physical Sdraces. If a
student in any of the above sciences wants to pursue an

mvestigation on any pomt connected with thefr history,

their methods, or their results, be has magnificent set^
for so doing both m London and b other large towns

throughout the country But the unfortunate student of

any department M the Physical Sciences— Electridty,

Magnetism, Heat, Light, Chemistry—if be wanU to study

thoroughly or to bvestigate any pomt connected with hu
subject, has notiung for it but to buy Us iqiparatus,

borrow it from a friend, or perhaps only look at it b a

shop window
A collection which exempbfies the history of the pro-

gress of any Kience may be made both btcresting and
bitmetive , and of all the sdences none can be mon aptly

and fully illustrated b tUs respect-than the Phyrical Sci-

ences. How interesting even to the unfaitiatad was the

recent exhibition of a historical series of musical bstm-
ments at South Kensbgton , but how much greater

would be thebtsrest that would attach to, and how much
higher the Instructioii to be derived from, a cUlection of

apparatus that would exhibit the progress b the sb|dh

department of Optics, say from Newton down to Comu
and Fiseaa, embndiqt as it tniidtt very well do aU ths

woHrfhathaa been dons b recent years by means ofthe

prisb. '' So in the depattment of Heat m all its bcanchss^
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how inteniely interMting and instructive a collection I

might be made. The mere mention of other fabjects4- '

Electricity, Magnetism, Acoustics, &c.—suggests possi

bilities of magnificent coUecttons which might be
formed, if only the public spirit of fortunate possessors

could be properly roused
,
and on this latter point there

need, we think, be no fear

One condition, we think, ought to be indsted on the

collection which it is proposed to form should be almost

entuely confined to the region of scientific researdi and
instruction, and should include as httle as possible of the

pracucal applications of science, which, indeed, have

hitherto had almost wholly their own way in our exhi

bitions and museums It should be dutinctly understood

and acted upon, that the collection which it is hoped will

be opened at South Kensington in a few months is meant
to illustrate the history and methods of abstract scientific

research, of the true nature of which the public know
really nothing, and of teaching Our friends ^e engineers

and other practical men, we are sure, will see the fairness

of our demand, and they are so powerful, and have

hitherto been so largely represented, that they can well

afford to be generous in this matter

While one great value of the collection about to be
formed will no doubt be from a histoncal point of view,

it cannot but serve also an important educational purpose

It will let the public see how multifarious are the ways of

science, will show them that it is no mere child’s play,

and tend to impress them more and more with the great

importance of scientific education as a means of culture

and mental training When the claims of scientific

research upon Government are advocated, those who
arc fiuniliu with such a collection will know what

IS spoken of, and for what purpose the pubhc money is

wanted.

We hope, and indeed believe, that the experiment

about to be tried at South Kensmgton is simply the

first step towards something more permanent and much
more extensive—in short, the fulfilment of the second

part of the recommendation of the Commission quoted

above We beheve that if such a collection is once

formed, if it be properly organised and arranged and
mode perfectly intelligible to the pubhc, both as to its

theoretical pnnaples and practical beanngs, it will in

time lead to a scheme as comprehensive, as complete, and
as invaluable as the French Conservatoue des AtU et

Mduers, to which we have frequently referred as a model
which our Government would^ well to copy The unsa-

tisfactory state of our Museums, their want of system,

and mcompleteness, we have often insisted upon. We
think we are now on the road towards mending thu lattw

defect , other defects can only be remedied by the adop-

tion of the Commission’s recommendation, to unite tte

prmcipal collections under one responsible Minuter of

State. It would without doubt be greatly to the advan-

tage both of the science and the industry of the country

to have collected and arranged in one establishment,

supported by Government, all the apparatus and Ohu*
tratious of aQ the processes connected with every depart-

ment of science, pure and appUed, abstract and practical,

instead of the heterogeneous and imperfect collections at

present scattered in various buildingt under different

systems of Bunagemest.

CAVE HUNTING
Cave HwMng Researches on the Evidence of Caves

respecting the Early Inhabitants of £urep& By W.
Boyd Dawkins, MA., FR.S, &c. (London Mac-
millan and Co., 1874.)

N O wonder that timid wanderers, peering into the dark

mystenoos depths of some abyss, should in their awe
have peopled them with gnomes and gobhns, or fancied

themselves at the portals of another world. Well might

poetic fancy, stirred by the thousand flashes thrown back

from the spar spangled walls of some vast cave, have called

up faury forms to give life to the beautiful stillness of thO

scene. Less weird and less poetic, but not less mtOi

resting, are the assoemtions gathered by history and

tradition around caves. We hear of rude tribe* who
habitually hved m rocky fastnesses occupying the caves

for shelter and protection , and even when these were not

used as permanent dwellmgs,we learn that in troublous

times many a clan, family, or individual have had to

leave their comfortable homes and betake themselves to

the caves and holes of the rocks We might well expect,

therefore, that in the earliest age, when uncultured man
fought for the richest hunting ground, or struggled with

nature for bare subsistence, the caves and rock-shelters

should often have been his home
We read again of the Patriarch purchasing the Cave of

Machpelah as a bnrying-place for his family Are we to

suppose that this was a custom then newly introduced, or

ask whether it was not probable that the associations of

thought likely to spring up m the social hfe of the sirapla

pastoral tribes of pnnueval man would not soon te^
bun to bury his dead out of bis sight instead of casting

them out to be devoured by wild beasts, and that he

should then choose the tombs offered by nature and bury

in caves ? On searching for evidence on this point, we
soon find that from almost the earliest time of which we
can learn anything with respect to the human race, men
lived and died in caves, and a later people of smnewhat
diffoent habits buned m them , what the eariier race did

with their dead is not quite clear

Deposits in caves are generally more or less protected

from the destroymg agents which attack outside super-

ficial deposits, and so we have in them a vast store of

odds and ends, dropped, thrown away, or burled, whieb
enable us to form a fair idea of the habits of the hfe of
man long before the period to which history or tradition

can reach back, and also of other creatures which lived

with him or haunted the neighbourhood m thoN ancient

tunes

Caves are ef all ages, and are formed in many ways.

There are bone-beating fissures of Rhoetlc age. IIm
phosifiiate beds of Caylus, full of bones of matnmala,-fi«m
early Tertiary to recent, are only anaent swallow-holes end
caves. But the cave deposits we have to consider now
are all post-tertiaiy, and are due almost entirdy in the
first instance to the decomposition of limestone rocks by
the action of acidulated water. Mechanical action coaMS
In afterwards and enlaigea and fimshes the work. Then
is, however, n difficulty as to how this action goes on
in some shdtered pla^ which rain cannot reach and
where BO water appears to run, such as many ofthe redo-

ihdtcrs or abris. A probaUe mqitmtloii fn mow
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c«M* II tlutt a wann pout wind blowi agamit • rock the time of Junei I ,’and the wolf ttU long after the Civil

of lower temperature, and the vapour la condenied all War These leave folk were not prominent in hiitory,

ovpr the surface Minute vegeUbon at fint, con but as their relics refer them to a time when event* which

s^enoua mosses and bchens afterward* help the work, are chronicled in history were happening m our country,

the softer portions of the chif melt away—here on Prof Dawkins has described them under the head ‘ His
n small Kale, so as to leave marks somewhat like tone Penod '

phdas boruip , there on a large scale, leaving an But the cave* hive yielded also the records of long

Ovefhnngiiig sheltenng ledge, such as may be seen in ages before that , the iron, bronM and pohshed stone

dm skebdi {F|| 71, p 349) Acidulated water, passing age* Of thu period there is no contemporaneous his

through cracks and fissures in the limestone rock, eats tory m Western Europe but who knows how much of

away the side* and enlarges its channel, but when it gets Egyptian, Assyrian, or Chmeu history may tell of events

to the open air and is aerated in waterfiJls or draughts, it syndironous with neolithic man in Europe ? This penod
gives off as gas the acid which helped it to hold the carbo does not appear to have been cut off from historic tunes

Bate of lime in solution, and down thu goes at stalagmite by any great physical changes, and, as we shall see by
or in smne other form Here we have a meisure of tune, and by, the Britons of to day seem to be m pirt descended

u we can observe the present rate of accumulation, but from the ancient rice that dwelt here in prehistonc time!,

sre cannot get at any satufactory results because the They were a wide spread pastoral people, sometimes

agents producing change are so many, so various, and so dwelling in villages of huts on land, sometime-, in wooden
irregular m their action It is not only, as Prof Dawkins clay patched houses sunding on piles fir out into a lake

poinu out m the cise of the Jockey Cap in Ingleborough They hid domestic ammals, ind cultivitcd fruits ind
Cave, that ‘ it may be the result not of the continuous corn As time went on, they acquired the use of bronze

but of the intermittent drop of the sirater contaming car then won, and is they lipped round the outskirts of

honate of lime ’ (p 40), but the water continually stops oriental civilisation, and its influence spread some were

up with stalagtitic accumulations the hole or crack absorbed and some driven back to the mountains Who,
through which it came, and so in many parts of that very then, were these people who hved just before our histone

cave we see a dry roof cross barred with ndges repre times? Is any part of the population of modern I uiopc

enting jomts, which once let snuer tnckle through, but directly dcKendcd from them, or were they ill exicrini

which are now sealed up snth travertme noted and their place taken by the invidmt, wave of

Prof Dawkins points out other Murces of enor in population? Prof Huxley has pointed out the twofold

calculations baaed on the rate of accumulation of type that may be found m some peoples that hive for

stalagmite centuries bera looked upon as one nee Cisir he

But we have the order of succession of deposits con reminds us, found two types of Celts in this country the

taming various rehes, and, where there is no reason for fair and the swarthy In England of to day we f nd,

suspecting subsequent disturbance, the order u always speaking English and callmg themselves Lnghshmen,
the same We have the identification of the style of the same two types, the Xanthochroid and the MeUno-
instruments used by man, the groups of animals that chroid Huxley further poinu out that throughout the

lived at the different periodic with thoM of other deposits, south west of Ireland, South Wales, west and south

the antiquity of which u measured by geographical west of France, Spun, Italy, Greece, &c the dark

changes So, putting all the evidence together, we get a characters prevail, while anyone travelling from North

connected story Ireland tetou Scotland, Fluders, Germany &c would

Prof Dawkins begins with the newer, and gives an see none but fair people all the way He thinks

account of bow the civihsed Celtic people were, after the the dark complexitm* may have been mhented from

Ramans left, driven away to the west by the heathen Ibenan sneestort, whow more direct rej rcscntatives

Saxon—̂ iatsott dtgrtd, as they were called by the we have in the Basques The fair haired invaders did

Welsh—and how they often had to betake themselves to not exterminate, hut absorbed or united with a great con

the caves and holes of the rocks for shdter from their quered population of dark skinned people and these two

foes. Their remains have been found m the Victoria races, each we must suppose of great prepotency of

Cave at Settle, and the Kirkhead Cave on Morecambe transmission,* have banded down their distinctive cha

Bay. Both of thcM are on the borders the Cumbrian racters for centuries , rometimes one, someumes the

Moantams, to which the Celtic people were being pushed other predominating We must therefore bear m mmd
firon the lowlands of Yorkshire and lauicashire, as, that the people included under the term ‘ neohthic m no

fiittbar south, they were driven into the mountains of way Conn one ethnological group Neolithic t:> a uMfiil

Wales Pro£ Dawlou gives an mteresting sketch of the temporary term to represent a pharo of culture which

history of this penod, and, in commentug on the value different races reach and pass, and to which a different

of certain awitnaU fy[ purposes of classificabon, tells us relative position m time must be assigned m different

When many of our peu and other axumals were first intro- parts of the world. New forms, new metals, or new Ian

dneedt and when many ammals once wild m our country guages, may have come in with invading tnbes awl have

wereei^cnnmated. Though there is evidence thatthed^ been adop^ by the now mixed race, but there is no

had fhr ages been the companion of man, the cat seems to evidence of an entire sweepmg away of the older fashions

have been unknown before about the year 800 A.D The at any penod from neolithic times to our own

common fowl end follow deer seem to have been mtro- But long before thoro tunes oIm we have abundant

doced by foeBomau. The reindeer and beaver were wild records of mans sojoarom Western Europa Wboand

«Batafo>ft«rtb»Noaawh4Cgov>«stf the wild bow.bU of wfartmee wore these other or pateoiitiuc folk? Their
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state of civilisation and habiu of lifi^ inferred fiom tbdr

remains, pdnt to the dwellers along the Arctic shores,

and especially to the Eskimo as their nearest representa

bves. Who the Eskimo are is not known bnt a broad

skulled race seems to be following them from the east as

the broad skulled race of later neolithic times did the

long skulled people of the earlier neolithic age who were

sqpaiated from them by differences of racial character

quite as strong as any we have in the present sute of the

^dence any tight to assume existed between the neo-

Uthic dolicocephall and the palteohthic people

FroC Dawkins finds osteological affinities between the

Basques and the earlier neohthic Troglodytes, and Mr
John Rhys follows this up by pointing out peculiarities of

construction in the Welsh language which he thinks may

be explained by the idioms having been derived from dU
Iboian tongue. It seems agreed that we have fit iSni

neolithic people a mixture of an Aryan and Tofaniait

race May it not be that the Basques are the dlieet

descendants of a paleolithic tribe who were not qdtt
absorbed, but who have gone through a neohthic pteae

of culture, and that the Eskimos may, when we kAo#
them, turn out to be another palaeolithic tribe banished

by the Aryan invaders to the far north, and living etill hi

t^ tame rude way that they did in paheobthic timet F

However this is at present mere speculation , the data

before us do not furnish sufficient ^denoe to enal4e ui

to come to any satisfactory conclusion on this point

There have been no great geographical dianges siMe
neolithic times. The hand of man has done perfaapi

Vtow of Kmg’iSou' Souk, ihawiaftlMaiilnuicMordMVlatoraaadAIbat Cam (boms (ihstesiapliX A, s VkMria C iUbart.

more than nature towards modifying the climate of

Western Europe since that period. The surfiue of

the country was then ** covered with rock, forest, and
morass, wl^h afforded shelter to the elk, bison, and
urus” (p. 363} When man bad felled the woods and
drained the hmd, the country must have become per-

cepbUy dryer and warmer
But, in tracing back the histwy of man we meet with

a great difficulty at the close of the early stone or palei>>

hAio period. There is generally a g^ We ask, Why
did not the Hse of polished weapons come in gradually,

so that we might find a few pohshed weiqions at firs^

then more as we search the de^ts ofmore recent date

,

just as brmue and iron were gradually introduced among
the stonemsiag people^but did not at once supersede the use

of that material? Why, in the deposits along rivetsand in

caves, is there so often evidence of a great lapse of time

between Aelr occupation by the palsolHhie and neolithie

folk ? Why is Ae group of associated animals sO dlf-

erent? Why is it duU, where deposits bdonging to these

two penods have been found together, Acre is genera^
evidence to show that they were separated in age by an
enormous interval, during whidi considerable geography
cal changes have been brought about by the giaAfai

operations of nature? This has indueed many ta serit for

some cause of a general kind to explain Ae sweeping
away of the old order of things, and the incoming ef^a

new and different groups Of coarse geologists seek ffnt

an explanation in the glacial period. Bnt wfaerever tbe

deposits containing Ae remains of palseoUAic nunrhevt
been found in connection wiA bouldovclay, and tbrfr

rriation can be made out, AeimpUmenMMaring bedelfe
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on the dnft in a manner that shows that

!

were Irld there long alter the deposition and even

Sttbajidal erosion of the glacial deposits.

Jn Me cave on the borders of the Lake Mountains it

WMt and is still, hoped we may find out something more

about the relation of the paUcohthic to the glacial

period.

In the absence of diract evidence, such as the overlap

of bon1der>clay over the month of the cave or the caie

depoeits, Pro£ Dawkins remarks " The probable dale

of the Introdnction of the contents into ossiferous caves in

glaciated areas may be ascertained by an examination of

the river deposits If the animals found in the caves

inhabited the sorrounding country after the melting of

the ice, their remams will occur m the post glacial gravels.

If they are not found, it may be infened that they had

retreated from the district tefore the latter were depo-

sited ” (pi 410)

;

and, as Mr Tiddeman has pointed out,

there could be no pre-glacial remains in the gravels where

there had been glacial erosion, as that must have swept

out all the incoherent nver deposits By this test, Prof

Dawkins goes on to say, " the Pleistocene strata in the

Victoria Cave, near Settle, may be considered pre glacial,

as well as the bysena den at Kukdale” (p 411)

It was once thought that we were getting the direct

evidence we sought for At the entrance of the Victoria

Cave, says Profi Dawkins, “ ice-scratched Silurian gnt

Stones are imbedded in the clay, which abuts directly on

the cave loam, and passes insensibly mto the clay, with

angular blocks of hmestone, within the cave. They may
posMbly be the consutuents of a lateral moraine t» sttu,

as Mr Tiddeman suggests, or they may merely be denved

from the waste of boulder-clay which has dropped from

a higher level, ’—that u, from the broken ground seen

in the accompanymg sketch on the left of the Victoria

Cave *'The latter view seems to me to be most likely

to be true, because some of the boulders have been

deprived of the clay In which they were imbedded, and

are piled on each other with empty space between ^em,
the clay being carried down to a lower level and

re-deposited” (p. lai)

Though we cannot yet make out clearly the relation of

man to the glacial p^od, or explain the gap between

palsctdithic and neolithic deposits, this we do know—that

man lived in this country and throughout Western Europe

with the lion and hairy elephant, the hyaena, and wooUy
rhinoceros. He was probably more or less nomadic, follow

ing the urns and the dk, and shifting from place to place as

they migrated with the seasons That in his weapons of

warfpire Md the chase he resembled the dwellers on the

ihcct* of Arctic seas, and from the associated animals

prabaUy lived vdien contmental conditions and higher I

produced much greater extremes of climate
|

than ire fbund in the same countries now In many 1

ptaepe he piobaUy followed hard on the recedmg glaciers,

Ulotp the advance M which, perhaps, his ancestors

letteated. That although we cannot assign a date to his

or last appearance, we must refer him to a period

Vt leatote that wide vaUeys have been acooped|out and

tsholi lueca of animals have been exterminated smee

hia tieos^bot how long it totk to bring this about we
cappot yet te& «

^ PliCOawlqaahavmg^pialified himself for the Midy by

acquiring an intonate knowledge of the osteology of the

anunals apt to be found in such places, has him long

engaged in collecting the evidence which caves furnish

as to the early inhabitants of Europe, and has given us

the result of his researches m a very readable volume,

which, we doubt not, will reach another edition, and re-

appear with the correcUon of many small inaccuracies

and inconsistencies, such as would be bkely to occur la

puttbg together the evidence collected through a aeries

of years, dunng which Prof Dawkins’ own views were
undergoing some change as new evidence was forthp

coming, and the researches and views of other observers

were Iming brought before him

Ol/X BOOK SHELF
The Descent of Man, and Selection tn relation to Sex
By Charles Darwin, M A , F R S Second Edition,
revised and augmented Pp 68&, (Murray 1874.)

Since the first edition of this great work was reviewed in

these pages (Nature, voI 111 , pp 443, 463), it has been
repeatedly repnnted without any important change But
the new issue differs, not only in form, but also m many
important additions, from the first In spite of the added
material, the whole work is now compnsed in a single
volume scarcely larger than one of the previous two
For thu purpose the print has been much compressed
and the paper is thmner The leaves have also been cut
So that altnough in some respects more convenient, the
present form is less pleasing than the original one. We
would suggest the desirableness of publishing a library

edition of this and Mr Darwins other woru, uniform
with “Animals and Plants under Domestication,” so that
the opera omnia of our great biologist may stand ranged
in a well-ordered row, printed in Wible type with amrie
roar^n on opaque jraper, fit to be clad m the soW
dignitv of russia. The present volume looks more hke a
school cram book than a treatise which makes a generation
lUustnoui. A prospectus has just reached us from Stutt-

gart of a German translation of the works of Mr Darwin,

^ Victor Cams, to be published in numbers, with photo-
grimhic and woodcut illustrations portrait, indices, &c..
ana to be comj^eted in ten handsome volumes. It would
surely not be croditable were there to be no corresponding
edition m Enghsb.
A list of the principal additions and corrections made

in this edition of the “ Descent of Man ” is prefixed, and
shows at a glance that the most important additions have
been on tbe subject of Sexual Selection

The whole treatise is now divided mto three parts

The Descent of Man , Sexual SelecUon generally , and
Sexual Selection m relauon to Man The two some-
what disjomted sections of the original work are thus
combined mto more of an organic unity Beside in-

numerable references to the vast literature bearing on the
subject scsttered through the periodicals and books of
travel of the civilised world, there is sa important oontri
button by Prof Huxley, on th^ resemblances and differ-

ences between the brsm of man and that of apes, whidi
occupies seven closely printed payes. This and other
valuable additions make this edition necessary to bio-

logists as a work of reference, thou{^ most will probably
prefer the earlier one for reading P S

Manuals of Elementary Science \Zoology By Alfred

Newton, F R S (Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, 1875

)

A bird’s-KYX view of a science from the band of one who,
during many years, has devoted most of his thinking time

to the investi^don of its prinuples and details, is certain

to have avigoor and frepness about it which must be as
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itiitructive u it ii interesting to all who Uke the oppor-

tunity of glancing at it. There ii a routine about educa-

tional works which is rarely diverged from to any const

derable extent Beyond the information they contain

there is always a mass of oral tradition, glimpses into

which only occasionnUy appear in pnnt 1 his becomes,
m many cases, the basis of the higher work of the suc-

ceeding generation, and to the student it is an invalu-

able adjunct to his more formal reading In the small

book before us, Prof Newton has touched upon some
of these less familiar points, brinmng to the foreground
several questions, the importance of which in the general

economy of nature is. scarcely sufficiently appreciated

He commences by a most instructive analogy, comparing
the different members of the animal kingdom to a mixed
collection of coirs in a bag, whose history is to be deter

mined mostly from what is to be found on their surfaces

Some, like fossil forms, are no longer current , m other

words, tliey are extinct Others, in their stamping give

indications of the histones of the nations by which they
were struck, as do organised forma by their external

shape and internal structure, and so on. Upon this

basis the pnnciples of classification are, on an evolutionary

foundation, established in a most lucid manner An
anecdote, particularly to the point, shows the fallacious

reasoning into which students are likely to fall when they

lay too little stress on the accuracy of the most minute
focts, the mistake of a distinguished French naturalist

with regard to the habits of the swallows found at Rouen
being the instance given The section on Geographical
Distribution, when read in connection with the small map
which IS introduced, is as definite and precise as can be
desired , at the same time that the observations on the

effects of peculiarities in the physical conditions of life

on the organisation of species nave a bcanng the full

significance of which Prof Newton has done so much to
indicate The remarks on nomenclature will also be
fully assented to by all working naturalists One of the
chipters is devoted to a rapid sketch of the different

classes of the animal kmgdom ,
and this, when taken in

connection with those on the subjects above mentioned,
makes the little volume as complete an mtroduction as

can be desired to the science of which it treats

LhTTERS TO THE EDITOR
[JTif h Uhw dots Hot hold himselfrtsponsMtfaropsntom txfrtssad

bi hts torresfondents Neither can he nndertake to return,

or to correspond vnth the writers of, rejected manssscr^
No notice ts taken oj anonymous communications ] 1

Marine Boulder Clay, and other Deposits

I r seenu from the concluding pamgmphs of the report of the

C/i/Z/rffiorOlwervatiuns m Natuks, voL xl p. no, that fhe

dredge has at length settled the quesUon of the mode of deposi-

tion of marine boul ler clay, and shown that in the Soutbera
Ocean it is now bemg formed over areas perhaps os great os

those now covered with similar depMits in the northern bemi
sphere. The facts stated show (l) Ihe deposttiun of a bed of

mud and sand willi fragments of stones from floating loe,

(2) That this deposit is so rapid as completely to mask or super

sede tliL ordmory deposition of organic slime , and (3) Ibst m
ceitaln areas of deep water there Is a possibility that on excess

of carlionit acid may remove all trace of calcareous organisms.

It is lunher to be observed that, owing to the small amount of

land, the condibnns ore probably much leas favouratde than those

which existed in the north at the time ol the great Post phoeene

lliese facte appear to me to entifirm the conclnsioii which I
have so often stated with relerence to the boulder clay or ”1111 ”

of North America, and which I have endeavoured to establish
by the nature of the deposits now tokmg place in lbs areas of
ice diift on the coast of North America by the distrihution and
chemical chamois of the boulder-day itedf, and tw the occur
rence of marine fossils in it. It te to be hop^ that m future we
Aall not have so confident assertloa as heretoAre^ that these

remarkable days are due to the aetkm of laad lot, and that the*
will cease to be regarded as aflbtding evidence of a " ooatlaeniai
ice cap in temperate latitudes.

*rhe details given in the same communication with reference
to the formation of n "red day" from the decomposhlow of
organic ooxe, in connection with the remarks of Pror VfiUiom-
son In Natuxe, vd xl p 148, ore also very suggestive. Hier
help to account not merely for certain red clays and slttci OM
beds of siliaons organisms, but also for the assodation of glan-
conite and other hydrous silicates with organic marine beds of aU
imes ,

an assocmtioa which I have long held to be not accidental,

though Its precise chemical oondiuont may be obscure. The
time may not be distant when geologists may learn to r^ard
many deposits of this kind, from the Serpentine, Loganite, and
similar minerals of the Laurentian up to tile Modem Greenland^
os products connected with the anuiuil life of the sea, or depen-
dent on It for their accumulation Some chemical suggcatloas

the study of all your younger geologists.

McGill College, Jan. so J W Dawson

The Ttanait of Venna
Among the brief telegraphic accounts given in Natuki, voL

XL. ix 122, of the work done by the several Transit expedition^
is one from Janssen, m whldi it is stated that Vetins was seen
over the sun’s corona before eontact (which oontact, external os
internal, is unfortunately not mentioned)
The idea of the nm of light round tlie planet being doe to the

corona does not seem to have struck other observers
, and thm

For the coronal view, then. I

looked for, but &dcd to see, the
retreating edge of the planet after

lost external contact The air,

however, was less steady than in

the morning, and my eye was
very weary with straining at the

last tiny indentation made by
Venns on the sun’s limb.

Against the theory there ore

tbs facts that the line of light

was apparently of equal thicknw
thronghout, and at half immer
sion was virible up to the tun’s

limb without per^tible lost of
light ,

that at first internal esn-
tect, or rather when the cusps
had almost united and the soliur

light was but little cut off (mak
A in diagram), the last portion

of the ring was nndiminished in

brightness. Finally, in the pencil

notes taken at the time, I find,

referring to the ring of light,

these words “ A brighter spot

on lower limb, entenngaua about

I immersion ’ (vide B) This
spot I then imsgined to be dna
to a portion ot the planetiry

atmosphere, freer from cloud, and therefore lafracting more light
than the reat

Taking Janssen • view, it may be accounted for by preseiahiN
the planet to have travelled over a bright streak « corona, w
possibly an el mgated prominenGe.

It will be mteresting to know whether coronal stitietttre was
seen by any of the observers. E. W FliifOUC
Moiumtci^ Wynood, Jon. 15

In his recent paper on " Ants and Bees,” Sir John LabbMk
is reported to have said—ailudiag to the Ixes vriMh had tasted
the honey be had set for them —
“ If bees bad the means of cwnmnnicatang knosrledgsk No

donUtbssebeeswooU have told the othcisiariw Uve iriMk*
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Vtin on iw wkyt that he bu oome to the conclunon that what
** appealed like atRM^tkm waa invariably dictated by

K<tw, is the example given by Sir John o{ the want of corn*

maidGaave power afforded by the bee sufficient, or, indeed, any
evidence of the feet? Is it not lather an excellent instance

of tto hitense selfishness which governs the bee hi conimoa
with all other creatures, in ib aim to prolong the life of the indi

vidnal without a care for that of Us fellows?

Again, Sir John says—
“It wu not altogether a selfish feeling which indnoed bees to

show Ncb eagerness to gather hon^, for what th^ took to the

Uve was for tne good of the whole o^ony

'

lliis act seems to me to be In no ww inconsistent with abso-

lutely selfish aaotives. Bees find that there is strength m union,

and that the winter months, which would kill them if left alone,

they can survive by adopting principles of co-operation. The
stronger the individual Me the more likely is she to derive

benent ftom the partnership, and a hive may, in fact, be re

garded as a “ tontine ” association.

Zsutly, when Sir John Imbbock says—“ With legard to

iwumiog bets by besting the wttming pons, he thought there

wet notmng in i^ but that it waa an Uea which had got poo-

settion of some people in the same way oa many lavage tnbea
believed that by making hideous noisei daring ths ecbpie of the

moon they could frighten away the evil spirit which held her —
he would appear to have overlooked toe fact that this is a
p^ioe atUiig from the peculiar ownership of which, under
English law, b^ ore the subject

“ Bees arefira natura, but when hived and reclaimed a man.

" Though •awann, says Bkehstonok “lighu upon my tree, I

have no more property m them till I have hived them than I
have in the birds whudi moke their nests thereon, and therefore^

if another hives them be shstl be tbe proprietor , but a swarm
which flies from and out of my hive ore mine so long os I con
keep them in sight snd have power to purane them and in these

dteumstanoes no one else b entitled to uke them.

Hence the origin amongst villagers of purtning a swonn with

the clamour of pons and fire irons , not for the benefit of the

bee, fwd bee^ but in order to inform others that the followers are

the posscssoci of the swarm
It is easy to imagine that now some villagers may (confound

Ing cause and effeetj osKrt that the sound asiiils the operations

of the bees or those of their hiver

Alfred George Renshaw
Doctors* Commons, London

On tbe Value of the eo-called Chameleoa Barometer
me an Hygrometer

A nRCR of filter wwr soaked in a strong solution of
cobsltous dilotlde (CoCI.) is blue when dty, snd rod when
motit } and I have round it very sensitive to slight ehtngss in the

quantity of ffloidure in the atmosphere, being mors dell^ than

UK thermomcteis I nsed.

Tbs papsr was snqwndad in a room, cm tbe wall fadng a
south window, which was kept open during the day By the

side of the paper was hniu a wet and dry bulb thermometer,

reading to r Fahr , and ofassrvstiotis were recorded three or four

fames a dayfor nearly a year

I adjom a few of the rcadlngi taken, os from their regolanty

itfetumeoenmiy toglvethemaU. The scale of change dr colour

wssraelmi^ from o to 10, from red to blue.

It vd|l be obaervad that for a differciice of 13* between the

two thermometera the psp«' is quite blue, aod it becomes rod

at a diffncncc of fiom i* to 3° Tbsn is, of cooiss, a limit to

the change of colour, as when Um it osmiot be any more Uu^
although the air show lose moisture. However, on the hoUest
day lam summer it stood at lo^ or nuudmum blue, for a diSe-

reiKe of 13* between the themometeri, and when this difiereiue

feU to IS* thejMqMT diowed a decided change In tint

It appean tut the atttta/ temperstme bat nuthlng to do with

the ooim of the paper, u it rogittert the same tint for the same
diffivttioe betwen the two tbannoaHten (wHh voy slight vaiia-

whathtt flia day to hot or eoM ,
•

I Wak^iMlteWer Is a toa^r nddiiiea to the dMrmo*

nutenk u you can sea at a ghmM whathsr ths air it wet or
dry

Eugby, Jan. 16 A. Paaev Smith

Pboaphorut and Carbon Diaulphide

Kkowimo the hl|My nfmctlvs power of phoephont*, and
also of carbon disulphide, it occurred to me that a solution of
ths former in tbe latter might yield a liquid more highly rofrac

fave than any 1 had yet met with.

I could not succeM in making a solution so ulureted that
when another piece of phosphorus was put in it il ould not be
affected I made, however, an exceedingly concentrated solu
tion This solution had to be filtered Ihe clear liquid had
the property of continually precipitating phosphorus, in what I
believe was the red form The smabllity of phosphorus in cariion
disuiphidt is very remarkable. Has It a definable limit ? or is

^hM^honis, at oidinaiy tempcratuifes, really a very vlsc^

Also I made a perfectly sstumted solution of sulphur in carbon
disnlpbidm This was much more easily accomplished, and it

showsd no tendency to olnmge from its condition of a clear light

yellow coloured fluid

A hollow glass prism, angle 60P sms used, and kept in posilbn
of muiimnm deviation for i^inm light for each substance

Values of Refractive Indices are given in the foUoinng
Ubie - • %

RtfnuHvt Indwti

UUdma. Hydro-
pinC. Sodium D Hydro-

fen K
Hyd^

ir«*» «7749 lyySo rSijd

SU^slJ — .«40 16890 I 7**4 _
CfliSloMStl

55 ^ /

- - - _
“ f«i93 «•<»« r-dSTO

i

««47o

The bydrtwen Unee were obtained by a Geiasler tnbe
I do not giro the measniements as more than near approx ma

bona, IS I h^ no time to repeat them. They were i^e in the

Cavendish Laboratoiy at Cambridge.
Harrogate, Jan. at Chas. T WitiTMaLL

Th« Mtcrognphleal DleUonmy—PoUeu Qrafria

IT ta a pity that Mr W O Smith (Nature, voL eI p. 386)

didBOttaEattotroaUetoiatlriyhlmMirofthetnithorDr Hugo
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Mobf* itatemcnt, that the poUen of Mmuhu moteiatut and
Mmttltu lutt$u takea leveial iorms, before wntme hte letter I

may inform him that the rigure—in the *' One Thouiumd Objecta”

—to which he alludes was not copied from the “ Microfpwphical
Dictionary,” as be statei. Had Mr Smith first taken the pains

to read what so excellent an authority as Dr Hugo Mohl
has written on pollen, and seen his fiinites, perhaps his remarks
wonld hsTe taken a dififerent form He may have observed but

one form or one aspect of the poUen enins of Mtnmlut difienng

from the figures cnticiaed. yet botanists will hesitate to accept

hu interpretation in opposition to so excellent a physiolo|^st u
Pr H Mohl, on the fiiitb of hisoif obiovations.

M C CooKB

OUR ASIRONOMICAL COLUMN
Variable Stars —Amongst the stars which deserve

attention on account of probable vanabihty, the following

may be mentioned , we take them m order of ngbt
fltcenston

1 A Eridani, first suspected by the late Capt GiUiss,

of the U S Naval Observatory, Washington, It has
been variously estimated between mag 4 (Lalande, Arge-
lander, Heis) and 6 (Gilhss, Santini)

2 33 Herculis The variation of this star hardly admits
of doubt It 18 called 6 mag by Flamsteed, Bradley,

Piaxzi (who observed it nine times), Taylor, and Robinson,
and IS so entered on Wol/ers Chart , Lalande calls it 7,

and this is the magnitude assigned in the Radclifie

observations 1867 68 Bessel and Argelander (m the
” Durchmusterung *) considered it only 8 , GiUiss al^
drew attention to this star

3 Lalande 31384. In the “ Histoire Cdleste,” p. 291.
this star is called 6} Sir John Herschcl, m his UiM
senes of observations with a ao-ft reflecting telescope,

estimated it 5, and remarked that it is not in Biasxi

Bessel and (bantini, who has four observations, call it 7

,

It IS 5 5 in the “ Durchmusterung,’ and 6 on liremteket’s

Chart
4. 41 « Aquilse looks suspicious , D Agelet has four

observations, 6, 4 5, 6, 6 , Lalude two, 3}, 4 , it is 5 m
PiazsL 4 2 in “ Durchmusterung ”

e Piazsi XXI 3i D’Agelet, who observed this star

twice, calls it 8 on one occasion, and 9 10 on the other
It u 8 m Piazzi, 6 and 6^ m Lalande, 9 in Bessel, and 7 5
in Argelander (Durch

)

6 171 Andromedae This star has been vanously esti>

mated between 3 4 and 7 !< lamsteed says 4, Hadley 7,

D’Agelet 3 4 in 178^, and 6 m 1784 ,
Lalande twice csdis

It 5, and once 4 , Piazri, who has ten observations, 7 , it

Is 4 in the Atlases of Argelander and Heis, and 3-9 m
the first Radclifie catalogue Bradley and Piazn com
pared with the Oxford catalogue, in which much atten*
tion was given to magnitudes, appear to certify the
vanabihty of light.

Piaxn 1 4, 10 Leonis Min . and 33 Vulpeculx, one of
GiUiss’s suspected stars, also deserve attention, and
observations of x (Bayer) Cygni are especially desirable,

great perturbations having b^n exhibitM m the tunes of
maxima of late years, which, with others previously indi-
cated, it has not yet been found possible to represent
satisfactory by any formula. The variable is the true

X Cygni, Flamsteed having affixed this letter to hu
No 17 in thu constellation

, the cause of it is now under-
stood, IBayer's

p(
havingbeen famt at the dates of Flam-

steed's observations. Tlie var. has (18750) RJV. 19^
4501.4^, N PD 57“ 34

Pro£ Scht^eld, in his new catalogue, enten
T W Webfav variable in Onon, as .S Ononis,
It (for 1855) in R.A. sh. 31m. 51s

,
and N P D

As a first rough approximation to elements,
ndnimum to me bMinning of December 1873. and assig
a period of from thirteen to thirteen-and-a-nalf montt
the limits of variation 8 3 to less than la 3.

the Rev
andplaces

94^48 7.

he fixes a

OixtJLTATiOK OF Ahtares, 1810, A(ffll 13.—We nte
to this occultotion on account ofan interesting observation

made by Burg at Vienna. He records the emersion on
the dark limb of the moon at I3h. 3m. 338. pr
apparent time, but remarks that at i3h Tin. 17S i he
noted the emergence of a star of from sbetn to seventh
magnitude, which after nearly five seconds suddenly
appeared as a star of the first magnitude , and, writing to

Bode, he suggests that Antares might be a double star,

with the companion so dose to the principal star, thiU
good telescopes had not shown it Bede’s explanation
was not a happy one In a note he remarks “ Antares
IS no double star,” and he goes on to attribute the phe-
nomenon witness^ by Burg to the mtervention of a lunar
atmosphere The Vienna observation, however,proves that

the small star was then separated from the lar^ one by a
measurable quantity It may be remembered that at tbe
emersion of Antares m the occultotion of 1856, March 36,

which was observed by the late Rev W R. Dawes, at

Watenngbury, and Mr Whitbread, F K S ,
at Cardington,

both observers noted tbe interval tetween the appearance
of the small blue star and its bnght neighbour as seven
seconds , the difierence of colour was very marked on this

occasion , Burg docs not refer to it. Occultatlons of
Antares are coming on agam,butno one of themu visible

m this country up to the end of the year 1878.

Emcke’s Comet—

F

rom M Stdphan’s observations at

Marseilles on January 27 and 29, published in M Lever-
Tier’s Bullettn Itdemattonal of the 1 ith inst

,
it appears

that Dr von Asten’s ephemens gives the comet’s place
with great precision

,
indeed, the error on the 29th (the

best observation) was less than fifteen seconds of arc
M Stdphan remarks — La comiite ofire I’apparenee
d’une petite tachc laiteuse, h peine percepuble,prcduisant
surlardtinc plut6t des pulsations intermptentes qu’une
sensation continue We are able to add, that on the
31st ult It was the extremum lutbtlt with a 7 Inch
refractor The following positions are for 8 p M Green-
wich time —

o 10 35
o 14 33
o 18 49
o 33 13
o *7 45
o 33 36
o 37 16

8i 5 3
80 41*0

80 16

1

79 507

pi
78 31 I

I 818
I 798
I 776
» 754
I 730

WiNNECKB’s COMKT—Prof Oppdlzer considered that
the error of bis predicted time of perihelion passage in
the present year would probaUy not exceed two hours.
We find, on comparing the Marseilles observation on the
morning trf tbe znd inst with his dements, that the error
is likely to be within this limit, or about cA 071^ the pre-
dicted time too late With this correction the error m
geocentric longuude disappears, and that m latitude u
very tnflmg

MR HAMILTON'S STRING ORGAN
T N the Phtlosopktcal Mageuine for February there it

a paper by Mr R, Bosanquet on the
theory of thu instrument, m which, however, as It ap-
pears to me, the prmcipal points of interest are not
touched upon As the remarks that I have to offer will
not require any analytit for their elucidiuion, I venture
to send them to Nature as more likely than in the Pht-
losophkal Magatine to meet the eyes of tiiose mterested.
The origm of the instrument has led, as I cannot but

think, to considerable misconception as to its real aeon*.
Ucal character The object of Mr Hamilton and his
predecessMS was to combwe the musical qualities of a
string with the sustamed sound of the oigan sad bar.
monium. Thu they sought to effect^ the attachment of
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» reed, which could be kept in continuous vibration by a
itteaiit of air Musically, owing to Mr Ilamlltun’s
Immense enthusiasm and perseverance, the result np
pears to be a success, but is, I think, acoustically consi
dered, something very different from what was originally

intended I believe that the instrument ought to be
regarded rather as a modified reed instrument than as a
mMified string instrument.

Let us consider the maKer more closely The string

and reed together form a system capable oi vibrating in a
number,theoretically infinite, ofindependent fundamental*
modes, whose periods are calculated by Mr Bosaii-|uet

The corresponding series of tones could only by accident
belong to a harmonic scale, and certainly cannot coexist

in the normal working of Mr Hamilton’s instrument, one
of whose characteristics is great sweetness and smooth
ness of sound I conceive that the vibration of the
system is rigorously or approximately simple h->rmonic,
and that accordingly the sound emitted directly from the
reed, or string, or from the resonance board in connee
tion with the string, is simple harmonic On the other
band, it is certain that the note actually heard is com
pound, and capable of being resolved mto st vcral tom
ponents with the aid of resonators

The explanation of this apparent contradiction is very
simple. Exactly as in the case of the ordinary free reed,

whose motion, as has been found by several observers, is

ngoiously simple harmonic, the intermittent stream of
air, which does nut take Us motion from the reed gives
nse to a highly compound musical note, whose gravest
clement is the same as that of the pure tone given by the
string and resonance board One effect of the string,

therefore, and that probably an important one, is to inten

sify the gravest tone of the compound note given by the
intermittent stream of air

The fact that the fnUk of the system is mainly dc
pendent upon the string, seems to ha\ c distracted attention

from the important part played by the stream of air, and
yet It 18 obvious that wind cannot be forced through such
a passage os the reed affords without the production of
sound A few very simple experiments would soon dtcide
whether the view I am advocating is correct, but 1 have
not hitherto had an opportunity of making them properly

I may mention, however that I have noticed on one or

two occasions an immediate falling off m the sound when
the wind was cut off, although the string and reed re

mained in vibration for a second or two longer A
resonator tuned to one of the pnncipil overtones w«
without effect when held to the strinj., but produced a
very marked alteration m the character of the sound
vdien held to the reed

It will be seen that according to my explanation the
principal acoustical characteristic of the string—that its

tones form a harmonic scalc—does not come into play,

the office of the string being mainly to convey the
vibration of the reed itself (as distinguished from the
wind) to the resonance board and thence through the air

to the ear of the observer A second advantage due to

the string appears to be a limitation of the excursion of
the reed, wboreby the peculiar roughness of an ordinary
reed is in great measure avoided

I should mention that 1 have not seen anything of the

instrument for the last six months, in which tune 1 under
stand great progress has been made.

Rayleigh

tCE PHENOMENA IN THE L.1AF D/STXICTi
^URING the seveoe frost at the close of last year,
»-' some excellent opportunities were afforded of ob-
serving various phenomena in connection with the forma
tkm and fracture of large sheeta of ice. After the ice had
attained a thickness of some inches on Derwentwater and

Bassenthwaite Lakes, the continued cold—with the ther
mometer for several days eight or nine degrees below the
freexing point {!• ah

) even atmid day—caused such shrink-
age in the ICC that cracks of great length were now and
then produced with a noise almost like the firing of a small
cannon These cracks frequently passed quite across the
lake, and presented many points of interest, especially to
the geolo^st In some cases 1wo cracks met at an angle,
as in Fig i , sometimes three cracks radiated from a
central point as we may often see in a cracked plate

,
and

occasionally one long and wide crack would appear to
have shifted others crossing it, just as a fault shifts beds
or veins, as in Fig 2, where the portions were shifted
about two inches, and in the same direction m the case of
several distinct cross cricks
home of the cracks were so much is two inches wide,

and presented cunous and interesting vem structures
One class of ciack was vtrtically veined, presenting the
aupcarance of 1 number of thin sheets of opaque ice
placed on end close to one another Such cases reminded
me strongly of virticilly banded felstonc djkes occurring
i little north of Wastwaler Then foimation may be
explained thus —The crack when first formed is exceed
ingly fine, but water soon finds its way into it, and
freezing qutcUy, becomes a thin vertical scam of opaque
ice. A second and a third opening of the cnck occurs,
ind a new verticil sheet is formed each time Thus the
whole crack becomes filled, as it widens, with successive
vem like sheets of ice At one spot on Bassenthwaite
Lake I observed two of these veined cracks crossing one
another, as m Fig 4 , the one of less width ran for about
one foot in the direction of the other, and then passed
out, maintaining the same general direction as it pre
viously had Here then wis another example of what
occurs so frequently among rock veins, the newer vein
conforming for a short dist ince with the direction of the
older, and thus at first sight giving the appearance of its

having been shifted by the latter In this connection
compare Fig 4 with Fig 2 in the latter case the smaller
cracks seemed certainly to have been the first formed At
some spots quite a plexus of intersecting cracks were
seen, and it waa of interest to notice how frequently this

combination resembled the fiults laid down upon a geo
logical map
Another circumstance, suggestive on a small scale of

geological phenomena, was the curious way in which the
ICC for alivul a mile and a half over the course of the
I>crwent,as it flowed into Basscnlhwute I ake, was raised
into a low and broken anticlinal. Lor sonve time after

the ice had formed over the gre itcr part if the lake, a
line, first of open water and then of thin ice, followed the
river course for some distance, until its waters lost their

distinctness m the general body of the lake In the mean-
time, from the dryness t f the weather and thccontinu mce
of the extreme frost the ice subsided with ihe waters, and
produced a gentle u])heaval ov er the course of the river,

which upheaval, however, seemed generally to have re

suited in a more or less sharp ridge usually fractured in

the direction of its length, and but ^dom snowing craclu
of any size passing quite through from one side to the
other

Cracks showing a vertically veined structure have
already been mentioned , these seem in all cases to have
opened little by little, and to have been quickly filled with
succeuive thin sheets of opaque Ice ; they probably never
stood open and full of water for any lengtn of time, but

were the resulu merely of the contraction of the lee under
the extreme cold Another class of crocks, however, seem
to have been wide and gaping dunng a thaw, and to have
been suddenly sealed up by the freezing of the liquid con
Uincd between the sides. It is well known that as a
general rule the more quickly a body solidifies from a
liquid ceunditton the greaur the number of cavitfci—liquid

and gaseous—It will contain, the liquid being frequently
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entrapped in the growing solid, and the gas not having

lime entirely to make its escape In the case of many of

these open cracks it would seem that the freexing took

place so rapidly when it once began, that the ait could

not be all expelled, but the air babbles were lengthened

out in their endeavour to set themselves free, and preserved

m the form of very dehcate tubes, pointing from the

crack walls on either side slightly downwards and towards

the centre, where solidification would last take place

(Fig 5) Along the central line of the crack occurred

another senes of perpendicular tubes caused by the

elongation of the bubbles in the only direction then

possible to them Nothing could exceed the beautiful

regulanty ot structure thus caused. In a few instances

there was a double series of such an appearance as is

represented in Fig 5, the crack hiving agim opened
apparently, along the same line, ind a similar structure

to the former having been produced In this connection

it IS interesting to note the seemingly frequent evidence
of fracture recurring along the same lines, especially if the
explanation given above of the vcrticaUy vemed cracks

be the correct one
The drawn>out air babbles were also particularly beau

tiful around the stones and rocks m uie shallow water
at the edge of Oerwentwater Much of the very
smooth ice which covered the lake on the morning of
Wednesday, the 23rd of December, had been formed
under a veiy sharp and sudden frost, the thermometer
m a sheltered posiuon registermg 18° of frost The icc

would first form around the stones m shallow water, and
form more quickly there than out in the open, where
there were no marked centres of crystalhsation , hence
the number of bubbles entrapped were greatest around
the stones and rocks close to the surface, at the lake edge

,

and the bubbles, trying to escape downwards as soon as
the upper layer of ice was formed, became beautifully

drawn out and fringed the stone mast delicately I have
occasionally obsen^ a somewhat similar len^hemng of

gas or hquid cavities when examining thin slices

H
of such rocks under the microscope as have under
gone sohdification under tension m one given
direction.

Before closing these few remarks, allusion may
Fia s

^ made to two other effects noticed during the
late frpst. One of these is the precise [aimlogy

between the deposiu of ice often formed on a rocky
slope, or by constant

'

—

deposits of carbonate a

trickle of a thin itrear

such as may be seen in many paru 0

trickle of a thin stream of water over a rociro slope,

I of the CUtphaai

Cave, deposits a wtmUed wavy layer of carbemate
of lime, and over it the water seems ever to keep
up a rhythmic flow Upon rocks near the summit of
Honister Pass I noticed during the late finit an icy diaet
precisely similar, and with the same polsattng streamlet

j

flowing over, wnile, hard by, there were sheets of I

stalactite and stala^itc only to be disttneuished from
those of hmestone caverns by their greater dearness.
Another feature of fnaX beauty was the effect of the

bright sunshine on the icy crystals scattered broadcast over
the snow of Skiddaw Lookiiw slightly away from the
sun at a certain angle, and meumng one’s haul so as to

a profusion u inghtly coloured gems, blue
and green being the most marlcM colours, but maw a
ruby lying interspersed with these mountun emeralds.
Assuredly Skiddaw top never showed to greater advan
tage than during those cloudless wintry days of the
Christmas and following week

,
and it seems a marvel

lous pity that of the thousands who visit thb favoured
spot during the hot days of summer or the wet ones of
autumn, so few should ever return to see their majestic
friends

“ Clothed in white samite, myst c, wonderfoL

It may interest some to learn that something anal^us
to a Swiss glacier was once observed among our Cum
bcrhnd mountains Beneath the summit of Dale Head,
2 500 feet high, is aq old copper mme, and many years
smee two miners entered the old workings in the month
of June to obtam some mineralogical specimens. Great
was their surpnte to find the level, but a short way in,

full of snow and icc The mountain slope is there very
steep, but with many a hollow and nigged fissure in
which the snow lies long and doubtless it ud found its .

way from above into the old level, as well as havmg been *

blown in at the mouth The trickling of tmy streams
among this snow, and the alternitions of frost and thaw
so frequent upon the mountain sides, must have produced
an icy mass, which would be long ere it mdicd, and thus
a natural ice house was well supplied with ice far into the
summer The winter previous had, I believe been a very
snowy on”, and it is not likely that the phenomenon is

of very frequent ^ecurreng^

J CiiFiON Ward

SC/FNCr AT BANBURY

A X the opening of a new Literary and Philosophical
Society at lianbury the other day, Mr B Samud-

son, M I
,
gave an inaugural address m which he touched

on various topics connected with the progress of science
and snentific culture Wc regret that our space prevents 1

us from giving Mr Samuelson’a address at leng^, Uie'
following extracts, however, we beheve, will interest our
readers —
“ There have, doubtless, been tunes when the pursuit

of learning was earned on with as much ardour, when as
great sacrifices were made for the discovery of truth, or
when there was at least an equal toleration for diiferencea
of opinion, as m our geneiatian , but 1 thmk it may safely
be asserted that at no period since the revival of ietten in
the fifteenth and sixteenth centniies have these condiuoos,
essential as they are to the success of our objects, co-
existed to the same extent as in our day It may not be
one of the least useful and interesung subjecU of inquiry
for our society how this favourable conjuncture has anien.
Probably It wiU be found to be one, and if so, cert^y
not one of the least unportant, of the results of the great
material changes which have their ongm id the substitu
tion—begun m the age of Watt, and still m eouise
development-^f machinery for manual labour At wy
rate we may congratulate ourselves that the ^
the present age proves the dc^ma to be feUaciws which
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'anorti thmt material wealth ia neceuanly associated

with the decadence of mtellectual vigour, or of the sense

ik moral responsibihty What the Roman poet said of

the Augustan time, * Aetas parentum pejor avis tuht nos
nequioies, mox daturas progcniem vitlosiorem,* cannot
witn truth be said of our age and country

** Our funds will of necessity be limim at first, and it

will hardly be in our power for some time to come to

procure for our subsenbers regular courses of lectures

either m hterature or science Nor, indeed, do 1 think

that the ordinary popular lectures ara on the whole of any
permanent value beyond the intellectual excitement which
they produce Their tendency in too many mstances is

rather to discourage than to promote study When we
have witnessed the brilliant experiments and listened to

the luimnous expositions of a Tyndall on light or mag
netism, we are too apt to imagine we have earned away
the solid mstruction m those sciences which is in fact

only to be acquired by close and persevenng applicauon
And this appbes equally to literature, as these amongst
us who were charmed by the acute cnticism and pungent
satire of Thackeray m nis day will scarcely fail to admit.

1 believe that we should do more good by having, m each

of our sessions, one or two lectures by eminent men,
setting fmth the objects and boundaries of some great

branch of hterature or of science, and the best method of

cultivating It Such lectures would do as much as popular

courses to awaken the mterest of those hitherto unac
quainted with the subject treated, and would stimulate

them to private study , whilst they would be of greater

value to those who have already some familiarity with it

by enabling them to keep abreast of the most advanced

knowledge of the day and direcung them to Imes oi m
quiry by following which they themselves may possibly

extend its boundanes
“ As an example of how little the theory of force is

iqiprehended even m its most rudimentary form, by
persons who have received a liberal education, I may
mention the case of a landowner and member of one of

the learned professions, who not long since consulted me
about his bam machinery He suggested water as the

motive power, and, when I asked him how he would

obtain the necessary fall, gravely proposed to raise the

water (ram a canal at the foot of bis homestead, by the

very machinery which that water was to set in motion
“ It is probable that one or more of our distinguished

members, on whose support we have to congratulate our

elves, will have the kindness to give us mstruction of the

hi^iest grade in their special subjects, but there is

probably not one of us who could not, workmg steadily

m some subject in which he takes an interest, and by a

simple relation of the result of bis studies and observa

turns, contribute to our entertainment as well as add to

our knowledge It is one of the advantages of resulcnce

In the country, that it affords so many opportunities for

the study of the natural history of animated life. The
example of Sir John Lubbock’s exquisite mono^ph on

^euuctification of flowers, composed m his leisure

moments by a man immersed m pubhc and pnvate

business, as well as occupied by the special pursuit- *-

which he owes his saentmc repuUtion, shows how n
may be done in this way

^ ,
<* Our hididay tours also, whether at home or abroad, if

we note carefully and reuUe simply what we have seen,

will give us endless subjects for papers on ethnology,

socuTand pcditical economy, and archeology
« The esttWishment of a Museum is one of the objects

cOAtenplatcd by the gentlemen to whom we are indebted

ior the existence of our society, and there can be no doubt

of the vitiue of such an institution, even if it should not

attempt anything beyond the coU^ion of miscellaneous

ot^ts illustrative <» natural history, and of that of our

race and country I ronember well that when I was a
the sight of a provincial ccdlection of armour, of

coins, and of other objects of daily use belonging to a
period so recent as that of the Commonwealth and the
Restoration, first enabled me to form a conception of
history at of a reality instead of a dream "

THE EDINBURGH BOTANICAL SOCIETY*
'T'HE Botanical Society of hdmbutgh numbers more

than 500 members. Moreover, the Botanical Class
of the University of Edmburgh is the largest in the
three kmgdoms the number of pupils which attended it

in the year 1874 was 354. We might reasonably expect,

therefore, to find m the " Transactions ” of the Society

some evidence of the existence, m an environment appa
rently so favourable, of a flonnshing school of botanical

investigation After, however, examinmg the present num
her witri some care it is impossible to avoid fehhng con
siderablc disappointment To speak the truth, a great

part of Its contents might have been sufficiently gratifying

to those concerned if printed m some local penodicaT
but they arc quite unworthy of that more formal and
wider circulation which they necessarily aim at by their

present mode of publication. The valedictory address of

the president, Mr J M Nab, is mainly occupied with

a discussion (but apart from any meteorological data)

of the deterioration of the climate of Scotland, which
It is well known he believes to have taken place

Amongst other facts which he adduces m support of it,

IS the present scarcity m Scotland of mushrooms 1 He
takes occasion to point out that though the Bntish
climate is unsuitaUe for many plants such as Rkododett-

dron artoreum, their hybndisea descendants arc able to

represent them in our gardens. It is, however, by no
means certain that Bryanthus erectus 1$, as the president

stated, a hybrid between Memtena empftnforms and
Rfto^lhamnus lAamcectstusj on the contrary, it appears

to be identical with a form of the former species.—Mr
A S Wilson continues bis remarks on /r/«»Af«/»(v»,

the seeds ofwhich have long been believed to be poisonous,

and an exception to the general rule amongst grasses

The poisonous qualities of LoUnm temulentum are attii

buted, no doubt correctlv, to the ergot with which it is

often mfected. After separating the ergotised grains, Mr
Wilson made cakes of darnel meal, which be ate without

experiencing any lU effects It is mentioned tater aita

(p 49) that the first Swedish turnips raised in Bntam were
grown at Perth, m 1772, from seed sent by Lmnxus.
Rather unexpectedly m a botanical publication we come
further on upon an account of a dredging ci^dition,

headedby Prot Carus,m LamlashBay—Mr J F Dutiue

gives a long account of botanical excursions near the

Baths of Lucca , except as an extract from the journal of

an ardent collecting botanist, it bos no points of mterest

Mr A. S Wilson wntes on the fertiLsaUon of cereals,

in which he bolds, against most autbontics, that wheat,

barley, and oats are not wmd fertilised, but arc self ferti

Used before the anthers are expanded. In rye, on the

other band, bis experiments led him to the belief that

56 per cent of the florets arc ferulised by the agency of

the wmd. There are some things in his paper to which

exception might be taken. Thus (p 95), speakmg of the

embryo (ovule?) of rye, he says it ‘ may more properly be

regarded as a cdlulu mass capable of evolvmg fifty

embryos, one of which takes the lead in the ovary. &c
Mr M'Nab,m a paper on “CUmatal Changes in Scotland,

reiterates bis view already alluded to , while the annual

temperature remains the same^ he beeves the summers

to be cooler. .... ,
Dr Stewart’s list of the principal trees and sbnibs of

Northern India takes up nearly forty pages It is a

posthumous publication, and its precise usefulness is by

• Ir«B«KXloM and I^reeMdwBi rf llw BolaalcU Soc^
vol ali.puti
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no mum dear Brandts’! “Forut Flora of Nortb^wett

and Central Iitdia ” is an admirable and scholarly book.

With the preparation of this Dr Stewart was at first

associated, and the present bst is apparently a rough
drift of the ground intended to be covered by the more
elaborate work After testing Dr Stewart’s list m several

places, It IS clearly evident that it is a mere compilation

of no value whatever, critical or otherwise One example

out of many will suffice Hopta flottbunda. Wall
, is

identified with .SitortfflimAMAi, the well known i'll/ A.De
Candolle fell into this error ; but seeing that Walkch’s

spedmem are in London, Dr Stewart might easily have
avoided following him The confusion in Indian botanv

is already sufficiently deplorable without imporung fresh

mystifiutions.

Mr Etheridge, jun., F G S
,
contnbutu a notice of

some newly discovered specimens of PothoctUs, a car-

boniferous fossil which hu been held to represent the

oldest known angiospcrmous Phanerogam A note on
^e Chinese Lan hwa makes Prof Balfour by some error

speak of Oitafragratts as belonging to the Orchidacea
The remainder of the matter filling the 188 pages of this

part contains nothing else worth noting

THE RECENT STORMS IN THE ATLANTIC

I
N reference to the suggestion contained in the last

number of NAruRE, p 390, we notice m the Ttmts
of the 13th mat. the following telegram —

New York, Feb i2 —In consequence of the continu

ance of Intensely cold weather, the I ast Kiver is totally

blocked with icc, and the shipping on the Hudson River

is seriously impeded In all parts of the States travelling

IS almost suspended, and the present condition of things

is without parallel m the history of the last forty years '

The cold weather appears to have set in during the

Chnstmas week, and not to have abated in the end of

January and the first days of Februaty, when we in

Western Europe were brought under the influence of the

polar wind ft remains to be seen whether the galu
abated in the Atlantic when both sides were brought under
similar conditions We find m one of the most recent

numbers of the hew York Herali a list of the several

years m which the freezmg of the Tast River occurred at

New York. Our contemporary notes,—January 19, 1792

,

January 8, 1797 January 19, 1821 , January 21, 1852,
January 1854 January 8, 1856, January 17, 1857
January 23, 1867 ,

February 1871

It cannot be said that each of these years was cold in

Europe as well as m the States ,
so that it may be asserted

with some degree of probability that the freezing of the
East River m New York, and the freezing of the Seine or

the rhames. are not regulated by the same laws With
out gomg oeeply into the matter we can say, exemph
gratia, that in 1821 the first part of the winter was cold

in Europe, but that the weather was milder among us
whin the East River was frozen On the contrary, the
whole of the winter in 1853 1854 was rather cold in our
temperate regions In 1857 the freezing of the East River
occurred when the wmter was beginning to get colder m
Europe But in 1871, the cold disastrous winter which
helped so much the German armies was over, and
Fenruaiy was rather mild, when the East River was bndged
over by coalescing icebergs Consequently the onlyp^t
which can be easily settlM is to ascertain whether Ter-
ences of temperature between America and Europe are
an indication of the existence of gales raging in mid-
ocean. The interest of the suggesUon is independent of
the origin of the inequality of temperatures, which can be
attributed to many different causes, but would take too
long to enumerate, and which would lead to no lmine>
duue practical coachtiion.

NOTES

Tm British Eclipse Expedition In eliatgt of Dr Schuster

sailed lost Thursday m the Peninsolar and Oriental Company’s

steamship ^urat, forGalleand Singapore. Dr Vogel, oftolbu
joins the expedition at Suez, and Dr Janssen at Singapore

Prof Tacchini, also a membw of the expedition, la already at

Calcutta. The Viceroy has chosen Caniorta, in the Nicobats,

and Mergui as observing stations. The English observers

will proceed to Camorta, where, u Mr Hind hu already

staled In Naturr, totality ksta 4m. 27s. Before the Red

dent to the CkaryMit, that ahip had been detailed by the

Admiralty for the conveyance of the observers from Singapore

to Siam The Surat passed Gibraltar yesterday, all well.

Trx medals of the Geological Society will be awarded as

follows at the anniversary meeting to be held to morrow —The
Wollaston Medal to Prui E G de Koninck, of Liege, a distin

guislied paleontologist, upedally u regards carboniferous fot-

ails t the halanie of proceeds of the Wollnaton Fund to Mr EC
Miall, of Leedi, who hu done good work on the Labyrintho-

donu , the Murchison Medal to Mr W J Henwood, of Pen
lance, for researches in respect to mineral veins and underground

temperatnre , and the Murchison Fnnd to Prof IL G Seeley,

in aid of his researches in fossil osteology

Tux medal of the Royal Astronomical Society hu been

awarded thia year to M D’Arrest, for his great catalogue of

Nebulae

C\iT IIoKtMxyRR, Director of the Danuh Meteorological

Institute, has issued a circular in reference to his admirable Daily

Weather Charts from which it is gratifying to see that they have

been will received by the meteorologists of Furope Me u re*

solved to continue the publication, although hitherto the sub-

scriptions have not been sufCcient to cover the outlay In the

hope, however tlmt the number of sulwcnbcrs will more and
more increase, Capt lloflmeyer will continue to issue the charts

at the same pnee as heretofore , he will, moreover, issue charts

embracing a larger portion of the globe than before, and giving,

betides, some idea of the distribution of temperatnre These
changes in the charts have been adopted In accorflance with the

advice of the directors of vanous central institutions. He hai
rejected Mercator s projection in order to avoid the exaggerated

dimensions of northern regions, and he has somewhat diminished

the coll m order to be able to embrace more degrees of long!

tude He has also placed beside the stations figures show-
mg in centigrade degrees the observed temperature, without

the coriectlon for altitude, buhacnpiioni are received at the

Meteorological Oflice, jiG, Victoria Street, london, S.W , at

the rate of lar 6ft per quarter, mcluding cost of deliveiy We
hope that Capt lloflmeyer will be encouraged in his moet laud

able enterprise hy an Increased number of subscribers
, it hi the

doty of all friends of science to do what they can to support so

valuable a work

Tux tercentenary of the University of Leyden appears to

have been a very brilliant affair The delegates from ether

uaiverslues, to the number of over seventy, were treated with
boundless distinction and hospitality They came from Claudio
polls la the east, and Coimbra In the west, tnd from Finland la

the north. Ctmiiderable disappointment was felt at no t^ire-

eenteuve being sent by Oxford, and that no notka of any kind
waa Uken of the invltatioii. No donbt Oxford will be aUe td
render a| reason for this seeming ancenrteoas coadnet. Hie
Vniversltiet of Cambridge, Dublin, and Londen were all npte-
eented. It is inuiestlDg to hear that amongst tha hsMswiy
degrees none WM received with eo much applanae aethatcaa*
fntadouMr Darsria.W DBFONVUIXB
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KoTHOia de6nite wu tlie remit of the dqmtatlon from

King’s College which waited on the Duke of Richmond and

Lord Sendon last Thursday, to ask the RducaUon Department to

make a grant to the College from the fund for educational pur-

poses, in accordance with the recommendations of the Royal

Cominissimi on Sdentifre Instruction and the Advancement of

Science. The Bishop of London presented the case of the

College very forcibly, and showed that it really needed and

deserved help , bnt, as might be expected, no certam hopes were

hdd ont that any grant would, in the meantime at least, be

given. It is, however, to some extent consoling to learn that

the claims d the CoU^ have been talked over by the powers

that be. Bul^ as Lord Sandon said, "it is a laige subject,

involving other parts of the country,” and it seems to us that it

can only be adequately considered in connection with the duty

of Gormnment in connection with the saentiiic education of the

country as a whole, and with the claims of scientifie research

Signor Timpli, First Assistant at the Observatory of Milan,

has been appointed to the directorship of the new Observatory

at Arcetri, near Florence. The post has been vacant since the

death of Prof Donab about a year and a half ago

The Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University invites the

attendance of the members of the Senate on Friday afternoon,

immediately after the Congregation, for the discussion of the fol

lowing important Grace, which has received the sanction of the

Council of the benatc —“That a Syndicate be appointed to

consider whether any, and, if any, what representations shonld

be made to the Government as to the importance of obtaining

legislative authority for modifying the pecuniary and other rela

tions subsisting between the University and the Colleges, and for

enabling the Umversity thereliy to enlarge and improve its

system of education.”

The Cambridge Museumi and Lecture Rooms Syndicate

dmw attention to the mcreosed necessary expense in

mamtaining the departments under their charge, and ask for

an increase of soof a year to their annual grant—that is,

2,000/ instead of 1,500/ They pomt out that the Cavendish

Laboratory requires a considerable annual outlay The expen

diture has been restricted on all sides, and the purchase of

speamens which would have helped to fill important gaps m the

collections has had to be dechned in consequence of want of

funds. The Syndicate also ask for leave to expend 610/ for

fittings to the Geological Museum The Vice Chimcellor invites

the attendance of members of the Senate to discuss this report

in the Arts School to-day, immediately after the Congregation.

The Sutsex Daily News puUishes a letter from Mr. Henry

Willett, hon. secretary to the Sub Weolden] kxploration

Enterjndse, defending the course adopted in commencing the

second boring on the same site To have done otherwise vrould

have caused much delay and inconvenience. The decudon

appears to have given general satlsiactioa, there havmg been an

encouraging accession of subscriptions A depth of 40 feet has

been reached in the new bonng

The publishers of Naturjbrsehtr have just issued the first

muaber of a monthly periodical which promises to be of very

great service to workers in science It is entitled Kefertarium

dtr Natwrwisstnse/uffttn, and Us purpose is to give monthly a

list of the most recent papers m the vanous departmenu of

phyrical and natural science Only such papers are mentioned

M desotflia thej resnlta of original research, and the titles are

amaged wider that of the particular pubbcations in which they
,

ara contained, and which consist mi^y of the Proceedings of
j

the vatious sdentUlc societies, foreign and British, along with
j

noma of the principal scientific journals. The*intenticn seems

to be to gin the titles of all original papetu wherever they :

appear, and no doubt, as the publication advances, its plana will

be improved and devdofied. We would suggest that the names
of editor and publisher, and the place of publication, should in

all cases be given Ihe enterprise deserves the greatest sue-

cess. The editorship u the same as that of Naturforsehtr

At Berlm a telegram has been received from the commander
of the GaiOle, dated Akyab, the 15th inst , announcing that the

observations of the Transit of Venus at the Kerguelen Isbmds

were successful Further accounts from Dr Janssen show ns

that he was enabled to observe Venus eclipsing the coronal

atmosphere of the sun, by using glass of a deep blue tint

Some amusing and characteristic blunders have been com-
mitted by the Jemmed Ofitcul of the French Government in its

impression of the 13th February, when descnbuig the observations

of the Transit of Venus at the Sandwich Islands. The official

journalist says that the Sandwichians looked at the transit with

b/acktHtJ glass, without the help of any telescope. He supposes,

moreover, that Cook observed the transit at the Sandwich
Islands m hU second voyage. The fun of the blunder u that

Tahiti, where the transit was observed, is now a French settle-

ment

We learn from the Kolnucks ZnSung of Jan, 29 that at

the last meeting of the Academy of Sweden, Profi Norden-
skjold intimated that M. Oskar Dickson, of Goteboig, has
granted the means ibr a new Arctic Expedition, which is to leave

Sweden m the spnng of 1876 for Nowaja Semtja and the Kara
Sea, in order to continue in these little mvestigated countries

the scientific researches commenced by Swedish explorers on
and round Spitsbergen

The February number of Petermann s MutAei/Hugm contains

a new^map of Chib on the scale of >,•]•», along with a brief

account of Chiban cartography The same number contains a
Geographical Necrology for 1874 , a paper, by Prof Hons
Hofer, geologist of the Wilczek Polar Fxpedition, on the ice-

bergs of Novaya Zemlya, about which hitherto httle or nothmg
has hitherto been known, the first instalment of "Travels

in High Armenia m the year 1874,” by Drs. Radde and
Siewers , and a lecture on the scientific results of the recent

Austruin Polar Expedition, an abstract of which we hope to

give in our next number

Prof Schnettler, of Lausanne, has published a paper on
some researches which be made with regard to the common frog

(Ae»o temforana). He had placed fertilised eggs of frogs mio
colourless glass vessels, and others into green coloured ones , he
found the development of the young animals to be remarkably

slow in the green glasses, and ascribes the fact to the total

absence of osone m these glasses The colourlen glasses con-

tained oxone constantly, whereas in the green ones there never

wasa trace;

The Nau Press Prtsst, m an article dated from Rudolphs-

wertb, in Carniola (Austria), Jan. 25, describes a sl^ht earth-

quake that was felt there on that date. The osdliatloiis began

at a quarter past dght in the mornmg, and were repeated twice

withm a quarter of an hour , their direction was hcrixontai, the

weather was dull and rainy , temperature -t- 10* C.

Two earthquakes have been recorded in Algeria, and, singu-

larly enough, are recorded as having been felt at the same hour,

ten o’clock in the morniiig, the first on the aoth January, at

Tielot, and the second at Sldo Bd-Abbes on the 29th. The

direction of the first oedUatkm was from south to north.

Nothing is said of the direction ol the second

The NNniuAs Zetheng of Jan. 31 repnnts a long article,

taken from the Gottsnger Zeitusig, in which Prof Klinkerfiies

severely eriticises the German custom of admiring everything
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tbit 1« fordpt tad dtprecitiii; native talent { he deei thia with

apedal referoioe to an article which appeared In many papeit

In Oennany, itatlng that the French aitronomer, M Camnie

Flammarlon, had incceeded in determining the aetnal weight of

a dlitant itar, and had firand it to be abont three timei the

weight of our mn. Ue pdnta ont that the reault u correct, bnt

la not a ducoveiy of M. Fhunmarlon. Prof Knlger (now di-

rector of the Obaervatory of Hekingfore) had already In 1859

made and pnhUshed hia calculation!, after having received from

the writer a more enact dcterminatiun of the orbit of the double

star in question, 70 p Ophiuchi Prof KiUger then gave the

foilowing detail! Man of the double star = a 74 time* that of

the «nn , half of the major axi* ^ 29 34 times our distance from

the *un ,
distance from our soUr system — 1,300,000 times the

sun’s distance from the earth The ray of light requires iqf

years to travel from the star to ns (about the same time. Prof

Klhikerfues say*, that German wort* tahe to become known In

France) When the parallax of the star wo* determined atill

more p^ectly. Prof Krilger altered the above figures to 3 12,

30 3, and 1,371,700 reipectively

Thk discovery is announced of a new planet (142) by Director

J Paliu, at Pols, with a telescope of 7J ft focal length. It

appeared ofthe l3th magnitude, and on Jan 28, at I ih 23m 47s.

Pnla mean time, under R A 8h 25m 563.82, and Dec!

18° 17' 38*4, with a daily motion of im. 6a R A and + 2*8

Deck At the DUsseldorf Observatory the planet (134) 1* liclng

observed and its elemenU exactly calculated

Th« KUniuht Za/UMS of Feb 7 contains an abstract of n

paper read by M G AS ex, at the Geogmphical bodety of

Vienna, on the decrease of water In rivers ond sourcea The

author states that the results of his observations tend to show

the constant decrease of the nvers of Germany and the mcrcase

of seas It appears from them that the levels of the German

nveis are now much lower than they were fifty years ago , vuj

the blbe 17 la , the Rhine 24 8 in , the Oder 17 la, the Vis-

tula, 26 la, the Danube 55 la As a reason for thia docrease,

the author give* the progressing devastation of forests, which

causes a decrease in the atmotphenc moisture they attract and

convey to the foil and thence to sources.

ill* paradle which Dr Cobbold proposes to describe

at the Lmnean Society this evening is, we understand, of

dngular Interest The Dtstoma emssum has only once before

been observed, when it was discovered some thirty years smee

by Prof Husk The curious thing is, Uiat in the present instance

a Chinese missionary and his wife have both become the victims

of this large species of fluke, several specimens of which will be
exhibited to the Society

Paor Faxku commenced his course of eighteen lectures on

the structure and development of the skull on Monday last, in

the theatre of the Royal College of burgeons. Ihe following

was his programme i Introductory
, 2 Skull of Lancelet

, 3
Skull of Henobranchus, 4. Skull of b rogs and Toads

, 5 Sknil

of Snakes tnd I izards 6 Skull of Turtles and Crocodiles
, 7.

blsuU of Bltxis (Katilc), 8. Skull of Birds {Cannata i.

Sdiizognatba.) , 9. Skull of Birds (Cantialir x Deamognathie)
j

la Skull of Buds (Carmaia 3. A.githognatbx)
, 11 Skull of

Birds (Cannata 4. Saunognathre) , 13, 13, 14. SkuB of Pig,

15, 16. bkuU of other Mammalia Ploeeiitalia ; 17, Skull of
MamnaUanottFUcentaba, 18. Summary and Conduaioa

Tuk fimpeior ot Germany haa conferred npon Mr George

Fawcoa, the anthor of thel isometneal Pocket Drawing board,

the Older fd the Golden Crown The board wiU probably be

nsad by tbo Fnsibn ataff officers.

Ox Feb.'ii a nosaeroea meeting of ladies and gentlamenjlnte-

rested in the anbfeet of female education met at Pief BtSLomtf*,

in Oxford Street, for the pnrpote of disoaming the detalla of a

scheme for the establishment, at Egham, of a Dtaiverslty for

Ladlea Mr James Beal presided, and thme were olao preeent

Sir James Kay-Shnttleworth, Mr Samnel Morley, M P
, Mr. D.

Chadwick. M P , Mrs Fawcett, Mrs. Arwdd, Mia Grey, Mr. E.

Ray Lsmkester, and Dr. Kichnrdsoa Mr Holloway aiems

thoroughly in earnest in his proposed Kheme, and hu already

aecnred a site at Egham at a coat of 35,00Qf He bos set apart a

quarter of a million to found the Institution, and if prepared to

give more if wanted A committee wai appointed to isdc

eonnael from the most competent anthoritlas on the subject, mid

report to a intnre meeting

A T^ma telegram states that Dr von Nenmeyer, chief of tha

Hydrographic UAice of the Berlm Admiralty, will ba appointed

director of the Deutsche Seewarte, the new official institution

at Hambnig for the scientific exploration of the ocean and

at^iotphere.

M Gravier, one at the staff of the Rouen Library,

has presented the French Geographicsl Society with the

“Cananan,* a history of the conquest of the C4mary Islands,

and conversion of the islanders to the Christian tcligioa This

learned historian has devoted himself to describe the establish-

ment of the French in several parts of the world, and the deeds

of the French adventurers lie has pnblishol already “ The Dis-

covery of Mississippi, by Cavnlier de la Salle,” and "The Dis-

covery of Amenca by the Normans m the Tenth Century ”

Tlie " Cananan ” is an admirable book, narrating the expldls

of Jean de Bethancourt

Tub increase in the cultivation of beetroot m Europe tot

the manursclu re of sugar is said to be causing great lorn to the

cane-fngar jilanters m Cuba, who have been at an enormous
ontlay for maciuDery and labour to produce the fine clam of
sugar that is exported from thence. Sbonld the European ma.
Dufacture snd consumption of beet angar go cm Incrsaaiog as it

has done during the p^ four years, serious changes are antiei-

pated in the cane sugar productions all over the West Indies,

Two species of Conhorus, C tafsHlarit and C tlUtmu, an
generally accredited as the sonreet from whence the fibre

well known os jute, so largely imported for carpet end other

descriptions of weaving, is oiitained These plants an ohiefly

grown in Bengal, but in the Madras PiesideDcy //tiuetu eattiuf

hmu and Crvfalano juntta are popularly termed jute j so that

some confusion has anien as rq;;aTds the identification of the

plants yielding jute in India This question has recently oecupied

the attention of the Government of Baigal, and fhim inquiries

Instituted It appears certain that the true jnte (Ctrehorus) la not

{bund in the Madras Presidency, tnd that the ftbn sent from
thence as jute 11 really referable to Hibtscut and Cnttekrta,

I

It IS only a very short bme ago since it was supposed that dm
origin of the true medicinal Rbnbarb of commerce had been

I finally settled, and was the product of Rkmm offiamU, raoently

figured in the flotomcal Mafaentt, and admitted in Flttdciger

and Hanbury’s " Pharmaoographia ,
” and already this comibit*

able arrangement has been disturbed In a recent numbm of
Regel’s Garttnjlom there is a figure of Khatm fatmatum van
tatignhtum, which is described as the “most genuine amongst
genuine” rhnbarbi, and as the sort inqiortad iato Sibttte by
way tS. Kiachta It was raised from seed collected Iqr Mr.
Przewalsky In Sonth-west China on the high plateau boidmliig
on the highlands of Thibet. We are promised a review of the

spedea of Rktum in an early anmber of dm Gurtndtra, bjr

MaximowicSi
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Tax RMtla^ or Chiugnm plant {SmAmtrit n/mw), which hM
Mchndw much inUicit of Into owing to ita propoc^ extended

enhlvatioa in India, ceema to thrire in Cayenne, fpeeinent

having been shown at a recent exhibition in that colony and

eompaied with plants grown in France. The Cayenne plants,

whid were grown on a comparatively poor soil, without manure

and with little or no attention, were double in size and height to

these grown in FMttoe. Three successive shoots were produced

la one year.

Thk additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during

the past week include a Peguan Tree Shrew {Titpnm ptguam)

from Bunub, presented by the Hon Ashley Eden, new to the

ocdlectioni a Cinereous Sea Eagle {l/alkJtus aliinlla) from

Japan, presented by Capt Sidney T Bridgefoid , two Bonnet

Monkeys (Maeaau roAatus) from India, presented by Sir F S
Goodi, Biul , a Sykes's Monkey (CtreopilhecMi allx^ularis)

from Africa, a Robbm Island Snake (Corontlla phocarum)

,

a Hmned Viper (Vtp*ra tontnta),Uom S Africa, deposited,

foar Four^potted Opossums \Dtdtlpkyt opossum) from South

America, purchased

THE PAST AND PUTURF WORK OF
GEOLOGY*

II

" now come to the more special ground of the geologist
' ' Starting with mvestigations connected with the origft of

the globe, be has to trace the changes it has undeigone through

the various phases of its history, to determine the causes of those

changes, and the manner in which they were effected Besides

dealing with inorganic mstter, he has uso to study the character

and distribution of all organism things inhabiting the earth in all

fcrmer periods, their order of snccession, and the relation of the

several and successive groups one to another
'

Referring to the theories of the other geologists and to the

^ilosophy of Hutton, Playfair, and their successors, Mr
Prestwicb saal it Is arpiestion whether the license which formerly

was t«lro«i with energy Is not now taken with time Small

farces long continued, action frequently repeated, and mamtained
uniformity of operation, are scented as sufficient to account fur

the formation ofour hills and plains, for the Aina and the Andes,

and for all the great general as well as special features of the

earth’s crust

The points at issue are, firstly, whether our experience on
these questioiu is sufficient to enable ns to reason from analogy

,

and smmdly, vdiether all former changes of the earth’s surface

are to be explained by the agency of forces alike in ihsd and
4grw with those now in acti^ Mr Prestwich then states Ms
Nasons for answering theM questions in the negative <—

'* The value of experience with respect to natural phenomena
depends upon whether they are symmkrical and not variable, or

whsther they are variable and unsymnietncal In the one case,

as any one port bears a given uniform relation to the whole, if

one port be known the whole cad be inferred , but in the other

case, where the whole is made up of unequal and not uniform

parts, the value of the evidence is merely in proportion to the

number of those parts independently determined, or to the ratio

betaresn the duration of the observation and the duration of the

time comprising nil the phases of the particular phemonenon
Thus the path w a planet, the date of an eclipse, or the return

a comet, may be predicted with certainty by the dcterinination

of mere minute seetions of their orbits, whichm respect to time ore

iafitdtdy small competed to the length of tbs cycle of revolution

On the other hend, the metamorphosis of anIns^ themeu tern

peiatnra ofa plae& or the character of a volcano, can only be aeeu

raddydetermlacd by a length of observation sufficient to embrace
aB the vuiatiaAs they mpei^ly present in their several cycles

tafehaage. In the ease of the insei^ the time must be equal to the

dntatkm of the metamoildioeb , in that of temperature a sue*

oOsaiOtt of yean Is needed to obtain a mean ,
and with respect to

vokaaoet, centmles may often pass before we become acquainted

wUi all the htegakr cahlbltloM of their spasmodic activity

di&siirssu’oSSfiiSi.

“The neoesaity for a much greater cxtensian of time becomes
yet more imperative when we come to deal with geological

' pbeuomena, such os those due to the action of elevatory forces,

which are extremely varied in their nature,—being at one time
exhibited by a raised beach a few feet high, and at another by
a mouatain chain whose height is messuied by miles

, or by
the small displacement produced by un earthquake^ and the
rectilinear framuia of a county with a displacement of thousands
of feet

“ In taking into consideration the weight of the evidence where
the aeries is so variable and irregular, it is 4ear that the incre*

ment of value is onlym {wopottion to the mcrement of time. One
phase of the insect bfih one yeai’s record nf tempeiatnie, a cen*
tniy s observation of toe volcano, give evidence which, although
of valuepro SatUe, as one link m the chain, u entirely inconclu

sive whra applied to the whole length So in respect to such
geological cniuigee us those just named, the value of our expe-
rience IS only m the proportion of the length thereof to the
duration or i^cle of the phenomenon under mvestigation. Thus
the elevation of mountain ranges have been evenu of rare and
distant occurrence It has estimated that all the great
chains can be referred to thirteen epochs taking subordinate
ranges, tlic elevatlun of the main mountain chams of the old
wodd may certainly be limited to twenty such periods Divide

S
ological time (sinre the sufficient consolidation of the crust of
e earth) by tbu or even by double this number, and we may

form some conception of the len^ of the cycles involving

changes of this magmlude. What that time was it is imposrible

to say ) we can only feel how infinitely it exceeded all our limited

experience 'With rcapcct thereto the experience of five hundred
yean is no doubt ofvalne—one or two tbonaand yean add further

to it ,—but after all, how insignificant that duntion of time is com-
pared to the bme over whidi the cycle extends , it may be as
I 1 100^ or It may be ai i 1 200 or more, and I shall show pre-

sently that there are circumstances which indefinitely extend
even these proportioiis. I conclude, therefore, that our expen
ence in there cases is by far too limited to furnish us with reliable

data, and that any attempt to reasun solely from part to the
whole must prove iallacions. Another ailment adduced hi

support of this theory it, in my opinion, equuly untenable
' It It asserted that taking the degree of elevatory force now in

ojieration, and allowmg quantity o7 tune, the repetition of the

small changes on the surface witnessed by ns would produce m
time ictnltt of any known magnitude, 1

1

tluit the force which
could elevate a distnet 5 feet id a century would sufficem luu^eoo
years to raise it 5,000 feet. Tbii reasoning might be con
elusive if we hod cause to tuppote Ihal the force were nniibrm
and constant } but even our limited experience shows this to be
irregular and paroxysmal, and although the eifecte uidicate the

nature of the force, they in no way give us a measure of its

degree.
“ Before 1 proGeed|rDrtheT I must remove two objections which

have been ni;^ against what bos been colled the cataclysmtc

theory m opposition to the uniformitanan theory, both terms m
themselves objectionable from their exaggeration, as all auch
terms uiually are. One is, that we require forces other than

those which we see m operation , and the other, that it is nnneces-

sanly sought to do by violent means that which can be equally well

effected [n time. It is not, hosrever, a question we raise as to the

nature of the force, but aa to its ener^—it is not a question of
necessity one wuy or the other, but ofinterpretation , it is a question

of dynamics and not of time and wu cannot accMt the Intro-lae

bon ol timem explanation of problems the real difficulties ofwhich
arc thereby more often passed over than solved Tune may and
must be ured as without hmits , there is no reason why any
attempt should be made either to extend or to curtail it , but
while there is no need for frugality, there la no wisdom in prodi

gality After all, it will be found that whichever theory is

adopned, the need will not be very different i themounbdn range,

for the gradual elevation of which the ono will aak loc^ooo yean,

tba other may require for ils more sodden elevadon a force

tokiim tbc same number of years to accumulate its energies.
*' We must, however, judge of the past by the features it hoi

stamped on the land, * and these we must mterpret nut entirely

by vtt own exterlotce, not alone by our esbmate of force, but

\rf ow knowlc^ of what amount of force tbc energy due to the

thermal eomhtfon of the globe can develop on known dynamir

• Tbs eVidSBe* of facts with mptet to lha (lacial penod has ^ladyM
to lha adniMianor a grasttr fattnsiljr of cold «o wa coatood Him tho

av«dauMill5oMI k oqudiy MbIm nwceuac lha urMUtr bitoiuftjr of

aarenr
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nl prindplei, ud by o«r obterviUiaii of what thoM foicc* bawt

effected in pait bmet.
“ However we may differ in onr interpretation of the preaent

thennal state of the clobe, moat geologists agree in accepting

the bypotbeals of central heat as the one best in accordance with

known facts rdatmg to subterranean temperature, the erupdoa

of Igneous tock^ the action of metamorphisin, and the crushing

and conto rtions of rock moisia. The radlation|of heat^into

•pace has been aceompanied by a gradual contraction of the

central moss, and a shrinking of the Crust, to which the trough

of oceans, the elevation of continents, the protrusion of monntam
chains, and the faulung of strata are to be attributed. The
question is whether that contraction was accompanied by a like

gradual yielding and adapution of the sohd crust to the lessening

cucumfcrence of the globe , or whether the resistance of so rigid

a body was only overcome by porosysmal efforts lliia latter

was tlM view hdd by most of our early geologists, and is still

the prevailing one abroad.
“ It u not necessary to deal w ith the first steps of the problem

Let us take it alter, lor example, the readjustment ol the crust,

when It must have been many miles thick, which resulted in the

elevation oi such a mountain chain as that of the Alpi , and
here I must assume a point in advance The resisting strata

having given way to the tension to which they had been sub-

jected, a state of equilibrium and repose would for a time ensue.

As the secular refrigeration subsequently proceeded, the tsn

S
tial force due to contraction resumed aition, and while the

;er ar^as were depressed chiefly by the action of gravity, other

smaller portions of tlie crust presenting the least resistance

yielded, and rose at right angles to the tangcnlul pressure.
“ Now, either, ifthe elevatory force werelimited and uniform in

degree, a point would be reached at which that force was ba
lanced by the increasing resistance and weight of the strata, and
the movement would ceiisc , or else, if the energy wu a con
itantly generated quantity, and the rigidity such os to prevent

yielding beyond a certoia extent (ami no solid crust con be per

iectly Uesible), then it would be a dyuamictl necessity thst a tune
would come when, from the accumulation of that energy, it

would overcome the resistance, and the opposing strata be
suddenly rent and fractured. This primary resistance removed,

the full power of the elevatory force would lie brought to bear
upon the dirjointed mass, and the surplus energy espeoded m at

once rapidly forcing forward and tilling up the now yielding

strelo, aloug the line of fracture, to that position and that height

required to restore a stale of eqmlibrinm, and no more. It is

not pos ible for any number ot imnor forces, where the ultimate

resistance exceeds each one taken separately, to accompbih in

any time, however lung, tliat which requires for its execution a
major force of infinitely greater power
“
Lither a minor force, if sufficient to trove a given weight, will

go on moving, or else, if from any cause a further or secondary
and independent resistance, such as, in thu case, that dependent
OB the cohesion of the strati, has to overcome, additional power
must be brought to bear, which, if that secoodaiy resistance be
then overcome, the cumulated force being far ui excesa of Uie
rendual resistance, will be unmeoiately expended with energy in

proportion to the magmtude of the resistance mastered.

“Again, m the case of loige faults traversing thick maMet of
strata, the condiuons are nearly the same.

“ Ihe rendu of the foregoing conditions are in perfect acoor

dance with observation. The enoimous crumpling and folding

of the strata—the vaat upthrow of their disjointed edges—Indi-
cate the resutless forcet which have been at work. Of these

forces It IS as difficult for us to realise the intensity as it la to

fftthom the immensity of space.
“ While thus tefngeiation progiesred and the shell of the globe

became thicker, other causes came into operation to give it

greater ngidlty, and so better fit it for the habitation of man.
** In the many dlscussioDa to which this question has given

rise, it has been too much asanmed that the shell was of
uniform or nearly uniform thicknea

, the irregaianties of the
upper suiiiace were apparent, but those poeiibre on the under
furtue have been overlooked, 1 have, however, reason to
suppoae firom tome reaearcbes in which 1 have been ennged,
that the under auriaoe of the shell is ribbed and channellM in a
mawper and on a aeale materially to inffucnce the operation of
that odal action on whicn so many able and elaborate calcula-

tions have been based.
“ Let ns take on a continental area, having a mean suriace tem-

perature of 55” F , a point m the earth’i crust through whi^ uar
Iiotheim of depth passes, -suppose it to be that of 1,000* Thu

earth isotherm will possibly be fonnd about a depth af MmuI
$0,000 feet The isothermil plane must approximaItTaly fcUfir
the contours of the suriace, and in mountain districts may flip

some 1,000 to 4,000 feet above its other level
”

Mr Prestwich then shows that to the d^h of the ocean wu
have to add a depth equivalent to the difference between thu

mean temperatare of the adjacent land and that of the deep
waters.
“ As the position of the other earth isotherms will fat lik«

manner occupy successive pUnes approximative^ paralU witfa

the surface whether of land or sea-b^ it follows thi^ if a central

molten nucleus exists, it will be divided into areas separated by
boundtiy lines, no lest important than those formed Of the ccwp
tinental areas between the several occanio areas on the mriaee j

and as they are even more enclosed and isolated, their condi-

tion with regard to the possible existence of bdeiwould appraagfa
more to that of an inland sea such as the Mediterranean, wbsru
then influence is scsicelv felt. It may be a question also whether
the ngidlty of tbe earth's crust u not influenced by this mode of
structure. It must certainly afihet the permanence of conti-

nental and oceanic areas.
“ Notwithstanding this, it may natunlly be asked In view of the

more constant slow ch^es and movements to which, in past
tunes, the crust of tbe earth has been subject, and that even op
to a period so geoli^lcally recent os tbe elei^oo of the Alpa
and the Andes, how it happens that it is now so quiescent and
comparatively immovable Mr Prrstwich showed that the
hypotheses both of Mr Hopkins and Sir W Thomson grapple
with Ihu difficulty, and m tbe same connection refers to the
tbeones of Mr Mallet Mr Prestwich u not, however, satisfied

with the conditions suggested by these dlstinguisbed pbysicisti^

and IS led to seek for other causes to account for the preaeat
stable condition of the earth

“The causewhich suggests itself tome,** be said, “la the intense
cold of the glacitl penod through which the earth has so recently

passed, and which bos, as it were, anticipated the refrigeration

which, m ordinary courre, would have taken a longer time to

effect At present the annual variation of tempenture in these
latitudes extends to a depth of about 30 feet , the maximum beat
of summer being felt by the end of November, and the nuudraum
cold of winter by the begmuing of June at a depth of afi feet.

But tapjiosiDg the cold of wmter not to alternate with summer
heat, then the abstraction of beat would continue to a depA
in proportion to the length of time during which the otdd
at the suriace was maintained and the degree of that cold,

and such woald be tbe effect over a loige portion of the
northern hcmispbere (and I believe of the southern coatem-
potaneouilyi during the glacial period. For as permanent loq

and snow then extended doom to these latitudes^ tbe suminct
sun wonld not sensibly affect surfaces so cove^ and the
abstraction of heat must have proceeded uninterraptadly To
what depth tbe effect mav have extended has not yet been invet-

tigated, but that it mutt have been very considerable is evidmit
from the depth to which the annual vanationa are now fdt
Consequently, with a untform permanent temperature of 33*.
or lower, at the surface, and with the long duration of the ^fa«i4
penod, we may form tome concration of how £sr bentethAe
surface the extreme cold must have extended, even now, fat

parts of Siberia, the ground is permanently frosen to a depth of
300 to 400 feet Then the aarfiwe temperature m these latuudiib
instead of commencing as now with a mean of 5CP, and stralmiig

yc/* at a depth of 1,000 feet, eominenced with a temperature <7
I 33* F or less, and the isothermal of 70P must have been dc«
!

pressed far below lU present leveL On the retam of the present
more temperate climate, that portion of the cruat of the ear^
meatuniig certainly many hundredsi and postiblysome thoniaada
of feet m depth, whidi bod snfiered firom this abnormal lost of
heat, would have to recover iu eqmhbnum with existing oondi-
tK»s by another chaim la the isothermal planet, and, until
that was effectsd, httto ot no lost by ndUtion wonld take

1
place.

“Or, to look at It in another way, let us tuppose periods ofeq^
temperature before and after thejlacialep^ Aatheradisma
of heat ia in proportion to the difference of temperatiue betweM
the warm bodv and tbe latnundiiig medium, the lacs ofheat bf

: the earth would, if no colder period bad intervened, havn been
nearly equal in equal times , but with the neater cold ot tfag

glaaal epoch, the tame result wonld be emmied in a shortat

\
time, or, what it tantamennl^ the kia m the same time dmtaig

I the glacial period wonld be greater than in the other twoperiod
I
Thui, supposing we take any given time of the gjtadal period a*
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—ncceediae
ut M mucB

glaetil paribdt, thn for a cartalnterm of tlL..

MBW pnmortion to the difference between tfa

tl^ glew ep^ the earth wonld, with Iti 01

Mow the normal, loee little or no heat by radiation, 1

dniitt that snbceqnent period the thermodynamical eifoets due
to codlnc wonld be reduced to a minimum or ceaie altogether,

and a period of neariy itaple equilibrium, anch ai now prevailed

w in the long geological record it one of
hat, ai I hare obaerred elaewhere,* it

, ^ Ji the beliefof great purpose and all wue
dt^w. in staying that progiesiive refrigeration and contraction

oil whlcH the morementi ct the crust of the earth depend and
whldi has thus had imparted to it that rigidity and stability which
nofw render it so fit and suitable for the habitation of dviliaed

Bum
I

for, wiUioat that immobihty, the slow and constantly

lecntring changes would, apart from the rarer and greater cata

itfophea hare rendered our riren nnnamgaUe, our harbours

tnawetiible, our edifices insecure, our springs ever varying, and
odr climates ever-changing { and while aom<S(llstncts might have
been gradually uplifted, other whole countries must have been
spadnaOv submoged and against this inevltabla destiny n

human foresight cmild have prmrailed
”

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The ytumal of Sotany for December 1874 and January and

ffriirnaiy 187$ contain qmte the average of papers of general

InteTest Among the origmal papers may be mentioned In par

ticular one on the critical species TntuMm fung^ and another

on Ruma HMxtmtu, by the Hon J Leicester Warren , descnp
tkMS of new species c» Seillem and other LUlacem by Mr j
O Balunr , a list of the wild flora of Kew Gardens and pleasure-

grosmds, hf G Nicholson , Amhoxarntkmt pudti, by F Towns-
end I and the continuation of the paper on the Botany of the

Maltese Islands, by Mr T F Duthie A laiger proportion of the

spaas tW usual is filled by reviews of botanical works, rnf"**'

and foreign. The plates include two of new species of a

Mtu, to illustrate a paper by Mr James Renny , Ant. -.,

•mtknmpndn, recently discovered in the south of England j and
Canx/r^a and Sahx Sadlm, the two recent additions tc

"

Scottidi Bora made by Mr badler

Thb Sotamcal Afagatme for Feliruaiy contains figures of (he

ibllowiiig plants —hftdendmm lyniigotkyrsnt, a handsome
Modes from Bolivia, with large racemes of purple red flowers,

tmged with lilac. Ztimm canadentt, var farxnim, a very bar-*

some miniature lily, regarded by some as a distinct species

hu awwll orange-red flowers spotted with purple brown Ven
oA*fingmi/Uta, a shrubby speM from New Zealand, with very

pole rflue flowers. It fo hardy at Kew Fonrerova Sdloo, an
ogave-Hke plant Aom Guatemala, whose laige flower-scapes

ware allowed to protrude through the roof of the SucculMt
Ibm at Kew last summer, and must have been noticed by
mtaiiy of our readers. Stneeio macro^tns life plant with ivy

Um foliage aUuded to in a recent number I.«stly anewgenns
EfjAkrotu, of Commdynets an exceedingly pretty trailing

pliM from Malabar, having small leaves of a mos* bnlliant

crihuoii on the under surfime, and small teight blue and red
Bow^^^ The spades is called BeddomA, after CoL Beddome, its

ZdftcMrtfl dtr OaUrrtuUtchem GtsAltthafl fdr MtUorologu,

Jan. 1 —Om foe carved tracks of cyclones ismlng from (he trade

wlad regioii, by Or W C.. Wittner Water resembles air in

maay of its movementsi and is mose easily observed , its eddies

ttd currents eapeoally may be studied with advantage in connec
tkm with cydonle riwH.nmjin» uhe the above namM. When a
ttream of water is metW another at right angles, a depresdon is

fomed at foe point of intanuption
,

particles bordering this

depnmioo ihk into It in obedience to graviw, and portides at a
greater diitanns move niially inwards. Besides rotation there is

a pwgreiriive motkm of foe whole eddy, in the directiatt of the

SMUltant of the fonee of the tsro streams. In turbulent streams

pddias last a very short fono} thqi are filled up almost os soon
W formefo Inq^ nvera, on^ contrary, the whirl coirtinaea

for a Isi^ of tune sufficient far observatui^ In foe develop.

lINBtof nuriKine^difihtenoaof alr.4coiit]roocreqiaods to dif-

• WkssolucslTkaaiactkiasfcr 1M4. P- los-

ferenep of level in water Humcanes, like eddies, are destroyed
when the tarrounding medium moves very irr^^ly, and we
should therefore look to the neighbourhood of the tropics, where
atmospheric conditions are remarkably rqpilar, for a regum
favouiable to their growth and progress Near the nortbem
boundary of the region of calms foe equatorial current begins at
about S , and the polar meete it from about E , nearly at r^t
angles, so that in this respect also the developmentM whirls, luce

those in water at the junction of nvers, IS favonred The resultant

progression, tosrards N W., becomes deflected as foe storm
advances, until, at a latitude where the eastward component of
the equatorial may be supposed to vanish against the westward
component of the polar wind an excess seems to remain of the
southerly over the northerly component cansing movement
towards N In still higher latitudes the more westerly equa
torial and northerly polar drive the cyclone in an easterly direc

tion. Occasionally, when the northerly component of the polar

happens to be stronger than the southerly of the equatorial wind,
as m the storm of Oct. 10, 1847 the system moves towards
S W In the southern hemisphere, as in the northern, the
direction of rotation indicates an imi|^on of the anb trade into

the trade-wind. The equatorial current, or anti trader appears
to be the strongest both by its invasian of the trade wi^ regiem
and by the direction of advance of the consequent hurricane.

—

A communication from Captain Holhneyer, m the Klnntr*
Mitthalungtn, contains valuable remarks on the relation between
pressure and rainfall In Denmark, most ram tails on the front

of a minimum, and when a considerable depression is near Like
Mr Ley, he believes that, at least m Europe, minima are formed
timnltaaeously with heavy rains, bnt thmks that they are not
caused by them only magnified He has come to the conclusion
that minima must be looked upon not as results of mechanical
rotation, but as functions of existing conditums and differences.

They seem to him to seek and reqmre continual nourishmenb
The pnnaple of a descending current m maxima, and an ascend
mg current m minima broached by Mr Buchan some years ago,

be considers the only one with whmh we can overcome the^
culties presented by these phenomena Air is interchanged mainly

1^ vertical current^ resulting from thermal inequalities. Vapour
also plays a large pmd in nrremAsy currents Low pressure at the
earth s surface is not an Indicataon bnt a cause of the ctmrani asetn

I

dani With these views, and by the comparison of wodher charts,

we can m general explain the mam features of the atmoapbene
condition, though not mdecd its ever varymg relations. Dr
Ilonn, m reply maintains bis opposibon to the theory ol Espy and
Reytv that foe com ml atccndnnl is the sole or cbim cause of a
minimum in storms, and objects that the heaviest rams in the
tropics do not m the least disturb the regular daily movement of

the barometer, and to assume that the same cause in similar

conditions could produce opposite effects would be illogic al

Iropical rams have not been proved lew extensive than those of

higher latitudes, as some have supposed them to be We have
no clear evidence that condensation and ram diminish pressure
On the otlier hand, mechanics teach us that pleasure must
dimmish towards the centre of a whirlmg mass of sir From
these reasons, we should seek for an explanistion in the laws of
dynamics.

Thu SuBctm MchsuA do la SoctM d Acclmatahon de Font
for October opens with a paper by M S Berthelot on “ Hie
Domestication of Animals, ' in which the wnter expresses the
opimon that the domestication of animals is due more te the art

and skill of man than to their natural qualities
, thaugh the

aptitude for domestication is unalterable m those animals whidi
naturally possess it—M Bouillod ooatnbntes a paper on the
cultivation of wild turkeys recounting bis exnenence m foe
matter, the object of which is not clear, seeing the demesticat^
turkey cannot be excelled in any respect —Silkworm oilture

occupies its usual premiaent position in the rmort.—^The rapid

growth ofthe £Hrtify;pasr(A>>ii/tu IS exemplified byM Labetenne,
who planted some seeds m Algrtia on the April, 187%
whisk twenty-sfac days later had already appeared above groundi

In Septemb^, 187L tome of the plants nad attained ah^htof
65 ccntimetias (30 in ) —M Dronyn de Lhnys, m a tpe<^ on
the Phylloxera, suggests that new plantations of vine from seeds

should be formed, which he thinks would more easily repel the

attacks of foe pest—Germany is making advances m the culture

of the silkworm, which are detailed in a letter by M A. fiuvig-

nier

Aitromtmtek* NacknelAn, No a,030.—Mr S Bnnham
contributes a Mte on certain double stars. 2 410 and U 334
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are catalogncd in identical pocitioni, but he findt they are dui
tinct sun. and the companion to 34101s of 19 mag. of Herkhet a

scale. Thecow ' ' ’

and angle , the
tion of 3 388 appears „ „ ,
Pebbutt gfm position observations of Coslus Comet, tether
....-k — T r Watson sends a note on hu dis>

skin.—The elements aud on epbe-
f December 1874 are given by J

fl = a8i“ 38 j8'

,
f - 99' as 43"

log.y= 971570

—Burnham notes the discovery of a ciose companion to

0 Laporif, dist a*, nos a6g“ i, loth mag. This appears to

have been missed by llerseheL — Prof Drsdichin gives differential

measures of position of Juno and adjacent stars —A. number of
position observations ofthe minor planeU ate given by Kosralczyk
—A lithograph of vanuus appearances of Coggin s Comet, drawn
by Vogel, accompanies this number

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Lomdok

Royal Society, Feb. ii —“ Some particulars of the Transit

of Venus across the Sun, December 9, 1874, observed on the

Himalaya Mountains, Muisoone, at Marz Villa Station, tat

30* 38 N
,
long, 78’ 3'E. Height above sea, 6, eoo feet —Note

Na I ByJ H N Hennessey, F K A. S. Communicated by
Fyof btokes, D C L ,

Sec. R,b

The author observed the event with the equatoreal of the

Royal Society, which Capt f Ifersehel, R E., in his absence
from India, had temponrilyplaced at his disposal His especial

obiect in ^ew was to observe the transit from « comtiurail*

iefsJki, and this condition was easily secured through the eir*

cumstanee that he wu located only fourteen miles from Miia<

soorie, on the Himalaya Mountaint His nnmerical reeulu

will be communicated very shortly m a second note The
remarks here made are reetneted ^edy to what he «iw with
the equatoreai

M of tne eonatoreai boa a c incnomeet , ,

n exeallent

Tha telescope of the eonatoreai has a 5 inchobieot glooi, with
about slaty indies focnl length, and is driven

” '

The author found from nctnal trial that the most cultable eye
nccc Iw both Ingress Jt^'s altitude a‘ 24 to 7* a|') and egreat

I’a altitude about aC*) wi leof 125 power He selected for

^ s two glasses which combined, gave a nentral or blutsb

{ and for egress he changed one of these for a deep red giose,

lat the field now presented « moderately deep red The
MS were qnite fiat, snd lay againit one another In intimate

contact, giving excellent definuion. He enjoyed most exquisitely

clear weather during his observations.

In deKnbmg the phenomena of the transit, the author has
occasion to speak ol Venus os she appeared aav» the. lun’c

limb, when one portion of her own Umh is leen against tha aun,
and tha other rcmoina against the sky The former portion he
colls Venus’s sun limb, or V,, tbs latter Venus’s sky limb, or
Vj, Again, he requirw to mentico a nng of light around Vu
which he imcates by Lui fbn ooRfsponding nng around V,
being understood by iL Another point is this 1 onyonewhohas
watded, say the sunslimb, especially at a low altitude and with
high power, must be awsre of the turmoil or ebuUitun which
then appesrs, very hke as if the limb was bei^ boUed. He
denotes this kmd of turmoil hy " boiling ”

The author did not detect Venus's lunb until after it had made
an indentation on tha sane limb. The letter boiled lendbly,
but by no means violently It appeared fsgged. and as if with
minute nikee prelecting inwards, aft of wiudi wert well defined
in the bhdsh field. WatchingV^he/onndU alio baling slightly,

hut in a manner eomewhat dimient to the son’s hmK The
i^pefianoe was tiaat of boiling vapour coming round fiom tha
ftwe of Yaima tnmed towards the stm and overlappmg V, i

moreover, this bi^g was not restricted to the edim of V,,W
extendeda" ora" bermid, thus forming a kind of boiling annii^
in which then were mlnafo epadSlng ipedn dane'I dancing and

iW

through the o „
Nei/itr fear-drof mr ligament veu tetn either at ingrtet n

egrttt

CoL Welker, who was at Dcbia Doon, in the vsUey below,
some ten miles sooth of Mr Hennetsay’s positkm, wrlti^ to the
author, statH that he " saw the pear drop tad the ligament wy
dist nelly

’

After dcacribuig hu own observatioas, the author oonclndis ae
follows -

t In view of the light nng end of the peculiar boiling

annulus around V„ which may be called Lm I have no doubt
that L, was, m fact, a continuation of the^bt nng wketk
latter, beyond all guestun, wat vuUie, and anow them
ctrcumsiancet it may be nrged that Venua u lurrounded by an
atmosphere which at the time waa mode vutbU to the eat«m of
2 to under 4 in breadth

a As a matter of fact, the pear drop or other ligament wu
visible at a height of 3 300 fc^ but at 6,^ iieet the Ugameiit
was invisible The infinence generally of height of station, fipin

thu evidence, appears undenuible. but the phenomenon still

remains to be accounted for definitely If, however, an eftective

atmosphere ofx breadth around Vcnui be conceded, thia atmo*
tphere may be suppoaed to atop a certain amount of direct light

from the sun, producing a slight shade around Venua cone*
sponding to the 1 readth x This shade would, I conceive, be

invisible when lU outer edge u backed by tha ton’a bright

^ , but could we contract the sun to a diameter eqnal to

that of Venus yVur twice x, and make Venue and the son con-

centric, it appears likely that we should see a Shaded annulus

Tight round Venus between her limb and that of the son.

further that the annulus would nppear darker at low than at

higher altitudes, and would become invisible when the observer

WM raised abovs a sufficiency of the eacth’i atmosphere. Should
these suggestions provn tenable, the ligament seen would break
when the outer edge of the shade, corresponding to x, transited

across the sun s iiinb.

3 Solar light shlmng through Venus s atmospbare, if aw,
prMuces no alteration m the um of the soler spectrum, eo fir

as the difpeision of a single simple pnsm can show Also,

Venus s film, tamed towards na rdecu no light dnnng transit,

subject to the seme initramental test.

“Appendix to Note, dated November 1873, onW^ XdiM
in the Solar Spectram, ’ by

”
Communicated by Prof Stok

After detection of the white Imoa 1650 and 1658 (KirchhoCk
scale) at Mnasoone in November 1873,

1

difeovared two other
such linea before leaving that station ot obaervatloii, vis. aooQ
and 2068 (about) On 38th November, 1873. * packed np the
imcctroscope, tokiry pertlenlar care that the ptisins ihonld not
ahift from the position they then ocenpied.

On e8th November, 1873, I set np the speobeifiope in the
Dome Obforvatoiy at Deh^ la the valley bdow, the pfisesa

retaining their former poslUon, and my recMlection of ^ white
lines seen at Muiaoene being still quite vivid. 1 now fonnd that

1650 and 1658 were distin^ scan ; but they were no loaga*
nearly of the pure white colour they (Wacmtad at the higher
lUtii^ while what may be termed the glosa about thchr whitm
nasa, which induced me to deecrlbe them as rewimMlng thnnde
of white silk held in the hght,’' had qmte dimppeaied i bdeid
they were now so decidedly graanish oa not to invite ettentkm.

White line 3068 I now could hardly see, and 2009 was oviAbleb
notwithstanding that I was qmte fiunillar with the pontfooithi^
occupied, and had made camul notes on the snbjO^

Alter thia I released the prisma and tun^ them ohonk
vanously, without produdng any alteration in the white linN aa
thn were now seen.

The height of the spectroacope above tevlevtl waa—

At Mttssootto 7iott feet

Antbropologieal Inatltnte, FeK 9.—GaL A. Lena Vest
F 8 A

,
president, in the chair —Tha Preddent exMhited A

series of stone Implements from the Alderlsry mines of Chethbik
and Dr T Slmmi exhibited five Luip skuAt—A puwr by tte
Rev Wentworth Webster vraa read on the Basmi^ttelUi^
an examination of a paper ^ Mr Boyd DawVi^ F.FLS , ma
die northern lange oTthe Baiqne^ in tbt JMnijihil^JMtmM
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Siptombcr Tht cuthoc aommesced by pointiiig oat the

dcScK of the tradeacy to ntreme ipeokluetion tmoog nentlftc

OMn of the pmeat day, end proceeded to «how how the

"Beeque problem " hid Mllered through that tmtment It

had been taken up by pure phUologiits and pure anthropologuta,

who hod viewed it odJt bom their poiticular atandpoiati, and
had too much naghcted hiatorical and ardueoloacal reaeorche*,

iblk-loi«k literatunL drama, and, itrangeat of all, the phytlcal

ohaiactenatka of the praient Baiquet. The chief aim cn the

paper waa to ihow Iww incondiuave wai the evidence ol anthro-

poIogT alone, and to examine Mr Uawkina* argument* It held

that,^ntly, philology had demonitrated the Boboue laugnige to

bn ogglnUnadve , leoondly, that W von Ilumboldt a concluaion

ia correct oa to the exuitencc of Baaqne namea in the claaaical

Mographiea and itineranei of Spam }
and, thirdly, that althongh

SieldcDtUy of Baique and Ibwian cannot be oonaideted aa iier

fectly demonatnted, ita probability la very high. ITic apeoal

point of dispute was the conclubiun of Mr Dawkina that ‘ the

ibnner presence of an Iberian race in Armonca u demonstrated

Iw Dr Broca’s map of the stature and complexion of the peoples

of France." The author at great length examined and analysed

the mans referred to and the atatistica cited m the paper, and
fennd that the evidence from anthropology alone did not seem
anfficient to aupport the theory combated, and all other etideiice

j

would appear to be opposed to it—Prof Boyd Dawkins having
|

replied to the Kev W AVebaters criticisms, which, in the

nuun, appeared to him to be founded upon a nusapprdien

non of hu use of the term ’’Iberian, Prince L. Lucien

Bonaparte remarked that the paper oflered scarcely any point m
which he could not cordially concur, especially where theauthor re

ferrri to the high competency ofW von Ilumboldt m rcspec’ to

the Basque language and ethnology , in fact, it was impossible to

dispute the supenmty of that emmenl philologist on that spcaal

question over every modern author not by birth a Bosque, lie I

(the Ptince) momtomed that it would be as presumptuous to

aflirm that language is always a lest of race os it would be, at

least, hazardous to declare tlut anthropologists shonld invariably

dupenae with such a test If an nnimpoilant minority of pbilo

lo^ts pretend to dominate over the anthropologists, th 7 are

wrong , but the minority of anthropologists, who maintain that

language should not be considered m the deterniinatiou of rac^

are still more in error—Rev A 11 Savee, as a philologist,

maintained that language could not be held to be a test of race ,

it was a test only ofsoual contact—Mr Hyde Clarke vindicated

the claims of philology as a branch of anthropology and of

natural science. He thought the Basque area of W von Hum
boldt should be much limited The Basque had affinities with

Honsso, and was thus connected with dark populations.—Mr
W J Van Eys remarked tliat Humboldt had not proved the

Basques to be Ibenan —Prol Busk, Mr J Rhys, Prof Hughes^

Dr Simms, tad Dr Deddoe, also conlnbuted to the discuuion

Oeolegiata’ Aaaociation, Feb. S —W Carrulhers, F R.S ,

president, in the chair —On the volcanic geology of Iceland,

oy W L. Watts. Iceland is iitnated at the teimlumUon of the

great volcanic line, skirting the extreme west of the Old World,

whicdi hat exuted since the Cretaceous period certamly, whilst

the points of eruption appear to have travelled northwards. As
all tnc rosks are igneous, or igneous denvatives, no sttaligraphi

cal arrangement can be made oat Bosaliic lava struams are

ctuunmln t^ viclm^ of Reykjavik, though no active volcano

exista in this part of the island, whifh is in the secondary stage

of soUitaias and hot spnngs These KiUatorss are mere pits of

bhtiih vdiitn sdiccous mnd, the result of the decomposition of

ocatigiions tufa. Ihe pnncipal gai exhaled ii auJphuretted

hydrogen. Their position ebangea The hot springs are working

out theirown destruction by the accumulation of suiter , the com
posittcQ of this varies in spnngs withm a few yards of each

other Hie large nAs in the old lava at Thingvalla were attrl

bated to the flowing awav of the undercurrent of lava into a yet

de^r depreesion, thns leaving the unsupported crust to sink

down in die middle All the lavas of Hekla observed by the

tuthoc are basaltic, and contain crystals of felspar and olivuie.

An aah and cinder cone forms the summit of the mountain
Thete wete four craters, the longest one is an elliptical depraa-

aien 350 feet de^ at the bottom of which lar snow, tboiq^
aoene ashes and clay were still quite hot The distiict of Mydids
Tohnll, containing the Uirlble volcano Koilujia, U remarkable

for the copfased interaaixture of aipicoui and igneona qectamwita,
Mcdncmgagriomerateiandtnfoa Sand and hot water are the

pdne^ ,piodn^ons of Kotfojln iiaal^ lAioh hai not been
^

known topmdm lava, though andent foiiltie lavas weie noted
at lU baae Tbna floods are produced. In oddldoa to the
malting of the Joknll, by the bunting of Urge cavities In whldi
water has accumulated for years. Such a reservoir wu noted in
a small neUhbonnng crater, at the bottom cf which was a deep
pool of turUd water, mto which several small streams emptied
themselves, bat none ran out ogam. To Vatna Jokull the prin
dpal volcanic forces of Iceland seem now to have retreated.
This M a vast tract of snow and ice which resU upon a nest of
volcanoes, many of which have been In eruption during historical

bniea The Vatna rises from a scries of basaltic pUtforma The
existence of permanently active volcanoes In the unknown
mterior of thU mast was considered not improbable.

Royal Society Feb 15 —Sir William Thomson, president,

in the chair — The following Communications were read —
Olntnary notice of Dr Robert Edward Grant, Ute Professor of
Coinj arative Anatomy in Umversltv College, London, by Dr
Sharpey —An illustration of the reiauve rates of difliision of
salts in solution, by Prof Crum Brown —On the osallatlon of a
system of bodies with rotating portions, by Sir Wm. Thomson.
—Laboratory notei^ by Prof 1 dt

Meteorological Society, h eb la—This was the half yearly
meeting of tho Society Mr Milne Holme presided—The
Chairman read the report of the Council, of which the following
is a summary —The number of the Soaety*s stations m Scot-

Imd vras at present 93, and there were also 11 in other
countries The number of members was 538 ordinary, 15
corresponding and 8 bon niry members Aner referring to

the inquiry conducted by Dr Arthur Mitchell and Mr Buchan
on the influence of the weather on mortality auil disease, the
report noticed that, ou the suggestion of Mr 1 horau Stevenson,
CL. schedules had been supplied to the observatotits withm
twenty or thirty miles of Fdmburgh, so as to secure data for

investigating the relation of the force of the wind to the baro-
metric gradient. Returns had been received, but these bad not
yet been ezammed Meteorological returns applicab e to Loch
hyne for the hut twenty years ha I been furnished by Mr Buchan
on applieation to the Spmol Commissioners appointed to inquire
into the causes of the disappearance of herrii gs from Loch Fyne
1 be invest gallons regard! g the herring fisliirius on tlie ficuttuh

aosts, instituted by the SoLicty, had been continued dunng Uie
lost session. The Marquu ef Twceildale, who originally

sa|.gested ih* inquiry had luppbcd the Society with twenty
tlieimometera, to be used 1 7 ascertain the teiiiperalure of the
sea at the places and at the limes when the fishery was
being earned on These thermomitcts were by Mr Bouverie
Primrose sent to the fishery officeis of the Herring ifoanf sta-

tioned along the east coast of Scotland, and each ushcry officer

selected an imclligent fisherman to take the tem| erature of the

sea where the herring shoals were found Important result! were
expected from these mvesti),ationa—Dr Arthur Mitchell read a
(laper on the efiects of the weather of the last three months on
the death rate —Mr Buchan read a paper on the bearing of

meteorological records on the w imposed change of climate in

Scotland Mr Buchan concludes that there has been no general

tendency towards a pennanent change, either as tegaidi summsr
heat or winter cold

Manchkstxb

Litsraiy and Philoaophicol Socletv, Jon. sfl.—Edward
Schunk, F R.S , Ac., president In the chair—A descent into

Elden Hole, Dcrbyihira, by Rooke Pemungton, LL.B. Near the

road from Buxton toCaatleioo, and about four miles from the lat-

ter places stands Elden Hfll, ia the side of which ia Elden Hole, a
perpendicular chasm mtha tack, and, bke many such apertuKS^
reputed to be bottomleas. The author deacrlbea a descent into

the cavern, made l» himselfand others, on the i ith of Septem
her, 1873. At a distance of 180 ft from the top a landing place

was reached, although not a very secure one, aa it was fodmed
at on angle of about 45* Thence a cavern nut downwards to-

wards the south or south-east , the floor waa entirely covered

with looee flagmeats of Uaaeitc^ probably extending to a con-

dderaUa thldwcss. There waaqnite Mfliclcnt l(ght at thu point

to enable one to sketch or read. The party then scnmblM, or

rather slipped, into the cavern for some lew yanls, dunng which

they dasceadedaconsideialfle distance 1 it waa of a tunw like

shape I then it tuddenly expnidad into a magniflcent aboiU

too a. tarn .and about »o ft high. The floor of thto half
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doped ]ik« tb« tiiaiMl, and like it wiioo«credirii]i At
the lower Me they were eboot 6o ft. bdow their leii<Unf>plMe, <

andtherefore ebont 040 ft. beneeth the tarbee. The entire

roofand walla of thia cavern were oovered with iplendid aUtag*

mftic dqwaita. From the roof were hong fine itaUctitec, whilat

the aidei were eovered with almoat every conceivable form of

depodted carbonate of lime In aome placea it was smooth and

wlm as marble^ in othw placea bke fraated nlver, whilst the

roni^r portions of the rock were clothed with all sorts of fu
tasuc shapes glistening with moisture From this cavern no
rroemng or any length or diMh was (bund save the one by whldi
the party had entered it. Ihere can be no doubt, the author

believea, that thu chasm hu been formed by the chemical action

of carbonic add in water, and that it has attacked this partUmlar

spot either from the unusual softness of the rock oridnally situ

im hare, or because there was here a joint or shrinkage in the

strata. There is nothing, however, in the position of Flden Hde to

lead one to snppote th^ any stream has ever flawed throagh it

no ligiu of such a state of things opptor anywhere arouai It

is not related to any nalley orravine, or to any nimiing water,

and there la, as observed, an absence of any well-defined emt for

water at the bottom. No laechanical action of a flowing stream

can therefore have assisted the procets of enlargement The
author thinks it must be due to the gnidnal silent solvent pro*

pertiea of rain water falling on the suitaoe, and escaping throagh
jointings and inslgniricant channels m the hard rocks below
WbetlM the excavation took place from above or beiow is nn
certain.—Certain lines observed in snow crystals, by Arthur W
Waters, F G S

Glasgow

Ir j— „ - — ,

II read a paper on the

n ingenious process to

»ib^ ^ Sl^roUhw
t, formed tw coBcenme

geol^ of Switrerland, embodying
during a recent vidt to that country

id on tbeobeervstions of the Aadows of two points stasbid
„ . vertiosl at kiMwn distancea, projected upon a hotiseadal
plane, the observations being rosde both before and aftsr Oe
sun t pamsge through the meridian —On thfe fertilisation o£
Basldlomycrtes, by M P van Tieghem.—A note on M. hfen-
deleei’s new balance, by M Salleron.—On rolUiig*ciirvM

tamed by photography, hv M ” ‘

note down permanently the
( .

in heavy seas.—On a new eleetro-msgnet, formea tw c(

tubes aerated by layers of conducting wire, Iw M J C
—On the place to be given to Gymnosperms m natural cloaiifi*

cation, by M L. Lerolln—Several coramunicatians on
loxera, by MM Lichtenstein, Boatin, Hemmench, end otbm
—A note by M C Gu^ on on electric pde lindlar to Ban*
sen s, but in which zinc would be replaced by mm.—A note by
M G Peyras, on the use of fumigutions to combat murrains,—
A letter from M Fna, with tefmnce to his former comnmnica*
tions on^tha means to prevent explosions in coal pits,—^A note by
M Hontf de 1 Aninoit, on articular nmnobilisatiaa apdled to
the dressings of the ampntated.—MM Heniy and Badland
communicated their observaUons of planet (141), made at the
Paris Obicrvatoiy —On the existence of integrids Of any system
of diAerential equations, by M C Mdray —A note on hie
paper, resd at the last meeti^ on the moleenlsr eqniUbrinm of
a solution of chrome alum, by M Lecoq de Boisbandran.—On
the action of hydrate of baryta upon ceruin mineral and oipmie
compounds contained m prodneta by M. P Lagrange.

—

On so-called rmiiji beetroot, by M. C Violette.—On the perl

pherical nervous system of marine Nematoidca, by M A. VlUot
—An account of expenments made by M Phillpeau, shovrlng
that the paps extirpated from young pigs will not regmimate.

—

General Monn presented to the Academy a new part of the
Jta/Mi d ArttUeru published by order of the Wet hmater, and
made some remarks on the contents.

n the moon, by Mr Francis Napier—Lxpenments o fluid

Dec. ifi.—On an apparatus for t^ng the lubricating powers
of various liquids, showing some hitherto tuirecognbed (acts at

variance with the commonly received laws of friction, by Mr
R D Napier —On the eSiKt of Loch Katrine water on various

meta]% by Mr Jas. R. Napier, F R S

Pakis

Academy of Sciencea, Feb. 8 —M M Fi^my m the

chair —^Thc Mlowing papers were read 1—A remark by M
Pniseux on M Genomi s paper read at the last meetuig with
regard to the existence of the integial m equations with portal
derivativea—A letter from M Jfansseu, dated Kompiia Yama
(Japan), Dec. 10 1874, describing the general results of the
observations of the Trandt of Venus. The first port of the
letur shows that the party of observers suflered nroch fi:oni

bad weather during their installation at Kompira Yama, near
NagasakL Daring a heavy gale one of the equatorials was
completely destroyed, the telempe and micrometet Iwoken, bat
tbeir ontAt wai excellent, and before the day of the transit

arrived they were able to repair all the damage done. Both the
first onter and inner contacts, os well as the second inner one,
wer* successfully observed, and only the lost outer one misrod
throagh doade. No black drop appeared at the sun s limb,

although M Jenisen lenuiks that a conrideiable tune elapsed
between the moment when the first inner contact apprond
geometricallji perfect and the le^ppeaianoe of a fine line of
sunlight beyond the disc of Venus , this M Janssen aactibes to
the planets atmosphere.—On the general theorema of the dis*

placement of a plane figure on its plane by M Chaslea.—

A

notiL eocompanied by the pceeentation of an autograph mothe*
watlral treatise^ by M Faye.—On the magnetiation of sted
rode provided with armatnics, by M. J Jaasin.—A note by M
CSmvmt on It Mcniet'i paper, r^ at the last meedng,
on ttw patverisstkm of manures and Bte best means to in*

CKgae the fertility of sidls,—A memob \n M Des Qoiaeaaz,
on the Uieeftaetlve and diaractenstlc optical propcitiei of the
# i_j_f uy J prooeaeio dist^guishthcai

h other , four fdspais the author lieata of

metbod to detendim the latitude of a place without instruments
and with Mfl&ciNtocReGtocas by M. dAvoatj the method u

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RBCBIVBD
BsiTnu.—

M

uikI^s ^unt^ata^i E. R-S. g?r^
iwr) -A Inmns lu Wiawauchiiftlichen Bwbachlunm suf Keben Dr O
Meumycr CTrU^lMer)—Numbw a Lmk betwna D *«* Intslligeiics andHuw C6arl« G nllwtooa, M K. (Loapnaiu).—WsiohoU • lotisdiactlan
to Rxiiarimenul PhyiiA Trantlatod a^ edited byBsy Lociv, P R.8.
(t.onsniuu)i~HeieUit)r aud Hybridism Edward wCu, 8 L (Lang
mans).— the Conn and Ito bscnoat trtated Geomelneany 8 A Rauahaw

. isueal Semety AbaaMck te iSm <-
Souctura and Punct ms of iha Hui

(Harnlwn
Stanfonl)

Procendi

a ihiTPsJm Orovnsv Ccwal Knii, and VolcamaTdw^mdvM
—abelLs L. B rd (Murray).—Humours Natur.und Raanblldtr

L.A. Budihslm PkD F CP (P NonaleX-An Intrnductin^Hiuwi
Anatomy iod d ng the Anatomy of tbs Tisiuas Wm Turner if B.(Aaad
C Black).—Leswns n ElsuwnUiry Uschanica Philip Magnus, B.Sc. B

‘

IB Boon bHui—

TbaTnuwofVmui.-R W Pkinols (M'lM //tetmAbw)
and Bna—ALraan Onoaca Rbihhaw

malar—A Pnev Smith
Pboi|liorut a^ Carbon Obulphi^-CHia T W irratu.

Ova Abtsonomical Colvmm^-J’^

Ice PnaoMXHA in tub Laicx Distoict
(K'M/i/MitrmAmt)

SCISMCS AT Bahbuby
Tki Knusvaoii Botamical Socibtt .

TaaJkariawT Stobmi m thb Atlantic. By W na ftiKvumi

T»s P«r Aim Forvas Woax or Oaotocr, 11 By prof PaxsTwice,

|awwc
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1875

A GERMAN MANUAL OF SCIENTIFIC
INQUIRY

AkkitUHj'SH vnsseHtchafthchen BeobachtUHgen au/Rnsen
mtt itsondererRnckstchi aufdte Bedtlr/niss^ dtrKiustr

hchtn Marine Edited by Dr G Neumayer (Berlin,

Oppenheim , London, Trilbner, 187$ )

I
N eitimaling the merits of a work like this German

Manual, we must bear in mind that ordinary

treatises arc not what a traveller asks for These are I

primarily written for the use of students, not for that of

investigators, and the stand points of the student and of

the investigator are wholly different The student takes

a position in the very heart of the great continent of esta-

blished knowledge,and his aim is to familianse himselfwith

what IS already known, but the investigator places him
selfon the frontier of that continent,and is always directing

his thoughts into the illimitable regions of the unknown
It ie thhtefbre obtious that the books needed by a traveller

must be eomposed in a different spirit to those intended

for atudents. They must summarise, so far as possible

in the tmall space that is available, the most advanced

knowledge of the uveral sciences
,

they must dwell at

length upon what is mt known, and they must explain

bow processes, commonly carried on at a table, with

abun^ttt appliances, may be undertaken m the open air,

amid the manifold discomforts of a Journey and in the

isolation to which every traveller is necessarily obliged to

submit. The satisfactory combination of these three

requirements is hard to accomplish, while it is scarcely

possible for anyone who has not himself been a tra

vcHer to do justice to the last of them

t)r Neumayer mforms us that the present work, of

ilhkh he IS the editor and to which he has himself con

tntmted an important and well iUttftrated memoir on

riydtOgraphy, took its origin ih a ineeting of scientific

meh at Berlin. They recognised the menu of the

EhgGsh “ Admiralty Manual of Scientific Inquiry,”

wMeh appears to be much appreciated by GeritiUn

ddtigaWrs, but they felt that a more elaborate wbrk

hdvanti^eottsfy be supplied, having Special refer

eoM to German etdture add needs. The result of the

conference has been the production of this volume It

contains contributions from twenty-eight men, all experts

in what they write about, many of them of the highest

distinction, and many of them travellers It is therefore

impossible but that such a compendium should bs of

sterling worth. Unfortunately it is equally impossible for

us, in a short review of so encyclops^c an undertaking,

to give more than a partuil idea of iL

The authors, as we might expect, have treated their

Wttfajects in very different ways, so that there is much
individuality in their wiitmgs, and perhiqis some dlspro

portion in the spaces allotted to the several subjects

^igain, some of the best memoirs are on topics where one

iMA have least hoped to meet with mteresting matter

,

Dr. A. Meitsin hu drawn up an exceedingly m-
otmethe memoir on Pohtkal Geography and Stau^cs,

ftA Dr Friedel one on Medieal Sdsnee. There is a

-siiMtetly and original treatise by Dr Koaer on the

Vox. XI,—NO, 378

unexplored parts of the world and on geographical
features generally , and Kieppert contributes an article on
Flying Surveys Von Rlchthoven, of Chinese celebrity,

writes a memoir on Geology, throughout which the special

turn of nund of an accomplished traveller is conspicuous,

and the Afncan explorer, Schweinfurth, gives one on the

collection and preservation of plants , while Dr Gun
ther, of the British Museum, writes upon reptiles and fish

In short,) all the branches of zoology and botany are

excellently represented Dr Steinthal has contributed a
very instructive paper on linguistic inquiry, showing,

among other things, the sort of conversation that a tra

vcllcr should encourage in order to procure synonyms
and nice distinctions of words

,
also to obtain correct

ideas of construction Thus he has pages of such words
or phrases as these “The sky , clouds , the sky is clear,

IS cloudy Wind, the wind blows, storm whirlwind.

The sun is risen, is set, burns hotly The moon, new
moon ,

there is no moon , stars
,
comet , meteor, &l

\

This ought to aFTotd ati excellent guide to persons de
I sirouB of compiling vocabularies of hitherto unnnttcn

languages The only Jiaper to which exception might be

taken is that on fixing geographical positions ; for, how
ever sound it may be, it is written from the point of view

of a University professor, and omits the matters con

nccted witli the carnai,c and manipulation of instruments

under the difficulties inseparable from rough travel, which

are precisely those about which the traveller most needs

information.

The volume contains almoM seven hundred pages,

targe octavo, in a rather small but ieadable type thanks
to Its being issued on paper that ii neither fbfck aefr

heavy, it forms by no means an unwieldy book 1 here

can be no doubt that it will become a standafd wof-lt ior

all travellers who can read German It wants an index,

because, although It is divided into twenty eight sections,

it IS by no means easy to hfint out a required passage, espe

cially as the memoirs necessarily encroach Upon the pro-

vinces of one another, if the book be transhUed into

hnghsb. Ibis want ought to be supplied Again, it is

only to sonde of tlfe memoirs that a Hst of Special works

I of reference iS ip^Shlded. These lists ate extremely use
' All to persons ftipiHttg ttk a Jonrfley, and all the memoirs

; should have bren furnished With them If such lists

should ever be eOMpiled, and if the works to which they

refer were freely udded to the libraries m the capitals of

the vonous colonies, they would be of the greatest assist

ance to travellers, temporarily resident, while compleiing

their preparations for a start, or in putting their materials

mto order in the interval between two journeys

In concluding these remarks, attention may serviceably

be directed to a desideratum, not only of scientific travel-

lers, but of all who, having been well grounded m science,

occupy themselves occasionally m scientific research,

namdy, a book that shall contam the principal constants

and formuke of every branch of science, each accom

pamed by a short reminder, as it were, of the method by

which It was obUined. Sach a book, suiUble to the

state of knowledge at the bygone time when it was

written,]! actually m existence, rumely, Carr’s “ Synopsis”

(published by Weld), The condensation, elegance, and

predsoq of its style are worthy of the highest commenda-

tion It was a va* metum of the late Mr Babbage, to
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whom the wnter of these Imet wm first indebted for a
knowledge of its exutence, but it is now out of date

It IS sincerely to be desired that a band of scientific pro

fessors to whan the necessary formula, are familiar would

be disposed to co operate m producing a work similar to

Cans "Synopsis but ext^ed to all branches of

sdence and in accordance with the most advanced state

of knowledge of the day F G

r/f£ SANDWICH ISLANDS
The Haw man Archipelago Six Months among the

Palm Groves, Coril Reefs and Volcanoes of the Sand
wich Islands By Isabella J Bird With Illustrations

(London John Murray 1875

)

W i fear there ate few who have any defiiute idea of

the situation of the Sandsnch Islands, or indeed

of any of the other numerois groups that bestar the

blue 1 rcific

The Sandwidi Islands lie upwards of a 000 miles loutlk-

west of San Traacisco, and consist of fifteen islands, of

which only eight ^ipear to be inhabited, vu, HastsU,

Mauai, Lmiai, Kahoiolawe, Molokai, Oahu, Kaui, and
Nuhan The total area is about 7,000 square miles, and

the native population is under 50,000 There are besides

upwards of Sfioo foreigners, the Chmese bemg mote
largely represented than any other nation, Amencans and
British commg next There is, however, a large native

white population, descendants of American missionanes

and others who settled m the islands years ago , moA of

the Government offices— for the Sandwich group has

a Constitutional Monarchy— bemg filled by whites of

this class The islands have for many years been

professedly Chrutian m rehgion They extend from

iS° 50 to 23° 30 N lat, and from 154° 53 to 160° 15

W long Their official designation is the " Hawaiian

Iihi ds ‘ 1 heir climate for «al ibrity and general equa

bility IS reputed the finest on earth It is almost abso

lutely equable, and a man may take his choice between
broiling all the year round on the sea level on the leeward

side of the islands at a temperature of 80°, and enjoying

the charms of a fireside at an altitude where there is frost

every night of the year There is no sickly season, and
there are no diseases of locality The trade winds blow
for nme months of the year, and on the windward coasts

there is an abundance ot ram, and a perennial luxuriance

of vegetation.

So says Miss Bird whose debghtful book we recom
mend to all who wish for a full and graphic account of

the present condiuon of the Sandwich Islands and
islanders She s^t seven months of the year 1873 on
the islands for the sake of her health, rode and sailed

and climbed about fearlessly everywhere using her eyes

to the very best advantage The result is, that m lew

I

than 500 pages she gives a panoramic picture of the
i vanous phases of nature nud life m the Sandwich Islanda,

which leaves httle to be desired

The largest of the islands u Hawaii—its area is

4000 square miles—but the capital, Honolulu, the

headquarters of one of oar ^Transit expeduions, u on
Oahu Hawau Miw Bird calls a huge slag, and
the same, we fancy, may be said of most ot the
aitber islands , everywhere there are unmistakable signt

of the fiercest volcanic outbursts, and every now and
again are the mbabitants remmdedof the mstabihtyoC
the foundations of their lovely dweUing place Heverthe-
less, nobody m Hawau tronblet himself with the thought
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of dw temble posiibihtie* that may at any moment
lUqppoB. Natives and foreign residents appear to resign

dmnselves unreservedly to the perpetual “ afternoon ’

iiiduence of the Iand> where there seems to be little need

of "taking thought for the morrow*

Miss Bird gives us many glimpses of the luxuriant

vegetation which is to be found almost Everywhere on the

lower slopes of the islands , a mere list of the various

trees to bo met with would occupy more space than we
can afford Almost all the roots and fruits of the tornd

and temperate zones can be grown on the islands, though

flora u far scantier than that of the South Sea groups.

The mdigenous fauna is small, consisting only of hogs,

dogs, goats, and an anomalous bat that flies by day
There are few insects except such as have been imported,

and there is no great vanety of bird life.

In Hawaii, as well as m others of the islands, the coast
line is everywhere broken by deep “ gulches ” or ravines,

often from 1,000 to 2,000 feet in depth, running for miles
into the interior, clothed from top to bottom of their

nearly perpendicular sides with almost impenetrable
vege^on, and havmg the narrow valle>s below raked
by torrent like nvers, which are often [swollen to many
hundred yards m breadth

No doubt the pnncipal attraction to the scientific reader
m Miss Bird’s narrative will be her account of the visits

which she was brave and determined enough to make to

the volcanoes, active and extinct, on Hawaii and Mauai
All the principal islands of the group, being of volcanic

ongin, are more or less mountainous, ranging m extreme

height from 400 ft. m Kahoolawe to close on 14,00010
Hawaii, the loftiest island in Ocennia. As our readers,

no doubt, know, there ore on the island of Hawaii two

active and at least two extinct volcanoes , indeed, almost

everywhere in the interior evidence of former volcanic

action IS to be met with “ To the south of the Waimea
plains violent volcanic action is everywhere apparent, not

only in tufa cones, but in tracts of ashes, sconie, and

volcanic sand.”

Mauna Loa, somewhat to the south of the centre of the

island of Hawaii, is the highest active volcano in the

iroiild, tiling to a ^ight of 13,760 feet The whole of the

tMth aide of Hawad, down to and below the water’s

edge, II composed 0^ its slopes, lU base bdng 180 miles

in circumfenmce. "Its whole bulk above a height of

1^000 feet is one frightful desert,” though vegetation, in

lie iqm of grey Kchens, a little vdthei^ grass, and a

Ipody BSpleaiuni, extendba ifioo feet further up Duimg
ifiti Bird’s visit to the swnait, the thermometer regis-

tered 1 1* of frost The crater Mokuaweoweo, is six miles

in circumference, 11,000 feet long, 8,000 feet wide, with

precipitous sides 800 feet deep. Tlie crater appears to be

in a state of constant -iLtivity, and at times overflows,

carrying destruction to the lowest levels of the island

Miss Burd tells us that smee white men inhabited the

islands there have been ten eritptions from Mauna Loa.

Of the condition ot the crater, the following descnption,

by Miss Bird, of what she saw on her visit, accomplished

anud hardships that few men irould can to under^, will

give the reader a vivid idea —
“ When, the sun had set, and the bncf red glow of the

tropics had vamshed, a new srorld came into bdng, and
wonder after sronder flashed forth from the previously

lifeless crater Everywhere through its vast expanse

appeared giintt of fire—fixes bright and steady, burning

m rows blast furnaces, fires lone and isolated, un-
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winking like planets, or twinkline like stars , rows of

little fires marking tke margin of the lowest level of the

crater ,
fire molten in deep crevassti

,

fire m wnvy lines

,

fire, calm, stationary, and restful an incandescent lake

two miles in len^ oeneath a deceptive crust of darkness,

and whose depth one dare not fathom even in thought.

Brdad in the glare, giving light enough to read by at a
distance of three quarters Of a mile, making the moon
look as blue as an ordinary Lngllsh sky, its golden gkam
changed to a vivid rose-colour, lighting up the whole of

the vast precipices of that part of the crater with a rosy

red, bringing out every detail here, throwing cliffs and
heights into huge black masses there, rising, falhng,

never intermitting, leaping in lofty jets with glorious

shapes hke wheatsheats, corruscating, reddening, the
roost glorious thing beneath the moon was the fire

fountain of Mokuaweowea

On the cast flank of Miuna Loa, ibout 4,000 feet in

height, is the crater of Kilauea, which. Miss Bird says,

has the appearance of a great pit on a rolling plain.

" But such a pit 1 It is nine miles in circumference,

and Its lowest area, which not long ago fell about 300
feet, just as ice on a pond falls when the water below it is

withdrawn, covers six square miles. The depth of the
criter vanes from 800 to 1,100 feet in different years,

according as the molten sea below is at flood or ebb ’

We with we had space to quote Miss Bird’s fearfully

vivid descnption of what she saw during the two visits

she made to Kilauea, descnptions which, were they not

evidently written on the spot with a truAful pen, would

almost deserve to be called sensational

She also made the ascent of Mauna Kea, to the north

of Mauna Loa, the highest peak in Oceania, perpetually

covered with snow, a dead volcano, whose top consists of

deep soft ashes and sand

On the west side of Hawaii 11 another extinct volcano,

llualulai, 10,000 feet high, which has only slept since

1801, when there was a tremendous eruption from it,

which flooded several villages, destroyed many planta

lions and fish-ponds, filled up a deep bay twenty miles

in extent, and formed the present coast

The largest extinct volcano in the world, Haleakala, is

in the centre Of the island of Mauai, lying to the north-

west of Hawaii It IS 10,200 feet in height , its terminal

crater is nineteen miles in circumference, zpao feet deep,

and contains numerous subsidiary ednes, some of which

are 800 feet high Miss Bird of course visited it, and,

as usual, her descnption is exceedingly graphic and
full, and IS considerably helped out by an excellent map
of the crater It seems that very few of the usual vol-

canic products are present m this extinct crater *

Volcanic action m the Sandwich Islands would seem to

have died out from west to east
,
this is inferred from the

stole of the lava and the great depth of soil in some of the

western islands, as m Oahu and Kauai, the latter the

most westerly of the inhabited islands Some very re-

markable instances of the powerful effects of weathering

in causing degradationare to be seen m this island. The
Punchbowl, a crater behind Honolulu, was lo 1786
observed to be composed of high peaks , but atmosphenc
mfloenoee have reduced it to the appearance of a single

wasting tnia cbtie, and tbe cone of Diamond Hill, to the

south of the town, is also, from the same cahses, r^td^
diminishiag

The native population of the Sandwich ISla&ds, which

bebngs to the Malay or Malyo-Polynesian division of

Oceania, is fast dying out, at the fearful rate of something

II ce 1,000 per year , so that unless Some counteracting cir-

cumstances intervene, it must in a very few years become
entirely extbet Cook calculated the population of the

islands in 1778 to be about 400,000, now the native

population is under 50,000 That the decay is to a con-

siderable extent owing to contact with whites there is no

doubt

But when every allowance is made for the effects of such

contact upon the native population, it is questionable

whether this will account completely for its rapid decrease

A similar decrease seems to be going on all over the

Pacific islands, even in places where tbe whites have

always been extremely few From this point of view M
Leborgne has recently turned his attention to the small

Gambler group, which consists of four islands. Msgardva,

the most important island, had in 1840 a population of

1,130 , it IS now only 65a Dr itaffly, In an article in La
NatmCf ascribes the prevalent diseases tiiainly to consan-

guineous marriages, a cause which Is llkkly to obtab in

many of the other isolated Picific groups This may
have something to do with the diminution ot the Hawahon
population, as also the fact that the careless, happy,

and extremely sodable people seem to be almost devolo of

anythmg like parental affection, taking little care Of thsir

children, and readily parting with them to anyone willbg

to take them ; tbe consequence is that a large ftopoH}Wi
die m infancy Another point to be noted is Unit iff 1672
the males exceeded the females bf 6,400 Souls.

At all events there is no doubt that the populations of

most of the Pacific islands are rapidly disappifarbg, and
that ere very long the only tenant of their lovely homes
will be the omnipresent white man, who has foisted on
them an cxoUc civilisation wbch seems to have un-
manned them, to have Completely checked Utefe natural

development, and whose mvariable concomitants have
been disease and widespread destruebon

We again recommend MiSs Bird's most attractive bo^
to tbe favourable notice of out readers A imad mip
of tbe iibnds is prefixed, and the few illustrabona are

beautifully executed.

OM MOOJC SHELF
SuH and Earth as Creat Forces m Chemstry By Thos.W Han, M D (London Triibner and Co

)

The author of this work, professing himself the preacher
of a new doctrme, theorises, to use his own words, “on
tbe phenomena of chemistiy considering the whole
of chemistry as but heat acting on matter “ The tun li
considered to exert some subtle chemical bflaeaee on
matter, but, unfortunately for science, these effects, we
are tolcL cannot be studied experimentally, “ yet we can
do so theoretically to a very useful extent.’’ A^ care-
fully perusbg the twelve chapters in which this embentty
theorebcal treatment is carried out, we are dnten to au
ourselves whether Dr Hall’s views are not mote o( tbe
nature of complicatbn than of expbnation Itrn^bd
safely affirmed that the phenomena of chemit^ an&
more easily expimned by existing Uieones—impCTfeqt
though thty be^thaa by the obscure reasonbg hosed on
perfectly gratuitous assumptions b which tbe pnmt
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vidiime abounds. Ndther is the work free from the

nave charge of inaccuracy. The wnter who speaks ofm sun as an “everlasting, universal, equable heat

aoiurcet” cannot be acouaint^ with Sir Wm. Thomson’s
paper on the dissipation of energy On page 37 the

equivalent of iodine is stated to be laj , on page 46 we
are told that potassium is negative to sulphur It be
new to our readers to leam (p 50) that “ attracuon in

chemistry does not differ from that in physics," and that

carbon disulphide is prepared (p. ta) by powdering,
mixing, and heating carbon with sulphur On page 108

we are informed that “latent heat is, by the study of

galvanism, resolvable mto electricity " We do not differ

from Ur Hall in considering the following idea of the

cause of electro magnetism as “ most rudimentary and
rough ” Speaking of a solenoid, the author states (p. 116),

“Such a solenoid or its latent heat current will avoid the

latently hot parts of the earth—that is, her equator—and
will place Itself at right angles to the equator—that is,

move away from the equator as far as it can , will, in factl

assume a position parallel to the magnetic meridian of

the place, &c ” Ine phraseology adopted by Dr Hall

must be charactensed as eminenUy original
, we select a

few expressions to submit to the judgment of our readers—“ Proto metalloidationa,’* “ nitndaUons,” “ hydro-solu

ble," “ tcnsificd, unmorpbigenic electroid,” “ disoccupied,"

“very unnegative hydrogen,” “ hydronalogenic acid,"

“ equo-terro solar equmbnum," “ protometalloidid,” “ dis-

equilibrium" The description of the combustion of

carbon is perhaps worth quotmg entue Carbon com-
bmes with oxygen, leaves its solid shape for a gaseous

one, forming carbonic anhydrid gas, and this greatly

because of carbon’s own heat constitution , and, further,

because of the intense nearness of the oxygen to carbon

and our earth’s comparative distance , this because also

of the excellent heat capaaty of oxygw itself and thus

carbon with oxygen leaps up into carbonic anhydnd gas,

earth loosened Into the highest sun forms, approaching

that of oxygen itself, for the heat capaaties of carbon are

near those of oxygen but the oxy temc struggle for car-

bon IS arduous , our earth has greatly in her favour her

immensity, but then she is for on, and her forces decrease

with distance ,
but even so, for freeing carbon from our

eulh’s control, oxygen requires always, as we know, the

fiirther assistance of heat on carbon ,
we always, for oxy

carbonic combination, have to set Are to carbon ” On
p, 34 we are gravely informed that potassium, even under

naphtha, is acted upon by sun and earth forces, and
becomes covered wiui an “ allotropic crust ’’ The author

then goes on to remark that this behaviour arises from

the fact that free potassium is “not a child of nature or

of our sun, but of furnace beat, and its equilibrium taken

with furnace heat must become slowly changed to that of

our sun " In the new theory a metallic protoxide is thus

formularised “in which E stands for our

negative earth, and x for the part she takes in the action

not quantitatively known”—we may venture to add, nor

yet quahtauvely It would be as tedious as unnecessary

to give further quotations in illustration of the manner in

which Dr HaU has handled his subject—the extracts

given above will doubtless serve as a cauuon to readers

mtendlng to take up the book The selections themselves

will renOCT further comment a work of superer^ation

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
‘ Editor dott haUkmtei/retfotmtUfertfkuoiu txfrtutd

^ Ml tomtpmdtnt! Ntithtr tan ht untmtakt to rttum,
or to torm^^ond with tho wntiri of, r^td mamucrifti

,

ifo mdci it toMm ef ^rnnymont tomuftnutaAoni,!

6n the BuHdlng up of the Tope in the “ Oamba ” Organ-

ts foondedm the nature of this ^ic, ahd fo deteiininiiig the

lU al^ie|d-«nd ks air-ephij^ cum (act duKovetw la

these Invesbgatkwi should always be home in mind, that the
pitch of the iee<l is dependent not cm vibrating length, but cm
Tibiating dlveimce—on the amplitnde of the i^s motion.
The pitch of the air column is not necessarily the same as the
pitch of the air reed , they may be and often are at variance i

and thU pipe will afford a happy meani of demonstration of the
sUtement made m a prenoua toter, that the tone of every organ-
pipe u duaL As r^ards the reed, whatever the modificatii^
of length by height of month, of thidcness by vaned wind way,
or of strength by amount of wind pressure the final result is

bound by this Jaw of divergence In the typical air reed, any
dcviatton from the duect line of force taken by the stream of am
IS the hegiimmg of vibration , iU hit,hcit possible rate of vibra-
tion begins existence on its least divergence from the direct line

,

conseqnently, its highest pitch is its inceptive tone at this stage
or condition of nntamed eneigy The bass has always Wn
considered the hasu and commencement of musical tone , every
relaticm of tones bat been examined on that ground, and it has
undoubtedly been the source of many errors, one might almost
say in the nature of superstitions, so tinauuus has been its hold,
so blinding lU inflnence on the perceptions. Tone hu its

beginnings in the highest activity, anil descends to the lowest
ana slowest , the development of its mcehaiiical relations pro-
ceeds by definite degrees, end the issue depends on the affinity

existing between the pipe and the reed, Ixith iiossessing definite
form, power, and character, and blending these by law The
vibration of the aeroplastic reed is thus shown to he isa/ me, not
tsockroHout, the lawn of its vibrations are identical with those of
the things most like itself, of sound waves, of light waves

It waa my good fortune some time ago to have placed in my
hands a specimen of a variety of ‘(lamba de^^ed by the
famous organ builder, Schube, of Paulenzelle The ‘Gambas
form a class of pipes vanoiisly constructed In scale, and they an,
so called from toe quality of their tone imitating the old " Viol
da Gamba and lU modern representative the “ violoncello

’

The general characteristics of the class are—cylmdncal pipe nl

comparatively slender scale, low cut mouth, fnll wintlcd at foot,

and slow in speaking
, the slow speech is a necessity, and is

.

caused by the wmd bemg, as it » tocbnicaJIy termed, “mucli
thrown out ,” that is, the line of force of the current of wind is

set more outward than ordmunly, for without such arrangement
the fundamental or gnmnd tone of the pipe would not Kcuie Its

bold , some harmonic would usurp possession , for the air reed,
liemg short in consequence of low mouth, and stroimfrom excess
of wmd, would keep to harmonics as the “ flute tannonique ’

does , the latter has a low languid (or interior level wiUiin the
month), the “ Gamba " has a higher languid in relation to the
under lip, thus directing the stream at a more oblique angle to
that level The tone has decided introductory and tFaniitive

harmonics. Of their sequence, althongh but momentary, the
cor conveys a clear impression to our consciousness We ^1 it

a “stringy quality," and it is a veiy interesting inquiry how this

peculiar pipe-tone is built up The characteristic quality per
tuning to all stringed mstniments whose tone is ehcited by the
how, doe^ we may well suppose, arise through a process bearing
a close analoCT to this

It U a disadvantage, this slow speech of the " Cdunbe,’ often
felt to he cxcesuvely slow Most skilful voicing is needful to give
sufficient tune for the appearance of the introductory harmome-s
without too greatly delaying the fundamental, for it is a nice
|K>iat to strike the mean between having the wind so much
thrown out that the pipe will not speak any tone, and risking, by
givmg quicker speech, the sudden “Hying ufT to the octave,”
with obstuute persistence not to dcsci^
Take note of this. If you liold yonr hand or your finger near

the month of any speskmg organ pipe, there is forthwith a
sensible flattening of its pitch, deepening with the nearer ap
prooch of the band , in tuning oimins it is the ordinary custom
to test pitch by this simple method, deteimining theiehy whether
the pipe will best bear flattening for Us nearer approximabon tu
a deaued pitch or concord with others Suppose yourself to he
tuning a set of "Gamba pipes you would noUce perchance tl at

a resave pipe continnallv darting off to harmonics would be
corrected and steadily held m check so long as your hand or

linger WM near or icrois its mouth We can thus well under,
staid bow it might occur to Schulze that the tempoiaiy ex
pedient could be made permanent This is what Schulze did
he fixed a small bar across the mouth I lie device proved
•UcctssfoL In pipes thus treated the tendency of the reed to

settle at tka octifre is snnpresaed, speech is quickened, more wind
may be ftr^n tnthont deyger, and the quality becomei fo con
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leqaence non chuMteiiitic, mon "itrliigjr ’ Sdralze hu cx-

l^e i^d^pip^ producing a itop c

jj leehow fraitfnl U ii m illustiatioa of (lie actual praeets

of tone-makh^ Without diagrami and with but few technical

termi it nay be made clear and comprehaimble Let tu take a

apccmen pipe It m of alender, gtaceiiil proporfaona, what it

called “ narrow acale, length ihii^ leven inchei and a quarter,

diameter one inch and fivC'eighthi, month ottmbauckunm breadth

one inch and a quarter, and three-cightha of an mch high, and ita

pitch answeri to the note L in the tenor ocUve It has a very fine

wind way, large foothole, and ia contiderably overblown, for it

will bear it llere ia a bar m front of the mouth, fixed upon the

little uptight atiips projecting at the aidea about a quarter of an

indi, which are termed can , they are common to pipea until

the lire 11 too small to require it Bnlldert say the can are

added to pipea to steady the tone On the theory advanced m
these papers, we find their purpose ia to prevent any flank move-
ment of the atmoephere during the vibration of our air reed, for

the angle formed by the vertical line of the motttli and the line

of force of the on*
— —

•

opeiung of weakne ca ate as ridges or outworka
any premature invMion by the

ted in
‘ ^ '

f weakness, and these

V 8“*'** ngn'nst
. ,

external air which, as intimated in an earlier letter, plercei

through at the proper time^ only, just tinder the edge of the

upper lip.

We readily perceive that the

s))eaaltiea overblown wind, to give astifler ,

month, as a provision for shortness of reed , and wind much
thrown out as a means campnlaory for ensuring a greater amph
tnde in the reed a motion,—the result of the combination being

that the tone fa nch in harmonics ,
harmonica precede the ground

tone, and follow it, and coaletce into it, and linger behind aa

though the last to quit the pipe There ia nolblng more beaut ifnl

in sJl the varied wealth of an otgan than a well voiced “ Gamba
}• very tone suggests a symphony, many tinted, autumnal There

ia another remarkable feature peculiar to these—the artist can

shade them with lest depth of ground tone and more varied and
daheate hues in the boimonics, which nevertheless come out more
brightly m the contrast, and oompensate the ear with a new
vnnety, toned with leas liody yet with equal fulneas, through the

hcigbleniog of the tuumomc colour, and the more gradual

blending of the whole
In the pipe we are examining we shall find that the wind is

nut so rnnen thrown out as m the older class of the speacs, and
herein lies the real meaning of the difference, for by the agency

of the bar an equal amplitude is enforced in the air reed, but

one of new form and see how gracefully it ia drawn,—yea,
happily we can see for the new form bears an imprem h ghi)

significant A little bit of jiaper deftly apphed will enab e lu

to watch the process of nature. Take away the bar, and the

pipe will not sormd its ground tone—it it only able to produce
ilastnngof bnlluuitliarmonica. Look at the air reed how minute

a space It traveiaes whilst these high notes are thnlling in your
cars. In subatitute for the removed bar, now lay a small pencil

across the mouth, and sec how m coy consent the air reed yieldi,

fine cur
i-u-i- '.1-

mtly

the reedi motion Vo
other by this movable bar, and ,

la almost upright m stem, but bends over, arcinng at the tip

notice also that the inward curve of the reed Is less than the

outward curve, fhe explanation of this influence will be quickly

divmed if you fully comprehend the way in which the reed buifda

itaelf up in a curve, leaning outward upon the external air the
air composing therM iwuet fratn the wind wayin adense stream

,

the particles are most compressed at the root, and gradually

expand and become less energetic os they reach higher freedom
—the velocity of the upward stream motion ottracta the
external air with force, strongly, to the root bearing with lenened
fbiw on the less comprersM portions hig^ np, and the gra

daaod of force so maniestd givee rise to the curve ' -the
curve deUnentca the force, we may say the curve expresses the
eooiunt flow of the turroonding air to this dlvetiified region irf

“lanitpraHarak”IUi»piiIset being m graduated power from root

•Wtip. By the bar we interfere with the dfxection of this flow,

eqbcMtrate it more on the lower portion of the stem, and ihida
the tip of the rend Item iu influence, the upper por^, having
‘hue loit w muds of natnrel support, is beat by the outflowing

vnvedthe p^e la a mom supple curve, and to ea extent

of the “ ^
The distinct igency of the air reed and the nature of the air-

column in relation therewith being evident, the inference follows

that the note produced ie dual, consists of turo unisonous notes

blended into one sound. Quite unexpectedly the chosen pipe
furnished me with the teluman to prove its truth. When the

reed snd the pipe are suitably mated the union ii one of perfect

harmony , but ue reed rules aluraya it may be sharp to the pipe,

but the pipe can never be sharp to the reed, for on the firat inti-

mation rt such the reed is roused, and starts forth to a tone of
higher velocity How slight a matter may derange the union of
the reed and j^pe If we teaie the pipe with this pencil, peace
is disturbed Our beautiful bttle " Gamba is very sensitivu

and bigh-tpultcd, and cannot hdp ktUng us bear a little of ibt
inner Ufe of the home when thinp go a tnfle wrong There is

one psrbcnlsr place acroM the mouth for the fixture of the twr

if, resting the pencil at the upper points of the projecting eut,
yon leisurely bring it down, you will hear the changing har
monies , then, halting just a hair a breadth or so before tlie tine

position la arrived at, all tone will be lost, and there will suddenly
break forth a wailing “ who hoo, who hoo , that torture wiU
continue until you rdleve the suspense by movmg the pencil

another shade in descent, when the discoid will resmve into the

perfect tone, instantaneously, as two dew dro|M when they touch
melt into one Precisel) the same “who-hoo as we hew
when tuning two separate diapuon pipes so nearly in tune that

they are only a shade out of unison and just on the point of

accord The "Gamba’ pipe and the were similarly at
variance

; Jie air reed, not having quite yielded to the outward
influence of the bar, was a trifle sharp to the pipe , the super
nodal wave was too short and unable to effect a synehroniianon
with trecition, and therefore the phenomenon of beatswaa maai
fested We could have lengthened the sapernodal wave and
flattened the note by adding a portion to the top of the pipe,

when concord would have followed aa it did by lowering the
bar for m tuning it matteia not which note of two la alterra to
bring abont umson , we might alter either pitch of pipe or pltdi

of reed , but by llie lowenng of the bar we flatten the reed, and
cause thereby tne descent of the node (then an uneasy fulcrum)

and the lengthening relatively of the snpernodal column Aa a
listener remarked "there was surely a fight going on Inside,”

we settled it by fevonrltism, taking sides with the little Gambe,”
and gaining the reed over, in concession of its strength for the
sake of concord That is the explanation as it suggests itself to
me, practically, exhibiting bow a strong reed drives the n^
higW up m tne pipe and a weak reed favours the opposite , thus
deterroumg the variations in the lengths of pipes of unisonous
pitch, so long an unsolved problem

Another point of some importance is also illustrated—that the
earliest harmonics In the theoretical senea may be out of tune
snth the fnndemental lien the introductory or traniitive har-

influence of the bar does not cc ii its flittenir^

other instruments mostly nnacknowledged—it is admitted to
be the case in the trumpet, which has No 5 in the series flat,

7 atiU flatter, and 9 iliarp A diapason pipe will, however,
exhibit the same in the small pipes of the higher octave, they
may be blown to imitate exactly the clash of the trumpet.
As showing the essential nature of the curve of the reed under

the Influence of the bar, it » worth notice that in the curlier
" Violone ” stops thus treated a sonara-faced bar ww fitted, but
with not so go^ cflect as when the rounded bar was adopted

;

and in the li^t of our explanation we tee why it should be 10,

for the curve could not form itself truly The best form of bar
is that given by a split pencil, the half round, with the flat

surface outward Many other points of interest will be dealt

with in another letter, on the intwor movements of vibrating air-

coinmni
The itudy of the oigan pipe ia every mood of its behavkmr

will make untoMble the ekgant fiuey of a promiscuom asiam-
blige of pulses flnttniug and cUmourlng at the Iip of the pipe,
oiMof which out of a thoutond it selecto. It ia a feir-semiAur
explanation, and nndar tba oommanding name of FroC Trttdal!

generally accMitcd, fee noUdng better had been devised in phUo.
sophy Not too strictly interprating an Ideality of m^itsakin.
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|&«ft 1« notbiii|F •dveittitkMii 1 Um pipa h a mechamim desigscd

to a piMiM (nd udiicli It , it ipeaks but aa it muit , Ultra

Periodicity of Rainfall

Jn blaaecond letter (Nature, vol x p 263) Governor Rawion
naku the following remarks —“Mr Meldmin, m hit letter

(vol viiL p. 547), wntea, that 1 have '/atfm 1846 a/tt/ tSjt at
middU maxima twrs [i>* my /Int paper I alto took 1S48],

wkenat 1K49 and 1872 areprobably more eorrect

'

Mr Meldrum
» in error aa to my having taken 184*6 os a middle maximom,
av a reference to my former letter will ahow I demur to

the diangei to 1849 and 1872 to the 6nt because, without any
suificient reason, a drv year (48 10 m ) is discarded, and a wet
year (67*88 in.) is added , and to tM second, not because it

aflects mv calcnlations, bnt because no reason is given ”

Ih reply, I beg to observe that 1846 is either a mispnnt for

18^ or that in my manuscript 6 was inadvertently written for 8
This, I submit, is evident from the nords immediately following

the mistake, namely, “ in my first letter, / also toot 1848.”

If Mr Rawson supposes, or if his remarks imply, that I made
1849 a middle maximum, to avoid the small rainfidl of Uarbadoa
in 1847 (48 10 In ) and at the same time to take advantage
of the loige fall in 1850 (67 88 in ), in order to make out a
favourable case, I lieg to say that he is entirely mistaken , for

long before 1 saw his rainfidl returns, I had mvaiubly taken

1849 ** * middle maximum vear The only instance m which
I took 1848 was, u 1 said, “m my first paper" read before the

Meteorological Society of Mauntius on Oct lOi 1872. In all

subseouent papers on the subject, including one read before the

Royal Society, 1849 was taken Righty or wrongly, therefore,

the Barbados rainfall has been snbjected to exaj^y the same
treatment m that of the British Islands, the Continent of Europe,
Indio, Amenca, &c.
Assuming a causal connection between sun spots and ramfall,

it seemed to me that the efiects, if any, would M most apparent
abeeit the times of the turning-points of the sun spot curve, and
that a comparuon of the rainfall of each maximum period of

three years with that of each minimum period of three years, for

a considerable tune and siiace, would be a preliminary test of the

hypothesis. The diificulty was to know the exact

N the rainfall for equal perioos on
d t^ monihly rainfalls, s"

* '

act epodis of
1 at the same

, I, and knew in what month the maxi
m mmimum of sun spots occurred, it would be compara

lively easy to compare the rainfalls for equal times with respect

to the epocha But there was another point to be considered,

namely, that a cause requires time to produce its effect

According to Prof Wolf (^48.6 was a maximum epoch,

whldi, 1 presume^ means that the turning jxiint occurrM in

August 1848 , the figures, however, might mean aU tenths of a
year after 18^ or August 1849.

Taking Augwt 1848 for the maximum epoch, the strict courae,

in order to place the epoch at the middle of thirty-six months,

VKM^ 1^ to give the rainfall from the 6th of February 1847, to

the 6th of February, 185a But this could not be done It was
necessary to choose a wkole year as the middle maximum year

And thereason why 1849 was chosen in preference to 1848 was,

that the object bemg to find whether the periodic changes indi

cated |m sun spots had any eflect upon ramfall, and time bemg
reqnirM for a cause to pi^uce its full eflect, there was a pre-

snmption that the maximum rainfall would take place after the

maxtmnm of sun spots^ somewhat m the way in which the

maximum diurnal temperature occurs, not at iwon, but on hour
or two after noon.

For a similar reasem 187a was taken u a middle maximum in

preference to 1871
Hils allowance of time for the supposed cause to produce its

eflect isL thoimh apparently unintentionally, made by Mr
Rawson blmaelTwhen he adopU 1844, 1856, i86(^ and 1867 as

middle years, for, according to Wolf, the epochs were 1844x1^

i8s6'a, 1860 a, and 1867 1, that is if 1 ndsUke not, early in

eaMycarj so tut nearly two of each of the three yeain,taken

come after the epoch, while only one of them pneedes it By
taking 1849, therefore, as a ml^ maximum year, we come
neaier to the oonditlons obianed with respect to the other

epochs Bian we should do by taUiqf 1848L'*

Bafoie ntooeedingtodednoeaJi^reMlts from Mr Rawsons
nhubie ‘nteport upon die RvinftdloC Barbados” ftw to

1871, with a copy of whichhe has favoured me, I would remark
that he has made apparently some oversights in his letter For
example he says, with reference to a comparison of the n ' "

at Fairfield and Halton, “but the rainfall at ht h airfield dating
.Mk ku.w. jMw* J op 1^' vmm uwOW that of lialtODk

Therefore 21*7 in. have to be added to the mmunnm average of
1843 45, which would mcrease (he above excess of 10 6 in

”

But if the mmimum average lie increased by a percentage,
would It not be well to increase also the maximum average d
1847 49 by the same percentage ? If this be done, the excess u
not altersd in the leosL

The earheit rainfall observations at Barbados given by Mr
Rawson, were those taken at Faurfield from 1843 lu 1850, after

which there n a long blank. Now, the mintill there dunng
that period gives the followiog results —

Min yesn. Ra'n I Msxyean. Run
1843-45 *637 I 1848-50 179 7

shosring sn excess of 16 inches in the maximum period

The next earliest and most complete observations are those
taken at Husbands , they commence with 1847, and Iiave been
continued without interruption. From them we get —

Mix yrara Rain
|

Hin )«n. Rn n

184^^ 1823
I

1855-5^
1859 f) >833 16a S

3656 I 3509
which gives an exeeiis of 14 7 inches on the maximum aide

The greatest number of inter-comparable observations for the
longest oeriod are those taken at the eight stations, Bmfield,

Ann’s, from 1855 to 186S
, and I find that they

m excess of 569 inches o"
*'— **- '

ran mt
I on the side of the years of

I do not think that these remits are opposed Ko the Iiypothesu

which Mr Lockver and myself have put forward As a matter
of fact, tlm nunfall of Barbados, a.s given by Mr Rawson from

whether the re „ „ „
1848 to 1849 (not for Barbados alone, w generally) are ^id
But it may be said that the rainfall of 1871-73 wu opposed

to the hypothesis I have not the rainfall for those years before
me Granting, however, that they show a very considerable
dimmution, the question arises whether the favourable resolt of
twenty six veais (1843 68) axe to be upset by the unfavourable

remits of three years (1871 73) 7 Have we not in meteorology
many such exceptions to well established laws 7

The rainfall at 2(0 stations in different parts of the world has
now been exonuned, and the results are so decidedly favourable

that It IS psmclically of no consequence whether the exjienence of
Bsrbados is for or sgainst the theory I think the more the sub*
jeet IS examined, the more clearly will the law come out but we
must be guided by facts, and not hesitate to discoid this or any
other theoiy when unsupported by facts

Mauritius, Oct 15 C Meldrum

Ice Caves
The occumnee of snow and ice in an old mine during the

month of June, mentioned by Mr J Clifton 'Ward m hu in

teicstuig jiaper in Nature, vol xi p 309—to the accurary of
the greater pait of which I can bear personal testimony has a
more exact ponDel m the AIjos than “a Swiss ilaeur, namely,

a glaalre These remarkable cavema have been fully descnbeil

by Mr G F Browne in his able and pleasant work, “Ice*

Caves of Switzeriand and France," and briefly by rnyadf

in ‘ The Alpine Regions." Since the publication of uiat book
I have seen others , and aa one of these has never, I think, been
described in any English work, I venture to take the oppur
tunity of sending you a short account of it It is in the Val
d IlereiiL a short disUnce from Evolena, on the way to the Pic

d’Arxinol, and is caBed the Pertuls Fieiss, A slip or subsidence

d part of a chff appears to have cracked the ro» and oiwned

two jobts, into one of which fiseures one can descend 1 his is

about four foel wide and generally soma four yards liigh, the floor

being a little bdow the levd of the ground outside The creylee

eonies to an end in about a doxen ywds. Against the slightly

slopi^xvaU of rock tested lome pendent sheets of ice, whoso
thickncH rawly appeared to exceed three inches, and fricgnlw

patches of tec ky about the floor The temperature cf the ate

appear^ to be a UUle above the fwexmg (unfortunatdy, I had
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not a thennometer with me) It wu a warm rammer’s day—
July 23 The ice exhibited the usual prismatic structure, but the

prisms wldom exceeded a third of an inch in diameter I was

informed that m winter it was choked up with snow The other

toute also contained ice, but as it was leu accessible, and

seemed m no wiy difiercnt fiom the former, I did not enter it

The especial interest of this case is that it affords whit I might

call the most rudimentary type of a daturt a natural ice

house tei leniihed etery winter, and perhaps someUmts enliielv

cleared out during an unusually hot summer The “ Orolto

on Monte lofana, near the Ampezzo Tass (uhich I have not

been able to visit), is, 1 expect, another of Ihu kind

St Johns College^ Cambndgo f G Bonmuy

[By a mvvpnnt “ glaaer was pnt for i f in » e in the last para

graihofMr ^ards tsjer —En ]

The Morse Code

Till Allowing mrcmonical device may be of some u*c to

young ttlegripb students and itheis, who wish ti commit the

Morse all ' I** memory Iheie is, I believe, a device em
pi yed m the Government schools but it gives one so little heli

thit I htdy jotted down the sul joined sdieme for my own m
stincti n

let (he vowels m « and also rkiii event the dots and
the rcmiining letters I the aljihvbet the lashes in the Mtrse
code (he wor 1 attached t > each letter will then expreu the

signal for that letter Ihese words must be learnt, a task

rendeied easy by their commcucuig with or contammg the letter

they ignify

lu

M /

garded os a new way of spelling Ujiji) O, and Q, present a little

difl cully, which some of your ru^ts may lessen Aa it m,
these exiti tional cases are so quickly impressed on the memoiy
that the code thus learnt can be wiitten in a surprisingly short

time, and resd soon afterwards It is hardly possible ilie plsn
here suggested can be new, yet os I have not met with anything
similar, I venture to send it to you for publication

W F Barrutt

The Miciograpbic Dictionary—Pollen Grains

fhatus are vanatde (os , ^

of Dr MubI), how is it that the figures and detcnphoni ui the
1 r oks mentioned are all alike I 1 here is no vaiiabuity hcr^ I at
w nderfol umenew both in illustrations and letter preu
As the accuracy of my hrrt simple observation has been called

in qibstion I will add another In the " Micrographic Dic-
tionary PI ja, 1 ig 28, u given the pollen <f iam-hux pains
iiu ihis I ke that of the Miraulns, is totally wrung, the reticu
lation IS by no means coireci, and the aburdaut spines with
which ih 8 I

ollen gram is clad (so common in the Cumposit-e)
are totally omitted Now, on turning to the Rev J O Wood a
book, PI 3i 1) >e 24t tins erroneoua figure is reproduced with

‘ euculahon and no spmes, and on reUmng to
"

OC/X ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
C AND C* Rrncuu —These stars of about the sixth

.magnitude appear to offer a similar instance of large and
^^ly equable proper motion to the well known one

afforded by 36 Ophiuchi and 30 Seoipu, which waa first

pomted out by Bessel m the " fundamenta AstronomuB,”

If we compare Lacaihe’s potiUons (takmg them from the

reduced catalogue publisaed by the Bntiih Asiociatioii)

with those given by the late Ca^ Jacob from the Madras
observations 1853 S7f we find with the Pulkora preces-

Secular Proper Motion Ducctun of
Ni>D Arcofgvat mption

+ 237 S - 74 9 130 3

+ 338 7 - 79 6 133 f

S4>
53“ 4

The mlroduction of Brisbane’s places would only

modify the above figures m a tnfling degree

When competent observers in the southern hemisphere
arc provided with hchometers for research <m stellar

aarollmt, there will be no lack of objects to occupy their

pttenuon, and we may expect most important resuUs from
•uch mvesugations

The Binarv Star i; CtssioPEiT —We may very soon

be able to moke a fair approximation to the orbit of this

double sUr, and so, with Mr Otto Struve’s value for the

annual par^lax, form some idea of the real dimensions
and mass of the system, as is already the case with a
Centaun and 70 Opnmeht An orbit given by Mr Powell,

of Madras, in vol xxi of Monthly Notices, R. A. S , u pro-

bably vitiated by typographical error or errors Struve’s

parallax IS o 134 ±0 045

Thi- Binary SrAR n Centauri —According to Mr
Powell’s last elements, which are founded on measures
up to 1870 inclusive, the components, at the present time,

ore nearly at their nummum apparent distance (i 3), and
the angle of position it advancmg at the rate of 10”

monthly It may be hoped this ime object is rcceivmg
due mention from astronomers in the southern hemi-
sphere at this critical period of the revolution There
would appear to be no probability of such difficulties

attendmg observations at the passage of the pen astron

as those presented by y Virginis in i«6, so far at least as
con be judged from the measures to 1870

Red Stars—^Amongst the red stars notified by the
late M Chacornac, is one which he estimated between
the seventh and eighth magnitude, and of which he sayu,
“ dcUt terne et nebulcuse The position assigned iden-
tifies the star with No 1173 of Rumkets Catalogue,
whence for the commencement of the present year its

ngbt ascension is 4b i6m i6s, and polar distance
67” 19 7 Rumkei colls it a sixth magnitude, and Arge
lander (Durcbmuslerung) an eighth Although diilerent
ryes will not always agree m estimations of tagbtnesi of
the ruddy stars, there appears here to be a suspicion of
vanable light Another of Chocornoc’s isolated r^ stars
be himself mdicates as variable It is OeUxen 31356,
called 6 mag by Lalande (No 4141:3), 5 6 by Argelander,

5 in the Washit^on Zone, 1848, July 34 , while Chacornac
remark^ "sometimes brighter and sometimes famter than
a star of the seventh magnitude near it, which is probably
Oelucn 31386 Position for 1875, RA 2ih. 17m cs ,

P D . Ill 32 7 Neither of these stars is m Schjellenip’t
Catalogue, but that hst is very far from being a com-
plete one

Encke s Comi 1 —The extreme feintness of this epmet
at the present appearance u attractmg the attention of
astronomers who have had most experience the arcum-
sunccs of iirevious returns Lost week we quoted the
remark of M. Stdphan on this subject, and we learn fiem
him ^t he was nsmg a newly pohshed mirror in the
neat Toucault telescope of the Observatory of Maryaiw
In 1868 and 1871 the comet’s appearance was very sumlar
to what It had been in previoua yean under anakigoiia
condiuons. In discowing the probi^lity of any mt
change in the comet’s consbtutwn, it may, howem, be
well to boar m mmd that m the year 1843, when tte pbrt-
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helion passage occurred on the same day of Apnl, Enckc
was very doubtful of the comet being visible at all in this

heminhere, and had contented himself with transmitting

an rahemens to Greenwich, to be passed on to the Cape
of Good Hope It was only after Dr Galle had detected

with the Berlin reiinctor/ on the evening of February 8,

a very faint nebulosity within 3 of the predicted position

of the comet, that Encke communicated the cpnemeris
to (he Aslronomtscke NacknikUn (see No 443) In

1843, on March 33, the comet was seen ‘ distinctly in the

twilight, with the moon shimng brightly ” At the begin
ning of the second week m April the condensation of

light was very great, and a fine bright point was re

marked it was not seen in 1* urope after the 9th of this

month

B1 ARINU or MUTLOROIOCICAL RFCORD’i
ON A SUPPOSED CHANGE 01 CUMATE
IN liCOTLAND*

I
I IS a belief very generally entertained that the climate

of Scotland has undergone considerable change in

recent years, the summers being less hot and the winters

less severe than they used to be This idea was advocated

by Mr M‘Nab m his presidential address to the Edin
bureh Botanical Soaety in November 1873, the facts

adduced in support of it referring solely to vegeta

tion In this pa^r the question is examined exclusively

from a meteorological point of view, and the examina
tion is confined to monthly mean temperatures.

The following are the records which have been made
use of — i Monthly mean temperatures from observa-

tions made at Gordon Castle, Banffshire, from July 1781

to November 1837 , a The monthly temperatures given

in Forbes climate of Edinburgh (Trans Roy Soc F dm

,

vol xxii p 335) , 3 Observations made at Dollar from

1836 to 1856, and from 1861 to 1874 , and 4. Observations

made at tlgin from 1855 to 1874 The mean tern

peratures of the months and the year were calculated for

each of these four senes of observations for the interval

embraced by each, and then the differences of each

months mean temperature from the general mean for

that month and station were set down in a table Since

the time over which each of these senes of observauons

extended was rufficiently long to give a very close

approximation to the true mean for the hour of observa

tion and exposure of the thermometers and since the

separate months were only compared with the means for

that place, the table may be regarded as representing

very closely the monthly vartattons which have occurred

in the temperature of S<:otl md dunng the past ninety four

rrs. It may be noted that the observations were made
two distncts, vw

,
Gordon Castle and Elgin in the

north, and Edmburgn, Dunfermline, md Dollar in the

south
The variations of each year, and of each month of

each year, were then projected in curves, showing gr-iphi

cally the fluctuations which have occurred dunng this

long penod The coldest year was 1783, being 3” 3
under the average, the deficiency of May of that year

bring 6°
7, and August 5° 9, then follow 1799 1816,

being 3" 3 , 1838, bemg a" o ,
and i860, being a" 4undcrthe

avenge The two warmest years were 1794 t*4b,

the excess being respectively a” 7 and 3" 9 Dunng the

nine yean from 1787 to 1705, the temperature was gene

felly above the average , the mean annual excess of the

nine years being i^'S For the next quarter of a century

tempe^ures were generally under the average From
this period to the present time there have occurred five

flactuatioDS in the annual temperature above and below

the average, differing in amplitude and duration, but

giving no indication of a steady permanent change either

way Exceptionally warm ana exceptionally cold months

* AUotsx of * taiier rood al Um G«a«nl Mtitlog of th« Scoitnh Maloo
Society on loUi Fair

are distributed over the period m such a manner as to
show that substantially no permanent change has tadeen
place in the temperature of any of the months

Since, however, the eye may not be able easily to detect
any steady rise or fall that may be going on owing to
the sharply serrated character of the curves, other
averages were calculated on the method of taking as the
average of say, January 1784, not the average of that
year, but the average of the five years 1782, 1783, 1784,
1 785,and 1 786 AU the averages were dealt withm this way,
and the results projected in a set of thirteen new curves
From these conseaitivc five years averages, it is seen
that mild Decembers prevailed from 1787 to 1797,
from 1832 to 1S45, and from 1862 to 1867 md cold
Decembers from 179S to 1821, from 1846 to 1861, md
from 1868 to the present time It may be noted that m
1821 the remark mij^ht ha\c been made from the previous
forty jears observations, that the character of Christmas
weather had undergone a great change, the Christmases
of the latter part of the period being generally much more
severe , and again, in 1 843, looking at the long penod of
forty seven years, beginning with 1796, it might have been
said that the old fashioned Christmas weather had almost
ceased to occur in the latter half of this long period, and
that the climate had undergone some great permanent
change Now, while both would have been right as to

the facts (whether these facts were based on numerical data
or on recollections), both would have been wrong in in-

ferring a permanent change, even though the inference was
based on the observations of half a century Looking,
howeier, at the ninety four years period, we can only con
elude that the weather of December, as regards tempera-
ture, IS subject to large fluctuations, which differ both m
intensity and duration, and that there is no tendency to a
permanent increase or decrease
One of the most interesting features of the curves is

the similanty existing among them inter se J he curves
for August and September closely resemble each other, as
also do those for November and December, while that for

October combines the main fralmes of the two sets The,

curve for January combines the mam features of the
curves for November and December on the one hand
and February and March on Uic other, and so on with
the other months
The general result of the inquiry then is, that though

large annual fluctuations of temiierature have occurred,

yet the warm and the cold cycles, extending over longer

01 shorter periods, arc so distributed over these long

intervals as to give no indication that there has been any
tendency towa^s a steady increase or decrease in the

temperature, or that any permanent change lias taken
place m the climate of Scotland And smee the same
remark apphes with equal force to the observations of the

separate months, it follows that meteorological records ^ive

no countenance to the idea of a pennment change having
occurred m the climate of Scotland either as regards

summer heat or winter cold It may be added that

dunng the past seven years the temperature of July has

been above its avenge respectively 2“ 8, 1“ 7,
2° o, o” 2,

1“ 7,
1® o, and r 8, and that of Decen&ber, as compared

with Its average + 1“ S - 4® 3, - 5“6, - 1 i, - o'’ 8, -J-

3® 4, and — 7° 4 , results quite in the opposite direction of

the popularly entertained belief that the suminers arc

colder and the winten milder than formerly

Aikxandiir Bui hiv

NATURAl PHENOMENA IN SOUTH
AMERICA *

npHE following notes may, I hope, possess some

interest for the readers of NAiuRt Ihcy were

made during an expedition which took place last

• Nolo* of Mini obKn’ation* maJe by « ItkRrapbuil diinng a cable-

liyinp exprdmoa fcoin PAf&to ( a)enn6
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•ummer, when a cable, dcaigncd for the Companjrby Sir

William Thomion and Prof Flecmine Tenkin, and
manufactured by Messrs Hooper, was laid by the large

new telegraph ship Hooptr between Park and Cayenne

on the coast of South America.

I Aspects of the Forests-^Unconsetous Action of the

Sensonum.—One of the lint things which strikes a Mr-
son at anchor in the Park River is the increased clear-

ness with which he can distinguish the details of the

distant forest on the nveris bumlcs aAer he has repeatedly,

but It may be unconsciously, looked at it At first the forest

presents the appearance of a vague dark men wall

uprising from the bnmming yellow flood of the nven
but by and by the eye clearly traces boughs, shapes, and
even differences of tint in the foliage, which before had
entirely escaped its observation It seems, indeed, as if

It were true sensitively as well as intellectually, of the eye

as well as of the imagmation, that “ the ofteoer we looked

at thmgs the more we saw m them " It seems as if,

withm certam limits, the image of an object became
more distinct in our consciousness the ouener it im
pressed itself on the retina, or that our perception became,
unconsciously to us, more acute the oftener it was exer-

cised upon the same object This appears to be true

also of the other smses , for example, a chemist has to

smell or taste some time before he can discriminate the

mgredicnts of a mixture, md the peculiar cnes of the

street vendor in tune b^ome mtelligible to us without

any apparent effort on our part

Withm the forests the absence of grass is at once
noticeable The only plant, indeed, resembling grass, is

an orchid which grows as if it had been merely tossed up
into the trees It is very hke that sharp-edged sword-
bladed grass so troublesome to the farmer and difficult to

eradicate from his field The absence of gnus may be
attributed to the mat evaporation and non retentiveness

of the soil, or to the deep Made of the thick underwood
In the vicinity of Park I noticed two trees of different

species so entirely locked together as to have one common
trunk for seventy or eighty feet of altitude Near Lake
George, m North America, there is, I beheve, a similar

phenomenon, of which the ^ide^ who points it out,

wisely remarks, “Whom Crod hath joined, let no man put
asunder'

a rhuHderstornts—Another thing which cannot fail

to “ strike a stranger” is the prevalence of lightning^at

Park. There 1$ a display usu^y every afternoon Tlie

locality seems to he between that city and the month of

the nver Thunder is rarely audible, ^e flashes are large

and of a flame colour, and proceed out of widespreadmg
dark clouds It was my good fortune to witness a rain

and thunder storm on a large scale there At every flash

a bluish glare suddenly illumined the broad nver even to

the opposite shore, the flooded streets, the piles of build-

ings, and the shipping so distinctly that each rope and
spar might have bimn numbered The flashes succeeded
each other with marvellous rapidity, but were not in eveiy
case accompanied by audible thunder

3 Flying Ftsh,“Portuguese men tf/witr,”andsomeother
floaters, were seen most frequently m the morning Tlie
Portuguese man of war is then very difficult to distinguish
amidst the general unrest of the slate coloured waves.
He IS usually found solitary, or with a single companion,
in the fleet to which he belongs I ww surprised to find
that the larger ones were, however, frequently accom
panied by a school of little fishes hke sardines, winch
twinkled around them in the water like so many attendant
sprites. Their object m being there was doubtless to get
food, but how this is done it is difficult to know
The flying fish were sometimes extremely numerous.

They turned both horizontal and upward vertical curves
in the air dunng their short flight, which resembles that
of a mud lark It seemed to me thit they vibrated their
wings rapidly on first starting, so as to assist them to gam
a sufficient height, after which they simply skimmed till

they touched water again and gave themselves a fresh
impulse Their wing power is certamly, as yet, unable to
sustain flight, although it is capable of assisting and
divertmg it

4, A Barracouta—In the River Park estuary a fine
lusty Barraconto leaped from the water into the ship, a
hdght of ten or twelve feet, nearly striking our chief
engmeer in the face He caught it The back was
beautifully chased with dark green, Wue, and gold , the^ and beUy w»tb.,P^er green, blue, and gold , and
three roars of inetallic lookmg sMts were ranged along
the sides like flakes of citrate of iron and quinine It
had a tingle row of sharp triangular teeth in each jaw

5 Phosphorescence—This phenomenon was sometimes
very beautiful It owes its appearance, perhaps, not so
much to conditions of atmosphere, &c as to prevalence
of the creatures which give nse to it We remarked the
boundaries of a thick colony of them as clearly defined
amongst the surrounding population as land is fttan
sea on a nu^ The usual amearance of this phospho-
rescence and of the fl ght of flying fish are accurately
described by the Rev i.anon Kingsley m “ At Last

"

6 it Roque Cm rent—'We found the speed of this
current to be as much as four knots an hour some^es,
mstead of two and two-and a half as marked on the
charU In lat s'* 42 N, long 48® 15 \V we found it

skirting the edge of the fringing reef, and so well defined
from the rest of the ocean, that m crossmg it the ship
was half in current water and half In ocean, and the
agitation at the line of dcmarcauon could be seen for
miles At the surface we found its temperature to be
8a® F ,

and at the bottom, 1 50 ftithoms <Mp, we found
the temperature only 59° F

7 Ltve Speametu —Off the mouth of the Amazon we
had occasion to pick np some cable which had bken sub-
merged a httle over a month. In the vicinity of the
hgbtship, among the sandy shoals of the River Park
estuary, the cable was completely encrusted with tiny
barnacles Beyond this, and further out at sea, it

up covered with submarine vegeution, crabs, and shdls
of carious dcscnptioa Among the latter were a piqk«
semi transparent Leda, with onyx hke streaks of white /
and a nummulite The seaweeds were hi great vafiditj
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dii^iDff to the cable, sometimes in thick groves of red
end yellow algae, slender, transparent, feathery grasses,

ted. Slimy fiicoldb, and tufts of amethyst moss We
found branching coral plants, upwards of a foot in height
growing on to the coble, the soft skeleton being covered
with a fleshy skin, generally of a deep orange colour

Sometimes a spon^ was found attached to the roots of
these corals, and delicate calcareous structures of varied
tints encrusted the stems of all these plan^ and served
to ornament as well as strengthen them. Parasitic

life seems to be as nfe under these waters as it is on
these shores Many star fishes, zoophytes, and curious
crabs were likewise pulled m, clingmg to the cable The

|

latter were frequently completely overgrown with the indi

genous vegetation ofthebottom,or ofthe colour of the sand I

there, and so were scarcely distinguishable from it Others,
|

rdthough not so coveted, were found to have the same
tints as the vegetation they mhabited, and even m struc-

ture resembled the latter somewhat Others, again, were
perfectly or partially transparent , and one most beauti ,

till creature, perhaps new to science, united singularly
]

enough in its person several prevailing colours of the
bottom Its slender limbs IFig i), like jointed fila

ments of glass, were stained here and there of a deep
topaz brown (a) Its pointed snout {i) was of a deep
scarlet , its tnangular body U) of a light yellow , its eyes
were green, and its tiny hands (<f) an amethyst blue

Another very active crab or water beetle was also

picked up It was quite transparent, and had bright

green hi^y convex eyes (hig 2)

Another creature (Fig 3) of quite a diflcrent descrip-

tion was also picked up It was more like a water spider

than anythmg else Its transparent hau: like limbs were
dappled with dull green, and it seemed a mere skeleton

framework made to carry a small white sac containing

entrails, which was slung underneath. These three dis-

tmguished specimens were entirely free from parasitic

weeds, and were the only ones of their kind oWrved
Many crabs (Fig 4) generally resembling Fig i in shape

but altogether ruder in form were found in plenty all

with moss in Uic manner shown While lookmg
at Aese frail organisms, one was forced to conclude that

there must sure^ be little disturbance in their habitats

The temperature varied from 79® h m the deeper water

to 83° F in the shallower The cable was most thickly

encrusted with vogeution m depths of thirty to forty

fkthoms, and there was a very sensible falling off when
the depth reached sixty fathoms, and the water became
alter and more free from silt

The specimens. Figs i and 2, were found in water of

thirty and forty fathoms respecUvely, about lat o’ 55 N

,

tong 48* 8' W, off the coast of Marajo, or Joannes

Itlfliu}.

The speamens. Figs 3 and 4, were found in wato of

wdyfimoms, sucre miles off the coast, about lata s^N
The few nnluciqt waifs observed of the many wh^

came up are at least sufficient to bint at the wonderful

tenere of submarine life thtire mA be m the htunl

stjrtf of these t^ons, which ere witU worthy of heioff

examined by naturahsts and picking up cables snggeits
a novel way of dredging for them.

8 Fishes Bites — The cause of our picking up opera
tions IS in itself worthy of remark We found that the
cable had been bitten in several places by fishes powerful
enough to displace the iron sneathing and pierce the
cable to the core with their teeth pieces of which ac
found sticking in the bitten places. There is reason to
believe that the electric current had given them a shock
and caused them to quit their morsel rather hastily The
bites were all located in the cable off the UelU of the
Amazon and had undoubtedly taken place when the cable
was freshly laid and before it was rendered inconspicuous
and unattractive by the submarine fauna and flora.

J Munro

Tffr DIR MIVOIIA M COILFUL OF SCICNCL

SOME months ago we intimated that Sir Josnli Mason
had set aside a munificent sum of money wherewith

to erect and endow a College of Science in Ilirmmgham
On Tuesday last, his eightieth birthday, the donor laid the
foundation stone of the building in presence of a large

gathering, composed of representatives of various public
bodies.

We have already given some details of Sir Josnh
Mason s schtmt, which ippcars to us cxceedinj ly judicious,

libera] and comprehensive The entire sum to be spent
by the wise and generous founder will amount to upwards
of loooool, of which 65 000/ will be reserved for endow
ment The plan of educ vtion comprises courses of m
struction in mathematics, abstract and applied physics
both mathematical and experimental chemistry, theo
retical practical and applira the natural sciences espc
cially geology and mineralogy with their apphcation to
mmes and mclalhirgy

, botany and geolegy vith special

application to manufactures physiology, with special
reference to the laws ofhealth and the English P rcnch,
and German languages The course of study may also,

m the discretion of the trustees, include such other sub-
jects of instruction as will conduce to a sound jiractical

knowledge of scientific subjects, excluding mere literary

education It is provided that popular or unsystemati''
instruction may be given gratuitously or by fees in

the discretion of the trustees, and shall be open
to all persons without distinction of age, class, creed,

rare or sex Theology and theological or religious

subjects arc absolutely excluded from the curriculum
Students must be between the ages of fourteen and twenty
five and must pass such prehmin iry examination as the

trustees may direct In exceptional cases students above
twenty five will be admitted but these must not exceed

the proportion of one to ten The founder has decided
that a certain proportion must be selected on grounds
which are reasonable and not too narrow The
original trustees are Mr W C Aitken, Mr J.
Thackray Bunce Dr Gibbs Blake Dr Hcsiop Mr
G J Johnson and Mr George Shaw, and tlie Town
Council of Birmmgham is empowered to appoint

five additional trustees liter the death of the founder

The buildmg which is in the early pointed style, from
designs by Mr J A Cossins, architect, of Birmingham,
will occupy an area of about an acre, with frontages ou
either side of 149 feet and 127 feet respectively, in the

immediate vicinity of the Town Hall, the Midland Insti

tute, and the new municipal buildmgs
After the ceremony of laying the foundation stone, a

meeting was held m the Queemt Hotel, at which, among
others, Mr John Bright was present, and paid a deserved

tribute to the far seeing liberty of the founder of the

College Sir Joslah Mason himself, in an address marked

by modeiaUon and great sagacity, gave a simple accoimt

01 bu Own career, in which he hw amassed a fortune m
patiret Itfiustry, and sptflee with great emphasis of the
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difficulties which he and his contemporaries had to en-

counter in their youth from the want of any means of

carrying on their education, especially m science, during

the intervals they had to spare from work The aims

which he has in view in foundmg the College may be
gathered from the following extract from his address —

“ Whatever is necessary for the improvement of scien-

tific industry and for the cultivation of art, especially as
^

applied to manufactures, the trustees will be able to

teach , they may also, by a provision subsequent to the
j

original deed, afford facilities for medical instruction

,

ana they are authorised, and indeed enjomed, to revise

the scheme of instruction from time to time, so as to

adapt It to the requirements of the district in future years,

as well as at the present time It is not my desire to set

up an institution in rivalry of any now existing , but to

provide the means of carrymg further and completmg
the teaching now given in other scientific institutions and
in the evening classes now so numerous in the town and
Its neighbourhood, and especially in connection with the

Midland Institute, which has already conferred so much
benefit upon large numbers of students,nndwhicb I am glad

to sec represented here to day My wish is, in short, to give

ail classes in Birmingham, m Kidderminster, and in the

distnct generally, the means of carrying on, in the capiUl

of the Midland district, their scientific studies as com
pletcly and thoroughly as they can be prosecuted in the

great science schools of this country and the Continent

,

for 1 am persuaded that m this way alone—by the

acquirement of sound, extensive, and practical scientific

knowledge—can England hope to maintain her position

as the chief manufacturing centre of the world I have
great and I believe well founded hope for the future of

this foundation I look forward to its class rooms and
lecture halls being filled with a succession of earnest and
intelligent students, willing to learn not only ill that can
^ taught, but in their turn to communicate their know
ledge to others, and to apply it to useful purposes for the

b^eflt of the community "

Thus it will be seen that Sir Joseph Mison’s design

has ^en conceived m a spirit of true wisdom
,

he
perceives that the prosperity of Birmingham, like the

prosperity of the country at large, depends upon the

extent to which every branch of history is founded upon
a broad and deep scientific basis. He evidently docs not
mlend that his institution will become a mere “ Tech
meal” College We should think that the trustees will

carry out the design and wishes of the founder if they aim
to make the Mason College do for Birmingham what the
Owens College is doing for Manchester Moreover, we
hope that as m the case of Manchester other endowments
wiU be added to that of the wise and generous founder,

and that thus the trustees will be able ultimately to cany
out his ideas to their fullest development. Meantime all

who have the cause of saentific education at heart, all

who wish for the highest prospenty of the country, will

feel warm gratitude to and admiration for Sir Joseph
Mason, a true benefactor to Birmingham, to England,
and to Science

JVOTES
We can only, this week, expren our regret—a regret whldi is

uniTenal—St the death of Sir Charles Lyell, Bart
, F R S ,

which took place on Monday last Sir Ouiles wm bom on
Nov 14, i797i so that he was nearly 78 years of age Web^
to give an oUtnaiy notice in our next tmmber

Wx regret to aanoance the death, on Feb. 17, of the cele-

hnted astfODomer, Prof F W August Aigebuider, at Bonn.
He was bom at Memd on Mardi asad, 1790, and began his

studies at the Uafroslty of Xhaigsberg, where ha soon became
a Staloui pupil of Based, and in iSeo Ua official amitant at

the Obaervatory Three years later, he followed a call to Abo
(Finland), and bis prmcipal occupation there was the observation

of fixed stars showing large proper motkma These observe

tions were continued at Heliingfori, where he settled in 183a

He succeeded m pointing out nearly 400 fixed stars, whldi in

the time from 1755 until 1830 have moved over more than

fifteen seconds m the direction towards the constellstion of

Hercules. In 1837, when his pamphlet " On the Motion of the

Solar System ’ hod appeared, he received on invitation from the

University at Bonn, where an observatory was being built, which

was completed in 1845 Here he contmued his studies most

energetically, and particularly investigated the variable stars. In

his “ Ursnomttns hr gave excellent determinatimis of star-mag-

nitudes. His celestial alias, which was only completed a httle

while ago, compnsca all stars from the first to the tenth mag-

nitude, it It entirely bated on his own determinatioiui of

position, and deadedly ranks amongst the best works of the

kind

An important tdegram was received by the French Aca
demy of Sciences, at its sittting of the 22ud February, from

M Mouchez, the liead of the St Paul Transit Station It u
sard that the observation of internal contacts was perfectly sue

cessful The external contacts were rot good, owing to donds,

the weather having been bad for three montha. Numerona

photographa have been taken A steamer had left St Paul for

CheiboDig, bringing the detailed results of the observations

At the ssme sitting M Dumss announced that the Academy
had received, almost at the same moment, two different parcels

sent by two difierent ships, both consistmg of documents sent by

Cspt Fleunais, the head of the I ckm Transit 1 xpedition

These parcels, having Iieen sealed, will not be opened for some
lime to come

The following quaint extract from the May 31,

1769, will no doubt have some interest for onr readers at the

present time — The Pransit of Venus over the sun u a pheno-

menon whereby the utronomers can determine tbo distance of

the sun from the earth, and the dimensions of the whole solar

system, more accurately than by any other method Snch a

transit will be visible near I ondon on Saturday afternoon, June 3,

a little alter seven o clock, if the weather be fair and never more
for this age nor perhaps for many ages to come, will snch a
phenomenon be seen in this quarter of the w urld The cunons,

both ladies and gentlemen, who are desirous of being entertained

with a sight of this phenomenon, may have the best situation for

that purpose, with the assistance ol proper persons and tele

scopes, at Mr Lightfoot s, at Henmark Hall, on Camberwell

lliU, ui the rood towards Dulwich, where the best oi accommo-
dations snd wines may be had

An official intimation has been received from Dr Nen-
mayer confirming the announcement, as regards the Deutsche

bcewarte at Hamburg, contained in the Ttmet telegram noticed

in our last number It appears that the Government have pur-

chased Herr v Ftceden s interest in the cilabllsbment, and that

hchts no longer any connection with it It does n6t yet appear

what is the relstion of the Uydiographic Office at,Berlin, of
which Dr Neumayer is chief, to the Dcntsche Seewarte, which is

also under him.

A Society has been formed in CalcoUa for obtaining ipeetio-

soopie observations of the son

We are mndi gratified to bear that the ComniUM of
the Chetier Society of Natural Science reoommaad for the
consideration of the members that a permanent nenioefal

to the lateCaaon Kingsley, their founder and prestdem, be
estahUibed The memorial proposed and rcooeamaaded fa (I)

Tbat a ScboIanUp (iiichidiBg a medal), te be called
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Kinglk^f Mcmoiul,” be founded for the enconregement of

Ketural Sdenee, to be o^en to reudents end studeoti within

the dutrict embraced by tte society, subject to such ragnlstione 1

U msy be hereafter agreed upon 2 That if a sufhcient flind

be nh«d, a medal may from time to time be given by the

Chester Society of Natural Science, for original research within

the district of the aforesaid society, and that the medal be called

"The Kingsley Memorial Medab”

Wl are glad to see from the report of the Syndicate appointed

by the Senate of Cambridge l
University to organise and super-

intend counes of lectures and classes at a limited number of

populous centres, that the scheme is worliing well and is em
bracing a rapidly widening area. In the first term of 1873-4, the

nninber of towns which took advantage of the scheme was three—

Nottingham, Derby, and I,elcester This number increased to

seven in the fbilowing term, and to twelve in the first term of

1874 5 During the present term lectures and classes are being

earned on m the foUosAng sixteen coitres - Nottingham, Derby,

Leicester, Lincoln, Chesterfield, ra the Midland district Leeds,

Bradford, Keigliley, Halifax, Sheffield, in the Yorkshire dit

trict, Stoke on Trent, Hanley, Burtlem, Newcastle-under-Lyme,

in the South Staffor^hire distnet , Liverpool and Birkenhead

in the Liverpool district The subjects on which the lecturers

are giving instruction during the present term are Tolitical Fco

nomy, English Constitutional History, Fnglish Literature, Logic,

Fhysical Geography, Geology, Astronomy, Physical Optics and

Spectrum Analysis. A course of lectures is generally concluded

in one term, though occasionally it extends over a longer period

The terra’s course comprises the debvety of twelve weekly lee

tntea and the holding of twelve weekly classes. During the

present term the number of lecturers employed is thirteen , the

total number of pupils attending the courses is about 3, 500 , and

the sum payable to the University for the teaching, examination,

and certificates u 1,150/ The Syndicate recommend the adop-

tion of a atandmg Syndicate for the oigamsation and supermten

deuce of the lectures A gentleman in Nottingham hai offered the

inm of 10,000/ , to be placed In the handa of trustees, towards

tbe furtherance of this object in that town, provided the Corpora

tion of Nottuigfaam will yrcct buildings for the accommodation of

the University lecturers, to the sabsfaciion of the Sj-ndicale of the

University of Cambridge

A SMtES of (Davis) Lectures upon zoological subjecU will be

g^ven in tbe New l.ectnre Room, in the Aiological Soaety’s

Gardens, Regent’s Park, onThutii^yi, at 5 r m , oAer Easter —
AprQ 15, "Monkeys and their Distribution," by Dr. F L
Sdater, F R S , Aptfl 22, “ Sea lions,’’ by J W Clark,

M A. , April 29, " Seals and the Walrus,' by J W Clark,

M A. , May 6,
" Deer and their Allies’’ by Prof Garrod ,

May 13, “ Sheep, Oxen, and Antelopes, ’ by Prof Garrod

,

May ay, " Camels and I lamas,’’ by Prof Garrod
, June 3,

"Elephants," by Prof Flower, F R.S , June 10, ‘ Kangaroos, ’

by Plot Mivart, 1 Rb , June 17, "Pheasants and their

Allies," by Dr P L- Sclater, F R S , June 24, " The Ixico

motion of Animals,’’ by Dr Pye Snuth The lectures will be

iree to Fellows oi the Soaety and their Inends, and to other

visitors to the Gardens.

WiiilAX Parkinson Wilson, Professor of Mathematics at

the Melbourne University, died suddenly on Dec. ii He was

Senior Wrangler In 1847, and a Fellow of St John’s, Cambridge,

and arrived in the coloDy in 1855 as a membn of the first pro-

fcsiortil sUffof the Univeraity, which he hu sealously served

trdrahice. The Fiofciaor was everywhere respected. He was,

the Ttma GOtrespondent states, at the head of all scientific

apvementsi devoting himsdf epergebcally to anything which

{WHniied to promote the inteliectnal prpgress of the colony.

The fdeetkm of his tiuiettsor «t the Vidvcrsity is entrusted to

Ad«n% of Cambridge,

A MUNIFICENT gift has lieen made to Melbonrne University
Mr Samuel Wilson, of Frciidoun, who recently gave r,ioo/
to the AccUmatisnUon Society, has sent 30,000/ to the
cellor, intended for the erection of a hall, but free of condition
and to be otherwise applied if the authorities think fiL

The Khedive has instructed Dr Schwemfurth to organise an
African Geographical Society m Egypt

A GRANT of 50/ has been made from the Worte Travelling

Scholars’ Fund (Cambridge) to Arthur Marshall, B A , of SL
John s, to enable him to visit Naples for the purpose M using

Dr Dohrn’s zoological station and making researches m natural

history, with the understanding that he* send specimens to the

University, accompanied by reparta

Alpha Fibre, or Fjiparto Grass (iWiirinviAw fttuuutim*,

Kth.), tbe closely compressed bundles of which are so fanultar

to us either in stack at whorvea or in baigcs on the Thames^ m
course of transit to the vanous paper mills, has createil more
than usnal interest of late, owing to the report that the supply

was becoming exhausted In contradiction to thu it u latisiac

tory to note, on the authority of Col Playfair, the Consul
General at Algiers, that enormous tracts of land on the high
plateaus in 'all the provmces of Algeria are covereil with the

plant Thus, in the province of Algiers it covers an area of about

2,500,000 acres. In the province of Uron the eatent ofthe Alpha
growth is'ahnost unlunited. In the circle of Daia it u ilatcd to

cover a space oi about 900,000 acres, while in the subdivision of

Mascara there is an immense field ior its exploration In the

several divisions of the province of Constantine it is estimated

that a total of about 570,000 acres are under growth of this sub
stance These figures done show an aggregate of some 3,970,000
acres of Esparto known to exist m Algeria. The difficulty,

however, is m the want of proper roads or easy means of tnns
jiott by which the material could be brought to the sea or a rail

way itotion. Col Playfair says that practically there is no limit

to the supply of Alpha procurable from Algiers , all that is

required is the establishment of railway communication, and the

Government of the colony is prepared to sanction the construe

tion of linea, either by French or foreign capitalists, on the moit
liberal terma ‘'cvernl companies have been formed for the pur

chase and exportation of this fibre, which is becoming more
sought for in proportion to the mcreasing demand for paper

Hie Algenan auffionbes are quite ohve to the necessity of
encouraging all such commercial enterprises as may tend to

develop thu important branch of commerce

In a communication to the Iharmaast (Chicago) for last month,

Mr H H Babcock says he is convinced that Qfnfet/mm sptc

t jbt/t and C fnbtsems ore capable of producing poisonous effects,

on himself at least, similar to those caused by A/iwr loxicodtit fron

He bases thu statement upon the fact of his having experienced

siichsymptomsafter gatheringtheplantsm question several seasoiu

in succession. It seems acarctly possible that these plants, which

Iiave long been m cultivation in this country, jioiacsi the noxums

properties attnbntcd to them , the general propertici of the

famiiy to which they belong are so different However, one

direct experiment might settle the question.

Dr Alleyns Nicholson, Professor of Biology in the Col

lege of Physical Science in Newcastle npon-Tyne, has been

offered and accepted the chair of Natural History in the Umver

sityofSt Andrew’s.

Prof Gatb repmts continued progress in his geological and

ethnological survey of the Talamonca dutnet m Costa Rico. It

may be remembered that ProC Gabb was invited several years

ago, by the Government of Costa Rica, to take charge of an

inveitigatiea into the reaonrees of tbe country, and certain

lepocta 4' his ofietatioiu from tinu. to time have sliown very
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MtUaetoty progreu He hM now tocomplnbed the Takmenca

tunrey, ud will probably extend bix lexeutbet into otber ports

of the country, ]»rticularly that bordering upon the Pacific coast,

his prerioiu explorabuns having been confined to the Atlantic

slope With only four ssritfants besMei Indian labourers, FroC

Gobb bos surveyed the entire tract, of about 3,000 square miles,

from the borders of civilisation on the north to the borders of

Panama, and from the Atlantic to the crest of the Cordilleras

,

and this he has mapped out more accurately than onyother equal

area of Costo Rica has been surveyed, not excepting the section

where the towns ore dtuoted. Ho olro gives reliable infiwma

tlon and statistics about on agricultural country sufficiently laige,

fertile, and healthful to support the entire population of Costa

Rica, but which as yet contoms only 1,226 Indians and twdve

foreigners, of whom only one is white It is srotered by one

river, which is navigable throughout the year, and which teaches

within thirty miles of the most remote pcotien of a country volu

able for agnculluiol purposes. In addition to the survey proper

os referred to, mformation has been gathered in regard to the

mineral resources of the region and its animal and vegetable life,

immense cidlections of both, as previously stated, having been

sent to the Smithsonian Institution for idenlificatian. Among

the number are one hundred speamens of monkeys alone, while

the otber mammals, birds, &c., are in due proportion The

exbsiifitive inquiries prosecuted into the ethnok^ of the country

have resulted in vwy'nch collections, which have hkewlta been

forwarded to Wostungton. Numerous vocabularies, with several

dialects, have also been obtained, which offer much of promise

to the philologist It is greatly to be hoped that Prof Gabb’s

inquiries may be contmucd, with Costa Rica as a base, until

they include the whole of the unknown portions of Central

America.

Tub Kolnutht of Feb. 10 gives on account of Prof

llobm’s (Dorpat) researches on revival after coses of poisoning

He succeeded in reviving cats which hod been poisoned by

injection of potash salts into their veins, after forty minutes

duration of a state which was in no way different from actual

death, the action of the heart and respiration havmg completely

erased He obtained these results by artificial respiration and

simultaneous compression of the breast in the vicinity of the

heart 1 he professor points out the importance of the latter

point which he deems as essential os the action of the lungs.

In any case his researches are of high interest for the relation

they bear upon the revival of poisoned persmis.

The Boktuua reports extremely heavy snowstorms which took

I lacc in a port of Moravia and Bohemia on Feb. 5, and caused

{.rest damage to railarays, several trains being thrown off the

lines, luckily without much injury to passengers At doidm

(Moravia) the storm was so violent at noon that it was impos*

8 bie to see more than three yards ahead

Tub Obertcklauche VtUhzeUung of Feb i reports the dis*

c very of tome colossal remains of the Mammoth (EUpktu

frimigfHnu) near Uber Glogan (Silesia)

Tur ifeut Frtie Prate armoancea that Herr R Falb, of

Vienna, discovered a new variable star, near 1 Orionis, on the

night of Jan 31 The discovery was confirmed on the some

ii%ht by Prof Oppolzer at hb private observatory, and on tub*

seqnent nighu by the astronomers at the Imperial Observototy

of Vienna. The star it visilde with the naked eye.

Prof Asa Gray, in a pqier in the February number of diitfi

wiM/TiNwxwAMthe question, "Do Varieties wear out, or tend to

wear out?" comes to the conduslon that from ftiesdmitiiic pdnt of

view, sexually propagated Yarieties, nr races, although liaUe to

disappear throiigh change, need not be expected to wear out,

and there if no proof that they do , but non sexually propagated

varieties, though not liable to dionge, may theoretically bS
expected to wear out, but to be a very h^ time about tt.

We are glad to see that the Watford Natural History Society

it now completely organised and fidrly set a going At a
recent meeting officera were deeted, and a ceitvertazum* was

afterwards held The president duisen is Mr John Evans,

F R.S , and Mr J Gwyn Jeffreys, F R.S., is one of the vko-

preaidantt. Thefirit rcgnlar moetiiigla to held on March il,

when Mr J L. Lobley, F G S., one of tbe moabers of the

Council, will retd a paper on "The Cretaceont Rocks of

England ”

On the loth msL, at six o’clock m the evening, a huge
ocndite was observed at Pons, in the department of the Mame^
at Orleans, and at Bellelsle en Mer No nolle was heordi hat

the display of light was maguificent The track woi viiible foe

a time varying from a quarter to half on hour

Sbvbral large landslips are reported as havmg takaa

place on tbe Danish island of Moen, on a chalky rock named
" Moenakhnt ’ from another one, called "Jetterbiiiiken ” a
piece of several million cubic yards hM fallen down. These

occutiencea are ascribed to enormous dianges m the tempefature

which have lately taken place in that locality

Tub Royal Geological Socitty of Ireland have just published

Part I vol IV . new series, of their journal It containa 1 On a
new genua of foaall fish of the order Dipnoi, by Dr Traquoir

,

On the mieroacopio structure of Irish granites and of the Lamhay
porphyrite, by Prof Hull , On a bed of fustiliferona "knukur,'*

byj E Gore , On the Leinster cool field, by J McC Meadows,
On a raised estuanne beach at Tromore Bay, by E. Hardman

,

On the elevated shell bearing gravels near Dublin, by the Rev
Maxwell Close , and Renuukt on the genera PaliEchinua and
Ardusoadario, by W H Baily

Tub Forty third Annual Report of tbe Royal ^logieat
Soewly of Ireland hu just been published Ihe number of

visitors to the gardens of the Society during 1874 wh 109 923,
and the receijits from tbe same, 1,442! 141 4A The number
of visitors would appear to have be« the smallest during the

last ten years, but owmg to on increase of tbe admission fees tbe

mcome is scarcely below that of the best of the ten years The
Council propose to construct " an Elephant Compound on the

plan of those so well known in the I*ondon Gardens, the total

cost of which will amount to 150!

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

last week include two Feline Donracoulis (NyettpUkteut feltHtu\

and two Squirrel Monkeys (Saimaru teutrea) from Brasil , a
Saffron Cock of tbe Rock {Pupiep/a rrocta) from Demerara , a
Grey Mullet {hitigtl ea/itv), twelve Cottus (CoMmt duiaiu), and
eighteen Basse [Lalrrax litptu), all Bntnb, dqiosited and pur*

chased

PRFUMINARY INQUIRY INTO THE EXIST.
PNCE OF ELhifENTS IN THE 6UN NOT
PREVIOUSLY TRACED*
In t papn communicated to the Royal Society on December

12, 1872 (Phil Trana. 1873, p. 253), 1 have shown that the test
formerly rehed on to decide the presence or absence of a metal
m the sun, namely, tbe presence or absence of the brightest and
strongest lines of inem^ in question in the average solar spec*
burn, WH not a final one, and that the true teat was the presence
or absence of tbe longest hnes of the metal thii longest linq
bemg that which mtudns longest in the spectrum w^ the
pressure of tbe vapour is reduc^
Of the test in question I have said m the paper already mot^

tioned, "It it cue, doubtless^ which will stortly enable a» to
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nd it it teen at once that to the lait pnblished table of tolar

dementt—that of Thal^n—mutt be added anc, aluminium, and
pottibljr itronthim, u a retnlt of the new method ”

In Older to pnitue the inqmry under the best conditioni, com
plete maps of the long and short linet of all the elements

an necessaiy It It, however, not absolutely neccstaiy for

tte purposes of a prelimmary inquiry to wait for such a complete

set cf maps, for tM litU of lines given by the variost obterven
may be nude to serve as a means of differentiating between the

loi^iett Mid ihoitett Imes, because 1 have also shown that the

Unet given at a low temperature, by a feeble percentage com
padbOD, or by a chemical combination of the vapour to be
observed, are precisely those lines which appear longest when
Ae complete spectrum of the pure dense vawur is studied

Now with regard to the various lists anil maps published by
various observers, it is known (i) that very different tcmixrraturcs

were employed to produce the spectra, some investigators using

the electric arc with great battery power, others the induction

spark with and without the ur , (a) tiut some observers employed
in certMn cases the chlorides of the metals the siiectra of which
they were mvestigatmg, others used specimens of the metals

themselves.

It la obvious, then, that these dilfercnces of method could not

fail to produce differences of result ,
and accordingly, in refcmiig

to various maps mkI tables of spectra, we find that some include

large numbers of Imes omitted by others. A reference to

these tables m connection with the methods employed shows at

once that the large luts are those of obseiaers using great battery

power or metallic electrodes, the small ones those of observers

using small battery power, or the chlorides If the lists of the

latter class of observers ^ taken, we shall base only the longest

lines, while those omitted by them and given by the former class

will be the shortest lines.

In cases therefore m which 1 had not mapped the spectrum by
the new method of observaiton referred to m my paper, 1 have

taken the longest lines as thus approsimately determined , for it

seemed desirable, in view of the very laige number of unnamed
lines, to search at once for the longest elemental hues in the solar

qiectrum without waiting for a complete set of maps.

A prellmuuuy search having been determlneil on, I endeavoured

to «t some guidance by seeing If there was any quality which

dinerentiated the elements already traced in the sun from those

not traced , and to this end I requested my assistant, Mr R J
Friswell, to prepare two lists showing broadly the chief chemical

characteristics of the elements traced and not traced, This was
done by taking a number of tlie best known com|X>unds of each

etement (such, for instance, as those formed with oxygen, sul

phur, ehlonne, bromine, or hydrogen), stabng after each whether

ue compoundsm question were unstable or stable Where any
compmind waa known not to exist, that fact waa indicated.

Two tables were thus prepared, one containing the solar, the

other the more important non<solar elements (according to our

knowle^ at the tune)

These tables gave m^ as thediflerentiation sought, the fact that

la the main the Known solar elements framed suble oxygen-corn

ponnds.
I have said In the mam, because the differentiation was not

afaeolate, but it was suffiaently strong to make me commence
operations by searching for the outstanding strong oxide-fomung

elements in me sun

The result np to the present time has been that strontmm,

Uad,c«tferf emum, andtire»Mi«i,*inadditiaototlioK

dewenta la Theilm’ lost list, would seem with ctmsiderebie

prababiUiy to exist in the solar reversing layer Sboold the

jaeaenoe of ctriwm and uranmm be subseouentlv confirmed,

mod of the iron group of metals will thus have been found m
thetnn.
As anodier test, certain of those elements which form unstable

oOB^oandi with oxygen were also sought for, gold, silver, mer-
norabnuf cxnmplee. None of these were found.

Tbs asms itadt occuired when the Imes due to the jar.4petk

taken inMlorine^ bromine iodme, and those of some of the other
tSon-enetals were sought, thm bemg distinguishable as a group

Tbs asms itadlt occuired when the Imes due to the jar.4perk

taken inMlorine^ bromine iodme, and those of some of the other
tSon-enetals were sought, thm bemg distinguishable as a group

Now other rescarcbea, not yet ready for publican

fkm, have led me to the follow^ cmclntiimi —
Ik The absorplfon ttf somd deaMntsiy and compound gases is

liidtod to te most refrangible port of thu spectrum when the

gases are rare, and creeiw gradually mto the visible violet part,
and finally to the red end of the fpectrnm, os the pressure is m-
creased

II Both the general and selective absoriition of the' photo-
spheric l^ht ore gietter (and therefore the temperature of the
photospbere of the sun is higher) than has been siippuscd

III The lines of compounds of a metal and iodine, bromine,
Ac., are ofaserved generally m the red end of the spectrum, and
thhi bolds good for absorption m the case of aqueous vapour
Such tp^ra, like those of the metalloids, are separatetl spec

troscopically from those ofthe metallic elements by their columnar
or baiided structure

IV There are in all probahihty no compounds onlinanly pre-
acnl in the sun s reversing layer

V When a metallic compound vapour, such as is referred to
m III , la dissoaated by the spark, the liand spectrum dies out,

and the elemental lines come in, acconhng to the degree of tem-
perature employed

Again, although our knowledge of the spectra of stars is

lamentably Incomplcti, I gnthcr the followuig facts from the
work already acLomphriied with marvellous skill and industry by
Sccchi of Rome
VI The sun, so far as the spectrum goes, may be regarded os

a repicaentatlve of class {$) interm^iate between stars (a)

with much simpler ipectra of the same kind, and itars (7) with
much more complex spectra of a diflerent kind.
VII Sinus, as a type of a, is (l) the hnghlest (and therefore

hottest ?) star m our northern sky
, (2) the blue end of lU spectrum

IS open , It is only certMoly known to contain hydrogen, the
other metallic lines being exceedingly thin, thus indicating a
small proportion of metdlic vapours while (j) fAe hydrogen
huts m fill star art tHomuMsly duttniM, showing that the chro
m^here is largely composed of that element
There are other bright stars of (his elass

VIII As t)i)es of y the red stars may be quoted, the spectra of
which arc composed of channellerl spaces and bands. Hence
the revening layers of these stars proi»bly contain metalloids, or
comiiounds, or laitb, m great quantity , and in their spectra net
only is hydrogen absent, but the roetalbc Imes Me i^uced m
tbickncM and intensity, which in the light ofV

,
antf, may indicate

that the metallic vapours are bemg ossmattd It is fairt > assume
that these stars ore of a lower temperature than our sun

I have asked niysclf whether all the above facts cannot be
grouped together In a working hyixitbeus which assumes that
III the reveiung layers of the sun and stars various degrees of
" celestial dissocwtion ” are at work, which dissociation prevents
the coming together of the atoms whicli, at the tem|^ierature oi
the earth and at all artificial temperatures yet attained here,
compose (be metals, the metalloids, and comraunds.
On thU working hypothesis, the so-called (dements not present

m the reversing laver of a star will be in conrie of foimation in
the coronal atmosphere andm course ofdestruction os theur vapour
densities carry them down , and their absorption will not only be
small m consequence of the reduced pressure of that reeiun,

but what absorption there is will prbbenly be limited wboUy or
in great part to the invisible violet end of the spectrum in the
case of such bodies as the pure gases and tbcir combmations,
and cblonne (See I anlt

)

The spectroscopic evidence as to what may be] called

(he plasticity of the molecules of the metalloids, mcluding of
course ozygra and nitrogen, but excluding hydrogen. Is se over*
wbelining, that even tlie abiorption of lodme, although generally
it la transnurent to violet light, may (as 1 have found m a repe*

tition of Dr Andrews’ experiments on the dichroism of iodine^

m which I observed the spectrum) m port be driven into the
vio)et end of the spectrum, for iodipe in a lohition in water or
alcohol at once gives np its onUnsiy absoqitlon properties, and
stops violet UgbL*

not yet obtained certain endeM aa to tiM ivieisal of the bright

lines of diloiine seen in the jar-cpM^c

Tbete is also an apparent comrldence between tome of the

faint Frautnbofer lines and some of the lines ofthe low tempera-

tttfc of hrfioft

Sbotid tpbsequcnt leeearchei strengthen the probability of thit
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working hnwthcii*, itieemi pomble thAt iron meteorita win bt

assocutted with the metallic itan and (tony mettoiitee with

metalloidal and compound (ton. Of the iron group of amtah

m the tuo, Iron and nickel are thoie which exut ra greateat

quantity, ai I have determined from the number a( linei re*

versed. Other striking focb, ench oa the pretence of hydrogen

in meteontes, might alM be referred to

^n interesting physical apecuiation connected with this work-

ing hypothesis is the effect on the period of duration of a star’s

heat which would be brought about by assuming that the original

atoms of which a star u compoeed ore possessed with the in-

creased potentul energv of combination which this hypothesis

endows them with From the earliest phase of a star’s life the

dissipation of energy would, as it were, bring into play a new
supply of heat, nnd so prolong the star’s light

May It not also be that if chemists take up this question which

has arisen from the spectroscopic evidence of what I have before

termed the \
losticity of the molccnlea of the metalloids token as

a wliole, much of tlie power of variation] which is at present

accorded to metals may be traced home to the metalloidi? I

need only refer to the fact that, so far os I can learn all

so-called ciiangcs of atomicity take place when metalloids are

liuolved, and not when metals alone are in question

As instances of these, I nay refer to the trlatomlc com
binaltuns fi rm«l w th chlorine, oxygen, tulpliur, &c. m the

cose of tetra I or hexad metals.

May wc not from these ideas be justified In defining a metal,

provisionally, as a sulmtince, the abrorptlon spectrum of which is

generally llie same ai the radiation a^ctnun while the metal

loi Is are substances the absorption sp^rum of whicli, generally

IS n it live same ? In other words, in passing from a cold to a
comparatively hot slate, the plasticity of these latter! comes into

play, and we get a neW molecular ormigcment Hence are

we net justified m asking whether the change from oxygen to

orone la but a type of what takea place in all metalloids >

My best thanks are dae to Mr K J 1 nswell for the valoable

aid M has afforded me m these Investigations,

J Norman LorKyra

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
lowmJerfs Annahn itr Pkynk und Ckmu, 1874, No

1

ia.-^hi8 number completes voL 153 of the letiea, and contains

the foUowmg papers the capacity of liquids for conducting
j

heat, by A Winkelnian , account of expenments bated upon tu
same method which bte&n employed successfully for determin

ing the heat conducting capacity of air, and results tabulated for

water, alcohol, bisulpblde of carbon, glycerine, and tolutions of

chlorides of potaasiam and sodium —On the elastic after-effects

in tuTBion motions, by F Neeaen —Experimental researches on
the bihaviuur of non conducting bodies under the Influence of

electric forces, by Ludwig Boltzmann The author starts from
the correct supposition that, according to the theones of
Clausios, Moxw^ and Helmholtz on the behaviour of dielec-

tric non condnctori in the electnc field, the remarkable yet

obvious comwqnence remits (which seems tohave been overlooked
hitherto), that electnc forces must necessarily exercise peicep
tible attraction ujion non oondnetors simply on account of tbw
dielectnc polarisation The results he obtained were quite m
correspondence with the theories bis expenments were hosed
upoa- On the action of electrophora, by F Rieat.—Critical
remarks on electro djmamici, by H Hdroholtz.—On the povrer

of conducting electnc currents in metallic sulphides, by Ferdi-

nand Brana Hus paper is a supplement to another one by
Herr Herwig (vol. 153, No 9, of these on the beha-
viour of iron and steel 10^ m galvanic currenta—On the
refleciion of bght from the two surioees of a lens, by
Dr Krela It is a well known fimt, that when light posses
through a lens and we neglect the sbiorption in the Intericr of
the lens itself, a eertaa quantitv of li^ it reflected I7 the
mr&ces of the lens. Di KielM for the first time gives a
mathematical aceonnt of this phenomenon —On the ^ipanet
pliM of a laminoiis point sunated in a deessr taansparsnt

this paper are a compound of the fonnala—

Na^,Tl,S, + T1^,T1^,
and another one of the formula T1(S^—On a new eye-]

Dr H Kriisa The antbor points out that the latest

as examplm the wotb of Moumoo, Whlintf! Cnger, l&Ucr,
Medel, S<habn% hMis, Ftick, BSmta WefahoUTud Jodi-
mana , the only praiseworthy exception he fonnd wu HutWs
xosUsntwodtontheipkroaoopc.—Onsomt aewtn^to^

left them , he thmefore directed bis attention to the imwoee-
ment of eye-pieces, which he describes. Whether them im-
provements will answer then nnipose, practical experiments

only con diow —A note, by G. WiMemann, on the dissodatloa

of salts cQOtamiag water Mr. Wiedemann daims priority with
regard to the investigations of M Debray (Comjta
t 66, p. 194, 1868).—A note on the theon of eledrioty, by B
Edlund.—A note by F Lippicb, on an electro-dynamic ex^-
ment of F Zoellner, desenW in theseWnmi/z, voL 153, p, 138.

—A note by O li Meyer, on a paper by Dr G Baumgfutner,
on the inflaence of temperature upon the veloaty of eSIaeiiee of
water flowing from tnoei (these Anmh, voL 153, p 44)—

A

note fay U Bumbaner, on a paper of Dr !• r xner, on the
folution figures upon the surfiteca of crystals (thcM AnnaU,
vol I S3, p. 53) Mr Baumhaaer points out that these figpies

are quite independent of the ciyitallographic construction « the
snfaatances undergoing solution.—On the raya of Imbt which
decomixise the xanthophyll of plants, by J Wiemer Finally, A,
Gawalovski describes a self acting mercury valve for shuttlM olT

house. 1 he action of bromine on pyrogollol givea rise to the
formation of a yellow crystalline body of the formula CjjH4Br,40,
in accordance vvith the equation

—

4C,H,Br,0, -f iiBr, -t- 6H,0 - C„II*Br,40,-l-6CO,-|-ioHBr

The author has not been able to determine the constitution oi
thu bwly, but proposes to nsme it provisionally xatUkvsaJM
Alkalies act upon xanthogallol m presence of ether m the follow-

C„U4Bf,40, + 3NaHO - C„lI,Br„0, •¥ 3NaBr
The excess of alkali at the same time reacts idtfa the substmee
and forms an alkaluie ult The action of bromine and water
on bromo-pyrocatechm gives rue to a enmson crystalBne CQin-
poand of tbe formula Ci|H,6r,^0, wbidi the intbcc has nasaed
^visionally trythro-fyrocattchn Thu body la formed as

4C.H,Br40, + sBr, + sH/T = C„H,Br„0 + 6CO, + ifiHBr,

The next paper Is by the same author, on the action of bromine
on protocatechnlc add, gallic add, and tanmn. When proto-
catechuic add is heated with.exeess of bromine in sealed fobea
aj^ioo* tetiBbromopyrocatecUtt is produced, in accordaaoy with

C,H,0, -I- 4Br, = C,H,Br40, + CO, -i- 4HB».

The protocatecbttic add used was prepared from East Indian
kino. Gallic add heated with bromUM to too* gives rise to the
formation of tnbromo{r^i]lel, C,H,Bf,0, The reaction la
the case of tannin is dlnermt according as the substance Is p«r^
fectly dry or contains vrater The action of cblorins on proto-
catechuic add and on pyrogtllol has Ukewiss been stadied.--On
Iconic comnarin and some of iu derivatives, by W. H
rmkfai The author prepares this body by tha aclloii of
propionic alddiyde oa sodinm-ssiicyl hydride. B-bronkt-
wopionic coumarin has been pteparea by substitndag sedhim-
bromosalicyl hydiyde for sodiam-salleyl hydride in the prepara-
tion of piopioDic coumarin The same body is prodneea By tMi
action of bramine in exosss on propimdo coomatia. By the
ftathcr action oi brom^ (disaoleed in CS.) in a sealetr fnba
heated to i eo», B-«hi«iMropionic coomarin It pndmi^
Faming mlphntfc add dtssotvea propimle conmarfo with tha

alkaloids, Fort IL Bn^t «ad braroyt dsrtvatiyes of mosphlS
and eodefam, W 0. H. fisc^ aad^ C R. A. Wri^ShTS
^ioaofb^rieacidoBoodsinegivsB rist to the foemkte^

y^ die aama body whsn heated wSh codsbiti V
phine it sofamitiitad for cods^ 411 aaafoieu 0
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|fl taor^Uiie, L tnd at

„ ^r-- . -w_ M latter

otr 1« t^nc^ Butjp^ anhydride heated with morphine

--i a te^bntyril derifatiTe, which ii decompoeed on long-

lihiri bedUng with water into the dibatynl deriTaUve. The
"^1 heat twat of hcetrl bntyryl morphine, obUinhd by
gtheidkaloUiHthaiBixtturcattheacidt. Benzoicanhy

. ^vee with codeine a dl derivative, and with morphine a

^derivative, which ii decompoeed by wnter into dibenroyl

. Afiilik Beiuotc odd give*, with morphine, an a di>deiivative.

hctioh of benzoic anhydride on a-diooetyl morjdiiiie hat

behh.etndied, and lUcewlie the acUon of benzoic and acetk

atihyaridea on tetra>acetyl morphine and on tetra benzoyl

tfuitphine.—The last paper commnnicaied to the Society In the

prefent numbo' u by £. A Parnell, on the tue of potastlum

petliiniiganate in volnmetric analyidi, and on the estimation of

iron in Iron ores.

ComzMi Ckimtca Itahana, fiucioolo ia. and a.—Theje parte

contain the following papen —On the dilatation of photphomt.

_ . , [lugo

ScbilTt Refractive indices of c}mene, benzene, and of some
derivative* of natural and lynthttical thymol, by G 1 iiati and

£. Patemo. A. (.4UUl11 contnbutei a paper on chrome green.

Search for amylic alcolid in tpirils of wine, by C Uetu.ui J
Macagno describes a volnmetnc process for determining phoa>

phone acid -The concluding paper ia by Graisi, on the fennen

tation of must —The part contains also a number of abstncta of

papen published m other Jonmab

1874.—7^ number contiSiii a'discustfon of the coincidence of

the lines In the spectrum of Jupiter with that of our atmosphere,

by Father Secern, in which he appears to disagree with the con*

duiiuns arrived at by Vogel as to the coincidence of the lines

and t^ bnghlness of the same —The same anthor contributes a

note on the comparison of the spectra of the componnds of

carbon with the tpecimm of Coggia’s Comet , and for reasoni

given by him he considers the spectrum of the oxides of carbon

bnt coireApond to that of the comet , and further, he considers

one of tite spectra of the dectnc arc most s milar, for he haa

curved two spectra superposed when viewing that ara On
examining the spectrum of the comet with a polariscope the

continuous spectrum disappeared, leaving only that of the bands,

proving apparently that the cootlnuoua spectmm is reflected

flriit only Drawings of the diromosphere for July, August
September, October, and November, by Seccbl, accompany this

number

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Roysd Society, Feb ii —" On the Stmdnre and Develop

meat of Myrtcthda" by l^f Allman.

The endoderm of the body is shown to be composed of nume-

rons layers of large sphencal cdla of dear protoplasm. Externally

it is oontmued m an altered form into the tentodea while

tesnally it forms long thick vUliH-bke prooesses which proj

Into the cayity of the body
Interposed between the endoderm and the ectoderm is the

ftnUttUd laytr It consists of longitudiiul muscular fibnllae,

The MMknw is composed of small round cdU containing yd-
wwiA granules. Among these the thread eella may be seen,

lyiwtiQefly near tihe outer surface of the Iwdy

deeper port of the ectoderm omsists of cdls, each of

dtMIsptidoi^ed into a tail bke process, so that they ossome

mate fmdfesaale sporosoa are borne by the trophosome

Th4 gnsiaUve elements, whether mile or (raiale, originate I

tpeetal cavUy (gtmogenehc duunber), whidi is formed in the

fldlltftnCS dHiAbferm of tllA tDotomc*

iSlSely efker itsexpql^T?^ by the sucker-like

edreiibWia of eertain iw»uteble organs (dss^), which are

dtTBOjpri wtosfylei and lymble long filiform end

actimdoU, on its escape fibm iti cnpialc^ b pnvlded Bot

only with long arms but with sliort stiUered clavalc tenlaclcs

The short clavate tentacles become the permanent tentacles of
the fully devetoped hydrold , the long arms, on the other hand,
are purely,embryonlc and transitory

Ine Icmg embryonic arms originate m the spheroidal /Vanula,
They are formed by a true invagination, and at first grow Inwaitb
into the body-cavity of the IhxHtda It is only just before the
escape Of the actmnlold from i s capsule that they evaginate
themselves and become external

After enjoying for one or two days its free existence, during
which it moves about by the aid of its long arms, the embryo
fixes itself by Its proximal end, the long arms gradually dIsap

pear, the short pemioiient tentacles increase in immlicr, and the
essential form or the odnlt is soon acquired

Linneau Society, Feb 18.—Dr G J Allman, F K S jre
sident, in the choir—The following papers were read On tlie

structure, affinities, and probable source of the large Ilumsii
Flake, Ihstoma craisum, liuik, by Dr T S Cobl old, f K b
The author commenced by recording all the facts he could gather
respecting the onginal discovery of the psrasite by I rof Busk,
dwelling especially on the circums ance thit an interval of thirty

years bad elapsed since the first examjiles were made known to

science lie next referred to oilier singular mstanccs of the
suppoie/l rarity of ccrtaui human helminths, adducing the cai.es

of Tama nana and DiUoma hderofhet and he also remarked
upon the long lapse of time occurring hetween the jieriods of du.

covery and verification of particular sjiecies of I ntuxoa, instancing

the cases of St f<hanniiis dentUus and Dist ma coUjUh turn 1 Ic

uas indebted to Dr George Johnson, F K b , for having brought
the new hosts on bearers of J>tUoma irassnm under Ins nbscr
votion. The patients, a mistionaiy and ins uife, bad been
four yean reiident m China, most of their time being spent at
Nmgpo, where they bad partaken freely of fish o> stern, ami
salads. The author of the paper bad secured seven parasites,

two from the lady and five from her husband Only iw 0 of the

seven spcdmeni supplied him with such new facts as he hod been
able to make out In respect of the organisatiou of the animal
The only examine which cave the l>est results Dr Cnbliold hod
imee deposited in the IJnivenity Museum at Oxford (I rof
RoUeston’s department) He found the vitcUigene glands to be
laigely developed, and be believed that 111 pl^ ol there being
two testes, ns bad hitherto been conjectured, there ivas only one
large compound gland, with remarkably large and conspicuous
seminal ducts These ducts were well teen in the dned speamen
exhibited to the Society The huberto supposed ujipu testis

turned out to be the ovary, and there was a special and smaller
organ m front of the ovary which be regirded as an unusually
developed shell gland The inleslmal tubes are simple and nn-
branched, bnt on the other band the uterine organ aj peared not
to consist of a single continuous tube but to be giartly Inunched,
as obtains in /? lanctolahim, and in somt other less known
flukes The remainder of the conimumcstion rr as taken up with
remarks on the affinities of the parasite, and with a brief ritumi
of the hitherto known facts of tremalode development, m so far

as they tended to throw light on the source of Distom 1 crassum
In pruticular he referred to the labours of Mr Moseley in con
ncction with the land plananans of Leylon, to the contributions
of Giord, Claparede, Pagenstecher, and others in respect of
BuophalHs, and to the still more recent discoveries of Dr Ernst
Zeller at rmrds the destiny of LmcoihlorHUum From a general
review of aU the data thus obtained. Dr Lobbold believM that
the Dutoma mitttim bad been obtained by tho consumption, on
the port of the miuionary and his wite, either of Nmgpo oysters
or of fish iDsnflidently cooked After the reading of the paper
Mr G Busk and Dr G Johnion added a few more farts n
specUng the parasite —On t"

vxitaitij, by Dr MTlonald.

Mnthematlwri Society, Feb n—Prof. H J S Smith,
F R.S

, presulent, in the chair—Prof Cayley commnmcated
two short notes , on a Mint m the theory of attractions, and on
the qoe^on of the medanical description of a quartic curve —
Prot Sylvester exhibited a new sort of lady’s fan, and bnefly
mdicatu its mode of conaUnetton and propemet. ith the (an
it is poirible to divide any an^ into any asrigntd equal number
of pufiL and the trajectories Of pt^te taken m the several links

connecting together the sticks of tte fan have finite nodes whose
number* an micceieively, i, 3^ 4* ile then dwelt m

: detail on the exprasKm « fte curvea goiemted by any given

mteB iriialcTer of Unkwerip nndar the form of an irrednable

detenelDaBt The anther itated That parallel motione exist at

e paper
/arts re-

1 the external anatomy of Tatiais
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•II i* a paradox more wonderftil tbaa erer, now
givet the mcani of detcnmnins the coadituni tc

r, now that hii method

^ dooi to be MtuSed end
comparing their munber with that of the diiponble comtaoU.

The otden for 3, 5. 7 ban are 6, 20, 73. Formerly the exUteoee

of ftu wM denbted . now a finite number for tvtty order of link

work la rendered highly probable.—The Secretanf then read

portloni of papen by lUiv W H Laverty, Mr £ J Rontb,

F R.S., andm J Giiffithi. Mr Laveityl paper dmciueed a
particalar case of Feaucdller’s problmn Mr Konth diienMed

Laplace s problem of three particles. Laplace shoared that if

thiee particles be placed at Uie comen of an eqatlateral triangle

and be properly projected, they will move under their mutual

attractions 10 as always to remam at the anguUr points of an
equilateral triangle. On the supposition that the law oi

attraction is the inverse /tih power of the distance, Mr
Routh amves at the following results —l The motion can

not be stable unless i is less than 3. a The motion is

sti^e, whatever the masses may be, if the law of force be ex

pressed by any positive power of the distance, or any negative

power lets than unity Fot other powen the stabdity will depend

on the relation between the mattev 3. rhe^motion it tUble

to a first approximation if

where are the masses. This agrees

by M Goscheau (m a paper not seen by tlie aulbur), >t Jt ^ 2,

or the law of force be the law of natore 4. When two of the

masses are much smaller than the third, the inequohty m their

angular distances as seen from the large body has a much greater

coefficient than their linear distances Irom the same body 5 OiT

proceeding to a second approximation it would seem that the form

of the triangle joining the three particles is very little altered by
any disturbance, but in certain cues depending on the nature

of the disturbance, the site of the triangle may lie subject to very

considerable variations. As a supplement Mr Uouth generalises

the reasoning of the problem of the three bodies so u to obtain

the form of the detcrminanial equation to find the penods of

oscillation of any dynamical system about a state of steady motion

in which tlicri/TKo is constant Two limitations are madci
first, the system must be under a conservative system 1 f forces ,

end, secondly, the m r (m< can be espressetl in terms of the co
ordinates, so w not to contain the time explicitly The equation

IS then shown to he always of anrrvn order and the conditton of

stability is that all the roots should be real aud negative —The
resulu arrived at m Mr Griffiths note on some relations between
certain cllipllc and byjierbohc functions may be thus stated —
let A, stand for the integrals

wfc 3. I re motion u sunie
\f +m + t»)* \ /i+iy
+ d/>»' + *»«/•* u~jt;
This agrees with a lesult given

J9

/v
e being to B and e/ =

fl{ y

^
r""" •»'" Hn.dosm 4.,

I in A H are to p, determined from the

co« Sees p — sn Ssinp \/l — nn^ = eoi /i

— cos 9 cos. p„ — sin 9s sin p„.y/i — r*»in

H living a constant

— Ihe phosphorite dnweits of North Wales, by Mr D
C Davies. The deposit of phosphate of lime described I7 the

a black matrix. The conctebaM ore

cent , the averag* pmooiit in the bed,

46 per cent The deporit il undedam

adWldtd bytUnlwAiofatmibrUiw.
fsjm) Tvnn qyg- wiwmm lAvcrL Tli0 ultlioff sottccA thwittciOBt
foesils occuring in the IhnettoM bilow the pbo^bom
beds, and stated that manyofthoterntbo overlying nales, no to

a certain distance above the bed, axe phowhdtised. ThemiUMr
referred to the prcMnce of phosphate of lune in the inner h^en
(rf Unioand AnodontatotMamoantofasmwfou isperceet,
and thought that the phosidiate of lime in thedeposK was pnK
bably of oiganis otl^ It may have betB an old sea^bottim
on which the phosphate of lime of Mollnsca and Crnstaoea «»
aceumnloted onni^ a long period, and seaweeds nuqr also hare
contributed their share. It jirobably represented the ramains of
an ancient Laminarian rone. The author suggested that the
pbosphatic nodales of the so-called ooprolite is other pate
of l.nglsnd might have been derived from the deeudatioii of
simllat deposita—On the bone-caves in the neighbowhood «f
CastletoD, Derbyshire^ by Rooke Pennington, LUB | oomimi*
nicated by Prof W Boyd Dawkins, FR.S The i^or de«
scribed u a prehistoric cave the Cave Dale Csv«^ atnated hi

Cave Dale, just below the keep of Pevenl Castle The appet
earth in this cave contained fragments of late pottery mixed np
(by rabbits) with bits of rude prehistone pottery, a tooled piece
oi stag s bom, an iron anlkek two worked flmt% a piece of jet^

part of a bone comb, and a bronte celt of peenhar form, many
bones of Jiu hHgifront and goat, broken to get out the marrow,
and remains oi bogs , charcosl and human teeth also attested the
occupation of the cave by man There were also remains of fox,

badger, cat, water rat, dog, ted deer, duck, fowl and barCk

Lower down were remains of Bos lougi/rons, hog, red daer,
wolf, and horse , and lower still, next the rock, more humsn
teeth, remains of snlmali, and a good flint The cave seemed
to have been occupied from time to time during a lengthened
period, probably from the Neohthic age into those of bronxe and
iron A cave m Geliy or Hartle Dale contained, in blacklth
mould, bonex (some broken) of goat, pig, fox, tnd rabbit, and
pieots of very rude prehistoric poU^ Of Pleiatoctne cavM
and fiuures the author described uveitd Ooe m Hartle Dale
form bed remains of rhinoceros, aurochs {Btstm /mrwr), and
nummoili, lying in yellow earth The bones wen probably
carried in by water A fiasure near the village of Woterhonses,
in btalTordsbire, is six feet wide, and filled with the ordinary
loom Bones of mammoths and the skeleton o! a young Uson
have been obtuined fiom it, and the author supposet the animals
to liave fallen mto the fissure while making for the nver to drink
The Windy Knoll fiuure is situated near Castlcton, in a quarry
near the top of the Winnetls, and close to the most northern
boundary of the mountain limeetone of Derbyshire The author
dcsctibcd purticola ly the situation of this funre and drainage of
the district in which it is situated. The fissure ittelf is filled

with the ordinary loam, containing fragments of limestone, and
enclosing an astonishing quantity of bones of animals confomdly
mixed together, tliose lowest down near the rocks being coated
with and sometimes nmted by stalagmite The author supposes
that this wax a swampy pIoM into which animals fell from time
to t me, and in ramy seasons their remains might be washed into

t— neighbouring slopes.—The Mammalia found at
by irof W B--" - " -Windy KnoU, b; ! Boyd Dawkins, T R b Tliit pihii paper

contained an enumeiation of the remains of Mammalia found in

the Windy KnoU fissure deianbed by Mr Pennington They
were staled to lielong to the following species Uson, reindeer,
grisly bear, wolf, fox, bare, rabbit, and water rat Great quan<
titles of bones and teeth were found, the number of uidividuals
represented by the remains befog given roughly by tbe antW as
fUlowt —

Bison 40-€o
Reindeer ao-30
Grisly bear 4-5
Wolf 7

From tbe great exceu of herbivorous forms, snd the podtfoa of
the fissure, the author assumed that the latter bty in the line of
the annual migrations of the bison and relndea, dni^ iriiiUi

some fodividwus might foil in ; and huexplained the pteseiMpf
the carmvoies by tnw having fiollowed the migntMv hglVw
order tojprcy upon stngglcrs,ns is now tbe esse urltn the leltt-

deer in Slb^ and theniaon m North Asaetka. He fcrthw
showed, from the exainteation of the young teeth of t^ Us^
and the reindeer, that these snimals must have passed tMs way
a diSerent seasons of the year, and indicated that the dee^
must be reostded os of PlelstoceiM ig^ ^thoogh whethmr iSm
or post gbutel is an open questtoa.
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ilctMr«lo(ic«l doeltty, Feb. 17—Dr R J M«im,
VILA Si pniMcBt, in the chetr—The foUawing covmsni

wete rend »->Repoft of the Conference on (be Reg»-
tiniimi of Phnttokgicnl Phenomcne. The Conneil of the

Sottet^neolTed dn^ hut leion that h wm eapedient that

•hMmdkwa of natutalplicfNaiena connected with the retnni of

t^MMoUa at weU aa of nch brancbet of phytieal inqnliy at

to aatidiUab a c(»nectk« between meteoiMogiical agencUa
and tho derdMwient of TCsetaUe life, ihoold be organited on a
nwio a|atemaUe and identific baiit than heretofore. AppU
catioB waa nnuie to other lodetiea intereated in the matter to

nowdnatc de^tatea to fwm a committee for the purpoae of

diafung complke inatmctiona and organiamg in an -efficient

BaaBDcr thia biandi of inveatigation. Delegatee were appdnted

^ the Royal ABricaltuxal, Royal Uoetiailtttral, Ro^ Wanic,
Kcgral Dublin, Mariborongh Ctdlege Natural Hiatoiy, and the

Meteorological Soaetica ; and meetmga of thia joint committee

haee been held, when the anbjeet waa fully dlacuased, and
repotta, prepared bj the Rev T A. Pieaton, M A , and Prof

T Pyer.F La, on planU
,
Mr McLachlan, F L.S .oniniieeta,

and Prof A. Newton h RS, on blrda, were adopted —On the

It aeaaona of the year —On a univeraal ayatem of meteo-

deaoriptiott of a recording apparatui by meana of which the

indicatioaa of a great number of meteorological Inatrumenta of

any kind eon be regUtered, whether they are placed near to or

far from it, to that aimultaneona leadmgt of aeverai inatrumenta

at varioua diatant atatiooi can be recorded at a ceittml obier^

vetoiy The chief feature in thu recorder la, that it engravet

automatically on metal the dUferent cnrvei, thna fumiabing a
{date gradnated by tb« apparalua itael^ from which as many
oopici aa may be dMired can be atmek off Another feature 1^

Zoological Society, Feb 16 —Mr Oeorge Busk, F R S ,

Tioe-pretident, in the chair—Dr Sclater exhibited a drawing
of a anppoaed. new Hhuioceroi from the Term of Bhootan, which
had'bew forwarded to him from Calcutta, by Mr W Jamrach,

who bad the animal there alive, and intended bringing it to

England —Mr Sclater exhibited and made remarka on a living

qiedmcn of the Feguan Tree Shrew (TV/uw pegHana), which
bad been preaented to the Society by the Hon. Aabley Eden,
Chief Commiauoner at Rangoon, firitiah Burmah Thu was
beOeved to be the first specimen of a living Tkpaw of any ipeciea

that had reached Europe —Mr A H Oarrod read a paper on
a p<dnt in the mechanism of the bird s wing, which renders it so

npeclally adapted for flight —Mr Sclater r^ remarks on the

Cottowaries now living in the Society s Craidens, amongst which
were representatives of five difleient speciis One of them from
the aonth of New Guinea was believed to be new to science, and

Beccatl and tranamitted to the Muaeo Civico of Genoa, whicb
be proposed to call Camanm beccam.—Prof Owen, C B

,

opmmntilcnled a note on the discovery of the remains of various

ipcdet of Dinomu in the province of Otago, New Zealand —
Hr Edward R. Alston read a paper on Ammalunu, its struc

tnie and poaition, m which he came to the conclusion that thia

pecoUar ibem of Rodents should be etther referred to tbe
SHurine group of Rodents as a distinct sub-fomUy, or placed
next to It xs n separate family—yfrreMu/wrsifrr—Mr R E
DicNtr read some notes on the nest and eggs of Hypolau
ttligata, and on the egg of CharadrUit tuiatiau, and made
remarks on the latter specie^ and on Charatlrmt vereJiu—Mr

mmeuhna having feen found a few yean ago m the Isle of
Wight and in Liverpool Tn 1873 be had transported sottia
spedmens from tbe latter locality to Shirley Common, and
he had ttaaon to believe that be bad succeeded in establishing a

\

colony there, aa the insect had been token near the spot in 1874
;

by Mr d’Arcy Power —A paperwas communicated by Mr A.G
: Butler on the HhopaUKtra of Australia.—A paper was read by
Mr W Arnold Lewis on *' Entomological Nomendatnre and
theRnleofPTionty ThePresident nominatedMemis. Dunning,
Pascoe, and Weir aa vice>presidenU for the enwing year
Feb. 15 —Sir Sidney Smith Saunders, C M.G

,
president in

tbe chair —Mr Phipeon cxhibitcil a sin^lar variety of SKtmm
clatkrata from Basin^oke, the winn bring nearly nnicoloroni,
—Mr P Smith exhibited a second collection of Uitnenoptera
from Mr Rothney, of Calcnttn, containing 1,573 xpecimens, all

in the finest coaffition. There were pntehly not more tiuu
twenty-five undesenbed ^icciei^ hot from twenty to thirty speaes
(which were hitherto represented In the Bntisn Museum by a
single sex) were here i^resented by both sexes.—Mr Verrall
exhibited some living fleas taken two days previously from inride

the ears of a rabbit near Lewes. They were gregarious in thu
sitnatioii, and in such a position that the animal was unable to
dislodge them by scratching He alluded t > a communication
made to him by Mr M'Lachlan regarding a species from Ceylon
which was gregariously collected In a very limited space on the
neck of a fowl, and which had been exhilnted at a recent meetuig
of the Microscopical Society They wete affixed to the skin of

the fowl by the proboscis, so that only the tails were visible out

waida Mr Cole said be had found fleas m a hedgehog, and
Mr W Arnold Lewu hod observed a spedet m a marmot in

Switxerland —Mr Dniinint. called attention to a recent extract

from a French paper in which it was stated that a ^nt could
be manufactured from cockchafers.—The Rev K P Murray
stated that Mr Edwards, of Virginia, was very desirous of ol^
taming pnp« of Puns nafu

Royal Geographical Society, Feb 33.—Sir H Raw
linson presided — A paper was by Capt J Moresby,O;

an intcmtmg commercul, political, and geogmphiiw
ption of discoveries in Eastern New Guinea, made

by himself and the officers of her Majesty s ship Basiluk
dniing a recent voyage, undertaken to substantiate and follow

up a previous similar exploration The practical outcome
appears to have been the establishment of the fact that the

D Entrecastraux group of ulauds, sighted ninety-four years ago,

consuls of three large islands, separated from each other uid
the main land of New Oumea by narrow straits. These islands

tbe captain and bis crew wen. the first to visit and survey, and it

may be said they are now politically appropriated in the Bntish

interest Tbe captain has named the islands Nurmanl y Fer
gusson and Ooodenough while he calls the straits Ward Hunt,
Ouseben, Dawson, and Moresby Ibese ulan'ls, he states,

extend north and south about ninety miles, and afford harbour
and anchorage

Institution of Civil Engineers, Feb 16 —Mr Thoa. E
llomson president in the chair The paper read was on
the erosion of tbe bore in heavy guns, and the means for its

prevention, with suggestions for the improvement of muzrie-

loading projectilc% by Mr C. W Lancaster, Assoc Inst C E.

Caubridci

Philosojihlcal Society, Feb 8 -The following communi-
cation was made —On the centreof motion of the eye, by Prof

Clerk Maxwell The series of positions wMch the eye assunut
as it is rolled borfrontally have been mvestigated I9 Donders
(Donders and Doijer, JDerde Jaarhjkuh bttr ket fMtr-
landsck Gastknu voer OegtyOers Utrecht, 1862), and recently

by Mr J L Tapper (Proc. R.S , June 18^ 1874) Tbe thirt

Bntomologicnl Society, Feb. i —Sir Sidney Smith Saunden,
CM-G

,
pi^antv in tbec^ —Mr Stevens exhibited nvariety

iafAfhtriMgdfnMS,aad Mr Champion some spccunena ofWsmto
ernyfusw, aydeawcentlvdeteeted in thb country —Mr Herbert I

X^ttes eaMhned n fine collection of recentiy recriv«d
8natM»m.—The President exhibited a neri ofAAifer

l^bfithsemlanadeatCarft, of whiciithe eella wen partly
oflsslnwtea ^ coloured i»psr taken from tome ^aybOli
jMStsd in ttis vieioity<u sBndcd to in Ml snnivsttsiy addstn

at the lost nMeting -Mr Smith remked on CVFote
'

port of the upper lurfiwe of which it covered with warm sealing

wax. Is pfamoi between the teeth end Inttea hard till the sealing

was seta and ibrtu a cast of the i^per teeth. By insetting the

teeth into thrirpn^ holes In the faffing wax the piece of wood
may at say time be jdacril in a detnmlnate position t^tivriy to

theiknlL By this devlcs of Helmbolte the patient is reffinri

from the prsiMn of retowt and damps applied to the skin of

his bead, and he tccomea fi||e to move bis head as he hkcii, pro-
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vkled lie keeps the pieee of wood between his teeth. If we cea

now sdiost mother pleee of wood to tbit It shell always haTC »
dctenomete podtiaa SriUi respect to the eyeball, we study

the motion ca the one piece of wood srfch respect to the other m
thd eye moves abottL For this paipose a small mirror u nsed

to a board, and a dot is marked on the nurrw If the eye,

looking straight at the Image of Its own pupil in the mirror, lees

the dot in the centre of the pupil, tbe normal to the mirror

through the dot Is the visual axis of the eye—a determinate line.

A right an^ed]wismii6xed to the board near the eye mittoh a
posluon that the eye sees the image of its osm cornea in profile

by reflection, fust at the prism, and then at the mirror A ver

tl^ line is drawn with black tealmg wu on the surface of the

pnam next the eye, and the board is moved towards or from the

eye tUl this line appears ns a tangent to the front of the cornea,

while the dot still is seen to cover the centre of the image of the

pnpfl. The only way in which the position of the board can

now vary with respect to the eye is by turning round the line of

vision as an axis, and this is prevented by the board being laid

on a horirontal platform carried by the teeth 11 now the eye
IS brought into two different positions and the hoard moved on
the platform, so as to be always m the same position relative to

the eye we have to find the centre about which the board might
have turned ao as to get from one position to the other For
this purpose two holes are made in the platform, and a needle

thrust tbroiwh tbe holes is made to prick a card fastened to the

upper board We thus obtain two )Mri of points M li for the

first position, and « i for the second The ordinary rule for

determining the centre of motion b to draw lutes biasing A a
and JJiti right nnglea The ioteraection of these is the centre

of motion ^is construction faib when the centre of motion is

in or near the lute A B, for then the two lines coincide In thu
case we may produce A B and a b till they meet, and draw a line

bisecting the angle extenudly This line will paas through the

centre of motion u well as the other two, and when they com
clde It interiecti them at right angles.

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, Feb a Mr

Alfred llrothen^ 1 K A S , president of the seclion, In tbe

chair —Kesulte of meteorological observatione token at Lang
dale Dlmbnla, Ceylon in die year 1873, W Mr Ldward
Ilcelb eommunicated by Mr Joseph lUxendefl, F R.A b
Feb. 9.- Mr Ldward Schnnek, F K S , president, in (be

chair —A method of finding the axes of an ellipse when two
conjugate diameters are given, by Mr J B Millar, B £ com
mnnicated by Irof O Reynolda—Mr F W Binney, IRS,
V F, presented to the Society a bust of the late James Wol
fenden, of Ilollinwood, one of the most noted mathematicians of
llie Lancashire school who was bom on the sand June, 1754,
and died on the aplh March, 1841

Dublin
Royal Inah Academy, Jon ii —Wilhom fatokes, F R 3 ,

president m the cliair The Secretary read a pa^, by Mr J
Rhys of Rhyl, on Ogham inKnptions —Dr £dmun 1 Davy
read a paper on some newly observed properties jrossessed by
errtam lalts of iuknmic aad. —Dr Dobmk astronomer at Col
Cm^^s o^rvatoty, Markree, County Sligo, read a paper on

Jan 25 —William Stokes F R b ,
president, m the chair—

The Rev Ldward M'dare read a paper on Irish popular names.
— bsmud 1 eignsoa, I LD., vice prudent, read a paper on an
Cybam inscription at Mullagh, Ca Cavan , also notices of the
Monalaggart Ogham texts, from the Bishop of Limenck,
Whitley Stokes, LLD, and Rev R D llalA—Rev. Dr
Reeves, vice president, rea<l a paper on the MS in Man&sU^ry called the “Codex KUkennensis. —Mr H W Mackm-
1<^ re^ a paper on the atructnio of the spines in the Diadema
tidte.—Dr A MacalUter rend a paper on a few polnU In the
ciwilet oeteology of Bnt^pus ^ant aleo a paper on tbe
anetomy of insectivorous Kdentata^ Part I

Aem^y of Sciences, Feb. 15 -M M Ttimy In thec^—The following pepera were read -New leeeaicbes cm
the noM of intenrentuMi of eltctro*cftOltUaT fences in the
phenemtna of imWtlon, by M Beognend —On the depfih^ the edperpwMoa of miguetlc layers in steel, by M J.
JambL—M. Faye hiRde -•ome ternaries on M Tamm's paper.~M de Um£ then 1^ a communication SeR
quutlon of uaifiMiiofi of (he tonnage of vessels

j after whidi

M Dnpny de Lome mede some renarkion the lame.—
menteonthe ahiotptioiiIntlieiDotof pHantlottheredJttKliai
jnytolacca dteanira, by MT H, BaiUon. Theseem«iments tak

Is continuance of thoM mefie I7 Biot, De la Batmb ind USsfitt

—On the defective notes of sttfog mktnimehls, by M A. OmD.
This paper baa special tefetenoe to the vtolin end vioipncriUi,

add treaU of those harsh and buaring notes commonly hitoWhby
mustclani es the waif—On the pmmet and the mnatiofiw
tibnatut in the pns from abecetses, by M Albert Befgerati)

researches made at the Chlritd Hoi^ta), in Faria, Inptntd^iefi'

of M Ootelin’s paper read at the meeting of Jan. tl (KATffxdL

vdl xi
, 340).—On a dissemination appemtekof OriguAm

and StylorkyiiebHt, and a remarkable fdiSie of sporalation in ttW

latter genus, by M. A Sebnrider —A memolrj by M Ch. As^
tolne, on some mechanical propeitiei of satnratM stgaih.^—

A

memoir by M A Ficard, on a new method to esUMidi ^
equations of elasticity of solid bodies.—A note by M M
Oirard on the influence of cold temperaturee upon Ffayb

loxera, ibowing that thase Insects are not mnch oflbeted uf
cold, and that it is useless to couut upon their deitmctiaa
cold winters.—A note, by M A Demoget, on varkina Improve*

menu made upon Hottzs machine, these improvements emurl
. .. dampest weather —The Sde^etery— . “ -*

n recrived from M Bouquet de

regarded as the true oislferous breccia, 1 _ __

deposits were formed by aecumulatioiu of detrital matter The
animals who!,e bones orlgmate from this deposit were contempo-
rary to the human beings of which Cuvier deiciibed a jawbone.
—On a case of dimorpoism in the genus of Cramhteic^ tw M
C 1 outnier —On the discovery of true Batrachla In prunary
strata, hr M A Oaudry—On the discovery of a fotsil speeies
of Bovidte, probably Bubalut anttynm, at Djelfa, Algeria, by
M P Cerrak The same gentleman then ihowetl some repro^
doctions of flint implements found in tbe caves of Onsidan near
Tleacen, Algeria.—A note by M Chapelet, relative to a large

bolide tuppoiied to have been observed on the evening of b eo
10 It was arterwardi found that the supposed meteor wu onlvi

the edge of a cloud brilliantly illuminated by the suit, which!
had already set —A note, by M de la Have, on atmi^herlo
electricity and the presence of hydc^;en in tne atmosphere.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

iicicacri —Report of the Slate Iliurd at Education oa the nroaend Survey
of the Oannonwealth (Boitoa, Wright and Potterk Monthly Rapeet «( tSo
Departmcni of Asnculturc Nov and Dec 1I74 (Waablnxlpa Uh)

En HsaHsnn Smith
PenedlcUy ofKa nfal Mai
lcedjve,-Rav T (1 BoHifn
Ibe Morse Code -Pvof W f flASaerr ^Ihe Uicragiapbie Uivttiniary-Pbilea «mliiii-W

0«a AvraoHOHicAi. Uilumh i—
C'andC’ Rotienh
rh« Binary Star n Ctsdopeia

^Sd
***' ** *^“**“*

EKke?L«nal
BManni or MarroaoLooiCAi. Racoios ox a Sorrosi
CUHATl IK ScOTLAKD. ^ AucXAXOaa BdCIIAX ^ , ... JM:

Natosaz PHaHOMuxA in ffov#H AnxaiCA. ByJ MowolffW 7s
ItbutfUmU) i . . -tbi
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SIR CHARLES LYELL, BART, f,RS

Bosk Nov 14, 1797, Died Feb. 32, 1875

LYELL’S life was mevcntfii] Gnat changes in

thought, great scientific discoveries, are not called

crests. Yet, as might have been expected in the case of a

Stan so active, so fiunoas, so far travelled, hu life was full

of Inddent, and groups of incidenu lead to or make up
events. We are indeed in the habit of looking upon Sir

Charles Lyell as representing an idea, a theory, a principle

—and rightly so We cannot say exactly that he originated

a new tn^od of investigation, but by the use of the right

methods, and in the determination to follow fairly each

established fact to ita logical consequences, he has Uught
ns the laws which have governed the changes of which

we can observe the results m the crust of the earth

We bear of him as a boy making a collection cS msecU
in the New Forest, to which his father removed soon after

he wasbom At Oxford we find him studying under Buck-

land When called to the bar we hear of him on circuit,

but already known as a student of nature , for the story

goes that he was often missed, and m reply to the ques-

tion “ Where’s Lyell?’' the answer was, “ Oh ! he’s sure to

be somewhere at the bottom of a well, seeking for truth *

The Ust of his various papers shows how much original

work he did in the earlier part of his career on the

older and newer deposits of his native county, Forfar

shire I on various beds m Hampshire ; the results of

Observations as to earth movements and other phenomena
in Scandinavia, on denudation and volcanoes in the

Auvergne , many papers on the Tertiary deposits at home
and alnro^, and many on vanous parts of America.

Sixteen years ago be published an elaborate memoir on
Mount Etna , but latterly the result of bis work has ap-

peared in hia larger books mstead of in separate papers,

and It IS wonderful how far he was able to carry out liis

determination to verify on the ground all the observauons

upon which any important reasonmg was founded.

No mind more quick to realise the bearing of the new
facts continually bemg brought before it , no judgifient

more sound to decide whether the evidence was as yet

sufikient Hence, as work after work and edition

alter edition came out, the geological world tuned
anxiously to read his Judgment on the vexed questions of

the day, knowing that no prgudice would prevent his

revetsing his own former dectsiim if new light had

been thrown upon the sulject. Doubtfiil Inferences,

which depended upon long inductions and incomplete

evidence, were always given with such a clear statement

ofthe sources of error^ nmalnlng, that many brilliant

but too hasty generallsers compltdned of his tardy accept-

ance of their ingenious theories ,
but the public benefited

by his cantion and care.

There wpre many great workers and grand reaioners

la Ike field of gedi^^ research when Lyell began bis

eottner But Ua work did not clash with theira The
tfidefoftbem were coUecthq; evidence amrag the older

ffoAs , LyeU’4 work was at first amoiig.the newer and, as

;ire lutre seed, even among hving fiwass of life. He at

Vof. XI.—NOi syp

first watched active or quite recent volcanoes, while

others were learchbg among the older rectards of the
rocks what really were the faett that had to be inter-

preted

For the general question, most of those who bad got

beyond the Wernerian theory uere contented to adopt

the views of Hutton, with more or less stress laid upon the

penodic catastrophes to destroy the old order of things

and to bnng new land surfaces within reach of the

agencies which Hutton held would then giadually mould
and carve them into the varying outlines of hiU and

1

valley

But Lyell’s line of investigation soon taught him that

there were forces in action sufiiaent not only to chisel

;
and carve the rocks when thrown up by unexplained con

vulsions, but that this successive bringing of porUons of

the earth’s crust within reach of the graving tool was also

part of the ordinaiy operations of nature.

This was, in iact, the true theory of evolution apphed
fully to the crust of the earth, and this paved the way for

a rational explanation of the origin of species by Darwin,

as the contmuity of life is not consistent with the Hut
tonian theory of periodic interruptions of umversal extent

Lyell pointed out that it was a matter of observation that

variations occurred—variations of level, vanationi of tex-

ture, of hardness, or solubility—that a process of natural

selection determined which should stand and which

pensh. He was at least as successful as the naturalist m
giving a satisfactory reason for the occurrence of many
of the variations by reference to observed surroundings

and known laws His views commended themselves to

the judgment of thmkiog men, and Cuvier's “ Theory of

the Earth ” was never reprcduccd in England after the

appearance of Lyell's ‘Prmciples" in iBsp-ja He
steadily opposed the views of Lamarck, who explamed the

origm of species chiefly by some not very clearly defined

adaptaUbty in organic nature which enabled It to develop

from bme to time such varietfes of structure as the

changes of external circumstances required much used

organs were strengthened and developed unused organs

were reduced to a rudimentary state Lamarck’s theory

was the suggestion of a method by which results such

as those observed might have been produced, but he did

not show that it was one of the ordinary operations of

nature to produce such results in that way Therefore,

the evidence brought forward by Lamarck being faulty,

Lyell denied bis conclusion, and opposed Lamarcks view

as to the continuity of life. 'When, however, Datwm
applied to natural history the methods which Lyell bad

long used to explain the phenomena of the crust of the

earth, and again brought forward the theory of continuity

of hie, but explamed it by variation and natural selection,

Lyell accepted the conclusion because now founded on

sound reasomng

Darwin’s theory of the evolubon of hfo fay the survival

of the fittest holds, though we might possibly have to

iunit our application of it Lamank’s notion of the deve

lopmant of new forms by dependent modification is not

supported by sufiiaent direct evidence, even when we

allow tibe cemtmuity of hfe.

LydPs claim to fame lies in this, that he organised the

wh(^ method of mqniry into the history of the formation

of the oust of the earth, and established on a sound
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footing the ttuo^ prinaplei of gec^cnl ecience, Ui
theoijr being, that bjr the untfann action of farces such aa

are now in operation, the visible crust of the earth has

been evolved from previous states

LycU was not only a keen investigator of natural fbt-

nomena ,
he was alio a shrewd observer of human

nature, and his four interesting volumes of travel in

America are full of clever criticism and sagaaous fore-

casts His mind, always fresh and open to new impres-

sions, by sympathy drew towards it and quickened the

enthusiasm of all who studied nature Had be done

nothing himself, he would have helped science on by the

warmth with which he hailed each new discovery How
many a young geologist has been braced up for new

efforts by the encouraging words he heard from Sir

Charles, and how many a one has felt exaggeration

checked and the faculty of seeing things ss they are

strengthened by a conversation with that keen sifter of

the true from the false I

Though by nature most sociable and genial, yet Sir

Charles often withdrew from society where the object of

bis life, the pursuit of science, was not promoted , but

when anything interesting turned up^e ^ways tn^ to

share his pleasure with all around Many of us will re-

member the cheerful and hearty "Look here "--"Have
jou shown It to so and so?"—“ Capital, capital"

The little wayside dower, and, from early happy asso

ciations, still more, the passing butterfly, for the moment
seemed to engross his every thought Out the grandeur of

the tea, impressed him most , be never tired ofwaadenag
along the shore, now speaking of the great problems of

earth s history, now of the little weed the wave left at his

feet His mind was like the lens that gathers the great

sun lato a speck and also magnifies the little gram we
could not see before He loved all nature, great and
small
Much we owe to Leonard Homer, himself a good

geologist, for having flispired the young Charles Lyell

In after years, when olr^dy well known, Charles Lyell

chose as his wife the eldest daughter of hia teacher and
friend Many have ielt the charm ol her presence-
many have felt the influence of the soul that shone out

m her face , but few know how much science directly

owes to her As the companion of fais life, sharing bis

labour, thinking his success her own, Sir Chiules had an
accomplished linguist who braved with him the dangers

and difficulties of travel, no matter how rough
, the ever-

ready prompter when memory faded, the constant adviser

m all cases of difficulty Had she not been part of him
she would herself have been better known to fame. The
word of encouragement that he wished to give lost none
of its wannth when conveyed by her , the welcome to
fellow workers of foreign lands bad a grace added when
offered through her She was taken from him when the long
shadows began to cross bis path, but it was not then be
needed her most When in the vigour of unimpaired
strength he struggled amongst the foremost in the fight

for truth, then she stood by and handed him his spear or
threw forward bis shield He had not her hand to smorth
hit pillow at the last, but tbe loving wife was spared the
pain of seeing him die.

It donbUesa occurred to many a one among the crowd
who taw him laid to rest among the great in thought and

action, that he might have been eminent in many attwf

besides that he chose.

His was a well-balanced Judicial mind, wUdi we^jhhd
carefully all brought before it. A large type Of intellect—

too rare not to be missed. But it was that dtemn-
stanccs did not combine to keep the yottn|( laird on
paternal landi among the hills of ForiiMhire it was wtU
for science that he was induced to prefer the quieter

study of n^ure to the subtle bandying of words or thh

exatement of forensic strife Failing bealthhad for aontn

bme removed bun from debates. Still to the last hfe

interest m all that was going on in the scienbfie world

never failed, and nothing pleated him more than an
account of the last discussion at tbe Geological Society,

or of any new work done. As a man of science his place

cannot be easily filled , while many have lost a kind, good
fnend.

This novel eteamer, npon the construction of which
so much care and ingenuity have been expended,

IS expected to leave Hull for the Thames this wc^, and
shortly will proceed upon her service between Dover and
Cabus. By experiments recently made at Hull, the power
of tbe apparatus to put the ponderous saloon in motion
alternately in opposite directions, has been felly estab-

lished It wiH no doubt be interestmg to our r^ers if

we place before them the following observations connected

with the design of this vessel

The chief objects^ her designers, Mr Bessemer and
Mr Reed, were—

I To reduce the discomfort of the Journey to a
minimum

2 To make her very swift, so that the time spent
on the sea by her passengers should be as short as
possible

3. To ensure great steadmess among waves, both as to
rolhng and pitching

Finally, to provide her with everything that can contri-

bute to the comfort and convenience of the passengeis

All these points were carefully worked out and con-
sidered in connectionwith the limit imposed on herdraught
of water by the shallow harbour of Calais.

The Sessepur is a double ended vesael, propelled by
four large paddle wheels, two on each side Each end fiw
a length of about 48 ft. i* kept low for the purpose of re-
ducing the motions produced by the action of the wind
and of the sea, while the middle portion (about 254 ft.)

of her length is buiU sufficiently high to muUe her to
steam at a high speed against tbe wonrt seas the mB
meet A rudder is fitted at each end with efficient

for locking, so that the Betstmer will be able to ateam
in dlher direcuon, and will not require to be turned round
in harbour, and each rudder is worked by meant of
Brown’s patent hydraulic steering gear
Her great pecubarity, however, is that she conta^ia

iatge saloon 70 ft. long, designed by Mr Bessenwr, fua-
pended m the middle of tbe ship m such a manner ft
can be moved about a longtoudmal aais paraild to the baal.
The motion of this ssloon, which would he setupifjMi
free to move, when the ship roOed, wijl be governed Igr
an hydraulic apparatus (the Invention of Mr.
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floor of tturnlootoiril^ wider all drevmituiees,

'

lOTirf nnriylevd.

thtt Stsumtr la 3J0 ft. kuif, 40 ft wide alwig the

k^beaio, ofld 64 ft. wide acron the paddle.b<»cef She
j

•rtn be itro^ned at a speed of eighteen to twenty mike an
|

tkur by two pairs of engines of the coflective indicated

lOwcr of 4,600 hones. The centres of the two pain of

taddk wheels will be abont 106 ft apart

The Stumer sidoon centains the main saloon, which
|

s abont 40 ft long by 39 ft wide, and 20 ft high, dx
j

ipadoas retiring rooms, a refreshment room, lavatories,
|

storerooms, ftc. The decorations and fittings of the mam
idoon will be of the very best description, Mr Bessemer

banring givoi this branch of the design his most careful
|

ittentmi The retiring rooms, as well as the main

lakon, are ventilated and heated by a very ingenious

mpngement of fiins, pipes, &c , which supply and exhaust

kirm an ahnost imperoeptibk manner
Between the paddle-boxes <m either side, and on the

upper deck at the middk of the vessel, there aie numerous

nrlvate cabms for the accommodation of first class

Mssengers, and all of these cabms will be fitted up in a

turner that will help to make the journey across the ,

Channel 4a pleasant as possible. In addition to these, at

me end of the vessel b^een the decks there is a fixed

laloon about 52 ft long, for second clau passengers.
|

The luggage will be stowed m the hold at the opposite

»d of the ship to this fixed saloon, and two very inge-

ikmsly contrived hydraulic luggage cranes, fitted by

Ifessra Brown, Bros
,
will be employed for lifting higgage

iS the pier and deposiung it in the luggage hold, and

vice vtrsdf in a very expeditious maimer

The Btsumtr saloon, however, will be by far the finest

mbm that hu ever been fitted in a ship Its great size

md height enables it to be ventilated impercepubly, and

Vill prevent passengers who use it from feeling the un-

learnt sensations usually connected with going below

But one of the great advantages of this saloon u, that

whatever motion the ship may take from the waves—
ind this, from the adaption of her form to passivity

|

imong Channel waves, will be slight—the saloon will be

practically free from it It is m the middle of the ship

la regards length and breadth, and the axis of rotation

la at a height where there is least motion, so that as

regards its position it is one m which the vertical and

lateral motions produced in every part of the ship by the

pitching and rolling will be small, and usually scarcely

ipj^eekbk The saloon also will have very link

pitdiing motion, for the form e( the vessel renders it

taapossibk for the sea of the Straiu of Dover to raise

hnr low fireeboard ends very consideraUy , and even the

^all effecta produced at the ends of the ship wiU be re-

faced to abont one-seventh at the extremities of the saloon.

Fnm the foregoing nmatks it is evident that every-

^g that proodaei to iceme the passfagoa Immunity

from sea-skkncis has been provided. In the saloon

tpakg and pitching mdtioos will not be inconveniently

tl^^ any Intend or vertical movements that may be

let up in tiM ship (and diese imut be obvloasly small

the main fostms of the design for pnveating

them are taken into aecount) wiB mily be eommumcated

tiifthe saken to the extent to which they exist at that

prt the v«m4 who* they SM necessarily smidL

It sms intended by Mr Bessemer to keep the floor of

the suqiended laloon tevd by means of an automatk
apparatns which invirived both the piuietpk of the gyro-

scope and of Barker's mil] Certain practical difficulties,

however, have led him to abandon that idea for the more
rimpk and less costly plan which we will now attempt to

describe Immediately outside imc of the ends of the

saloon, and atUched to the frames of tho vessel there u
a pair of powerfiil pumping-engines. These engines keep

np a constant supply of water to a large cylindrical accu-

mulator Tho hydranhe pressure so obumed is trans-

mitted through pipes which pass through the hollow axle

supporting the nearest md of the saloon to a very inge

mously contrived cyhndncal slide balanced valve, which

IS placed on the athwartship floor guders near the middle

of the saloon The hydraulic pressure is next trans-

mitted through the valve and through another system of

pipes to two tipping cylmdeis which are fitted one on
each aide of the vessel at the middle of the length

of the saloon These cyimders have their lower ends
attached to two very strong athwart ship girders, while

the upper ends of the piston rods are connected to

the lower side dP-tbe upper deck It will be readily

perceived that the forces necessary to keep the floor of

the saloon level are exerted on the ends of the athwart

ship girders just mentioned by means of the two sets

of tipping gear Hie direction of application of the

hydraulic presture on the pistons in the tippmg cyimders

is governed by means of a system of levers connected

with the equilibrium valve Near the end of the primary

lever, and on its upper side, is fixed a spint level, and the

man whose duty it it to work this lever regulates the dis-

tance through wluch be elevates or depresses the primary

lever, so as to keep the air bubble as near at possible

comcident with the central mark on the level It is

assumed by this arrangement that when the spirit level

is “well" the floor of the saloon will be level whatever

rolbng motion the vessel herself may have and since

this level is placed near the centre of gravity of the vessel

where the angular motion is generally kast, there can be
no doubt that tho sabon will at all tunes be pretty

uniformly kvcL

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
JheEncyclopadta Bnlanmca Nmth Edition Edited

by Profl Spencer Baynes VoL I A to ana (Edm-
burgh Adam and Charles Black

)

The first volume of the nmth edition of the “ Ency

ckpsedia Britannica has just been issued, band
somely printed and copiously lUustrated

The first edition of this venerable work was announced
rather more than a century ago, as it began to be
published m parts in the year 1771 The projector

of the work was an Edinburgh printer of the time, Mr
Cohn M'Farquhar, and the editor and chief compiler was

Mr Sroellie, also a pnnter Another gentleman asso-

oatod in the production of the work was Mr Andrew
Bel^ a wefl-known Edinburgh engraver of the period

Tfa first editien ignored tNographical, historical, and

geographical matters , but these subjects were effecuvely

introduced in the second edition, and have formed an

iroptMant feature in subsequent issues. The second
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edition was in every respect an improvement on its pre-

decessor, and being extended to ten volnmes, room was

found for the extension and elaboration ofmany important

topics.

The second edition was not, like the first edition, n

mere compilation The proprietors had early seen the

necessity of employing the most talented men they cmild

find to contribute the resulU of their special studiea

in literature and philosophy, and several eminent men

of the pmiod earned bonouraUe remuneration by writing

fw the work , indeed, it u to the eariier editors of the

“ Encyclopsedia Bntannica” that scientific men owe it

that their hterary labours came so early to have a recog

nised money value In the third edition, which was

commenced eaiiy in 1788, the system of obtainmg the

best articles in physical science and literature from those

who had made these subjecU a special study was cmi-

tinued and extended, ad^ng greatly to the value of the

work Mr M'Farquhar, the proprietor, contributed very

largely to its success by the unremitting attention which

he bestowed on the editorial department His labour in

connection with the third edition, all the earher portions of

which he edited himself, had such an effect upon his health

that he died in the fiftieth year of his age Dr Gleig, of

Stirling, afterwards Bishop of Brechin, who had been a
voluminous contributor, sms offered and accepted the

editorship after the third edition had been begun. This

learned gentleman aided in giving that high tone to the

" Encyclopedia which it afterwards maintained under

the editorial supervision of Mr Macvey Napier and Dr
Traill and which, Judging from the first volume, it is

likely to maintain under the editorial supenntendence of

Prof Spencer Baynes

The services of Prof John Robison, of the Uni

versity of Edinburgh, were secured at an early sUge,

and that gentleman ultimately became a very volu

minous contnbutor to the third edition He renewed

the article on Optus, and jointly with the editor

produced the article on Philosophy He also con

tnbttted the articles on Physus, Resistance, Specific

Gravity, Tides, Telescopes and numerous others. To a
supplement of two volumes wUch was ultimately added

to the third edition Robison was also a volummous

contributor for this portion of the work he wrote many
of the scientific articles, includmg Astronomy, Dynamics,

Electrmty, Mapiettsm, Thunder, Trumpet, and Watch’

work I^f Robison undoubtedly did much to render

the " Encyclopscdia Bntannica” the great work which it

has become

The issue of the third edition of the “ Bntannica ”wu
completed in 1797 in eighteen volumes. Consteble, at

that time niing into fame as a great publuher, acquired

the copyright of the supplement to that ediuon for the
sum of 100/ Before long a fourth edition was called for,

which was pubhshed m twenty vdlumes and completed in

thirtemi years from the time at which the third edition

was finished This edition was quite as successful as juiy

of those whidi preceded it It was edited by Dr James
Miller, and un^r his auspices the system of hsvmg the

greater portion of the matter supped by specialists

was largely extended, and with the greatest possible ad-
vantage to the work.

After this time a new chapter m the history of the

"Encydopssdia” begins. Mr ConsUfale ultimetMjr aie-

quired the copyr^t, and at ones set to srprk witis

his usual enthuslam to improve the bodc^ bagintihlg'

with preparations fw the issue of a "great” sapple-

ment, in emulatimi of the Frmiclfwaric lAich had him
the hterary sensation of lU time. Thu supplement wae
{fiaced under the editorial chaige of Mr Macvey Maplsr,

and the aid of Dugald Stewart was obtained as a con-

tnbutor of one of the celebnted pidiminoiy diaserta-

tions. His was on the History of Metiqibytics and
Ethical and Pohtical Philosophy , the other dissertation

was, if we mistake not, left unfinished by Playfrdr
,

it was
upon Mathematics and Physical Science. This w^ was
completed by Sur James Mackintosh and Prof Leslie

Constable fdt, when he had obtained the services oi an
emment man like Stewart, and also of Davy, that he was
entitled to ask all the great literary and scwntific mep of

the day to aid him m hu undertaking He did so, and
among the splendid list of contributors which he gathered

around him were to be found the names of Arago and
Biot

A large sum of money u addition to the amount
paid for the Dissertations was expended on the

supplement, and there is no doubt that the public

owe to the hberality and energy of Archibald Constable

all the best features of the great work as it now exists.

The supplement was ultimately and properly mcorpo-

rated into the future editions of the work, the sixth and
seventh editions of which were edited by Mr Macvey

I Napier It it unnecessary further to follow the hterary

fortunes of the book ArchUshop Whately and Prefi.

horbes contnbnted each an additional dissertation. It

would take up too much of our space to give a list of alt

the disbnguuhed coatnbutois to the seventh and higbth

editions of the " Encycloptedia Britanmca,” many of

whom were of world wide celebrity at the time when they

wrote, and many more of whom, then comparatively

obscure, have since become fiunous.

Coming now to the ninth edition, it would not, we
think, be any exaggeration to say that the first voftime

contams as much matter as the three "ill frumisbed”

quartos which embraced the whole contents of the

work as onginally projected From being a mere
compilation, the " Britannica” under previous editors

had become a work of national importance, cois-

taining original treatises on science, art, and litera-

ture^ by famous hterary and scientific men A glance

at ^e first instalment of this issue warrants ns in

deelanng that the work will lose notldng from having

been entrusted to Profi Baynes. Although he pos-

sesses what may be called a perfect mine of art,

science, and philsmpby in the preceding edition, it must
not be forgotten that twenty years have elapsed sincolt

began to be issued During that^period sdenoe and art

have made vast ftrides,aiid history has not been standing

stiU In biography thm are many new names to add to

the list of the illustrious dead , andm geography, and trade

and manufactures, manymdiod changes have taken place.

The two previous editions of the woric began with the

celebrated "Dissertations” to which allusion has already

been made j but the present issue commences at onc^
if we except a brief a^ weQ-wiitten preface, with tbo

proper matter of the book in alj^iabetieal eOqUence,*
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AO Mk 'dictieouy "•mrdi’* IwTe now been at-

tiloded ftom the ** Brtunnlca* br Prof Baynes, who has

tbue gained a great deal of space fbr the flliattmtloa of

mare important matter Tboee who have an opportunity

Of comparing the present with fonner editions will note

fbe sdvahtage of t^ plan. In the matter of biography

great changes will doubtless be introduced, end mere
locality will now cease to have an influence m this

department , already, we observe that the account of Dr
Adam, an eminent Scotchman of the olden time, has

been compresMd into a few hnes, and a similar plan will

doobtlesa be adopted throughont the woric-^though

parenthetically let ns ask why Aberdour on die Forth, an
insigniflcant watering place, should have a place, while

Ab^our in the north of Aberdeenshire, nouble in eariy

Scottish history, and in “the grand old ballad <d'

Sir Patnck Spence,* be ignored?) On the other

hand, subjects that have become important in our day
are discussed at sufiicient length, and a fair balance

IS kept up in the allocation of space. Adulttratien

may be cited as an example of what we mean. The
article on that subject has been entrusted to Dr Letheby,

and it very profitably occupies seven times the space

formerly allotted to it The article fFttktitcs has grown
from a few Imcs into an excellent treatise, occupying no
less than twelve pages of the new edition Prof Huxley

has had over twenty pages allotted to his masterly

article on Amphtbta he also contnbutes Achnotoa

Agrtcuhwf IS discussed at a length suited to its im

portance the article is divided into twenty one chap-

ters, and occupies 135 pages, and it is needless to

say that it embraces an account of the latest dis-

coveries and improvements in farming, induding de-

scriptions of what has been achieved by steam power

The article on Amtnca occupies forty eight pages, and

seventeen pages betides have been devoted to a disqui

sition on Amtrican Ixterattm, by Prof Nichoi, of

Glasgow, the son of the author of the “Architecture

of the Heavens* The fact that the article Alfs is

by Mr John Ball is a guarantee of its completeness and

accuracy ,
the names and heights of all the chief peaks

of the different ranges and groups are given A most

riaborate dissertation, by Prof Turner, oh Anatomy,

occupies 109 pages of the volume, which concludes with

fliat subject There is an interesting biographical sketch

of AgasxiM AJf^uutistan and Afi^ are, of course,

brought up to the latest date. The treatUe on Algtbra

has been revised—re-wntten, indeed—by Kelland j and

hi arecent number we alluded to Mr Wallace's careful

paper on AeeHmatuatten,

Prof Baynes hai taken the only safe method of securing

irtfeles that shall embody the feUesl, Md highest and

most accurate knowledge; vis., by obtaining the services

4f those who have proved themselves to be kt the

Mmndt in theh partfe^ departmems To the present

apd to fetnre generations, therefore, this idnth edition

^ the “EncyclopsediaBritannIca’’ must be regarded as

bi$teadng the highcat tide^naik of the srience, literature,

and art of the tune , and from this-point of view the

hpecesslva edltletis of die book are peculiarly iateresdng

''gptiios^thepiogresa^kbowledge dunng the periods

ttMrbatf da^d betweenthe thnes of thdr pn^catlon

sa^^(w no edition wib have re4Su«d.moremodi-

[

ficatkmsto farii^ it abreast of the time than the present

I

one j and, as we have said. Prof Baynes has taken the

best potsiUe means to accomplidi this purpose InwluU-

I

ever other light it may be viewed, it must, when complete,

be regarded as a magnificent collection of masterly

treabses in every department of human learsmg
This is scarcely t^ place, nor have we the space, to

entidse the plan of the work For mere purposes ofready

reference, we suspect that less gigantic works will be found

more usefel Ai^y useful encyclopaedia, one that would
serve the first and chief purpose of such a work—a book
of reference that may with the utmost facility be consulted

at any time for information concerning any topic—should
hare its headings subdivided to the utmost possible limits

This will by many be considered the weak point of the

“ Bntannlca,* and must be so, so long as the publishers

insist on its being mainly 4 collection of elaborate

treatises This objection may to some extent be ob-

viated by a thoroughly exhaustive mdex but if an index

is to be the chief apparatus for consulting an encyclo

ptedia, then why not base the subdivision of the work on

a logical and not on the alphabetical method ?

But in view of the value of the “Bntannica* as a

treasury of the highest science and leammg of our time

-and the publishers, we think, are justified in still

retaining this as its chief characteristic—these objections

may be considered as of minor importance and of

Its value from this point of view there can be no

manner of doubt Prof Baynes has already jusUfied the

choice made of him as editor, and shown himself in all

respects competent to be the leader of such a splendid

undertaking We congratulate him on the success he
has achieved, and wish him health and strength to carry

on the work to its conclusion.

BROWN’S "MANUAL OF BOTANY”
A Manual of Botany, Anatorntfal and Pkyttoiogtcal,/ot

thi use of Students By Robert Brown, M A., Ph D

,

F L.S ,
F R G S (Edinburgh Blackwood, 1874.)]

At the present time there is a manifest want of an

EngliA Tmrt-book au courant with the modern state

of those branches of botanical science which have to do
wiUi the mmute structure, morphology, and physiology

proper of plant forms. The best that we have are often

little more than introductions to the classificatory study

of flowering plants. They give copious definitions and

lUustratioas of the technical language which is needed in

drawing up descnptions for the purposes of what are

known as “ system^ works, but they have little to say

—and that little is altogether out of date—aboi^t rim

impestant an^ various types wl^ch ate lumped together

as Cryptogams.

This state of things is obviously unsatisfectory If the

study of Biology proper is ever to make any progress

aaxmgst us, it must base lu principles upon a compre-

hens^ study of all living forms, and draw its illustra

rioos feont a wide survey of the vegetable as well as of

the aidflial khigdom. If evtdutiim is to be as fertile a

prindple in the mvestigation of vtgetaUe as it has been

in the case of animal development, it must take, in iu

owh4ofiiain, as wide a so^ I-astly, if we are to turn
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to any useful account the knovled^ iriilch u gradually

iccufflulaung of Uye part played by the aunpleat vegetablie

organisms In such phenomena aa fermentation, putrefac*

^un and disease, a study of these and kindred organisms

must play a much larger part than it has hitherto done in

the botanical mstnicuon given in the country

Bearmg m mind considerations of this kind, the publi

cation of a new botanical text-bode is a matter of con-

siderable interest It must, however, be at once confessed

that the hopes which the admirable typography and attrac

tive extenor of Dr Brown's book at first sight excited have

been most thoroughly dissipated by a somewhat cursory

scrutmy of his pages

The task which wc feel it is absolutely necessary to

undertake, of pointing out the signal badness of this book,

IS one of the most distasteful which anyone can assign to

himself The mere labour which is necessitated by the

composition of some six hundred octavo pages of printed

matter seems a sort of guarantee that the work wiU be in

some degree genuine And at first sight the plan which

Dr Brown has adopted is one which one cannot fail to

approve Instead of attempting, as most English manuals

do, to treat the whole art and mystery of the subject m
one volume, giving between the same boards a grammar
of technical language, the elements of morphology, of

taxonom), of physiology proper, of distribution both in

time and space he has limited his subject in the present

:

volume to all that concerns the higher plants alone But

the leaven cleaves to him still, and m each chapter,

besides the desenpuon of the structure and functions of

each seicral part, we have the old and tedious lists of
j

technical terms of which even systenutic botanists I

trouble themselves now to use but a few

It is however, with respect to the detailed execution of

the task that Dr Brown has imposed upon himself that

we feel obliged to speak m terms of unquabfied condem
nation A book more utterly untrustworthy has probably

ne\er been issued for the use of confiding and unln
j

stmeted students and as there is a species of singular

cruelty in placing m the hands of those who have to

learn stores of knowledge which, to say tho least, will

prove bitterly deceitful when offer^ as t^ currency of a
modem examination room, it is to be hoped that some
excuse may be accepted for a degrep of indignation which
may seem unusual even a review
We will simply give a few extracts from Dr Brown’s

pages in order that at least our botamcal readers may
form their own opiiuon as to how iar what u said above
admits ofjustification.

Here, for example, is a descnption of the red snow
plant (jnamatococcMt) which will be a hopoleu stumbhng-
block at the very outset (p 14) —

“ Icacb of these plants consists of a minute |(lobole,
distinct and separate, composed of a thin memteane per-
fectly closed in an Us parts, colourless, but contaming in
the interior a red bquid. By and by granules appear in
this ted liquid which grow and soon tear die envelope,
aud after a time give biith tb other globular vesicles
exactly resembling the mother cdls.”

HeematofiofCus u only a form of ProUtecem — red, I

instead erf gretn. Dr Brown’s account of its hfe-jistory

is bdbmd the «g« altogether

On page 16 we aio told of the ceU-waD : " la its mi-

ginal form the mendBane it thiB,traiiqMirei^ and oatopTr

less with a pearly lustre.” A pearly lustre (not that 1|

exists in this case) aco^pames opacity, not tr^sparengr
Nor when we have disposed of the ceU wall in this s^-
contradictory fashion, can It be considered an altogether

adequate treatment of protoplasm to mention it ind*

deiftally opw^gst Ugtttds conUuntd tn c$Us aa

granular viscid substance, composed of proteine and rich

in nitrogen, and surrounding the nucleus ” (p. 30} It is

hardly necessary to observe that the nucleus is not inde-

pendut of the protoplasm, but part of it

The account of the nucleus itself is simply apocry-

phal -

" In the leaves of OroHliumjapotticum it [the nucleus] ia

sufficient to cause elevated markings on the eifidemus,
each subjacent cell having a well maraed nucleus, it can
be easdy seen, especially if a httle iodine is applied. In
that case it takes a marked brown colour, and shows dii
tinctly that it is composed of Irregularly round transparent
globtOet, though we do not yet jenow whether they are
really globules or httle cells—sojid or empty (p 33}

Further on (p. 33) we learn that '“alcohol decolorises

chlorophyll by dissolving the resmous matter,' —the fact

being that alcohol dissolves the chlorophyll itself from the
protoplasmic granules which it colours. Onp 35 we have
the astounding suggestion that chlorophyll is derived from
the nucleus in a manner analogous to that in which
sUrchis”
On p so we learn that “ vessels by their union form

vascular bundles often called fibres —a statement erro-

neous from be^mning to end In the account of the
Btnictnro of the stem of ferns (p. 99) the masses of scleien
chyma are confounded with the fibro-vascular bundle*
The account of the stem of Lycopoihactee conveys no real
information at all

The sweet galingale {Acorus Calamiis)\t called (p 103)
Calamus aromaiteus—Calamus being a genus of Balms
As further instance* of slovenliness which could hardly
be exceeded —

This point [* e the growing point of the root] it called
the spongeole or spongelet, from a mistaken idea of lu
absorbent fbnaion. It was at one time commonlyt^ ^s [1^ the growing point] was the groaW and
absorbmg point of the rout ” (p. 133)

A Euphorbia u given as aa example of Cackled
(p. 146) The ,whole, plant of Lemna is alluded to «$
representing a 1^ (p. 147)
“ In Broussonslta papyriftra, out of the pitb of which

paper is made, and out of the liber of which the Poly-
nssians weave their cloth, Duchaitre notices the extreme
diversity of the leaves” (p 173} These irrelevant state-

menu would be accurate were not the paper madjs Dram
the bark and not the pith, and were not Tappa cloth 4
“felt*made bybeatm^and not a wovmi matnUl at all,

Even the tedious listt of tedhnical terms are not mote
accurate. The snt&ce of tho leaf, we arc bdd (p. 39$),,
may be ' pla.n,” to whichplanum ia given as the equiva*
lent , lower down vslvstktum ia given as the equivalent
of villoae.

Itis aadtecontemiDlaUthelateofaniin1inppy »v«n«.^,,^
who sboold ventufe, trusting in Dr Brosm, to say it

been thoisn v>i) "due in many ^lanu the
tube* found at^ nfenpjk at the tfano of hnp^n^d^i
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really OTigioated there, and were twt denved from ttve

potion
°

Eqaally deploraUewould be the rewlt of afRnning with

tlr. Brown (p 230) that
" Turnip leaves contain 3 to 10

per cent [of silica], oat ii to 58 per cent (eqiecially In

Uie stem), lettuce 20 per cent, oak leaves 31 per cent,

and beech leaves 26 per cent”

It is unjust to the memory of Crew to assert that he

ever disputed the discovery of the sexuality of flowenng

pIsBts with Millington Anyone who will refer to Crew’s
** Anatomy of Plants,” p. 1 71, will see that he does perfect

justice to Millington

We had noted down a number of other passages equally

open to criticism, but it is sincerdy to be hoped in the

iitferests of real botanical study that the specimeiu of this

book which have been given will have some deterrent

afreet upon its possible readers. It is m vain that the

author assures us that he has perused, for the purpose of

his book, no less than 1,200 papers in almost every Euro-

pean language A tithe of this literature properly selected

and properly digested would have produced a manual of

some value, instead of a mere chaotic dust-heap of all

kinds of views belonging to all kinds of authors, as if

scientific literature were In a way canonical, and the date

of an author's views made no sort of difference, a common
authenticity—like inspiration—embmeing them alL

The blunders in the names of plants all through the book

are quite as remarkable as the ‘statemenu about their

structure. Ckamaopannus (p. toi) is something more

than a misprint for Chameecy^nssus, and it is astomsh-

lOg to read about the “ Drovmontan” movements in a

book whose author bears the honoured name of Robert

Brown.

OUR BOOK SHELF
TtUereAh and Ttofd By Colonel Sir t J Coldsnud,

C B K.C S I
, &c (London Macmillan and Co ,

1874)

Dxtrino the time of the late Bengal famine we wwe
fiunQiarised with teeing in the morning papers tele

that had been «l«patched from Calcutta on the

neevious evening Ten years ago telegraphic comrouni

with Indm was but just completed viA Constaau- i

nqpl& the Persian Culf; and Karfichi but it was some

yaars after that before rapd through communicabon was

anaaged. The delays occurred saostly between Persia

MdEuland, and much organisation of European lin«

was ntedod before it was possible to converse with

Teheran as die Shah did on his arrival at Buckingham

Palace.
Those who are interested m the subject of telegraphic

with our Indian Empire (and who is not 7}

will find much mformation in Sir F J Goldsmid’s " Tele-

f and Trav^* He gives an account of the origin

anddevdopment of the saiemes, the ttouWesoM diplo

wiarig delays, and the physical difficulties that had to be

overcome, as well as the arrangements that had to be

made in some districts to protect the overland lines from

destruction by wandering tribea An officer of experience

among Turks of Europe and Asia expressed hiS oplniM

at the outset that every convention with the Arabs in the

interest of tdegiaph companies would be uncertain of

ekeemtion, snd that all wire withm reach would bo tom

di^ from the pdes to make bed-ropes for thefr hojs^

fnvtanegs of Wilful damage unhappy were fbpd by

fnpiwUtien to be net rare, lo that m some districts

mountcdlguajrds were needed along wide tracts, adding,
of course, considerably to the working cost of the lines.

The first part of the book the author feels is likely to be
“found painfttUy practical and matter of fact, over
burdened with official details and wanting in the rest
which keeps the mre willingly open and the hand steady
to the book,” and he pleads in excuse “ the necessanly
monotonous character of the subject.” The accomplish
meat of such a conunumcation between the two countnes,
however, is so momentously imporunt an event, that the
history of its progreu is of mterest, however it is told
SirP J Goldsmid's arra^ement of bis matenals certainly
docs make it rather difficult to follow the thread of the
history, but then it is enlivened with many mteresting
little sketches, descriptions of Persian diplomatists, their

manner of conducting business, and so forth.

The first part of the book is illustrated with two maps
which indicate the route of the dilTerent telegraphic hnes
between England and India, the dates being affixed to
the diifercnt secuons Sir F J Goldsmid writes from
his own experiences and from blue books, and gives a
mast of information which could not well be comimed by

I anyone not practically acquauited with the work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[7%t Editor dott not keUktmtHfrafontMeforoptnumt exfirttstd

by ku corrapondtnto Nntker can ke nndtrtalf to tetutn,

or to correspond wetk the u titers cf, rgcited manusciipts
Ho nottcc u taken oj anonymous eommumeations ]

Sir J Heraehel on the Endowment of Research

Tiis foUowmg extract from a letter frmn Sir John Hertcbcl

bears so directlyon the dutinction between the need* of theoretical

and practical science insisted on m your recent leading article

(vol xi p, 301 ), that 1 need offer no apology for eommonicsiing it

Aa the present value of the opinions which it eiprssses is in

tnnsic, It IS unnecessary to paxticularue the circumstances under
which the letter was written more than thuty years aga But I

may remark that it it supported by mtuy pausgea in other letters

in which the disUncUon in question, a^ that betueeii research

which can and research which cannot be readily effected by

private means, it dwelt on (with all the scrupulous care of one
than whom no nsponrible guardian of the public purse was ever

mote opposed to dependence on Slate aid at a pr ncipir), m a

venae emphatically favourable to the tieinuids of science for help*

in certain clearly Indicated diiectiotae. I am sorry that I have

nut tfae;pap#s at hand to quote Iram, twt oue inttmcc 11

paiticnlar oc«Bn to ate, in wfai^ the extending and perfecting ol

vanoui PhytitgIThbks in a thotougUy sotltfUctofy mauner it

declared to be akogether outside d the field of work of the

ludividnal investigator, and to be labour to be paid for by the

community J II

Biamtx, FA. 22

*' That is a lamsik which possibly it assy be dceo-ed

presumptuous la lie to nadto, relative to (he genml subject of

sdentafic czptnditjwe trashed eti your letter], but which I

trust may be psrikssed, as t have reeson to briieve my impres-

sions on the subject are those of the whole body of British men
of science^ with hardly aa excepAoa. Large ss the sum
expended on objects officially classed as ' scientifie ’ may appear

it would not, I think, be considered as excessive if devoted

to tha proeectttlon of sdenttfio objects in the highest and stnetest

sense of that word. I mean such as would be lecoauncndcd fur

' prosecutiott by men of sownce the most emlaeat, each in bu
sevcial depanmwit, and responsible for their recommendations

i to the opinion of public and of die scientific worid Under

Endi obJecU I should certainly not include hydrogruphiosJ,

mdusbia], or military sorveyi^ expeiimenU merely technical, or

mii^ Other ohjects, vdiicb, however indisputably neoesiaiy and
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icqnmdg lor their dne execulton scientific end refined prooessee

end the sapermtendcnoe of scientific men of high qtulificadoM,

ere ytt, properly spceking, retlier epplicetioiis of sctenlific nmre

and acquired skill to particular ot^ects of national importance,

than undertakings of research having in view as their pnmaiy

object the advancement of science itself It is true, that as

practice makes perfect, science iott gain by such apphcatioos,

and that bjr going somewhat out of the way m dmir execu*

tion, and seizing opportunities, moat valuable theoretical results

and data are occasionalljr elicited at an additional cost incom*

paraUy less than would be incurred by mitauting operationa for

the purpose at tnitto Hut when I consider the pregnant nature

of Kiendfic truth, and how upon occasion of every well gronnded

accession In, or extension of, theoretical knowled|,«^ a new

pnuiueltMt arisen founded tliireon, and old methods have been

abandoned os UHt and unttimvmuai in comparison, I

dionld fed prepared to advocate or defend a very large and

hberal devotion indeed of the public means to setting on foot

undertakings, and maintaining establishments, in which the in

veatigation of physical lasrs and data should be the avovred and

primary object, and practical application the secondary, mo-
dental, and collateral one

“ Phis, however has hitherto been the fortunate lot of Astro

nomy only And the result has been, m*/ enty the establishment

of a complete theory—* /<w/i the perfection of nautical tables

and ul servation—but an universal impulse given to every other

branch of exact inquiry—a higher standard erected everywhere,

a pretiiion in every determination rendered practicable wh ch

woul 1 have never ^fore been dreamed of as attainable without

the requirements of Astronomy Is it hoping too much that the

day may not be fat distant when Physical Science m all lU

exacter branchu shall participate in these adwmtages, and svhen

the establishment «f * Physical Observatonea ’ in our own and

distant lands dull give that impulse to many other sciences (aa

fir example Magnetism, Meteorology, &c ) of which they stand

so much m need 7 “J F W H ’

Trade Winde
Maurt, in his "Physical Geography of the Sea, mamtams

that the surface trade wind of the northern hemisphere becomes
the upper connter current o' the s julh, and vtct xetti. That the
trade siind" in fact, cross each other so -

the red dost which often fidls at aen netr the West Coast of
Aihai and m South Eunqie Did Ehrenbeig aun^ identify

eertam Sooth Amencaa fomt m the dost, or did he tdentify the

dnst Of South American on account of the presence of ftiese

fbrmtT If the funner, the oignment goes for bttle, South
American forma miy be fonndm Africa also If the latter, dten

a new difficnlfy aiuea hrery microscopist knows die canons
diveraitv of inmaonal forms in all chmates at all similar It

wonld be the height of ptesomphon even to qoestiaa the eon-

clnuons of Threnb^ m microscopy and yet to be able to idu-
tify mfoaonal forms in mch a way as to say that dost containing
them cornea from such and sneb^a locality is certainly very

wonderful
Mauiy. from some of his remarks, does not seem to be fiilly

alive to the utter inconaistency of bia theory with what we know
of the laws of fluid motion That two broad flat rapid currents

cross through each other m alternate strips, or emrdits, as Maoiy
calls them, u scarcely snthm the bounds of physical possibility

On the other band, Maury s opinions are certainly entitled to

consideration, and this is one which he found with so much
deliberation, and entertained so firmly, that I should gladly learn

what competent physicists of the'pres^ day thmk of it

Oiaeff Kcuet College, Nov 13 F ODTlttlC

The'Arctic Expedition

Thk aheence of sunlight during the Arctic wmter u said to

have aa mjnnons eflect on the h^th of both men and dogs

,

yet it does not appear that the best snbshtnte for solar light bis
ever been employed for iHuminstmg purposes dnnng the dstk
season It ocenn to me that the occasionsl nie of the electne
light would be bkely to mitigate the evils dne to the absence of
imar radiation, and the constant use of oil lamps If Granuae
electro magnetic ipparatns could be conveniently used on board
ship it would app^ to ofier the additional advantage of giving
employment to the men at a tune when it is difficult to find
occupation for them

Dublin, Febk 23 R. J Moss

Merapath a Balance

Can any of your readers inform me whether Herapath com-
pleted hit balance, m which he suspended the beam from a
magnet , also whether the idea was taken np by balance makers 7
He gives an account of this fonn of bshwe in npaper dated
i8ai £ W P.

Ol/X ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN

Fir ,

insM’ul of meeting and turning lock over themselves so—

Subsequent writers on physical geograidiy have repeated this

statement without apparently reflecting on its axtieme unpro

Maury s ar(,nmente for this strange theory are portly connecUd
with the hygrometnc stste of certain of these currents, partly
snth terrestrial mimetism and psrtly with the nature of the air-

dust It would take up too much of your space to discuss thrae
points fully The arLumenls founded on terrcstnal magnet sm
are, however, pordy hypothetical and very ianciful Those on
the hygrometnc state of the currents are not very convuidng
It IS, however, to the Utter of Maury’s arguments I wish to
draw your leaden' attention Maury seems to believe in this
almost Incredible direction of the air cunents beciusc Rhien-
beig identified ceitam South American infusonid forms la

Tiii, Binary Star j*> Boons— Dr W Dobeick, of
Col Coopers Observatory, Markree Castle, Sbgo, has
commuiucated to the Royal Insh Academy, and alto
pubhtbed in Ast Nack No 3036, an orbit of this binary
founded upon a very complete dtscussion of Ae meatunf
from 1782 when the dophcity was detected by Sir W.
Herschel, to 1873 The resulting period of revolution u
390 year^ and the true pen astron passage u found to
have occurred about 1863$ Dr Doberck does not
append an ephemens of angles and diitences actwtding
to nis orbit, but we supply them for the next e^hteea
months for companson with any measures that may be
made m the mteival —

187525 Angle 144^79 Distance o' 632
7S 75 I, 14a 83 If o 634
7625 „ 140 to „ o 637
767s » 138 90 „ o 640

Fai b’s new Variable in Orion—TTie star to which
reference sras made m NAruRS last wedc, appears to be
the precedmg component of the double star 2 747, or that
which was the smaller star dunng Struve’s measures
1825 36 Herr FsJb has nven some particulars relatmg
to this object in No a/>20 of the AstroMomueJU Nac£i
rtchUn, but we suspect he has madveitently reversed the
order m which the magnitudes of the Doipat Catalog
should be assigned Struve’s mean is

183359 Angle 223“ 06 Dutance 35^85
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whence the smaller star was in the south preceding quad-
rant In addition to the authorities for magnitude quoted
bjrHerr Falb,it mavbe mentioned that both components
are found in the last Greenwich Catalogue (1864) , the
precedmg star is there called 8 mag

,
and the following

one 7 If we transform the differences of R.A. and
N P D in this catalogue into angle and distance, there
results for about

1866*95 Angie 304® 5 Distance 36' 4
agreeing as closely with Struve’s measures as could be
expected The prmcipal or following component of

of the present year is in R.A 5b 28m 54s 4, and N P D
96“ s' 39" I d is 8' disUnt from i Ononis, on an angle of
335®

The Variable Star R Hvdr —Observations of this

star in southern latitudes are much needed for affording a
better insight into the law of variation than we yet possess.
That the period has greatly dimmished since the time of

Martldi is beyond doubt . Schonfcld makes it about 500
tel the year iyo8, tfil days for 1785, and 437 days
tar 1I70, It was pointM out by Aigidander that ga^
eothMirison stars are too low for favourable observation
iO ern^ European latitudes. Accordbg to the formula
involving E* and £•, given in Schonfeld^ last catalogue,

a matdmupi would occur w the 25tb of February, andw fottowiag one falls 1876, May la The minimum,
l^ich Si^idt’s observations occurs 300 days before
tji# maxunum^ will not be idiscrvable in (he present year
At greatest brightness the star is found to vary from 40
to 5 5 Its potion for T875 IS m R.A. 13b asm 53B,

(Hid n P D 112® j8 a
WiNNECgB's CoifItT —This body is BOV beyond rwi*

and H is pfobaUe that the observ'itians which have been
MOtind wdl be few in number It is nevertheless evident

dint the elements am voy well determined, a very email

noceleratioo which ie also indicated in previous revolu

dons beiM sufficient to produce an mact agreemaat
hlitween Prof Oppolrm's cfilculationa and the result of

die first Mareeillcs obsmvttion Refinance was lately

»de to the Vienna nsUof^lmel-’s suspicimi of identity of

I fiBUtot svith one of the imperfeedy observed comets

(d llofiMhet which (vus discovered by ppna on Feb, dth

wd semi again on the 9th On examimng the mattorflftr ajwo
mpreWMly there to be strimg reasons to doubt

tMi inwraoii upps which we may enter in a future

Th* fooiACAL Light—

A

nother nDqiicnaiu exhihi'

dimelw rteneiimieawneobservahleihtfaenrigthoMr-
hMdldUftioneiltheev^gof February 25 the sky

wee veeyvepomtte, nnd the emaller^^IHrs usually visible

without a telesco^ were not disoSSed, but sooa^ after

8 B M the light was quite a marked objbet m the heavens *

It did not present the lemon tinge which is commonly the

case when the sky is clear, but rather tesembled the bght

oi the Milky Way, except that it was of much greater

intensity It could not be traced that evening beyond the

constellation Musca.

New Minor Pl^ei —Le Vemer’s Bulhiin of Feb
37 announces the dmbovery of a newmember of the minor
planet group by Herr Pabsa at the Observatory of Pola
on the 33rd Its position at 8h. 42m local time was in

R A oh. 57m 56s.,N P D 76® 14' The planet is ot the

SCIENCE AT THE NEW PARIS OPERA
'T'UE New Pans Opera has excited a great deal of
* attention ammig all classes, both on the Continent

and in England Every effort has been made to make
the budding perfect in all mepects, and to carry out its

cmutmctiOD in harmony with the latest® scientific princi-

ples. Some recent numbers of Jji Naturt contain a
senes of articles by M G Tissandicr on the new
building, to show m what manner the principles of
science have been made to conduce to the welfare and
comfort of art A few of the points in these aiticlcs we
shall bnng befote our readers, as also some of the
illustrations, which have been obhgingly lent us by
the proprietors of our sister journid M Tissandier
deals first with the subject of Waiming and Ventilation

It IS not astonishing that the ventilation of theatres
has been effected in a very incomplete fashion, when
\\c consider the difficulties which stand in the way of
a complete solution “ A theatre is composed not of a
single compartment, like every other place of assembly,
but of three vast contiguous compartments the hall (or
auditorium), the corridors, and the stage, all which, at
certain times are separated, at others connected by vast
openings To this first difficulty must be added the action
of the lustre, which causes a strong current of sonorous
waves towards the ceiling, greatly to the detnment of the
acoustics and to the equality of temperature in the various
parts of the auditonum The position of the >pec
tatprs in fisrs rising me aboyp the other along the
walls, and not boruontally, adds a new obstacle to the
efficacious renewal of the air Moreover, the conditions
of the problnn are constantly changing *11100, before
the entrance of the nubbe the heating may have taken
place downwards ana by the ordmary means ; but, once
the public have been admitted and the curtain raised, a
considerable mass of air, that of the stage, is put into
communication with the body of the theatre between
the acts this communication ceases

, but,on the other hand,
there are fnan i,qoo to 1,500 p^ons, lust so many Uvmg
stoves, and wnne bundles m gM-Jets, which heat and
gradu^Iy vitiate the atmosphere Hence a change must
be introduced m the ventilation , sdll another change
when the curtain is raised , and all tjuf to be modified
aocording to the season.”*
At the commencement of the present century the

Maiquis de Chavannes deviied a system, which was fried
at Covent Garden Theatre, and which contained thp prin-
ciple of an the methods since mvented
Th« heating of the stage was effected by sfeam

cvliowrs, shown at M,m 1* Ig i Ventilation took pljiM at
N ibove Thp auditorium was heated by the large stove
B, idueh by Cylindrical pipes sends warm air under the
flooring of the boxes and into the staircases At R the
vitutfad air gf the hexns nay drawn off by tbf comings
AAA. 'Ilw vitiaMid air of the bo(iy m tha omwn
upwarda by tte kttn, saaphiw) Q, offar having traversed
the openings P P

In 1828 a commission, composed of Bcrard, Cadet dc
Cassicourt, Marc, and d’Arcct, was entrusted m France
%vith an investigation into the principles of the ventilation

of theatres Fig 2 represents the arrangement devised
by d’Arcet, who took uvant^c of the lustre to convey
outside the air vitiated the combustion and by the
breath of the audience The worm air is mtroduced into

the corridors by the openings C C C , it enters the
auditonum by pacing under the flooring of the boxes,
in the direction of the arrows. The exit of the air takes
place at U , it may be regulated above the lustre %
means of the movable traps at T It is also accomphshed
at V, by passages which are united in the central

chimney
These systems had senous drawbacks An attempt at

unprovement was made in i^i, during the constnicbon
of the new theatres m the Place du CbAtelet Foi the

purpose of investigating the question a comnii$'>ioa was
nominated, pesidd over by M Dumas, Perpetual Secre-

tary of the Academy of Saences, and having for reporter

CiOieral Morin, Director (rf the Conservatoire dcs Arts

ct MCtlere. After many expenmenU and many contra

* "TnitSpntiqMduchtuflhaaMdelavcntilatioii. byV Cb Joly
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dictoryadvicMitbev fixed on the anuigcmeiiu advocated The water and au heated by the ttovea are distributed

since i860 by M Trdlat.* The system wu found, how by brass pipes, the heatinjS su^ <rf which is about

ever, to be mefiecdve St^so square metres, their length neany five kuometres.

The question was in this state when M C Garnier Tliose filled with hot water are contained in grooves

was caUed upon to construct the new theatre, which at in the masonry > tiie air coining frtun whhont ciicn

present justly attracts the attention of all lates around their surlace, ia heated, and escapes by 650

The arrangemenU adopted in the New Opera, without onficea

being exactly new, are remarkably improved , If the For the anditoiinm and its i^iproaches recoitts* has

principles upon which they are founded are almost the been had to water stoves, which ^ve a very considerable

same as those referred to abov& an effort has been made renewal of air “ The apparatus to the number of ten,"

to apply them under the conditions best calulated to says M Nuitter, "are supplied by twelve fiirnBces,

ensure a favourable result whose power rqiresents a steam engine of lao-horie

Of fourteen large stoves fixed in the underground part power It was necessary to employ apparatus of this

of the building, some, by means of hot vrata, heat the power, for as they are only used in the days of perform

administrative department, the stage, and the rooms of ance, they are not kept constantly lighted, and they must
the artistes others, by hot air, the auditonum, the green r^diily raise the temperature of ^aces whose oqiaclty is

rooms, and the staircases. The daily consumption of not less thsn 90/xio metrea They must, moreover, pro-

these hres has been estimated at 10,000 kilogrammes of vide m the awitorium for a renewal of air which may
coal—iicarly ten tons reach 80^030 cubic metres per hour thus we must reeVon

Fig t—VenUUuaooralhcturt(Uiavann9fi Fig. .—’Hit Sybtem ofdAiut

the warm air heaters at fitom 600 to 700 square metres,
and the hot water ones at from 1,300 to 1,300 square
metres.

VentUanon is effected by means of supplies of air, the
opemngs for which measure fixim twenty four to thirty
square metres. The cupola of the auditorium u piero^
by bulls -eyes, and u also suppliedwith opemngs arranged
above the lateral galleries. Fig 3 shows the cupola seen
from above it shows the vast conduiu which cany off the
internal air by means the draught of the lustre. The
supplies of au an regubMed by thirty four runstere laise
valves of if metres long and f metre high, nlaoed around
the cuppla. A large sheet-iron chimney, eight metres hi
diameter, surmounts the voitilating erection, and leads to
the lanten which sutmounu the cupola.
Thanks to these excrilent anrangonents, thanWt idgo

to the large proportions of the cmdors, foere is reason
* la Tbntn *t rAichuocu.”

to hope that in the new Opera aifratlon will be accom
pushed under satisfactory conditions, and that in this
new building the coastractors will have ararosched as
nearly as possible to that solution of a proltdm whose
difficulties have been pointed out above
The Ughtmg of the New Opera has been accomplidied

with considenmle u^uity The whole of the gaa-idpet

3
present a length of twenty-five kilometres, on which an
justed 71a cocks. The dangers attendant on the ordl-

noiy method of lighting a stii^ by naked Ibotlikhu are
weil known The footlights of the New Opera are formed
of gas Jets with reversed flames, each flame being com-
pletely enclosed, so that only the light escapes, the beat

conveyed outside, Each Jet is so constructed that
if the glass which encloses it IS broken, the flame becomes
extinguished ly an automatic am
is the conducting tube ofthe gas.
it at D, above its vertical gbia.

ngement In Fig. 4, E
ftUhghtedbynUng
When it ia placed wpon
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ita glus the flame is dnwn dosmwards by a poweribl

canmit of air which circulates m a lower pipe to which

rio,]—VeMtuM>|App(irMut<irilM Mow Open (rcomM NoiUotiwotk)

the tube B U fitted. Owing to the draught the burner

does not become heated, and the hand may be placed
upon it without being burnt , the robe ofa
dancermay without danger brush it, since

the flame is produced in an enclosed space.

If the glass A IS accidentally broken,

the burner L, mounted on a pivot, is

lowered at C, and by this movement sets

in rootioa a small valve, which shuts off

the gas, and the light is thus put out.

The jets of the footlights arc arranged in

scries of twelve and number in ml 120.

These 120 light

height of the stafige, or lowered underneath
hole, below the flooring of

the 'front* stage, by a mechanism wldch
draws them all t<%ether, and which two
mai can easily move
By a very ingenious arrannment all

the lights m the theatre can be iowered

J sudd^y so as to produce a lught-effect,

- „ ,
without the least danger of any of them

wwri.;U;;dS?iri; bemg ext^Uhed
iiMdtBtiwroothi^* One of the most important apphea

NavOpen ^,0^, of jcience in the New Opera is

the use made of electnaty, which we shall describe in

another article;

(ro it eofUmutif)

ENGUSH GOVERNMENT ECLIPSE EXPE-
DITION, 187s

Instructions to Observers.*

\,—Sp*ctroieopk Oittrvaiion*—Objects to it atteuned.

Thi objects to be attained are mainly the deter

so far as may be possible, of the chemical
oefthochromospbeceandttfthecoronalatmo-

• Drawn np by th« EcUpse CsnalttM of llM Bbyd SocSstr

sphere , of the height to which the various vapours ex
t^ from the photosphere, and of the orderm which they
thus out It IS anticipate that the chromosphere, at
all evenu, may be very rich in ultra violet rays The
solar spectrum has alnmdy been photographically com
pared with metallic vapours from G some distance out
wards. The operauons, therefore, will be mainly photo-

•- -1 -
isible to

_ jperat , ,

graphic, glass being employed as little as
p—- then - ^

^ _i poisita

produce tbe necessary dispersion, and replaced by quartr”
' IS twofold, sr**'

^ - —

-

The attack is twofold, spKtroscopcs being used in con
junction with telescopes for obtaining line spectra, and
prismatic cameras being emfdoyed for the purpose of
obtaining images of the chromosphere and coronal atmo<
sphere built up by the rays emitted by its various consti— ts. The prismatic camera will probably give the

results with regard to the height and order of
the various layers, while the general nature of the spec
trum beyond M, te whether it is continuous, channel
spaced, or Imed, will be best determined by the ordinary
spectroscopes

Adjustment of Spectroscopes

Take out camera, and detenmne focal point for blue
rays by receiving image of sun on ground glass, and by
using solution ot sulphate of copper in ammonia in front

of object glass. (The strength of solution to be deter
mined beforehand such that no bght less refrangible than
G should pass at all, and that the centre of gravity of
apectrum is H, or ou»ide iL)

To determine focus of collimator, reinsert camera and
move sliding portion of collimator attached to sht plate

till the lines of the spectrum at or outside H arc clearly

defined

All pnsms to be set for minimum deviation of H
To find proper disUnce of sht plate from telescope,

thibw image of sun on, so as to cover half the slit, and
adjust the spectroscope to sucha distance that the boundary
of the spectrum of the photosphere at H is perfectly hard
Photomphs should be employed for ascertaining Uie

focus , me shts to be clean, and adjusted so that at
least threelmes be seat between the two Hs. No photo-
graph need be examined which will not bear a mag
nimng power of ten times It must be remembered that

a difference of 1 loooth of an uch is of importance in
Midi adjustments. The best definition with the dispersion

employM will be attained when the hne in the middle
between the H lines is seen double
The hardness ofthe sun s hmb to be determined photo

graphically m the same manner
If power to incline the plate is obtained, the part of the

plate to receive the more refrangible rays will, of course,

be nearer to objective of camera, as in the case ofall non
achromatic lenses. The angle to be determined by ex
penment. The spectrum should fall on the plate so that

G fUls close to one edge, the central and otner portions

of the plate being reserved for the more refrangible end of
the spectrum.

Caie mutt be taken that the axes of the coUimator and
of the tdeKope be commdent

Ac^Hstment of Pnsmattc Camera

This instrument Is to be adjusted like an orAnary
spectroscope by means of coUunator placed in front of iu
pnsm. By application of external collimator, the prism
IS to be set to minimum deviation of H the hydrogen
hue near G falling near one edge of the plate,

BefoK this instfument u put on the tdescope, the prism
thus adjusted should be taken off and perfect parallehsm
of thetubes tfiMained by observii^ the images of the tun
or star

The subsequent inclination of the two axes will be
determined taking photognqdu of spectrum with or

without a couimator, so that rmg corona near G will be
the Inst refirangible pordon of spectrum on plate, while

the sun fialls on the sted plate of the telescope to which
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the prismatic camera is attached. Care should be taken

tbit the least refrangible part of the nng corona should

be recorded TTie axis of the camera should rui the

axis of the declination axis.

Odsenmiiottt to bt made vnth TehspccU ovoptt

Defore and after totality the cueps should be conimually

thrown on the slit and the spectrum photographed , losg

exposures should be at fint employed At least one
spectrum of the sun should be obtained before totality,

with the ordinary position of the plate, in order to indicate

the pans of the plate on which the various parts of the

spectrum falls with the angle of deviation and the onenta*

tion adopted
In all instrumentsjust previous to totality, the vanishing

portion of sun is to be used to obtain a scale on the plate

on which the attempt will be made to obtain the spectrum

of Young’s stratum, and the other phenomena at the

beginning of totahty

For this purpose one of the end window s will be opened,

and all the others closed in the first in stance, the open
part of the slit being arranged radially over that portion

of the suns light which will be the last to disappear

Immediately before totality all the windows are ta be
opened without deranging the instrument
The time for which the plates are to be exposed after the

commencement of totahty will be subsequently referred to

For observation at end of totality all windows
except one at the end of slit to be opened The part of

the sun which will first reappear should lie on the slit

just outside the closed shutter (the motion of the moon
being taken into account), so that the phenomena at

moment of reappearance may be photographed Imme
diately after reappearance the previously opened shutters

should be closed, and the previously closed shutter should
be opened to obtain the sohr spectrum as a scale Care
should be taken not to confound the brighter parts of the

chromosphere, at reappearance, with the sun itself

Observations with the Prtsmaitc Camera.

A trial photograph can be made when i looth part of
sun’s diameter is still visible The results of development
of the spectrum of the two cusps should determine the
time of exposure before totality , as many photographs

j

should be obtained is possible baore totally, being rapidly

multiplied just before disappearance “Ine number of

plites to M taken during totality to be subsequently
referred to The number of plates to be obtained after

totality will depend on results of development before
totihty

2 Observations on the Polansaiton ofthe Corona

The primary object of these observations was to fumidi
evidence on the question whetherthe coronawas a true solar

phenomenon, or m some way due to a glare in the terres-

tnal atmosphere In the former case the position of the
plane of polansation (if the light were polarised at all)

would have reference to the sun's centre, and would be
parallel or perpendicular to a line ioining the centre to
the point obser^ In other words, the pourisation would
be radial In the latter case it would have reference to
the general direction of the observers’ view , t.e it srould
be uniform over the whole area of the corona.

Foruiu- observations appear to show that the total light
from the corona is partly polansed , and t^t the polan-
sation IS in part radial, and in part unidirectional In ad-
dition to this, ap'xtroscopic observations have connected
the corona with the tun But, although the mam question
may consequently be considered at already settled, the
polarucopiq observations have been found so delicate as
to juttify their rtmetition The details of polarisation, if

sufficiently wol defined, may teU us fomething of the
conditioh of tbe matter emitting coronal light , and if to
former eye observations phottdraphic pictures be added,
our iniormtioo may be extendi to repons further from

the sun’s surface than any of which we have at present

lisance

a Nicol's pnsm be placed m the tube of a telescope

of long focus (ism which the oonvcigince of the rays

from the object-riafy is not sp great ay
affect the analysiSg pow th# Nicol),

j|
the Ntod so a< to cut odTthe of tbelj-

The part of the light polarli^
an analyser, ^pear as a com{^ ting pf I

far as it
*“ ’

—

with th

halves, n
satlon rpinl^des udth that doe to die )

down to the intensity of the uopolr-'

porntsiimadd^Q'* horn the farmer.
In other positions of the Niqol the stmouhenc

polarUatiim will be less and less suppressed , and at a
position 90* from its first, it will retam ks full rdabve
intensity,

A quilts or a biquartx might, of course, be used, but
with feeble light the eye is beUer able to distinguish

between differences of intensity than between difihlflices

of colour
To use the instrument sent out On the day befiire the

eclipse, take out the end containing the Nicol and
cimcra and turn the Nicol, till the bottom of the camera
being honsontal, the light reflected at the polarising
ingle, from a polished mahogany surface is cut off

1 he first photograph should be taken with the mstru
ment so adjustetl and the cmiera and Nicol must be in

scried in the telescope so thit Iht lop mil bottom of the
plate ire honzont il when tlit telescope is directed to the

The first photograph to be exposed f ir 25 seconds
Between cich photograph the cameri and Nicol to be

rotated through 30° in the direction of the hands of a
watch

It is desirable that some of the closures should be
long, as by this means the extent of the corona can be
best determined

If the development shows that it may be attempted
with advantage, one or two photographs may be taken
with verj short exposures

llie adjustment of this instrument to the blue rays
must be most carefully determined beforehand, as the
object glass is not corrected for them

General Remarks
Plates during Totahty

The number will depend upon experiments to ba made
on the rapidity of drying and decrease of sensibility If
It IS found that plates may be exposed dnnng the whole
of totality, some plates at least should be exposed for the
whole-of that time In prismatic camera, one may be ex-
posed for one minute to begin with Whether the next
plate should be exposed durug two or thm minutes to
depend on resuIU of development

Width Of Slit.

Arrangements should be made for readily seeuriag the
opening of slit which gives the best testmg effect refened
to before, and a wide opening which allows at least one
line being seen between the H’s, can be readily dlstb-
guished This latter opening should be used m all obsov
vations during totali^ For scale detenninations the fiiM
position of slit should be employed In some instrumenta
a much wider slit may be used than in others Experi-
ments should be made on this point

Precautions to be attenaed to tnprtlimmaty exporimenitt

I All apertures to be reduced. The slit pot
be exposed longer than necessary to the haatiiig power
of the son.

•
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3. Otgect glams and muron not to be unscrewed
from thdr cases till telescopes are perfectljr mounted

PrtatuHotu io be attended to halfan honr before Totality

I If an aperture has been reduced for preliminary
experiments, take care that full apertures are restored

3. In case any telescopes are used for eye observations,

reminder should be given to take off dark glasses before
totality

3. \^ind up an clocks.

4. Let all strangers withdraw

5 Light lamps

Arrangement of rkoiograpkte Platts,

As the plates are smaller than was intended, the

spectrum must be thrown along the length of the plate,

and if possiUe, in the prismatic cameras, from comer to
comer
A shelf should be prepared over the developing table

with places marked i, 3, 3, &c The backs used in any
one instrument should be labelled in huge letters on both
sides, and a similar label should distinguish each shelf

The plates will then arrange themselves into senes, and
can be numbered afterwards. Care must be taken to have
lamps in the dark room

The Time Telhr

One person should be detailed at each station to tell

the tune.

The chief observer at each station will give the signal

for commencement for totabty, which being done, the time
assistant will call out the number of seconds of calcu

lated duraUon at the locality If, for instance, the totality

IS four minutes,he will say “You have 240 seconds,” and go
on calling out every ten seconds the number of seconds
stin left Tor work A clever man can do this In a very

encouraging way The time counter should take care

not to distract himself by losing sight of the face of the

watch or chronometer, and it is to be impressed upon him
that much of the success of the observations will depend
on his undivided attention, as his statement of time will

be an order to the observers to do certain work.

Rehearsals

There must be at least two complete rehearsals of the

whole atuck on two previous days at the time of the

echpse, and the final written instructions to each observer

given by the ddef of the parly will nuunly depend on the

experience of these rehearsals, which must be of a very

seuious character It must be recollected that the speed

and don in collodionising and developing can only be thus

determined.

Thei^g of the clocks and counterpoising of telescopes

in the particular position in which they will be employed

near the tune of totality must be examined with the greatest

care, and the best reg^ion of the clock for this position

shookl be adhmd to. In these rehearsals all apertures

must be reduc^
The clock wmghu must also be examined, and increased

if nfccessary to ^oduce an uniform motion of ihi, telescope

Silenet.

Silence must only be broken by the timekeeper fhe
tdiearsals should be utilised for asking any questions

touching any part of the duties of each observer durmg
the observations, and each observer should have his

programme of work nailed up where it can be easily

seen.

In order to prevent noise and interruptions, none but

the observers and tramed assistants should be allowed to

be within fifty yards of the observatories, for an hour

b^ore and an hour after totality

Programme tf Work

The rrogromme of Work may conveniently be stated

in the time called out by the time obseners In which

case “ 200 seconds more ” and so on, wnll become an
instruction to one of tlic observers to do a particular piece
of work.

I Notes OH tlu Phenomena Obsentd
Anything an obsencr his to record should be done

immediately after totality or the last observ-Uioti after
totality

Trust nothing to memory a note made the next dav
will be comparatively valueless

Mulh^luatton of RunUs
As soon as convenient after the eclipse befoic

leaving the station, at least four copies of every photo

nh must be made, and enlargements, if possible,

uplicate on {^ass. Paper craies of these diiplic ites

should be transmitted by two different mails to the Royal
Society The various copies to be sent home if possible
by different mails and different routes. One copy to be
left in India and given in charge of the chief of the
Indian expedition

Photographs of the Con na

It will be very desirable for the observers appointed by
the Indian Government to dcpiit photographically the
corona as a whole to take some phoiogr iphs on plates so
placed in the long focus camera (rectilinear lens) that the
back of the plate is towards the object glass and the
collodion towards the observer in order to a\ )id relli etinn
from the se'cond surface of the glass Speci il pi itc

holders will bate t) bi made, md tlic ghss seiccletl s

perfect as possible ind of i\e trly the same thick \ess tH
course the back must be carefully cleaned before the plate

IS exposed.

Observations to be tidnud ty tht Roy il Socuty

It IS understood that the observations made by the
members of the English h xpcdition are the property of
the Royal Society, by which body they will be reduced
It IS hoped that the Indian Government will allow dupli
cates of the observations taken by the Indian parties to

be forwarded to the Royal Society to aid in these rcduc
tions, and to enable a general account of the whole
attempt to be prepared The Lnglish observers detailed

to India will co Derate with the Chief of the Indian st i

tion to which th^ may go, and will assist m carrying
out the arrangements in accordance with the foregoing
instructions

All experiments made for the furtherance of the ob
jects of the expedition will be carefully recorded and
will be considers the property of the Royal Society

SCHOLARSHIP'S AND EXAMINAPIONS hOk
NATURAL SCIENCE AT CAMBRIDGE, 187^

The following is a list of the scholarships and exht

bitions for proficiency m Natural Science to be
offered at the several Colleges and for non collegiate

students m Cambridge during the present year —
Tnmty College—One or more schedarships of 100/,

and one exhibiuon of eo/ The examination for these

will commence on March 301, Further information may
be obtamed from the Rev E Blore, Tutor of Tnmty
CoU^e
St John's College —One of the value of 50/ per annum

TheexanimaUon (in Chemistry, Physics and Physiology,

with Geology, Comparative Anatomy, and Hot my) will

commence on April 3, and will be open to sll pir

sons who have not completed a term of residence at the

Umvertily, at well as to all who have entered and have not

complHed one term of residence There is a separate

examination in Natural Science at the nine of the annual

College exammaiion at the end of the academical jear m
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May ,
and cxhibitlona and foundation scholarship*^ j

be awarded to students who showan amount of knowledge

equivalent to that which in Gassics or Mathematics

usually gains an exhibition or scholarship in the Colley
In short, Natural Science is on the same footing with

Classics and Mathematics, both as regards teaching and

reward*
, ,

Christs ColU^e—Ontot more in value from 301 to

70/, according to the number and ments of the candi

dates, tenable for three*and a-hnlf years, and for three

yc-irs longer by those who reside during that penad at the

College. The exammadon will be on April 6 There

arc other exhibitions which are distnhuted annually

among ^e most deserving students of the College Fur
ther mformation may bt obtamed of John Peile, Esq

,

Tutor of the College
GoMvMf and Catus College—Qm of the value of

60/ per annum The examination will be on March 18,

in Chemistry and Physics, Zoology with Corap.arative

Anatomy and Physiology, and Botany with Vegetable

Anatomy and Physiology I urther information may be
obtained from the Tutors. Scholarships of the value of

20/ each or more arc offered annually for Anatomy and
Physiology to members of the College. Ijentlemen elected

to me Tanci^ Medical Studentships arc required to enter

at this College ,
these studentships are five m nurobet,

and the anmuil value of each is 1 00/ Infoimauon respect

ing these may be obtamed from B J L. PreK, Esq , 28,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, London
Clare Colhge —One of the value of 60/ per annum,

tenable for two years at least The examination (m
Chemistry, Chemical Physics, /oology with Comparative
Anatomy and Physiolo^, Botany with Vegetable Ana
tomy and Physiolc^, and Geology) wiUJ be on Mardi 16,

and will be open to students intending to begin residence

in October
Vovtutng College —One or more of the value of 60/

per annum The examination (in Chemistiy, Comparative
Anatomy, and Physidogy) will be on April 6, and will be
open to all Students not members of tne University, as
well as to all undergraduates m their first term.

Sidney ColUgt —One of the value of 60/ and one of
the value of 4a per annum The examination (m Hea^
h lectricity, Chemistry, Geolon, Zoology and Physiology,
and Botany) will be on April 6, and will be open to ul
students who mtend to commence residence in October
Lmmannel College —Osit of the value of 70/ The

examination, on Maich 24 will be open to students who
have not commenced residence.

Si Peters Collegi —One scholarship of the value of
from 40/ to 80/ according to the attainments of the can-
didate. The examination on April 6 will be m Botany,
Chemistry and Chemical Physics, Geology, and Com-
parative Anatomy and Physiology, but no candidate will
be allowed to be exammed In more than two of these sub-
jects Ai^bcabon must be {made before March ao
the Tutor
Mon ColleguUe Students —An exhibition each year is

given by the Clothworkcrs* Company, value $ol, per an-
num, tenable lor three years. Examination about Christ-
mas Information to be obtained from the Rev R B.
bomerset, Cambridge.

Although several subjects for examination are in each
instance given, this is rather to afford the option of one
or mote to the candidates than to induce them to present
a superficial knowledge of several
Oxidates, especially those who are not members of

the Umverwty, wdl, in most instances, be required to show
a fair knowledge of Classics and MathemaUcs, such, for
example, as would enable them to pass the I'leviw

There is no ifstnction on the ground of religious deno-
minations in the cate of these or any of^ tcholaishipl
or exhibitions In the Ccdl^es or in the University

Further information may be obtained from the Tutor*
of the respective Colleges.

Some of the Coll<^ do not restrict themselves to the

number of sdiiAuwps here mentioned, but wlD give

addibonal scholarships If caqdidates of superior merit

present themsdvet , and other Colleges than dioad here
mentioned, though they do not offer sebdarships. are in

the habit of rewarding dmwrving students of Natural

Scienoe
It may be added that Trinity CoUege will give a Cdlow-

shlp for Natural Science, once at m three yeatt

,

and that most of the Coll^^ are understood to be willing

to award .fellowships for ment in Natural Science equiva-

lent to that for which they are in the habit of giving them
for Classics and Mathematics.
The above list shows that Colleges at Cambridge like

those at Oxford, are by no means backward in offering

inducemenu to the study of Natural Science. The scho-
larships and exhibitions are open to all persons, whether
members of the University or not, provided they arc rdtt-

mg to enter and become members of the resp^ve Col
leges, with the exception of the 100/ scholarships at

Trmity College, the candidates for iriiich must have
passed the Previous Examination at the University

NOTES
News has been received firom the FngUsh Eclipse Expeduua

dated from Suez all were well The Sural had been delayed a
day by the tou of her screw m the canal, doubtless in that

narrow rocky put of the canal some miles above Sues, where

so many ships have lost their serewt, and the Expedidon has

proceeded to Galle in the Batoda Arrangementa have been

made with the Indum Government to have a ship waiting at

GaUe on the 16th mat to convey the Camorta potty from that

place We publish this week the Instraetioni to the obsenrets,

issued by the Royal Sodety Committee;

The Astronomer Royal has commniucated the IblJowiog

:
telegram to the press relating to the Transit of Venus obeerva-

ions at Kesgnelen e Land 1— Corbet, Coke, Goodridge
observed mgreei. Perry good egress. All something. Cloudy
Generally, English photography poor Amencani, Germaua
lost intenor contact Americans have some photogiaphs. ’

We have received a letter, dated Jon 8, fromMe C MeUram,
Mannbus, containing the (oUowlag adi^onal information re-

garding the tranrit obaervatums at the Mauritins i— ' Tht

I

new Obeervatory U sem milm from Port Louis, and by Oa
;

time the hutiument was received and put in place, we Wen
I

within a few days of the Tranrit of Venns. Yon wDl have hear^

I

(I sent yon some newspapers by last mail) that owii^ to the

I

weather. Lord Lindsay and hla party, as well ae the Germsii

I

EiqiediHon, coold only obMurve the latter half of the Tnnri^ apd
that they lost the first external and interaal contact Han at

I

thie Observatory (I had worn weather, the dry being entirely

overcast dunng the greater part of the t me. But it to ehaaesd
that the weatherj clearing up for a short time, and the Sim
appearing, I got the first internal contact put as the tan wu
emeqpag from behind e bank of doodt. We hod then a loog
spell of dondy rainy weather, with occadonal gllmpeea of the
son Towards the time of second internal contact the weather
again deared up, and 1 observed that contact under more favour-

able drcmnstances than the first internal On both ocesaions t
taw a dork band or llgement cotmectug the limbs of the ton and
planet, and noted the tlmei of appearance and dmqspeaienGti
The firit latcnal contact took ph^ tome mfaratea after the com-
^tsd time, and the secossd internal coataet a little wuBsm
Our (dwto-hcffegntyh anived after the tnaslb Both Losii
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LMmjt nd tlw Oamuu an lulificd with wbot tbejrbtve got I Peter Egertoa WarbnrtuD, of honlh AusUalia, who lateljr con

the nwcniiig the tramit wu teudfoliy deer and In ereiy

eqteotfarourable, bdt the inoniiiig<i^ wat Jntt the rerene, the

ikg being entirdy oreicaat Both expeditionidiould have been

It thdr poet eaiHer The EngUdi a^idon to Rodriguei wu
noeeidnl in regard to weather, whl^ U a lucky incident, ibr

he chanoea in favour of Maaiitiu wen greater The (ad u
hat there wu an atmoiphenc dletutiaace, probably a gale,

passing to the N and N W of Blanritias and Bonrbon on

he 9th, which had passed Rodrigues some days sooner

Lord Ludsay hw a slight attack of lever He leaves soon

or India m tvu/t to England. Davies is going to observe

he solar eclipse of the 6th April in Bnrmah. Dr Copeland will

probably go round the Cape in the yimns Mr Gill 1^ for Aden

x> day with his fiflyHwo chraocneters.”

The fitting of the Arctic ships and Duemay is

nakirc rapid progress at Portsmouth, in the hands o< the dock

raid shipwrif^ti^ who are working extra hours, in order that

they may be rigged and out of tlieir hands by the lath of ApnL
The sledges have all been mode, and the tents an in progress.

Meanwhile the oflicen an piusuing their special studies. We
understand that Commander Markham, and Lieutenants Archer,

i

Giffard, and Fulford ore going through a course of instruction
'

In magnetism. Lieutenants Farr and May axe to be initiated into
|

some special astronomical work, and two other hentenants will
j

receive charge of the pendulum observations. The work con
{

nected with spectrum snolyau will also be provided for and one :

or more of tlie officers will take up photography The ships

will be commissioned in the middle of April, and udll sail early

in June

Prior Roheet Wn.1.13, M A., F R S Jadksonum Professor

of Natural tuod Experimental Philotophy in the Umverstty of

Cambridge, died oo Sunday n ght The late professor grsduted

at Gonville and L4uui College in i8a6 coming out ninth

wrangler, snd wu elected a fellow of hu College. He wu
appointed to the above professorship in 1837 He had been

President of tbe British Association, and was member of the

Board of Visitors of tbe Royal Obs^atory, Greenwich Tbe

prafesaorsbip vacant by the death of Mr Willis is worth 30a/

pet annum The professor is elected by tbe persons whose

names tn on the electoral roll of the Umveidty

Ms E. Ray LANKSsns, M A., Fellow of Exeter College

Oxfind, hu been dected to the Professorship of Zoology snd

GompaiAtive Anatomy in University College, Ixmdon, rendered

gaesnt by tbe dcstb of Dr Grant.

Ms J R. Blake, M A , F G S hu been elected to tbe

lectueidiip on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy at Charing

Ctott Hospital Medical School

In eonneetko with tbe Loan Exhibition of Scientific Appa-

ratus, meetiigs have been recently held at the South KenwDgton

Mnselun, of the sab<amfflitteee for tbe scctionB of Mecbanics,

ttfOet, Chemistry, Geology, and Biology The hmlts of the

exl^tbm and vadous details connected with it were discussed,

and reootnmendadons prepared for sabmisdon to tbe Ceaeral

Committee at its next meeting.

iTbannouneedthat the Queen hss, on the leoammcndathm

Mtfae Prime Minbtar, granted a pension of goof e year to Mr
Wood, in recognition of his lahonrs at Ephem

The Queen hw been pleased to approve of the following

^ipeintmcnts to Cotnpankmshipe of tbe Order of Sb Mieheel

and St. George i>-Mr Aignstus Charles Gregory, Sarveyor

PoMnl of Queensland who formedy rendered important and

ntetbb satvioes in Goonectfoa with Iba exploratiasi at Northern

AqgtniUay Mr Walter Lowry Buller, the welbknown omitho

(gUk MEboEiir “The BkdsofKtw ZafBand and Major

ducted Important exploratums in that colony and Western
Australia.

In his last report of the progress and proapccts of the onlthra

bon of varioua useful trees in India, Dr King speaks of the

caotttchonc yitldiig trees and the difficultiea attending their col

tivadon But his aocount of the Assam indiarubber tree, J’uut

tlastuA, whose Isrge glossy foluge Is fsmiUar to almost everjfoody

in this country, excites some surprise He writes 1
“ The rab-

b« of this counbT (India) Is obtained from fig trees, most of

which (at least in early life) arc parasitical [by which he means,

of Conner ^fkytual'i These figs begin life by establishing

themselves on the tops of other trees, along the trunks of which

they send their twining aerial roots, which uhimately reach the

gnnind. In coone of bme the supporting trees are killed, but

the figs remain and grow, often entirely obhterating their pie<

decessors. It is from the l«g aerial roota that the rubbu is

mostly got, snd not from the branches. After a few severe tap*

pings a fig oeasu to yield rubber from its roots. The numbu
of rubber trees, even in a country hke Assam u limited and it

is easy to foresee theur early cxhanstion. It is bme it is also

easy to propagate these fip by cuttings, but plants produced

from cuttings put into the soil cannot very well have aerial roots,

snd may canse<)uently be expected lo yield little, if any rubber

The artificial formation of induirubbts' plantat ons on the sum*
mits of tall forest treu is obvioukiy impracticable Now it

hu long been known that theie mdianibber trees are epij hy
beat, bnt it seems far more probable that the mode of growth

referred to simply renders it difficult to extract tbe caoutchouc

until the roots come down within reach, not that they represent

the principal seat of its secretion Indeed, if thu rt^ly be the

cue, it seems quite inexplicable, for thw secretion pervades the

whole system. However it can be only partially true. Tbe
aerial roots of ftau tiastua are not only pranced from the tpi

phybeal examples, but also from those growiig in the ground

Mr Mann and other wnteis describe them u running along for

a distance of thirty or forty feet on the surface of the stnl, and
mention the fact that the coUecton tap the lower parts of the

item and these trailing roots. Looking into Mr Minn s report

on the same subject, he specially menbons the reckless felling of

large trees to obtam the caoutchouc more readily , and in tefc-

rence to the cuJtivabon of the tree in question, he uys that

planted trees would yield at half the age a naturally grown tree

would, u in the latter case several years elapse bcfoie an acnnl

root can reach the ground and estabhih iiieIC Dr King s aigu

ment la favour of growing the Pari caoutchouc, /Arva iroji/t-

am, on this ground must fall through bnt u tbe latter is

reported to furniib the best qnahty of caoutchouc, (here is a

good reaton for attempting its cultivation.

De Kalcndir, of lindethohe, near Cologne gives an
eiaboiate account, in the Ae/wurAr Za/tats of tbe new enemy-

to tbe potato which hu caused such ravages la the potato

plants Ions of tbe United States, namely, the Colorado UeelVs

(Dpry/imi dtemitnaUd) The general ophnoa on this beetle

is nAcr uncertain at present, some conslderlnf^ it almost harm*
leai^ while others attach great importance lo ita betog pre-

vented from visitiiig Europe; Dr Kaiendet allied to the

Ftuidan Minister for Agricullnre, end obtained the most reliable

information, whidi is bwed upon a report of Mr C Kiley m
the *'Aannal Report on the Noxions, Beaefiettl, and other

Inaecta in the State of Misaonn,’* It appeun that the insect

passss iha winter in tbe ground, but as soon m the potato plants

havndevdoped theur first shooU the beetle shows itself Tbe
femfoe tbea deposit tbeir etanga-colonred ova, lo lamps of ten

to tsndve, upon the under surfoeec of the leaves the larvai

apfMatbfter five to eight days, and begin thdr destruebve srork,

w^ lasts tiro or three wedci^ after.which period they trens*
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fom into njinplm } ten to fonrteen dnyt later the yoong beetke

appear, thoa one aainincr can aee three or foar gemiatloaa,

of whl^ the hut one pauei the winter in the ground. The

insect does not conhne its devattatioaa to the potato only, bat

has also been found to attack the yonng shoots and leaves o(

Cirswu hncealiUMm, AmaraMihu ntnJUxut, LuymhnumogUU

naU, PolygMum hydmftper, Solamim nigrum, CheH«p<xhum

Myin^hm and alhurn, and even of llyastyamus tugtr This

vanety orpisnls idio«s that the insect has great powers of odaptF

ing Itself to its food, and to tbu it most be ascribed that it can

only with the greatest difficulty be got nd of The home of the

insect was m the Rocky Mountains , with the westward progress

of agriculture the cnltivation of the potato approached the birth

place of the insect, and it transferred its dweibng to the pototo

fields, which ot course were welcome food , thus lu a short iieie

It became a general plague In 1859 it its eastward pro

gress, and has now reached the coast of (he Atlantic , whether

it will cross this ocean and begin its devastations in Ireland

remains to be seen ,
much may, however, be done to prevent ita

appeatance in Europe The means used for its destmc

tiiim ore various , the moat sucoasaful one has been the so-called

Schweinfurt green (arseno-ocetate of copper) This is mued
with flour and water, and the plants are sprinkled with

the mixture Although highly piisoiious to i)ninial life, the

Schweinfurt green does not poison the soil, as it is perfectly

insoluble in water, and the deal uclion of the noxloos insect is

almost complete. Pr Kolcnder finally dmws the attention of

agriculturists lu another potato enemy, the Hrystopk 1 aaiantUa a

minute mo h which has mode its appearance iii Algerii Us

larvae completely destroy the potstoes themselves so that they

become unfit even for pigs food The Journal it la SociM ten

trait d //orticulture en hanet srarus seriously against the impor

tolion of Aigtrisn potatoes.

E><)*c Pfruo, Emperor of BianI, has been elected a eotre*

iponding member of the French Academy of Sciences for the

lection of Cscography and Navigation Don Pedro is the third

emperor who has bMn a raemlier of the Aesdemy The first

was Peter the Great, elected a geographical correspondent. In

that ctpocily he sent a map of the Ctupian bco, which is still

kept in the records of the iAcademy 1 he lecond imperial

Academician was Napoleon L, who was a member of the section

of Mechanics, but resigned after his abdication at Fontaineblein

Napoleon III tried to get appointed a meirber, but was not

snccessiuL

TtiB Academy of Sciances lost one of its most celebrated

home correspondents m the same wodr as it did Lyell—a fore gn
correspondent. On the ist Inst , M Frdmy, the President, ;

announced the demise of M begum the elder, at the age 0^
i

eighty nine. M Segnin sras educated by his elder brother, aad i

was bimaelf a most donug engineer He was the contractor of
j

the I yona and Saint Etienne Railaray in 1833, a railway whidi

was worked by horses and ropes for yean. He is believed In

France to have invented snspcniion hridgea. He aaaintelned at

hif own expense, during twenty yean^ the publication of Carnot,
\

a adenlific periodical in which he expounded hit own ideas on
fba doctrine of tha oonsarration of force, of which ha walk keen
and active supporter

An expfonng expedition will shortly leave Maneillca to'malit

leiaarchea into the depths and animat organisations of the

Maditettanean. Soandiogt and dradginga similar to those mnda
the CImtfMVKritill ba made by a slaamer apadally providad

with mlcroeeopa^ pbotograiffiic ai^iaiatas, and meant for ptw-

serving new or rare apectmmit of marina zodogy The a^p^
tion it entirdy dwto private anterpriie

Tun IntenatioMl Conferenca on the Matrioal System met

who explained that the obiaot of the ConfonDCO was tha oondn*

tion of a Convantfon betwaan States adopting or ptratittinD the

uae of the metre at tiie basis of meotnremont Tho Couftnnoa
has transferred the solntlon of the questions to ha doddad to «
Commiiston compoaad of dalcgatea of tha various Oovnramtntt.

M Dumas, the Perasaaent Soerctary to tho Academy of Sciaaer%

has been appomted President of this Commimion, Mr Chiihofan

being tho English delegate.

M Levsusi&k hu eatablitiied m tha Pans Observatory a

registry, where all the scientific facU crdlccted from tha leranl

politied papers may be cut and labelled. Such a register was
kept during the last year of Arago’a aupeiintendcnoe, but hat

bea dlaconlmued f«r years.

On (he 23rd of February tha Italian Geographical Society

discussed the adviiobiliiy of aending an Italian eapedition vt4

the Red Sea to the sources of the Nile The members were

unanimous in favonr of the sdieme, and a programme wilt be
issued shortly

Tii* picturesque city of Caub, in Nassau, near Borharaefa, will

very shortly, it it said, be crashed and destroyed by the disinte

grotlon of the mounUin on winch Cuterfeld Castle was built in

medixval times The rocks which thi eaten Caub ore not less

than Coo feet in height. Two rows of hoaset have been de-

serted, os no bnman power can prevent the catastrophe

Sfverai continental papers note the foil of ponderous rocks

caused by the recent frosty weather Sneb occurrence! as that

te'erred to in onr lost number aa having occurred at Moen are

very frequent on the banks of the Seine Za Maturt publishea

a sketch taken at Sainte Adresse near Havre, illuilrating the

progressive levellmg of these lofty cliffs ]iirtly by the action of

the waves, and partly by weathering

On Feb. 18 Dr Gerhard Rohlfii de ivsred a lecture at Cologne

onthelut part ot hit journey from Tr poU to the coast ofGnineo,

which ia of particular scientific interest He treated in detail

the stale of civilisation of the Empire of Bemu (situated near

Lake Tsod) and lU capital, Kuka, and it appcaia that the negro

tnbes that inhabit those parts ore highly civiIiKd, in fact much
more so than most other tiibca in Nottbm Afnca From Kuka
Dr Roblfs went to Mandate, which is silnated south of Bono,
and then entered the districts of the Pnllo (or FnlJo) tribes , be
found the Inhabitants to be of light yellow, almost white con
plexinn, and surpassing even Europeans with regard to beauty of

form aad growth Dr Rohlfa then descended the Tdiodda
River, down to where this joins the Niger, and was boapitably

iccelved by the English colooiata at Lokoja, from hers ha
visited a negro conntiy m a wcateni direction, then passed the

Kong Mountains, and tuccejs nlly tiaocd bb way through the

I

thick tropical forerta to tha coast, wUeb be nacbed neat

Lagoa.

I

Thx first annual meeting of the Scientific Qnb wu held on.

Thursday, the i8ih teat, Capt ManhaU Hall, F G S , in the

I

dudr, when e report wu {wceented ihowing the greet pfogirae

I

which hu been made ain^ the foundation if the chsb on tiu

ipth ot March lut. •

Tub additioM to the Zoofogicel Socle^a Gerdcu dwlng the

pest wedc indnde two Wild Boen (At/ tcro/it), Eonqieaii, pi»
tented by Mn Sdnutlan^Andctaon j qGny Idueeinon (Afo^ctee

grueui) Jroaa India, pnuntad by Mist R. -Batter j a
Raccoon (A>is9w» Mm) Aom North America, prewtttd by Mitt

Julia Jackson, a Henfog Gull (larut argtntatui), European,
I preaented by Mbe Jemte Bovill , two FeU’t Connn {Onurtu
gMi) from Petu, presented by Mhn Hornby , two Sanu Cnste

I

(Out a^•^(^a^M) km North (Indiaj a Manderin Daric (ifdr

gabritulakii from Chlu^ received (in exdumttf Ana Ceuifon
Peafowl (Am ceifohte) firottat Peris on Monday trader the presidency of the DacDccatei,
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OH THE DYNAMKAL EVIDENCE OF THE]
MOLECULAR CONSTITUTION OF BODIES*

Aoaeaa, tlurtpliaMnieBOttbMidtobtexpiaiiicd EsplanatioBi,

fcowerer, ua ofaoy miioni otden, accorams to the dqpee of

geaenlityof IhepriwpleiriudiuntedeiiMof Thoitheper
OD who fint obHrred the effect of Umwing wetec into e fin
woeld fed a cerUm amount of mental satufectian when he
foond that the ittulta were alwayi atnular, and that they did not

d^end on any tempocaiy and o^mciou antipathy between the

water and the fiie Thu u an explanation of the lowe4 order,

in which the dan to whidi the pbenomeoon la referred ooiuuti

of other ^unomena which can only be diftbgniahed from it by
place and tune of their oecnitence, and the pnneiple inrolTed

II the Toiy generd one that place and time are not among the

oonditioni whkh determine natural procenei On the other
hand, whan a phymcal phenomenon can be completdy deaenbed
ac a chanM m the configuratum and motion of a matend qri

tem, the dynamicd explanation of that phenomenon u wd to be
complete We cannot coneeiTC any further explanation to be
either neccmaiy, denrable, or ponible, for as loon ai we know
what b meant by the worda confieumtion, motion, mail, and
forces we lee that the ideaa which they repreaent are lo elemen
tan*^ cannot be enlamad by meam of anythmg d<e
The phenomena atudied by chembti aie^ for Uie moit part.

mbb to ima^e configurationa of matend lyatemi by the
geometned rmUona ot which chemicd phenc^na may be
Dluitrated or explained No chemut, howerer, profeiiea to aee

in them diagrami anything more than lymbolic repreaentatioaa

of the Tariooi degieet of doaeneu with whkh the oifferent com
ponenti of the motecule am bound tegetber

In aatronomy, on the other hand, the configurationa and mo
bona of the UMvealy bodiei arc on inch a aede that we can
aaoertam them by dimet obaeration Newton proved that the
obicrved monom indicate a codmud tendency of all bodici to

When we pau from aitronomicd lo eleUncd aaence we can

dill obierve the conSguration and motion of electiified bodiea

and thence, folloning the itnct Newtonum path, deduce the

paitofimence
In dtempting the extenium of dynamicd methodi to the

explanation of chemicd phenomena, we have to form an idea of

fbe method which haa been for the moat part employed m
conducting inch inqdnea u that of fotmug an hypotheau, and
ealenlatmg what would happen if (he hypotheau were true If

theie leanlta aipee with the actud phenomena, the hypotheau u
Hud to be vanned, lo long, at leaat, ai aome one cue doei not

mvent another hypotheab which agreea atdl better with the

phenomena.
The reaaon why ao many of our phyaicd theoriea have been

built up by the method of hypotheau b tiiat the neculaton have
not been provided with metimda and terau auflicientlT generd
to axpreai the reanlta of theur indnction m ita early itager

IHicy wan thni compdied either to leave their Ueaa vague
and therefon uadem, or to preaent them in a form the detiib of
wl^ 00^ be inpplied only by the illegitimate uie of the

bona of theb own rdnda, had devdoped wuh the ntmoat gene*
die dynamicd theory of a material ayatetn

A betw^ykvwadat the Chemicd Socuty FA il. by Prat Clark

Of all hypothiiea as to the cenatitution of bodies that u anrdy
the most warrantable which aiitimaa no mom than that thqr am
materkl lyattms, and proposes to deduce from the oberrved
phenomena Just as much informabon about the conditiona and
conneetKmi of the matend system as these phenomena can
lem^atdy ftimuh.

YHien exampka of tins method of ^yued mccobbon havn
been properiy act forth and explained, we shall hear fewer com
plainb 01 the looseneu of the reasoning of men of scxncm and
the method of inductive philosophy wm no longer be dended as

mere guem work
It u only a smdl part of the theory of the consfatubon of

bodice whia hu as yet been reduced to the form of accurate

dednetioni from known facts. To conduct the opermtiona of
science m a perfectly lembmate manner, by means ofmethodised
expenment and strict demonstraboo, requires a strategic skill

winch we must not look fur even among those to whom science

IS most mdebted for ongind observations and fertile siuxestions

It does not detract from the merit of the pioneers of sete^ that

their advances, being made on unknown ground, are often cut

off, for a bme, from that system of commnnicabons with an esta

hlished base of opeiahons, which b the only secunty for any per
manent extension of science

In studying the constitution of bodies we am forc^ from the
very bcginnuig to ded with partides which we cannot observe
hor whatever may he our ultimate conclusions as to ssolecules

and atoms, we have expemnentd proof that bodim may be
divided mto parts so small that we cannot perceive them j

Hence, if we am esrefd to mroember tnd the word particle

means a smdl pirt of a body and that it does not involve any
hypotheau as to the ulbmde dm ibility of matter we may con
sder a body as made up of parbcles and we may abo assart

that m bodiea or parts m bodies of measurable diinmition!i, the
number of parbcles is very great indeed

The next thing required u a dynamicd method of studying a
ma end system conauting of an immense number of partides,

by forming an idea of their configumtion and mohon and of
the forves ictmg on the partides and deducing from the dyna
mied theory th^ phenomena which though dependmg on the
configuration and motion of the mvisible partides, am capable
of bong observed in visible portions of the ^em

The dynamicd principles neressaiy for tnu study wera dere
loped by the fathers of dynamics from (idileo ana Newton to

Ligraime and Laplace , but the special adaptation of these

pruciplM to molei^r stulies has been to a great extent the
woik of Prof Clausins of Bonn, who has recently laid us under
stdl deeper oblimUions by giving us, m addition to the results of
bu ebborate cafcubtioos, a new dynamical idea, I7 the aid of
which 1 hope we shall be abb to establish aevmal impmtant
condusions without much symbolical cdculation

The equation of Cbusins, to which I must now call your
attention, u of the following form —

/K_f7-iaa(i;pr)
Hem / denotes the pmssum of a fluid, and P’the volume of

the vessd which contains it The product / K m the case of
gases at constant tempemture, remains, as Ifoyle s Law telb us,

nearly constant for different volumes and pressures Pius

member of the equation, therefore, u the product of two quan-
tities, each of which can be directly measured
The other member of the equation consists of two terms, the

first depending on the motumU the partides, and the second on
the forces with which they act on each othw
The quantity 7 is the kmetie eneior of the system, or, in

other words, that part of the energy which is due to the motion
of the parts of the system

The kmetic eneri^ of a partide u half the product of its

mass into the square of its velocity, and the lun^ energy of
the system is the sum of the kmetic energy of its parts

In the second term, r is the distance between any two particles,

and b the attraction between them (If the fom b a repnl

Sion or a pressure^ i? is to be reckoned m^ive

)

The quantity i A r, or half the proanct of the attraction

into the distance across which the attraction is exerted is defined

by Cbnsms as the vinal of the attraction (In the case of

pressure or repulsion, the vinal u negative

)

The importance of this quantity was first pomted out by
Clansms, who, by giving it a nameu has greatly facil itated the

ap^cution of his raethM to physical exposition •

Ihe vinal of the system is tiw sum of the vinob bekmgiiig to

vntf pair of particM whidi exist m the system This u ex
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luwiedty tliedoqbteiiimaa(tJg»),whidi iBdicatai that the

Taliieoft^rutobefoaadiar eieiypeixof pvticle*, and the

Ttaolta added togethei I

CUauns tuu eatabluhed tbia equation a tot ample mathe-
j

matical proceaa, with which I ncM not trouble you, ai weaieaot
1

atndsriog mathematica to night We may tee, however, that it

indwatet two canui whtdi may affect the prenare of the fbdd

on the veiiel which contaimit the motion m iti paiticlei^ wUdi
tcoda to increase the pieMore^ and the attraction of its particles,

which tends to diminish the pretsim
We may therefore attnbnte the pressure of a fluid either to

{

the mo ion of its particles or to a r^nlsion betweoi them ^

Let ns test by means of this resnlt of CUnsius the theoiy that

the pressure of a gas arises entirely from the repulsion whum one
{

parUcle exerU on another, these particles, m the case of gas in

a fixed vessel, being really at rest

In this ease the virlol must be negative, and smoe by Boyle’s
1

Law the product of piessnre and volume is constant, the vinal
i

also must be constant, whatever the volume, in the same quantity

of gas at conitmt temperature It follows finm thu that Rr,
the product of the repulsion of two particles into the distance

between them, must M constant, or m other words that the

repi^on must be mversely as the dutance, a law which Newton
has shown to be inadmissible in the case of molecular forces as it

would make the acbon of the distant ports of bodies greater than

that of contlgnoni In fact, we have only to observe that

1/ u constant the vinal of cveiy pair of particles must he the

same, so that the vinal of the system must be proportional to

the number of pairs of particles m the system that is to the

square of Ac numbu of parudes, or m other words to the sqnare

nt Ae quantity of gas in th* vessel I he pressure, according to

this law, would not be the same m different vessels of m at Ae
same density, but would be greater in a large vessel than in a
•n^l one, and greater in Ae open air than m any ordinary

vessel

The preisnre of a gas cannot Aerefore be exidained by assum

ms repulsive forces between Ae particles

It must Aerefote depend, m whole or m part, on Ae mobon
of tho pATtictes

If we suppose the particles not to act on each other at all,

there will be no viriaJ, an I Ae equation will be reduced to the

form
vp = tr

If Af IS the mass of Ae whole quantity of gu, and r is the

mean square of Ae velocity of a particle, we may write Ae

at any sensible distanee is qnita insensible. Ae the nprtlelee

approach each other the action first Aowa itself a* an at&eboik
sAlch teaches a maximum, thfa dimmlshes and at leM^
becomes a tepnlsion so great Aat no attainable fbree can rednet
the distance of the particles to sero

The relation between pressure and densilT ansug firom lOcK
an aetion between Ae particles is of this kind.

As Ae density increases frcmi sero, Ae pressure at first depanda
almost entirely on the moticm of Aepartlc^, and therefore vanee
alffioatexactlyas the pTesrare,tccordmg to Boyles Law Aatlto
density continues to mcrease, the effect of the mntnal nttreettea

of Ae particles bccomaa sensible, and Aii cansea Ac liae of
prettnre to be less than Aat given by Boyle’s Iaw If Ac tcm«
petatuie is low, Ae effect oi attraction may become so large in

proportion to Ae effect of motion that Ae presaore, InabM of
always nsmg as Ae density mcreases, may reach a maximum,
and then begin to dinunisb

At length, however, as the average distance of Ae particlca

la still fiuAcr diminished, the effect of reptdsion wiU prevail over
that of attraction, and the pressure will mcrease so os not only
to be greater Aan that given by Boyle’s I aw, but to that an
exceedingly small increase of density will produce an enormons
memse of prctinre

This indicatei that At virialli now MgatlTi, or, to othtryraediL
the aetion between f-

*- * •

We may IheteCm oc

or in words, Ae product of Ae volume and Ae pressure is one
thud of Ae moss moltiphed by Ae mean square of the vdocity

If wc now assume, what we shall afterwards prove by an inde

pendent process, Ast Ae mean square of the veloaty depends
only on Ac temperature, Ais equation exactly represents Boyle’s

law
But we know that moot ordinary gases deviate from Boyles

Law, espeewUy at low temperatures and great densities Let us

see wheAer Ae bypothetu of forces between Ae particles which
we rejected when brought forward as the sole cause of gaseous

pressure, may not be consistent wlA experiment when considered

as the cause of Ais deviation {rom Boyle s Law
When a gat u m an extremely rarefied coaditton, the number

of partwles wiAm a given distance of *tyr one particle will be
proportional to A« density of the gas Hmioa the vinal ontli^
horn Ae actum of one particle on Ae rest will vary ai the
density, and Ae whole vinal m nmt of volume will vary os the
squxre of the density

Calling the density g, and dividing the equation by F,
get

—

Now, the expenments of Regnault show that in moat gases,
as the density increases the pressure (alls below the value ealcn-

lated by Beyle s Law Hence the vinal must be ponbve , that
IS to say, the mutnal actum of the particles must be in Ae
attractive, and the effect of this action in diminiAmg Ae jmw
sure must be at fint very neaily u the sqnare of the denauy
On the other hand, uAen Ae pressure u made still greater

Ae iubitonce at len^ teachet a i>iate m wbkA an enormona
incteast of prtsnre pradnoM bat a very smallmenoM of density

Hence Ae relation between pressure and volume may be
represented by the curve A b L D F

I

where Ae hoiumtal
ordinate represents the volume, and the vertical ordinate repre-
sents Ae premnre
As the volume diminishei^ the pressure increases up to At

point C, then dimimAes to Ae pomt A, and finally mcieaaet
without limit as the volume diminishes
We have hitherto supposed the experiment to he conducted m

suA a wa^hat Ae doirtly u the same in every part of At
medium TTiis, however, is impossible in pracOce, as the only
conditum we can impose on the medmm from without is that
Ae whole of Ae medium shall be cqntained within a certain
vessel Hence, if it is posaAle for the mednun to arrange ifIf
so that part hu <me deiuity and part anoAer, we cannot psevent
it firom doing so
Now the pomu A and A represent two states of At ituJmi

ra which Ae preasureu the same bat Ae deniity very diftnnt
The whole of the medinm may pats ftom the state ^ to the
state F, not through the tatermedlate states CZ) but small
snccea ive portions passing directly from Ae state b to the stateF In Ait way the wicoessive states of Ae medium as a whole
win be represented by points on the straight Lne A A, the pomtS rspretating it when en irely m the rarefied state, and Fnpit-
ssntlng it when entirdy eondensed This U what takes pbM
when a gu or vapoor u hquefied.

Under ordinary orcomitaacet, Aerebrt, Ae relatloa between
pressure and volnme at constant temperature Is represented by
Ae broken hnt ARFC If, however, the wbm liqae-
fled is carefully kept firom contact wiA vapour, it may be
served m Ae hqmd condition and broi^t Into states iepnst£d
by Ae portion of Ae curve between Fnd JS It la also pos-
sible that meAods may be devised whereby the vapour maybe
^evented Iran condenauiilk **td broogjht into nauMited
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tlwpertiaiiof tktlmothettod a
bM» iHrtfihM tnadiulj nniUbl^

com from C to if imnaenti
t tlierefore

ow Irt VI luppoie Uw inedlam to pan from B ioJf al<mg

hypotbeticu com S C D E F io. a lUte olwayi homo-
gntoBiii, oad to ictnm llong tho itnisht liae PB in the fotm of

a mixtors of liquid and vapour Since the tempentnie has

been eonitant throughout, no heat can have behn transformed

info work Now the beat transfomed into work u reoresentef*

bJi the cxoesi of the area over ^C/> Hence tne condi

tfon which determines the maaimnm preasare of the vapour at

riven temperature is that the line BF cuts off equal areas from

UK curve above and h low
The hMer the temperotniv, the greater the port of the pres-

nite whhm depends on motion, os compered with that which

n determined

for carbonic add \n the masterly researches of Andrews. It

corresponds to a definite temperature, piessare and density

At higher temperatares the curve slopes upwards throughout,

end there is nothing corresponding to liquefoMonm passing from

the rarest to the densest state

The molecular theoi

goseons states forms tl

Hiests by Mr Johannes . _ „
Leyden. There are certain points in which I thmk he has fallen

into mathematical errors, and his final result is ceitainfo not a
complete expression for the interaction of real molecnfes, but

his attack on this difficult question is so able and so brave, that

It cannot fail to give a notable impnke to molecular sdence. It

has certainly dnicted the attention of more than one inquirer to

the stndy of the Tx>w Dutch longnue in which it is written.

The i^ly fbermodynomicol rwtums of the different states

of muter do not beloM to onr subject, os they are independent

of psttlcnkr theories onont moloMles. I most not, however,

omit to mention a moat important American contribution to this

part of tbermodymumics by Prof Willard Gib^f of Yale Col

U S , who nos given ns a remarkably sunple and thoroughly
satisfactory method of lepreKnting the relations of the different

atues of muter by means of a mMd By means ofthis model,

problems which had long resisted the efforts of myself and others

may be solved U once. J Ctunit Maxwell

[^0 b« continued)

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Geological Society, Feb. 19.—Annual General Meeting —
Mr John Evans, V P R b ,

president, in the chUr —The Secre-

tary read the repotls of the Counal and of the Library and

Museum Committee fhe general position of the Society was

described as satisfiictory, slthough, owing to extraordinaiy

expenses dnmig the year, the excess of income over expenditoe

was bat small in comparison with former years, rha Sodety

was said to be prosperous, and the number of Fellows to be

**^^ptesrati^^e Wollaston Gold Medal to Prot de Konmek,

of Lifee, F M G S ,
the President addressed him as follows —

“ MonsKur le Doctenr de Kontack, it is my <I«iy lo

rtv o«i in your hands the Wollaston Medal, whldi hu been

awarded to you by the Council of this Society in recogrutum of

your extensive and vUuable researches and numeKW geoJj^
twblications, especially in Carboniferoni Pateqntology ITimc

ikseaRhes are so well Known, and have gained you so world

wide a reputation, thu I need say no rnoie than thU yow

by all who are mterCkted in the fauna of the Carbo^erous

piriod Already in 1853 the numerous and able Palseonto-

Qeal work! whldi yon hk published in the preceding twen^

years bad utmefed the grateihl notice of the CounoT of thfr

• Over d« cenliauhat van dsn gu tu vloabtof toeitaiid. Lodci AW
SgtbcOiiB;!.

^ ^ ,

aoirikcaiJwuTsI^^ Somens VoL U Port .

Socto^j^ begg^ «m to accept the balance of
the proceeds of the Wollaston Fund, In aid of the pnbUcodon
of your work on Encrinites, then in progress It wu In the
same year thu the Society hod the suisfhction of electing yon a
Forrign Member of their body

, and now, after a second p^od
of rntner more than twen^ years devoted to the study not only
of geology and polreontology, but also of chemical analysis, I
have the pleasure of conferring upon yon the highest additio^
honour it lies In the power of thu Society to bestow, by present
mg you with the medal founded by the iUo^ons Wdlaiton,
who was hlsiMir also a diemut as well as a gedogist If a&y-
thing could odd to the sUisfrctfon we feel m thnsbertowing the
medal, ft is vonr presence among ns thu day, which will enable
yon more fully to appreciate onr unanimous sense of the high
value of your laboun in the cause which we all have at heart?^
The President then presented the balance of the proceeds of

the Wollaston DonUlon Fund to Mr L, C Miali, of Leeds,
and addressed him In the following terms —“Mr Miall, 1 have
much piessare in presenting you with the balance of the

j
ro

ceedx of the Wollaston hSind, which has been awarded you by
the Council of this Sode^ to assist you m your researches on
Fossil RepDlia Those who had the good fortune to be present
at the meetinc of the Brltuh AasocUtum at Bradford in 1873,
and to hear the masterly report of Uie Committee on tiie Laby
rinthodonts of the Coal measures, drawn up by yourself^ and
those also who have studied the papers which you have communi
cated to this Society on the Remains of lAhyiinthod mta from
the Keuper Sandstone of Warwick, miut be well aware of the
thorough and careful nature of your researches, carried on, 1
believe, in a somewhat isolated position, and remote from those
aids which are so readily accessible in the metropoha and some
of our larger towns. I trust that the proceed of this fund
which I have now placed m vonr hands u ill be regarde I as a
testimony of the Interest which this Society takes in your labours^
and may also prove of some assistance to y u m still further
prosecuung them."
Mr Miali, in rrply, said that he fell that lus smeere thanks

were due to the Geological Society tor awarding him the balance
of the proceeds of the Wollaston Donation hand as a token (ff

appreaaUon of the little work that ht had been able to dev <tn<f

also to the President for tlic terms in which he bad been kind
enough to speak of him He sliould regard this donation, not
only as an honour received by him, but also ns a trust to be
expended to the best of his power m accordance with the
intentions w th which it had been conferred upon him by the
Sodety
The President next handed the Murchison Medal to Mr.

David Forbes for transmission to Mr W J Henwood, F R S ,

and spoke as follows —" Mr
|
David Forbes, m placmg the

Murchison Medal and the accompanying cheque m your han^
to be conveyed to our dijtingnisned Fwow, Mr William Jory
Henwood, I must request you to expresa to him our great regret
that he is unable to attend personally to receive it. His re-

searches on the mdsUiferous deposits not only of Cornwall and
Devonriiiie, but of Ireland, Woles, North western fndia. North
America, Cbili, and Bran], extendug os they do to questions of
subterranean temperature, electric currents, and the quantities of
water present in mines, are recorded in memoirs which form
text-b^s for mming students. They have for the most part
been contributed to uie Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
which bos taken a pride in publishing them but I trust that It

will be a source of satufacDon to Mr Henwood, after fifty years
of laborious research, and amidst the physical suffenng caused
by a protracted illness, to receive thu token of appreciation at
the hands of another Soddy which takes no less Interest in the
subjects of bu investigations,*

Mr Dand Forbes said that in recelvii^ tho Murchison Medal,
on behalf of Mr W T Henwood, he was commissioiMd by that
gcBtleroan to express^ great regret that thf

health and hu advanced age prevented bu a
to thank the Council for the high honour tl

upon him, aad the extreme gnmfication be in finding that

the resnltx of his labours in the mvestigatlon of the phenomena
of mineral vebu, which had extended over mwe than fifty years,

had thus been lecognued by the Geological Society of London.
The President then presented to Prof II O SccIct the

balance of the Murchison Geological Fund, and said — '* Mr.
beeIey,.yoar researches in geolon and on fossd osteology have

already extended over a period u upwards of sixtem years, txA
the nhmetous and valuable essays which you have contri.

buted to the Annals and Magaxine of Natural History, ox well
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M to (he Querterly Jomal of thw Sodetjr, we only e'porto of

tbw fruiti. Yfltir swnnUe work* on the fowil lemelnf of Ara,
OnithotaurU, nad ReplUla, m the Woodwwdbn Muieam nt

Cambridge, and on the bonei of Pterodactylei, are well loiown

to every student of festU osteology, and have been thought

worthy of the by no means empty compUment of being printed

at the expense of the Syndics of the University Press of Cam
bridge. The esteem in which your researdies are held bv the

Council of this Society, and their hope that yon may still be

enabled to prosecute them, are best evinced by their presentiim

you with the balance of the proceeds of the Murchison Fund,

which I now have the {Measure Of plactng in your hands.”

Prof Seeley replied as follows —“Mr Presidenf, I have ever

licen taught iiiat the Geolomcnl Society is the fountain of geo-

logical honour It has always lieen a great honour to be

associated with the I cllows of this Society, who are constructing

the science', we cultivate. Out of this association have grown
bunds of comradeship encouraging some of us to follow on in

the labour of those whose work is ended , and when, sir, 1

receive at your hands this award of the balanee of the Murchison

Fund I am grateful fur such a distinguished mark of sympathy

with my special studies, and shall be encouraged by it to prose

cute researches which I hope may be better worthy of the

Society s acceptance
”

The President then proceeded to read his Anniversary Ad
dress, in which, after congratulating the bellows upon their

having at IcngUi got possession of their new premises, he called

attention to the advantage which accrued both to the Fellows of

the boeicty and to tiic ollicers of the School of Mines, Geological

Survey and Museum of Practical (,eolagy, by the close pros

number of 1 ellows, &c in iSap and in 1875, the former being

the tirst year m which tilt anniversary meeting of the Society

was held in the Society s rooms at Somerset House He then

look u]) ll e main subject of his address namely, the question

of the antiquity of the human race, and the geological evidence

bearing upon it The addrem was pre&ctcT by tome obituary

notices of bellows and foreign meraben deceased during the past

year, including Prof Phillips, Dr F Stolietka, the Rev C
Kingsley, Mr J W Pifco, Dr Arnott, Prof W Macdonald,
M b he de Beaumont and M } J d Omalras d Holloy

Hie Iwllot for the council and oflioeis was taken, and the fbl

1 wmg were duly elected for the ensuing year —PrcMdcnt,
TohnLvans, F R.S Vice Presidents jProL 1 Martin Duncan,
b R S ,

Robert Fthendge, F R S, Sir Charles Lyell, Bart

,

FRS,Prof A t Ramsay FR.S Seaetarhw David
Futbcf, b R S, Rev T Wiltshire, M.A. Foreign becretaiy,

WatT ngtoii W Smyth, F R S Treasurer, J Gwyn Teffreys,

I RS Council II Ilauerman, Frederic Drew, |lrof F
Mirim Dimcan, F R S . Sir P de M G ICgerlon Bart,
bRS, R Etheridge, F R.S

, John Evans, F R S , David
Forbes, F R S , R. A C Godwin Ansten, F R.S , Henry
Ilickr, Prof F McKenny Himhes, M A , J W Ilnlke^

4, i$7$

its ooapotmdi^ and have mad« them the subject at atshontr
InvestipLtkMS. Their report cootslns vslualde details oonco^
this rare metal ^md iia comjpotadi ; among mem porrathenw

acid, Ra04, la of particular uterest, as up to the present it wee
hardly known . they obtained it in yellow crystals at such inela*

bility as to make It impomible to detmmliM theh form, thab
melUng point was at 40* C They also obtained sevand sahs of
thlsaod At 108° It is decomposed nnder expkiaion —On the

dmultaneouf fbnnatian of seversl crysUllised mineral species is

tbs thermal source of Bonrixmne-Ics.bsitts (Haute Marne), jmf-

ticttlarly of grey antimonlal copper (tatrahedrite), aippat pytltei

fcbalcopynte), streaky copper (phiUpnitc), and cop)^ BdiMde
(dtalcosine) j by M Danti^—On the action of ixmut u> &f-

plasma ofvegetable cell% that upon mineral organisms, and that

upon matter undergoing fennentadMi.—On the boiling of snl-

phnne acid, by M A Bobiene. The btdUng of thia acid Is

generally considered a difficult operation , the author shows that

it u very easy and eves more regular than that of water, if one
introduces mto the vessel holding the add a sufficient quantity

of platinum —On the wmter vegetation of A^ at Moasd Bay
(Spitsbergen), M F Klellman t observatmm made during

the Swedteh Pouur Expedition of 1873-73 The author found
that the Algse at Moasel Bay during the winter are the same at

those during the summer and autumn, and that the dark aeaaon

in the winter, which lasU about three months and a half, makes
bttle or no dlSeience to this part M the vegetation He gives a
list of numerous ipectea which he observed, bdonging to the

orders of Caralhrtacta, Flondem, Fkeacta, JPMaouetJerwtw, and

of these waters, which hold about 7 per cent of solid matter
partly in solution.—On a case of epilepsy treaUd with sulphate
of copper, and the presence of a considerahla qnanbfo of copper
in the liver, by MM Bonmeville and Yvon—The Secre-

taiy read the following telegnm, dated Aden, Fab 16^ 1875,
from M. Mouchex, the chief of the expedition sent to observe
the Transit of Venus. 1 he telegram runs as ibllowa —" Three
months of bad weather , traiint rather fine , interior contacts
excellent, exterior contacts cloudy , numerani photogi^ha. Dwa
(the vessd carrying the malenal for the expedirira) started for

Cherbourg, all well ’’—Anote by M J I«Sorrt,onthedilffiraction

uptm comb»tion, by^ Cailletet—On the impurities in^boncic
acid, byM A Date —A note byM BdchamponthedfKnMysMAs
and IlacUna, with regard to a remark of M Balatd Thia paper
is a Gondnuation of onoiher one read before the Academy on
Nov 30 last, on the birth and evolution of BacUrta m otgai^
tlssnca sbdtered from the air, by M Serve! —A note M
Gayat on some comparative researches on man and tnimids with

replied to a note ofM Cba|)el

Ramsay, I RS, Samuel Sharp, FSA, Warrington W.
Smyth, I Ri>, H C Sorby, FRS, Prof J lennant,
F C b , W Whitaker, B A , Rev T WUtshue, F L S ,

Henry Woodward, F R.S

Victoria (Philoaophical) Institute, Msrdi 1 —Mr C
Brooke, I R S , in the chsir —A pspM on the chronology
of icccnt geology was read by Mr S R Fattiaoi^ F G SC
Mr 1 attiion maintained that geology fumiibes no proof, nor
high pr liability, that the introduction of man into Europe to^
place longer ago than about six or seven thousand years.

Academy of Seiencea, teb. 33.—M M FnSmy in the
diBtr—llie following papers were read —A report, by M.
/.evemer, on the meridian observations of the minor planets,
made at the Greenwich and Paiu Observatories during the last
three months of t874. The details are given for pliuieti 60, yfi,

91, 130, li 43.«3, 6, 78. 140, to, 3, 3, 4, S. S?. 81, 33, 46,
and 49 —New observations of tlic nstnre of slo^Iic ferments
lion, by M L. Bsatenr —On ruthenium and ito oxides, by MM
H bidnte Claite Deville and H Debrsy These gentlemen
bad at their dlqMsal a eonsidenble quantity of rpthemum sod

Colmwl Goldimid s'* telegraph and Travel ” . , ,

Lcttbu to the Editos—
Sir I Hcnchel oa Endowntut of Research —J. P W H

HeTepatheBaluce—E W>
OoB AsraoaoMicAL Couiiia .—

The Biliary Star M* Boons.
,

Falbrs New Venable la Orion I

The Teiioble Star RHydno i

Wiaaeckes Comet ,
The Zodiacal Light
Naw Minor Plaaat '

j
SciDfCB AT TUB Mtw pAUS OfSBA. By H G TutAMona (WTM

'
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AGRICULTURE IN VICTORIA

DtpartmttU ofLandt andAgriculture, Vtcloria Second

Annual Report ofthe Secretaryfor AgncuUun (Mel

bonne Pnbluhed bjr authonty Joba Ferns, Govern

aent Printer, 1874.}

The Government of the flourishing colony of Victoria

has had In active operation, for two yean, a Depart

m^t of Agriculture, the history, constitution, and working

of which may be discussed with advantage at a time when
It is proposed, in many quarters, to establish a somewhat

similar department in the mother country

The work done by the Victorian Department for 1873

IS detailed in the Report sent to us by the Secretary The
origin of the Department is given in the Introduction to

the First Report, which we happen to possess, and from

which we learn that the Port PhiUip A^icultural Society

was instrumental in inducmg the Legislature of the day

to pass the Act, sand Victoria, No 83, which established

and endowed a Hoard of Agncuiture for tlie colony It

would appear that the Hoard spent all its funds in making
grants to local Agricultural Societies , and thus failed, os

might have been expected, to produce results common
surate with the grant This failure induced a number of

thoughtful men to urge on the Government the propriety

of establishing an independent department for promoting

the agncultural interests. The executive received the

matter favourably , and appointed, on the 19th of June,

187a, the Hon J J Casey first Minister of Agriculture

It brcame necessary to appoint a permanent executive

officer as head of the Department, and the coarse adapted

for securmg the services 6f such an officer was novel It

was called a competitive examination, but the competi

tion was confined to an essay on the means of promotini,

the object The examiners unanimously selected as the

best the essay written by Mr A R. Wallis, who was at

once appointed. Mr Wallis holds the diploma of the

Royal Agncidtural College, Cirencester , and, fortunately

for the colony, possesses essentul qualities, such, eg ,»s

energy, which could not be tested by the wntmg of an

essay The paper which secured the appomtment for Mr
Walks u published in the First Annual Report of the

Department, and is the production of a thoughtful mind
* The first “Report” was made up chiefly of papers

supplied by the Secretary himself He had to discuss

vine-culture, vine-disease, and other subjects which were

new to him. On the whole, however, the volume was

a respectable production

In the Report for 1874 he was able to obtain papers on

various i^cuUural subjects from the most competent

men in the colony The volume begins with the general

report by the Secretary himself, which is followed by a

report from the pen of the recently appointed chemist,

Mr W E Ivey, and a report on the sute forests appa-

rently written by the same Mr Ivey In addition to

these reports the volume contains a great many origiiud

papers on important subjects. On the whole, the volume

is creditable to the Secretary, on whom the direction of

the Department devolves. He is a yotmg man. Every
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thing was new to him in his ad^ted country He had to

deal with subjects which he cotdd not by any pouibility

have master^ at the time he entered on his duties.

Viewing his labours m the light of this fact, they give

promise of a usefiil career The recent scientific training

which Mr Wallis received at Cirencester must have
aided him in overcommg many difficulties He would do
well to exercise great caution We would advise him,

and all those who break new ground, to avoid disquisi-

tions or discussions on subjects with which they are not

thoroughly conversant We find an instance in the

Report for 1874. In suggesting the propriety of insti

tuting an agricultural survey of Victoria, a thing m
Itself most useful, the Secretary writes a rank heresy in

political economy ‘
It seems to me, ’ he says, “ a men

strous thing that a man who, by the combined application

of industry, capital, and mtelligence, has converted a
barren schistose hiU into a well managed and productive

vineyard, should be subject to a higher assessment than

the person who owns or occupies the adjacent lands of

equal natural fertility, or than one who owns a vast extent

of the most naturally productive lands of the colony,

because such lands are devoted to none other thaa

pastoral purposes ”

In writing this passage Mr Wallis overlooked an ele-

mentary principle of taxation, namely, that as one of the

objects of Uxation is to create a fund for the protection of

property, men should pay this tax m proportion to their

projierty or ability to pay A well managed and produc

tive vineyard would be a source of loss to its owner if

every dishonest man living in the colony of Victoria were

allowed to seise the crop It is unnecessary to waste

tune in elucidating so simple a matter The wonder is,

how a man of Mr Wallis s mtelligence and position

could have entertained and expressed a view which is at

variance alike with the elemenu of economic science and
common sense. We fully believe the passage was written

hurriedly and without thought The subject was of the

most incidental character , and there is a very general

tendency to deal in an “offhand” manner with topics

which anso m this way The Secretary passes m review

the leading crops and interests with which bis depart

ment is concerned We are sorry to learn that the experi

ments made with flax m various parts of the colony have

not been satisfactory The vine crop of 1874 was good,

and It was comparatively free from disease Fruit cul

ture, entomolt^y and meteorology, and a great many
other subjects, are briefly noUced The topic srtiich

appears to interest the Secretary most is {^cultural

education, which is treated at considerable length m a

pajper distinct from the Report. “ It is high tune," he

says “now that the Church, the Law, and the Sword
have their Colleges supported by Uie Sute,that the Plough

should have hers ” And he urges that it is as much a

matter of national policy to teach the jiei^le how to feed

men scientifically as to Ul them.” His paper on agncul

tural educaUon is most interestmg Of his own Alma
Mater, Cirencester, he speaks more reservedly than we
could expect His success, which we smceiely and ardently

wish, wiU do more for Cirencester than mere words of

praise He describes its arrangements briefly and cor-

rcctlJ^ Of the Irish national system of agricultural educa

tion he speaks in the warmest terms. Through its
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instiumostality, we are infonned« the knowledge of the

roution of cropi was Introduced mto disttict# where

rotation cropping had been previously unknown, and

where the potato and oais were the only crops formerly

cultivated Before embarking m any scheme of agri

cultural education, the people of Victoria would do well

to study the "ups” and "downs” of this Inih system,

which has been in operation for upwards of thirty

years ind which if report be true, is about bemg freely

pruned by the Treasury This Irish system of agncul

tural education is diluted by a body of twenty Com
missioners, of whom one is a paid adminutrator, nineteen

bemg unpaid Wc take it for granted that they and the

Government of the day concur in the action of the TTca

sury There is a widespread feeling that there are, or

have been, men at the Treasury who are opposed to

pubhc grants for agricultural education, and who say

there is no reason why farmers should be taught their

business any more than shoemakers or carpenters

But all that the best friends of agricultural education

claim is, that the fundamental truths of agricultural sci

ence should be taught m our rural schools, and that

there should be a few normal schools or colleges in which

the best minds of the country could be thoroughly edu

cated in the science of agriculture, so as to qualify them

for makmg investigations, and for taking i leading part

in agricultural progress This is, according to our in

terpretation, all that the Secretary of the Agricultural

Department of Victoria asks and we trust the Govern

ment of Victoria will carry out his views. If they care-

fully study the several sides of the Irish system they

cannot fail to devise a system of agricultural education

which would confer lasting benefits on the colony

It has been already stated that Mr Ivey contributes

two papers, one on Chemistry and the other on the Sute
Forests. It is not often that a man professes chemistry

and forestry Many a chemist is also a naturalist, and
why should not a man study the habits of forest trees as

well as those branches of knowledge included in natural

history? Mr Iveys report on the forests is interesting,

but his chemical report concerns us more He gives us

several chemical analyses of virgin sods, and endeavours

to show that such analyses are of direct use to the

farmer Wc agree with Mr Ivey when he says that the

chemist by discovering some compound m the soil un
favourable to crops, can afford the settler information

which will save him from the loss of pitching his tent on
a barren location We must however, assure Mr Ivey

that he i ushes a little too far bis argument m favour of

the value of chemical analyses of soil We have now
before us a most remarkable sheet, drawn up by an

j

advanced agriculturist in which appear thirteen chemical
|

analyses of soils and subsoils, and thel rents of thece :

sods, and wc must say that we have never seen any
return showing a great discordance between the indi

cations of analyses and the judgment of men who know
to a shade the actual value of land If Mr Ivej is am
bitious to make hts investigations in this department of
chemistry of real use and benefit to the farmer he mu^
strike out a new line of thought Until he does this he
should, if he would retain the good bpiaion of men who
are competent to form a correct estimate of his work,
confine himself to those fields of labour in which there is

ample room for the ^licatfon" of the establithed priUp

ciples of chemistry

Mr R L ; Ellery, F R.S
,
Government Astronwner,

contributes to the Report now under review an able add

interesting report on the metemology of Victoria, llanp

of the rising generation cast theirthoughts on the ookndeo

with aview to emigration j and to these Mr Ellery'sre^
mutt be instructive In the following passage we
general notion of the physical featuiea of the country

" By an examination of a contoured plan of the colony,

we find that the most prominent feature Is an exteuahre

mountoin range running approximately east and west,

rising somewhat abruptly about lat 37* 30?, and long;

141” 40?, varying in altitude from 1,000 to e,ooo focL and
culminating in the N £ in lat 36° 30’, long 14^ so,

at Mount Kotduskik the highest part of Anstrtlian

where it attains on altitude of over 7,000 feet The higher
parts of this range, are covered with snow for several

months in the year The mountam country is for the
most part densely wooded with fine timber^ even to the
very summits at some of the higher elevations, however,
especially in the N E many of the peaks are qmte hare,

or only partially covered with dwarfed trees or shrubs.

The country north and south of this great dividing range
u moderately undulating or fiat, consisting often of large
plains, in some parts quite destitute of trees, but closely

wood^ in others Along some parts of the coast-line,

however especially in the Cape Otway, Western Port,

and Wilson’s Promontory districts, the land rises to con
siderable altitude (from afioo to 3 coo feet) by rangn
generally well covered by timber to their summita On
the whole, the country u not well watered the rivers are
few and insignificant and are often nearly dry m summer

,

there are several lakes, both salt and fresh, m different

parts, but not of sufficient extent to haveiany marked
influence on the climate. The boast line itself Is for the
most part flat, with a moderate elevation although, as
just stated, at some places lofty ranges abut on the sea,

and the coast becomes precipitous and rugged An exten
sive sea board open to polar winds and oceanic currents,
modified, no douDt, by the presence of the island of Tas-
mania an extensive and wooded mountain range running
across the whole breadth of the colony, the higher por
tions of which are often clothed in snow and the gene-
rally and sub tropical Australian intenor dommating on
Its northern and western boundary must each necessarily
exercise considerable influence m producing condidons of
climate varying with the locality

*

The nouon is generally entertained in these countries

that the climate of Victoria is extremely dry Mr Elleiy

shows that the rainfall attams to the average of sttnilar

latitudes in other parts of the globe. He puts the average

at 35-66 inches per annum Spontaneous evaporaden ii^

howevei, very great and a large quanuty of the nuniall is

also lost m consequence of the vast area of the country
which has been unbroken

The mean temperature of the year is given as follows —

Cape Otway
5?° 4
58*-6

Ararat SS^o
Ballarat 53” 6
Sandhurst 58”7

Bush Waste 57*3
Stawell 57® 7
Berwick 57* i

Daylesfoid
Heathcote 57®’4

Castlemain $6®-}

Camperdown 54”-6

The minimum of heat occurs in June, July, and
August The lowest known at Melbourne ia 37”, or 5®

below the freezmg point ; at Portland, 37° , at Sandhurst,
37° 5, and at BaBaiat, 33°
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Tke Ugliest recorded temperstore m the shade occurs

•t Seadhurst in Jamary, and was 117” , at Mdboume
lit*. **Thera are other localidet in which higher tempera-

ttireg prevail in the same month, especially in the plains

north ef the dividmg range, and along the banks of the

Mtnray, in which the temperature has been as high as

193* to 135” for several days together It 11 during the

hot winds to which the climate is subject in summer that

our highest temperatures occur, but they seldom last many
hours, and are usually followed by a change in the direc-

tion of the wmd, and by a comparatively low thermometer,

when a (all of ao^ to 35° often occursm as many mmutes ”

We intended to make some remarks on the general

advantages of a Department of Agriculture, but shall

t«s«rvo them far a review of a similar volume which has

come to us from the United States ef America.

OC/X BOOJC SHELF
The Pathological StenificaHee of Nematode Hamatotoa
By T R Lewis, MB., StaftSurgeon HMBP, on
Special Duty. (Calcutta 1874)

This little work may be reeled as a companion volume
to Dr Lewis's essay “On a Hxmatozoon m Human Blood ”

Both are repnnts from the Annual Reports of the ham
tary Commissioner with the Government of India, for

the years 1871 and 1873 respeaively, and as such testify

to the high class of scientific labour performed by the
staff officers on special duty
The mam points brought out by Ur Lends are such as

afford proof that chylum (or a milky lookmg condition

of the urine) and the elephantoid state of the tissues are
associated with the presence of a microscopic nematode
entosoon in the human blood Having fairly established

that conclusion, he nest proceeds to show that the dis

(wdera m question are inunmiately “ due to the mechanical
interruption to the flow of the nutritive fluid in the capil

lanes and lymidiatics. No one who takes the trouble to

look into the evidence so carefully collected by the author
can ftB to see that he has thrown a great deal of light upon
the pathology of cbyluria, elephantiasis, and other more

j

or less closely alhed morbid conditions ,
but Or I.ewis has

done more than this, for he has extended our knowledge
of the habits and genetic relations of the miaoscomc
hiematozoa of the dog (so long a puzzle to helmintholo

gists), and has shotm that the so-called Fflarta sau
gmnts homtHts are perfectly distinct from the canine

fiiana, which latter, moreover, he proves to be the

progeny of the Ftlarta sangutHoleala Further than
this, the author has detected numerous specimens of an
aberrant type of nematode worm in the walls of the

stomach of pariah dogs. These parasites occupy small

tumours, two or more bemg usually coiled togethn in the

centre of each swelling He speaks of them as Eihtno
rhyncht, which, indeed, they somewhat resemble , but it

is quite clear from the veiy admirable figures accom
ponying the description, that the worms are not members
of the order Atahihotephala They are, in fact, exam
pies of the Chetracanihut rodushu hitherto found only m
various species of Felu The illustrations, throughout,

are remarkaUy clear, and show the internid stiucture of

the parasites to perfection. T S. Cobbold

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
tneEJUordoet mot holdhmtelfretfeimNe/or^mom eepmuml

by his corresfndemti Nesther cam he undertaho to ntmrm,

or to cormpond with the waters of, refected msanmscripts

No metsee it tahem ef amomnmoms comtmmmcotsoms.l

The Origin of the Jewish Week
Ma. R A. PaoCToa s paper on "Saturn and the Sabbath of

the Jews,” in the Contemporary Ammoftbiii month, reopens

one of the oldest and most intesesting questions in the history of
BstTonomy Unfortunately, the writer U very Impetftctlv «>
qnainted with the literature of his eobject, and m «ww,«fq«fivy
has, I think, imported not a little codhsion into the discussion.
That the week of seven days is directly connected wuh the
wonhip of th# MTOA planets known to the ancients, u a tboory
which has always had many supporters. It is at once suggest^
by tbe iamiliar names of the leven days, and would be ab^ulely
proved if wo could show that these names are as old as the
divisJon of the lunar month into four weefca Again, it is also a
well known, though less wide tpiead doctrine, ihst the Jewish
SabulJi paiacd into Mosaum fiom an earlier planetary rellglonf
Of oonrie, if U esn be shown that the Sabbath eras or^naiiy
sacred to Saturn, wo have a strong proof of the antiquity of tha
names of the week day*, and a prob^ility that thesenames are as
old as the seven tisrwtA itself In this way a question in the his-
tory of Semitic teligiims comes to have an important bearing on a
question m the history of astronoray Mr Proctor reverses tha
aignment lie assumes that we have the clearest poesible
evidtneo that all nations that adopted the seven day week nuned
the days after the planets, and did so in that peculiar order
which u geneially explained by assuming that a new phmet
presides over every succLssive hour of tha week, and tlwt each
day takes the name ofthe planet of its first hour J t is then argued
that Satni n, as the highest planet, was the supreme god of Assyria,
and so also of the binptuuis who received their astrological lore
from Chaldea. Tbe hgypluuw, we are told, lerlainly conseented
the seventh >lay of the week to Saturn, and since the Israeiites left

h^mit observing the Sabbath, wiiiie theie is no evi^ie oi a
Sabbath in patriarchal times, “ it m presumable that this day
was a day of real m Egypt ” Now, whatever mw he the nlii-

mate loluUon of tha problera of the ongm an I diifution of ffie

seven day week, this theory rests partly on uncertain auump.
tioni, partly on undoubted blunders. It la notorious that leveral
Semitic nations, not to apeak of tlie Peruvuna, hod a seven day
week wilhout planetary names , so that Mr Proctor's funds
mental assumption begs the whole question Then, agam, it u
tbe opinion of so great an authority u Lapsius that the
Egypluurt had no seven day weak, but divided toe month into
three decades. The passage of Dion Caiams from wbicli ffie

contrary opinion is drawn is certainly ant decisive for ancient
hgyplian iuwg& and Mr Proclor seems to quote his author at
saci^ hand i for he asserts, m flat contradiction to Dion, that
when tha latter wrote, neither Greeks nor Romans used the
week For the suppositicm that Saturn was the supreme god of
the Enptiana, not a shadow of proof is oBcred, while what la

said cT the Assynan Saturn is directly m the teeth of tbe most
recant researches If Mr Proctor bad read Schrader a essay on
the Babylonian ongm of the week, he would have known tlut
Adar or Sainm is quite distinct fium the anpreme god Asur
Thus, apart from the late and doubtful testimony of Dion, Mr
Proctor has no other evidence for his Egyptian theory of fi c
week than that which he derives iiom tbe presumed nun exist

ence of the Sabbaib among the Hebrews Defore they entned
LgypL But tbe seven dey week appears in the narrative of tho
flood, which is ceztamly not on Egyptian legend I say nothing
of nnmetons minor inaccuracies m Mr Piocior’s paper, but
repeat that tbe pnmt on which new light requires to be thrown
b whether it can be made out that the names of the seven days
an as old as tha week itself Thb agam seems to depend partly
on tbe question whether the division of the day mto twenty fonr
hours b <dder than tbe week, and partly on what can be deter-
mined as to early Lgyptiau and Chaldean subdivisions of the
month The Egyptians bad a day of twenty lour boon, but
bad they a wetkT The Chaldeans may have had the week, but
they Item to have divided the day (mcluding tbe night) into
twdva bonrs. Fetbaps, howaver, it o^bt to be borne lu mind
that Dion glvce another way of accounting for the namaa of the
day, depending not on the division of the day into hours, but
OB tbe aaelafy of musical bannony (d hp/tarU dM rtredpMv)
Tbe Jewish Sabfaetb can coninbuie little to tbe argument unless
ona tt prepared with Lageide to maintam that Shabbat is a
name 01 batura. W R Switii

Kirkea’ Phyaiology

I HAVX observed in your itiueofJan 38(volxi p.248)aleU(r
in answer to some previous remarks of mine coiiceming the true

fnneifon of the smusee of Vabelva. \ our currcsi>onilent, Mr
Pt^dganx, does not, It seems, quarrel witli the actual method of
my rMSooiitg, but urges that the conditions necessary for tbe
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ciMteDce of the pnrnum do not pnctically obtain I ma^
rtmailc, bowever, diat Mr Pndeanx doM not show how at m
what manner mjr aipimenU are inamdicable, bat contente him*

felt with pdntiiig ont what he tmapnee to be an error m my
conception of the mechuuim of the part m qneitioD Now, 1

candidly confine that my knowledge of the itate of thiogi at the

boM of the aorta wai not bated npon practical obseivation, bnt

at the tame time I mnit, in instice to myaelf, my that in the

mental review which I took of the pocMbilitiet of conitmction of

the valvee, I recognued the probab'e exittence of the cate which
fcnni the aubiect of Mr Pndeanx’e demonttratioa Bat at he
leemf to thmk that if this enw be granted the whole reaaonb^
which Mows U oonaeqnently invtind, I ssaert that it is by no
means obvionsly certam, d fmort, tbit an alteration in the condi-

twos of Its ap^ication mast necesiaiily modify the conclusion

On the contiara this very pomt which he deems it needless to

prove because he has no doubt that it will be allowed, is the

very pomt on which the whole question tnms I thmk also that

in the farther illustration of this 1 shdll be able to show that Mr
Prideaux has missed the sole idea for which 1

contend, vis , “that no mechanical advantagi

expansioa of the aorta towards its termination

can point out the occasion of his difference from mysdf, I shall

at the same time be rendering my own aasnraiioe the more com
plete

In the first place, then, I think the difference is more verbel

than real and depends upon a certain ambiguity in the term
“ force of reflux. This 1 have mterpreted to mean, the pressure

which would be represented by an area equal to the normal
calibre of the vessel, being of opimon that it cannot naturally be
applied to the multiplied pre<sure which would be given by
taking the total area of expusion as its equivalent The former

pressure is transmitted without dimmution to the unsupported

area of the valves

Agam, the statement that " owing to the expami n of the

aorta toirards its termuiation, the force of reflux u most efficiently

sustained by the mnscular substance of the ventricle, is undoubt

ediy trim in one sense but m this cose it is reduced to a mere
tmisffl, and amounts sim[ ly to this, that "the muscular subs ance

of the ventricle being partially exposed to the contact of the

column of bloo 1, the latter rests upon it, and this, indeed,

bolds good whether the valves be mediate between the blood
and the structure of tlie ventricle or not However, 1 cannot

help crediting the enunciation of Mr Sivory s theory with more
than this, and maintam that it naturally induces the idea that

the airangemeut is m some srxy advantageous to the valves,

/

1

that the pressure is lessened on the unsupported portion

That this conclusHm was contrary to nKchinical laws was what
I endeavourc 1 to ^ow m my flist letter, and that my aiguments
are equally apphcable m the present instance u evident from the

fact that the existence of that portion of the valves which rests

upon the ventricle is mechutically unimportant and need not be
considered, since the remamder of their suifsce bears just the

same pressure as if they were attached directly to the maigm of
the ventricular nng
U u possible, however, to make one other supposttion tm

behalf or Mr Savory’s tbeoiy, that the error lies m its statement,

and not in the tbeoiy itself If this be the case it would at any
rate be much better expressed thus " That though the aorta ex
pands towards its tennmation, the metease of ptessnre which the

valves would thus have to heir is compeu'ited by the support
which they receive from the muscular substance of the ven
tncle

’

Vfith regard to the last paragraph of your coRcspondenta
'

:cr, m which he denies the p^bility of contraction of the

ts occurrence For the ongmal statement the text book and not
myself is responsible, as may be seen fiom the foUosnng quota*
tion “ The reflux of blood u mo>t efficiently sustained 1^ the
ventricular wall, which at the moment of its occurrence is pro*
babty in a state of contraction ” That this, hosvever, should taka
place is, as Mr rndeaux justly observes, an Impossibdity, and
only proves the existence of another error either of thec^ or
enunciation W Fxrcy Aiuk

51, Palace Gardens Terrace

Plight of Birds

iHV Unke of Argyll ippeara to mamtain that a bird con
remain at rest m a uniform horizontil current simply

L that the mutoular effbrt required to
s attitude u somdiow an expUnatioa of toe pheno*

Bnt would a dead bird, ofpreeisely the same welf^iSmuihatia,
&c , ngidly fixed in the same attitude^ also remain poiaed tmoar
like conditions? Of course I do not refer to the pnMtical dUB*
cttUy of mamtawing an exact balancem the case of a dead bud,
but m order to test the tbeoiv I suppose a mathematically gnl*

form current and a malbematicaUy perfect poue.
The hvL bird beiiq> perfectly motionless, the two would be

precisely m the same mechanical condition, although the rigid

attitude of the live bird would be maintaiiied by dmt of mnaoulsr
exertion, and that of the dead bird by merttt Under
these cimimstanees, would the dead bird fall to the ground or
remain poised ?

'' *'* ' —*'* —' ' ''— '*

of attitude m... _ ,, ,

through still air , fm it n clear that the mechanical problem ii

precisely the sai^ whether the air be in mcXiou and uie bud at

rest, or the bird in motion and the air at rest In each case the
rdaUv* motion ». the lamo

Suppose, for example, a bud were polked at rest in a westerly
breeze, moving over tue earth s surface at the rate of twelve miles
an hour, ami suppose also the kurface of the eirth on account of
latitude to be moving at an equal rate in the opposite direcboa
lo anyone stationed on the aurface of the earth thu would be a
case ol the bird remaining still in a moving current Yet, in
fact, the bud would reallym moving through still air at the same
rate as the kurfaca of the earth Ttais, 1 think, will be snffiaent

to illustrate the fact that the mobonless poising of a bud m a
nnifoim cuirent it iduitical with ita uniform motion through still

air without change of attitude

1 need hardly point out that the muscular effort necetsary to
maintam the required attitude, pioducmg no actual motion, can
do no mechamcal work It cannot overcome atmospheric fiiction,

nor the effect of the attraction of the earth

Perbips, indeed, the following simple way of viewmg the sab*
ject va.y r^er it still more obvions ~

I If the bud were deprive of its motor weight, *t if it were
exactly of the weight ol the atmospliere, then, whatever mi^
be Its motionless atutude, it would clearly float away like a balloon
with the atmcsphenc current m whidi it was immened

3 If the au were atjiest, then also under the bame circum*
itancu it must necesksiily fall toaraids the ground, either verti*

cally or obliquely, owing to ita weight

3 Thereiore, by the moat elementary law of the compoution
of motions, it follows that, taking into accoant the weight of the
bud and the niouon of the itmospbere, the dctuaT resultint
molum wiQ be 1 motion combined of a motion vertically down
-wide and one or more borisontal mobons
4 The riustance of the au on the relatively itUl wmgi of the

bud enables it to convert Its downward motion partuuly mto a
forward motion also , but it is quite otmous that a motion com*
bwed of horizontal motions and a downward motion must mult
la a downward motion, and cannot produce eqmhbrmm
The Duke of Argyll s testimony to the &ct that buds hover

afPortnUy without rooUon m horizontal au Lonents is valnabde,
sna no doubt increases the diffieiiUy of accouutuig for the pheno*
menon on the bypothesu of upward currents
Gnaf Kelnet College F. Gutkrib

To Micioscopiati and Entomologiata
Can any of your readers who ore mieroiomiists and entomo*

Icfpsts help me to a successful method of killing and mountu^
Htphpkm-a ifowsMAW—belongiQg to the order Acanna ?

the difficulties it presents arct that on beug touched it con
tracts its head and legs and withdraws them mto the homy
envelope which sutroniids Its body, and that portion of the
envdope extending over the head then doses tmhtly upon the
tfedwK, completely shotting m the head and legs, so tW in
this eondition the creature appears like a very mnmja Med
covered with a few spmoiia prejeebons. 1 can find no certain
method of causing it to dia nudoaed, or ao to mount it as to
exhibit IIS form , and as tba creataie u not easily met with, I
shall fed much indebted by any si^eitumt I may odd that 1
have consulted expenenoeef mounters without snccesn
HiUTop, Mmmust, heb 33 R C Fisuu

* Sw Natvsb toI X p s6t
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lKinTfintcoiiumitte«tiM<vDLxt.p 307) upon tUi uibgcct, I

itatvd oat the Mtwd tenpcntim had apparently no eflect upon
theooloar of the paper Since then I have had reaion tochange
my opmion Dutiu the late tcrere weather I have had better

.—I. r jr— .1— durinff froet, and I have
w paper will imnu red for a

^ ometera, in veiy cold weather
d when that difference fdli to o*, or perhapa 5°

II to agree with the fact that cold air cannot disaolve lo

MiNui wiiieoni vaponr ai warm air A. Pmcy Suitu
Rngby, Match 6

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Total Solar Eclipsr of 878, October 29.-111 a

CMBmunication to the Ttmts in Augntt 1873, this eclipse,

in the days of King Alfred, wan pointed out by the Rev
$ } Johnson, of Upton Helions. Devon, as having been
probably total in London In ttie Saxon Chronicle it is

.

merely stated that “ the sun was eclipsed one hour of the

div,” without reference to any phenomena of totality , the
ChnmcoH Scotontm records “a dark noon,” in the

Anmles Tuldemts we read “Sol ouoque in 4 Kal
Novembris post horatn nonam ita ooicuratus eat per
dimidiam horam, ut stellae m coelo apparent ct omne
noctem sibi imminere putarent” This night hke appears
ance of nature clearly indicates that the eclipse was total

at Fulda (Hesse Cassel), ard if our calculauons assign

dements for the eclipse, uhich show totahty at this spot,

it may fairly be assumed that they will give very nearly

the true phase for London Correcting the arguments of

Damoiseau’s Lunar Tables of 1824,^0 as to bring them
into agreement with Hansen for moon and Le Verrier for

sun, and taking the minor equations from the Tables, we
find the following elements for 878, Oct 39 —

Conjunction in RA, oh 51m 24s. M Tat Greenwich

R.A. 2i'’8
‘6 10

Moon’s hourly motion in R.A.
bun’s „ , „
Moon’s Declination
Sun’s „
Moon’s hourly motion m DecI
Sun’s

, „
Moon’s horizontal parallax

Sun’s q „
Moca’s true semi diameter
Sun’s „ „

Assuming the position of Fulda to be in longitude

Ob 3801. 41a E ,
and lautude 50° 33 7, we find by direct

calculation from the above elements a total edipse.

totality commencing at 3b 9m 33a local mean time, and
continning im 41s. with the sun at an altitude of 19*

The partial phase began at oh 56m and ended at

3b 34m The Fulda annalist has “post horam nonam ’

for the time of the eclipse, but the tiroes we have found

cannot be very much in error The sun rose at Fulda on
this day at 7b lam apparent time, or at 6h sym mean
dme, so that the mnth hour from sunrise would be 4 p m
To recMicile this difference, Dr Hartwig, of Leipaic (who
calculated the eclipse in 1853 from the best data tbenavail-

aUe, without finding it quite total at Fulda), conjectured
that the author of the Cnronicle miaht have reckoned his

time from the commencement of twilight at the begmning
of the month However this may be, our elements, which
may be expected to be pretty near the truth, have indi

cated a very measurable duration of totality at Fulda
Calculating now for London (St Pauls), we agam find a
total eclipse coinmencmg at ib 16m. 30s mean time, and
ending at ih. i8m los , or with a duration of im $os

If any reader should have the ennositv to examine the

tfack of totality further, the following foimulm will assist

37 25
3 29

14 6 44
15 4 40

SU
60 35

16 31

him Patting / for the geocentric lautude of place, and
L for its longitude from Greenwich, reckoned positive
eastward, / for Greenwich mean time—

136 ssco
7

im. /+ t« ro9M] cm / co» (A + isj’st y)Im ih 1710. i}>.qF U^ ] «n i» - [3 3»4H hii. /

- 13 CM / CM I0»* to- 4)

Upper sign for b^innmg of totahty, lower one for ending j

the quantitiet within the brackets are logarithms.
The Rev. S J Johnson found no other total eclipse m

London during the long interval from 878 to 1715, and
we are able to confirm his inference that there is not
likdv to be another one visible m the metropolis for five

hundred years from the present time. Less than seven
years after the echpse of 878, or on June 16^ 885, a very
great eclipse passra over Scotland and Ireland By a
similar accurate computauon to that detailed above, it is

found to have been total not far from Nairn, and the
duration of totality was httle less than five minutes, a
most unusual length for so Ugh a latitndc In Chrontcon
Scotonm we read, “ The stars were seen in heavens “

Emckr’s Comet —The ephemens of this comet for the
present appearance, communicated by Dr von Asten, of
Pulkova, to the St Petersburg Academy, not having bron
yet transferred to the Ashonomitche Nachruhten, where
such matters are commonly looked for, we continue our
reduction of the places to 8 pm Greenwich lime for the
period when the comet is likely to be most easily found
in these laUtudes —

75 00
74 328

» 433

74 67
73 423

1 350

73 20 4
73 2 1

I 358

7» 48 8

73 424
1 156

72 45 3
73 0 s

i-oss

73 31-9 0*918M 9 * 27

The distence from the earth it expressed, as usual, in

parts of the earth’s mean distance from the sun

Variabi e Stars - Next week we shall give the times
of maxima and minima of the better known variable stars

for two or three months m advance, calculated from the
elements in Prof Schoofdd’s last catalogue It docs not

appear that an ephemens for 1875 has been circulated as

in several previous years

THE FRENCH TRANSIT EXPEDITION TO
NEW CALEDONIA

Y^E have received the following interestmg communi-
»» cabon from a correspondent -

—

The French Transit of Venus Expedition to New
Caledonia was the result of an after thought on the part

of the French Academy, which only took a definite form
in the shape of active preparations for the great event in

May last, months, if not years, after the other sUtioM
had been fixed on and the constfuetion of the necessgry
mstniments commenced. The New Caledonian ob-

servers were consequently at a great disadvantage^ being
obliged to complete all their arrangementi within the

short space of ten weeks, and to start for this UlHma
ThuU of civilisation m the middle of July. Everything,

however, was got in readiness at home with so much care

and despatch that nothmg of the lightest importance,

either in the astronomical or photogra^ic department of

the expedUion, has been found wanbng The observatory

boa bm fitted up and th« observations made with at

mu^ completeness as if the centre of Ersnee, and not a

convict settleineDt at the very opposite extremity of the
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world, had bectt the scene of opentiOBa, and the results,

tbmgh not all that could be desired, art nevertheless well

w<^y of the time and money expended in obtaining

them
M Andr5

,
of the Pans Oteenratoty, a well known

French astronomer, was appointed director of the expe

ditien, whilst to M AngOt, PtofiMsor of Physics in the

Normal School, Paris, the photographic portion of the

work was entrusted The instruments to be used con

sisted of five telescopes of various powers a verycomplete

photographic apparatus which will be desenbed hereafter

'

a mendian instrument , an apparatus for produemg an
artificial transit, with electric chronograph carrymg four

pens attached , and lastly, two instmments for accurately

determining the magnetic inclination and declination of

Noiunda, which up to the present time have never been
cxBcUy known The largest of the telescopes

(7 Sm).
as well as three others (5 in ), was provided with an
object silvered by M Foucaults process, the fifth

hiving an unsilvered lens of aim diameter, and of
extremely good definition All the instruments were
eqiiatorially mounted, three of them being connected with

the chrontqtraph, whilst the other two obt uned their time

by means of clock and chronometer The telescope used

for the photographic part of the work b<id an objective of

5 in. diameter and 13 ft focal length, and was firmly

used in 1 honxontal position on stone pillars, the image
of the sun being directed along the axu by a large sil

\crcd mirror placed outside and moved at will from the

interior by means oflong wooden rods on cither side ofand
parallel to the telescope During the transit on assistant

stood near this minor, and at every command “i>/

emn >cs, removed the cover (placed on the mirror to pre

vent It becoming heated, and thereby causing distortion

of the suns image) and replaced it immediately after Ae
pi lie had betn exposed With this apparatus, the

dagjeircotype process of sensitising a silvered plate of

copper by means ol iodine and bromine, developing in a
mercury bath and fixing with hyposulphite ol soda, was
alone emplojed, and with the greatest success

Though the day was somewhat cloudy, considerably

over ioo very well defined pictures of Venus during the

Transit were obtained, together with 130 others rendered

less distinct by the intervention of clouds. When it is

known that for several days previous to the 9th, tbe

weather had been so bad that all hopes even of a glimpse
of the transit of the planet were abandoned, and that

dense clouds hung over tlic whole sky, and heavy showers
of rain fell up to within four hour» of the first contact,

M Angot may well be congiatulated on the success of bis

labours These daguerreotype pictures are not quite

1^ in in diameter, and were obtained by exposures
ot the plates varying from ^ to of a second m
duration M Janssens method was not emplojed, but a
very simple plan was adopted of placing the sensitised

plate m a frame fixed at tne focus of the chemical rays,

and causing the exposure by sliding in front of it a
metallic screen with a sbt m it, whose width of course
varied with the time necessary for exposure. A clock
connected electnctUy with the sidereal one in the nuun
observatory was placed in a convement position above
the telescope, and the instant of each exposure accurately
noted. The assistants in this work, four m numbtf, were
all convicts, who performed their share with the neatness
and rcadmess for which Frenchmen, whatever their posi-

tMS la life may be, are so remarkable , and, inaeed,
noUuag hat struck me more during the progress of the
work am than the aptitude which seems innate in the
French race (or work of this kmd , and it is no disparage-
most to Englith soldiers to say that it would have taken
them days to learn to read chronometers with the accu*
rscy which their French brethren in arms acquired in, a
few hours and apparently without the slightest difficulty

The mamfMtaretw all tn« telescopic oUemtions arem

3| minutes differehco between the estimated and obiervad
umes of first contact, the absence of tbe dn^ and, in the
case of the instruments furnished with sttveMolt^ctiTa^
the clear tangential contact of the planet and the tnn’a

limb, which enaUed four out of the five obeervwe to
bbtam tbe instant of second contact with very great accu-
racy With these obtactives, which aapear to be e^
cii^ well adapted for observations ot this nature ut*

l^et was seen to pass clear and distinct on to the sna’e

disc, without anv appearaaco of diatortioa or ckmdinesa
whatever

,
but with the untOvered ofajectnte aa appearftfteo

was observed as if a drop^ such as those desenbed by
English astronomers, was about to form Without fonniag^

however, it changed almost imperceptiblyinto a trenmlotts

haxiness, which rendered it imposrible to say when the
actual contact took place, and compelled the observer to

note two instants, one when this haxmess first appeared,

and the other when it bad so far disappeared In tbe
increasing brightness in the rear of the planet that he
sras cofimlent that Venus was fairly on the solar disc.

These two instants are beparated by an interval of thirtji

four seconds, and their mean corremnds within two or
three seconds with the instant of tangential contact

otuerved with tbe other instruments. Whether tbe slight

cloudiness of the sky, or a constant error peculiar to aO
unsilvered objectives, or the fact that the latter telescope

was focussed on a spot much nearer to the sun’s limb
than the other mstruments, is to be put down as the
cause ol this difference or not, seems at present a matter
of doubt only to be cleared up when other observations
with uniilvcrM lenses are recoraed

The third and most important contact in New Cak-
donia was not observed, owing to a cloud which, much to

our chagrin, strayed over the sun s face some 6 oefon the
estimated time of egress, and completely shut out our
view for about 20, after which the fourth contact was
observed but with a considerable degree of uncertainty,

on account of the undulatory appearance of the sun s limb.

1 may mention, in conclusion, that the times of duration
of the whole transit, /r the interval between the first

and fourth contacts, obtained by three of the obsrtrverr,

differed by only 8 ,
but these were considerably at variance

with the estimated duration of the transit as given in the
Nauttcal Almanac Besides MM Andr& and Angot,
three French officers, Capts. Derbds, Benin, Ribout, and
Mr Abbay, took part in tne observations. A.
On Iroard the H ingattra,

Jan 5, 1875

SCIENTIFIC EFFORT OF THE AUSTRO HUN-
OAR/AN NORTH POLAR EXPEDITION OF
1872-74*

•pilt real object of the expedition was not particularly that of* reaching high latitudes but rather the investigation of the
large unknown lea north of bibena

; tbe explorers thewht th^
nu^t eventually reach Behrings Siraiti, without cheiislmig very
MUgninc hopes on this point When dunng 1871 LieutWw
prrcht made a preluninaty expedition into those rcgKms, ha
found the whole large sea between East Spitsbergen and Nowi^
SemljB ID completely unknown, that In s^te of nis stopping tui
weeks at Tromso and making inquinet of all Plmunark ikip.
pers and whalers, be coold not learn anything definite as to
the oondilions of climate and ice in those pa^, few veasda
had buccecilcd in reaching the 76th degree of north huhndes
Dunng the two Austrian expeditions This nnknown sea has
been mvcstigaled from to 70* Ea t long (from Green
wtcb) and beyond the 79th d^ee of latitude on the west side
and the 80th on the east side

, an extensive, hitherto unknown
tract of land has been discovered and i lent JuHiia PayM has
made sledge jonmeys into this land, reachuy very nearly
N lat

In 1871 the exploitrs had found the sea cosqiletcly free inm

ar.-’iisSiS&jftssiiiss.^K 'tanr
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MMlkfM ]r8° N Ut, north of Nowaj* Scmlja, Mid their mien I

ktthe Moond ciiwdltKin wu to Invcttl^ tbb mi m «i
(WWerty diraotioi], tnkuM the Siberian ooert as batiii and depend

mIb on Ae influence of the great Siberian rivers, whose grcM
awmtitiee of comparativdy warm water probably free the coast

ftcta iOe almost et^ summer
VnfbrMaatdy the ^ear iflya was one of the most anfaroerable

over iCOi. Ahendy in 74*^5 N lat the explorers femid icet

thtqr eonld only teach Cape Naania with great dlRlcalty. and
were finally blocked up by packed ice in a l^lty where, in the

tratrlotts and following ycarss there was no ice for one hundred
Ojenaa mica round. They nsrar got within the reach of the

SAmiuui rivers, and the nnoertamtymh regard to their influence

npoo the ice along the Siberian coast h sdll the some as ever

At one point is dearly proved, namely, that the conditions of

ice batwm Spitsbergen and Nowata Semlja are highly vanabte
from year to yearj this clrcmnstanoe, more than any other,

^eoks sgaliud the Mvisabtlity of (hture expedlti<»s to be made
on the null of Frans Joseph s Land In 1874 the esplorers

fbtmd dm lee again in the same potitlou as in 1871 there is

p«h^ a certain periodtetty In this.

lient Weyprecht formerly thought that marine currents were
tha ptindpal eaase of tha ganetal inotloa of the ice in Arctic

segioPl t na is now of a difloeat opinion, aa he maintains that

daring the drift of their vessel, which was froxenin, in packed ice,

and (Sifted in this state for over fourteen months, the influence

of currants vru imperceptible compared to thatof winds upon the

diiftmglce TbeexistenceofGnlMtream water in the grnt area

betwmn Norway, Spitzbogen, and Nowaia Semlja is ondeni

able ) the current cannot, however, be traced directly by its

oowse, bat mther by the unproportlonally high sea temperatures

in those high latitudes. Asa natural consequence oi this, the Gulf
stream does not regulate the limits of ke, but tbs ice, set m motion

1M winds, regulates the limits of the smrmer Gulf stream Water

depriving the same ol the last danees of heat which it contsms
A companson of (he /fusiM drift with the winds would show
whether on the east oosit of Greenland the drift of lee is oniy

rodaetd by tha latter) Sir L. MClmtocdt proves with figures that

tbiadaeidadlyistbecaKmBafBniBay The speed of the drift

of coune depends upon the force of the wmd% local conditions,

vkbuty of coasts, and the mom or leas open water The great

infloimot of the wind upon the ice>fields Is explained by their

nq^ness , each projectiug block represents a saiL

In the vicinity of coasts it is somewhat difTeient , immense

currents are often perceived there, originating thr
—*

or Mtaps through the motion of them itseTf an

There is a decided general tendency in Ihe ke
ward dating the aamroer . the reason of this may ba the flowing

dir of melt^ water in all directioae, whkh causes a breaking

up of the whok Arctk mass of ice. But all othor influences

upon the motion of the ice are nearly imperceptible when com
pared to that of winds, and can only be trsoed in their most generai

effecta. It Ik quite certain, however, that in the touth of Franz*

Toeeph t Land there 11 a constant flow of ice from east to west,

art vw the Siberian sea. If the field of toe which held Lieut

Wcypiecht’s ship a prisoner had not attached itself to Wikxek
Jtlufd, it wo^ have drifted towards the northern end of Spitr

bcMtn } he anives at this condnsion from observing the winds

of uirt winter

< T6 the mftuenim of winds Lieut Weyprecht also iscriles the

udstenceafoncnwatatneaTall west coasts in thosaregloBii he

ibund the mim direction of wmte^storms in Ftans-Jose^ s Land

lobeE.N £ , tha ice nnicr west cocsti is thareforo canstantk

beokan np. liintL Pay^M the northernmost rMhe^

wnterM^wcstcosst, upon wh^ he wu travelHiig

AbekViOi tc)^ to qudHty, the ke in thou seas b veryvariable.

WhBsinthesamiMt of 187} tbeexplostrs could not aee the

eifti of Um field in wWA thelt ship wu froean to, never met

ficl^ef seeban eetentduingthdr retreat I also, withregsidto

iSdaMHu thsn ww gt4t variety fa l873 0^ fi^famed

I* fategiler ftnasB maas, wkh high Ke walls la oU dueettou and

natUhed with thUto dwtag a month and a half, the iu wu to& to some pbeu at tfa end of Jnly that they often broke

through while sledges. During thew the whole

jsdoobtieupaidccd very etoeety t the fWd, toqiiteofihe

MuMst drifttag sBoil^ dU not turn round, tha bow of the

l,tth««uulwn)teOeMMr

cad November large holes were seen m it m the vktnify of the
coast, towards the south.

Whether Vttat Jouph i Land on agam be reached by ship,

LmuL Weypredd thtoki mainly depe^ent on iaroarable oon
dtdons of weather and icc , in any case a very warm summer
will be neoaasery, and then it could be done only late in the
year Ai the most favourable point to start from m such an
cxpeditiOiL he liuHcatei 45° l.ast long , u here he found the
barrier of toe lii 1871 to be fifty German miles aura to the north
thanlnfioPE. long.

In the preliminary expediUon of 1871, Lieut Weyprwdit
found stm signs of the vicinity of land m 43° h long and
78° 75 N lat, and accordingly be proposed this nnknown land
u tlw basis for fatnre expedltlcu sent to reach the pole The
mystcriou GiUfaLand is situated upon 30* E. long The south
coast of Frans Joseph s Land wu seen by Payer at bast u faru
50° E tone Lieat Weyprecht now thinks he may be permitted

to conclude that thau three points ere connectsd Thus Ftam
Joseph’s Ijind would become greatly extendad in a weslarn
(litectioa. Numerous kebcigs flaatiag along the coast seem to

confirm this idea, and it is hardly necessary to point out how
much the interest to Arctk investigation would be increased by
this idu proving a correct <me

During a yur and a half the explorers had constant oppor
tonitbs closr'-

packed ice

the whole of _ _ ^

ke, which clings to the couls end never reaches fa

tea, all Ke—Kcfaeigs u well u fields b lu constant motion,
winter and summer , and this, as has been shown, is through the
influence of wmds. The mutum, however is a different one
almost with every field and thus a certain pressure results

wherever two fiehb touch this naturally leads to the breakmg
up of the fields, and the contraction of the ice during sudden low
temperaturu pUys itk put masimiluway If one emukters
the great extent of the fields, sometimes of many mile^ and the r

ennmous msseet, one con eokily iroogne the colo^ forces

whicb ate active m these phenomena, am the greatness of then
effectai When two fields meet, a oombat body to body eosues,

often lasting only a few minut^ but sometimes even for days
and weeks, lbs edges are then turned up on both sides, up-
wudt sad doamwards, an irregulu wall of ice contiatlng of
wildly mixed blocks begins to bruld itself, the pressure incicases

more and more, masses of icc eight feet long and broad are hftc 1

30 to 40 feet high, end then fall to make room for othus At
lost (me of tho fields begus to shift itsef for some dbtance
undsrncaUi the other one , often they sepantc for a while, only
to renew the struggle But the end of it always is that the

intcnu cold nnitrsaU into one sohd mass aiintle field results

from the two nnd the next storm or quick cho^ of tampera-
turo cracks the new field in bome other diiectioii, the pieces

renewing the old atnqmle. Thu is the origin of the ice>fielJs,

which are qu tc Irrtg^ above and below, sometimes only oon
sitting of Uucka that have frozen together, and fillug up the

whtde Arctic region as so^alledpack ice

During wlntw, snow-storms fill up all smaller irregulanties

complcttly As soon as the sun begins its ac mn, the craahmg
of toe ice decreases, the wuterly icc walb diminish consider

ably. Immense masses of ice ou snow are melted, and the

tesnjUlK svreet water forms large lakes on all the lower even
parts ofthe fields. Duiing the summu abont fourfeetof ice ore

thus melted devm from above , of course the whole field aid
eventhing uponit—the cxplurer s ship, fur instance—b m sed so
mnen higher In the following winter it grows below m tha

same ratio, and thus the whole of the ica u in in nnintmrnpted

proc» of renovatioD, froin below upwards , we may oonctudc
that all the old pack ice is replaced by new in the coarse of
two yearn
The spacea of open water which aatorally occur dating the

great enuhes are soon again covered by firesi ioe in winter the
intense cold keepe rcpurtog the brok» field o( ice. Lieut

Weypredit oheeiW that within twenty-four hours, ud with a
teiiqientuieof-30* to 40° K. (37 < - 50* C.), the new crust

becomes about a foot thick. The saw of the sea-water has not

tune to be displaced entudy, the formation of ice guing on too

quidriy, end a toosideiabie qmtity fteeses into the 1 pper strata

of Iheke, thb quosUty deoeaiea downwards as the ice tskee

more time to fono. BManiag at a certain thickness, the ke b
slmgrtfiM frcin salt The upper strata, however, on account

of netah tlwycantaii^ attnotiKiisftire to agreat degreeu sal
fatnrn toii^ leMbiwy mass whiidi brnds under fod vrifliont
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bfeaking This, however, is only the cue with new ice, u aAer

a short time the salt ciTstalUses out of the ice, ami the surbce

coven itself with a snowy layer of salt, sometimes reaching

two inchaof thkhness. Even in the most intense cold this layer

retains so much mwsinre that it maku the impression of a thaw

,

only little by little, evaporatioa and drlsillng snow do their woik,

and the Ice itself becomes brittle.

In this way almost all the salt, which wu frosen in, crystal

lisu ont, and is washed off and back into the sea by the nielted

water in the next summer The melted water at the end of the

summer is therefore almost free from salt, and hu a specific

gravity of i x)OS It is evident that a smo<^ plane of ice, u is

found on sweet water. Is a very rare occurrence m Arctic r^ons.
The finest and most interesting phenomenon, the only cnan«

in the long night oi winter, is the Aurora Borealis
, no pm can oe

scribe the magnificence of this phenomenon in its greatest intensity

In February 1874 J ieut Weyprecht saw on aurora, which ran

beyond the zenith from east to aut like an immense stream of
fire, and constantly showed mtense prismatic colours running
like flames, and u qmck as lightiung, from one side of the
horizon to the other At the same lime flashes of fire came
from the southern honson and ruched to the magnetic pole , it

wu the most stupendou natural display of fireworks he nod ever

been able to imagine. With regard to the intensity of the

aurora, Lieut Weypecht uys he can prove fay data that it

differs, Independently of the geomphlcal latitude m the different

parts of the Arctic zone and that the district he visited wu a
maximal district when the sky wu clear traces of aurorae could

be uninterruptedly oliserved m the second winter he even kept
an aurora journal, which, however gave only few positive

results, and wu left behind in the ship The phenomenon is

pait all description and clusification, changing constantly and
sbowmg new forms at every moment Lieut Weyprecht wu
neva able to describe the origin of an aurora

, the phenomenon
u there, and It is impossible to say whence It came

Only in a very general way thru forms of aurorae can be dis-

tinguished first, quiet, regular arcs, slowly passing from the

southern horizon and disappearing in the northern one , then,

bands < f light of great variety of forms, ever changing place and
intensity and lutly, the so called corona i e buttons from
or towards the magnetic pule Generally the colour is an intense

white with a greenish hue , with greater motions and stranger
radiations the prismatic colours are often seen in great intensity

Lieut Weyprecht spent much time and trouble on spectim
olnervations of the aurorae, but unfortunately his spectroscope
wu too small and imperfect He could never see more than
the well known green line compared with the spectral observa
tions of the Sntduh J x|iedUioD which were made with much
more jierfect instruments, his observations are ofno value. One
interesting fact with regard to the auroi-c wu however ascer
tained It wu found that upon very intense anror-v storms fol

lowed almoit every time this is proved by metcurolewical data,

and Lient Weyprecht tbinkiheis juilified in the conUuaion that
the Aurora Borealis is an atmos] iieiic phenomenon and closely
connected with meteorological con btiou

, he armed at this

conviction through ul serving hundreds of auroiw, but soys he
cannot give any positive or important reuon for his conclusion

( To be comhnml )

JOHN hDWARD CRAY, FR S

have to record the death, on Sunday morning last,
» » at his residence in the British Museum, of Dr J E
Gray, late Keeper of the Zoological portion of the National
Collection
Dr Gray was bom m 1800 at Walsall, m Suffordshire, :

being the eldest of the three sons of Mr S F Gray, a
chemist of that town He was educated for the medical
profession, and very shortly exhibited his biological taste,

by writing a work on the then new “ natural” arrange-
ment of plants. In 1824 Dr Gray was appointed an
assistant in the Natural History department of the Bntiah
Museum, whetr, with the assistance of Dr Leach, be
commenced t|w study of zooli^ to such good purpose
that in 1840 he succeeded Mr Children as Keeper of the
Zoological CoUectiOD of the Musenm At that tune iMo-
logy held but a small place in popular favour, espeaaliy
in the eyes of those most acUve in the supenntendcnc U

the extension of the British Museum. Against th^
imposing influences Uius affecting his department, not
the least of which was the anugonism of Mr Pantni,

Dr Gray, by bis indefatigable zeal and courage to

face obstacles, ne\ertheless succeeded in biugug the
national coUectaon of osteological and skin Bpccimeas,

during the thirty five years of us keepership, to so high
a standard of excellence, that no other museum, not Oven
Leyden itself, is equal to it

Most of the biological societies which now exist indudO
Dr Gray amongst their founders or earliest members.
The Zoological Society owes much to him, the number
of papers communicated to it by him being very great
He was the leading spint of the Annals and Maeaatns
ofSatnral Htstory, and was the author of the Zoologtcal

Aftscellany, Kttowsisy Msnazerts, and other works 1n his

Catalogue of the Mammals m the British Museum, whic.

18 far advanced towards completion, is incorporated much
of the author’s work in that cTirection, published ongmally
in separate short papers.

The quahties which most disUnguuhed Dr. Gray as a
naturahst were his great industry m combmation with an
acute perception of minute distinctions. Hu imperfect

acquaintance with anatomy in many of its branches much
limited his generalising powers, and in some cases dis-

torted his view of the relative importance of character

based only on osteological features. To all students of
the groups of ammals which were touched upon by Dr
Gray—and there are but few that were not—that author’s

work will be found invaluable, both from the independent
light which It throws on the subject, and from the careful

review which it gives of the previous investigations of
other naturabats.

Dr Gray was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in

1832 , be resigned the Keepership of the British Museum
at Christmas hut He leaves a widow, but no children

NFW ORDER OF EOCENE MAMMALS
the last meeting of the Connecticut Assembly,
February 17, Trof O C Marsh made a commum

cation on a new order of Eocene Mammals, for which he
proposed the name ItllodonUa These animals are
among the most remarkable yet discovered in American
strata, and seem to combme characters of several distinct

groups, VIZ., Carnivores, Ungulates, and Rodents. In
Ttllotkertum, Marsh, the type of the order, the skull has
the same general form as m the bears, but in its structure
resembles that of Ungulates The molar teeth are of
the ungulate type, the camnes are small, and in each jaw
there is a pair of large scaipnform incisors faced with
enamel, and growing from persistent pulps, as m Rodents

The adult dentition IS as follows —Incisors
^ , camnes

Y , premolars
^ , molars

j
The articulation of the

lower jaw with the skull corresponds to that m Ungnlates
The postenor nares open behinu the last upper molars
The Dram was small, and somewhat convoluted. The
skeleton most resembles that of Carmvores, especially
the Urstdee, but the scaphoid and Innar bones are not
united, and there is a third trochanter on the femur
The radius and ulna, and the tibia and fibula are distinct
The feet are plantigrade, and each had five digits, all

tenmnated with long, compressed and pointed, ungual
phalanges, somewhat similar to those in tne bears, ^nie
other genera of this order are less knownJbnt all appir
rently had the same general characters, ^ete are two
distinct families, TtlUdhertda, in which the laige incisors
grew from persistent pips, while the molars have roots

,

and the Styhnodontida, m which all the teeth are root-
less. Some of the animals of this group were as large as
a Tapir With Hyrax or the Toxodonha the present
order appears to have no near oflimties
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE
PYRENEES

mtmL im Jiut com
Jl Hanted from

..Jitm atae Wf^jkaa-
.M teasort. ThHot Mi Paruof
» 0ie nr&ce of the earth, and

•ma aUe to Aadn npper current Mowing from
Ik Ttolait dm Mitarted at 130 PM, travelled

2.^P li^jWalDg aoutlnMrda, when having
* * hef kvel M Wi* earned northwards.

”
, at 4 p hi^department of Gmrs.

He temmd m bis last ff%i that the wind was veering
regulerk with increasing hkhude, and was steady at
certaiM levds, so that it was pcisdble to go in any direction
by IcecpfaMf the proper altitude ibr a sufficient length of
time An Ms changes of dnredion were traced on an
Ordnaiwa Survey map. His rvUdtngs and observations
will be esnt to die Academy of Scfences for farther dis-

cussloa.

the haMiti tr was lav wSh a northen win3,
idiich is I

unuauat_ *>Tie thseo ascents of Dnoof may be regarded

southeM current to have been general at an a

4,000 to 9fioo fsM above the earth
The savior current on the 4th of March was carryn^

immense qounttnes of snow at a temperature of 0° C
The snow ntfiAh melted m Hs descent, as the air was
mild bdiw It probable that this snow was caused 1w
the indueirce of the Fyrenean range, which is very cold
1 observed at Pans an effect whiim can h« asenbed to
sfanilau causes, from hilly ports of our geological bashi
situated in the south On tiMI very day the Ay tras

covered A the south and hhw M the north, where fm
menso piahis extend to any distance
At an events the southern aerhd strennf which earned

the balloon northwards was very tMdc M< ttaryef was
unable to find its upper sorfaee, afthough tw readied the
level ef fr,6oo feet

Other tscents will be nsAMr by the saaoa Mterpnsmg
ahrorant, whose speaal attention has baM S6 long de-
voted la the utilisi^wn of vanous carrenis according to
altitudit "W, FONVIXU.K

SCIENCE AT THE NEW PARIS OPERA*
n,

A Lt hsMehea of f>hysics ere represented in the New
OydW, Heat, Light, Optics, Electricity, Acoustics

play thew different parts. So far as acOiotic fatstnunents

are emwafned^ we sMy refer ta am organ constructed by
M C«vsaff-C<j^ and fbrmed of eighteai registent distn

buted ever tWOkey boauds, and a com]^te fb^bostM. Thu
organ is worked hv kittt p^als,vibramg the sdr eMrtained

in i,ey^ pip^ of which some are mOre than five metres

in heW^ sM above 30 metre hr lUameter, Bui k is the

elecMc nht which has most {Merest for us.

AltoBnkg a brief account of the invention and history

ofth#Mnicpi]&lf 'nssandier proceeds to describe the
• " ^

i Nsw Opera, whidi Bat been

^ , thronh upon the oamificeat
stage D7 inm» of a Bunsen batted of Rio Msments,
whtek Ir CstaMuhed a a room <» the grounder, the
lengurcflrUchunofleStthansevenmetreSi K Dbboteq
has here amiiged At faMes of 3 7$ metres lofig by 73
metre hfMld,which tjiA support a Bunserr batteiyM sbity

elements {tig. $) Thu battuy Is placed upon the table

which IsAmMi of Very thick unpoluhed ghut that cannot
be inhnred nf Ae acidt. The elements are arranged m
four t«m>m fifteen toA The table is provided under-

neath with a board which supports a large rectangular
bawi, m which the plates are placed after they have been
used The jars of the battery, filled with nirtc acid, are,
after being used, placed in a tub contamin}, the acid and
closed with a wooden lid

In order to work a banery of such power under favour
able conditions M Duboscq has had to mike speciil
arrangements for the preparauon of the sulphuric acid
liquid as well as for the zinc amalganu necessary to put
the system of batteries in action

C 0 u r
Fig 5 —Pbui of Um Eltctnc Room at the New Opna.

At the right corner of the electric room u a large reier

vour, of the capacity tff about onecubic metre,whm water

mixed vdtb one-terOh of sulphuric add can be stored A
spif^ permits thil litpiid to run into a vertical siphon

formed at a large tube, mto which an areometer is phingcd

tq aspertain its quali^, and make sure that the prepam
tiott has been niade in the proper proportions The
restitvoir is fiirmAed at itt lower part with an earthenware

3jipe which is conducted along the walls of the

opposite Ae six battery tables. Beside each table an

earthenwhre sfdgot enal^Ae operators to run the liquid

Into eaiAenwaie jugs, from which they fill Ae battery

Jsra wiA the liquid.
. . . j

Byaa etcellent pteCautkm M Duboscq has obviated
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til* dMcetoua action of the nitrons vaponta, by placing

hcfeandthere open the pilot tancws c<mtalning amnxmia,
which condenses them.
Badi tabicr as we have taid, forms a battery sixty

dements. The eVECtite wires are conducted aloog the
wall at the bottom of the room, where they traverse

dx (alraaometert (Fig. 6). Each of these Mvanome-
ten indicates, by means of the needle with which it

la prodded, the condition of the battery to which it cor
renonda. The six isolating wires, after leaving the tlx

nlvaaometas^ past along toe walla to the ita^ where
tM conents wnich they cany may be utilised either

siiigly or twos or threes, according to the degree of
intsiisitv which it u wished to give to the-Hght The dis-

tance which the current runs from the electric room to the
most distant point of the stage is about isx metres , the
total length m all the wires is about 1,300 metres.
M Dnbotcq, imitating the systems of telegraphic

wires, makes use of the earth at a return current , one of
the j^et of each battery is in communication with the
iron of the bnflding Without tins airangement it would
have been necessary to double the length of the wires.

In most mstances M Duboseq places his electric lamp
on one of the wooden galleries which run along the
hidter rmons of the scenery above the stage It is from
this artifwial dey that he, a new Phoebus, darts upon the

nymidu of the hsllet the rays of his electric sun It is

from here, decoroposmg the Ught by means of the vapour
of water, he throws upon the stage a veiitable rainbow, as
m M«us

,

again, it is thus that he causes the Ught from
the palmed windows to &U upon the flags of the church
wh^ Margaret is in the clutcnes of remorse Sometimes
the electric afqiaratus is placed on a level with the stage,

when It IS sought to produce certam special effects, such
as that of the fountain of wine in Gounod's opera. The
lime-light is also used to produce certain brilUant effects

in the Now Opera.
It will thus M seen that the electncal arri^ements m

the New Opera leave little to be desired There is an
electric battery of extraordinary power, which might be
profitaUy used for certam experiments of high interest,

xeqnlnng an dectrlc power of great intensity M Tis-
sandier makes the very hiqipy suggestion that thu power
All battery mighf be utltiSM for the purpose of scientific

research and we hope that those whwhanre the manage
ment oa Operv will take his hint , they ought to

mnember how much their art owes to tiie reseatches of
science. He also very appropriately suggests that the

Government which has made such a lavish eiqienditure,

forty million francs, on a place of amusement, might also

benefit the country even more by domg something to

restore to efficiency the buildinp in which the work irf

aciettce is earned oe At ah events it will bo semi that m
this ma^uficent building Science occupiea apince of no
mean importimee

NOTES
Lamu have been received from the Eclipse Expedidon

from Suet. Tb^ bad beard from the Viceroy that srnmgt.

asents had been made to havaa vesml awsithig them at Galls.

Tax foUowing telegram has been received by the Tfaw from

Its St. Fuenbatg ooneqpondent, with refpid to the Tiantit of

Vemii HerrStrove reports tiiststHakodskl botiiintcrier coo

taoti were observed. At Wakhodks, on theeositot the Faeiflc

vast of Vlsdivostock, only the first faitenor contact was ofaeerved

At Ksmon Ribolofi; on lake Hsafcs, all foercOaiacttweremtis-
i

flKtorfly observed, but no heliometrte meetarementa At Aihoo-

!

rsdefa, en the CsipUa See, some dUmeters end chords were
j

mseiarad ; but the lua was ooveted by doods at the moment of I

eontact. No rqiort yet frem PeUn." We would also call
j

sttettthm to the account of the French obaervatlau in New
Caledonia, which we publish tiiis week, and to the Intereitiag

letter la yesterday's papers from Cspt Fairfax of the Vaiagt,

to the Admiralty, giving some details of the Keignelen Island

parties. The astronomers he says, are pleased with their

ssccesi. News has now been reerived more or less from all

the Kerguelen partus , wc hope to be able to summarise them
next week.

Paw C S Lyman wntes to the Ntw York Thiunt to say

that he observed the planet Venus on the 8th of December, a

few hours before its transit began, and found that from the tune

when h was i" y/ distant from tlu sun s centre, up to the time

of its passage across its dwe^ it wm apparently surrounded by a

ting of light, which appearance was due to the refraction of the

sun s fight paisiag through the planet a atmosphere on its way to

the earth Thii phenomenon waa first obeerved by Prof Lyman
in 18^, and srill again occur w 1883, befog repeated, fo fact, as

often*as the planet approodus within the limitli^ distance above

mentioned. When further from the sun than this limit, the

obrde of light becomes a segment only, whose size dimmUies as

the planet teccdei from the tun

Mb. Slatxx one of the naturalists sent out by the Royal

Society with the Transit of Venus luipedition to Rodriguez, is

now on his way home Dr Balfour who after his special work,

has devoted a month to the Island oi Bourbon, is expected to

amva fo England at the end of the present month The collec

UODs made have been embarked, and there u reason to hope

that m the courw of a few weeks we shall be in possession of a

comidete report of all that has been accomplished by the three

young area appomted to explore the sfognlar island Rodnguez.

Aa Inshlment of their rctultt hai already appeared in the Pro.

ccedfogs of the Royal Society In like manner, Mr GnlUrer u
devoting a month to marine zodogy at Zanzibar

Till list of candidBies for the Fellowship of the Royal Society

fo do|||d for the present sessitm. The number up is fifty four

Wa hope that advantage will be taken of the lottversmmu of

the Royal Society which fo to be held on the 7th April, to

exhibit the improvements eflecied in philosophical apparalu

doniig the peat year It has happened mor* than once that an

important improvement has been shown for the fint time at the

Royal Sodety, and we shall be glad if the practice can be con

tinned The rapidity with which indruments become obaolete

intiusa days IS perhaps the most remarkable evidenis of the

advance ofsofouce.

Thk forge and inflaential depalation from UnlvetsUy College

wfafoh wdtcdnpon the Duke of Richmond and Viscount Satidon

OB Tuesday received what wc think may be regarded aa on (he

whole a aatbfoctory reply The deputation showed that the

nesns and boildfogs and apparatua at the command of the

College are totally madequatc to the present advanced podtfon

of sdenca and to the efficient disdiarge of the work which the

mudi nndeTpa.d profctsais have to perform The Duke of

RIdunond • reply shows, w« think, that the Government a e

really anxious tohdp the caase of science and of educatkm av

for as the means at ffinrcaanund will enable them. Herigbtly

said that the movemeiit which caused the daputatfon to waitupon

hontndluscoHesgne is a legitimate one: " 1 thtak," he said, it

would he advantsgeons to us fo oomidering this question if the

faflunll oftiifrColfoge could see their way to foy before us some

csfluau of the. aam of mcoey that they vroukl seek from the

Oovenmeat, and the mode in which they would propose to spend

the money if a sum were granted " This seems to us quite

leasQiiabl^ and augurs wdl for the cause of those institutioas

which can really prove that they deserve to be hdped.
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As was to be expected, the eatimatea for the Arebc Kxpedi*

tion were paned by the Ilouae of Commont lait Friday with

complete nnanimUy The nun aiked for was 98,630/ There

was appended to the estimate a further sum of 16,000/ for the

next financial year and for future years, while the expedition is

out, there will be an additional sum of 13,000/ In addition to

all this, there is a contingent possibility of about 5o,ocx>/ being

required in case of its being thr ught necessary or denrable to

tend out a relief shipm consequence of the exp^itionnot having

returned as soon u was expected We do not think it likdy

that this but item will ever ^ required though It is creditable

to the Ilouae that not a voice wai raised against any of the items

in the estimate It has been decided that a man-of war will

accompany the expedition A far as Uiiernivik, where she will

fill the ships np with coals and proviiiona It is stated that the

Pandora, which was one of the vessels turned for the expe

dIUon, but was condemned on survey, has been purchased

from the Admirtlty by Mr Allen Youngs a lieutenant In the

Royal Naval Reserve and It u tnmoored that he will assume

command of her, and aceoin|iiny the Attrt and Dtscnxry dunug

the summer Mr Young served with Admiral Sir I eopold

M'CUntock on board the Pox in the Franklin Search Expe-

dition

Some nitcial papers concerning the Arctic Fs{ieditian have

just been published by the Admiralty , these contain the argu

ments which have tiMn urged on lichalf of the Smith Sonnd

route as well as details concerning the fitting of the ships,

appointment of officers and men Ac., with which otir readm
are already familiar The chosen route offers the only prombe

of a continuous coast line slrctclilng far northwards, and upon

thb fact the prospect of reaching the Pole by travelling parties

mamly depends. It is, moreover, the only route so fat os our

knowledge extends, where the operations of an cxjieditloa con

be confinerl within such limits that succ ur would be ressonably

certain of reaching it Along with the papers an Admiralty

Chart of the I olar Sea is publuhed Rear Admiral Sir F
Leopold U'Cbntock will supply each of the two ships with a

copy of hte own mamucrlpt notes on the fitting of sMges and

tents, the scale of clothii^ and provirions, and all Uie results of

hb own expenenoe in sledge travelling The article on the

work of the Arctic Fxpedilion, in the last number oi the Gto-

grafkKol is mainly taken from these notes.

We regret very much that it has been finally deaded that

no professional geologist shall accompany the Arctic Expedi

lion, the main reason, we believe, being the want of acoommo-
dnion 1 he fact u that a botanbt is to be sent out who u not

I

wanted, as one of the snigeons h a good botanist, while
|

the pbee required for f geologbt is thus uselessly occupied

The expedition Is nothing if not scientific, and surely geology I

IS one of the idences in which some of the most valuable

results would lie obtained by an expedition to high polar lands. In

thb connection we would draw our readers’ attention to the first

instalmenl of a paper in this week’s Natuee, giving some vain

able detaib of the scientific results of the Autro-Hungarian
1 xpedition If the results of our expedition be as valaaMe in

proportion to its sbe and equipment, we may expect science to

reap a large htnrcrt indeed.

A LETTER from CapUm David Gray qipeari in Heft hu of
Peteimann a Muthnlun^m, giving reasons for his preference of

the East Crecnlan 1 bpitzliergen route for Polar exfdoration over

the Smith Sound route It is accompanied by an illustrative

map.

To note the appearance of a new saentific sodety b one of

tfm chief pleasu^ in recording the progress of scioice } and
when the Incident occun in the midst of a commonity given up

Adriatic, under the title “ Societa Adrbtiea di SdmiK natural!,”

or, as the German speaking portion of the Inhabitanta call it,

‘•NatntwissenschaftlicheAdriatbche^erefn " We bate received

a list of the memben, a copy of the statutes, and the first

number of the BollcUino Tbl^ an octavo of abont lixty pogci^

published in December lost, contains on addreu by Dr SyMl
on the objects of the Society, and on the advantages generally of

the St idy of natural history , a paper, with lUustxatlons, on the

“ Organi della riprodnsione a della f^ndaxlone delp^ ed in

bpecialitii delle Anguille , and one of much inter^ " Snlle

attuali cognixioni chuniche del mare Adtiadco ” These papen
exemplify the scheme which the Society has formed—tnveitiga
tion of the Adriatic and fts coasts, and the promotion of a know
ledge of natural history In cairylng out this scheme there ate

many important questions which may be clocldatad, especially

m a southern latitude, and we offer to the new Sooety our best

wishes for its success. We hope it will find many conespondoiU
m this country

The Ateneo Ptopogador de las Ciencios Naturales offers a

I

prize of 500 pesetas (about 20 guineas) for the best original

memoir on the mineralogy, botany, or zoology of Spam Any
person, whether a member of the society or not, can compete for

thb prize Memoirs must be sent in to the secretary of the

society before the 30th September, 1875 A printed paper with

further partienhn may he procured from the secretary, whose

address b Lalle Andia de San Bernardo, 15, Madrid

The new part oi the offiebl Topographical Atlas of Switzer-

land contains the firit part of a new hydtographie map, in four

sheets, of the Lake of Geneva, the rrsdt of a recent n^utc exa

minadon of the lake by the Government engineer, M Ph. Gossot

From these sheets a clear and precise idea of the configuration

of the lake may be obtained, and M Gosset’s examination con

fimu generally that of De la Ueche made about filly yean ago,

the former, however, being infinitely more precise and detailed

The bottom of the lake forms a large valley bordered by two
slopes (mAw) The length of this plain b o^t six kilometres ,

Its bottom IS very flat, and the ineqaalitiM never exceed ten

metres in a transverse section of the lake Profilee taken per-

pendicubriy to the axis of the lake are nearly all contained

between two carves of ten metres in height There b nothing

in the axis of the lake like a longitudinal valley, on the contrary,

there is lather a slight median elevation, and two lateral valbys,

aot stroDgly marked, along the foot of the slope. One mterest

ing result ofM Gosset’s examination b to confitm the absence,

in the depths of the lake, of aoddents, IneqnahUes, rocks^ gladal

Borainea, and erratic blocks. Farther detaib of this vahialde

map may be obtained in an article by Dr Forel in the Jannary
lumber of the Archntt da Scienea of the Btbliothiynt l/nrotf

tflle. The article has also been separately reprinted

We regret very much the news that the expedition which
started from Dnrmth into China some time ago (see Natitri^
voLxLpp. 1 75 and 309), has met with a disaster On February 33,

at a plaiM called Manwiae^ it was attacked by sevetal hnadred
Chinese, together with a large number of the hill tribes. The
main body of the expedition eecaped with three wounded, hut
loeing, it b feared, either the greats part or tha whole of lU
baggage. Moreover, a dbtiugaished Engineer officer, Mr Mar*
gory, who had made his way overland from Burmah to farm the

expedition, was separated from it, and with five Chinese servants

surrounded and killed

The recent polar weather has told heavily upon French melt
of science. Every week a fresh death brep^ed, and thb wedc
we are apprised of the death of M Loub Mathieu, at Qie age
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t)f nlnctr ]re«n M MatUenwu elected fifty yeus ago to fill

the [dice vacated by the death of Meatier That celebrated

comet leeker of the eighteenth centnry had been himaelf a mcm
ber of the Academy for fifty yean. Two pemna ocenpymg the

tame seat for a period of more than a century la an example

of academical hmeditary longevity which is likely very seldom

to occur M Mathleu waa the brother m law of Arago, a arcum
stance which had added much to hla personal credit and influence.

He was a member of the Bureau des Longitudes, and editor uf

the for more than sixty yean Hehad been employed
In the first part of the centnry in connecting French and English

triangnlations.

The supplementary port No, 42 of Petermonn a

advance sheeta of which have been forwarded na, containa the first

half of a tranalatiou from the Rnsaian of the celebrated traveller

Sewertow a exploration of the Thlan Shan Mountain System in

1867 68. A tranalatiou of the same traveller's exploration of the
Ta^n and Syr Darya teghm in 1864 65 appeared m the

(tfthe Royal Geographical Society for 1870^ by Mr R MitdsaU

The pre^ translation is accompanied with a magnificent

diromrdithograpbic map of the mountainous region around

Lake laayk-Knl, from Russian official anrveya. Sewertow made
a carefnl study not only of the geography, but of all departments

the natural history, of the meteor^ogy, and general physical

chaiacterlstica of the region which he explored.

The Council of the Senate of Cambndge Univeraltyhave had

tinder their conaideratioa the duties and stipend of the Jacksonian

Profemor The Connell are of opinion Uixt it will be advon

tageoua to the Univsraity, as well as In direct conformity with

the dedgn of the profrasonhlp, that the lectures of the professor

should be directed hereafter, at leaat m part, to the illustration

and advattoement of the knowledge of some branch or branches

apjilied physics. They farther recommend that the next

Jacksonian iWeasor receive from the Umveisity cheat such a

sum u will with his endowment stipend raise the income of the

pcofeaaordiip to $00/ per annum ,
that he shall be required to

reside within the prednefs of the Univeisity for eighteen weeks

daring term time m every academical year, to give one coune of

lectuiea in eadi of two terms at least, and to give not fewer than

forty lectures in every academical year

Tux same body have recommended that a mansging counol,

consisting of the Vice-Chancellor and twelve other members of

the Senate, be appointed in connection with lectures and classes

at populous centres; and that the Syndics be requited to make
an annnal report to the Senate

Thx Council of the Pathological 'society, we leom from the

Brrtith Mtthtal Journal, have arranged that a discussion shall

be opened, by Dr Charlton Bastian, F R S , at the meeting of

April 6th; on the Germ theory of Disease; being a discussion of

the relation of Bacteria and allied organisms to virulent inflam

matkms and specific contagions fevers. It u expected that Dr

Bordon Saxdmson will take part in the discusdon, and it is

hoped that, besides the members of the Society interested in

this important subject. Prof Lister of Edinburgh, and it may be

Prof Billroth of Vienna, will find opportunity of beiog present

and taking part in the debate.

At thh lost toirk of the Paris Observatory, M Cornu mode

some exceedingly interesting experiments with his apparatus

for measuring the velocity of 14;ht The mirror fbr reflect

ing the ray been |da^ on the top of a barrack at only

1,280 yards from the Observatory The wonderful effect of

the extinction of the ray by a certain speed of rotatioa of

the whed was easily observed, as also its reappearance with an

increased velocity The ohmdy state of thf atmosphere did

not prevent the experiment from bring a success. Itisexpected
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that the apparatus will be sent to the next meehng of the British

Association.

At a recent meeting of the Senate of the Umveisity of
London, it was resolved that there is no suflicient reason for per

petnating the slight dilferences which at present exist between
the cunicnla of the Womens General Examination and the

Matriculation Examination , and that in and after the year 1876

the curriculum of the Womens General Examination be the

same u the currieulnm for the time being of the Matriculation

Examination, except that, in the year 1876, women shall have

the option of being examined according to the present Instead of

the altered curricnlnm

Tits meeting of delegates of the French Socidl^ Savantes

will take place at the Sorbonne after Lester, as usual, and will

have a special interest for meteoioIogisU. M l.evecrier, who
will be appointed the Preaklent of the Commission of Sciences,

has sent a circular to the several presidents of the Meteorological

Commissions, asking them to send as many meteorologists ns they

can to Paris on that occasion , the intentim of the Ministry being

to call a special Congress for Meteorology in order to group

ti^thcr the vanous Departments into natural meteorological

districts.

The destruction of seals in the Arctic seas lias been carried

on to such an extent that fears are entcitaiiied of the annihilation

of these animals. The Peterhead sealers and whalers have

therefore determined to agree to a ‘ close time,’ dunn^ winch

it dull be unlawful for any sealmg-sliip to kill seals or even to

leave port for the fishing grounds , thus givmg the newly born

eeals time to develop into a nseftil sise, and enabling even tbe

parenl-eeab to escape It is hoped to extend this regulation to

other conntnes engaged in the industry and the Board of 1 rode

has lieen in correspondence with various authorities on tbe

subject The papers in connection with the cose have been pre-

sented to Parliament and will shortly be prmted, when tlie

deciiion of the Government uiU probably be mode known

Tlioucn Indian t ibacco is not muth esteemed in this country,

owing to Its being bxdly prepared, some 796 000 acres of land

are under tobacco cultivation, distributed as follows —In the

Bombay Presidency over 40 000 acres , m the Pnnjflb, over

90,000, in Oude, 69,574, m the Central Provmces, 55000,
m Behar, 18,500, in Mysore, 20;000, in Burmali, 13,000

while in ^ngal there are some 500^000 acres

We learn that the export of dnehona bark ftom the Nilgin

hills, on the pqit of the Government, dnnng 1872 73, tbe first

regular year erf export, amounted to over ao^ooolbs., which

realised 4,000/ in the London market It u anticipated that

tbe rctnrns of the exports for the post year, 1873 74, wonhl

show a similar quantity, and that the tiaide in future years will

rapidly increase Bark from private cinchona plantations m the

East Indies and Ceylon appears reguUrly in the Lemdon market,

fetchmg from lorf to 4r per lb " Very good average prices,”

It is said, "as compared with thoee obtained by the South

American barks.”

1 HE additioDS to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past week include a Hug Deer (Cmnuporannt'\ from Knrrochce

presented by Mr H Hughes, a White-crowned Mangabey

(Ctnortiei ttlhufj) from West Africa, presented by Mr \V

Gordon Patchett , an h^typtian Jerboa (Dtpus tcgyptins) fn m
Egypt, presented by Mr A Carey R N an Aiiub s Balmon

[Cyntiupkalm atm/kt) from W Africa, presentetl by Mr K B N
Walker, on Indian Wild Dog {Cams prmatus) from India,

presented byH E the Governor General of India three Crested

Falcons [Ba%a lefkota), two Indian Cobras (Mata Irtfuiitant),

two Indtaa Eryx {.Eryx joktm) from India, purchased
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ON THE DYNAMICAL EVIDENCE OF THE
MOLECULAR CONSTITUTION OF BODIES*

IL

T BT inMW ntnm to the cue of • hlgUy nuelicd gu in wbldi

the pneum 11 due entirely to the motion of lU pefticlee.

It le eur to c^Ute the mean sqnere of the vekKity of the

pwrticlee ftom the eijuation of CImuiiu, elnre the volnine, the

tneenre, and the mut are all mcuurable quantitiea Sap*

Ming the velocity of every particle the lame, the velocity of a

moleoale of oxygen would be 461 metree per Mcond, of nitrogen

49a, and of kytwogen 1844, at the tempa^re C
Tkt enteniatioa of the preeMre oi a gak on the veieel which

coatami U by the Impact of Ite particle* on the eariace of the

veeeel hu been euggeeted at varioax timee by varlou writer*

The fact, however, that gate* are not obeerved to dieseminate

Iheffltelve* through the atmosphere with velodties at all ap-

proaching thoie Inst mentioned, remained unexplained, tdt

Chuuln*, by a thoroogh etndy of the motloat of an Im*

saenee nnmbar of paittelee, developed the methoda and ideu

To hum we are indebted for the conception of the mean length

of the path of a molecule ofa gas between its sueceesive encounter*

with other molecule*. At soon u it was seen how each

anoUcnle, after deKnbing an etoeedmgly short path, en*

oounter* another, and then deicribe* a new path in a qnite

different direction, it became evident that the rate of diffunon

of gases depends not merely on the velocity of the molecules,

but on the diklottce they travel between tach encounter

I shall have more to uy aliout the special contributions of
Clansiui, to molecular science. The mam fact, however, is that

he opened np a new field of mathematical pfayalcs by showing
how to deal mathematically with moving systems of hmnmer-
able moUcalea.

CUoauia, ta hia earlier investlgntioa* et least, did not attempt

to determine whether the velomum of all the molecnlea of the

same gu are equal, or whether, if uneoual, there is any law
aocoidiiig to which they are distributed He therefore, u a fiiat

hypothe^ aeema to have amemed that the velocities arc equL
But it I* euy to ace that if encounters take place among a great

uombat of molecular thair vekKit ek, even if onguialiy equal,

will become unequal, for, except under condulons which can be
only rarely autttfied, two moleculea having equal velocities before

their encuuoter will acquire unequal veloacie* after the eoouunter

By diktnbuliog the molecule* into groupk according to their

velocities, we may substilnte foi the impoMble tuk of following

every individual molecule throuxh ell its encoimten, that of

regiatenng the mcreaae or decieaM of the number of molecules

m the diimrent groups.

Uy following ibi* method, which is the only one available

Lilhsr espeiimeiilally or iiiatlHmiliLally, wc pas-, fon the
meth klk of ktilct dynaiiiits to th ise of st tlistics aud

|
rol il ibly

When au eiicuunter takes place between two molecules, they
aic tianktcncd from ons pair of gimpito another I at by the
time that a great many encuunten have token

|
lace, the number

which entir each gro^ 11, on an avenge, neithai more not less

than the number srhieh leave it during the inme tune Wheu the
system hu reached this stale, the lumbers m each group most
be distributed according to some definite law
As soon M 1 bccaro acquamted with the investigation* of

Cltnsins, I endeavonrad to aacertain thu law
The rwall whfeh I pubUahedm i860 hu ainu been anbjeeted

to a aaore strict InvesimatMm by Sn Ladirig Wtsouaii, who
hu also applied hk mathod to the study of the motioa of com-
pound molKulta. The mathewaticallitTqtigatkm, though, hkc
all paits of the adenoe of probabiliuca and atatfstlca it is some-
what difficult, does not appear fiulty On the physical ride,

however, it leoda to conteqatncaa aome of which, being amni-
(arily true, seem to indlcat* that the hypothcaaa are srell dtoaeu.
while others seem to be so intcondlaUe irithhnom experWtttal
tusiihx, that wean eempelled to admit that aomethiiig Ckseatlal

to the complete atotemeto of the physical thoory oi motocular
CMOMtota must have hithertocaca^ os.

I a^now attempt to give you aome account of the present
state oftbcM toveatigatioiis, without, however, entering Into their

dttttOMtimtioo

^^My^gto^t^^^henneral Iwefthe cUabihutioa of

If we take • fixed point in this diag

point a line representing in direction ai

of a molecule, and make a dot at the end of tn

of the dot will indicate the state of motioa of the m
If we do the ume for oil the other molecalai^ the diogrun

wdl be dotted all over, the doU betng more nnmiroas in oaitain

places than in other*.

Ihc law of distribution of the dot* may be shown to be the

tame as that which prerutl* among errors of observation or of

adiiistment

the dot* m the disgram before you may be taken to rspre-

tent tbe velocitws of molecnlas, the ditbrant obsorvatiana oTthe
position of tha same star, or the bullet-holM round the bull’s-

eye of a target, all of which are diatributed in the some manner.

The velociiiu of the molecnlee have valnn ranging from aero

to infinity, ao that in apcakuig of tha average vel^ty of tha

molecale) we mutt define what w* mean.

The moat naeful quantity for pnrposts of comparison and cal-

culation It cilled the " velocity of mean aqnaie ” It'la that

Dufram of VeloutMU

This it the velocity g^ven above u calculated firom the pro-
pertie* of different gases. A molecule moving with the iwa-
dty of mean square hu a kinetic energy equal to the average
kinetic energy of all tha molecnkt m the caedfann, tad ifa liiupe

mau equal to that of tha whole quantity of gu ware movug
with this velocity, it would have the tame kudie energy u tha
gu actually hat, only it would be In a vkibic form and dfaucUy
available for doing work

If In tbe same veirel then are dUhrent hinds of a
tome ot greater mate than othcti, it appean from thia Investi-

gation that their velocities will be *0 distribated tW the aTerage
Laetic eneigy of a molacule will be the lamek wbedier it* -"«««

be great or small

Here we have poAim the moat important appkcotios wUeli
hu yet been made of dynamical metbods to ^etn^ irlanre
For, suppose that we tove two gasu m the same eeaaeL The
ultimate diatiibatioo of agitation amoiig the molcculee 1* auifo
that the average kinetic energy of an iuBvkliial moltcnlg is tte
aameineltbargaai Thia ulhmato stato is alao^ u we kww, a
mateof eqimlttaipartoiite. Hauce the eendHiMt timt two gane
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ilwH bm the ume teapentnre is that the avenge hinetic

cncrgjr of a dnglc molsnile shall be the Mine in the two gases.

Now, we have already shown that the preseoKof a gas is two*
thii^ of the kinetic energy in nnit of velune. Hence, if the

pressate as well as the teinpcraliirc be the sane in the two
gases, the kinetk energy per nnit of vcdume is the same, as well

as the Unetie energy per molecule There mast, therefore, be
the same nnmber oT molecales in umt of volume m the two
gases.

This result coincides with the law of equivalent volames esta

blisbed by Gay Lassac. Thu law, however, has hitherto rested

on purely chemical evidence, the relative masses of the mole*

cuIm of diflercnt substances having been deduced from the

mokcale u defined as that small portion of the substance which
ssovss as one lump during the motion of agitation This Is a
purely dynamical definition, independent of any esperiments on
combination.

The density of a gaseous medium, at standard temperature
and pressure, is proportional to the iruus of one of its molecules
as thus defin«l

We have thus a sale method of estinsating the relative masses of
moIeculM of dlflcrent substances when In the gaseons Mate This
mmhod is more to be depended on than those (banded on elec

trolysu or on specific heat, because oar knowledge
'

I must now uy something abont these internal motions, be
cause the greatest difficulty which tbs kinetic theory of gases has
yet encountered belongs to this part of the subject

We have hltheito considered only the motion of the centre of
mass of the molecole. We have now to consider the motion of
the constituents of the molecule relstive to the centre of mass.

If we suppose that the eonatitDents of a molecule are atoms,

end that each atom is what u called a material point, then each
atom may move m three diilcrent and independent ways, corre*

spouding to the three dimensions of space, so that the number of
variables required to determine the position and configuration of
all the atoms of the molecule u three times the number of

atoms.
It IS not essential, however, to tlie mathematical mvesligatluii

to ur ibat the molecule is made up of atoms. All that is

atsdmed is that the position and configuratibn of the molecule
can be omnpletcly expressed by a certain number of varisl les

Let ns csll this number w
Of these vatiables, three are required to determine the position

of the centre of mass of the molecule, and the remainwg >s - 3
to determine its configuration relative to its centre of maHt
To each of the /i variables conesponds a diflercnt kmd of

mothm of translatioo of the centre of n
components.
Themotic a havele motioBS of the paita relative to the centre of

r« - 3 components.

The kinm energy of the molecule may be regarded as made
^[> of two parts—that of the mass of the molecule supposed to

bq concentrated at its centre of mass, and that of the motions of
tbs parts relshva to the centre of mam The first port m called

the enmy of translation, the second that of rotation and vibra

tica. The stun of these is the whole energy of motion of the

jy of translation alone fte s^fic heat

nte at which the whole energy, kinetic and potential, increases

os the temperature rises.

Clausiua hod long ago pointed out that the ratM of the incre*

meat of die whole energy to that of the energy of translation

may be detennined if we know by cxperiincnt the ratio the

spedfic heat M conttant pressnie to that at constant volume.

He did not, however, attempt to determine d /nen the ratio

of the two parts of the energy, though he snigtstad, as an
extreasely probable hypothesis, t^t the average vslncs of the

tiro pant of the energy in a given sabstanee always adjust tbem*
Mdves to tha same ratio. He left the numeriesLl valee of this

ratio to be determined by experiment
In ififio 1 invealigated the ratio of the two parts of the encm

ost tha hypotbMM that the molacalts ore elastic bodiea of ittvan*

able form I found, to my great sarpnsey that whatever be

the dwpe of the molecnlet, psovided dicy are not pcrftctly
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smooth and ipherical, the ratio of thb two parts of the energy
-nst he alwaya the ume. the two parts being m fact cqnaL
Tbia result is confirmed by the researches of Uoltonann, who

has worked out the general case of a molecule hnvinj, m variables.

He finds that while the average encigy of tianslatlon is the
me for molecules of all kinds at the same temperature, the
hole energy of motion 11 to the eneigy of translation as » to 3
For a ngid body « - 6, which mues the whole energy of

motion twice the energy of translation.

But if the moleculils capable of changing its form under the

action of impressed forces, it must be capable of storing up
potential energy, and if the forces are such as to ensure the
stability of the molecule, the average potentui energy will m
crease when the average energy of internal mobon increases.

Hence, os the temperature rises, the incremenU of the energy
of translation, the eneigy of internal motion, and the potential

eneigy are as 3, (sr - 3), and e respectively, where r is a positive

quantity of nnicoown value depending on the law of the force

which binds together the constituents of the molecule
When the volume of the substance is maintsined conttant,

the eflcct of the application of heat it to Increase the whole
energy We thus find for the specific heat of a gas at oonstani

aj 273 '

where /, and K are the pressure and volume of unit of mass at

zero centigrade, or 273* abrolute temperature, and J 11 the dyna
mical equivalent of heat The specific heat at constant pres

I At
2j 273

.(« + a + c)

In gates whose molecules have the same degree of complexity
the v2ne of n is the same, and that of f may be the same

If this IS the case, the i^cific heat is mvemly ns the specific

gravity, according to the law of Dulong an I Petit, which is, to

a certain degree of approximation, vcnlied by experiment
But if wt take the actual values of the specific best as found

by Kegnanlt and compare them with this formula, we find that

M -f c for air and several other gases cannot be more than 4 9,

For carbonic acid and steam it is greater We obtain the Mtne
result if we compare the ratio of ue calculated specific beats

with the ratio os determined by experiment for various gases,

namely, i 408.

And here we ate brought face to face with the greatest diffi-

culty which the molecular theory has yet encountered, namely,
the mterpretation of the equatuiu n -t- e -3. 4 9

If we sujipose that the moleculca ore atoms—mere material
pomts, iuca^ble of rotatory energy or mtemal motion—then tt

IS 3 and s IS zero, and the ratio of the specific heau is i 66,

which IS too gieat for any real gas.

But we learn fnwi the spectroscope that a molecule con exe-

cute vibrations of constant period. It cannot therefore be a mere

a system cannot have Jess f IX vanabies. This would make

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic oxide,

idtrons oxide, and hydrochloric acid

But tbe spectroscope tells ns that some molecules esn execute

a great many difletent kinds of vibrations. Tliey must tharefore

be systems of a very considetable degree of complexity, having
far more than six variables. Now, every additional variable in*

trodoces an additioiial amount of capaow for internal motioa
without affisebng the external preisute. Every additional varl

able, thctefiMe, nicreasca the sp^fic beat, whetbar ledconed at

constant prcssuie or at constant volume.
So does any capacity whidi the mulecule may have for storing

— degree of complexity which

oaly increase the ditrcutty of

reconciling the obierved with the calculated value of tbe sjiecific

heat
1 have now pnt before you what I oonsider to be the greatest

diificnlty yet encountered by the mdecnlar theorj Boltzmann

has anggested that we ate to look for the explanation in the

mutuToction between the molecules and the rctherlal medinm
whidi surrounds thm. I am afindd, however, that if we call in
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the help of thli mediimt, we »h«H only mctetiM the celcnlated

Kpecilic heat, which i» already too great

The theorem of Bolumann may be applied not only to deter

mine the dutrlbntion of Tclodty among the molecalei, but to

determine the dittnbntion of the molecules themaelvei in a region

in which they are acted on \n estemal forces It tells us that

the dmisity of distribution of the molecules at a point when

the potential energy of a molecule is ^ is proportional to e * *

where t is the abwlute temperature, and k is a constant for all

gases. It follows from this, that if several gases in the same

vessel are aubject to an external force like that of gravity, the

distribution of each gat u the same ns if no other gas were

present. This result agrees with the law assumed by Dalton,

according to which the atmosphere may be regarded as con

suting of two indtpeodeat attnospherci, one of ox^rgjen, anl the

other of nitrogen , the density of the oxygen diminishing faster

than that of the nitrogen, as we ascend

This would be the case if the atmosphere were never dis

turbed, but the effect of winds 11 to mix up the atmosphere and
to render its composition more uniform than it would be if left at

rest.

Another consequence of Boltzmann s theorem it, that the tem-

perature tends to become equal throughout a vertica column of

gas at rest

In the case of the atmoiphere, the elTect of wind it to cause

the tcmpeminre to vary as that of a mass of a r would do if it

were earned vertically upwards^ expanding and cooling aa it

ascends
But besides these results, winch I had alren ly oUainel by a lesi

elegant meth xl and published m 1S66, Uiiizmann t theorem teems

to open up a path mto a region mure purely chemical. For if the

gat consuts ot a number of similar systems, each of which may
amume different states having different amounts of energy, the

theorem telU ua that the number in each state is proportional to

t
‘ * where ^ is the energy, » the absolute temperature, and a a

constant

It IS easy to see that this result ought to be applieil to the

theory of the stat s of combination which occur in a mixture of

diflerent substances. But as it is only during tiie present week
that 1 have made anv attempt to do si, I shall not trouble you
with my crude calculations.

1 have confined my remarks to a very small part of the field

of molecular investigation 1 have said nothing about the mole
cnlur theory of tiie diffusion of matter, motioa, and energy, for

thougli ihe results, especially in the diffusion of matter and the

transpiration of fluids are of great interest to many chemists,

and tWiugh from them we deduce important molecular data, they

belong to a part of < nr study the data of which, depending on
the oinditions of the encounter of two molecules, are neces-

sarily very bypotheticnl i liave thought it better to exhibit ibe

evidence that the pans of fluids are in motion, and to describe

the manner in which that motion is distnbuied among molecules

of diflerent masses
lo show that all the molecales of the same substance ore

equal In mass, we may refer to the methods of dialysis mlto-
duced by Graham, by which two gases of different densities may
be separated by percolation through a poroot plug

If m a singlegu there were moleculee of different ratstes, the
same process ofaialysis, repeated a euflicient number of timee,

would furnish us with two portions of the gas, in one of which
the aveiam mass ot the molecules would be greater than in the
other The density and the comblnnig weight of these two

Cioitt would be difretent Now, it may lie said that no one
coined out (his experiment in a luffideDtly elaborate manner

fat every chemical substance. But the procenes of nabre are
oontinually cairying out experiments of the same kind

j and If
there were molecules of the same substance nearly alike, bttt
diffenag slightly in moss, the greater molecules would be selected
i|i preference to form one compound, and the smaller to form
another. But hydrogen is of the same densuy, whether we
obtain it from water or from a hydrocarbon, so that neither
oxygen nor carbon can find in hydrogen^ molecules greater or
smaller than the average
The euimates which have been made of the actual size of

molecules an founded on a comparison of the volumes of bodUs
in the liqiiid or soBd state, with their mliiinci in the gaseous
state. In the study of molecular vdumes we meet with many
diflkultiat, bat at tike same tune there are a sufficient number of
GOWMtent Ksults to make the study a hopeful one.

The theory of the posuble vibrations of a moicctile has not

yet been studied as it ought, with the help of a continual coni'

paiison between the dynamical theory and the evidence of the

spectroscope An intelligent student, armed with the calcnhu

and the spectroscope, can hardly foil to discover some Important

fact about the Internal oonstltution of a molecule,

1 he obtervei tranapareoqf of ^atei may seem hardly oonSb*

tent with the results ot molemlar mvestigatioiu.

A model of the molecules of a gas consisUng of marbles scat

tered at ditUnces bearing the proper proportion to their diame-
ters, would allow very little light to penetrate through a hundred
feet

But if we remember the small size of the tnolecnln compared
with the length of a wave of light, wt may apply certain theo-

Tcdeal invesUgationi of Lord Rayle^h s about the mutual -action

between waves and small spheres, which show that the trans-

parency of the atmosphere, if affected only by the presence of
molecules, would be far greater than we have any reason to

beheieittobe •

A much more difficult mvestipUion, which has hardly yet been
attempted, relates to the electric propertiei of gases No one
hu yet explained why dense gases are such good insulators, and
why, when rarefied or heated, they permit the discharge of
electricity, whereas a perfect vacuum is the best of all insulators.

It is true that the diflhsion of molecules goes on foster in a
rarefied gas, bccanse the mean path of a molecnle is inversely as

the dcDMty But the electrical diflerence between dense and
rare gat appears to be loo great to be accounted fur in this way
But while I think it right to point out the hitherto uncon>

quered difficulties of this molecular theory, I mutt not forget to

remind you of the numerous facts which it satisfisctorily cxiuains.

We have already mentioned the gaseous laws, as they are called,

which expreu the relations between volume, pressure, and tem-
perature, and Gay Latiac s very important law of equivalent

volumes The explanation of these may be renrded as com-
plete The law of molecular specific heats is less accurately

verified by experiment, and its full explanation depends on n
more perfect knowledge of the internal structure of a molecule
than we as yet possess

But the most important result of these inquiries is a more dis

tinct conception of thermal phenomens In the first place, the
temperature of the medium is measured by the average kinetic

ene^y of translation of a single molecule of the mediam. In
two media placed in thermal communication, the temperature as
thus meunred tenitt to become equal

111 the next place, we learn tow to distingnish that kind of
motion which wc call heat from other kinds of motion The
peculiarity of the motion called heat is that it is perfectly irre

gular , that is to say, that the direction and magnitude of the
velocity of a molecule at a given time cannot be expressed as
depending on the present position of the molecule and the time

In the visible motion of n body, on the other hand, the velo-
city of the centre of mus of all the molecules m any visible

portion of the body is the oliierved velocity of that portion,

though the molecuto may have also an irre^lar agitation oa
account of the body beliv hot

In the transmiulon of sound, too, the different portions of
the body have a motion which is generally too minute and too

.

rapidly alternating to be directly observed Bnt in ibe motion
which constitutes the physical phenomenon of sound, the velo-
city of each portion of the medium at any time can be expressed
ns depending on the poeltion and the time elapsed , so that
the motion of a medium during the iiaisage of a sound wave
IS regular, and must be distinguished Irom that which we call
heat

If, however, the sound wave, initend of travelling imwnrds in
an orderly manner and leavlni the medlnm behind it at test,
meets with lesisiances which fritter away its motion into irre-

calar agitailoniv this irregnlar mdlecnlar moUan becomes no
longer capable of being propagated swiftly in one direction as
sound, bnt lingers in the mediuas in the form of heat till it is

communicated to colder parts of the medium by the slow pro.
cess of conduction

'Hie motion which we call light, tbongh still more minute
and rapidly alternating than that of sound, Is, like that of soond,
perfectly regular, and therefore is not heat What was formetlf
called Radiant Heat is a phenomenon physically ideatieal w&
When the radiation arrival at a certain pottioB of thamcdhim,

It enters it and poM through it, mnerging at the other sUcl
As long M the medium is engaged in tnnsmiltliig the rndUttoa
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H ii itt certain rtate of motlont bat as soon as the radiation

has passed tbioogh it, the medinin returns to Its former state, tbe

motm being entirely transferred to a new portion of the

medhnn
Now, tbe motion which we call heat can never of itself puss

from one body to uotber unless the first body is, dnrug tbe

whole process, hotter than tbe second The motion of radiation,

therefore, which passes entirely out of one portion tA the medium
and enters anotbw, cannot be properly called heat
We may apply the molecular theory of gases to test those

hypotheses about the luminiferous wther wbid assume it to con-

sist of atoms 01 mi^ecules.

Those who hare ventured to describe tbe constitution of the

luminiferous tether have sometimes assumed it to consist of atoms
or molecules

Tbe application of the molecular theory to such hypotheses
leads to rather startling results

In the first place, a molecular tether would be neither more
nor lets than a gas. We may, if we please, assume that its

molecules are each ofthem equal to the thousandth or tbe millionth

part of a molecule of hjdrogen, and that they can traverse freely

the Inter paces of all ordinary mokcnies. But, as we have reen,

an eqnilibnum will establish itself between the acitation of the
ordinary molecules and those of tbe nether In other words, tbe
tether and the bodies in it will tend to equably of temperature,

and the tether will be subject to the ordinary gaseous laws as to

praunre and temperature
Among other properties of a gas, it will have that established

by Duluim and I'etit, so that the capaaty for heat of unit of

volume of the ictber must be equal to that of nnit of volume of
any ordinary gai at the same pressure Its presence, therefore,

could not fail to be detected m our experiments on specific heat,

and we may therefore assert that the amstitution of the aither la

not molecular

J CLKRK MAXWlfH.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, 1 eb 18.—“ On the number of Fignres m
the Reciprocal of each I’nme Number between 30,000 and
^ooo,’'by Wilbam Shankr Communicated by the Rev Dr
Salmon, h R S

“ On the Nature and Physiological Act ion of the Crotahu

poison as compared uilh that of Naja triimdtam and othrr

Indian Venomous Ssaket,” by 1 lAudsr Brunton, F R b

,

and J Fayrcr, M D
It appears that there Is hltle difference between the uhysio-

logical effects of the cretalme or vipence, and the coiubnne

virua. Tbe mode in which death is brought about la essenUally

the some in oil , though there are evidences, even when aliowmg
for individual pccnlianties, that the action is marked by some
^ints of difference sufTidently characteristic^ to require notice in

We have already expressed onr belief that death is caused by
tbe cobra ,

DaMa , and H^rophts polKm, 1st, through its

acbcm on tbe cerebro- spinal nerve centres, especially on the

medulla, inducing paralysia of respiration i or 2nd, in some cases

where ihe poison has entered the circulation m huge quantities

and has been conveyed more directly to the heart, by arrest,

tetanically in systole, of cardiac action, prolmbly owmg to some
action on the cardiac gangha , 3rd, by a combination^ tbe two
previons causes , 4tb, by a septic condition of a secondary

natnie, and which, being more essentially pathological m Us
betuinjp, tbe details were imt considered suitable for lUscussmn

There is reason to believe that death la caused m tbe same
way by the CrMut poison also , and it ajqrean, from the

eiqienments recently performed in Calcutta hy Dr. hwart and
tbe members of tbe CommUtee appomted by Government upon
Pumdechu forphyrtaau, or the b&ck snake, and NtplfiapAnlus

etaiiu, or the tiger-snake of Anstraiia, that their virai canscs

dMth in the same manner These reptiles bad been sent from

Uelbottine to Calcntta for the pnrpoee of mvestigation and com-
pariion (Vtdt Committce’a Report, p 58 ef ivy , Appendix.)

But thongh the actual cause of death is essentially the^same,

the phenomena which precede and accompany it diiiv in some
degm according to tM nature of the pdsop, the quantity and
ita of the inoculations, and the lindivldnal pmUaiities of the

creature inoculated, u may be seen in the expenments benwith
recorded.

The condition of an animal poisoned by tbe rattlesnake-
venom, then, essentially resembles that of one lutqected to Ihe
influence of the cohibrine or vipenne poison of Indian snakes—

Depressioa, burned respiration, euanstion, lethargy, uncon-
sciODsnesa, nausea, retchmg, and vomiting

Muscular twitchinga, ataxy, paiaiyrts, and convulsions, the
latter probably chiefiy, though not entirely, due to circulation of
imperfectly oxygenated blood, the result of impeded respiration,

and, finally, death

Htemorrhages or hsemorrhagic extravasationa and efAisions,

both local and general, occur in all vanetiei of snake jioisonlng
But we oiiseive (and m this our obcervations stein accord with

those of Weir Mitdell) that there is a greater tendency to both
local and general hoemorrhace and extravasation of bloM and of
the coIouilDg matter of the Uood, especially as observed in the
peritoneum, intesimes, and mesentery, and also probably to a
more direct action on the cord than m poisoning by either cobra
or viper

Tim viscera and other tissucs'nfler death are found congested
and ecchymosed, and in come cases to a great extent, sccffluig to

show that either a pretematnial fluidity of blood or tome
important change in the vessels, favouring ita exudation, has
occurred

Several expenmenta were made on the physiologlial action of
the vuua of the rattle snake, with the view of comparison with
that of the cobra and Dalma
We are uidebted to Dr \\ eir Mitchell, of Philadelphia, for a

supply of the vims. He was good enough to send about six

grains of the dried poison of Crolabts—the species not named,
but It It believed to be of Crotalut durtuns

It hat the appearance of fractured fragments of dried gum-
arabic and of rather a darker yellow colour, but otherwise
resembimg the dried cobra virus sent from Bengal

There were no very marked diffeieneci to be observed m the
action of the poison except m the energy with which the cobra
exceeded tbe Crptalm

It appears that the direct inoculation of large doses of the
virus, whether viperme or colnbrine, into tbe circulation have
the power in some cases of annihilating almost insianianeoualy

the imtabihty of tbe cord and mcdnlJa, as in others they have of
anesting the heart s action

The Ipca] as well as the general effect of Ihe cobra- and Cr«
tahu poisoDi, > t colubiine and vipenne, is to cause beemorrhage,
ccchymosis, and languinolent effuaiona mto the areolar tissue, not
only at the scat of inoculation and its neighbourhood, but alro in

the mneous membranes and other vascular ports. It u obvious
also that the Crotalut poison acts more cneigeticallym this respect

than the cobra poison, and that this is perhaps one of the most
marked distinctions between them.
Cobra venom is a muscular poison, and tbe gastrocnemiua of

a frog immersed m a watery solution of it contracts immediately
upon immeision, and losca its imtability very much sooner than
one placed in pure water

In our experiments cobra poison appeared first to stimulate

and then to paralyse the motions ot ciha from the month of

It arrests very rapidly the movementa of mfrucria and of the
cilia upon them, but the cilia upon the mantle of a fresh water
muscle contmued to move for many hours m an extremely strong

solntion of dried cobra venom In the case of white blood-cor-

pusclcs no very distmet action was observed When applied to a
piece of ValhsHerta tptralu it appeared to have almost no effect

for the motion of the granules within the cells contmned whn
undiminisbed ngour for two hours aflerwatdt.

Feb 3^—"On tlie Forms of Lquipotenluil Curves and Snr-
facet ana Lines of Electric Force, ’ by W Grylls Adams,
M A , Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy m
King’s College, London
Ibe paper contains an account of certain experimental verifi

cations of the laws of electrical distnbution m space and m a
conducting sheet, such os a sheet of tinfoil. When two battery

poles are attached to any two points of an nnlimited plane sheet,

or to two points on the edge of a circular disc, or if (he disc be
bounded by arcs oi circles panlng through the two batteiy poles,

the lines ol force and also the equipotentlal curves are ciicler.

I he equipotentlal circles have tbrnr centics on the straijAt line

joining the batteiy poles, and the lines of foice pass loroniA

these poles In any liinited spaos^ whether in the plane otln
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the iolid, which is bounded entirely by lines of forces no Blieru-

tion IS made m the disUibution of the current when that limited

space is entu^y remored from the oonductlnK space around it

^ycial cases areUken in a sheet of tinfoU i8 inches square,

with several battery pules about 3 inches apart near the centre of

the sheet, and the eqnipotentinl curves traced out by means of

two poles attached to a delicate ^vonometer, these poles beiim

at points of the same ]iotenlial when the galvanometer needle &
atrero, a sheet Ilniiieil in sue by cutting along lines of force is

then taken, and in each case it is shown tnat there is no altera-

tion of the cquiputeiitial curves. The forms of these curves are

traced out for one poKtive, and four negative poles at equal

distances from it at the corners of a square in the centre of a

large ^eet of tmfoil , also the curves for one positive and two

negative poles at equal distances on either side of it on the same

strideht line

Wlien there are four electrodes, two of each kind on an un-

limited sheet, on eiiuipotentlal curve u given by the equation,

»y « rr-ir,.

Tf the four points lie on a circle, and the complete quadnlatsral

be drawn through them, the circkii which have their oentrei at

the intersectioM of opjiosits lidci of the quadrilateral, and which

cut the fint circle at right angles, will also cut one another at

right ancles One of these circles is shown to be an eqnl

potential curve for the lour electrodes, and the other is a line of

Hence, If vre cut the unlimited sheet along the edge of this
'

latter circle, we s^I nut alter the forms of the eqmpotentlal

curves , and srllhin it we shall have one electrode of each kind,

the others being their electric images, the product of the Iistaoces
j

of an electrode and its image from the centre being equal to the

square of the radius ol the disc if an electrode it at the edge of
the disc, then the electrode and its image comcules, and the

equation to the eituiputential curve ii

^hen one pole it at the edge and the other is at the centre of

a circular due, since tlie electric image of the centre is at an
inllnite distance, the e<juation to the equipolenlial eurve a

r* — <»,

This It an interesting case, as showing that the c<|uipolentiaI

curves do not always cut the evige of the disc at right angles

On placing r ne of the galvanometer elettrodea at the eatremtty

of the diameter through the battery electrodes, and tracing with

the other, it is found that the equipotenUal curve through that

fiouii cuts the edge of the disc at an angle of 43 , and that there

are two branches cutting one another at nght angles.

1 licse peculianiies are explained on tracing the curve

angles to one aiiutiier

The forms of the eqnipotentlal surfaces and lines of force in

space may be deternuiied cxperunentally by taking a large veisei

coniaining a coaducting liquid and placing two r>amts, the enda
of two covered wtrea, tor battery electrodes at a given depth lu

the liquid and away from the aides and ends of the vessel, taking
similar covered wires immersed to the some depth for galvano-
meter electrodea

For two electrodes the equipotenhal surfaces will be surfaces

of revolution around Ihe straight line joining thorn, and so wUl
cut any plane drawn through thu straight line or axis everywhere
at right angles.

Hence we nay suppose sections of the liquid mode along such
planes without altering the forms of the equlpotantul surfaces

1 hu> shows that we may place our luttery electrodes at the side
of a rectangular box containing the liquid, and with the pointa
only just immersed below the surface of the liquid, and tlie cqui-
poleutial surfaces will be the same as if the liquid vrere of
nnlimilcd exient in every direction about the electrodes.

We shall obtain the section of the equipotential surface by
taking fur galvanometer electrodes two points in the surface of
the liquid, keeping o
polenual with the ullu

These sariacea are ent at right angles by the curves

cos * - cos ^ = r.

wldch are also the magnetic lines of loree, < tnd f behu the
angles whidi the distesces from the electrodes make with tha
axu. That the lines of force in a veisel of finite ibe should
agree with the lines of force m space, the fwm of the boundary
of the vessel m a plane through the axis should everywhere he
a line of force ,W the en^ of a rectangular veasel coincide

very dosely with certain linei of force, eitherwhen the dectrodes

are at the ends, or when there are two electrodes within tha

vessel, and two supposed electrodes at thdi electrlchl images at

an equal diitance outaide the enda of the vessel

The equipotential suriaces sire given in this case by the

equation,

1+i-i-i,* constant,

and the hnes of force by the equation,

cos « + cos - COB ^ - cos = r

Ihe curve, for which c - 2 coincides very closely with the ends
of the box.

The equiputentud surfaces were traced out in sulphate of copper
and ID sulphate of zinc by the following method 1—
A rectangular box was tokmi, and the battery dedrodes

attached to pieces of wood which could be clamped at the centre

of the end of the box, and could be brought to any reqaiied

point m the hue joining the middle pomta of the end of the box.
The galvanometer dcctrodea wen attached to T pieces which
rest on the enda and nde of the box, and the podtiun of the
electrodes read off by millimetre-scale placed on the ends and
aides of the box
When the electrodes are parallel lines extending throughout

the depth of tlie liquid the eipiipotential surfaces are cylmimcal,
and their sections are given by the equation,

log (r r' ) - (log r, r,' )
= logr,

where there are several positive and several negative dectrodes,
r r &C. being measured from the points when the elec
trodes cut tin. plane of the section

Hence the forms of these equipotential curves on the same as
m a plane sheet, so that the forms traced out m tmfoil will be
the same as the corresponding forms m space for line electrodes,
lliese forms may be traced out m sulphate of copper wilh
copper clecuodes, or lu sulphate of riuc, with amalgamated zinc
electrodes.

The results of these iuvestigalions show how closely the ezpe-
mnenuU determination of equipotential surfaces and lines o'
force agrees with the theory of electrical distribution m space

Linnean Society, March 4 —Dr G T Allman, president.
In the chair—Messrs W W Scofield and T Atthey were
elected fellows.—Mr llanbury exhibited a iiingus from South
America, a species of PhaUm allied to P im/Wmar—Mr.
J O Baker exhibited specimens of the two species of pUne-tne,
Plalaiius otitJeHialu and orttntalu, and of the variety of the
latter known as acmfoha, and pointed out the distinctions
between them ) also a'cunous mMificaiion of bulb-iiKm in a
species of Dnima —Mr J R Jackson read a paper on pluts
m which ants nuke their homes , exhibiting specimenx of two of
the most remtrkable of these, Mynue^odta tmi Uydnefhyttum —
I’rof 1 bbelton Dyer read n brief note on the structure of tha
so-called memhram uiuki m the saadt of Cycods. Heinxel tud
described this as a cellular structure, the cells oi whidi had thick
walla penetrated by ramifying tubes. Theta was raason, how-
ever, tor believing that the membrane only repiesonted the wall
of a iingle cell, and was m fact probably the greatly enlarged
pnmary embryo-sac. What Hemzel had taken for tabes semned
really to be solid They were arranged all over tha meednane
after the fashion of what carpet-manafactnters call a “moss-
pattern.” They were possibly tha d6btu of the thickaned walls
of the cells of the nucleus wmch hsd been destroyed ^ tha sn
lar^ent of the primary embryo sac.—Prof Dickson axhlbltod
sad described a series of microscopic slides illustratiim the mode
of growth of TnfftoluM sptciMMm,—K paper waa tuen u read

Mr Bentbam, on the cuusification oftha natural ordara Om-
pannlacen; and Ulsacew

Qeological Society, Feb. 34.—Mr. John Evans, V P,R.a,
president, in the choir,—Before ptoceadiiig to the busiaets ol
ha meeting the Ficsulent spoke O. the death of Sir C. LyidL
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"S;f cVMycii«ofiii,''hetaid, “htwuKtuded at the leader of
]

oar tdeace, bv molt of ui at oar tntted maiter, and I7 mtoT of ut

at our ftitliAil friend lie bat lived to tee the truth oi those

ndples for which he to long end eainetUy contended accepted
;

neai^ all whose oolniont he valued and m inture ttmes,

erever the name of LyeU is known, it will be at that of the

graateat, moit iihilutopmcal, and most enlightened of Ilrituh, if

not indeed of KnropcM Beo]og{stt.*’~The following coa.muni

ei^tmt were read t*—On the Murchitonite bodt of the ettnary of
the and on attempt to classiiy the bedt of the Tiiaa thereby,

by Mr G Wareiog Ormetod. Tbit paper may be regarded at

a contlnuatloa of one read by Mr Ormerod btriore thu Society

in 1868, After noticing the mineraiogical character cd' the Mur
cbiaonite, Mr Ormerod desaibed, first, the Red Sandttone bed«

tnr the iea>tbore To the east of Kxmooth he comulered that

they were ‘ Keeper ’ which extended inland to a fault mnnlng
to the touth of Lympstone. A conglomerate rock at the Beacon
at Exmonth was probably the upper bed of the ‘ Bunter and
thit he considered to be the tame rock tliat occurred at Cock
wood on the right bank of the Ex This overlay soft red rock,

containing occasionally fragments of vanons rocks, and in the

upper part a slight trace of Mnrchlsonite At Dan lish a soft con
glomerate coutainuig Murchisonite in great abundance occurred

,

tut extended inland about two milea. On the westerly tide of

Dawlith conglomerate bedt cropped out containing fragments of

granitic and porphyntic rocks, quartz, Lydian stone and here

the bmestone fragments omtaming aiilmiu remains first occurred

After pasiimg t) e Parson and Clerk Tunnel, these conglomerate

beds ceased until reaching Telgnmouth, and the cliffs consist of

soft beds. At ^ eignmouth the conglomerates, with limestone,

r’ln commenced, and continued to near St Maty Church, m
part alternating with soft sandy or clayey beds 1 o the north

of the fault at Lympstone the Keuper did not appear by the

Ex, and the conglomerate with limestone hod not liccn noticed,

bemg possibly Inned under the Greensand of Haldon The
b«lt noith of this point on both sides of the Ex were the toft

Red Sandstone, wiUi a trace of Murchisonite, and the underlying

Mutchuonitc condomeratut, and near Ilaldon llouae beds that

it wu considered were ])ostibly those to the west of Dawluh
occurred These beds were broken up by various faults rutming

in b^ north and south and east ana west directions in the

district under consideration it was shown that the toft sandy

beds, with a trace of Murchisonite an 1 the underlying bed of

Morchuonite conilomerate occurrel in various places, and in

such a manner that there could not tic any doubt of their

identity , these the author considered as marking a clear division

m the Red bondstone The paper was illustrated by a map and

three secliona, and photograplis of the tliffa, and by numerous

specimens. - On some newly exposed sections of the Woolwich
and Reading be^ near Reading, Berks, by Prof T Rupert

Jones, FR.S and Mr C Cooper King The aiitliors described the

section of the lowest lerliary beds lately exposed at Coley Hill,

Reading Berks, comparing it with other aecUoiu in the neighbour

hood desenbed by Buckland, Rulfe, 1 rcstwicb, and Whitaker At
one pomt m the section oyster shdls are wanting in the bottom

bed, as observed also by Whitaker at Castle Kiln At the same

port of the section the leaf bearing blue clays are alio alisent,

out are contmued by irregular thin te-anu of denved clay and

day galls, with broken lignite, occasional grey flints, and by at

least one gre n coated flint and pebble of lydile At another

point, where the blue clay still exists very numerous and Urge
lumps of clays, rolled and often endosing sub angular flints, lie in

the sand over the leaf bed Some of these day galls have ]iasscd

into conccntnc nodules of odire and Umomte The probable

denvatlon of the two sets of cUy galU is from pre existing clay

beds—probably the blue shale, one from its worn end, and the

other (upper one) from a terrace or ledge in its thickness—by the

action of varying currents in an estuaty at dilTerent levels The

day galls of the upper senet vary much in character } tome ore

of dense dork brown and light coloured cUyt, others of sandy

blue and grey days, many have involved sand flints from an

dd dioal or bwch A probably analogous band of flinU bu
been noticed at Red Hill, Berks, by Frcstwlch The direction

of the currents wearing away the day bonds and deposidiig the

galU and sands was suggested, and these observatUiis were

oCftted as fnitber materids In working out the hydrography and

histoty of the Lower Tertlanea —On the origin of blickenaides,

with remarks on spedmena from the Cambrian, Silurian, Car
bonl<erou% and Trloasic formations, by Mr D Mackintosh.

Thit paper wu founded on ipecimeni a sdectioft of which wu
exhlbilM The author slated that Wt observations led him to

believe that tnw sliekensldei an predoced by the Movemmt of
one fitce of rock against another, accompanied by partial fhsloa.
He indicated that In many cases the slickensided suriooea are
not only polished and striated, but also hardened, and that
there U an imperceptible gradation from this hardened film to
the ordinary stnetare of the rock

Chemical Society, March 4.—Prof Odllng, F R S , in the
chair —A pa^ cm the dissociation of nitnc acn^ by Messn P
Braham and J W Gatehouse, was read liy the former, and on
experiment performed ahowing the action which takes place.—
Dr Hmdichum then addressed the meeting on the chemi^ con*
stitubon of the bnun, exhibiting a laige number of the producU
obtained from that organ .«-Tnere were also papers on
hypochlorite from blcaddng powder, by Mr C T Kmgzett

;

aii^n a simple method of dctermmlng Iron, by Mr W Noel

Zoological Society, March 2 —Mr Osbert Salvui, F H.S,
in tha chair—An aatmet wu read from a letter addres^ to the
Secretaro by Dr W Peleii, pointing out that the SterMoilmu
figured by Dr Gray in the Society a “ Proceedings” for 1873, to
whiidi neither specific name nor locohty bad been oitlgnsd, wu
S "igtf, and that its habitat was the Comcroons, from which
place Itr Peters had received tpecunena.—Mr H E Oretaer
read some notes on the FjIco labra iortu of Audubon, FaUa soar
of Forster, and hatfo sfadtems of the same author—Mr A
Boncard communicated a monographic list of the Coleoptera of
the genus Pluiieta of North Ammica, and gave the description
of several new apedes.—A communication wu read from Mr
E. P Ramsay, giving the descriptions of some tare eggs of
Australian birds.—Mr G B bowerby, lun , communicaM the
descnpiiona of ten new species of shells from vanons localltieia

—

Dr A Gunther, F R S . communicated on behalf of Dr T
Thorell, of Upsolu, the deicrlpilon of a collection of spiders
made by Dr Vinson In New Caledonia, Madagascar, and
Reunion, amongst which were a few new species —A communl
cation wu read from Mr E. L. Layard, U B C ,

adminlstenng
the government at Fiju^giving the deicrlption of some suppoMd
new specin of birds IKm the Fiji Islands.-Mr A 11 Garrod
read a paper containing the desMption of the lower larynx in
some of the rarer species of Anatidae. To this wu sdded on
account of the tracheal anangement in Platalta ajaja, wMch
diflers much from that of the common SpoonbiU. Reference
wa-s also made to the manner of development of the tracheal loop
III those of the Cracidx which have recently died mthe Society^
Gardena.

Royal Microicopical Society, March 3.—Mr II C Sorby,
F R.S , the new president, having been formally introduced by
Mr Chas. Brooke, expressed bis sense of the honour conferred
upon him, regarding it u a mark of approval of now mtlho^
and kinds of mvestigabon, to which, raUier than to the mote
ordinary and general subjects of microscimical inmiiry, he hod
for many yean devoted hia attonbon.—Mr H J blw read
soma notes translated from Von Boer, &c

,
which desaibed an

organism closely allied to that recently exhibited by Mr Bodcock
and assumed to be a species of Httcephaiut —A paper by Dr
Koyshm Pigolt, on the pnnaple oi teslmg object glasain by
means of images produced by reflectaon from globules of mer
cury, ftc,, wu r^ by the Secrctaiy —Mr U J Wenbw
described, by means of black board illustrations, a new method
of viewing objects at extreme angles, and the vidue of thu now
mode oi exammatkon wu explained —Mr C Stewart callod

attention to some new and hmutiful specimens of Polyastina:

exhibited m the room by Mr John Stepnenson.

Anthropological Inatitate, Feb at— Col A Lane Fox,
president, in the choir —Mr R B. Hw exhibited a ooUoctioa
of models of Esquimanx 1 Caiques, baidars, winter huts, oanuner
hut% sl^hs, and other objects of native mann&etnm.—Capt

! Harold Dilkm exhibited and described a seriu of fiint arrow
and spear hoodi found by him near Ditcbley, OxoB, The follow

ing papers were read s—On the Mllanowa of Borneo^ by Lieut

C C ae Cteqiigny, R.N , Further notu on the moe stone

monuments at the Khasi hilh^ by Major Godwin Austen ,
Repeat

on the Congrem of Anthropology and Prehistoric Arcbarology

bdd at RtocUioIm in^lSld ^ H H Howorth j
History of the

Henng Noo m their relations with Chino, translated by A
Wylie, of Sbanghae, with notu by H H Howorth

Physical Society, Feb. 13.—The rejiort of the President

(Prof Gladstone, 1 K.S ) and Cqnncil shows that a gratifying

number of phyMcuts rupemded to the circular ixauM by Dr
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Guthne m the eatuinn of 1873. and that the Iwmation of Ae
Society haa been attended wiUi much incceM in every way The

mectiiLSwere commence 1 under erngularly fcvoureble eircmn.

stances aa the I wbof the Committee of Council on LdueaUoa

< enerously placed the physical laboratonea and l^tiM fooma at

ihe disinwal of the Society which was thus afforded unusual

facilities for exi erunental lUustraUons I he first papei was on

the new contact theory of the galvanie battery by J A hleming,

B be., an 1 it was followed by many valuable communications

Two papers may be mentioned as bemg spwial mtmt,
these are On the combmatum of coloan by planted li^t,

ly Mr W Spottiswoode, FR S ,W "On the apphcation of

wind to stringed instruments,’ by Mr J Baillie Hamiltrm —^e
Society has already loot a very able member Inr the death of Dr

S Davis of Derby, at the early age of thirty two —The
following IS the list of offittts and Couned for the present year —
1 resident. Prof J 11 Gladstone F R S Vice presidents

1 rof W ti Adams, 1 R b ,
I rof G C Foster, F R S

Secretaries 1 rof A W Remold, MA ,
W Chandler

Robeits Ireasurer, Dr 1 Atkinson Demonstrator, Dr
1 C uthne I l< b The other members of the Council arc —
I atimer Clark, C fc W Crookes, F K S ,

Prof A Dupre,

Royal Horticultural Society, Feb 9 —Annual Meeting

Viscount Bury K C M G
,
president, in the chali The Kep<^

of the Council, which dealt principally with the financial position

of the Society, was taken as rea 1 1 he sutement of accounts for

1S74 showed an espenditure ofll 67V 3r id, agamstan income

if 10877/ 9j 11/, leaving a deficit of 795/ ly 3/ 1 his did

not include lent, on account of which *,400/ must be paid to

II M Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 during 187$,

otherwise the lease of the gardens at South Kensington wdl be

avoided Un the other hand, the income was increased I y a sum
of 7f8/ 171 6/ pail to the society for the use of the aieades

during the International Exhibition of last jear The result cf

the 1 allot fir oflccrs and council for the ensuing year was as

filbws —1 rest lent Viscount Bury KC M (r , Ireasurer,

Bon my Dol ree ,
‘'teretore, W A Lmdsar New membeif of

t ouneil Hon and Rev /.T Boscawen, W I ongman, J D
t luml ers E Campion On the m ition of Mr Godson the

liscussion of the report was adjoume 1 to March 9

\Martk ir, 1875

gatacm, mllmof thelate AdmualdnWnmgel Atdagnstvu
leid from bu Majesty expressmg thanks iof the dlitinctwn —

A

memoii by M Cabien, on a new manure, consifting of the eshee

of Medusm, picked upon the coasts, and fiecal matter -rAoote,

byM ChajMMS, m defence of the phenomenon observed by him
on 1 eb to, at Paru, which was supposed by others to be a Urge
bolide—On the geometncsl solution of some probleins reladM
to the theory of surfaces, and depending from mfinitesunala or

the third order, by M A Mannheim —Dn the simplest modes
of limit equihbrmm, which can be present m a body without

cohetion and itrongly comptemed, by M J Bousaueaq —A note

bvM G Eonrtt, on the geometneal construction of the momeate
of bendmg power acting upon the supporta of a beam with sevfe*

ral joisU -A note by M V I tits, on experimental researches
on the toxical principle m putrefied Uood , account of expert-

ments made npon dogs mto whose veins putrefied blood was
injected —A memoir by M Macano, on the employment of elec-

tncity m hydrocele, iliac j assion (xleus), and paialyau of the

I ladder accounts of cases that were successfully cared by eleci

tncily —A memoir on the chemical manure for beet, by MM
II Woussen and B Corenwmder —M de Maximowitch then

presentnl a note on a theory of integration of eouations with

partial derivatives of the second order —M 1 P Mestre made a
commnniation respecting 1 Iwlloxera—A note by M II Renan,
elements and ephemendesof planet (141) —On a purple colour-

ing matter derived from cyanogen, W M G wmg —On the

acpaniuon of boracic acid from silica and Huorlne, by M A Ditte

On the reciprocal substitution of the volatile fatty acids, by M
IT Lescceur Ihe author maintains that be has perioauentlyesta
blisbed the following facts, namely, that acetic acul can diqdaee
formic acid from its eomjounds m considerable quantity, that

this displacement can take place m the eold, that the presence of
water does not notably affect the phenomenon and the quantity

of formic aci I displac^ vanes accordmg to the excess of acetic

acid ad led —A note by M G Hmnehs on the calculatum ol Ihe

moments of maximum inertia m the molecules of the chloro

derivatives of toluene —Note byM W 1 ougmnine on U e quan
tiuesof heat evolved m the formation of the jiotash salts of sonae
acids of the fatty senes On a new psychrometer wbuh avoi^
all caliulitioa, callel by M I owe —On a newixnuet
for voinmetnc analysis, by M V Pmchon —Emally, five letters

from different correspondents were read, all wttli r^ard to
bolide of I eb 10, first mentioned by M Chapelas, who after-

war Is thought It was only tlie strongly illnmma ed edge of a

Royal Society March 1 —Sir William rhomson
j
resident,

in ll e chair— 1 he ( hairman announced that the Couned had
awaided the M ik lougall Brlsl ane Pnze for the Biennial 1 enod
1S72 74 to Irof 1 1 ler for his paper on the germ theory of
julrefieton an 1 tier fermentative change’ communicated 1

1

the S ciety 7th A) nl 1873 Ihe f llouing eommnracali ns
rial Obituary notiec of Mr WUUam 1 uing, ly 1 rof W P
l)i k on, C lasg w, eommumcated by tl e President on a faulty

e nstruction eoiiimon in skewed arches by Mi 1 dward hang

,

on the mode if growth and increase amongst tlie corals of the
Pal eoeic 1 enod, by 1 rof H AUeyne Nicholson, M D

Pakis

Academy of Sciences, March i —M 1 remy m the chair
—The following papers were read —On the generalisation of
the theory of the normals of geometrical curves, where for every
I ormal a number of stnught Tines ts substitnted, byM ( hastes
—On some

]
rol leffls of molecular mechanics, by M Berthelot

I h s
I
aper was based prmeipally on the experiments of MM H

Sanite Cloure Deville an I Debtay, with perrutheme acid and
XI le of silver, of wbieh an account was read at the last meeting

,

It treats ol certam fads, newly discovered and relaling to tte
direct foin atioo of coin| ounda, which upon dccomposiUon evolve
a eonsideial le degree ol heat , these facts are quoted with spei^
leferencetoluljrateofsodo, and from them some genetald^nc-
Uons are made with regard to molecular meebames —On the
capillary theory apj lied to Tihaecre, by M A TrcuI —Lxpen
ments on the u ufwial imitation of native magneto polar platuium,
by M Daubree —A note on magnetism, by M T h du Moncel—M I evemer then exj lamed to the Academy the new oroam
saUon of the meteorolog eal service of ports, which came m force
on March 1 Keporta arc made tw ice daily, morning and even-
ing ai 1 It IS exp^ed that 11 e evening reports wdlbe specudly
1 enehcial to lnhuig vessel’ —Don I e Ir » U 1 mpetor r f Brseil, u
•loniinated corresjK ndent to the section for Ge igraphy and Navi-

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
. * the P il lot al S,, funis of Ncm. lu le Hmmstoroa
_1 R Is iMBrtl iiT-Repo«of Moocopi sJ andPhys logial
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^CIJ'NTIFIC SURVEYS

The almost universal idea in this country of what

constitutes a Scientific Survey goes no further, we
believe, than the departments of Topography and Geo*

logy and, as we are a seafaring people, the Hydrography

of our coasts We daresay many of our readers will

be surprised to hear that some whose opinions in matters

of this kind ought to have great weight, deem any

survey totally inadequate wh ch docs not, to a greater or

less extent, include nearly every department of science

What are the prevalent notions on the subject on the

other side of the water, may be learned from a Report

just issued on a proposed New Survey of the small State

of Massachusetts

Last year the American Academy of Art and
Sciences presented a memorial to the General Court

of the State of Massachusetts urging the necessity

for a new Scientific Survey of the Commonwealth

It is forty years since there was a survey of the State

that was the first public survey in the United Slates,

and included not only topography and geology but

zoolog), botany and agnculture is well The bio

logical surveys were so well done that some of the reports

are even yet regarded as standard works, but the ad

vanas m all deportments during the past forty years have

been so great that practically a new survey is required

The suggestion of the new survey came appropriately

from the principal scientific body of the btate, and it is

gratifying to see that the Legislature have such 1 respect

for Its opinion os at once to take action upon the suggestion

The memoriol of the Academy was referred to the Board

of Education, a committee of which took the wise course

of calling to their council the most eminent men of

science m the State, who eould aid them with their advice

The names of most of those who were called in to give

the results of their study and experience are known to

science all the world over , they are Professors B 1 eirce,

N b Shaler, and L N Horsford President Clark, Dr
T Sterry Hunt, Dr Asa Gray, Dr A. S Packard, Mr G
9 Emerson (who reported on the trees and shrubs in the

former survey), Mr Alex Agassiz, Hon Moses Kimball,

Mr C F Adams Mr b H bcudder, Mr A G Boyden,

and Mr II T Walling

The Report which has come to hand gives an account

of the meeting between these eminent representatives of

sacnce, pure and applied, and the committee of the

Board of EducaUon Each one freely expressed his

opimon of the desirableness ofthe proposed survey, showed

how It should be conducted so far as his own department

was concerned, and pointed out the advantages which

would certainly follow from a thorough survey As might

be expected, they are unanimously in favour of the pro-

posed undertaking , and the immense advantages which

were {Shown would accrue from it if carried out thoaoughly

in all departments, leave the State no alternative but to

organise it as early as convement

A special committee from among the men of science

named above—Messrs Peirce, Sterry Hunt; Shaler, and

Scidder—m their Report to the Education Committee

You XI —No a8i
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recommend a scale of 1 35000, or 2, inches to the mile,

as the scale which ought to be adopted for the survey

,

but this they do solely on the score of expense, admitting

the supenonty of the ( inch scale Prof N b Shaler in

an impressive article in the March number of the Atlanhc
Afontkly, strongly advocates the latter scale for although

the imniedi ite cost would be at least double that of the

smaller scale still in the end it would be more econo-

mical at, although the smaller scale would serve many
useful purposes in the meantime, he declares it would
be found that the survey would have to be repeated on
the larger scale Wc tlunk the State of Massachusetts

would be wise to profit by Mr Shaler s h nt, and accom
plish the survey once thoroughly and completely on the

larger scale, so that it would never require to be icpeated

Indeed, the United States have had several lessons on
this pomt a considerable number of the States have been
surveyed, but the surveys have all been more or less

failures “ there is not a single survey in this country, ’

1 rof Shaler states “ which does not need at the moment
to be done over again

The practical advantages of topographical and geolo-

gical surveys arc so evident that it is unneorcssary to point

them out no one we presume, will deny that it is the intc

rest and duty of every civilised c untry to obtain a complete
and trustwonliy knowledge of the extent, configuration,

and composition of its surface 1 he important pract cal

advantages which may result from a thorough geological

survey have been well illustrated by a recent undertaking
in America—the Hoossc Tunnel It is Prof bhaler s belief

that a due inspection of the surface of that ndge would
have disclosed sonic of the difticullics encountered in the

excavation of the tunnel, difficulties which would have
been m a large measure avoided, bad the engineers been
forewarned It docs not seem too much to say that the

cost of a complete survey, with a map on the scale of six

inches to the mile, might ha\ c been saved b> this easily

g lined knowledge

But the State of Massach isctts has already had the

wisdom to perceive tLit it is for the material advantage
of a country that a knowledge of more than its topography
and Its geology should be eas ly accessible To a thickly

populated country, what can be of more moment than its

hydrography its water supplj which is also of so great

importance in connection with manufactures? In the

proposed survey of Massachusetts a thorough knowledge
of Its hydrography will probably be considered as an
mdispensable part of the work. It seems almost a truism

to say that in a country devoted to agriculture, an ex

haustive scientific examination of its soil would be a work
of the greatest national advantage , such an exaimnation

has been to some extent made m Massacliusetts, and the
scientific men whose advice has been asked urge that it

should be earned out over the whole of the State.

The practical advantages to be denved from a know
ledge of the botany and zoology of a country, especially a
country where agnculture is one of the staple mdustr es,

seem almost equally apparent If our farmers were well

acquainted with all the plants and insects and birds

which annually destroy so large a quantity of the culti

vated produce of the soil, and at the same tune knew
how to meet their ravages, the saving to the nation would

be enormous Dr A S Packard estimates that m Mas-
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sachusctts alone they lose every year, from insects and

parasitic plants, 500,000000 dollars, and that in one

year alone they lost by the army worm 250000 dollars*

worth of hay crops No wonder he says, ‘ Certainly It

will be a good thing to h ive a body of observers at work

systematically, year -iftcr year, collecting information,

which may be spread before the farmers of the State and

others interested ’ In this connection the words of Mr
A G Royden are worth quoting —

“ The relation of the animal to the vegetable kingdom
IS a most intimate one In the cultivation of orchards,

garden vegetables, and things of that sort, upon which

we as a people depend a great deal, we have to contend

continually with insects , if we could learn, therefore, the

facts about the insects that ire found in this State , ifwe
knew how they were generated, how they grow, md what

they feed on we might do a great deal towards saving a
I rge part of the crops that are now destroyed by them.

I or instance, the canker worm comes periodically, and
VC 17 few people, know much about the habits of this

II sect Very little is known about insects by people

cncrally 1 hey do not even know them by name They
0 not recognise m insect m the three stages of its life

Tvery gardener, every orchardist every person cultivating

herbs, trees, or shrubs, needs this inlonnatioii As has

been said this morning, we have not the books to which

we can go for help in gaming this information Mr
Emerson has given us an excellent book on the trees of

the State, which is a very great aid, but in respect to the

other matters of which 1 have spoken, we have very few

such helps as are needed It would seem, therefore, that

a survey of tins kind, in which scicntihe men were
emjiloycd, who could, as they went over the different

locahtiLS of the State, collect, incidentally, and without

adding i cry much to the expense, the facts relating to

these subjects, would be of great value

The body of evidence contained m the Report before

us seems to us to show clearly, what indeed i' almost self

evident, that one of the first duties of a nation, from

the lowest point of view of self interest, is to obtain a

complete scientific knowledge of us home nnd all that it

contains , only thus can it be able to make the most of

Us natural resources

While the great jiroctical advantages of the survey

were insisted upon, the gains to science and to education

which would accrue from it were also brought prominently

forward. Some important problems in science, it was
shown, might be solved by a thorough geological and
biological survey of Massachusetts

, one of the most un

portant of these is in connection with Cape Cod.
" Here, in Massachusetts, Prof Sholer says,

‘ you
have certain peculiar questions connected with the disln

button of animal life to the north and south of Cape Cod,
which offers one of the most remarkable illustrations of
the variations in the distribution of animal life that is

afforded anywhere in the world The constant changes
as ycare go by, the influence of temperature on the distti

bution of animals, these arc questions which can be inves*
tigated there Ihere is no question that Cape Cod is one
of the ga It problems of Massachusetts, and it is a pro-
blem on which a large number of investigations should be
hung Prof Peirce, who has carefully traced and grouped
the facts connected with that part ot the coast, will agree
with roe in saying that (.ape Cod is the key point that
geologically it is the most important point m Massa-
chusetts, with regard to the agencies that have been at
work m the creation of the soil, especially with reference
to the glacial period, &c ’

With regard to education, it was shown that m several

ways this exhaustive survey would be of great value. It

was proposed by some that the scientific students in the

several colleges might with advantage to themselves be

occasionally employed on the work, while they might be

of some assistance to the survey parties , this plan, if

judiciously earned out, nught indeed be of great service

both to the students and to the work of the survey

Prof Shaler pomted out that what he thinks the pnn
cipal defect of the Bntish Survey does not concern

its work, but Its cifect upon Bntish science. “It has

not taken pains,” he said—and we cannot take upon

ourselves to judge of the justice of his statement

—

“ to connect itself enough with the work of education

in Great Bntain , and the result is, as is admitted

by some of the oldest geologists there, that there are

few young geologists coming up m England at this

time.” This, if true, is certainly a great lesson for

Massachusetts, as Prof Shaler says , we hope, however,

he has overstated the case, or at least that the supply of

geologists in this country is not dependent on the Gcolo

gical Survey It was shown that m other ways a com
plctc survey m all departments would be of the highest

advantage m carrying on the practical education of the

young m schools of all classes , and that from want of the

results of such a survey, education was seriously ham
percU

It will thus be seen that if in the course of years—for

It IS proposed to do the work leisurely and allow eminent

scientific men to share in it as they can find opportunity

—the people of Massachusetts do not have one of the

most accurate and most complete surveys m the world, it

will simply be because they arc blind to their own real

interests, which have so forcibly been brought before

them by some of the most eminent of their scientific men,
m whom the State is so nch But as “ the commonwealth
of Massachusetts has not been wont long to weigh great

advantages against small expenditures, so we may safely

anticipate, ’ with Prof Shaler, “ her speedy action

Need wc point any moral for ourselves from the liberal

and comprehensive ideas which the comparatively small

(its extent, 7 800 miles, is only about that of Wales)
and young State of Massachusetts has of what a survey of
her territory includes ? We have our topographical and
our geological surveys, both doing excellent work, and
botli already producUve of large practical and scientific

results But if wc want to make the most of our small
and over crowded country

, if we want, as we certainly

should it we have our own welfare at heart, to have a
complete knowledge of our country’s resources, why
should we stop short at topography and geology ? Forty
years ago Massachusetts showed itself to be far wiser than
Bntain is even now Even then the little Transatlantic
State saw it to be to its best advantage to know all about
its soil and its natural products , wc do not know that
the question has ever bMn mooted in this country. A
knowledge of what is bemg done on the other side of
the water may give us a perception of our true mterests
and our duty to ourselves and the world To apply the
words of Prof Shaler “ Look at it as we may, meatunng
Its immediate gains to our mines, our fields, our wat^
mills, to our uties m their water supply and sewage, to
our railways and common roads, to the interests of each
owner of an acre that u to be improred, or considetuig
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the remoter yet not lew real economy which u found m
increased knowledge tS. the Nature about us, and in the

advancement of^education, the reasons for Survey this are

very strong "

THE COUNTESS OF UIINCHON
A Memoir of the Leuly Ana tie Osorio, Countess oj

Chinchon and Vice Queen of I cru , with a flea foi the

correct spelling of the Chmehona i,eHUs By C R
Markham, C B ,

F R.S (London Trubner and Co )

This work is an attractive addition to the early history

of quinine and the other alkaloids denved from

the same source The general subject is full of interest

to numerous classes of the community, and the importi

tion of plants mto our Indian possessions has been the

subject of much attention on the part of our Government

Indeed, it was the result of the author s exertions that

living specimens were obtamed m this country, and by
this means that India was supphed , it is therefore

natural that he should take a parental interest in this

matter

The knowledge of the efficacy of these drugs was

brought to Europe in the year 1640 by the Countess of

Chinchon on her return to Spam with her husband at the

expiration of his tenn of office as Viceroy of Peru This

lady during her residence there was attacked by tertnn

fever, and after being reduced to the point of death, was,

under romantic circumstances related by the author,

cured by the use of Peruvian bark On the return of the

count and countess to the castle of Chmehon, it is gratify

mg to read that the countess, who had brought with her

a supply of the precious bark which had effected such a

wonderful cure upon herself, “administered Peruvian

bark to the sufl^erers from tertian agues on her lord’s

elates in the fertile but unhealthy venas of the Tagus,

the Jarama, and the Tajuna. bhe thus spread blessings

around her, and her good deeds are even now remem
bered by the people of Chinchon and Colinenar in local

traditions (p 45)

Though from time to time during the succeeding hun

dred years powders of the Peruvian bark were imported

into Europe, it seems that no scientific account of the

tree was published until 1740, in which year De la Con
damme published a description and figure m the Me-
moirs of the Academy of Paris for 1738, under the

generic name of Quinquina This communication con

tained also an account of the history of the drug,

wherem the name of the Countess of Chinchon was duly

mentioned and properly spelt, and on the information

obtamed from it and quoted in acknowledgment, Lin

lucus, m the second edition of his “ Genera Plantarum,"

published at Leyden in the year 1743, founded his genus

Cinchona in honour of the Countess of Chinchon.

The author commences his book by tracing the pedi-

grees, accompanied by coloured illustrations of the

armorial bearings, of the femihes of Ana, Countess of

Chmehon, and of the Count of Chinchon , nor does he

omit to describe and illustrate the town, neighbourhood,

and castle of Chinchon The town contams some 6,000

souls, and its distance south-east from Madrid is given as

twenty four miles.

But It is resemd to the end of the bo^ to treat of a

matter which evidently hes deeply seated m the author’s

affections , unless for its sake the book would probably
never have been written This is t vigorous argument,

called in the title a plea, for what he considers to be the

correct spelling of the generic name
The author’s object is to prove that the name Ciiuhon t

should be replaced by UitnJwiui, and he argues that the

latter form is etymologically right, that Linnaeus was mis

mformed as to the true spelling of the countess s title,

that It IS supported by the majority of authorities who
have studied the genus in its native habitat md is now
the form in common use where the plant is cultivated, as

well as in official correspondence, and that it is consc

quently the most convenient form He further states that

the former spelling has never been generally adopted

In the matter of etymology the author is certain!)

right, but neither botanists nor the public are simply led

by this rule when more important considerations require

a different course botanists have greater regard to pri

onty and the public to general convenience, and both in

respect of priority and convemcnce Limlwn i is the more
correct word

It has been already cxpl lined that Linnxus was not mis

informed as to the spelling of Cl inchun and it is there

fore probable that he considered euphony in forming the

name, in accordance with his aphorisms Itniitinfio

et Sonus noinmum gencticorum, quantum hen possit,

faeditanda sudU Nomina gcnerica usquipidalia, enun

ciatu dtffietlia vel naust ibiinda fugicnda sunt I bus, m
honour of Darrclienis, Linn cus named Borlcria, and m
many other cases he sacrificed strict etymology to

elegance and convenience

Mr llanbury, in the At! enteiim for January 30, has

shown that, in the course of a long correspondence with

Linnxus, Mutis though in his carhei letters he spelt the

name Chinchon i, yet in his Later letters he followed the

spclhng of Linn<eus, and wrote Cinchi n i , also that in

175^1 J letersenread at Upsala an academic ddis
sertalion, * Zh L line Iituiiuin, I mnxus presiding

and in this paper he always spelt the word UitHchon i

this IS, however, not a botanical essay

Lmnaius, in all his other works and editions aluays

retains his original spclhng The author erroneously

slates that Linnaeus altered the spelling m his different

editions, and draws the inference that I innaus was
wilhng to modify h s original spelling and desired to spell

the word correctly In the sixth edition of the “ Genera

1 lanUrum,” published at btockholm in 1764, on p 91 the

word IS accidentally spelt tinhon i, but tlus was clearly a

typographical error
,
for in the synopsis of the genera of

Pentandria, on p 6g, it iS spelt Ltnthona, and so again

in the index to the volume , and if further proof is wanted,

the error on p 91 was given m the errata and corrected

In the edition of 1767, printed at Vienna, which u without

the authority of Linmeus, and is, in fact, only a reprint of

the sixth edition, the same spellings occur m each place,

except that we find m the errata, Ctnbena (instead of

Ctnhena) corrected mto Cinchona

So universal was the authority of the LinnTan spelling,

that no botamcal treatise puU»hed and adopted a diffe

rent one until the year 1862 The name Ckinchona does

not occur m Steudel’s “ Nomenclator liotanicus,” second

ediuoa, pabliihed in (84i»>4t
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With regard to the botanical authonUes that the author

claimi for hit apclling, Mr Hanbury hat thown that

Ruiz, Pavon, and Mutit rather incline the other way,

Ruiz and Pavon, m their great work, the “Flora

Peruviana,” &c ,
adopted Ctnchona, and Mutit finally

came to the tame conclusion Mr Spruce, another of the

claimed authorities, in the Journal of the Linnxan

Society, writes Ctnchona, though in certain Blue Boohi

he writes Chtnehona It must be remembered that such

Blue Books appear to have been prepared under the

direction of the author in his official capacity at the India

Office, and to have had the word Chituhona forced into

prominence There remain only Tafalla, a pupil and

successor of Ruiz and Pavon, /ea and Caldas, pupils of

Mutis, all three of but little importance, at well as Ur
Secm-inn and the author, to weigh against such authonties

as Humboldt and Bonpland, Poeppig, Weddell, Triana,

Karsten, and others, as well as the universal concurrence

of dl the great systematic botanists from the time of

I inn Lus to the present day

If then this question is to be settled by the weight of

us-ige and authority, it is evident that an exceedingly

rough balance suffices to give a ready result unfavourable

to the author’s cote

It IS equally dear that much inconvenience would
j

ensue from the change proposed and adopted by the

author To the systematic botanist great would be the
|

inconvenience of altering the second letter of a generic

name the first letter of which is C, an initial which 1$

commoner than any other, and which stands for about one

seventh part of the whole number of genera. The sugges-

tion that in an index a cross reference would meet the

difficulty IS good to a certain exent, but it would not alto-

gether remove the nuisance , nor would the chemist, the

apothecary, and the public generally accept without

repugnance a change which would affect the spelling and
damage the pronunciation not only of the original word,

but also of derivatives m frequent use such as Cinchonine,

Cinchonidinc, Cinchonicine

I n short, the I mn can name Ctnchon i is no longer

under the control of the Countets of Chinchon, nor of the

town of Chinchon, nor yet of those enamoured of either
, |

It sufficiently recalls th** memory of the benevolent

countess but it has long become scientific and general

property, and stands by the right of usage and pnority , it
|

has a settlement due to a century and a thii^ of time,

and neither scientific men, nor the commercial world, nor
the general public will be likely to alter it and the several

words denv^ from it on the plea set up by the author

W P H
1

0} RLiAD S 'ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTRl
BUIIONS”

Anihropiligiiche Bttfraife Von Georg Gerland (Halle
an der Saale Lippert’schc Buchhandlung, 1875 )

The present volume is, as the author informs us, only
the first of a senes of several volumes, in which it

IS his intention to group together as far as possible all the
aspects under which the modem science of smthrapology
may be considered, to weigh the importance and estimate
the nature of the proWems which it has to solve , and to
bring dearly and objecUvdy before the reader the dif-

ferent steps that have been attained, or are demoostraUe

by facts, in the history of the origin and subsequent deve-

lopment of mankind

The difficulty of the task which Dr Gerland has thus

set himself seems to us to be only equalled by the pro-

bable remoteness of its accomplishment We all know
that there is a tendency amongst German writers to pro-

ject works on too colossal a scale, and to fill in their

ground with such mexhaustibic masses of detail, that

every fresh accumulation of facts becomes a mountain

across their readers’ path, tending to obstruct rather than

to clear the view ,
and valuable as are the matenals which

Dr Gerland has brought together, bis “ Anthropological

Contributions” cannot be pronounced free from these

tantahsing failmgs Those who have time and patience

to follow the author along all the collateral lines of in

quiry into which his subject is mcessantly divaricating

will no doubt find themselves repaid for their labour , but

the anthropologist, who has neither the need nor the

leisure for going over old ground m search of new facts,

will find It difficult to sift the wheat from the chaff

In his introductory chapter Dr Gerland considers all

the branches of human inquiry with which anthropology

IS associated the importance of missionary enterprise in

relation to its bearing on the extension of our anthropolo-

gical knowledge
, and the influence that the estimate m

which women have been held among any definite people,

or at any fixed epoch, has had in modifying the moralt

andphysique of the entire sex

In the second, or mim section of the work, the author
treats of the primary and developmental history of man
from the evolution point of view Setting aside the

hypothesis of special creation as utterly untenable, and
as wholly discaided by every rational anthropologist, he
proposes to consider man as derived by mechanical
means from a natural animal source , beginning his line

of argument by a discussion on the relative claims of the
different portions of the habitable world to be regarded
as the cradle of the human race In this section of his

work Dr Gerland shows a vast amount of curious learn-

ing, and bnng^ together a valuable mass of facts relating

to the past as well as present fauna and flora of different

regions, and their consequent greater or lesser adapta.
bility for the coexistence of man. He considers the fac

that the Afncan races depend for their food suppLes on
plants such as the sorghum and other cereals, which have
come from Asia, although their own continent possesses
many edible indigenous plants to which recouise is had
in times of emergency, as a proof that man did not take
his ongin in Africa, for it is wholly irrational to suppo e
that after having once used native grown cereals in their

primary condition, men should have neglected these in
favour of others imported from another continent hire

Asia

In discussing the probable period in the earth’s history
when man appeared, the author insists upon the absolute
necessity of geognostic repose as an indispensable ele-

ment in the development of man from an animal origin

Cataclysms and violent disturbances of the earth’s crust
are obviously incompatible with the free enjoyment of all

the essential requirements of animal existence, without
which any advance in the developmental order of such an
existence is inconceivable. In conclusion, he cLums to
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have proved that we have ulid grounds for tnainUining
|

that man, considered both in his psychical and his physical

nature, has been developed gradually and normally, and

must be regarded as a link in one and the same senat

cham of development to which all other organic bodies

belong Furthermore, he asserts that we cannot regard

the organic and the inorganic as of heterogeneous origin

,

such an assumption would militate against the unity of

the universe , and therefore we must assume that the

organic has been developed from the inorganic As deve*

lopment depends upon attraction and motion, and assimi

lation regulates the combinations of atoms and molecules,

the ultimate development of more highly organised bodies

is dependent upon the assimilation of more perfect com
binations of matter, or, m other words, on better food, and

hence the striving ^ the animal nature to obtain definite

forms of nourishment must of necessity have exercised a
paramount influence on its higher development Thus, he
argues that the organa of the senses, as sight, taste, &c,
resulting ultimately in the formation of brain and nerve

centres, have been developed in the vicinity of the mouth

as auxilianes in the process of nutrition The author

believes that every group of organisms has a definite

supreme beyond which it caimot ascend and while he

considers that, mentally and ps) chically, the best of the

human race will probably m remote future ages be able to

attain a higher degree of perfection, than any allotted to

ns in the present age of the world, he does not anticipate

that externally they will differ greatly from ourselves.

The difficulty of answering why animals no longer pass

the bounds of their parental types, he meets by assuming

that the cosmical, natural, and geognostic relations which

tendered such an advance possiblem the case of the human
race, and of the forms from which it was directly deve

loped, no longer exist, and that hence the lower animals

must remain fixed within their several limits

We do not know how far his German readers may
approve of the phonetic mode of spelling adopted by the

author, but we confess that, notwithstanding the high

authorities which its advocates advance initsjustification,

we fall to recognise its expediency or desirableness, and

greatly prefer the ordinary mode

Ol/X BOOK SHELF
Jkt Ainal World a Popular Account of the Pheno-
mena and Ltfe of the Atmosphere By G Haitwig,
M and P D With eight Chromoxylogriphic Plates,

a Map, and numerous Woodcuts (London Long
mans and Ca, 1874.)

Dk Hartwio is already well known as one of the most
successful popularisers of the results of scientific research

,

and judged of from the point of view from which they
arc written, his books must, we think, be reckoned os of
considerable value, and as likely to be of much use, both
m spreading accurate scientific information and m givmg
their readers a taste for further independent study of
science Under present conditions we deem works of
this class a perfectly fair means of scientific props*
gandism, hoping all the same that the time will come
when the gospel of science will need no allurements to
make it attractive to the people. In this volume Dr
Hartwig mves a vast amount of mformatlon on a great

many subjects intimately or remotely connected with the
idr. It vs not merely a popular^ treatise on Meteorology,

which of course has a large share of space devoted to it,

but it contains as well much information on Sound, Light,
Aerolites, Geology, Ocean Currents, Flight of Buds and
Insects, Aerostatics, and many other things in

" the
heavens above, the earth beneath, and the waters under
the earth ” All the information in the book is valuable
and rendered attractive mainly by a provision of anec
dotes, on the whole happily introduced Dr Hartwig’s
style IS fluent and generally agreeable, somebmes clo
quent and occasionally flond His information, collected
from a vast variety of sources, so far as wc have tested
It, IS accurate and well up to time Wc sincerely wish
the work a large circulation The numerous illusbations
add in the mam to its attracbons.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor dots not hold himself responsiileforopinions expressed

hy his correspondents Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the wntsrs if rgected manuscripts
No notice is taken oj ononimons communications ]

A Gyrostat Problem

Tub following qacrtion, taken from iin examination paper set

to the students of the Natural Philosophy Class in this ifniver
sity, S r W Thomson desires me to scud to Naturk, as one
likely 10 lie tcresting to i(s readers. 1 he answer will be sent
later when the examination is over —

* A gyrostat, hung by a cord C C at a distan e of s x centi

metres from its centre of gravity, keepi its axis B B honzonUl
when taming m azimuth at the rate of one-footth of a raduin

'

per second, flow many revolutions docs the fly wheel A A
make per second 7 The wemht of the wheel and case is 8,250

grammes, the mass of the wheel alone la 1,800 grammet, and

its radins of gyrabon is four centimetres.

'

The Umvernty, Glasgow, March 13 D M'Faioaiii

* Tha tarn ladtan has baaa ncaiuly latroduced by Prof James Thomsoa
to dmatt tlM nut aa|>Oi that if, Iba assle subtaiMlod by au are equal in

tnsuttalha radius
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Origin of the Cbceil Bank

In your report (vol xi v m) °f Ae peper on this subject l>y

Piof Preitwich, read at the Institution of Civil Fngineen, are

these words —“The large dimensions of the bank he atlnbnted '

to the great accumulative and small lateral actum of the wavea”

Why, then, does not so general a cause form hundreds of such

banks? Why is " the great accumulative actu n of the waves

confine 1 solely to the Chesil Bank, and paiUcularly to the Port-

land end of It ? Because the travcllmg of the pebbles is tmvardt

Portland, which cheeks the travelling, and so allows of “accu-

mulalioii ” exactly as a gro ii does This b the simple “open

sesame" of the secret , and if we could hmU groins as large aa

Portland, every one of them would "accumulate a Irank of
|

precisely the tame conditions as the Chesil Bank Ifthepeb-

bles travellctl from Portland, as the professor thinks, that end of

the bank should be the lowest , it would be perpetually rubbed

by the waves. But It is the highest—forty three feet , and the

Abbolsbiiry tnd, to which he supposes llie pebbles to travel,

should be the highest, bill it is the lowest—scarcely more than

lialf the height, twenty three feel , while at Undport there

should he a still higher bank, for the professor makes the pebbles

travel from cast to west there and meet the pebliles which had
•' travelled from the opposilc dueclion, vii , from west to cast

”

1 at at Undport there is nut a single pebble, hut only blown i,and

ITiat the largest pelil Ics sccumulale at the leewsrd end of

beaches is not a matter of opinion, hut a matter ol fact, and the

fact may lie smi at every grum lu the world. So that the large

prhblts at I orlland. Instead of testifying sga tut the travelling

from west to esst, testify ct nclusivciy fur iL If there is anyone

wliu can suppose that the dim iiishing of the pebbles in sin. from

Porlhnd to AliUitsbury results from the wearing in travelling

vclSmL

Rlvus) tor the lodgmeut of the largest pebbles at the 1 oitland

end, IS that where motion is given to jiehbUs the lotgest will be

on the outside
, they sre therefore most amenable to the upward

and onward stroke of the wave, and they travel faatest and
furthest down wind on these beaches

V\ ilh regard to the modern bcichcs being recompositioni of
ancient raised beaches, besides the travelling, their pebbles are

perpetually poun led by the waves till liny arc ground into sand
T 1 1 1

ro'essor dales lltt Portland raised beach to the Glacial

1 (.ntd N\ e have ample time, then, for its pebbles to be ground
into sand and replaced by new comers And the new reciaiils

Would not come, as the pixitcuor Ihuiks, solely from “ the cliffs,’’

hut cliielly Irnm the mouths of the rivers which bring pebbles
fr III all the various strata of the interior of the land without the
Bid ol Ice ,

for ntmosiihctic disintegration and the erosion of
ram denude the tnlirt surface of the earth, ami let dm n to the
Tivi rs not only suit sod hut hard gravels and stones from every
the most icmi tr hill loj Hut tins huge traffic is brought to the
riseni by ram Kisers ire simply Ihs. roads which il travels to
the IS a What is hi Id in suspension goes out to deep water, but
the gravels, stones, and boulders are jk undcil and ground into
the sands of the ma shore GEf hi s (>RFr vnoOD

Alresford, Maish ^

Natural Phenomena m South America

In Mr J Munro s very intercstmg notes made dunog a cable-
laying exi>cdiiion from Pari to Cayenne, which were jublisbcd
in Nasi Kt, sol xi ji 329, the following passage occurs upon
ssliK-h comment msy be useful After describing a hi uuUfnlly
Cl loured Crustacean and an animal which he speaks of aa a crab
or liner hiitU, Mr Munro goes on to say " Another creature
(Fig 3) ot |ui L a different ilcscription was also picked up It
wis im rc 1 kc a water spulcr than anything else Its transparent
hair like limlis sscre dappled with dull green, and tt seemed a
mere akclelon (raincwork mnile to carry a small white ssc con-
taming entrails, winch was slung underneath ’’ From the figure
It IS tolerably evident that tins creature is one of the Pycnogonidm,
whose place m a clsssilicatiun of the animal kingdom is scarcely
set definiicly selthd, hut which are ranged by Prof Milne-
F awards among Crustaceans It seems highly probaWej then,
that "the smaU while sac contammg entrails*^ should rather
have been described as a pair of very slender legs carrying egg-
bags. This at least would be in accordanca witli what is knoira
of other speaca of Pyonogoni, none of which carry their estnilim stes slung underneath.

The delicate spider-crab (Fig i), which dianned Mr. Mtom
with Its hyaline lunbs and varied colouring, seems from the figure

to be nearly allied to the genus Stenorhynchus.

The affinities of Fig 8 cannot be guessed at without additional

details.

It IS likely enough Uiat all the creatures mentioned may bn
apeciGcally new. lUOMAS R. K. bTEBBlNa

Torquay, March 10

Volcanic Action In the Sandwich Islandn

In your notice of my book, "The Hawaiian Archipelago,"

(vol XI p,3a8),youa!ladelotbestatementtbatvplcanicactionon

the Sandwich Islands " has died out from west to east ’’ It has

alto died out in a juir/iirr/y direction, through nearly four degrees

of latitude In the pit of Ilale-mau-mau withm the crater of

Kilauea, on January 30^ 1873, the violently agitated ma» of

lava continually took a stmtAtmtif direction, and broke In very

elevated surges upon the cliffs on the stmtA side of the lake.

On Jane 4, 1873, when the aspect of the pit had undergone a
very great change, there was a violent centripetal action, but the

sort of rotating whirlpool continually formed, invariably rotated

in a toutkeily direction Someyears ago, during a terrible erup-

tion of Kilauea, when anver of lava from 200 to 800 feet wide,

and an estimated depth of twenty feet, was tunning towards the

sea with an estimated velocity of twenty five miles an hour, four

large " fire fountains ’’ boiled up when the stream issued from
the earth. An intelligent observer, Mr Whitney, notieid that

the lava was ejected with a rotary motion, and that both the lava
and stones thrown up rotated toviards the touth 1 should be
very glad to know any probable explsnation of these phenomena,
and if this apparently persistmt southerly extinction and motion
liave any and what value os scientific facts ?

Mr Munro (vul xi p 329) describes the locking together of
trees of different species In the ncighbonriiood of Pari. The
instances of this m the Hamakua iorest on Hawaii are very
numerous and stnking Ihe Uhia [A/etratu/eret fiolymm-fAa t)

IS seen m the closest conjunction with the large tree-fern of the
district, witli a universality which leads some people of more
than avetsge intelligence to assert dogmahcslly that the fern la

the mvanable parent of the Oliia I Ihe Junction it so intimate
as to be aptarent mierpenetraiion The greatest height of any
tree fern that I have measured is eighteen feet of caudex, but 1
have seen Obias with an estimated height of eighty or ninety feet
carry the tree fern with them to a height of fully thirty feet, Ihe
fresh pea green fronds branching outmm among the (Urk leaves
and deep red blossoms of this very handsome evergreen.

6, Alva birect, Edinburgh, March 3 Isabella I, BiEii

The Height of Waven
Tiik height of waves bis long been a vexed question amongst

all classes of theoretical and practical observen. The late
Admiral Fitzroy has led on record that on one occaaion the
measurement from creat to hollow was seventy feet The figure
seems high, hut close and varied observations made during a
storm on the passage from I iverpool to New York, in Januaiy,
convmccs me of the correctness of the Admual’s statement In
this storm, for the lint time on record, large ocean stemneri
were rounded to with a foir wind, the umversal opinion being
that it was too dangerous to run with the sen far on the quarter.
The captain of a German steamer, on amvlng at New \ ork,
spoke in enthusiasUc terms of the grand spectacle a White SUr
stcnmsliip prrsenteil os she “ leaped from wave to wave like a
gigantic fun,’’ oddmg 1 "I am sure she must have hove to m thn

Roughly, Its focus may be considered to be in
45’’ N and 40P W When the wind sets in strongly from thn
north-west, the sea rises In an incredibly short space of time {
and at the close of a long winter gale it is a grand right to watch
the great waves as they roll np astern at the rate M twrenty-five
miles per hour, sweep by the shq>, and break £ir alwad. Tlw
is a feature in oonnesuon with the waves of the Atlantic which ii
worthy of nobce, vis., with a south-west or southerly gele their
height IS Insignificant A praciical proof of this is Uiat latm
steamers run m the trough of the sea wuh^ inconventciMe j Mt
with less wind Cram the north-west they have ooouioaaUy to bnk^ off their coarse to avoid dunage to bo^ What
tmsTcmwkable^eiiomenon? It cannotbe the "fet^’’us(nmiB
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tem it, for in some podtions tlie tontherW is the lon^ Mcither
CM it arise from the lack of force on their part, for they often

blow for days at a time, and the total number of foot pounds
acting on any particular spot must be enormoni. Again, a
north wester during winter or summer tears the surface of the

water as if a harrow had passed over it, while the southerly gale

leaves no trace behind, save the ordinary break of the cresL

These are facts known to everyone who crosses the Atlantic, bot
no satisfactory explanation of their origin has yet been given

1 give the data from which my observations were made in

order that anyone may draw his own conclusiona Thu ship

is 450 feet long on the upper deck, and the fore yard u 62 feet

above the level of the sea From a position 239 feet abaft

the foremast, where the beiglit of the eye was 27 feet, the crests

of the advancing waves at times appeared aiiove the fore yard.

Estimated distance between the crests of the waves, two-and a
half times the ship’s length.

CUMr, FeU 13 Wm W Kiddu

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Varivblf Star?.— The following are the dates of

maxima and minima of variable stars occurring tn April.

May, and June, according to the elements of Prof
Schtinfeld (1875), stars with short periods being omitted ,

unless otherwise expressed the date is that of a maximum
The positions of these variables ire doubtless in the hands
of observers generally

Aprd 1 T Urst Mai
1 S K IfooUh, mtn
2 S Aquarb

3 0 T Canen « %n

4 5 R SsgilUc « IK

8 9 R Vulpetul'i nnn
138 1) (<em n. mn
14 K Gci 111 urum
15 3 bVulpeculiC mm
177 R bcuti

*5 5 AquilT mn
28 7 U Vitgiii s mm

Mays R Cans Min w«»

3 3 R Com
0 S Vulpecul*

16 S Anctis.

19 2 R Leonis Mm
19 3 S Hydr
19 7 U Ilercul

s

20 1 S Lconis

May 23 (5 R Virginia, mtn
23 7 R Stun mm
28 K Sigittani
-•
j 4 R Cell

31 S Cepbel, min
June I R Pucium

12b Ophiuchi

1 S T Serpentis.

1 1 9 R Viilpccutj!

139 Kbagittoc

IS 3 R Lconir
20 r Casaiop mm
218 S \ ulpec. mm
23-0 R Petaci

24 S Coronx
24 R Ccorjiii

25 S llerculia, mm
27-8 R Scull

28 6 R Camclop

“ Lmea communicates the result of his ex immation
,

of S 747 on March 9 , the magnitudes appeared to be

7 and 8, as in the last Greenwich Catalogue, the smaller

star sp If “Linea’ refers to Astron Nach No 2026,

he will see from the position there given by Herr F alb

for his new variable star, that there is| no doubt of its

identity with the preceding component of the above

double star It is also No 10527 in the reduced cata

logue of Lalmde, and No 274 in the volume of obsci-va

Uons mode at the Radclifle Observatory, Oxford, in 1872,

which has been circulated during the last week
Mr Blrmmgham.of Millbrool^ Tuam, in Astton Nach

No 2028, draws attention to a star of 7th magnitude in

Monocerot, which he appears to consider new On Feb

14, rough measures gave its position in R A 7h 24m 228

,

Ded 10” 4' S , the colour was reddish yellow On look

ing to the sky, it is evident that the R A as printed is

nearly one minute too great, and the star is identical with

talande 14599, estimated 1797, Feb. 27, of the

magnitude Lalande’s place brought up to the bemnning
of the present year m R A. yh 23m 27s i , N P D
100° 4 li The star is entered 6 on FellSck^s Berlin

chart, but is not found in any recent catalogue. In all

prolmbility Mr Birmingham has deteaed a new vanible

star On March 14 it was very little below the 6th irag-

nitude, and, in a hazy sky, had a deep yellow light

Mars and 3 Saoittarii, 1875, June 29.—A veiy

dose approach of this planet to the mthmagnitude star

3 S^pttaiU will take place during the n^t of June 29

,

indeed, with Levemer’s place and adopted diameter of the
planet, the star would be occulted for a few minutes by
the northern part of the disc, at the Observatories of Cor-
doba and Santiago de Chile The phenomenon will not
be visible in this country The much desired observation
of the occnltation of y Aquanl on the ist of October,
1672, during Richet's exp^ition to Cayenne, was lost,

through a clouded sky, and from the same cause Rumker,
at Paramatta, was prevented observmg an occuitation of

446 (Mayer) Leonis, on the i6th of February, 1822
FncKES Comet—Inquiries arrive from the southern

hemisphere with respect to the path of this comet after
perihelion passage The elements determined for the
present year, after Including the perturbations of Mercury,
Venus, the Earth, Mars Jupiter, and Saturn, are as follows
according to Dr von Asten —

Perihelion Passage 1875, April 1306S15 O M t

longitude of perihelion

Ascending node
Indmation
Angle of excentncity
Mean daily motion

158 13 9 ) Equinox of

334 3’J9 1 18700
13 7 17
58 8 $6
1079 2209

The editor of Astroiiomische Nachrichti n having noti
lied his intention of reprinting Dr von Asten s eplirmens,
which extends to the middle of August, in his next
number, it may suffice to give here a few positions to indi

calc the general track of the comet The places are for

Berlin noon —
DISTANCE PROM

May IS

T
’

June 4

o S23

July

23 41 jb

*3 9 54
22 3« *3

4<> 43

II 306 sis;

>05 43 s
wo 31 4

\\\%\
«*» 33 9
125219

After Encke s comet is beyond our reach, nearly two
years will elapse before my other known comet of short
period IS visible Neglecting pcriurbations, D Arrest’s

comet would arrive at pcnhtlion again m the middle of
April 1877, but the cucumstances would not be favourable
for observation

Till TRANSIT OF VENUS

AS wc intimated last week, news has now been received

more or less from all the Kerguelen parties Details

of the observations of these and other patties appeared
in list Thursday’s Times, and we shall here endeavour to

present the pnncipal astronomical results.

1 be weather on the island during the transport and
after the landing of the various parties was homble
the day before the Transit was one of the most trying

kind, and at night the barometer was falling, and any
observations on the morrow seemed hopeless By a
freak of the southern skies, however, on the morning of

the 9th the sun rose without a cloud
, but a bank began

to form soon after sunnse From the despatch of Capt
Fairfax, of the Volat'c, we learn tltat at the pnncipal

Lnghsb station “ the sky was cloudy and there was Uttle

wind. Venus was seen to break into the sun s disc, but
before the internal contact a cloud had obscured the sun
Several observations and photographs of the sun were
taken during the forenoon, and the internal and external

contaqtt at egress were observed At the other F nglish

stations and at the American stations the contact at

ingress, but not at egress, was obtained. The Germans
girt bout contacts at ingress and egress The astronomers

are plea^ with theur success.” From an account of the

observations made by the Americans, communicated by

one of themselves to the Capetown istandard and Matl,

and i^ed by the Times, we learn that, all tlungs con-

sidet^ their success was great

I •‘tie perfection of the calculaOoMwsiiurpntintfywoiiaerfaL
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Not onlyWM the angle ofcalcnlatlon drawn exactly, but the com-

putcil timevmdrawn to the neareat imnnte After firrt contact, the

measurement of cu*pi proceeded at intervala of five Kcondi. Near

the moment of mcom contact, a cloud interpneed, but it deac^
away almost Instantly and enabled the astronomers to obtain

the moment of second contact a httle late, and to proceed with

the measurement of distances of theHmb of Venus Irom the tan a

hmb. This endeil the part of the astronomical observers for the

time b(.m(t Meanwhile the photographen were hard at work.

During this time, half on hour, no fewer than forty five photo

graphs were taken of the sun From this time until the rtaiuit

was over, photographs were taken whenever breaks in the mist

gave the opportunity, the mist growing Into clouds os the day

wore on, gradually shutting out the sun from sight In all, nxty

five photographs were ohtamed, including several of the diflerent

stages of egrciis.’’

Our readers will no doubt remember what has been said

about the high strategic value of Kerguelen “ For the

Delislcan method," to quote the article m the Ttmes,

“relied on by the English chiefly, it is the station -it

which (the Crozets being unoccupf^) ingress was most
retarded Next in value to it from this point of view
came St Paul’s Island (of which more presently), and
then Bourbon, Mauntius, and Bodngues

“ Further, the entire Transit was visible from Kerguelen,
thereforcobservations ofduration could be made,and there-

fore It was a H alleyan station, and, let us add, the Southern
Hallcyan station of the very highest value Thus, com
bining observations made at Nertchinik and Kerguelen,

we get a difference of duration of thirty-two minutes , the

more easterly group of stations lying round New Zealand
combined with Nertchinsk, only giving a difference of
some twenty tight minutes at the outside

, and Mauritius,

combined with the same place, only giving twenty four

mmutes h or the photographic or direct method also it

was of the highest importance, combining the photo-
graphs taken with those sectirM in Siberia and India
We ore now, then, in a position to analyse the telegram
Observations of ingress retarded to combine with the
observation of ingress accelerated, made at the Sandwich
Islands, have been secured by three parties. We may
say then, that the Delislcan observations have been sue
cessful Unfortunately, wc gather that the photographic
record of the interior contact is wanting This, however,
IS of less value, as the Sandwich Island party, with an
ingenious confusion of the subjtctiic and objective, have
already informed us that ‘Janssen failed

’

“ As in no case did the same observer secure both ingress
and egress, the value of the observations for the appli
cation of the Halleyan method is doubtful , but the last
reference—‘ Americans obtained some photographs ’

—

may, when the work conies to be finally discussed, prove
to be the most important of ali, and astronomers all over
the world will be i ery anxious to know the precise success
attained, and it is very probable that it was great
“Although we have thought well to watt for the news

from Kerguelen before continuing our Notes, it must not
be imagined that no intelligence of interest has been
received since the last Notes appeared On the contrary,
the real interest is increasing as the details arnve , be-
sides which, the French have received news from their
parties at bt Paul’s Island and Campbell Island, stations
evidently outdoing even Kerguelen m the wretchedness
entailed upon the observing parties, though that seems
much to say after the report to the Admiralty which we
published yesterday,” while details of the observations
at New Caledonia were given in last weeks Nmukr
by one who took part m them “jAt bt Pauls Island
the observations have been most satisfactory, os both in I

teinal contacts were observed and numerous photographs
were obtained 1 his is good news for the partisans m all
three methods, ingress being greaUy retarded here, as
before stated Unfortunately, the still more heroic occu-
pation of Campbell Island has been without result
Venus seen before ingress only , no contacts , all well,'

is the news telegraphed from San Francisco, which must

have cost M Bouquet de la Grye a heavy pang to send

home
“We next come to the more detailed accounts, and

among these, that forwarded by M (Janssen to the Secre-

tary of the French Academy of Sciences demands the

first place After describing all the care he took in the

choice of his station, he goes on —
“Some days liefore the Transit, our fears were increased

Nevertheless, on the morning of the nmth the weather was
pretty good, although the sky was a little overcast The first

contact was secured by M Tisserand and myself In the 8 inch

motion of the disc of the planet with regard to the solar disc

went on m a geometneal manner, withont any appearance of
ligament or black drop But rather a long time elapsed between

the moment at which the disc of \ enus was tangent to the sun’s

limb internally and that of the nnpenrance of the fine line of

light between them 1 hii anomaly I ascribe to the atmosphere
of the planet I caused a photograph to be taken at the instant

the contact appeared to be geometti4 and on the plate the con-

tact had not yet taken place M d’Almeida obtained a plate

1 containing forty seven photographs of the solar limb which
leads to the same conclusions. I mtend to di5cus.s these observa-

tions, which seem to me to lead to imrartant consequences.

I

“ After the first interior contact, M Picard and M Arens
took as many photographs as possible, but the clouds greatly

hindered us,

"Finally, near the second interior contact, the sun cleared as
if providentially, and M Tisserand was able to determine the
time with precision The sky was perfectly covered at the tune
of last exterior contact
“ During Uic Transit even we got news Irom Kobe that the first

two contacts had been observed, and that fifteen photographs
had been taken, and, finally, shortly after our own observations,

M de la Croix announced that he had obtained the last tuo
contacts, the last one only uncertain

“ He then concludes —
“ I must not conclude without referring to on observation

which relates to the corona and the coronal atmosphere of the
sun With glasses of a certain violet blue colour, and very pure,
I was enabled to see Venus before she bad touched the sun s
disc She was visible ns a small, very pale, round spot When
the commenceil to bite into the sun s di-c, this spot completed
the black s^ment which was visible on the sun It was a
partial eclipse of the coronal atmosphere 1 saw Venus
two or three minutes of arc from the suns limb

“There are two points m Dr Janssen’s report of the
greatest importance and interest It seems not improbable
that his observation of a geometnc contact wiA the eye
at the moment the contact was not complete to the photo-
graphic plate may be connected with Prof Tacchini’s
observation with the spccUoscopc, to which we have
referred m previous Notes If the observation may be
depended upon—and Janssen, it is not too much to say,
IS one of the best astronomical observers living—it is
clear that the sun built up by the blue rays was smaller
than the sun built up by the particular rays which m the
telescope employed produced white light
“ The second point is.,the observation of Venus on the

coronal atmosphere by means of violet glass This
attempt shows Janssen's genius m a remarkable manner
It IS based upon the idea, derived from the eclipse work in
iSyi, that the coronal atmosphere is very nch in violet
light, the idea m its turn being based upon the fact that
the photographic corona is vastly different from the corona
seen through a tram of pnsms Of course, if this be so,
the atmospheric light, which is not nch m violet rays,
may be cut off by a glass of a dark blue colour, which
nevertheless will transmit the violet light coming from
the corona, and so show Venus as a black spot.

" We condense the foUowmg details of &e work done
at the Australian stations from the Melb^unu Argus
“At the MalboameObservatoiv, presided over Iff Mr R.L.J.

EUeiy, Govemvent astronomer, the weather, 1^ a happy chanM,
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ckored np in time for the obienration of (he important internal

contact The atmosphere was splendidly ‘steady’ m con-

sequence of ihe previous fall of rain, and the effect of this was
that the definition of the phenomenon was very distinct There
was no hatinciis or appearance of a * block drop.' The contact

was clear and tanj,enttnl, and altogether free from the expected
interferences with agood observation During the contact and the
following few moments, the photohehograph was set to work, and
numerous photographs of the ingress were obtained. They were
taken rapidly at about two-second mtervals, and about fifty were
secured The great telescope was used solely for photomphing,
in addition to the heliograph, but unfortunately it oo^ not be
brought into position quickly enough for photographs of the In

grass to be taken by it, though it was used very effectively farther

on The cloiiils then, os if tliey had just parted to allow of an
observaUon at the critical moment, closed again over the sun, and
Its face reroamed obscured, with only occasional breaks, till be
tween two and three o’clock. These breaks were avaded of to

obtain micrometric measures of the planet, whicli was now well

on the sun s disc, and also to take phot igraphs with the photo-
hehograph and the great telescope, which were very succeasfully

obtained Between two and three o clock the weather began to

clear up a little, and the observers were able to go more leisurely

to work 1 he photographing went on well, though with sevenu
interruptions from passing clouds. The mtemal contact at egresr,

a very imimrtant jioinl, was also obsened very satisfactorily,

althon|,h (I c alinosj iiere was a little more disturbed than during

the internal contact at ingre's, and there was observed a faint

attempt at tliat appearance known os the black drop,’ and a
slight hazy liaiment tor these reasons the internal contact at

egress was not quite so gatisfactonly observed as that at mgress,

though a very good observation was made Durmg the egress a
satisfactory senes of micrometnc measurements ivss made of the
* rusjis,’ and a rapid series of photographs was also obtained at

two or three seconds’ interval bj means of the nhatohehograph.

The actual first internal contact was late-r than it was computed
It would be I y 3m 13s flie first internal contact occurred at

forty five seconds after noon The tabular time was i ih syra 328
The internal contact at egress occurred at 3h 29m 5s., or

im 318 after the computed time, which was set d< wn 111 the

tables at 3h 30m 36s
‘ Two hunt red J anssen photographs were taken, and on deve

lopment they were found to be os satisfactory ns could have been
expected c >nsi lering the frequent intemiptions from clouds, and

they will probably furnish some very important data. Besides

these, thirty seven photographs were taken with theJfreat tele

scope and foil) seven with the photohehograph These were
only taken when the sun was unolwcured
"Mr Russell, the frovernment astronomer at Sydney, reports

os follovrs — ‘\cry fine at Sylney, also Woodford and Goul
burn, and, 1 believe, Lden (Twofold B(^) I obtained a good
many photographs block drop Contacts not obtainable

to a fraction nl a second Mr Russell also states that a beau
tifnl bolo sras visible around Venus (indicating the atmosphere),

before the planet was wholly on the sun The Government
parties have a total of 1,300 photos

’’ The German party at the Auckland Islands have been heani

of, from ten minutes after mgrcM the weather was very fine, and

150 photographs were taken.

“Mr Ellery, in a paper read before the Royal Society

of Melbourne, has given some information of great tm
pottance from a physical point of view, consistmg of a
compilation of all the observations of this nature which
have been forwarded to him —
"Mr Anketell M. Henderson, observing with a Brownuig

Scinch Newtonian, writes —
" ‘It cleared about It 40, and I got my first cbservation

Dofinitiun perfect , not the slightest tremor At ll 53 or there-

about I was snrpTised by seeing the surface of Venus, outside the

son, distinctly visible on a faint phosphorescent lo^mg back ’

grotutd ,
It remained visible for about forty five seconds^ when

clouds interfered.’ Mr C Todd, of Adelaide, observuig with
an 8 mch refractor by Cooke and bon, remarked 1

* For some
ttme after internal contact at egress tbe portion of the plsnet

which had moved off the sun was distinctly visible, appealing ss

though seen through a nebulous and luminous haze or a purplish

hue, extendum beyond and around the edge of tbe plsnet, and
inclining to violet towards the son He had,.KCiiTea no other

notes of the vldbiHty of the disc of Veons ontside thn son’s disc

at egress, and he had been unable to get any trace of it himself,
althongk the sky was clear and he looked for it At Glenrowan
the Transit was seen earlier than at Melbourne, and when the
planet wai about two thirds on the sun Mr Gilbert remarked,
* N W limb slightly Inminons. He then came to tbe appear-
ance presented at internal contact, ofwhich he noted as follows —
' This phase was rematkaidy well seen, and wm almost Ungential
and free from any haze, ligament, or other dizturbance The
sky remamed clear m the neighbourhood of the sun uU after

internal contact was well over About half past two, before con.
tact, limb of tun appeared to bulge out so ns to embrace Venna
the outwardly beat ensps continuing around Venus like a thrma
of silver Occasionally a slight flicker between the limb of
Venus and sun visible, then a hazy junction Ukc thin smoke
appeared, and finally a very famt smoky thread appeared to join

the thin edges. Tins suddenly disappeared at oh im. 9 4s ,

Melbourne time.’ Mr White’s obierrations gave almost similar

resulta. At Momington the late Prof Wilwn noted a ‘ fluffy

connection,’ which is undoubtedly the same phase already noted,
VIZ., ‘smoky connection At the final junction the son s edge
was vciy tremnlous, but the sky was quite clear Prof Wilson
stated of this phase that ‘ the sun’s edge was boiling Venus
did not look round, but aa you might imagine a spherical balloon
not quite blown up , the edge looked crumpled A small dark
object was seen flickering backwards and forwards between
Venus and the edge of the sun Thu increased, and there was
no other phase to which 1 could attach a defimie time.’ At
Sandhurst, Mr Moerlin, observing with a 6^ inch refractor,

remarked ‘ As the planet movM gradually near the sun’s

limb at exit, the snn s limb and planet appeared sharp and well
defined, and the streak of light between the two was distinct and
unmistakable. As it came nearer and nearer tlie same appear
ance was witnessed without onv change wlialever 1 he streak
of light became smaller, and all at once a sort of tnangular-
stiapeil connection between the two was oliserved, an appearance
which I have seen with the artificial transit, but to a more liiniUd

extent, the base of the triangle on the sun s limb, the apex on
the planet The time when thu phenomenon first appeared was
3h 26m 54 ^ The planet every once in a while jumped off

the apex of the triangle, and the nm of the sun s disc could be
distinctly seen between the two, tbe dutsnee, however, between
the tnangle and tbe planet when jumping, growing less The
jumping or separating of the apex of Uie triangle and the planet

ceaa^ a few seconds before what I consider^ tangential con
tact’ Mr Todd sa^ respecting this phase, that ' it was quite

clear at egress, which was well observed , no black drop, but
the continuity of the sun’s disc was first I roken liy m cxceed-

ingly fine black line Tbe planet was seen to be slightly dis

turbM, the outline of the boll being apparently drawn irat into a
thin bimd ’ With respect to an atmosphere surrounding Venus
and tbe presence of a satellite, some of tbe observers had noticed

towards the centre of Venus a light winch condensed almost to

a bnght spot
,
and the Rev Mr Llarke, of Williamstown, ob-

serve or brownish orange halo surrounding Venus, and some
other! had observed a coloured light, though the difference of
the lint was no doubt doe to the cye-jncces used. He himself

observed a bine light snrrouuding the planet an I made a caieful

scrutiny of it. Ho also called Mr 'fi hite and several others to

observe, and they all saw it. He also noticed the granulated

—

or, as it was colled, willow leaved—appearance of the sun, which
was very distmct, tot approachmg the planet presented a blnrred

appearance. With respect to the bright spot noticed m the centre

of Venus, the same phenomenon was observed in the centre of

Mercury daring the transit of that planet

“ It has been suggested that all the observing parties at

stations in or near Australia should meet about February
in Melbourne, and compare their 'observations. Similar

observations to those which have evidently attracted the

attention of Mr Ellery m a marked de^ee were perhaps

made under tbe best possible condiuons by Mr Hen
nessey, at a height of between 7,000 and 8,000 feet m the

Hira^yas, and by other observers m India.” His obscr-

vations have been commumcated to the Royal Society,

and wdl be found in Naturx, voL xt p 318
“ We must wait for some time for the final determination

of the sun’s distance as detennmed by the 1 ransit obser-

vations, but no time need be lost in fully discussing the

vatiou physical qoestions raised, in order that we may
be fully prepared tor the Transit of 1882
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FHE PROGRESS OF THE TELEGRAPH
I

I
N the present day scientific research makes such rapid

progress, and produces such wonderful results, that

the mind ceases to appreciate the advancement, which

can only be realised by looking back, from time to time,

to ascertain what was the condition of any special branch,

any given number of years ago It is only necessary to

retract time some twenty five years, and in almost every

department of practical science the step by step advance

ment may be traced, from sewing matmmes to steam

hammers ,
from lucifer matches to hghthouses liut,

perhaps, in no department of the applied sciences has

scientific research been productive of more valuable and
practical results than in the vast arena of electrical mves
tigation and great os has been the progress made in

this department, still the knowledge obtained tends only

to point out the vast field of research open to the student

in discovering those fundamental laws and harmonies m
nature’s laboratory at present concealed from our view

Sufficient, however, is already known in this special de
parlmcnt of knowledge to mform us that clcctncal action

and activity enters largely i ito the constitution of the solar

system regulating, in some degree at present not nn
dcrstoc d the relation between the sun and our globe,

as regards various le restnal phenomena as well as

the disturbances upon the solar disc in relation to our
earths terrestrial and magnctii currents, ns demonstrated
in (he daily deviatiois of the compass and auroril dis

plays in the regions adjacent to the polar latitudes of the

earth 1 hus we see that whatever may be the vast

field of research that remains, to the student m this branch
of scientific investigation, most important results have
been developed Time has been almost annihilated, and
in the race between the earth s revolution on its axis, and
electrical speech, man s inventive genius has been victo*

nous time and spare being so far distanced that in elec

tncol transmissions from one part of the globe s surface to

another, time hat. no value as measured by the earths
rotation

,
messages sent from India and the East

arriving hours before the time of their despatch The
introduction of the elcctnc telegraph is quite within the
memory of the present generation Up to 1844 elec

trical knowledge was more or less confined to the lecture

1 ible crude experiments upon frictional electricity and
the elements of inaenetic and voltaic phenomena const!
tuted the poitfoho of knowledge as accepted by the public
The profound researches of Oersted in 1819 in relation to
the influence of a current of electricity upon the magnetic
needle is of great importince and may be summarised as
follows —A magnetic needle poised on a pivot so as to
move freely in a horizontal plane adjusts itself in what is

termed the magnetic mendian Ifa metallic wire is placed
parallel to the needle at a little distance above U and a

F I Atl UB ol » Icc uU r at on iho nuscicUt ncedls.
(I cmedBupcruncne)

current of clectriaty is passed through the wue the mag
netic needle will no longer remam parallel to the wire, but,
leaving the magnetic meridian, will set itself across Ae
current

, and the same effect will be produced if the wire

is placed below the needle, and it will be found that if

the direcuon of the current m passing through the wire

is from S to N , the north pole of the needle will bo
deflected in an opposite direction to where the current is

passed from N to S , in other words, when the enrrent

passes horizontally aver the needle, that pole which is

nearest to the negative end of the battery always moves
to the w^s/, and when the current is passed under the

needle the same pole will deviate to the cast Ampere m
1830, who employed the magnetic needle, the coll of wire,

and the galvamc battery, to indicate signals, developed
the princnples of the discovery of Oersted, and demon
strated the&ct that currents themselves exert an influence

on other currents krom the importance of Amp&re’s
experiments m relauon to all telegraph apparatus, a few
words clearly illustrating the action of the current upon
the magnetic needle are necessary

If the observer regards himself as the conductor or
connecting wire placed parallel to the needle, and whose
face in every position is turned towards the centre of the

! IG 3.—D«i 10 I ll e loh of the curre I Lower mrreol

needle, and the current from the positive pole of the
battery to the negative pole is supposed to enter his feet
and pass out at his head, the current will be found to
develop a right and left influence on the magnetic needle,
corresponding to the right and left of the person himself
so that an electric current acts on a mat, netic medic,
the south pole of the nee lU— which is that which is directed
towards the north—rr deviated towards the left k igs 3
and 3 illustrate this for when the parallel current is

passed above the magnetic needle, the south pole A is
deflected to a to the left of the current, or towards the
west, and on the current being passed below the needle,
the same pole is deflected to a , being still to the left of
the observer, but m this case the pole A has moved to
the east Ampere also demonstrated that when two
metallic wires are traversed simultaneously by an elec-
Uical current, the wires are either attracted towards or
repelled from each other according to the relative durec
tions of the two currents. Thus, smen they move In the
same direction through the parallel wires, they attract
each other, while they repel each other if they move in a
contrary direction Two non parallel currents attract
each other, if both are approaching or receding from the
direction of the apex of the angle formed by the ends
produced, while they will repel each other if one of the
currents approach, and the other recedes from the apex
of the angle. Fig 4 illustrates the three cases of aurac-
tion and two cases of repulsion to which these laws of
Ampere's refer Ohm in 1837, who put forward his cdc>
brated formulie relatmg to the quantity of the galvanic
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dimut, Faraday m 1831, who discovered the electric

Tent induced in a hollow coil of wire when a steel per
jtanent magnet or an electro-magnet is introduced or

Rcpulioui. Attra ttuna.

^ithdriwn from the coil ind Wheatstone, who m 1R43
proposed to register observations of astronomical tnstni

_ ments with a view to determine
longitude and who shortly after

wards published, in the Phito-

ioplueai Transachonx, his in

vestigations into the laws that

regulate the transmission of
ilcctnc currents through me
taUic conductors — were not

then developed into any prac
tical form it was only about
that time that public attention

became directed to the pro-

bable future of the electric tele

graph The exhibition instru

^

ments open to the pitbbc at

one shilling each, between
Paddington and Slough, were
the means of bringing to justice

the perpetrator of a foul crime

These early double needle instruments, long since obsolete

rio a-Th« Cock sad Wt Telegniili ; 1845.

u legards construction, hare been preserved as indicating

he first era m telegraphic communication

In those days electrical knowledge was in its m&ncy
the very wire between Paddington and Slough was insu
lated i^ly by silk, and suspended through goosc-quiUs
attached to the posts along the Great Western Railway
In those days ot elcctncal innocence the practical ^ue
of the return-circuit by means of the earth was un
developed As early as 1840 Wheatstone first con
ceivcd the idea and published his plans for trans-
mitting messages under the sea by means of a sub-
marine cable. That scientific men at that time considered
that such a discovery would lead to most important
results IS tesbfied to by the Abbd Moigno who writes that
It was announced by Wheatstone in 1840 that he had
found the means of transmitting signals between Fng
land and France, notwithstanding the obstacles of the
sea , and he emphatically adds I have to tched with
my hands the conducting wire

which, buned in the depths of
the ocean, will unite instan

taneouily the shores of Fng
land with the shores of France
In 1844 at Swansea Bay, off

the Mumbles Lighthouse, the

first practical experiment took,

place and signals were trans

muted from an open boat to -
- ,

. ,

the shore from a considerable ^
distance In the boat sat the nratral mnu he elTe^ of le

inventor, Wheatstone, his eyes »

“

eagerly watching hts galvanometer for the coveted signals

—•signals that would tell him his hopes were realised and

that he had tnumphed over the elements The last twenty
eight years have given birth to many wonderful and
practiod resulu Between 1844 and 1^8 railways were
in their miancy their limit of dutance as compare I

with their present extent was very circumscribed Equally
so was electrical knowledge, as compared with the
requirements of extended distance In 1848 Holmes gave
to telegraphy the practical result of his researches as
regards the rapid transmission of signals over extended
circuits. In those eariy days the five mch astatic needles

and cmIs of the Cook and Wheatstone system were abso-
lutely useless for longer distances than one hundred miles,

and as railways extended, so telegraphic difficulties were
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found to muJtipl) The introduction of gutla percha in

1850 and a more perfect knowledge in the preparation of

indiarubber ai insulating iiiediumt for elecintaJ purposes

have been the means of establishing uMn a commercial

basis electric communication between the chitf empires of

the earth, have united the eastern and western hemi

spheres by metallic highways of thought, threading the

trackless ocean with its mysterious depths It is thus that

the primitive experiment of Wheatstone in 1844 his deve

loped into the stupendous telegraphic undertakings that

encircle the globe, uniting with a common interest all

nations, creeds, and lanmiages.

The principal laws that regulate the transmission of

electric currents through metallic conductors irc simple,

and may be briefly described with sufficient distinctness

to enable the general rc ider to grasp the intricacy and
magnitude of the science of electric transmissions

Leaving on one side the old accepted terms of con
doctors and non conductors, for the present purpose all

substances m nature must be regarded as ablo more or

less to conduct a current of electricity

As the various substmccs gums, glass wood, earths,

liquids, or metals arc examined, it will be found that

some afford much gre itcr facility for the transmission

of electricity than others consequently, if they are ar

ranged according to the resistance offered to the current,

a list somewhat similar to the annexeil will be presented,

commencing with tliose of least resistance copper, iron,

plumbago, sea water rain water, snow steam moist earth,

oils, tee ]ihosphorus, porcelain baked wood, dry paper,

hair, s Ik, mica, glass, wax sulphur shellac gutta pcrcha,

India rubber It therefore n iturally follows that where
It IS required to construct a system of submarine circuits

for the conveyance of electric currents from one place

to another, some metal, such as copper, is selected Water
being also pretty high in the scale it is essential that

to prevent leakage or loss of current m us passage

through the wire a gum such as gutta pcrcha or india

rubber offering a higli resistance, should be selected m
which to enclose the conducting wire and give proper
insulation to the circuit It is therefore evident that the

perfection or freedom from loss or leakage in an electric

circuit IS simply relative as regards the material era

ployed, and insulation means the obstruction or resistance

pbiced in the way to prevent the escape of electricity from
the conducting wire Various important phenomena
come into pla> in connection with the passage of an
electric current through an insulated circuit, which it is

necessary to explain m an elementary manner Indue
tion, or the production of an electric current moving in

an opposite direction to that of tlie current passing

through the insulated conductor, takes place m the adja-

cent medium to that of the insulated wire , that is to say,

supposing an insulated metallic circuit— a submanne
cable—is fulfilliDg its duties in the Iran mission of an
electric current throughout the metallic conductor, the
effect of that current will be to set up a second current m
the water moving in an opposite direction This opposite
or induced current is well illustrated by the Leyden jar
r imiliar to everyone The inside metallic foil repicsents
the copper wire, the glass sep irating the foils the insula
tion 01 the cable, the external metallic coating the water
surrounding the cable On electrifying the I eyden jar
the internal and external metallic coats become charged
with electricity in opposite states The effect of this
induced current on submanne cables is to retard or puU
back the flow of the jirimary current, sensibly diminishing
the speed of transmission as compared wath that of a land
line <M telegraph On a land line with a single wire the
effect of induction does not take place, because the
metalhc conductor, generally iron, requires no insulating
medium to encloM it, the air itself taking the place itf

the innlator , the wire requires to be msulated only

at the poinu of support, the tendency of these being to^

produce a leakage or weakenmg of the current from water
|

and other substances held in suspension in the air, im-

pairing the integrity of the contacts at the points of sus-

pension Induction, however, takes place with land Wires

under certain conditions, namely, wnen two or more are

suspended closely together , a current through one wire

will then produce an induced

current in an opposite dircc

tion in an adjacent wire

Induction increases with the

extent of surfaces of the cop-

per conductor and the tnsii

fator with which it is covered
diminishing the speed of

transmission

Insulation may be ob
tamed by a very ibin cover

ing ofthe insul iting medium
Increase m the thickness of

the material only mechani
cally renders the covering

more secure The effects of

induction are decreased m
proportion as the insulating

substance is increased m
thickness, the conducting

wire remaining the same,
with an Infinite insulation

I ke the atmosphere, indue

tion would cease

With insulated wires, ab
soqilion (inductive capacity)

takes place No substance

in nature has yet been found
that will not absorb some (

other element, forte, or

matter in a greater or less :

degree Heat, light and
ckctncity liquids, gases and metals under varied condr
tions are all alike susccimble, and will cither be influenced
or retain in different proportions the various elements,
forces, or matters brought into juxtaposition with them
At present it is only necessary to Investigate the pheno
mcnon of clcctneal absorption or inductive capacity
1 bus, when a current of electricity passes through an insn-

lated metallic circuit certain known effects take place Re-
sistance which imjiedet the direct progrcis of the current

,

induction or the setting up of a counter-current moving
in an opjiosite direction, and exerting, as it were, a pulling
back of the original current , absorption, or the sucking

r .

b the iicydi.B jar

sensible integrant of the original current Various insu-
lating gums, as gutta-percha and indiarubber, have dif-

ferent properties as regards the insulation or resistance to
the lateral escape of the clcctnc current they enclose,
namely, the inductive effect in proportion to the insulation,

and theabsorption ofthe current as it flowsthrough thecon-

wire absorb the electric current, tho teault being thaL
inste id of the current passed into tho wire at one cna
flowing through and emptying itself out at the other end
of the wire, the current wUl flow out and leave a residue
behind, an appreciable time being required for dis<±aige
to clear the line This absorption of the current leaves
the line clogged for the receipt of the next current, and
greatly mterleres with the rapid transmission of currents
through insulated metallic circuits It is ther^ore only
m short cables that the transmission of the current may
be considered instantaneous In cables exceeding 150
miles m length, electric currents have a sensible duration.

(Tb be eonttnutd)
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ON SOMF FFMAHKABLE CHANCES PRO
DVCED IN IRON AND STEEL BY THE
ACTION OF HYDROGEN AND ACIDS

For a long time it has been well known to wik
drawers and other manufacturers, who fine the iron

or steel they are engaged in working fi^ rust by cl«ui
ing It with sulphuric acid, that met this process ^e
metal becomes much more bnttle than before. Further,
if a piece of iron wire that has been cleaned in sulphuric

acid be bent rapidly to and fro uU it is broken, and the
fracture be then moutened with the tongue, bubbles of
gas arise from it, causing it to froth. If this same wire
be now gently heated for a few hours, or left in a dry I

warm room for some days, it will be found to have
regained its onginal toughness, and not to froth v

'

broken and the fracture moistened

I

Some eapenments made by the writer on this subject

lunng the last three years, have shown that not only sul

jhurlc, but hydrocUonc, acetic^ and other acids which
mve off hjdrwen by their action on iron, produce the
name effect, muing it probable that hydrogen is the cause
jof the chan^ This view is confirms by collecting the
ns given off at the surface of the iron and burmng it,

when the characteristic dame of hydrogen is seen
' Putting the facts together, it seems probable that a por
Uon of the hydrogen generated by the action of the ncid
in the surface of the iron is occluded and subsequently
iven off, either rapidly, as when the iron is heated by the
fort of breaking it causing the water on the surface of
acturc to bubble, or, more slowly, in the cold

Perhaps the simplest way of charging a piece of iron

ith hy^ogen is by laying it on a sheet of zinc m a basin

f dilute sulphuric acid An electric current is here set

up, and the action of the acid
on the zinc is given off at the surface of the iron In this

way two minutes or even less will often suffice to chaige
a piece of iron with hydrogen and alter its properties as
completely as one hour’s immersion in dilute acid without

the zinc

The change m the properties of iron which has occluded

hydroma is not confined to a diminution of toughness,

though this may be reduced to one fourth, but is accom
panied by a remarkable decrease in tensile strain, amount
ing in cast steel to upwards of twenty percent after twelve

hours immersion in sulphuric acid With iron wire the

decrease m tensile stram was found to bo less than with
steel , the reduction amounted however in some cases to

six per cent Some interesting differences are noticeable

in the relative effect of occluded hydrogen on mild steel

and highly carbonised steel, the diminution of tensile

stram after occlusion of hydrogen being greater in the

latter case than m the former
As with the metal paladium, so with iron, the electrical

resistance is increased somewhat by occlusion of hydro-

gen , in fact, it seems probable that every propei^ of

mm or steel undergoes a change after the occlusion of

hydrogen, and the extent of this change becomes a matter

01 great mterest to the engmeer now that iron and steel

are so largely used
Cases of the deterioration in toughness of iron of excel-

lent quality exposed to the action of gas contammg acid,

as in the upcast shaft of a coal-pit, have come before the

writer’s notice, in which the ebauK appeared to have
resulted more from hydrogen occluded by the iron than
its corrosion by the acid vapours It is also probable

that rapidly rusting iron occludes hydrogen, and is thereby

weakened in strength and toughness.
William H Johnson

THE SOUTHPORT AQUARIUM
‘T'HEgrounds ol the Southport Pavilion,WinterGardens,
L and Aquarium Company ocenpy an area of about

nine acres, extending from a portion of the sea wall and

parade on which they have a frontage of 1,1 to feet, to
Lord Street, the chief thoroughbre of the town, which
runs in a straight line, roughly parallel to the sca-coast,
for nearly a mile

Entering the pile of buildmgs, which occupy about the
centre of Uie grounds, by the chief portico on the Lord
Street side, and ascending a wide flight of steps, the
Promenade Hall is reached, which is constructed of pitch
pine, and is over the pnncipal corridor of the aquanum,
to which access 11 obtained by descending a flight of
steps, or an incline, placed on either side of the stmrease
leading up to the hall, which, like the corridor beneath it,

18 160 feet m length by 42 To the right of the hall, and
separated from it by glass doors, is the Hand Pawhon,
which is said to be capable of holding 2,000 people

,

round it is a gallery used as a promenade, and m which
pictures are exhibited, and beneath it is the refreshment
department, which is on the basement level Likethe aqu.-!

tium,* the Pavilion is oval m shape, the longest axis being
136 feet, the shortest 76 To the left of thcjtreat hall,

glass doors give admittance to a glass conservatory, 174
feet in length by 74, stocked with tropical and subtropical
plants and birds , beneath it are the remaining corridors
of the aquanum
The fint comdor of the aquanum contains twenty three

tanks, the front of each consisting of three sheets of plate
glass, as at Bnghton , and the light, as there, is all trans-
mittM either though the water in the tanks or through
plates of opaque g^s placed m the floor above rte
roof consists of double gromed arches, supported on
moulded columns, made of concrete, which has been
largely used m various parts of ,the building with good
results

Tanks I to 23 contain Sea Anemones, Nos 7 and 23
Octopi, II and ai , Crabs, Spiny and Common Lobsters,
10, 10, 19, and 22 , four specimens of King Crabs, 20

,

Conger and Common Lels Salmon Trout Baliaif
Wrasse, 6 Rough Hound and other dog fish Cod and
Rock Cod , Grey, Streaked, and other Gurnards

, Whiting,
Soles, Plaice, Bret, &c , h ather Lasher {Coitus scorpeus),

4

,

two specimens of the Angd or Monk Fish, 15
By the side of the tanks, plates of fisbis from \ nrrel s

work are hung, which, not always having any connection
with the hving fish exhibited, rather distract attention,
and would be better collected together with vinous
stuffed fish placed it the top of the tanks, and placed m a
small museum Amongst the plates arc some ongmal
coloured drawings of Mr Jonathan Couch, of seven
species of sharks, signed “ J C

, 1825 '
, also eight

drawings of flymg fish, by the same
Corridor No 2 has a flat ceiling supported on iron

columns, is lighted by windows looking on to the girden
on the l^rd Street side, and contains table tanks, rectan-

gular and octagonal, Ae former being filled with fresh

water, the latter with salt, containing, amongst other
things, several species of Scrpula, Sabellu, Ti rebella,
Au^hrthle, Aphrodila acHleata, and other annclides ,

Sea Anemones of various species , Thyouepaptllosa, and
other Holothuriada Asadta and other tunicated mol
luscs , vanous speaes of Starfish, Cidarts Norwegum
Lobsters , Blennys, fifteen and three spmed Sticklebacks

and large numbers of living zoophytes Several of these
tanks, both in the beauty of their vaned contents and the
care inth which they have been selected and arranged,

afibrd a good example of what can be done by art to

reproduce a portion of the richness of effect of the actual

sea bottom.
On the light or seaward end of this corridor there is a

Seal Tank, five seals livmg in it and in the Seal Pond
in the guden between the entrance lodges and the portico

of the ihomenade Hall On the opposite end of the corn

• Til# fraud Jopei Iran Ui« tn towudH Lonl Street to thut ih«

iquarlsn ii undetfround on Oie ua«*td hJ* In iw " Motet on the

OeoietT of Lirorpool Natirs, MU p. 39®. * desenbed tho »Bd
duMi Sc of tliu ctait
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dor w a very large tank (24), coataming a large num^
of freshwater fiu given by Mr T R. Sachs, of the

liiaines Angling I^servation Society In tank 25 are

Sea Perch , and in tank 27, which occupies the entire

side of corridor No 3 being no less than 63 feet m length
j

by 14 feet m width with seven feet of water, are a large
1

number of full sised dog fish, a perfect shoal of large cod,

and a Monk Fish more than five feet in length

The aquarium in this direction is capable of almwt

indefinite extension, should the present success of the

Company be maintained.

The sea-water for the aquarium is obtained from the

Baths Company, who draw their supply from a point in

the channel near the end of the pier^ which is more than

I 400 yards in length The water is received in a large

storage tank under the conservatory, from which it travels

through the various tanks, returning to a lower stor^
reservoir, from which it can be pumped back into the

upper one, not less than 150,000 gallons of water being m
constant circulatioh As at Berlin and Brighton, com
pressed air is forced into the tanks, through indianibber

pipes ,
and Mr Lloyd s plan of putting oysters into the

tanks, introduced at Brighton, is adopt^ The tanks, as

well as the rest of the building, including the conserva

tory, are lighted at night by gas

In the existence of latge aquariums at Southport

and Biighton the ideas so long advocated by Mes«rs

Carl Vogt, Milne Edwards, and Dr Anton Dohm,for the

establishment of zoological stitions, have to a certain

extent been realised m England , but before they can be
mode available for original observation and research,

laboratories must be bum, and depot stations established

at a few points on the coasts of Ireland and Scotland

Moreover, other Urge expenditures of an eminently un
commercial character must be incurred, which will never

be entertained by commercial companies
,
but these, on

the other hand, would probably not object to aflford facihtics

for study if the necessary funds were found by those col

leges, universities, and learned socieUes that prosecute the

study of biologicoi saence
Charlfs E De range

NOTES
Thv EclipM bxpeilition arrived safely at Point de (lalle on

AUrJi IS The Indun obierviiig party proceeds to bicobar

Uloiul by the Fnteifnse which left Calcutta on the nth inst

As we have already inti iate<l, the Faraday Lecture of tho

Chemical Society will be given tonight in the lliealrcof the

Koyil Institution by Dr llufmann, of Uerhn, on “ Liel ig’s

Contributions to Lxjicnmental Chemistry

The service of meteorological telegrams to the ports of

1 ronce was resumed on the 1st mst. Tlie arrangennnl now
n oicratio are us follows —A large placard u. sent down
to I L

]
osted up m some public jlace, contauung two speamcn

loiIy charts of tlie neather, and some simple rules for inter

( rcting them There are three blank spaces at the fool of the

\ lacanl, whicli are intended for the chart of the preceding day
ft m the BhIUUh Ittttrnah nal wIucU amves by post, and for

two f rcc sts, monung and evening, which ore to 1 c tmniuntted

1 y tclegrtil daily It does not appear that there u to be any
provib on for cxliibiting s gnals for the

j
urposc of giving warning

of storms. At present the only sudi signals which an, apparently

m use on the f rench coasts ate thoce hoisted by the autbonties

of Ihe Marine Ministry, from Dunkirk to Nantes, on the receipt

of warning telegrams from lannlun, and those hoisted south of
Nantes on the coast of the Hay of Biscay, on the receipt of

orders from the Prdfdt Mant me of Rochefort.

Ilia h rench Telegraphic Administration has appointed two
Iclegates to examine^ in common with the Board of the Obter*
^atoIy, wiiat steps should be taken to collect by wire meteor*

oli^pcal infimnatioii, in order to send watmngs to agticnltua^

fUstrlcU The otganieafion of egncnltnml warnings will be one

of the principal subjects of diseussioii at the fwthooming Paris

Meteorologiud Congrtsa.

M Mol cnax, the chief of the St Paul French Trandt party,

gave before the Academy of Sciences of Paris, at lU sitting of

the isth insL, the first of his report. M Velin, the notu*

rslisl of the expedition, brought with him to Paris three

living and a number of preierved specimens of all the species

of the existing fauna, which is] almost entirely marine No
landing could be effected on Amsterdam Island Saint Foul and

Amsleidom cannot be regarded os the remains ot a shattered

continent, but from their appearance and geological connection

must have been elevated from the bottom of the ocean by Indi-

riduol volcanic eruptions.

We learn komibt Saar unJ Mosel2et/ung But we ore liabi o

the importation not only of potato beetles and Phylloxetairi

even shells. About fifteen years ago some small shells werey
covered m the Moselle near Treves, which were very different

form from the other native spec es. A few weeks bock the r
lovery was mode that the same locality now abounds in this n
animal os large numbers were found in a perfectly developed sts

Tins seems to prove that t1 e btlle ones, that were doubtless r

ported by some raft have grown and propagated. Itisstated^

the real home of this species is tlic Sea of Azolf and the Black/*

and It IS remarkable that they inhabit both mU an I fresh w4

The a Inucke Zettuat, reports that Iwsides PhyU>*
and the Colomdo Beetle a third noxions insect hsa P

over to Europe from America it is the so called Blood D 1

which causes much damage to apple trees As a prat/

.

remedy against this unwelcome guest, it is recommended to paint

the young trues anth naphtha and lime-water With arger trees

of course thu is impossible , but it u ssid that if dunog wmter a
thm lime paste is placed in a circle round the tree where it comes
out of the ground, tlie ova of the Blootl Louse are then com
pletely destroyed

The discovery u announced at the PoK Marine Observatory

of Planet I43 1 y Director J Palisa, with a tdescopo of 71 ft

f cal length It appeared of the rath magmtude, and the ephe
mendes given are 1875 heK 23 8h 42m. 12s. Pola mean
time, RA, ph 57m 5711. (daily motion ~ Cos. ), and Dec)
+ *3 4^* (Hily motion + i ) Of the 143 asteroids, 97 have
been discovered In Enrtpe, 41 m America, and 5 in Asia.

fllK celebrated physicist Amberg lately delivered three lee

tures at the Volksbildungsverdn at Cologne, principally on
the 1 heiiomcna of h lectricity, Optics, and Acoustics.

Phkrf will be on election at Magdalen College, Oxford, in

June next, to at least one Demyihip and to one ^hibition m
Natnral Science. The stipend of the Demyship is 95/ per annum,
and of the hxbibition 75/, inclusive of all allowances, and
they are tenable for five years Particulars may be obtamed
by applying to the senior tutor

The Council of the Senate of Cambridge University propose
to offer a grace early next term for the appdntment of a syndi
cate to consider the propriety of establisl^ a professorship of
Mediamsm and Fngmeeiing

Amono the papers appointed by the CouncO of the Initi-

tution of Naval ArchitecU to be read at the meetings on the
i8Uj, ipih, and 20th inst, are the following —On the Tele*
graph ship Baraday, byW C Memfield, h R.S. j On a mode
of obtaining the ontlines of sea waves in deep water, byW W
Kundell

, On the graphic integratioa of the equation of a
ship’s roHlng, including the eSect of resistaace, by W. Froadek
FRS, vice-preiideiit, On a method of obtaining motlte
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power from w»ye motton, by B Tower , Notei on polar dia-

gtuw of atabiUty, &e^ by John McFarlane Gray , On com
pound engines, by R Sennett , On the Bttstmir steamship, by

E. J Reed, C B , M P , vice president

M Wallow, the new French Minister of Pnbhc Instruction,

la an old University man , he was for years Professor of History

in the Normal School His appomtment has given great satis

faction to the French tavonis, and the reception which he hod

on bis installation on the 13th inst was something more than a

formal congratulation.

Ah interesting stndy has lately been made by Prof Holden,

of the Washington Observatory, on the observations of Sir

William Herschel npon the satellites of Uranus. It is well

known that the latter astronomer sixty years ago announced

i

that Uranns was accompanied by six utellites, but of the

existence of four of these there has always been conndcrablc

donbt, since no one was ever able to confirm the observations

of Hcrscbel In 1847 IjisslII discovered two interior satel

lltes, which were, honrver, different from those which Herschel

inspected, and since that day the four problematical satellites

of Herschel have been generally discarded by astronomers.

Prof Holden now brings testimony to the high excellence of

Herschel I observations, aa, by computing backward, he has

shown that probably this distinguished astronomer actually

“ observed the two interior satellites of Lassell (named 1 y him

Ariel and Umbnel)
,

but that he was unfortunately prevented

from identifying them as satellites because liis telescope could

not show them on two aucceitive nights. The extreme diffi

culty of observing these objecta makea us wonder at the mar

velloua skill and patience manifested by the elder Herschel in

this iaborlona reameb, which was carried on by him from 1787

to Ilia

Thf Imperial Astronomical Observatory .. * iszil is a de-

pendence of the Central College of Rio Jmeiro, and la destined

not only to tench practical astronomy to the students but to

make and publish astronomical and meteorological observations.

The chronometers of the navy and army are there regulated, and

the time is given daily by signal to the city The building is

situated on an eminence within the city, and the Liovemment is

now taking measures to improve its scientific character The
director is at present in Eorope with a view of procuring such

initrumenta and apparatus aa may be adapted to the studies

retjnlred of the institution An entire reorganisation of the

Observatoiy is under way, with the purpose of training more

thorougbly the persons chaiged with geologic and geodetic

works. Tliere ii also an observatory at the capital of the pro-

vmce of Pernambuco

Wb have receivetl the Catalogue of the I ibrary of the Man
Chester Geological Isociety, compiled by Mr John Plant, F O S

We ore glad to see that the members of this Society posioess so

good a collection of works connected with the vanous depart

menta of geology, and wc hope a large proportion of them take

advantage of the privilege Mr. Plant has arranged the books

in eleven divisions, winch will no doubt &alitate the work «

f

reference, though it seems to na that divisions for works m
German, works In French, Ac ,

arc unnecessary

Mr Hbnry Chichrstrr Hart, B A , one of the natu

ralists appointed to the Arctic Exp^itiim of 1875, has pub

llshed an enumeration of all the flowenng plants and fmt
known to oconr in the Arran Islands, Galway^ The flora of

thewh^ of the west of Ireland Is extremely interei^ngon account

of the sonih-west European types it inclodct, indicating the pos

sible former existence of a connection between the British Islands

and the ContmenL The Arran Isles flora mclndcs no endemic

ipedei, and, on accownt of fhdr pecnllaiigeologloallannatlon, the

Bimbee of tpecice ie scarcely so large at mi^t otharwiac have

been expectad The formation belongs to the Upper Catixmi
ferons Limestone, and consists of deeply fissured platforms or

ienaces, paved with laige flogs. Mr Hart 1 list contains 372
spedes, including IMhncm fvhfolia and some other West Euro-

pean forms. Ajttga pyiamuiaiu and Jlihanthtmum mhhih are

at home herci Gmiiaii 1 iti ua is reported to be one of ibe

commonest weeds. One of the piincip^ features of the flora is

the Inxuriancc of the ferns m the deep fissures of the rocks The
true maiden hair {Adiantum ipillus m» is) is said to V
common on all three islands, on 1 often found with fron Is two
feet long In the same situatiniis the fron Is of Aspluium
mnnunm attain a length of three feet, and those of Cttirach

tpemarum a foot or more. Mr Hart hiinseU odds abont

twenty five undoubtedly indigenous species to those previously

known

With regard to the conservancy and working ot the Fast

Indian rubber trees (Ficus tlashi 1), the yield of which forms one

of the must imjiortant
1
niducts of the Assam forests, we learn

that there have been three proposals made to Government the

first lathat Oosernmint should annually sell the right to collect

the rubber , the second, Uiat the rubber should all be purchased

by CiovLtnmenl , and the third, that Government officers should

!
manage the forests In opposition to this, however, it is said

that much of the rubber is brought in from forests by wild and

half subjugated tribes, and itill more by tnlrcs that are under

no subjeUton at all , so that conservancy is impossible, and a
Government mouo)X)Iy very diffieull Only t« > courses seem
possible either to 'ilh w speculators to maki ihcir own bargains

with the hill men as they liked, or to ei force m effective (lOvcrn

ment control Sir (leorge Campbell considers the latter course

to lie the right one The esporls of c.aoutchoiic, it aj pears,

which amunnted to 21,000 maunds in 1871-72, fell in 1S72 73
to II 000, this decrease being attniuted to the closing of the

Luckimpur forests with a view to preicnting fionber compli-

cations.

The quantity of sandal wood sold in the provinces of Mysore

I
and Curg durmg the year 1872 73 was S89 tons, valued at

27,896/

fiiK growth of beet root in Belgium for the ronnufacture of

sugar appears to be falling i ff, owing to its prohibition by land-

owners and the unwillingnexs of the farmers to cultivate it m
consequence of Us exhaustive nature, a crop of I eot impove
nshing the loil conridetably It is said, however, that if the

tarineia could art independently const lerablc quantitiei. of licet

would be grown, for not only would it then be advantageous to

them in a pecuniary point of view, but it would furnibh them
with a new nnd valnable food for the uio of their cattle and
horses In f ranee, on the other hand, the cultivation of beet is

being extended, the pulp, after the extraction of the sugar,

proving very service iblc for lottening cattle

Hr R A Prs OR mtendf publishing a new ‘‘Ilora” of

Hertfordshire, and to enable him to make it as complete at

possible, he has issued a circular containing lists of plants

respecting which farther mformabon is nre-ded Critical tpecies

will be thoroughly studied ouL Webb and Coleman's "Flora

Hcrtfordiensii ’ (1849}, s pplements to winch appeared in 1851

and 1859, b a very good, work, and the only " Flora ” of the

county hitherto pnbluhed , but so mneh has h^ done in critical

botany of lots that it Is, in this respect, out of date.

On Friday the I2lh mst an icy doud pasting before the son

exhibited the laws of the formation of hal s with an extraordi-

nary pitciiion The cloud, driven by an upper wind, was

travelling nt a slow rate from south to north A partial halo

wu first seen on the northern edge^ developed Itself, lasted aa

long M the clond, octnpled more than 16I* north and 164* aonth
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of th« «UB, Md diminbhed gradaiUjr until it diitppeued on the

touthem edge of the cloud It wes, when coni{jrte, a perfect

oicle of white bght, with the centre quite black, but not thick

enough to prevent the tun being wen. The phenomenon insted

from 11 39 to 12 15, and was noticed at the Pans Obwrvatory

American papers state that an earthquake at Guadalajara,

Mexico, on the nth of February, damaged houses and churches

The Seboruco volcano at the same time was in a violent state of

eruption The shocks extended to San Cnstabal, where houses

were destroyed, and several persons were killed.

For the protection of vineyards against frost in spnng, the

production of large artificial clouds of smoke is a common

appliance in France and Germany Wo now hear of a new

method in this operation, recommended by M G Vinard It is

easily executed, and has proved successful , it consists in care-

fully mixing gas tar with sandust and old straw, and piling up

this rmxtnre into large heaps in the vineyards. The mixture

remains easily mfiammnble, in spite of rain and weather, formore

than a fortnight When required fur use, smaller heaps arc made

from the large ones, of aliout two feet in diameter, and are distn

buted in and round the vineyard If there is little wmd these

heaps bum freely for about three-and a half hours, and produce

a very deme smoke The artificial cloud which thus enwraps

the vines considerably decreases the radiation from the ground,

an I with It counteracts froit, which is greatest towards morning

during calm spring nights, and which does m much harm to the

It is proposed—in fact steps have I een taken—to acclimatise

the Florida Cedar in Uavarii The superiority of the wood tf

this tree (Juuipms ViriiuuiHa) over all other kinds of cedar,

IS well known, and the demand for the wood in Havana, where

immense quantities of lead pencils are mode, has induced some

manufacturers to take up the question of the acclimatisation of

the tree in that country heeds have Iieen sown in the Royal

Forest, and about 5,000 young plants have been groan on one

private estate the cultivation of the tree is ilso being attempted

in other jiatts of Germany

In a farm in the State of Nevada (U S ), near the River

1 .arson, there is a troop of twei ty six camels, all of which, with

the exception of two, have been reared there A few years ago

nine or ten of these animals were im|>orted into America, but

only two survived , and these two, being fortunately a male and

female, have prcxinrcd twenty four, all of which are now alive.

'1 be soil IS sandy and sterile 111 the extreme and the animals

tfime well, although their only food consists of the prickly

leaves of a small shrub, and bitter herbs which cattle will not

touch Ihey are employed to carry merchandise, and perform

considerable journeys aero s a very barren country

A recent number of the Ceutriei of Jonzac rei>orts that a

meteorite was seen fallmg on a field in (he Island of Uleron, and
is beheved to be a part of the meteor which was seen at so many
places on the loth of February last Ibe circumstances of the

fall wiU be investigated carefully

^ siFTKOK was not only seen but actually caught at Orleans

on the qlh mst A small mass of pyritous substance was dis

covered m me of the streets, at the very place which had been
struck by on immense flame a few seconds before The pieces

were divided among bystanders aruions to secure the poss^on
I

of the smallest fragment of such a celestial object , but it is

hoped some of the [lotscssnrs will be iDtelllgent enough to get

a specimen sent to the Academy of Sciences

Astkonumicai. and meteorological subjects are beginning to

interest the French public. Two of the most influential Ihuisian

papers, the 7tmpj and the Adr/r, publish daily, with coauneuti,

the weather forecasts of the Observatory

Vfx may expect soon to lee every laige town In the Ungdooi
t

is possession ^ an aqnannm. A very fine one has qnite recently

bem completed at Southport, a description of which we are able

to give in to day’s Nat(7XX , the foundation stone of the West-

minster estabhshmenl will be laul in a week or two , a scheme

for the construcliun of an aquarium at Plymouth is maturing, an

aquanum and winter garden is talked of at Kdmbaigh , a Ull is

b^ore Parliament for the purchase of a site at Scarborough for

an aquanum , and we have eveiy reason to hope that Birmingham

will soon be able to count one among its many other educational

institutions. In a recent lecture at the lost mentioned town by

Mr W R Hughes, F L.S
,
on Aquaria, the lecturer pointed out

vety forcibly how valuable such institutions might be made as a

means of education. That gentleman deserves great credit for

the trouble he bos taken to obtam full information concerning tbo

history and management of aquaria, and under his guidance we
should think an aquarium at Birmingham ought to be second

none in the kingdom.

Ws are glad to see from several numbers of the lludJtrsfitld

CkromeU which have been sent 11a, that the Huddersfield

Naturalists’ Society » til a healthy working condition The
members are evidently successfully Investigating the natural

history of their district, and from the reports of papers read and

the discussions thereon, we judge that a considerate proportion

of the members take a share m the business of the Society

iHK additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens dnrinpr

the past week include two Vervet Monkeys ((.utopithKu^i

lalandu) from South Africa, presented by Mrs A Thomley , 4.

Macaque Monkey {i/afactis rynam /ifitj) from India, presented I

by Mr 11 Iri wards , a Chimpanzee {Tioq/od}lct f//gir) frorl^

West Africa, two Indian Muntjacs (Cervtiliu miiiit/ie) from

India, deposited a 1 tllow Ixllied 1 ollirix (/ lothnx luttus)

frim India, purchased , two Hairy Armadillos {Dasypns Moms),

bom m the Gardens.

sen NTIFIC REPORT OF THt AUSTRO HUN^
GARIAN AORTII POLAR E\H DITION OF
1872 74*

It

AGNtTIC disturbances are closely connected with the
Aurorae , while in temperate rones they ire the exception,

they form the rule in Arctic regions, at least the instruments arc
almost in constant action. This is the case for the inclination,

declination, and intensity needles. As long ns the vessel was
drifting, until October 1873, the fixed variation mstramenti
could not be used, absolute determ mat ions with Lamonts
magneuc theodolite were made, and several magnetic joarnalt ”

(only declination readmes) were kept, but alr^y when near
Nowaja benilja, Lieut Weypiecht found out that on account of
the constant disturknnees these reidmgs were of vety little value,

aa they could not be compared with simaltancaus readuigs of
the variation mstruments In November, as soon as it was ascer-
Udned that the ice field which enclosed the ship had come to a
standstill, I lent Weypreebt had snow huts constructed la whkli
be fixed the variation instrumenta, the magnetic theodolite, the
inclinometer for the absolute determinations, and the astrono-
mical lustrumeuls llie three variation insirumtnts fer dechna
tion, horizontal intensity, and inclination had been furnisbeU to
the expedition by Prof Lament, director of the Munich
Observatoiy

After one day s work it was found already that the former
methods of observation, aa simple readings at certain hours,
arc of no value whatever m Arctic regions, ai they represent
solely the occidental magnitude of the momentary distuiWioe.
These nciihcr give any true mean result, nor do they correctly
represent the action of the needles All mtervols, which were
observed for such readings at former expedtuons, are atwolntely
useless, lying for too widely apart to peimitof correct con^-

• Dw t OsttoT UiunriKhe Nurd Polar Expedition, ualtr Weypre^

(cliSSlJVrlm'rjM)
Mh.ii«h.nra..S751 UX)
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HOUw to the nnend macnetic nmdiUoni Under theee urcDm The •stronomical obscrvatiooi while the ship wu lUll drUtiiw
itence* Lieut weywecht reiolTed to proceed venr differently were confined to detemnnationi of Utitnde end longitude,^
npon every third dey he let observations be made every four latter by chronometers and correction of clocks, Iw Innar dis*
hoars all the day long;, and had the leaduigs taken for every unces, as often aa opportunity served In this only a sextant
minute during one whole hour at a time , on each day different and a prism circle with artihcial bonion were used. When the
hours were chosen for the readings Besides this, m order to ship was lymg still, a little ‘universal’’ instrument was erected,
get an idea as to the whole daily course, he made observations and the detcimmalions of time, latitude, and axunuth were made
every five nunutes dunng twenty four hours, twice a month with thia The longitude was calculated from the mean of as
With a view to make all observations as sunultaneous as possible, many lunar distances as could be observed dunng the rvinter,

the readings were taken immediately after one another (generally they were 210 m number The anmuth of a basis of 2,171
within eight to ten seconds), the telescopes of the three inMni metres long, measured by I leut Weyprecht with a Stampfer
ments being all fixed upon the same axis. These observations levUling instrument, was determined with the universal mstm
were contmued from the beginning of January to ihe end of ment of the magnetic theodolile. All this work wu done by
April 1874, compiising altogether thirty two days of observe Ensign Orel, Ijent Weyprecht only taking a share in meunnng
tlon, Lieut 'Vheyprecht beheves that when tabulated, their lunar distances. The determinations of locality were made with-
tesults will give a true representation of the unceasing changes out regard to temperatures , if the mercury of the artificial hoi izon

with regard to direction and intensity of magnetic force in Arctic was frozen, blackened oil of turpentine wu used instead

regions. In older to confirm the connection between the aurorse Of the results of the meteorological observations, only some
and the action of the needles, a second ohsetver, independently of general ideu can be given, u here figures alone decide. They
the others, observed the changes and motion of the auionc. were begun on the day the explorers Icfr Troirsn, and were only
Absolute determinations of the three constants wen. made u discontinued when they left the ship , thus they were made
often as circumstances permitted, to control the variation instiu dunng twenty two months Kczdin^ were taken every two
menlr hours, and also at p a M and 3 P m

, therefore fourteen times
Apart from the Swedish Expedition, wlioae observations are dally The observers were Lieut Rrosch, Lnsign Orel CapL

not yet published, Lieut Weyprecht pomU out that his are the Lusma, Capt Carlscn, Ejigiucer Knsch (from autumn 1872 till

first regular and simultaneous observations that were ever mode spimg 1873), and Dr Kepes (dunng the last two months only)

m the Arctic districts. Moreover, be thinks that all former The direction as well as force of winds were noted down without
observations were made with the ordinary heavy needles, and inslmments. Lieut Weyprecht thinks this method by frur the
that he wu the first to use the light Lamont needles For best m Arcbc regions,u errors arc more or less eliminated, while
observations, however, nnder nucli conditions u the normal ones when using instrumenti the ci nstant freexmg, drilling snow, &c.,

near the pole prove to be, heavy needles are iierfcctly useless
, ptmluce errors that cannot be deterrmned nor controlled , be-

even the comparatively light 11 tensity needle of Lamont s thco- sidesj anyone who has been to sea fur a short lime will soon
dolite osdllatM so violently, on account of its nnproportioually acquire sufficient exacmess in these observations,

great moment of inertia, and even with modente disturbances, Until the aututrn of 1873 winds were highly variible In the

tliat the leailuigt became quite itlusor] Almost on each mrg vicinity of Nowaja bemija many S L. and S W wmds were
neticday some disturlxuiccs were so great that the image of the observed , m the spring these veered more to N K A prevalent

scales could no lunger be brought into the field of the telescopes direction of wmds wu only recognised when m the second

on account of dellectioD , in order to uceitain even these winter the expedition was near Frsnz Joseph’s Land. Ibere all

maximal phenomens, Lieut Weyprecht constructed an appa snowstoims came from K N E., and constituted more than 50
ratus by which he could at least measure them ap( roximalcly per cent of all winds Tliey generally produced clouded skies,

He owns that as a matter of course hu observations could not and the clouds only dispersed when the wind turned to the north,

possibly beu perfect u those made at home, but thmks that u The explorers never met with those aaolent storms from the

will be easy to modify lamont s instruments 011 tbi buis of his north, horn wh ch the Otrmanm party had sq much to suffer on
expeneiices, so that with a fature expedition, where there is a the cut cout ol Greenland, and which Kem to be the prevalent

greater stall of observers, results could U. obtained of any desired winds in the Arctic zone Altogether, they never observed

exactness Altogether I leut Weyprecht’s party of observers, those extreme forces of wind which occur regularly in our seaa

consisting besides himself only ot I leut Ucasch and Ensign several limes in every winter (for instance, the “aira” in the

Urel, have taken about 30,000 readings frnii their different Adriatic) Every Arctic seaman knows that the iceitsclfhua
mogn etic iusliuments, and the principal resulu are the fol calming effect npon the winds , very often white clouds are seen

lowing — pawmg with great rapidity, not particnlary high overhead, while

rhe magnetic disturbances in the district visited ate of extra there is an almost perfect calm bdow
ordinary frequency end magnitude Tliey are closely connected One peculiarity mutt here be mentioned Lieut Weyprecht
with the Aurora Borealis, toe disturbances being the greater, the made the remaikable discovery that the ice never drifted straight

quicker and the more convulsive the motion of the rays of in the direction of the wind, but that it always deviated to ike

tM aurora, and the more mtense the prismatic oolouta. Quiet nf,kt, when looking from the centre of the cc mpau , with N E,

and legulu arcs, without motion of light or radiition, exercise wind it drifts doe W instead of S W , with S W wmd it drifts

almost no uifluence npon the needles With all dutuilmiices the due E instead of N F.. , in the same manner it drifts to the

dechn ation needle moved towards the east, and the honzontsl north with S E wind, and to the south with N W wind. There
intensity decreased, while the inclination mcreased. Move was no exception to this rule, which cannot be explained by
ments in sn opposite sense, which were very rare, can only be currents nor by the influence of the coasts, as with these causes

look^ ui>on as movements of reaction. The ways and manner there would be opposite results with opposite winds Another

of the magnetic duturbances are highly interestiug While all interesllng phenomenon in both years was the struggle between

other natural phenomena become apparent to our senses, be It to the cold noithem winds and Ihe warmer southern ones m
the eye, ear, or touch, this colos^ natural force only shows January, just before the beginning of the lasting and severe

Itself by these taenlific observations, and has sometbmg mys- cold , the warm S. and S W winds always brought great

terioua and fssciiiatmg on account of its effects and pbenomena masses of mow and piodimcd a nse m the tempeiatuie amoont.
being generally quite mdden from our direct perception. mg to 30- 35“ R. within a few hours.

The inatiument upon which Lieut Weyprecht placed the Jjltle can at present be said on the result of the berometer

greatest expectsuons, namely, the earth current galvanometer, readings, without a minute comparison of the long tables of

gave no results at all, through the peculiar circumstances in figures, although very extreme readings occurred at tfines. The
which the explorers were placed He had expected to be able explorers had three mercury and four aneroid barometers

,
by

to connect the aniotie wiiii the ^vanic earth cunents. But oa way of control, Ensign Orel took the readingi frnom five of these

the skip was lymg two4nd>a half Ceiman milca from land, be instruments every day at noon, wdiile the mtermediate obseiva-

could not put the collecting plates mtolhe ground, but was tioas were made with an aneroid

obliged to bury them in the ice. Now, at ice is no conductor. The thermometers were tutpended about four feet from the

the plates were isolated, and the galvanometer needle was but surface of the snow, in the open air, and perfectly free on all

little a&cted. Prof Lamont had supplied these excellent sides, about twenty five yards from the vessel Exceptmg the

instnunents alM, the conducting wues were 400 feet long maximum thermometers, they were all spnit thermometen^ made
T^itfT OB, Lieut. Weypcccht tned to obtain tome results by con> by Cappeller of Vienna. They were often compared with a very

aectmg a collet tor air-elcctnuty with the multipber of the exact aonnal thermMneter of the same make Readings fimn a
gahanometer, but fiuled, doubtless lor the same reason. mlBunma thermometar were neted dally at noon j daring the
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tummer > black bulb thennometer wa< expoMd to the ray* of tbe

ann , dunos tlie winter frequent obi<err«tloni were made with

ext>oied and covered minimum thennometen to aMertain the
|

nifthtly radiation at low temperatnrea In both winten Februaiy

waa the coldeit month, while January both timea ihowed a me
m the temperature when compared either with December or

February In winter the temperature wax highly variable^ and

sudden rues or falls wcie frequent , In the three summer months,

however, the tempemture was voiy constant, and chances very

rare July was the warmest month The lowest reading was

- 37l (nearly - 47 C ) Fhe Influence of extremely low
tempemtuiea ui>uii the human body has often been exag{,e»ted t

tliere are tales of difficulty in breathing, pains in the breast, &c.,

that are caused by them laeut Weypreebt and his party did

not notice anything of the kind , and although many of them
had I een born m southern climes, they all bore the cold very

easily indeed , there wcie sailors amongst them who never had
fur coats ( n their bodies Lven in the greatest cold they all

smoked tlieir cigars 111 the open air The cold only gets nnliear*

able wben wind u united to il, and this always raibes tbe tempe*

rature Altogether, the impression cokt makes upon the liMy
difTcrs widely according to [lersonal disposition and the quantity

of moisture conlamed in the air the same degree of frost pro*

duces a very uncomfortable effect at one tune, wbile at another

one dues not leel it

To dclctnune the quantity of moisture In the atmosphere, an
ordinary

j
sychronieter, a dry and a wet thermometer, were used

But the observations with these instruments arc not reliable at

low temiieraturcs, and had to lie given up altogether during

winter, as the smallest errors give gieat diffennces m the abso-

Inte quaiilily of moisture in the air In order to dcteimme
approximately the evaporation of ice during winter, I leut

cyi rcclit exposed culnui of cc that hid been carelully weighed

to the open air, and determined the loss of their weight every

fourteen days

{7o be continued)

PhUhS OtthhrD BY THE BELGIAN
ACADEMY

THF following subjects fur pri/cs to be awarded in 1866 have
been proposed by the Koyal Academy of Science^

Belgium —
I To improve in some important point, eitlier in lU jwm

clplcs nr applications, the theory of the functions of imaginary

variables

2 A complete discussion of the question of the temperature

of spaec, based u| on cxjieiiments, ul serrations, and calculation,

slatuig the grounds fur the choice made between the dilTerent

tcmpeiaiuics allnliuletl to it

Competitors should observe that the above question, stated m
the most general terms, is comiecled with the knowledge of the
absolute rero, definitely fixed nl - 272 85 C , but tluit a histori

cal and analytical iinjuiry mto researches undertaken, previous

to almut 1820, to nsolve this question, would ofler a real

saentific interest rarticularattenlion Is called to the works of tbe

end of the eighteenth cemuty and the commencement ol the mne
leenth , among others those ol Block, Irvine, Crawloid, Oodolin,

Kirwan, Lavoisier, lavolsicr and Laplace, Dalton, Desoimes
and CUment, Oaylussac, &c Note also the temperature,
— iGu''C, which Icrson indicates, according to his formula,

which connects the latent heat of fusion with specific heats, this

number would represent the absolute zero As it comes near to
tlwl given by I onillet, it will be important to discover what is

its significstiun, its import (ii/ti), or its exact physical value

3 A coinjlcte study, theoretical and, If necessary, expen
mental, of the sjiecific absolute heat of simple and of compound
bodies

4. New experiments on unc add and its derivatives, chiefly

from tbe point of view of thdr chemical structure and ^eir
syntheses.

5 New researdics into the formation, the constitution, and
the composition of clilutophyll, and into tho physlologiodr^/r of
that subdanCe
6 To expotmd the comparative anatomy of the urinary appa

ratus In the vertebrates, bwng it on new organogemc and hlito-
logical researches.

The ptiie for the first, the fourth, and the sixth questions will
be a gold medal of tht value of 800 fnuKs, Uie piinfor the fifth

wdll be of the value of 600 francs, and the pnse for the seoead
and third qntstiona will be of tbe value of 1,000 ftancf.

Tbe memoirs must be legibly written, either la Frenehi
Flemish, or Latm They shodd be addremed, cartiageq^iaid, to

M J Liogre, Pcrpctiul Secretary of the Academyi af the
MuKcnm, before August 1876 1 any received after Whicb wiU be
out of the competition

Authors must not put their names to theu works. Only a
motto must be attached, and (he same written outside an envu<

lope enclosing the author’s name and addresa. This coadltiolt
IS indispensable

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mathematical Society, March ii —Frof H J S Smith,

F K S
,
president, in the chair —Mr Roberts gave an account

of his paper on a simplified method of obtainmg the- order of

algebraical conditions.—Frof Sylvester, F K.S , then spoke on
“ an orthogonal web ofjointed rods, a mechanicd paradox. ” If

two sets of pomts be taken respectively m two lines perpendicnlar

to each other, either in a plane or m spacev and a hnkaft bo
formed liy conncctmg each point m one set with each pomt in

the other by jointed rods, this constitutes what tbe author means
by an orlhc»oiial web It is not a fixture, and its motion iu

subject to this curious condiuon, that either each set ol pointe

must always continue to lie in the same right line, which may bo
called a neutral poeition, or else one set will he m a right

Ime and the other m a plane at right angles to such line.

Starting from the neutnl position (or position of doubU-lock^f the
system may be said to be subject to an optional locking about
one or the other of the two perpendicular bnes, and an unTocking
about tbe other, but when once put in motion the system must
be agam brought mto the some or a uew neutral position befom
the one axis of lock can be gut nd of, and another at right a^es
thereto substituted m its stead. If the whole motion be confi^
to a plane, the paradox consists in the link combmation possessing

one degree of liberty of deformation (aXApiwris as disiingnlsbea

alter llalo from Knots'll), although a calculation of the amount
of restraint by the general method applicable to such questions
'Would seem to indicate ihat it oHekt to form an absolutely rigid

system except m tbe esse where there are only two jomtx m one
at least of the two sets. Taken m space there la the further end
more striking paradox that the number of degrees of bberty of
deformation atxording to the choice made lA one or the other of
the two seta of pomts to be unlocked out of the rectilinear into
the planar position will be the oUtmiUnt of two numbari, viz.

the number of jomts in tbe one set iv m the other set (which
need not be the some), a kind of mdctcrniinateness m the “ index
of freedom ' without piecedent in kinematical speculations. As
liglilnmg clears tbe air of impalpable noxious nqxinrs, so an
incisive jiaradox fnxs the humsu inteUigence from the lethargic

influence of laUnt and unsuspected emineous assumptions.
Faradox is tbe slayer of prejudice.—The Secivtaiy, in the ontluv’s
absence, then lead a poitiun of Mr G H Datwm’s paper on
aome pioposcd lorms of slide-rule. The object of the anthor
was to devise a form of slide-rule which should be small enough
for the pocket and yet be a powerful instrument. The first

proposed fonn was to have a pair of watch spring tapes
graduated logantlimlcally, and coded on spring bobbins side by
side Theie wu to be an arrangement for clipping tbe topea
together, and unwmding them simultaneously Iwo modifica-
tions of this kmd were given. The second form was explained
aa the logarithmic graduation of several cidls of a helix engraved
on a brau cylmder On tbe brass cylinder woa to fit a glass one,
similarly graduated. 1 o avoid the parallax dne to tha elevation
of the glass above tbe other scale, the anthor ptopo^ that the
gloss cylinder might be replaced by a metal cotksetew aiding
in a deep worm, by which means the two scales might be bnmght
flush wiui one another

Anthropological Institute March 0 —CoL A Lane fox,
piendent, in the chair —hit Dnncan Gibb read a piqiar on
Ultra Centenarian Longevity, in which he exhibited tablet
giving eighty four instances of the reputed age of toy to iJS
years, a certain proportion of which he considered he hU
grounds to believe to be correct. Of nine living r*wtMi«.<«na
whom be bad previously examined for pbysiologuS pnrposeiL be
now added a tenth—the Tnng centenanan—who tecently
inberiiatbyear. Tbe ccnectMa of her age wu,,caiM«M
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m m MbuiitiTe nuimw, and th« nwoai wm given to jtubfy
tbU oonclaiion. Mainly eonibtad of the diicoveiy of Uia
Tfgiater of her baptism at Chinnor, Oxford m 1763, from infor

rnatioa famished by herself | the birth of her first Mid Samuel,
trhoi she was between twenty nine and ihuly , the drowniiv of
him and tome thirty four other persons by a catastrophe at Hod
low in 1853, when his age was stated to be filly nine on hit

moonmtnt , and the calculation of dates and other dream
stances in the old dame s faintly history The proofs were alto

aether on the side of certainty, whilst any objections that could

be brought forirard were of the feeblest character, especially such
as the uubdity to find a register of the marriage with her hus<

bandf who was a soldier m the Bucks Militia. Her physical

condition, from careful examination during life in October 1873
was next described, when all the organs and functions of the

body were^ for the most part, found to be healthy, and cor
responded to those of a penmn n fifth of her age. All that was
confirmed m eveiy respect by inspection after her death in January
lost, and the results proved the absence of the usual well known
senile changes, whiw explained the fact, as the author stated,

that not only she, but the nine other persons he hod examined,
were enabled to reach the age of 100 years, and even to overstep

It Yet, with the attainment of such a great age, there was
always an amount of feebleness present which very sbght causes
influenced, and thus life soon came to an end. In the old dame
the merest chill or slightest possible cohl extinguished the spark
oi life. Ihe occurrence of a well aulhenticatM cose like hers

readily explained the ftmt that now and then, under peculiarly

favourable circumstances, especially in a more equable climate

than our own, the centuiy is exceeded by several decades. And
the occunmice of such great ages as have been recorded from
time to time by honest and conscientious inquirers of former
years, need not be looked upon with doubt, much less with
distrust, for the anxiety to

j
rove the correctness of such ages was

as gnat then as it is now—Previous to the ordinary meeting, a
specialgeneral meeting of the raemben was held to authorne an
application to the Boaid of Iradt for a license, and to adopt the
draft memorandum and articles of aasodation for the incor

potation of the Institute It was also resolved that ladies be
admitted as members with all the usual privileges.

Royal Horticultural Society, Icb. 17 —Scientific Com
mittee—Mr A Murray, I L.S, m the cluur—Dr Misters

showed fruit of ruthtw^ocumbtHs The Rev M J Berkeley

exhibited leaves of Thta Bohea, from the Natal Botaiuc

Garden, affected with a lichen, Stngula feet Mont Mr
Kelt, the curator, states that it mokes its appearance as a
minute speck of l^wn colour which gradually enlarges in cir

cufflference till the end of the season, when the mai]^
assumes a pale men colour, and ceases to grow Mr Berkmey
found that the Drown sub^nce was composed of a species of
Cepfialturvs

,

it consisted of decumbent articulated threads, each
of which has at its tip a gloliosc sporangium It is very near

ChrooUpus, and if some lichens are parantii. on Chrooleptu, this

may be on CtphaUuns —Vxvi rhiselton Dyer exhibited speci

mens of Bartdiut aiei-nmut, an insect most destrucUve to orchids

at Singapore He also called attention to the occasional forma
fton of tubers within potatoes, which he believed to be due to

ingrowing shoots denv^ Irom tue eyes.—A jiortion of a letter

from Sanurem, addressed by Mr Trail to Dr Hooker, was read,

describmg the ant inhabited bullir on the leaves of some Aldat
tomacae After caieftil examinations Mr 1 rail was quite at a
loss to determine the exact connection between the bullsr and
t^ ants, of which at least three spedet inhabit them.

General Meeting —W Burnley Hume in the chair —The
Rev M J Berkeley remarked that he had placed some very old

ipedmeai of Murococcut prodtgtosus (blood rain) on nee Wte,
and they had lecommeni^ growing, and had spread os far as

could be expeded from the state of the weather According to

Mr Steph^ the plant retains its power of vegetadon after it

has been in an oven forty eight hours

Matrfli 3.—Scientific Committee.-Dr Hooker, C&, F R.S ,

in the chair—Ihe Rev M j Berkeley read a letter from Mr
Moseley, the naturalist on board the ChaUmgtr, relating to a

fungus, Sphetrta nntnsu, growing out oi a caterpillar and used

as a ddicacy by the CMii^—Prof Thiseltim Dyer showed a
ball ftmncd by the action of the sea out of firagments of Caulima
from the shore at Mentone, collected by the late Mr Moggridge

—A disenmion arose as to the effect of hchens on trees in con

Mction with the occurrence of species of Strtgu/a on the leaves

of the tea plants and the injury which Is found to aHscmmoash%

nr removing the bark, if lichens
lUv M J Bcrkeloy thought
any penetrau n of the hyphm

the stems of CtHchetut in India after n
ore mixed with the moss. Ibe lUv }
that all the evidence was against any per
of the lichen mto the subjacent tissues of the plant^upon which
the lichen grew The lichens were mjnnout by urcventiiw the
accaii of bgbt and air If they were scraped oft Uie I ranches of
apple trees infeitsd by them on \ the surface were wosbetl, the
tree goon recovered, which would not be the case if the hyplue
had penetrated into its tissues.—Dr Bastion said that he liad

examined some of the nemutoid worms found in the swellings on
the roots of cucumbers They were, however, too unmatuTe to
determine their genus.—Dr Masters all tded to a Chinese prtm>
rose exhibited, m which there was a jioTtitiou throughout the
leaves, stem, and inflorescence of colour He thought that

W1S an instance of dissociation of hybrid characten A similar

bilateral partition of colour sometimes took place m plants raised

from cuttings, when of conne the above explanation would not

Bonomy Dobree, treasurer, in the chair—
The Rev M J Berkeley addressed the meeting He called

attention to the gigantic Sweet Potato (weigfaiiw over 15 lbs.),

Cmwl^ltu Batatas, from Madeira, shown by Dr Hooker , a
brancii of the Kumquat CUntsjati nua, with fifty six fruits , and
a charming miniature Orchid, Stasdevailia aidiHopus

Phyaical Society Feb 27 —Prof Gladstone in the chair —
Mr Wills, I C S

,
lul milled to the Society apparatus wh cli

he hod devised for exhibiting the sodium spectrum to an and encc.

Pile expeninent as usually shown consists m vilatilisine the
metal or one oi its salu between Ike carbon poles of a lamp
and m projecting the spectrnm on to a screen. The method la

imperfect, as the characteristic lines of sodium are always asio
ciated with the continuous spectrum of the electric light Mr
Wills prefers, therefore, to obtain 1 sodium flame by burning
hydrogen which has been passed over tlie surface of the moittm
metal , by this means a pure sodium spectrum may be thrown
on the screen Prof McLeod suegested that other metals miglit

be introduced into the hydrogen flame bi a finely divided states

and that the continuous spectrum might be elimmat«l by
employing a borixontal slit —I rof G C. Foster then read
a paper, by himself and Mr J O Lodge, on the lines of
flow and cqnipotcntial bnes in a umfurm conducting sheet.

The first expenmenter who worked on this subject was
Kircbhofi', who used plates of copper, but owing to their

small dimensions Ins measurements were imperfect Qumckc
employed rectangular plates, and afterward discs of lead
and copper conjointly, so tlxat he obtained a difference of
potential at the junction The next experiments were made by
1 rof Robertson Smith, who used conducting Uses of l nfod and
deduced cquipotentud Imcs from the bnes ol flow Prof 1 ostcr

stated that the general mathematical theory had been fully esta
bluhed by Kin^off, who had venfied it expenmentolly m all

Its mam Icalurcs Ibc object the authors of this pajicr hod m
view was to show that Kir^boff s results can bo arrived at by
very simple mathematical processes, if each electrode by which
clectncuy u supplied to or taken liom the sheet be regarded a
produG

. . , .

potion of the effects due'to the several electrodes

of treating Uie question has been adopted by 1 rof Robertson

Smith, but his paper was in the mam addressed to mathematical
readen. It was the aim of the autliors, however to show that

the chief results could be established by elcmentaiy methods
which can be incinded in ordinary class teaching The paper
contamed, in addition to the mfitbcmatlcal discusuon of the sub
jeet, a description of an experimental method of laying down the
equlpotential linei on a conducting surface^ so that the dlffetence

of potential between any two consecutive lines may be oonitanb
Measurements were also mven of the resistance of discs of tmfoil

of various sizes, and with the electrodes in various positions.

The results agreed closely with the calculated values, and thus

supphed a vertficatmn of the thcora which Xiichhoff had been

unaolc to obtain m consequence of the small resistance of tin.

discs used by him Mr Latimer Clark made some ol servations

on the methods by which contact was made between the ckc
trodes and the conducting sheet, and Prof Adams then described

some of the results which he had just communicated to tiie Royal

Society, on lines of force.

Entpm^logical Society, March 1 —Sir Sidney Smith Saun

dcTS, president, m the chair —Mr F If Ward exhibited living
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specimeni of a Ltpuma, allied lo L saccMannt, which he had

not previonily observed in thu country They were found fa a

bakdionse near London, in the brickwork of the oven and other

warm parts of the buUdfai^ Mr M'Lochlan suggested that they

might uve bera introducM with American flour, as Mr Packard

had recently published on account of a speaes closely alliri to

L taethartna, whKh he thought might probably be found Wen-

Heal with the present species.—Mr Ward also exhibited micro-

scopic slides showing the sexes of the Chigoe, and portions of

the human skin with the insect attached —Mr Champion ex-

hibited larvae of Empma pauptrata Irom Corfu.—A note was

rcccivc'l from Mr W C Boyd with reference to some fleas

exhibited at the last meeting lie stated that fleas were fte

quently found in the inside (not the outside) of the ears of wild

rabbits, especially about this time of year , and that bis brother

had seen a rabbit which must have had three hundred fleas in the

two eara 1 le believed the rabbits were not much troubled by
tlie iirescoce of tlie parasites, as he had never noticed oot inf*

mation, however many fleas there imgfat have been —^The

Mr Gorham communicated a paper containing descriptions of

eighteen new s)>e<.ics of Ltidmiyeiti, from various tropical coun-

tnes -Mr Itunning directed attention to an interesting paper

by Dr lAxonte, on entomolopcal nomenclature and gen^c
types, which appeared m the December part of the Canadian
Lntomotoi^ist

EulNBUKOlt

Koyal Society, March 15 —David Milne Home, II-D,
vice prcsiocnt, in the chair —1 he Conned having awarded the

Mnkdougall Brisbane Prize for the Biennial Period iflys 74 to

Prof Lister, for his paper on the germ theory of putrefacUon

and other fermentative changes, the medal was presented to

him by the chairman, after a discaursc by Dr Crum Brown upon
lien iturc and merits of I rof Luter’s investigation —The
1 1 uncil have awarded the Neill Prize for the Inennial Period

1871 74 to Mr Charles William Peach, for his contributions to

Scottish zoology and geology, and for bis recent contributions to

fossil botany Ihe following commumcotions were read —
On the diurnal oscillations oHhe barometer, by Alex Buchan,
M A , on phenomena connected with the subject of single and
double vision ax shown by the stereoscope, by Robert S
Wyld , on

I
roducts of oxidation of methyl tbetine, by 1 rof

Crum Brou n and Dr Letts,

CAMlIRHirK

Philosophical Society, 1 eb. 22 —A communication was
ma it I y the Rev O F isher, upon the formation of moun
lams on the hjputbesis of a liquid substratum. This paper was
a sequel to t ne read in December 1873, in which it had
1 cen shown that, upon Uie supposition that the inequalities of
the earth surface have been formed by contraction of its

\ lunic through cooling, they are too great to be so accounted
It r if the earth has cooled oi a r ifbf Iwdy In the present com
miiiiication it was therefore assumed that there is a hnui layer
1x.ni.alh the cooled crust , and an aiiproxlmate calculation wax
irade of the form which the conugations of a flexible crust

would take if so supported It was shown tliat their lower
suiface would consist of a senes of equal circular aics arranged

in a festoon like manner, and having a radios 2^ r, where p, a

arc the densities of the crust and liquid resiicctively, and e the
thickness of the must It was arguel that the consequences of
lids form of corrugation agree flurry well with some ot the pbe-
iioiiicin of mount dn elevation, but that it does not suffice to
explam the ocean basins and the continental plateaux.

Glasgow
Geological Society, Feb 11 -Annual Meeting —The pre-

sident, Sir William Thomsun, LL D
, F R.S., delivered an

oddichs on Underground Temperature, bir WiUiam explained
at the ( utscl that the mathematical theory of underground tem-
perature involved phenomena which might be divi&d mto two
classc>s—periodic and non periodic TTie periodic phenomena
occurred over and over again with perfect legnluity in sac-
cessivcly equal intervals of bme , the non periodic might be
a| proxlmately periodic, or irregularly periodic, wuhout stncUy
iuliillutg that ucfioition# Bat| on tno other handy the action
which had no periodic character whatever might be irregular, or
there might be a gradual secular varUUon. There might thus
be three classes of phenomena— secular variation, irregular varia-
tion, and periodic voiutiun. He then desciibed the mathemati-

cal theory of Fourier, asapplied to periodic variations, observing

in passing that it was equally convenient for dealing with all the

three clasMS. That theory was one of the most beantifiil pieces

of appllcatioa of the mathematical instrument which they nod fa

the whole histoiy of science It constituted a new branch of

mathematics, and was invented by Fourier for the purpose of

He »^ted a diagram showing the results obtained l» Forbes

from thermometen placed at depths of three, six, twelve, and
twenty lour feet below the surface fa Cnigleith Quarry, the

Lxpenmental Gardens, and the Calton Hill, Edinburgh. The
resulU of these observations which Forbes commenced, and blr

William contmued for seventeen years, showed that the variations

were greater neater the surlace, that a higher temperature was
generally indicated at a later penod at the greater depth, and
seemed to show also that the sandstone of the Cralgleith quarries

had a greater conductivity than the trap rock Sir William con-

cluded by refenrfag to the temperature of the earth as Indicating

Its former condition, and promised at some future Usse to treat “

thu subject at greater length before tlie Soaety

Dublin

Royal Geological Society, Feb. 1 1 —Prof Hnll, F R S ,

presidmt, occnpled the chair, and dehvered the anniversary

address, in the coune of which he pomted out some subjetts

where investigation on the part ol members of the tomty
seemed desirable. One of these was cave explorations in

Ireland, an investigation which had been pnisned with veiy

great success in England and France, and along the shores

and ulands of the Mediterranean Prof Hull mentioned
a number of faterestmg discoveries of animal and other remains
that had been made m the caves of Ireland, which he said fur

nlshed proofs of the wide field of research that was open to

them Another subject which he recommended to the con-
sidenlion of the members was the mieroicopic examination of
rocks, and he hoped that tlie many cmious ruck formations to

be found throughout Ireland would lie itudied and reported
upon by those wno felt an interest in the matter —Sir Robert
Kane, F R S , was elected president fur the jear
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LUBBOCK'S "ORIGIN OF CIVILISATION
Tkt Origin of Civiluation, and iht Primitive Condition

of Man Mental and Social Condition of Savages

By Sir John Lubbock, But
,
M P , F R.S , &c Third

Edition (London Longman*, Green, and Co.)

The third edition of Sir John Lubbock’s well known
book has followed so close upon the second, that

the author, busy man at he it, might have been excused

had he given us a mere reprint , but he hat mcluded in

It additional matter which adds very considerably to its

value Nearly every chapter has bMn enlarged, and a
chapter on the Development of Relationships has been

added, which appeus to us to be at least as good and
useful a bit of work as Sir John Lubbock has hitherto

done. To show the changes which have been made at

points throughout the book is out of our power, nor does

this seem to be necessary, as the changes do not , wc think,

in any case aflect hit previous conclusions otherwise than

by adding to the evidence on which they rest The
new chapter is what calls for notice, and to it this notice

shall for the most part be confined The facts with which

he deals in this chapter have been taken from the volu

mmout work of the American author, Mr Morgan but

Sir John Lubbock, putting aside Mr Morgan’s theorising,

has submitted a view of them of his own. This, in the

main, and so far as it goes, we think, he has made out

The fact* collected by Mr Morgan (though he had the

assistance of the United Sutes Government, the collec

tion must have cost him an infinity of trouble) show the

existence, widespread, among the lower races of mankind,

of systems of r^uonships strangely different from that

which exists in Europe, tronsimtted without material

change from the Aryan nations from whom we claim

descent In these systems (to describe them, so far as

can be done, by the incidents which are common to the

greatest number of them) all the brothers of a faimly are

each called father, and regarded as a father, by the

children of the whole brotherhood , and all the sisters ofa

family are each called mother, and regarded as a mother,

by the children of the whole slsterho^, while the chil

dren of brothers regard each other, and also the children

of sisters of their respective mothers, as brothers and

sisters, and are acknowledged as children equally by their

true father and his brothers and them true mother and

her sisters. This holds good of all puUtive brothers and

sisters, and accordingly a man regards the children of a

male cousin through his father’s brother or his mother’s

titter as hit children, and is by them called father , he

regards the grandchildren through a male of such a

cousin as his grandchildren, and is by them called grand

fioher Similarly a woman regards the children of a

female cousm through her father’s brother or her mother’s

titter as her children, and it by them called mother , and

the grandchildren through a female of such a cousin are

her grandchildren, and call her grandmother All the

brothers of a grandfather are grandfathers, and all the

tistenofagrandmotberare grandmothers. In nearly all the

cates msduebthu curious nmnendaturo—and it it much

more than mere nomenclature, though, stActly speaking.

Vox. XI —No a8a

it is not a description of relationships— m use, a special

term is applied to a mother’s brother by her children,

and a special term applied to children by their mother's

brother These terms are inadequately represented

by our words uncle and nephew, for they denote what
the terms father and son do not in these cates usually

involve—relationship being counted through females

only—a recognised blood relationship, which cames to

the uncle the right and duty of exeruting on behalf of

his nephew such care and supervision as m mote advanced
communities are exercised by a father, and gives the

nephew, on the other hand, the nght of succession to hit

uncles property In cases not quite to numerous a

special term is applied alto to a father’s sister, who then

in turn calls her toother s children by the term applied by
the brother to her children , sbe is an aunt, and her

brother’s son is her nephew In a still more limited

number of systems the terms devised for real brother and
sister and their children are applied to all putative brothers

and sisters and their children. Where these special terms

are all in use, brother’s and sister’s children are m
tome cases considered brothers and sisters , and
then the rules apphcable to all putative toothers and
sisters and their oifsprmg being applied, the cousms
are regarded a* the fathers, mothers, or uncles, aunts

of each other s children, according as the relation

ship arises through two male cousins, two female

cousins, or a male and female cousin In more nume
Tous cases, the children of a brother and sister, or of a

putative brother and sister, are distinguished by a special

term, te, they are called cousins In a considerable

number of these, however, a cousm s son is addressed as

if he were the ton of a brother or titter—that u, either as

son or nephew ,
and, in nearly all, a cousin’s ton s ton is,

as if he were a brother's son s son, termed a grandson. A
very few of the systems of relationship, particulars of

which have been collected by Mr Morgan, fall below the

description given above in these a mother s brother is

considered a* a father, a father’s sitter as a mother, and

terms for cousmry are unknown. There are others, the

number of which is considerable, which are of a higher

kind, which are nearer, that is, by one or more steps to

our own system of relationship—applying, e^, special

terms as little father or stepfather to a lather's brother,

special terms as hltle mother or stepmother to a mother’s

sister, and special terms to the relauonship of the children

of two brothers or two sisters. All the systems which have

been brought under notice however, m whatever respects

they differ, agree in considering a grandfather’s brother

to be a grandfather, a grandfather’s sister to be a grand

mother, and, on the other hand, a grandson of a cousin

—whether c^led cousin, step-brtoher, or broths—to be
a grandson

In these points of agreement is found the expla-

nation of the relation bettreen the various systema

Sir John Lubbock’s conclusion that these, in the

higher systems, are rdics of previous lower stages

of development, which it haa perhaps not been

thought worth while to get nd of, appears to be irre-

sistible. They suggest a time m the history of each

system, be it now what it may, when all brothers were

equally the fathers of each other’s children, when all

cousint, even die childnn of toother and sister, were
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equally brothen and tisten, and,therdbre,a time when a

mother's brother was a father, and a father’s sister was

a mother The systems can be tanged m a senes which

makes the truth of this view almost self evident In the

rudest systems noticed by Mr Morgan the mother’s

brother ts a father, and the father’s sister is a mother

,

brother and sisters children are brothers and sisters,

fathers or mothers of each other’s children, grandfathers

or grandmothers of each others grandchildren Above

these are the systems in which special terms have been

devised for the peculiar relationship between children

and thetf mother’s brother, and (m most cases) for the

father’s sister also—in which, as has been seen, the

children of brother and sister are in some cases called

brother and sister, but more commonly cousin, while the

children of one of such cousins arc in many mstances

regarded by the other cousins as their children, and his

grandchildren in every case are regarded by them as

their grandchildren So far there is unmistakable evi

dence of a progress made through dint of thinking over

social facts. Extension of our survey to more advanced

systems simply shows that m them a similar progress

has been earned further Such terms as httle father or

stepfather applied to a father’s brother, for example, arc

not hard to reconcile with the view that a father s brother

was at a former stage regarded as a father
, and when

It IS considered that a grandfather’s brother is in such

cases a grandfather, no shadow of doubt on the subject can

remain That there are some facts of which Sir John

Lubbock cannot give the solution must be admitted, and

these are not unimportant , but they in no way affect the

validity of his argument that there has been a develop-

ment of rdationships from a very rude germ, and that

what may be called the modern system of relationships

has been arrived at by a long and very gradual progress

Ihe explanation of them must be sought in a more

careful examination of the marriage customs of the races

m which they occur Moreover, there are not wanting

eccentricities of terminology, the key to which cannot in

all cases be had , but usually these arc obviously the result

of the over ngid application of general rules followingupon

a false start The Crow Indians, for example, call their

mother’s brother on elder brother, which is not so very

wrong in itself ,
but they go on to call his son (as being

the son of one called brother) by the name of son De-

partures from the normal type ot this kind are, ot course,

to be looked for wherever a system has been indepen

dcntly developed by many bodies of men
It IS among what Mr Morgan calls the Turanian,

Amencan Indian, and Malayan families of men that the

systems of relationship above considered arc known to pre-

vail The lowest forms are found m the Sandwich Islands

and their neighbourhood, and among one or two of the

American Indian tribes , the middle systems among the

Tamil races of India, the American Indians, the Fijians,

and the Tongans
, while the Karens and the Esquimaux

supply the most advanced. One of Mr Moigan’s theories

(for he has^ or seems to have, two which it is no
busineu of ours to teconede with each other) is, that

these systenfs are, to use the words of Sir John Lubbock,

"arbitrary, artificial, and intentional ’ Mr Morgan
holds that ethnological affinities can be traced by their

aid, and aocordinf^y he is disposed to bdieve in the

common ongm of the Tamil and Red don races. The
same reasonmg would identify the Fijiaiu and the

Tongans with both these races, and with one another—If
It would not also show that the Two-mountain Iroquois

of North America are of the same descent at the Malayan
races, and no relatives of their Red skin neighbours. This

looks like a reduette ad absurdum but it really is not

necess.ary to consider the hypothesis that the systems ot

relationship under notice are purely factitious—a wildly im-

probable hypothesis—when a sufficient explanation oftheir

relation to each other, which traces them all to a com-
paratu cly simple low form, is forthcoming Of the ongin

of this lowest known system of relaUonships Sir John
Lubbock wisely offers no theory, content with suggesting

that the right which a husband among the Amencan
Indians is said to possess, of marrying his wife’s sisters

as they successively come to matunty, may explain why a
woman s sisters arc considered the mothers of her children

The so called “ communal mamnge ” clearly cannot be,

the explanation Supposing that " communal marnage ”

could give rise to a system of relationships oil the

full grown men of a tribe must have been equally con

sidcrtd fathers of all the children of the tribe. IJut the

facts collected by Mr Morgan all point to a more
limited amount of fatherhood than this, and to ac

count, from the communal marriage pomt of view, for

the Hawaiian Imitation, is abou* as difficult as it is, from

the European point of view, to understand the Hawaiian

extension, of fatherhootl 1 be influence of the custom ot

counting kindred through females only on the develop-

ment of systems of relationship has been indicated,

It IS by means of it that the departure from the sim
plicity of the Hawaiian system was made. This Sir

John Lubbock has clearly pointed out It is only fair

to Mr Morgan to state that, notwithstanding his theory

above referred to, he has not neglected to do the same
After so much exposition a little criticism may be

not out of season, and to begin with a phrase which
has just been mentioned, “communal marriage,” we
cannot help regretting that Sir John Lubbock, m his

chapter on Marnage, has made so much use of it,

since beyond question it is unprccise and misleading
Sir John exhibits a number of facts, all of which,
with one doubtful exception, point to the entire absence
among certain tnbes of the \ery germ of a marnage
law, and to this be gives the name of communal mar
riage If this were a mere matter of phraseology, it

would lie hypercritical to say anything about it , but Sir

John goes on to argue as if he had shown that, in a tnbe
without any law of marriage, every man was the lawful

husband of every woman—as if, m fact, there were a
defined, though unusually free system of marnage rtgJh/,

while what the evidence goes to show is that such
a thing never was even thought of The view just
noticed has had no inconsiderable mfliience over his
opinions about Marnage, and it seems, to say the
least, unsafe to allow it any weight whatever Of
tnbes which have bad no marnage law, all we really
know IS, that in the intercourse of the sexes nothme
was deemed by them wrong, and thu state of feelufg
seems to involve the non-existence of owy uAa of
marnage ngbt Without evidence, at any rate^ we
are unable to believe tbat Uus pin, u
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bf Sir J(dm Lubbock, conld have been generated in

drcumataacea, and of evidence, to far ai we know,

there u not a trace. Sir John Lubbock's theory of the

origin ofmonandnc marriage, exogamy, and the form of

captnre, alto teemt open to observation He ascribes

monandiic marriage to the appropriation, in tribes with

oat any mam^e law, of captured women by mdi

vidual captors , supposing that a captured woman, as

she did not belong to the tribe, would be readily left

with the man who took her , that envy of the superior

felicity attained by captors would lead to a frequency of

capture, until, at length, the possession of a captured

woman became the ambition and hope of every man of a

tribe , and that, there bemg no other way than’ capture

of getting a wife of one’s own, the custom of exogamy was

in fact estabhshed, becommg a defined tribal law as

capture, and therewith monandnc mamage, became
ft^nent, and thereafter surviving, as such customs do
survive, when wives were got by purchase or exchange,

with the capture symbolised. Among savages, however,

women are no unconsidered tnfles , and the proposition

that, when captured, they would be freely left to their

captors IS so far from bang self evident that it might

reasonably be deemed improbable, and certainly requires

an amount of support which Sir J Lubbock has failed to

give It But apart from this, it is, we are disposed to think,

fatal to Sir J Lubbock s hypothesis, that it overlooks the

fact that captures ofwomen are usuallymade by par^tts, not

by smgle persons, and that it is a co^ict between parties

which, as a rule, is symbolisedm the form ofcapture. In as

cnliing to the prevalence ofthe capture oi wives the cunous

custom which forbids a father in law and mother m law

to speak to their son m law—indignation at the capture

bemg presumed to be the foundation of this rule of non

intercourse—Sir John, we venture to think, has certainly

bcoi hasty At the time when the capture was real and

the indignation of the father in law and mother in law

real, their new relative would not have been much in the

way of meetmg them. He, with his wife, would have been

in another tribe than theirs, and that a hostile tribe

Moreover, the same custom prevents a woman from

speaking to her father m law, and operates, if we mistake

not, m other cases also
,
and these Sir Jolm’s suggestion

would not explain.

Our cntidsm shall extend to only one pomt more, and

that IS, the explanation offered by Sir John Lubbock of the

otigm of Totem worship. We notice it the more readily

because, m this edition, he puts it forward with some ap

peaiance of hesitation He thmks that the worship of

animals may have arisen out of a practice of “ nammg first

individuals,andthen theirfamihes,” after particularanimals.
KA family which was called after the bear would look on

that animal first with interest, then with respect, and at

length with a sort ofawe.” But does not this sound as if Sir

J Lubbock believed that the world began with the patri

aichal femily system f With it the transmission of a

name through an indivldttal, first to a family and then to

a tribe, would offer no difiSculty It is necessary, however,

to exidain the worship of animals in tribes whi^ acknow

ledge kinship through females only , m tribes in which

children take the tribal name, not of their father bia of

their mother , and in which the family, still in an extremely

uadevdoped state, was probably altogether unknown at

the distant time when ammal worship arose. In such tribes

a man's personal name dies with him. Though he has his
“ medidne,” it goes to no successor It is the women, who,
by the way, are without the “ medieme, who transmit the

totem That names given to individuals, especially if the

individuals were men, should diffuse themsdves through
tribes of thu kind, and this in the case of an endless

number of such tnbes, appears altogether impossible

This, however, after all, only means that we cannot see

how the thmg can have happened and, on the other

hand, if Sir John Lubbock should find that m histheoris

ing he has overlooked some of the most perplexing of the

facts to be accounted for, he need not greatly gneve.

He is oititled to reflect that, allowing for all shortcom

ings his book has a sterling value andlias done a most
useful work.

KINAHAN'S “ VALLEYS, FISSURES, FRAC
TURES, AND FAULTS’*

Valleys, and their Relation to Fissures Fractures, and
Faults By G H Kinahan, MR.IA, F R.G S I

(London Triibncr and Co

}

WHENEVER anew explanation of natural pheno
mena is offered to the public its advocates,

assuming that due importance will be still assigned to the

forces to which formerly all had been attributed, frequently

seem to ignore them altogether, and therefore other

inquirers are generally found who take up the defence of

the old view, though they often admit practically as much
as IS required by the new theory Mr Kinahan thinks that

sttb-adnalists, in cxphiining the present configuration of

the country, have bMn in the habit of attaching too great

importance to surface wear and tear, and of ignonng the

effect of fractures produced by earth movements
Any contnbution of facts well observed and clearly

recorded and reasoned upon, is of value whether or not

we accept the dedu tions of the author We are however,

unable to satisfy ourselves from the perusal of the work
before us that the facts would have appeared to us as they

appeared to the author—the references to localities where
the evidence for faults and other phenomena may be seen

are too vague, and the inferences seem very doubtful

There are few who would not be prepared to agree

with the statement that the present valleys are not

solely due to rain and rivers but rather to that action

combined with glacial and marine denudation, and that

all were generally led by the breaks and faults in the

rocks '(p 181}, if It means that we must not refer all

valleys to ram and nvers exclusively, that denudation of

any kind is apt to be directed by the greater or less

resisting power of the material to be denuded, and that

fractured work is more easily acted upon and denuded
than sohd work.

What we really have to do is to inquire in each special

case which of the various agents have had most to do with

the formation of the particular valley, lake, or other earth

feature before us , and therefore, in ^scusring the relation

between faults and valleys, we require something more

definite than a reference to places, where, as the author

says (p. 109},
" some of what are here considered faults

mi^t possibly only be Silurian chffs, at the base

of whldi the Old Red Sandstone and limestones were
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deposited, as the rocks stnke with the hne of fiuilt or m

map, in which many of the faults upon which thefotm of a

lake IS laid to d^nd are drawn altogether below the

waters of the lake, and the direct evidence of their direc.

tion or even existence is not given in the text (p. 133,

and pi iL p 15) Again, anyone who wished to see for

himself whether it was possible that " streams have run

over polished, scratched, and etched surfaces of rock for

ages without having been able to obliterate the ice-

marks” (p 87), could hardly be sure of finding the places

referred to by the author from the vague description that
|

they were “ among the ice dressed hills of Galway, Kerry,
i

and Cork " {tb )
<

We cannot see what right our author has to assume

because the “ outhnes—nver valleys, lake-basins, and .

bays—occur in systems, the general bearing of which may
be indicated by lines,” that *‘if such systems are not

caused by breaks in the subjacent rocks, they must be due

to chance” (p 99;, when we know that other authors

have appealed to this very same fact in support of the

theory that the leading features of the country referred to

are due to a body of ice moving from the N E.

It docs not seem unreasonable to suppose that valleys

which appear to have been shifted (p 175I may have

been formed along hnes of fracture or of softer rock which

had been previously shifted, or were for any reason not

opposite to one another

That an unfinished plain of marine denudation should

have an irregular margin (p. 177) does not prevent our

believing that the sea can m tune cut back most of the

hard promontories as well as the softer rock, or arrest at

a uniform level the sub-aiinal action which is reduemg

both hard and soft That a nver should deposit sedi.

ment on a slope at any part of its course, even out into the

estuary (p. 187), seems to present fewer difficulUes than

the supposition that the rock ddbns resulting from the

denudation of Loch Lomond was carried out through a
hole m the bottom of the lake (pais)

Although, however, such statements lead us to distrust

somewhat the author’s judgment, we most allow thift

the work contains much that is useful and suggesUve,

and should be read by all who are engagedm the study

earth sculpture.

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Cone and its Seettone treated Geometrically By
S A. Renshaw Pp 148 (London Hamilton, Adams,
and Ca, 1875

)

” What so intneate and pleasing withal, as to peruse mid
practise Apollomus’s Conics?” The author of the pre-
sent work has evidently the same admiration for this Old
World writer that Burton had. He remarks of him that
hit work has apparently maintained its supenotity over
every subsequent treatise on the subject lake Apollonius
m one respect, Mr Renshaw derives the sections from the
Scalene Cone, and rebuts the possible charge of“con^der-
able prolixity” byaffirmmg lus belief that “the reader
will be well repaid for the time and patience expoided m
the investigation.” Upon this point opinions will most
hkehr diflhr The subj^, though of considermMe mterest
to all minds of a geometrical cast, is yet only a subordi- I

nate one, and we question if many can find time in these
days of ‘‘high pressuie* for the extra time and patwnce
demanded. However, the student need not so occupy

his time, for our author has also denved|^e principal

well-known properties from the n|ht cone udep^enuy.
Further, he estabhshes a proposition by means of which
the scalene-cone properties may be derived from the
right cone.

We have, in former numbers of Nature, given in our
adhesion to the principle of deriving the properties of
these curves from the cone, and so are glad to see that

the latest woric on the subject is grounded on this prin-

ciple Robertson (1802), following Hamilton (1758), takes

as his fundamental proposition the following —If there

be four lines in the plane of a conic which are parallel,

two and two, then the ratio of the rectangles under the

segments from one point of section to the rectangles under
the segments from the other point of section is constant
Mr Renshaw builds upon tne proposition that in the
eUipse and the hyperbola the tangent at any point on the

curve makes equal angles with the focal distances of the
point (with modification for the special case of the para-

bola). These and the other pnmary properties a^ as
we have said, proved from the cone, and this “it is

believed to a greater extent than in any previous treatise.”

A great portion of the work, however, is taken up with
the treatment of the curves tn piano, and here a funda-

mental proposition is that of the generating circle. The
properties are neatly derived by this means. We should
mention that the generating circle (which in a particular

case becomes the auxiliary circle of modem treauses) is

said to have been first employed in Walker’s work on
Conics (1794), and is thus defined If we have a focus

and corresponding directrix of a conic, and in the same
plane take any point and from it let fall a perpendicular
on the directrix, then the circle required is that described

I

from the above pomt at centre with a radius equal ebmes

I

the above perpendicular (e being the eccentricity of the
curve) We have been thus explicit, as this circle appears
to have dropped out of recent text books We must refer

for apphcation to the work under review The subject is

ably treated, and the book copiously illustrated by well

drawn figures (in most cates) , these latter, however, have
been sadly marred in the engraving Indeed, it it matter
of regret that the paper, the ink, and the engraving are
of an inferior character The work was printM at

Nottingham.

A IVkalmg Crnue to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf of
Boothia. By A. H Markham, F R G S , Commander
R.N With an Introduction by Rear Admural Osborn,
C B ,

F R.S Second Edition (London Sampson
Low and Co

, 1875

)

Commander Markham has done well to issue a cheap
edition of his attractive narrative at the present time.
Ihe author, m the summer of 1873, went out to Baffin’s

Bay in the whaler Arctic, with the dehberate intention ot
acquiring experience m ice-navigauon

, consequently from
his book a reader is likely to obtain a better idea of the
real nature of the dangers attendant on pushmg through
the froien ocean, than from a book whose chief aim u to
narrate discovenet. Commander Markham, it is evident
from the work before us, took such excellent advantage of
the opportunibes afforded him while cruisug about in the
Arctic seeking for whales, and finding them plentifully,

that his knowledge of the “ ways ” of the ice must be of
mat advantage to the expedition of which he is second
in command.
To those iriio wish to have a full and accurate idea of

how the whale-fishing is prosecuted at the present day.
werccommend this d«ightful narrative, which we ahooid
think IS hkely to become an established favourite with
boys There is a wcmderful amount of information
padeed into the small volume concenung the regions
visited, the natnre of the ice and icebugs, enrrents,
coasts, nabves, buna, flora, && He visited some of the
spou rendered classical by fonnei explorers, and actually
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corrected the dclineetioa ti pert ofthe couMine is Prince

R^ent’s Inlet. Altogether the book it full of initnic-

tkm and healthy enteruinment ; the map and lUustra-

tioni add to iu value m both retpecti.

LhTTERS 70 THE EDITOR
\nt Edttor ictt net kali ktmstlfrttfcntiUtforefimont exprtutd

hy hi terrttfendtnU. NeaMtr tan ht nneUriak* te rthtm,

or it corrafend niM tke nrttirt of, rt;nted manntertfitt.

Ho nehet » taken tf anenymeut ecmmnniealicm,]

Antarea

In reference to the apperent change in the angle of the com*
Moion to a bcorpu aa shown by the recent measurea of Mr
Vlilaon (Nature, vol ai p 174), an airangement of the follow-

ing, which, 10 lar aa I am aware, are all the meatttres that have

bm made of this beantiful pair since iti discovery by Mitchel in

1845, may piove interesting From a comparison of these

earlier results it is evident that no sensible variation has taken

place , and it is probable that in the last, either a alight error has
been made m readme the position arcle, or the observoiion was
taken under too unfavourable conditions to admit of a high

degree of accuracy Tbe details of these measures will be fouM
in the several publications mentioned below.*

3. TIm rapidity of their progress variM Indefinitely, and endd
not be dedneed, ^ore Mr. Draper, from the vekidty of the
currents experienced in them, even if the latter were not vartrdile

also.

4. Many of our most destructive European storms occur when
pressures over the EasUm States are tolerably high and steady,
and ap|Mr to be developed on tho Atlantic near the eastern
limits of the area of high pressure In such instances attention

to the tebgrams sronld m all probability mislead (at least until

tbe relations of areas of high pressures to those of low pressures

be better understood), and thus lead to unfortunate conse-

^ For these reasons I believe that the utility of a ratem ol
weather tekgraaia from North America to Europe wo^ be by
no means commensurate with the serious expense involved m it.

The connection between the weather periods on this and on
the other side of the Atlantic it one of the problems which the

pn^ss of reseaith is steadily, though slowly, attaching But
such research can be carried on without embarking on a system of
weather telegraphy which is unlikely to lie practically benefidal,

and the failure of which might rather tend to bring this branch
of tbe science into disrepute. W Clement I ky
Ashby Parra, Lutterwonb, March 12

Meteorological Obaetvationa in the Pacific
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with his last measures, says, “there is

...y little, if sny, ground for supposing change has occurred in

this splendid but diiTicult object " 1 he difficulty of seeing tbe

small star 111 this latitude, as in the case of Sirius and its com-
panion, antes not from its cluseness or faintners, but from atmo-

spheric causes due to its southern decimation Mitchel called

the small star il 12 magnitude, lut Dawes, becchi, and others

lale It at about 8m ,
which is mote nearly what it appears to be

at the present time With n very steady air I have several tunes

seen it perfectly with a 6 inch Clark refractor contracted to 3)
Inch, and on one or two occaiions with 34 inch.

Chicago, March 2 S W. Buenham

Storm Wamings from the United States

Allusion has recently been made in Natuee to a propoial

for the transmission of weather telegrams from the UnitM Stales

to Europe, as likely to afford valuable data for forecaating the

weather on our coaati. Some miaconception appears to me to

attach to thu tulqecL

Having woikcd for a considerable tune at the comparison of

United States with European weather charts and icports, I would
express my opinion that the prqcct referred to w<^ be unde-

rirable, on the following grounds —
1. Only a small pro^ion of the storms experienced on the

American side of the AtlanUc can subaeipiently be diatinctly

traced in Europe at all

2. Of those thus traceable, the majority are felt severely only

in the extreme north of Europe, and are not fproduclive «
seriona results on the coMts ol Great Bntaln, France^ or Ocn-
eurk.

‘ 1 SIdmsI Mononnr, Sept lEtS.

M«iioli>ofthaK.A3,TaLiiuv
. — Dawss

AS.,«
•rvMOfh
A.S.,rar Msatomaftlw K.A.S., vvL la

{. of R A.S.’,

g. MemoinaftbsRA&,voLaazU.
lOw MoDoirs of tht R A.S.,

In the leader on “ Meteorology—Present and Future ” which
appeared in Nature, vol x p 99, it is said “In order to
complete the prelimmary meteorological survey of the earth’s

atmosphere and surface it it indispensable that measurea be
taken to obtain observations from the leu frequented regioni of
the ocean, from Arctic and Antarctic regions, large jiortions of
Bnilsli America, South America, Africa, and Polynesia.” Il is

alfo very correctly observed that “In working out the great

quettico of /oeal thmatet it la absolutely mdispensable that uni-

formity as regartls instruments and methods of observation be
secured at the diflerent statlnna"
The meteorology of the Pacific baa often occupied my atten-

tion, and I have regretted that no systematic effort was made to
secure regular observations upon some uniform plan throughout
the islanu occupied by musionariet. The principal islands in

Eastern, Ceiftral, and Weitern Polynesia (as far as the New
Uebndea) have gentlemen residing on them, many of whom
would (I have good reason to believe) be willing to render assist-

ance in this work Indeed, many of them are accustomed,
already, to make more or leu meteorological observations, so far

as the reading of the barometer and thermometer goes But
thcie observauons, if collected, would at present be compara-
tively useless, owing to the want of “unlfonnity aa regards
instruments and methods of observation.’’

Should measures be taken to secure such observations aa those
suggested in the article above mentioned, and should means be
found for supplying (say Itndmg, under certain conditions) instru-

ments to those who are willmg to become observers, I believe

the co-opention of missionaries m most, if not all, of tbe follow-

ing islands may lie secured, viz., Society Islands, Ilervey or
Cook’s Islands, Niue or Sango Island, Fnendly or Toegan
Islanda, Samoa or Navigators" Islands, Fiji lilimds. Loyalty
Islands, the New Hebrld^ and the south cast peninsula of New
Guinea.

I shall be barmy to do what I can to bring abont sndi a
result I am williDg to correqiond with anv gentleman repte-

aenUng tbe '* Central Depertment,” or with the secretory of any
society which may UDdertake the work, with rqprd to detmla.

Upolu, Samoa, Nov. ifi^ 1874 S J. Wamne

Struck by Lightning

The following la offimd you for pabUcatira in the hope that

the hell were (^served accnntdy enough to be of value, and in

tbe belief that reliable accounts M limilar experiences are rare

Tbe boose, in winch with my fomlly I have spent the winter,

stands in the centre of Tctbay and close to w sea. In the

puden, wbidi gives aoeess to tbe shore, 11 a fiigstaff (once

belongfaig to tbe Coast Guard) 50 feet hfoh, with a metal vane

at the top, and baring tbe mast steadied at about a; feet from

the ground m the uinal way with iron wire guys. About a hot
above ground each wire rope terminates m a finch chain wbldi

is anraond a few feet in the aoU. These diaini are much
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corroded, their ongliuil duuniter being reduced here und there

to i Inch.

I<ebnui7 a5th ww a rainy day dnnng the forenoon, with

heavy wind from the louth eait, but m the afternoon the aky
cleared There had been no ngn of thunder alt day At S
V M wife, my son, and myself were sUnding under the

flagstaJi and within lo feet of a mooring chain, watching the hay,

when the vane was suddenly stmdc by lightning which broke

the mast short olT in two places, tearing and flitting the wood
between the vane and tho iron guy ropes. Throngh these the

discharge then passed to the ground, but three out of the four

rooormg chains were broken Not only one, but many links

in each of these chains were snapped, Imth above and below
ground, and several of the links were broken in two |>laces

at once. The fractures were crysuUine and showed no signs of

heal On the garden rath, and within a yard of mvself, stood an
iron roller, towards which the discharge ploughed two shallow

furrows in the gravel ,
one of these is 8 feet long and terminates

m a splash of gravel upon the roller

The broken mast and vane fell to the ground clore to ns. The
former was blackened from end lo end around half its circumfer

ence, and the edges of the discoloration form ragged splashes

The brass tube forming the vane was ripped open, and nil solder

about the vane melted Below the point where the wire ropes

were Bttichcd to it the mast was uninjured Shivered frog

ments of the sUff were found on the ground ns far as 150
feet to windward Heavy hnil followM the flash, llie wini
falling instantly lo a dead calm , a second hut distant flash nos
rein twenty minutes later after which there was no more
lightning 1 he discharge startled the whole village of I nignton

,

tlw coast guard ofCcer compares the explosion to that of a 300
pounder gun, and at Torquay, 34 miles distant, a tcientificfncnd

speaks of both flash and crash as most tcmfic.

I must now attempt to desenbe the effects on ourselves and the
impreuians on our senses, though I tm conscious of difficulty m
avoullng aul jeettve matter here Of the three, my wife only was
“ struck,’ and fell to the ground, my son and myself remaining

erect, and all three retaining consciousness hoc more than
half an hour my wife lost the use of her lower limbs and left

hand, both of which became rigid From the feet to the kneea
she was splashed with rose-coloured tree like marks, branching
upwards, while a large tree like mark, with six principal hranehet

diverging from a common centre, thirteen inches an its largest

diameter, and blight rose red, covered the body None of us
ore ccr'am of having seen the flash, and my wife is sure she saw
nothing As to the noise, my wife heard a “ bellowing sound
and a "aquisb," recalling Creworki , my son slso heard a
“ bellow, while 1 seemed conscious of a sharp explosion My
wife des^lies her feeling as that of “d}mg away gently into

ratkneis,’ and being roused by a treraendoui blow on the body,
where the chief mark was afterwards found My ton and myielf
were consciaus of a sudden and temfic general disturbance, and
be oflirms that he received a severe sikI distinctly electrical

shock in both legs. My left arm, shoulder, and throat cspeaally
suflered violent disturbance, but I did not think it was electrical

Ai I turned to help my wile, who was on the pound, 1 shouted,

as I thought, that 1 was unhurt, and hoped they were also, but
It seems I only uttered inarticulate sounds, and my son in his

first attempt to answer, did the some. This, however, was only
momentary

,
in an instant we both spoke plainly

Neither of us referred the occurrence immediately to its

true cause, but the idea of being fired at was present to all

our minds, my wife indeed remained of opinion that she was
shot through the body, nntd she heard me speak of lightning

An infinitesimal lapse ol tune enabled mv son and myself to
recognise Hglitnuig , but I cannot say whether I did so before or
after my first glimpse of the wreck on the ground Neither of
us heard or saw tl e mast fall, thoagh it deac^ed fifty feet, and
fell on hard gravel close to us My son and myself bo-h experir
enced a momentary feeling of intense anger against some '* person
or persoas unknown, ' further showing that we pnmanly referred
the shock to some coniciuus agency I ought perhaps to add,
that DMtber of us felt any lensauou of fear at the tune

, but we
w«« all very nervous for several days after

I have ermeavoored to keep to fact throughout, but T venture
to edd a remark made by my wife as we raiKd her fir ra the
grouod 1 “ I iecl quite sure ihat death from lightning must lie

abeolutcly painleti ,
” and^ ofler it ai an nneonsetous corrobortr

tioB of viesrs c« this labject which our eaperience aeama to
strengthen,

Though no electrician, I conclude from the splaih of gravel on
the gardra roller that the discharge sraa from cloud to earth, and
the oxidised mooimg-ebains bei^ inadequate to cany itu to

cTouDd, my wifefon^ a conductor for one of many sprays flying

in all directions from the broken links.

Paignton, March 10 D Pidgion

Mr O Darwin’s Paper on Cousin Marriages

Tiik report in the Timet of my paper on Coudn Mamages,
read before the Statistical Society on Tuesday, the l6lh fnst

,

contains an important error It is there made to appear that out
of 8,170 lunatics and idiots in England and Wal^ 4.308 were
oflipring of first cousins. 1 his shcmkl have ran —Answers with
respect to the parentage of 4,308 out of the 8,170 patients were
obtained , 142 to 149 of these were stated to be offspring of first

cousiiM, that IS to say, nearly 34 per cent Similarly, out of 514
patients in Scotland, 5' per cent were found to be oflkprlng of
first cousins.

1 had hoped that the monstrbns nature of the mistake would
have shosvn it to be a misreport , but althou^ the error wai
pointed out m the next day’s Tones, I have already bad my
attention drawn to it several times, and yon would therefore be
conferring a great favour on me by ^ving further publicity to tlie

correction in your columns. Giorge Darwin
Down, March 21

Mounting Acan for the Microscope

I HAVE much pleasure in detailing, for the benefit of your
correspondent Mr R C Fisher, a method 1 practised exien*
sively some years since, and with the best possible results, tn
preparing Acan for the cabinet The section then occupying
my attention was tho group of the HydraehniHie, or “ Water
Mites, and to illustrate which I possess some hundred slides

representing twenty or thirty species m vanons conditions of
development In first attempong to preserve these as permanent
objects for the microscope I encountered difficulties similar to
those of Mr Fisher , the little animals being bard to kill, and
their limbs in death doubling lieneath to the great detnment of
their personal appearance. Aa an experiment, I tned Immerting
them in boiling water, and was rewarded by finding thli treat-

ment to achieve everything that could be dewred, death being
instantancoiu. and with the limb* ngnily extended In perfect
symmetry This method proved equally efficadons with vanona
earth mites, such as TiomMmm A watch gloss, aplnt lamp,
and camel s hair brash la all the apparatus necessary The occu-
pafion of other and larger " fish to fry " has unfortunately pre
vented my prosecuting the study of this most interesting group
of the Arachnula so far os I first proposed
Manchester Aquarium W Saville Kent

The Wolf ” in the Violoncello

Can any of yi ur readers explain the reason of the unpleasant
jarring noise ahirh is sometimes found in certain notes of the
violoncello, termed by mnsicUni the vMtlf i

In an instrument in my possession the tvolf exists on one note

only, vix , the F of the boss clef This is not due

to a defect m the string aa the same note stopped on the O
string still produces the viol/

It seems, Iherefore, that from some defect in the Instrument
itself. It Is unable to vibrate in conjunction with a string having a
certain rite of vibration, though it will take up the vibrations of
every other but this particular note. Herhbrt F Frver

Coloured Shadows
Six Grove’s cells were connected with one of Ladd’s large

induction colls, and the secondary current, conlensed by two
I irge Leyden jam, waa tent, in the usual way, between two pairs
of metallic electrodes, in order to exsmine their spark siiectra
1 wo of the electrodes were of plaunum 1 these may be called

pair A
Of the other pair, B, one electrode wai of platmnm, and the

other of the metal to be examined.
TUn a piece of whitep^ equidistant from, and on one iMe

of, the two sparks. Hold the so that a shadow of it may
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tw cut by e*ch ipwk. The two thtulows will 1>e seen to be

mett beautUnlly tinted with diflerent delicate colours, varying

aoeording to the metal inserted in B.

It will be seen that the shadow thrown by A Is lighted by B,

and is seen on a ground jointly illuminated by A and D , whilst

B’s shadow, lighted by A, is seen on the same common coloured

ground is before

Without these considerations, it might have been supposed

tbit the shadow thrown by B, and lighted by the unchanging
spark A, would itself hive remained nnaltered. I siw it of the

colours, pink, light pink dim pink, light green, nearly white,

and vellow green
,
corresponding to the introduction into B of

Bi, Ag, Sn, In, Al, and Mg respectively

1 was indebted fur the apparatns to Prof Livelng in whose
laboratory last November, at Cambndge, I made these observa

tlpns. C T L, WHirMFU
Nottingham, March |6

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Anthklm’s Star of 1670 (ii Vulpecui «) - In the

catalogue of stars observed at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, in the year 1872, in the volume lately circu

lated, will be found the position of the small star near the

]dace of Anthelm’s star of 1670, which was for some time
of the third magnitude It is No 816 in the above
named catalogue, and for 1875 o its K A. is i9h 42m
32S78 ,

and N P D 62° 59* 15' 4. This is only about one
minute of arc from the place given by Picard’s observa
tioni published in Lemonniers “ Histoire Cdicste,’ and
there is an uncertainty in the R A. deduced from those

observations sunounting to one or two seconds of time
The star deserves attention, and the more so as there has
been a suspicion of sensible variation about an average

minimum for some yean past It may be advantageously

compared with a star of pretty nearly the same magni
tude following 12s 5 m R.A., and 4' 9 to the north, and
also with one which follows 22s 5, about o 7 to the north

Occasional slight variations are perceptible in Nova
(Ophiuchi), 1848, usually of 1213 magnitude, and, accord

mg to Schonfeld t observations m Nova (Corona.), 1866,

also, as wc have lately stated, m the star close upon the

position of Nova (Cassiopea), 1572 Wc follow the

example of the Manheim astronomer in applying the

term Nova to these objects, though it would probably be

more correct in each case to consider them as belonging to

a class of irregular vanables of great extremes of bngbt

ntss. Mr Tebbult, of Windsor, NSW, was satisfied

from his own observations that ij Afgds had been ‘‘alter

nately above and below a mean magmtude ’ for several

years previous to 1870

Meteor shower of October a d 855 —This showe*"

of meteors docs not fall in with the thirh three year

period indicated by Prof H A. Newton , but from the

desenpuon in “ Annales Fuldenses,” it was evidently one

of similar character, and indicated a great accumulation

of meteors m a part of their orbit far distant from the

mass encountered by the earth m 1799, 1833, and 1866

We read “ Mensc vero Octobns xvj Kal Novemb {1 e

October 17, O b ),
per totam noctem igmculi, instar spi

culorum, occidentem versus per aerem densisstme fcrc-

bantur ” It was from a companson of this date with that

of the great display in 1366, witnessed m Bohemia and in

Portugal, that Boguslawski suspected an advance in the

nodes of the meteor-orbit at a time when lU real form

hRd not been detected Quetelet, m his " Nouveau Cau
k^e des Pnncipales Apparitions del Etoiles Filantes,”

refers to an Arabic account of the same shower (855), and

on the same date, Oeb 17, in the following year, he men
tiont the occurrence “dn feux semblables a des pointes

patcourent le ciel pendant toute la nuit,” on the author!^

of a chronicler whose history is found m Bouquet’s Col-

lection I sospectmg, however, its identity with the shower

recorded by the Fulda annalist We know that there are

ree^t cases of considerable nontbers of metcqrs on or

about November 12, which are also divergent from the
thirty three year period for maximum, as on Nov, 12,
1820 and 1822 , but the shower of October 17, 855,
appears a remarkable insUnce The dense stream
towards the west bnngs to recollection the grand display
of November 1866

Comet 1840, III -This comet, discovered by Dr
Galle, at Berlin, on March 6, and observed at Piilkova
till the 27th of the same month, afTords a cunoni instance
where one of these bodies, after apparently encountenng
the powerful influence of the planet Jupiter, has presented
Itself in these parts of space moving in an orbit which is

undistinguishable from a parabola. Definitive elements
have bem lately calculated by Kowalcxyk and Doberck,
and if we trace the path backward thereby, to the
beginning of 1839, we find the distance between the
comet and planet about January 20 would be less than a
third of our mean distance from the sun It is true the
interval over which the observations extend is only three
weeks, but the residual errors of the parabola are so very
small, that it is evident no very sensible ellipticity was
produced by the near approach to Jupiter, as would appear
to have been the case with many other comets There is

a suspicion that something similar took place with the
third comet of 1759, which passed so near the earth in

January 1760, but the elements of that body may perhaps
admit of better determination Lacaille’s orbit shows a
pretty close approach to Jupiter on the comet’s journ»y
towards the sun, a circiimstancc first referred to by Pm„rc

THE IHhDS or J30RM 0 *

The fifth volume of the annals of the “Museo Civico”
of Genoa (for the establishment of which science is

indebted to the liberality and exertions of the Marchese
Ctiacomo Dona) is devoted to an elaborate memoir on
the birds of Borneo, prepared by the well known ornitho-

Togist, Tommaso Salvodori, of the Museum of Turin
The work 11 based upon the nch collections made by
Dona and bis companion, Dr Beccan, dunng a scientific

expedition to Borneo m 186$ and the following years

Whilst the latter naturalist devoted himself pnncipally to

plants, and obtained an enormous senes of them which
has enriched many of the herbana of Curepe, the former
occupied himself in general zoological collections Among
the results of his activity were upwards of eight hundred
specimens of birds, obtained chiefly near Kutchin, the

capital of Sarawak, which was the head quarters of the
travellers. Dr Salvadori having had this fine collection

placed in his hands for exammation, thought the oppor
tunity was favourable for attempting a complete account

of the birds hitherto known to have been obtained m
Borneo, on which, up to the present time, there has been

no authonty In the present memoir we have the results

of his labours, forming altogether a volume of 430 pages.

Considering the large extent of the island of Borneo,

the published works of naturalists upon its fauna are few,

and a large portion of its vaned surface remains still un-
explored As regards its ornithology, we arc indebted to

the naturalists formerly employed by the Dutch National
Museum at I.eyden for the greater part of our knowledge
*>chwaner, Diaira, Salomon Muller, and others, made nch
collections in the territones of Pontianak and BanJermas-

sing, fifty years ago, and supplied many of the types

figured by Temminck m his ‘‘Planches Colorizes " Our
Mr Wawe was the first ornithological explorer of Sara

wok, but never published any complete account of his

coIleObons made there Another English naturalist

James Mottley, also made several collections m the island

of 1 jhiian and m Banjermassing These were partly

described in 1855, in a work commenced by Mr Mottley

• •• CiiMoss tlituutiiio ncctUi di Bonwo,’\>“ Tooimiw
conaaMsiroMWTuioMiilODnUwlO B«cciri inwno alt* qweii da

aoi Mcaita Ml Rafkdo di Saiawak.
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in coninncbon with Mr Dillwyn. Bat Mr Mottley*!

nntunely death in the Malay insumction of i860 pat a
atop to tiie pnUication, though hia Baineiinassing coUec-

1

tion was aubaequently catalMued by Mr Sclater in the

Zoological Society’s “ Proceedinga.”

From these and various other authorities, of which a
complete account is given m the introduction to the work,

and from the study w Doria’s numerous senes, Dr Salva

don has compiled his list of 392 species of Bornean birda

Their synonymy is very fully statra, and the localities are

completely given, whilst aescnpbona and remarks of

vanous characters are added when necessary Of the

392 species of Bornean birds, fifty eight. Dr Salvadon
tells us, are peculiar to the island, whilst the remainder
are found also in Malacca and Sumatra, or have a suli

wider distribution With these last named countnes it

is, as already pointed out by Lord Walden,* that Borneo
has a most intimate relation, upwards of 250 species

being common to these three localities These and many
other facts relating to the ornithology of Borneo are weU
put together by our author in this excellent memoir, on
which It is obvious great labour has been bestowed The
volume is rendered still more complete by an outline

map of Borneo and the adjacent islands, and by several

coloured plates of the rarer species of birds, amongst
which the extraordinary shnke-iike fonn called Pttyrmsu
gymnoupkala forma a conspicuous object Dr Salva
don s work is thus an indispensable addition to a natu
ralist’s hbrary

PHENOLOGICAL PHENOMENA \

U NDER the title riven below a pamphlet lias just been
issued containing instructions for the correct obser-

vation of the first appearance of insects, buds, and plants

in flower in any locality We recommend it to the atten
lion of all who have opportunities of making such obser
vations, and there are thousands who have If a host of
observers could be enlisted in this work, and if they
adhered faithfully to the instructions given in the pamph
let, they wojld not only find a new source of real plea
cute and instruction, but would certainly make large

contributions to our knowledge of natural history

A list IS given of ninety seven plants, insects, and birds

to be observed, with a set of general rules, approxunate
phenologtcal dates, and special remarks and suggestions
in connection with the vanous divuion* Those m botany
are drawn im by the Rev T A Preston, F M S in ento-
mology, by Mr R McLachlan, F L.S , and in ornithology,

by Prot A Newton, F R-h Each of them presenU a
senes of notes on vanous individual plants and animals,
and Prof Newton has some general remarks in his own
department, from which we make the following ex-
tracts —

“ It constantly happens, especially among the earher
birds of passage in spnng, that they will for some days
haunt one particular spot before appearing in others or
generally throughout the dutnet I myself knew a par
ticular reach of a river which was yearly frequented by
the Sand Martin for nearly a week or ten dfays before
examples of that qieaes were to be seen elsewhere in the
vicinity I also knew a parish in which the Chiffchaff
always bred, but not for a month or six weeks aAer it had
arrivra in many of the neighbounng pushes was its

note to be heard within the limits of that particular
parish. I could easily dte other cases of like nature, but
many if not most observers of birds fi?om ther own
expenence wfil bear me out in this It follows, therefore,
that to render the proposed observatimis trustworthy, an

SoGwtT Kot«1 Hottuuksnl

observer of any fact connected with birds should set

down the exact locality at which it occurred, even if it be
but a few miles’ distance from his own station, and if

possible again record the fact when it recurs there , or

vtceversA. Otherwise there will naturally be a risk of

considerable error, but an attentive observer will probably

soon come to find out the localities m his neighbourhood
which are first visited bv any poiticuiar kind of bird, and
after a few years’ experience the double observation will

veiy likdy prove unnecessary ”

After giviDg some notes on a number of individual

birds. Prof Newton goes on —
" Nearly all the observations above suggested can be

made or collected by most residenu in the country gene-

rally, and even by some who live in towns , but such
obsovers as dwell at or near the seaside—and especially

not far from the stauons chosen by vanous sea-fowls for

their breeding miarters—are recommended to keep watch
for their arrival and departure It has been fr^uently
asserted that many of these birds, as the Guillemot,

Puffin, RaxorbiU, and certam Gulls, resort to and quit

their stations punctually on a particular day, regardless

of the state of the weather , and if such statements are
correct, the facts which render the birds independent of

meteorological conditions seem to deserve attention In
some cases the assistance of lighthouse-keepers, if sought,

would probably conduce to the success of tne inquiry, as
they almost alwajs take in interest in the doings of their

feathered neighbours. Lighthouse keepers, it is beheved,
could also furnish valuable information as to the extra-

ordinary flocks of migrant birds which occur by night at
uncertain intervals These flocks consist of a very hete-
rogeneous assemblage, ind it is seldom that the particular

kmds can be identified except by the victims that may be
found next morning lying dead beneath the glsistes

against which they have dashed themselves. Sunilar
flocks are occasionally observed inland, and chiefly over
or near large towns, whither it may be supposed ^ey
have been attracted by the glare of the street lamps In
these latter cases it is seldom that examples are procured
to show of what species the flock was composed, but the
mere fact of its occurrence is ilwiys wo^y of record,
with the precise hour at which the birds were heard, in a
weather report The cries, whistlmg, and screams of the
birds, sometimes even the sound of meir wings, are often
enough to attract the attention of the most unobservant

,

apd, as far as I know, these miscellaneous flocks only
occur on perfectly still pitch-dark nights, with a compa-
ratively high temperature and a falling barometer—cir-
cumstances that point to an atmosphenc cause of the
wonderful concourse
“ A connection beta ten the habits of birds and meteo-

rological conditions is popularly believed to exist in the
case of the Green NVoodpecker, the frequent cry of
which IS said to presage lain , but I have faded to find
that this iSLSO The Redbreast, on the other hand, when
singing from an elevated perch at evening, is said to be
an unlailmg prophet of a fine day on the moirow, while if

Its partmg song be uttered from a lower station bad
weather is supposed to follow As far as my own expe-
rience goes, the only connection between changes
weather and the habits of birds (omitbng of coarse hard
frost and deep snow, the effects of which are obvious) is,

that many birds seem to be more alert, or ‘ wUder,’ as
the sportsmen say, for a day or two before a heavy down-
ftdl , I have observed this with partridges, plovers, and
smpes."
We recommend all our readers to procure these " In-

structions.*

INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS
AT the annual meeting of this Institution last] week,

three papers of interest to the scientific world werw
read and discussed. All three tff these papers bore upon
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the subject of waves, which is at present ocaipying so
]

much the attention of all those who, both in this country

and abroad, are endeavouring, bj researches into their

iforms and habits, to improve the theory of Naval Archi

tecture

The first paper was on a proposed method of obtaining

the outlines of deep-sea waves, byMr W W Rundcll,

the secretary of the Liverpool Underwnters’ Association

The important part which photography has recently

played in the observations on the Transit of Venus, and
the assistance which it has thus rendered to astronomj,
led Mr Rundell to consider whether it might not also be
employed to determine the forms of waves and so supply

data for obtaining their chief components The applica

tion which Mr Rundell proposes consists of a system of

poles about 36 feet in length, painted with alternate bands
of red and blue, each band being a foot wide These
poles arc spaced 15 feet apart and loosely coupled at one
end to yards or spare spars extending to a length of

about 600 feet A similar system of poles intersects the
first system at intervals of (f> feet, the different parts

being connected together, in moderate weather, while
floating on the surface of the water Weights being at

tached to the spars would cause die poles to sink until only

about 13 feet of their length was visible above the water

Mr Rundell proposes, by the aid of photography, to take

pictures of the outlines of waves seen against this system,

the photographs being taken either from the crosstrees of a
man-of war or from some elevated position such as the

Fastnet, or Skellie Lighthouses Mr Rundell thinks

that dius the complete histoiy of a gale might be photo
graphically recorded Mr Froude however, seemed to

think that there would be greater difHcultics to encounter
than Mr Rundell imagined
The next paper, by Mr Froude, was a description of

the graphic utq^tion on the equation of a ship s rolluig.

mclnding the effect of resistance. Mr Froude first pointra

out that the commonly employed methods of graphic in

tegration, t e the semi geometrical processes by which
the solution of intractable mathematical problems is

effected, do not readily lend themselves to the treatment

of a proDlem in which the forces which govern the move
ments of the body arise afresh at each instant, as the

direct and indirect effects of the very movements they are

creating, but that his method is perfectly capable of deal

fngwith this circumstance
The two prmctpal forces taken account of In this

nycthod are the ship’s ^ n^bting force ” or “ moment ” as

dependent on her inclination relatively to the wave slope

at each instanL taking into consideration any specially
in W curve of stability

, and the resistance she expert

cnees while in motion, as dependent on her angular

velocity Taking the equation of rolling motion to be
integrated is, in its most complete form, as follows —

Mere d is the ship’s absolute inchnation, d' the inclina

tion of the wave, and (d - d’) is her mclination rcla

tively to the wave slope, or the ship’s “ relative inclination
”

the teim /(d - dO simiGes that function of the relative

inclination which in the curve of stability is assigned
to the particular inchnation, and expresses the nghtmg
moment of the ship when so inclined.

T IS the time, m seconds, occupied by the ship in per I

forming a single swing when roUing to moderate angles I

in still water, oemg half of what is commonly called the
“ metacentnc penM ”

R u the effective "moment of resistance” which the
diip is at the instant experiencing when rolling with her
dxistmg angular velocity, its elementary signification

being b^omogencous with that in the ship’s curve of sta

bility, in which/(d - ff) stands for the righting moment
la both toms, alike, thne elements convst 10 effect of

“ so many foot tons X ’ whereW is the ship s weight

in tons, p her radius of g> ration expi cssed in feet, as c
also usually is. The abstract v alue of K is

^ dl * di*
where and will have values appropriate to the parti-
cular ship in question and observe that the ± sign must
be understood to mean that the sign of the second term,
which, being a square, would m itself be always positive,
must change signs in company with the first term
A base line being taken to represent time, and divided

into equal spaces representing small unit intervals of
time. A,/ A /, &.C , the inclination at each instant,

whether of the ship or of the wave, arc to be expressed
os ordinates to a scale of degrees those above the base
line being positive, and those below it negative A
“curve of wave slopes being drawn, the ship s absolute
inclinations, which grow out of the circumstances, as time
(and tlic varying wave slopes which time brings) proceeds,
by Mr Froude’s method of graphic mtcgration, are repre-
sented by a curv e analogous to the ‘ curve of wave slopes ”

in general character This curve which gradually grows out
of the integration Mr Froude calls the ‘ curve of rolling ’

or the “curve of inclinations The difference between
the ordinates of these two curves, at any instant, gives

the ship s relative inclination at that instant on which the
nghtmg force depends The angular velocity of the
ship’s change of inclination is obviously expressed by
the tangential direction of the curve and this circum
stance 15 of essential importance m the process by which
the curve is deduced
To carry out the process two auxiliary curves have to

be introduced
I The ‘ships curve of stability,” which supplies, as has

been explamed, her nghtmg moment, as due to her relative

inclmation at any instant In this, tne base is formed of
a sfale of angles, this scale being the same as in the
“cirfve of wave slopes ’ and the ‘ curve of inclinations.

'

The ordinates corresponding with given inclinations ex
press the righting moments at those inclinations to the

scale which 18 employed in the graphic process

3 The “curve of resistance,* which supplies the
moment of resistance experienced by the snip when
moving with any given angular velocity

As has been already stated, the conditions are —

D I d6 ,, dtp

The first of these terms is expressed by a straight line,

and the second by a parabola which takes that straight

bne as its base
Turning to the employment of these data m the ge-O-

metncal solution of the aynamteal cifu ition, by group ng
the force terms under the single symbol </>, we may wnte
the equation thus —

z,
Substitutmg for the differential terms, small quantities

virtually infinitesimal

—

A(Ad) A /-0
where A / is the unit'of space taken m the curve of wave
slopes.

By a simple geometrical contnvance this ratio 1$

utihsed by drawing a base Ime each way from the foot of

the vertical axis in the “ curve of resistance ” which

measured by the time scale at 4- P and

Through the end of this hne the inclination 0^ is set off

with a puallcl ruler from the “ curve of wave slopes

The height p at which this hne cuts the directrix is pro-

portional to the angular velocity
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Now, the diffaence of inclinatioa which we
wish to had, as has been shown,

-A/ 4

and 4 consists of/(d - d") + R, of which the former is

the sup’s righting moment, and the second her moment
of resistance.

Thus we can find R from the angular velocity, 6 from

the “curve of wave slopes," and ff absolutely at the

beginning of the first mterval and approximately at the

end of the subsequent time intervals

The difference between the exact ordinate length of the

two curves at approximately estimated length at /,

IS applied by dividers to the line of abscissae, and hence

It obtained the value of d ff and therefore the corre-

sponding ordinate gives - tf)

The sum of (d - d") and of R is taken as an ordinate

of the “ force curve ” at eaudi point, and by connecting the

tops of these ordinates we have a close approximation to

the first segment of the force curve The ordinate length

of 4 temg now obtained, some necessary correction bemg
niade, if tne line Pxp be now drawn, the difference of its

tangenbol mclinaUon from that of P,xP represenu with

close approxinaation (indeed, exactly, if the provisional eati

male has been ludiciously made) the change of velocity

which has ensued during and a line parallel to PiP
will be the tangent to the curve of inclination at/, Draw,
therefrom, dd as the tangent across the ordinate /, at inch

a height that it shall intersect the previous tangent at the

middle part of A,/ This height is the first aiq;iroximate

value ot the ordmate to the curve of mdinations at that

^By canying out this method the whole curve of in*

cUnabons is obtained
This description of Mr Froude’s paper is necessarily

very imperfect through our bemg obuged to leave out the

small corrections, which without figures would be unin-

telligible But It IS suffiaent to show hu extreindy neat

and simple way of drawmg a curve which shall detormine

a ship’s absolute inclinabons.

The third paper was by Mr B. Tower, on a method of

obtaining motive power from wave motion. He said that

this inquiry originated with Mr Deverell, who came home
from the anuses for the purpose of promulgaUng it

Mr Deverell s proposition was to suspend a heavy w^ht
on board a ship by means of springs, and to obtain mo-
tive power by the oscillation of this weight through a
distance not more than the height of the wavea It now
ever appeared to Mr Tower that since the centrifugal

force of wave motion in a vertical direction is alternately

added to and subtracted from, the force of gravity thereby
causing a virtual variation of the intensity of that forces

the question might be broadly staled as follows —
Supposmg the force of gravity to vary in intensity at

regular intervals, that is, to become alternately greater
and less than its normal amount, what is the but means
to obtain the maximum amount of energy from a given
weight osallabng under the influence of these variations?
For example, supposmg the force of gravity to be for three
seconds one-fifth greater, and for the next three seconds
one-fifrh less than its natural intensity, and suppose that
we have a weight of five tons suspended by a spnng, with
an infinitely open scale, so that the spnng wiU contmue
to exert a uniform upward force of five tons, no matter
how far the weight moves up and down, it is clear that
during the three seconds’ interval, dunng which gravity is

one-fifth more than its normal intensity, the five-ton
weight will virtually weigh six tons, and will thus exce^
the upward force of the spnng by a downward force of
one ton , in the same way, when the force of gravity is
one-fiflh less, the weight will only weigh four tons, and
the spnng will then exert an unbalance upward force ttf

one ton. Now, as energy or power is defined as force
moving through distance it is clear that the quantity of
enem or power to be obtained by this system will de^nd
oa the distance through which this weight is caus«l to
move dunng each successive variation of gravity Thus,
supposing that during the plus interval it moves down
wards through one foot, and dunng the minus mtenml it

moves upwards through one foot, it is clear that during
each of these mtervals it will exert a force of one ton
moved through one foot—that is, one foot-ton, but if,

mstead of one foot, it moves through ten feet, it will exert
ten times the power—that is, ten foot tons , or if it moved
through 100 feet, it would exert too foot tong dunng each
interval of three seconda
The first expenments Mr Tower made with a model

imparatus constructed on these pnnaples showexi him
that the best arrangement would be to put a weight
on the end of a revolving arm, wboeby the cenfri-
fugal force of the wave motion might be utilised as well
as the rising and falling motion
The diagira shows the position of the vessel and of iu

revolving arm at all parts of a wave , the arrows show
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the direction the centrifugal force of tihe wave motion
aooocdii^ to the generally received theory Thu force u
i^wafds at the create downwardi m the hoUowa, and
boriiontal midway between the create and hoUowa If

the weighted arm ia compelled to aaaume aucceuive
angular poaltiona, so that it ia always at right angles to

the force, it u evident that the force will be contmually
acting to cause the arm to rotate. It is easy to see how
the work is taken out of the waves, for when the vessel u
descending, the weight is performing the upper half of its

revolution, and is consequently exerting an upward cen
trlfugal force , and when the vessel Is ascending, the
centmngal force is pushingdown and resuting the vessel’s

ascent, so that the revolving weight affords a resutance
against which the vessel can push just as if it srere a
fixed point in space. The shaft of the revolving weight
can be made to turn a screw m the stem of the vessel by
means of a pro^ system of gearing, and by a delicate

arrangement of electric brakes and hydraulic accumu
laton, Mr Tower proposes to r^[ulate the revolving arm
so as always to keep it at right angles to the centrifugal

force of the waves.

THE FARADA Y LECTURE
T AST Thursdai, as our readers know, Dr A W
•L-rf Hofmann, of Berlin, delivered at the Royal Insti

tution the Faraday Lecture of the Chemical Soaety, hts

subiect being “Liebig’s Contnbutions to Experimental
Chemistry ” The audience included the Prince of Wales
Dr Odiing occupied the chair The dinner on Friday at

Wilhs's Rooms was probably one of the most remarkable
scientific dinners that have taken place for some years,

there being about 180 present, nearly all of them well

known men of science. Dr Hofmann made a noble
appeal on behalf of the recogniuon of the high value of

pure scientific research^ and Prof Huxley acknowledged
ha while in scientific ideas we might be abreast of the

Germans, yet the latter undoubtedly excelled us in the

amount of their scientific work.
Dr Hofmann in his lecture began by pointing out

that Faraday belonged by the universality m his genius

to all clvUisM countries, and the council of the Chemi
cal Society had ordained that all countries should
be aidted to join m rendering homage to the greatest

experimental thinker among mankind. On the pre

sent occasion Germany had been invited to take part
in this international tribute, and it was a great honour
for him to interpret hiS country’s homage. His illus

tnous teacher ana lamented fnend Justus ion Liebig was
a master mind hke Faraday, and Liebig's is the name
and figure alone fitted to sUnd on equal terms beside

Faraday But to speak of Liebig ooV we must pro
claim him one of the greatest contnbutors to chemistry
at larger while of oigamc chemistry he was the founder
It is not only by the discovery of new facts that he
was distinguished, but by the conception of general laws
which illustrate both organic and inorganic chemistry

1^ the great types of composition which under the name
of“ radicles ” he first spoke of, and by the researches to

which these led, he guided not only his contemporaries,

but will guide succeeding ages. He was also the first to

found in Europe the great system of practical education
It was at Giessen he organised the mat great laboratory

of experimental instmctm , and if we now admire mag
nificent temples of science, let ns not forget that we owe
them to him as their originator He called around him
distinguished students, many of whom were raised now to

exahM positions by their talents and learning, and many
tA whom die lecturer saw before him , they would not
be wanting m the tribute irf heartfelt reverence to their

great xsMUse By hu keen insight into chemical analogy

he marked out the way of chemical research, and he also

showed how to keep up the supply of human hearts and
minds to prosecute his work. He provided arms, and
soldiers to wield them
There is no greater proof of the fecundity of genius than

that it enriches the storehouse of science with its disco
venes, and at the same time provides the means of ulterior
conquest in ages yet to come. Which of us returning to-

morrow to his lonely post in the laboratory could not feel

cheered by the example of such men as Liebig and
Faraday I It was the habit of Liebig to trace laws in

their furthest results, and their applicabihty to promotmg
the practical welfare of mankind. No one ^ in this

way more enriched us. Liebig's labours m attract
science bore fruit in the useful arts. He materially eluci

da^ed great industnes, the manufacture of fulminating
compounds andprussiate of potash, for instance, together
with materials of the most important use in the manufac
ture of the precious metals, and silver-coated mirrors, so
preferable for purposes of science and adornment to the
old mercuiy b^ked glasses. Illustranscemmoda vtbu, he
never let sup any occasion of promoting the good of his
fellow-creatures I Its penetratmg philosophy could not
remain a stranger to the profound secrets of life based
upon chemical change. He revealed the dependence of
plants upon the chemical composition of the soil and air

He studied also the laws of nutrition and development of
the animal body In the former of these branches he
Win crowned with the greatest success He began 1

1

1840 by his work on agriculture and zoology, written in

compliance with the request of the British Association at

their 1837 meeting at Liverpool, and he lollowed it up by
his work on husbwdry His labours resulted in the estab-

bshment of the philosophy of agncullur
,
and ranked him

with Lavoisier, who showed in the last century how the
vegetable stands between the mineral and the animal
and collecu from the former world food for the latter

Lavoisier was followed by Humphry Davy, and after

blm^me Liebig 1 hey are the three great lawgivers of
modoni u;riculture.

It was m 184a that Liebig, passmg onward from food
producers to animals, brought oqt his work on the sub
ject, and it may be taken as a result of his work that the
superabundant animal food of thinly peopled parts of the
earth has been, by a fast developing industry, brought
over to guard Europe against the pinch of want Those
who are engaged in the curative art must bear bun gtati

tude for the discovery of chloroform , nor will they forget

chloral, the benign influences of which will even induce
sleepi and rank it among the most sublime agencies
placed at the disposal of therapeutics by chemical art

He bad, the lecturer said, selected but a few illustrations,

which would give them a better idea than any long expiana
tions by him of Liebig’s voluminous life-work^ and he asked
them to accompany him m a rapid view of Liebig s memo-
rable contnbutions to chemistry proper But Liebig's con
tnbutions to the Royal Societ^s hbrary were, m 1863, 31

7

in number, and 283 were entirely by himself When the

lecturer’s pupils in Berlin heard that be had been en
trusted witn this lecture, they produced all the substances

which Liebig at any penod of his career more particalarly

illustrated , these preparations now crowded the table.

The first achievement he would allude to was that

which, whether or not his most brilliant discovery, con
tnbuted most to facihtate the labours of chemists, and
was the main source of the marvellous development of

organic chemistry— analysis by combustion of organic

bodies and the d^rmmation of then carbon by his form

of measurement Not one there but had determined the

molecular weight of bodies, but they might not be aware

that we are indebted for the process to Liebig He never

published any particular papn on the subject, but merely

communicated his method in a paper on another che-

mist’s researches. Its merit is simphaty, hke that of his

air analysis That an alkaline solution of pyrogemc add
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tikes up ox)gfn md becomes more and more blackened

by lU action bad long been known But it was reserved

for I lebig to found on the fact the measurement of oxy
gen By treating the gns to be examined first with potash

and then with pyrogenic acid, he combined the investiga-

tion for oxygen with that of carbonic acid

Passing to the researches he effected by the instrumen

tality of his im entions, there came the fulmmating com
pounds At 1 remote period Licbig compired fuiminic

with picric acid There was no satisfactory analysis of

the method of fusing substances with prussiatc of j^bash,

and he first showed how iron is taken up by ferro-

cyanides, and liis experiments arc the foundation of the

modern manufacture Another valuable point was his

sim])1e process of obtaining cyanide of potassium It is

row manufactured on a largo scale on his process, and is

thus extcnsnely used in elcctrolypin^ This discovery

kd him to others T lebig and Wbhler furnish us with

the group of aromatic compounds which stream forth

from benzol in infinite variety At the conclusion of the

description of their expenments they say their inquiries

arrange themselves round a group of acids This analogy
induced them to consider the group as a kind of com
pound element to which they gave the name of benzol

When a chemist is fortunate enough to encounter some
such guide in the midst of unknown nature, he has good
rause to congratulate himself If even now after forty

years the results of this research base such fascination,

what were the feelings of contemporaries ? One of them
“discerns the dawn of a new day, ’ and suggests orlhnne
for the name of the new compound element from upBpot,

‘ day break ” Now, the lecturer should by rights unfold

before their eyes the chain from oil of almonds to benzolic

acid But time reminded him to hasten on The unc
acid group furnished a path which had not yet conducted
IIS to the goal Uric acid was not all unknown m 1834,

when Liebig established its formula. It had been known
in 1734, but It was not till 1850 that a youth in his 19th

year discovered the most fertile source of the compound
Liebig and Wohler soon showed that its mutability, Its

liability to chemical change, entitled them to reap nch
harvests from it Sixteen new and most remarkable
bodies were at a single stroke incorporated into the

history of chemistry Only one has since disappeared and
called for rectification, and no better proof could be given

of their scrupulous accuracy They showed how clearly

they discerned the synthetic direction which organic
chemistry was about to take Sugar, sihcinc, morphine
would be, they say, synthetically prepared One more
illustration mutt sufflee- the remarkable results in the
investigation of alcohol His first expenments were in

1832, when his inquiry, undertaken for purely scientific

and abstract ends, led to the discovery of chloral and
chloroform. He discovered hydrate of chloral and its

beautiful crystalline form In 1847, fifteen years after its

discovery, chloroform was used for the first time as an
anmsthetic, and twenty years more elapsed before Lie-

breich found a similar use for chloral At the present
day the chemical factories of Berhn alone produce 100
kilos a day of the pnncipal anaesthetic.

I lebig denied the presence of the olefiant gas previously
'iscnbed to alcohols, and gave their chief constituent the
name of ether, ana although according to our present
view the relation between alcohol and ether has changed,
no one now speaks of the olefiant theory The new
system of chemical notation introduced by two French
chemists was nowhere earlier championed than here,
and by Faraday To tliat England owes the honour
of being foremost to recognise the truth of the
new doctrine. Its modificition of Liebig’s fonmtlsE
extends also to his ether Williamson elucidatcxl

the question with striking success, but Williamson
owed to LieUg the very agenu 1 be to* lucccssfiflly

employed, Liwg *'had no doubt we should suc-

ceed in the analysu of ether ” Liebig’s dream was realised

by Frankland
Our respect and our admiration are dne to Liebig not

for bis scientific labour alone we learn from him that

anxiety to discover abstract laws is not to be dissociated

from efibrts for the weU-being of our race The lecturer

remembered a little incident so illustrative of Liebig’s

goodness of heart that he ventured to relate it. He then
told the story of a broken soldier, whom, dunng a tour m
the Tyrol, 1 lebtg not only helped with florins, but pro-

cured quinine for by a toilsome walk over mountains Of
Findav s kindness he had a touching example A gentle

man had hmded him a letter of 1834, in which Faraday
wrote to a student who had engaged, like many others, m
a dream about matter and atoms, and was anxious to

submit his ramblings m philosophic dreamland to the
greatest chemist of the day He forwarded it with the
suggestion that it was worth while to test it. Over-
whelmed, as Faraday then was, with work, he answered
not with neglect or with clieap flattery , he wrote to the
unknown youth as follows —

“ I have no hesitation in advising you to experiment m
support of your views, because, whether you confirm or
confute them, good must come out of your experiments
Witli regard to the views themselves, I can say nothing
of them except that they are useful in exciting the mind
to inquiry A very brief consideration of the progress of
expermcntal philosophy will show you that it is a great
disturber of preconceived theories. I have thought long
and closely on the theories of attraction and of particles

and atoms of matter, and the more I think, in association
with expenments, the less distinct does my idea of an
atom or a particle of matter become."
In whatever epoch, continued the lecturer, we shall seek

for models of liuman existence, we can find no two
examples more conspicuous for their intellectual worth,
more admirable for their lofty views of duty, than Michael
laraday and Justus von Liebig

y\ror£S

Tux rntapnse, with the eclipse party for Camorta (Nicobar
Islands), led (>alle on the l8ih inst fhe Daroda with the Siam
party should amve at Singapore to-day, and a telegram bos
been received at the Admiralty that the Colonial steamer will

replace the Charybdu m the journey to Bangkok, as the former
is faster and possessci more accommodation Letters hare been
received from the expedition at Aden Drs. Vogel and Schuster

have 1 ecn engaged on board in photognpliically determining the
chemical intensity of dllTerent parU of the solar qiectmm at

d flerent times of the day, and most important rnults have already
been secured

Hxx Majesty the Queen has been graciously pleased to confer
upon Mr Henry Cole, C B

,
the distinction ofa Commandenhip

of the Bath, in recognition of his eminent public services

The Lzecnbve Committee of the Cole Testimonial Fund have
authorised the preparation of a decorative memoruil tablet,

with portrait of Mr Cole in mosaic, as weU as a marble biuL
It It intended to oOer these to pnbMc institutions^ snd the
balance of the amount lubscribed will be placed at the ditpotal
of Mr Cole

Thx Royal Irish Academy has given its sanction to the fol-

lowing grants from the fanl placed at Its disposal for pM.ng
sclenilfic researchee by pnovldmg suitable instrnmenti and
matemls —25/ to Mr Edward T Hardman, for ''Cbemico
Geological Researches

)
’’ 30/ to Mr W H. Mackintoih, for

*' Researches os to the Structure of the , » a|4 tp
Mr G Porte, for ’’Micro Photographic Experiments, ’’ 4of, to
Dr Leith Adams, for “ExplocaflominthsCaTesof bhaadoa,**
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<5£toDr HanidelGfifBdit, for "Esperinesto (Ml the Effects of

Certaitt Dntt* «•> the Circnlatfon 35/ to Dr Reuben Harrqr,

for “Reseerdies on Stsinlng Resets used in Histoloar and

30|l to ProC A. H Chui^i Cirencester, for report on the

aaalyds of tome rare minenl aiteniates and phosphates.

At the meeting of the Academy held on the i6th March, the

following were elected honorary members in the department of

Sdence —Joseph Bertrand, Pan, Bernard von Cotta, Freiburg

,

and Asa Gray, Cambridge, U S

Tub Mowing parts of toI xxv of the Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy ham lust been published i—Part 10, Re
seanfoes in Chemical Optics, by the Rer J H Jellett, B D
Part II, Report on the Strength of siiigle>ilTeted Lap Jomta, by
nndan B Stoney, A M , with plate and tables And the

foBowing are in the press —Parts 13 and 13, On the First Comet
in 1845 1 nod On the Binary Star p* Boobs, by Dr Ooberck
Part 14, On the Anatomy of Insechvorons Edentates, by A
Macali^, M B , with two plates. Part rs. On the Fern
Flora of the Seychelles, by J G Baker F L S , with Notes

on some of the Species, by E P Wnght, M D with four

pistes. Part 16, On the Structure ci the Spines of the Diade*

matidse, by 11 W Mackintosh, A B. ] with three plates

Two prizes of 30/ and 3Qf each, the gift of Mr J T
Mackenae, of Kintail, are oflered by Aberdeen University for

the best and second best essays on “ Tlis Conservation of

Eaergy, considered espedally with reference to the Mechanical

Theory of Heat * The essays must be sent in on or Ixdbre

(he 1st of November next

The Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University has announced

that the election of a Jacksonian Professor of Natural Experi

mental Philosophy will be held m the Senate House on Tuesday,

the 13th of ApnL The Rev J Clough Wliliama Ellis, M A

,

Fellow of Sidney, who acted as Deputy Jacksonian Professor

fw: two years, and Mr James Stuart M A , Fellow of Trinity,

are candidates for the vacant appointment

Dit Von Miclucho Maclav the Russian traveller, has

recently returned to Singapore from a journey into the intenor

of Tabore. The object of his ezpedibon was to gather informa

tlon atxHit wild and almost unknown races inhabiting the Tabore

jangles. These tribes are named Jakuns, Oran Rajet, and Oran
Utan. As these races always withdraw deeper into the interior

seeUng shelter in the forest and mountains on the approach of

strangers. Dr Maday had to extend his explorations into (daces

never yet visited by Europeans, and rarely even by the Malays.

Jfir travels occupied fifty days, proceedi^ sometimes Iqr bold,

but performing the greater part of the journey on foot Dr
Maday has, it is stated, succeeded m obtaining much valuable

information regarding the habits and disposttious of these un
known tribes,

Tkb Agassis Memorial Fund of 300,000 dollars is said to be
nearly tdsed. The “teachers’ and po^ fund "^^alone exceeds

9,(X»doUaii.

An International Hortknltnrd Exhibition is to be held at

Cdogns ftom the asth August till 36th September All com
munladiens must be addressed, post paid, to the Hortieultmal

Society “Ffon,’ Cologne^ firom whence all necessary informa

Thb Council of the Royal Dublin Sodsty advertlae for candi*

dates to fill the post of Xneper of the Mine^ in thdr museum
The salary is loof a year, paid by a Government grant, and the

keeper acts the part to a emtain extent of asststant to Dr Carte,

thedfaector. The gtoUeman appointed Keeper of the Minerals

wilt also bo elantsd Analyst to the Society andTuve chaige of

thdr Chemical Laboeatory, at an additional salary of 50/ i>er

annum, with Cms for aiuuysia, the scale of fees chargeable to

membm of the Society bang regulated from time to time by the

CoundL The mterests of the mmeralogical collecbon of the

Soaety would appear to be (lerhaps imavcddably overlooked by
the above aiiai^ements, as the person elected most look for

a livelihood to the fees for analysis.

Lbttxbs fitMB Nordenskjold the celebrated Swedish polar

explorer, intimate that he will very shortly leave Tromsbe for

Novaja Setnlja. He will spend only a few months on that

island, and try a land journey finim the mouth of the Lena or Obi

throaghont Northern Rnssii^ travelling southwards, if possible,

by boat The ftmds are supplied by Mr Oscar Dickwn, the

wclLknown Gottenbnrg merchant

A SHOCK ot earthquake was felt on the night of March 17 at

several places in the province of Ravenna.

A mumBeb oi large meteors were observed in several parts of

France on the 9th and loth of March. The meteor of Feb 10

WAS seen m an immense number of locahties, and additional

notices are doily arriving at the Observatory

M Dumas, Perpetual Secretary of the Academy of Sdences,

is a candidate for the French Academy as well as M Jules

Simon, the ex Minister for Public Instruction, wlio is an mfluen

tial member of the department M Moral and Political Saences

According to the niles enacted when the Institute was created,

no member of one class could become a member of another

The rule was abolished when the academical constitution was
remodelled by Napoleon I , but many academicums adhered to

it Arago refused several tunes to become a candidate m the

French Academy

An edition of Laplace s works was published by the French

Government about thuty yean ago, and is now almost out of

pnnt A new edition is preparing it will lie edited by the

Academy under the supermtendence of M Dumas, assisted by

a member of the Section of Geometry A copy of the work
will he presented by the Institute at the am ivtnwry meeting to

the pupil of the Polytechnic School who has obtained the lint

place

M Wallon, the new Munster of Public Instruction, has

declinad to appoint as his general secretary a member ot

the Versailles Assembly who desued the appointment, and

has nominated M Jonidain, a general inspector of the Uni
venity and u member of the Institute. He Iws appomted

as bis tkif du cahtut, not as is usually the case, a private

fnend or a member of his family, but M. Delfour, who is

one of the ablest tcachen m the Paris College;. He has ap

pomted M G Ponchet, the son of the celebrated advocate of

spontaneous generation, to fill (he room of M Paul Bert, Pro-

fessor Physiology to the Sorbonne, as the latter, being a

member of tb Nabooal Assembly, cannot attend to hw profei

sorial dnties.

Dx. Fobbes Watson, director of the India Museum, hu
publisbed in a separate fom the paper ha read at the Oriental

Congress in September last, and of which at the time, we gave

a report. It is entitled, “ On the establishment m cormec

tion with the Indian Museum and Library of an Indian Institute

for Leeturs, Inquiiy, and Teaching its iiifluance on the pro-

motica of Oriental studies m England, on the progress of the

higher education among tba natives of India, and on the training

of candidates for the CivU Service of India. The nniatisfac

tory state of the museum aud bbiaiy m the attics of the India

Office is notonons. The collections m the museum are to be

housed for three years in the oaitcn galleries of the International

KxhibkfcMl bMMiiig. But thU b only temporary, and in the
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interests both of iciei)ce and of the oommercul and pohtlcal

welfare of India, a special permanent budding fur the purposes

so ably advocated by Dr Watson la urgently required. We
hope the recent memorials of the Chambers of Commerce of the

United Kingdom, added to the long-contmned exertions of the

Asiatic and other learned societies will have some success with

her Majesty’s Government The site proposed by Dr Watson

for an Indian Institute Is close by the India Office Allen and

Co ore the publishers of Dr Watson’s paper

A mix to reform the Gr^onan year has been recently intro

duced into tlie American House of Representatives Its essential

provisions are that the beginning ofthe year shall correspond to the

wmter solstice, and lls principal divisions to the summer solstice

and the equinoxes, the latter provision being intended to take

the place of the intercalary rule of the Gregorian calendar, thus

regulating the divisions by the astronomical conditions of the

earth’s orbit

TiiK report of Capt Flton on the Zanzibar copal trees ( Tra

chyMmtn llirtiemtinmamim) has become so ncll luiown, owing

to its republication m many L-nghsh journals, tliat it will be

Interesting to the botanical readers of Nature to know that

seeds taken from fruits collected by Capt Dlton and sent to the

museum at kew, through the Foreign Office, have not onlyger

minatcd, I ut arc growing into strong healthy plants
,
some of

them are six or more inches high, and have six or seven pairs of

leaflela 1 hey are interesting not only on account of the vnlu

able fossil ream yielded by the old trees, but also on account of

their being the first plants grown in Europe Though there is

always a steady demand for good copal in England, there can

be no doubt that large quantities are still to be found beneath

the African soil In Ixianda, on the opposite side of the African

Lontineiit, large deposits of copal ore known to exist, but owing
to a superstition among the natives the resin is not allowed to

lie touched

Tub discovery of new medicinal products appears to be on
the Increase just now Wilhm the space of a few months we
have heard of the extraordinary tome effects of iioldo (BMoa
/niprafti), which, however, seems destined to pass into oblivion

This was succeeded by Jabotondi, which is still occupying the

attention of the medu^ profession, and which, unlike Ikildo, n,

being reported upon very favouribly Two bales of another

new product, wider the name of Carnaulia Root, are reported

to have recently arrived at I iverpool It is the toot of the

Braziban Wax I’alm {Cajxriiuin cenftra), and is described as an
excellent medicine for purifying tbc blood , equal, indeed, to sar

sajianlla. It is a question, however, whether Ihe latter has any
real medicinal properties The Cnrnanba Root as imported is

said to be in pieces several feet in length, of on average tluckness

of tbreocighths of an inch, of a mixed greyish and redduih brown
colour, giving off heie ami there small rootlets. The cost w said

to be not more than half that of raisapanUa

Owx of the chief products of Auckland, New Zealand, is Kauri
gum, the scmi fossil lesm oi Vammara australis It is specially a
product of this province of New Zealand, lieing found in no other
part of the woild The resin is found at a depth of from two to
three feet from the snrface over a large area of land once covered
by Kaun forests, but now barren and almost unfit for culti*

vation. In these waste lands there is no lestnclion enforced by
Government as to the right of digging for the resm, and it b
oaknbted that m various parts of Auckland u many os 3,000
men have found employment at one time digging np the lOttW
resin This ntimber, however, is now considerably reduced,
owing to the dMiaud for kbour w other directions

, neverthe-
leas, Urge quantities of the resin are requited by vambh makeia
m this country, and consequently many penona still find em-
ployment in digging it The Maoris biuig a consldeiable quan-
tity to market The best qnahty fetcbca in the market nt

Attddand from 3of to 33/ per ton. At this pnoe tiin gttsii

diggers are able to earn from if lor. to 4/. per week } the avtii

rage eantings, however, are about 2I per week. In the three

years from 1S70 to 1873, there were exported from AncktanA

14,276 tons of Kauri reiin, valued at 497,1994.

Undbk the title of “ Note sur les Tremblements de Terre en

1871, avee Supplements pour les Anndes antdrieore de 1843 ^

1870,” M Alexis Petrey, of the Belgian Academy, publishes a

continuous list of earthquakes and of volcanic eruptions which

have occurred from 1843 to 1871, one half of the volume being

occupied with those of (he bt er year M Perrey's object b
simply to present as complete a list as possible of these pheno-

mena, and he is therefore anxious to receive infonnation of

any omissions, so that folate editions may be made still more

completu The list will no doubt be found of great nse to those

who are investigating seismic phenomena. It b published by

llayez, of Brussela

A NEW phase m the archieology of the United States is shown

by the researches of Mr Putnam in the caves of Kentucky, as he

has found that many of the caverns there were used for burial,

as in Europe, and (hat others were used for habitations Many
relics and skeletonn have been bronght to light by hU investiga-

tions , and further research, which will be carried on this year m
connection with the Geolagical Survey of the State, will nn

doub ediy add much of imjiortance to the archieology of that

country Fnough evidence has slrcady lieen obtained to prove

that the caves were lery extensively usol liy on early race o1

men, but the race to which the remains should be referred b not

yet determine 1 In hw invesiigations In the vicinity of a group

of mounds m Monros County, Kentucky, Mr Putnam was also

quite fortunate m finding a peculiar mode of burial that has not

before been noticed, masmucb as the bodies, in one grave ten in

number, were buried in a circular grave, made by placing meet

slabs of limestone around a floor laid with thin stones. The
bodies had all been placed in the grave at the same time, end

evidently in a silting pos ure, with their backs against the slabs.

The skulls show a race remarkable for the shortness of theii

heads, and in one casie nt least exhibited a posterior flattening

1 be bones of the skele ons were quite thick and massive, and

the shin bones were remarkably flat

Wx have to record the recent publication of another portion of

the important work upon the economical and natural history ol

the inserts of ihe United States, undertaken by Prof T Glover, ol

the Agricultural Department at Washington, and upon which he

has b-en engaged for many years. Many years ago Prof Glovei

commenced illustrating the entomology of the conntiy by engm
ring figures of ibe various species of insects directly upon coppei

pktes, and he has now several hundred such plates completeij,

containing illustrations of thousands species, among then

nearly all of Ihe vatioos orders that arc m any way interesting 01

important, either from theb general prominence or from tiicn

relations to man, os being destructive or beneficial Foi Uu
purpose of putting hb bbonn before the public be has com
menced isenlng monographs of particular orders and famUieSi

and has already published one volume on the Orthoptesa. Hi
has recently sent forth a second volume, entitled " Manoser^
Notes from my Journal of llhistrations of Insects, Native am
Foreign j Diptera, or Two-winged Files.” ’The one thlog to bi

rqpetted b the smallneia of the edition of tbb valuable w^ hj

Prof Glover, only (orty-five oojdcs having been btued

Some recent numbers of theMmtnal Gaulte contain a detaike

account of the progtees of eeientific research in Canada dvrini

1874. From thb we kam that Mr Jamei Rkhardeon (of thf

Qwlogkal Snrvey) epent the montha of May, June, and Jsdji li

a topographical aiid geological exammatiem of the Inkte on 'tin

coast of Brittah Cdombk, between the 53nd and 55th dognei 0
north ktitudn Mr Geo^ M Dawseo, getdegbt «id botapk
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to tbe Boondaiy Commission, hii been engaged m conbnning

Um euminatioii of tbe region in the viemity of the 49th parallel

Prof Ban hu been agdn engaged dnnng t^ past mnimierin the

Iforth-weat Territoriet. Mr Henry G Vennor spent the greater

part of the nrnmer in extending his researches through the rear

poitioB of Lanatfc Connty, Ont , and towards the end of the

season had succeeded in working ont the geological structure of

the whole of it Further details are given concerning laboratory

and other work done during the > ear by various saentific workers,
all showing considerable activity in science on the part of the

Canadipna

The following are the probable arrangements for the Friday

Evening Lectures at the Royal Institution niter Faster —April

9, Sir W illlam Thomson, LL.D , F R S “ Tides." April 16,

Prof Gladstone, F R b
, M R I “ Progress of Science in

Elementary Schools ” April 23, ProC Ramsay, LL.D , F R S
"The Pre Miocene Alpi% and their subsequent Waste and

Degradation ” April 30, Walter Noel Hartley “ Action of

Heat on Coloured Liquid " May 7, M Cornu (licole Poly-

technique) '* Velocity of I ight " May 14, John Evans,

F R.S "Coinage of the Anaent Rntons and Natural Selec-

tion.” May 31, J Baiilie Hamilton "Application of Wind to

Siringed Irstruments.” May 38, Col IJine Fox, M R.I
'

' Fvolution of Culture ”

The additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during the

past week include a Lesser Sulphur crested Cockatoo (Catatua

u(fA«rta) from Moluccas, presented by Mr H W Wood , an

Annilated Snake (Ltfledtra antmJa/a) from Jamaica, presented

by Mr H B Whitmarsh, a Diana Monkey (C<rra/(/der«X(fKriM)

from West Africa , a Common Rhea {/iim amertcatta), three

Snowy Egrets {Ardta camltdunma), a Common Boa {/fva cm
ilnctar) from South America, purchased

SCIENTIFIC REPORT OF THF A USIRO HUN-
GARIAN NORTH POIAR EXIEDITION OF

TkURlNG winter tlie air seemed always to oontam particles of^ ice ,
this was seen not only by parhelia and parseicno. when

the sky was clear, but also in astronomical observationa The
images of ceiestlid objects were hardly ever as clear and well

defined as they are at home, although the actual moisture in the

atmosphere was far less It happened ve^ often that with a
perfectly clear sky needles of ice were deposited inedin greet quanti-

e to determine the

quantity of atmosphenc deponts, „
aistinction could m made b^een the snow actually felling and
that raised irom the ground by the storm , it was remarkable,

however, that durins the first winter the quantity of snow was
small compared with that of the second winter, when the snow
almost completely burted the ship (this happened near Frans
Joseph's I.and). The same proportian was repeated in the

quantity of ram during the first and second summer { m the first

only a little rain fell late in the year, while in July 1874 it rained

in torrents for days.

Clonds arc naturally ofa very different characto from those teen

at home , nbnbut and cumulus arc

is either that uniform melanchoL, „
drrhtts ,

the latter consists of round ___ „
fog at but a small elevation, therefore somewhat different from
the drrhnt of the temperate tone. Instead of donds, fogs are pre

valent, now higher, now lower, and twenty-four hours of dear
weather rarely occur during Uie summer , generally the sun is

seen tor a few hours, then to disappear again behind the thick

fogs. Melancholy and dqnessing as the effect of these eternal

« never seen. The form of cloud

coeditioni of the ice , they form the binding media
of the sun’s rays, and melt more ice than the direct rays.

farbdia end poiselensr vrere often observed, theyalwa,

ccitda indications of snowstorms that followed them. A new

phenomenon was only observed once, when, besides the double
system of parhelia, two other mock suns appeared on the same
altitude with the real sun

On the whole path which the vessel described soundings were
made constantly, and the depth of the sea was found to increase

towards the east , on the easternmost point, 73 h long , there

were 400 metres of water, and the depth steadily decreased
towards the arest. In front of Franz-Jrweph’s l.and there is a
bank which teems to reach as far os Nowaja Semija ,

lieyond it

the depth increases again. The whole area cast ol Spitsbergen
rarely exceeds 300 metres in dej th I leut llopfgnrten specially

constructed an instrument to fetch up dredgings, which was fre

quently done. 1 he deep-sea temperatures were measuretl with
Casella’s minimum and maximum thermoiniter, nn I these men
suremepts were continued throughout the winter 1 hey showed a
slight increase in the temperature at the bottom The pcrcin age
of salt in the sea water at different depths was also determ ned
Until the ship was blocked up the surface temperatnres of the
sea were also measured Lieut Weyprecht thinks that, as a
rule, too much importance is attach^ to these, as the sta e of

the weather is not taken into account, and it is just that which
has the greatest influence upon the surface temperature it is

quite wrong to imagine the existence of currents from oliscrva-

tions of this kmd
During their drift the explorers made good use ot the dredg

ing net , it was generally kept on the boUom during half a day,

and thus areas of several miles extent wi re examined he
collection obtained In this way no doubt cnmi lelcly represents

the fauna on the bottom of the sen which the explorers visited

At places animal life was so jilentiful that the net came to tlie

snrface completely filleil Crustacea: were particularly
]
leiitiful

,

nn ortnnately the larger specimens remained m he ship, as they
could not be transported Dr Kepes has handed the valuable

collection to the Imperial Academy of Stirnces (Vienna) and
specialists are now busily engaged upon it Otiier collections

mul to remain behind, but were not very valuable, as the ex
plorcTS only touched land dunng svinter, when everything was
covered with snow , they certainly possessed n rather complete
collection of birds, but these were all known species, with the

sole exception of a Lestns, which Dr Kepes could not define

or great value, however, were sUty seven bearskins, which had
already been prepared and well packed , there were some splen-

did skins amongst them, most of them winter skins, which are

rarely obtained m trade and are much finer than the summer
skins

Higher animal life is rather limited m those regions , the
principal representatives are the polar bear and the seaU the
former in such numbers that the explorers could never leave the
ship without weapons , he caused them many a disagreeable sur-

pnse, but was always a welcome guest, as he provided them with
a fr^ and strengthening repast The seal, in two species,

Phoca harbata and Phcca sracntandica, u everywhere where open
water appears between the ice, although not in such quantities

that seSLi hunting would pay The walrus was only seen once,

not far from Franz Josephs Loud, although tlie explorers often

passed over good walrus ground Of whalu they only saw one
species in the vicinity of coasts, where it was very frequent

Birds were very numerous near the land, but the loitlier the

ship dnfted away the scarcer they became, and dunng the last

part of the explorers’ retreat in the ice the appearance of a bird

was a rare pbcnomcnon
In'ereslmg os all these observations doubtless may be, and in

spite of the numerous and long tables they contain, they yet do not
possess that high scientific value which might lie reached under
different circumstances. They only give us a picture of the
extreme of natural forces in the Arctic distnets, but on their

eauttt, the v>iv we are just as much in the dark os before , and
the reason of this lies m the fact that There arc no simultaneous
observations in another district for comparison Only when we
poisen those shall we be enabled to inoke correct conclusions

as Jto the causes, the orfeui, and the nature of the abnormal
phenomena in the Arctic Zone. The keys to many enigmas in

nature; which for centimes it bosm vainbm tned to sohe—such
os those m terrestrial magnetism, elactricity, and the best part of

meteorology, &c.—are doubtless hidden near the poles of the
earth f but ai loug as polar expeditions are nothwg more than an
international race in honour of one or another flag, having as

principal object only to get a few miles nearer to the pole than

the^iitjBtgto^ to 1^ these enigmas will most deeidedly

1
Fartgeogntphlad metrcK Arctic topography, wUdh until
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now wu foremoit with all pdu ocpeditioni, mnit itcede bdon
the ftr more impottant identifie qatetiou. But thew qnesbotw

cannot be auwered before all natbiia that claim a place at the

head of civUiaalion leare amde all national rivalry, and reMlve

to make progrem together m this direction. To oblam decuive

scientific results, a number of simultaneous expeditions are abso-

lutely necessary, and their object must be to collect or construct

tables of yearly obserrstions at diSneiit poinU round the pole,

but their instruments and method of observation should be ex

actly alike Only when this is done wili the materials be fur

msbed for the solution of those great problems of nature which

are now mystenously enwrapped by Arrtic ice , only then will

we reap the benefit of that enormous capital of labour, efforts,

snffenngs, and money which until now have been wasted in the

polar dMrict
With regard to the means to reach the highest latitude, the

camp of explorers is divided into two, some are in favour of

ships, otheii expect everything from sledges. As long as it is

the pnntipai object of an expedition to reach high latitudes,

sledges are donbtleu preferable, but when higher results are

aimed at, onlv ships can give the necessary basis to worii upon.

It is a grrat illusion to imagine that both can be perfectly united

,

on the contrary, one will always have to be subservient to the

other, and they will generally be hindrances to each other

Finally, Lieut Weyprecht tenders his thanks to the ofrieets of

the expirtition, whose untiring efforts and energy, frequently

under the most difficult and sometimes thp most r^geraos cir

cumstances, alone made it possib e to present the scientific world

at home with the above data of observations and resolts

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS

Th* 'Journal of tht (-htmual Society for hebruary 1875 ““
tama two original papers by Mr A II Church. The fint u on

the composition of antunite The recent di covery of a new
locality in Cornwall for autunite induced Mr Church to make a

fre>h exammation of this mineral species. The quantity at his

disposal was rather small but as a remarkable peculiarity con

osming the condition of the water in this mineral presented

itiidfi tlie author availed himself of two fine h rench specunens

The Cornish specimens occurred in thin isolaied rhombic tables,

transluceat to sub-transparent, and were sulphur yellow We
then have a minute descripbou of the analysu made, and in con

elusion Mr Church finds the formula of autunite, os it exists in

the nnaltered crystals, to be
|

P,Os lolI.O, whereas an

tnnite diied in vacuo is
|

Pif)( aHjO Upon examinaiion

of the closely allied uromnm copper phosphate, torbemUe, it did

not show snslogons results, and the author found the formula of

torberaite to be
j

P.O, 8H,0 and
|

P,0. aH,0
respectively the latter, if the mmeral is dried at 100’ Mr
Church considers, in oonclnsion, that there are cases in which

the ^ing of mmerals m vacuo removes essential water, and nut

acddimtai moisture only , and he farther behevei that absolutely

dry air does, in sbll nrer instances, efiSect a similar alteration—
The second paper is on the action of baryta on oil of cloves

Considerable durctenoes existmg amongst chemists <m the action

of eanstic baryta <» engenol, the author repeated experiments he
bad made some time ago on a larger scale, and with engenol

from oil of cloves of ascertained genuineness The author first

gives a description of expenmenta ss to the physical characters

of pure eugraol itself, and the teipine with which H is asso-

ciated in dove oiL We then come to the expemnents with

baryta, and their result was the condnsion that the action of

baryta on enge^ is not a precise or definite one , that a greater

part of the engenol is carbonised and destroyed, and that from

the products of such destruction a minute proportion of the

nuMWing engenol receives an addition of CH» becomii^
thereby converted partly mto methyl-engenol and partly into

another body of the same empirical formula, and possibly iso-

meric with the ether It it dear, therefore, that none the
former condnsuns at to the nature of the action of baryta on
engenol are oonect—The remainder of the journal is dedicated

to dMtracta of papers pnbHsbed in other jontnal^ many of wbidi
have already been noticed in these columns.

Anurtam JoumeU of Seienee ami Arts, Fcbrnaiy —The first

paper in this number it Prof. Asa Gray t addreia on Jeffries

Wyman at the Memorial Meating of the Boston Sode^ of
Katnial History, Oct 7, 187^ to whid, as well as to the subjeet
of it, we have already rdeiTM —On some pdnts in the geoloinr
of the Blue Ridge of Virginia, a paper by Mr W M PonU^
is conduded in this number—Mr J O Dana reviews Dr
Steny Hunt’s " Chemical and Geoli^cal Essays,” and Prof
Atay Gray contribntes a short paper on the qaestlon, “ Do vari-
eties wear out ?" The condusion which he reaches we gave in a
recent number (voL xL p. 334) In ** Communications from the
laboratory of Williams L^ege," Mr Ira Remten treats of (1)
the formation of paratoluic add from parssnlphotoluenic aetd

,

(3) nitro-poramlpliobenxoic acid , and (3) the action of notas-

) xodogy, from the
museum of Vale College , it treats of the gi^tlc cephalopoda of
the North Atlantic, and is lllostrated with some good cuts.—

TVansaettoHs of the Geological SOtieiy ofM
pm 7 —The papers in thu part are— the P
Boyd Dawkins) address on the must imports

obtamed at twenty-sU transit stations, twenty u
and six in the sontbern hemisphere.

f Manchester, vol xiii

,

, he President’s (Prot W
, , ^t important additions dating

>ff73 74 to our knowledge in those departments of geology that
relate to mining, encmeenng, and terrestnal phyrict ,

*' Fish
Remains from the Cod Measures, by Mr John Aitken, F G S ,
• ecology of the Pari h of Halifax,” liy Mr James bpimeer

M-morie delaSoctia djA Spettroio/nsti Italians, Dec 1874.

—

Father becchi writes on the physical study of the comets Loggia
anilcmpd 1874. He apj^rs to have spectroscopically exa
mined these comets on every opportunity, aM to have compared
their spectra with a Geisilet s tnbe in front of the object glass.

He found the spectra of a hydrocarbon gas did not correspond
with that of the comet , the brightest hand of the spcctrnm of
He, ism the blue, while that of the gasCO orCO, is m the green,
jost as in Coggia t comet On the other hand, the blue ba^ is

the brightest in the spectrum of Tempel s comet , and Secchi
therefore attributes its light to a hydrocoibon The nncleos
appears to have given off ^arised light and also the surrounding
portions of the comet On July 9 the conUnnous spectrum M
the nucleus appeared broken for a short distance on the red side
of each of the hydrocarbun banda On Sept 5 Borrelly s 1

appeared to have a number oF bright points of n
' '

Ibrviigbuut the cointb

Astronomsche Nachn hten. No. 2 021 —Julius Schmidt com-
municates the observations on the number of sun spots seen every
mailable day at Athena. The average number of groups m
January seems to be about five, m April it bad decnasra to two,
and this avenge remained nearly constant throughout the rc-
mauder of the year Position observations of Loggia’s comet,
by J Dreyer, of Birr Castle, and the discovery of Plsnct 141, Iw
Paul Hcniy, appear m thu number The transit of Venus
apjiears to have been seen weU atJava, by Metqjer, the different
^ipcatances at various tunes during the transit are given The
edipie of the sun was observed at Leipxig in January It
appears from the obeervatums of the ends of the ecliptt that the
last contact was seen with the larger spertnres before it was s.>

B with the smaller one.

n to the question oi the oondition ^ vapour in th ,

..unded on researches made by him and Prof Rosen some yean
ago, and not before published, to his knowledge, beyond Sweden,
Le Roy started, and Sonsstue accepted the theory, that air” *">r vapour as a fluid dissohra ati^ WaHenus,

Jton, on the otha hand, were of opinion that
vapour U formed th^h the action of heat exactly in the tame
way in a vacuum m in air Since the demonstrations of
Regnsult, the latta view has been generally adopted By
apenments resembli^ those of Rndberg and Kegnauit, Dr
Hildebrandsstai and Proi Rosen came to the foUotring conclu
sioiu —I If a gas or vspoor of wata be tuonghl (owcha
nically or by evaporation) into a volume of gas, this volume is
bnmcdwtely compressed or shoved aside until the difibicnoe in
pressure is annuifed. a. If a gas or vapour of wata be taken
(mechanically or by condensation) from a voinme of ga% tibls
voinine ofgu nuba in from all sida to fill up the n«aum or
Mualto pressnre. The condensation of vapour therefore donbt-
lets pUys a large part in the origin and propagation of stoou,
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not onlf by the liberation of bent, bnt alio by the andden duman
tioaof pretfoie, whidt cauatt an inflow of air and aaponr 3
When diflcrent MMiand vaponii areatreatneat each other, they

nix and diffliie tnoroii{^till themixtarebecomeabonioeeDeoui.
Hence it followa (i) TMt the permanent gaici, of which air

conaiati^ are not inde^dent atmoapherea, bnt thorooghly pene>

trate caw other TIub remit u confirmed by all expemnenti,
which ihow the compoaition of the air at ali attainable neights to

be the aome. (3) lliat the ccaieleaa evaporaliona and oondmta
none render impouible the exutenee of an independent vapour
atmoaphere, or ofa homogeneons mixture of vapour with the per

manent gatei, and came a rapid decrease of vaponr pressure

with mcrcase of height (3) It is not permissible to subtract the

twsion of vapour from tM height of the barometer, m order

to find the pressure of dry air—An artmle follows in the Klattert

MUthttlungcn on the law of Dalton, reapectiug the independence

of gas atmospheres, and on the composition of the air at great

heights. The researches of Maxwell, Boltunann, and especially

of Stefan, lead to these results The definitive eqiiilibiium of a
gas IS deteimincd by the law of Dalton, but not the manner in

which the gas disposes itself before it has come to equilibrium

According to that law the mixture of two gases would take place

with crest iwidity, while expcnenco shows the process to be
very slow 'ITie subtraction of vaponr tension from the height of
the barometer is a fiilse application of the law, and a reading

thus corrected has a purely local signification in the narrowest

Th* four numbers of X\it NuovoGwmale Botamco Italutno (ot

1874 contain the results of a good deal of work done by Italian

botanists, though seierol of the papers ore by Russians, and are

printed in French A large proportion of the papers in this vol vi
|

relate to Cryptogams , including one by Prot Tihistiakoff on
the development oi the sporangia ord spores in Polypodu ctx , by
G Arcaneeli, on certain Fungi of the neighbourhood of J^g
horn, and on Algte of the group Cseloblostm , by N Ssrokin,

on the development of Hormuimm vanum, an Alga belonging

to the family Ulothricocex , and by Piof Tchiatiskoff on the

development of the spores ofhquuaum hmasum and Lytopetitum

alptnum, the subject being treaUd both in thu and the previous

paper by the same writer as a contribution to the histon of the

vegetable cell —V CeMti has a paper on hybridisation in the genus

AcMUa and on the gemmiparous leaves of Cardamiiu pnttHsis

There is a useful bibnography in each number, and we have a
report of the proceedings of the Botanical Congress held at

Lucca m 1843

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 18 — Report on ObservaUona o(

the Transit of Venus made at Luxor, Upper Egypt, loth

December, 1874. ’ By Vice Admiral E Ommanney, C B

,

FRS
“ Prelimmaiy Abstract of Approximate Mean Results with

the Invariable Fcndnlunu Nos. 4 and 1821, in continuation of

the Abstract published m vol xix of the Proceedings ’ By
Capudn W J Heaviside, R £. Communicated by Ihxfessor

Stokes, Sec. R S

Linnean Society, March 18.—Dr G T AUmann, FRS,
preddent, in the dwir—Mr Rothery exhibited a convenient

apparatus for drymg planu when on a walking expedition —^The

followmg papers were read —On thtaty^me new species of

matme Planariani from the Eastern Seas, by Dr Collingwood

On the rescmUancea of Ichthyosouiian boMS with the bones

of other aniinala» by Mr M G Seeley

Geological Society, Mardi 10 —Mr John Evans, V P R.S
president, in the chair —The followtiig commrmication was
rend “ The Rocks of the Mimng DistiioU of Cornwall, and

their relation to Metallifenms Dqioslts,’' by Mr John Arthur

Philllp^ MICE In this paper the anthor adduced numerous

fitets observed by him in the examination of the rocks of the

mining distneta of Cornwall which ltd him to the following con

elusions :—^The clsy slates of Cornwall differ materially in com
position, but no rearrangement of their constituents could result

m the production of granite Some of the “ gieenstones *' of

the Gcolo^cal Survey Map are volctnio rocks contesaporaneous

irith the slates among which they are found, whilst others ate

hcnblendlo slates, dionteii &c Oianitea iM ehrans having a
idmtiar dMmkal and mincrakgical cpmpdhitioit wera ptobably

derived from the seme loutce , but the vohune of the babbles in
the finnLcavities of both havmg no constant relation to the
amount of liquid present, do not afford any lehable data irotn

which to calcniate the temperatures at which these rocks were
respectively formed The stone-cavitiet of elvans, tnd probabfy
of some other racks, are often the results of the irregular con-
traction, before the solidification of the hose, of imbedded
ciystals of qnartz. In rocks having a glassy bas^ glass cavities

will be piodtMcd The vein fiisuies of the tin and copper
bearing lodes of Cornwall were produced by forces acting after

the solidificatioii of the elvans, but in tbe same general direction

as those which caused the eruption of the latter and these fis-

sures were afterwards filled with mmerals deposited by chwnieal

action from water and aqueona vapours drcnlating through them,
bnt not necessarily at a high temperature. How far these

deposits were produced by water rising from below or mflacDced
by lateral percolation cannot be determined , but the effecti pro-
duced on the contents of vems by the nature of the endoamg
rock and the occurrence of deposits of ore parallel with the line

of dip of the adjoining country, lead to the conclusion that lateral

infiltrationa mutt have matenilly influenced the results. Contact
deposits and ‘ stockwerks have been formed by aiulogous
chemical action, set up in fissures resulting from the junction of
dissimilar rocks, or m fractures produced during the upheaval of
partially consolidated eruptive masses. Hie alteration produced
in stratified depoaita in the vicinity of eruptive locki is probably
often due to similar percolationa It is not improbable that
quarts may sometimes retain a certain amount of plasticity after

It has assnmed a crystalline form

Zoological Society, March 16.—Dr A Gunther, FRS,
V P , m the chair—Mr Howard Sounders exhibited a specimen
of a Gull ol tamed by Mr Gervoise Mathew, R N , at Magda
lens Bay Lower Cohformi, closely resembling Iants ftiscui, a
species hitherto unrecorded from the New World —A letter was
read, addressed to the Secreiary by Capt John Biddulpb, con
taming remarks on the Wild Sheep met with dunng his recent

journey to Yaiksnd —A letter was read from the Rev J S
Whitmee, of Samoa South I acific, giving paiticulan ts to the
occurrence of the Palulo (TnNa vtruiu) on the shores of that
island m 1874 —Prof W II Plouer, 1* R.S , read a memoir
on the anatomy and affinities of the Musk Deer {MutHtu mm
chif-nu) After an exhaustive account of the structure of this

animal, based on the examination of a specimen that had recently

died in the Society s Gardens, Prof Flower ctme to the conclu
sign that it was most nearly related to the Ctrvidii and might be
placed withm the limits of that family —A communication waa
read from the Rev O Pickard Cambridge, m which be gave the
description of twenty four new species of spiders of the genus
Erigmr, from France, Corsuuq Sicily, Spain, Morocco, and
Algiers.—Dr A Gunther, F R.S , read a Kcond report on the
coUections of Indian Reptiles recently obtained the British

Musenm, and described several species aa new to science —

A

paper was read by Messrs. Sclater and Salvin, containing an
account of tbe biics collected by Mr A Goering on the Sinra
Nevada of Menda, and at San Lrutoval in Venezuela in 1874.—A communicatkm was read from M L. Taezanowski, contain-

ing the dcscTiftlon of a new zpedes of grouse from the moon-
taiusof Georgia, allied to the Black Grouse, which was proposed
to be called Lyrurus mokommea —Mr A. G Butler tcM the
descnplions of a large number of new species of Spktmgu/a.

—

Sir Victor Brooke gave a notice of a Deer allied to the Fal-
low Deer ftom Mesopotamia, of which be had lately received
spedmens from Mr P J Robertsoii. 11 B M Vice Consul at
Bussotah For this new foim, which is found in tbe jung^
along the valley of the Luphrotet, Sur V Brooke proposed the

e Ctrvut mtufUamietu

leteorological Society, Mfirdi 17 —Dr R T Mann,
president, in the diair—The follovniig commuMcauena wera
read .—On the climate of Patras, Greece, during 1873, by Rev
Heibat A Boys. This year was remarkable for sudden fluctn-

ations and great rangca of temperature , the idnlall, amounting
to 36 15 indies, waa about tbe avenge, but the number of wet
dqra (for that place) was great The summer months, however,

—le very dry, there btlim only five days ui June, none in July,

1 one in Avgust, on which ram fell Him was a periM of
ty eight days frwn June 34 to August ^ without any ram

whatever—On ozone, by Mr Franat E. Twemlow This
paper dves an account of ncariy all that is known of thu remark
abit sAatance. An mteiesting dbciusion followed the reading

of tho paper, beating chiefly upon tbe amount of oxygen fat the
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icasoni, now give* * summaiy of the itinlu for the tlmteen yean.
The mean annual value for prenare from observatkm* made at 9
A.U U39 958mchei, the mean temperature of the air at the tame
hour, 49° 6 ,

the annual omoniit of ram, 34 3 mdief , the number
of rainy days, 1O5 , the reinltant direction of the wind, S. 84°W

,

and its forte o 9; The author concludes as follows —On the
whole it seems that exceaa of pressure accompanies deficiency of
ra nfaJl, slow translation of the air fiom the north of west, and
fair weather Defiaency of pressure accomnaiues eaceas of rain

fall, rapid translation of air from the south of west, and foal

weather If meteorological science could giie prescience of the
annual value of any one of the elements, the others could be
predicted with considerable accuracy

Oeologiata Association, March S —W Camithers, F R.S.,

president, m the chair—On the relative age of some vallm in

the north and soutli of England, and of the various Glacial and
Post glacul deposits occurring m them, by C £ De Ranee,
F G S The application of geology to ognculture and medical
science caused the want of an exact knowledge of the vanous
superfiaal deposits, which lie scattered over the country, to be
felt, and led the late Sur Kodenck Murchison to direct the

Govefnment Geological humy m future to prepare a drift

editicm of each mam showing the actual deposit at the surface

The puhhcation of such map of the lower Thames valley

and of South lancathue enabled the author to compare the
sequence of deposits in these two important distnets, and the

results arrived at, with the sequence exhibited m other areas

In Lancashire the Glacial Drift deposits ottam a thickness of
200, and in one instance of 400 feet, and the valleys of the

Kibble, Iiwell, and Mersey were shown to have hMn exca
vated in these deposits by the denudmg scUon of these rvers
in 1 ost glacial times, which, as they gradually cut their vol

leys lower and lower, left wide and extensive terraces of nver
gravels on the slopes above

,
Manchester, and the villages

between it and Altrmcham, bemg built on one of these terraces.

Of still ncucr date is the allu^ plain Iieneath the terraces,

which IS made of loam, peat, and river gravel The pat was
shown to be connected with the great peat mosses of west Lan
cashire, where it teaches 30 feet m tluckness, and was correlated

with the peat beds and submerged forests found beneath the sea-

level, around the entire coasts of the Ilrltish Isles and the North
of France. Beneath the peat m the West Lancashire plami
occurred the Presall niatine gravel, which was correlated with
the Burth beds of Somersetshire the ixused beaciies of Sussex,

of the Isles of Wight and Portl nd, and of Cornwall also with
the fluviatilc gravel lymg beneath Ae peat horizon, m the Lanca
slure valley ^uviol plains, and m the tm bearing gravels of
Cornwall The subsidence marked by the marine beds, and
subsequent elevation during the forest continental era, followed

by a subsidence to cxistmg levels, took place after the nveta hod
cut down their valleys to their present depth, with few excep-
tions, Neolithic man entenng the country durmg the forest era.

The far older terraces on the valley aloM were compared with
the unplement bearmg gravels of the Post-glacial valley of the

Ouse at Bedfotd, and with similar ancient high level gravels

m tie lliamet, the Hampshire Basm, the Somme, a^ the

Seme near Pans, where no Glacial deposits occur, and it

Stnifo ofDomr to tlw praknfptdott <iir theThames woaldbm
cut taffidantly deep to have ps^oced fiaaun* that m^ hm
been total to edher of the proiweed line* of the ChauMlTiiaiML

Royal Hoitlcultural Society, Marcho^^otmied Annul
MeeB^ —Viacount Bury to the chair—llie Chaimas moved
the adratioa of the amended report of the Council. The pro-
posal of Measrs. Prince to conatrnct a skattog-nnk, and to piQr

a rent eqnal to i loof a year, had tollen tnrongh owing to
11 M Commissloncta (without whoae consent the Society had
no power to underlet any portion of Its premia^ Imvtog deemed
it mexpedient to grant their consent Ine report alia

pomted oat that “ the ordinary income of the Society cannot
support Its present expenditure,** and that “ unless the rent of
3,400/ 11 paid to H M Commimionenneat year the leaie of the
i^nth Kensington Gardens may be forfeited, and to prevent this

contmgency an tocreaied revenue must be obtain **—llie
Chairman announced that since the adjourned meedng, tvto

memben of CounoL Sir A Slade, Bart, and Mr Cbetwynd,
had resigned, and the legal advism of tne Sodety had advisee

them that these vaeanciea must be filled by the Omncil, and noi

by the Fellowa In the interval, also^ a despatch had been
received from H M Commissionen, stating that they regarded
the legal status of the Council as now firee from objedh)^ and
were ready to resume official lelatioiis with it—Aftm tome dis-

cussion, the amended report was unanimously adopted, and the
Council having promised to summon a geneiai meettog to con
slder the present position of the Society, the meettog adjourned.

Victoria (Philosophical) Inatitnte, March 15 —C Brodce,
F R S , to the chair —Rev J McCann, D D , read a paper
on the nature and character ct evidence for sacntific purpose*.

He commenced by stating that the mind could alone gam sden
tific knowledge by the process of generalisation Thu must be
hosed on evi&nce that was sufficient, and inch ai warranted the
inferences drawn from it The nature of evidence was then
examined, and the difficulty, but necessity, of correct observation

and logical reaacming from this, m order to form a sound hypo-
thesis, was shown. Various pomts m Prof l^ndall’s addross
were ctUidscd.

Glasgow
Oeological Society, March ii —Mr John Young, F G S ,

In hu first paper, the author desenbed a number of trees wUw
had been found m a pit, M fathoms m depth, lately sunk to thu
* Little Drningray ^ c^ to the west w of Shotts parish.

Thu coal la of an avera« tluckness of 33 inches, and u over-

laid by a compact sandstone of from two to five fathoms m
thickness, with a few inches of grey shale, seldom exceeduig a
foot, aeparatmg the coal from the sandstone above la the

workmgs of the mme aghl erect tree trunks had been brought
to light, all lestmg on the coal bed, and duappeartog to the

shale fonung the roof of the mme . but thme had been no
oppoitumty of observing if Om entemd the sandstone aborti

usual organic mariemgt found on aimilar remains wero

< f Bedfordshire with, were alike of Post glacial date In the
Pte glacial coutmental era the Thames flowed m a similar diree-

tion to the exiitog river, but 100 foet above its present
level its course nearly d^miiig the southern limit of the subse-
quent Glacial sea, under whlmt the Vleald of Kent and Sosiex
wu never submerged In Post glacial tunes the Thonies may
have denuded the southern edge ofthe Gladal deposits, when it

commenced to cut down its present valley and to deposit its

oldest and higher nver gravehi, which ate immediately overtinng

by the Glaciiu beda The vtdley appear! to have attained ito

greatest depth to the era immediately preceding the subsidence

thi^ess. Below this is a gritstone bed, two feet to thicknei*,

GODtaming roundad and angular pieces of quarts embedded to

sand, also remains of trees, pieces black shale, and gu coal
This la succeeded by a thm shale bed, then by a laminated
aandstone ten feet m thidtness, followed by a Mack shale resting

on the coaL From a review of the whole series, the author
concluded that the beds under consideation were formed at the
month of a river flowing from east to west at a period potottior

Barrow m the chair —Mr Taftica Cosmo Melvill, F L.S , read

a paper on the botany of WUmtogton, North Caroltoag^w^ an
cepew tetormio* to the habitat to Dioiumt

Feb. 15 —Mr Cbaiie* Bail^ to the chair —Mr Rcgen
lublted a nedmen of Cartx emMtfcda, WQld., edkmed by
Mr J WwdMsd to MtOmadaleb iQiyahlte, to July of tor
year —Mr Sidebotham, F R A S , then read a p^, entitM
^'Notci onthe Botany and Naturu History of Tenby and no
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Hii^bhoiuhood "—Mr Spei»c«r BicVhtm read a paper on llie""—
* of bediire wed in tliii country. £ai exhibited

— — —I, F R.A S , rent for exhibibon _
•pednenof^ Colorado Potato Beetle

which had appeared in great niimbert in Canada lut year, and
had cauied great destmction in the potato cropa—E. W fiinney,

F R.6 , V P , exhibited to the Society apMuncni of a atrong
arenaceona ahale, approaching to a flagatone, containing numben
of macroaporei of Ltttdodindron
March 9.—h^lward Schnnlc, IRS, preaident, in the chair—

Cn. Mr Millar’a method of finding the axes of an elhpae when
two conjugate diameteia are giren, \ij Mr Robert Rawton —Mr
A M'Dougall invited attentum to a specunen of carbon formed
upon the roof of a gas retort, by the decomposition of the hydro*
carbon gas by beat. The carbon thru formed reaemblea graphite
in its almost metalbc Instre, and it was augeeated that its mode
of formation might throw some light upon mat of graphite —On
the pretence of auiphate of copper m water heated in tinned
copper boilers, by William Thomson, PCS —Prof W Boyd
Dawkins, F R S., exhibited a collection of aruclea of the Neo
lithle and Bronze ages from the pile dwellmga m the Lake of
Bienne, lately presented to the Mancheater Museum, Owens
College, Mr J Thompson. He called attention to the ftet

th'U the Neolithic peoples were the first herdsmen and farmers
of whom we have any trace, and stated that to them we owe the
introduction into Europe of domestic animals and of cnltivated

cereals They were also the first weavers and gardeners. From
the southern character of some of the domestic animals such as
Sut falnslru, and of some of the vegetables such as the Egyptian
wheat and itlene Crdtca, it may be inferred that they came from
the south, probably from the south*east, from the wanner regions

of Central Asia.

Wattosd

Natural History Society, March ii—Mr John Evans,

F R.8 , president, in the chair —On the Cretaceous Rocks of
England, by Mr J Logan Loblcy, F G S. As an introduction

to the study of the geology of Heitibtdshire the author deaenbed
the atratigruhical relntioni and the geographical extension of

the entire Cretaceous system and of its various subdivisions.

The composition and ongm of the chalk, including the results of

the recent researches ol the ChalUnccr expedition was specially

dwelt upon, and the hypothesis of the oiganic ongm of clays as

well as of limestones was discussed The relation of geology to

botany was pointed out, and the members of this new Society

were urged to make themselves ac^uamted with then local geo*

logy as

tdence
as a prelude to a more c e knowledge of getdogical

Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences, Sept 8—Dr Ruschen

beiger, president, in the chair — Notes on Santa Fd Marls

and some of the contamed Vertebrate Fossils," by Mr E
D Cape -On a new variety of Uebx, by James Lewis, M D
-Prof Leidy stated that in the early port of last June, m
mimning some of the matenol obtained from a millpond

at Abtecom, New Jersey, he hod observed a most wonderfid
• ••

' of whlch'he
• — -

—

amoeboid ammal, c e notes, but was not

tloih Subsequently be sought patiently for two days

same material for another individual, but without success. Last

week be paid a visit to the Absecom mill pond to wek the

enrions amoeboid, and was so fortunate as to find It again.

Prof Leidy exhibited a drawing of the animal, and described it as

fidlowa —Hie animal at rest is spherical or oval, or constricted

baplr of the middle. In the spherical form it measured the one

fifdi of a milUmetie in diameter , m the oval and constricted

form it was about one fourth of a millimetre long, and one

sixth of a millimetre brood It Is white or cream-coloured,

opaque, or translucent at the border, and was spotted green

from food balls of desmids. It moves with extreme sluggish

ncsi^ and wuh bitle change of form From the fore port of the

b^y the animal was observed to project almost simultaneously

a number of lonfc conical, acute pseiidopods, about the one

tweUth of a mUlimetre long From the backport in the same
manner a multitude of papiUaform pseudouods were protected

about one-filtieth of a miliimetre long All thepseudopcSk and

the surface of tbe body everywhere bristled with innumerable

minute ipfottki. From time to time mote otlcsa obtuse poitious

dw dai tetouK wn ptcitoti, aad OMt JOm&t ww*

obstrred tobe covered with the minute spicules. The opacity of
the animal prevented the exhibition of a nucleus, if such ulcff-
In general appearance the cunoua creature resembles one of
the forms of Ptlemy»a falmtm, described by Irof Greef, in
‘ httltse’s Archtr, vol x PL iv , Fig 9, but m this, minute

_.ilea project only from the posterior disc 1 ke extremity of
the body, as they hove at o lieen observed to do m the cor-
responding part ol AtHCcta t-aiosa of V albth, i nd perhaps other
spMiet Toe general spiculatc character of the Absecom omo;-
liotd IS probably sufiicrent to distinguish the animal genencally
from Amceba, and in this view the animal may benamM Dttna-
mteba mtreMu

Boston

rademy of Natural Sciences, April 8, 1874.—Mr
Bicknell m the chair —Mr Stodder exhibited scalea of Pttro-
bmt martUmvs and Amatkuna HorsfeUtt, to show that the
so-called ‘ beads' were the results of imperfect observation and
rllumination —Mr Bicknell exhibited and explained lus aebro-

ji other condensen is in the
positron of the stops, the diaphragm plate being placed close to
the front lens, which gives a power of controlling the iUuminat

ray greatly superior to that posseased by other condensers.

—

Samuel Wells exhibited a hehostat, remarkable chieHy for
miall expense at which It was constructed It was ma le from
jtnne clock capable of running like a watch, in any position

,

the hands being removed, a pulley of 1 in. diameter is slipped
on to tbe arbor of the hour hand , on the woodwork at the top
of the clock u fastened bearings for a small shaft, carrying at its

motion from the pulley on the hour hand arbor by a coid ..

support attached to the side of the clock carries a subsidiary

mirror directly above the revolving mirror The clock is hung
on a board, hmged so as to be capable of elevation to an angle
equal to the complement of the latitude The face of the clt^
IS turned to the north The revolving mirror is adjusted to the
declination of the sun so as to reflect the rav to the north. Tbe
ray is reteived on the subsidiary mirror, which reflects it m any
required direction. Tbe cost of tbe heluMtat was leas than
twenty dollars, and its performance sufficiently accurate for

nucroscopic proses.
April 15 —The president in the chair—Dr Samuel Knedand

read a paper on the geology, geography and scenery of the

Umon Fat^c Railroad, illustrated by specimens of ores, foestls,

and minerals found along the route from Cheyenne to the bicm
Nevada, with lantern illustrations of such of the sccnciy ai best
displayed the geological foatnics.

Welungton, New Zealand

Philosophical Society, July 18, 1874.—The president. Dr
Kmght, in opemng the basincss of the evening, delivered an
address, which pased in review the various quesdons discussed

at t^ society s meetings dnrmg the past year Its mam feature

New Zealand, and tl ,

president, proved the former existence of glaaal jierlods u
southern hemupheie just as m the northeni, but occurring alter-

nately The effect of ice m prodnemg surface features had, in

his opinion, been gieatly overrated and following op this

opuuon the president explained that the great ice sheeU, several

thousand foet in thickness, which the Ice theorists requited,

could not have exuted, aa the pressure of the mass of ice would

melt tbe lower ttratum.

July 35, 1874.—Dr Hector drew attention to the attidea

with which the museum had been enriched by the officers of

H M S CMlmgcr These consisted of specimens of different

fishes, &c —Mr J C. Crawford read a pifoer on the question,

••Did tbe great Cook Smut River tun N W or S E. After

which Mr Hood read a paper onfthc hot wmds of Australia

ha'^g inWnce on the climate of New Zealand

Anm 8, 1874.—Mr fravers read a letter from Capt Turn

bull, nai boor master at llukitika, to the Hon J A Ifonv,

supenntendent, descr puve of a portion of wreck (ound at the

H^ on the west coast ol tbe Middle Islai d 1 his lii^ment

was lound at a great distance from the pie ent 1 igh water

mark, sutroended by denae bush It was d st^i i led y diggers

in iSbT. Dr Hector said that m 1867 hi had called aitenUon

to tho week. TU «to*» uaporum poml was the distsace
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from high water mark at which it had been bntid whidi

waa foto 300 Tardf. It WM mrronnded by low Ktab, the

tnraeei beh nd Mmg heavily timbered. Thii proved that the

h^h water mark at that time mu«t have been very difiemt

from what tiiatpiesenL Capt Fraser nneited that it mifht

be a portion of La Peronies ship, which^ for many yean
been sought in vain.—Dr Hector then read an interestinoMper

on the Sumner Cave, in Canterbury New Zealand, hv Mr A.

McKay of the Geological Department, who had made escara.

tions there for Dr liaast in 187a. The exploration occupied

seven weeks, and on its completion the collections and notes

which were made were given to Dr Haut and the paper now

any focta const toting a difference between them and the Mawis
of later t mea. Mer discussing the relative age of the moa
ovens at the Rakaia and elsewhere the author considered the

bnmner Cave to be the oldest. While the evidence obtained

does not show that the moa hunten trere in any way difierent

from the Idaoni, he yet orms dered the period of the cave de*

posits as much more remote than the traoidonal date of the first

amval of the Maoris m New Zealand—350 years ago—and

mentioned as an interest ng fact, that there waa a family of cave*

men llv ng n a cave at Pott Nidolaon, whidi was situate at leas

than a mUe from the Pilot Statirm at the Heads. There were
SIX or seven Maoris living there and he had frequently visited

them Dr Hector said that the only grounds Mr McKay had
for doubt as to the recent date of the moa s existence, seemed to

be the absence of Maori traditions vnth regard to t He could

only sav that modem Manns teemed to know all about b On the

whde oe thought there was no reason for jumping to the condu
aion that the moa had become extinct at a very remo e period.

The positive evidence of the existence of the moa in New Zealand

was probably greater than that of the existence of the emu m
some parts of Victoria. Many persons were not convenant with
the nwidity with which animals disappear In proof of this he
w^d refer to the bison A hundred and fifty years ago these
anlmsis rosmed over the Eastern States in countless hods yet

it would now be very diffcult to obtam positive proof of their

former existence in ibose States.—Dr Hectrw read a piqier on
the Tertury senes of Wanganui, by Mr Purnell, and observed

that the pa^r po nted out an unconformity in breakmg up the
lower Wanganu ser es, which if establiued would uve an
important bmng on the geology of the district.

Aug 15 1874.—On the alleged Pleutocenegladat on of New
Zeaand by Mr W T L. Imvers, FL.S This paper waa
devoted to he discussion and refutat on of the theory advanced
by Dr Haast n various reports and addresses, that during tte
Pleistocene period the physical cond tion of these idands
resembled that of Greenland where the country is covered with
an ice sheet and glaciers intrude into the sea and break off to
form icebergs. After showing that such a view is inoondstent
with the evidence aftbrded by the existing and exbnct fiitma and
flora of he country the author argued that the former extension
of the glacien was due to a great elevation of the ulands that
followed the close of the Miocene period to an altitude exceed
ing ts present elevation by four or five thousand feel and that

the ensuing retreat of the glaciers was due to subaeq^t depres
Sion the extent of which exceeded the former maxironm
t on and that in post pleiocene times there has been a slight re-
elc ation with a corre^ndlng re-advance of the glacieis in the
valleys radiatmg from the chiM mountain centres, such as Mount
Cook

VUHNA
Imperial Academy of Sciences, Dec. 3, 1874.—Herr X.

Frltsch presented a memoir on the yearly pen^ in the insect*
fsnna of the Austro^Hungarum Empire^ treatiag in detail of the
yearly dlstrlbabon and p^odiuty of appearance of invwta, to
gether with an account of meteorological mflnencea upon then.—CapL Voikmer communicated a note on the drinking waters of
Vleiina.—Dr Danbrawa transmiUed a paper on some pendulum
experiments.—Herr Gruber gave an account ofa oasnoUence'’
apparatus hr the determination of gravity

, it was used with
great succesf for geographical maasurements during 1874.

Dec. lov 1^4.—Kerr von WttQentoifUifaair reported on the

meteonilo^cal obaervitiou made ScUSUeatBent Weypeedtt,
daring t^ Ausbdan Nordi Pidar ucpeditioai—Herr Dr Stdm
daehnsr communicated a paper on the river-ftshes of the eeuth

eestem coast district of Brai^ firem the month of the La Ffota

to that of the San Frandsco.—Director voo Littrow retd a
telegram from the ohserveia of the Transit of Venus at Jasty
idiere the egrest was successfully observed.

Dec. 17 1874.—Prof von Ettingsbausen transmitted a paper
entitled * The Genetic Oioanlsation of the Flora of AustiaikL —
Prof Ueben communicate some noteson the oxidation products

camphor and also an snalysis of the mineral watan of Pos*

duts.—Prof Puacfal gave an account the properties of Mta
rated vapours.—Director Stefan reed a paper on the bwa oi

magnetic and dectnc fences in magnetic and didectrle madia,

and thdr telabon to the theory of light—Oberiientnsnt JuL
Payer then gave an account of his sle^ expeditions in Frans*

Josephs Loie, with special reference to the character of its

MQs, Raders, vegetauoa, a^ animal life —Dr Hdetsdidi
oommnn cated the elemenU and epbemendei of Comet VI
1874, discovered by Borrclly at Marseilles on Dee. 6.

Paus
Academy of Belences, March 8.—M Ft^my m the diair

—The President in speaking of the sad lorn the Academy has
sustained in the death of one of its most eminent member^ M
Msthm to whom they bod jnst paid their last tribute of remect
by attending his fanenu, propoaem in honoor of the deceaseo, to

aqoum the meeting —M Broch then made a speech in the name
of the Commission du Mbtre of which M. Mathleu was the
presidenL—The meeting was then adjourned.-Four Idtets re*

tat ng to the Transit of Venus were received, vU. —From M
Fleuilaia, dated Pekin Jan 5 1875 giving the complete details

of the observations made at that station, and containing an
account of further scieatific researches made doting the time

the severe cold detained the observers at Pekin, the rivets not
being navigable from M Moochez, dated Dea 13, 1874, with

an account of the ohservationa made on the Island of St Paul

e internal contact, and that he resolved to prolong hli st^oum
Nonmfa to make exect deterraiiuUions of the longitude of
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DFEPSEA FISHING
Dt*p-Sea Ftshtng and Fishing Boats An Account ojthe

Prachial Working of the vat ions Fisheries mound the

British Islands With Illustrations, &c By kdmand
W. H Hvldswortb, F I S

, Ac ,
late Secretary to the

Royal Sea Fisheries Commission (London Edward
StWord, Channg Cros«, 1874)

M r HOLDSWORTH, having offia-ited as secretary

to the Royal Commissioners who inquired into the

state of the British Ilshencs in 1863, and whose report

was presented to Parliament in 1866, his had access to

the very best information and to people who have all the

"ins and outs” of the fishenes at their fingers’ ends

As might be expected, therefore, from the opportunities of

its author, this is an excellent work of its kind, forming a

complete directory to the fishing ports of Great Britain and

Ireland , and persons about to embark in any kind of

fishery enterprise could not have a better guide Although

the author makes no parade of being scientific, and has

no pretension to unfold other than an unvarnished tale

of our fishery resources, the book is not devoid of inte

rest for scientific persons, seeing that it contains some

account of Prof bars’ discovencs with regard to the float

ing of fish spawn Moreover, Mr Holdsworth’s work

appears opportunely enough, seeing that the daily news

papers are indulging in discussions regarding oyster spat,

over dredging, and cognate subjects

The question of " over fishing ’ is of the first import

ance, because we are dependent on the sea for a vast

proportion of our food supplies On this subject the

author of “ Deep-Sea Fishing ” is evidently at one with

his late masters, but in discussing it he is compelled to

admit a large inciease in the machinery of capture

,

indeed, the book is very much a record of that fishery

improvement which, so far as the catching apparatus

IS concerned, has now become pretty general Although

It IS wise to accept, discuss, and analyse all the inforina

tion we are able to lay hands upon which bears on the

question of our daily supplies of food, we shall not

at present say more about “overfishing,’ so far as

that question is incidentally alluded to by Mr Holds

worth, than that his Inferences and his facts are very

much at variance Put m a nutshell, nothing can with*

stand the logic of the case for those who say we arc

“Over fishbg ,” It IS, that the supply of fish being equal to

what It was, an increased number of boats and an im

proved mode of capture, with constant multiplication of

the apparatus of capture, should, in a given ratio, add to

the supphes of fish which are brought to market Issue

has been joined between those who say our fisheries are

not so productive as they ought to be, and those who

aver that we are “ oyer fishing ,
” and, so far as the

evidence we have seen goes, the latter party have, we
think, the best of the argument

It is of the greatest importance to the present and future

of our fishenes that we should fish with economy, and,

above all, that we should fish in such a manner as wilt not

wantmly waste the spawn of our best Ubje fishes. At pre

sent the waste of spawn, through the capture ^f gravid and

Vou XI.—No aSj

immature fish, is so enormous as to be incalculable. It

has been said of the salmon, that although an mdividual
may be of the value of ten shillings per pound weight on
a Bond street counter, it is werth five times that price

when It IS on the spawning pedds ” The same may be
said of all fish, even of those which we least esteem for

food purposea In times past, fish have been held so

cheap, m consequence of the liberal ideas which were
prevalent ns to their great abundance, that men thought
It of no importance whether the fi‘h they ate were or

were not full of spawn
, indeed, customers thought them

selves rather ill treated when their fish merchant sent

them a fish without its roc and, as a rule, fishmongers

cannot do otherwise than <cnd “full fish to nil who
purchase, for the very excellent rci'on that it is at the

season when they arc about to become repioductivc that

man obtains easy access to them It is al'o the 'caron
when they arc most unfit for food No graxicr or cattle

feeder in his right mind would kill a cow when large

with calf, or a mare big with foal And putting the case

another way, if all our oxen were killed is cilvts, and
our sheep wh le they were lambs should we not \eiy

speedily be on the verge of famine ^ Yet these arc the

modes of doing bujinc«s wh ch prevail in our fisheries

It IS well that the inhabitants cf the sea are so prolific in

their seasons of rcproductivcncss were they less so than

they arc, a very few years would exhaust eaen the pro-

ductive cod banks of Newfoundland

As regards silmon, the percentage 6f eggs which come
to life and yield fish is pretty well known, as is also the

percentage of young fish which is destroyed The num-
ber of salmon {Salmo ii/ai) which escape infantile penis

and become reproductive is very small, not ten per cent

Out of every hundred eggs spawned m the natural state.

It may Be calculated that at least one third escape the

action of the fecundating milt that another third never,

from various causes, come to life, which leaves only one
thud to produce fish and of the thirty three tiny animals

thus left, a full half will be killed by enemies, which arc

numerous, leaving, say, sixteen young smolts to become
grilse, and as these have to mako one voyage to the sea,

or probably two, before they become reproductive, their

number m the end becomes sadly reduced, so reduced
that probably not five of them will be able to repeat

the story of their biith and so provide future supphes

If the mortality incident to hsh life be so great in a
salmon river, what must it not be in the ravening

depths of the ocean? A large cod fish we know yields

more than a million of eggs, but when we consider the

fact of these eggs being entrusted to the boisterous

waves of the sea, we have little hope that the yield of

reproducing fish will be greater than in the case of the

salmon, which enjoys the comparative tranquillity of in

land streams Much ignorance has hitherto prevailed as

to how fish spawn The salmon wo have been able to

watch day by day, and to note evuy action whilst it is

engaged in that great function of its nature, and we also

know a little about the reproduction of the hernng, but as

regards the reproductive modut operandi oi our larger

sea-fisb, much that we know, or think we know, is only

the result of guessing or of reasoning from analogy M
San hss discovered that the ova ol si me fishes, notably

the ova of the cod {Oadns mouhn 1) and of the plaice
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{PUurtmtcitf piattssa\ are hatched vhilit floating on the

wave*. Ova of these and other Ashes have been found

floating m different stages of devefopment There u no

doubt of this fact, and in some of the larger rivers of

Gima the spawn of fishes is known to float on the sur*

face, for it is collected at certain places for piscicultural

purposes, by means of bunches of grass and soft matting

These it is known become the iccipients of large num-
bers of fish eggs, and are easily removed to other waters ,

which, being banen of fish aie m this mode repopulated.

Ihcic cannot, «e think be a doubt that various fishes

spawn in various pltrt s some at the bottom of the sea,

some on the surface tnd it is very likely, by this diver

sit>, that tl e varied species aie best preserved The
herring {CJupea hiirrtigtti) and probably all its con-

geners (but tins IS not quite certain^ spawn on the bottom,

and the eggs remain there, adhering in masses to the

rocks and stones. The eggs of the salmon, we know,

when not washed away during de^sition by flooded

water, snk, by means of their weight, to the bottom,

where the ]laient Ash instinctively covers them up with

gravel in order to protect them from their numerous

enemies Most sea fish, we liave a strong impression,

emit their spawn in the same manner, whatever future

ducction It may take m the way of motioiL All the Ash

eggs which we have seen gathered from the surface of the

water were almost at maturity and the late Mr Robert

Biiist, of the 1 ly Ashcnes,infoinicdthc wiiterthat be bad

seen salmon eggs, as the time approached for the hIosioh

of the lisli rise to the top of the water in the breeding

hoses at Stormont Aeld, but tlu y it/tuuyi uui a^am btfort

the birth of the fith

W hat pr ictical bearing has all this on the economy of

our fisheries ’ will be asked Tlierc is one petut which Mr
lloldswotth makes in dcUilmg M Sars' discoveries, and
It is, briefly slated, wbat bciumcs of all the complaints

against the beam trawl net ’ ^ 1 hat pondeious instrument,

as all of us are aware, has been aecused of breaking up
the spawning beds and killing the fiy, but naturally, if

there is truth in the discos enes of M bars, and if the

spawn float on the waves, th it nceusaiiun must fall to the

giound I hat the trawl net ‘ hashes ’ the Ash which it

eaptures, and destro)s i laige number that it docs not

capture, IS well known, but not any of our modes of Ash
iiig ire perfect It is not possible to dictate to the Ash as

to which ore to enter or stay out of the death chamber
Nor, if a hundred hooks be set wub bait for the line

tisheiy, can we dicUte as to what size of cod Ash or

haddocks should take the hook One thing we can do
we ean icject all Ash which are of insuiAeient size or have
not had an oppoitumty of multipl)ing their kind Most
of the line Ash when uken on board are alive, and also a
large pen entage of Ash that are trawled. 1 hose which
are too small might be restored to their nauve element
We are ourselves recommending this plan So far as we
understond Mr Iloldsworth, he only conAnes himself to

an exposition of how we Ash as to how we should Ath he
is silent, in fact, be » satisAed with the dehveiance of

the Royal Commission of i!i63, of which he was the

secretary, tbft our Ash supplies have mcitxsed and are

likely still further to mciease We should not in the

least object if the increased supplies kept pace with th«
augmented machiBetj of capture.

JARDJNE'S PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITIOff*

The Elements of the Psychology of CogntHon, pV
Robert Jardine, B D , D Sc ,

Piindpel of the (aenenA

Assembly’s Cbllege, Calcutta, and FeUow of the Uni-

versity of Calcutta. (Macmillan and Co., 1874.)

M r JARDINR has seemingly had some personal

reason for writing this treatise , for in the preface

he asks the critic to bear in mmd '‘that the boqkhee
been written with conaiderable haste, in order to secure

Its publication within a certain lunitcd time.'’ It would
have been wiser to ignore the cruic for this unsympa-
thetic personage is only too certain to meet this innocent

conAdence with the unfeehng remark that perhaps the

interests of science would not have suffered h^ the

author taken a little more time over his work. Had
nothing been done before Mr Jardine began to write "to

show the inadequacy and unsptisfactormeM of a prevail-

ing system of psycholbgy,” he would have required to make
a much more thorough and more direct attack on the

teachings of Mr Mill and Prof Bam, m order to

accomphsh " one principal object ” that he had m view

Again, wc think Mr Jardine would have better consulted

the interests of his readers generally, including the

"students,” for whom the book was "pnncipally de-

signed,” had be made more explicit reference to the

writers to whom he 1$ indebted for the weapons he has

cmplojcd in this attack on "phenomenalism ” Another

general criticism that most be made is, that there is not

a sufficient wealth of concrete lUustmtion, and that,

though the writer has “endeavoured to express himsdf
in as clear and simple language as possible,” his words

are, nevertheless, often dark and difficult enough. What
will leaders “b^inning their philosoj^ical studies * make
of such a Kntence as this?—" It must be borne in mud
that it is in their character as modes of the non ego that

objectiAed sensations are localised The localising u,

therefoie, not so much an act of consciousneu at a pre

cept of consciousness and a foim of the non ega”
Wc do not And it easy to review this book fairly For

one thing, the author has no personality
, then, while on

the one hand it would be very easy to speak of the ex-

cellence of many pieces of exposition, on the other hand
nothing could be easier than to select a few passages for

unmitigated censure On the strength, for example, of

the following sentence, one might almost question the

claim of the writer to rank as a scicntiAc student of the

subject on which he has written —" In the scientific

mind of modem times,” says Mr Jardme, " there has
misen, through the influence of a long continued and ex-

clusive study of phenomena, a predisposition to doubt
the occuncnce of events which are plainly beyond the

sphere of phenomenal laws* The worst of it is that

long before we reach this sentence, which occurs
near the end of the book, we have come to regard
Mr Jardine as a man of such respecuble abiUty that

we have the greatest difficulty in believing that lie

can really think that anyibing be has sold can Cany
him a single step towards the goal he now seems
anxious to reach. The scientific men of modenk ttmeif

arc innocent enough of bavmg tkeb "
vitlatnl

by the imvading pfcenomenaliam” lepieaented fif Hr.
Mill and Prof Bain. They hare indn]|[fN} jp ap
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phwooenE for the voy suffident reason that

'‘^hey can never get at anything else In Justice to the

however, it nwst be said that he several tunes

gives pretty distinct evidence that be has never quite

grasped the question at issue between our modern realists

and idealists. Compare the following sentences with the

one just criticised Light, heat, electricity, force,

shtdUd fy pkyncttts, are non phenonututlpowers, and the

object of sdenee is to ascertain their laws and relations ’

" Realism, as found in Herbert Spmetr, atid as supported

hf recent tnveshqahons of science, demands a belief in

real objective non phenomenal forces.” Mr Jardme does
not tell us, and we cannot conceive, what recent scientific

investigations he could have been thinking of but that he
should suppose that Mr Spencer’s doctrine of the unknow
able could be supported by any recent discoveries, or by
anything ever to be discovered, shows conclusively that

he has still to learn what that doctrine really is

We agree with Mr Jardme in rejecting the idealism of
Mr Mill , and we must say that some of Mr Jardine*8

cntiasms are very happy Here is an example Mr
Mill says that the possibilities of sensation that make up
a given group “ are conceived as standing to the actual

sensations in the relation of a cause to its effects ” On
this Mr Jardme remarks “We have, for example, the

sensation of a particular figured colour, which is asso-

ciated with the name orange. Connected with this sensa

tion there arc a number of possible sensations of smell,

taste, touch, sound, &.c Ike possibility of those sensa

ttons IS the cause of the colour What does this mean ?

Is the possibility of a smell the cause of n colour? Is the

possibility of a taste the cause of a colour ? Or is the

possibility of all the other sensations of the group taken

together the cause of colour ? ” No doubt some of Mr
Mill’s disciples may object that Mr Jardme has misunder

stood Mr Mill , they will, however, find it hard to give

any definite meaning to the words of their master without

either making him a realist or letting in some such criti

cism as the above.

But though we cannot always agree with Mr Mill, we
can never think of him without feelings of profound ad

miration and respect We have therefore no sympathy

with Mr Jardme when he tells us how easy it is “ to show

the absurdity ” of Mr Mill’s attempt to explain our notion

of extension A more modest self-appreciation in the

presence of Mr Mill woqld have been becoming , the

more so as Mr Jardme has none of that devemess of ex

pression which may at Umes do somethmg to cpvcr the

audacity of the cntic. Mr Mill will not fall before the

word " absurdity ”
,
and Mr G H Lewes will not be

seritmsly damaged by being loosely classed with ** a set

of visionary speculators called phrenologists,” who, acting

u^n a ''hasty and crude hypothesis,” have made a very

great blunder .

There only remains to say that Mr Jardme seems to be

hiateelf unacquainted with the psychdogy of our own
day. He may pneer at Mr Lewes for giving " promi-

aenoe to the study ofpbysidogy as a means of becoming

dc^iatoted with mental laws,” Imt if he would entitle him-

sdfeven to a beanng, be must, as a first condition, make
hinsclf master of the knowledge that has been laboriously

aeqaired by the school of investigators to which Mr
Uveshdo^ ifouciAS'A. SPAu>iim

WHITL'S ••SELBORNE’^

Wkstis Natural History of Seliorne Edited by J E
Halting, F L.S Illustrated by Bewick. (London
Bickers and Co , 187$

)

Although we have no evidence that, within thsT

last century, there has been any considerable

change in the average standard of human mental power
amongst avihsed nations, the surroundings of every day
life have so greatly altered, both in their quality and in the

rapidity of their occurrence, that the standard of ordinary

existence has undergone a corresponding modification

The introduction of steam locomotion, the electnc tele

graph, and the penny post have developed such a condi

tion of unrest in humanity at large that the unalloyed

repose of a contmuous rural life is rarely sought for, and
as infrequently obtainable We can hardly conceive it

possible that anyone, such as a life fellow of a college,

as was Gilbert White, of Oriel, Oxford, should at the pre-

sent day settle down in any out of the-way part of the

country, satisfied with nothing more than an opportunity

of observing and recording the surrounding phenomena
of nature More would be expected of him, and he would

be continually led to feel that be was but one of the

mstances of the vegetating influence of an antiquated

system, whose advantages weic bemg daily disproved by
his individual existence

The same influences have affected the mental world

Facts have a less mtrmsic value than they used to have

m the time of Gilbert White, the Adduon of natural

phenomena More must now be extracted from them m
their mutual relations They must be manipulated into

the web of some inclusive hypothesis, or otherwise they

may as well die an unrecorded death, because their indc

pendence only helps to block the already but too narrow

path which leads towards omniscience In this period of

revulsion against cncyclop'cdic knowledge, a remark by
the author of the work before us, when writing of the otter,

indicates a tenour of thought which is antiquated, to say

the least “Not supposing ithat we had any of those

beasts in our shallow brooks, 1 was much pleased to see a

male otter brought to me, weighmg twenty one pounds,

that had been shot on the bank of our stream below the

Priory, where the rivulet divides the parish of Selbome

from Hartclcy Wood ” No inference is drawn, no com-

ment made , wlience the source of pleasure ?

We cannot well conceive a more effacient editor, at the

present time, than Mr Harting fhat author's consider

able experience and his great love for the study of the

ornithic fauna of the British Isles has already n^e hu
name well known in connection with the birds whicb

reside amongst us, and those which visit our shores. He
also tells us m hu preface, as may be equally well inferred

from his aanoUtions throughout the work, that he is well

acquainted with the neighbourhood of Sdbome, which

enables him to correct a few of Gilbot White’s inaccu

racies, and bring to the foreground those shght changes

in the fauna and flora of the dutrut which have occurred

since the book was origuially written Amongst the latter,

special attention is directed to the remtreduction into

Wolmer Forest, by Sir Ouries Taylor, of black game,

“ which I (Gilbert White) have heard old people say

abounded much before shootmg flying became so ewa-
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mon” } and the non-i^cabdity to present nsitore to

the D^'s Dyke, of the remark that “ there are bustards

on the wide downs near Bnghthelmstone ”
, and to those

who spend dieir summer at Eastboume, that " Cornish

choughs abound and breed on Beachy Head, and on all

*tbe chfis of the Sussex coast” A lengthy lut of refer-

ences u given with regard to the habitt of the cuckoo,

a subjea on which further reliable infonnaUon is much
needed

The typography, paper, and binding of the work are aQ

that can be desir^, and Bewick's drawings add further to

Its general interest

Oi/R £00JC SHELF
Mtcroscoptcal Notes ret'atdin^ the Funqi ptesent tn

Opmm Bh^ht By D D Cuntungham, M B
, Surgeon

H M Indian Medicil Service (Calcutta Office oi the

Superintendent of Government Printing 1875

)

Dr CuNNiNtHAM has devoted much care and attention

to the study of the fungi present in the opium blight, and
the results of his labours are given m the present
pamphlet The most important fungus piescnt, and the
one really causing the blight, m a species of Peronospora,
and thus belongs to the some genus as our own too w^ll

known potato disease fungus Asm India thePeronospoi 1

affects the opium crop very senously, it is a matter of the
highest importance to have the life history of such a pest
worked out thoroughly by a competent observer The
PeroHosf)oraatboresceHs,'9)x\(Asai Indiaattacks the opium

S,
IS to be met with in this country on the n d poppy

r t r Rheras) Dr Cunningham invariably found the

ispora present in blighted leaves, and he describes

fully the myccUum and the conidia of the fungus ihc
mycelium spreads through the intercellular spaces of the

leaf, branches coming to the surface through the stomata,

which ramify and produce the comdia The conidia
apparently do not pi^uce zoospores The sexual mode of
r^rrdnction by anthendia and oogonia was not observed,
even although De Bary has already deaenbed the oogonia
of this fungus The life history thus is imperfect, and we
must urge Dr Cunningham to persevere and not rest

satisfied until he has observed the whole of the stages of
this fungus

After the parasite has done its work, the leaves of theS become infested with a numba of other fungi,

saprophytes, and Dr Cunningham carefully de
scribes and figures several of the forms

W R M‘Na»

Logarithms and Trigonometrical Tables Appton-
mate Calculation. By J T Bottomley, M A , 1< K S D.
(London and Glasgow Colhns and Co

, 1875

)

Thesf tables were primarily arranged by Mr Bottomley
for the use of the students of the Natural Philosophy
Class in Glasgow University, but we believe many other

|

students wiU feel grateful to the author for havmg pub
lished them.
An r s

,
handy book of tables such as this has been

much waiued for Mathematical and Natural Philosophy
Classes m the Umversities and for advanced schools.
Tbm IS no reason udiy, with a really convement book,
boys should not all learn logarithmic arithmetic as soon
as diey kn^w decimals But the books hitherto in use arc :

too fonnidiibk Moreover, ptswtical calculators will find 1

mndi use fbr four-figure logarithms, sines, &c , and many '

pei^ wb« never use logarithms wiU be able to do to
with ease when they have a four figure uble

Mr. Bottonley has In this manual arranged (on the
plan of De Moigaa, we beluve, who first applied it to

|

loganthms) Bwea, tangents, logarithmic smes, and loga-

nthmic tangents, and has printed dwm, with the legai
nthms and antUoganthms,e^ table on twofacbig
We heartily approve of Mr Bottondejre pliu, and

recommend hie manual to all teadiete and students sriw
wish for an easily consulted laentific leadyredtonen

I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[Tu FdUer does not JuddktmedfrttponidUferrtmmit exOrtud

hy bts corresfomdentt Neither eon ho mJertahe to nUmi,
or to eom^ond with the wntert ef, rgetted wumuerifti.
No noitee u tahen efanonymom eemmumeatioiu 1

A Oyroatat Problem *—Anewer
Lbt ffbe the weight of the fly wheel

k Its rediiu oTgyration

n Its angular velocity m radians per secoad,

IP the weight of wheel and caaeitogedier

a the diatanee from the centre of inertia to the pout of
attachment of the atrmg

g the force of gravity.

Ihe moment of momentnm of the whed round its axu Is

m IVk^
Ihe rate of generataon of moment of momentum nmad a

hcnzontal ixit pcrpendiculaT to the axis of the wheel, byflie
couple produced by the actiOD of graviiy and the tennon of the
coni by which the gyrostat it mtpinded, is equal to the moaeat

• For FraWeis, iM KATvag, vet m p sis
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in ndiaiti per Mcaad.

Atanmtnber of icvoktioiu per lecond

Sobedtitiiig the nninben given In the queetion, we have for

a X 981 4 X aaso x 6

3 1416 X 1800 X 16
393ievolutioni per Kcond.

Ghugow D M Faklank

The Sounds of the String Organ

Mb. Baillix Hauilton’s invention of a conjoined itnng
wd reed wUdi ii now being carried oat in a magical initrament

to be callad the gtr*
^ ' *

in its magical and
tiaoted toltgtronglyiforcaeieagon, that it promised to add a new

Maher to the hi^y of keyboard ingtromentg, and for anotho'
I, that the atndy of its posaibilitieg and practical working

condibong so close in analogy to tbM of the oigan
teasoo,

I

dmwed

1 rfljviMft __ __
r It amC bevelling of the nod^
win in bbedienee to dumges in the relative conditions of reed
and string I find that ''tension

" on the string u equivalent to

"scale" m organ pipes. To give high tension to a sbing is m
effect the tame as to use a narrow scale of pipe , thus, keeping
the teed force constant, we may respectively, by givW higher
tension to the string, or by uMg a narrower i»pe, drive the
node hfohcr, and converse^, slackening tension or mvae a wider
scale ofpip^ we may ditplaoe the node to a lower position. In
the conjoined teed and string we can tee this change taking

place, order how it shall take place, and may clip the nodal
pdnt vnth our fingers withont dMurbance of the oontinaity of
vtbwttcns. The process it visible^ the result tangible.

The estimate Lord Ravleigh * has given of the mstminent as

J reed" is undoubtedly tight, vet it can scarcely be
the apposition estimate u undoubtedly wrong, An
oigan is a pipe^instrament, and also u a wmd instru

ment, yet in acoostical iclabont the pipe u out of theoretical

oonfoimlty, is a modified pipe ,
the ainieed likewise, according

to the kiiid of pipe it is alEed with, is a modified reed, and simr
kuly in this nova organ the string and reed modify each other

,

sever the anhw, and the manifestations of the two independent
forces will be wholly diifoient Speuficnlly it is a wind instru

meni; and I cannot but think we should admit it to be both
"modified teed’ and "modified string, ’’ they work together

u a system, each contnbntmg its own character, and each in

degree detomining, tluoagh compromise and affinity, the issue

of the unkm Strongly impressed with this belief, my explana
tions will consequently differ from those geuerally current con

ingenious conibinAtion

Loi3 ibqilagii, in explanation of his atimate, says, "the
iatermittent stream of air, which does not take its motion from
the teed, gives nse to a highly compound musical note.’ Either

I do not nnderstand this affirmation, or I misunderstand it , I

have alwam considered the intermittence of tlie stream to be the
result of the read’s motion. And further on, another sentence to

strengthen his distinction 1 "The fact that the ^tcA of the
system is mainly dependent upon the string seems to have dis<

tractad attention from the important part played by the stream
of air, and ya it is obvious that wind cannot be foi^ threxigh

BOdi a passage as the reed affords without the production of
aonnd.’^ Speaking, not whbont expoienoe in variedea of free

reeds, I cannotle^ a amgla initance of the wind forced through
the pamage afforded by the teed producing anything like a
mnsicalsonnd. Onr viewa probably differ u exi»cssion and in

interpeetatlca mote timn in perception.

f/uh some tefHxt^ I think I may tay that the working of the
ftee reed is naM|dily estimated by swntific obeerven. It is

Benenl^ siropoiKthat the pruture of the wind originates the
vihiatlon of thh reed in instraments, whereas the taot is that
them teed maybe ao set that although perfectly free to pass, St
may bo eeen on boldine it up to the light, perfectly five, to

U maybe pravd by percaislon, yet, placed wlthiif die
hwtnmisnr, it wiU be dotnb to aU pressure of the wind The
WMntial eonditkm forspee^ ie foe the reed to be so set that a

• SesMfATOar^volxiip. jo^

raffidMt unoont of air shall with velocity pass tha sides and
throaiMien^ceof thereod equal to caosing a suction on die
underside of the reed then only will the reed proceed on its

the Itvd of the block intensifies the snetion, the development
whereof progr^nntil the back Ushorretnm of the reeden^ea
a strmm partU vacuum with a promptnem of power efihctual
for ^lishing the conditica of vibration. There are peon
llantiet, to«^ in tlie process of the suction, not lightly tobe
passrf over by tbe^enhfic observer The true test of i^on is
the uegree a onickness m speech. The most prompt articulation
IS that m which the process of suction is most gradual ; this ii
not f^oxicaJ, though it may seem so If a targe amount of
wind it allowed to pats, the action will be sudelep yet, notwilh
standing the speech, comparatively estimated, will be slow The
suction should first attsck the tip of the leed and gradually draw
upon the stem If you allow passage to the vnnd near the root
of the re^, or if yon hollow or arch the stem, permitting wind
more freely to pass the middle of the reed, it is inevitably at the
sacrifice of quickness of speech, and nothing is more fatal than
allowma extra opening for a rush of air between tho tip of the
reed and the fmme, for yon thereby impair the perfectness of the
suction at its moat vital point
In the case of a reed and string conjoined, the string ta a

weight to be moved , the force of wind will effect the displaoe-
nrcnt if the stnng has held the reed m position to allow passage
of wind, and when the equilibnnm of the string has been m the
least degree distnibed the retnrn motion becomes a source of
additional impetus, inducing the teed to follow byrecriprocation

,

yet even hero wo do not escape the demand for snetion , tha
value for this purpose of a tube or a channel beyond the teed is
as evident as in the harmonium. The differed baween the
modem harmonium and the old seraphme is, that the former has
pipes or chsnneli to every reed, the tatter had its reeds placedow apertures m plain boards , the reed eonjomed to a string
whm so placed over a simple aperture will sound as would the
reed in the old seraphme, but generally with the exhibition of
the ume defect, slowness of speech. Select an instance of such
a string and reed so ili^h that the attainment ofspe^ to the
semblance of a musical note is a tnsl of patience , then add a
tube of suitable character, and in companion of coDdltio^ the
promptitude of response and power of tone will give certain
evidence of its value for here, as in all musical instruments, the
function of the tube is to aid and to develop more strongly the
force of suction. The suction I mean is that which is caused by
the issue of a current oi compressed or condensed air into the
atmosphere
A very canons problem is afforded in the peculiar qnabty of

tone given by the new mechanical action of '' recd^nd string
"

workmg linked together, and I have not heard, from any of^
numerous thinkers and observers who have commented upon it,

a aatlsTactory solution Lord Rayleigh truly states, "it la cer.
tom that the note actually heard is compound, ’ and abo that
'the peculiar character of the stnng that its notes form a har
monic scale, does not come into play ’’

What is it, then, that we hear, and how comes this highly
compound musical note into being? Let me fier thw solution,
if only 01 a suggestion. It is generally agreed that " then ta a
great deal of octave m the tone, ’ sometimes the fifth, and fre*
quently and most strikingly a beautiful major tenth, so clear that
It seems to sing away by itself as if m independent existence , thia
whilst it is certain that the string is not vibrating m forms either
of the octave, fifth, or tenth oroTany other ot the acceaiory tonea
so often present to the ear Righlfy to appreh^ the action of
strings in musical Instruments, it is, I thfiik, desiiable to rwaid
even string as a tuning fork acting upon the sound board Uudbi^
the bridge, which, thus consktered, is'iU stem for the communi
cation ot its vibrations. The intensity of sound from a tuning
fork or from a stnng depends not alone on amplitude of move-
ment, bnt on pressure, the amount of sndi pressun being mainly
deiennined In the case of the string by the angle the string
makes in its strain upon the bridge uMer tho purbeutar tension
to whidi it is subject^ A tuning fork sounds loudly or loftiy,

according as its stem is ptesMd strongly or lightly by the band
upon the sonlld board. A string deflected right and left delivers

each way its pulse through the oridee to the sound board , a firee

reed, moving forward and bockwara, gives an effective impulse
as mnaical vibration one way onlv-in the back task, or return

,

eonseqneatly, in this matter of conjoined reed and stringy it

•fpmn to me we have always two fundamentals—two tonea
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having diitinct potnn, and either of which may take the poa;*

tioa of root or prime ,
these ooeadstent tones, whatever tM

prevtou Independent ratio of string and reed as regards piteh,

will alwayt, when thus yoked together, be one an ocUve Ugber
than the other. Singularly, too. It is not necessary thu the

lower ol these fnndatnentals should be the pitch note to the ear

,

iu apparent character may be that of a sub-tone. Generally,

the ugher fn^amenial Is the leading tone, and for this reason,

that the predominance of one or of the other may be determined

by character and by condition In the reed, amplitude of

excursion is the measure of its attainment of strength In the

string, tension is more effectual for power than amplitude Is.

btnng tune tims gains by limitation of excursions of the string,

whilst at the same dme reed tune it at a disadvantage from the

restriction imposed by tension on the play of tlie litd Con
tiatiwise with a lighter string, power may be allotted tu the lecd,

also by tubes by portul occlusion of otifice, by covenngs or

shadings, the reecf tone can be modified in a variety of degrees ,

it may lead m trumpet hke vi^ur, or be heard only in quia

NATURn\

tune a fifth higher, gives ii

never
)

'

pitch SI

e Stop of the organ called the “ Great
iidded to another that proi'

—

a third tone an octave Ins

The reed and string necessarily, if preceding pto|)o-

lilion^ ore true, being in relation an oslave apart, give rue to

auniniation tunes first to the tifih, and tliese again tu octave

tenth, and the rest in due order, but differing in intensity In

harmonic scale those possible would In. octave, twelfth, super-

octave, seventeenth, &c ,
and so here, if reckoned Ironi tile

lowest tone as the root , but summation tones seem to require

iur their perfect production the same conditions as named
atxive lot difference tones , so that relatively the oc ave becomes

by Its voicing the leading tone, it fixes the pitch for the senes m
telerence to itself, and tlius the ear has cognisance of the tenth,

not of the seventeenth This mtjor teath to the tonic, so uorais

tskeaUe tliat it could not lie gainsaid, was always a puxrle

viewed as hatmonlc. Why it was so clear will readily be per-

edved when calculated as summation twice fulfilled

The general supposition is, llwt because it ts a stnng that is In

action with the reed, therefore a stringy tone Is in conseiiuence

obtained, the proof being that a stringy tone is actually (leaid

On the contrary, the true action of die suing, whence arises the

peculiarity of violin or violoncello, does not take place What
then 7 In a curious way effects are gamed which naturally simu-

late the quality Xiy stringy quality musicians mean the tone of
the bowe 1 string Amateurs talk eloquently m their way of the

string tone and its heanliful purity, i f the reed-tone and Its

abominations, not heeding that the best judges of quality in

sound class ihe stringy quality as the neareat allied to reed

quality Ilencc, organ builders regard ail ihe stops which best

imitate the viola tnbe, die geigens and gambas, as decidedly

reedy in charactei, otherwise ihey would be poor lepresentatves

The violoncello so characteristic in tone hat always its introduc

tnry barmomes, these are sharp to the londamental tone

ley merge, even as, 1 hate sho'

cs of the gamba oigan pipe
-e always tliarp to the note of„ , . the whole suing Then

we have also die roughness, the gnp, and bite of the bow llie

sharpness is
” ' ‘ —

'

The ei

may pass for the real If we consider what is' the effect on the

ear of this sharjinest, which does not reach the region of beats, we
sliail find it to be a breezy effect

j in the delicate “ voix celestrs
"

of a fine oigan when finished by true artists, we have it displayed

—Just a freshening touch of sharpness, and no more. From a
breeze to a rough wind is only g^ati n of similoiity Return
BOW to the oombination ot rera and string the el^ as of a
triiwy quality is gamed by the breezmess ol the outward stream
of air distinctly heard, by the roughness of the abrupt ciosit^ and
openiiw of paiMge to a highly-excited reed, Iqr the tendency of
a highly tctlieM reed to a more rapid pace, curbed though h
Ineviubly Is to the pace poadUe to the string it is paired with,

thus adding an dement of roqghnessto the eauBd-boaid, and in

eofflpletenew of Ukeaeii then are the summation-tones mimsek-
Ing thoM kaimoBica wiudt ate present in the fUnen of tha
violoncdlo tone.

To assure those who would doubtfhlly accept the above
pretatum, let me take an Uhuttation of a pnctioal aatatw tM fc

varifieatW Why is It possible tomake in a hamontoift from

feet tone,” these reeds findy carved, dutie. sensitive, qnlvezfaig

to a breath, thdr tone comes on at fiistasa breete, it is sharp m
a minnte degree, bat as the reeds gam power by ompliladi^t^
flatten in pitch, as is the nature of bw reeds , asoendiiig tM
scale, a small reed giving the twdfth may be added with idvan-

tage In summary this is what we have reeds rdaiivdy sharp

to each other, the roughness, the breezy effect, and thd aeoom*
ponying harmonic offspring, together maklag the ndmajAaBle
violoncdlo Organ pipe, violoncello, hatmoninm, and atrlnf-

organ thus show a iamily hkencss and give oonntenanee to iSa
Intel pretation

The beauty of Mr Hamllton’a Invention li that It la wM
limited to string tone, that by giving predominance of power to

either sgent, reed or stnng, through long ranges of variation,

many classes of tone os distinct as diapason, horn, flute, tmmpet,
and others can lie satisfactorily imitated, and If its present

promises of success are fulfilled, the name of string-organ by
which it will be known will be amply justified.

llERMANirSMITn

P —Mathematicians decide that (he problem of the instm-

experience would sliow that the problem u equally that of a
loaded reed Here is an uistance. I have in ocuon a reed with
pin attached , it somids C sharp

,
anil a stnng which, hiclapaa-

deiitly sounding, gives he h bclou These, when oonjdoed, pro-
duce the G between The note of the string is thus miMf a
whole tone , consequently the weight of the osdllatiag stnng is a
luod on itie reed, -li b

The Law of Muacular Bxbauatlon and Reatomtlon

Your issue of Ian 28 is iust received, containing a paper (vol

xi p 256) by Prof Frank h Nt|)her,wherem he condemns
as "entirely unreliable ’ his first series of experimenti on the
subject of the exhaustion of the muscles of thearm by meehimical
work A like condemnation he pronounces m the FebtUaiy
number of the AnuruaH J<mrnai of Sotonre,

Ail the experiments in question, new as well or older, haviug
been made at this lalroratory, I beg leave to correct the above
statements of Prof Nipher IIis new experiments ore not so
radically different from the old ones

,
on the oontrary, both serka

demonstrate exactly the same general law Ilie true Jaw is, as
Prof Jevons in his first communication to NaTURit already ielt

it, losaniAmu So Indeed vary most of the vital pfooaan,
bmute Hwlaularl^ they are comparable to the vibrations of a
pendulum m a resisting medium. (See Fechner, Exner, Wundt,
Delboef, and otlienc) Ibat the law has so long been overlooked,
so far as muscular action Is concerned, is probaUy due to the
fact that the progressive lesiotation of the muscular tissuu dii-

turlis the function for small weights, while s^ctural derange-
ments (evidenced liy fain) cause a like perturbation for higber
"lines of the weight

If we coosuier a system of muscles Independent of condnuefl
Girculalion (no restoration) and keep the burden w (kgr

) tow
enough to cause no pain, then the time n (m leecmds) dnifaw
which the statical work can be sustained, or the nurndtr qf timR
H, tiiat the same eycle of motions can be performed until

lion takes place, I have found to bo—

log w - « - f w

)

where log ,<—<?, log = i *
In the five scriei at liand the following are vulwa of the

l»)

"LSaltfal Work, « ^
I. TW Jevoof, Seeks 111 , boldiag wei^ 843) 9<4|0

II -^DynamteaHVark,

3. Prof. Jevoos, Seeks II., pulley and eofd 1*968
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J
Piq£ Miphn^ old Mtiei, na^ aim a oSo o 136

„ H w am a 060 o 137

1^ „ nev aairiaa a 560 o 194
Alie Javona 1 « « i 74 + 4'ni, Niphar . a = 1 38 -f 6 25/,

be7<»d Uie atxrre pbniological limiti,

btiuhioa tna ntfiewri tfmtordhtn, r, and or /mn, /, m
A^=(i+r-/)*. (3)

whira both from thaory and by abore wnes of eipenmenta,

1 layo bb doubt that / b of the mine form
,
but none of the

tboTo aeriaa have been contlnned far enoueh to lOffiaently con-

dintthb It M evident that / vamihes lor amall valuea of to,

and r for laige valnai of to,

Thaae few remarki may be ^nffident to diow that the earlier

aa well ai the late expenmenti of Prof Nipher conititutc a very
vahwbic oontnbntiaii to Animal Mechanics
Iowa State Univereity, Feb 33 Gustavos Hinrichs

The HelKht of Waves
YoOR correspondent Cimt William W Kiddle, In Naturf,

vol ai p 386, speaking of the height of waves, snys —

“

rhik

remarkaUe g^ swept over a portion of the Atlantic which the

French call ‘le troa de diable’ . When the wind sets

sttongly m thu direction from the north west, the sea rises m an
incr^hly short space of time, and at the close of a long winter

gale It IS a grand sight to watch the great waves, ’Ac The
qnestkm is then asked, why this remarkable phenomenon occurs

with a nonh-svest gali whilst with an equally strong south west
or southerly gale the effect is insignificant 7

I ihink an explanation moy be given thus —“Le tron de
duble ’’—whose posUion, roughly calculated, is 45* N and

^ W —IS, roundly speaking, about the centre of the Oulf
Stream in that locahty, and during a strong north-west gale the

wind meets the Gulf current at a good angle The force of this

encounter has a tendency to dnve the stream out of its course

The velocity of the water current and lu mass are, however, so

great that it yields hut slightly, if at all , consequently, the force

of the wind exerts itselt to a large extent m banking up the

water to the produebon of nnusualiy high waves
From an anaiogons coune of reasoning, it is apparent that a

south-west or southerly wind will not hsve a similar effect , for

both stream and wind are thru tiavtlling in the same, or nearly

the same, direction The force of a gale from the south «e t

or south has no counter water force to oppose it
,
hence its high

vdocity tends simply to increase that of the Gu'f Stream, as well

as to beat down its surface to the pievention of any cxtraoidi

nary waves Arihir K GaANSiiLt
Islington, March at

Thermometer Scales

question had been deposited <m the banks of the Tay withw
reach of the tide, as is often the case (I should have said that thi
truck was on a siding near Perth Harbour), we would no doub
HATt found Dfwsfffa m abundance in ihe cour&c of a few yean
As this moUuse lives m brickish water as well as in fresh, it is nc
doubt m a manner sinuhr to what 1 have mentioned that it hat
been mtroduced into and spread through Bntam Another shell,
PlanoHm dt/oiaiut^ a North American n>ecies waa found a fci*
years ago living m a cansl near Msnehester, and is supposed
to have been introduced with raw cotton Recently another
case of importation of living ihrlli came under my nobee
When looking at some holes of 1 from the Nile, imporleri
mto Alierdeenihiro as a material for jsper manufacture, I

observed some shells sticking m the dry mud adhering to the
Toou of the jypha On putting some ef these mto water they
were found to be alive, though a good many months hod elapsed
ince the Typha had lien gathereil 1 ht shells appear to belong
to BytAttua, but 1 have not yet <leieniiined the spates It is, per
hap*, not very likely that if these shells had fouml their way intc
tlie Aberdeenshire nvew they would havekuivived
Land molluscs are sometimes introdnced, and several Furopean

speciea have m tins manner become naturalised, in North
America

/iprtipi t of the fears that have been expresse<l that the Colo
tado Potato Beetle {/imphora d tmhm 1(1) may be introduced
into Lurone and prove destroctive, the h ntumulugiLal Society ol

Belgium hat been recently discussing the matter, and hat ar
nvtd at the conclusion that the fears regarding thu insect an
much exaggerated M Oswald dt Kcrchove, of Oenteigbem,
has just published a very complete meraou' upon this beetle He
thuks that u » very improbable that the /J nph ra will be m
trudmetl, and at any rale that the prohibition of the imj nrtation
of American potat >et u unateess try, os it lives upon many othti
plants than Soianacea M de Kireliove further deprecatck the
Obe of the arsenlte of copper (Seticele s i,rcen), <0 niueh era
ployed by the Amencans lor the destruelion ol the beetle, i<

tueh m dangeruna kubstinit ought nut to be made common
Is not the Blood L< use,” sodestinciiM to apple trees, men

tioned by,the A< /otst/ie Zntmn, (Na 1 1 rf, / ), the homopterou
/ tutotoa loHiiftra, the so ealled Amencin Bug, already too well
known in this eountry 7

Perth Flit han sn W hitr

Pall of a Meteor at Orleans

In the “Notea ’of March i8 (vol xi p j-fi) ft is stated that

a meteor fell m a street at Drlrani on the 9I11 n st 1 be time ol

the fall IS not mentione I, but ft wt uld be mlerestmg to kn iw il

the meteor were the same that was observe 1 from here on the
evening of that d ly ab mt eight u el lek It was very brilliant,

as bright as Sinus, and move I slowly fiom a position a few
degreck to the east of binus, in a south easterly direction, the
path making with the horimn an angle of ibetit to .

Coopers Hill, March 37 Hi rufri M*1 eoo

The thcrmometric scale referred to by Mr T Southwell

(Natvrb, vol XI p 3k6) was, 1 believa ore used and tnsented

by Fowler, in whicn o = 55* 1 ahr , 75 above = loa* Fabr , and

80 below -+ S^Fahr.
The above cqiuvaleats are only approximately given Fcr

Ihn dceaiption, &c , tee
“ Fssays on Construction and Gradun-

ttoa trf Thenncareteii,” by Geo Marnne, M D, 1773 kdin-

'"l^ave failed 10 far in dnrovering the eesde of Linnaua alluded

to, and iball likewise feel irdebted to any of your readers who
wiUdeaonbeit S G Den ion
M Foreign Stnet, Brutlon, March 33

AceldentRl ImpAftation of Molluece and Ineectt

I OsserVk m Nature (voL xL p. 394) a rote from the Saar

n*d Motd Zait^ on the introdacuon of a mollnac into the

Uoaalle near Wka. Thoegh the name of the tp^ is not

toftitioned, I pleaamb that Prtustna ptlworpha w the moUuac

in mtesUon, a tpeetca known to inhabit Bniain abiee 1834, and

ttopotfd to hava bean totrodneed snth timber from ^«ara ur

Hasthen Zaxopa. It it axcet
‘ ‘

bwr thb tpteM may be mtrcdi

jean am. A fiiend aho]^ n ^ — ^ .

amdMdtokv of wood lying <» a railway ‘Ilwiitovod

<9 bRahM pben pnt into a cup ef water; and if the logs in

Proposed Aquarium m Edinburgh

I AM happy to bt able to infuim you that the suggestion

ongiiitlly made in Naiure, that a large aquaiium should b«

formed in 1 dinburgli, is likely som to Ih. a loptwl A Company
named the “1 dinln igh Wiuter (rarden, 1 heatre, and Aquanum
Company (Limited) proyoscb to (losule at the wrest end o(

Ldinonigb a large ind well stocked aqua’-mm on a scale not

mfenor to those of Brighton and the Crystal Palace

Ldinburgb, March 36 Kai ih Kichakpson

Achcrontla Atropos

Can any of your readers throw any light on the raimt iT h
of the dimorphism of the Ivva ot the Deatb’k-bead Moth
(Aiktrontw aUopot) 7 home yean ago I found five lorvc of this

insrct on a bash of jasmine Fhey were all probably ullsprmg

of one female Two of them were of the dark chocolate-

oolonrcd vaneiyso stnkinglydisumtlar to the normal orcummoner

type The UN i^n ol 1 nt of the dark-coloured larv i diffeitd m ao

itspcct that I ctuld perceive Irom the ordinary form It hat

occurred to me that the dark variety ina> U due to itk simulating

the dead, withered, blighteiL 01 diseased slioots of the poteto, aa

Its commonor brotte does the healthy leaves and italkk.

Tknatoa ^ Faia P. Johotow
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Dettruction of Plowen by Birds

As « Kqnel to tbc dUcowlon in the oolutnm of NATUmi (vol

ix ip 483 and 509) on the deatrucUon of flowers prodnced by
twaJl buds nippwe off the bottom of the perianth, I may record

that their cdncatiun in this habit Is pro«essin(' here

My own ctochms in a town gardra, luive raflered for years,

each one being ninped oflf as soon as it expanded, but the country

gardens have hitherto escaped this year however, 1 noticed

tl at a garden five miles from the town and dote to a large fa m
yard was attacked, and no tingle flower left uninjured.

Bnrton-on Trent, March 30 P B M

Ol/Jt ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Southern Douhlk Stars — (i) y Coronas Australis—

This fine binary must have very much changed lU angle

of position since the last published measures, if as u
most probable, the late Capt Jacob s elements afford an
approxunation to the true orbit They are as follows —
PcTiastron passage, 186308, period, 1008 years, node,
352° 13 ,

distance of penastron from node, 266** 2K (or

us angle of position, 256® 12 )
mchnation, 53® 35 , ex

centricity, 0*602, and semi axis, a* $49. Calculating from
these elements, we find the subjoins angles and distances

about the present epoch —

S »SS 7 >98
75 S *53 0 a 04
76 5 150 4 a 09

The last measures recorded by Capt Jacob gave for

1858 20, angle, 343® o ,
distance, 1"

53. Though y Coronae

Australis is accessible at the observatones of Southern
Europe, our information respecting it comes so far, we
believe, from India or the other hemisphere.
Amongst the southern binanet, certain or suspected, to

which we would also draw attention with the hope of
seeing measures put upon record durmg the present year

are A 4087, which, as measured by Jacob, snowed const

derable change since Sir John Herschel’s Cape obser

vations, y Centaun, a difficult object m 1853, but
comparatively easy at the end of 18(7, though the angles

so far are vety puzzling A 5014, with the view to decide
ns to its binary character or otherwise, and A 5114,
which IS in all probability a revolving doul^ star of short

period , it is n A. c 6632 if this star is regularly mea
sured, an orbit may soon be feasible To save trouble of
reference, we append the places of these stars for the
CQinmencement of 1875 —

X A N p D
h m. I

// 4087 8*7 43 *30355
7 Centaun 12 34 38 138 i6 4
A Sp«4 17 5» 38 133 84 8

7 Coioia.AuBt 18 57 48 127 143
45114 191746 144344

Variaule SiARS.—In Astron NacA No 2031, Heir
Julius Schmidt, of the Observatory at Athens, pubhshes
iLSuits of his observations of this class of objects m 1874.
lie has many maxima and minima of the three short-
penod variables in Sagittarius discovered by him m
1866 the positions for 1 875 o and latest assigned periods
arc as follows —

^
Sagiltani (3 FI

)

17 39 41 117468 7^t>ij85

17 57 3 119 35 * 7 59387
18243a 109127 674518
me confusion in Schmidt s refer-

;ards the star which is identicalence toW fnd X as regards the star which is identical

with 3 Sagittarli of Flamsteed. In A/tron Aach No
183^ where be gives gluons for 1870^ be calls Flam-
stera's star X, and S»Onfeld hat followed him m his
catalMue dl 1875, but m the last number of the same
penodical Flamsteedb star is calledW With periods

so nearly idike, this difference of nomenelatuxe nuqrpn^
troublesome. The second of the above stars has eta*
been termed by Schmidt 7' Saghtarii. Tbe period jv
68 « Herculis, according to this sealoos observer, ii abe^
forty days

, it has been seen as high as the fourth ina|pit

tude and as low as the sixth, but the variation impeara to

be generally withm narrower limits the titnea or sdnlnut
are more easily detmnined than those of maximi^
Schmidt fixes the last maximum of the remarkable Stat

X (Bayer) Cygnt to 1874, Nov 8, and thinks this a mttty
ccrum determination. Argelandcr’s last formula fit vsl.

VII of the Bonn observations, assigns 1874, Sept 6^ dr
sixty three days earlier, but the errorof this formulam 1870
amounted to ninety three days, and had progressive
reacheft this figure since the year 1854, when the caku*
iated and observed time of maximum neatly agreed
Schbnfcld gives a formula which still shows errors exceed-
ing forty days and m opposite directions in 1842 and 1871

The mtervai between the last two observed maxima is

399 days, and another may be expected to occur about the

middle of December next , the minimum auiy be lo^ed
for early in June a Herculis, according to Sidunidt, has
been more than usually changeable during the past year.

/3 Fegasi contmues irregularly variable th^gh not more
than a half magnitude in about forty-one days, occa-
sionally remaining a considerable time without percep-
tible change

Minor Planets—Ephemerides of these bodies for

1875, to far as elements were available, were circulated

some time since by Prof Tietjen, of Berlin, in antiapation
of the publication of the Berliner Astronomuches JaJur-
buck, with the preparation of which he is now charged.
The brightest of those coming into opposition during the
month of April are Thalia on the ist, of loth magnitude (

Plora on tbe 7th, of 9| mag , Hecuba on the i6th, of lo^
mag , Lmtitia on the 17th, of 9th , Epropa oathe
18m, of 10^ mag , and Urania on the 25tb, of the samev
The only mmor planets smee No 7 wbi^ nie higher
than the 9th magnitude during tbe remamdv of the pre-
sent year are Metis, Fortuna, and Eurydice m September,
Clotho in Novemb^, and Massalia m December

DANIEL HANBURY, FJtS
'T'HF memorable list of those who during the past
A winter have departed from the scientific WMd,

received last week another name for whose loss there is

no palliation to be drawn from the consideration of
advanced age or of completed work. Daniel Hanboiy
died on March the 24ih, oftyphoid fever, aged 49. Hardly
any figure was more familiar than his to those who tr^
quented the meetings of the Royal or Linnean Societies
at Burlington House The same simphdty and quiet
enthnsiazm which will make bis death a matter of sincere

influenced and animated his scientific work ,

ofa busmess house which has almost a histone charai^,
he began, a quarter of a centu^ ago, investigating aqd
wntmg upon sulnects suggested by his occupauons. Any-
one who has had occasion to follow him in such matters
will need no defence of the utility of his work ] nor
can mdeed anyone dispute the value of cndcal and
accurate knowledge about the materials of phazlnacy.
There was no side, whether literary or-aaentific, ftosn
which he left the subjecu of his stud^tmappcoach^
A few years since he retired fi-om bosttbs in mder to
obtain greater Idsnre, and he snccessfoOy brought wimt
proved to be the work tff bw life to a close by thpyabbeavt
tita, at the end of last year, in coniunctim ww PrtA
FlUckiger, of the " Pharmacographia.^ This was ttfiemd
in these pages at tbe time of its appearance* It is en^

• Natwi, voL xI p. So,
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irtc^lteiT to lay now that it it a patient and elaborate

|ltvMit%imoti tnm original sources of the usually obscure
MNorT-and origin of vegetable drugs. Those who best
knoi^now to appreciate the book find their admiration
•thfytshere divfd^ between its labononiness and its

petf^ consdentiotttness

A Hfis so spent leaves little else to record He accom
I^ed Dr Hooker in a tour in Syria , in 1867 he was
saected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and was a member
ofthe Council at the time of his death Of the Linnean
Society be was vice-president and treasurer, and his place
in it will not be easy to iilL The Society has pused
through a somewhat serious cnsis for a learned body
The change from the rather old fashioned retire

mcnt of its rooms in Soho Square, and afterw-irds in

the main building of Burlington House to its present
Stately quarters, has produced a certain strain upon
a constitution always essentially conservative That
diffierence of temperament between the members of sue
Cessive generations which is a constant physiological
phenomenon, found in Daniel Hanbtiry an exception
Perfectly cautious, he was perfectly free from prepos
session, and no propos tion—however revolationary
seemed to him unreasonable if he could convince himHelf
Biat it would add to the welfare of the body which he
wished to see take the lead as the chief Biological Society
of the country

TWENTY THREE HOURS IN IHI AIR

'T'HE longest adnal tnp on reegrd was made by the
" Zenith,* a balloon which ascended from Pans on

Thursday, 33rd March, at half past six m the aAernoon,
and landed at Montpiatsir, near Atcachun, 700 miles
from Pans, on the following evening at half past five.

The acroniut was M Sivel, and the passengers MM
GMton Tissandicr, the editor of La Na(un, hi Albert

Tissandier, bis Mother, an artist, and two other g«.n>

The balloon dxiAed southwards from La Villettc gas
works for a few miles, when, crossing Pans, it deviated in

a westerly direction before reaching the fortifications
|

It then travelled south west dunng the whole of the night,

crossing Meudon, Cbevreusc, Tours, Samtes, &c , up to

the mouth of the Gironde, which was crossed at ten
[

o’clock ffi the mqrning, 600 miles having been run in
j

1$^ hours. The wind, which was nM strong, having
gMually diminished, the crossing of the Gironde octu 1

Died not less than thirty five minutes As the aun became
bright and the weather hot, a busk wind blew from the
sea towards the land, but only up to an altitude of 900
feet The aeronauts took advantage of this current to

escape the upper current drifting towards the sea, and
followed the margin of the Gulf of Gascony by alternate

deviabons obtainM by changes of leveL

Landing was accomplished without any difficulty by
throwing a grapnel, and all the instruments were taken
back to Pans. Most interesting observations have been
taken, and will be desenbed to the Academy of Sciences
at aw earty iittmg But we are enabled to giVe a

Of these througli the courtesy of our friend M

A quantity of air was sent by an aspirator through
n tub# filiM with pumice saturated with lulphunc
neid In <«der to stop the carbonic acid and ascertain

bow many hondreds of grains aie contained in each
cubie Ibot A aeries of experiments were made at differ

eid levels from 3,700 to Sjooo feet, the utmost height

Ndcbed. The analysis wui be made hj a new method
invonted by MM. Tissandierand Hervd Mangon, a mem-
barof ^Trench IjutUnte.

Tm elettririty of the ur. tested with copper wirea
OOQ Imt long, WM found ntlf except ai aunnse. It ia

known that at that very moment an ascending cold enirent
It almost always felt

The minimum of temperature was about + at* Fahr {
at Pans, on the same night, it was about + *8* at the
Observatory
The moon was shining bnlliantly, with a few cirraa

clouds that manifested their presence by a magnificent
lunar halo, which was observed from five o’clock to six
m the morning
The phenomenon graduilly developed the small halo

(23"1 showed itself first, and afterwards the large halo
(46°), but as the aeronauts ncre at a small distance
below the level where icy particles were suspended, the
larger halo, instead of being circular, was seen proweted
elliptically The dimensions of the smaller halo had been
somewhat diminished The honsontal and the vertical

parhelic (or rather paraselenic) circles crossing each
other at right angles on the moon, a cross was seen in

the middle of a circle, and an ellipse concentric to it

The several phases of the appearance were sketched and
will be sent to Nvitar The last part of the pheno-
menon was a cross, that remained longer than the two
halos, which had vanished before the rising of the sun

W DE Fonvikilk

ON A PROPELLIR imTlPINu THEACTION
OF THE riV OP THt PIPEFISH*

'T‘‘Hh peculiarmechanism of the dorsal fin ofthe Pipe-fish

{Sj/n^mthux) and Sea horse (lhpp«cam^ui). Fig r,

which IS also known to be present m the Llectrlc tel

[flymnotm), lias been referred to by more than one
naturalist In his “ H indbook to the Fish house in the

(lardcns of the Zoological Soriety,” Mr I W H Holds
worth, speaking of the I ipc-fish, remarks that “ they

gencrMIy maintain a nearly cre<t attitude, supporting

themselves m the water by a pcculiai nn Mating move-
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That an ondulation travelling along a median fin mnat
act aa a propeller in a direction the reverie of that in

n^h the wave travel*, u evident , became each small

section of the fin can be easdy reconisel to consist, as
long as It u m motion, of an inchned plane of which the
sttrnce of impact against the water » at all times directed

badcwards as well as laterally, just in the sim: way that

in aenlling from the back of a boat the propdhng surface

of the oar u always similaily directed

This undulatory mobm of the fin is produced by the
lateral movement, m a given constant order, of the spmes

right

debcate membrane intwvenei between each twp ap0«b
which parbcipates in their changes in pontum, ufiKMU
the inclined ^anu above spoken of
Each spine is swollen at its base, where It attleidciM

with the corresponding internenral spine which u em*
bedded in the substance of the animal, and mns safil*

ciently deeply to become situated between the ^tnons
processes of the two nearest vartebrm An dongate filn»

form muscle runs from each side of the swollen base of
the moveable spine, parallel to the spinous proceases o'
the adjacent vertebre tobefased at its proximal oi deepsr
end to the body of the vertebra which is situated Ji»*t

beneath it By the action of the one or other of th* pair of
muscles attached to each spine, the latter can be moved
to the right or to the leu of the body of the fish A
similar couple of muscles acts on each of th* elemen'^s of
the dorsal nn, which is not complicated by any additional
machmery to produce the elegant movem*nt obicrved
when It IS in action during life

,
this, therefore, must|bs

dependent on the peculiarity in the nerfe supply, with
which It IS not as yet possible to associate any special

structural organisation
It IS not difficult to imitate artificially this undulatory

fin of the above mentioned fish A senes of rods hi^gOd
near their middle on a single axis will evidently represent
at one end any movements given to them at the other
Therefore, ifthev are made to come m contact at one extre-

mity with the side ofa screw which is placed perpendicular
to their direction, and at the same time is provided with
projecting discs at right angles to its axis, one between

WCiy two rods, to keep them m phcc, the opposite tips
wil form an undulating curve, just in the same way that
t^ivmtwlls m theeccentnc apparatus so frequent/yem-
ployed by l^uters on experimental physics, are m ide to
rtprcMnt the undulations of the atoms of the luminiforoua
aiher ID the production of h^ht Like this apparatus also,
if the tcrew w made to rotate, an undulation wiU travel
aloM^ rods, which is exactly similar to that observed
Ml ue nn of the Sea horse Such a piece of machinery,
driven^ cl^kaork, ought theoretically to propel a boat

/era ^ fi.^ Sr Messrs
'“"“"cted wch a boat, which is theof^ Royal Instituuon fseen sideways in Fig a

^ >ir,3 ) Its speed is ilow, as is
i

‘J* case this u accounted
for by the fac that the mcchircryis m this particular

instance perhaps a LtUe too heavy, at the same tune that
the friction developed m its action is very considenhio.
lathe artificul fin there are jost three complete undula-
tions with eight rods in each semi undulation, ibity eight In
all Between the rods the membranous portion S the
fish s bn IS represented by oil-silk The rods and ^
other portions of the driving gear are so amnged that As
former project, with their imdnlating ends and tho <fil-

silk,m the middle of the bold, along the line oftbokedL
They form what may be termed a vmm fin

The undulauons are ym complete, the curves befaif ttvc
semicircles In the different spedes of Sea-horses
Pipe fish the number of spines m the donal fip difiM
bemg twenty or nmeteen in Ht/peam^ut
thuty seven in a most eccentric woUng species MscribM
by Dr Gbother, andnamed byhim
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Vmn foftjr ill the greet Pipe-fi«h {Syngmatkiu aeus) In
j

likMiMlm of the amount of forte expended in the
|

^ilforldiif «f ita piobtfer,it mar be mentioned that Prof
ligplwieter 6nda that It ii only in the above-deacnbed

I. by which U is moved, and in no other part of the

body, that the ted cdoonng haemoglobin it to be de

THE f/BWSTANDARD 'ilDLREAL CLOCK OF
THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH

Royal Observatory at Greenwich hat lately ac
•h qnired a new standard sidereal clock which pot

aeyses several peculiarities of construction. The one
formeriy in use was that made by Hardy, and originally

hondogical art As in the galvanic system of registration
of transit observations it is unnecessary that the clock
should be withm hearing or view of the observer, the new
clock has been fixed m the Magnetic Bisement, in which
the temperature vanes only a very few degrees during
the coarse of a year
The pendulum is supported by a large and solid brass

casting securely fixed to the wall of the basement and
the clock movement is earned by a platform forming
part of the same casting The Astronomer Royal adopted
a form of escapement analogous to the detached chrono
meter escapement, one that he had himself many years
before proposed for us&''^ in which the pendul im is f ee,

exceptmg at the time ofunlocking the wheel and rere 1 ng
the impulse. Several clocks having half seconds pen
dulum nad smee been made with escapement of this kind
but the pnnaple had not before been applied to a large
clock. The details of the escapement may be seen in

Fig t, which gives a general view of a portion of the
back plate of the clock movement, supposing the pendu
lum removed a and i are the front and back plates
respectively of the clock train e is a cock suppoiiing one
end of the crutch axis , d is the crutch roi carry ng the

9tlcd with Hardy’s escapement, although this had many
years ago bemi removed and an ordinary dead beat

«mipaq^ substituted. This clock was a edebrated
eh* In its day, but of late yean it seoned scarcely to

M^modeni iMuitements, and it was decided that a
wgw oiw should be constructed This has now been

Tbonewdodcwasidannedgenaally by theAstra-

agpsr Royal, and constructed entirely by Messrs

Bk PsM and Co., o^ the Sbnsnd. It was comideted

ahdSP^ into use in tbo year 1871, and both as

idtoity irf workmanship and accuracy of pm
teaMUmrtt nppean to he an cxcdknt specimen H

H
pallets, and r an ari 1 carried by the crutch u ^ a 1 1 x d
at/fo the left band pallet arm ^ is a cock supporting a
detent projecting towards the left and curved at its

extreme end , at a pomt near the top of the escape wheel
this detent cames a pin (Jewel) for locking the wheel,

and at its otreme end there is a very light ” passing« ” Ihe acbon of the escapement is as follows

se the pendulum to be swinging from the right

hand It swmgs quite freely until a pm at the end of the

arm t lifts the detent , the wheel escapes from the jewel

befbre mentioned and the tooth next above the left hand
pallet drops on the face of the pallet (the state sho vn in

the figure) and gives impulse to the pendulum the wheel

is inmiediately locked again by the jewel, and tlic pen

la Iha jair iSt;^ a psow On Ihs Dleurlanca of Pcsduluw
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duluin, now detacbcd, passes on to the left , m Tetundng
to the nght, the light “passing apiing” before spoken
of allows the pendulum to pass without disturbing the

detent , on going again to the left, the pendulum again

receives impulse as already descriWd The right band
I^et forms no essential part of the espapement, but la

simply a safety pallet designed to catch the wheel in case

of accident to the locking stone dunng the time that the*

left hand pall t is beyond the range of the wheel The
escape wheel carrying the seconds hand thus moves
once only in each complete or double vibration of the

pendulum, or every two seconds.

An ordinary imercuna] seconds pendulum was first con-

structed, with jar of larger diameter than is usually made,
but this did not give satisfactory results Notablv it was
found, whilst still on trial m the workshop, that when the
temperature of the apartment was raised, the clock in

creased considerably its losmg rate, which only slowly

retained towards us previous value, showing quick action

on the rod and slow action on the quicksilver This
pendulum was finally discarded and another made em
ploying entirely a metallic compensation A central steel

rod 18 encircled by a zinc tube resting on the rating nut
on the steel rod , the zinc tube is in its turn encircled by
a steel tube which rests at its upper end on the zinc tube,

and carries at its lower end (he cylindrical leaden pen
dulum bob attached at its centre to the steel tube 1 he
weight of the bob is about twenty six pounds Slots are

cut m the outer steel tube, and boles are made in the inter

mediate zinc tube, so as better to expose the inner parts

of the compound pendulum rod to the action ol tempera
ture lor final adjustment of the compensation two
straight compensated brass and steel bars (A and i in the

figure) are earned by a collar, holding by motion on the
ciutch axis, but capable of being easily tinned on the axis

i he bars carrysm ill weights at their extremities, as shown
Increase of temperature should acceleiatc or retard the
clock according as the brass or steel lamina is respec
tnely uppeimost The bars were at first placed m the
upright (neutral) position, and it is anticipated that, by
tunung them into an inclined position as respectajhe
pendulum rod, power will be given within a ccttamvmt
(reached when the bars stand horizontal) of correcting

any defect in the primary compensation, but, on account
of the uniform temperature of the Magnetic Basement, no
opportunity has yet arisen fortesting the efficiency of the
apparatus A contrivance is also added with the object
ol making very small changes of rate without stopping the
endulum A weight / slides freely on the crutch rod,

ut IS tapped to receive the screw cut on the lower portion
of the spindle /, the upper end of which terminates in a
nut m at the crutch axis, lly turning this nut the position
of the small weight on the crutch rod is altered, and the
clock rate correspondingly changed. 1 o make the clock
lose, the weight must be raised *

In the arrangement of the going power the ratchet is

so constructed that it does not touch the great wheel on
us flat part, with the object of avoiding unnecessary fric

tion when the maintaining spring alone is acting
driving weight of the clock is about 5^ lb

, and in order
to avoid sympathetic vibration, it is made to descend in
a compartment of the clock case separate from that con
taming the pendulum , it also bears slightly against ^e
side of the compartment
The brass vertical sliding piece shown at the lower left-

hand side in Fig i carries at its upper end two brass
bars» each of which has at its right hand extremity,
between the jaws, a slender steel spring for galvanic
contact , thh lower spring carries a semicircular picM
* Asntudite OeiancyorUwiiiK ami itecl eompmatioD ilnur iwIm mmtuin«il AM tiwwt doj.k» nuuU for the Tmiiiit tA Voniulipe-

diilon. WTO pruyidwl with peaduluni. cTOpcnuted in tU> way Sodm of
thcM dock* undarwant taiy aarro tnal nv Graaawich befro tha vanaui

projecting downwards, which a pin (jewel) on the CRSti^i

rod lifts m passing, bnnging the springs in coatafSTi^

each vitwation (these parts are coocMed in tbfi flguw
the crutch rod) ; the contact takes place whenw
dulum is vertical, and the acting surfaces of the spraifi

are, one platmu^ the other gwd, an arrangement thil

hat been supposed to be preieraUe to making both
faces of platinum By means qf the screws » and «, whten
both act on sliders, the contact springs can be adjnafed

in the vertical and bonzonul directions rcspectivSly

Other contact springs m connection with tbe brass barf
on the other side of the back plate are ordinarily in

contact, but tbe contact is broken at one second each
minute by an arm on the eKapc-wbecl spindle. The
combination of these contacts pamits the dock to eom-
plete a galvanic circuit at fifty nine of the seconds in eads
minute, and omit the sixtieth, for a purpose to be hereafter

mentioned
No contnvance was originally applied to the dock for

correction of the barometric inequality, but the dock bad
not been m use many months before the extreme steadi-

ness of its rate otherwise brought out with marked distinct-

ness the existence of the inequality It was easily seen
that for a decrease of one inch in the barometer reading,

the dock increased its daily gaming rate by about three^

tenths of a second The Astronomer Royal eventually
arranged a plan for correction of the inequality, foundM
on the magnetic principle long previously in use at the
Royal Observatory for daily adjustment of the mean solar

standard dock, and the apparatus has been applied to
the clock by Messrs Dent Two bar magnets, each
about SIX inches long, are fixed vcriically to the bob of
the clock pendulum, one in front (shown at n, Fig 3),the
other at the back The lower pole of the front magnet
IS a north pole

, the lower pole of tbe back magnet is a
south pole Below these a horseshoe magnet, b, having its

I

poles precisely under those of the pendulum magpeu, is

earned transversely at tbe end of the lever c, the exirenuty
1
of the opposite arm of the lever being attached by the
rod d to the float e in the lower leg of a syphon baro-
meter The lever turns on knife edges A plan of the lever
(on a smaller scale) is given, as well as a section through
the ijoint A Weights can be added at/ to counterpoise
the horseshoe magnet The rise or fall of tbe pnndpal
barometnc column correspondingly raises or depresses
the horseshoe magnet, and, increasing or decreasmg the
magnetic action between its poles and those of the pen-
dulum magneu, compensates, by the change of rate pro-
duced, for that arising from variation in the pressure of
tbe atmosphere As tbe dock gained with low t^ometer.
It was necessary to place the magnets so that there shoiM
be attraction between the adjacent ends

,
that is, that they

should be dissimilar poles. One other point may be
mentioned m connection with this appantns. The cutem
in which tbe float rests is made with an area four times
as great as that of the upper tube

, 10 that for a changem
one inch of barometer reading, tbe horseshoe magnet iS
shifted only two-tentbs of an inch, whilst the average dis-
tance between its poles and those of the pendulum

i

magnets is about 3; inches that is to say, tbe extent of
vanation of tbe position of the horseshoe magnet should
be a small fraction of tbe whole (hstance, becauae, with
this condiuon, the effect produced pn tbe rate by eq^
incremenU of distance it then pitu^calN luufomia libo
action of tbe apparatus on the Greenwub cloclc has, M
Rgardi correction of the inequahty of rate^ been quite
successful i and further, the extent of tbe pendulupi an,
which was beftwe subjed to aslight vanatkm, is pow Mry
cemstant, and amounts (the total arc) to about a* 33' imh
scarcely any change. ^
This account of tbe dock will scarcely be cBiMpltSl

without some brief detciipUon of the nee madnditir Kf
has lyen roendoned that the clock eompletes «
circuit fiftj^ninc times in each minute, but ueglM.
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CwitMt The cunents thus obtabed (a small

only being used on the clock) are used to work a
Mkymm which three independent currents from other

bKttmes am denvtd. One acts upon the seconds magnet
of^ chronograph fw impmss of seconds punctures on
the pqter on the revolviag cylinder The mnission of

oAe second in each minute marks with certainty the com
msaccment of the mliwte. Observations at all the funda
mattal instruments atd remstered on this cylinder, and
comparisons of clocks are thus cntuoly avoidM Another
current regulates a half seconds chronometer on the eye
end of the Great EqoatoreaL The third current regu
lates the pendulum or a half seconds clock m the Great
Equafaweal Room, drives a tapper to make audible the

sectmds cd the clock, and drives also a galvanic chrono
meter idaced in the Omiputmg Room for use in the daily

wod( m compating^and settmg to time the mean solar

standard clock. Tlie omission of one current m each
minute is unimportant as concerns the regulated chrono*
n^er and clock, but not so as regards the chronometer
whkh is driven by the current To accommodate the I

chronometer to dus state of things, its seconds wheel is

cut with fifty nine teeth anly and us seconds circle on the

dial correspondingly divided into fifty nine equal parts

The resting of the hand during one second, which takes

place at a particular division of the dial, consequent on
the loss of one current m each minute, is therefore com
penaated for by this construction of the seconds whed
and engraved dial plate. I

ARCTIC VEGLTATION

A FEW notes on the vegetation of the Arctic regions

may not be out of season at the present time For
fuller deuils we may refer to Ur Hooker's exhaustive

essay on the disbibution of Arcue plants, published m
the Transactions of the Linnean Society, vol xxiii

,
iSfia.

Since the appearance of this article very little has been

ad^ to our knowledge of Arctic vegeUtion, if we except

the flora of Spitsbergen Several naturalists have since

visited the islands of this group, and about thirty addi

donal species of flowenng plants have bm discoyerad.

The greater part of these sidditions have been published

m the Journal of Botany, voL ii pp 130 to 137 and 163

to 176, and vdL u, senes 3, p 153 but a few interesting

plants new to the group, collect^ by the Rev Mr Eaton,

and now m the Herbanum at Kew, do not appear to have

been pubhshed. With the exception of the shores

of Smith s Sound m North Amenca, Spitsbergen is the

most northerly land yet trodden by the foot of restless

explorers^ and from its rclaUve accessibility iu vegetation

IS perhaps better known than any other part lying far

wHnin the Arctic circle. For this reason, and on account

of their high latitude, we have chosen the vegeUbon of

the Spitsbergen Islands to illustrate the whme flora of

the regions. We have been influenced m this

ckflM, too, by the fact that many of the species there

npresented are indigenous in Britain. Most of these

peaci, it should be stated, are confined to the moun
tains of die north of England and Scotland

To give a general idea of the whole flora of the North
Zone, we may quote a few of Dr Hooker's figures

Ito way of explanation it should be mentimied that Dr
HEobkntahetavciy broad view of i^ws, andmany forms

cdnMdendoi distmet species by some botanists here count

u yoileties. The more recent additions to the flora of

^^borgen would not materially alter these figures, be*

speolos were all, or neaiiy all, previously
' it in Arctic Contmental Europe or America.

Jons would also nrobably have to be made

^ the Reed macCi ^;^,appears to have been
mistake in the list mArcbc American plants,

of vedes of floweriBg pU«t»—with

which about fifty are exclusively confineifto the Aimie
Regions A very large proporbon of these are ftnind in
Scandinavia, south of the Arctic drde, and reappear m
the Alps , a few reach the Alpine regions of the moun*
tains of India and Africa, and a few reappear m tte
extreme south of the southern hemisphere. In a less

degree the same thing occurs from north to south on the
American conbnent Of these 763 speoet, 616 havebeen
observed m Arctic Europe, 333 m Arcbc Asia, 364 in
Arctic West America, 379 in Arcbc East Amen^ and
307 in Arctic Greenland. From the proportions the
respecbve figures for the five different areas bear to the
total, It will be seen that ncariy all the areas must have a
majority of species in common, and that each area has
very few species peculiar to itself Before proceeding to

give a sketch of the flora of Spifedicrgen, there is one
remarkable fact deserving of special notice Of the

307 species found in Greenland, i^f are Scandinavian
types, and only la are American or Asiabc types.

A glance at the map for the position of the Spitsbergen

and animals of a small isokted tract of land 1

plants 1l
of the pole, in Smith s Sound. The geological formation

of the group 11 of the earliest So fiir as at present known
It consists of gramte and other crystalline rocks, and in

the south traces of the Carboniferous and Penman strata

have bren discovered The chmate of Spitsbergen is

modified to a certain extent, like the whole of Western
Europe, by oceanic streams flowing from the hot regions

northwards Nevertheless, it is exceedingly rigorous, u
may be imagined from the fact that the sun never rises

more dian 37° above the honson, and the wmter is of ten

months durabon From the observabons of Phipps,

Parry, Scoresby, and several foreign explorers, the mean
mtnre ot July, the warmest month, has been esti*

fcii4 about 3T Fohr, and the hiraest Mint ob*

1^ Scoresby was 51* on the 39m of July, 1815.

Bean temperature of the year is about 17“ Fahr , and
the mean temperature of the three wmter months (Dec,,

Jan., and Feb ) is calculated at about xero of Fahrenheit.

Of course the prending figures must be treated as very

roiigh approximations only

From the foregomg bnef sketch of the chmatal

and other conditions of Spitsbergen, a very limited

number of flowenng plants would be expected to

thnve, but at least one hundred species have been

observed—a comparatively neb florsL when we con*

sider that it is only in the most favourable situations that

they can exist at all Nearly the whole of the vegetation

consists of her1»ceous perennials, about one^third being

grasses, sedges, and rushes. The nearest approach to

woot^e^abon are thecrowberry {Emptirum mjfnm),
twOkffi^es of willow (.Srtfri rtHcnlata and S
vAShiromeda Utragona, an Encaceous und^shn^
tmSx'Qi which rues more than a few mches above the

soil Taking the families in their natural sequence, wb
have— I Ranunculaceae six specRS of RamuoUus, and

probably seven, a fragment m the Kew Herbaiimn, col*

lected by the Rev Mr Eaton, appealing to be Je Mris

2 Papavencese Papaier ttndteauU, a pretty owaif

yellow flowered poppy 3- Crudfera about elghteea

species, indudmg Cardamnt pratensis,^ spedra of

Draia, and one species of scurvy grass,

strata, perhaps tike only esculent found to

Sdtxbergen, which has
of the vessels that havetouchy
ab^t a doien speaes, indudlng the fo**®*^

StlOu aeaults, Artnorta ctltaia, A
A ruMla s Rosacea four ^»edes
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Dn<a octoMala. 6. Saidfragea; Chrysospitnium alter

tttflrlium, Saxtfi'ama &ppMtifiha, nivalis cemna, ea^pi
tasojlurcMlus, aiaotdts, and four other species not found
in Btitam. t Composiuc four species, including the

danddion. 6. Cantbanulaceat Campanula un^ra
d Ericacetb the little shrub mentioned above lo
Gentianacex Genitana tenella, discovered by the Rev
Mr Eaton in 1873 11 Boraginaccte Mertennamanttma
tz Polemoniaceie one spedes of Polemontum 13. Scro
^ulanaceac Pedicutans htrsuta 14. Empetracea: the
Empetrum alluded ta 1 5 Folygonca. two British species,

Polygonum vtmparum, and Oxyna rem/ormis and
nigta ulandtca, which is ofannual duration 16 halicineic

the two species of willow given above The remaining
familles--(r7) Juncnceac, (18) Cyperace'c, and (19) Ora
aunesc- make up the rest, the latter being by far the most
numerous, and embencing several British genera and
species. ^

In a broad sense, Ur Arctic vegetation closely resembles
the flora of the higher Alps, but there is less brilliancy and
variety of colour in the flowers, yellow and white largely
predimnating The plants assume a dense tufted habit
of growth, and increase mainly by lateral branches, which
take root and in their turn pr^uce offsets It is possible
some or all of them ripen seeds m certain favourable
seasons, but the almost total absence of annual plants,
and the habit of growth of the perenmals, seem to indt
cate that this very seldom happens. An attentive study
of the distribution of Arctic flowering plants would lead
ns to believe that few new species renuun to be discovered

,

and probably In the lower cryptogams also, few absolutely
Hew forms will be found, though doubtless many known
toedes occur that have not yet been collected Therefore
mere is some justness in the complaints of geologists
because no geologist has been appointed to the Arctic
Expedition, whereas a botanist has been appointed. We
may reproduce here the substance of an interesting note
on the most northerly species of flowering plants Imown,
which was communicated to this journal (vol. viii p 487)
by Dr J D Hooker The four foUowmg plant'

'

wted by Dr Bessel in 82° N lat
,
probably on"*

ttde of Smiths Sound, represent the extreme 1

U^ts of phanerogamic vegetation so far as at
Imown Draba alpina, Ccrastium alpinum, laraxacum
0»ns leoHts var

, snd Poa aipiiia. With the exception of
the first, these are also indigenous in Britain We have
Me more observiuon to make Although there is what
ootanists term an Antarctic flora not a single flowering
plant has been found within the Antarctic circle, and only
d very limited number of the lower cryptogams

mTES
The late Sir Charles Lyell has not been fbigetful of th

hiteneta of eaence in hu wilL He g ves to the 0«Mcs
Sodety of London the die executed by Mr LeoneidWpM^ 1

medel to be cast in bronse, to be given annually a«vl

Lyell Medal, to be regarded u a mark of honorary^aa u expcttlott on the part of the governing body of th
Sodety that the medallut (who may be of any country or dthe
•^Wdeservedwdlof the science, lie further gives to the»^y tteium of 3 ooof

, the annual interest nrwiog therefrom t<

•od applied in the following manner i Not lea

SSeJt^ in one or iCT ^
‘e*

of geology, or o

edvanced, either fbrtmrdli^e*
“‘*^*f***' PubUdied or in pnpeu, an^

‘5?'?“ *0 Ma or nationality of the antiSrm ths
“»8««e»inwMchltmaybewrltten The Council of the Soetatj

an to be the sole jadg» of die awrits of thwaMOMlnor pafWt
fiv which th^ may vote the medal and find frem tfana to

Loan Limpsat, wndng from Plonnoa to tha Miqwt et

Wigin, of whidi place hU lordship b lepreMatatiln, statoa thl|t

mordei to recover f-om the levere eBect of th« Mtoiitltfas ianf^
caught while observing the recent transit, he b Obliged to etapM
Italy to recruit He hopes, however, to be ablo to letom f*
Lugland by the time Parliament tetumet its littinga

Prof H E Armstrono, of the London Institatioa, wdt
known for hfa researches In orgenie cbemistiy, and Mr W
Hartley Demonstrator of Chemtetiy in King's CeUege, toe
candidates for the Jacksonian Professorship of Extl«riln«^sd

Philosophy in the Unlvctuty of Cafflbridg& It Will be latetest*

ing to watch what course the Cambridge anthondet Will take

with retard to the appouitment to the vacant chair

Mr E J Nansok, B A , Fellow of Trinity College^ Cosw
bridge Professor of Applied Mathematics at the Royal Indian

Engineering College, Cooper’s Hill, has been select^ by Prof
Adams to succeed the late Prof W F Wilson in tlm diolr of
Mathematics at die Umversity of Melbonrae. Mr Neasonwis
Second Wrangler and Second ^mith s Prizeman In 1873

Tuk French National Assembly have nnanimously voted tfid

funds for the creation of a third Chair of Chemistry in the
Faculty of Sciences of Pans. The new chair u to be devoted
lo Organic Chemistry, which, owing to the arrangements with
regard to the other two chair% has hitherto been somewhat
neglected

A roRRiaroN ent sends us the following query on the

sulject of Arciit Meteorology with reference to the forllwomtng
Arctic ExpeJition i— 1 have noted from bnw to time hi the
pages of Naiure the vanous icemi of Information lespecting

the outfit for the Arctic Fxpedition, bnt have foiled to Uoeitain
what, if any preparations are being made for the oheervation of

meteorological phenomena We know httle or nothing about
the amount of aqueous deposition in the Arctic tegluu. Are
not the vessels supplied with ram gaugn ? Surely there wQl be
many opportunities of recording the quantity of raittfoll or snow
foil during several months at different station^ or even the
honrly rate of deposuion at the time of storms Aoemometerf,
too, might be employed to register the velocity or ptestuta of

In reply to Mr Fisher's query (NArt/SF voL al p $6^) w
to a satlsfoctoiy method of killing Hophphera dettmena, a oor<

rMpondent recommends the following aoethod .—First lUpUy
the insect by dropping it mto tome bcMole, or ttmOar flitid) and
then pierce it with a needle thet has been dipped Into a sofmirm
of coiTOsire sublimate

Aifctro the list of Iriday evenmg letoumn at the Royal
lastitubon noted in last week s Nature, we shoald have giTCtt

the name of Prof Tyndall, F R.S
, whoee sabjeet, howetot, has

not yet been announced

In the notice of Mr Hart’s list of tha flowatlag plaata and
ferns of the Aiian blsnds, Qalway Bay (vol ah p. spj), wt
fuulveitently gave Daitocta pe^eUa u OM of tito Wait
European or Aihntic typea cbaractetUag this flora. TMtk *
bog plant found in Connemara and Mayo, but it dtwi hdt «ewt
in the Arran Islands, nor ate thera tnibibla tocalMto tat It*

aeftber b it iBdnded ^ Mr Hart

ArthenextoongrcMof Frendi ntoteortflofliitl) to

heW at Paris to a few days, M Ltwenler wilt ptop
mant on a large kcale for the purpoaw at ttatiiig ll

amoke to pnranttog yomig plaafo fjpQto
' ‘

frosty monringi to common to Apnl
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On Mottdkf, the aaad March, the firet meetintc of the

^rOWBon of^ iMdoD Sdiool of Medidne for Women look

pfae# te the idiool pmnieee, Na 30, Heorietbi Street, Brans*

Mck Squuet Lord Aherdetc in the dwlr The Dew geye

ti thort bletory of the echooL He lUted that during the

kdater aeition the «me ootmee of lectures and deinonstra*

tioae bad been given na fat the other medical schools of the

nMtcopoHs, and that the oomber of women stndents attend

-mg was twenty It was resolved that the proposed comtl

tntkwl and ]Mrs ihoidd be referred to a committee for considert

tjpn, and that in the meantime the school bnsmett should be

conducted by the Provisional Council aa heretofore It was

tiien speed that the next meeting of the govemora should take

place on the 3rd of May, on which day the prizes will be dutri

bnted to thoM pupils who have been successful in the class

Tm Council of the Sodal Science Association has fixed

October 6th to the 13th few holding the Congress at Brighton

this year. It hat also authorised an exhil ition of sanitary and

edncatioiiBl appliancea and apparatus to be held at the same

time id eonnccUon with the me^ng

A LOna and interesting letter, dated <!oubat, Feb. 7 appears

In Saturday's Tma, pving soma details of CoL Gordon s work

in Central Africa He seems to have been fairly successful in

the object of his mission—the reduct on of these lawless regions

to something like order, and the abolition of the slave traffic.

L/ieutSi Watson and Chippendale, two young Fngineer officers

ssfao were at Raga/T, about 1,000 miles above Khartoum, sue

ceeded la making some important observations during the

Trandt of Venns which are to be transmitted to the Royal

Geographical Society Lieut Chippendale, when the letter

kft, was on hia way to Dufld. He was to make his way across

the Adiua River to Ibrnhimia, and from thence to eontinue his

march with only a few soldiers, striking inland for the Albert

Hyanza. He is there to obtam a canoe at any cost, and

retarn, if poisible, from the Alliert Nyonza down the Nile to

Dufld^ thna establishing the iiset whether (he Ni e is navigable

between these two points.

Tonaregs of the wert will resume the old trade. Another French
Afhoan settlement Is the district south of the Gold Coaet,

known as Gaboon. The Marquis de Compiegne and M Marche^
who explored this reg on last year, are shortly to resume their

explorations which had been cut short by host le tnbes.

M Lakrkai', another French explorer left Algiers a few
weeks ago for Rhadamer, an oasis in the central part of the

Sahara A letter dated 17th hebrnary lest has bem received

from him He srai very well received by the Sheikh and the

Djamae, or naUonal councl of natives. Explanations were
given to him os to the murder of his fellow traveller Donrnanx
Duperd, whose conduct had been rather indiscreet The
Djamaait anxious to open commercial relations with France,

and M. Largeau will soon begin his return jo irney by another

uray n order to ascertain if t is not nprre practicable than the

one by which he travelled sonthwanl|L^

T
Fkom the official report of the charaOts shooting in the can

ton of Gntons during 1874, it appears that during flie year

91H chamois 4 bears and 18 eagles /«/V'ir) were lulled

in the canton. The highest nnmber of chamois kilted by one
sportsman was 16 , the term for shooting is four weeks m Sep

tember In 1873 the numbers were C96 chamois and 4 bears

,

in 187* when the shoojng term extended two weeks longer, the

trambers were 766 chamois and 3 liears. TI e result of lost

year, therefore, is dec dedly favourable, and evidently owing to

the reduced term of shooting

Mr r Noe< atk has recently pul lished iinder the title of
" IlnmlmUlts Natur iind Rcisebilder a ulectinn of

j
ictures of

nature and travel from A von Humboldt s personal narrative of

travel and aspect of nature It is edited with a commentary

sc entlfic glossary and biographical notice of the author, by Dr
C A. Buchhrim It is intended to afford to readers of Cenium
and to students of the language a pkosant vane y and a relief

fr m the standard works which as a rule form the staple of

German readings m this country The idea seems to ns a happy
oneuAwd the Klectlons are well chosen Dr Dnchheim has wtll

peqlpl^ his part of biographer an 1 interpreter

A III KORAN, dated Ulm, March 31^ states that the A^rcon

traveller Karl Manch, who is at present staying in Blaubeitren,

has sulIerMl such severe tniuries in consequence of a foU that his

life is despaired of

It is stated that a project has been formed, under the sanction

of Capb Sir John H. Glover, Mr R N Fosrier, and other well

known gentlemen, for the formation of a canal from the mouth

of the African nver Bella, on the Atlantic, in the neighbour

hoodof Capo Bajador, to the northern bend of the River Niger,

at TlmbaetM, a distance of 740 mllos.

Thb Fiendi are trying to qpen a regular trade with Tlmbuctoo

nad Sondan wd Tnaalah, the chief city of Tonaregs They have

rcemtly conquered the o^s of Goleah, about 600 miles from the

oOSMt It » from that place that M Paul SoleiUet, the enter

pHabg Sahara explorer, will start lor Tusaloh, having to march

a distance of only 900 milei. The oolonisation of Algeria has

reeently leotived a strong impulse from mom than lo^ooo Alsace-

InriineTS having settled in the colony. The Enropeen popn

letlon te inenesiog not only by a sensible flow of eml^tlon, but

hf the excess of biztbs over deatha The Colonists, excTosive of

the irmy, now number 150,000^ while the native population

is not floor# diana,a5(\oooii The governor of the three provinces

k Q^nflnl Chonay, wto ha* dedded on the Instkntion of three

1flMii|^|4* to tm held ilk the sonthem part of eadi province

too far sonth, a city win be founded for thet

Mfppi^ldMWt 300 mUea front the ooast, in the eaftem pro-

Uwt>nttniettd by them fidtii Arabt and

A NRU, edition has just liein issued by Mrssrs lldnt

and Co , of the late Rev A B \V hatton a Memo r of the LI e

and Laliours of the Rev Jeremiah Ilorrox, which was first

publwhed m 1S59 From Ihe present «1 lion the translation of

Horrox i lieatize on the Transit of 1G39 has been omitted

NEARCortil Noirmont (1 clgium) fn-o old tombs Iiaie lately

been investigated , they had the shape of inoun Is, md were

called ” the Roman tombs by the people In one of them
many hnman bones were found, rusty iron weapons, and many
small bronze coin% nnf rtunately not well preserved In the

other there were only the remains of one human skeleton but

besite this a highly omamentil glass bottle, several large bronze

vofltiKfl lamp of the same material, tiro silver and two gold

CoWj^Btd a relief cut into rock crystal and repieoenting a lizard,

are of the time of Nerva and Hadruinus,

Brick Tea is a large article of commerce between China and

Thibet It is described as being mode chiefly m the neighbour-

hood of Ya tsow in Szechuen, the tea plant fVom which it is

made being * a hedgerow tree^ fifteen feet high, With a large and

coaneleat" The tea is done up in pneketfl, each containing

four bricks and weighing five poniids, and is bought at Tatsien In

for about fir 40' , it sells at Lhaisa for t/ 4/ to 1/ 8r

,

and at a much greater sum in the disttiett which lie off the grand

rood. From these fimti it is apparent But the Darjeeling planters

amid supply 1-hassa with tea at pricea to undenel' the Chinese

article at a very coBsid«aUe profit, and could make a itfU

larger profit by nipplyfaig the oouetiy which Uei betweenUmm
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Mad the fiwotier of SQddm The better class of teu cost at

Lham about two nq>eeg per pound, but are iddom impceted

It Is eaUmated that annual supply of tea to Thibet amounts to

about sU miUiona of pounds, producing an income of not leas

than 300,000/

A Nxw source of caontdiouc reaches us from Uurmah, a

description of which has been given in a pamphlet pnblisbad in

Rangoon. The plant yielding this caoutchouc is the CAavaM

tuna eitulftila, a creeper belonging to the natural order Apocy

nete, an order which indndes the Borneo rubber plant Vtttdta

tlaihca, the Afincan rubber plants LanMpkta spp., u well as

o her genera yielding milky juices The plant, whid u common
m the Burmese forests, is said to be cultivated by the natives for

the sake of iu fruit, whidi has an ogreeable acid taste. It

comes into season when tamarinds are not procurable, and finds

a ready sale at Rangu^at an anna per bunch of ten fruits.

The milk is said to ccsSnIate more readily than that of .Fw-im

tiastua, and to be purer and better for most purposes for which

rubber is used

Uniisk the title of “ Contributions to the Fossil Flora of the

lA eatem Territories, U b ,
1 art 1 The Cretaceous Flore, by

Prof Lesqnerenx,’ Irof Hayden has published the sixth volume

of the s*riesof fintl reports of the Umted States Geological

Survey of the Territories The work u m quarto, and embraces

136 pages an 1 thirty platea Very miny n ew species are figured

and described The work covers all the known speciei of the

l>akota group, and constitutes an iniportout starting point for 1

similar monographs of other divisions of the fossil plants of

America Prof Lesquerenx considers the snrloce and strati

graphical distribution of Ute species In accordance with Dr
Hayden s views, the author finds the group to be of manne
origin, as shown by the occurrence of various species of marine

mollasca Prof Lesquereux is not prepared to commit lumseU

in regard to the correlaton of the flora of the Dakota group with

that of subsequent geological epochs and their idcnbty, pre

femngto wait the gathering and esamination of other Ifnes.

He, however, sUtes that this flora, without affinity «!ll|s^y

jvecedbig vegetable types, without relation to the ilottmthe
Lower Tertiaiy of the United States, and with scarcely any forms

referable to species known from coeval formations in Lnrope,

presents, as a whole, a remarkable and, os yet, unexplained case

of I 0 ation

Thx cultivation of the tobacco plant m At gerir has been car

ried out very successfully the soil and cbmate of that countiy

being well sttiled to the growth of the plant In 1874 no less

than 4 850,oc( kilogrammes, or over 9,700,000 Iba,, were pro-

duced and passed thru ugh the State warehouses The value of

this crop was 141,234/, or nearly double that of 1873 The

experimrat—though It Is no longer merely an exp eriment, but a

pr^ical uidttstiy—has been earned on smee 1847, and during

the pest twenty-seven yean abont i^fiOO,ooo lbs.

tobacco has been produced and sold.
^ ]

It is stated that the Italian Government, foUowin g the fUuM
it bu already adopted on previous occasions, wQl gratuitoesly

distnbute this year S,coo plants of the Lucalyfhu globulut, for

cultivation in the Agro Romano, especially in the spot infected

by malaria.

TiiB additions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens dnrmg the

past week include an African Civet Cat (Prwrn* cwtUa), pre-

aented by the £ul of Harrington, an Anstralian Monitor

(JWent/orgMiUfh presented by Dr Pardoe , thide Black nedred

Stwka u auttralu) from Midacca, purchased , n
Bloe-tac^ Green Aneeon {Chrysotis bouqtteti) from St Lada,
two YdW finoAted Amasom (Ckrytotu ttkrettfKait) and a

|

Brown-throated Connre {Cmmu anetnomt) iron S. America,

dapoiitod.

ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS*
'T'HE term 'accident,'’ applied fat its strict lenae to d

caused by explosioiii, would imply that tbew wen

of a compomd the exidostve nature of wfaidi ii oa yufeiuiouna
may be pnrdy accidental, bat if, after the propertUi ef the
stance have been thoroufihly ascertained and mada known, an
explosion occurs during Us productioo, by lome petaon who hee
not properly made hinisdf acauainted with or haa nag^eeted In
some point or other those cooditloag esientlel to its prodootlov
with safety, the knowledge of whidi is within his reodi, tte
term “acddental ’ can certainly not be properiy applied to it,

although in all piobaldlity it would be so dengaaten popularly,
and even by those entrusted on behalf of the public the
investigation of its origin and resnlts.

In the present discourse the definition ’acddental” is ac-
cepted in the lootc sense in whidi it is popniarly applied to
explodont, with the object of examining into the nature and
causes of mch exj^nons, and, if possible^ of indlcaliiig direo-

lions In which there may be hope at successful eSbrts beliig mada
for redndug the frequency of their occurrence.

The phenomena attendant upon an explosion are geneiaSy
due to the tndden or very rapid expansion of matter, aeeom-
pamed in most instances W its change of state firom solid or
liquid to gas or vapour The most simple classes of explosions
are those caused by the sudden yielding to force, eserted firom

within, of receptades in which am is impriamed in a highly
compressed condition, or a hquid has been raised to a temperetaw
greatly exceeding that at ^ „
fly asunder or to assume the state of vapour or gasi The strength
or elasticity of the envelope whmh confines them mddnly
yieldiiig to preesnre, the liqmd paiset with great rapidity into

vapour, violently displacirg by this sadden expansion the sur-

roundmg air and any other obetaelee opposed to the expanding
molecul^

Similar explosive cflects lets simple m their origin are brought
about by the sudden develiromeiit of chemical activity in imx-
tures of gaiea or vajwnrs, of solids and gases, or of solids only,

or m chemical compounds of unstable character, the result in^
such instances bein^ the development of intense heat and the
sadden or very rapid and great expansion of matter.

Examples of the most simple class of exploslona are the sodden
failure in strength at tome particular point, or generally, of the
material oomposing a veuel in which a gashas uthcr bem Irene-

tied or highly compressed. Acddentsf exploskms of this tiha-

lacter take place chiefly, and haprily not very frequently, in the
Isbontory or lecture room, yet inslances occaslonnily occur of
diteitrons explosions resuiueg fromtoch causes in mantriketoriug
operation*, or in the proctical application of compressed air or
other gases The must recent illustration of a senous aceidntal

steel diaphragm closing the chamber in which tne motive power
of this self propellant torpedo (air) was imprisoned nnder a
preasure of about 800 lb on the a^nare inch, soddenly yielded to
the eflbita of the gas to return to its normal condition.

Other explosions of this class, which ore of more than weekly
occurrence, and but too frequently reeult not merely in destrao*

Uon of property, bat in more or Imsenocs kwa et 11^ are doa
to the bnrsung of boilers at firotanes, minek and collieries, to
say nothing those whidi ocenr in buildbigi^ in connMiaa
with beating appUaseta and with kitdicn ranges, and bath- cr
other hcatuig arrangements. The exntosloa of a boiler may
anie either inim an exceptionally rapid devde^ent tl steam
or from an absence, or failure in the proper opnatloa, of a|^
ancea for relieving the pressnre in a bmler, by permifttng the
escape of steam and giving waraiiigwhM the presenn begm to
exceed that of safety Bat by far the chid canies TmOw
explosions are deficU in their construction or rqpufar, and the
reanction in thidmem of the metal in paxta by cpwpi^ er
bxidatioii, internally and externally, finm long neetdiKiiMlf

proper meenircc for periodically deaniim oe bdCMD^^^^
Tlie ecddanti due directly to the depoib forinera||||Mfl

in boilcn have been very gi^y dimtadatodM lafoMwiiK
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iwUlerttai of pnpuatlau ctUed bolIerwoompoiUioiia, of wtdcli in froqa^nt ud thoioagh dcMisg out, itUch ii espedidly iiecei<

Oo* tit miiijr vaiMat thdr eeaenu action being to prarcnt t»n where the water rapply it hard
«ao^ 0* bu eAetMVy tlia carbonate and ralpbate of ealdcm Explodoni also occor with honaebold boilers of the ordinarrwoia c* bsB eAotittJly tlia carb^e and ralpbate of ealdcm
mA other imparities in water, which are separated by its cbnlli

ttat and etn^ontioB, from ptodadng hard impenetrable enuu
er coatings apon the inner snrfimes of the boiler The jndidons

eniplopMBt of a good and ibnhng prcj^tion, and the thorough

psnodical dransing of the interm of boilers, m far to gnard

rajanst that soaroc of danger , though, m adopting measures to

the fonnadon of mcnistatioiis, care mnst also be taken

to a«^ promottng Intenal emrodon of the boiler by the agents

operations of the Manchester Steam Users Association

for the prerention of steam boiler explosions, founded, mainly

thtm^ the testrninentaiily of Sir William Fairbalm, twenty

years ago, and of which Sir Joseph Whitworth has alio been a
warn mptoAv &om ia commencement, appear to have grtdu

ally racemed in very importantly redudeg the atmnol number
of Miler exploskma tw intiododng among its members a system

of periodical independent inspection. The Association wul not

alhrw tUt the term “accidental,** or myiteiioos, ia applicable to

steam boiler explosloiis Mysterious they ceitaiely are not, as

they are generally quite traceable to causes which may be
obviated, such os bif^r material or defective construction, or

local injuries, gradually developing and increasing, which would
certainly be dticoveted before they attained dangeroua dImen
awns, by a proper inspection.

The roUowing dau with respect to the eanics of boiler expio

ikms are taken from a table prepared by Mr I.. Fletcher, chief

endneeroftheAssoeiatian —40percent were due (fromJan i86i

to Juna 1870) to maloonstruetion of the boilers ; 39 per cent to
** Mfective coition ” of the boilers , 15 per cent to the failure

of of rivets at the bottom of externally fired boUcra , to

per cent to overheating from shortness of water , and lets than

3 per cent, to accumnliuion of incrustations.

Aa exsnunadon into the particular nature of the services per

forr^ by boilers which have exploded shows that a considerable

number of explosions have occurred at ironworks, and a very

large proportion at collieries, nhere plain cylindrical externally

firM t^ers are much used Many of the explosions of these

poidcnlor boilers srise from places which remain for a time con

ceskd in the overlaps of the seams of nvets, defying detection,

but gtadnally extending from one rivet hole to another, till some
nddm strain causes them to extend throughout the entire seam,

the boiler spUtting in two The particular desaiptlon of boiler

wUeh gave rlie to the largest number of fatal accidents during

the year taken as illustration was the single flued or Cornish

boiler ; and it was stated by Mr rietcher that all these expio

sions must have been the result of glaring neglect, as there is no
boiler safer to use when well made and properly cared for The
simple precaution of strengthening or giving internal support to

the1^ of the furuace-tabe of these bollera, the importance of

whi^ wai demonstrated many years ago by Sir W Fairbaim,

apMon to be still gteady neglected, (he result being the frequent

ooukpM of the tnbe thtougb weakness. Very few explosions in

1^3 appear to have been due to the neglect of (he attendants,

:

bat ny far tne greater number to that of the btdler owners or the
;

{1^ lecturer then gave a number of instancea strOniigly illus*

temn of the statements above made.]

The for^ng and other very numeroui illustrations of the

appalling dSplay of Ignorance; nei^ect, or recklessness in deal

1^ with the applicadoo of steam poww, point stcongly to the

importance of illation connectea with this subject There

can be no reason why <lu responsibility of the pn^ conditkn

of bqlto and staam aji * *t»* generally should not be thrown

pqn UMpcoton; just as the proper fencing of machineiy in foe

and the proper cotulidon of steam boOera in apassenger

ataanwhipt an tecured by a system of respomible official in

langra and hi b^kn used in connection with the hearing of by those offidol

f|MiBihnp un not nnfotqnently attended Ira fiual results. Much many being ma
hn been said with regard to botira explosiou generally inutwortUiiesa

MMLta M iceiHbnti of fhlg filffiM, forced UDO& iIm

iSkM water in Utehen boilers is often used for eulfntiy who often abeo

taoqimMhg pvpoees; the means employed in boilers used for Of tho three 0
ifo^erai wr, to prevent the formation of haid depodti, and Jan 7 lut,

ealiltt >£ iraorted to } tbanfeM the only means of gnardny alfoed sad illna

IfliwMlM^tbtQ doiMalfc biiikn from tkera causes consists mmers ihemielt

Sara where the water supply is bard
Ei^odons also occur with household boilers of the ordinary

eireulating dost, unprovuled with safety valves, through the stop-
taps of the pipes which connect them with an overhead dstem
being left cloM by accident or negligence^ in which case steam
pressure must spmily accumulate to a dangerous extent, all

ontleli being closed. AccidenU with such boilers sre pariicu

Inrly liable to occur during severe frosts in consequence of the
cin^ring pipes becoming plugged up wiih ice, whereby the

outlet for steam pressure is as completely cut oiT as if the stop-

taps were closed Several accidetiu due to these two cauies,

some of them attended by fatal results, were recorded last year
The obvious snd simple method of grardlng cRectuslly sgainst

such explosions is to have the boiler ftltcd with a rdaUe
safety valve, of the most simple form

Explosions retnUing from the ignition of mixtures of m-
flammable gat and air constitnte even a more formidable clots

than that jost described, for the nnmber of explostoos m ccsl

mines which occur in a year is very ooosiderably greater than
that of boiler explosions, while the loss of life occasiciied by
tho former is very considerable, and it occasionally appalling
in Its magnitud&

pressure, becomes mixed with the air to such an extent that

there are about eighteen voinmes of the latter to one of tho
gas, the mixture bnrna with a pale blue flame, which will

surround that of a candle contained in such an atmosphere,
the appearance of snch a ** corpse light round ihe flame of
the pitmsn a candle or lamp flame is a warning too generally

nnheeded, of the presence of fire damp in quantit cs likely to

be dangrrons, for if the proportion of marsh got incrca cs much
beyond that above spcafieil, an cxplouve atmosphere will be
formed, the violent character of which mcreases at the proper
tion of fire-damp apprracbes that of one volume to fen of air

Manb gas requites for its igmtion to be brought into contact

with a Ixxly raiscti to a white heat , fire damp, rr a mixture
of marsh gas snd nir is therefore not inflamed by a spark or
red hot wire, but will explode if brought into contact with
flame The fact that Ibw contact most Ic of some little

duration to eniu e the ignition of the fire-damp was apnl ed by
Mephenson in the constrnction of his safety lamp , and a very

philoiopbical application of the property possessed hylgood
condbeting bodies, snch as copper or iron, of cooling down
a flame below the igniting point of the gas, and thus cx in

guishing It, wax made by Davy m the conilructon of hla

safety-lamp.

All the efforts of eminent scientific and practical men, for

the better part of a century post, to dimmish Uic numbn of

coal mine explosions by improving the vcutilotion of the mines
and providing the miner with comparatively safe means of illu

minatlon, appear to have had very little cffiKt in reducing the

number and disastrons nature of these accidents. Since the

construction of safety miners' lamps by Davy, Stephenson, and
Clenney, repeated and partially successful eflbits have been
made to reduce the loss of 1 ght consequent upon the necessary

I

encloenre of the flame, and thus to lessen the temptation ofenclosnre of the flame, and thus to lessen I

the miner to employ a naked flame at his work in fiery mines

,

yet investigations after mine explosion! still frequently disclose

instances of the employment of candles where they are nn-

donbtadly dangerous, and the regulations which have been
mods law with the view of prevent ng accidents through the

use ct naked hghti by miners, where there appears any likeU

hood of fire-damp escaping and lodging, are m many cases

either habitually neglected or very cat^etsly earned onL One
practice which anpears to have necomc very general in mines
where fire-damp is known to exist, that of sending firman
with safety lamps to examine the minu^ the men thro pro-

ceeding to work with naked lights m all places marked si safe

by those officials, is obnoosly a most dangeroas one, the lives of

many being made absolntdy dependent upon the vigilance and

irnstworthfiiesa of one or two
,
yet it appean to be one almoit

forced upon the managers of ooUietics^ the men ihemsetve%

who often abeolutely refuse to go to work with safety lamps.

Of tha three coUieiy accidents whidi occurred betaeen Dec 33

and Jan 7 lut, by which twenty-^ht men lost iheir lives, two

sffiMd sad illustrations of tb fact that the overlooken a^ the

mmers ihemidvts an chiefly to Utme for the frequency oS thera
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•cddentf, ud tlwt thfc pivctiee of enplojrmt; “firemen’* jtut
j

refened to u a bigUjr penlotu one.
I

There can be no qneition that the oomparatively dim light

afforded even by the Mt conetmcted lamps in general nae U a
cause of great temptation to the men to use uncovered li(,ht8 , it

ii therefore much to be hoped that continued efforts may be
made to apply the electric light to the illumination of mine
workinn Some approach to success In this direction was already

attained ten years ago, and one cannot but have creat faith m
the ultimate fensibiUty of some portable method of Illumination

by electric agency
There are, however, causes other than the use of unprotected

lights, which contribute to the proiluction of coal mine explo-

sions. Efficient ventilation of working* whether in use or not,

whereby all dangerous accumulation of fire-dsnip is avoided, and
any sudden eruption of nos may be rapidly desit with (the gas
being largely diluted snd swept away as speedily as possible), u
ludlspctiMible to the safe working of the mint (without any refer

enu: to the health of tba men) so long oa there is any temi tation

for the use of naked hghfl. The ongina] laying out of a working
(.really affects the question of effiaent ventilation, and explosi nw
have been cleaily traced to gas accumulations, which there was
sufficient powii of \enlUation to reduce, if the nature of the

working had admitted of itt proper application. In arranging

for the efficient vet tilaiion of a mine, ample provision for rapidly

applying cxtia artificial ventilating power sliould lie made and,

in connection with this, the mtercsting and useful seiles of
observations should lie borne in mind which have been made
public in comniunications to the Koyal Society and the Mitcuto
logical Sociely by Messrs. R. II Scott and W Galloway •

Since the employment of gunpowder as a means of rapidly

removing coal, or uierlyuig uiale, has come into considerable

use, there can lie no question that an additional and a very
scr oos sonrrt of danger has been importe I into the vmki >g of
uollienes. That the ex\il ision of a charge of powder iii a liTast

hole, or the “ finng of a shot,” has by no means aufrcqnenily

resulted m the pr^uclion of a fire-damp explosion has been
clearly establish^ by careful mquiiy Ihis has bven useribcd

to iwo causes, one of them the direct q,uitiou of the explosive

gas-mixturc by the flame from the shot, the other the dis od|,

went of fire damp fr im cavities or disused workings liy the con
cnision produMd, and its ignition bv some naked flame or
defective lamp m ^e neighbourhootl If a shot takes effect irro-

pcrly (i e. if tne force is fully expended in breaking the pool or

rock at the seat of the charge), there is seldom flame prodMed,
Imt if the tomi mg which confines the charge in the bla t hole is

simply blown out of the latter hke a shot from a i,un (wliieh not
nnfrequently occurs when the rock is very hard or the tamping

fladiof fire as obtained „ .

the immediate neighbourhood, it would uo doubt lie ignited

thereby But thu combmation of conditions is not liktJy fre-

quently to occur , the second cause above given is ihercfote nlore

likely to be fruitful of accidents , but the existence of a third

cause, to which the majority of explosions connected with blast-

ing m eoUieries is most probably ascnbable, lias been very clearly

esublidind by the careful mquinei, sound reasoning and in,.e

moos experbi^ts of Mr W Galloway, Insiicctur of Mines.
Mr Gall^ay conceived, and has clearly established by cxpcil

ments m the laboratory and in coal pits, that the sound wave
etuUithed by the firing of a shot (esp^ily by the sharp oapki
sion produced when the tamjdng ii shot out iff a hole) wd} by
transmiiaion, even to very ooiisideiable diatanos, have the Mbtt
of foremg the flame of a safety lamp through the meshtt of the
gauxe, and snil thns lead to the ignltmii of on explosive gas-

mixture surroending the latter t It may be hoped that the
mmer may be trained to a knowledge of the dan^ he inenra

by the incantioiit use of gunpowder, ^though the penuteiit redr-
losacss snth which he sacniices aaliety to comfort, is deip

-’

—

thd use of the safety lamp, forbids saline expectations ir

Refiannoe 1^ not been made to another very peesibl

to the employment of geapowoer for blasting

f, cardessness in the kcepuw and handling of

of acddekti d)ie to the e

tbeexidWTeilgeM by the men. Personal c£ierrntioa by the
lecturer of tbOincklem maimer in which powder is feequentiT
dealt vnth in minct, leads him to believe that this contributes

lU qeoM es a ctase of ooUiciy explosions

• NsTuas, v«k T p. JOS I vd, X. p. »J7 t Nati ax, voL a. p ess.

in cool gai explosions, which, though at first Ariit of etunpiurpA

dvely small Importance if judged by the loss itf lift and ptbpifto
wUch they oetMion, yet merit scrioee consideratian on acedniv
of the great frequency of their ooeurrence, etxl the demonetrip
tion which they almost always afford of ignottnee OV Chlpible

The arcnmstance that the admixture of even minute qt

of coal gas with air can be at once detected by the immu.
odour of the gas, should serve os a safeguard against aectdente (

unfortunately, however, thoughtleinneM or want of ItnowledM
frequently causes this very fact to lead to the opposite leeulb
Escapes of gas in compantivaly small qUanUtlei Often occur sri

the jMiint of union (generally by a ball and-socket joint) of a
honing burner or chandelier u ith the gas pipe, of at the tele*

scope joint of such gas-fiituigs , the column water required in:

the joints to confine the gas becoming veiy gradually raduoed bjr

evanoration In such instances an explosive mixture will aoou*
inulate in the upper port of the apartment of which windows and
doors arc closed, while the air in the lower jiart will oootimM
for a long time free from any dangerous admixture of gas t and
instances are contuiually recordra in the pubtlo printa of dm
deliberate ignition of such exploaive mixtui^ by penoui who,
observing the smell of cool gas upon entering the room, proceed
forthwith to search for the point of escape by means of a flame.

It need acarcely be staled that such a test is a perfectly ufis one
m Itself, and that if the acceptance of the warning given by the
odour of gas in the lower part of tlie room were promptly fcl-

lowed by the simple precautionary opembon of leaving open for

some time all wmdows and doors, so as to afford noidy ingress

of Ircsh air and thus speedily expel, or very largely dflute,

the gai mixture, the leakage could be looked for with no risk

of accident

Gas explosions, rancralW of a serious nature, do occasionally

occtir through n > fault of those who are the dbect agenta in

bringing them about, as by a person entering with a light a
clesm apartment m which there has been a very considerable

escape of gas for some time, or a building m which gas has been
entering from a leakage in the supply pipe or the main.
The employment of illuminating agenit closely allied to eoal-

gas, namely Lquid carlio-bydrocen eompounds obtained by the
disullation of coal or shale, or dmved as natural products from
coal bearuig strata, {.radu^ly extended dunug the earlier part

of the lost quarter of a century untU they b^me formidablu
rivals of mineral and vegetable oils and even of gas itself

Tlie several varieiies of so-called petroleum spirit which aru
known as naphtha, benune, benzoline, gasoline, Japanner’s srarit,

file.
,
yield vapour more or less freely on exposnre to air at oiduu^

atmospherie temperatures and even in some cases below yf r
Although much the largest proportion of the petroleum spirit

employed is probably lUM m lamps of some form or other, tWe
are other ini|>ortaDt uses to which it is uppLcdin largo qnoatitistf
cajicelally in various industries.

1 he so called paraffin- or ^rolcnm lamp ixpfotiont, ofwUdi
in the earlier days of the employment of these illnminatiiig amts
there were so many recorded in tbs newspapers, cad M wUrit
one still hears occasionally, were, with very few exceptioa% BOt
correctly designated as explosloas, and when they were so, untU
not caused by the employment of the volatile oifi or petrtilsiim

spirit As these vaporise very freely at the slightly elevated
temperature which a reservoir of a lamp soon attains, air is

eiihcr entirely expelled from the litter by the vapour, or so
diluted by it, tbst the mixture U not explosive. If tbereibn

merely burn at it escapes. If a lamp charged with pfttnUMm
spint be carried tncanbously, or aoadcnttlly Jsrited so that n*
Lquid u suddenly brought into contact with the waruHS BortiM
oAhelauip, near the fla^ a very rapid volatUisatignaMqrthsMtw
be caused, resulting in a coiuidcnble outburst of flame.

If a peuoleum oil which has been imperfectly tefltwd,^
which, therefore, cootams some pfoportion of the VS17 vo|a^

' (M in alamp, a riight eaflMM—, up a small amount of vapoitti^'Sit.

thereservoirbcoouMi heated, aMLtN»
producltig a feebly mptosire mixture with the air la

^

wfaidi may becoose ignited by the flame of the lamp,
lion thns produced is not at sU of violent dienL_ .

generally merely a feeble puff: U may, hoiniyuiv wi
cracking of rim rcyerrolr, and ‘the fOMSTBeat

products, or spirit, be emifl

may be caused^ its yleUui
the lempeiatme to wUch the
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flittbut of ^ iMf «t uyntelMd to scodcn^ M«lre«dy
dilWftbiil, It occaMoni tIt to nervoDi of igiionut

(T> U (0nhnHtd)

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LoraoK

)tA7«l Society, March i8— * On the Behaviour of the

Hcartl of HoIInica under the influence of Electric Currenta.'

Bt Mlchad Foeter, MD.FRS and AG Dew Smith, B A.
The oheervatlops were made chiefly on the heart of the com
moninaiL
An intenupted current, applied directly to the ventiicle (or

auricle), and of wch a itrrn^n aa not to cause tetanic contrac

tione, produces, as bos alreuy been pointed out, distinct inhi

Mtion, altogether similar to that brought about in the vertel rate

hesrt by stimulation of the pneumogastne nerve

Single Induction shocks, of a stnneth insufficient to cause a
contraction, {woduce no apprteiaUe effect, in uhatever phase of

the cardiac cycle they are throanin but two or more such

shocks, the one following the other at a sufficiently short inter

val, produce a slight inhibition , that is the succeeding diastole is

proipnipsd.

Whw a constant current of sufficient intensity is thrown into

the ventricle at rest, a contract on or ‘ beat” is olistrvcd at

both the making and the breaking of the circuiL But the

initial, making, lieat starts from, and la coniined to the region

of^ the kathode, while the final, breaking beat starts from and

is coniined to the region of the node. This is the ca.se what
ever be the position the electrodes

A constant current of sufficient intensity to bring about a
making and a breaking beat when applied lor, say five seconds

may be apphed momentarily without producir.g any iieat at all

constant current, therefore, requucs some considerable

time to develop lU maximum effect

When a constant current u applied to a spontaneously beating

ventricle, apolonution of the ventricle results of sucK a kind

that the regloa of the kathode u thrown mto a condition which
the authors would wuh at picsent not to define more strictly

than by saying that it is favoural le to the production of a
rhythmic bMt,* while the region of the anode Is thrown ii to

an opposite condition, unlavourable to tie production of a rbyth

mic
On the wittdrawal of the current a rebound takes place at cither

electrode, the kathode region becoming for a time unfavourable

to tte pr^Uklion of beats, the anode favourable

Of msse two conditions, the one unlavonral le to the pro

dnetion of beats, whether it be in the anodic legton doting the

passage of tbe current, or in the katbodic region during the

rebound, is more easily produced by slight currtnu than its

opposite Hence the total effect of a sliglit current, the balance

of the opposing sgencies, u unfavourable to the production of

t^ rby^mic br
^

a single induction shock,

.. .wT so snort a time mat ns maximum effect is not

reg^M and no direct kathodic contraction or beat is called

fo^ tbe net result is a hindrance te the rhythmic beat, or, in

oiberwoids, an Lshlfaition, which may be too slight to be reoog

ala^ vfifh a sint^c shock, but becomes evident when the shuck

is repeated after a not too long interval, and iS very marked

when sevcnl shocks rapidly follow each other as in the orduiaiy

intersoptad current

the "gin rcanlts obtained with the snail’s heart were oorro-

b^Ud by ofafovatlons on the bearU of Sipta and Apfysia

UicasKunsion, tbe authors regarding the rhythmic b^ of the

heart (which they behevecontaina no differential nervous

s^mtiam) aa wpurely protoplasmic movement, call attention to

tnay be called the pmdple of physiological continuity.

Had offor tnggeitiona towards defining the caact ftincUcn of the

Jiiihuie Mglia of tbe vertebrate heart, and of other spon

"Oxt the Lk»M^ Fnetbaqr, and Density of cet^ AUoys

it alloys is a aMec^ mobility, in virtue of wiUa
mthma of the coutiutau oi a mdtea alkn become

B| tbe mem, theWoMMoni characteiof wbidi ia

V ’IlHtee IrtefydedSei «fcomposition hfiretmig
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^ kn^ and refcience is made to them in the worka of
Iniarns Eitkcm (1650), and of Jars (1774) A very cmpletememoirw mMitbed in 1853 by LevoL who did tom^
ascert^ing the nature and defin^ the limiU of this
mobility He discovered the impmtant fact that an alloy eon-
taining vi 89 per cent of silver & uniroim in componUM tochemu^ formula (Ag,Cu,) and peculiar itructurTw him to
conclude that all other alloys are mixturet of this with -««>— at
cither metal ^
I
‘^**if«c«>»*>ctWity of these alloys was studied m i860

by Mattbiessen, who doubted tbe accuracy of Levol’a theory,
and viewed them as "mechanical mixtures of allotropic modifi*
cal ons of the two metals in each other

” ^

The author then describes the experimenU he i»«df with a
Slew to driermme the melting points of a series of these alloysHe adopted Deville s determination of the boilmg point of anc
(1040 C ) at the basis of tbe inquiry, and ascertained by the
method of mixturet, the mean specific heat of a mass of wroug^
iron between o‘ C and the meitlng point of silver, whuh/ as
Bccqueiel slioacd, is the same as the boUilig point of zmc.
The mean of three experiments, which were clotely in accord*

ance gave o 15693 as tbe specific heat of the iron , and it shonld
lie pointed out that this number includes and neutralises several
errors whliffi would affect the accuracy of the lubteqnent deter-
minations.

hiclung joints of sexeral alloys were then determined by
plunj,ing an iron cylinder into them and transferring the iron to
a calonmelcr Tlieie melting pointa varied from 840' C. to
tSdP" C , or through a range of 490* C The alloys which
occuj y the lowest jiortioa of the curve contaJn from 60 to 70
p» cent of silver Tlie results are mteresting, as they show
that tre cuivcs of fusibility and electric conductivity are very
umilor
Mr Roberts then describes experiments in which alloys were

cast in led hot moulds of firebrick tbe metal (aVut to 01.)
lieing slowly and uniformly cooled The resulU of these experi
ments on liquaUon are elaborate, and cannot be given in a toief
abstract

1 he dens ty of pore silver and of I.evol homogeneous alloy,
while in tlie fluid state were then determined by the method
descrilied by Mr K bert Mallet * the metals limiig cost in
conical vessels of wionght iron The resulU obtained were as
follows —

_ „ Pensliv fluiit Density solid
IWesUver 94613 1057
Levol s alloy 9 0554 9 9045

In the case of silver the mean Imear expansion deduced from
thu change of density is 00003721 per i” C., whkdi U nearly
douple the coefficient at temperatures below 100' C
Phyaical Society March 13 —Dr I H Gladstone, F R S ,

president m the chair -Mr W Chandler Roberts read a paper
on the ekctro-ilcposilion of iron. He referred to the beautiful
specimens of electro iron, the work of M Ehgine KJem, a du
til guished Russian engineer and chemist, wliidi were exhibited
at the meeting of the British Association at Exeter In 1870 Mr
Robots visited St Petersburg, and bad the advantage of receiv
mg from the late M de Jacobi saggestians which enabled him to
dejxiut iron with much success. He ststed that a plate of
cicctro-iron 150 mm square by 2 mm tbu.k, was deposited on
erpper by llcrr Bockbushmann, in 1846 In 1857 M Fcui^puirca
exhibited specimens of electro-iron at the Paris Exhibition In
18^8, M Gamier jiatented iii England bis proccat, tanned
aedraff, for protecting tbe surfaces ot engraved cojqier [dates |

and in the same year Klein produced the Amirable woibi abovk
referred to 1 he author then exhibited specimena which be had
obtained by Klem a method Tbe bath consists of a doabls
sulphate of iron and magnetia, of ip. gr i 155 tbe chief con
diuons of success hong tbe Denttalily of the bath and the tm
plovment of a very feeble current Iron so obtehied poMesscs a
higher condnctiviiy than any commercial iron (Uattmenen), its

sp gr is 8 139, and lU occludes thirteen tunes itt v^me of by
drogen. Atubeoflbemetaldepo^danarodofwaXfWhhffiwss
vscwim-tlght at the ordinary tetrpeialurc, allowed hydrogen to

pass freely at a dull red heat —After a brief discussion. Prof
Guthrm dcacribed some exj^ariments which he bu recemlynii^,

Tbe main
ST in wbkh

lalU act os cijrogess, and to study their coafaaatfott

Proc Rey Sec vA xxui. p. K9.
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with water at wiou trapentoKf and in wuioos ntoportkni.

When two Mlta to which either the add or the baieli cMUnoa,

and iHiidi do not torn a double calt ere mixed in eqalTalent

proportion, the ctyogen produced hae nearly the temperature

due to the lalt, which alone would produce the greatert de

tree of cold. Solid fic«tion beeiiu at atemperatore below the

mcltiag-pc^ d* the least iunbie, and continuea at lower and

lower temperatnrea until the temperatnre doe to the other eon

tituent lalt ii reached Oceaeiimally a cryohydrate having a
ocoalaat aohdifying point haa been obtained tw m xlng in defin te

proportimis salt! which are not known to exist in the form of a

dwole salt In all such cases the solid fyiDg point of the mix

tun is intermediate between the solidifying points of the oonsh

tnents, and its tempeiatare as a cryogen s also between the

temperatures of the const! nenU when separately used as cryocens.

yhm two salts composed of d fleient aads and bases are mixed,

and no p capitation occurs, i s generally considered that partuu

double decomposition takes place, two new salts beiim formed.

It was found that if the salts AXandBYbe mixed in atomc
proportion and dissoleed in the smallest possible amount of

amter, a mixture dentical anth that produced on mixing AY
with BX IS obtained. The temperature and compos turn of the

string cryohydrate are the same in both cases. But the tern

perature neaer falls u low at the nomt which could be reached

^empkningwhicheverofthesalU AX, AY BX BY forma

a cryohydrate anth the lowest tempera ore. Thus a satniated

ablntion of a mixture of nitrate of potass tim and sulphate of

sodium sol difiea at 5 C A mixture of ni ra e of sod nm and
aufyhate of potaiaium also solidifies at thii temperature. Since

mixture for ai has been shown
matdy d^iress the sohd fymg point Dr Rae remarked that these

researches are specially nleresting m connection anth the salt

retained by sea ice W th a aiew to study th t subject he has

already requested captems of whateri risiting the Arctic rq^ont

to bii^ home samples of ice of diBercnt sge and from vanout

Taxis

Academy of Sciences March 15 —M M Frdray in the

cbohr —The f Bowing papers srere read On electro capiUaiy

act on and the inteusi y of forces producing t Ify M Be^uerel
(fimrth paper on the subject) —A note by li Sainte Ciaiie

Dcaillq on the sUoys of plaUnum and ron —Keaearches tm the

fiitty acids and their aDcal oe salts by M Berthelot The subject

it treated at length, and the forma on of sod urn, ammomora and
banum ealu, b(M inaolnt on and m the wl datote, is coniidered

—On acetic anhydride, bT the same acconnt of new expen
mesita to deteon ne the heat evolved during the transfwmation
of acetic anhydride into acetic acid —A note by M dc Lecexe-
Dethieis, on the ongm of the vessels m the tunica of simple
Aaddia.—On the rimultancous format on of several in nc^
pedes fai the thetmal source of Bourbonne let-bains (Haute
Nbume), specially of galena, anglerite pyrites and sUicates of
the sawte family (notably of chabaslte), byM Daabi4e (second
paper) —On peculiar mode of excretion ofgum arable, by the
jicaa* y*rek w the ScMgal, by M Ch. Mart ns —Report by
M. Milnc-Edwaida, on tbs messures proposed to prevent the
invasioB into Frsace of the American huect Doiyphora wlucb
destroys the potatoes.—M. Mouches, the chief of the expedi ion

sent to St Penl to obteive the transit of Venus, was then
received by the Treeldcnt, who wdewned him in t^ name of
the Academy M Mouches read a long paper on the snbjed,
giving all the dcteile ofthe transit He spe^y desenbed the
op cal tiboiomcna observed in the vicmlty of the coctsetq end
briagi Mine no less than 489 pbotographic proofs that can all be
nliliMd for mitrometrical measurements. The two intenw con-
tacts were obeorvedwith great predsion thetwoouteroneshavug
been rather uieUed by clMds. Altogether this expeditian may be
nonddered highly ssoeeisfoL—On the gewumlaa solotfon
ooonewproUe^relatiag to the theory ofsuifooes, end de-

upon infiiihesMeU of the third eider, by M. Muuheim
(seeoad jjiMt} —On the simplcrt modes of bm t e^hrinm

in a body wi^ont oobeafon tuS strongly
cnnuumed f igpliratkm to a mass of sand fiUfagtbe a^
betwoen two iofid planes and movaUeroond thtir line of inter-

action aeaxlBj by M. J Bonsslnesq —A memoir on the
fxmulss of petivb&en, if M Emile Itkethian.—Mienoiaphic
study on the mnMfhctnm of paper by M Atad Glrsrt —On
thenodon ofsulphatcor ammonie in the culture of beetroot
byM P LegtMige.—AnotebyM F jTooqud on the nodulte

of wollastonite^ Cundte pyroxene, mdanlte am/t of die

Santorin lava.—On the immediate treatment oTintaitinel oIh

traction, by the emintion of thegum ftom Ae Intesilneq bv
M Demarquay.—A memoir byMkQcU on the deWmiihMb
bon of he results of several olMervatiofis, witb »edal reforanea

to the precihionofthe result-Anote, by M L Berthout on Aa
discovery of a dep^ of fossils in the plain of EeowM i<> As
arrondinement of Argentan (Ome)—A nnmbcr of tteaibed
Aen made various communlcatiou on Phylloxera.—The Minis*

ter of PubI c Instraetion addressed to the Academy a project cf

a medal in commemoration of the Transit of Yenoi.—The
Min ster of Pnbtic Works sent a report of the Commisainn
charged wiA Ac proposal of measures to be adopted to prevant

the infection ofthe River Seine in the nelghbonrb^ of Faili.—
On certain left perspectives of plus s^btaic enrven by M.
Ilalphen.—On some properties of carves traced on soibwes, by
M. R baucour—On difinction and the focal properties of nebL
by M. A. Comii.—On Ac magnetismg function of tempoed
steel by M Bouty —On Ae determination of the quantity of

magneusffl la a magnet, by M R. Blondlot—On the Aeoiy of

storms a reply to M Faye by M H Pedin. M Faye, who
wax present then made some observations on the samesunjtot—
On some double stars whose mobons are rectiUnear and aradM
to a Afle ence m proper motion, by M C Ftammaikm.—On
the idenb y of Ae hromo.dcrivabvee of the hydrate of tetra-

bromethylene wiA those of pe bromide of acetylene, by Bf. X.
Booigo n —On Ae quanbties of heat evolved n the decompo*
sition of Ae chlorides of some acids of Ae fatty series, by M
L. Longu nine, specially tefeir ng to butyric Bobotyriq and
valeric acids —On emylojKne o Mnble staren, by M L. Bon-
donneau —On a new metnod of volumetric analyM of HquMq
byM F Jean —Chem cal researches on Ae absorptfon of the

ammonia of Ae atmosphere by Ae volctnic soil of the solfataia

of Pnrxola, ly M b ae Lnca.—A reply to two recent cmnmn
nlcations of H Bdehamp relat ve to s^taneons alterations of

tgX^ by M U Gayon —Observation of the 1 fe of Hdodamu
kermium W egmann by M Snmiehiast, reported by M
Bocou -On the belmin oological fonna of Ae epasts of Brit

tany by M A V Uot —Cr tical obternboni on the dawlfica

t on of PaUoMie Polype, by M O DoUfus. MM. Dumay and
Man cdeBrettee then madesome commonkatioos relating to the

Iwhde seen on Fcbrnary 10 lost —A note, by M Neyreneuf on
Ae combust on of explosive bod et.—A number of scientific

wo ks were presen-cd to Ae Academy by several gentlemen
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SMITH'S “ASSYRIAN DISCOVERIES

'

AtifrioH DuccmrUt an AccouhI of Z^lorahotu and
ZHseovttitt OH the nU ^ Ntnevak, during 1873 and
1874, By George Smith, of the Department of Onental

Aatlqaiti^ Bntieh Mueeum. With Illustrations

(London Sampstm Low and Co., 1S75 )

J
UDGING from the marvelloui discoveries made
withm so short a tune In the valley of the Euphrates

and T^pns, Assynology prwnises to be one of the most

extenstve as as the most important auxiliaries to

the reconstruction of andent mythology, history, and

philology It IS withm the memory of the present genera

tbn that M Botta, the French Consul at Mosul, first

began the excavations of the burled cities of Assyria, and

we can still remember the enthusiasm and also the m
creduhty with which Europe received the tidings that

this savant had actually dUcovered at Khorsabad, m
1843, the long lost palaces built by Saigon, about itc

732-705, exhibiting one of the most perfect Assyrian

buildings and a most exceUent specimen of royal archi

tecture Mr Layard, who began his excavations as soon

as M Botta earned off his trophies to France (1845!,

astonished Europe with the still greater discoveries, both

at Nmenreh andm Babylonia. The researches thus started

were continued, especially in Babylonia, by Rawhnson,

Rassam, Lofrus, and Taylor, and the Bntish Museum
now exhibits the remarkable treasures of Assynan art,

science, and literature, which crowned the labours of our

With the study of these records Mr George Smith has

been engaged for the last ten years ,
and suice 1866 he

has periodically pubbshed some of the discovenes he

made among the fragments of the terra cotta uiscnptions

deposited'' in the British Museum His most startling

discovery, however, he communicated m a paper read

before the Society of Bibhcal Archaeology, December 3,

187a, which gives the Chaldean account of the Deluge,

and which he deciphered on the tablets of the Assyrian

hbrary discovered by Layard. In consequence of the

great interest ezated by these finds, the propnetors of the

Daily TsUgraph placed a thousand gumeas at Mr
Smith's dispel to nndertake fresh researches at

Nmevdi. It was no easy task for him to go over the

—*i|if ground and reopen trenches in the same locahties

so socoessfiiUy worked by his predecessors. Still, the

fidd of research is so extensive, and the hidden palaces

are so nmnerous, that even now far greater treasures may

be fvbHwniH tiiM those which have already been re-

daimed by the French and Eng^sh exploiers. This will

i:eadily be seen firom a perusal of Mr Smith's work wUch
^vea dm results of Us oqpedition, and from the success

he atddhved, thodgh Us time was limited, and Us difiS-

euldeS were great In less than four months, excavadons

on the sites of KouyunJIk and Nunroud, he found over

fatacriptloiis and fragments of inscriptions, besides

many other ol^ts of antkpitty. The great object ibr

wUds w. undertook dds expedition, namdy, to

^ jgoStfUb, sons^ tbs ndsring

tetra ootfri tablets he haddeciiA^ in the British

Vmu 884

Museum, was thoroughly acUeved Among the dis-

covenes he made at Kouyunjtk is a venuble fragment

containing the greater portion of seventeen lines of inicnp

tion which belong to the first column of the Chaldean

account of the Deluge completing the only place where

there was a senous lacuna in the story

The limits of this nouce will only permit us to give a very

bnef summary of the Izdubar legends Izdubar, the hero

of these legends, is a giant who has a court, a seer or

astrologer, and officers. Havmg lost his seer, and being

unable to replace him, he determines to seek counsel of

Hasisadra, the sage who escaped the deluge After pro-

tracted wandenngs through fabulous regions, he at last

alights upon Hasisadra and his wife, and inquires of the

sage how he became immortal The sage thereupon tells

Izdubar the story of the flood and of the vessel which he

built according to the directions of Hea to save himselfand

hu belongings from the universal deluge which the gods

brought upon the earth to destroy the human family

because of the wickedness of the children of men This

deluge lasted six days and on the seventh day the storm

ceased, when the vessel was stranded for seven days on

the mountains of Nizir At the end of the second hexa

hemeron, Hasisadra sent forth some birds to ascertain

the state of the ground, the description of which we must

give in the language of the legend —
“On the seventh day in the course of it

1 tent forth a dove and it left. The dove went and tnined,

and
A resting place it did not find, and it returned.

I sent forth a swallow and it left The swallow went and
tamed, and

A resting place it did not find, and it returned.

I sent forth a raven and it left

The raven went and the corpses on the water it saw, and
It did eat, it swam, and wandered away, and did not return.

I sent the animals forth to the four winds, I poured out a
libation,

I buUt an altar on the peak of the mountain,

By sevens berhs I cut.

At the bottom of them I placed reeds, pines, and sungar
The gods collected at lU boraing, the gods collected at its

go^ bumine
The gods like flies over the sacrifice gathered

A careful exammation of this legend, which, according

to Mr Smith, is at the latest more t^n two thousand

years before the Chnstian era, will show the impartial

student that he has here the polytheisUc prototype of the

legend ofwhich the biblical story is a monotheistic redac

tion Indeed, Mr Smith has already announced that he

has also discovered the legends of the Creation, the build-

ing of the Tower of Babel, &c A stnlong illuitration of

how the Assynan discovenes will materudly contribute

to a scientific understanding of ancient mythology may
be seen m the legend of “The Descent of Ishtar into

Hades."

The goddess Ishtar, Venus, daughter of the Moon, de

tennmes to visit “Uie land from which there is no return
"

On her arrival at the gate she demands admittance,

threatening that if refused she would assault the door and

raise the dead to devour the hving. After consultmg the

goddess of the nether regions, the porter admits Ishtar,

whp, on entering, is, by the command of the Queen of

Hai^ punished in the same manner as those wives are

who have been nnfidfrifhl to tbeir husbands. At eadi of

tbeswi«n gates of Hades she m stripped of some of bet
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ornaments and apparel, till at last she is divested of

evcTything Her detention, however, in the lower regions

caused the greatest disorders upon the earth, so much So

that her parents, the Sun and Moon, weepingly exclaim,
" Since the time that Mother Jshtar descended into Hades
the bull has not sought the cow, ilor the male of any ani

mal the female " To avoid the threatened extinction of

hfe, Ishtar has her jewel* returned and is restored to

heaven

The design of this legend, as read on the broken Assy
rian tablets. Is not to be made out In the Talmud, how
ever, where the same legend is recotded in the recast

form of the monotheistic cmdble, the import of it becomes
perfectly clear After the restoration of the second
Temple, we are told that the men of the Great Syna
gogue, headed by E*m and Nehemlah, made evety effort

to wean the people from polytheism and from the orgies

practised in connection with the worship of idola To
this end the saints prayed that God might deliver into

their hands the demon of sexual lust In vain did a pro
phebc voice warh them that ii their prayer were granted all

naturewould at once become statlonary,and then lifewould

become extinct The real of the pious would not listen

to the utterance, and the demon had to be delivered into

their handa For three days they kept him in prison and
in chains, but after the three days no fresh laid egg could

be got in the land, and they had therefore to liberate the

demon, depriving him, however, of the power to excite

lust in the human breast for the first degrees of consan

guinity (>Vw<T 69^ Sanhainn 6o(i Yalkut on Nehe-
mtah, { 1071} l^e moral of the Ishtar legend thus

becomes apparent, and we see how important the mate
rials are which these Assyrian dlscov^es yield for the

study of comparative mythology

As to the importance of these cuneiform records to

philology, wc can only lUusttau it by one example The
Hebrew expression which, \ihen joined with a
number denoting ten, makes the combined phrase denote
eleven, has caused the greateat difficulty to Semitic

scholars from the tune when the first Hebrew lexicon

was compiled to the present day Such great authorities

as Ibn Esra (A.I> 1088—1176), and Kunchi (a.d 1160—
1333), take it to denote thought^ and say that the phrase
in queatkm literally denotes " ten which are counted upon
tho fingers and one in thought,” or, as Simonis, who
espouses this tothm, explains It,

** Co^itaiioius ttlftv

tktm, Lc., numerus eogitatutu sive mtute concipietidus

cum praecedentea numetl t$d tU^Uos numerarentur ’

To which Geseuitts m Us Lexiuon adds, "This is unsatis-

tactory enough, though a better solution is still wanting

'

Mow, ftom the cuneiform wc team that tnhv UUu is the
ordinary aaprestien for otu, thus yMdIng the long wUhed-
for solutlen of this dlflicult'word.

Amongst the other discoveries which Mr Smith made
and wUch he olasslftH under “ Foreign Inscriptions,’* are

seirend Phouilclaa. The first of these, according to ottf

etqdeter, hi a contract of sale, and ptobaUy bclwgs to

the Mventlli century ii.c. "The FbmUcian h^nd to

beauUIUliy laeited along the edge of the tablet, and to

very sharp «1M1 dev. Transertbed into Hebrew totters

itread*M

^ |«is 't 'pdm ful
llw sate by AhniMt ofjtke calttvatedML

The words are divided by dots, and the meaning of the

inscription is clear” We^ however, question whether

"the meaning is clear ” It is greatly to be regretted that

Mr Smith did not figure this inscription as he has done
in the case far less interesUng subjects. It is important

to paleography, masmuch as it confirms the testusony of

the famous Moabite inscription that at the earliest pdtpd
of Semitic writing the words were not only written sepa

rately but were divided by dots, and in this respect essen-

tially differ from the earhest Greek inscriptiofts. Our
reasons for doubting the correctness of Mr Smith’s tfans-

literation are, that (r) we do not remember that llFT

signifies sale, and (2) the demonstrative prtmoun has

not in Phcenician the senptio plena Yod, but is simply i,

especially in ancient Phoenician. Nor do we think Mr
Smith’s rendering of jnso by cuUwakd happy The
word in question is better translated undutahug
We have said enough to show the extreme importabCO

of Mr Smith’s discoveries Much, however, still remains

to be done, and Mr Smith calculates that no less than
2ocxx> ftagments of this valuable collection of tura cotta

inscriptions, portions of which are in the British Museum
and at the Louvre, still He buried at Kouyunjik It would
require 5,000/ and three years’ work to recover these

treasures. Mr Smith is perfectly willing to undertake
the labour of systematic excavations, and we earnestly

trust that the nation, cither independently of, or through
the Government and the Trustees of the British Museum,
will be as ready to fiirnish this comparatively small sum

BANCROFTS "NATIVE RACES OF THE
PACIFIC STATES”

The Native Races ofthe Pactfit States of North America
By H H Bancroft. Vol I Wild Tribes. (London
Longmans and Lo

)

I
T is curious that the comparatively little known Pacific

side of North America should have had its ethno-
logy collected and digested, while this task has not been
performed for the more familiar Atlantic side School
craft’s great work, principally devoted to the Indians east
of the Rocky Mountains, is quite of different character,

conuining a great amount of original information, but
no systematic survey of all that is known Bancroft’s
plan, to Judge from the present volume, is to com]^
only, but to compile the substance of the whole existing

literature. His success has been remarkable, and his
work will be of the greatest service to ethnologists, under
one condition Travellers’ accounts of savages are
meagre enough already, but abstracu of them shrink
almost to the bones. Therefore Mr Bancroft’s book
should be used as a skeleton chart to guide inquirers to
the Original authoritlM, but should not be treated US
making such reference umecessary
The physicsl descriptions the raees of Padfte Ame-

rica, from the Arctic Clrele almost to the Equator, are
carefully drawn up, though the want of ettgravnigs makes It

less easy to give ttfecise ideal of them There ate emtalbly
two varieties of man in the district One Is the Eskim^
with their ftdr complexion, thick-set robust xmt lom
stature (fist, however, so stunted on the Pacific ^ as itf

Greanlaad). The ather to the North AmericaA lodteb
with akin OfiBMeerleM deep brawn, ihghterbalf^^
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tMUef iUtttm It Ik ^IMe, howmr, thut on tkMe ett>

ttlMtltm Of Mt diiturt typok rnky be miule out,

ibf while koine 6f the Ck^forniatu are deep brown almost

to hlachnen, the Thlmkeeta are dckcribed as being fair

Itt manjr Eur^kana, and lometimek with Uac eyes; Such

dUMwtiM may partly renlt from original Intermlxtiira of

Mdii in the cbitntry, but partly also may be due to ditnate,

frwd, and habits ne fdlowing passage, relating to the

tndiu tribes of Kew Mexico (p. 477), contains facts of

intwcst in this respeot —“The disparity in physical

appearance bctwctn seme of these natiankj which may be

attributed for the most part to diet, is etuious. While

those who subsist on mixed vegeufale and animat food

present a tall, healthy, and muscular development, hardly

excelled by the Caucasian race, those that live on animal

food, excepting perhaps the Comanchesi are small in

•tature, wrinkledi shrivelled, and hideously ugly All the

natives of this family, with the exception of the Apaches

proper, are tall, well built, with muscles strongly deve

lopM, pleasing features, although at times rather broad

faces, high foreheads, huge, clear, dark-coloured eyes,

possessing generally extraordinary powers of vision, black

coarse hair, and, for a wonder, bea^ Taken as a whole,

they are the most perfect specimens cf physical manhood
that we have yet encountered. While some, and parti

ttulatly frmaies, are of a light copper colour , others again

approach near to the dark Cahfomlan. Women are

generally plumper, inclining more to obesity than the

men. Some comely girls ate spoken of among them, hut

Ithey grow old early In contradistinction to all this, the

r Apaches proper, or Apache nation, as we may call them,

are slim, ill developed, but very agile Their height is

about five feet four to five inches f features doMribed as

S
ly, repulsive, emotionless, flat, and approaching the

oiigol cast, while the head is covered with an unl^pt
mass of coarse, shocky, rusty black hair, not unlike

bristles. The women are nut at all behind the men m
ufUnesi, and a pUanng face le a rarity A feature cam-

men to the fluiiily is remarkaMy itnall feet f la conneouon

with whitA may be mentioned the peculiarity which

obtains On the tiower Colorado, of having the laige toe

wl^y sqjwnted from the others, which arises probably

Brum wak^ in marshy bettomSi AU the tnbee whoce

psiMdpal subUsIcnee Is meat, and muru partteidarly thtne

that eat horse and ttrak flesh, ire said ioekhileipoimliar

econt, sOitieihiAg like the animals thamsehres when hsattsl
*

AnuM^ Amcncan tribes of the tropics It would be inte-

resting to ascertain Whether there m a real foundation foe

tbo aoeoimta Of a fair tnbe, with light halt and blue eyes,

to Costa lUoa, the so<-called Qnatuios, said to be de«

SQimita fttf of fitiglhdi mutinsera from Sir Francis Drake

It is not lew difficult to Ibrm an opinion from how
many centres the civilisation of these races has originated

Two poinu suggest themselves to the reader One is,

that the CtotttttbUn tribae itf tha Pacific coast have much

toeonuDMiwiih tha American ImUans east af tha Rocky

MMhtatito ii too fhlhiiidiig ewuhpka klmw

i^OreOle, on approadking manhood, was sent by his frufaer

to ah^hmoun^ and obliged to imnain until he dreamed

of some animal, bird,or fiskthereafrer to be his medicme,

kitMd 4ilr, tootoi ct ftaOMt wii wont as a diarm”

nkkM ‘ • • * "

Algonquin ttibM on the other side of the continent The
satne may be said of the games played by the Columbian
Indians with bits of wood, which count like dice accord-
ing to the side turned up, or are passed rapidly from
hand to band, the gamester having to guess which hand

(p 198) These and other matters may have travelled

across froth the Atlantic tribes The other point is, that

wild tribes, though at a considerable distance from Mexioo,
have adopted theboc some of their customs. The Mexican
rUbWng-stonei for grinding com (mt/la// and mtital^llC)

are used alike among the tribes of the Isthmus (p. 765)
and the Apaches (p. 489) The Mosquito Indians even
practise the well-known Mexican custom ofdrawing blood

from their tongues, ears, and other parts of the body, by
way of sacrifice (p. 740)

Mr Bancroft's Information is collected from so many
and often little known books, that almost every ethno-

logist will And in it some new or overlooked facts in his

particnlar department CoL Lane Foxs “Catalogue of
Weapons " contains no mention of a boomerang, or at

least a crooked stick thrown boomerang fashion, among
the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico (see p 541), which is

referred to here on the authority of Colyer (Report of
Indian Ailhirs, 1869, p 91) Posribly, however, it may
turn out on fiutber inquiry to be only a cohimon throw
ing-cudgtl, and not properly a boomerang Again

(p 761), there is a description of a " throwing stick” used

by the Colba and other Indians of the Isthmus of

Panama “ Their javelins are thrown with much force

and dexterity by means of a stick slightly grooved to

bold the projectile. It is called e/tonen, and is held

between the thumb and tuo Angers, there being a small

loop on the side near the centre, in which the forefinger

is placed , the dart is cast straight from the shoulder,

while the projector is retained In the band * The occur

rence of this Weapofl here is also not mentioned In

Col Fox’s Catalogue, but it affords an interesting geo-

graphical link between the nearest diitricts in North and
South America where it has hitherto been noticed, vis.,

Mexico in the north, and on tributaries of the River

Amasods in the south While on this subject of weapons,

another passage may be added as to the tribes of the

Isthmus “ They had also javelins with holes pierced in

them near the end, so that when cast into the air a loud

whistling noise was produced” (p ^74} Unless bur

memory deceives us, some similar device is known in

Ckmtral Asia

Anwng curious poinu of savt^ manners and customs

from Mr Bancroft’s summary the following may be noted

The Chinook Indians In their marriages acted on a pnn-

I

ciple not unknown among peasants in Russia, who wUi
marry a boy t» a woman old enough to be Us mother
“ It has been noticed that there Was often great disparity in

the ages of bride and groom, fbr, say the Chinook, a very

young Or very aged couple lack either the experience or

I

the acUvity necessary ibf fighting the battles of life

I

(p. S41) Among the Comanche Indians, when a man’s

I

wife deserts him, the mode of reparation for his wounded

I

honour is to wipe out the disgrace by kilhng somebody

—

1
anybody whom be may chance to meet (p 513). We

I

often bear of savages baking pigs in pits dug in the

ground to serve as ovens, but the inhabitants of Querctnro

nay bf toe only paopk wbb thus bake thetni^vcs. Tbqy
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“ spend much of their time basking in the snn, and if the

sun does not yield sufficient warmth, they scoop out a

hole m the ground, bum m it branches and leaves of the

maguey, and, when properly heated, lay themselves down
m the place, and cover themselves with a mat or the loose

earth " (p. 637)

Among the Zapotecs a very interesting art of divmabon

prevailed, and to some extent is still practised “ When
a woman was about to be confined, the relatives assembled

in the hut, and commenced to draw on the floor figures

of different animals, rubbing each one out as soon as it

was completed This operation continued till the moment
of birth, and the figure that then remained sketched

upon the ground was called the child s tona, or second

sdf When the child grew old enough, he procured

the animal that represented him, and took care of

It, as It was believ^ that health and existence were

bound up with that of the animals , in fact, that the

death of both would occur simultaneously” (p 661)

To conclude the list, among the tribes of North Cali

fomia, the development of the idea of current value,

depending partly upon the utility and partly on the

scarcity of the objects circulating, is most quaintly illus

trated Their wealth consists in shell money, called

ttlltiochuk, white deer skins, canoes, and, induectly, in

women The shell which is the regular circulating

medium is white, hollow, about a quarter of an inch

through, and from one to two inches in length On its

length depends its value A gentleman, who writes from

personal observation, says ‘ All of the older Indians

have tattooed on their arms their standard of value A
piece of shell corresponding in length to one of the marks

being worth five dollars ‘Boston money,’ the scale

gradually increases until the highest mark is reached For

five perfect shells corresponding in length to this mark
they will readily give one hundred dollars in gold or

silver ” White deer skms arc rare, and considered very

valuable, the possession of one bemg even said to give a

claim to chiefship A scalp of the red headed woodpecker

IS equivalent to about five dollars, and is extensively used

as currency on the Klamath Canoes are valued accor

ding to their size and finish. Wives, as they must be

bought, arc a sign of wealth, and the owner of many is

respected accordingly (p 347)

Our nouce of Mr Bancroft’s first volume, consisting as

It does merely of condensed accounts of the appearance

and habits of wild tribes, is almost necessarily frag-

mentary We look forward to the promised speedy pub-

lication of the remainmg four volumes, of which the next

will describe the more civilised nations of Mexico and

Central America, the other three containing the com-

parison and discussion of the native languages, mytho-

logy, &C. When the whole work is completed, it may
probably lead to the ethnology of Amencan taking a new
departure, and pasting from its present chaotic condition

into a more ordaly and saentific state.

OUR BOOK SHELF
QftHqtus Hombres Characlirtsltques relates h la Tent
piraturt dt Bruxelles Note de M Em. Queteiet,

6pp.
This small tract bnefly summarises the chief points of
popular interest m the dunate of Brussels relatmg to the

temperature. The following are the dau tabulated which
have been calculated from observations made during the
forty years 1833 1873 —The mean temperature 0? the
year, seasons, and months , the absolutely highest ternpe*

rature of each summer, and lowest of each wmter , the
absolute maxima and mininra of each day of the year
during any of the forty years , and the mean temperi^ure
of every day of the year , together with some other points

of interest, such as the degree to which the temperature
has risen every summer and fidlen every winter Such
tables, if worked out for other places at which the neces-
sary observations have been made, could not fail to pronre

of ^eat general utility to horticulturists and others, parti-

cularly those which wow not only the mean temperature
of any particular day of the year, but also the degree to
which tor that day the temperature has been known in
the past to rise on the one hand and fall on the other
Some interesting pomts appear in connection with the

periods of unusually cold and warm weather which ore
known to occur in North western Europe at different

tunes of the year Thus the cold weather of May is not
only shown in the forty years’ mean temperature of the
days, but also in the absolute maximum temperatures

I which have been noted on the particular days during any

I

of the forty years—the mean of these maxima of the five

days from the 6th to the loth May being 80° 3, but of
the five days from the 1 ith to the 16th only

A Report of Mtcroseopteal mid Physiolot^cal Researches
tnto the Nature of the Agetit or Agents produang
Cholera (Second Senes

) By ’T R. Lewi^M B., and
D D Cunningham, M B (Calcutta Government
Pnnting Office, 1874.)

MliSbRs. Lewis and Cunningham are already well known
for their minute and valuable researches on the agencies
by means of which diseases art spread The paper be-
fore us, which IS one of the Appendices to the ‘‘ Tenth
Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with the
Government of India, is divided mto three parts.
Part I IS concerned with the microscopic examination of
the blood, giving the results of such an examination in
health, in cholera, and in diseases other than diolera

,

part II describes the results of experiments on the intro-

duction of choleraic and other organic fluids into the
system , and Part III gives an account of experiments
on the section of the splanchnic and mesentenc nerves
In addition to a discussion of the results of the experi
meats, the details of the experiments themselves are care-
fully arranged m a number of tables throughout the work.
While the experiments herem desenbed are of high value
from a pracUcal medical point of view, they caimot fail

to shed some bght on the broader scientific question of
the ongm of Bacteria. From the latter pomt (tf view,
those parts of the Report beanng on the question of the
existence of livmg organisms in the tissues of heathy
subjects after death, and also those portions refemrig to
the effect of heat on morbid products, are of special
importance How do these organisms originate m the
glsMular and other bssues, and why don’t they devdiq)
whilst the bssues are in a normal hving sUte 7 We hope
that m a future Report the authors will be able to present
some data which will help towards a solution of these
questions.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The EdOor dots net holdhmtdfresponsOUfirMtdontexprasti

by Ms eorrapendenti, NeMer eon he nnd&tthe te retum,
or to eorrtgfind noth the wnters of, r^td mtmtueHpft,
No netUe it tahentfanonymous eemmtutkatum.'X

Ocean Waves
In reference to the letter in Naturx, voL xi. p. 38^ rMn«4.

ing the “ Height of Waves, ' it may be noted that th
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vadencath the <d)wrrer, and tb« dutance from erect to erect

1(1*5 ft., and CO the one wonld be one-tenth of the other

It mar be cngeected that cuch meainrementi would be more
idiaUe u takeamm apoint above, on the topcorchrondsof the
meets of a chip {tndt Admiralty Manual, p 94, fur direcUoncl,

10 that one oonld 30$! get a view of the upper horizontal level,

so as to cee the crests ot the other waves advancing
This computatkm of wave height mudi exceed* previous

reeoidcd observations by double the amount, so that there may
be some error in apprehension, or lu statement of the account,

or in the calculation.

Dr Scoiesby's observations in the North Atlantic record

34ft., 30ft., the highest 43 ft., and the mean 18ft., in westerly

galea, and the frigate Aavara, 20 to 30 ft off the Cape Pro
montory
French observers in the Bay of Biscay state a height of wave

of^6 ft.
,
Capt. Wilkes, U S N ,

writes of 32 ft in tlie Pactfic,

and Sir J Rots of 22 ft in the South Atlantic.

Heights of waves m N W gales off the Capo of Good Hoiic
were oom]>nted at 40 ft., those off Cape llorp at 32 ft , in the

Mediterranean seas at 14 ft loin , and in the German Ocean at

I3( ft , but in British waters they are only found to average
8 to 9ft.

The velocity ofocean storm waves was observed by Dr Scoresby
in the North Atlantic to be about 32 miles per hour

,
Ca^it

Wilkes recorded it at a6i miles in the Pacific, anil hrench sailors

in the Bay of Biscay at 60 miles an hour , and I have noted it

myself in the South Indian Ocean at 224 niilcs on hour in the

great westerly swell after ^es.
Further, Dr Scoresby has estimated the distance between or

breadth of bis Atlantic storm waves at about 600 ft. from crest

to crest, which is only about half of that stated in the letter,

and with a proportion of only v** for heght to breadth (f n/r

Report, Brld^ Association, 1850.) Dr Scoresby states that his
waves of 30 ft. in height move at the rate of 32 miles per hour,
which hardly accords with the observers of no ft In height,
with 25 miles per hour of motion It would be very desirable
that more data should he got on storm waves, for hen. is another
discrepancy of proportion of length to breadth of to which
cannot be surely common or correct

The accompanying diagram is constructed according to Dr
Scoretby’s scale of measnrements, 6ao It breadth, 30 ft height,
and 220 ft vessel, with rates of wind, wave, and vessel, and from
Itone may ponder on what small dimensions these terrific looking
waves are constructed, and that a ship after all looks only like a
coik or chip on the great seat.

The account of the peculiarities of storm teas, alto therein
aentioned, from the S W and N directions in the Atlantic,
may be extended to the effects of other winds elsewhere on the
ocean surface.

North cost gales in the North Atlantic, and south-east ones m
the South Atlantic, appear to have similar effects on the seas
and vessels exposed to them

I he waves raised are short, bnsk, feathery, and clear, and
make a jiecultar rushing dm, and tlicy do not cause a ship to
pluni,G so much as to roll, and are not accompanied by wet so
much as by dry weather
They are generally not dangerous to navigation in the open

sea, as they carry light, clear, swift driving clouds, which do
not obstruct marine observations or a view of the honron all

round.

On the other hand, the north west gales in both hemispheres
are attended by heavy, dark, rul ing waves of huge bulk momen-
tum, length, and breadth, up which a ship is driven like up a
hill side, and don n which it scuds as into a valley

Here the vessel plunges more than she rolls and is subject to

lurches on one side or other, and labours much in consequence

of the wetness of the srils ond rigging increasing the weight of

t^ top hamper and its hold by tlie gales

These wmds are more dangerous to navigation, os they are

accompanied by thick heavy clouils Ijrlng low m the atmosphere,

and ibeddmg much rani and obstructing the view of the horizon

all round, and so prevent marine ol^rvations by day or by

night
The grand westerly gales of the northern hemisphere, seen on

the passage to and from America, occur nmonrat the lalitiides of

the counter trades, and are reaprocated by the similar belt in

the southern hemisphere below 40° latitude, and are called by

Hanry the “ brave west winds.”

This region it traversed by the Australuui and New Zealand

liners, touUi of the Cape, and the voyages along this tract are as

irrtring as a race, and the ^ip is in much the same predicament

M the man in the tong with a steam leg

As much tail as can be safely and possibly earned it spread,

as speed is a vital necessity In order to keep the canvas and
rigghw from bong blown away, and to prevent the Aip being

poopM hf a following wave
The frail bark then boldly scuds along before the wind, down

one mountain wave and np another, with cordage creaking and

inaeti bending, at feorlcm os the wild albatross following in its

wake, or the gay porpoise cnKerlng in iu front

The difference to the petsenger between these two classes of

winds seems msinty to dmnd npon their wetness or diyuets, so

that the rainy weather adds to the discomfort of the one and the

clearer weamer in^ other gives him some cmuolation in the

The ship itself wonld no donbt have a preference, while in the

one cate iu canvas and cordage are soaked with water and iU

decks ddnged or sloppy i in the other its rigging is allowed to

retain its natural trim, or even to get slackepra by ovex-dryneti^

and the decks remain campatadvefy dry.

As to the waves themselves, it still remains to lie explained
why they shoul 1 be greater with winds laden with ram tlian with
dry winds in the u|>rn tea and far away from land, unless the
weight of the atmosphere above them should be allowed to count,
as the biuomcler rules higher of coutse m the north and south
easterly wmds than in tlie north or south westerly gales.

Admitting there might be a difference m certain instances,

even over the same tract of latitude, of one inch in tlie height of

the mercury m the barometer between westerly and easterly

gales, we may find on calculation that this would make a differ

ence of 896,091 tuns of weight of the superincumbent atmosphere
on the surface of a square mile of the sea. This difference of

I

atmosphenc pressure would cause or allow a great..r mobility to
I impression by the winds in (he seas outside the tropics and under
low barometric indication anywhere, and also a tendency lu them
to flow in towards these regions, and into storm tracts, as is

narrated in accounts of cjrcloncs, where great floods are somelitncs

produced.

ITie movemenU of the ocean swells after gales. It may be
hazarded, might be accelerated by the tendency of the dizturbed

equilibrium to restore lUelf in the efflux of the seas from the

storm region to calmer exteriors

Ihere might therefore appear to be as much movement and
commotion m the waters below as there are m the atmosphere

above, in all disturbances of the equilibrium mutually arranged

between these two fluid coverings to the surfrice of the earth

Edinburgh J Vi Biack

Walker’s System of Oeometiical Conics

It is remarked in Natusk, vol xL p 404. Walker'z

“generating” circle appears to have droppeii out of recent text-

books , W I may be allowed to tdd to the statement of your

reviewer that Wnlkm’s method was revived in the Maitnetr of

M<rikmaUct, vol U p. 97. I had been acquainted with hU
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MMml nuthwiwricUnN but omlttod it Awn mj aUaMRiarr
‘•Gncnnatry oICoqim’’ (187a), hoping that I might toon hay*

Initww to develop It more fnlly is e huger work Bbortlj hoibn
the pullicstion of mr ertide m the Mr &. W
Oeiieee rcdlecovemd the circle and ita pnwrtiei. Mr Dafsaei
thii arcle in hie work on the Elbpfe (1868), but baa overlooked

one of ua chanctenatic prapertiea, C Tavuih
6t John a College, Cambridge

" P B M m Natusb for April I, refera to tbe deatmetios

flowera are very extensivdy deitroyed, the white onca remain
tmmitired The reaaon forthia ia not very evides^asd I ahooldunminred The reaaon lortt

be gUd to aee it eaplamed.
Bolton Row, April 6

waicBotprintsdaatiitlMewi of dio yMt itsa tslM» tksf
found their way into Zacii<h Cerw^jfeiMBaeeAannurnttm,
Mr W E. Plummer, of the Univeraift Obeenratery. Ogfm,
bu reduced the Paris and Viv{ers observadong with enxf
cut, and, making use of Leverrier^ Si4»r Tables has
deduced an elllm quite verifying Endec's pontputaqons >

he has hopes of Ming aUe to awign limits to the periQ4 of
revolution We are also ioformed that the return of this
comet la engagingattention atthe ObservatoryofStmsfburg,
and that under Prof Winnecke’s supenntetManOS sweeping
e^cmerides wiU be prepared there to famUtate tho ledts*

coveiy of the oonat It approaehee nearer to the orbit

of Venue than to that of any other body in the planetary

ayatem, but there could have been no material perturba*
tion from this cauae during the laat appearance. The
eomet was detected by Bonvard at Pam on Aygust 1,

OUH ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Rid Stars, &c—We lately referred to the Incom

pletenesa of tbe first catalogue of isolated red atara form^
in 1866 by Prof Schjellerup of Copenhagen In the last

part for 1874 of the Vterteljahrsschnft derAslrottomttfhtH

UestlUcfutft IS a second and much extended catalogue by
the same astronomer Tbe first list, which was puDlisbeq

m Nath , No. i,59l, with additions m No, 1,613,

contained 293 stars 1 m the new catalogue the number is

upwards of 4aa The notes attached have also been con
siderably extended The author remarks that his first list

was instrumental in the discovery of a number of variable

stars, and that Seccbi found In it many stars of his

Type III and the whole of Type IV Those who are
interested in the discovery and observation of variable

tion) contains an cphemeris of most of the variable stars

for the year 1875 , also a notice of Prof Schdnfeld’s

researches on S Canen from observations to April 1872

,

tbe period is found to be^ i ih. 37m 45a, and the epoch
of minimum is fixed to 1867, August 31, at uh. lam. 158
Pans mean time This star has long been known to

resemble Algol in its law of variation , the diminution of
light commences somewhat suddenly, 8^ hours before

nunimum.and about 13 hours after minimum the star

recovers the brightness at which it continues to shine for

the greater part of its period.

Thk Couet or 1812.—Of those comets discovered
durmg the present century which appear to have periods

of revolution approximating to that of Halley's Comet,
It IS probable that the one okeeted by Pons at ManeiUes
on the aoth of July, 1812, will be the first tq revisit these
parts of space, and this visit may be looked for within a
lew years' tunc. We are indebted for our knowledge of
the elliptical form of this comets orbit to Encke, who,
working when assistant at tbe Observatory of Seebeig
under the guidance of his "great tutor Gauss,” discovered
early in the year 1813 diat po parabola would represent
tbe observations, and that an ellipse with a psnod id
revoluuon rather exceeding seventy years WH very lu-
preferable His further and dafiniuve investigation of the
elements is found in ZttUckrift fiir Astronemt*, iL p
377 He made use of observatlou between Tuty 33 and
bqit 27, taken at Paris, Marseilles, Vienna, Milan, See-
berg. Bremen. Berlin, and Prague, no in number, and
finally arrived at an ellipucal orbit, with a penod of
TO 69 years, th# probable uncertainty of this result allow-
ing of it being as short as 66 54 years, or as long as 7$ 37
years. Encka does not M>pcv to have had the Mvantage
of the original observatums taken at Paris, whidi appear
in the folia voltiine of observations iSio-smx nor yet of the
origmal obseivations by Flaugergues at Vmers, which

Bode, though he is not credited with this discovery in
our cometaiy catalogues. The other comets which appear
to have periods of revolution of similar length are the
comet of 18 IS, usually known as Others’ Comet, whiob is

the subject oi a masterly investigation by Bessel in the
Berlin Memoirs, 1612-1$ 1 the eomet dlseeveied by Do
Vico at Rome, 1846, February 20, of which the best whit
IS by Van Demte, in his " Inaugural Dissertation," Ley-
den, 1849 ,

and the comet detected by Brorsen at Alton^

1847, July 30,
which has been calculated by D’Anest anq

Could, but may yet admit of further investigation

MFTEOROLOGY IN ENGIAND
'T'HE address of the President and Report of the
A Council of the Meteorological Society of England

for the present year will be read with a lively interest,

awakened and strengthened by a growing conviction that
the Society has reached a critical turning point in its his-
tory Hitherto the Society has been regaraed as little more
than an association of amateur meteorologists,—the
national work, falling properly within the province of
such a society, of collecting tbe data of observation for

the elucidation of the laws of the weather and climate ef
Fngland, having been independently earned out by their

late energetic, able, and popular secretary. Mr Glaiiher,

whose great and in many respects valuable labours in

this department are somehow passed over in the docu-
ments before us

The Society, however, has now resolved to undeitako
tbe work of collecting meteorological statistiOL and hi
carrying out this rsimution has alreaiW estaU^ed ten
stations pretty well distributed ovar differeat dlstriots of
England It is fitting that on private observers sheuU
(all the labour of investigating Climatic Meteorology,
leaving tbe Government to look after the physical aide of
the science In making it imperative on all their observers
that verified instruments alone be used, consisting of at
least a barometer, dry and wet bulb theirnometers, maxi-
mum and minimum tbormometen and a rain gauge

]

that tbs adoption of Stevcpson’l Tbermometer Bm M a
stn* gud non, and that it be not placed wUhls ten^ ^
any wall I that the ram gauge has its rim placqd ope foot
above the ground 1 and that the hours observatiffii bt
9 A.M and 9 PM.-7.4he Society dsssrvet our hsai^
commendauon
We must, however, point tt a satlous omission m the

system of observation which has been adopted. No ha.
pentive condition is laid down, and no rccemmendaUan
made, so far as we can see, with reference to the vitu
question of the height of the tbormometers above
the gro^ If this point h« not definitely setd^

which httle, if any, sdentific value can b
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point (• af pmmoBBt fanportanoe. nfMckUr linae tm.
pontura MMorvadono art not manly the moat important
pepuiarly, bnt they firnn baaidas the very groundwork of

mateerwogy
It la a remarkable dreumtUnce that no country m

Weatam Bumpa could be named, wUh perhaps the stngie

eneeption of Imand, of the msteorology of which so little

u known as of Einland The mate^ogioal institutes

amd soeieties of Scotland, Norway, Denmark, Italy,

Austria, Holland, Belgium, &o ,
have published discus-

sions ti atmospheric pressum, tamperatura, ram, and
other of the meteorological elements based on the obser

vntions of many years, but we look in vain through the

pages of the Journal of thp Enghsh Society for tha dis

cussion of a single one of them elements for England.
For any information which is to be had on these matters
wo must have recourse to the Journal of the Scottish

Meteorological Society, in which the barometric and
thermometnc observations for England have been partly

discussed It is scarcely necessary to say that this essen

tlal part of the work of a meteorological society can only

be properly performed by its paid officials Viewed m
this connection, it may be worth the consideration of the

Council of the Society whether the tendency of the

arrangement entered mto with the Meteorological Office

to supply that office with copies of observauons, thus

constantly throwmg on their officials an enormous amount
of mere copying, be not to preclude the Society from
properly discharging this part of its work and taking a
position among lundred societies which it ought to

We^dissent from the position assumed by Dr Mann
when he states that ‘the practical outcome of the

recent Conference of Meteorologists at Letpsig of the

Meteorological Congress at Vienna, and of the Maritime

Conference in London, is an unmistakable and most
satisfactory movement on the part of the leading authori

ties of meteorological science towards concerted and
uniform action in the prosecution of their favourite pur

suit.” We have already stated (vol x p 56) that the

Vienna Congress did good work in the treatment of cer

tain details which be on the outskbts of meteorology,

but It would be a mistake to suppose that at these inter

national assemblies of meteorologists any concerted action

was taken which would lead to uniformity of observation

of atmospheric temperature, pressure, humidity, or rain

fall—anything m short, that would place the observation
]

of these phenomena on an international basis for the

subservience of international objects , in truth the Con
gress can scarcely be said to have got the length even of

attempting any concerted action towards uniformity of

observauon of these elements which are the yery life

blood of the science

DR BECCARVS DISCOVERIES IN
HERPETOLOGY*

N ot long ago we called the attention of our readers

to the berpetologlcal discoveries of a German natu

rolist and travolier in New Guinea and the adjofniim

island^ We are pow indebted to the Marchese G
Dprla, of Genoa, for an account of the investigations

of an Italian explorer. Dr O Beccan, tn the same

counblefc although not quite In the same localities The

mnntoir wore us treats of a collection of Reptiles rad

Batrachlans made bjr Ur BeccaH In Amboypa, the Am
lelande, and the K< Islands, in 1873 and 1873, wluch

contained altogether 670 examples referable to fifty thiw

Op^oe. Aa rejpuds Amboynat novelty could

be emeoted, thi? island havmg been thoroughly ei^lored

ytu$ ago by the Patch naturallsti. But the ^ other

geoopf nf Papuan Islands to srhich Dr Docoan devoted

* ' M RattiU nceohl dtl ttett. 0 Baccan la AmlMlWt

his attantiOB were ahnost Utrm m xogasda
herpetcdogyi Mr Wallace, their previous explorer, havliig
devoted himself mamly to Urda and insecta. Hare,
therefiwa, Dr Beccan s oeOeatlons prove to have eea-
tatned much interesting material, of which our author
~ves na an excellent account, illustrated by some care*
Uyeaeeuted plates.

species aotually new to science in Dr, Becearl'c
collection are not numerous, but it u of interest to find
that the geoeral character of the reptilian fauna ef the
Am and K.6 Islands is, hke that of their buds, esseattaUy
Papuan. In the latt^ poup, however, them is rather a
stronger mfurion of Indo-Malayan forms In the Kd
Islands the Australian Death-adder, Acantkophu amtarc-
Hau, which spreads over the whole of the Papuan regioa,
IS very abundant, In Am the Sauriana are ipore nume-
rous in species than the Ophidians, but in the Kd Islands
the contrary is the case No Batracbian was met with
by Dr Beccan m the latter group of islands, whereas
three were found m Wokan, the northernmost of the Am
group, one of which was the widely spread Pelodryas
ctetuleus of Austraha.

This memoir forms part of the sixth volume of the
“ Annals ” of that young and flounshmg institution, the
Museo Civico of Genoa, of which its author is the origi

nator and director and, hke most ofthe papers pnbhsh^
m the five preceding volumes, contains much matter that
IS interesting to the naturalist

ARCTIC GEOLOGY
'T'HF IbUowmg notes on this subject wiB be ot totat

interest at the present time

GrteHlintL—Glaetal Ph£>$omeHa.—Ai^ expmiiuitum of
the Chart of the North Polar bea lately issued by
the Government,* shows that Cape Bismamk, the most
northern point reached by the German Expedition
of 1870^ on the east coast of Greenland, is in 77°
N lat , and about 2° south of land seen m 169a On
the west coast, the results of the American Exp^itioni,
1859—73, prove the continuation of Smith's Sound,
through Kennedy Channel, Hall Basm, Robeson Channel,
into Lincoln Sca^ the broken and indented coasts of iffiich

in 84° N lat. are only 40 degrees north west of the land
seen on the east coast In 1690 riving evidence ofa series of
islets forming the northern frontier ot Greenland 1 the
entire western coast is surrounded by a circlet of bare
bleak islets 3,oc» feet in height, separated from each other
by fjords, through which passes the overflow of the great
vurdtiflaciWhich covers the countryto an unknown depth,
and covers up all sight of the rocks of the inland districts.

Here and there this inlands iis ” of the Danes reaches
the sea, and terminates m a steep cliff, Ser/mi Soak fice-

wall),of the Esquunaux,reaching ^/x»feetm height, where
deep glens and fjords penetrate into the country From
the top of these ice streams Dr Rink found the surface

risingWa series of steps, to the general level of the ice-field,

which Dr Kane describes as the " escaladed structure ^

ofdie Greenland Glaeitr Once on the ice field, and leavmg
the coas^ the effect has been described as being similar

to that or the land fading away when sailing out to*sea

—

the ice rises gently and almost imperceptibly Inland

Prof Nordenskjaid, who traveUed thirty miles inland,

found iu surface there to be 3 000 feet above the sea

Thus the surface of Greenland beneath die ice must be
considerably lower than die islands surrounding it

between which and the ice-wali is the narrow strip of

ground on which, and on the Idands, the Danish settle-

ments an situated. In summer the snow which covers

the great ice-desert melts, and rivers of icy cold water

flow over the surface and fall Into the crevasses of un-

known depth These are exceedmgly numerous, and
appsrmtly increase In number, on penetrating Into th^
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inland district, where not one trace of life, one patch of lakewhich rises wheneverthe glader river diometra. The
earth, or one single stone occurs to enliven the monotony effect of these streams on the meratnt firofinuU^at eou^
of a silent and to the eye motionless ocean, extending for d* bout, as Agassiz called it, the result of the trituratioe

I 300 mites from north to south, with a breadth of 400 of the rocks over which the ice passed, must be consider-

miles. '^en the additional matter of eight months' able, and accounts for the mnddv water found opposite

snow IS poured upon it the glacier overflows, finding a the entrance of all ice fjords^ and the eventual choking

way through the fjords, the overflow corresponding to the up of the channels through which the bergs, broken w
effluent glaciers, some of which, like the Humboldt firom the face of the " Iis-ohnk (ice-glance) of the Danes,

Glacier in Smiths Sound, are sixty miles in width, plough their way on their journey seawards, the directum
Where no fjords are av^ble, the ice pours over the of which is entuely governed by that of the currents, and
chfTs hanging until gravity overcomes its cohetiveness. not invariably, as often ImaginM, from the north to the

Dr Rink believes that the outpour of the Greenland south

precipitation of snow and ram in the form of glacier ice Ground ice has been shown by Dr Henry Landor
amounts to only two mches while he estimates the fall Kt to form m Canadum streams, when the thermometer is

twelve inches so that, as the evaporauon must be exceed at zero, being most abundant where there is nosur&ce-
ingly small,a large portion of the remaining ten mches must ice as it gnuiually thickens, it becomes honey-combed
be earned off by sub-glacial nvers Dr Kink instances a in the direction of the current, the water flowmg through

Oeuldg dl Skclch^ldp of Arct c ArchipeUso und CreonUnd. K De Ruice, F C S The Topograptiy from tbs Admiralty

the tubes. In course of time it floats, beanng up the Danes. This, receivmg lane quantities of land slips and
stones to which It is anchored, often of large size, descends other ddbns from the dififs, werwards breaks up and
the stream, and becomes frozen up in the surface ica floats seawards, giazmg the rocks at low tide, and on
The movement of these ice floated boulders often pro- melting, deposits the fragments at the bottom of the sea

,

duces grooves on the faces of cliffs, as well marked, ac- thus forming a close analog to those conditionwhich pre-
cordmg to SirW Logan, as those of glacial times. vailed when the English iMulder-clay was deputed,
Ground ice laden with sea-weed, stones, and gravel, beneath which the rocks are smoothed and scored, m

often nses m the shallow portions of the Baltic, where positions that render it improbable that it was done by
sheets of boulder laden ice are dnven by storms, and glacier ice , the latter prevailed, however, in Britam both
packed on the coast to a height of 50 feet. In Davu before and after the period ofsubmergence. The occasional
StraiU the sea water has a specific jpavity, according to patches and nests of sand and gravel found in boulder-
Scoicsby, of X-0263, and freezes at aBJ'’ F , when the salt, claymaywell havebeen denvedfrom portionsof the gravel-
5j oz. to the gallon, u precipitated, and the " bay ice" of laden ice foot which became entangled in the padc-ice,
the whalers Is formed, which eventually becomes a floe, Masses of dflms-laden ice-foot derived from one district
and afterwards ^k ice. The ice, in summer, melU are often driven by winds and high tides on to the coasts
on the sides of the channel before that in the centre, of other districts, which well expudns the lines of more or
which constitutes the imddle ice of the whalers , but less rounded tumultuous gravms found m many parts of
between the open water and the land a narrow fringe of Britain.
ice sUU hangs to the chfir, the “ lis-fod of the Greenland Kane’s and Hayes’ expeditions found distinct terraces
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ak nuiooM fereU from ja to no feet above the hish-tJde

mvlt of Stmth’s Soni^ and everywhere aloat; the uiown
caost of Graenland The hollows are described as being
filled up with glacier>clay,containing in places Echinoder-
mata, <^stacea,and Mouosca oflo^ Arctic species,with
the eaception of two, Glyctmtrti stltgua and Panopcea
marvt^a, and extending up to 500 feet above the sea. In
the bws overlooking the glaciers, and in nodules of this

dw,oecorthawell known impressions ofthe Angmaksaett
(Maihtus arcftcut, 0 Fabr

), a fish still living in Davis
straits of which nodules several examples arc preserved
in the British Museum, split longitudinally The great

density of the nodules is noticeable, and the analogy
to the iron stone nodules of the coal measures containing
plants very striking

Rttenl dtpremm cf West Coast of Greenland—Arc
tender, between 1777 9, noticed that land in a firth called

Igaliiko (60° 430 was submerged at spring tides, though
buildings with walls five feet in thickness still remained on
it I half a century later, the tract was entirely submerged,
the ruins being mone visible

Julianshaab was founded at the mouth of the firth In 1 776,
near a rock called the “ Castle ' by the Danes, by which
they erected a storehouse, submerged when Dr Pingel,

of Copenhagen, described it m 183? , and ho found a
village deserted near the glacier which now separates

Frednkshaab from Fiskemaes, on an island now over
flowed The Moravian village of Lichtenfeld, founded
in 1758, had to be moved forty years later, and ibe poles

to which the omi-iks (women’s boats) were tied still

remain uncovered at every lou tide Houses of the time
of Fgede, the Apostle of Greenland, 17Ji 36, have now
the sen flowing into them at high tide

Attempt to advancefrom the coast on the tnlcuidtce—In

1738 a Danish expedition was sent to endeavour to re-dis

cover the lost (East) Greenland, but filled In 1751 a
Danish merchant, Dalager, advanced inland from about
62* 31', and in two days reached some mountain peaks
projecting above the ice, eight ihiIm within the ice

field, but was then obliged to retreat, and returned to

Frednkshaab In July 1870 Prof NprdonskjttW and
Dr Berggrcn advanced from the head of Auloitsivik

fjord over the inland ice thirty milos. to a point a.aoo

tect above the level of tho sea, m lat 08* 2a N
,
passing

magnificent nvers, which, flowing brtweep walls of blue ice,

eventually disappeared in vertical chasms in the ice,

probably a 000 feet m depth On the surface of the ice

they found a sandy trachytic mineral, scattered likeagrey

sand, which has been named Kryokonite, and on it, and
sometimes on the ice, brown polycellular algae, the dark
masses of which, absorbing the sun’s rays, cause the ice

to melt, forming the demi holes which traverse the surface

In MnlviUe Bay, N W Greenland, Sutherland desenbes
the glaaers reaching the coast and forming a continuous

wall seventy to eighty miles m length, and 1,200 to 1,500

feet in height, of which about one-eighth is above , the

l^uimaux required 300 fathoms ot line to reach the

bottom of the face of the ice, in halibut fishing In lat

68*, near Cianshaven, and where valleys come down to

the coast, the thickness of the ice is sometimes as much
as 3,400 feet. The largest icebergs are launched from
Melville Bay Further north, beyond Cape York, the

glaciers arc smaller, through greater cold, producing

smaller evaporation, while further south the air is cliaiged

with watery vapour from the Atlantic *

M Delesse desenbes shelly deposits on sand beds m
the Arctic seas east of Southampton Island and m Fox’s

Channel, and as far north as 77° near Smith’s Sound, at

depths of more than soo metres in some instances, the

cold being leu intense at this level In Hudson Straits,

Imy, and the vanont straits intersecting Arctic

landiu mndOT sediment prevails, due to the waste of the

palpi^EoIc semsts of tho North Amencati continent and

* Qiuur Joimu 0«oL Soe., voL bi.

the predpitatioa of sediment being favoured by the im>
peding effect of the land locked and ice locked seas on the
agitation of the waters, and to the Immense quantities of
mud brought into the sea by the glaciers which extend
over the A^ic regions

In Davis Straits, from Cape Farewell to Smith’s Sound,
the channel varying in depth from two to 20o fiitboms, is

stated Iw Dr Sutherland to swarm with Echinoderras and
brittle Starfish In Melville Bay, Ascidians, Cimpedes,
and seaweed attached to the rocn, do not appear to be
often grazed by the bergs, tliough at times they reap im-
mense crops of Laminaria, with broken shells of Mya
and Sasneava, entangled in their leafy masses, torn from a
depth of 100 fathoms. When the Wtom is very bard
thebeig it brought to a stand, and even when consisting
of soft mud or cuy the same effect is produced by a berg,

moraine or talus being pushed up by the movement of the
beig In Davis Straits the bergs are so covered with earthy
matter as to resemble rocks, boulders weighing 100 tons
often lying on their surface or frozen into their mass Sub
marine banks thrown up in this way constantly increasem
size by the clustering of small bei^ on them, and form
the haunt of sho-Us of cod and halibut, and myriads of

I

sharks As the ice melts, brown slimc, liberated from
the ICC, IS rolled into pellets by the npplt, of the water,

I

and IS deposited in beds nunr the coast, resembling the
berg mehl of Sweden
Prof A. L Nordenskjold, who acoornpamed the Swedish

I

Expedition to Crecbland li> May >870, desenbes the water
off that Coast as being a decided greyish brown colour,

especially in Davis Strait, off !• Iskernaes, and at otlier

times greyish t,veen This was found to be due to brown
and green slimes of organi” ongin, which spread over
hundreds of thousands of square mues, and afford food
for not only Crustacea and Annelidcs, but to swarms of
birds and to the whale , (ijis slimt was examined by Dr
Oberg, and found to consist of various species of siliceous

Diatomaceae *

lioutk itnenland Prqf G C Laube f the geologist
attached to the second German North Polar Expedition,
m his geological map of bouth Greenland, represents the
east coast, os far as 61° N ,

ns chiefly composed of granite

and gneiss, which also extends from Cape Farewell to
Julianshaab, near whichj at the head of Tunnudleorbik,
red sandstone and amphibolite occur, between which and
the sea there is a large arm of hornblende granite with
a belt of zircon granite intervening Westward is a
syenite granite, as flu- as Nunnrsoit
Dr Karl Vrba, J who examined microscopically more

than 200 rocks collected l>y I.aubc, of which liie exact
locality was known, found the following varieties —
Gneiss, granite, euntc, s)enitc, orihoclase porphyry,

dionte, diabase, gabbro, and weichstein, including ser

peotine, &c
&0Hth West Greenland— In lat 61“ N , Dr Pingel, the

geologist attached to the Danish Expedition of 1828,

under Graab, to seek the lost Icelandic colonics, dis-

covered the red sandstone of Igaliiko and of the fjord

of Tunnudleorbik No fossils have been discoi ered, but it

13 believed to be of Devonian age, the rock is hanl and
composed of fused quariz particles This is probaUy
the same bed as that found by the German Expedition a
httle to the south.

The gnc)ss, mica schist, hornblende jichist, syenite, Ac

,

pierced by granite veins$ of Southern Greenland, continue

throughout the whole of fbe west coatt, From it the

Greenlanders denve the steatite from which they make
theur lamps and other utensils. C. E, Dn Kakcv

(r« be eoHtnund-)

• Geettfbnt vol. lx, p. agS. TV Furnitr. }*a 1, iM, p iS.

t SlMUfxbnkbl* d« KabwHSiM AkuL dwr WtotsKhalws itf

I Trantim^mr^vdsi er«niait», iWi fa MnM Von Cbtlx rocorts

ibopfeMoco oTonhut sad Utaniw.
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THE PROGRESS OF THE TELEGRAPH *

II

Electric force pervades all matter Our planet and
the atmosphere surrounding; it are vast storehouses

of electrical energy in a constant state of unstable equi

hbrium. Flectricity is one of the forces of nature and
may be developed m vanous ways md under vanous
conditions. The aurora, the thunderstorm and the

earth s magnetism, are each grand displays of electrical

force upon a vast scale Electrical energy may be ex

cited by chemical action friction heat, induction, mag
netism and currents of electricity so obtained itw be
employed for telegraphic purposes Thermo>d|i|tacity,

as the name implies is that ^erated by electncctirents

in metallic bodies by the disturbance of the equilibrium

of temperature the essential conditions being that the

extremit cs of the dissimilar metals should be m opposite

stales as regards temoerature The discovery of thermo-
j

electric currents is due to Scebeck of Berlin in 1821
1

the generation of electric currents by the application of

beat to a pile or senes of dissimilv metals however,

remained in abeyance until the researches of Nobili and

Melloni, who constructed the thtrmo-electnc pQe^ con*
sitting of alternate parallel bars of bismnth and antimony,
placed tide by side Fig 10 is a representation of the
thermo-electric pile as arranged by MeUonL The braM
frame on the left contains the compound bars, the wires
from the antimony and bismuth ^let being connected
to a galvanometer, shown on the right hand tide , the
quantity of electricity passing from the poles of the pile

(regulated accordmg to the difference ot temperature of
the bars) causes the needle of the galvanometer be
deflected With thermo-electric currents the quantity of

electricity developed depends upon the difference of the

temperature of the two poles of the dissimilar metals the

currents may be so delicate that a difference oftemperature

equivalent to Wnth part of a degree may be measured
hrlctional electricity, as the name implies, is that pro-

duced by the rubbing toj^ether of certain substances. An
onlmary form of the frictional electneal machine is shown
at Fig ir It consists, first of a hollow glass cylinder

supported on brass beanngs resting upon glass rods and
then of an exciting rubber of a cushion of leather stuffed

Mith horseliair this is mounted on glass supports and the

amount of pressure on the cylinder Is regulated by screws.

Fio 10.—ItiwOTO-dcGlnc pito producinc deotnc cumnl by diflannee ol tcrapemun

A flap of oiled silk is attached to the rubber to prevent
the dissipation of the electricity from the surface of the
cylmder before it reaches the ^mts of the pnme con
ductor, which draw the electricity trom the glass cylinder

on the other side On turmng the cylinder the friction of
the cushion occasions the evolution of electric!^, the
produc ion of which is more rapid when the surf^ of
the rubber is smeared with a metal amalgam When the
cylinder machme is arranged for the development of
other positive or ne^ive electncity the conductor is

placol with lU length parallel to the cylmder, and the
points project from its side as shown m the figure The
Mtfottve conductor supports the rubber and receives from
It negative electricity ^ communuatioH, and not by in
ductiOD, as is the case with the positive conductor If it

IS desirra to accumulate positive electncity, a chain must
b* carried from the negattve conductor to the ground if,

on the other band, negative electncity is required, t^
conductor must be placed m communication with the
e irth, and the rubber msulated.

* CsotuaMl fraoi p. 39a

For the purpose of telegraphic transmissions, the cur
rent obtained from chemical action, or from a permanent
magnet is generally employed, and will be sufficient for
the purposes contemplated in the present summary The
laws and phenomena that come into play during the pro
pagation of an electric current require examinatioiL

Electncity may be thus develops in the form of either a
quantity or an mtensity current, according to the arrange-
ment of the elements composing the battery A quan
tity current is one which, as its name implies, has great
sunace development An intensity current is one of
senes development and of high tension. Quantity and
mtensity in an electnc current may be combined together
in different proportions, according to the work required
to be performed
As an example, suppose a batteiy or pile of twelve ele

ments (Fig 12), each dement consisting of a carbon and
zinc plate immersed in a glass jar containing fbr die muiting
fluid a saturated solution ofcommon salt Mow, ifthetwdve
carbon plates of the series are all coimected togetherby a
common wire, and the twelve zinc plates are siAiuarfy
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force or tension, and the resisunce it has to overcome in

passing through the metaUic conducting wire The elec*

tro-motive force of a voltaic current vanes with the num
her of the elements and the nature of the metals and
liquids which constitute each element, but is in no d^ree
influenced by the dimensions of any of the parts. Sub
roanne telegrapliic circuits vary in length, from one mile
across the Thames to 2,000 miles in a continuous stretch

across the Atlantic, and a current of elcctnc force

effective for the shorter distance would bt. absol itcly

useless for the Atlantic circuit

The chemical power of the voltaic pile was discovered

m the year 1800, and water was the first substance de
composed. If water is made a part of the electric cuxuit,

so that a current of electricity passes through it, it is

decomposed, and yields up its elements o^gen and
hydrojpn gases in obedience to certain laws To decom*
pose acidulated water it may be confined in two glass

tubes (Fig 13), sealed at one extremity, and made well they may conduct electricity, offer some tesistance to

part of the dectneal circuit by being placed over the passage of the current , thus, the copper condurting

the two electrodes of the poles of the battery Gas will wire offers more or less resistance according to its length

then be collected in eacnmbe, but that m connection If the resistence of a mile of the copper conducting wire

with the positive pde of the battery will be about half is ascerulncd, each successive mil^ if the copper is of

the vdume of that in connection with the negative pole, equal punty, will have the same measure of resistance ,

the former bdng ootygen and the latter hydit^en, as therefore, the resistance of the copper conductor in a

ocygen and hydrogen gases are to eacb other m water cable a,000 miles long will be 2,000 tunes the resist-

examy as two to one, by volume. ^°ce of one mile of the conductor , m other words, the

IH^It has already been stat^ that all substances, however resistance of the wire is in direct proportion to its length
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This it A vMy ImportAnt bet to bpar in mind, a« by the

meAttticment of the copper resistance of the conductor in

a cable, a basis is at once established by -which to deter-

mine the distance of a fracture. Knowing the value of

the resistance of the whole length of the cable conductor

—assume for 3,000 miles the value to be 3 000 units (the

measure of the unit being the resistance of one mile of

the copper conductor)—an interruption occurs, continuity

IS broken, and the copper resistsnee only gives 760 and
I 340 units respectively when measured from either end
Thus is clearly established a basis upon which the ap-

proximate distance of the ‘ fault” may be ascertained

Again, It was pointed out that the insulating medium sur

rounding the conducting wire absorbed an apprecj^blo
amount of electricity mme passage of the current

Ktc. 13 —DecomposuiMi of water by the cheimesl action (electra-motlva
force) of the Tolta e battery

the conducting wire This absorption may be taken os a
constant qu'intity, and the absorption for any length of
cable be determined from given data as regartb the
time of electnficaUon or the saturation of the circuit, and
the time of discharge, or thepercentage ofleakage from the
mechanical impertrotions of all the insulating substances
Thus agam is established a process by which, under
certain conditions of injury to a cable, by correctly men
surmg the discharge, the position of a fault may with
more or less accuracy be localised The commercial
value of a subnunne cable depiends upon the ripidity of
its transmitting capacity and the speed depends upon the
time required to produce a variation m the tension of the
current at the distant end sufficient to influence the
recording instrument The working speed depends,
therefore, upon (he delicacy of the apparatus employgd,
as then a small diflerence m the tension will suffice Ip
cables similarly constructed, but of diflerent length the
speed of each is inversely proportional to the square of
the length because, when the length is doubled,
the capacity for chaige is doubled, and the electiicAl

waves of charge and discharge have twice the dis-
tance to travel therefore the retardation is ipereas^
fourfold. When the dimensions and weight of the insu-
lating medium are flxed, there is a loss of speed if the
conducting wire is too small, and again, it the con
ducting wire is too large, the speed is rMuced by the
increased capacity of the wire in a greater degree than it

it augmented by the reduced resistance of the wire The
best accepted ratio of the insulator to that of the conduc
tor is wh^ the insulator is somewhat less than 3^ times
that of the eppper conductor, or,more accurately speaking,
in the proppitioii of 3 41 of insulator to i of copper On
long cables an4 where high speed is required, every
current transmitted through the cable should be at equ^
intervals and of equal duration, so that the charge may
be malptaiiied constant between the signal^,

(7# As t9nUnu$d)

ECLIPSE OF THE SUN, AFEIL 0

A S no telegram has been received 60m Dr SdrastaeHi

party on its arrival at Smgapore, wa are compelled
to estimate the date of iU arrival by the telcgnm in

yesterday’s papers,which informed us that thes^aja
which vessel the Expedition was conveyed from GaW,
arrived at Sbanghak The vessel wae doe there on the

3rd, and arrived on the (ih. Assuming all the delay to

have occurred on this side of Smgapore, Dr Schus^s
party would have reached that place on the 34th of March,
which would give them ample time to reach Chulal Point

and make their preparations, especially as the colonial

Steamer which hae been detached for the service Is very

srrift.

It is not pn^ble that news will be received from ehber
of the partiesm wme little time, as it will probably be

eamea by local gteamers to Rangoon, Singapore, or

C^cutta
In the meanbme we take the following extracts fitrni

an article m the Tttius of Tuesday, showing the final

arrangements adopted so far as they arc known —
The advantages of sclentJflc, and especially of astro-

nomical expeditions, are by no means confined to the
record of those special phenomena which the observers

go out to see. The groWinK interest taken by all classes

in the study of nature, whue it makes a large number
anxious to participate in the results obtained, at the same
time puts them in presence of a class of facts which the

Stay at home student finds it hard to realise for himself
The total eclipse of the sun, which is visible in the Nicobar
Islands, Burmah, Siam, and Anam to-day b a case in

point While early risers are breakfasting this morning,
with the beams of the sun, low down in toe east, not yet

indeed, to have his light and heat entirely (withdrawn for a
time, but, all the same, under condibons so different from
those we are familiar with here, that the sun and the sur-
roundings of the observers might teem to form part ot

another umverse Another point—and this is one which
will doubtless disappoint many—is that this cclipit^
which, as we stated in a former arbcle, on the high autho
nty of Mr Hmd, in the time of obscuration wiU not be
surpassed by any other available one during the present
centuTv, IS totally invisible here. Although there is almost
total daiknots for nearly gve minutes in Burmah and
Siam, no trace of an eoUpw ynll be seen m these islands,

fftt the r*«IPn (hat uitiieHgk It began as early as two
minutes to four this iMntWgi and contmued tiU sixteen
minutes patt nine, the miWI shadow falb first to the
touth, and Iken to t^i entt of us in fact, the line of
total ecllpie niM from llm WBe of Good Hope to Burmah
and Slant, and tbenco to tfto North Pacific. We he,

therefore, in no part of tM tBiok of the shadow
«tppM» from what mayM oomidered geographical

considerations, we may remind our readers that m a
former arbcle (the Tfiwar, Jan M, reprinted m Natusb,
p 301) we pointed out the value which many men 01
science attached to securing observabons of tms eclipse,
and we attempted to mve a general statement ofthe various
questions pressing for solution, which, m the opinion
of the Council ol the Royal Society,)uttifi«l an appll-
cabon to the Government for aid, not only ia sendmg
out expeditions from this country, but m orgaaiting
a party of observers in India. Our readers have also
been informed (the T$mes, Jan. 16) of ths Amt ttat
the application to Government was at once acco^ to
ia the warmest manner, and that Sir Stafford North-
cote, the Marqub of Salisbury, and the Vleeioy of
as well as the Admiralty authorities, have besn
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hm«fforded. Nor was this all Tlte assistance afforded
Ir the directors of the Peninsula and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company in aid of the grant from Government
was ofso material a Und that the committee were enabled
to send no less than six fully equipped observers from
Europe to take part m the observations, as well as spare
instruments for the use of the Indian parties.
* "As a final result of all the efforts made, both m
Ewland and India, the location and composition of the
various parties this morning, so far as is known, are as
follows ->

“ Camorta,in the Nicobars —Capt Waterhouse,Messrs
Meldola and Reynolds.
"Me^i (British Burmah)—Professors Pedler, of Cal

cutta , Tacchini, of Palermo , and Vogel, of Berlin, and
assistants
“ Cbulai Point (Siam) —Dr Janssen and assistants. Dr

Schuster, Messrs. Lott and Beasley
“ The Royal Society Committee will certainly have to be

cwngratulat^ if it has really been able to secure the
valuable co-operation of all the distinguished foreign
workers it has enrolled. We know tlmt Herr Vogel
Joined at Sues, and that Prof Tacchini, who was m India
when the invitation reached him, loin^ at Calcutta, and
that his instruments, which had been despatched to

Europe, nere only stopped by telegram at Aden , but
with r«ard to Dr Janssen, it is not yet known whether
he really jomed at Singapore or not

, indeed^ no telegram
has yet been received from the Siam party since they left

Galle, and there parted from the Camorta party, which
was then transhipped to the Enierprue, a despatch boat
belongmg to the Indian Government, which leu Calcutta
on the iith of March, having Capt Waterhouse and
Professors Tacchmi and Pedler, with their assistants, on
board The Enterprise was to land the Camorta party
and then proceed to Mergui to estabhsh a second station

We may also mention that the Siam party was to proceed
from Smgaporc to Siam on board the steamer belonging
to the Government of the Straits Settlement, the Charybdts
having been disabled by an accident

“From this digression as to arrangements we may return

to the question of persmneL In no eclipse exp^ition,

perhap^ has such a large percentage of the observers

been under fire before Dr Schuster and Mr Meldola,

the chiefs of the Lnglish part of the Siam and Camorta
expeditions respectively, and Mr Lott, are the only ones
who have not taken part in the observation of former

eclipses Mr Reynolds assisted Mr De la Rue to photo
graph the eclipse of i860. Professors Tacchini, Vogel,

PecDer, and Mr Beasley formed part of the cxp^itions

of 1870 Capt Waterhouse assisted Major Tennant to

obtain the beautiful senes of photographs of the eclipse

of 1871 at Ootacamund, which are so valuable when
taken m connection with those obtained at Baikul by the

Brituh Association party With regard to Dr Janssen,

we are unaUb to say how many eclipses he has seen , he

has certamly been at most which have occurred since

i860, if notWore that date.

“With regard to the objects to be obtamed and the

instruments to be employed, the Instructions drawn up by
the Royal Society, and issued to the observers by its

authority, come to our aid, and, by the minute and careful

refertnees to each instrument and to each part of the

attack which they contain, enaUe ns almost to picture to

ourselves each observing party with its complement of

telespectroscopes and prismatic cameras, the ‘time

t^er' going through hu terribly responsible task, the

silent activity of £e photographic ‘dark room,' and.

above all, the evershaipenmg ‘ cusps,' and final total

extinction of the Lord of Day—an extinction out of which,

however, is bom one of those sights for gods and mem
whklK once seen, so impress every power of the mind
that they can ever afterwards be re^ed as transcendent

instances of the beauty and 8^ory which attach themselves

to some of the rarest as well as to some of the more
common phenomena of nature
" The most striking thmg about the Royal Society pro*

gramme is its simplicity For the first time in eclipse
expeditions, no eye observations are arranged for , all

the phenomena are to be photographicalTy recorded
Here we see the enormous advance which has lately been
made in these studies

, for we may remind our i^ers
that in 187 1,when the Astronomical Society were appealed
to to use their influence to secure observations of the
eclipse of that year, a committee of that Society would
not agree to employ photography at all I

“ There is another point It is now more than probable
that not i^en polanscopic observations will be attempted,
although, thanks to the care of Mr Spottiswoode. arrange
ments nave been made for photographing the polanscopic
corona, as it may be called, if a spare observer presents
himself
“ Tbe ground has been cleared in yet another way The

photographs of the corona, which were so strongly insisted

upon by Mr Lockyer in the observations of the eclipse of

1871, and objected to by the Astronomical Society, were
necessary to determine the solar or non solar ongin of
the corona 1 his question his now been set at rest by
showmg that part of it is really at the sun, and this is now
termed the coronal atmosphere When this was settled.

It was suggested by the same observer that this atmo-
sphere would be very likely found to vary in shape and
dtmensidns with the sun spots This is the question,
then, that is to be attacked in the old way on this occa
Sion and, on the suggestion of the Royal Society Com
mittcc, the Viceroy has charged Capt. Waterhouse with
this duty He will use the same instrument that was
used by Major Tennant and himself m 1871,00 Doda
betta.

" The instruments termed ‘ pnsmatic cameras ’ are ordi
nary 3^ mch achromatics, with a large pnsm of small
angle ouside the object-glass, and a camera rcplacmg the
eyepiece Such an instrument will give a spectra of
small dispersion

‘ Of course with such an instrument as this employed
on the full sun, the impression on the plate would be a
blurred sjicctrum containing no detail, but as the ad
vmcing mooi reduces the part of the sun still remaining
visible to a thin silver crescent, then the instrument wiU
begin its work , the actual shape and thickness of each
stratum of vapour above the photosphere will be im
pressed by each coloured ray its light contains, and will

stand out on a band of continuous spectrum, which will

get feebler and narrower as the silver crescent thins to

nothingness Then the whole ring of chromosphere and
coronal atmosphere which wiU burst upon the eye will be
sorted out, if all goes well, into its various metallic con
stituenU, by means of a chain nngs of greater or less

thickness and regularity upon the photographic film. The
vapours extending furthest outwards from the photosphere
will be represented by the broadest nngs, those lying

closest to the photosphere by the narrowest. The Instruc-

tions are careful to insist upon complete rehearsals before

the day of the echpse, so that we may be assured that

the simple programme we have sketched may be simply
earned out, and that the observers will not attempt too

much. It u as well to state this because persons unac
customed to observations might imagine from the multi

plioty of detail m the Instrucbons that the labours of the

observers will be more than ordinanly complicated
" Each pattywill have a telespectroscope and a pnsmatic

camera. In addition to this equipment Prof Pedler will

use a heliostat, focussing the image of the sun on a spec-

troscope from which the slit has bm removed As a
camera, he uses a Janssen slide, which he has arranged

so as to get thirty pictures.

‘‘We are lemmdM incidentally by the Instructions on

‘the multij^cation of results,’ of the enormous advan-
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tage of the photographic method | there ft ao chance of

error or forgetfulness. The obeerratioas sent hoBM to

the Royal Society will enable thoM on whom the labour

and respcnttbili^ of reducing them will fall to almost
leconstruct the eclipse for themsclvea

" We may remark in conclusion that net only may we
hope for many important results in solar physics if the
weather be favourable, but that the benefit to science

arising out of the expedition will be by no means limited

to the eclipse results. Already Drs Vo«l and Schuster, the
Utter ofwhom is a distinguished pupil of Owens Collet^
have done some Important work on tne varying intensities

of the different parts of the solar spectrum at different times
of the day, and in different climates on the voyi^out, but
both will remain some months in India to pursue their

incmiries—Dr Vogel in photographing the solar spectrum,
witn variously coloured photographic hlms t Dr Schuster
in establishing himself at a considerable height for the
purpose of photographing the venous s ilar phenomena
and the ip^ra of some of the most important of the
southern stars The observers, all of whom have made
considerable sacnfices in travelling a quarter round the
globe and back again in the pursuit of science, certainly
command our sympathy and deserve success The
Government grant of 1,000/ has been the means of calling

forth, and, we hopj sincerely, rendering fruitful, a vast
amount of individual effort which would nave been power
less without It We may add that all the instruments have
either been purchased by the Royal Society out of its own
funds or lent by pnvate individuals "

ON TNE DISSIPATION OF FNEEGY*
'T'HE second law qf thermodynamics, and the theory of

dissipation founded upon it has been for some
years a favourite subject with mathematical physicists, but
has not hitherto rcLLived full reci^ition from engineers
and chemists, nor from the scientific public And ytt the
question under uhat circumstances it is possible to obtain
work from heat is of the first importance Merely to
know that when work is done by means of heat, a so
called equivalent of heat disappears, is a very small part
of what It concerns us to recognise
A hegt engine is m apparatus capable of doing work

bv means of heal supplied to it at a nigh temperature and
abstracted at a lower, and thermodynamics shows Uiat
the fraction of the heat supplied capable of conversion
into work depends on the limits of temperature between
which the maclnne operates A non condensing steam
engine is not, properly speaking, a heat-engine at all,

inasmuch as it requires to be supplied with water as well
as heat, but it may bg treated correctly as a heat-engme
giving up heat at aij" lahr This IS the lower point pf
temperature The higher is that at which the water bods
in the boiler, perhaps 360“ fahf The range of tempera
tute available in a non-condensmg steam-engine is there-
fore small at best, and the importance of woiicing at a
high pressure is very apparent, In a condensing engine
the heat may be delivered up at SqTahr,

W giwi c«r;Ri, |n cpniequence PI the
tiemenduqs pressure thatwo^dwpP be develop^. There
sums no escape from this difficulty but in the use of seme
other flu^d^ such as a hydrocarbon oil, of much higher
boiUog poi^ The erame would then consist of two

**^?*r;"* • W*!* temperature,
and doing wwk by means ofthe fell of heat doam to the
point at which a eteam-engme hcopi^ aygilal^] and

‘.f

seoondty, a Btaam-engine vseelvfng the heat dweA out hf
the oil engme and woiUag down to tho OMlnaiy ntmo-
spheric temperature.

Heat-engines may be worked backwards, so as by
moans of work to raiso heat from a colder to a hottov
body This is tho principle of the air or other freosing
machines now coming into extensive us& In this applu
cation a small quantity of work goes a long way, as tho
range of tempentoro tbrou^ mileh tho beat has tO bt
raised is but small

If the work required for the freezing machine is ebtalnod
from a steam-engine, the final result of the operation Is

that a fall of heat in the prime mover is made to product
a nte of heat in the fraeiing machine, and the question
anses whether this operation may be effected without the
intervention of mechanical work The problem here pro-
posed is solved in Carrd’s freezing apparatus, described in
most of the text books on beat There arc two communi-
cating vessels, A and B, which are used alternately as
boiler and condenser In tho first part of the operation
a^eous ammonia is heated in A, nntil the gas is driven
otr and condensed under considerable pressure in B,
which IS kept cool with water Hero we have a fall of
heat, the absorption taking place at the high temperatuio
and the emission at the lower In the second part of the
operation A is kept cool, and the water in it soon recovers
Its power of absorbing the ammonia gas, which rapidly
distils over The object to be cooled is placed in contact
with B, and heat passes from the colder to the hotterb^y
Finally, the apparatus 11 restored to its onginal condition,
and therefore aatisfiei tho definition of a heat engine. M
Carrd has invented a continuously working machine on
this principle, which is said to be very efficient

Other freezing arrangements depending on solution or
chemical action may be brought under the same principle,
if the cycle of operations be made complete.
When heat passes from a hotter to a colder body with-

out producing work, or some equivalent effect such as
raisrag other heat from a colder to a hotter body, energy
IS said to be dissipated, and an opportunity of doing work
has been lost never to return If on the other hand the
fall of heat u fully utilised, there is no dissipation, at the
original condition of things might be restored at pleasure

,

but in practice the full amount of work can never be
obtained, m consequence of friction and the other imper-
fections of our machines.

yrercauan oi unncressary a|ssipation lathe guide
to economy of fuel in industrial operations Of this a
good example IS afforded by the regenerating furnaces ofMr Siemens, in which the burnt gases are passed through
a passage stacked with fire-bricka, and are not allowed%
escape until thoir temperature is reduced to a very
rate point After a time the products of combustion arepa^ into another pauage, and the unbumt gaseous
fuel and air are introduced through that wbieh has pn-
viously been heated. The efficiency of the firraagetnent^nds in great degree on the fact that the ooUffuel is
brought first into contact with the colder parts of the fiuc.Md does not take beat from the hotter paru pntil it has
itself become hot In this way tho fall of heat is never
gTMt, and there is eanparativeiy little diuipatioa.
The pnnapal difficulty in economy of fuel anses fnm

the fact that the whole fall of heat from the temperature
of the furnace is seldom avaiiable for one purpose. TTius
in the iron smelting fumaees heat below the temneratuw
of melting iron is aWlutely useless. But yiien the spont
gases are used for raising steam, tho same heat is ni^
over min at another part of its fall There if no reason
why this process should not bo carried fnrther. All tihohwt disebargod
which is more

'

smiwa nos oe earned inrther. All Oo
d from oon-coodciuiag itcaiM&citiMo

“‘"*7 than nine-tenths of the vffiole, mj^btlw
used for warming or drying, or other opwotHHis is irUchonW low tMDpOfatnin beat is naeossaiy,
Tho chemical bearings of tho thooiy of disslpatiaa a<«
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Vtfjf inpottant bat h*v» not bitborto nooiwd much
•Mmtion. A chomiMl tmnrtarnudon ii impoHlbk its

soourronca wottU) ipvalva tb« oppcwtt of diMipation (for

irbicb then it no CQpvcniaQt word) , but it M not true,

00 tbe other hand, that a tranifonnauon which would
iarolve difiipation inuit neceayanly take place. Other
wiae, the ezutence of eaplosivea like gunpowder would be
impmible It Is often stated that the development of

heat is the criterion of the possibility of a proper trans-

S
itions to this rule are extremely
cient to mention the loluuon of a

wdt in water This operabon involves diuipation, or it

would not occur, and it is not diflScult to see how work
might have been obtained in tbe process The water may
he placed under a piston m a cylinder maintained at a
yigoi^ily constant temperature, and the piston slowly

raised until all the water IS evaporated, and its tension

reduced to the point at which the salt would begin to

abaotb it at the temperature in question After the salt

nnd vapour are in contact, the piston is made to descend
until the solution is effected In this process work is

gained, since the pressure under the piston during the

expansion is greater than at the corresponding stage of

the contraction If the salt is dissolved in the ordinary

sray energy is dusipated, an opportunity of doing work
at the eapensn of low temperature heat has been missed
and will not return

Tbe difficulty in applying thermodynamical principles

to chemistry arises from the fact that chemical transfer

mations caqnot generally be supposed to take place m
a reversible manner, even although unhmited time be
allowed. Some progress has, however, recently been
made, anu the expenments of Debray on the induence of

pressure on the evolution of carbonic anhydride from
chalk throw considerable light on the matter By properly

accommodatmg the pressure and temperature, the con
stituents of chalk may be separated or recompounded
without dissipation, or rather dissipation may theoreti-

c^y be reduced without limit by making the operation

slowly enough.

The possibihty of chemical action mutt often depend
on the density of the reacting substances A mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen in the proper proportions may be
exploded by an electric spark at the atmosphenc pres-

sure, and energy will be dissipated In this operation the

spark itself ne^ not be considered, os a given spark is

oqmble of exploding any quanti^ of gas. Suppose, now,
that previously to explosion the gas is expanded at

constant tempmture, and then after explosion brought

back to the former volume. Since in the combination

thoro is a condensation to two-thirds, the pressure

enquired to cemipress the aqueous vapour 11 less than

that eaerdsed at the same volume by tbe uncombined
gases, and accordingly work is gamed on the whede

Hence the explosion in the expanded sutc mvoivcs less

dissipatioQ than in the condensed sUte, and the arao int

•f the difference may be increased without limit by
carrying Ae expansion far enough. It follow that beyond
a certain point of ran^ the explosion cannot be made, as

ft could not then involve any dissipation. But although

die tendency to eombme diminishes as the gas becomes
rarer, the heat developed during the oombmation renuuns

it mast be remembered that the beat of combination is

generally developed at a high temperature and that

ftMiefare work may be done during the cooling of the

pcoducte of eombustion. If< therefore, it ie a necessity ef

the ease that tha act of combustion should tako placo at

a high teraperatwre, the pcssibility of explosion will cease

it a» ewiier poiat of rareiaction than would otherwise

|givyi been the case,

It mex probably be found tbat many mixturee vlu^
^ow ne tendency to eralode under ordinary condihens

uHt eiqikMve when eoAefentl^ condensed,

ATOrXS
Thk Bttmar Ziituns publishes (a letter of Dr. Seellger, con-

taining the drst detailed reports from the German party of

observers sent to the AucIcUnd Islands to observe the Trsnsit of

Vanns. Pr Seeliger speaks of tha weather iu these islands as

the most wtstched ImagusaUc , enoush, he says, to dnve an
astronomer to dpepsir “ Clear evenings are very rare, and sun-

shme a phenomenon." On Pec, 9, at 13.45 vm ,
" Venw was

to appear on the sun’s disc , one minute passes after another, and
atUl all is covered At hut the clouds thin a tittle, and without

dark glass we can easily see Venus, that had just entered on tha

son’s disc. The two fret contacts, winch, however, were of less

valne to 11% were lost tberefura. A quarter of an hour afterwards

a httle gap shows itself in the clqnd% the sun breaks through,

and we at once set to work, so as not to lose a single moment
And now comes the wonder

| for nesrly four honrs the sun
remains completely free from clonds. In the east and m the west

thick clouds , only where the sun stands it is clear. Hardly has

Vanns passed off the son’s disc therefore hardly have we com
pletaly succeeded with our measurements, when the sky is egeln

overcast all over To.day the day Is dull, as usual. As affairk

stand we shall very likely have to stop here two or two-and-a half

months lunger, because we have not yet been able to do anj

thing for tha other astronomical data, which are indispensable.

On the one hand it is hardly puwible to do anything in this

climate at this time, and then we finuhcd our general prepara

tlons only a long time after we thought we Khonid do sa”

We regret to record the death of Carl I udwig Christian

Becker, who has for so long been known to students of physical

science in this country m connection with tlie 6nn of hJliott

Brothers lie was bom at RaUeburg, in the Grand Pueby
of Mecklenhttig Strehtz, July 16, 1831, and received bia general

edncation at the Cymnaswm of his birthplaa% of which his

father was Rector He studied his profession with Repsold at

Hamburg, Kraft at Vienna, and Sttinheil at Munich, and came
to London in 1849, joining the firm of Elliott Brothers iii

1858. Withm tbe Inst few yetrs be liecame a member of the

Society of Telegraph Rngineen and Fellow of the Royal Astro

nomical arvl Thysical Societies We believe that there u no
one who haa pursued physical mquines m Fngland who snll not

look upon his loss as that of a personal friend, while his skill in

providmg new appliances for investigation reminds us bow often

tbe most important scientific work is dependent upon the ikillci

mechanician

The Royal Academy of Medicine at Brussels has given its

opinion on the to called “miracle," poaise I«taau, who, It is

said, by divine assistance abstains from taking food, and has

done so for years together Moreover, this muaculoas creature

has some wounds in her hands, side, and feet, which are said (o

be true representations M those of Chrut, and which bleed pro-

fusely every Friday Pr Virchow, the celebrated German
anatomist, has m^e her the subject of a little pamphlet,
“ yeber Wunder ’ The opmion ofthe Brussels Academy, which
Is quite in accordance with that of Dr Virchow, is as follows —
** l4>nise Latean works and requires heat , every Friday she
loses a certain quanbty of blood by her wonnds. When she

breatbee, she exhales water vapour and carbonie acid j her

weight hM not decreased since she hM been obierved 1 she

the^ore consames carbon which is not fiintuhed by her system.

Where does ihe take this carbon from? Physiology simply

replies, ' She cats.' The ellcged shstmence from ell food of

l/oalse Lateen is contradictory to all physiological lasrs ; it u
ther^bre hardly necessary to prove tbat this abstinence Is lut

invantkm. Whosverallegea that IiOmseLaieau is not subject to

pbyfMoglcalUars,ipqitiwoTglt, unUl this isdonephjnlologywill

denote the miiade to bg « decqptkm, CogldyoniN Utaw be
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closely observed night and day by scientific men, the deception

would soon come to light It is of no use to talk of mlrtdes, even

when eleven doors are shut against deceit, as long as the twelfth

IS left open ”

Tim International Congress on Silk cnlture is to hold its fifth

meeting at Milan daring 1876 The Committee has sent a pro-

gramme of experiments to be mad* during 1875 to all silk

cultonsts of Europe This programme treats of the moat Im
portant questions connected with the keeping of silkworms, the

pievention of their diseases, particularly of their “inacunty,”
the latter m a disease which has done great damage of late years

M Pasteur has proposed as a remedy to isolate the deposits of

ova into separate cells , but this has proved totally ineffective

However, with investigators hke Comalia, Duclanx, Botle, and

others, on tins field, it may safely be expected that means and

ways will soon be found to prevent any aenuus diseases from

raging among silkworms and Uielr ova.

Swedish newspapers report the discovery of a large deposit

of hminatite iron ore m the district of Nordlond, Norway, some
fifteen or twenty miles from Dodo, and only about ten or twelve

miles from a Norwegum port which is completely free from itc

The analysis of the ire shows that it contoms between fifty four

and sixty seven per cenL of mm, and only a very small per

oentngcof phosphates.

Pkof Haeckel, of Jena, has been lecturing at the Karlsruhe

Museum on the coral reefs of the Hed Sen. Prof Michclis has

asked him m the Karlsruher 7eitung whether he will give

him the opportunity of a public discussion It is said that

Dr Mmbelis will soon pnbluh a purdy scientific refutation of

“the German Darwin’s " AtUhropogem)

ZhtuileAs Polyteeh Journal contains an account of researches

made by Dr Otto Krause, of Annaberg, on tobacco smoke,

which he finds contains eonstmtly a considerable quantity of

carlxinie oxide The after eifects of smoking are said to be
pnneipally caused by this poiMiuoua gas, as the smoker never

can prevent a part of the smoke from descending to the lungs,

and thus the poisoning is unavoidable The author is of opinion

that the after effcLts are all the more eneigctic, the more in

expenenced the smoker is, and he thus explains the unpleasant

results of the first attempts at smoking, which are generally

ascribed to nicotme alone

A MALADY which threatens great loss to owners of lemon
plantations has attacked the lemon plant, the ongm of whicli is

believed to be the forced cultivation of the fruit, which has taken

place during the last few years. The lemon plant is very hardy,

and infinitely easier to cultivate than the orange, and thia fact

has probably induced a certain amount of carelessness in its

treatment, from which growers are now suflering The tree was
originally a native of the dry and hot soil of Persia, whence it

has bc«i transferred to various other countries, where, under
different circumiitances of sod and climate, it has been made
largely to increase its yield of froit The diseasewhlch has now
made its appearance is called la skheraet, or dry rot, and seizes

the extremities of the plant, sometimea the roots, sometimes the
branches, whence it gradually spreads through the whole ti«^
drying up its sap in lU course. Hitherto attempts have been
made to check the ravages of the new disease, but without sue
cess. It Is said that similar appearances have been noticed in

orange plaatatloni It u suggested that by grafting cuttings of
the healthy lemon plant on the wild orange tree, a new slock of
plants msy be obUmad, and the fruit cultivated on Uees which
have not been sutgected to forced growtK If this plan succeeds,

it is to be hoped that the cultivation of the new non may be
carried on with greater earn in the future

\AprU 8, 1875

Vice Consul Allen, in his report of the trade of Tammy
and Kdung, deecnbet the distiDatfon of the camphor ot con*
merce from Csnstasnomum camphora, Vt„ Nee* et Eb., a* a wkn*
hazardous trade, the distillers having to be constantly on the

alert for fear of attack by the aborigines, who are Dsturelly

opoosed to the continual encroachments Into thdr territory for

the purpose of cutting down the trees for extracting the cam^ior.
No young trees are planted to replace those cut down, nor do
the officials take any cognisance of the diminution which ii being

sorely effected In the supply of a valuable commercial artidc.

The stills are described as bring of a very simple oonstraedoa,

and are built up in a shed m such a manner that tiiey can be
moved as the Chinese advance into the interior A long wooden
trough, coated with clay and half filled with water, is placed over
eight or ten furnaces

, on the trough boards pierced with holes

are fitted, and on these bonids are placed jars contoinmg the
camphor wood chips, the whole bemg rarmounted by inverted

earthenware pots, and the joints msde air-tight by filling them
up with hemp When the furnaces are Ut the steam pane*
through the pierced boards, and satuiaung the chips, causes the
sublimated camphor to settle m ctystals on the inside of the
pots, from which It it scraped off and afterwards refined.

During the summer months the camphor often loses as much as
20 per cent on its way from the producing dlstncts to.the port

of shipment

Mr Uarnum is said to have made an agreement with Idr.

Ihmaldson, the aeronaut of the V S £>atly Cmpkic, to build rix

balloons of yc^ooo cubic feet each, and to make ascents next
spnngand summer, m order to ascertain whether there is a
current from America to Curope The sum paid to Donaldson
as fees is said by theMw }orJt! IVorM to be 4.000/

The Clothworkers’ Company have founded m King's College,
London, one annual exhibition of 25/ for two year* for pro-
ficiency m science, ui>en not only to actual students of the
College, but to all under nineteen yean of age who are
intending to devote themselves to the study of mathematics^
mechanics, physics, chemistry, botany, and zoology Each
candidate may select any four of these subjects.

Dr. Edouard lIiTZtu, of Berlin, who is vreU known for his
researches on the functions of the bniin, has been elected to the
chair of Psychology in the University of ifilrich.

Prof Armstrong, of the London Institution, end Mr E. J.
Mills, D Sc , Assistant Examiner in Chemistry m the University
of London, are candidates for the vacant Jacksonian Profemor-
ship of Natural and Experimental Philosophy m Cambridge
University The other candidates are Mr W. N Hartley,
Mr James Stuart, and the Rev J C W Ellis.

Mr A H Garrod, of Kmg t College, Cambridge, ha* been
appointed Fullerian Professor of Physiology to the Royal Ti»H-

tution for the next three year*.

A TELEGRAM ha* been received by the Beriin Aftlcan Society
from Lisbon announcing that Herr Homeyer, the African tra-
veller, had safely reached Loaada, whence he proposed
for the interior on the iith of Febroaiy Herr Homeyer hnl
been everywhere very well received

The Scottish Meteorologieal Society, through it* preriden^
the Maiquu of Tweeddole^ bee addressed to Sir Stafford North-
cotea letter oiging the claim* of that Society on Government for
support A* our readers ere aware^ this is not the first tiautlds
Society has urged it* dslnu for assistance on Government ; Uk
advantageomly situated, and has done very myeh both for thn
advancement of the science of meteorology and for the practicah
appheadon of its reaulu in diRctk»is benefirial to th* consby «t
latge. It assuredly deserves the coontanance of the GoveaBcol^

NATURE
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van it for nothing dss th«n the pncticnl retulU of iti Ubonn,

and we have no doubt that the ttatementi forwarded to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer will be Mtioualf considered, with

the result that the prayer of the Sodety will be granted.

Wl take the followiiig from the Thntt —The vote pro-

posed this session for Aid to the Science Comnussiott Is

b«t 597f It is fully exjiected that the labours of the Com
mission will be completed by the end of December , but

there is much work yet m hand Five reports have been pub-

lished, and five more are in preparation, on—i, Sctenee Teach

tng in Public and Endowed Schools
,

a, the University of Lon

doa } 3, the Scotch Universities , 4, the Irish Universities
, 5,

the Advancement of Science Reports on science teaching in

pablie and first-grade schools in England and on (he aid given

by the State to science m France have been prepared by the

secretary It is proposed ibat three of the Commissioners

diould vUt the variow colleges in Germany to make inquiry

with regard to scientific instmctioa and the advancement of

frtiy— in tb«r conntiy

Fkom the Annual Report of the Geologista* Assoaatlon we
kam that that Sodety is in a pru'<iieruas condition 1 he increase

to its nnmbers dunng last year wai thirty one, and the total

nSinber of members of all classes was, on Jan 1st, 339

Thi sotrk ofthe Pans Observatoiy, which took place on the ist

Vi* April, war a very bnlhant one The saloons were crowded

with provincial nnunfr and their lamihea llie great glass of the

new reflector had been arranged on its edge tin the Mcndian

Hall, so that viiitom might admire the perfection of its polub

The company retired at a late hour, and on the folloanng

twining^ we regret to say, M. Leon Levemer, the eldest son of

be llluitnous astronomer, was found dead m hu bed He was

thirty-seven yean of age, a pnpU of the Polytechnic bchool, and

the consnltfaig diemut of the Western Railway

Tuk competiliott for prises in connection with the Univenity

of Aberdeen, to which we alluded m our number for March 35

(p. 413), is, we are informed, confined to those who were

matriculated students of the Univenity during Session 1S74 75

Th* African explorer, Dr Mauch, who fell from a window at

Blanbeuien on the 37lh ulb, died on the 4th insL

Wx have received from Dr H Hildebrand Hdilebrandsson,

of Upial, a valuable paper just published on the upper currents

of the atmosphere. Systematic observations of the movements

of the drrus cloud were set on foot at most of the Meteorological

Statiotta in Sweden in December 1873, This paper, which is on

•hie diacussion of these observations, is on important contrlbu

ti(m to the vital queitlon of the oirculation of the atmosphere

,

we «b»ll give a detailed notice of it m an early number

An interoataonal conference for tdegraphy wdl be held at SU

Petenbugb on the ist ofJune Twenty four nations and twenty

ubmailne companies are said to have agreed to send delegates

to delibente on a new telegraphic convention.

By the will ot the late Mr James Youngs of Boutnemonth, the

testator leaves, amongst other legacies, the sum of 100/ to John

Stenbonsev M.D , F R.S , to show his appreciation of his ser-

vices to wmikind by the great diaeoveiy of charcoal os an air-

flltmr.

Fast 3 Ptkrmcmlt MtttktduHgtn contains the beginning

of a leport on livingrtone’s travels in Central Africa, from 1866

to 1873, with extracts from Us jonraals, and a large map drawn

by Petermann after the Eag^ editum of Livingstone’s journals.

Sven the most locent discovenes are entered on the map , for

fa***""*! the outlet of the Tanganyika Lakei diiooveicd by

Canwraib «l>i^ tUs lake is In direct communicatHm with

Iko KHMCO-distrlct of the CaagO! which Livingytmw visited,

without being able, however, to dticem all its relations and con-

nections It is very doubtkl whether in England a map can

already he found, which is m the least to be compared to that of

Petermann

THxmwwMwvxrof the Royal Society, which we announced

in a recent number, took place last evening , we hope to be

able to give details next week.

SupfLEMXNT No 40 of rtUrmanH t MtUheUttngen coniuts

ofa detailed descnptlon of the Alpmc region lying bet ween the

valleys of the Rhine end the Inn, the author bemg A Walten
beigen. It is accompanied by one large general and two smaller

special maps

Tux meeting of the delegates of the Frendi learned societies

was inaugurated on the 31st March, and was held on the tst and

2nd of April, at the Sorbonne The concluding shna was
occupied with the distnbution of rewards, under the presidency

of M WalloD, the new Mmisler M WoUon gave a summary
account of all the works which are corned on with the help of

Government He alluded to a recent law passed by the Na
tional Asaembly, and which now regulates grants to travelling

expeditions. A special commission has been established to

appoint explorers and determine the amount of money required

in each cose m order to fulfil the ends of the journey >Ach
person sent out has to wnte an account of the work done, and
the commission must report on the value of results thus ob
talned

A NKW notation for thermometers has been invented by the

present director of the Copenhagen Meleorologicsl Board, and
consists merely in taking the complement to 100° of each nega

tive d^ee Allhough it has been intended for the Celsius

thcimometer, it can be extended to Fahrenheit with much
advantage m the rare cases in which negative degrees are used

on that scale Suppose the following senes of temperatures

has been obtained +7-3 + 1- S + 4- 3- 2+S, fortho

minimum of successive days in March, according to the new
style It should nm so s- 7 +97 +1+95+4 + 97 + 98+5.
Ihe Sam is 404 minus 4cx> = 4. Mean is equal to f m j If

possible, It la more difficult with Fahrenheit than with Ceisitts

to commit uiy error, and means are taken with each scale with

an equal facility

Frou the Tenth Quarterly Report ot the SubWealden
Lxploratlon, we learn that the totid depth of the new boring

commenced February 11 is 373 feet From the surface to the

gypsum, say about 127 feet, the beds consuit of alternating shales,

limestones, and calcairaos clays, all effervesciiig w ith acid
, more

or less fissured, varying in compactness and hardness from (hat

of Furbeck kerbstone to that of Windsor soap. A considerable

thickness, over 30 feel, of pale grey sand and sandstone imme-
diatdy succeeds the gypsum, followed by calcareous shales, to

the Kimmendge day at about 390 feet. This sand is supposed

by the authoiities to be the representative of the I ortlond series.

It contains casts of annelldes and the claws of one or two small

i

qiecie^ of crab. The report contains an account of the bonng

I

at Sperenberg, about twenty three miles south of Berlin, which

I

wss prosecuted to a depth of 4,172 feet

! Thk additions to the Zoological Society s Gardens duniig the

I

peat week indude a Red bellied Wallaby (Halmcturus hlhr-

dun) from Tasmania, a Vulpme Phalan^ {Pha/ang ita xml

/tixa) frtan Australia, presented by Mr Bolton Glonvill Lorney

,

I

a Letter Suipbnr-crested Cockatoo [Caeatua sul/Aumt) from

Motoecas, presented by Mr WilUsm Holbom , a Crowned

Partridge (RtlliilHS em/altu) bom Moluccas, presented by Mr
Barclay Field , an Indian Python (Python molumt) from India,

presented by Mr A J S Terns, a Nunns Monkey (Crrw/i

thocM fyrrhonot>u\ from Nubra, deposited , a Wheatear (Saxi.

(oU anantio) European, purchased.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Lohdoii

Royal Society, March 18.—** On the Abioiptlon^pectia

of MeUli volatiliaed by the Oxyhydrogen Flame, by J Norman
lAckyer, FR.a, and VI Chandler Roberta, Cbtmlat Of the

Mint
The authors state that the rcieaichct which hare recently been

publubed on the absorption spectra of various metals, first hj
Kosooe and Schuster, and sabsaquentlv by one of themselves,*

estaUish beyond all question the facts tnat

—

I In addition to the well known Ime-spectra, channelled

space spectra are produced by the vapours of certain metals ]

and,

a Such spectra are produced by vapours which HC com
patent to give, at other times, not only line speolrsi but con

tinuous spectra in the blue, or blue and red.

As the temperature employed lor the volatisation of the metals

in these experiments did not exceed bright redness, the range of

metals examined was necessariiy limited It was Oletefora con

sidered desirable to extend these observations to the less fusible

metals os well as to ascertaui whether the spectra of tbosa which
volatilised at the lower temperature would be modified by the

at plication of a greater degree of heat For this purpose thM
employed an oxyhydrogen blowpipe and the lime still used im

Stas for the distillation of silver, his arrangement being modified

in order that the metalUo vapour might be conducted into a Utne

tube or tunnel heated to whiiencsi^ ao placed that a beaib from

an electric lamp could readily traverse it

The appsiatos employed consists of a block of lime traversed

by a tube 16 oi centlms. long and 30 millims. diameter A

mnnlcates with the centre of the tubft The ends

tunufl In the lime were closed by glass plates

snltable clip Small lateral orifices Were cut m the lime for theclip

insertion of tobaooo<pipe stems, through which a stream of

hydrogen could be passed into the tube and receptacle.

An electric lamp wsf placed opposite one end of the tube and
a spectroscope onbosite the other This lost instrument was by
t)eaagiL of Hdoetberg, and its single prism, the angle of whicfi

was 60, was capable of distinctly separating the D lines, at the

some time that it enabled ns to see the whole spectrum in a
mgle field of view, an essential point in such mquiTieSt

Some prelimini^ experiments indicated the adviiability of

increasiug the len^ of the column of v^ur 1 o effect this, a
tube 30 centlms. long was made in a fresh block of lime, tne

eatnty being arranged as before ,
in each end a short accurately

fitting iron tube, luted with a mixture of graphite and fireclay,

waa inaeited { and (he total length of the cedumn thus faocame

60
The lime-block with Us fittings was (hen placed In a charcoal

ftunace, by means of Which the whole could be raised to th^
tamperatura. As soon u tht bloOk was heated to bitght tM
MSS, the mate], the vapour of whish woa to ba axomlnad, wOU
urttoduGcd into the laceptocla, a]i4 the Bonia of (ho oxybydroMa
blowpipe was allowed to play on its uppn surfooe, cara being

taken to emplin an excoo of bydrogen. In almoat every case

the metal expenmented on Was ra^dty eolatihsed (the c]iiete<

tloni bifag gold and fialladlaW) As the glass piatea M|ddiy
basoM clouoad by the coBdentatloa of (be metallic vapeOnt s
waa naosssaiy to adopt on ariangewaot by whisk they eonid be
eatil/ replaced. The anthon assured tbcnttelvM that aidda wora
noyirsaent to distuib the accun^ of the results

Ttiey fiscertaUttd that the emdof oxides, and of tile metalnc—
‘ute a geoend abtotptioti

fasts of abeotpUoo wfach
, _ _ in example of the method.

Fifty gtanuMe of
— ’

obviously^ifiemt from tte tptaal cl

8d^lb«^v%,"irid

... of vapour far ahMt
tatt sliiMii

Wfththe smalla thicknaas given tqr the first line bloeh« and
Witn a MB poweiiul blasts the spectrum of sliver cooifatcd

atWofpddft u the bl^ Wbkv at times cxtemled almoat I

gteeii

With tha alseiaied thbe and b stronger Uaet an ati

diannallad spaaa abaarptiaa was obiam^ tha ohanitals

far enoogh apart to render them very censpicuoui in the fi„ ..

(rterwj attkeeaineihaetliei# wassentumonB abeee^iqa in

• Lodeysrt Pros. Itag. fiew'v. sdi, p. Hw

bine It Wu fpedally tdnetvad that then wat no abaoipticat hi

the red.

Tha resulti of exparimentt cm tha Mowing mofab and metal*
loids are then detenbed i—-Copper, sodiun^ calcfaw, alaminhmi,
sine, cadmium, manguiese^ iron, cobalt, mdiel, cfarominitt, tin,

antimony, bitmutfa lead, thalUum, g(dd( pallidhtm, lelemhmy

a lower temperattm Fittt, iit paiudug ftom Ibe ifdoid to the

most perfect gaseons statei vapourt are composed of moUciilei
of different orders of complexity j and second, this oomplaafty
IS diminubed by the dissociating action of heat, each moieealar
simplification being marked by a distinctive spectrum. Thera
is also an intimate connection between the ladlity with wbiQi the
final stage la reached, the group to which the element bUlOligib

and the plaoe which it ocoopica fa the solar atmoipherth

" On Traumatic Inflammation of Connective TUsne,” by 0
Thin, M O Communioated I9 Prof Huslayv See H S

Linnean Bociaty, ^ril i ~Dr O J Allman, F ItS.,
president, in the chaur —The President, on taking the chair, laid 1

i*
1 cannot allow the bnainess of the evening to commence with-

ont one Word expretaive of tha deep sorrow which we all feel fa

the death of one of our most dntmguished Fellowa and ablcit

officers. In our late traasurer we had a man of tcfliwd and col*

tivatcd mind, of honest and straighlforward purpose, and of a
simplicity and kindlmett of character that endeared him to all who
' ~ iw him Mr Honbun has been taken away fiom ns at a time cd

when we might still nave looked lorward tomuch and VafaaUa
work, and it now only remains for us to accept in sorrow the
Ion which deprives the Society of a conscientiousuid e^^cient
officer, and many of ns of a valued friend —^Tne Mowing

read ‘--Notes on OtttMu vulgaris^ Lant, by Mr
nectlon of vegetable OfgsnftdnsMltchelh—On the connectlo

Laboratory of toe Brown Institution. A report of thb paper
will shortly appear m tha Proceedings of the Koyal Society

Chemical Society, April i —Prof Abel, R 8 , fa tha
chair —Keeearches on the action of the copjir sine couple on
orgaiuc bodies (vuL) 1 mi chloroforai, bromoraem^ and iodofitfm,

by l)r J 11 Gladstone snd Mr A Tribes wis nod by tlw
latter —Ur W A Tilden then read a paper on tha artion of

;anic bodies (iL) 00 tur
”

molecular oompound ol

le action of alcoboUc potasn, yicias mtrmo^
-Dr A W Hofmann made two communi*

, I one^ on the decomposition Of ^ fidmi
natca by ammonia and by Mlpburettcd hydrogen , tha Qtkar« a
striking lecture experiment showing the atomic iclations ofoxygon
and duorlne.

ipeciinmu of BmituagracUh, Hort., were sentfitun Ttetthaa
OatdensbyMK 8ttvens.-Mr Orotai F L.&, sot aattoell fttw
thaProoeadingeof the Agri*HMti«dtiiral Soefa^rdf Indfa, idotira
to the growth offungl in iheintnrlorofant-hllla, Accordnif t*t>r.
Cnimlneham the s^es was an Agancut 01 the SMUionXqfeW^
They OM <n>m a peculiar Mhatenea foend fa tha aBi4iil% and
which probably coniists qf vegatabia ddbtis petmaated by
mycelinm, Attudlim to Belt, a.^&i]ar tabstancafa fotmd U theum of the leaf cutting ante 01 Nkaiagno, and 11 snppqied bf
him to serve as food, the ante euttilig iM KOrihg tha lehw m
tlm take of th^ungi which are .snbasquaiitly developed in tho
ddbris.—Prot Tiiiaettea Dyer exblbitcd^ondcr the rnfauMOope,
examples of the aiooeporti Of yeast They wera tSiafad^
ctdUvaiing yeast on moM sfaM of plaslet ef n^Ui a i&ntk
atmoaphore. After abmtt tan days thy adla if the yamti whUh
had been starved by this treatment, devekqied from two to fMT
spores IB thciT interior Tbcae, when placd under appronlata
ee«U^ were faradt^ ealMUe of gmfaMfafauk^

D,s^5nSdo-

&*%ra'^M«fa78|rab fa^aast-C^I^t^fiS
Sodetys report on the obtetvatiotu e* {dunologicaf
weiunlacatfoiitlw tobl^—Dr Mat^ called attanttaMt t» thb
baantfad ipiOrtn of theM of Cfaffirafawawfa
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G«Mna MMtiBg.->W A. UndMiy, McnUnr, ia the chair —
The Rerk M T Uctkalnr OiUlcd attentim to the variooa obiccu
efhitapetttehlbUcd.

Anthrop^fioal Institute, Marah 13 — A Lane Fox,
pteaident, in the chair —The Frendent cOmmnnicated a note on
the cheat neaitaniiient of raetnlu for the army, polnUiig oat how
the deparure fnea a nnUbnn method of meMorlng gave rlie to

pabhe expenditure, ohd often to the 1m of good
and lovad mao to the idmct The method employeci CoL
Fok himself at bb depot was explained, and a table ot statistics

was enhifaitad in Ulastiation of bis ramsrks.—The Rev Danbor
It Heath, M A, read a paper entitled “ Molecnles and Paten
tial life." The object of the author was to adduce arguments
to dww that there is a physical foundation for the measurement
Of vitality The labours of Dr lioncl Beale enabled us to put
the asaonnt of protoplasm, or Uvmg matter in the adult human
body, at about I5lbs. in weight Every vital aChon of every
sort or kmd hills a portion of that matter, and the mechanbm
by whidi Its death u oompematad, by the vitsluation of fresh

pabulnin, was anatomically and physiologiLaliy described

Hence it foiiowsd that every unit of physical action corresponds
to the death of a unit of protoplasm, a^ a unit of vital actum
Is et the smtia lime exhibited 1 he death of protoplasm at the
oniside Of a cell was described as diminishing the velocity stid

therefore the pressure of the oalslda diasoebted atoms, the con
teqaeact of which was the deposit oi the proaimate ptihciplcs

Iticb as hbfine, ftc-i and a rush of fresh pabolam inwards into

the Cell —Mr O S^Kinahan, F G b , contribuUd a paper on
a prehbtaiic road at Duncan s Flow, Ualt^baagh, Co Antrim

Bntonologlcal Society, March IJ —Sir Sidney Smith
Saunders, president, tn the chair —Mr Sealy exhibited sped
mens of an Orni/ht^era bred from larva, taken in Mabbor In

peat numbers oft ArUtalcekla ittJiea —Prof Westwood exhi

nted drawings of aeveral undcicribed Coleoplera of remarkat le

forms, of which he intended to communicate the desenptious.

Amongst them was an Insect from Ibe collection of M Mnbzeth
Which bore a strong resembbnee to a Jlhjftedft, and which be
had named XhutKittM Mnuuchti, but was really a lleteromerous

insect —Mr M Lachlan rem irked that on close exammation
the species of exhibited at the last meeting by Mr F II

Ward did not correspond with the description of 7 dtmesttca of

the Umted btatea, nor with the descriptions of any species with

which he was acquainted —Mr Butler communica ed some
olt^l remarks o« the recently published work onthed/Fw^a/tf
by 1^. Bobduvalis-'rh* ^ F Murray lead some remarks
on the apecica ot rlruti, forming the Hccabe group, which
landed to ahow that the inaects which bad hitherto been conn
dered dbtiuct species under the names ofA" tiope, M^n Frtnda
Dmbl and Hew ,

and dnW, Hotiif , were mostly, if not all,

referable to but one specie*, T Httabe, Linn Prof Westwood
suggested that the case might be analogous to ceiuin species of

Where certain forma e.g P tutfita, E»p , and P babel

Ikd, Stepk, now univertalfy racognbed as varieties of P
Unn,, hod long brnn oouideied as speoifically distinct Prof

Westwood also anggesUd that attanboa ahould bt paid to the

tltMofappeatanoeafthe vatlotbfotTns, and the period noted

dnrlBg wueh they leinaltMd in the pupa stage Mr, Butler

lammad that the Utter ubcemstauM had an unpurtant bearing

It the ease of ji/ax, Linn —Mr J S Baly eonitmmlcated

dascilptlpu of new gentia and tpedes oi Phytopbagoui Coleo-

ptera.—Mr C O Waterboswa oamaannkated a paper on the

Lamelllcoin Coleoptera of Japan.—Mr F Smith read desenp-

tioni of new spechs ^ Indian Aculeate Hymenoptcra collected

by Mr G R James Rothney, and also descriptions of new
spet^ of bees of the genus Nopua, LatiieUei

Inatitntlon of Chril Englnaen, Matdl <3 —Mr Thos E.
Hanrban, pmident, in the choir —^Tha papers read were on

the by Sir WiUbm Wright, Aaaen.liM. C K. j and

m the constrnction of the Albert Dock at listen nxnfHuU,

hf Mr J(An Ctaika Hawk^aw, M A , M. C £.

Victoria (PbUonephleal) Inailtuta, April t —Mr C
Brool^ ?R.S, in the chair—A paper 0(1 the tuUtlon of the

S^ptare account of the Deluge to Physical Boiciioa, by Prof

Chaflis, F R 8., waa read.

Mancuutu
Llteraiy and PfaUosophtcal Society, Meich aj—Mr

jKdwtrd SoinKick, >,R.9 , premdsiU, ia the ohau—On dis-

tnri^ in a cava at Thayin^ near ..Schaffhauien,
by Aithu*

trite. Watefe F.G S.

Rioa
Society of Natufallsta, Scpt, a, i874..^A number Of Sped,

mens, mainly of ornlthaloi^cal interest, were presented to the
Society by Dr C Berg, of Buenos Ayres, and others —Prof
Sebweder then spoke at length on self lotion of hay he attri
bates the fint cause of the riie of tempemtiun in bundles of hire
to the chemical decomposition of the nay Itself

Mept lA—M Behrmann spoke on the cousUtution of red and
yellow pruMiate of potub and gave the graphic represenution
of both, showing the four free atomldly bonds in Cfy (Fe* Cy.l.
andthesUinCfily(Fe"'jCy„)

'

Oct 14.—Prof Kiesentsky presented a number of rare spe
ctes of planb for the herbarium of the Socieyt The paper read
was "On Microscopic Investigation of Rocks, by Prof Petr*
hold— Ur Nauck then exhibited some specimens of
ptstlfbrmis bterl by him —The pubhcatlon of the Society con
tains a detailed list by J H Kawall, of all the Work dime by
the new Russian socieile* of nafuralbta and comprises the
societies of Charkow, St Petenbuig, Moscow, Kewaa, and
Odessa.

StOCkHOLM

Kongl Vetenskaps Akademiens F irhandllngar. Sept 9
and Oct 14, 1S74 —The followinu papers were r^ —On
some peculiarities m the isothermri curves and the relations
aniungsl iliiferent kinds of specihc heats in the mechamcal heat
theory, by Prof C, R Dahbnder —On the mfluimce of buds

I

upon the comixisiUon of foesilileruus strata, by Dr G Lisen,

—

()n two deouctions from Cauchy s theorem of mathematical
rolls by G Mittag Leffler On the magnetic measurement of
iron I re deposits, 1 y Prof R Thalcii —Calculation of the rela

tive disturbances of planet (iis) iphigeoio, by Dr J O
Bocklund

COTTINCBN
Royal Society of Sciences Dec 1874.—The following

papers were read 1— Uii the induence of thejMsitain of tun and
muon tt(Hm vulcanic eruptioua, by b von Walieishausin —On
the bansknt verbal root a& aUil its tierivauvci in Greek and
Latin by 1 b Uenfey —On the Uwa ol voltaic wdnelion, by
Ed Riccke ~Un tht molecular motion of two particles, with
reference to cbtr a law of alectnc lorce, by the tame —On the
morphology and pbysiolngy oi the facet eye of Art culata, by
Dr Grenather of Rostock , tn elaborate treatise on the subject,

with a view to prova that the morphology of the comimaad cyaa
is perfectly compatible with Darwin s theory

Paris

Acadediy ofSciencea, March as.—M M Frdmy in the
cluiir —^The following papers ware read - Study of the proceaa

m the human mind in the research of the unknown, by aid
of observation and experience, fee., by M Chevreul This ii

the outhoi s second paper on the subject, and treata of tht iawa
of vision and of the suDuItaneous contrast of colours. -On the
stabdity of the salts of the fa'ty acids in tiie presence of water,

end on the reciprocal displacement of these acnls, by M Berthe

lot Mainly the alkalmt salts arc considered 10 their behaviour

with excess of water, base or acid, and the amds Ueated of, with
r^ard to subetitotion of each other, are formic, acetic, butync,

and valeric acidii On the association of native platinum with
rucks of a chrysolite base in the Ural , orlgmal relauon of thia

soctsd to riiromitc, by M Daubrde —Un the variations or pen*
o^cal ^ngea in the temperature (tenth note)

,
period of the

twtlve<fohl twentieth day, by M Ch boiota Claira Dtville.

—

The Academy then proceeded to the nominatloii of a new corr<>

spoudent to its Mechanical SectHm, m heu of tha late Mr Faar*

bairn. M. Bodaau was duly elected in hu stead.—llie President

then addressed a few words to M BoUquet de la Grye, the chief

(d the expeditran scut to Campbell Island to obsetve the Tranwt
of Venna, and thaokad him and the other members of the expe
dithm, ^ the uame of the Academy, warmly for their untiring

effosta to obtain latisfectory results. After a short acknowiedg
ment M. Bouquet de la Gryc read a paper ou the aetontiiio docn

meats iceoidiM; the observations made at Campbell Island , the

olnmation oTthe Tiaasit of Venus wese iwt succeufnl, but the

observen have brought borne munatous naults of other sdentlfio

observations, which in some degree atone for the disajiTOintment

with the tore {dienomeaou of the tsansit —A note by M Maim
bcimonM Ribaucour’s paper road at tlm last meetmft on sum
properties of curvet traced on suriaees.—A note by M. Moata^
cw tht Hnaai dlffsreiititl tquatMsis of the seoond order.—On
the niHntllj tif nsjjiii wlilrh thr blood can absorb at the diA*
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of iMHtUarut ptrsptcua^ t s^e* of GMteropod*, ,

GUid.—On the uJIneiice of the nervooi mten nponthe letpin/-

tion of in»^ with ipccial leference to Dytiscus margtHoits,^

M E Faivre.—On • new electro>inedic«l giUvanoKope, bjr M
J Morin —A note by M L. Hugo, on the idenUfic ba*u of the

decimal and metne ayitem.—A memoir by M L. A. Raimbert,

on the treatment of carbunclea bv Mb-cutaneous injectioiu ofanti

virulent hquida—A memoir by SL Barot, on an appantui with

continuoni and graduated extnwionfor the treatment of fractured

legii.—M Churcbill then made some commnmcatioiii relating to

cholera, and MM Cnusard and Mohni some on Phylloxera.

—

Through M Jos^ da Silva Mendes-Leal, the Portuguese Minister

the Academy received an original letter from benor Manoel
Godinho de Heredia, indicatmg the discovery of Australia

by the Portuguese.—M Boussmganlt then read a transla

lion which he had made of this letter, and M de Lexseu
made some highly interesting observations on the same sub

ject—A note by M Langley director of the Alleghany

Observatory on the relative temperature in different solar

regions. Thu u the first communication on the subject and
it treats prinapally of the temperature of the black nuclei of

snn-spota—A note by M Maurice f«vy, on the theory of con

tinned straight beanu.—Un the ermations of the fifth degree by
M Dnoschi —A memoir by M Max Mane on the classifca

tion of cubical integrals of terminated volumes by algebraic sur

faces geometrical definition of surfaces which are capable t

algebraic cuboture.—A note byM J M Oaugain on the theory

01 the processes of magnetisation —On the molecular equil bnum
of solutions of chrome aTum, by M l.ecoa de BoisbatSr
’ * '

' nations of the chlonnaledthe boil

iron —On
^ ^ derivatives of

toluene, by M O Hinnchs.—M Des Cloiseaux then presented

to the Academy an instrument constructed ujion the indications

of M Jannetiaz, for the detetmmation of the axes of elhpses m
erv stale.

March ag—M Frdmy in the chair —The following papers

were read —On the observations of temperature made at the

Jardm des Plantes dnnng the meteorological year 1874,

with the electiical thermometers, under naked and grass

covered soils
, ^ MM Uecquerel and Edm. Becqueret —

Researches on sugar beet root by MM E. hrdmy and P P
Uelidtain.—A note by M Des Cloiseaux, on the oyioxenic

element m the rocks associated with platmnm. In the Ural —

A

memoir by M Boussinganlt, on the comparative analysu of

glutmous biscu ts and some other feculet t aliments MM
Thensid Bouilland and Chevreul then made some renmrks on
thi s Iject —lie Aesdemy then n immated M J ly as corre

s M I irni to Its section fur 7o( lo)iy and Anatomy in lieu ofM P
G rvais who Was elected a member of the Academy and a nura
lier o cninmissoiis were n minat d to supe intend the compe
tills I he ffeten yr res if the Academy —On the d ssolu

tu n of hydn ge 1 y metals and the decomjiosition of water by
ir n ly M LI roost ui d P llautefeuille researches treating

pr nc pally of iron nickel, cobalt and manganese —On the
chemical equilibrium among gases iodine and hydrogen, by
M G Lemoine.—A note by M Fordoa, on a quick way of
assaying soldeiings containing lead —On the infl ence of the
roots 01 livii g plants on putrefaction by M Jeonnei —On the
natural wells oi the loaite limestone by M bton Meunier —A
note ly MM T eve and Duiassicr on the relation existing

between the nature of steel and Us coercitlve force - A note by
M Decharme on a new means of producing sonorous vibrations

and phenomena of interference on mercury—M F Oamgon
then made a communication of his new researcbea on the mineral
watcis of the Pyrenees —A memoir by M PeaucelUer on the
applicatioii ol articulate systems ( k liaison comjpUte”) to the

read an abridged histoty of Ae probea
sounding instruments used up to the present day—M de Moloa,
d pr0pot of a recent communkation of M Mmer, leminds th«
Academy of his observations which prove the necemity of crush
mg the nodules of phosphate of hme to render their use eflkacioui
in agricnltiire. -A note by M J Tardies, on the t^exion of
light—A note by M Maillard, on the treatment of cholera.—
MM B. Dilge% A. Mornaid, BarthelAny, A. Bcmteille, and
Dupoux, then made some communications on Phylloxera.—^Tbe
Minister for TcMga ASsbs transmitted to the Academy a letter

from the French Cosml at the Cape ol Good Hope, announdag
the amvel at Table Bay of the members of the Commission seat
by the Govenanent of the United Stetes to Kerguelen Island to
observe the Tran it of Vinvs. The observations were generally

saccessfnl, as well as thoee of the English par^ of obterven at

the same island —MM. Shrel, Ctoe^^ineUi, G and A. 'nssm*
dier and Jobert, then annoanced the saccess of thdr baUoMi
ascent made cm Mardi 33 and 34, under the anspices of the

French Avrottiulical Society They remained twenty two bonis

and forty minntes in the atmospboa, and they hope shortly to

commni^te to the Academy the scientific results ot thdr obeer*

vations and expenmenU —M Dumas then produced before the

Academy the copy of a document existing in the archives of the

lomon de Cans, with a view to complete tl .

regarding this sage who died in Pans in ifiafi.—A note by
M G rottiet, on some consequenoei of a general theorem
relating to an implex and a system of sur&cei.—A note by
M Hugo Gylden on a method to calculate the absolute

perturbations of comets.—On the residues of the seventh powei^
by M P Pepin.—A note by M Brioschi on his paper
read at the last meeting on equations of the fifth degree.—
On the relative temperature in the different regions of
the sun by M LangW This is the second paper on this

interesting subject (the first was read at the last meetms), and
treats of the equatorial and polar regtona.-A note ly M
Loguene, on a theorem of geometry M Otsian Bonnet then

made some remarks on the sabject—On the error in Poncelet’s

formula relating to the evaluation of areas, byM Chevillieb—On
the double mtenor reflection in doubly refractive uniaxial crystals,

^ M Abna.—Chemical researches on the uric gronp, by M E.
Grlmanx —On the Amphipoda of the Gulf of Marsellle^ by M
J D Calta.—On the sal ne deimits in the lavas rf the last

eruptions of Santorm, by M F Fouqu^ M Ch. Sainte Claire
Devillc then made some remarks on this paper The same
gentleman piesenletl to the Academy the meteorological obaerva
turns made at Baiigcs at the Plantade Stauon, and on the
summit of the I ic du Midi M H Kesal presented a new
publication of the Society of Civil Fngineers of Great Bntain,
and made some remarks upon it —M Chasles remarked on a
note of M Genocchi d ptopot of a recent^mmunlcation of M

ipression

fund on of three elliptical
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
JOURNAL

Jeurnal ofthe Royal Agricultural Soaely of England
Nos. 30 and 2i Second Senes.

I

The Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

greatest Agncultural Society in the world, has on
its roll 5,846 members It was founded upwards of

thirty years ago, by men to whom the igncultural classes

are largely indebted It has issued ever since a half

yearly volume of Transactions, in which most valuable

papers have appeared from time to tune

We propose to review the two last numbers, 20 and
31 the present notice is confined, to No 20 It

contains sixteen papers, which treat of vaned and
Interesting subjects. It begins with a long paper, by
Prof Wnghtson, of Cirencester, ‘ On the Agnculture

of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which affords evi

dence that Mr Wnghtson laboured diligently dunng
a tour in that country, to collect facts. The most im
portant conclusion deuced from his inquuies is that

" there is little for the Englishman to learn from Hunga
rlan farming ” If consolidation of farms be ever earned

to an extreme limit,
" a valuable lesson may, however, be

taken from that country, where it is no uncommon thing

to sec hundreds of thousands of acres under a central

management. Hut it is not likely that farming will ever

be practised in England on that gigantic scale

The most readable paper in the Journal is abiogra

phical sketch of the late Sir Harry S M Thompson,

Bart, of Kirby Hall, Yorkshure, whose lamented death,

last year, left a blank in the ranks of the Society not

easily filled This notice has been contributed by Earl

Cathcart and it affords ample evidence that his Imdship

IS a man of ability, a good writer, and a man of fine feel

mgs and disposition. The late Sir Harry Thompson,

Bart ,
better known as Mr Thompson, was one of the

most active members of the Society Speaking from

a slender personal acquamtance, we would say that he

was a man of great mdustry and of remarkable capacity

for business He sought to probe every subject to the

bottom He had one quahty, which is one of the best a

pubhe man could possess—^e was true to his convic-

tions. It IS generally considered that in filling up im

portant offices m ffie Society he committed grave

mistakes , but believing himself to be right, he urged his

views with his usual abihty, and with that strong will

which enabled him to conquer many difficuities, and won.

We commend to the careful perusal of the landed gentry

who aspire to take a leading part in agncultural progress.

Lord CathcarPs biographical notice, in which they will

find die outhnes of a splendid career, told with smgular

truthfhlness and feheity

The contributors to this Journal may be divided into

two classes—amateur and professional. Lord Cathcart

bdongs to the former doss, and so does Mr J Dent

Dent, of Ribston Hall, Wetherby, who contributes an

admirable p^cr under the modest title of " Agncultural

Jottings from the General Report of the last Census of

You xn-Na 285

England and Wales ” It is rather behind bme, but is

throughout a candid and thoughtful paper “On the

whole,” concludes Mr Dent, “the number of small

holdings IS more considerable than was imagined, the

demands of the towns are not beyond the means of

supply, and the condiUon of the agricultural labourer is

fast rising to a more equal rank with that of the skilled

artisan.” Accordmg to the returns consolidation would

appear to have reached the climax m England The
numbers who are described in the returns for 185 1, 1861,

and 1871 as farmers and graziers arc as follows —
1851 24943*
1861 249,735
1871 249,907

Independently of these, there is a vast number of

holders of small pieces of land The census returns do

not furnish the exact figures , but by another official

inquiry, returns of h\c stock were obtained from 469444
occupiers of land in England and Wales in 1871, a

number which was increased to 481412 in 1873. It may
be assumed that the number of farmers and graziers

accounted for in the census of 1871 devote their whole time

to these pursuits, and that agricultural labourers, trades-

men, artisans,and others,who occupy small holdings,make
up ffie remainder of those who furnished returns of live

stock But untd the fact was revealed bythese statistics,the

public was not prepared for the announcement made by the

enumerators that in “ England there are about 350,000

separate holdmgs, not one of which exceeds five acres in

extent, and that this number is exclusive of the gardens

attached to all classes of dwelling houses, includmg those

of labounng men ”

It IS strange that in the face of these facts the leadmg
organ of pubUc opinion has recently laboured to show
that small farmers are rapidly dying out

Professional writers appear in great force in this

number of the JoumaL Dr Voelcker, F R.5 , consultmg

chemist to the Society, contnbutes two papers, Mr
Carrutbers, F R S

,
consulting botanist, contnbutes an

onginal paper and a translation , Mr Jenkins, F G S ,

secretary to the Society, contributes a paper on the culti

vation of potatoes, with special reference to the potato

disease, which was pretty certain to be eagerly perused

by all the members of the Society, Prof Simonds,

Prmcipol of the Royal Vetennary College, contnbutes a
report on the health of farm animals ,

and Prof Brown,

V S
,
pnncipal inspector of the Veterinary Department,

gives us a paper “ On inoculation with the virus of con

tagious pleuro pneumonia of the ox.”

It IS no light duty to review these papers With us it is

not a voluntary task , and this must be our apology for

any cnticism which may appear severe. Prof Brown
treats of a sul^ect which has anracted a good deal of

attentiom Prof Simonds, some years ago^ condemned the

practice of inoculation as a means of preventing pleuro

pneumonia Prof Gamgee has since often repeated his

entire belief in it Prof Brown, with that caution which

has characterised him, has been regarding it as an open

question He has written much on contagious diseases

,

but he has rarely been aUe to arrive at any settled views

His present contribution is no exception. In one page

we are told “ science offers no evidence m favour of

inoculation as a. preventive of pleuro-pneumonia.” Then,

SB
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may we not ask, why does a scientific man occupy time

and attention in expenmcnting on it? The experiments

recorded in this Journal were made with “the exudate

from the lungs of animaLs iihich had been slaughtered on

account of pleuro-pneumonia.” It was assumed that the

virus of the disease was present in this exudate We
should like to know on what evidence this assumption is

based We believe that the virus of the disease is given

out m the breath, and is not found in any of the secre-

tions , and that none remains, or can be generated in the

system, after death We have deduced this conclusion

from our own experiments and, according to our inter

pretation, the experiments upon which Prof Browns

paper is based support the same view Every competent

authority now believes that the virus of contagious pleuro-

pneumonia IS communicated by a living diseased to a

living healthy animal If the virus could be commum
cated in any other way into the respuatory passages, there

IS every reason for thinking that the disease would be

produced If the virus got even into the blood, there is no

known reason for thinking that it would not reach the lungs

and produce the disease When the Professor states that

he failed to produce the disease with the exudate from

diseased lunt,s, there is some ground for doubting that

the exudate contained the virus, and that the title of his

papier— Observations on inoculation with the wrwt of

conUgious pkuro pneumonia "—is questionable, to say

the least of it

We have next to notice Dr Voelcker s paper entitled

t leld Y xpcrimcHts on Pasture Land " We begm by

remarking that it is more like the production of a tyro than

of a man of well earned reputation Some eight or nine

years ago Dr Voelcker suggested to his former pupils and

others a senes of expenmen ts for testing the efi^acy of

different manures In the paper to which wo mvite atten

tion, the result of one senes of these experiments is given

Dr Voelcker did not supermUnd any of these expenments

They were made in different parts of the country, by men
who wc presume, possess more than average fitness for

dcscnbing their own expenments It is most desurable

that expenments of this kind should be earned out on

different sods and m different circumstances , and, so far,

the scheme set on foot by Dr Voelcker deserves our

highest praise It is to the execution of the scheme, and

to his own report m particular, that we object The
experiments were made at four different places Wc arc

not furmshed with the analysis ofthe soil at any of these

places Among the manures experimented with were

mineral superphosphates, Peruvian guano, crude potash

salts, bone dust &.c It is notorious that superphosphate

vanes greatly in composition It is equally well known
that of Ute years Peruvian guano has vaned greatly m
quality No man knows this better than Dr Voelcker,

and yet in the report under review he does not give

the analysis of a single manure used m these expen
ments. Under these circumstances we submit that false

conclusions are liable to be deduced from the results.

This sort of work is not science, and we call upon the

governing body of the Royal Agncultural Society of

England to put an end to it When we examine with

care the tables and the conclusions sought to be drawn
from them by Dr Voelcker, wc see addiUonal grounds ^

for offenng this suggestion Every fanner of experience
;

knows that the quality of the soil varies exceedingly, not

only on the same form, but in different parts of the sane

field Y xpenmental j,round should, therefore, be treated

with the greatest care In most cases it will be necessary

to prepare it in a variety of ways The writer has a piece

of ground under experiment which he manipulated with

the utmost care. It was dug to a uniform depth, be-
qualities of surface and of soil removed by levelling and

mi\in„ and repeated crops of gram rais^ without any

manure before any experiment was made No such cate

appears to have been considered necessary m under

taking the expenments on which Dr Voeldcer reports.

The tables bear out our view fully as we shall briefly

show In each jdace ten plots were laid out for experl

ment, and two of the ten (Nos s md ro) were left

unmanured In page 431 we are favoured with the

result of one set of these expenuic U ,and we take from

It the following figures —
1 lot Man re

S No manure
8 Crude potash salts

10 No manure

Dr Voelcker concludes from these figures that crude

potash salts dimimshed the produce Now, in lookmg

at the figures we find a greater difference between the two

untnanured plots than between the one to which potash

was applied and either of the others Assuming that this

difference arose from difference of soil, what guarantee

have we that the cnidc potash salts were not apphed to

a soil infenor to cither of the two untnanured plots ?

We take another illustration of our argument from the

Uble, page 433 —
Plot Manure. ^

*^”**Kfc

3 Fine bone4nst 4 13 o
4 MmemI superphosphates and

crude p< lash salts 3 <9 4
5 No manure 2 17 S
6 Common salt 3 18 it

8 Crude poUsIi salts 5 4 O
10 No manure 404

Here we have tlie difference between the two un
manured plots greater than the difference between one
of them (No 10) and any of the manures named
The weight of grass from common salt was more than

that from one of the unmanured plots, and less than that

from the other On which ore we to rely m coming to a
conclusion as to the action of common salt on the land

of the experimenter ? And, again, are we to conclude

that while bone dust increased the produce above either of

the unmanured plots, and while crude potash salts b
creased it still higher, a mixture composed of superphos-

phate and crude potash salts produced less than an
unmanured plot ?

COOKE'S FUNGI'*

Fungi thar Fa/ure, Injluenct, and Usts By M C
Cooke, MA., LL.D Edited by the M J.
Berkeley, M A

,
F L.S —The International Saentific

benes, voL xiv (London Henry S King and Ca,

187s)

The names both of Dr Cooke and Mr Berkeley

appear on the title-page M this work, but b
editor’s preface it u stated that the idiob of the manat
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•oipt wma preporod by Dr Cooke There is very much
that IS interesting in Ais volume, but upon the whole the

book is a disappointing one The editor states that the

work is intended for students, but we fear that the junior

student will be repelled rather than attracted by the hosts

of scientific names of genera and species which crowd

many of the pages with italics Then we cannot but

comlmn the mode of arrangement of the. contents

The mode of division of the work renders it quite im
possible for the reader to obtain any connected account

of the life-history of one single species This we consider

a very grave defect indeed To trace the life histoiy of

(Hie form we may have to refer to the chapters on the

“ Structure,” “ Germination and Growth,” “ Sexual Repro

duction,’ and “Polymorphism" before we can obtain

what wc want This ought not to be, and we venture to

think Dr Cooke would have rendered his book much
more useful if he had given connected hfe histones pf the

most mteresUng and best known forms

Some of the omissions have rather surpnsed us For
example, we do not find any account of the yeast plant, a

form which most students of biology will do well to study

carefully The rather meagre index does not contain the

words “Yeast, “Torula,” ‘ Hormiscium,” or “ baccharo-

myes,” although the word “ yeast ’ occurs in the first

chapter Then there is no account of the life history of

the ergot of rye Its life history is perfectly wUl known,

and most students, whether medical or not, ought to have

some knowledge of it

The book is evidently the work of a systematic rather

than a morphological botanist, and this may account for
j

some of the errors that have been made For example,

the prcKess of conjugation and formation of zygospores
|

in the Mucor is quite correctly described, but in what

way can Dr Cooke apply the term conjugation to the

fertiluation of the oogonium by the antheridium mAihlya
and Peronospora as figured on pages 169 and 171 ? The
formation of the ascogonium of EuroUtm Aspetgtlius-

glaucMs 18 only slightly indicated on p 189, while the

polhnodium is altogether omitted The classification is

that given in Cookes “Handbook,” but, for the use of

the student, we do not think it equal to that given in

Crisebach and Reinke’s translation of Oersted s “ Sys

tem der Pilze," &c
The Lichen theory also receives a share of attention

Schwendener and his followers are condemned for the

“sensational romance of lichcnology,” as it has been

called Truth, however, is often stranger than fiction

,

and ifanyone would take the commonest lichen becm find

and give botanists a complete account of its life his

tory, he would earn the gratitude not only of all algolo

gists, fnngologists, and lichcnologists, but of botanists

generally

The chapters on the “Uses,” “Notable Phenomena,'

“Influences and Effects, “Habitats,” “Cultivation,"

** Geographical Distribution,” and “ ejection and Pre-

servation,” are very valuable , and if the other chapters

had been run together into connected life histones, we
think the work would have been an admirable one. As
It IS, It cannot fiiil to mierest and instruct, and every page

bears evidence of the extensive and accurate knowl^ge
of the autiMH’ The freedom from emrs of the press in

tko ttames of the fungi shows the cm with which the

work has been revised and edited The illustrations are

numerous and good, but there are a few old faces among
them whose absence would not have greatly gneved us.

MM H AND E MilNE EDWARDS S hEW
WORK ON MAMMALS

Recherthe^ pour servtr d Iktstoire n xlurelle des Mammt
Jhes compteuant des coinidi.riti »is sur la ilassificahon

de as animaux par M II Milne Edwards des

obsenattoHs sur I hippepotame de SiU^ti et des Itudes

sur la Iaune de h Chtne et du Tibet Oriental par

M Alphonse Milne Edwards. Two vols. 4to, text

and plates (Pans G Masson, 1868- 74.)

Last year we called our readers’ attention to the

zoological researches lately made m the Tibeto-

Chinese province of Moupin, by the French traveller,

Armand David,* and to the particular importance of his

discoveries in the class of Mammals. The work now
before us gives a complete account of the many new
forms the knowledge of which we owe to the energy of

this excellent traveller and naturalist, besides other im
portant contributions to the history of the same class of

animals

The work commences with an essay by the veteran

zoologist, M H Milne Edwards, upon the general clas

sification of Mammals The system here propounded,

which has many good points, and embraces details already

put forward by the author in previous writings is not one
that we think will meet with very general approval Its

chief feature is the elevation of the marine or pisciform

Mammals (containing the two otders of Sircmans and
Cetaceans) to a second sub class equivalent in value to the

normal Mammals on the one hand and to the Marsupials

on the other, and the degradation of the Monotremes to

a mere subdivision of the latter Prof Huxley’s views as

to the relative position of these groups, not to speak of

his general arrangement of the class, appear to us to be
much mote easily justifiable

The mam body of the work consists of three memoirs
by M Alphonse Milne Edwardr, a worthy son of his

distinguished father, illustrated by a long senes of well-

executed plates, which constitute the second volume
The first of these memoirs contains observations upon
the hippopotamus of Liberia—a smaller form of the

animal now so well known to us from the exhibition of

living specimens in the Zoological Society’s Gardens, and
in other collections. First desenbed 111 America m 1844,

the smaller hippopotamus remained entirely unknown in

Europe until within the last few years when specimens
were procured for the Jardin dts Plantes by the exertions

of Prince Napoleon when Minister of the Colonies The
figure now given by M Milne Edwards is the first that

has been published of the entire animal, and the general

skeleton is likewise now for the first time described, only

the cramum having been known to the American natu-

ralists

I

M Alphonse Milne-Edward’s second essay is entitled

j

“ ]^tudcs pour seivir k I’histoire de la Faune Mamstalo-

gique de la Cbme, ’ and is based upon collections trans-

i

• N*TD«i, wl * p 3« (May 14 '*74)
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nutted from the North of China by M de Montigny, M
Fontanier, and M VAbbd Armand David, eternally tho»e

of the last named traveller, who devoted several years to

zoological researches in the country north of Pekin, and

in the disunt parts of Mongolia, llie senes of Mammals
here treated of is of especial mterest as snpplementing

the diBCovcnes recently made by Russian naturalists in

Central and Eastern Siberia. The forms are chiefly

those cfaaractenstic of the steppe-regions of the great

northern continent of the Old World, such as Stpknetu.,

Crueius, Dtpus, and Spermophilus A full account is

also given of the deer of this district, as also of the larger

and smaller cats Amongst the latter are enumerated the

Ounce {Felts trbis), of which examples were obtained by

M h ontanier, and two species described and figured as

new, under the names Felts rnttroiis and h trtstu

Lastly, M Milne Edwards records the existence in the

mountains situated in the cast of the province of Tchd-li

(as tesufied by M Fontanier) of a singular species of

ape of the genua Macacus, which he designates Af tcheh

ensts Considering that the province of Tchd li is nearly

on the same isothermal line as Pans, the discovery of this

mimal is not a httle remarkable

The concluding essay of the volume relates to a still

more novel mammal fauna than that of Pekin Among
the Yung Ling Mountains, in the far intenor of Chma,

lies the little known principality of Moupm, which we
have already alluded to Here the Abbd David, after a

stay of several years in Northern China, established him

self for a ye.ar m one of the large valleys at an elevation

of about 6,000 feet above the sea level, and m the midst

of peaks ranging up to above 15,000 feet of altitude. Of
the wonderful discoveries which he here made we have

already learnt something from the preliminary notices of

M Alphonse Milne-Edwards on this subject In the

present memoir, deuiled accounts arc given of the many
strange forms of which specimens were obtained by M
D avid in this district Excellent illustrations, not only of

the entire animal, but also of its characteristic parts, add

greatly to the value of the desenpuons, and we now
become acquainted for the first tune with the singular

appearance of Rhtnopithecus roxcllana, a longhaired

monkey with a " tip-tilted ” nose, which inhabits the

mountain forests of Moupm ,
with Neitoiale eltgatis, a

new aquatic Insectivore of the same district , with Scap-^

ioftyx, a new genus of the Mole family, from the confines

of Setchuen , and with Atluropus melaitolencus, from the

inaccessible mountains of Eastern Thibet

The last named animal, which m external appearance

presents some resemblance to a large white bear with a

black band across the back, is most nearly allied to the

Panda /unvr) of the Himalayas, and belongs to the

same peculiar family of Carnivores Besides these, we
have an account of Elaphodus, a new genus of ruminants,

bebngmg to the Deer family, but with very diminutive

horns , and of many other new and interesting Mammals,

which show that the fauna of this part of Thibet is m
many respects akin to that of the southern slope of the

Himalayas On the whole, we think there can be no
question that the present work is one of the most un*

portant contributions that has lately been made to zoo-

logical science, and reflects the greatest credit upon its

accomplished authors.

OUR BOOK SHELF
AnlttiroducHonlo HumanAnaiomy ByWillUm Turner,
M D (Edinburgh Adam and Charles Black, 1875

)

pRor Turner having wntten the article “ Anatomy * In
the first volume, recently published, of the ninth edition

of the " Encyclopsedia Bntanmca,” has, at the suggesticm
of the pnbhshersL reproduced it in a separate form, the
first half of which we have received as a compact volume
of some 400 pages.
This part contains an account of the skeleton, joints,

muscles, nervous system, and organs of special senses
together with a chapter on the mmute anatomy of the
different tissues of the human body The desenptions
are short and make no pretensions to extreme mmuteness,
as may be jud^d from the following reference to the
atlas —“ The first (vertebra) or atlas, has no body or
spine its ring is very large, and on each side of the tin^
IS a thick mass of bone, the lateral mass, by which u
articulates with the occipital bone above and the second
vertebra below ” In the account of the muscles also the
space devoted to each is freoumitly littk more than that
r^uired for the mention of the name —" The supinator
and pronator muscles (of the fore-arm) are all inserted

into tne radius
^
the supinators are the supinator longns,

supinator brevis, and the biceps , the pronators are the
pronator teres and the pronator quadratus.” The nervous
system has received more attention, and the genmal
description of the brain, together with that of its more
intimate structure, is fairly full The author’s mduable
observabons on the cerebral convolutions, together with
his investigations on the relation of these to the walls of
the bony cranium and the sutures, receive their due share
of notice, and are here collected ti^ther for the first bme
The chapter on the ormns of special sense are also well
worthy of study In the histology we cannot help think-
ing that almost too much credit is given to a young and
romising microscoplst, some of whose results are still,

owever, decidedly sub judtee
We find It difficult to decide mentally to what class of

students the work before us will be of most value. To the
ordinary medical student who has but a couple of years
in which to fully master the subject of human anatotny,
the deUil will not be sufficient, and one of the text-books
will be more useful To the amateur reader there is a
mass of technical terms which he will have to attempt to
wade through, almost certainly without success, both on
account of their number and, to him, their meaningles^
ness. To the special investigator of the anatomy of the
nervous centres the chapter devoted to that subject will

be extremely valuable, as the whole work will be to the
advanced student who desires to take a rapid last glance
through his subject before competing for a high examina-
bon place

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor dots mot holdhmtsdfrtsponsMtforopbtiom expressed

by hu correspoMdents Neither earn he esndertaht it retsam,

or to correspond wUh the tanters of, rgeeted mamsser^.
No notue u tahas ofammyrntus comommeafions 1

On the " Law of Fatigue ’ regulating Muscular
Exertion

In Naturx, vol. xi. pp 256 sad 276, Mr Fiuk E. Nipher,
of the Umvenity of lows, has published some mtaesting obser>
vatioos besnng on the '* Law of Fatigue ’ wMch regulates
muscolai exertion, and cnticiset the use which 1 have made of
some experiments published by him, one Mnes of which seemed
tome to be highly confirmatory of the * ‘Law Fatigue” whi^
I bad previously established on the basis of other experimeots
caieialb made, and quite diSerent m pchKiple.
The ’’Lawof Fatigue” isthusstatedmmem "PrindpIesOfAd-

mal Mechanics^”!) 442 —"Law IIL When the sosae masde
(or group ofmuscTes) is kept m eonstaat aetioH until latigae sets
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Mr Nxpket—AijAf Arm [raumg longhtt at cimsiafii rate)

The word* eanstaiit actum are here to be nadentood In the (cnee :

ta which ell mucnlar action need hr enlmab i« contant, VIZ., w w(„b».) I«(calc)froin(«) Dir DiJfpwctnt
diort perioda of oonttachon followed by »hort intervale of rest,

at in walkinff, climbhur, &C. And the velootiet employed ate , . , ^
nndetitood to be, withm certain limits, inch at are need in all

* *“ *55 * 5° +50 +19
detcriptiont of labour * •• 97 .

n i - i 4 -o -MS
The “ Law of Fat^e " (tbnt stoted) it bated by me upon 6* 5 *5

tCTctal and various classes of experiments. * " III \ ^2 u 1,1 . 5 .

Mr Niphet*s experiments (employed in my book, pp 461-65) 5 •'
a? e ' Vn, t I ? * I I

ccmsisted in raising various weights at a fixed rate and at regular i »• ‘5 ‘
‘ t

fotervala through a fixed height, at described in page 463 of my ' " « 1 I i,
book The ‘“Law of fatigue " in thit cate led me to the

|

“ « 12 s
j

i. 4 +14 + 3 '

n (to + a)* = .<4 (1)1 A - 1,000
*

which it a cubical hyperbola. I

a — 1

At stated in Natum by Mr Nipher, the companson of this 1 Mr Nmh*r admits (Nature, voI xi p 157) that this corn-

formula with observation is given in pp. 464 65, and is most parison of his obtervationt with formula (1) deuced from the

complete and satisfactory I here give it for the right arm, and “ 1 aw of Fatigue’ u satisfactory, but proposes (Nature, voI

refer for that of the left arm (which is equally satisfactory) to the x' p 276) to substitute for his observations used by me, another

book Itself set of similar observations siibiiiittcd to a series of reductions

,

these observations are given in his Table II
, and will be fully

considered bvme hereafter. I may here observe that thepercentage

error in the above table is leu than that given by him In com
panng Talile II with an empincal formula.

Other experiments, in which the same weight wu lifted at

varying rates, were mode by Dr Alexander Macollster, Mr
Gilbert llaughton, and by Mr Nipher (ftJe “Annual Me
chanic>,” pp 46S to 477) Mr Nipher now rejects his own
expemnents, and, as I believe, with good reuon. Ihcse
experiments are given in Nature, vol xl p 256, Table I ,

with the exception of the tint line, which u t^en from

the expenments just given The reason why I transferred

the first experiment from the former senes is this The
oolnmn for n ought to show a maximnm in pusing from vciy

rapid to very slow motions , for if the motions be veiy rapid,

tetriratory diitreu sets in, and the work done will be leu than

with a slorrer motion , and If the motion be very slow, the nseful

work done will be also leu, owing to the fatigue work spent m
holding im the weight ,

from this ft follows that there it a certain

rate M lift at which the miudaiiim work is done.

If we oimt the first line in Mr Nipher’t experiments, Table L,

we find no trace of a maximum in the column for w, which may
be Tcguded aa internal evidence of something wrong in the
obtervationt. At the tune of pnlllshlng my book, 1 thought

(end still think) that Dr Macalitttfi and Mr Gdbert
Hnogfaton’i experimentt were better than those of Mr Nipher, of

wh^ however, I mode use at wellm of the other experunentt,

W X wished to employ all the matenalt at my dispoeal in dlt-

caafatt the Law of Fatigue. I now fully concur with Mr.
Vlphtw** Mmete of the valae of hit obiiervatloDt, made at vary-

ing rates, which be states “ were merely published at a pie
liminary” (Nature, vol xl p 256, mote)

The withdnwil of Mr Nipher i experiments at varyuig rate
from the controversy disposes at once of the greater part of the
criticbmi, which are bas^ on the difference lictween his experi-

ments at varying rote and at fixed rate

Mr Nipbu, TCwever, not only withdraws his experiinents at
varying rate, bnt criticises Dr Macalister’s and Mr Gilbert
Ifaugbton's expenments of the ume clou

I Mall first answer his criticisms on the expenments of Dr.
Macaltster and Mr Gilbert llauLblon, and then notice his own
new experiments at fixed rote end empirical formula
The relation between » and t in Dr Macalisler’s and Mr

Gilbert llaughton s ivpcnmcnts it represented by a central
cnbic, vis —

This formula is plotted and compared with the expenments m
Dlngrams, pp 47a to 474, and the i^ieement is evklentiy dose
Mr Nipher trantfoims equation (2) into the following —

{Hi), (3)

and adds —“ Anyone who will take the trouble to calculate and

CO ordinate the values of— end mt from Prof Houghton’s ob-

I

* Ifwe oon«ctl)MMlrahiubytlwnielhodofl«a.<itH|uarM wa finl .4 3
10^ a 3 1 out, anti may toduc# ibe mm of the equares of the percoitaga
adtafaicn firom 3>S 33 to 14s a6i thus mahliit the egreeiient betweea tbac^

I
and obtovatlee MOMwbM doter
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Kmtieiu, pp. 468-4741 wi
form « curre imteid ot a it

1 felt Bmch Iarpriie at r

m of equation (a)

1 now glTe the Taloei of-2 and aiiddiagraiiu,'comparia8

them with equation (3), an inipeethm of which will ihow that

Mr Nipher ii in error in layinff “ Oat thece co-ordinated valaei

form a curve initead of a Mraignt line. ’ Anjrone aocuitomed to

,

such obiervatioai will see that fliey do mt form a turve but

deviate irregularly ai all obiervationa do, above and below the
" itraightbne^’ which ii thetme “ curve” that repreaenti tliem.

No I —Dr Macahsiet^t hxptnmenUi^'Ammal Mechauue”

No. Hi 7

1 *3 40 SS4
2 29 at 5x I

6018 43 »

4 7x38 369

1
10600
ia6 38

a6s
156

1
139 10 10 a

139 97 54

tions alio may fairly be represented by a itraight line

Irmity CoWe, Dublin, Samuel Haughtom
March 13

The “Wolf” In the Violoncello

. The " wolf" of which ho speaks occurs In all InitnimenU of

fhe violin family, and not only in the vndoncello , indeed, U is

present even in fine ipecfaneni by the great masters. It is

perfectly tne that it dMcnde on the resonant case of theinstn«

mentitseir, as can ea^ba Aown in
*

“felsc string” is soon detected and n

No donht it indicates that the consonathig box hu the poiinr kt
reinfardng eerlain vibrations^ but not odisci , and ovacof sUilW
some by intedtaenoe. Caiiotts facts on this fopie have nealdlli

been bron^t before a foreign scientific society, which show that

the acquired povrer ofconsonance depends on a moleealar ehaege
in the material of which the inatmm^ is nude^ that it caa be
increased by steady and good playing, that it is to be deteeted

even in brass Instmments like the trumpet It has long bean known
thata violin deteriorctes in the hands of a bad performer. Bel
there is an obvions cause of weakness iA all fidiUas which seems

to me to have hardly attracted snlBciest attentioo 1 1 mean tte

two “sound holes ”m the belly Theae/shaped apettoies, wUw
ate dottbtlem needlul to allow escape of atirial vifanthms, cot Oe
grain of the wood completely acrom in a moat important parti

Every connoissenr pays partlcnl
'

and regnlaritj

in this respe

and regularity of gram, indeed, blocks of wood wdl matdmd
in this resp^ from which two similar sides might be cot,

have been nanded down in workdiops as of inestimable vah)Si
’

snt oftheTelephcalcCooeattWheaUtone’s well-known cipcriment of the Telephcalc Cooeatt

proves how perfectly mnncaf tones can be conveyed along the

fibres of pine-wood to a considerable distance Tbese oonsCWa-

tions led me recently to submit the point to the test of triah

What I have elsewhere termed “elliptical tcastoA b«a” are

simtdy four louritndinal strata of HAt pine glued to dm basAi of

the^^y, iateroepting the sound holes. They have the efbet of

removing the “ wolf ,
” sometimm entirely, needy alrra^ to a

marked extent No donbt they also act {9 strengtlm^ the

fabne exactly la the line in vdikh the string psdk The pull,

whidi Is considerable even ins state of rest, lacrmsecsnormmy
when it is moved slightly out of its poaldoo of qnfescence, for

well known mechanical reasons t and neneh beiidm the removal
of the “wolf,” there hi gained by aasans of the bars e dadded
Increase of power and tone.

The “rifiptical ” iorm vraa adopted beeanse It ia IboAd to

give oQOsiderable resistance vdtb small amonnti of aiatctlal

Anything which rendered the belly of the Addle heavy woeld
perform the fanctum of the “ mnte ” aa now pomibooly Hp^Ued
to the bridge, but whidi can be, and often is, rephi^ by

ra oraLdf•erown wedged between the strlega below the said

I. The great tigidi^ and low speafic gravity of diyptac-
woo3 meet the two reqnlreaicnta i the whole mam added does
not exeeed twenty or thirty graina.

Mustetans are slow to wfopt theoretical improvements, and
dealers in violins cannot be expected to fevonr anydiing wbldi
puts a ooe and ninepenny fiddle more nearly on a level with a
btraduarins than it wu { but I am honestly of opinion that the
system m of valee 1 must, however, protest against its bd^
prejodiced by the unsuccem of imitatoraorof previous ^idils,

I^mcthing ot the sort has often been tried before, and it was osdy
after long and laboiioui expeiiment that this psnicoiar attempt

j—1- 1,.. .1. j I- j...
j cmitent to

W H Stone

Flowering of the Hasel

The question whether the mile and female fioweri of the
hazel mature simvltaneouily on the same burii has been idready
discussed in your columns (Natuex, vol I p. 583,, voL iu. pp.
347> 5<’9)- 'A repetiuon of the obiervatioiia, this spring M«
enabled me to nmfinn my previous statement that this is the
casts at all events very frequently

, in fact, almost Invaiubly in
all the cases that have come under my nouce. As this is iu
duect opposition to the statements of several of your cocreqiOtt
dent^ especially one lesldent in Kentucky, who affirms that the
hasel, though appaicntW moaoECiQOs, is practioally dioedoui^ it

would be interesting if we had further ufermatKm u to the

the present ooeesion the male and ie

remukaUy protracted cold and d^ season, at ta nnantUy la.,
period, the but week in Mardu ALraxo W ^ifliiTT

A Flint Calt

On Tuesday last, the 6th Inst., I found oa the west AcM
thu bay a vary fine specimen of a flint celt, quite por^ The
cliff in the Immediate vidnity ia oompoaed of fluviatifo

capped vvith a thin bed of Beniixidge UmclloiMk in » veryhfim

if you do me the fevcor to notiee ^1. It fe rather lemcilaffiila
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%taa«pot <n which ths cekwu found choidd h« within thirty

yi^ oftUiltcMrf^ Kdonn bnildisg (Ucorc^l^ ma^in

£ J A’Coukt Smith

be made amndtaneouily iiom La ViUette gaswotha aqd
the several tracks compared with each other Some
mteresUag &cU may be dicited by these comparative
tnpa. W DK FONVIELtB

Arctic Tempcraturca

In war aktlcla on the Anitrlan Polar ExpedHloa (roL xl

P 397/1 11 1* *lafod that in Jamuty ••
the warm S and 8 W

wiMs alvnqrs brought great maiMS of snow, and produced a rise

h) lha temperatnre amoantmg to in a few hours. *

3a R. n ya F.

Snh eeormoas fluctuations of temperatnre are napaialicled in

any other part of the world, and it seems quite impoalhle that

they can be due to any dnft of warm air I w^d suggest
that they are probably caused by the wind tearing up the

ftoien snnaee of the sea, and liberating tlie beat of Ibe nnirozen

water below Dr Kane, when wintering in Smith Sound, once
met with such a rise of temperature, and Tie uys that open water
wat near Tbia explanation of the phenomenon is supported by
the ihct yon mention in the une article, page 3^,^that in

the summer the tempefatnre was remarkably constant Sesame
catae could not act dnriug summer, for the air it not then much
adder than the nnfroxen srater

There is no doubt of the power of a storm of wind to tear up
a very thick sheet of ice. Joseph John Murphy
Old Foige, Dunmnny, Co, Antrim, March 30

AERONAUTICS

M GASTON TISSAMDIER baa just iiniahed the
• analysis of carbonic acid contained m the air col

Iccted during hit recent ascent (voL xt p 439). Ha found

at Paris 37 cubic centimetres per 100,000 , at a height of

3,700 feet, 27 ,
and at a level of 3 300 feet, 3a The

difference tit altitude between the two abnal stations

being too small to Justify drawing any conclusions he
will shortly make another ascent with the samd balloon to

an altitude of 34 000 feet

M Godard made an ascent m the balloon Saium from
Bayonne, on March 39, at half past five, and was drifted

over the Pyrenees The trip was difficult, as the balloon

waa loaded with snow and hail and all the ballast

wat thrown over in order to keep the balloon afloat

The cold was intense, and the wind very strong The
landing took place at Arul Ma)or, a small country

town east of Fampiluna, at half past seven, the distance

ran being iso kilometres. The grapnel having been

broken, the aeronaut and the three passengers were

sevtfelv hurt This is the first time that any balloon has

eroased the Pyrenees The Saium followed the French
valky of the Nive and the Spanish valley of Baztan on the

Bouthern side An interesting observation was made when
Croasiiig the culminating point of the pass The LarrBti5cc

Neguya was surrounded oy cirro-cumulus which resisted

the force of the wiod and seemed an obstruction in the

way of aeronauts, who found it necessary to throw out a

ceitam quantity of ballast, and to reach an altitude of

6,600 feet, in order to cross that sea oi motionless clouds

A attosg hissing noise waa heard when travelling over

them, whether it was produced by the friction of

the air on the peaks or on the masiea of electrified

vapours, can only be decided by another expenment con

ducted scieatiflcally

On 4 two ascents were made almost aimuU
taneenw M. Triquet ascended from the Place do
Trbne, P&ns, and landed at Montreuil, 30 kllometeia

ftoffl bis ttaitn^ point, forty minutes afterwards having

nm in an £.S.£. diremon M Duruof atcendra from

Cahor*, in the Lot, and landed at Catrea, w the same
department, havbig ran aaUlometertmsixW five minutes,

hw in a NNvW direetkm. Both bi^oone havutg
", It the same movent, moved at right a

7has«i terhdieve that a nufoberof ai

ARCTIC GEOLOGY*
II

Cryoliit ef Wtst Gteenland Coast—At Fvigtok
Eng grass), twelve miles from Arksut (Lng leeward^
in or'^13 lat and 48* 9 W long, the mountains rise

to a height of more than 3,000 feet, enclosing a sort of
basin, with an area of more than a square mile, the
bottom of which is covered with gnus and Sa//^
arctica^ four feet m height, and otw plants. Tbia
IB much frequented m summer by the Greenlander^
who catch laige numbers of capeUns and cod, which
frequent the coast m shoals, as well as the Saluto
arcturus, Linn fthe ImUU of the Norwegians) Weights
used in this fitnery, taken by Danish missionaries to
Copenhagen at the oegmning of the century, were found
to be composed of cryolite, which led to the discovery
of two veins of that mineral in the meiss at the head
of the bay, which has since been worked by Mr Tayler,
F G S The white cryolite bed is about eighty feet m
width, dipping south with the planes of the gneiss in
which it occurs. Near its higher portion there is a
laige quantity of galena, worked in 1854, which gave
833 per cent of argentiferous lead, containing forty five

ounces of silver to the ton of oie hifteen feet from
the surface the cryolite was of a dark colour so that
It IS probable that the black cryolite m the higher vein is

merely lest decomposed, and not bleached Ihe Green
landers value the white variety most, which they call'

orksoksiksset {ptsok^ blubber), from its soft greasy appear
ance and feel , they gradually pound tobacco leaves ^aced
between two pieces of it, the resultant powder consisting

of half of ciyolite dust, which they consider superior to

any European snuff t
Large quantities of cryolite are now imported to Copen-

hagen, the mines being worked by Messrs Thomsen, of
that city Mr Qualve reports that pieces of gneiss and
trap are found imbedded in the cryolite, and stetes that
the mines are filled with snow and ice during the winter,

work being earned on by fifty men from May to October

,

5 000 tons are raised yearly Ciyolite, except at M lask, iq

hibcna, does not occur out of Greenland
Cryolile is a fluoride of sodium and aluminium, and is

com^sed, according to Mr Fvan T Ellis, of

13 per cent of aluminium,

34 „ „ sodium,

S3 II II
fluorine

In Denmark, it is largely used in the manufacture of
soda, which is procured by mixing it with hme and
applpng beat, 100 tons of crjollte yielding forty four

of caustic soda. It was introduced mto Philadelphia

by the Pennsylvania Salt Company, who mpotted 8,000
tons in 1867 Bv nnsture with silica a very beautiful
glass is produced, capable of tieing moulded Cry^te
was used by Deville as a flux in the manufacture of
aluminium, the process of extracting aluminium from
It was first used Mr Dick in 1856, Mt its use has since

been aBandoned in favour of bauxite The fluonde of
calcium IB tent to Pans to be used in glass eichmt,

Aiiociated with the Greenland cryolite brought over

volvLiln J W Tnjlcr Quir Vttip,

Cni Stc, iSsS CAm/ca/ /VHw iSSS p I, &c /t irtWufi Amtr
Ftmn», Stt, list 8m KMi • Moaolr m Omnlind publnlicd tha

Sssa-i'iJttsflSta.;'’.! s.'S
vekL
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bjr Mr Taykr, M. Hageauum found, in i%68, Pnchn^te
|

n^Cdmnbite, and n mineral he termed Aricsotlte. Near]
the cryolite depcMdta also occur extensive veins of tin-

stone, coveting an area 1,500 feet long by 80 feet broad,

running £. and W and N E. and S W ,
with a width of

10 incb^ the tin bemg i inch to i|, and the gangue

felspar or quarts, associated with galena, spathic carbonate

of irom copper and iron pyrites, tantalite taking the place
i

of wolfram, usually associated with tm ores

and a fern, probaUy Pi-
\

topitris. were discovered by Dr PfidT in 1870-71, in

erratic blocks, on the coast of Disco , they appear to

have been derived from rocks of Carboniferous a^, but
j

at none such are now in Greenland, it is most probable,

!

at hat been suggested, that they were Inought by floating

ice from MelviUe Island.

The Greenland coast and islets are composed ofgneiss

from 68* 30' to yt® N lat, with the exceptkm of the pro-

jecting penmsula ol Noursoak, the north-eastern coast

of wUch, in Omenak Fjord, consisu of Creaceout rodca,

in which, however, no calcareous beds have as yet been i

discovered, and from which the only fossils obtained have
|

been several species of plants, determined by Prof Heer.

including PtcopUrts arctica. Hr , P binalis, Brong
^
ana

eight other ferns, Zamttes arcUeus, G6^,Sequota Reicken

iackii, Gein ,
Ptnus Pettrsmt, ana a Monocotyledon,

Famcuhtes GretHlaudtcus, Hr
The western coast of Noursoak consitta of trap, as

does also that of the island of Disco, or Kekertassnak, as

far as Lievly or Godhavn, whme there is a patch of

syenite The shores of the Waigat Strait, both on the

Noursoak and Disco Island aide, consist of Miocene
bedL which also extend m Diko along the east coast to

Godhavn, and are more or less associated with the trap

.(baudt), which consists entirely, according to Norden-
skjdld, of " consolidated beds of ashes and volcamc sand,”

which by pressure have assumed a crystalline form
Ibe Cretaceous strata of the north coast of Disco are

divided Nordenskjbid into two senes, the lower, or

Korn* strata, and the higher, or Atam beds The former
consist of a sedimentary coal bearing formation fillmg up
old valleys and depressions in the undulating gneiss beds,

reaching a thickness of i.ooo feet, lying eithCT horizon

tally or dippmg vP towards the Nourso^ peninsula. It

is probable that the plant remains brought home by
Giesecke and Rink were from this series, beds at the base
associated with the lowest thin coals being so full of
leaves as to have become a felted flexible mass, re-

sembling the vegetable parchment produced by the action
of sulphuric add on lignite. Cou is collected by the
Greenlanders for their personal household use at Koroe,
Sarfarfik, PaUoriik, and Avkmsok. Amongst the plants

from Kmne are the beautiful Cycads Zamiies arctiats,

GlossoMossutes Hohettmeri, and several plants stated by
Heer to occur in the D^onian strau of wemsdorfr
On the gneiss of Karsok River, at 840 feet above the

sea, occur sedimentary strata, basalt, and gravel, which
contmne to 1,150 feet up the slope, where a grai^ with
angular pieces of graphite occurs^ near a sandiitone with
coal , the graphite is stated by Capt Brockdorff, who
took five tons to Earope in 1850^ to form a horizontal bed
eight to ten inches tuck, covered with day, sand, and
sandstone As the beds lie horizontal, and are 300 feet

above the Cretaceous rocks, the gr^ite must be of Cre-
taceous or still more recent age. Graphite also occurs at
Niakornet An anolysu of the Karsok graphite, by Dr.
Nadstrtiiimave carbon 95*68, hydn^ o*2a, and ash
3*60 , the lattdf gave 50 per cent of siuok
Gr^ite afep occurs further north, at Uppemivik,

near SuiderBehYHim in fine-grained granite, cimdsdiv
of grey cw^ and kltpax of a waxy luttre^ with gamett
COQ inchIn itattnctnfo

« Th« omkh Owntwawa lh« cwit.hao a Worth MSBortklw

The Atane strata occur 00 the sonthem side of fte

Noursoak peninsula, between Atanekerdluk and AtanO
(Nordenskjdld) , the thick coal of Atane, that at 7^ieci
above the sea at Kome, the Ritenbenk coal-mtoe at

Kudliset, the retmite beds of Hare Island, all probably

bdffig to this portion of the series. Dicotyledonous

leaves occur, one bdng near to Magnoltes alttrnamr,

Heer, from tipper Cretaceous of Nebraska ; these da
not occur in the lower measures, and point to a ** limit

plant fauna ” occurring in the Arctic Cretaceous beds, cor>

responding to that found in the European Gault, in which
dicotyledonous plants first iq^pear in Europe.

Two analyses have been made of the coals from Disci^

but whether of Cretaceous or Miocene age I do not know

;

one by Prof Fyfe,*of Aberdeen, the other by Mr. Keates,

of Londonf —
Sp. gravity

Fyfc.

50-00

Coke

100-00 100*00

The lignite contains a trace of bitumen, but the coke
18 non-CMing and useless

Aftocene Rocks —Sir Charles Giesecke, F R S ,
describ-

ing Disco Idand m 1 83 1,^ gives the following secticm of
Ounartosak Mountain, near Godhavn

I Basalt, columns with three to seven sides, more or
less magnetic.

3 KMdish-brown femiginous day
3. Amoiphons basalt, with geodes of mesotite, &c.
4. Reddish brown ferruginous clav

5 Reddish brown wacke, with stilbite, mesotite, &c.
6. Trap Tuff
6a. Basalt Tuff, with geodes of crystallfaed api^hyllite

with mesotite or earthy zeolite

7 Granite, with garneta
The trap (basalt) rocks he tolerably flat, and range SW

to N E., resting on gneiss. Sandstones occur at Aukpad-
lartok, and thencb to Aumarurtikstet, where coal seams
occur, one of which is 9 feet in thickness, Ae section
being —I Sandstone with pyrites

, 2 Brown coal , 3.

Schistose sandstone
, 4. Pitch coal

, 5 Argillaceous schist j

6. Brown cool , 7 Sandstone with plants.

From the gramte fgneiss ?) of the islands on the sonth
side of Disco, GiesedEe records tinstone|, magnetic pyrites,

epidote, and diallage, and states that the Disco mesotite
was found by Sir David Brewster to vary much from tluit

of Auvergne , and hedescnbes the occurrence of rounded
boulders of primitive rocks at the tops of the hlg^st
mountains near the coast. Gieseckeu collections were
destroyed in the bombardment of Copenhagen, whilst he
went to Greenland in the Danish service, and the collec-

tions he made in that country were captured 1^ ErqjUsh
cruisers and sold by anctimi at Leith, where they were
purchased by Mr. Allan, who distnbuted the duplfeate
specimens of Greenland cryoht& sodalite, and ausnife,
at that tune of great ranty, over Ikitain.

At Atanekerdluk, Nordendijdld dmcribes Miocene
clays with vast numbers of plut impressions, at r^odd
to 1,300 feet above the sea, and newer than the Atane
beds, the base of the Miocene beneath the daybdng
sandstone and sand , the strike of the strata corresponds
to that of the strain and the dip is 8—33* to E.N E. It
fbrineily extended across the strait, and forms natuiiinfa

3^ to 3/100 feet in hekfet along the eastern shore of
Disco, horizontal diln o^-bends and erect bitumenfsed
trees occasidoailyooenning. No vahiable0^ hewercr,
are woiked fo theLoww Miocene^ which is sq^aated frMn

aw«4h te lasliSddf •foauMv Swuch sAw 8k Jsfai
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ttuiMld<bMnng Middle Miocene of Ifwriiek and Ain-
iH^bjr sevml thooeand feet of basalu, b«t the flora is

mtOar to that of the lower foMihferous beds. The cools

of the high feDs of Skandien and Assakak ate also

bdkhrcd to belong to this horizon

At the creak at Atanekerdluk the general strike of the

be4> it £ N.E^ clay, ironstone, or slderhe fAtanekerdluk-
atour of Oreetuana Danes), with impressions of plants,

hdiig of fiequmt occurrence Trap (basalt) dykes tra-

veiM the Strau in regular hues ranning oblioaely, and
often stand out like obelisks, one of which is in

bright On the slopes occurred erratic blocks of grey

syenite^ &c
It is probable that Greenland Miocene basalt extends,

as suggested by Nordenskjfltd, across the country north
of the sixty-ninth dwree of latitude, as Scoresbv found
impressions of plants m what he termed “ trap " along the
whirie coast of East Greenland examined by him. The
second German expedition has also brought back laige

collections, and it is possible that these deposits may ex-

tend under the sea to Iceland, Tan Mayen, and SpiUbergen,
At Brtlnnvinsbamn, Slcarifl^ KudUset, magnificent ex
amtdes of columnar basalt occur comparable to Stafia

and other European localities. At Gouhavn, the lowest

bed resting on the gneiss, is a bassltle tuff, with several

species of zeolites, men cdutHBsr basalt, then tuff with

zeolites, alternating with that basalb At Atanekerdluk,

near the shore, is a high mountain composed of crystailine

dolerite similar to the Spitsbergen hypoite, and along the

coast basaltic beds fifty to too (hri thick, traversed by
basaltic dykes, may be traced fbr miles.

On the east coast of Disco, Stnd and sandstone beds
form mountains i,soo to a,eoo fbot, capped by basalt , m
Waigat StraiU these smlb and tbs basalt reaches the shore,

but at a height of t,<xm lect. sand, clay, and coal occur
These Miocene coals and riant-beds spread over an

extensive area, for Sir John Richardson describes their

occurrence on the banks of ^ Mackenzie, associated

with gntwAl, sandstones, and potter’s clay with riant

TemaiM, whKh he figured , while to the east, in Spitz

bergeo, a huge nnmbm of species are in common, and
Baltic, in Switmany species also occur on U

Zetland, France, Italy, and Greece, four Greenland species

including Sequoia Couttsia, so common at Bovey Tracey
in Devonshue Out of 321 species of Miocene Azeue
plants now known, 167 were found in Greenland *

East Greenland.—Tht second German expedition

is stated to have discoveredf coals of Liassic age on
this coast, and a large number of Miocene plants, some
of which had previously been found by Scoreslw in 1822

Both Uie Cretaceous and Miocene rocks of Greenland
appear to have been deposited in fresh water, around
which grew leafy trees, including nine species of oak, of

whim two were evergreen, like the Itahan oak , two
beeri^ two planes, a walnut, hazel, sumach, buckthorn,

ho%, and Guelder rose, piling the climate to have
been a temperate and not a tropical one

Prof H. & Nordensk]fiUt found the Greenland me-
teorites to be spread over aa area of soo square miles at

tito south western comer of Disco Idsnd, as Ovifak or

Blue HOI, brih in the region of greenstone basalt, and in

that occupied by granite-gneiss , the fall he beUeves to

have tak» plan in Miocene times, and he describes

^Vidinaimststtten’s figures as best devel^ied In the speci-

ttwns where nititriifrious ivrouglit is mixed with nideD-
ferras iron.

'fbe bu^ he found to be consolidated basaltic ashes,M to contain ftagaaentt of the meteorites which have
bean forced or fnOen Into cracks before the tuff was con-

noddaied. The^largesf Vlodc noticed probably weighed

» <iflU nha^>•wtAg iDodhtoM imiM In WoriMtoHM’S

InmGwit. See., v«l.xs«tB. IlyaiO««L line., wl-h

in , ana
globules
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2T,ooo kilogrammes, that now m the British Museum
weighing about eighty seven.

In the British Museum is an Esquimaux knife, with-a
bone handle, the blade composed of small meccs oi
meteoric uon, presented by Sir Edward Sat^, who
described it in 1819 (Quar Jour of Science, voL vu. p 29),
and stated that ^e iron was procured by the Greenlanderi
from a hard dark rock in a bill m 76“ to lab, and 64° 75'
long

, they called the place Sowtlte, from sowie, iron.

Similar implements have been more recently desenbed by
Steenstrup, at the Anthroiwlogical Congress at Brussels,
m 187a, and figured m Matknaux pour VhtsUtre pHuU-
ttve de rHomme, 2 sdne, t. iv 1873 In the third voyage
of Capt. Cook, It is statM that the inhabitants of Norton
Sound, Belmiu[’s Straits, call the iron they riMain from
the Russiana skemu
M Danbrde* detenbes three distinct types of the so-

called meteorites from the basalt of Oviiak, disoiver^
by Prof Nordenskjfild (1), a black metalhc mass, whiciiy

pohihed, shows a network of white lamellae (like achi^
bente), and irregularly scattered grains (trouite)

, (2), a
light grey metalhc mass resembhng ordinary iror

(3), a darir green lithoid mass of silicates, with a
and grains of iron, the sihca reachmg m one li

11 9 per cent, of the total weight
FiiU^ Sa^Tnw. TInrdTrpf

•r-a £?! *?! ‘iT? X"

i
I « f? i

«

SiliM 0075 o'aoi
Water 2 86 cry

Of soluble salts he found—

» 354 o 375 o 307
But though diffenng from all other known ineteonte%

he considers the presence of nickdiferous iron and s^^-
bente to prove their meteoric origin m spite of the com-
bination of the iron with oxygen, and the abundance of
carbon and the large proportion of soluble salts, consider-
ing that the preservation of the latter may be due to the
feeble tension of the vapour of the nwthem regions.

Dr Walter Flight, m his recent article on & History
of Meteontes, f quotes Nauckboff, who analysed ten rocks
from Ovifirir, and found the basalt to be a compact dark
greyish green colour, of felspar (anoithite), paictrating
magnetite, angite, and iron, the mass contaming 49 r8
per cent of silicic acid Tsriiennak desenbes the augite
as of a light green tint, and as filhng in spaces betawea
other material, the felspar crystals as transparent, with
cavities often filled with some transparent substance, and
compares the Ovifak rocks to the meteontes of Juvinas,
Petenbuig, and Stannem , and Dr Flight compares them
to old augite and onorthitc lavas of Java, Iceland, and
tbeLifd.
The coast of North-west Greenland, Cape Yorin Wol-

stenholme bound, to Hatherton, is described oy Dr.
Sutherland as composed of trap. From Cape Pany to
Bardm Bay therocka 4ipS.W,ftiither north-east to the
SW atso'^ At Whale Sotmdhwuontal beds ofsandstone
occur, but on the opposite ride of Smith’s Sound the cliffs

arehigb,rug0^ and inaccessible Between Cape George
Russd and Dallas Bay, Dr. Kqnel describes the red
sandstones (is capped by greeiurtones^ weatbenng into

columns, one of which, 480 feet inhri^ he called Tenny-
~ Ys Monument, overiooku^ Sunny Ctorge in 79”.

CharlesE de Range
(.rtUtOMtiiuud)

(bU4Mll<aAuil«rA«Ml.dMS0,,tlectr law

(fwu
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THE PROGRESS OF THE TELEGRAPH^

'I^HENEVER the fioger of Mientific reeearch points
* * the way to mechanical applications, the craUhre

powers of the human brain originate a multitude of mven
dons Too often, however, like the rank growth of weeds
whidi spring up to choke the produce of the soiL they sur

round as parasites the principles involved, and by misap-

plied talent, ftustrate the sunphcity and vigour of the

original idea. By hundreds m all forms and shapes have
telqgn^hic inventions crowded mto the field , but mnety
nine outofevery hundred patented mventions are not worth
even the fees paid to Government As with the multitude of

steam botlm- patents, so with tdegraph patents, a very
limited number of the different patented inventions have
survived to render any really practical aid to the every

day requirements of telegra^c transmiuions by land or

by sea on a huge scale ^ the eariier inventions, the
five needle, double needle, and the single needle telegraph,

Bain’s chemical pnnter, the mechanical alphabetical

Cter, Morse transmitter, and others of a sunllar type,

t Itmg since been laid on the shelf as incompetent as
regards submarine cable transmissions over extended
lengths , and a form of apparatus, more or less derived

from a skilful combination of old pnnaples and apphances,
have taken their place for practical utility These Instru

ments, to which the descriptions in the present instance
will be confined, may be classified into two distinct groups,
namely, “recoratng” and “non recording instruments , or
those wnich mechanically record the signals on paper, and
those which are read by the eye or ear, the signals after

wards being registered by hand Before proceeding to
investigate the combinations of pnnciples employed, it is

desirable to point out that thcM several classes of in
strument have each a spnial deportment for which they
are specially adapted. Thus, for submarine cable trans

missions the non recordmg apparatus, depending upon the
correctness of the eye or the ear, must at all times be liable

to error, the accuracy and precision of sight and hearing
of the reader bemg the only voucher that the trans

nutter of the message has tiiat it has been faithfully

interpreted at the distant station. Mistakes under this

system must therefore, of necessity, frequently arise In
fctruments ofthe recordmg type are,m consequence, always
to be preferred

In all these various forms of apparatus no new pnnciples
have been discovered they are simply successful mecha
nical arrangements and combinations of certam well
known elecAcal laws, produemg new and useful results

These fundamental pnnciples may generally be desenbed
as follows —
When a length of insulated wire u wound round a

|^eceofaoftlrao,andan electric current is passed through
the who helix so wound round the soft iron core (Fig 14),
the soft iron bdbomes a mi^et and remains so, so long as
the current flows through the wire, when the current ceases
the soft iron is no longer a magnet , the polarity of this
magnet IS reversed according to the directimiin which

CMMMNdfrCBVw

the current is sent tiirough the coil or the directiaai In
wlu^ the wire iswound round the soft iron ooee.

Wto a coil of wire surrounding a soft iron co«e b
passed btftire the pole of a permanenMnagnet^ at the
moment of passing it becomes a magnet by indnctloQ,

and at the instant of maldng and breaking contact with

the pole of the permanent magnet, a wave of magnsto-
electncity u induced in the odl of wire surrounding the

sMt iron core. The current induced at the breaking is in

an opposite direction and stronger than the curmt
imiiKM at the making contact The more rapid and
decided the make and break, the stronger the magneto
currents induced m the coiL

Fia 15 —Ifaciwto olectnc macfaiDc

A magneto machine of this description is shown in
Fig 15 It consists of a powerful pmianent magnet,
A, B, composed of steel plates in the form of a horse-shoe,
firmly fixed in a vertical position to a wooden frame, the
two poles of the magnet being opposite to two cous of
insulated wire, each furnished with a soft iron core.

These two soft iron ernes are connected together by an
inm {date, , the cods thus arranged confute an
dectio-magnet. The electro-magbet thus formed is fixed
so as to revolve round an axis, /, which passes between
the poles of the magnet, and is connected with an endless
chain and wheel with a handle
When the cmls are put in motion, induced currents of

magneto-dectnaty are developed in each of them, at
each successive make and break of the soft iron cores
with the poles of the magnet A, B. If the wires of the
colls are wound in oontraiv directions, the induced cur*
rents dertiaped in each cod tw the approach of the two
contrary poles of the magnet wi}l be in the same direction.

When insulated wire bdlces are {daced round the two
poles (ff a permanent magnet, so that a continuous dreoft
is framed, and an^armature of soft iron is rotated bel^
them, at the moments of the make and break of the
revolving armature with the {Mies of the rnagneb a wave
of magrieto-electtkity fa induced in the wire helieea,the
stronger current bemg that produced Yn the breaUngesn-
tact, which is in an opposite directum to tiie weiher
current induced in the heuccs at the moment Of
oimtact
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pMmanant-Biagiiets.
1b b pMouuieDtFmagnet, u u wtll understood, the

ou|nietic fane cnlnilnites at the two opposite extremities

•T tne bar, and for the panoses of telegraphy may be
eimsidsred as eqahralent to the force emanating from the
two poles ofa smtaic senes, but more lastug . mere is no
bstt^ to be renewed, the excitatioa of the current is

mechanical, and not chemical.
When a piece of soft iron is placed close to the poles

of a permanent-magnet (Fig 15), it will become a magnet
by indumlon, and the polari^ of the ends will be dissimilar

in their nature to those of the permanent-magnet

within a h^ow cod or helix of insulated wire freely sus

pended so as to oscillate on an axis, and a current of elec

tiidty is passed through the helix, it will be oscillated or

rotatM towards the nght or left over the poles of the

BSagnet according to the direction of the current
In a similar way, when a permanent magnetic bar is

fredy suspended within a hollow coil or helu of wire, the

mimeticW will oscillate to the right or left, according to

the direction in which the current nows through the hdix
These are the principal ftindamental laws which, com

bined togemer in rarious merhaniral details, constitute

every form oftelegraphic apparatus known , and it is v

the accurate balance of the resistances, and delicacy ol

mediamcal parts, that the excellence of the instrument

for practical purposes depends. It will now be pomted
out MW these wdl known principles have been comUned
to produce the beautiful machines at present employed
tnon submarine drcmts of extendedlen^ and by which,
widi foeUe currents, signals are autmnaticuly recorded at

with Hott-rtton80g instruments, the

is at once the most useful and im
" iatioDS tosnbmanne telegrs^y

, isofprindpleawhichcoasntate
instrument existed almost mthe same arrangement

fat the earBestdays of tefrwraphic research. Atthatearly
period the- upwatus in its elementary conditions was
efinost identic with the modem instrument, the ter

frsdy suspended in the centre of a hollow coa of
ksnftdod wm, and the focal distanse at whidi to observe

the angimur motion of the suspended needle to the right
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mleft. In this crude arrangement there existed the germ
of the instrument now in use, the accurate balance ed
resistances, and ddicate adjustments of the mechanical
parts, producing the difference between an historical in
vention and an eveiv-daypractical mechanical application.
The consbucdon ofthe reflecting galvanometeru exceed
iDgiy simple, the dehcacy of the inttrument being die
retnh of the lightness of the moving pmts.
Two hollow coils of fine wire (Fig 17), united to form a

continuous circuit, are placed one above the other, and
the coils are so constructed as to admit of a very deli

cate axia being inserted through them free to rotate and
capable of accurate adiustment, so that the centre of
rotation may be in a line with the centre of the inner
nng of the coils. A minute silvered mirror reflector is

attached to the axis concentric with the hollow centre
of the upper coil. Two extremely light bar magnets,
about thre^ighths of an inch in length, are attached to
the axis in the centre of each coil, one of the magnets
being therefore at the back of the mirror The pohuity
of these bar-magnets is reversed, producing an astatic

combination The whole arrangement of axis mirror,
and bar magnets u suspended by a cocoon fibre, adjust
ments being obtained to ensure freedom of rotition by a
micTMneter screw and levelling screws. The mirror
IS brought into the field and its motion otherwise con
trolled by means of a permanent mamet sliding upon
the rod, the elevation or depression of which acting by
induction upon the suspenaed bar magnets gives more
or leas sensitiveness to the motion of the mirror when a
current of electricity traverses the coils. It must be
obvious that the eye is quite incapable of detecting
with accuracy the minute angular motions of the mirror,

I

and that some means must be employed to magnify and
increase this angolar motion of the magnetic w For

! this purpose a beam of light is employed which, falling

on the mirror, is reflected back again upon a long bon
t xontal scale placed tome six feet o£ The angle of mci
I dence of the beam of light being equal to the angle of
reflection, the oscillation of the mirror thus magnified to

the eye, to nght or left, is read off from a zero on the

scale. The beam of light is passed through an adjusting
slit immediately beneath the scale, and the mirror is

brought to the sero of the scale by the magnetic adjust

ment before mentioned. Thus the slightest angular motion
of the mirror, inupreciable to the eye it, according to

the focal len^ of the ray of light, increased to such an
extent u to mdicate the presence of the most feeble cur
rents with an almost in^preciable movement of the
mirror
The sdenUfic world is indebted to Prof Sir William

Thomson for this exceedingly beautiful adaptation and
combmation of existing laws, parts, and prmciples , the
skilful balance of which has resulted in an appamus
now almost exclusively used for the testing of the electric

conditioD of submanne cables. It is obvious that with
this lefiectmg galvanometer no automaUc register of the
signals received can be obtained , recourse is therefore

bad to a Morse key, bymeans ofwhich the recipient of tte
signal at once re<»i4s the deflection of the light spot on
the scale to the rmbt or left ijt the symbolic Morse code
of the dot and dash. The mirror g^vanometer, in fact,

occupies relatively the same position in electrical mecta
nics as the viobn dees in mnucal acoustics. In the violin,

by sliding the finger up the stnng and thus shortening the

length or die vit^ng string; the musical pitch or tone

produced from the stnng, as the bow is drawn across it,

condnuei to ascend in me mnsical scale without break ,

each aolfe of the entire diatonic scale capable of being

produced on that string, iBding or melting into the next,

the pitch of the note beug the index or record of the

fei^ of the string and nnmeri^ value of its viteadoiM

in a nmOar manner the great peculianty of the

mirror or reflecting galvanometer is, that it contiououdy
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iadicatcf aad mMiurw witli great exaclibide the varion I

iscrceMS in the power or strength of the receiTcd electric

current, the motion of the spot of light following ereiy

vwietion of the current, thus efTording a reood to the

eye of the value of the current under circumstances and
conditions in wUch ordinary iastrainents indicating the

mere jmsence or absence of a given strength of current

would M valueless.

In the Sypkon Rtcordtr about to be brought under
notice, the same remarkable feature of presentmg the

ever varying value of the received current at the end of

the cable, or the strength of the carmt, is pissMiyi^
while at toe same time a permanent autematie reened ii

registered for reference

ne difficulty to be overcome in the constttwliod of shiAi

a recording instrument has been chiefly that due tO thn
mechanical problem of obtaining marks frem a very Ught
body in rapid motion without impeding or intaifniiif

with that motion. The combination of patts and prin>

ciplet employed In the ayphen recorder will be fouad to

be more or lesi previonaiy well known ) the merit of Sfa*

'William Thomson’! beautiful instmlnent constats fat ihat

Fio. ir—Sir WDUam T1ioiiimii*i

he baa combined well known forma and principles to-

gether in such an arrni gement and combination of parta

ai to produce new and useful results. It is combinations
such as those now to be described that constitute the

value of scientific research in relation to mechanical
applications.

It should be remembered that it is not possible to
patent a principle, but only the application of a prina|ds.

If this axiom were more frequently remembered, the
severe strictures upon patents in general that have already

inimr’’ ar rtfltctlas solranometeT

been made in these articles would have been rendered
unnecessary The " syphon recording " instrument My
illustrates in what a good and valuable patent conaiats.

With old and well known ports and prmciplca such at
permanent magnets, electro-magnets, coils, armatarof,
syphons, capillary attraction, and bydroitatic prmui*
and such like material, novel sad practical mults have
been produced

{Xo bt continutd)

OVR ASTROhOMlCAL COLUMN
Tiif Soi>r Eclipsk of 19C0, May 38.—We refer to

this eclipse with the view of conectmg an error m Hal-
lascbkas ‘ Ekmcnta Echpsium,” where it ts stated to be
mmutlar It is really the last Mai echpsc visible in
Europe durmg the present century The following el«-

meatt may be expected to be pretty near the true
onca —

Conjunction te K A May aB, at ih s6m ms. 0 M T

« A.
Moon’s hourly WolKn in R A.
Son’s
Moon’s di

64 5649
37 ij
a 33

31 SO 17 N
31 37 15 If

Moon’s hourly motion m Dec!
Sw’s „

s horixootal parallax

39 I0 34 1

Sfl aj

Moon I tine lemiduunetCT 15 5S
Suns

, „ IS 47
The sidereal time at Qreenwich mean no

4h. 33m. i6s 8,aad the equation of tune xm spe. a
to mean time.

The central echpte alters Europe neafOvan tot thecam
of Portugal, and passes off Spain a litde Moth of Alieaato.
In longitude oh 34m. oa. Mv and latitude ad* 49^^701^
the Portuguese coaat, totality ctmtnences atsh. ayau leitf
mean tim^ and coatfaraes im. 30a., the ana at an awtoqt
ofl^oot43^ At Alicante It coromaBcea icn. ti%

97

Sun’s
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aod the dnntion is about im. iSa. The cen
tint edipee begins in longltade xi6'’’6 W, latitude iS^N ,

it takes place with the sun on the meridian in 4^8W
Md4^ N , ud passes off the earth in 31° 8 £ and

9S**4 N At Gremwkh the magnitude of this eclipse

sw be less than 07
WtKtntau^ Gourr—In Nature, voL xi p. 349i >t

wps stated that the identity of this comet with that found
by Pone at Maiseilles, 1808, February A.M

,
suspected

by PraC Oppdlser, is open to doubt There is contradic

tlw in the only two acconnu of this comet which we
possess. In the first one, which win be found in Zachs
MonaL Corrtsp. xviiL, it is described as "very small "

the discorety was not made known to the astronomical
public, partly because no regular observations woe pro-

cnted, and the stroim moonHsAt prevented its being seen
after the morning ofTeb 9. Schumacher having mquired
of Pons whether amongst hu papers some more definite

account of this comet were to be found, received from
him, through Ingbarami, a conununicabon which was
Jointed (apparently long after its receipt) m Astron Noth
viL, c 1 13. Pons says the comet was one of those of
which It was not possible to calculate the elements, be-

cause there were only procured
j
some very doubtful post

lions by reference to nebulm in the vidnity He adds
" Elte ^t tr^faible et difficile h voir Sa ndbulositd

-les-faible noyau en deox
parbu Stm mouvementdtait asses rapid vers lesud ”

He then gives a sketch showmg the configuration of

the comet and two nebulae, m a teiMcope with a field of
nearly 3” The nebulae he describes as " sur le ventre

d’Ophiuchns un peu au dessous de FEquateur,’ and
Of^lser identifies them with Nos. 10 and 13 of Messier’s

Catalogue. Hence we have an approxiinate place of the

comet- for Felx 9 (at 5 A u at MarseiUes), and Pons tells

us It was moving pretty rapidly towards toe south If we
now adc^ Clausens dements of Wmnecke’s Comet for

1819 (obtained by connecting the observations of that

year with those of 1858, by ouculation of the perturba

tionsX and assume the date of penhelion passage m 1808

with Oppfilzer on Apnl I3X), we have the following geo
centric ^ces —

1808 Feb 5 16 Uaisedles 337 si
Uiiy I, >39 >0

K F D Dlataooe
from Euth.

97 o 1-044

97 10 1-031

341 39 97 31

These positions do not indicate what could be termed

a pretty rapid moticn towards the south, and at a
distiaice exceedmg the mean distance of the earth

from Ae sun it is vmy unlikdy that a comet would
present an apparent diameter approaching one degree

So fat as can be judged from Pons’s commumcabon
to Sdinmacher, we may rather infer that the obfcct

he observed was very near to the earth Clausens
dements of Winneckos Comet in 1819 show that it was
then moving in an eUipse with a penod of 3031 8 days

two such periods reckoned backward from the date of

perihdicm passage in 1819 would bring ns to 1808, June
3 5, ittdead of April 13 It does not, therefore, appear

that sufficient grcninds exist for suppoung the comet of

Fefanary 1808 to have been identical with the one which
*

' s Prof Winnecke’s name. We may take this

jty of stating that according to Qaum’X calcu

1 of the permitetions, Wmnecke’s Comet was in

periheUoo on the foUowmg dates between the appear

Races in iStpand 185& pa^g unobserved m each year

18^, Feb. 5 3, Q.MT , i83(^ Aug 314, 1836, March
t84t, 13-9 1 1847, March 29x1 , and 1853,

I in a telescope of 4^ inches aperture. It is No. 1871 of
the Paramatta Catalogue, where the place depends upon
a single complete observation, the magnitude attributed

to the star bemg 6 It is also No. 966 of the catalogue m
the fifth volume of Taylor’s Madras Observations, the
position depending upon two observations in each dement
in 1838 or 1839, but the recorded magnitude is la So
great a difference in the esbmated brightness cleariy

pomts to variabihty, which is confirmed by Mr Tebbntt s

recent notice The position for the beginning of 1875 is in

R A, 7h 57m. 308 , N P D iscy 9 7 five minutes distant

from this star, on an angle of 180° is the sixth magnitude
BA.C 3694, which Mr Tebbutt found ‘deadedly red ”

It may be remarked that the fifth volume of Taylor’s

Madras Observations, to which reference is made above,
is by far the most valuable of his senes to the astronomer
in the southern hemisphere , but it is net, wc believe, now
easily procured

THE •‘TIMES’ WEATHER CHART

Many of our readers will have noticed the unusual
appearance of illustrations m the Ttpus in the shape

of the small charts which have been appended to the
Daily Weather Reports since the 1st inst This measure
has been the long postponed carrymg out of the line of
action indicated 1^ the Meteorological Committee in their

R^rt for last year, and the chart m Us present form
difiers but little from that printed as a specimen in that

Report We subjoin the chart for the 13th mst ,8am,
publ shed in yesterday • Ttmes

The meibod of preparation of the chart seems simple

enous^ at present, but it has been the fruit of much
thought, as the problem of producing, in the q^ace of an
hORTfR stereotype fit for use m aWalter machine hu
not been eolvea without many and troublesome experi-

roentA
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In the fint place, a matenal had to be provided which
would admit of bang enm-aved rapidly without burr or

dtipping, and woul^ without further preparation, serve

AS a mould for type metal Secondly, drill pantamphs
had to be adaiUed to engrave the lines, and to be fur-

nished with a gauge so as to vary their depth at pleasure.

The actual process is as follows —The outline of the

land IS kept standing, and the composition is run m a
mould bearing this outhne on one face The block,

whidi la now an outhne chart of the British Islands, is

then placed under the pantograph dnll, which reduces

the original drawing, fumishM from the Meteorological

Office, to one-fourth The barograms and wuid-arrows
are put on direct from the drawing, the figures and words
by means of templates, in order to ensure uniformity m
the type
The instant the block is engraved it is ready to be

stereotyped, and then it is a simple matter to adapt it m
the usual manner to the cylinder of the machine.
The imtiative in this new method of weather illustra-

tion IS due to Mr Francis G^ton and the practical

details have been earned out by Messrs Shanks and
Johnson, of the Patent Type Founding Company

It is hardly necessary to allude to the value of such
diarts as these as a means of leading the public to gam
some idea of the laws which govern our weather changea
As soon as they appear in our afternoon papers, we may
hope for a more mtelligent comprehension of the diffi

culties which beset any attempt to foretell the weather of
these islands for the space of even twenty four houra
We may safely say that with these charts we have not

seen the end of weather illustration, which was set on
foot more than four years ago by SirW Mitchell in the
Shipping GancUe, and has been continued daily but
whatever improvements may hereafter bo introduced in

the process, it must be remembered that the credit of
breakmg the egg is due to the gentleman we have named

THF ECL/PSE EXPEDITION

The local arrangements for the Eclipse parties, to

which we referred last week, have, we now know,
been altered in the cases both of the Bay of Bengal and
Siam parties

With regard to the former letters received from C alle,

wntten shortly before the sailing of the EnU)prise (which
had arrived at that port from Calcutta with Capt. Water
house. Profs Taccmni and Pedler, and three photo-
graphic assistants on board), st itc that it had been deter
mined to give up Mergui, first because the accoinnio-

^tion there was doubtful, and secondly, because in the
mimon of those best informed, i cloudless sky at

Camortawis almost a certainty Hence there will be
two strong parties on Camorta itsolf as widely separated
as possible , and here, it will be remembered, the totality

IS longer than at any other station, being no less than
4ro 37s at Kaikul
The Indian Government had been careful to prepare

huts for observatories on this island before even the
Enterprise had left Calcutta , and as certain parts of it

are known to be malarious, oii the observers will sleep on
board the steamer
With regard to the Siam party, a Reuter’s telegram,

dated Singapore April 8, shows that this party, inst^ of
going direct to Chulai Point, has gone to Bangkok , and
it would appear from the telegram that the observatories
were being erected at somes^ nearer Bangkok than the
proposed station.

NOTES
tx U widi dw gKstnrtsaUsfiMaion ws rceoid diat on Tussdsy

Mr Jsniet I)tWar, DefluNttOator ofChemisttyinthe Unhtrsky of
Ediftbugb, wu elected to die Cambridge Jsckwmlsn Frol^.

ship, all the other eaadidatMhsvlagwlthdrswa. A*e«rfedeQ
know, Mr Dswar hoe elnaiy done escallent wodc, and it ir
widely known as a gifted InTOStigator at wdi M a fifStiMte-

tsacber, that hit presence st Cambrldgs wUlbe a great gala, nst

only to that University, but to En^lih Sdcoca.

The am end Dtsemery, the two ships destined for the

Arctic Expeditioa, are to be cominiseiondil to-day In addi-

tion to the natnrslUti epedally appednted, C^itain Meik*

ham and several of the licatcnaiits and sub-UnUenantt have

been undergoing special instnietkm in the initniinenti they will

have to nie—astronomical instruments, pcadnlnini^ magneto-

meters, and speetroacopsa

At Monday s sitting of the French Academy of Sciences, a
letter wee read from M Pulieux, giving a rbumi of hie calcina-

tion for the solar parallax, fonnded on the recent Transit afaser-

vsuons M rciseux has nisde a companaon betireai the St. Psal

Transit observatioas by Mouebex, and those of FsUn
Fleunais The exact amount of the parallax is 8*879^ Both

observers had 6 mch refractora The comparison of the reanlta

obtained by Flennsis and another observer at St Fanl with

a 4 mch refractor gives 8*84* M Pnlsetuc, in compnting

the Bonrees of error states in his letter that the error cannot be
more than ,1^ of a second, by supposing the error to be two or

three seconds of time for the moment of Iraneit. M. Pniaesx

spoke briefly m support of the opinion expreaaed in hie letter

Tiif following from the A'Slnische ZeiiUHf of March 35, in

reference to the recently intented hardened glate, will be in

teresling —Accordmg to the reports of Pliny, Pefronins, and Dion
Cassius, a man i* said to have invented the making of flexible and
malleable glass in the time ofthe Emperor Tibenne. The happy

inventor—some call him a glass-maker, others an architea—
brought to the Emperor a vxm made front the new glass, with the

hope ofa rich reward The Emperor, fearing that the nsw wsterial

might cause s decrease m the value of gold and silver, threw the

vase to the ground in a pasnon. The vase, however, did not break,

but was only bent like metal, and the inventor at once repaired

the damage done with a little hammer, whereupon the Emperor
1 nd the poor fellow k lied on tlie spot, so that he should not tell

his dangerous secret to anyone For years people have lost

themselves in conjectures of what materisl this mallesble gbuu
mi),] t have bekn some thought it wss alumininae, others that it

was melted chloride of silver none, however, were certain. From
venous quarters tlie lUTcntioa u now announced of a new glass

which resis.s blows and the action of fire East antnian »
company was formed at Bouig, in France^ with a capital of

i,300^cxx> francs, for the workmg oi an invention in tUe Ifaub

made by a M de la Basbe. The German Glats-makcrs’ Uniett

communicated with this company with a view to pnrehaae the
Invention, but this remained without further oonseqnakces,

os the demands of the compeny were exorbitent In the

meanthne it had been found that the elasticity was given

to the gloss by dipping the tome, while it is heated to a hsif

liquid state, into a hermetically doacd bath of oil or ftit,

Bubstancss therefore which melt far belov the brnhog-poin^

of water In Silesia, wbere repeated experistatti hmre
tested the qnalitiee of the D« la Baetle glae% uothsr
new glass was invented a few days ago^ by Hartcn lAbliclr
and Riedcrer, in Count Seim's glaat'Wurks, AndrtariflMI«|t

at KUtschdorf, neat Bondan. This glass which, the inVfBBtdif

esU "metal gjoss," is so hard, that when a ynf |jlh 04
the ground and a leaden boll of forty gramme* weight &IJt
npoB it from an elevation of twdve feet^ it receives not tht
•lightest impiesriott ; nor is it fai the least slfoeted when
whilst red-hot into cold water Window pence, Isam cyQndtflt
and other artklas of domettk uae Mid«il»njthbttC|iLdAMiu
can therefore alnWiU a»i»h«^^
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ftk> Kr C Sout, f R 9 , hat sent nt the following —
the etdjr piirt of this Tear I was much interested In reading

ii the Ih^ufmcktr an aeeowit of a paper conmnnicated to the :

Aeadenta del imovi Uncei, in Rone^ ^ Connt Cattracane, on

the ditooteiy of DistomaOete in the aihes of RngUih coak
TUakiDg it desiiahie that the attention of the members of the

]tto]ral Microscopied Sodetjr ahonid be diiocted to this fact, I

wrote to Connt Castraeanei requesting him to send to me some

tpedmaBt. 1 hate now leeeited two mounted objects of the

aahes of (Ml shipped from literpooi, which will be exhibited

at the tarh on Wednesday, Apnt aist 1 trust that thii will be

the moans of leading some of the Fellows to devote themselves

to this land of mquity, since they will be able to see that the

speeimene contain not only several well preserved species fA

Piatotnaceir, but 4Iso other curious bodlm somewhat like, yet

dlflenng from, the Xanthidea found in flints.’

M 'Walioh, who Is the Perpetual Secretary of the Academy
of Inscriptions, as well as Minuter for public Instruction, re

SUfflcd hit academical functions lost Thursday He had to read

oyer a number of letters written to him, the Perpetual Secretary,

by bimsdf, the Minuter , and hia coUeagnei were itmck with the

serious way in wUch be petibnned hu duties as secretory One
of thtm, M de Sanlcy, having asked the Academy to s^ two

learned men on a mission to siwie place, said to M Wallon
‘ IfM le Secretary is good enough only to speak a few words to

M le Minister, I am perfectly oertom the Minister will find no

objection to my proposition
’

M Paul Puny, a former pro^Vicsr Apostolic m Chino, has

proposed to fonnd a Earopeo-Chloeie Ai^emy in the heart of

Chhia, to be composed of miuionaries, for the pnrpose of dit

covering, traruiating, and drcnlsting in Europe, Chinese works

of every kind boaring on the sciences, arts, and industry M
Ferny states that the Emperor Kien laing, who lived upwards '

of a century ago, drew out the plan of a general encyclopaLdui

of human knowledge which has not a parallel in the world

Hic publication of thia encyclopedia Is still going on Nearly

no,000 volumes have appeared , there remain 60,000 volumes

to be pubUsbed in order to complete the scheme ot the Emperor

‘The Chinese have encycloptedlas of more than 300 volnmei on

agriculture, bortkolture, pisciculture, Ac.

Turn is an increasing demand for kiid m Ceylon for the

pnrpose of growing tea, cinnamon, cmchona, vanilla, and other

usttfol ydants for economical purposes, os well as for the spread

of the coflee plantations. A dimase in the coffee plant has

lately been ducovered which threatens scarcity of thU product

wiiese speedtiy chcidied It is called “ leaf duease, ' and, aa Its

name imidiCs, it ptinapally apparent in the dearth of foliage,

thon^ the produce of the beirief Is alto conaiderably reduced.

It it believed by oompetent authorities to he mainly caused by

exhanetion, and it, in thia napect, similar to the ductse among !

the lemon grovea of Europe, to wbiiih we alluded a week or two

egoi. The Govemsaent of Ceylon have taken up the sutgect

y^h a view to its tboroigh inTcttigatton.

Tnx AccUmatisadon Gardens in the Bdt de Boulogne, Fans,

frato seedved a rare collection of artificially cokmred plants from

C^toa. 'inte plants at« exhitdted in the great glass house of the

gtedsM csclto nnivcttal admiratioiL Among the ocliecticn

tl a 4w^ tce« of half a metro fat height, the trunk of which it aa

thick aa a finger, and the root of which hardly filli the hollow of

a manVbatid f the apedmen it about too yean old, and la a

[fMcick of oak. Tbla^ however, 11 not e natnral phenomenon,

bl)t tko result of Chinese horbciiltnre, which finds iu highest

k the rednctkM of the natnial sixe of plsntai

WifdMisrke attontlotk of frtads ot fsography to the A^vfrm

(Berifa. K. & MitUer), whkdi font the

sopplemcnt to the publications of the Imperial [German Admi*
nlty Ifeehrkktm fur den Sttfakrtr , they have been publiihd^

since 1873, and are most exodleiit m every way The part tor

1874, for Inatance, contains a detiiled desenpdon of the Ker-

gnelen Islaiidt, a cllmatblcgical plctnie of the Azores and

Madeira, a treatise by Nenmayer on the geographietl problems

in the Arctic regions, and a number of other interesting articles.

Hrpt iv of Petcrmaiui s MMalunitn eontauis a letter from

Hr Oskar Lenz, dated Adohnalonga, on the Ogowe, which falls

mto Nazareth Bay, nearCape Lopez, just ooderthe equator, giving

a brief account of some short exenrsiens he nude lost autumn in

the dut'ict on the lower course of that river The scenery,

natives, fauna, and flora are charactcnstkally Central African,

and Dr Lenr has been able to make considerable collections,

indudiDg a large nnmbcr of gorilla skullai He seems to have

been mneh Iiindered by sickness.

Da Gustav Leifolui, in a recently pnblisbed work on

the ‘ Mean Height of Europe, ailer an elaborate calcnlation

founded on a brood basis of measurement, conclndet that it if

agfi 838 metres, 93 metres higher than the calculation of A von

Humboldt, who indeed made out the average altitude of all the

land on the earth to be about 308 mettes. The mean height of

Switzeriaiui, Leipoldt makes to be 1399 9 t metres wh le thst of

the Netherlands is only 9 61 metres. That of Great Britain Ls

317 70 Further interesting dclaili will be found in the April

number of Fctermann s MtUhtdungeit

Tltr Mme journal contains a map of Kerguelen Island,

redneed from the English Admimlty Chart to a scale of

1—500^000 For compar son n map of Malta on the same scale

u printed on the sheet and gives one a very fair idea of the size

of the southern islan 1 which must be son etbing like fifreen or

twenty times the sue of Malta. Accompanying the map are

some remarks on the history and condition of the uland.

In the same number of Peteinianiis jcvumal, Baron N
SUiiUmg, of St 1 etersbuig discusses the feit le subject of the

theory of ocean currents.

At the meetmg of the Diplomatic Conference on the Me*
trical System, at Pans, on Apnl 13, it was agreed to organise an
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, the cost of main

tabling which would be divided between the States repre

seated at the Conference

The discovery of a boiling lake in the Island of Dommica is

announced It is stated to be situated in the forett>covered

mountain behind the town of Koieau a 500 feet above the sea,

on 1 to be two miles in circumference X he margin of the lake

consists of beds of sui] iiur and its overflow finds ex t by a

waterfall of great height

At Monday s meetmg of the Geographical Soc ety, a paper

by Mr Joba Forr*at was read, 011 his journey across the centre

of Western Australia, referred to m Nature, vol al p. 93,

Mr Forrest is expected to arrivem England in the b^uudng df

next month.

The dwth is announced of the Rev Charles New, the African

mlssionaty, who has made seveml additions to onrlmowiedge of

South Africa, and who is known spedally for his ascent of the

mountain RUimanjaro. At the meeting of toe Geographical

Society on Monday, a paper by Mr New was read * On the

Overland Route from Uie Pangani to Mombassa. Mr New died

from dysentery soon after thisjonmey

Tn fallowing lectuitt in Natnral Sciences will be given at

Trinity, Sb John’s, Christ’s, and Sidney Sussex College*, Cam*

bikige, during Lent Term, 1875.—On ElectriotTnod Magnetism

(coeibraedk by Mr. Tnftsr, Trinity Gritege, commenting April
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15 OnEI«etiki9«adl<^pMtim(oaatiiiMd), aadoBHMt^br
MrTh>ttfr,lUiitjrColl«Kt,e(>aBMadi>gApfli4. OnChembtiy

(coothwirtton of die oonrM begiwi in the Lent Term), hy Mr
Mein, Stjohn’e CcUege, cwnmendng AptQ 13- Inetmcdoa

in Prectknl Chemletry will ebo be given. On FeUeoatologr

(the MoDneca), by Mr Bonacy, St Jbha’tCollege, oommeadng

April 15. On Geology, by Mr Boutey, St. J(din'e College,

eonunencing April 14. There will be exennioiu every Satnidey,

beginning April 17 Elementaty Geology, commendng April

15 On Botany, by Mr Hid^ Sidney College, beginolng

Apriliy The Loeturcethii Term win be on Vegetable Phyiio-

lo^, and on Ciyptegams. On Elementary Biology 1 a Piactieel

Cotune at the FhytMogloal Laboratory by the Trinity Pnelector

in Fhyriology (Dr M Focter), beginning April 15. On Animal

Hiitology. by Mr Martin, Chtiifa CoU^
At St Johtt’a College, Cambridge^ J K Marr, from Lan

caiter Grammar School, hae been elecM to an ExhlUtiott for

Natural Sdenoe, of 50/ per annam, tenable for three yeora C
Slater, from Clilion College, has also been elected to one of

33/ 6r 8^ , tenable for the same time

A conajBFONnRNT laforms us of an interesting discovery m
the Rhatic beds at Wcstbury.on Severn. A party of students

from Gloucester, in examining the Cardium shales, founda few spe

cimens of a itufish, whloh Dr Wright of Cheltenhaoi, to Whom
specimens srere forwarded, has pronounced to be his OphtoUpa

bameth, fitst found m the Rhmtie beds at lllldesheim, and

described by Ur Wrigiit in the ZtUuinft Jer HeuItthtH gtoh

ghthM Gtttllttkaft, Jahrgang 1874. The specimens do not

quite correspond with the plate (xs x ) of the Transactions

alluded to, though the plate scarcely anawert Ur Wright t

description

Among the various kinds of fish which might widi advantage

be introduced into this country from Amrncu, perhsps none

offer such good results as the Shad (.44w<i sapxfuifout and J
fUHi^hartngiu) These American Shad are vety much aaperior

to any European species ,
and one of their chief merita is in the

enormous shoals m which they enter the rivers. Some idea of

this may be gathered from the fact that 5 000,000 pounds of the

Shad and the closely allied Alewife were Inspected at food for

the msrketof Washuigtoa alone during the months of May,

June, and July, 1874. No greater boon conld be conferred upon

Greet Bntain than the transfer of these two qiecies of fish into

its waters. An attempt has been made to banqiatt this fish into

Germany, but foiled, owing to the length of bme involved in the

w^yage. Veiy little difficnlty is antlapoted in such an experi

naent in regard to thu country , the young fish could, fai the

opinion of American fish cnitnristi, be eatlly
2
)>roiight over

!

In eonneetfon with the recent meeting of the French leanie*^

societim^ Mr G J Symons writes from Paris as folfowa —
j

"M Midiri threw out a snggestion which appeers to me likely
;

to, or at any rate possibly may, be the weens of averting the
|

prindpal source of danger in crosdng the Atlantic. I le^, of

comae, toioebeigi in foggy weather and tiw total wredm wMdi
|

occur from tunning on to them. It b wdl known that the

proximity of ioebeq(S b Indicated by a diminution in the tern

perature of the sea. M. Michri a praposolb vety simple t it b
nerdy that Trannulantlo steameri should carry a sobmerged

dectric thermometer, wUch might easily be arranged to ring a
bdl in any port of the vesid on the oocurrence of srimlever

^onge of tempeiataie ni^t be dedded npoo ”

A ntCBNT letter la the TfoiMr states that a crose halo wia seen

onthedgbtoftltotdthMerch. On the wow night at sewd a
halo was obfcrvnd by M. de Fonvblle, and described by Urn in

hbddly nsetaendegfoalaitiGle in the Paris Ths^ It wns n
drcnlar hohh no trace of the ctmi being sem. It doc* not

i^peer that the pheworoewa sren prodneed by the wme cioni^

as the doude were drifting conthwvds. But haki werev«y
freqnentabont that time. On the lath a edar halo we* eeen by
M de Fonvbllev end noted In Natuu^ voi d. p. 395. Tb*
same drme may psesent, when aaen from dilteont eWtndei,
difierentappeeianoes, tfab b proved by the variatlona (ri otpoot

obeecvedl^M. Tbeoadier In hb laet aaoent

At the rMtwmsfrMV of the Qodcatt Club to bo hdd at Vht
vcisity College to-morrowni^ Mr. J F Tefo will exhibitaome
spaeimena of the Cotondo Potato Beetle.

Tanbigerefractor (baitoenindtes)of the Paris Ofaaemtoty,

which was damsged daring the Communal dbtmhaaees, b now
being reetwed. The roof, idiioh hod been petfisrated by
hundreds of ballA will be put la woriring orjbr Thb leftnetor

win be czdnsivdy devoted to cdestiel photography

The pablbhers ol the “Instractioiis for the Obeervntion of

Fhenofogical Phenomena,” refaned to in a sRant nnmbet

(p 408), are WiUiama and Strahan, Lawrence Lane, Cheapside.

We believe that forint for record^ observationa may be ob>

tained by applicnjon to the Secretary of tiio Meteorological

Soebty

7;tr b the title of n fortni^tiy jonrnd pnUidied by
Silver and Co., which gives the cream of the news from the

colonial pottessioM of Great Britain. Each itsua oontaini one

or more papers of a scientific nature on lubjecta connected with

the coloniei The lutqects are wdl selected, and the Infonna*

tlon b generally acentate and valuable 1 he number for April 3

j

oonteins two intereaUng papers , one on the racte of man inba

I Uting New Guinea , and t^ other on the Lse insect and id
commercial products (illustrated)

1 HB IfaUd CoUnUi for Feb. 26 contuns an Interetting paper

on ' The Bee-tailor and the Crane or Windlass Spidsr 1 Instinct

or Reason? ’ The ffatai Cafrm/Tdeservn to be commended for

the interest it has always shown in scientific matters , it has

ever been ready to open its columns to cootribntioae on snb>

lects of scientific interest. In a note prefixed to the peper the

editor states thu he wishes to enlist the "sympetiiies the

[
aid of those readers who are (Aterven and students in the

vaitotts brandies cri Nuurul Histoiy, ’ so u to follow np the

paper reforred to with a snccessfon of tlmifor records of obswva*

tiotis. We hope the Invitatfon will meet with a response from

many qnaiteri. To quote the words of the ptellminaiy note,
*' We feel assured that there ore many throeghont the colony

iriiofe obcervations of the habits of animals, of the ddrae>
terbtic products of their own localitiet, whether anboal or v«ge.

table, and the Uke^ would be of great interest to otheti^ and
DoslblT Ttrv oiAtaiillT to tho advancenmt of

and we dwald be glad indeed to make our Journal tiw vsUde
of oommanitatiiig sndi records to the pnhUc.” The Town
CowmQ of Darbon, ere are io contemplato setting span
apoctionof thsnewbnUdi^forthepacposeaofamuteam.

TMEadditicBUtothoZoohigieal Sodet/s Gardens dnrii« the

put week include a Green Monkey {CtmpMtiut etUlUHeHtu)

from West Africa, praseated by Mrs. Langs ; a Vervet Mobkey
{CmtpUPtcHs hhtum) from West Africa, presented by Mils

Emily Siisison | a Golden Sagfn (.dyidforfoyMlfrM)froto

presoitadby Mr J Aitlinr Wright } tsro Leadbeatan
(CeeWiM iKutimitri) from Aoritalb, presented byMrG.L.
PreadergMt t two Shovellet Ducks (.^lUMb efi^wiAi), Eat^B4a(

;

n Bhu^oowl Green Amoson (Ctrywftr fouyiMfr} from St Lneia,

Westlndbg,iiiudwa»li an Qcekn (/Vw /enfoOi) ftom SfMitt

Amerien) n Poito Rioo Pigeon (CMwwfrs mrnis) km St
Vincent, purebaseit.
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ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS* toon (38 fwt loBft oboot 30 fcct wide, and 10 ftet hlM ia
oonoccrtiaK OM « the tnoet tnportant of then piadnct»~1^
oI~(whia boOi et 176* F) nU> nibolietiaol in •
retort, which taddcniy omcktd, and, yielding to the ptenani of
ite contented ellowed the wann liquid nydro-catfaoa to flow over

•0 rttf prerelent, in the txflotiM diwacter of theee Uquidi.

The act that they and their vapoora are nmpljr Inflaimnable,

ti ao dowly rtahatd. that in public prmta petioleuin ia atiU often

^Icen of aa an espioaiTe aobatance. The popular bchef in the

enploaivcncaa of theae alnply hiflammable liqnidt ooutraita

atrange^ with the fact that many eaffloahma have been brought

abort lytba careleaa employmeat of candlea or other naked
flamea in preniaea when tM volatile varictiea have been atoied.

or where ae operation of tranafening the Squid from one veaad
to another te puipoacs of tale la carried on, the reault bdng the

ignUion of the csoMtive mixtum/nafamfb^he vdatilitation of
the tpir tend itadiffniionthrotmh the air fact doea indeed
tend to ditcoarage the hope that the proporthm of accidental

csploaiona of jwa/emCSir which are apparently due to ignorance

may become very greatly dimmithed by keeping Ita explotive

prAertiea befon the mlndt of tboae uaing it

Thelecturer then referred totheleeUative reatriollona in connec-
tion with the tranafer, atorage, and aale of petroleum and petroleum
oilf. The danger arhfiwinoneapecialW&om the tranapoTt and
atorage of imptrft<tty refilled oilt under deaignatioiia which ap(dy
to the propeny refined and therefon aafe petrolenm or coai-oil^

which do not demand apecfal precaationc for their aafe atorage

and nae, and an conaequently not anbject to any reatrictive or
nrecantionary regnlationa, rendera the application of the exiating

legal resnlauona to the inapeetkm of petroleum-ei/r imported into

England ofapedalimpcHrianoe. Eefertingtotheio-called/arfiMi!$

tat deaoftied in the Act of Parliament, Prof Abel thiM it un-

doubtedly dcaixablc, in the Craming of any futon Act, that thia

teat ahould be carefully reoonsideied, aa well aa the quealion

whether aome narrow limit below 100* F mw not reaaonably,

and without inenning any incieaaed riak, be fixed within whiu
the flaahing point of an oil (aa the temperatnn at which it

evolvea vapour) may iBiige.f

The Ifability of oil or apirit to leak from caaka or barrela even
ofthebeat conkrnction, oonacquent upon the rough uaage towUdi
theae are unavoidably aubjected wha tranafarred from aton to

ahtp orcairiage, and the teverae, need acaioely be pointed out But
even ia the atnienoe ctf leakage from the openinga of the barrela,

or fiom any acddenlal point of escape, evaporation or difluaion

of the volatile petroleum will occur througn the wood itself of
which they an conatructed, especially ia the warm holds of ahipe

or ia stores exposed to the sun, even though the precautionary

meaann ia irequeally adopted of rinsing ue barrel out before

use with a solution rt glue. Itis evUent that the oU^ect of im-
parting aa hnpervioua coating to the interior of the barrel can
thnabeonly very imperfecUy attained, and that, even if it were,

the ahcnatkma of temperatnn to whkh the barrals must be
expoaed mnat in conrac of time open up plaoca for escape by
leuuga or evaporatioai

The daimera resulting fiom the escape of pctridcnm spirit or
itewapoarfiom nceptades in whidiit ia kept, in confined spaces.

when little or no ventilation cxii^ has b<^ but too fieqnently

exempbfied by explosions mon or leas viol^ followed by fires

ha localities when it ia stored or handled, or in the holds of
vessels in whidi it is ttanaported. Accidents of anch kinds have
been due either to careleaaiiem in tranafarring petroleum from
OM vcaad to another, in a shop or aton in wuirh a light has
becnbuaiMrtthetiin^arto a light beiig' carried iM ora
match atnick ia a aton when vapour has ben eacwii« until it

has fanned an exploeivemixtiin with the air The leemrer had
nvitdd reeoDeetkm^aa soddert of this kind which be witnessed

rtthelU^Cdl^of CbemiattylniSc? Mr C B. Mans-
filHr who was then engaged in his important researchaa on the

Compoaffion of coal-tar naqditha, whichM a fewyean afterwards

to hit acd uathnciy death, was engaged at one extremity ofa low

Regent’s CanaL It was eatabllahed by a aoand chain ofdremn-
stantlal evidence that this explosion mutt have been caused Iqr

the ignition, m the cabm of the barge, of an exploaive mbitnn <tf

air and of the vapour of petroleum, derived fioia the leakage of
certain packsgea of the a^iit which wen packed along with the
powder

It ia impoesiUe to protect heavy packagea from rough ueiige,

in the proccaaet of unioadiiig sUpe or other vehiclei of convey-
ance; It la therefore moat important that means ahould be adopted
of thoroughly closing the vents kA receptacles of pctroleiim ^Irit
by anch means aa an cmble of anatainuig ordinary rough uaage
without any iiqury to their cffideni^, and that the improvement
of the nature and conatraction of the receptacles themaclvea be
aenonaly considered with the view of reduemg the UabOiiy to
aeddents resulting fiom the eacm of the ipirit or its vapours,
sad the contcqnent creation of danger connected wi& the
iianspmt and atorage of theae valuable TUnmmatiag mateifala
The fact that combustible, and eroeefaUy inflammehle, adid

aubatancea, if of sufficiently low apedfio graviro, and redneed to
a suffiaenUy fine state of ibvision to allow of then becmning arid
remaining for a tune suspended ia air, may imlab mirtnics with
the latter which partake of explosive char^en scared needs to
be poiated out The ignition of a particle rt aui^ a aubatance,
awrounded by atmoepheric oxygen, will, under theae conditioos,
at once communicate to others immediately adjacent to it, and
if the particlss of suspended solid matter be sufiSdently nume-
rous snd finely divided, the ignition will imrend throngnout the
mlstnie with e rapidity approaidiiiig that of a miatnre M inflam-
mabie vapour and air, the development of gaseoua product! and
heat bemg sufficiently rapid and condderaUe to produce extdo^
cflects, which may even be of violent character, their vtokmce
bang regulated by the nature and XinAarnmatuity of the solid

substance, the pn^tion and state of division in which it is dis-

tribrted thronipi the air, the quantity of the mixture^ and the
extent of its confinemcuL

Exploslona of an acodenlal nature produced in thia way art
believed to have ocenned in connection with operedons in the
chemical fahoiatory ; but it wax icarcely to be expected that the
fiiit dearly authenticated cases of any importance should have
arisen out oi the apparently harmleaa operation of grinding con.
That a mixture of very fiiie flour and air will ignite with a flash

when li|^ u applied to d, and produce ia a very miM fiwm the
species of exproaion observed on applying a bg^ to lioopodiun
anqieiided m air, is not very difficnft of demonstratioii, but it ia

not easy to realise the pomibihty of the production of violent
cxificstve cflects by the igmtiim of such a mixture even tmon a
very largo scale, tboogh the rapidity of fta ignitioo be^^-
dentally favoured by the wanath of the atmosphero Cotton
mflls have been known to be lapMfy fired by the initkm of
coUtm particles sorocaded in the air, but, compand wldi flour,

cotton fa very coabnatible Flour when abaofuti^ dry would
contain only about half ita wei(ht of caihoo, and about six par
cent of hydrogoi, the lemuidcr cesiwating of nitrogen and
mineral aabatam , conatttnents vdnch, I7 abanWag in-

stead of oontribtttiiie to lu devdopment, mnat tend to reduce
thuniddcombu^Iityoftheaubatanca Yet the poadbUity of
veryaafauacalamitfaaanaingortof the acddenlalIgdtten of a
mixture of floar-dnat and air bu been but too oonclnaivefa

demouatrated.
Referring to a deatmetivu explosion in aome extensive steam

flour-mUfala Gfaagow in July iStb, the lecturer said that ita

ofM wu oondastvdy traced to the striking of fire by a pair of
luiilatcnaia Uirau|A tna stopping of the “Ked,” or suiw of
grain to them, ad the consamiant filctlon of tbdr bare aatfacea

against each other, the resak being the ignition of the rnfature

rt air and Am flourdert innoandiiig the mfll-atoiica.

Tlris ignition |)ooe wonld not aulfiec to develop any vlolssfa
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cq>loilve effects ; mdi Ignitions, thonsh occsstonslly obeerved
in smsll mills, esnsed either by tne striking of fin by the

stones^ or by the incaudoos sppikatton of n light near the mill'

stoMs, or the meal^spoot attadied thereto^ hare not in these

instaam been attended by any serions resnits. But in an exten-

sWe min, where many pairs of stones may be at woik at on
tfane^ each pair has a condnlt attadied to it, which leads to i

'The line floor is allowed to deposit partially in

this chamber or exhaust box, and the air then passes into a second
chamber called a stive room, where a further quantity of dust is

deposited It follows that wnen the mill is at wotk these cham-
ben and the ebannds or spouts connecting them with the atmo-
phere immediately surrounding each miUstone, are all filled with

a inflammable mixture of the finest flonr^dust and air, and that

isly be
wUch

portion of the m ,

rapid spread of flame throughout the confined spaces which are

diargea with it, and will thus develop an explosiaa The vio-

lence of sudi explosions depends much npon detdls of construc-

tion of the exhaust-boxes and stive rooms, and upon the dimen
rimis of the channela eff commumcatiou , it must obviously

'

regulated by the volume of inflammable mixture through u
fire rapidly spreads and npon the extent of its confinement

The subject of flour null explosiont, though it has attracted

little ff any attention in this country previous to the Tradeston

explosion, is discussed in continental treatises on flour-mills, and
the resnits of Professors Rankine and Macadam a inquiries have
demonstrated that accidenU of this kind are actually of ordinary

occurrence in mills, especially since the introduction of the

exhaust arrangements Those ^tlemen point out that it

appears scarcely potsihle to guard against snch accidents alto-

gether, although the froquency of their occurrence may probably

be mtuh reduced by adopting efficient precautions to prevent, as

far at possible, a stoppage of the “ feed ' to the millttone, or

the accidental introduction of nails between them together with

the grain, and by prohibiting the employment of naked lights in

thevicinllyof the mills and the dust posses. In order to reduce

as fiur as possible the damage and risk of sacrifice of life resulting

from such explosions, it is important that all receptacles intowhlca

the dust laden au is drawn from the miUa should be fixed outside

the buddings, and oonstructed so as to offer as httle resistance

as possible to the sudden csrumsion resulting from the ignition of

the inflammable mixture, Tlie conduits leading from the mills

to the exhaust cliambers should, moreover, be of small dimen-

sions and there should be no other communication between Uie

interior of the buildmg and the dust receptacles, which must not

he opened while the null is at wmk. By adopting precautions

of this kind the mill-owner may succeed, at any rate, in reducing

Ihe mischief resulting from an accidental Ignition of flour dust

at the millstones to such limits that the null itself and the lives

of those engaged in it will not be endangered.

The production of exploskms by mixtniea of air with marsh

gsa, coal gas, petroleum vapours^ or a finely divided inilammaUe
sedid such as flow, hti been shown to be due to the applicatiqR

of sufficient best to some portion of the mixture to cause the

atmospheric oxygen tocombw with the oombnsbhle constituents

of the gas, ytpocr or solid, the results bemg the development of

chemiM action, the formation of gaseous products, and their

expanslan by the heat developed It need scarcely be arid that

the same explanation applies to the producton of explosions by
that clan of so-called cxploaive agents which is prepared Of
intimately mixing oombustible or inflammable solids with a solid

oxiditutf agent (7 a an oxy^ compound which reuddy yidda

up a part or the whole of that gas under the influence of best,

snd with the co-operation of chemical force, to carbon, hydrogea,

DC other readily oxidisable elements) Distinct from these explo-

rive mixtures as legpuds their nature, but quite analogoiis to

them in theu behaviour and the cfiects they prodnee wto sub-

jected to beat or other dutnibing influences, are cxplorive tom
tommlt. Tlie majority of these contain carbon, hjdiogen, and
raygen as tbs most important oomponents j th^ are more or

lest miecptihle of sudden or extremely rapid trantfumotion into

gases or vapour*, attended by devekqimciit ol great heal, fas

tonsequence either of their resolution into thdr eMMWtsry cob*

itHuents, or generally of Ae resTrangement of rime into ooum
paistively simple Itums of conbinatton. Some of these cxjderive

-T* such unifsWe riiaisoterriMttlieyarelisbldto

undergo dbange iinn very iadtiiiff awee^ ndi w the
exirience la them of miaute qaaatitice of fomlgp SDhibmow of
active chemicri character] or they may evea be proM to abecK
lutely spontaaeotts charge. la such snbstaaeci MoammoeUeti
may be m the fimt iastaaM mtaMMmd oaly to a vmy mhtrifl
extent, but thia deoomposltlcm, by the products to wUu ft ghiiM
rite, sM by tbs attendiuit devriopmeat of bast, however imtl^
may speemly promou farther sad ame rapid ofaaage hs the
mass of the lubetanca, so that eveatnalfy deoemposttioe ec
violent natare may he estaUiriied, and the priadpal poitloa ef
the compound may saddealy undergo the same tmnubnnalioa
into gaaca or vaponiu attaoded by the same developamat of
heat, as though any one of the ageneles (L*

,

fire, fristhm, ee
perourion) ordintrily employed to determhic the axplcalaa Of

brought about are more fiiintHar to sc

taring chemtsu than to the general paUle, but aCeldsBtat
exploeions of very alatming, and, la a few iiiMancei, of vm
calamitous diarseter, are on record whidi, though aot actualfy
of spoataneons nature, in the strict appUca^ of the term, have
been brought about without any appwent applicatloa of external
indting ageades, and have hence, from a pradleal point of view,
not bm uconedly classed as spontaneous explosions.IS spontaneous exploi

{Jo be cotttiMued.)

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Lomdom

Mathematical Society, April 8.—Pio£ H J S Smith,
F R S., preudent, in the chair —Mr G H Darwm gave an
account m two applications oi Feaucdhei’t cells, first, to " the
mechsnlcal description of equipotentlsl lines ” , and secondly, tg

a meUisnical method of making a force whidi varim inverMy
Bi the square of the dntance from a fixed point,” la iMs hater
case, let ii be the fixed pivot of a cell, and suppose tlw cell to be
in eqmhbnum under the actum of two fMcs, PnAP, acth^at
DtxAB Then by the principle of virtual velodties—

P> I oD^ P \ eJimo Now, aj? oBsseA^-AlP
9 oD
TIT 72r

N oDmp ,B

..jt the j(.._ ,,

brother Horace and himself, sad
that be eaurtained the hope that

it would be powible to conatnict

a toy to give an ocular proof of

elliptic motioe. A tough modd
was exhibited Sir W. Thomua,
F R.*) ,

expressed his pleasure at

having besAi the communinaliop,
he had himself fiuled in tiyii^

malS^ such a force —Sir Vf
Thomioo then made two comma-
nicatkms to the Society i one on
the integration of the equationt for

the motkmi of a system acted on
by forces expressed by Ihitar func-

tions of the displaeemenU and vclocilics
] the ether on the vOnw

tkms ot a stretched string of gyrostats (dynamical thowy ef
Fsrsd^s mam^ rotation ci the plane ef pdarim^T.—
Frof Cayley,T R.S , made a fow teauufcs en some intenrie
connected with the tbeocy of atunctione—Mr TnckaTTMir
sec., then read a portico of a paptr by Fro£ WolilsiilKdaM^
The problem discussed in this pa^ is thus enunciated tab*
of fine uniform bote is bent Into the form of n legaiaFpehum of
n sides, and filled with emul volumes M diflkieat flnUev^
do not mbc] it u then dosed, and held in any i

"
vertical phwe. The rides of the polygon fonned b
common suffooes ef the different fii^

" '

directkmsj b^twoooaditicms be ml
^

be ooe of cqiriBbrhim . He appBei kh remits to

eases i thnn if « m ^ and the densMee be in eri

gresrion, tne straff line jdning the end* o
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IttMa donate will alwajs be vertical Again. If m * 4, and

H* ft (PiPthft being ttie densitiea of die flnidi), then

tH di^ioiuua of the (qnaie fimned bv the wrlacea of the fluids

wIQ be vertical and botbontaf Thislmtninient, ProC Wolsten
bqbM MKgests, might possibly be wed as a level and plumb-
UM) per^ als£ some intet^g toys might be made
other polygou—A taper by Prof J. Clerk MaxweU, F R-S ,

on iha appScadoa of Hamilton’s chatacteristic fnnotion to optical

Jnetnments symmetrical about an axii^ and the value of die

fimcdon ior a spherical sorftce. was taken as read.

Oeologlcal Society, Match Mr Jdm Evans,V P R S

,

piesidsn^ in the chair—The iWident announced that the

Jala Sir Charles Lyell had bequeathed to the Society the

sun of jLOOof for the purpoaes stated reoently In our Notes,

f Prestwlch proposed and Mr. W W Smyth
seconded the following resolution — “ That this meeting, having

heard the announcement of the bequest made to the Geologiciu

Soeisty by the late Sir Charles Lyell, desire to record their deep
icnH of the lo« the Society hu snstained by his death, and their

gcatefol appreciation of the hberal bequest for the advancement
u geologic knowledge placed at their disposal by their late

disangnisiied Fellow ’—The following communications were
read 1—On the occurrence of phosphatei in the Cambrian Rocks,

Iff Henry Hicks, KGS. In this paper the author showed
ni^ expwmenls that the Cambrian strata in Wales conum a
for greater amount of ptumhate and carbonate of lime than had
hittarto been supposed. Ihc results published by Dr Daubeny
ome years ago, and which have since received the support of

some eminent geologists, were proved therefore to be entirely

falladons when taken to represent the whole Cambrian senes

,

for thoogh aome portions show only a trace of these ingredients,

there are other bras both interstratified with and underlying these

series, which contain them m unusually large proportions The
author, therefore, objects to look upon Dr Daubeny’s expen-
mants oa tending in any way to prove that the seas m which
dieae deposits had accumulated contained but little anhual life^

aa^ that we had here approached the borders of the lower limit

of organic existence. He contended that the presence of so

much phosphate of lime, and also of carbonate ot hme, as was
now proved by analyses made by Mr Hndleiton, F CS , Mr
Hng^ F C S ,

and bunself, to be present m series of consider

Uile thi^ess in the Ixmgmynd group, Menevian group, and
Tremadoc group, proved that animal hie did exist in abundance
in these early seas, and that even hen it must be considered that

lo inctetM in proportion to the richness <A . ^

oiguiie remains. It was found that all animal and vegeuble life

had oontoined it from the very earliest time ; but itwas apparent

that tlto Crustacea were the chief producers of
" "

seas , and of the Crustacea, the trilobitcs more i

waa always fonnd where they were present, and tl

of the larger tnlobites, as now preMrved, contained os much as

flnmi forty to fifty per cent, of phosphate of Ume. The analyser

mode by Mr Hndleston and the auUior, of recent Cnutoraa,

nous. inueseooDapariaiinepaperuicBiiuKiraiiowcuuHiiwucre
inbnaive dykes bad passed tbix^h or between the beds con-

tefWng the phosphate of lime, the beds for some distance on each

side c7 the nykes hod undergone a conaideiable change Scarcely

a trace of the P|0( or of the hme was now to be femnd m thenx

Anngii it was evident that before the mtiusiona into them had
ta^pbioet they, like the other portiems of the beds, hod evi-

dently oontalned both bigredienU m ctmslderable propoituins.

Itwuw^ known that beat alone could not separate FjO. from

l(|M ; therefore he fonnd it difficult to account for this cbaime

in'^ character of the beds, nnlest it coold be produced by

giMaa ornatery vopotar passing into them at the time die Intrn-

i^fodt He tbooght it even probable that the dykeo,

wbi^ in seme parta ora feimd to contain a considerable amount
M Bsm and also of P|Ob might have derived thsse, or at least

SOMsi nortfons of theses Aom ffie beds throni^ wfaioh they had

tfosn forced, and which nuit hove been broken up and malted

as thm taisnd through them. There are no contemporaneous

fgA taow^ Wslet of earlier date than the Uandeilo beds j

lisd hs thtag^ then dykes bdoagei to that period, end that tbey

were injected into tlie flower Cambnan beds after from 8,000 to
ic^ooo feet of deposit hvl been supenmiMwed In an agnetd-
tural point of view the author considered that the presence of so
mnoh phosphate of lime in some of tbe senes of beds must ta a
matter of great importance and on examining the distriete

where these senes occurred, he mvorlably tound the land exc^-
ingly rich Mr Hndleston gave tlie results of the analyses made
by him at the request of Mr Uicks He found in a portloa of
dark gray fl*g^ rock taken from close to a fossd l ‘6a in a
portion of black slaty rock containing tiUobites, bnt in oontmet
with trap on, in'a portum of the shelTofa trOobite lytiC, and m
the trap above-mintiuned 0323 per cent, of phosphoric anhy-
dride A lobster-shell diiccT at l(X>° C gave 3^ an mitm
boiled lobster (undried) o 76, and a boded lobster without shell
o 33a per cent, of P-O,, If the analysis of an entire lobster be
correct, he estunatea that a ton of boiled lobsters would contain
about 17 lbs. of phosphoric anhydiidt In tbe analysis of a
shell of a tnlobite there appears to be a great excess ofphosphoric
acid, which Mr Hudleston thought must be due to subratunon.—
Note on tbe structure of the phospbatic nodules fiom tite top of
the Rala Limestone in North \Vales, by Mr Hawkins J^nsoo,
F G S In tins paper the author described the appearances pre-
sented by thin sections made from some of the phospbatie
nodules and shales described byMr D C Davies, F G S , m hk
recent paper In Iiolh nodule and shale he finds structure whidi
he is inclined to identify with sponge-structure , bnt the mam
also contains innumerable foreign nodies, chiefly fragments of die
shells of Mollusca and Crnstacca, with many insularly ovate
bodies that remind him of CasetHefora, and some that may bo
sponge-spicules The author enumemled fourteen nodukr for-

mations from vanons localities and of vanous composition, la
which he has detected organic structure, and lo widen he there-
fore assigns an organic ongin ,

and he protested against tho
application of the term “concretionary” to snch bodies,—On
the maxillary bone of a new Dinosaur, PrtmbntcgHotkus Hat-
/rm« contained m the Woodwardian Museum of the University of
Cbunbridge, by Mr Har^ Govier Seeley, F L.S , Professor of
Physical Cco^phy in Bedford Colleg^ London The bone
desenbed in this pwr was indicated by tbe author m bU
“ Index to the Aves, Ornithounna, and R^tilui in the Wood-
wardian Museum,’ under the name of /gmmdoH PhtiUfni.
Further examination and the detection of successional teeth
resembling those of Setbdosaurus, and those referred by Ihxifi

Huxley to Acanthpfkolu, induced him to i^ard ffie spedet aa
representmg a new genus, most ne«ly related to //yAssmansr.
The specimen consists principally of the external and alveolar
portion oi the left maxillary bone, which Is 4( inches kmg^ the
alveolBr part bdng 4J mebes, and tbe remainder made np by a
posterior spur for connection with the malar From tbe middle
of Ihc nppCT maigm springs an ascendmg nasal process, separat-
ing tbe orbit from the nasal aperture. Tbe presence m tba
posterior spur, or jugal process, seems to indicate an affinity to
the Ignantxiontidie, notwithstanding the resemblance of the teeth

to those of Seehdesaurut Tbe teeth, which are seen In their

sockets, have their crowns resembling those referred to EchittO’

don, Sethdosaurut, snd Acanthophohs, especially the last, difler-

mg chiefly by being relatively narrower, by having o^y 5-7
denticles on each side, by wanting the thickening at the base^
and by termmating m a sharp pomt The author describe in

detail the characters presented Ire the fossil, and indieated their

beanng upon its systematie position. It urns imbedded in a mall
slab (U ydlow sandstone, wluch also contained a specimen of
Pt(tm vacant, and is probably of Great Oolite a^—Descriptlm
of a new species of tbe genns Etmifalotiu, Desor, from the
Tertury Rocks of Vieturia, Australia, with notes on aoine_pras

viously described mcies from South Ansttaha, by Mr R.
ridge, jnn , h G & In tbu paper tbe author described a new
species of the genus HtmiftUagut, under the name vdH WootUt,
and appended to -this description some remarks tm the choracten
ofPsammtcktnus Woodttt, Lanbe, MtcriuUr brtvMdUtAjuOat, and
Monottwkta auftraiu, Laube , and also a synoptical list of the
Australian Tertiary Echinodeimata hitherto described

Pbyilcal Society, Apnl i<x—Ptofi G C Foster, vic<-

;

president, jn tbe chair—Prof. H M'Leod communicated to the

I Society some observations on the dcfocU of the human eye aa

I

regards achiomatism. The eye has been considered to be achro-

matic because it practically is so , but it Is easy to offer abundant
I evUaice of the defecta of the organ m tbu respect. For mstsneek

to shoet-si^tcd penwna the moon appears to have a bine ftiagn

In sring the spccticicope, the red and blue aids of tike qieeli«n
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cuAot be leeii with eqnml duUuetiMU wUhoot udiiutbig the

fbcnnine glass. A black pah* of paper ofi a blue gramd
appears to haee a fringed edge if eieim from eren a short d»
tonce, urbile a black patch on a red ground, when obeetrrad

under sin ilar conditions has a perfectly distinrt margin PioC

M Leod then explained that the orcilap{dDg of images fat the

eye produced the menttl impression that there Is no sront of

achromatism It is mteresUog to note that Wollaston considered

that the coloured bonds of the spectrum were really divided by
the black (Froimbofer) linear and bis statement that the

red end of the spectrum does not appear to have a boundary

line because the m is not competent to converge the

red rays properly shows that he had vera neoriy, if not

quite, discovered the ordiromatic defects ot the eye Dr
Young oscnbes to Wollaston the ment of having observed

that when a luminous point is viewed throngh a pnsm the blue

und appears to be wider than the red, the eye being incapable of

recognuing that the ipectnim has the some width throughout its

entire lenf^ An excellent experiment was then exhibited to

show the relative diatinctness of a dork hne on grounds of vorions

colours. A string or wire was so arranged that its shadow trap

versed the entire lenirth of a spectrum which was thrown cm a
screen by on electric lamp V^en viesred from a short distance

the edges of the shadow appeared to be sharp at the red end,

but gr^ually became less distinct, until at the blue end nothing

but a blurred bne remamed Dr W H Stone considered that

the paper was spcciallr valnable os suggesting a poisible mode
of investigating the relalion between the defects in the and
the personal co efficient of error in observation.—1 roil Onthrie

showed a kaleidoscope, devised by Mr R. Cowper, inwhich the

usual geometrical eflects were produced by ingnreDts of mica
lUnm nated Iw pobu-ised light—Mr Wdsc^ Demonstrator bi

the Pi ysiial Laboratory South Kensington, exhibited a modifi

cation of Thomson s galvanometer whicii might be readily eon
tructed at a small expense lie used two discs of glsoi and
replaced the nsual brass quadrants by tinfoil the ccmnection

between the binding screws and the qi^ratits was effected by
fusible solder and platmum wires.— rbe Vic«pPresident then
alluded to the lamented death of Mr C. Becker of the firm of
Messrs, hlliott, wliose loss mil be severely felt in every laboratoiy

in this country

Royal Microscopical Society April 7—11 C Sor^,
r K.b president in the chobr —A psper by the Kev W H
Dallinger and Dr Diysdole was taken as read it was entitled.

Some further Keseorchu upon the Life History of the

Monads, and described the result! of a number of careful

observat ons mode in cootmuance of the senes communicated
upon fornicr occasiona—The President read a paper on some
contrivances for the study of spectra and for applymg the mode
of spectrnm at slysis to the iii croicopc. Havi^ exhib ted and
explained the improved form ofspectrum microscope, the adapta<
turn of ti c spectioicope to the binocular arrangement, and a new
form of d aphragm, the author proceeded to show the meaning
of the nlisorption bands and the various methods of mcMure'
ment and determination, tramUng out the advantages of his nsw
wave length s>stcm over his former plan of comparison with the
quarts mtciference scale The effects of scid or alkaline add!
tioni to aolut ons were also shown by means of disgromt.

Institution of Civil Engineers, April 6.—Mr Thos E.
Hairison, president, m the choir—The first paper read was
on the manufacture of steel, by Mr Wm Hackney, B.Sc—The
second paper was on Bessemer sUel rails, by Mr Josiab Timmts
Smith. The object of this paper was to endeavour, biMy, to
ihow that, with care m mampnlation and hi selection of mate-
iials, Ueaemer steel ml^t be produced constant in quality, ai^
that certain mexpennve terts might be opphed which wonla abso-
lately dcleimine the quality of the motenal, m most if not all of
iu cbaractcTs so for os was required for railway and stnetnral
pntpoces.

Paws

Academy of Sciences, April S.—M Frfeny in the diair

—

The followingjiopen were reed -On a suiguuur csss of mag
netisstion, by|d J Jamin —On the theoty of aspindon, with
remarks on the new note of M FesUn, by M. Fays.—On the
limits of combining carbon with iron, by M. Boammgaiilt —On
some doenmea^ relstisg to the hte^ of disbeics, by M
AndrsL—M van Beneden then presented to the Aoidem a
work on parasites in the animal kingdom.—*1^ Acadetay
nominateda munber of gentlemen to tiiperin|miil the cgmpctU

\Apnt IS, i8^t

non for varions prises daring 1875.—Ona tofeirtifie baUnwi asoMkl
of W dwation, by M^ .Bird, ChooASpfaidilt A. and <L
TimiMier,^ai^Jobert ii ajteiyi^jioiio^i^

OB March ajtd last The boUoca waa 18 metna fat

dtoete^^j^ h^^jkooo^adite aaetreS

meten, compamea tdcsoopes, and nectmsoopes. Moreover
,

they had a fine electioeei^ With a long copper wfan of 900
mefeeaand an appantns to meosote the absorption of caifaOaie

add. The ohserven mw a fine hinar halo and da ihoodng itaitk

ooe of which with a kmg intenady bine tiaU. Foot carder
pigeona were despatched, none of which retnmad to Fkris.—

A

note by M Sirod^ on the Mammoth of MoobDol (ll]s>el-

Vilalne).—On the rdation between the m oydio periods of the

exponent of an algebraic curve of the m degree, M. Max
Marie.—Reaeardies on co-vanablet, by M C Jordan.—

A

memoir by M H Dnmnde, cn the appHcaHona of die

gmteral theonea of dynamics to the motions of a body of
varying feem.—A note by M Booty, on the qaantidM of ma^
netlimandthe wtnatiiMof the magndic pdas m thin needles.—

Gripon.—On the formation of iodic aod In flamea in which Iodine

It voUttUsed, by M G SalcL—A note ^ M R. En^ OB the
substitution of hjdtogea by metcniy in creadna—A note by
by M I.ecoq de Boisbaadran, on the ineqnallty of action of dif
ferent isomorphons bodies on the same lupcrmlnrated lohttOB t

account of expenments made prindpally with potamlc chrome
alum and ammonia alum —On a new process in extracting salt

from toils, applied in the South of Fiance, by M A. Joannon.
This proceta renders large tracts of land whidi are now lying

bare and unfertile, fit for purposes of agrlcnltnie.—A note by
M A. F Maiiom on the anatomy of a remarkable species of the
|TO^ of Nemeitlda, Drtpanafkcnts tptcHMt—A note by M
£. ftiUienx, on tumoun prodneed on the wood of apple trees

by the Puterom iantgire (a poiasitie maect) —A note by M
Dezanti&re on the sounds produced by the heart.—MM. Scmietx
ler Pelletiaa, Chose, Nodey, Chaperon, end Del&u, then mode
some communications with regard to Phylloxen.—M Petreqnin
then addressed to the Academy several papers on the spplknllon

tdcscopic observations and obtaining photogn;^ oroofe
in the inside of an ahrostatio diving bdL—A note^ M Gm^,
on the sodiacal light observed at Tonlonse in Bebnaiy ntd
March 1875, giving detailed ubles iff the observations of Uds
interesting phenomenon.—On a method of caknlating the abso*
Inte pertarbations of comets, by M Hugo Gyldan.—On manga
nesiixTons iron from carbonot^ by MM L. Troost anoP
Hautefenille.—Rcsearcbes on tbs carbon of whits cast iron, by
M P Scbiitxenheiger and A BouiMM4—On the tbeoiy of
stormy a reply to M Faye, by M H. Peslin.—A note hf M
Hildebrand Hildebrandsson, on the superior enrrents of the
atmosphere in their relation to the Isobanmstrkal Una.—On a
new formula for the calcnlation of the nfeactlvc power (or the
number) of convex lensa Iqr M Mooenrer —Gen. Morin then
presented to the Academy a new part of the Krmt tTArtUkrUi
pnblisbed by order of the War llWter
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THE ANCIENT MONUMENTS BtU

I
T iffM iiur gfatiQrisg that Sir John Lubbock’* bill for

Um pnawvation of the few remains of our ancient

AMtBoments t^t time and the ignorant or sacrilegious

hand of the spoiler have left, passed the second reading

^3f a Mspectable majority on Wednesday week The
Committee was fixed for yesterday, and we hope the bill

win pau through the ordeal with its mam pnnciple and

provision* intact As our readers are doubtless familiar

with the purpose and mam details of the bill, which has

been before the public for three years, it la unnecessary

to expound them here, especially as we have already

done ffo in a ^enou* article (Natuke, vol vu
, p 297)

The objections urged against the bill, both in the House

of Commons and m the Ttmes article of Monday, seem, to

us either frivolous or inapplicable They may be all

summed up in the statements that the bill interferes with

the sacred right of private property, and that it u unneces

sary, a* pnvate owners and the public generally are fully

aware ofthe value ofour historic and prehistoric relics, and

that no special provltion is required for their preservation

As to the objection that the bill will interfere with the

indlvidttal rights of property, we can hardly believe

that even those who most strongly urged it really

believe that Uiis objection will hold water Were the bill

as it stands passed; mto law, landowners on whose

estates any ancient monuments are situated that the

Commissioners thought came under the operation of the

Act, would be in exactly the same position to the relics as

beCm, with thb excepuon that they would not be allowed

to do anything tendmg to their mjury or destruction

And we hardly think that even any of the honourable

ohjecton to the biU would openly declare that they held

the right of destruction of a nauonal monument to be

one of the nghts of pnvate property Nearly all the

objectors expressed t^ respect for the remains left

behind by the previous populations of this country, and

their anxiety that no hum should come to than , and

thia the WU proposes to accomplish in a way that can

not possibly be done so long as these monuments are the

abac* ite property of private mdividuals.

Forthe opponents ofthe bdlm Parliament, as well as the

Ttmtt, may talk as they will of the public spint of the

ooffstry being a sufficient safeguard against the ruthless

dCftnctioD of theN relics which all but the lowest class

Of must regard aa precious , but there is no

4(Mbt Whatever that for want of a ineviirioa tudi as that

'^**[*"f’* in the biU, many of the moct valuable of our

Wlsdcht moBnments have sufiered grievous and irreparable

ba^ Ho more forcible instance could be adduced than

llmfc of Ciesar’s Camp * at Wimbledon, which, under the

eykaof the pubUe, aad by members of that public whose

is so nm^ lauded, is being rapidly obliterated

^M^^land. No one can at present prevent it. And
ftw the country there are remains of equal value

wloCe prssarvation it is nobody's business to see to, and

thenafere^ by destructive time, by phlBstian tourists

t^qfners, or IgWaiU fortners and p«»nnts, ate grads*

jf^flKdiigitiadetodiSiwthefitteo^CseMrb Had
hAjha Un bees passed a century or even half e century

You XfcoMo. aSO

ago, how much valuable matenal might have been saved
to the student of history and antiquities, to the investigator

into the progress of civilisation and of the human race I

The Times, for some mscrutaUe reason, has seen

meet to oppose the bill to a great extent on practical

grounds, as if it* purpose were to preserve every relic of

the past that might come to light, no matter at what
expense to the public welfare and convenience. But the

writer of the article either ignorantly or wilfully misukes
the purpose of the bill altogether , we believe that all the

monuments enumerated are so situated, arc at such a
distance from the “busy haunts of men,” that their

preservation neither now nor at any future time is

likely to mterfere with the convenience and welfare

of the existing population. It is simply stupid to

speak in this connection of fragments of old walls and
tcsselated pavements unearthed in London , Sir John
Lubbock himself, we believe, and those who support the

bill,would have no hesitation in sweeping away any ancient

. monument whatever, if it could be really shown that it

I stood m the way of the progress of the country and the

rice But m the Times article there is an unmistakable

mchnation to doubt the ’ utility ” of taking any care at all

to preserve the monuments left by our predecessors , the

writer evidently cannot see that it serves any “ practical ”

purpose Not even any of the opponents of the bill

objected to it on this score The objection is similar to

that which the same piper urged against the Arctic Ex
peditiOD, and might with equal force be urged against

every undertaking and every pursuit that had not some un>

roist^able so called ' practical ” end immediately in view

Were such a principle to have sway, then all science

might be “ thrown to the dogs ,” but it is too late m the

day to bnng it forward and with regard to our andent
monuments, we feel sure that all the intelhgent portion of

the nation would revolt were it proposed to take no luither

cite of them, but allow them either to crumble or be
carted away There is no security against such a fate

for them unless by some such enactment as that which
the bill proposes And, ailer all, we beheve that the

Times Itself would advocate the preservation of even a
fragment of tile, if it could be shown that it would m any
way conduce to the highest good of the race

Sir John Lubbock's reply to the objections urged m the

House of Commons is so admirable and so much to the

point, that we shall coudude by giving it almost entire

There is a certain touch of well-deserved scorn m his

remarks upon some of the tnvial objections which were
thought forward
"
It would not be denied by anyone,” be said, ** that our

ancioit monuments were graduwy disappei^g, victitnff

of the increased value of und and the donand lot road
matenal and building stones. Now, he asked hon.
members to look at the andent monuments in their own
dutnets mentioned in that bilL and tell him which of
them thev would see destroyed witbont regr^ Was it

Silbury HlU, the grandest sepukhnl momment, periupsk
in Eurape? Was it Avebury, the most remarkable of the
so-caUed Druidkal structures? Was it Stonehenge
enigmatical and unique ? Was it Arthur's Round Table
or the Rollrich stoaee Kitsooty House, or Wayland
Smith’s Forge dear to all touian of Sir Walter Scott ?

Oiv turning to Sbodaad, was it the curious DunofDoma-
ditu? was it the Banj^ of Mousse the only om, he
hdieved, mentioned in tw Sigas, and which ia even turn
nearly pettoetf Waa it Sueno^s Stone? or^ CaU
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Stane, with iu inscription said to b« in memory of Vetta,

the ton Hengist ? Was it the Newton Stone, with, its

inscription as yet altogether unread ? Was it Maeshowe,
with Its ranic records? or the Ring of Brogar? at the
Stones of Stennis, with all their romantic associations?

In Ireland, was It the Giant’s Ring, near Belfast? Was
it the curious fortification known as Staigue Fort ? as

it the remarkable tumulus of Newgrange, with its curious
decorations ? Was it the ruins of TelUin, or the remains
of the hill of Tara associated to intimately with the
earliest (A Irish records ? He hoped that the bill would
be rqected neither bv Englishmen nor Scotchmen . and
Iruhmen surely would not grudge a slight and almost
infinitesimal expense for the preservation of these frag

ments of early fnsh history Indeed, the expense entailM

by the measure would be very trifling the amount, more*
over, would be settled by the Treasury and controlled by
the House of Commons Those monuments had passed
through great dangers. They had been spared by Roman
soldiers, by Britons, Saxons, Danes, and Normans

,
they

were respected in days of comparative poverty and bar-
barism , in there days of enlightenment and civilisaUon,

of wealth almost bevond the dreams of avarice, they were
in danger of being broken up for a profit of a few pounds
or removed because they cumbered the ground If the
House allowed them to be destroyed, they could never be
replaced It was said that the bill would interfere with
the rights of property What rights? The right of
destroying interesting national monuments That was
the only right that would be interfered with It was not
incidental to the bill, it was no drawback in the bill, it

was the very object of the measure. It was really, how
ever, the ngbts of destruction, not the rights of possession,
which it touched. It was now for the House to deter
mine whether it would exercise on behalf of the nation
the right to preserve those monuments , whether it would
maintain the right of individuals to destroy, or the right

of the nation to preserve He hoped the House would
agree to the second reading of the bill, for it would
surely be a shame and a disgrace to allow those ancient
monuments to perish ”

We are sure Parliament, if it passes the bill m its

entirety, will have not only the approval of the nation,MK
the admiration of educated men all the world over

PRACTICAL PHYSICS
Introduction to Experimental Physics By A. F Wein

hold. Professor in the Royal Technical School at

Chemnitz. Translated and edited by "fi, Loewy,

F R A S With a Preface by Prof G It Foster,

FRS (London Longmans, 1875

)

I
N English schools of the present day the teaching of

Experimental Ph)sics is, with few exceptions, either

neglected or abused Yet there can be httle doubt that

this subject ought to be an mtegral part of the secondary

education of every boy and gjrl Its usefulness merely

as knowledge that touches us at every pomt in daily life,

and that finds iu development intimately associated with

many modern trades and professions, is a tangible atgu*

ment in its favour But it is as a means of tdneaHon^

ndhur than as a vehicle of fru/rwc/fne,that physics should

baiaUfibt in schools. And this because of itt Ugh power—
when tenght—of educating individual judgment,

bgeffiuragttm senses to habits of accurate observation and
(ha mind to clear and precise modes of thought Added
to an dds, pgmtical physics confers the bwt(^, hj no
iaaaaaMb(liihtlynga,rdcd,of giv^ to tbo hands the

ppvero^iisa^ildn,

Prof Foster well remarks, in his excdletit prefimatp

the work before ns " In the study of phytics We are

obliged not only to kam a large nnmbw of

but also to adopt new habits of learning ; vdrile wahave
at the same time to accustom oursetvea to attach acca-

rately defined meanings to the terms employed in did-

cussing physical phenomena, and to reason abowt them
with matiiemabcal strictness, and often the help of

technical mathematical methods. These diaracterlstict

of the study of physics give to it a valuer as a meansof
training in habits of exact thinking, which probably no
other study possesses m the same d^ree , but at the

same tune they make this study more than usnally dUB*
cult, especially to begmners "

It is this fUt difficulty, no doubt, that largely contri'

butes to the exclusion of physics from the genend curil*

culum of our schools and colleges. And where physics

is introduced, it is, we fear, too often badly taught, ilw its

method of teaching is mimnderstood It generally pro-

ceeds upon the old lines oi the black board and text-

book Nor is this to be wondered at For if a school-

matter be really anxious to teach experimental physics

thoroughly, he is staggered at the multifflicity and cost

of the apparatus involved, and out of this difficulty our

text books have hitherto shown him no way of escape

Where experimental science is honestly attempted,

chemistry is found to be less formidable 1 it also abounds
in useful practical class-books, and so this subject Is far

more widely taught than physics To many parents and
schoolmasters chemistry has become the embodiment of
all their thoughts of scienca Fumes, explosions, and
mess, are, to a large section of the public, inevitably asso-

mated with their idea of natural knowledge in general, and
experimental knowledge in particular The re|dacement

of physics by chemistry in schools is much to be regretted

on educational grounds , for, So far as the present writer’s

experience goes, it is decidedly adverse to making dbe-

imstry the first or chief part of the scientific trdbing
of youth Nor is there much likelihood of leeiiv

experimental physics generally taught in schools entft

there are good text books on pthctical physics that will

enable the student to construct his own i^ppatattn aa he
proceeds.

On these grounds chieflywe are glad to welcome the pre-
sent translation of Prof Weinhold’s "Vorscbule 4erkxperi-
mentalPbysik* ByfoBowtngthefnllandcxcdlemdirM-
tions given by Prof Weinhokl, any inteUigeat lad can be
hu own instrument maker j and besides the pk^Miie of
conitructioD, be will acquire a sound and Salentiwi

acquamtance witii tiie elements of pfayska by th»tfa|iph|l

lus carefully gene throu^ the book..

KnowledgO thus obtahMdsrill bO inafthoeOhly (hidlit
onthemOmoty,aad Hswwthwitt befiir j^eater thana
conesponding expsoditnre of time spent in men^ leadinf
several of the ordinary class-books. Nor osa (hern be
any doubt, as ProC Foster says, that "wbenevsr thia or
some sinular srork comes to be oommcnly Sdrinto^

schools, physics will be in a fair way of beoeati^jtne
of the most pqmlar as well as most useftil parts of iclMMl-
work, instead of being, as it too often now i% Isgs-^tlMd
and wetse taught than slmoat any other ad^ei^
Onsgmat insiltof Pro£ Wolnbold’a hamUt^ hi jjbi

great detail. NothingIsiaoN prowlring ftwa
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IjWiHilItJfi and aasomptioM fovnd in*'tl]e general run of u drawn $0 scale, every bit of ai^aratui employed has its

'‘^Ijalcal trantises, so that the studentis left mthe lurch dimensions given, every dii&c^ is pomted out, and
{hatxttheccitiadanomsntedien he moft needs help It Mure thus made almost impossible.

)» qait# N^wUng to notice the mmute care with which Nor is this work only useful for science students. We
FroC WainholddeafCiibes the constructum of each piece venturetosayany intelligent boyoftwelve to fourteen years

of aKHOMbitb As iBostrations of this take the instructions old might be^n this book by hunself, and, steadily work*

itf cnttiog i^Uss on p 14, for soldering on pp. vj and oS, mg at it out of school hours and during the vacation,

fee catting amws on pp 93 and 94 ) and especially valu- would in twelve months time have not only mattered its

ahk are the directions for maldog various simple forms contents, but have made for hunself a very respectable and

of screws given on pp. 656-660. Every woodcut thoroughly useful cidlection of physical apparatus, the

histoey and meaning of every fragment of which will be
known and loved as part of his nature

But we shall be doing Prof Weinhold mote justice if

tNjdve out readers a few extracts from his hand book

Here, for example, is a simple and elegant method of

demonstrating the tension of hquid Alms. A ting is

dipped in soap solution contained in a flat saucer, and
thin withdrawn , a film is thus formed after the manner

PUteau’i experiments—'"If a very fine silk thread,

ftth mlieii by Pqnlil srewnw.

trfeotd fern teeeoon, is tied to twe points of the ring c
had d (Fig. I, a, B), and the film whidi is formed be

IMiin within the pqsdon rv the finger or a rdled

^l^ef hMdnt^mfer,the unhnfen poi^ of the film

trill cq«t|i»»ahd tU Owad foton beautifelc^

U fttdee)^ at « Mdfedd^ Um
Airi U tkscBd atiHBIy Iwt the coatiMtioa of

the film will always stretch it so as to form an arc of a

circle If a small loop is made at the end of the thread,

(Fig I, c, D), the latter fixed at a, and the film broken at

6, the thread of the loop will form a complete circle

within the nng ’

In speaking of hydrostatic pressure, the following

I

simple arrangement is described —"A pig’s bladder, or,

1
better still, that of an ox, is cut down near »tt month to

far that the end of a glass tube of about the thickness of

a finger, and ten centimetres in length, may be pasted

through the aperture and firmly tied (if necessary with

the help of a cork) A longer g^s tube is connected

with the shorter by a piece of tight fitung indiarubber

tube, and (held in a vertical position by the foik c( the

retort stand The bladder is moistened, placed upon the

toble, flattened out as much as possible, and a ^ece of

board, such as the bd of a box or a drawing board, laid

upon It, so that the bladder is not m the middle, but close

to the edge of the board At each end of the bladder

small blocks of wood about two or three centimetres high

are placed, in order to protect the glass tube, which

reaches under the board, from being broken by the pres<

sate of the board and the weights to be afterwards placed

upon it By pouring water from a bottle or through a

tond into the tube, the bladder is filled natil the board

begins to rise above the blocks and is in contact with the

table only along one edge."

There is a neat illnstration of the wotk done by felling

bodies on p 74, but the author is evidently unac^oiUnted

with Prof Ball’s adrourablo manual on experimental

mechanics, wherein the student will find mechanical

protdems mote rigidly and amply put to the test of

experiment.

The section on Sound, we observe, omits all reference

: to the beautiiul demonstrations which can be given of the

reflection and refaction of sound, nor is there a single

reference to the subject of sensitive flames, ths valae of

whichu phonoscopes should, la our opinion, hardly have

iwmevsrlodced. The following simple mathod of saaUng

I

Koenig’s gas-flame manomster is given on p. 3^ For
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ttted

are bored in it for the tubei, and a conical cavity is eat

into each half with a sharp penknife, as shown in Tig

3. Latge corks are never quite ahr ti^fat , the whole

of the outside should therefore be covered with a layer of

sealing-wax one or two millimetres thick , this is done

after the two halves have bemi glued together and the

whole u perfectly dry* Before being glued together, a

piece of goldbeater’s ridn is stretched between the two

halves at A, The tubes aic are of glass, the aperture of

c being about o 4 mm. Here we may observe that, instead

of goldbeater's skin or collodion film, which students

in general will find difficult to procure, a portion of

one of those children’s toy balloons made of thin mdia

rubber may be substituted with great advantage It

should be attached as follows the edge of the capsule

IS first glued, and the inflated balloon then pressed on it,

when the glue is dry, the portion that remains attached to

the capsule is cut round with a knife, by this means

a tense thin film is stramed across the instrument

acoustics.

The useful little instrument just described sriS therdlkK#

cost little beyond the slight trouble of makfaig it Neverthe-

less, the English editor has permitted a firm ofinstninAbi

malmrs to advertise it for half a guinea at the etid o^tM
volume as "an indispensable piece of apparatiis requiied

by the student of this work." In like manner it Is

dispensable” to buy a Barker's min, the price diafged

being a guinea, when on p. sot the student is sdhewn

to make one for twopence. We m^t quote sevefnt

other instances from this cardessly inserted advertisement.

As a translator Mr Loewy seems to have done his duty

?i( 4. fio 5.

Hntins •ITects tt tU ducharfs ia Ltydcn jw

wdl, but we would suggest the necessity of his exercising

a little more editorial care if a second ^ibon of this work

I

IS called for

In the section on Light there are some capital mstruc'

tions for making concave and convex minors, and for

constructing a simple form of spectroscope, which if

I

entirely built up by the student The manufacture of a
bisulphide of carlm pnsm (em^oyed in this qiectro-

sc<^) is always a matter of dUSculty. Prof. Wdnhold
recommends making the body of the prism of a lamp
cylmder cut to a wedge shape by an ignited pastilk , thf

484

the ordinary wooden capsule a large cork is tnbsti-
j

These toy bailor win bejfimnd bf firequMt achktt
' It is cut across die middle, the necessary hules

edges ate then ground with onery powder, a hole bored 1

for fillmg the prlro, and the stdea of plate glass (French

plate should have been stated) cemented on by a mixture
|

offend treacle.
|

*The accompanying woodcuU indicate two shnplei

arrangements for showing the heatmg power of the'

electric discharge. In the one case (Fig 4) wires, bent

as down in the figure^ are insulated ^ sealing-wax and

paned thccngli a coik, la die centre of wUrit it a glasa

tube allowing a gas Jet to issue between the wires, the

gas being ignited on the discharge fitom an dectropkonk
between the points. The other sqiparatos (Fig.

shows that even good condneton axe heated by the

eketne discharge. "AsmaB widc-nedKd|0aiebeittkt»

closed by a cork, through which two wires pass and dtp
a gkts tube, which k drawn to a point sboot 1 y mm,
wide, and bent horaontally. Hie witw ateooatMMUd,lqr

» very narrow strip of tinfiriL The
slightly wanned by holding it in tite hand fee stmqdef%
a drop of water k btoUi^ iq^ the pokt Of the
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|HJ»Mtpiro4ncMl bjrthe pamgeof th« apaikthrot^h

W ttrip «r tlnfoU ia mCSd^ to expand the air in the

hottie again, and the dnq^ <4water m poshed outwards by

^ ajr through a apace of Me or aeveral

lilditipetrea,*

ia «i«"p»* form ofthe so-called "injector'orsteam

jat pipe for foedbotg the boikrs of steam-engines. Aglats

tib^ ««,haa oerka fitted at each end into which pass the

t$ibt$ecd. Steam issues fimn the small aperture in and

expanding passes out into the air through c. The air

within a a becomes rarefied, and the water into which the

tube 0t dips ia thus driven by atmospheric pressure into,

and finally ejected fitun, e

^The construcdon of the little injector presenu no

diflkulty, but the dimensions of the various p^s must be

exactly those shown inthe figure, if the action is to be

dqiended upon Each side of the right angle into

whtA the jet tube ia to be bent should be about 3 cm
long, and the tube as wide as r, the pointed end should

be lilca that of t, or very little narrower An indiariubber

sttctien-tube, to or 15 cm long, may be attached to if

The india-rubber tube employed (or connecting the

apparatus with the vessel m which the steam is generated

should fit very tight , it must not be tied with thread, so

that In case the pressure of the steam becomes too great,

the mdia-rubber may be forced off the glass tube, instead

of its being tom or the glass broken by the pressure **

Before doting the volume, we notice one or two placet,

besides those previously alluded to, in which a litUc im

provement might be inade For example, m describing

the construction of the gold leaf electroscope, the mode
Of cutting gold leaf is omitted The author recommends

students ** to have the strips cut and fixed to the flat end

of a wire by a skilled mechanician " This is unsatisfac

tory, for students cannot have recourse to a skilled work

man when they hke. Nor is there any very great diffi

cutty about cutting and fixing the gold leaves when the

proper method is patiently tned Here, as throughout all

prnmlcal work in physics, perseverance is the essence of

success. Again, we observe that useful little instrument

thO ** earner,* or proof plane, might be more readily made
th«n u stat^ here. Ihe simplest p^an is to procure an

ebonite penholder, and fasten a disc of gilt paper at the

end intended for the pen These penholders are most

useful adjuncts to a physical laboratoiy

Further on, radiant heat receives rather meagre treat

ment There is no description of any form of air thermo-

meter, an instrument which in a modified sh^ie is capaUe

of doing most useful work through the vHiole subject of

beat Nor u the subject of magn^sm so folly treated as

wu riuHild have expected , and in current electncity some

description should have been given of the measurements

of resistance and dectnmotive force a simple form ^
WheaUtone% bridge— such, for example, as that sug

gfilted by I*ibf Foster—can readily be made, and is m
dfiipensable for the proper study of this subject

But the wmk is intended as an introduction to the

ttady of physics, and, as such, it Is altogether the best we

yet met with ambng Engluh hand-books. The
unfottunU^ is of an unwieldy size, and might

bhW bet* made for more convenient for the constant

iilfonfiiiBi k requlrts if a belter arrangement of type had

layiatfoiitedi Wi F. B.

DJt£SS£/l’S BIRDS OF £UROP£>*
A Jiutory of ih« Birds of Europe, ttuluding all tht

^Ptcus tsikabtltug the WetUru Palesaretie Regum By
H £. Dresser, F Z.S , &c. (Published by the Author,

by special pemussion, at the Office of t^ Zoological

l^^ety of London.)

The issue of Parts 3$ and 36, completing the thud
volume, affords us the occasion iff again noticing

the progress of this beautiful and important work
Tbe energy with which the author has laboured to

ensure pnnetuahty in the issue is beyond all praise ; and
now that about half the work is completed, and we find

that the last twelve parts, with figures of nearly 130

species of birds, have appeared within the year, sub

senbers have every assurance that they will, in due course,

possess a finished wnlc.

And thu punctuality of issue is not effected by any
baste or carelessness of workmanship either in the plates

or the letterpress. In the last double number we find

some pictures which are triumphs of artistic skill. Such
in particular IS the figure of the Nightjar {Caprtmulgus

europaus), in which the downy softness of the plumage,

the exquisite mottling of the feathers, the roundness and
repose of the whole bird, the half closed sleepy eye, and
the well contrasted background, ore exquisitely rendered

The Wryneck ( Yunx lorqutlld) is almost equally good,

and the tail of this bird m particular is rendered with a
delicacy and skill which cannot be surpassed. Another

charming picture is that of the Smew {Mergus albtllus),

surrounded by half a dozen young, whose various attitudes

and the grouping of tbe wh^e, with tbe quiet river scene,

arc in admirable taste Tbe two Sand martins {Cotyle

fz/irrfo) perched on bendir greeds form another bosutiful

bK of nature An important feature of this work is the

care taken to figure the birds in all their different states

of plumage, and more especially that of the young or

nestling birds. In this part we have four species in

which the young are figured—the Black vinged Kite,

the Pied Flycatcher the Dottrell, and the Smew—and in

every case the plumage of these mfants » remarkablydiffer

ent from that of their parents The introduction of these

young birds adds greatly to the variety and interest of the

plates as mere pictures , but they also have a high scientific

value, since they are with good reason beheved to indicate

what was probably tbe plumage of the ancestral form of

the grdup to which they belong From this point of

view, the young are really very old birds inde^, and
may, when thoroughly studied, enable future ornitholo-

gists not only to reconstruct tbe forms, but also to repro-

duce the colouring of the birds of past ages. They thus,

to some extent, make up for the deficiency of fossil

remains of birds ; and this wprk, when completed and
tbe plates arranged in systematic order, wiU be invaluable

to the philosophic naturalist

It is difficult to choose an extract which shall give any

adequate idea of the valuable acicndfic matter to be found

in foe letterpresi. The following passage (somewhat

condensed), taken from foe account of the Nighujar,

touches on a difficult questiM which foe observations of

sane of foe readers of Nature may help to clear up —
"The Night jar feeds on moths, beetles, and insects of

various kinds, most frequently capturing its prey on thd

wing, Us Capadoui gape forming an eficeUcftt mofo dt
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bectia tnp. That it cats eatetpUlan li tiM eartaln but

It fee<li more eipedally on the larger intecti, aueh m
{

nay bogs, dung beetlea, large night flying mothi, e*]^
dally the Sphinx Moth, and vanoux apeciea of noctuiw
ime^ It i* a very greedy feeder, and in the autumn is

often very fat The indigeatiUe ptmona of the laaecti it

devoan (which it swallows entire) it throws up in long

pellets, wmch may frequently be found in toe places

where it reposes during the day As it feeds more espe-

cially on those insects which are to be met with amon^t
the dung in places where cattle have been feeding, or

where they are stalled, the Night-Jar is often to be met
with in these pastures or in the immediate vicinity of

this belief has arisen the common appellation of Goat
sucker
" This spedes has the daw of the middle toe furnished

on the side with pectinations forming a sort of close-

toothed etunb { and the use made of this peculiar appen
dage has puzsiM naturalists not a little. Some obsnvcrs
contend that it is used to dean the bnstles at the base of
the bill from the fn^ents of wmgs of insects which
may adhere to them , but this cannot well be the case,

as these vibrlssae or bristles are large, strong, and placed

at some distance apart, whereas the teeth of the daw are
thin andveryckMe. Others think that at the bird invariably

perches along a branch in a direction parelld with it, and
never across the bough bke almost all other birds, this

pectinated daw may assist it in keeping its perch more
firmly than it otherwise would do Other naturalists,

agdn, contend that it is used to hold latge insects with

greater security , but it appears that the Night jar almost

uvaxiably takes its prey with the mouth and not with
the foot , and consequently this supposition falls to the

ground. An anonymous writer suggests that the comb-
like structure of the daw may be used for disengaging
the hooked feet of beetles from the bill, to enable the bird

to swallow than , and this may possibly be the case, as
the serrations are well calcuWed to catch the pohshed
limbs of beetles Anyone who has attempted to confine

Dyitsa or Scarabai in a collecting box, must be awareof
the difficulty m getting their feet free from the edge, to

which they hold with the greatest pertmacity, one root

being no sooner pushed in than another is protruded "

This last explanation seems the most probable one, and
it agrees with the observation of Gilbert White (of Sd
borne), who states that he has distinctly seen the Night

jar raise its foot to its mouth while hawking for insects on
the wing

The passage above quoted is a portion of seven quarto

pages devoted to an account of the habits and dutn
bution of the Nig^t jar A work hke the present to

beautifully and artistically iliustratcd, and of which only

a limited number of copies is pnnte^ is sure to become
scarce and to rise considerably in value. Lovers of

nature and of art may therefore be reminded, that in

becon^ng subsenbers they are not only obtainii^ a valu-

able and most interesting book, but are at the same time
making a profitable investment A. R.W

service to timir fellow-wotkars, and to aU petacsu iota*
retted in education.* The editor and prineipal
btttors to the two forms of the Journal being the Muaet
as might be expected there it no gt^ dif^venca ifl the
earlier and la^ volumes, but y«t there «e baUese^
an irnprovemmit on the side of the pnsent ad|ae>
The advantage of muh a ftequent issue is pretty obvkaK^
but the meebng the subscription for twelve nmnW*
instead of four, is to some a soious contideratiM,
number of subscribers, we find, it fairly satisfactory, but to
make it more than a barely paying matter a muu larger
number of subscribers, the editor stat^ is requited.

Glanciag rapidly over the articles in the hufnbeni
before us, we just indicate a few which strike us as meat
generally interesting The first are Ivht upon is a ItUer
from Mr Wilson, of Rugby, to Dr Temple, on Sueoeaeive
V Simultaneous Instruction it was smtten in January
1869, and m considering the problem of education advo-
cates the “stratification of studies.” The question ie

ouUiders. Another Rugby matter, Mr Kitchener, gives
his views on teaching botany to junior dasset ; and Mr
J Clifton Word on natural science teaching m schools.
A paper on tnfle blindness advocates Dr Liebrich't
viewa Besides, we note a repnnt of a paper by Dr.
Hodgson, on exaggerated estimates of rmuling and
writing ; one on French accent , and one, by Dr Jones,
on Mr Todhunter*s essay on Elementary GeiMMtry
These two should be read by all who may wish to tee

to correspondence and a new feature in this new issue of
the Journal is a Mathematical Colpmn. What the journal
wants It the support and contnbutions of more of our
foremost educationalists, and then it would take a higher
poution than it does at present.

OlfJt BOOK SHELF
Th$ MonOtH youmal of EdneoHon and Scholtutw Ad-
vtriutr A medium of intercommunication for Masters,
MistresaeiL and others interested m Education, Nos. 1

to lA (W P Nmuno, 1874, 1875

)

Thi original Qfurkrh form this journal hadbeen for
some years “slowly but steadily mcreaaing in drcula-
tion.” The joumalis now issued at a mo^fy pubUca-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
lT%tEd^ deantlhMUmtdfrt^oitdUtfmrofiidmittpmm

h Ms somsfondmts NAhtr ton h* undsrtokt to roMrstt
or to torrtafemd wM tko wrsUrt r^od wtsstmturiftt.

No mtut it Utktn ofunonrotom tommsttntottom J

On the Dynamical Evidence of MolKular Constitution

I Bxo to offer the following renarka upon the extremely valu-
able and uHtructire lecture by Pra£ Clerk Maxwell triiiril

appeared In Naturi, vdI xi pp. 357, 374, in the hops tiiat

tb^ may tend to the further chiadiriloii of tills iatersstfog
subject

If two bodies are attracted towards each other by a fores
which vanes invenely is the equate of the dlstiinoe, and AL r,

be the force sad distance at any instant, Rr will rcpnstutm
nun of that portion of the energy of the two bodieswUch isdua
to their mutual a-traction (the mean beii^ 1 A r)

, that lu
the amount which would be converted fton poteatial toSwhile they approached each other to this pofait ftom su

distauce

Tbs nm of thevMalsffS(vAr),wa(Af), wiU ttMNfen
repreeent, fwr a gas whose molecttlas are so atttactvd, the total
amount of the energy due to attraction.

According; thcrefoie, to the foiunla of Clanilnu the daitiehy
of inch a gu would be the same as if tbote tattoo tad a pertiw
of the kinetic energy of toanalatloa cf every partictosqaal to the
energy which is dm to them had no eriitsncs.

And as the distances between the paiticki vary invstsdfo a*
the cnbe root of the density, if the ettiUBtivs vaty favsrstlv
asthesqnamoftiiedlststtoes, X (b Ar) wUl vary dfamtiyioi^
cnbe toot of the density Thrdedwiuon ftom tiis of
/ P'ropreseoted bylTwiU therefore very as the cuhsrootsf
tiie density, and the value tA fVifSl duatnlsh as tiis dtarito
increases.

If tile attiactlvs forcas wn la a kightr Javans atifo tkia
effimt wfll be forthsr iMteaaedf

^
And if this ratio be tbs Mtiipawar, tbs nm of tlw vbUb vi
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tt-i, andto • given qnutity of gW will vary ai the denu^

to die power of

The nun of the viriala one to gravitation doe* not appear tuiB-

elaat to aoeoant for the obeerved eSectf, and moreover would
vary with the qwdty of gu in a compound ratio. We mutt
CMMtide, then, that the ratio of the force to the diitaoec u a

one than that of the invene (qnarei.

lilpoil that law, aa already atated, the aum of the viriala would
iaenitaak for equal qnantitiea of gaa, in the ratio of the cube root

of die deuity. Prof Maxwell bu ihown that for equal volumea
(he faNacaaelmuat be aa the sqnare of the denaity, that la, for

equal qnantitiea aa the denaity In order to obtain the aame
leaelt dlreetly, xnppoaiBg (he denaity to vary, the quantity re*

eaainlng conitant, It la neoemary to aaanme the forcea to vary

imnoy vrith the fourth power of the dlatancea. On thu anp-

poeWaB the auM of the vinala will vaiy for a given density, as

the foela appear to indicate^ directly with the volume.

liie fotnnla.of Clauaiua does not elucidate the phenomenon of

the Increase eif> K at low denaitias with increase of denaity,

anerimentally taaoeetnted in the ease of hydrogen gu only,

b« probably tme, u conjaAnred by Regnault, oi other gases

also at auffidently high temphretnree.
The nrtivid// of t&a I dttbMatod, h«vmMt

now attempt to enter noon tUa potin^,
.

Prof Maxwell mentions thM Qailma ktt ago pohdad
out that the ratio of the increnMI of the whole Many to that et
the energy of translation may be d^tnoined if we now ex*
perianent the ratio of the apeelfio heat at eeastant peeiawo to
that at oooatant volume
The same reanlt is obtidned by eoeuaring the apaeUle heat at

conitant volume with the diSetence in the UnMte energy «f

specilic beet to be constant for alftemperatntea
Prof Maxwell autet that a oonaequence of Dr Boltamann’a

thoorem 11 that the temperature tends to become equal throiuh-
otttavertiealeolttmnofguatrest He also ermflm tUa d^
trine u an independent concluaien of his owit

It la with great diffidence that I advance a dUforent view ftom
that whidi hu (he sanction of inch high authority

It seem obvious, however, that the mean energy of the
molecules moving downwards must be increased, and that of
those movingupwanis diminished, by the amount of the work of
gravitation. And there it nothing to counteract this taiideney
nnleu there u tepulaion between the partklea ) attraction would
Increase it. At all parts of the system there is exchange of
energy between the partlclea , but, supposing cqaUibrlnm to

have been attained, the mean amounts of energy transmitted in

opposite ditecUona at any given point must be equal. Squ|Il-

bnum, therefore, can only exist when the difference of the actual

energy at different distances from the centre of ettiactimi la the
same u the difference due to the transfer of panicles from one
distance to the other

1 think that the eqnaUto of temperature must be mvolved,
dlher explicitly or imphatly, m the data from which the theorem
of Boltamann it deduced

IftfaiaieaaMiagia eonect (npootlng the gu at reft)b the Ibl*

loirtgl^ntow^ repmeent the relaUoa of the temperatures

tnualitinn on increau of temperature ludicaUd by the huxeese
of pitssnie , a method by which a amall error aililng: from the

variation in the value of / P^at diSerent dsniitlM ia diminated,
the tiiTn of tho viriftli ronxAiniAg coosteute

Taking e, to represent thfe spedfro heat at constant volamai /
the mecmuiiad equivalent olbwt,/and K the initial pressure in

pounds per square foot and Volume in feet of a poand weight of

the gas, and 7'| the energy exoliiaiva of that of transUtTon at

sera arid 1° Centigrade resp^vely, a tbs coeffident ofmqiaailofi

tot constant volume,* we shall have—

For dmoipheric air r, / may bo taken at 133 ai, aiid> P’at

36215, ond •> by Regnault s eaperlments, is 00366^ so tbat—

= a33
'

4 l - I44 ** - 89 *9

where x. ire the heights^ ^ ib tbe corresponding temperaturer
The lUfferencs of tsaiperatura wfaldi would exist in the atmo*

nhcre at dlffsrwt heights In oomeqnenee of thu law (one degree
Centigtade for every 333 feet) Is pertly counteracted by the action

of the Mtrtntt t the rate of cooling by expansion bdng less for

) tbs same diflarenea of height But m a loag-eontinued calm the

!
faicraase of but in the lower region of the atmosphere is well

: known to be Intense.

to tndBoe In stlU air u extigindy onsiaUe, liuumuch u a body
of air wbidi hu risen fas oonaequence of being warmer and
lighter than the Niroundlng portfaxu of the same stratum hu a

The expenmenb of Reg^t prove that ndther> F'nor • are

ahaolntdy constant at all densities. He found • at *1444 atmo-
apbere to bo -003648a and 4 81 atmosphere ^037091 Hb
experimenta do not indltote an apprecbbla difference in the

value of/ ^between 1444 and 1 atmonheru, but betvrcen 1 and

dbturhencea, and Use tnplcal oalms before elTuded to are com-
monly foUoim tw the meet vkdent tempests.

ProC Muwelf obietvw that a mueculax xther would be
ndther more nor leas than a gaa. This statement requires one
qualificatfon, u the theory dou not neceiaanly imply the exbt*

amount the value of| a/ Kin the former ease will therefore

be aboot t43 46, and in the latter 145 27
ihropoaing the apedfre heat to be Indepoident of density, thb

would indicate that the ratio of the increment of the energy of

ttonsbtlon to that of the remaining energy, and therefore

urafaeUy that of the energies themaelvca. tomcaaei with the

density. It is, however, not improbable (hat tj may likewise

vary, and that the ratio of the two dements may be constant

11 Regnauk'a exptrimsnts to determine the specifre heat of

d* were aU aaade at somewhat high pteaaurea, varying at the

commenoement of the expenmenta trom 4 to 6000 mm , and at

t^tenninatioaftomSootoaooomm. They more nearly cone-

Mood, toarefoisk to a pressure of 4-81 atmosphere Uian to 1

SmMfibsre. Andif**/ K» 14S a/i 7i- ^0 - 88 i4,ataUo

blh»M the dements of the energy ot 3 to i 82.

St b also probable that r, variu to some extent at dsfferent

tonqieratttres, but I am not aware that any experimenU have

VThneodBckst o* OwIncrouM of prssmrs, ths vohun* wmsi^ 000-

no radi forces exist. Thb oonstitates a difference ofsome impor-

tance from the oooditioa of agu Itistruethat an eqnihbiiumof
temperature would fmffto establish itself brtween the agitation of
the ordinary molecules tnd those of the lether But the esta-

blishment of such an equilibrium would be conitandy counter-

acted by the rapid transmisdon of the energy communicated to

them, through space, by the molecules of the Mher , in other

wordk by radiatKn There are donbtlesi difficultiee in tfaiq

bypotheds, but its rejection involves the conception of the traos*

mission of energy by other msans than the motlmr of mUttrlal

particles, and we have no soOidicat ground for supposing any
other mode of transmission to be possible.

It bu been suggested that the dtemative to the conception of
a molecubr wther b a continuous materUl snbttanaei not made

material In tn otdini^ sense, f find it u difficult to omedve
such a substance u an immaterial substance capabb of trans-

nualngeiUTgy But lam profoundly oonsdonsm the difbresioe

between the umita of dor powers of conception and tha limits of

|)04iibiUtya

Athennm dub, Aprilp ^ ^ Nicbwj
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Oa the “ X-nw of Fntlgtta
" regulating 'Mtueiilar

Exertion*
CmfariMH CaktOatuntwUk

Otmvaimu

With regard to Mr Miphee'a new aeries of experimentt pub-
lished in Natuxx (voL xL, p. ayfi), in Table 11., I shall make
osily two obaervations t—

I That thw appear to me to ha saUeded to too madi of
redaction and discuauoiL a procam which does not always
improve experimentsi and that the intmvenUoa of aa assistant

who lifts the weight from the experimenter appears to introduce

new sources oi error, both as regards the work done and the

punctual observanoe of rime of lift.

^ 2. That the formula (cubical hyperbola) objected to by Mr
Nlpber, whldi is derived from the “Lawoi Fatlg^' repre-

sents his new serus of experiments quite as well as the compli
cated empirical ibrmnla which he has empkqred, and whidi us
no theoKtical meaning

I simply give the tbliowing taUe, tsken (nun Mr Nipheris
Table II , and calculated from the fonuular—

n(w + *]* ^ A

-
Hseihwe.

vut
IllpiMr

ai

3i

44

1*

£4

1*

283

1-

h
227
18

1

»4 5
to 4
77

24a
1503

m
SOI

r,
SI
146
119
99

313
>57

SI
4>J

21
21-0

11 a

>4 3
12 I

104
1
1

1

++I

1
+1

1
++

iii

111
+ 3*
+ *4
4 > 7
4 09
+ 02
-iy— 27

where ,4>i469 3,a- — 1276 1 also give a diagram (Na 3), ahowing tothe eye the sgree-

mciit Utwccn the «h*M of llie cubical hypctboia and Mr
Nipher’a obacivationa. in fact it if plain, eitbcr from tbe table

or the diagram, that my formula, denred from the “ Law of

Fatigue, ' repiefenu his obeerradons folly as well aa lu# own
empuical formula.

In Mr Niphcr'a fonncr expenmenis already given, the value

of a comes out to be + ivQe, and in the peamt experiments It

if Fatigoe, t

aim, and a negative vane maw aunue
liie nbnidity, however, is easily expUntd, and is not in the

“Lawof hafligM*' The “Law of Fatigne” asserts that the total

work done wa group ofmnsclcs tired tairlv out ismveisely pro-

portional to the rate at which thmr are oooaemncd to act, but it

tacitly supposes that the group or mnaclea in question is not aided

by other muscles in any wav This is very difGcolt to prevent,

and it can only be necompiishcdby acarefolstudy of the muscles

usadi ahd by devising a rigorous posture end movement duttag

the expe^ment^ such ss shall compel the group of muscles to do
theirworkend preventothergroupe from belphig them, which they
endeavour to do, from the strong animal insunct of avoidiBg pain
In the experiments made 1^ my«^ Dr Maeallster, and Mr
Gilbert Haaghton, tha muscles ns^ were two»

and the palms were supinoted, and dm plane of motion was the

d tvbe n

In Ms. Kipber’s ezperimenU (if I undetsiand hia deseriptiom
correeth) the plane of modoa was 45* in advance of the tranm
sene plane, and the band was pnibuti'*

* "
cumstaneca would allow the musclei ai ,
in an irregular manner by the foUowiiig naadet »-

73 Deltoideni clavicalatls

4. Trapcsfais scapnlaris (antaior fibres)

5. Fectoialit nujor (superior fibres).
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jin Iftcfolixlr. utd tlM L*wof Fatign will not appljr to tli«n t

uAtiMitatemeQtof (hat law leading totbecaUM hypeibola

tbe fltnw m t tbea the weight reuly lifted by the fibres m will be
Me- a-sr] And it is to this qnsntity oaly that the Law of

nttgae sji)lles, gMogu the fonnula

a(w+a-x)» = ^ (4)

In Mr. mpher’s first set of experiments at fixed rate we
foiifld—

• -X « + i-o^

And la bis experiments now pnbliihed we have—
* = - I 376

. ».ii fiuoixieliur tl

tednctioa) ^ ^

dritoU were aided, iriegularlT in the two cates by muicnlar

fibres (not bred out), which lifted respectively o 41 and 3 77
kilos.

Trinity Collqie, Dublin, SAMVEL IlAuaRTON
March 13

P S —t have received a letter from Prof Gustavus Hmrichi,

of lom-a State University, in whose laboratory Mr Ninher was
assistant, and who gave Mr Nitdier all possible atd In nts expe-

riments In this letter Prof Hmriehs sutes that Mr Mirdiet's

former experiments were in factu good at those he last asBoe 1

m} self believe that, m tome respects, they were better

Denitdation

Many students of geology find a difficulty m realuing that the

effects of denudation are due to the simple action of water set m
motion only m ways familiar tu ua To them, sad indeed to many
othen, it may be of some interest to observe a working model
which, thougn made without any such design, shows with curious

fidelity, on a Small scale the eflects which mive been produced in

the lapse of ages on the great features of our globe

Lo^oners will tememDcr that the Serpentine was emptied,

cleaned out, and finally refilled about five years aga Coping
stones of hewn gramte were laid along the mltgin of the foot

path, and fiom this, slanting down for about two feet, was a
layer of concrete laid about tlm level of the water line. Possibly

this concrete wss not of the most durable quality, sUll it was
certainly harder than most of the rocks which bound our coasts.

But m the short space of about five years tbe bny wavelets of

tills Uutle lake have worked this imoelk tlefmg hul into a bold

and rugged Ime In some places, indeed, all the cot Crete bos

been washed away and there is a sandy beach right np to the

granite. Two or three years a(re the water was at a somewhat
lower level than it is now The traces of the change are

recorded, espec ally on tbe north side, a little to tbe eMt ef the

boat hou^ 1 here, a doable range of " clifft, one over tbe

other, is to be seen extending for some eonsideniUe distsnea.

rhls "ismdtf is indeed of so much laterOst that 1 odi yon to

insert this notice of it, for 1 sm sun that many the readers of

Natdu would share the pleainn I have felt in watching the

very striking timilanty in efleoU produced by the some smu
woming an scales so vastly different R H

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Sun's Parallax—

I

n Astron Nach
,
No 3,033,

Prot Galle, Director of the Observatory of Breslau, ^ves
bis Owl dictions with reference to the value of solar

Bfyaiiaa froDi Corresponding observations of the nunor

ptanet Flora, about the opposition of 1873, which took

^Uod whtie toe planet was near perihelion Observations

v^iUi this «oecial object in view were made at the Observa-

Ugries bf Bothkatnp (Herr von Bulow), Cape of Good
Krt^, CHnton (NY), Cordoba, Dublin, Le^c, Lund,

lleibeume, Moscow, Parsonstown (the Earl of Rpsse),

WadUngteo, and Uptala
1 by 37 N and 36 S stars, the

son’s pandlsut is rafenred to be r 879 (± o’'‘o396), wbicb.

jidmiVitly enough, is the exact figure lately communicated
W tPAbbame ttr the Astronomer Royal, as a first

iMOk obtained by M, Putseux ft«m obiervafions of the

Tuttle’s Vabiadle Nebula in Draco, &c—This
object well descives regular observation, the evidence In
favour of its variability being apparently beyond question
It was first seen by Tuttle in September 1859, ana occurs
m Argelandet’s Durchmustetung On tbe 34th of Sep-
tember, 1863, D’Arrest, observing with the Copenhagen
refractor, desenbes it as a larra bright nebula, 3 long
and 80* broad, and he adds bene conspiaenda tubo
qnsestore ” On the 33nd of August, 1863, after re exami
nation, he has the note “ I uiinK this nebula was far
brighter ip tbe year 1862,” and on the 12th -of the follow
ing month he remarks "tube quiestore non amphus
discemltur” In a letter to Sir John Herschel, he ex
presses his conviction that the nebula could not have
been so bng^bt as it was in September 1863, m the time
of Sir W Hetscbel and Messier Auwers, m Kfinigs
berg Observations, xxxiv p 337, says he found the nebula
pretty bright, 3^ long, il broad, the direction of the
longer dimeter being 50® If we take the mean of
D Arrest’s observations for position {StJeruui Nebula
tontm, &c , p. 333), and bring up to the commencement

1875, thefoltowing place results —
R.A. i8h. 23m. 16s. N P D 15“ 29 s

This nebula is Na 4415 of Sir John Merschel’s general
Catalc^e We are aUe to state that there is some
suspicion of variability about No 4,369 of the same Cata
logne (Hmd, iSja, April 36), and possibly m the small
baxy looking sbr preceding tbe brightest part of the
nebula. In April 1852 it was very small and rather faint,

perhaps 1 in diameter , it followed Lalande, 33076, 50 is.,

and was 9 4 north of the star Auwers (Konigtberg
ObiTCrvationt, xxxiv p 337} found it pretty faint, a
diameter, gradually a little brighter towards the middle ,

a atlf 12th magnitude situate on tbe border of the nebula
on an angle of about 330® from its centre. Later obscr-
vationa have afforded indication of fluctuating brightness,
but are not decisive Auwers thought he found signs of
vanabllity m the nebula No 4 473 (Hind, 1845, Mar^ 30)
In a 6-feet Fraunhofer it was pretty bright, round, and from
two to three minutes in diameter and once, i860, Aug 16,

with Ae Klinigsberg heliometer it was " surprisingly faint

and 01 the second clast at tbe highest" Schdnfeld has seve
ralOjMeryattons inAflnuta/mJCMReab guManhetm, 1W2
the duuneter is variously recorded between 43 and a,
and once it is remarked that the nebula showed strong
scintillation and appeared resolvable DAireit, who
independently discovered this nebula in the spring of
1852 {Attran Nach., No 809) has given his earber obser-
vations in RtsuUaU aus Beat dir Nebeljltcktic, Erstc
Rnht, in September 1855 be suspected it might prove a
cluster of very mmnte stars. His later observations with
the Copenhagen refractor are puUished m Stdemtn
Nebulotorwn, &c., where he states that he had not,

dunng sixteen years, noticed any change either of bright

ness or position ,
and he mentions farther that in April

1 866 he detected a number of himmoua points. Vans
bility m the case of this object appears hardly to rest

upon sufficient proof, considering the effect of indiflitrent

niehts upon suim observatkms-, but it is suggested in Sir

Jonn Herschel’s last Catalogue, and on that account is

referred to here

Comet 1766 (II)—If Burckhard^s dliptical elements

of the second comet of 1766, discovered at Pans <»
April 8, are approximately correct, it is not Improbable
that the comet wss observed oh its first perihelion pas-

sage with that form of orbit Burckhardt succeeded in

representing the rough observations of La Nux at tbe

Isle of Bourbon, extending to May 13, by an ellipse with

a period of only five years, Pingrfi having faded m tuing-

ing them mto satisfactory agreement with the few Mistf,

vations bdeen by Messier and Cassini de Thury, at Paris
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from the 8th to the isth of Apnt, in a parabolic oiWt
With the period asaigned by Bnrcldiardt, the comet *Onid
have paasM its apbwon in October or November 178^
at which time the planet Jupiter was near the same hdi^
centric longitude, and his distiuice from the comet might
have been less than o 4 , indeed, a penod very sligWy
shorter than Burckhardt’s, and imite wlthm the probaUe
error of hit determination, might have occasioned an
extremely dote approach of the two bodies, producing,
in all probability, a great alteration of eleraenta, and re

salting in the ellipse of shmt penod indicated by the
observations of 1766 This comet was suspected by
Gausen to have been identical with the comet of July
t8i^ or the comet of Winnecke, which has been observed
during the present year, and the very possible cl^
approach to the planet Jupiter in the autumn of 1^3
may have been the cause of the introduction of this b^y
amongst the quicidy revolving comets of the system. It

is also to be remarked that Bnrekhardt’s orbit for 1766
pomts to a close approximation to the orbit of Mercury,
in about helioc'ntnc longitude 290°, the distance is less

than 0*025

THE SOLAR ECUPSE

I
N continuation of our articles on this subject, we pnnt

the following tdegrams which have since oeen
received, detailing the results of the observations , to-

other with some remarks which have appeared in the
Tttuei concerning them

First, snth regard to the Siam party we have, from

svas hasy, the results by the prismatic camera were good
Tho sp^roscopic cameras failed. Light good pAoto
graphs of the corona were taken "

Next, a Ttmts telegram from Dr Schuster, at Bangkok,
as follows —

•

“ The English observers of the solar eclipse in Sum
are remaming a few days at their station to take copies ol

photographs obtained Unavoidable accidents prevented
them being on tho spot until five days before the eclipse

Owing to the untiring energy of Capt Loftus, the

arrangements were nearly complete, and thus partial

success of the expedition secuted."

Next, a Dcttly News telegram from the special cor
respondent of that Journid with the exp^lion at
Banriude —
" The results of the English Eclipse Expedhion must

be considered merely preliminary, this being the first

time spectrum photiuraphy has tried The pns-
matic camera shows the rings with protuberances at the
edge of the sun, and at least one more ring towards the
ultraviolet without protuberances Eight good photo-
graphs of the corona were taken, the exposure varying
from two to sixteen seconds "

It will be observed that in none of these telegtams was
Dr Janssen n eoti med It is possiUe, therefore, that be
left Singapore before the arriviu qf the Engbsh Expedi
tion. Be this as it may, he observed the ecujne in Siam,
smd on Monday iast at the Paris Academy of Sciences, a
telegram was read from him to the effect that though the
sky was not clear, he obtained results, and that these
were confirmatory of those obtained in 1871, so far as
tbw related to the coronal atmosphere.
The neirii received from the CamorU party is a tad

contrast to dm above The following Reuter’s telegram,
dated “ Calcutta, April 18,” will no doubt cause umveiul

khcc^ul in obtervmg the external contacts duHiuf ti

Mar ocUpMi They howkvor, M •btoltf^at

graphic results, owmg to the sky bring camptBtei|r «r«N
cast during (otidity "

The Timtf commente on the lesidtt obteittod at
are at follows —
“ Reading the above triegnun from Dr, Sttestcr

connecUiMi with that which we published m wrteasnd
edibon on Wednesday last (Natuxl April ic,p,47^
we see that tsro-thirds of the work which the Stein
dition went out to do have been successAiIly accomiitished.
Photographs giving us the actual shape and many of the
conditions of the coronal atmosphere at the present
epoch of minimum sun spots have been teoir^ and
these photographs we shall be able to compare irith

those taken m India and Java in 1871 at the time of
m^xunum sun spots. It is not too much to hope that
this comparison may teach us much as to the cluuq^ in
the solar atmosphere which accompany or are brought
about by the ebanra in the spots^nanges which requiK
eleven years or thereabout to run through their crela.
But this, after all, » a trifle compared with another part
of the work. Not only was photography fnre
employed to tell us the shape and other conditions of the
solar atmosphere, but photography spectroscopy has
been utilised to tell ns the chemical constitution of the
various readings of the sun’s surroundings

,
and it u in

this branch of the work that the most vriuable of the
announced results have been obtained. The Committeo
of the Royal Society laid so much stress upon this part
of the attack that no lets than three instrumenta were
devoted to it by the Siam party alone, the work of each
being so arranged that it would supplement that accom-
plished by any of the others.

“A few simple considerations will Serve to mdicate
not only the nature of this part of the work, but how
carefully it bad been prepared throughout by those
upon whom the responsibility of organising the expedi-
tions felL 1 be briliiancy of the corona haa vaiwd enor-
mously—one, indeed, mig^t almost say impossibly—

n

various eclipses. The celebrated Otto btruve, for instance,
has placed on record the fact that in one of the eclipeea
which be observed its brilliancy was almost insMpnf-
able to the naked eye , other astronomers have ma« ule
of expressions equally strong, while it is known that, if

those who are fortunate enough to have the opportunity
of observing eclipses take the precaution of guarding the
eye from the direct light of the sun before its dist^pcaO'
ance, there » not only light enough from ^corona to
read by with comfort, but a light surpassing in Ixilliancy
the brightest moonlight we are frumliar with m these lati-

tudes. This IS 10 far as the eye is concerned When we
deal with the photographic plate instead of the retina, the
brilliancy of the corona becomes yet more certain. A
camera o^ say, four inches aperture will impress an iaun
of the corona on a prepared plate in far less time titan it
will impress an image of the moon at its bri||fotest. This
is one indication of the photographic brilliancy of fhe
coronal light, and in a former article we took ocoision to
refer to others of an equally stnkmg Iwd whidi wtte
rendered very obvious durmgtbe eefipse of 1871 The
evidence as to the bnghtneu of the speetnim of the
lower layers of the sun's atmosphere is equally strong.*
" The Koyal Society Committee, therefote, would uttp

been justified in reckoning upon a bright corona. Thw
did so, bat at the same time they provided for « very
feeble one. Long before the expedition eriled, t)i«
members of both parties made some very interesttagii-
searches on the possibiljty of securing phoUxoanhs it
gase^ spectrw-that Is, precisely such spe^ aatiutee
which it is natural to expect will be fuini^ed to ua by the
coron^ They foond that with a time of expoeom eohr
sUghdyinexceae of that riuowed by the ecBpee ksaU^tiiMr
were enabled to phat<»raph tko speclM of
biirogen, and other similar bodies udm admowhat dOMt
piical^ Imduatafoi «eMlti«hi> tod
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Uw qwetmm of Ute connt U known

Hw oxtrcme imporUnce which attaches to the detenni
ftttkm of dte paitictdar class of spectrum under which
Umt of the corona may bo dasied was pointed out m
Natum, voL xL p. SOI, aitd on this pomt the Tima

says
'*The most perfect deteiminati<m sronld have been

aooonifished when the pecuhaiibu of the spectrum, of

^ might be, with its bright lines or its

Ued spaces,’ had been recorded over a long
For tins purpose the Siam party was provided

wim a siderostat. a short focus reflMtor, and a spectro-

•c^o camera of long focus—that is, a spectroscope in

whfdr the ordinary observing tdescopehad been rq^ed
by a teas of long focus and a photographic camera. If

everything had been in order, the air perfectly clear, and
the corona very bn^t, this instrument would have given
ns the most valua^ record of all, as we should have
obtained a detailed spectrum of the coronal atmosphere
and chromosphere from the Fraunhofer Ime G to far

beyond H, the ordinary limit of visibility This was the
most crucial esperiment , while it was the one least likely

to be realised, its success would have been of the highest

importance, as the chemical as well as the physical con
stitttUon might have been more or leas fully revealed
Next in delicacy to thu came a similar arrangement in

whldi the same principles were depended on, but in

which, as all the parts were not of quarts and as the focal

length of the camera was not so great, equally good
results over so large a range were not to be dreamt of

The nature of the qiectnim and of some of the con
•tituent gases of the solar atmosphere might have been
determinedm this way, but the mformation, though equal
in ouahty to that obtained by the instrument to which
We nave before referred, would havo been deficient m
quantity Sttll^ this hwoRnation might have been ob-
tniaod with a leu clear air and by less brilliancy m the
corona than were necessary for perfect success in the

former case.

*1b the pnsmatc camera, an mstmment described
at some length in our last article (reprinted m Naturk,
V0I XL p 45a), we have an instrument which may
tar kdd t» be certnm to give us a valuable rerslt,

evem if the air be not very clear and if the corona be
not vary bright We may uy that this was the gross

attack upon the chemical nature of the corona, as the
siderostat and its accompanying long focus spectroscope

r^iesented the most dweate one Now this has per
ferny succeeded, and m this lies the extreme important^
of the observations made m Siam For some reuon
which it not yet clmr to us, the more delicate ones have
feiled. On receipt vi the first telegram we attributed this

feiinre to the hazy sky, which would u certainly have cut

off all the violet rays which alone were to be impreucd
osi the photographic plate as the blue rays arc cut off at

Simnsc, giving us, as theresult of the absorption of all the
bibe h|ht, first the rosy fingered dawn and then the red sun
hifrU^ But frmn Dr Schuster’s later telegram which we
have now received it would appear that some accident

ksd d^ywl the colonial steamer between Singapore and
Siam, and. fortber, that the observatories whicn it was
bepM would have been built at Chulai Point before the

Mpeditioa arrived u Singi^pore had never been built at

Mil; so that the opedition had to proceed direct to

Baiigknk, and, as aa inevitable consequence, ^ent in

vojnu receptions the dmt which was absointely required

Jsrffie eieetioii and adpistment of the instruments, with

«k wkkout observatories over them
f When and how the delay of four days occurred will,

al cdtneiba known hereafter, audit is needless to specu-

Mo top dcwely upon it 1 but it is clear that Dr Schuster

ilfiltdtfsedto attnbotc Uie tncompkteness of the tesults

'MMkUdfutr fctf aftakMd^iApttlo this rieUy than dvta

to the haze. Weean wdl imagine his rlisappointment in
not having the whrde story to tdl , but the measure Of
sttcc^ ais party has achieved is greater than might
fsiHy have expected from any one eimeditlon, and
there is Ifttlo doubt that the photomnphs his puty has
secured will do more to advance sour physics thsn any
pmanent records obtamed by any former expedition
ney are well worth all the time, labour, and thought
which have been lavished on the whole attempt
" Evidence of the highest value bearing on the general

nature of the spectrum of the coronal atmosphere in the
blue region has been obtained It was clear that the
minimum of success must enable us to compare the
coronal atmosphere as a whole with that part of it which
IS composed mainly of hydrogen, and if there happened
to be a remainder, the chemi^ nature of that remainder
would be demonstrated. Let us explain the sense m
which we have used the term ‘remainder’ Evidence
was collected durmg the eclipse of 1871 which went to
show that above the hydrogen rr^ion and that occupied
by the bnghter layers of that unknown substance wmch
lies outside it, there was matter, at the sun, the light of
which was powerful in its action upon a photographic
plate, while it was comparatively powerless to act upon
the eye The corona depicted on the photographic pUte
was vastly different from the corona seen by the eye, but
from a very different cause—one depending upon the con
dition of our air, or, at all events, of something between
us and the moon
“Now, if we BSiume that there is something at the

I
sun enveloping the hydrogen, this something wiU be
cooler, and we have now an abundance of laboratory
experiments to show that the molecular constitution of
the vapours of the same chemical element at different

tempemtures is vastly different and further, that the
spectra of these variously constituted molecules are very
defimte, assd, for the same degree of molecular com
plexity, have a strange family kkwess to each other

‘ bo far as we have gone already, we have never been
able to attack those parts of the sun s surroundings where,
in consequence of the reduction of temperature, the
various affinities of the molecules have oegun to come
into play, and combinations of molecules with similar or
dissipiilsr molecules must occur

“ As a consequence of the perfect action of dissociation

m the lower layers which has apparently reduced the
vapours of all the chemical substances present m the
sun s atmosphere to their simplest molecular condition,

each vapour in this condition thins out, so to speak, in

such a manner that everything represented high up in

the atmosphere is more strongly represented low down
But though this It true for a state of things where the
molecular coustitution 11 of the simplest, it is quite clear

that if we assume an exterior cooler region filled with
molecules of greater complexity in consequence of a
reduced temperature^ if wc can get at this r^on ol^r

I

vationally we shall find that the spectrum which it gives

I

will be confined to the higher levels, anH will not be re
presented lower down because the compound molecules
whitkprodua it will be broken up by the higher tempera
turt of the subjacent renons
“ Now, It looks as if thtf important and anticipated

result has been established In a telegram addressed to
the Daily News it is stated that ' the prismatic camera
shows the rings with protuberances at the edge of the

sun, and at least one mere ring towards the tutra violet

without protuberanea ’ In other words, the molecules
which existed higher up, and built up the stratum the

speetnuB of which consisted of a nng towards the ultra*

violet above the prominence-region, were unrepresented

below among tbe timjrier molecules the spectra of which
ooodst of rings extending down to, and actually in-

cluding, the protoinences.
“We havf said this much by way of pointing out end
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among tha many maadoni on which light may be thiewB
by the photograpba which have been eecnr^in Stem,
and which it waa hoped would have been duplicated in i

the Day of Bengal Aa the priamatic cametnwaa the
inatrument requiring leaat time for adjnatment^ ao it wu I

the one which could be employed for the longeat period
during the eclipse Before and after totality it may have
done good aemce by recording the constitution of the
lower part of the sunn atmosphere in a manner which it

|

will not be very difficult to interpret, though certainly the i

characters will be of the strangest ”

ARCTIC GEOLOGY*
III.

Co(ut of Arctic America AftMllt Peninsula.

—

Amongst the rock specimens brought home by Dr Rae,
Prof Tennant recognised gneus, hornblende skte, and
similar metamorphic rocks, a portion probably of the
granitic and crystalline rocks described by Sir John
Richardson as occupying the central and eastern coun
tries of the Hudson's Bay territory, believed by Sir R.
Murchison to belong to the Laurentlan system The
latter points out that irom the prevalence of a profusion tit

Upper Silurian corals characteristic of the Niagara and
Onondaga limestones (Wenlock or Dudley), the tnlobite

Encrinurus punctatus, and the shell Pentamerus eb-

longus, m the rocks lying on the Laurentian, in the
nonh of the Hudson’s Bay territory, and the absence
of any traces of Lower Silurian rocks or fossils in

the whole of the known polar region, that it is in the
Ughest degree probable that the whole of the country
north of the Laurentian Mountains was dry land during
the deposition of the Lower Silurian In the nred to

the south, and in Europe, and even in the Upper Silurian

times, the sea, as evidenced by the presence of Penta-
uterus, was not a deep one, which is borne out by SirW
Logan’s discovery that the Silurian limestones at the head
of Lake Temiscamang include enormous blocks of the
sandstone on which they rest f
Boothia— Ctittiky limestones occur, but do not contain

fossils, as at Prince of Azoles Island, where the Esquimaux
obtain large quantities of native copper on the shore

Sir James Koss t desenbes the River Saumorez, lat 70,
long 92W ,

as never frozen, and gives a sketch showing
the gorge to feet in depth, excavated In hard trap, in

which It runs. In the month of July he found several

butterflies living near the coast, including an Hippar-
chta, two species of Cohos, one being near C edusa, and
a Pol}ommatMs In Agnew River he found copper ore

West Coast of Baffin Sea —Crystalline rocks extend
from Lancaster Sound to Cape Walter Bathurst and Cum-
berland Sound, with the exception of Cape Durban, where
coal has been found by the whalers, a continuation pro
bably of that of Disco , it also occurs at Kingaiti, two
degms south of Durban, as well as pure graphite 5
Arctic Archipelago—Dr Haughton, from an examina-

tion ofthe rocksand fossils collected by SirLeopoldM'Oin-
tock from 1849 to 1 859,now depositedm the museum of Uie
Royal Dubhn Society, was enabled to draw up a geologi-
cal map of the Arctic Archipelago,|| in which Silurian

limestone is shown to occupy neany all the islands south
of Lancaster and Melville Sounds, including the south
side of Banks Land. Prince Albert Land, Prince of
Wales Lan^ King Wuliam’s Idand, and Boothia Felix,

the central and western area of North Devon, and the
whole of Coftiwallis Island, &c , granitoid rocks occurred
on either sMe M Peel bound, and at Ponds Bay, and

AMtle 8m. By John Ra*.

FasMtSiWarJiiiiw

* C9adiitit4 flnm> 460-

t Nnmtir* oC foMWoii tp Shorn of

I ‘^Vojsgsi

near the mouth of the Fish River] alsothe^teMteiatteMt
of North Devon and the opposite side of Bafibt Baw, tl8

7y» north laUtnde
The lower carboniferous dose-grained white aaadetew

(" Ursa stage” of Heer), with b& of cod, strikes 8iW,

the Silurian, through Melville Island to Batteurst Idahf^
where it disappears undor the carbonUereus limestene
between Penny Strait and Queen’s Channel.
The carbonlforous limestone appears to strike aeaiiy

east and west, tha whole of Prince Patrick lalud is com-
posed of it, and the northward portion of Parry Islands
and the whole of Grinnell Land,* scattered over thnliitw-

atone on several points are patches of lias, in which
fosrils have been found, notably at Intrepid Inlet, Anott
Bay, Bathurst Island, and on Exmouth Island north xA
Grmnell Land.
North Devon —From Cape Osborne to Capa Warren^W

graphic granite occurs, passing into laminated fmeiss
consistmg of black mica and transparent folspar, inter-

stratified with garnetiferous mica-slate, traversed by
TOidote hornstone overlaid by red sandstone, similar to
teat of Wolstenbolme Sound
Dr Sutherland desenbes the crevasses of the glaciers

of Petowak, on the south coast of Jones Sound, as often

bemg filled with mud, which becomes ftosen in, and the
lie mass breaks on in bergs
lorth i'lwirrrr/—Granite of grey quarts, red felspar,

and green chlontic mica occurs on the west coast East-
ward, the island consists of the Upper Silurian sand-
stones and limestones, the junction of which occurs in

Transition Valley In Bellot Straits granite and syenite

nse to a height of 1 600 feet The mse of the Sihinsn
consists of ^ sandstone and -coarse gnt, resembling
those of Cape Warrender and Wolstenholme Sound, Over-
laid by ferruginous limestones with qusrtz grains, earthy
limestones, occasionally cream coloured, dipping from
</* to 5“ to the N N W , a few high cliffs occur, but the
country is generally low and terraced, the limestone
standing out as steps and buttresses, particularly at Port
Lccmold, where the alternation of hard limestone and soft

Haughton records Loxonema hPClmtockii, and specilnais
of carnelian and selenite

Prince of Wales Island.— syenite occurs at
Cape M'Clure The western coast consists of Silurian
limestone with fossils, overlaid by bright red ferruginotts
limestones, and a few beds of bright red sandstones, like
the Transition Valley sandstone.
Banhs Land—Upper Silurian rocks are succeeded by

close-gtamed sandstone, striking N £ to £ N 1^, M
Lower Carboniferous age, and containing thm coal seams,
discovered first in Parry Islands by Parry, and afterwards
by Austin and Belcher in Melville Island and Bathurst
Island The fossils from this series are similar to thoSd
from the Irish Calp senes, and from the Elfri. Silidfied
stems of planU were discovered by M'Clure on the ebast
of Banks Land, and on those of Wellington Channel bF
Belcher The southern entrance to this channU was dis-
covered ^ Sir Edward Parry in 1810, The lament^
Sir John Franklin sailed up it lyo miles in 1845, befoM
bemg beset with ice at Beechey Island in Septembte i 84&
In Drift on the Coxcomb Range, Banks Land, M’Qure

found fine specimens of Cyprina Islandtca, JOofm above
the sea. In 78” N, Belcher found whale bwies on hfgK
ground , and marine shells are described by Vtitty^
occumng in clay in the ravines of ^asi Marturii {stead
From the coast of Princess Royal Island the Eset^uant

procure native copper in hurge masses. The rocks^eoqrist
of greyish yellow sandstone, with Ttrtbtaiula aspersa.

tt ofAvrtS MdM bUgaiDHt v«( Sjfl'ii'*'
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i coalMaas occur in the umd*
4lDMt bem*tb the carboniferoue limestone, strikinc'

khont £.M E The coal burns with a bright iume, with

much smoloe, and resembles some of the gas coids of

ranters, caioomierous mncsione wiin siuceons ana
fentnginotts gdts occur, capped bv a patch of lias, and

ctystaHine gypsum was found N W of Melvtile

MarttH Island.—Tmo sandstones occur, one soft

Baring Island, containing TertbraiHlafrmtptlaru,
9tich,and several Eifel fotmt, and of therefore Upper
Silurian or Devonian species The coal teams occur
at a height of 350 feet above the sea, and are desaibed as
lignites^ Salur
Eamoutb, T^le, and Princess Islands, between North

Cornwall and North Devon, with Depot Point on the
north coast of the latter, form a remarkably ibuiliferous

area, from which n la»e number of fossils were col-

lected by Sir Edward Belcher in 18(5, and described

by the late Mr Salter* Exmoutn Island (77° N
lat. and W. long ) rises to a height of 570 feet . the

base is soft sandstone abruptlv terminating except to

the west, overlaid by limestone dipping to the uest at 7°,

containing Zaphrentts, Sptnjer Kitikavtt, and other

species of carboniferous limestone t) pe at the top a patch
Of has occurs, from which the vertebrae and ribs were
collected by Belcher, determined by Prof Owen to

•floag to an Ichtkyasannts near to I acutns of thebelong

f hiiby
Lias fossils had previously been discovered by Lieut

Anjou, of the Russian Navy, and described by Wrangel,
from New Siberia in Asia, in 74° N lat , but the presence
of lias in tbe^ bigh latitudes remsdned unnoticed until

Belcher's diicoverv at Exmouth bland, after which several

fossils were brought home by Sir Leopold M'Cliiitock and
Admiral bherard Osborne, amongst them Amnwnite
AVLhntMkn of Haughton f A remarkably fossiliferous

Mtch of lias also occurs at Point Wilkie, in Prince

Patrick’s Island, resting on carboniferous limestones, &.c

Rkynckontlla of Silurian species were found by the

Rev Longmuir in the ballast of a ship from the coast of

Prince Albert’s Land ,
it is worthy of note that one

species of / kyHckontUa, A psiUatea^ still lives on in these

Arctic Seas and, accoiding to Mr Gwyn Jeffreys, as far

south as Drontheim
Ltntvialbs Islands consist of Silurian rocks with

It gtHKulata On its coast and on that of

Becchey Island Dr Sutherland deKnbes manne glacial

dnft, with Arcuc shells, as occurring up to a height of

ifioo feet above the sea, and the presence of blocks of

msite and anthnunte on the shores of Lancaster Sound,
brought by coast ice

At Dundsa Island, m lat 76” 15 ,
one of Capt Penny’s

crew found a Silurian trilobite, and preserved it, tied m
his shirt, when the boat bad to be abandoned and a
tetreat efiected. The presence of Silurian rocks at a
mint sb iar north, and of sandstones at Wolstenbohne
Sound, appears to render it probable that the £ N E
stz^ of the ^bomfetous strata, with their overlymg

liaisic patchi^ is cut off eastward, and the Silunan

(edo surround them in a basin-like form, an E.N £.
•rabUnot running through Prince Patrick Isumd towahis
Hayes Sound. Detailed examination of the west coast of

£Mtb Sound and Kennedy Channel will have
' '

-'cal Intereet, as it will prove whether su» a
1 cxista, and if ao, whether the Caibmiiferous

a brought m by ^ and whether the lower cool-

BstaMr" (Le*4oa,>>Ml

bearing measures ore present 00 both sides of it, and in
what mai^ thmr rest on the Silurians of Gnnnell Land.
GrtnsuU Land—Ytvia. the cliffs of Lady Franldin Bay

and from Cape Fraser, m lat 81” 35' N
,
li»g w

W' , Dr Hayes found thirteen species of fossils, which
were identified by ProC Meek as Upper Silurian species,
belonging to the fauna found in the New York Cats-
kiil Sha^ Limestone of the Lower Helderberg group.
Some of the species, as Zapkrsnbs Haysit, Meek, and
Loxonsma Kansu Meek, are new to science* One
of the most northern promontories of Gnnnell Land
IS named after the late Su: Roderick Murchison, who,
commenbng on the collections broimht from the Arctic
Archipelago bv Parry, Franklin, Ross, Back, Austin,
Ommaney, acd the jmvate expeditions of Lady Frank-
lin, particularly those of Penny and Inglefield, and I^
the expedition under Sir £ Belcher, endorses the re-
sults amved at by Mr Salter, that the larger number of
foMils obtained belong to Upper Silurian species of rather
an American than a European facieiL though many
species were identical with those of Wenlock, Dudley,
and Gothland t Dr Conybeare had, in his Report on
Geology to the Bnush Association in 1833, already
noticed the similarity of the fossils from the Arctic regions
to those of the English Upper Silurian senes.
Dr Emil Bessels, the naturalist of the American Polatts

Expedition under the late Capt Hall, who bad previously
Uken part m the Prussian Polar Expedition, reports the
most northern known land on the east side of the channel,
including that poruon of Halls Land examined, to consist
of Upper Silurian rocks, with a few fossils J
The Esquimaux inhabitants of the coasts of Arctic

America, from Bcbnng’s Straits to Gietnland, speak the
same language, and use similar implements There is

no more interesting passage in Prof Dawkins’ recent
work $ than that in which he compares the identity of
type cf these implements with those from Dordogne and
other parts of France and Btlgium, both as regards
fowling and fishing spears, darts, and arrows

, this like-

ness extends to the actual shape of the base of inserbon
MHO the haft, the halt being formed of mammoth ivory
denved from the frozen cliffs, of the very species that was
hunted by p.'ilxolithic man in the South of ]• ranee
These two peoples, separated so widely m time and

space, were abkc in their artistic feelings and methods of
incising, on tusks, antlers, and bones, representations of
familiar objects

,
^ike also in their habit of splitting bones

for marrow and accumulating them around Lheir dwellings,
in their disregard for the sepulchre oi their dead, m their
preparation ot skins for clothing, and m the pattern of
the needles used in sewing them together , alike also m
their feeding on the musk sheep and the remdeer, and m
countless other characteristics It is well ni^ impossible
to resist Prof Dawkins’ conclusion that the Esquuneux is

the descendant of palaeolithic man, who retreated nortli-

wards with the Arctic fauna with which he lived in
Furope though before the close of the glicial epoch
It IS probable that a continuous land connection existed
between France and North Amenca by way of Siberia,

remams of the true horse having been discovered asso-
ciated with Buon prtscus and ine mammoth m Arctic
America, and representations of the horse, by a pals^
htbic artist, occurring on an antler from La Maowne,
and the entire skelrton of a horse from a palaKilithic

station being preserved in the Lyons Museum
Sir John webardtonU speaks of the Kuskutch-

cbewafc people who inhabit the banks of a river flowmg

ywraa/ Semte* mmd Arit, seconil Krlai, voL xl Vo.

"s’ '0^ Polar Su'CIxudoo xSerhpp. 440, (Z JUT aiuna,” ilyi. sth

t BuiT£1 Coot Porii, Nordi iSts. I hare W Ibaok Coptain FoUiltn,

(.A.,MUBfalattaaw Arotlo ExpodMon, lor caUinf ny MUolkaw Ibit

rtMTOfOr Bcadb
t ’*CSToHniidi«* ^.osdMiil
I • AtodoSoonfi^bpodmaa.'
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Into Kuakokvitn B^a(( Sea, m bdlevlng that th«

nuunmoth, whose tasht they constantly find came from

the east, and were destroyed by the spells of their

skamaH
In the kftehen middens of the deserted Esquimaux

villsftes of Jacobshafn, West Greenland, Dr OMrp dis~
|

pove^ bones of the Walrus and Cystop\or9 crtsiaia,

shidi no longer ventures into this ice-blockaded fjord

,

artd also of the bear Urtut manttutus, which is now
rarely seen south of the Waigat, associated with arrow

heads, atone flakes, and scrapers, of clear quarts crystals

and green jasper iflngmak of the Greenlanders), found in

the basalt of DUco,
Charles £ Db Rance

(To it eoH/intitd.)

ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION RESULT
lAG FROM RADIATION

A T the Royal Society cotmtrsaaione the other evening
•C\. most interesdng object exhibited was, beyond
all doubt, the radiometer of Mr Crookes Mr Crookes’

discovery U of so much importance that our readers will

be gliul to have an abstract of a paper on the subject,
j

recently read by Mr Crookes at the Royal Society It

was the second part of a paper which toe author sent to

that Society in August 1873
Mr Crookes commences by describing improvements

which he has made in the Sptengel pump, and in various

accessories which are necessary when working at the

highest rarefactions He describes different new forms

which enable the phenomena of repulsion by radia

tion to be observed and illustrated A bulb three inches

diameter is blown at the end of a glass tube eighteen

inches long In this bulb a fine glass stem with a sphere

or disc of pith, &c ,
at each end is suspended means

^ a cocoon fibre. The whole is attached to the Sprengel

pump in such a way that it can be perfectly exhausted,
j

and then hermetically sealed Resides pith, the terminals

may be made of cork, ivory, metal, or other substance.

During exhaustion several precautions have to be taken,

and to get the greatest delicacy in an apparatus of this

kind, there is required large lurface with a minimum of

weight An apparatus constructed with the proper pre

cautions is so sensitive to heat that a touch with the

finger on a part of the globe near one extremity of the

pun will drive Ae index round over 90”, whilst it follows

a piece of ice as a needleMows a magnet With a large

bulb very well exhausted and containing a suspended bar

of pith, a somewhat striking effect is produced when a
lighted caudle is placed about two inches from the globe.

The pith bar commences to oscillate to and fro, the swing
gradually mcreasmg in amplitude until the dead centre

IS passed over, when several complete revolutions are

made. The torsion of the suspending fibre now ofiers

resistance te the revolutions, and the bar commences to

turn m the opposite direction. This movement is kept

up with great energy and regularity as long as the catuUe
bums.
Mr Crookes discusses the action of ice, or a cold sub-

stance^ on the suspended index. Cold being simply
negative heat, it is not at first sight obvious how it can
produce the opposite effect to h^ The author, bow
ever, explaine this by the law ofexchangea, and shows that
attr^on by a cold body u really repulsion by radiatioa

felling on the opposite side According to the same law,
it te not difficult to foresee what win be the action M two
bodies each free to move, if they are brought near to
Each other in space, and if they differ In temperature
either friM each other or firom ^ Hiaitittg walls of the
space The author gives four typical cases, with experi*
ment% which prove Bu reasoning to be correct.

Expemnents are described with the object ^ ascer-
|

talalng whether fee attrfeedda hyheht,ithi^^
cing at the neutril point, increntes with the dmsitytf
endosed air, wiR be continued in fee tame ratio ir fee
apparatus is flUed with air above fee atmespherio pflM-

sure. This is found to be fee case. Various expertsMife
are described with bulb apparatus, la which fee bdlb is

surrounded with a shdl confelniw various adiafeefnfett
liquids, and also with a shell orvactnnA. In alt CMCS
radiation passed through, produdng fee normal action of
attraction in air and repulsion in a vacuum
Mr Crookes next describes a form of apparatus by

which measurable results are attoinaUe, It consists trfa
long glass tube, with a wider piece at the end. In Is

suspended a lump of magnesium by a very fine phttioum
wire, the distance between the point of suspension Md
the centre of gravity of the magnesium bob being $9 14
mchet Near the magnesium is a phninum wbai, ena-
ble of being ignited by a voltaic battery Onervatktns
of the movement of the pendulum were made with a tele-

scope with micrometer eyepiece. Wife this apparatus a
large series of experiments are described, starting from
air of normal density, and working at intermediate pres-

: suTcs up to the best sttainable vacuum
With this apparatus it was found that a candle*flame

brought within a few inches of the magnesium wel|fht, or
! its image focussed on the weight, and altemately obscured
and exposed by a piece of card at mtervals of one lecood,
will soon set the pimdulum in vibration when the vacuum
is very good A ray of sunUght aUowed to fall once on
the pendulum will immediately set It •wmeing
The form of apparatus is next detenbed, which the

author has Anally adopted, as combining the greatest
delicacy with facility of obt^ing accurate observations,
and therefore of gettug quanUtative as well as qualitative

results. It consists of a glass apparatus in fee shape of
an inverted T, and contiuning a honxontal glass neam
suspended by a very floe glass thread At the extremities
of the beam are attached the substances to be experi
mented on, and at the centre of the beam is a small
mirror from which a ray of light is reflected on to a gra
duated scale The advantage which a glass thread pos
sesses over a cocoon fibre is that the index always comes
accurately back to zero. In mrder to keep the luminous
index at zero, except when experiments ate being tried,

extreme precauuons roust be Uken to keep all extraneous
radiation from acting on the torsion balance The whole
apparatus is closely packed all round wife a layer of
cotton wool about six inches thick, and outside this ii

arranged a double row of Wmchester quart bottles filM
with water, spaces only being left for fee radiation to fell
on the balance, and for the index ray of light to get to
the mirror
However much the results may vary when fee vaeunm

is imperfect, with an apparatus of this kind they always
agree amongst themselves when the residual gu fe re-
duced to the minimum possible

, and it is of no conse-
quence what this residual gas is. Thus, stnrfeig wife fee
apparatus full of various vapours and gases, at air,
carbonic acid, water, iodine, hydrogen, xnitn<wiw

. 8tc., at
the highest rarefaction there is not found aaymffetimoe
in the results whidi can be traced to fee residual gas, A
by^en vacuum appears the same as a wateraetfe
iodine vacuum.
Wife thu iqiparatus the effect of expotiiig tonUm-

balance to a contmuous radiation la desmb^ and fee
results are shown graphically The eflSsct ofa feon (r»*j
seconds) exposure to radiatioa Is next described, «ita fee
results are given in the fotm of a Table.

In another Table are gtveo the results mtpfrtmmitv
in which a constant source of nubation was aUowi^tnitct
upon one end of the tonlon-beam at a dlatanee Cif 146 ir
280 millims

,
various substances being interposed. Itm

sensitiveneu of this apparatus te beaMays appOM to be
greattr than feat ofanordii^feeimo4nhUP«r, Tflfes
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An oopp«r at lod*, paaaiag through

iMa^pradnoe a ddteetkm on the scale of 335, whilst

Mdir the f»n* cireumstances no current is detected in

^ The following substances arn osed as a
MtetL and the 4*deetlons produced, when the source of

tetUallpn is roai^eslunfwire^ a standard candl^ coppa
at leoa and copper at lod*, are tabulated —

Aedo-talt ao nOlims. thidt , rock crystal, 42 mUlims
tUdt I daifc amok) talc

;
plate i^ss of various thick

nesse^ both white and gt^
,
a glass cell contaiiung 8

tftWimai of water , a plate oi alum 5 milUms. thick , calc

iftr, ay millims. thick, ammonfo-sulpbate of copper,

epaouc to rays bdow E, ditto opaque to rays below G
hur Orodm considm that these expmmenU show

Aat the repulsion is not entirely due to the rays usually

ndled heat, ij. to the eatremo* and ultra red of the spec

town. Espeilments have been tried with the electric and
the solar spectrum formed with a ^arti train, which
prove the action to be exerted by the luminous and ultra

violet rays. Some numerical data have been obtamed,

hut un&voural^ weather has prevented many observa

tions bdng made with the solar spectrum.
The barometric position of the neutral point dividing

attraction from repulsion is next discussed The position

this point varies with the density of the substance on
wbldi variation fills, the ratio of its mass to its surface,

its radiating and conducting power for heat, the physical

condition of iu lurfhce, the kind of gas fiUmg the appa
ratus, the Intensity of radiation ana the temperature of
the surroundmg atmosphere. The author is inclined to

believe that the true action of radiation is repulsion at

any pnssure, and that the attraction observed when the

raraacbon u below the neutral point is caused by some
modifying circumstances connected with the surrounding
gas, Mt not being of the nature of air currenu The
neutral point for a thin surface of pith being low, whilst

that for a moderately thick (nece of platinum being high,

it follows that at a rarefacbon intermedute between these

two points pith would be tepdled, while platinum was
attracted by the same beam of radiation This is proved
«39«iiiMowy , and an apparatus showing simultaneously

attraction and repulsion by the same ray of light is de
s^bed and illustrated in the paper

lit. Crookes concludes his paper with a discussion of

the various theories which have been adduced in explana

tion of these phenomena The air current and clectncal

theory are considered to have been abundantly disproved

llie Knowing experiment is given to show that Prof
Osborne Reynoldrs hypothesis of the movements due to

evaporation and condensation at the surface will not
account for all the faas of the case, and that, therefore,

he has not bit upon the true explanabon A thick and
Strong bulb was blown at the end of a piece of very diffi

culUy ftisible green glass, specially made for steam boiler

wwgss. In it was supported a thin bar of aluminium at

ne end of a long platinum vdre The upper end of the

yrlie was passed through the top of the tube and well

sealed in, for electrical purposes. The apparatus was
sealed by fririon to the Spreogel pump, and exhaustion

wee kept going on for two days, until an mduebon spark

refilled to paw across the vacuum During this time the

hidb sad Its contents were several times raumd to a dull

red heat At the end of two days exhaustion the tube

was fbic^ to b^ve in the same manner as, but m a
stroi^ denee than, it would in a lew perfectly exhausted

aMiratus,m, it waa repelled by heat of low intensity

wn attracted by cold. A similar experiment was next

tried, only water wae placed in the bulb before exhaus-

riM ThiewatitoWtothenboiledawayfn vanM,and the

nidwttidon continaei^ with frequent heating of the appa-

iStas to dull redneW, for about forty-eight hours. At the^ tortM tfane the bar of aluminium was found to behave

•kscffir the tHane u Ae one in tha. former eiqpenmeot,
^

%tBgtepel]fldbytadiatlaiu

It Is Impossible to concrive that m these experimenta
sufficient condensable gas or vapour was present to pro-
duce the effects Prof Osborne Reynolds ascribes to it

After the repeated heatmg to redness of the highest
attamable exbaus ion, it Is impowible that suftiaent

vapour or gas should condense on the movable index
to be instantly driven off by the warmth of the finger

with recoil enough to dnve backwards a heavy piece
of metal
Whilst objecting to the theories already advanced aa

not accounung for all the facts of the case, Mr Crooket
confessee that he is not as yet prepared with one to put In

their place He wishes to avoid firing any theory on the

subject until a sufficient number of facts have bem accu
mulated The facts will then tell their own tale. The
condiHoni under which they invariably occur will give

the laws, and the theory will follow without much diffi-

culty

THE FATAL BALLOON ASCENT
'T'HE readers of Nature are no doubt aware of the
k fatal result of the recent ascent of the balloon Z*mthj

the following authentic details at first hand will no doubt
be of Interest —

CtaoN (Indn), ApnJ ij

The Zeni/A was sent up on the ifth of April in order
to determine the quantity of carbomc acid contained in
the atmosphere at an altitude of 24,000 feet The " let

go " was given at twenw five minutes to twelve A.M
The captain was M Sivel, and there were only two pas
•engeri, M Gaston Tissandier and M Crocd-Spmelli
The ascent took place gradually in a slight E N h. wind,
the sky being blue but vaporous The rate of ascent was
calculated to be nine feet per second, but diminished
grad tally Shortly after one o'clock the altitude obtained
was 22 800 and toe passengers were quite well, although
feeling weak The inhalation of oxygen produced good
restorative effects when tried Than a consultation took
place, and the Zenith being m equilibrium a quantity of
ballast was thrown overboard. M Tissandier then fainted,

and IS ignorant of wbat was felt by his fnends.

At eighteen minutes past two he was awakened by M
Crocd-SpmclU warning him to throw over ballast as the
balloon was fast descending He obeyed mechanically,
and at the same time Croc^ Spmelli throw overboard the
aspirator, weighing eighty pounds. Tissandier then wrote
in his book a few disconnected words, and again feU

asleep for about an hour When he awoke, the balloon
was descending at a temfic rate no more ballast was
left to be thrown away, and hii two friends were suffocated
Their facet had turned black, and the blood was flowing
from their mouth and nose. They were evidently deaa
It was a terrible situation

The only resource was to cut the grapnd rope a httle

before the instant when the car should stnke the ground,
which Tissandier did with astonishing coolness The
wind bad Incrcawl in strength, and Tissandier was
obliged to tear open the balloon In order to stop it It

was caught on a hedge in a commune of Indre, called
Ciron, 190 miles S S W from Pans.
The tragic fate of Sivel and Spmelli is to be ascribed

to the fatal resolution of accomplishing, at any price, a
height of 3^000 feet, but mainly, no doubt, to the throw
ing out of the aspirator, which will be discovered some-
where perhaps unbroke^ as it had been provided with
a panchute.*
The only instruments broken are the potash tubes for

the absorption of carbonic acid. The expenment had
been tried succestfiiUy { two aniirators had been used, but
the tubes were not lodged 10 their proper case.

Carefiil readings were taken with the thermometer, and,

* Accordiottoths TliswscWTtapoadnit, Ihli snd othtr thhist hsvs bsan
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The tempenture of thegu in the lotenor of the balloon

WM also obierved by a new nystem It was found to vary

very httle, owing to the heating power of the tun, and at

32,900 feet was found to be + 25°, ihowing a difference

of - 35* centngade with the tempeiniture of the air

Tut result u extremely remaricable, and was obs^ed
at several intervals, although the gat ought to suffer a
diminution of temperature owing to its ccmstant dda

Although the air was clear and the sky quite blue, a
aumter cirrus clouds were teen on the horixon, which
could not be seen from the surface of the earth.

As far as can be inferred from the ascertained facts, there

was no sensible variation in the direction of the air for an
immense altitude It accounts for the unprecedented
beauty of the weather and the punty of the air , it may be
taken us a fair prognostic of the continuance of good
weather for at least a few daya
The aeronauts had in their cars maximum barometers

in a sealed box, in order to test the altitude in which they
were travelling These tubes, having been saved, will be
tested in the Laboratory of M Hervd-Mangon
M Tissandier was shghtly hurt m nis fall. Great

sympathy has been ehcited for Sivel and Croed Spinelli,

who may be said to hive spent their lives in the

battle field of the air Sivel was formerly a ^captain

'

of the mercantile navy , bis age .was forty two years
Croed Spmelli was a pupil of the Ecolc Centrale, and
was thirty two years of age. The former was a widower,
and leaves a girl, and the second was a bachelor
A subscription is being contemplated for the fatherless

child *

The ZrniM Is m good order, and will be put in repair

Although marred by a sad tragedy, and although the
composition of the air has not been ascertained as was
contemplated the expedition cannot be said to be devoid
of results It will serve as an incitement to further inves-

tigation m the same direction, but with greater caution
W Db Lonvikllk

Since the date of our correspondent s letter, it would
seem from the indications shown by the uninjured baro-
meters that the height reached was actually 14/xx) metres
or eight miles On Tuesday the bodies of bivcl and
Spindli were interred with well deserved honours in P6re
la Chaise, many eminent scientific men bemg present
Subscriptions on behalf of those who were dependent on
the two martyrs to science will, we believe, be received
at the office of the Courrter de PEuropt, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden

NOTES
Tug Royal Society during the present tesuoa have dectui the

foUowtng niM eminent scientific men os foreign members —
Pierre J von Beneden, of Louvain , Joseph Louis FrSiifois

Bertrand, of Pons , Alfred Louis Olivter Des Cldxeaux, of

Paris, Hippolyte Louis FUeau, of Paris , Llios Magnus
of Up«l, Jules Janssen, of Paris, Auguste Kcknl6, of Bonn

,

Gustav Robert Kircbhoff, of Derhn , and C. Ludwig, of Ldpolc.

&Tell«ivssawMcwM««llas

AliothaEariofCanisrToii,Ur W. K. Foratsr, and^JUsipi
Kortboota have been elected Fdlowa ofthe So^y.

Thi naiaes of the fifteen caadidatei fertbaFdkf^
by the Connea of the Royel Soefely to be reoaomwafiefiw
decdoBatthcmeediigoaJaiiesateW Aidwr, J.R. BMnalC
D Brandis. J Caird, J Casey, A. Deprd, J, Geikie, J. W.t.
(Malsbcr, J B. N HeaneMey, EL Klda, B. Ray T.aalriifer,

Copt Notes. R. S Newell, W C Roberts^ and Ki^-OeMiat
Scott

Thk annual meetmg of French aatranoaMn to^ idane reotatly

at the Ministry of Public Instruction, under the preiiddKfy ofM.
l.overrler Itwu composed of M Damtsaff, thedksetoref fee
Eurelgneinent Supdrienr, fee members of fee Connoit of fee
Potu Observatocy, and fee dlrectoa of fee MaietUlei epd. of

Toulouse Observatones. The Observatory at AlgSeia not haviai
been yet reorganised was not represented, thongh meesares aig

very shortly to be taken to get this done. An Obeervatoty b
to be created at Bordeaux, and another at Toulooie. It b
stated, moreover, that a Physical Observatory b to be toeSted

in Paris or the vicinity, and placed under fee direettoa of fen

Bureau des Longitudes, Tht Council of the Observatory b
said to have unanimously passed a vote recommending feat no
one should be a member of tiro observatories at fee tacae tiaea

GxNitAL Su Edwabd Sabink has been elected a oone<
spondiDg member of fee French Academy of Sebnees.

I'm German Anthropological Society will hold its gnerol
meeting at Munich in August next, and it U intended to

arrange an exhibition of fee most interesting objects of Celto*

Germanic origin, found upon Bavarian ground Bavaria poa>

icsses great trenaures of this kind in its Government and private

collectionr, and these objecti ore of the highest impoftaiwe n
regards fee hutwy end c^ture of fee earliest periods. Men of
scientific authority will supenntend fee exhibuioo, which, it b
proposed, is to consbt of fee following seven groups -—1 Flint

im^ements found m Bsvana, such us hammers, knives, arrotrSi

&C. 2 Bronze weapons and oroameuts of fee some nutsfW,
particularly swords, daggers, lances, arrow pomts, licklet, oad
object! lued fur personal adornment 3. Iron weapons, such to

swords hatchets, doggers, and knives. 4. OrnamenU of enriier,

glass, or earthenware (lieods) 5 Glass and eartbunwore vasal.

6 Coatuig moulds for Celto-Germank weapons. 7 Col^
priDcipally Celtic one« the so-called “laiobow-dblMS.’ AJJ
fee objects will be well taken care oiL and a guarantee b given
for safe keeping and return. AU expenses for carnsge will be
defrayed by the bomety

Da ScHWKiNKuarH has just received news from fee Upper
Nile, stating that Mohaiued Abd-«s bsamat, the Nubian ivocy

dealer who had rendered the Oennan traveller moat impoitaat
belp in puisaiog bis explorations in the Niam Nbm and Mi»m-
buktu dutricis, was killed in December last by Nbm Nlam
soldiers, who bad besieged and finally taken bb Senba (a spst

of block house) The airistance rendmed to Dr Schwetoflufe
by this ivoiy dealer was of the highest taportsaoi^ oXd was
acknowledged both by fee German and Egyptian Govemmanbl.
The history of fee investigation of Inner Africa, vriilcrk immuL
tiolly notes down fee names of all men of merit, Independent of
feeir nationality, bife, or colour, will also preserve fest of AJ4.
es-Ssomot, by the side of hb illustnous Gemiaa fllend

Tux A blmuhe Zatung of April 17 contains an etaboimto'nafl
highly intei«iUog account of fee festival whidi todc to
Naples a few days ago, upon fee occasion of fee opening to tte
Zoological StoUon Dr Anton Dohn, ^ fimndto of £
station, mode the opening speech. After him Btof FWipnL^
Naples University, feinked Dr Dobm in fee of m
bb great efiorts U eoriylng fee 4i|iorta(ii wieri( to R ij^{|S|M
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of Ntplei hod lent a depotjr, and nutay 1

«ald«M NteUtlle mca hwb pteieiit After fte feMml, the

l&llti tIiIDiiI the na^aifieeiit aqnaHam and theworkmg room of

«» Molettrti t djere are eJghtaengeiitlaiDeaiwwworidng there

'lU tele*. irtildt hove rdtcrred worWeg; taUeaat the Station

•re Fnwda^ lUlyt RohIb, Anettfa, Bavaria, Baden, Holland,

StOROaiv Alaaoe and Lorraine* and MeoUwbnrjr > aUo* ai onr

«ateikiMirv*a table haa been reaerved fcrthe Univenity of

CambrMte^

fna writer of the article on the TBaat Weather Chart in hut

wedc'aHatukc (p. 473). requeata na to atate that the word •' Imto*

gtftaa ” hr the fontth paragraph abonld have been “ iiobar*.’

hfft EmviJtn Bellamy, P R.C S , will commence hwconne
of lectnrea on <* The Anatomy of the Homan Form In the

theati* of the Sooth Kendngtoa Moaeom on Friday, 33rd in«t

,

«t4r M.

H WUKTZ haa tendered Ua reaignaiion as pioressor in the

Fada Medical School, and it appear* to have been accepted

,

bat before talcing any definite step, M Wallon he* sommoned a

sheeting of the profinsoi* to ascertain who they thought ooght (o

h* appointed Dean ofthe Facnlty of Medicine.

dif April 16 a meetiag of botanists from varioos parts of

Scotland was held at Perth to hear the report of the committee

(appointed at the Fongos Show held in Aberdeen last autumn)

to Qtganiae a Scottish Cryptogamic Society A constitoticm

wu adopted, and offlce*bearers were elected for the present year,

the President being SirT Monereide of Moncreiflc, Bart , Vice-

pfcaidcBt, Prof Dickie, Aberdeen, Secretary, Dr Buchanan

Whlla* F L.S It is intended to have a show of crypto-

gainic plants, especially of fungi, eveiy year in vanons distnci*

of Soo^d in rotation, and the show for this year u to be in

Perth in the last wede M September, when it is expected thst a

very large number of spedmena will be exhibited. The Sodety

win also adopt other meana of promoting the study ol Crypto

gaaie Botany, and it ia poanble that it will from time to time

issn* a few flwcicnli of *' New or rare Scottish Cryptogamic

Flaata.” English ciyplogamologlits desirous of becoming cor

responding members of the Society ihonld communicate with

tha Seortary (Dr Buchanan White, Perth), from whom infer

aaatkm regarding the Society or the show may be obtained

M Levekeiek bdng deeply engaged in hi* official work at

the Obaervatcey, hM no time to dehver his regular conne of

lectaias oa astronomy at the Sorbonne. M. Wolf bos been

appeteed him m hi* sabititate.

Lakob matemi wan aatn daring the recent dear nighta m
dMimnt ptacas in Franca , at Havre on the latb, and at Pana

owte rath. The Patia meteor was seen at two o’dock in the

aaCrUng , the directhm waa not specified, but the colour wo*

0NaaL Tim Boakvard St. Mldiel appeared *a if it were iilu- :

rainaled. The Havra mataor waa very bug** going with an

iMtMM valodiy from aovth-eaat to north west

" first atom of the season in Central France was felt on
April 7 ki fh* daparimcat of Gen, near the small pfetnreaqoe

tbfm of Lcctoorei The qiire of l^t Martm de Gotgat was

idinoftdemelfriied by a thunderbolt Veiy few French dmrdies,

ait{l«dtally in aaaall ooantiy places^ an supplied with lightning

etadacton.

^TmhakllrUiAvn* obaarved by M daFonvirile at Ihui*

mte lath of Mi^ and alto In inland, was observed at the

hlktt tee at ICoBtsonits Observatory, aboat six miles louth

^yontatariTS, and termed "a traoa of halo,” instead of a

teMtaM; As the Bfooohad tha nsat altitude for both observers,

unit hav* bOcB inapendad at a aaaall dhtec^^ teni te aiUdt at Moatsonris that at Montmartre. If

tdegraphic aignab were exchanged during thdr appearance, tbeae

pbenomena coold be discnsied with great beiiefit tp sdenoe.

Anrorse Boreal** were frequent during the beginning of March,

whidi i* hi accordance with the opinion of meteorologists that

thay are canted by icy particle* rendering the np^ part of the

atmoaphen mon condnetive of clectnaty

Six ntefnl lectnrea by ProC Frankland on “ How to teach

Chemistry, * origmally delivered to science teachers, will ihoitly

be published by Metstx Churchill, from notes taken and edited,

with Dr Frankland’* sanction, by Mr George Chaloner, F C S

We hear that New College and Balbol College Osford, and

^ municipal authorities at Bristol, have finally deteim ne.1 to

establish a new College of Sdence and Literature at CMon
(See Natuer, vol x p 93 ) It is antiapated that 50,000/

will be raised for the bnildingt in Erls' ol fhe two above named
Colleges have eodi promised 5,000/ towards the foundaticn, and
it is said that they both Intend giving a farther sum towards the

endowment

The Committee appointed to examine into the advisability of

a new survey of MassadiuMtts (see Nature, vol xi p, 381)

have reported strongly m its favour, almost to the full extent

desired by the scientific men whose sdviee they asked To a
small pamphlet on the subject which has just come to hand, is

appended what we take to be the draft of on Act which the

Committee advise the Senate and House of Kepresentotives to

puss. The Act recommends the appomtment of a Board of

seven persons, with the Governor and a bccretaiy This Board

will employ suitable persons to make a thorough topographical,

I

geologi^ and biological survey of the Sta c The Board is to

see to the preparation of a topognpbital map on the scale of

t 25,000* and also will prepare from the surveys enlarged maps
on the scale of i 10 oca Careful rejiorts are to be prepared

upon the geology of the State, with special reference to tb*

discovery of coal, ores, and building material of economic value ,

riso leports on the soology and botany of the State, comprising

catalogue* of the animals and plants, with particular reference to

those li^unons and those beneficial to man The proposed Act
also provides that 3aooo dollars be annually appropriated for

the expenses of the survey, and that yearly reports be presented to

the L^islature These provuions are on the whole satisfactory,

and there is no doubt the Massachusetts l.egulatarc will give

them the force of law

From the Seventeenth Report of the East Kent Natural
History Society, we are glad to see that it continues prosperous,

"loebig nothing of its interest and uaefulnerx The total

number of members is ninety four The Report contains a
brief account of the Society’s meetings durmg 1874, from which
It would seem that the ectnal work of the Society is carried on
by a very email proportion of the members.

The additionc to the Zoological Society a Gardena during the

past week include an Anstrallan Dingo (Coww diotga) from
Anatralle, presented by the ZooL and AccL Soc. of Vktoriaj a
Crested Porenpine {Ifyt/nx crutata) from W Africa, presented
byMr G W Vemlericist, two Red footed Crab-eating Raccoons
{Prv^eamrivmu) from Detnerara, presented by Mr J R H
WiRoa , an Impeyan Pheasant {Lo^opkmu iwiptyantu) from

the Himah^ presented by CepL J E. Whitting a Roftwe

Tipamoa {RkytukotM nt/esetiu) from Brasil, presented by the

Viacoant ilill , a Shaip-noaed Crocodile {Crpctxidu} <tmertc»ntu)

from Jamaica, praeented by Copt, A. M Drummond j ten Green
Lfearda {Latertu vindu) from Jancy, preaented by Mr. G E.

Draga j a Qniea Opoinm {JHiRphyt fmea) bom Brasil, a Red
Cre^ Dove (fiMiygM mantoma) from Sonth America, pur-

duumd.
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ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS*
lit

in darnttr, or are loveiy difficult to prepwe in luxaidittea

•ppitMcbing parity, that they dtber bogia to nodetgo duutge at
aooB u they have been produced, or my dioitly afterntda,
aueh change proceeding foroetunea gradually and q^etly until

the cubetonce baa been tranafonnedlnto non-exploHve bodka,
or oocurrinA in other iuatancei^ with a rapidity apeedilyrMulbng
m the Tiol^ decompotition or explooon of the subetance.

Injnriee more or leta teren have b^ indicted tt|K« the dia-

covereta or iuvestigatora of aubatancea of thia kind, or upon thoae

who prepare them and exhibit their propertiea for matructionai

purpoaea, and audi acddenta occaalonally occur even thon^ all

poaaible or reaaonable pracontiona appear to have been taken to
guard agalnat them It haa occaaionally olio happened that

aerioua acddenta have reenlted from attempta to apply to prae*

tical purpoaea the exploalve power of aueh aubatancea (aa, for

example, the chloride of nitron and iodide of nitromi) by
persona imperfectly acquainted with their propertiea or thoae of
exploalve aubatancea genetmlly The great danger m which want
of knowledge may involve eaperimentera m tiua direction la too

obvioua to need beuig dwelt upon
The rlak of acddent reanlti^ from the liability of exploalve

componnda to ao-called apontaneoua deoompoaition haa been on
aevmal occaaiona exemphned in the paat histoiy of the two moat
important of theae compounds gun cdton and nitro glycerine

The atabihty of properly purifiM gun-cotton, as well as that of

nitro-glycenne, have, however, now been for some time past fully

establiahed, and no diffienlty exists In carryiim on with safety

their manufacture on such a scale aa to satisfy the contmually
increasing demand for effiaent preparations of these violent

exploalve agents. At the same time the experience of the last

few yean has afibrded repeated iilustrations of the temble riaka

and reapondbilltiea ucurm by manufactnren of these aubatancea

by the slightest departure from conditions essential to peifectlon

and i^efy of manufacture, or by a relaxation of the strictest

enperviaion in the production, pnnficatlon, and storage of the

materials.

In these respects the utiliaation of explosive componnda of

this class mvolvea special riaks not aitendont upon the manufac'

tore of gunpowder and modificationa of that aubatanoe , in

others, however, it pretenU important elementa of comparative

safety For example, the manuiocture and purificabaa of gun
cotton, and its conversion into the compressed or granulated

substance, ora absolately safe operations, the materialheiog wet
throughout the entire course, aM thereforo quite umnilaiiifflable^

until, when completed, it la dried by long expoenie to air, or by
ortiiicUl heat On the other hand, gunpowder, and all prepara-

tions of similar nature, are explosive from the very commence-
ment of their manufacture.

Accidents at gunpowder factories are yen frequent, and
though they may not often involve canaiderable loss of lift or

deittnction of property, the fact that their occurrence must in

most instances be caum by partial, oecaoioiuil, or complete and
persistent nrolect at precautions absolutely eaaentiol to the safety

of the people employed m the works, or to a teduction of the

naka at acddent to the miniinttm, poUtt to the necessity for

unproved legislation connected with mannftctoriea of guniiewder

and other explosive preparation^ whereby the proper aUention

to regulationa and precautions for safety may be rendered com-
pulsory, and second by an efficient system of inflection.

AftCT stating a number of precautions that ought to be adopted

in all gmpltrwder manufactmiet. Prof. Abel said that lastly,

thoogh properly first in importucc, the manuffioturen Of ga»
tomSer and other exploalve agents dtonU not cam tbemadvea
posseia tome adenUfio aa well aa a practical knowtedga of the

nature and properties of the nbstances in the asaminctuie of

whidi the lives of their workmen are at stake, but they also

dirndd oacettain and Insiit that atany rate the penonswho act at

manageta sdid formeu in their faetorite ahoud net be defideM

is the eteaMtery knowledge indif^eiiaaUe to « proper paefona-

anoa of thair dntita.

Major Mitiendif the Government laqieetor of Gunpowder
Worms &e.,1hatmpMteddBclaIty that he waa *' much ttrodc,

W ffie contto of hk napeetiona, wHh the extnofdlnaiy igacnoMe

of important faetodea and mogulnea," and tSait

doubt that to the ignorauoe and incompetence of didi MMqMjr
large number of the accidents which occur are hiditobtlbf

Snroly it b in the interest of emdoyen to adopt
seeuiuig that the management of tiieit wedea to b tbafc«i4r<ir
compel men, cxperlenead b tim detaUa of tbe-menaliMMnh
and poneaauig adequate gmieml edacaticn and technical IqMV*’
kdro to fit them for poata of such responsibility.

mode of securing this to to render it compulsoiyfof sttcb at^ 10
obtsb certificates of pompetsney before they can hold mspeiwble
apporntments b manutoctories ofgnnpowder and other
a^ta.
The manulaetare of fireworim, ammnnitiott, perccsston gap^

and other orticlea bvolvbg the roplication of explottve amffii

is, it need scarcely be stated, attended by liabiUty to aeeMmti
similar to and lometimea even greater than that extotittg b afcnn-
iactoriea of gnnpowder and materlato of liiailar buttoC^ and
necessitates tiie adoption of preeantions ot tbt aama nnbre W
apply to these works.

Such necessity has, however, been very much disregarded b
the arrangement and management of factories of bis Und, tPid
many very sad casualties have reaulted either from uttcriy bado-
quote airangeaoenta for localiring explotiona and reduebg themliring explotiona and reduebg them

and a^cientW aeparating and tubdealt with b one bnlldlng, and anciently aeparating and tab
dividing the mannSudniing operaboni, or from neglect of rimpto
reg^tfona for excluding sources of fin from the buUdbgi.

There are several important inaUncea of accidental exploriona
on record which have occurred b the mannfoeture of pytots^nde
eompoabons and other artielea of explosive nature^ b COBM*
queues of a liability to tha aaiabliabment of chemical aetim^
between the ingredients of aueh praparationt by even v«ro alight

iDcitmg cauaea. Thus, ceriab deacriptiona of coloured mm an
readily anaceptlble of ao-called qiontaneous %mtion or expioafoo,
either simply from the unstable nature of one or other of tiiidr

ingredient^ or from so apparently trifling a cause os the aheo^
turn of a small amount of moisture, or the employment or a
small qnautlty of an easily oxidliable oil or fat b conasetfon
with their application to pyrotechnic puposes. In mm b-
stance, some signal lights, composed of a mixtura of bgro-
dients which long experience had shown to be b every way at
permanent as thiw of gnnpowder, wen fbnnd to be uaaeigobg
deoompoaition to an extent which, uui it not been noticed btimiy
must have reaulted m leiioua cotuaquences. The oanae of thto
change bofflad inquiry for amne time, bat ultimatite itwu deu^
eatablisbed that a very minute quantity of free add contained b
the paper linings of the coses b which the eomnoeltica waa
conuiM (and derived from the anticblon used b nie numufims
tun of the paper) had set up on action between the aaltpetn sad
the orplment composing Uiii material, which spread gradually
but with incieiaing rapidity througb the highly compiemed asarti,

being of course aroelerated by tbe beat devclopad.
After refoiring to the great dangers orisiiwmm the me—torn

tun of fireworics in dwellmg-bcmam of the loww doteia b
crowded districts, the lecturer said that the ftatfiil recUeariMai
with which gunpowder and other explotin og—tt an haedbd
and nied by wiedncated pencil^ neb as then amall fiimietk
maketi, of wbicb there are torn numbeis b (he mbbg—

a

manufacturing dtotricta, and by the moat cxtenilve ooniumea «f
powder, namdy, tbe miners and qiiartytneii, can tpareefy M
realtoed by anymie who bos not bad opportunity to acquire lip

personal obacrraUim a knowledge of the state of thbgi.
Prof Abd then gave bstancea of the bowdignitfm-to

I

frequemW shosm mlneis b theit pcepatations for blaatiitg

both wim gnnpowder, gun-cotton, dyumlts^ and ether er^bflVe

It bvwvwi Bipn putionlai^ from fact t|iAt

no rugntotiotia fortiiddlBg or icstifoting themahbgnivbmwh
bglwase^ of blasting cartridges, mhMngfus— and t— to—

^

powder straws undb Uastiitt durt toe cliicf Batoffi^toilS

$

dental exploaloosb mbbg dtotncU arises. MbUrtmleOa—toMV
b be habit of keepbg o—ridewMe qa—titbi of poeteb
thair dwell^-rooma, and nud^ np Ui^ brtd^ ar
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MiilltMRttrlaU wImq nneonfined tmli to lender tht min«fmn
iMiffMudItti cd pic«iuiUoa% and honoe it b noqneiitioii^ljr

to fa^ tbo BOtUm of the wdety of thee# mttmb in the

butde of the mieer, etpedelljr w it fraqucntly ocean that the

BMb iriu IIM theta mtteriab are luable to read Um printed

iiuitiwWloiii art rappUed In the mtnnfacttutn widi the
eamiil^ finr tht pnrpoee cd goanfliiff agalntt aeddent

It dost Wft admit of dbptite that the recUeesiieti of the miner
heelwhielly been foetcred hitherto by the ntter db^gard of all

ordioiiurr pteesantUHM which they mnit but too ftmiarntly witneu
at dM etane when the powder b told or btued to them The

‘ ttof tmall dealen in gunpowder preeent illuitratloni of
loe and reckletiaett, if anything, even more appalling than

H iHileh the hahite of the mlnen fvnbh. The manner in

nrderb often dealt with by tbote in diaige of the itorei or

M in quaities tnr iiiine% and who have to btue auppliei

„ blDloitnted by one or taro example* from a rep<^ to

t^ Home Ofloe by Major Majendia. At an extreme inttance

of ntekicicaett the can of a man b quoted who wa* in the habit

of boting into the barreb arlth a red not poker on one occation,

the lid M the barrel being thinner than utual. the heated Iron

anb throat ihto the contenu of the barrel, and the man fell a
vioftm to Ml very ortgtnal mode of dealing with package* of
gunpobder

7n tome mining dulrlcb it has been enstomary to pay no
n|ard whatever to the mitability, In point of tafety, 01 tha
Ipoilitiet relectcd for the stonge of powder It hat not nnfre
quen^been kept in lam quandtie* (r^ ^lb)in ordinary

boildjngt, quite dote to dweliing house*. Even where moga
dnet have been provided. In connection with extensive mines
and quarriet, mtny Instanm are on record of gross ignorance or
cardetsnss* In re^rd to, the precautions essential to the safe

handling of gunpowder
The strenuous exertions of the Government Inspectors during

the lut few years have already resulted in a considerable amellora

^tlon of this lamenUble condition of things, although the existing

state of the law aflbrdt them little power to enforce simple regu
latlbna udilch are vital to the safety of the people employed, and
often of the neighbourhood, but scant regard being but too fre*

qnently paid to the position of even extensive slotee or niagaxuiet

with raerenee to eoniiguout habitations.

The utter Inadequicy of the existing regulations at to the
Uantport Of powder, &c, by land or water, and the flagrant

manner In wnich even these defective resubtiont are but too

feequendy dbfegarded, are matters to whiui public attention has

been m^ directed alnoe the explosion in October last, and
which are bat in harmony with the negligence and ignorance
dbpbyed to so alarming an extent in connection with the hand

„ a vesed, where they may become mixed up with gnt
awl ba eventually tramplad upon. Aa regardi the vduclct m
wmi tlM powder b traniported, aome rtgubtlona exbt with

teepeel to the empleymeet of covered or uncovered cerb with

^refbrehce lo quamtlea of powder exceeding considerable Umltt,

"Irat dmre b no law requiring carts or barges to be specially con>

/ itiacM or employed to aa to exclude aouroea of danger In the

mW^ dittiicb eM even In towns powder b consteatly oooveyed
|i|LAmgciout quantitiee in ordinary carts, which may have been
nasd W cartying stonea, coal, or road rubbish, and it often

packed wldi oftM gooii. such even as Incifer matches and petre

Mm f there U no leguhtion to prevent the person in chstg
* ‘

'bile m bb
M«U|g the powder ttandlng ,
tti«r«afii« of the reckleu earriege of powder in pubHo convey-

I, and ofm tianiport of very large quantitiee (many tom>
' t tbroagh. crowded tboeonghnica in large towne^ and London) with little or no precanttone. The
nw neceeiaty precanthwe in tnuosportof menbants’

trbyscur wks dwdt open and contrasted with the pre-

m adopted by Government ae ebeolnteiy neccatery, and

by Government Inspectors, of factories and tioret of explosive

agents, if conducted with intelligence and discretion, have been
most convincitmlv demonitratod by the great good which it ie

admitted on all ddes that the inspectors have alceady succeeded
in accomplishing; even with the very insufficient powers which
the present state of law aflbrdt them The favoimte argument
of tome, that Government inspection must operate mischievously,
by dlmbiithlng private responilbility, hu certainly reedved no
support from tha results of insp

- ' - - '

^ intpeedim cannot fall to benefit those interested It

branches of the Indnstiy of explosivet by redudng the neccMlty
for bard and fut rules with respect to the srrangement and con-

duct of works, which might in many instance* entail hardship or— ivenience witbont any real necessity, and by strengthening

^ands of factory owners, and thus rendering comparatively

easy the proper obMrvance and enforcement of rrgulations for

the safety of the men and the works. It is, however especially

in connection with the storage, transport and employment of

gunpowder and other explosives in mining districts that efficient

Insi^ioD, supported *“ “• ——— —w.-u - —n.

considered Act of Ps
confidently expected to prodnee important benel

the least of which will probably be the who .

exerdsed indirectly, by the force of example, npon the miner 01

pitman, whose ignorance bat fostered the indiflerance with
which long habit bu led him to regard the poasilnlilT of danger.

lint although Improved legblation, and the beneficial regular

tioni thus supplied, may be confidently hiped to cRea an
imporant rednction in the number and magnitude of the

disaiteis now recorded as scddentai explosions it would
obvioudy be worse than shortsighted to encouroM a reliance

upon legbbtion alone a* a safeguard against the evil* which lead

to casualties of tliu kind Pnnithmtnit inflicted for trsnsgrrs-

ton of the Uw may engender esution but the dlaasters which
arise from ignorance are not likely to be importantly reduced in

number by Icgiskitive enactments alone.

It is to the general promotion of education among the people^

and to the spread of tdenilfic and technical knosriedge, If even
of the most eleirentary kmd, among employert and empitwed,
that we mutt look for a snbstsntial diminution of these casnaRiet,

which the uneducated mind is but too prone to attribute to

accident, and the prevention of which rests, at any rate to a
large extent, with those who are at present tacitly content to

regm them as inevilaUe.

SOC/£r/£S AND ACADEMIES

Royal Sociaty, April 8.—"On the Developmeht of the

Teeth of Fithee ” (Elasmobranehli and Teleostet) ^ Charles

S Tomes, M A j
commnnietted by John Tomes, F K S

Obtetvstlont upon many mammals, reptiles, and fishci, led

the author to the foUowliig general concintiont a* to the deve-

lopment of teeth —

-

<i.) All tooth germs whatever consist. In the first instance, of
two pant, and two alone—the dentine papilla and the enaiw
organ

(ii
)
The existence of on enoawl-oimm is wholly independent

of the presence or absence of enamel upon the teeth
|
^mplec

of tM* have been recorded by ProfesMir Tonwt tuid by the

author among mammalia, and ate common amongst reptiles end
fishes.

aiU Nothing Jnstifim the arbitrary dlvisloo Into “ Papillary,”
” FoUleular," and ** EruptiTe ” staga j nor doe* any open ^
mithre dentM groove or fissure exist In any creatnre extmined

(iv ) In all catat on active ingrowth of a proccM from the oral

epithelium, dipping inwards into tidid tissue, it the first thing

wimHdtkabW; ahhangb the formailoa of a dentine papilla oppo-

lifo to iU dee^ extren^. goee on/eri/MM with ft fimm an
AftnADiaMttt mto tn nttAmiSMUL
(^TqiecUl|cni2emrfcSlS^ the tooth gem

notbepreienti wtanpeMaUftlsinpart a secondary d<vrio|M
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ment Cram tlie bme of thtdmtiM p*irfUa, la a part a BMfe coe

^'Expniaiaati to aaoettala tba CaaM of Stradficaitoo in

Electrical Dtadiargti i« nwM,” by Wamn Do U Roci

W MUOer, and William SjfKittitwood&
“ Fint RepM of the Natmallit attadied to tba Trniuit of

Venna Expedition to Ketgncktt’f laland, December 1874,” by

the Rer A E. Eaton , oommnnlcatad by the Prcaldent

[TheM are two long and important papen, which we hope to

be able to be able to give next week ]

Ltanean Society, April 15.—Dr G T Allman, president,

in the diair—rrof A. Dtckson, M D , Mr J F Duthle, and
Mr H C Soiby, F R.S^ were elected (ellowt. The foUowing

paper* were read)—On the nature and prodnctioni of the

at^ of tlw Sooth Pacific, by the Rev Thoe PowelL—Paper*

on the botany of the Ckallen^ Expcdittooi xxv. On the

Diatomacem collected by Mr ll N Moieley in Keignelens
Land, by the Key E O'Meaia , xxvL, Letter from Mr H M
Moaeiey on an edible Chineae Sphtma, known as ‘winter

vrorm-grai*, para* tic on certam lame (ihU wiu atated bv Mr
Carrey to be TormbSa niunas)

,

xxvii.. On the Ma*d and
Hepaticte coUected by Mr H N Moseley, by Mr W Mitten,

h L.S. (Uiese were from Tenenfle, Tristan dAcunha, Ker-
guelen s land &C.) On Algie collected by the Rev W W
Oil! near the island of Mannoa, by Dr *• » o

of plants collected I y Dr A R Meyer in Ki

by Piof Oliver F R S (these were only

eluding two new species) —Mr W S Mitchell made] some
additional observations on toe male Octopus.

Chemical Society, April 15.—Prof Abel, F R.S., in the

chair —Mr J W Tboma* read a paper on the gases enclosed

in coals from the South Wales basin, and the gaa evolved by
Uoweis and by boring into the coal itself These gases were

found to be marsh gas, carbonic anhydride, and nitrogen, in all

three of the classes of coal examined, namely, bituminous cools,

steam coal, and anthracite —A pa| er on narootme, cotannbie,

and hydroootannine Fart 1., by Mr P H Beckett and Dr
C R A. Wnght, was then read by the latter after which Or
H E Armstrong Communicated a note on isomeric change in

the phenol senes.

Zoological Society. April 6 —Dr E Hamilton, vioe-presi

dent in the chair—A leUer was read from Dr O UarUaub,
sut ng that the Finch described ^ him anil Dr Finsch as new
in the Suoeto s Proceedings for 1870, {x 817, and named ZoMb-
r/rsn H0/aii/u, was probaddy only the young bird of AmNjnim
cyanwirtm —Dr A Gimther exhibited the slun of a new spe-

cies of Mole from Bntish CaOraria, which he prnxwed to coll

Ckrytocktom frwv/yarw.-The Secretary exhibited, on behalf

of Mr J Gould, F ES , the original spedmen of the Parrot

{Apnumitttis iiufgMuamut), spokm of by Mr Gould m hu
communication to the Society on the 3ri of November, 1874“ ' " "" ’ ' '

^speciM

of birds from Northern Queensbuid, ,

to be called /lni4«Ar/WMU/>MiSs, and a new Poirot, proposed m
be called CytUpsiUa smirrays.—Mr Osbert Salvin, F ES., read

a momoir on the avi fiiaiia of the Galapagos Archipelaga After

a lummaiy of what waa known of the hiitoiy and physical

pccnliarities of thcaa iafawda, Mr Salvin proofed to give s
complete account of the Urda as at present known to us from
the visiis of Mr Darwin, of the naturalistf of the SwedlA frignte

hugnrit, and of Dr Mabel, whose coUectlosi afforded the ^n-
cipel materUla span whiw the present oommunlcatioa wu
based. Of the finy-seven species of birds known to exist in the
Galapagos, about two-thirds ware atoted to be peetdiair to the
Archipelago.—Mr A. O Butler read a memoir on the Heten-
ccroui Leptdoptcra of thefiunily bpningidse, in which a complete

, ..is read from Dr j S
entitled “ A Monograph of the SiUceo-Fibroui Sponges," Pott
III , befasg the thnd of a series of memoits on this doss
tpoom. A seoond cummunlcatioii from Dr Bowetbaak oi_
to ntd the drrenth pert of hii ooBtribotumi to a general Umoty
of the Spoigid**.—Mr A. H Garrod read a paper on the form
of the tradten m Timtahu Ms, in which the peculiar and nume-
roua oonvolbtioiia of that tube within the thorax of that bird
were dcOcrlbed.—A oommuaicatioa was read from Mr C E
Bnffr, ht wUrii ha gsvt a rsviaioB of the known nodes of
WaA Marine lOtcK taai^ with descriptksu of aornTw
qfrdcs.—Mr CAWr^iti^ a popor on ths question of tht

specific identity of thsWeasd fonod in Udtq, wMUl &»«!#
tediaed to refer to AAsiSkb fiwiMsisf*, Bpi,

Pasu
Academy of Scionces, Apnl is.—M FidmyihfbadH#-—

The following papers were nod —On tha oomporliOh Of Hw
first obserratmns of the Trsnsit of Venus j a litter iddittsed bf
M Pnbenx to M Dsmss, President of the Tiaadt ComSdMoA.
From the dsto, M Puiseux (Natuu, toL xL p. 474) finds the
mesnso]nrpsrsllAxtobe8‘'‘87o. This voliediffinliUwfrotn that

found by expenmeot* on the velocityM light, mode by MM Fog.
cault and Comn which is 8**86

; the utter is also the STtiagD
value of thoee cslenlstod by M Levmiier from the perturbsttlonl

of pUnet* —On the last number of the dfsMsrrsrdf

ItaHaui, by M Faye, thla paper has tpedd ntaronc* to M,
Lang^ a memoir on the minute Structure of thejphotpipheii^-

disgrsm*.-M Cahonis then ptcaentod to tiui S^sdennr
the third volume of hia “Tmitl de Cblmle pigsnique,"
and made some remark* on the some.—The AoidOmy then
nomuisted General Sabine aa corrcqiaadent to their Seritonof
Geography and Nav)— ** ' '

—

Researches on the ti

M F de RomlUy —
tngestiun of chloral

*

ibe anthors gave It . , ^

Bobierre, on the nse of a little apparalna called ehevht-pltmi
(lead finder), which shows the pretenca of Issd in alloys suspoeted
of containing it, by contact with ^acid acetic aad and todide

of potaasium —A note by M. G Helzncm, on an insect UviaE
like Phylloxers, upon roots. It is pnnd|^ly found on AtSs
baUamta and Abies Fraseru—'m E de Wouvts reminds tho
Academy, upon tho occonon of the interssting rasaardies

now pnbliibed by M Ch Satnte Claire Do^ that at

far back as December ao, 1870, be pretentod to the Aeadea^r
a memoir entitled "On the Periodicity of the Weather"—
Calorimetric researches cn the carbon compounds of Iron and

prepmtion of ethylene percbloride, by M E Boargoln.—
Reaearches on the quantities of beat disengaged in the deoom-

rtiou by water of the bromides of some of the fat^ acUi^
W Longuininc.—On tha determinations of tha earbomo add

of the air made in the belioosi Ztmtk, by U a Xbaaadier
The percentage of carbonic add varied bdsreen 740 (atSqo
metrea elavBtioo) and 3*00 (at 1,000 oieUta) vdoffloa In 10,009
vdnmei of air

BOOKS AMD PAIIPHLBTS RBCXIVBO
CosoxiAi.-Momlily Reoerd efResaki efOtoenetinis fat Keseesalegy,

ai? yaCTeggg
Sumy of Wneiia. Oliaervatioa* ofNew VnmiUs ronUtefllH AasiiStWa
DtiAi Berea FeidlsmulTwUarilw (Ifeie«unw,JahaPw>IA

AMiaiCAN -OUerretloaoo Ibe PheuoiBeaaof piaal Uls. Rune sew
AOeiksTSlIS,

PascncAi. fHveics imtt/Z

8srss:.."

On^iW^Dynemkal Bvideaee of Metewler Cemtltutloa.-^ C

TbeSiai Fanllax
Tunis I VirlaUe Kebula in Draee, Ac.
Coiues »;«{II >

Tub Solau scLuin .

Aacne OaoMov, III By C E Os RASen F Q.A
On Attbactio* am SarvuiosJUISU1.TJM men lU
TMjFATAt Baiaoos AsamT ssfestviaua

A5SstAL«x»inssoss,nir ByPner AAaa^PEi ‘
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THE ISLAND OF ST. HELENA
St. Htkna • a Physical, Historical, <md Topogn^htcal

Dcstr^tbm iftkcIsUmd, tncltubng tis Geology, Fauna,

Flora, and Meteorology By John Chaiies MeUis*,

AI CE, F.G F LS (London L. Reeve.)

'^HERE u a change to be introduced into our mode
of woilc aa compared with that of former inveati-

gatora. When leas was known ofanimals and plants, the

mscovery ofnew species was the great object This has

been carried too far, and is now almost the lowest kind of

scientific work. The discovery of a new species, as such,

does not changes feature in the science of natural hutory

any more than the discovery of a new asteroid changes

die diaracter of the problems to be investigated by astro*

nomers. It is merely adding to the enumeration of

otjects. We should look rather for the fundamental

gelations among animals , the number of species we may
find Is of importance ody so far aa they explain the

distributiona^ limitation ot different genera and families,

theif relations to each other and to the physical condi-

tions in which they live. Out of such investigations there

looms up a deeper question for scientific men, the solu-

tion of which IS to DC the most important result of their

wori tn the coming generation. The origin of life is the

ipeat question of the day How did the orgamc world

cunefn be as it IS?”

t)'U passage, quoted Oy Mr Bentham in his address to

the Unnean Sodety for i^, from an instructional lecture

given by Agassis on the voyage out to his young com
panims in his Brasilian expedition, sums up the grounds

qn which writers of books on systematic natural history

must now be prepared to have theu: work cnticised It is

no longer enough to publish, however sumptuously, bare

ennnic^lons of the organisms which inhabit some spot

of the sard’s surface No treatment can be really con

aidesed scientific which does not go a good deal further,

and, rtgarding the founa and flora of a country as phe

nomena to be accounted for, endeavour to unravel Aeir

history, and relationsUps No one has shown with

mere penetration and success than Mr Bentham, what im-

portant and mteresting general results may be educed from

f ftoostiq iparently and fidds of systematic mvestigation.

Sa it is only tfie g^ual eiuddauon of such results that

resJljr affords anythmg like a sdentific sanction to this

Mwit of Study, aiHl it is because this has m many cases

lieenvcry mu^ lost tight of, that taxonomy—especially

oa the Continent—has fallen into a disrepute which is

Jurt as unsdentific and unphilosophical as a morbid

qppetite far taxonomic studies unqualified by any search

iit esnults of general biological interest.

It wtil now perhaps be apparentwhy thi* atatdy ocuvo I

Itikkh Mr- MdUss has devoted to the natural history

of 8t Hetena does not yield either the Mnd or amount

(Meatisihetion which a cursory mspection might lead one

tq erpect It is quite true that sdence owes a great debt

to Mr, Mdliss for carefiiOy collecting the extremely inter-

ei^l^ fertnii dF Ilfs which Sb Helena possesses, and which

kim Cfie cause or other ere rapidly dlsappeiuing. But

MikgaiWiWs have been aheady worked up by different

|MituralstS,aiid tiie lesalttpubUdMd in various scientific

You XL—Va, aSf

journals. The mere enumeration of genera and spedes
which he gives in these pages, with occasional remarks,

u not by any mearu mteresting readmg, and is of coarse

but of very small use for any purpose of reference.

The first of the five parts mto which the book is divided

IS occupied with the history of the island. It was dis-

covered in 1503 by John de Nova Castella, commanding
a Portuguese fleet on its return from India. The day
being the anniversary of Helena the mother iff Constan-

tme, the island was named St. Helena in her honour
The Portuguese left on the island a supply ofgoats, asses,

and hogs, and m this way commenced at once the gradual

extirpation of the indigenous flora which has since never

ceas^ to proceed The Portuguese for a tune had a

settlement, which they appear soon to have deserted The
Dutch next took possession, only m turn to abandon it,

after which it was occupied about the middle of the

seventeenth century by the East India Company Twice,

however, m the next quarter of a century it was again

taken possession of by the Dutch, to be agam retaken

from them by the English

St Helena never appears to have had any internal

source of Independent income. The population lived by
supplying the needs of the garrison, the "Liberated

African depot,” the West African squadron for the sup-

pression of the slave-trade, and the passing eastward

bound ships The garrison is now represented by a
handful of Engineers and artillerymen, the depot is abo
hshed, the squadron reduced, and the trade to the east

IS almost entirely diverted through the Sues CanaL No
articles for export are produced

,
the "natives * prefer to

live on imported nee , the fanners barely exist on their

deeply mortgaged properties. Yet the soil, composed of

volcanic debris, is undoubtedly productive, and, were it

tilled with even moderate energy, might yield profitable

returns. The cultivation of Cinchona has been encou-

raged by the home Government, but has been treated

with entire apathy by the colonists. The population,

amounting to 6,860 in all, consists of the “ yam stalks,”

or "natives” proper, the descendants of the tiave popu
lation hberat^ in 1832 , they are of rmxed origin, pa^y
Furopean, partly Asiatic The West African negroes form

about a sixth of the whole population , they were intro-

duced from the captured slavers, and form settlements

apart from the "natives.” The white inhabitants con
swt of the Government officials, the garrison, and mer-

chants and farmers.

The history of the colony contains httle of any mterest
The ennui of island bfe was probably the exciting cause

of several mutmies. In the first, m 1693, the governor

was murdered, but the lieutenant-governor was equal to

the occasion, and stamped outthe conspiracy whi^ was
spreading among the black slaves. Amoogrt other re-

pressive measures one of the ringleaders " was hanged
alive in chtins and starved to death.” Mr. Mdliss appa-

rently aiqiroves of this, and compares it with " Governor
Eyrtis prompt measures.” Of coarse there it a good deal

to say about Napoleon— the house in which be hved, and
the mode in which he was buried.

Part II treats of the Gerdogy and Mineralogy It does

not appear to add anything essential (unless we except

the stupid story about "the apostate friar”) to Oe
admirable acconnt given by Mr Darwin in hit " Vidcanic
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Iilmtdf," wbidi Mr MeUin do«« not appear to hnve sees

Tlie Tolcanio bomba figured on Plate 14 would seem to

te much mote probably ea^alned aa ezamides of sphe-

roidal weathcnng Nor does the view of the curious dike

called the ** chimney” (FI 17) give any more indication

than the text (p 72) of its very curious structure. Thu
IS described and figured m LyelTs “ Elements ”

(p. 610},
j

from Seale’s " Get^osy of St Helena,” which also seems
;

to have eluded Mr MelUss’s attention

Part HI Is occupied with the Zoology, beginning with
j

Homo tapitns, Liw ,
and finishing with the Spougida.

The list IS swdled in every possible way, and a variety of
|

infonnation which is, to say the most, hardly more than
|

"curious,” IS given under the different heads Under
Mu$ documoHUt, Linn., we are told “ that it is a fact that

one of these noxious animals” sprung out (ri Napoleons
j

that when he was about to put it on after dinner Canis
\

famhmts, Linn., suggests, on the pnnciple of concomitant

vanations, that the neglect of their education is the reason

of the absence of hydrophobia m St Helena dogs Efuus
cabailut, Linn , introduces the governor’s “ modem car

riage and pair of Hyde Park.” The account of the

Ctfoffm IS still more trivial Mr Haiting*s account of
|

the endemic land bird ^Egialitts sancta htlence is
j

given, and an enumerauon of the other introduced and
|

mdigraous species But Mr Melliss does not say any
j

thing about the fossil eggs found m the beds of limestone ;

by Mr Darwin and also written upon by Buckland The
fish luive been described by Dr Gunther, and the Md
lusca by Mr Gwynn Jefireys but only the names are

enumerated. Some forth er confirmation would seem to be
|

needed of the suggestion that the extinct Bnlmus emrit-

VMlptna bored the holes found m the marl on the upper

part the island. The insecU have passed through the

hands of vinous entomologistt Mr Wollaston has pub-

lished an account of the Beetles, Mr Cambridge of the

Spulcis. Excluding the co smopolltan species which have

bMn manifestly mtroduced, the St Helena list of

CoUopUra ’possesses,” accordbg to Mr Wollaston,
“ nothing whatever m common with those of the three

Sub-Afh^ archipelagos which lie further to the north—

though the great develo{anent of the Curcuhonideous sub-

family Cfstonidts is a remarkable fact which is more or

less conspicuous throughout the whole of them ” With
regard to the other groups there is no summary or com-

pansm of distnbution , in fact, httle more than a bare

enumeration of species.

White ants were mtroduced into the island m 1840 m
some umber from a slave ship Mr M'Lachlan has

identified the species as Termes ienuts, Hagen, peculiar

to South America. The mischief which it has done is

almost incredible, and it appears to have simply gradually

destroy^ the whole of Jamestown A considmble por

tun of the books in the Pubhc Library, especially theo-

logical literature, was devoured by them, and the whole

of the interior would be destroyed without the exterior of

die vdhpies seeming otherwise than intact

The iom of St Helena is one of extraordinary mterest

When the island was discovered it was covered with

arboreous vegetation. Ndtwithstnnding the bebef of the

botanists of the United States Exjdmbg Expediuon

under Wilkes to the contrary, there seems no reason

t9 doubt th« existoios of the forests, or thgt their

destmedoa during the past 369 yOani ha* bean nhwot
entirely effected by the goats inbodneed by the pQlte--

guese The old trees gradually died, the young dais

were barked, and the saedUngt wars biowssd dpwn, tn

this way all knowledge of a large pot of thp fidinkbna

been completdy lost. Even nnea ^ bqpnaiag nf the

present century several species have becom* «irit>ct,

while many were more alnmdant then which ar« ttdy

represented new by single individnals. Fortunately,

however, the flora has been examinedby several hotaaists.

Burchell spent five years in the island frous ifioy to i8|a^

and ahhougb be pubhsbed no reaults he made a Urge
number of drawings and collected exceDent specimens.

Roxburgh subsequently made a list of St. Helena plants,

and the island has also been twice visited by Or Hooher
Had collections been made during the last century, mOn
of its extmet endemic species would no doubt be known,

but the forms that we are acquainted with are eztremdy
interesting

Mr Melhss swells the list of flowering plant# to

But this u acemnphshed by including every kind of ptot
introduced into or cultivated In the nland Spring had
winter wheat, the sugareane, and garden vegetoUee sudi
as cabbages and turmps, are all enumerated In precisriy

the same type as the remnants of the peenhar endemic
flora. Mr Melliss quotes freely from Dr Hooker’s inte-

restmg address at the Nottmghsun meeting *f the British

Association on Insular Floras, but he altogether ondts

giving any distmet list of the mdlgenous as i^ait firom

the mtrodneed plants. By careful^ going over hi$ pages

It is possible to frame surii a list, and it appears to con
tarn thirty one flowering plants. Of these, exet^ Cms*
mtdendroH {AsUt) ghttinotvm, which occurs at Asceqshm,
and Cynodon datiyloHf which is widely di£gtse4 dm
tn^cs, the whole appear to be absolntehr restricted to

this nunnte speck M the earth’s turfiue Ihey hav^
moreover, all the aspect of a very ancient yegetation.

Exactly one-third of the speaes are Com^onittf but ^e
out of the ten are shrubs or trees, a most unusual habit

of a growth m an order where the vast proportlou of the

spenes are annuals or die down to the ground etery

year Mr Darwin bus pomted out the sigaificatKp of

" Islands often possess trees or busheb belonging to
orders which elsewnere Include only herbaceous ^wdes f *

DOW trees, as Alph. De Candolle has shosm, genoaSy
have, whatever the cause may be, confined ranges, Hsnoo
Uees would be htde likely to reach distant oceaucishuidst
and an herfaacemis pkmt, though |t might bav* no ^lupce
of successfully competing on a eontin^t with mauy tofiy
developed trees, when established on an island and havbig
to compete with herbaceous plants atom^ mi|^t readily
gain an advantage over them by growing udier and m/uf-
topping 0/ S^oiiu, 4th ed., p. 467

Not leas singular than the testimmiy to long IsolatieB

home by the habit of toe species is the extremely obsl^
geographical relations cf the fimn. Any amount dFatoq^-

tive dlfTercntlatiMi would be intelligible. But what is hot

easily expliesUe is the want of relationship of the ipadw
to those of adjacent continents. The connemkMs art
really far more remote. Mr Bentoamhasmadestenexe-
marks upco tola in hl> elaborate papat on the <!ampcahis

(J’eyriS.ZAto, Jar, tol rill, p, 363)^ ^

j

"fsfwm^eMnwDpwWehlpnos
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iMtiiumtatdn«(A^}»adJf*UiMdtM(bv»axamoBg
WAimodf Ast«nM fanta eMnplUle<i In die Antarctio>

CMMiiMm, In the Andine Dt^tottiphium.
Did. hi the Autnfaudnn Oitaria Pttrcbhm ia one ^
1ltnil*Mni[»remaiiiaoC « group prababirof greotanu

o/irhiph the tvp others are Podanthut in CMi, anil

AtUmKut in die Andes. The Psiadta is an endemic spe*

diesef Sc genus othenrise Maicarene or of Eastern Africa,

pAssodag a geogr^hical connection analogons to that

•f the St Helena Melhuma oi De Candle with the

Masearsna Tteekttut”

In many of die other constituents of the

kytntdmtt»t, Pii^rgMtium, Pkylua, Lateha, Wahltu
there is an obvious connection with the South

Afrfoan flora. But the changes in the physical geography

of the Old World must have been very considerable, since^ Mascarene Archipelago and St Helena received their

yegetadon from any common source

Questions of this kind, idiich are the real matters of

intmest about St Helena from a biologicai point of view,

Mr Melliss scarcely touches, or quite inadequately

And dus IS the more tantalising, as so large a body of

u^gested infMmation has not hitherto been brought

togedier about any oceanic island. Here and there sig

nifleant flicts of the same kind may be gleaned from the

BtU of the fauna. Thus a beetle, ^ttnosetUs kylastoid^,

yfdl, appears to be peculiar to the Cape and to St

Helena l Puhmtts Mtna, Quoy, is a Mascarene and

lUst African type . while the great B aunt-vulptnat

Cheom. (now, li^ dhe last, extmet), belongs to a group

leoidiar to Tropical America.
^ Apart froip these points, the mere history of the vicissi

tudes which the attiiiial and vegetable hfr of the island

has gone through since the Portuguese first visited its

fri^-covered butnow denuded hills forms a striking series

of oidaodes in the general struggle for existence. What
the goats forbore to browse, introduced plants like the

Uaegberry strangled. It would seem as if strenuousness

dlffi away among assemblages of organisms,wbich had

aitablisb^ a modut vtw/ub amongst themselves Rude
impolses from without, when at lost the isolation is broken,

achieve a comparatively easy victory One cannot &il

noddng the u^ormlty of language with which this is

^(eaodbed, whether the invasion takes the shape of goats,

Uackbetrias, white ants, measles, or even dissent, which,

^ iMndnced by a Scotch Baptist mmiater about ths year

1147, soon spread" (page 33).

The fifry-elx plates with which the volume is illusUated

4ee«^ a word of notice, Thirty one of these are eflec

4»isflliistratiPoa of the jflants from the drawmgs of Mrs

IMUM) dissectiona from thoac by Bureau in the

IMseasion of Dr Hooker A large proportion of the

ansdicntioas of the St. Helena planta have been figured

by Dn Hooker in the /wus Plantarum, but that » a

somewhat inaccessible pubheation, except to botanlsU,

ef^il^pswsent series of botanical plates really gives the

prcaant work its chief Interest W T T D_____
« fijtdioUigml Stuify if iU Pktitwittia,

Zintit, GumMt dnd Ffom frm Frdnch

wITIi, Ribet (Hoasy B. King and Co., 1873

)

I
F If mbotlntewdhdtikl# work to btiega^ as an

0^1^ cehtrftmtioh to the phUosophy of evolution,

H to pogaidfl Ufl (poet* fbccexfiil, H«

st^ the book a " Psychological Study,” and be shows
therein an intimate acquaintance with Ac writings of sH
the principal authors who have created the new philo-

sophy Darwm, Spencer, Bain, Galton, Lucas, and some
others are constantly appealed to, or made to contribute

to his pages M iKibot has further collected from older

writers, and from medical works, a great number of facts,

often more curious than auihentic, txariDg upon the

question of heredity He has composed a very readable

and interesting essay on the subject, of a setni popular

character, and no doubt theie Is plenty of room for such

a work, epitomisiag and presenting m a connected form

the great abundance of facts and generalisations already

accumulated upon this subject But it is difficult to

regard the work as more than a compilation, and there

are several Impoitant deficiencies whi<^ may be pointed

out
I should have liked to meet in the book some clear and

consistent view as to what heredity really means, but M
Ribot s ideas seem to waver At the outset (p i) be says
" Heredity is that biological law by which all beings cn

dowed with life tend to repeat themselves in thdr dwen
dants By it nature ever copies and imitates herself

Ideally considered, heredity would simply be the repro

duction of like by like” In many other passages be
repeats, no donbt correctly, that heredity is the generation

of like by like. Any feature in a living being whii^ it

not found in any one of its ancestors cannot be called

hereditary From similar conditions follow similar effects.

Thus, if heredity had been the sole influence moulding
living beings, we mutt all have had exactly the same
features and characters

*

In other passages M Ribot takes an opposite view, and
speaks of heredity as the cause of difference. In p 387
he concludes that 'heredity is reaDy, therefore, partial

identity,” and he adopts a solution of Ae question ''which

attnbutet to heredity a creative part” lliis view he
explains as follows (p 34}

—“ In the hypothesis of evo-

luUon, heredity is really creative
;
for smee, without it.

It IS impossible for any acquued modification to be trans-

mitted, the formation of mstincu, properly so called, how
ever shghtly complex, would be impossible.* Ag^, he
says (p. 344)

" If with the evolutionists we recognise In

haedity a force which not only preserves, but which also

creates by accumulation, then not only is the character

transmitted, but it is the work of iate, made up bit by
bit, by the slow and unconsaous but ever accumuIadDg
toil of generations ” In pp 30a 3 he distinctly speaks of

heredity as an mdlrect cause of dechne, acting by way of

accumulation A few pages later (p 306} we are informed

that the first consequence of heredity is to render possible

the acquisition of new instincts Surely there is a con-

fusion of ideas m these statements

As M Ribot in other places fully ejqiUins, the condi

tiona nvetning the form and character of a lining being

may be cla«^ under three heads (1) Heredity, by

whicb we mean the transmission of hke characters from

parent to offspring
,

(z) The influence of surrounding

objecU—the environment, as Spencer calls it (3} Spon

tancity, by which some writers have denoted the mexpli

eaUe variation of the ofbprltig from the type ^ their

ancestors. Two ipeanlnga, however, may be attributed

tp ^lontandty It nifly mean cavselas variation, change
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Independent of prior conditions, m which CMO it is

removed from the qiherc of law lAogether, and becomes
miraculous , or it may mean a distinct tendency to varia-

tion inherent in the offspring, and impressed upon it by
the parent In the latter case, however, spontaneity is

really hereditary j and only appears to be spontaneous

because it is the (Usclosure of a previously hidden power
M Ribot fails, so far as I can find, to discriminate these

meanings He reJecU the notion of spontaneity as wholly

unscientific, but does not observe that the original life-

germ must have contained inexplicable powers enabling

it to develop into many forma The seven hundred or

more crystalline forms in which calcite is said to be
found, must be explained partly by the intimate constitu

tion ^ a molecule of carbonate of lime, partly by the

environment m which it became crystallis^ So we must
attnbute the almost infinitely varied forms of animal life

partly to environment but partly to the inexplicable

powers of development impressed upon certain particles

of protoplasm

M Ribot s reasoning is of doubtful soundness, again,

when he speaks of heredity as the eause of declmetn
nations, or the cause of the production of new instincts

So fiir as the child is like its ancestors, thoe cannot on
the average be either progress or decline If certain mdi
viduals have, from unexplained causes, deviated from the

previous type, it is impossible that their offspring should

resemble completely both the previous and the new type

The contradictory features of different ancestors cannot

possibly be made manifestm the same child therefore the

law of heredity must appear to fad in one way or the othcr

When a superior race intermarries with an inferior one,

and becomes degraded, heredity simply perpetuates the

inferior type by what Mr Darwin vxii&prepotetuy a term,

by the bye, which M Ribot should have adopted

It cannot be said that M Ribot is alone responsible for

the want of consistency in his views of heredity There
are stdl some who believe m spontaneous generation

there are others who ivould have us believe that ordinary

chemical agencies have developed a lifeless particle of

protoplasm into a Iivmg particle, which became the germ

of the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Mr Darwm, so

far as 1 remember, nowhere goes back to si^ch insoluble

questions. Sir W Thomson suggests that the germ
came from other parts of space How far Mr Herbert

Spencer’s philosophy affords a real solution of the ques-

tion it must probably remain for another generation to

decide. All that I wish to point .out is, that so highly

intelligent and careful a student of all that has been

written on the philosophy of evolution as M Ribot has
certainly &iled to acquire clear notions concerning the

rdatlons of pieredity, spontaneity, and the mfluence of

environment

any loiter to look upon die alnd and
the child as »,taMafvsa, which can bo maihodbf
cation at our wOL If so> MUTa vletni of the phfleiipti|

of morals faQ to the grotmd, and the doctr^ of tike

mmal sense in a modified ibm most be again tahea&
hand.

As a general rule, M Ribot appears to adnoiriodfa
with sufficient candour his indebtedneu to vniona ^
thors. An exception is to be found in the case ofMf.
Gallon. It u true that Mr Gallon is quoted from

to time, but sometimes in a slighting iwonav
; wheraas

the extensive obligations under which M RDwt Has
towards Mr Gahon will be ^tparent to anyoBO who is

acquainted with the work on ** Hereditary G«ihu ” ofthe
latter author W Stamlxy jEVOMs

owe Boour shelf
Ammal PkvHology B> John Geland, M.D

, F R,S
M^ced Science Saitt. (Wm. Colhns, Sons, and

Human Physiology being ui a great measure based
upon investigations conducted on the lower Vertdmfa,
all works on the subject may, in a certain sens^ be consi-
dered to be on “ animal ” physiology Tho tnaH treadse
before us agrees, as far as the nature of the points trehtsd
of, very much with most worics of the tame rise on
human physiology Incidental menfium is no doubt made
of the most important peculiarities of the nervous, dilcn-
latoiy, digestive, and other systoni in the lower VertO-
brata, but these are mcomplete, and sometimes inaccu-
rate As an introduction to i^yshdogy. Dr Clelandli
work, however, possesses many advantages It is written
for readers prmonsly unacquamted wnh anatomical
tails, and this class of students is daily becoming mose
numerous, although it is genenllr fdt that ho considir-
able progress can ever be made m the subject exo^ on
an anatomical basia The lUnstratioDt are also numerous^
whilst many are onrinal and excellent The mining of
expression is particiuarly simple and clear, all tte techni-
cal terms employed being carefully explained. In the
earlier part of the work, in the cluqKer on «lliwei>t»tloB,
there is an aigument on which particular stress is laid,
which is, that as ammals have no power of manufacturing
organic matter from the materials found in Oig.mo
nature, but feed either directly on the vegetable woiMw
on other animals which have fed on v^fetaUes | and es
in plants the power of building otf^c matter is eonflaed
to the green part^ “ the statement may therefarebeirto-
tured on that, so far as observation has yet proceeded, it

would appear that the presence of cbloro]d>yU Bqcce-
sary for the production of organic matter in oi|pudSta in
the presence of protoplasm is necessary fi>r growth.*' Tht
foil beating of Uiis (act isi, no doubt, not yetMy wndotw
stood. On the whole, we think that tbn anther n
succeeded fatprodudiig a work which, from tbn g
of lufects,is ded^morethan a w

The most Important result of M Ribot’s aigummits

is pethaps the support which he bnngs to Mr Spencer’s

views of the origm of moral sentiments and nil» The
last few diiqiters in which he treats of the moral con-

sequences of heredity are particularly mterestmg: It

becomes ividently impossible to uphold any longer the

views of the oldw utiUtarians, from Locke down to the

two Mills and Budda As M Ribot remarks^ it is sur-

prising to find a writer such as Buckle attribntliig little

importance to peychological heredity It is impossible

Ffftk Annual Rifort oflkt AstoaoHtn far tht tmfravg-
ment of Gaometrital Ttathing (January 1875.)

Thx Assodabon, it may be remarked, is almost cauvnl
with thin Journal, fer it was in the eariy nimben af
Natubs that a corrMpondaace wu started <m tha
subject of GeometruMl TeacUiig. Thli resulted, sw i«r
readers are awar&ln thefannatien ef tha-AseedalM.
After frwr years of oaodnuous wock^ two of whkhlwMi
been devoted to the dUficnlt sul^ of PrtmeiilksiM
we leantfrom Ae R^ort), the Syllabas ofPlamiG*”^
Is now compleW , and, after a few verbal s'
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WMOfyluvabem tnade^te will be forwarded fercridcim
OdbfOkiitiifee (on OetHnetrical TeacUng) of tiie

IMitifc Aaaodatkn aad to other matbenatlcal aothoritMc.W we tether learn, it, if poM{bU.to get the
<aiKtio& of the Brhith Attodation , arid thit backlog the
0|d|>fan ef the large number of mathematical teachen who
botr tern the Atwaation, will, it is hoped, lead the

te^niaiitg bodies of the country to act with perfect un
batfiathy in consideHng the merits of those pumls who
wf bete tmined in accordance with the methods of the

SyUabns as contrasted with the favourers of Euclid
From the Report we gather that the pnnapal work of

d>e Associatioa is expected to be completed in another
two years , it is not attempted to forecast what will be
its Sbbseqoent work. Perhaps, as has, we believe, been
sttggestetLit may become an Association for the Improve-

As the publications of the Assocution are for private

drculation, wi cannot go into further detail , we may,
however, sa]

‘ ^ ^ ^

the moving

LBTTEXS TO THE EDITOR

tf kb NttHur tan kt unJtrtnkt to rthtm,

sr * tarrttpmd with th* wrUtrt of^ rgtcttJ fnamucrtfit
HantbttbiahtHti/aiWHymwutammtinuattfiu}

lallwence ef Pigments on the Photographic Image of

the Spectrum

WaiN, some time tmce, Prof H Vogel announced the dis-

covery that the additkm of a pigment to a film of bfomide
of dmr made it •entltive to ugnt of the cokHir which that

Hit e_,. —
leperts were, in almoat even caiw contradictory of hii conrJa-

sma. There were powernd d fnort teasous for doubting,

aasoogrt wUch the chief was, in my own opinion, that if a film

ookarm (lay) nd were sensitive to red lii^t, it could not be
developed undor red light, hut would tog, and would therefcHe
* . .. .t

Another

(gdyrmalted in an universal retardation of all

y(tM, moieover, contrary to the known onaloglea of actinism that

f| purely tnechankel admuture ineqieetive of any chemical

jintttyshi^ producr
' -u—

e dianMof
bads of phot<

10 pi^y diwical a nature

y the kindness of Mr Lo^yer 1 was enabled to expenment
tis hboratcry at South Kentincton vnth the aame plates

iTWoctley s tutted films) that Prof Vogd had based his

jfvery on, and, as I expected, found the malts quite other

p those ilia pioliMscr had annoenced Although a protracted—^ (Nventeen minutes) was given, and the more refran

, ..jiaa were qnlte buried by halation, no line was shown
|| {Qd not appear in the ordmeiy wet oollodfon film

caiefol aM excelltnt ^otogtaphic dmmist, Mr SpUler,

of the London l^ognqibk Society, Dr Van— - •-

I, Mr Carey Lea, s, , , « oOmis, smouit
% sea embUd, by Us pcnonal aumanoe, to aame Dt
Siapnr, unqnettiooablythe fim Uving authority on spec-

Iniqjpwnby, aa wdl aa hla not lesa weU known eon, not,

aiiw followed Vogel in his experiments without

^ My uuiifliiiilhii of Ui low*

TW thna the only testimony eoafinnatory of bis views

Aat Of BeoQQttid, whOk u the matt msrked instance

gtei tU^tbtt dilarophri (e green sabstaeoe)

storsdreyil That mod indefotigahle

itete, Mr Carey Lea (of PhBadelpfaia,

e of n long aeitea of experiments^ nnfer-— /Usin.hM]th, showed that while corel-

I^pnln n film did aM dtibtk to^ length of the ipeetsum

Ugh^ aniline green so far ea my own expethnenta go, producea
DO eseet whatever exeept prolongation of the exposure necessary
Now, without in the least dieting the prolongation of the

nactraa photograph as claimed by Prof Vogd« or dapre^ing
the importance of Us results, it teems to me that we are m a
podtfoa to aatome that he is entirely mistalccn In the nature of
tUlaw he deduem, and that these retulU are dne to purely

'
' ign in a

any mch aid as Vog«l has called in, produced compi^ photo-
grapUe spectra

,
and has also shown that different snb^ces

decompose under dfferent rays, Uecquetcls experience with
^loro^yl gtvaa e cine to the connection between these disco
varies and Vogel t rasnlts, if collated with a senes of phe-
nomena retttiDcd by Dr Draper (fiom ofaaervotions by Dr
Gardner) in the mteresting papers by him on the ‘ Distribution
of Chemical Force in the Spectrum * i— ‘ In Dr Ga dner's
paper there ate also soma intcreatmg facu respecting the
bltebing or docolorisation of chlorophyr by light. He uM an
ethereal solutioii of that subttance — * The first action of light la

peiceived m the mean red rays, and it atulna a maximum in
comparmbly greater at that point than elsewhere Ihe next
part afihctM u the mdigo, and accompanytiig it there is an
action fiom lo 5 to -e 36001 the same scUe (Hetschels),
beginning abraptly in Fiannhofer'a blue So striking is this

whole rmt, that some of my earlier spectra contained a p

pbyls
naro and of a dazsiiiiir wnite ..

ir spectrum as follows -

in which the onnge, yellow, and green rays sre neutral These,
it will be lemembeiM, are active in forming chloroph}]
I have quoted these rmults in detail, because they Uliutrate m a
striking manner the law that t^abt eolpHtt on dntr^tif fy
rayf camfitmtHttuj to tkott that have frodnttd Hum andfuinish
proof that nya of every refrangihility may be chemically active.”
(P 7,

•' Rescaichts in Acbnlc Chemistry
)

Dr Draper goes on in this memoir to eitsbliih a second pro-
position to this effect t ' That the ray effective in producing
chemical or molecnlar changes in any s^al substance Is deter
mined by the absorptive property of that substance ’ 'Hua
prepetition, laid down m 1841, seems lo me to contain the
explanation of all the phenonena of cbemioj or molecular
change in photographic films , and if I might be permitted to
offer an bypotheiii supplementary to the proposition serving, tf
dtmoHttrabit, as coioUiuy to it, it would be that if two tnb
stances having different absorptive propeitiea are simultoneouilv
(or nearly 10) suinected to the acuon of white light, m molecu
lar conuct the change in one of them may be communicated
to the ether mechanitally Thus, bromide of silver, which is

not sensiUTe to the red ray, being placed in contact with diloio-

phyl, which sr senaiuie to tliat cUour, the action of the red ray
u communicated from the latter to the former substance pro-
dudng what may he designated os a sympathetic mokculor effect

'But m order that this may obtain, it is necessary that the
auxiliary substance applied to influence the sensiiive photo-
mphic film dionld be m ihclf sensitive to other rays than
tnoie which decompose the silver Iromide. rhis would account
for theeflcct of cbi^phyl and perhaps for the original expnl
meat which attracted the attention of Prof Vog^ aa the dry
{flatea of Cob Vionley with which h was made umtaia silklae
ID their prescrrative as well as a» aniline red in their substance,
and Mr Corey Lea has shewn that taUdne has the effect whichV^ claiffls ior the ci^
U this is tenable, it fidlows that the ob^ of our roearchea

should be to discover those substances which have aa indepea
deal sascepbbili^ to actmic action, bat for diffiTOt rays than
those whte tern the basis of the film experuaented on The
Rsaltu so for obtained in this dircetkuL even those of Vogel bun
fdi; ore^ it seems to me, onite as casaMe of explanation by the

hypothesis I have offored os by that of on arbitrary efled of

GMOOI t in oonfinnatfon of whidiwe have only experiments (thus

r mndn public) by Profi Vogel hfanscir

It sterna to CM inctedibb that, if such a law existed, such

Jahnwim.-



JO* mwsB yipa^-ni^

ctwftti opwtortaa tevmiMHwiu tfn Oumt, v«i
hMOL apwoTcit^Mu mm ftpma ftofi

Va^iiSnaimM^ Aawttttarir Ml to Obtiik uifeoBflttBt-
‘ M , Olid tktrt b no tointkitt to tceordbHf

t antkfbi of metliite iMtic» W eon*
•tn^Pior VogdhUmadennMBka-Iu

tkmoriibhjrtxidMIii. tad tlitrt b no .

irlth kfto#B bcb end anekfbi of metliite

dodo with Dr Dnpet thatKef Vogdlimi.

hu MtitbnMd to one of two cotecMeqt quUttem of certalti •&!>•

wt diM to the other

Dr Draper reconb eiperlincnb In wMck he Menred a photo*

mph of the entire ipeetnim on a dagnerreotjrpe pbte, bp arafl

Ing^^f of the Vimlar remeinn morion of light on tU
lApmeed ^ate (pp. d tad 3 of metnoir), and allowing a dMlited

dapik^ to ikll on the plate altnnlunMiulp with the tpeetnun
inege. “ III” he Mkpi^ ''a tpeetnun be received on iodida of

lilver Ibmied on tM Mtallte taUet of the dagneneotppe, and
carcfallv tetaened Irom all aeceMofettraneoai light, both before

and dnrlng the eapotore, on developiag with meremy vapoor an
Imarettian b evolved in all the more refrangible regtent.

^ bnt if the metallic tablet daring ite exporara to the epeetrna

be abo receiving dtSofcd litat of little intensity, aa tbe light of

extrenie violet, bu been active The uhra^ heat Unee a fiy

T^Eev^le of this menolr ia of the greatest Intenet to the

•peetraeooplc photographer not only as giving tbe remit of all

prevtens experiment in this field, betIn clearly marktim ont what
remaina yet to do in it. The mbsequent encoess of the yonoger

Diaper n obtaining a negative of tbe tpeetmm oompleto by the

ordinary collodion proeeis, throngh tiie aid of an anatognes

system of protection by mechaniciil means for the lines most
readily impressed, provee that even with eUver, and under any
condition of proe^ we have the power of recording any epee

trescopic phmomenon , but if experiment should prove that

snbstanoet In Ihemselvei liahle to decomposition by rays which
do not attadi the salts of silver am capable of communicating an
impressioo by molecular contact U the silver, and inducing

dcoompoiiiion in it, it is evident that a complete combination

may bs arrived at which, without m<iehsnlcd oontnvancas, will

give na printing negatives of tbe spectrum thron^ont

Dr A B Meyer and bb Critics

NoTtatQ now have I found Idwre to look through thepa^
of NATVat for the years 1873 and 187^ and therefore It

tin now that I becauM aware of two letters In your cot

n. 48s, voL hr
), rriuta concern me, and In answer to wfai

beujeavc to my a few worda
The first Is written by Mr Vfillaoe, and Is about a wrong

riton whidi I had formed on this ttriiar’s nation os to

relation of the inhabitants of tbe Arfok Mountains on New
Ouinea to the inhahiunts of the coast I am glad to see that

Mr Wallaoe and 1 agree in the conviction of the Identity of
iboM two groups of Tapoost , but nevcrthrlets I am anxious to

show that my mimnderstunding of Mr Wallooeft opteten was
hosed upon an apparently dear expression in bis tsIusUe work
on the f Malay Archipelago^” whim I took, os I beheve not fat

tbs festrided sense in which the author perhaps wished it to be
understood Mr Wallace did not succeed in finding the passage
in his work on whidi I had based my idea j bat be Inst breaks
off bis gnotsttan where the words begbi to whidi 1 referred i

' Thdr 01^, though always more or less fltexly, wu aometiaes
short and matted, * fte. j so far Mr WsUsce dtet bit own
words, but the sentenee (page 310^ id ed ) goes on, ” instead

of being lonm loose, and woolly
;
tmiika tmudt* bt attntHhf

Htnol difTtrtnci, rnt Uu ^ <art mnd emHhtSim ” These
last words then kd ms to the oraioa in (nestfam In a paper
In (be WthtUmutn tbr Antikrofthfbthm GMbnUfi se
(^Anffciripoliigtew MltriieUnngen fiber die Fspdts von Neo
UnfaMat 1 Auasenr phyabdicr HMtm"), 1^4, pafe 9*1 1

, . . — - 'l^wtth the efcjeet more
jrtl opMod that a dlBkr.

id the Fopboas of the ooast Is

P*!**^* I ^ ih M Broos'a ‘'Rdrae
a Anthiopoldgie,” voL M., 1874, page 799 1 "Noln toyagev
n'admst pea non phis qtnlyatt entid let tiibn da bbrddela
seeisSisdsimetaegnta' tea AiMde-kt dWImniia esnatj.

The other tetter wMelM * ptoMet «r
i^Mnte my having «"ted rite intaite toheltevntaiietteliKi
for bli^ tbs henear of csoedag Mfiw Qateei teetaobOtBI

se." SIpor D*Albertis eltaa nqr penar in

77. wbrnbe ttatts ha has md anStidHnoC bSe
rtto point test I look in vain ttensata asyiri^
Bndeae slii^word to rite purposet andtheniMt J

to tbs etbac.” Slper D*Albertis eltaa n
vOLlx. n. 77, wbr^- **— *“ —

*

OOMCfBUtt imf p
axtidetoSndeoe stmtaword to rite purposet as ,

do not understand ww bidaced that intrepid ctMp^nb^ to

side of jI...

hefare. and I should hardly mysidre^
•

^tct,”*e. A.ttM*irtl(

The Chesn Bank

Tin letter of your oorrespondent, CoL Greenwood (voL xlt;

p 386), hat only now been brought under my noUoe.
There U one lallaev containadln it which nO one wonid defect

mote easily than CoL Greenwood, If he were but to vblf thd
Portland cm of tbe Chetll Bank Ha would thta tee fbr Um*
self that Portland Island Aw act u a gtoia in aeeumnlating
the pebbles that fiinn the beach
The Chedl Bank extends from Portland to BrldpoTt Httbodr;

wharc it it composed of small pebblca or gravel of riis average
ilse of hofie-hMna It is there a true beaeh of eontideftale
breadth and depth, and does not merge into sand until it airivev

at a bey^ the month of tbe harbouc. Following it

towards Portland, it runt along under the cliffii by Burton, Swyi%
&e., to Abbotsbory, when U astumas lit dutii^Uhing ctwrao-

tenstie of a pebble tidge^ washed by the sea on one tide arid by
the watera of the fleet estuary on the other From thence it

proceeds to the Ferry bridge^ where it meets the waten of Port
land Roads (from which, however, >t is separated l» a sixatafa 01

and of varying width), and from thenca to Portland.

Ita directum alter leaving Abbotxbury is W M W and E.S B.
very nearly On reaching Portland it taket a sharp carve to tha
west and forms tbe little bight called Chesil Cvre, and it li hare
that the ridge begins to declne in height, and the pebfalei, that ap

In bulk e point at

lecllne is rapid, so that in a distance of abont ejit yasde
the bank Ulls out to nothin^j^tta point Wbeie it teenfiH tad
does but just touch, tbe Ui
There am proba^ several eaasce at wmk iri bringing ibMil

this abrupt terminaUon of tbe Chedl Bank. AuwagthaiA I
should reckon as most elective the cawatnre of the bonk nt
Chetll Cove, whertay the beach ia exposed at sack an angle t«
the waves caused by the prevaUing 8W wind that the prugraw
siveaetlonoftheW audW N W winds is aentraliieditaMn^i
the necuHsr set of tbe Udes round the Bill at Portiand t oiM
thirdly, the progresdve acHon of the Vf and W M W. lylade
beiw dimmlshea or nullified by the curvature.

There cannot be tbe slightest doubt that the mardi ef tte
pebbles Is from Bridport to Portland and that any movunseot in
the contrary dlrectlott is due to temporary oauset 01^
That tbe larger pebbles travel over the head* of the Maatttf

when the waves strike tbe beach at an angle is not merely pn*
bable in theory, but a fact demoostraUe experiment^ aa was
annonncel by Sir Jdm Cooda in his dnbo^ paper on *'Sea>
Beaches” (Phfl. Trans. 1834).

Astothematerteiior tbe beadi having been paitlyderitad
from die dttUmrtion of the ancient raised Wda tne ranudM of
which are to be seen at this day in Portland, 1 would ramoyti
that, Bceordingto the account given I^Leland hi his”ItiasnRy',”,
Portiand at the HUM of bis visit wts of ne nrly the SMM dhaendeifs
os now, though trKUtioa reports that the sHe of the cM driMch
was once (he centre of the {steed, the diHUiig buidi ef dmd tad
iheBs cullsd tbe Sbamblee hdig i f enststn houndsry Ata
pebblss derived from the tetervening rateed bandi htaa III dn
probsbiBty b«m Bound Iw thceontiilual poBridiimef dteAttMHe
billows into aaadkm thte-protedi^ hdbre O* tUMk df
Ldand. Yet ho atateh irMli vefercrieo to tbfi ChMlI BMk
"tbatsseflettStoWtaidblowMi Strata at snwhtaiitiMMl tdr

ofiM the as beaft h, sM tesMi ths hmdi, tadtetahM
fr, ” Indtet^ Ota tta hankWM Ml so slitag OMBI*MBtaw «'

for sudf H tUiy teu nut ooeutrod wUhte the tetaleiy cd

wfltetarwtefateftadtwMiuyetlynllMiiiiiBiiiM
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Ji» tMtWw dtclivlty, w«n oMrwhdoMd with thtlr onibr*

M|i|M,jPMuiuu% totiiAiiitmlwr<^ fiftjroriixtf, wkL to qnot«
inSL G«afg«*t Ctuuchyu4 ««^ptiTe

"ThavU naM to (iirr 1>nk«,

Tte jmttlUlMr of mjr infotmtat fired won* itiU, for he,

Mdrwth *'wwhUlediMt«id drawaded •tarwerdt,'* I men
oek telsiif• report hi Older to ngnet that dnoe hia time the
huoada ot die im and riven tnuthavp feaehed dint bearing
ahnta nwn proIi& than any befon attaeked.
The inppijr of fllnta at the pretent day it gieater than the lou

caned bj> attrition, and to the Chew Bank It veiy gradually

creeping tip to the height it had aequlted at the date of the
** Oatrige,*’ when the ridge wat eqoan/cteep on either aide, and
theptetent eattem eapante of pAblet had no eidrtenoe.

wegmootht April a Tsoa. B Onovct

I^owertng ot the Haael
Alf^UOtt in the vatt minority of catei the male and female

floweft of the haael, u ttated by Mr Bennett in Natokk,
VpL aL p, 46^ matnre dmultanaoutly on the tame both, with,

1 thlalc, ndier tome tendency to b^ the theddlng of pollen

bafore the etpantloii of die neighboutlng tdgmat
}
yet I have

aeon veiy ttrilchig eaoeptlont to thlt rale, in the tame teate at

have hen formerly recorded in NATUiSi Thee, on March 5, ihye,

1 vrae aatomthed to find in a neighbouring oopte a row of haieet

baahea with beandfidly eapandM ttigmat, their male eatklna

being adS in a very undeveloped oandldon, and other buthca,

very near (hcite, had long loot their idgmai—the bodi unfulding
—>whlle the male flowert were ttill abrading thdr pollen. Pro-

balfiy diia eacradonal " proterogyny of the haael ii peculiar to

indivlte) bnane^ and it ia to be dealred that tueh bothet may

i^n^^fider, Inbh iSimtoible workonfertilltationof fioweni I

byiiiteeti, atrtei that he once obaerved many boney-beet coi

lacdng Che'^illni of the buel, “but none of them ever tat down
on aSmdd dower " However, one can tcaroaly avoid oomMct-
IniL in a Darwinian aante, the brilUant rad colour of the adgmaa
wia the oeoaaioBal didragamy and with the beet, often teen

ea8ecdng the pdlen of thit throb, at a acaiaii when tbara it

April 36 F D WiTTKKHAN

pondoii of St, Paul’a, we find totality commenced in the
metropolis at gh. $m. 581. AiAL on May 3, and ended nt

^ ^ igi., to that the computed doratlon is 3m. sis.
Halley observed the ecbM from the houM of the Royal
Socie^ ia Crane Court, Fleet Street 1 be made the durs'

j

tion of tmality 3m 333., and the imd^ at gh. 7m. aat,

mean time ; and De LouviUe, of the French Academy of

I

Science^ who came over to observe the eebpse, and was
i

with Haucy at the time, found the duration of total dark
I ness 301. 33a. or only one second less than was noted by

I

the latter The calculation b therefore within 3 seen as
i regards continuance of total eclipse, and only 17 secs, later

than the observed ume of middle, an agreement which
baa not often been exceeded in predictions of recent
phenomena. Agam, if bji equations ofreduction founded
upon this direct calculation for Sl Pauls, we deduce
the circumstances for Greenwich, there results gh
6m. 37s. mean time for beginning of totality, and gh.
gm. 3^ for ending, or a duration of 3m. i3t„ which u
in exact accordance with Flamsteed s observations.

The track of the shadow across this country will be
piretty correctly given by the following figures —

Halley concluded that the south limit passed over
Cranbrook, in KenL where “ the sun was extinguished
but for a moment ” our elements indicate a duration of

OUX ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Th» Total Sotar Eclipse of 1715, May 3—The

dtemnaUmcet of thla echjne, the last in which totality

vms wltaeited m London, and of which Halley gave so

fun interesting an account to the Royal Society, are

very eloaely representedby the following elements, wherein

the dreenwich corrections to the pnndpal lunar motions

havo bean mcotporated with Levemers Tables of the

Conjunctiott in R. A. May %, at sih ssm. 31 7a o m t

B.A 39 48 a* S

Moon’e hourly motioii ia R, A. 38 39 8

Sm’sdeoliaailon 16 16 304 N

SS^honAy motion in Deri ^8 133 N
•>

o 44 5 H
bcctooatel parsBax 61

fToenb true ssfo^^ameier ifi 38 7
9m „ 15 5( 3

aideir^ tioui at Gfoeiiwich nbah noon. May a,^ W, 39^ PTin the equation of time 3m 33s.

torifonn Ottie. Hence the middle of genera!

ononod m gih. 3^ 461. ,
the central line com*

nSS^ 1b faiur. AP» tA*w and lot 31* 58' N , and ended
UjQM jatf S E, and Uk 54” 30' M , and ^e middle of

trigtty thw ttMoe With Che *un on the meridian in lone.

Wis; ^ or on Lake Ladoga.

wnmdcnhtfi dfaet^frottrriwabevo demento fortbo

track, the error of calculation is agam only two seconds
At Plymouth it was supposed that the totality continued
4m. 30s., but it docs not appear to have lasted more than
about 4m. 6s. in any pan of Fn^nd, and the longest
duration would fall on the Norfolk coast, about midway
between Cromer and Wells.

Should any reader be desirous of farther examining
Halley's table of the circumstances of totality, printed ia
the Philosophical Transactions, 1715, the foUoinng equa
tlons of reduction will assist him —
Cot wo. 45 4600 [i/ISjd wn / + [I 4w>9T] cm / coa tA - Si* »« •9)Imnh 33111, u 97 f* oSMo) no «,+ 133637 )«ln /

bSSiirJcoa/ COI. (£+43 ti 4)

Here Jy the longitude from Greenwich, is to be taken,

fossttvs if tost, tugahvt if west I is the geocentric lati

tude, and / represenu Greenwich mean time ) the quaa*
titles within square brackeu are loganthms.

In a future column we shall give puttculars of the total

^lar eclipse of 1734, May 33, founded upon elements
similarly derived. This phenomenon has an especial

intereet, as having been the last in which totality wae
observable m any part of England, and the subject of the

The Transit or Venus, 1631 December 7 —It is

known that Gassendi at Parirwatched attentively during
several days, despite of interruption from stormy weather,

for the transit of Venus, which Kepler, on the com-
pletion of the Rudolphine Tables, bad pr^cted for the

6th of December, 1631. and that hb observations were
unsnccesifiil, the first view of the phmet upon the san'e

diK being reserved for our illuitriout conntiyman Horrea

vuu occaaionwAjr on toe »Da uuiimk w«
morniim of the 7th, and it now appears that he very

narrow^ missed brag the first observer of the rare

phenomenon of a tntaaTf of Venue. We have be^ tte

elements the traarit of 1631, carefiiUy deduced finm

Levemes^a Tables of Eun and PuimL Aa regards tbs
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centre of theeuth, die first extenud contsct occurred on
December 6, at rch. 47 8m. Greenwich mean time, at 35”

from the nora point 01 the son’s disc towards £. for direct

image, and the last extemai contact at i8b 36 8m about
4° towardsW At Pans the finai contact took [dace at

i8h. 50*301. local mean time, but the sun did not rise bll

39m. , the i^et therefore bad left his disc iess than

7 Wore be was on the honzon of Paris.

ARCTIC GEOLOGY*
IV

Varid Itland, f at the end of a long promontory in the

polar basin, is descnbed by Mr Campbeii, of Islav, t as
consisting m metamorphic slates, dipping at 45' and
striking mth the hoiiowa and ndges north and south,

grauna into shape bv ice but smce submerged and wave
worn , dnfts packed and rolled by the sea are left in a
grass-grown raised beach at 60 feet, a peat-covered beach
at 100 feet and rolled stones occur on the summit
level of the island, 230 feet abdve the sea, resting on
red sandstones, with fossil maikinga in concentric

rings. At 30 feet above the sea occurred a "storm
beach,” with large and sub-angular stones, sweepmg in a
crescent round the bay, the fortress of Vardi^ and the
church of Vadsd He describes it u built on coral

sand, and refers ^o the warm equatorial current affecting

the dimate m the polar basin to lat 80° in Spitzbergen,

and to long 66" £ in Novaya Zetnlya, which enables a
lujcnnant vegetauon to live on the shore at Yeredik, about
70” N ,

in spite of the winter’s darkness.

The most northern island of Novaya Zemlya hu been
called Castanjend bv Capt Mack, from the ‘ Mimosa
beans ” or chestnuts found there, which tropical brown nuts
in Spitzbeigen reach 30° E i out Mr Lamont considers

the large quantities of drift wood found on that coast to be
derived from pines {Abies excelsa) that have grown on the
banks of the large bibenan nvers

||
and states that when

wood occurs inland it is associated with bones of whales.

He therefore does not agree with Lord Duffenn that

It is brought to Spitzbeigen by the Gulf Stream,^ which
Mr Lamont states has no influence north and east of
Black Point and the Thousand Isles even during June,

J uly and August, while dunng the wmter months i^laden
currents sweep round Spitzbeigen on both sides from the
north, and bear back the equatorial cunent, and envebp
the entire island with a wall of ice

These rapid changes of direction of currents, with
accompanying maiked alteradmi of climate, appear to
bear a close analogy to those which must have obtained
in South Bntain when the alternating beds of boulder
clay and sands and gravels were being deposited, clay

with scratched stones dunng the colder intervals, and'
sands dunng the warmer episodes, when the waves were
fretting coasts unprotected by ice

Icebergs appear to have ground the surface of the
rudely wnmnar trap-rocks of the fhousand Islands,

which are covered with countless smoothed and ronndea
boulders of the local trap, and of red granite denved
from the centre of Spitzbergen, forty miles distant

In one of the cluster of islands off the coast at Black
Point is a channel 100 yards kmg, three or four fleet wide,
and fieur deep, running N E. and SW , excavated in the
boulders,which Mr Lamont believes to have been produced
by the passage of an iceberg, when the land stood lower
than at present The power of beigs to groove and scot^
outhoU^ has been denied, and it is to be hoped that the

officers ef the Arctic Expedition wifi hasd
,

of ascertaining what the usual character of „
portion of ab^ is, how ffir it iS Capable ofmneviiiigro^
and excavating hallows in sMt sea beds, tndi, or
coming to rest

Separated from the groat giacur of Deeva Bay by tOb*
miles of sea covered vnth fiut ice,b a tenhiiial maratne
of mud, 34 miles long, aoo to 400 yards broad, add Mtb
30 feet high, on the top of which grow Arm plaMd
Observations as to what extent glaciers can exteid into

the sea, and push moraines before them without broaUng
off into ber^ would have great interest, for in diii

Instance the sea must have been demer during the
maxunum size of the glacier than now, as bones of wfialea

occur at heights of more than forty feet above the preaetat

sealeveL
One oi the three large glaciers that nrotruda into the

sea between Black Pomt and Ryk Yse Islands has a lea
fiont of thuty miles, sweeping in three great arcs, five

miles beyond the coast line, terminating in a mred^os
wall from 20 to 100 feet in height, from which DOga
are constantly tnmbhng into the sea, carrying stone am
targe ouantitiea of clay and stones seawards The posi-

tion ofthe melting area of such bergs as these, and con-
sequent deposition of erratic material, is a point of gnat
mterest m attempting to unravel the British glacial

Prof Wyviile Thomson dredging on the edge ef the
southern ice pack, brought up fine sand and gtimah mud,
with small p^Ues of quartz, felspar, and small nagmeflts
of mica slate, gneiss, and granite, derived from die
melung of icel^s found in lat 65" or 64” S, which
represents their melting area, while further south m 300
to 350 fathoms of water, in which they first commence to

float, land dfbiis is much rarer , at the surfiure of the
water in the meltmg area, Globtgenna and diatoms an
numerous, but do not form a deposit at the bottom, owing
to the deposition of silt obliterating them

Rtctnl Elevation of i>fitzber^tn.—Yxvak the obser-
vations of Mr Lamont it may be inferred that during the
past 400 years Spitzbergen has been rising at the rate of
thirteen feet per century
Bear Island (lat 74” N )—From the plants and spe

cimens collected by Professors NordenskJSld and Maun
gren the fbllowmg classification of the rocks of the island
has been estabhshed * -

Millstone Grit—Siliceous schisu
Mountain Limlstone Stack.—/’rorfw/iw Undone,

sfinfer limestone with gypsum, resting <m C^kofkyl
lunt bearing limestone and dderlte, possibly wt equiva-
lent (ff the Carboniferous shale with Cyathophyllum of the
south of Ireland

Ursa Stage of 0 Heer —Sandstones, with shale and
coal-seams All the beds contam plants.

Devonian —Russian Island limestone, red shale
The Russian Island limestone, uhlch spread# over so

large an area in SpiUbergen, omtains no detendhablo
fossils, and, hke the sbaleabeneath it is of doubcfiii geolo-
gical age, probably, as suggested by Nordensl^lOld, bSimg
log to the Devonian. No true coal measures are present
either in Spitsbergen or Bear Island.
The “ Ursa Suge ” Prof Heer correlates with the

Kiltorkan beds in Ireland, the Greywacke of the VoHte
and southern Black Forest, and the SiMfera
shales of Aix, and the sandstones of Parry and Meb^
Islands in the Arctic Archipdago ; and froiA the toaxled
absence of Devonian and coatmeasuKs spedes, regards
the stage as of Lower Carboniferous age, the base ef
which he considered to be beneath the yelloiS sand-
stones , but Sir Charles Ly^ firom the feet diattheie
sandstones at Dura Den, m FVe, and in the eet CSdL
contain the exdnsivdy Devonian fish rfrSrrpfeMr RtU
G^ofQitr, believed these dipoiitstobe DeSontaB, ithtdb

• QhW Jowra CM. Sm. vel sntt. p. iSt. (AMdMw bzSft)
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Ut CwraUtcn «l40 txpitued ia reference to the
dthfthe Ubl^ «Ad Bear Island depokhs.*
l#Wm Atnciiica the Loerer Carbomfereus Coal
iCCalcmnMs Sandstone of Scotland) He imcon
r on the Deroeian, which conutu different

SjmtU I bat la Ohio a traasiUra between the Devonian
aM Otbotdftmaa flora takes place, according to Pnn
t^jdl Dawson, at the base of the latter,t and he suggests
s tittdhtr blendiag ia Bear Island

ttnC Meek has shown that the rock exposures of
Madrtatie River between Clearwater River and

Wt Arctic Ooeaa are of Devonian age^ and conenxmd
to die Hamilton formation and Graesce slate oi the
Unked States. The slates contain twine qiriags and
pdtrtileBiil. and it is through that tbev extend in a north
westerly direction from Rock Island, Illinois, to the Arctic
Sei^ k distance of 3,500 geographical miles, the fossOs
btih^ identical on each end ofthe tract, proidng how Ihtle

thknumaaeic marine life waa influenced bjr climate. From
dm Mackenaie slatca many new corals and brachiopoda
wMi obtained, alao a cephalopod, Gyoaras LotanL col
leeted by the ute Mr R. Kennicott ; It is tberelore in

thh Ugliest deem probaUe tbat the coal bearing beds of
POrry and MemUe Islands betoig to a continuation of
dutle beda^ and arercforableto the "Uria Stage** irfHeer,
whalher that slate la the top of the Devonian or the bottom
of the CarboniferonB

, and fknm the fact that not a single

tpedee of the Bear laland flora exitu in the Upper
Dctonian Cyprls shales of Saalfeld in Thuringia, Prof
Heer believet that the Ursa Stage ia Lower Carboni
feroua. In Bear Iiland it ia characterised by Calamttts
nuU0tmi, Ltptdedtndron Vtltluintianum, Knoma acicu
4wfr, SMgmarta fieotdet^ all of which are found in the
Y^Oow Sandstone of Kihorkan . and considering the per
sntenee of freshwater genera, it is not remarkable that
aome genera of fish that occur in Old Red of Scotland
atiU Itm Ml in these KUtotkaa sandstones. Should,
however, fish remains be found in the stnua lying In
synclinal hollows of the Silurian rocks of the Arctic
regloiiiL theit specific detetmhutiion and that of the asso-
dited wrdilL may be ei^iected to throw much ^ht on the
veoed question w the line of demarcation between Devo.
nion and Catbonlfetatu. The presence of Knorria acieuMt in the Melville Island flora is a link between the flora

ef the South uf Irdand and that of Bear Island , the latter
is OndMlMedly an outlier of the Russian Lower Carbwi
fortius cool tract Looking to the number of species in
this flors, which can be traced In the northern heimsphere,
both inm Old and New Wodd, from 4/* to 74° and 76"
mith ll^ and to the fimt that it IS the first rich land
flMn in rile earths history, there is evidence that a wide-
inr^ continent occupira much ot the Arctic as asMW tmperote mne, over which ran huge nvers tenanted
kjrtw fteshwater mnsad {Anodmta) and Neurcqiteroui

The suhsldence which brought in the deposition of the
MeWntOin Limestmie and the existence of extensive coral
'ttefisognally affected ^ Arctic sones, and these foima-
ttpai tititittr both in Spltsbregen and Bear Islani^ as in
rile IstS^ef the Arctic Ardi^dago. Equally is the
iWanTb^conrineiital conditions expressed by^ Euro*
Mfo MiHitane Grit represented in the Arctic sene by the
sWfolfoifofotoaof Bear Island. During this period many
juiiifotif ritt Ursa Stan still lived in Europe, proving

bUnds cohered vrith the old ilom existed threat^^ wM eta occupied ^ the deposition of Oe
UnustnM. And it is worthym note, as Profi

KwrJm pointed out riiat the leaves of the evergreen
ttifoJMfifiMiMdlw, and the large fronds of QtrdUiurit

aafoDy developed as those from the South
the VaSgUj OiM it is clear tbat the climate

wtpMAiw fogioM mast have been for warmer risoa

Fjord, Wihmder and Natfaorst discovered the Una Stage
in 1870 1 overlymg it are the Miocene beds which have
yielded so rich a flora and founa to various expeditions

tUum disttchHm are the most characteristic trees. At
King^ Bay, a Lime (7)ftis Malm^tni), a Juniper, an
Arborvite {Tkkites Ehrtnswatrdt)—m»ny of the qseciea

occur in West Greenland—and two, Taxodtum dtsiickum
and Popuhu arettea, were found w Lieut. Payer, of riie

German Exhibition, in the fossUiferout marls of the
Germania Mountain^ in Sabine Island, East Greenland,
also At the present tune, fin and poplan grow in an
area 15* further north than plane trees so that, assuming
the former to have reached their northern limit m Spits-

bergen in lat 79% the oaks must have grown, provided
there was land, as for north as the pole f
The so-callra wowt-htlh discovered in 1806 by Sito*

watskoi on the south coast of the island of New Siberia,

stated by Wrangelt to consist, according to Henenstrtim,
of horiiontal bMS of Sandstone, alternating with vertical

Intuminons trunks of trees, finning a hiU 180 feet in

heteht, are no doubt port M rim gi^ Miocene deposit
whid stretches from Vancouvet'i Iwmd through NortnOm
Asia into Europe. The evidence of the fbrtktr continuity
of land ia borne out by the presence in Gitnland of

are American forms, which, as panted out by Prof
Gtippcft (GeoL Ttens. tlsf), chiefly dHMtitttise the
flora associated with the Amber pines of the south
eastern part of what is now the Baltic

An examination of the fauna and flora of the Miocene
rocks of Europe and Asia indicates a contmental period
of long duration, which expenenced at its commence
ment a tropical dimate, gradually beconung more tem-
perate as tune elapsed.

In the Upper Miocene beds iff OBmngen, North Ameri-
can types still live, and are more numerous than in the
later Julian Pbocene flora amongst them u a vme, four
palms ofthe American Xy^^Sahal,planes ofAmerican type,
and conifers Stqnoia and Taxodtum The palms, whothcr
of the European or American type [Chaptaropt and
6aial), and other exotic forms, are found to be absent in
the Miocenes of the northern area, provnw that the
climate became cooler in advanemg northwards, as at the
present time , for through the enormous expanse of conti
nental land the climate was much more Suable than at

present. There is therefore no reason to believe^ from
the absence of these plants, and of bones of long-aimed
apes present m the Miocene of Central Europe, that thn
homtt Miocene is absent m tbe Arctic zone

,
and from

the determination by Prof Heer, of Cretaceous forms in

tbe Greenland deposits, it Is probable tbat tbe continental

conditions expressed by tbe Miocene of Euitqie and India
had comment in these polar regions as early as Creta-

ceous rimea Should further disposes of freshwater Cre-
taceous and Miocene deposiu lying m the hidlows of the

older rocks be found m the norusm lands visited by the
Bntish Arctic Expedit on. it will be of great interest to

see bow flu southern species die out in Mvancuig to tbe

present pole, and what minimum of cold the surviving

pedes appear to indicate. C E. Da Ranck

*FM ItMUaT hH dinctrf mjr to Sir CMII • ncMl wotih
' COMIa ud XlBt,*’ ia which the occwiVBca at OMheuHwBiii uti
iaoe«M«aMlnlath«AKiienMii«SdiM4wi«<rldciiocer wuw hMr-
cUchl patodk’’ ia tbaw lyeai, .

bbwiio hi *s Jahras ilWM, th L
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THE PR0(iRESl» OR THE TELEGRAPH*

iparhing whic^ bang influenced by ihe recent current,

oscillutei or moves, thus becoming the motor or mechs
nlcal power and, second, the arrangement for perma
nently recording or registering this mouon The motor

or mrchanical power is obtained by the employment of a

very light suspended coil conaisung of a small number of

turns of fine insulated wire, placed in a very powerful

magnetic field produced by permanent magnets or

electro-magnets these act with great exciting force

upon the suspended insulated wire coil, causing it to

deflect or vibme when the current passes through it

WnUam Syka

This deflection of a vibratory coil through which a cur-

rent is patsol, over the poles of i mamet, was the subject

matter of a patent in lijy, by Mr WiUum Sykes Wa^
of Leeds, in which it is stated, “ Signals are indicated by

the deflection of electro-dynamic ctrils, free to vibrate over

the poles of a permanent magnet the deflection of the

c^l to right or left indicating either the dot or dash of

the Morse alphabet, or the beats of the old double-needle

instrument
This apparatus is represented in Fig 1 8 Two pei

nianent magnets are a tached to a suitable frame, over

the poles of which the oscillating coils are placed, the

lateral motions of which, to the right or leit, according to

the dltection of the current, arc regulated by the stop

pins dti.

In connection with each permanent maraet an adjust-

1

able ptrmanent magnetic bar a is placed, whMipticting

upon a soft iron exponent b atuched to the upper extre i

nutv of the oscillating coils, regulaies the sensuiveness of

their movement to the required degree, according as the
I

magnene bar o is advanced or withdrawn from proximity

to the soft iron medium b The completion of the cinmit

through the coils b indicated by the arrows and metallic

cooucts m the Uhlstration

in the Syphon Recording Apparatus, to produce Jthe

maximum amount tS dcflecuon of the coil with the mini

mum amount of current force, tins delicate recording

hdix is suspended so as to vibrate over a soft iron core

pbeed between the two poles of a powerful dectro-

asagnet, so that the most delicate current traversing the

coil reocivestbe maximum amount of magnetic sympa hy (

the space between the iron core and the poles of the

magnet b^g as nanovr as is coniiitcnt with freedom of

osallatum of the coil

In tracing the history of the various itep-by step develop-

* CeailaBid rrew p. 47*.

menu of the telegraph, which wiU be lione iiihflimiWtHyt

we shall show that a vetybcantifiil sdentjfleepfHriitl—»
electrical statics, obsolete as regards practical reiallts,web
developed by Henry Hlghton in 18^, when tike niMs
current waa passed through a narrow strip of geUleeC
encloaed in a glasa tube and placed in a vertical Srectlen
before the poles of a powerful magnet In this arrant
ment similar resulU srere obtaiaed to that of tbe oeol*
lating coil over the poles of the magnet, the gold leaf

filament bemg deflected in a curve to the right or the lei^

according as the current is passed in the one or otiiet

direction from the voltaic battery through the geld bnf
strip.

Having thus briefly described the the aeeeed
part or recording mechanism of the apparatu cemaC
under notice The function of tbia is tohnpart the modon
of the receiving coil to a light capillary tube or syphon Of
glass, suspended and adjusted to the coil by means of the
torsional elasticity of a helical wire. The Img leg «f
this syphon acU as the marker . the short end dipe into a
reiervoir of ink or other maricmg fluid which it ew-
tmuooslycaused to bespurtedorcjei^ fromthe cad of the
syphon, by means ofelectric agency, on to amovingnbboa
of papermecbanically drawn overametal plateelectiified in

an opposite direction to that of the syphon. Thus apower-
ful difference of potential or electncal equilibrium is con-
stantly mainuined between the tube ana the metal phte^
the tendency to produce equilibrium resulting in a snccesi-

Sion of sparks between the syphon and the metal ^ate,
producing a fine stream of Ink or a succession of minute
dots on to the surface of the moving paper nbbon. A very
fine hair-pencil maybe attached tome syphon as a capillary

marker and so dispense with the electncal arrangeincm.
If the syphon remains m a neutral position, a continnons
tine will be drawn over the paper, but when by reason of
the motion of the receiving coil the syphon is ilmwn uthtr
to the nght or left, a corresponding deviation from the
straight Ime will be indicated , thus a rec«nlii maintained
on paper of the movements of the coil, snthout move-
ment being in the least degree impeded bv friction or
any other mechamcal defects. To develop fiiiljr the eOee~
tive results of tins most delicate recording apparatns, it it

evident thatsome means must be employ^ ausrt accontp^
: than the human hand for the transmission of the sevmh

electric groups and sequences of currents passing tiutmgh
the wire which severally and coUcctivdy compose me
message From facts that have been already stated re-

garding the rapid traosmissioo of electric currents throuf^
extended submarine cable circuits, it wUlbetcsngmbswti
that with a view to obtain a maxhninn amount of speed,

' the electrio throbs tnussmiUed by the cable shooldMtf
duiWbo^nd^at^1^ intere^s of time,

y
m to

;

the current at the distant end, as w^ as for the juam
and discharge of the circuit. An amomatic transmitttfW

struebon of this essoitisil pieca of mechaaisia will

be given in the following deecription of Sir (;pharie«

Wheatstone's automatic bigh-epm prlating jpstre-
meat It is only natnnl to swpose that there an
several automatic ttansmitten schedtded iA the nutnt
Office tbereaderdoesnot,however,remiiratobeoeinea
dictionary upon patent lore or mechanical varUtireis of
electrical apparatiu^ but smuily to accniire a geaenl
knowledge ot the progress of the telegrapn np to the year
1875
In years long since passed the mvention and introdac-

tioD of the Jacquard Loom produced a vast revttlBtio*.In
the processes of weaving , by lu means an automatic
record of the groups and sequence of tbs threads nerea^
saiy to produce the pattern by being raised to tlw sus^
of tile cloth was maintained, and a simnle
arrangement performed simiitUMovtljr with Mb
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• and complicated hand prw^ nreviontljr in

, da endtem band ti caidi ii patiea Mcconlvdy
vm the regutor of the loom, and teought forward
at fadh dirw of the ahnttle, each card being pmfo
fated with hotee to rapreient that integral portion of the
pattern, and each hole controlling the eleration of one or
taoft dmadi in the warp A senes of weighted needles
ai«^ ae the holes pass, momentanly allowed to drop and
la ee doing by a mechanical adjustment ruse the remec
tive threads or groups of threads to the surface of the
cleth, so that the shuttle passes underneath, and thus the
pattem thrown on the surface u automa
doally repeated as the cards in succession

aasf over the register It is this Jacqnud
loom Tvmciple that Wheatstone has em
plo^ to weave his eleeme currents into

die hne and produce the electnc pattern
apon Us paper at the distant end The
Jacquard loom weaves rapidly, because
die mechanical labour mcident to the ore
paration ofthe pattern is earned out before
It Isplaced on the loom So with the auto

iteifermg snth
a cMonaoes

I

wire without coalescing, that is, without in(

each other and runnu^ together to form a
mark at the distant end. Referench has alr^y been
made to the conditions to be observed in the p*«««««g of
currants into metallic conductors to ensure the maximum
of speed, that they should Jbe passed mto ^ wire at
equal mtervals of time and of equal duration Now, thn
» ediat the electneal Jacquard of Wheatstone so beaub
fully camea out, and the mode by which this electnc
pattern la woven will now be explamed
The apparatus consists essentially of three distinct

parts-^one for the prqiaration of the electneal loom card

1 If rapid
used m the dectncal loom to regulate the
sequence of the currents and groups of
signals are prepared before being passed
dttough the mstnunent, so that the time
OGCU^ed in transmitting any number of
cunents and groups of currents to repre
sent letters and worda is reduced to a
minimum In electneal transmisaiona this

la impiMtant, the cost of manual labour
iqier minute or hour being inappreciable aa
compared to the value of a minute or
hour m the occupation of an extended
telegraph wue, erected at a cost of
thousands of pounds For instance a Ime of poles and a
tingle wire bmweea London and Glasgow would require

at Mast lijxol for its erection To obtain the greatest

amount of work out of sni^ a wire m a given time is one
of the proUems of mechanical tel^raphy, and com
luerdal tucceta depends greatly upon the spm at which
ennents of electncity can be sent through a wire of
given length This i^ed is regulated by the rapidity

with which the currents con be tnnimitted through the

F ai»—Th» P«fforalo» I i| oat t1 0 mn ga on the fapor r bbon

the electneal wnting another, the loom for the passing
the currents so grouped into the Ime and the third, the
shuttle or pattern pi^ucing arrangement bv which the
currents so passed mto the line are recorded and trans

formed into symbols representing letters, words, and
sentences AU automatic 1 igh speed instruments for

either submsnne or land wuo ciicuits embody these
essenti’U conditions, the ineeliinical modification of parts

mg the character of the apparatus for the
leaonned Ihe messsge to be sent is first

. ^ m hidea (arranged to represent the '*dot ’

„d " dash ” of the Morse alphabet) on a contmuous paper
MMMm by means ef an instrument called the “ Peifbrator,

akowB at Fig iq, m an elementary form. Each of the
thnafiager-keyf on depresaion perforates a small round
hpta In ON ps^ nbb^ the right bemg rqiresentauve
«r di^ the left Id the da^ the centre one the
«Mi»tnicar apactng of the hole^ and necessary for

the regular motion of the nbbon through the loom or

tiansmitter

This perforaUng machine is so constructed that upon the

depreuion of any one of the keysa threefold action takes

place namely, the papernbbon in the machme u locked

in poamon to receive the perforation ,
secondly, the h^

Is cut by the pressure on Uie paper of a ateel pm , thodly,

a mechanical movement, wb^ at tot holda the paper

m dm lUrection in whii^ the ribbon entera, after the hole

u cot autanadcally, oumw it forward the reqiitatedi»>
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tance to nceire the next bole , and thus, by snccetsiTe

depression of the tcspectite punches, the holes are cut la

the paper ribbon inm necessary sequences to represent

ictten and eroups of letters to form words. The centre

punch, besides mechanically spacins' the perforatiens to

ensure their proper passing through the " transmitter,” also

by individual pressure spaces the distance between the

letters and words of the message. The appearance of the
paper nbbon thus prepared is shown full size at Fig aa
Thus the message is written aWay from the wire, and the

time taken up m its preparation is Independent of loss of
revenue on capital incident to the unnecessary occupation
of the circuit by the slow and protracted results of manual
labour
The second part or "transmitter” of the automatic

system, is the apparatus wUeh automatically sends into

the wire the sequence of ebrrents, as prepared by the
perforator” In this process performed much m the

same manner as the perforatecl Jacquard card regulates

the successive elevation or dertession of the warp-tbroads

in the loom, the perforatM ribbon paper strip Is caused
to advance step by step tniMlh the machine by the sue
cessive grp of an osciltadM cradle, regulated to advance
the paper a distance Maetiy COrrOsponding to the spacmg
of the holes by the " pttfbrator," to that ^ the acuon of

a rising pin, elevated and depressed rdtematelv M uadt
to-and fh> motirai of the rocking fralnci (M titflaafu

ribbon is automatically and mechanical^ taipdMi
ward. Tira other spring pfttir tepriSsanrini

respectively the contact with the poiritive (hoMar) 9t
nentive (rinc) currents of the battery (whtw map ttn

either magneto- or vohaic-cutrents of electricity), Kft
actuated by the same mechanical movement, by meiM U
eccentric cam arrangements. Thus, when nie perfinated
paper ribbon is carried automatically forward stM bjr

step In rapid succession by the action of the itentfU

if a "current passing* perfbration is in poSiUoB al die
moment of passfaig the paper ribbon with either pin, fbe
respective pm will rise through the hole and maber a
metallic contact with the battery throogh the inttrtnben^
sending a current into the line in the one or Other direc-
tion, according to the posMon of the perforation and the
rising of the respective pin If no perfbratioti itt the
paper nbbon is in position at the time of the atftomttic
elevation of the res^ctive pins, they CsU hack by the
compensating mfluence of adjusting springs, and t tMft
movement is made by which no current lirM the battery
IS passed into the cirrait It will thus be understobd that
the action of the transmitter is also threefold aT regaida
the passing of the current and the motion of die paper

•w-WhcatfUm« « Automatio T«l graph. Tha

First, each rocking of the cradle carries the paper nbbon
forward the exact distance that the depression of the key
n the " perforatmg ” machine advanced the message slip
. advanc^

representative of the passing of a current into the Ime is

in position, a mute movement of the pin is made, and the

paper IS umply automatically advanced forwanl by a
r^tdur step by Mp movement In addition to these

thron aMtuimiMqnm eecdtitfk awvttwmti in eon-
nectlM Witt fM MViMfoiMMl of tlfo tMMii, Ua etetnUM
ortlMjd«%iM^pu^«f • emteal hwM
from the concurrence of a perforation m toe p&pef rieodn
and the nsing of a ]dn, a fourth important dectrical con
tact movement takes place at each successive motion of
the rocking cradle, independent of the nsing of the pins.

namdy, that of momenttnly making contact

kne wire and the earth after each successive elevation of
cither current-passing idn The importance of this dis-

dhaige to emik to clear tbe line has previously been
pointed o«t as arising ftem the sensible retention in tbe
intttlated wire of a portion of the transmitted current.

which, unkss drawn cut, would interfere with the int^ty

^^ iMdeeding current, reducing the transmitting speed

IS connected momentarily to earth , this takes plaM at
each motion of tbe rockmg cradle, whether a pin enters a
p rforation m the paper nbbon or not. Thus the ia

cMneeM ftw jUaMarge at Ngt^ imwMISy ittmaeeuve

mteuanlSruni^ement, UferiAtd, tha itces-
sary contacu with the battery and the regular dlscbargo
of tbe line are produced without recourse to maiiMi
labour, mistakes are avoided, for maehinety never forgets
its registers or makes felse reemds, both of triiich hnbft
are inseparable ftom the cmfdoymoit of the human
and brain Man, a tldnUng bring, fo net tt

machine, and it Is not poitfoto ever to tatiTthf
frame into an automaton t were thla so, the vafea tt
brirention would be at an end, and the newrate perioMi-
anoe et mtcUntry at a discount
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THE ZENITH" BALLOON ASCENT
McmdaT,M Gaston Tusudier read a paper beforew the Paru Acadenv of Sciences on the recent fatal

holloott ascent, in which he expressed his ddiberate inten-

Uon of renewing the attempt The real cause of the
cotastro^ was the throwing out of ballast at an un
mense height ; Tissandier attributes it to the ** vertigo
of high regUms” The pom felt is so small that one
forgets the danger in wishmg to reach a higher level , so
that he who is not able to restnun himself u not fitted to
be on aeronaut in high r^fions
The carbonic aod tubes having been broken in the fall,

no onaljrsis could be made, and consequentljr it is neces-
j

sorjrto make another ascoit m order to complete the I

esqu^ent
The figures given by M Tissandier m his paper are

snbstantuJIy this some as those given in last week's
Naiuax 495) The height reacW was 8,600 meters,
as proved bv maximum barometers, which had been
sealed up, and were opened m the laboratory of the Sor
bonne

1 believe the rapidity of ascent, but mainly the gas
which escaped from the balloon, were instrumental in the
deaths of Sivel aod Croed Spinelli

The matter deserves to be carefully investigated, and I

shall try to eluadate it by an ascent which I propose to
make next Sunday from La ViUette, with Duruof and the
Tuus corres^dent Our intention is not to make a
race for a hiM altitude, and re will do our best to resist

the vertigo oTbigb regions sd Vividly described by Tissan
dier m ms paper W Dg Fonvielle

LECTURED AT THE ZOOLOGICAL CARDENS
Thursday, Apnl 15, the first of the ten lectures announced
for the present season was given by Mr Sdoter, F K S ,

"On Monkeys and their Geographicsl Dutnbation ”

After Tcfeirmg to the oonsidccable stfies of monkevs w the
Society's collection from which a speamea of the Chimpanice
(Treffodytes mgur), of an albino Macaque Monkey {Afaraeiu

OWMsn^), and others were exhibited, Mr >>clater drew alien
lion to the six roological provincea into which the surface of the
earth was generally acknowledged to be divided These he had
named and defined os follows -

1 Palaarchc Rmvn —hnrope, Afnca north of the Atlas, and
North Asia
2 Ethtafiam Rt^,) n —Africa south of the Atlas, and Mada

‘I,

Mmn ktgt»H —South Asia, PI

_si Archipelago to WsUsce s Line
. Morc/te Rip^H — North America down to Isthmus of

TAuantspec
c ktetnfiitai Rem» —Central Amenca, south of the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec, and South America.

, Auttrabtm Rtgun —Australia. New Gmnea, and Austro
Malay Archipelago No mimkeys being found in the Austra
Uan or Ncarctic regions; and none in the Falaearetic, except the
Macaque of North Afinca and Gibraltar

CtemsaencuiK with the Anthropoid Apes, the Gonlla ( Troglt

, , ,—jd reg^s of West
m only, not extending south beyond the River Gaboon. The

saass regloa is the home of the Chimpanxee, which, however,
spnada to the cast fhr a considenible distance^ havu^ been cap
tMOd m Abyonma It is also found as far south as the north
haak of tb« River Ciwgo Of the two other genera of Anthro
pold Apes, the Oraag Utan and the Gibbon, the former is con
mwd to Bonteo and Sumatra, the latter to the Malay Peninaida,

AanaL and the ulandt of the Indo Malay Archipdago
Of tae Catanhine or Old World Monkeys there is a pecnlur

* “*
id in In*

* ' ’
tnartailed Mus, Stmtu^
Mgwa. Tbit u rMreaanted

fat Afnea, extending east taCsraaAbystuiia. Of this (.roup

the ladiaa Entellut Monkey b beat knowm The gmu< iforeaw
tealnocteoBfined to the Indian rrgfoa, a apecwtCiV tftiumis)

is; however, found in Japan . and the Darbory Ape {H ttnmt)
trim Api^t HiU has crossed to Gibialtar The genera Ctrte
pUhtCMt and CynoetpMut are confined to the 1 thfa^ien region
The Platynhine Monkeys; with on extra premolar on each

side of each jaw, are inhabitanta of the tropical portions of the
Neobnpical region only Amongst them are indnded the
genera CAut, Ateltt, Afycdet, Braekyurut, and others, some
with, and othera sntbont, prehensile tails, many of which have,
at one tune or other, liv^m the Society 1 Gardena. 1 be Mar
mosets have one le» molar in each half of each jaw, whith
makes the number of their teeth the same ai m man althungh
this la the consequence of there being four more pieraolaia and
four fewer true molars
The I emundw, whether they ought to be included snth the

mimkeys, or whether they form an independent grmp, may be
consider^ with the qnamumaiia, as has been oaually the case
rhey are distnbutM throughemt the Pthioptan and Indian
reguwa, nearly all the qieciet, including Chiromys bemg con
fined to Madagascar, which mnst be considered their true bead
quarters

The folloinng la an abstract of Mr J W Clark s lecture on
Sea Lions, delivered on Apnl 32nd —The Pmnipedu, com-
prising the Sea 1 ion. Sea Bw, Seal aod Walrus, are true mam
malum animals, entii^y diSenng from fish both m structure and
habit The Order naturally tails into tw > subilivuions, namely,
the Lared and the Earlesi Seals , or, the O anad«, otherwise
eallel Sea Lions, and the Tnchechidm (Walms) together with
the Cjrstophondm (Bladder nised Seals) and Phicid'c (Pme
Stall) The former < f these groups the Otanad x, differ irom

the the Phoculm, m otl er respects than the po-session of

ears Ihey can nse ther limbs freely to raise the body
from the ground and to walk on the land They can
even nm swiftly for a short distance The Seals, on
the contrary, always retain their hind feet stretched out
backwards, the legs being so enclosed within the integument

of the bod^ that they have little or no inde end at motion
They conaeqaendy are only able to progreu on land by a aenet
of ongraccfol bumps, smggling on the stomacb The body of
the Sea Lion la pecubartv flexible, whilst hat of the Seal has

but little motion on its axis, the animtl progreoking m the wa er

m much the same manner aa the Por^ite The Sea I on a

bead It also more elongated and narrow m proportion to lU
width than that of any Seal Ita ears are small conical oigans,

projecting backwards, and so rolled np, scrollwise that ibiir

concavity la rarely shown But by far the mo.it modified por

turns of the body of the Sea Lion are the hand* and feer In

the Seal the arm u whol y imbed led in the integument tlie

band alone projeebng In the Sea Lion on the contrary nearly

the whole of the upper half of the I mb is free, and the thumb is

muifo lengthened, thu digit m the Seals being of the time lenx b
ea the otMrs In the binder extremito the loner part of theTtt

and the foot are free, the rest of the umb being bound up with

the body
With regard to the tim of the Sea Lion , on a taperfiaal

lew the My iqipeara to be coveted with coarse stiff hair, which

ineam length on difTermit parts. Old males are said to develop

_ mane, whence the name (.iven them by early vOTagert, but it

IS not certain that thu ornament is present m all the species

Beneath thu hair there u a crop of under wool, diatnbmed in

delicate, short, fine hairs set at the base of the other larger ones

ItwpearstoexutaUoverthebody
This pert of the sutoect u rather involved It is stated that

of these Otanas, or ^ Laoni, some species have under fur.

whilst others have not, and attempU have been made to divide

them into familiat accordingly It u, however hi^y probable

that all Otanaa have under fur «t ipme ptrttd <7/ tkftr Iwtt It

IS thu nnder for of the Sea Lions which makee that sealskin m
whicdi all ladies debg^
The habits of the Sea Lion are amoim the meet cunous in

the of the animal kingdom lu food consuta mostly 01
' * Th molar teeth beingfish, mollnsca, crabs; and penmima. Th molar teeto beiM
HMlIp it ctnikot iBMtKAtc iti food^ and when it has caught a mo*

too larp to be swallowed ontright, U has been seen to give Ite

heed a sodden turuL so aa to break off a portion of die fi^

wbidi It suraUowa rapidly It then dives into the water, oi<*a

up the other portion, and repeats the tearing proceia nnul the

**^I1»irfi^nte places of teaort are solita^ idanda, eilhm; far

It at sea, or at anjr rate clear of an inbil itw coast Many

return , ear *fter year to^he some rock The natives at th*
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Fnbylor Iilaadi * ftffinn thit one old mala aaal, racofiabad bjr

theloM of one of his flippers, returned sereateen years m toccet*

aioa. The ground IhsT oce»Pri caU«l * “rookery," is the

space between the high water lliie and the foot of the cUfft. The

being thdr ales^ilng pla^

Tbsortt/ . .

The arrangement of their dominions
consent and enforced by the elders with mi
dd malM '— ’

adopted by
, muds sevttity The

and the foil grown females are alone allowed upon On

„ -0 the npls]^ fhe natives of the Pnbj
called the old males “Married Seals," the dd females
“ Modiets,” and the young femalet “ Baohdon."
Dnnng the winter months the rookeries of the PnbyloT

Islands are entliely deserted, except by a few atrag^ers , but
Capt Mnsgravek who was wrecked on the Auckland Islaads,

south of New ZMland, tells us that there numbers remain all

the year round In the spring a few old veteran males—the
diieu of the herd—make their appearance near the islands,

sirimming about for several days. If all is safe, they land and
examine the rookery ,

they dqiart for a few days, and return

accoropaided by a number of other veteran males. These land,

each taking np a poeitioiL reserviag for himself a space Of about
thirty square ynrd^ whkh he detcMs against all comers. About
two months later the fismalea begm to make their i

It is the duty of the “ Bodidors * to drive them
rocks, the nearest adult male going down to meet each female,

eoaxtng her until he can get between her and the shore.

Hu manner then immediately changes, and with an angry growl
he drives her np to his resting place It seems to be the object

of each of these pdygamous sultans to attach to himself a
harem of from fiftem to twenty wlvea When the males nearest
the water have mode their cholee, those in the next row higher
up watch for an opportunity to steal the wives of their more
fortunate ndghboarB. When all the females have landed and
been distributed among the claimants, no farther change takes
place, each sultan winking round and round hu fiu^y and
driving off all iatrndeit Thu u the account given tu Capt
Bryant^oemmander of the statloa at the Pn^Iov Islank

ir appearance

Capt Musgrave, in his account of the S«ds of
hemisphere, does not indicate that this jealous distnbuBon is

so customary
The cubs are bom a few daj« after the arrival of their

mothers, and always on shore. They have a great averdon for
the water at first, and are taught to swim by their motheri. It
II a most cunoua fact that daring all the while these creatnrei are
on ihme they remam aluolately without food, they arrive
excessively fat, and, os is not lurptisiim after a fast of two
month^ depart extremely lean When Uie young can shift for
themselves the rookeries ore broken up.
Kespeedng tbe different spedes of these Sea Lions and their

natumlut, however, distinguislied them firom the Seals proper,
with the exception of the Rtueian Steller, who, vuitmg the
Aleutian Islands in the middle of tbi lost oaitury, aaw the two
Wdee whl^ are found there, end described them u the Sea^ Liniurui, in 1758, nevetthelcM in-
duded them all m hu genus and it was not till 1800 that
Penm again Mpa^ them Snbieqnendy, they have been mi-
mtely studied by Dr J E Gray, and^ Peters of Berlin. Both
these authors, however, have bwn (or too fond of making new
genera and tpocies upon ilii^ akuUa, or even dugle aknu. Its^ to me better to retaml'droii a orfoinal genus Otarfo for the
wholegrouftt^numberofvedesofwWchaMonnttoiiine. True
Seals mbaUt the Arctic and Antarctic teas, ai well u the tampe*
mto regtena ta b«A ^sphere% together with the Antdlea and
Madeira

^
The Otaiias m more tolerant of waro^ and ore

**** America
Proceeding north, they are aumeroui

C*!^*®*^ «d extend round by the Aleotiui
known

station li that of tha Ptibylov Islands; further invedlgatioo

will perfaiqu reveal their exiitenoe m souMof the fadamli Mdll
and south of the equator in the Fadflo Ocean. Thay^nbMwd
allround the coasts of New Zaalond, the AudclandvTaimanla^
and Saalbem Australia. They ore said to iidiabtt Xmgaalqn'h
Lstid and the CroicU t we also know that dmreit oneapedM
at least near ^etown, a apeelman fleam that iMaHty Mhif
now alive in the Zodogteal Gardens.

JVOTES
An appeal it beiog made bf the Committee for the Explon*

tion of the Viotoria Cave,'SettH for adiBtloaal funds ; thft ffetfe,

we much rqret to say, being actually at a atop fcQui want of

means. This la not u it should be, and we fed m that tka

state of matters only needs to be made known to the edewiific

public in order to have it remedied The importenee of thtce

exjdoradoni need not be intlstod on in theee pegee ; leeulte have

bM already achieved of the Ugliest vaUe to the geblogitt, the

hutotian, and the antiquary What further rcc^ may be

found at the cave in lower and earlier depodts fthan thoee yet

Investigated, is a question which can only be solved by ac^
work. The bottom of the cave has never yet been reaob^ The
senes of bones obtained during the post year la exceedingly fine^

and may challenge componsoo wiUi any m the hiagdom; end

altogather the work, besidei bearing already' many ia^ortoBt

remits, la one of gr^ promise The Britub Assodatwo have

given three tevetal grants of SofL, but by for tbe greater diara of

the expense has fallen on a few individnali who have contributed

liberally This ihonld be 10 no longer, and we eaneetly hope

that all our teadeta will do what they can to Udp fixrwaid an

uttdertakuig of so great importance, SubecrlptiiM should be

forwarded to John Biriibeck, Junu, bon treasurer of the " Settle

Caves Exploration Fund, the Craven Bank, Settle, Yotkihlre.

A ntSOlUM dated Bombay, April 33, itates that the mem-
bers of tiie SolarEcUpM Expedition have left that place on tbelr

return to England.

News is to hand of a leomt volcanic cmptlon in Iceland

;

tbe foUowmg perticnlare we gather from the Icelandic corre*

spoadent of the Set/nmin —Shortly befote Chnatmei 1874
earthquakes were expenenced over tbe north east part of let-

land About ChiUtmas, colonina of smoke were seen rUngi
and therefore a party were sent from the My vatn on the 15th

ofJanury to reconnoitre. They went stra^ht eouthwenb oser

Odadahravn, and made for the Djmgjufjoll. The DyngJufJoU
form a circle of mountaina, and within tins arde Biere la a lava

i4retch called Askja (The Box) Mere the exploring portyfoand

the eraptioB to have taken place, and they state that a large

crater has been formed, firom which lava and day OM bdng
thrown handrtds of (eet upwards They found many tmall

craters grouped round the big one, and firom leveral of thasa water

was flowlag All around tbe certb was tent into hugs fiieane,

and at some places It had subiided to a oooiiderable extent Since

this visit, tlw cohunn of smoke has been seen daily in dev
weather, and lUght earthqnakea have been felt V intenala. On
the night of tha iSth Ednuary, the gleam of a graat fire WM
eeen firom Gtisusiodum, in a weatem direction. A new e3l>

ploring party found the fire to be twenty mOee ftom the

inhabited diatrtet, to tbe west of the so-called Sveinagfe, in tlm
Ausinrfjolhun. The eruption had taken place firom aeveeel

ocaters. Some have plied up the lava around them into Aapee
reaemUing castlea , firam others the lava had flowed in attmett
and formed a lavtpfield of large extent Mostoftheoratenwfito
amokiag whm the party arrived The lava atream fimm alt the
ontars ii between two end three mBaa lonit end fimm fion In
feto yatda bread. At many plaoea the gtowing fire wm aevv*
koklng down threngh die fiietin^ end tbe enst WM firqnd tojto

twoV three feet tiUdt In two w three piMee mmB bollew
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AM been S3dWd> ei^e ot ooMaiaint two or tlm
'bA<r<l!rMd& E^OeiM oottited nt itttrrabi in thect^^

tm, MitlWM nxnm tram tbiown op to a height eem-

pntod at ite yaida. The dutaace from My ratn to the oaten

i{i caloaM*^ to be iioai forty to fifty Eegluh milea.

IM ««*—«*<«» ariih the abora^ it la mtenatiog to note that

laporta ftooi Siraden and Norway atate that dnri^ the night of

Mtnh ig^jnUuit, nheavy tainof aahea or aand took place from

the weal coait of Ntoway to the Swadith frontier j the whole of

the eomitiy waa coramd with grey dnat to todi an extent that

Aott n pint ofnow more than a tahkapoonftil of maidne araa left

•Ayr Om Mow had melted Some ehemiata of Chiiatlanta hare

MMtbmd the eihei, end one of them, ProC Waage, sUtea that
|

the doat ooniiattof little, {mgnlar, bnt aharp-edged grama, almoct

a& eohmrtoat aome few art of brown colour—and they conaist

principally of ailicataaL Adda extract aome lime, iron, and aln

ha from their powder The profeaaor thinka it likely that the

dnat orlgiaatea from an etOption in Iceland Thia view ia con

liitned by a mineralogical inreedgation made on another aample
I

of the dnat at the Chrutianla Univeraity, by Profs Kjeraif and

Feanley |
they lecognued the dost to comiat of fragments of

pamice-atone which ia identical with the Hecia pamice atone

According to Swedish newspapers, aome traces of the dutt fall

were ohaerred even in the nefauty of Stockholm. Prof Kjernir

also thinka it highly protiable that an eruption took place In

Iceland. The distance from the Iceland volcanoes to the

Swedish frontier ia airont the same as that from Mount Flna to

the Baltic.

TKk toUftwtog Informadon regarding an eruption of the

Volnmo of Teniate (Molnocai) we have received from Dr
A> B Meyer*—Mr van Mnaachenbinck, Keiident of lernate,

having made an ascent to the volcano, writes mider date

Feh. S I
"Aboet fifty small new cratetra, or rather deep wells, have

appeared along the walla of the large crater, and independent of

the proper cone of ereptioe , they are all deep (but it u dilficntt to

say how deep), and about twenty feet in diameter On tome

tpeta, the ‘Alangalang’ green was turned npaide down These

new, tmoll craters wera turrounded by still smaller ones, and by

ttobea thrown out from the interior This happened at the same

frmn as a rather heavy eruption of the volcano Koeang, near

Tagoclaada.” Tagoetonda, Dr Meyer states, is an island in

iVe north of Celebes. Me witncaied part of a heavy eruption of

the Koeang in iSyi (tee Natukk, voL it p aSfi). Thia coinci

dent action of the volcanoes of Tenate and Koeang in January

187s if Interesting, became the aame coincidence happened in

1871 Then the eruption of the Koeang waa felt in the form of

eairthqnakee end thnndrom aonndt hi the earth, oi far aa Coron

talo ia Cefebei to the aonth, and aa far as Ternate (Mohiccas)

to the eait At a fonnn eruption of the Koeang, in August
j

1870, the adiee ere eeM to have been thrown to the north as far

as Uhidenao (PhiUppiae Islands), about aoo mdea distant The
Koeang, therdbre, appears to be still now a formidable centre

cf volmaio aetioo.

Dttenro the present term at Oxford, Prof Lewaon and Prof

Key Leakaiter are oimducting a class from 10 till 4 o'clock eseb

day, wUA preaenta featuraa of special interest on account of its

nov^ The ocarae ia one of general biological inatniction,

devised ro as to give a survey of the leading foatmes of plants

ghd enhewisr The practical work ia preceded by a lectors

CWeet pains hee been taken togd the typw required, tome being

Msy fbBeelt to proeorc, end quite as educational sped-

mttm. Among toeae may be included Af^tiiaiiiiia, Goniem,

OaSAdophora, atld Amphioxus We hope that Pro& Lawstw

and rnPhaatey will find that their enterprising attenqit to raise

the atandard of Wologlctl itudy will be anflkiently appreciated
,

to IMthete to netotoM tfse nosswdni the neat eiaaennWa

t^ppetfattiiy,

Tn Cambridge Mnaenm and Lecture-Rioma Syndicate hnM
iaaued their Ninth Annual Report They draw attention to the

insufficient accommodation for examination purposes and the

insttfficieDcy of apace for the itudcnta in comparative ana-

tomy Cotuldcrable use baa been made dunng the past year

of the Cavendish Laboratory, which ia being rapidly fitted at tbo

expense of hu Grace the Chancellor, the Duke of Devonihire,

wUh the appatatiu leqiuTed for physical research. The want of

proper accommodation for Dr M Foster a claasei in Physiology

M punlully evident, aa those rooms are neither sufficiently large

nor sufficiently well lighted for class rooma The donations mode
to the different collections h^ve been numerous.

In u Congregation at Oxford Univeraity on Tuesday, a statate,

the pnnclpal effect of which would be that the examiruulom in

the Natural Science Schools would be held only once a year, and
that honunrs might be obtained in different subjects at different

times—creating, m iact, independent Schools Of Physiology,

Chemistry, and Physics—was thrown out, after a sharp debate,

by 25 votes to 23

Tirx Conned of the Senate of Cambridge University propose

to offer a grace early this term for the appointment of a syndicate

to consider the propriety of establishing a profesaorihlp of

Mechanism and Fngmeeriog

Thk High School at Newcastle-under I yne, which will open

after the summer, under Mr Kitchener, is fortunate enough to

have alresdy met with a liheral and wise fnend m Mr Mayer
lie has founded a $0/ exhibition from the school to the Univer

titles, for Science and Mathematics, b tidti two minor exhibitions

for Art

are Informeil that Mr A K Wallace has in hand a wwk
on the Geographical Dlslnbntion of Animnl^ which will be
looked for with great interest

The Annual General Meeting of the Iron and Sleet liiititute

will be held in the rooms of the Institution of Civil h ngineers,

25, f real George Street, M estmnuter S W , on Wednesday,
May 5, and two following days , the president-elect being Mr
William Menelaus Among the papers to be read are the fol

lowing —Notes ofaVisittoMines and Ironworks in the United

States , and on the Sum of Heat Utdised in Smelting Cleveland

Ironstone, by Mr I I»wthian Bell, F R S The Estimation

of Small Quantities of Fbosphonis m Iron and Steel, by
Spectrum Analy<^i^ by Sir John G N Alleync, Bart The
Manufacture of Bessemer Steel in Belgium, by M J Deby,
Bniasela The Summer Meeting will be held at Manchester

early in September

Sir Henry Rawiinsqn, at Monday’s meeting of the Royal

Geographical Society, in imated that the Society had awarded

the two medals of the year to the two great Arctic explorers,

LieuL Paver and Lieub Weyprecht. With reference to the prixes

the Society offered to the public schools, the following arc the

awards —Physical Geography-Gold medal, Henry Alesandar

Miers (Eton College) t bronre medal, Archibald Edward Garrod
(Mariboiough College) Political Geography—Gold medal,

Sydney H B. Sounders (Dulwich College) , bronae medal,

W C Graham (Eton College)

The Pnna Geographical Society held last vredc ib annual

meeting m the great hall of the ^i^ifEneounigniunt, Rue
Bonaparte ; moro than 3,000 pefsonsivere presenb Tbe nnmber
of members of the ^pdety has largely increased since MM
Thiers aad Barth^lemV Saint Hilaire joined it Frepantions

are being octivdy madrlbr the forthcoming Intenatio^ Gm-
gr^ihicol Mettii^ iriiidi is to be held at the Tnilertes, as wo
hnra alnady intiwnted,t inj Asgiat next The offices cf the

CoDgren aie already op^ in the Ptmlltn A Ftort, hnl nU
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comiMittiGatloM riMold be Mat tQ tb« Ge(>gn4>hk«l Sodetjr, I The tame firm will pabbtli, dning Best moath, “A Sheit

3, Roe Chriitine.

At the meetias of the French GecgiBpliica] Sodetjr latt

wedc, a gold medal wat pretented to Mr Waihbome for the

femily of the late CapL Hell, the American Arctic explorer

In the Unleertity of Ediabaigh, Mitt Flora Moaton hat

patted the examinationt for Univenlty certificetee in Artt for

women, with hmonrt of the fint dan, in Englnh Literature,

and Mite Annette Conan Doyle hat patted the ordinary examt

nationi in Englith Literature Chemutrjr, and Madtematict.

hL SuctNE Godard will piobabljr obtain authoritjr to hold

an international balloon race in Faria The proccedt will he

giren to the familien of S rd and SpinelU.

The death it announced on Saturday latt, at the early age of

thirty aeven yeart, of Mr Winwood Keade, wbote name la no

donbt Cuniliar to readert of Nature at the author of “ Savage <

Africa and die 'African SVetch Book.

Meanalof Heat," for the nee of Schoolt and Schmee OmiWi
by the Rev A Irving; Seoood Maitef of the

v^ttfngh**n.

The following infbrmatloB, with regard to the Gieehafo Lee^

tnet, we take from the jMtnuU tf itt Steiify k
appeaia that the Dceeiaatloii to vacMcin aa they occur amoeg'
the lectorert, it alternate between thoee membtn of the Griibe)»

Committee who are appointed by the Corporatko of London, ati4

thote appointed by the Mmcert Company It la aadentnod that

the fillingnp tbepretent vacancy, occatio^ by the retfgnerioR of

the Rev Joe. Fallen, the lectnrer on attronoety, letta with th#

CorporaUon tide of the Committee^ and that have deter*

mined to commence a reform in the adminittradoti of thie be«

qaeat. They therefore intend to make the appointment annual,

dependent on the populaniy of the lectuKr, to increaw the

number of Enghah lecturei, and to get rU altogetber of the nim
lets Latin lectuie. It u to be hoped that the Merotri’ Company
will take np the qneition in a umikr qihrlt,"

The Norwegian Storthing hat adopted the Government BUI

for the introduction of the metreal ayatem of weight* and

mcaaoret.

M WURTZ u to remam the Dean ot the Pan* £cole de

Mddectne. The report of hii reaignadon, to which allnalan was

made in onr U*t number, ha* been contradicted.

In a paper on the age of the Tertiary depoait* Malta, pnb-

ILhed m the third pare of the SUuu$gsitnrkU dtr AJutdtmu der

WuttntckafttH m fVun, Dr T Fuchi itatei that them bed*

belong to two diatinct stages , theolder, repraenting the “Bor
midian of Siimonda (Aqnitaman), may be regarded aa equlva

lent to the Oligocene marine Molasae of Switzerland and Bavaria,

the atrata of Bajas, Mengnac, and tame leas known Central

Etuopeta depodti } the newer aa equivalent to the “ Leytba

kalk of Vienna (Sarmatian stage) He states, in opposition

to previous authors, that these two series of beds have scarcely

any fosaila In common, and remariu especially that die great

Pcctena and Echinodersu do not occur m the upper strata. Dr

Fucha believe* that many Syracusan Pliocene fosUls have been

detCTibed as derived from Mriut. The two series are confurmable

in their stratification.

In a lecood paper m the same jutl hcation. Dr Fuchs an

nonneea the occurrence of Mioceneb^ which be also Uentifiea

with the " Leythakalk, unconformably underlying the Phocene

depoait* near byraense, and forming a great plateau to the west

of that city

The same joamal contains an interesting contrfoutlon to the

paliconlology of the Arctic regUms, in the shape of description*

of fossil shells from the Carboniferous limestone and Zechttein

rocks of Horn Sound, on the south wcMem coast of SjUtzbergen,

ooUected during the recent Austrian expedition to thoM regkma.

The author of the paper, Dr F Tonla, enuroeratei levvmtcen

^edet of Brachiopoda, three of which are described as new,

tind R new Avkulopeeten. Most of the fosaib are figured.

Mr. Van Voorst hRi just ready for publication “The Flora

of Eattboume.'’ hy Mr F C S. Roper; F L.S., Fre«ldent of

the Eastbourne Natural History SoJety

PRor Helmholtz* work “ On the Scasationi of Tone, us r

Physiological Bali for the Theory of Mtulc,* translated (with

the autWs sancdoii) from the third German edition, with

ddiUimal notes and aa additional appendix, by Mr A J
BUI, F.R.S , ii nearfy raady, and will be pubBabed In the

oowse of a wedk. It will be iissad by Memn. Leagmaa
aadCo.

The JmmMl oftkt Soady of Artt oontalM some detaQs con-

eemmg Scientific and Litciary Sodetlea in India Tbe Bengal

AsiaUc Society was founded by Sir Wm. Jonea in 1774, and the

Madras Literary Society was formed in 1818. The Bombay branch

ofthe Astatic Society dates from the year 1804, and in 1817 it was
grafted on to the Royal AsiaUe Society in hagland as the Bombay
branch. Iti Journal was esUbllahed in 1841, and tbe publketkn
hat been regularly kept up ever since at Intervals of one ortwo
yeeri. The Bombay Geographical Society, which datia from 1830;

was m 1873 amalgamated wdth the Bombay branch of the Asiatic

Society The Medical and Physical Society, though it languished

from 1863 to 1869, has now been revived, and pnblislicd a largSi

volume of tiansacuons in 1871 The Sasaoon Mechanics' Ihl^*
tute hss 346 members, couiscs of Icctnics, snd a good library (4*,

referenct \A 13,935 books. In Cskntts, bcsMai tbe vsnetahle

Asistic Society, there sre several other lodeties both for Emo*
peans and natives, and for the latter alone. In Bombay, the

StudenU Literary and Scientific Society comUts exclust^ of

natives, and hu iii members.

The additions to tbe Zoological Seders Gardens during the

post week include a Great Kangaroo {Matrvftu giganlau) from
New Sooth Wales, presented by Mr Caiieton V Bljih) a
second specimen anda Red Kangaroo (STofroftu raflu) bom in

the Gardens RPenunUaxdlefCasr/fo w5jw/AMini)fromPerria,

presented by Mr C. Czinnkow, two Kinkajoos {Cereo/^t
cotidwAi’ttltn) frotn North Vcnezoeia, presented by Mr Chat.
Campbell Downes

, a Grey Ichneumon (Horfitta gruttu) from
India, presentad by Mr IL M GruUiei

j a Macaque Monkey
{Macaau cynomolgat), White var , from Samar, Pbilippincai pie*

tented by Mr J Kou , a Crowned Eagk (S^uaHut rsmeeAw)
from SenegaL received in exdiange; two Silky Marmosets
(MiJat rttaba) from Brasd j an Ocelot </tf£i fanMit) from
South America, puicbaaed

EASTER WEEK AT THE SORBONNE "

{RAtmon dot Deigah da Soetkh StutmUt da n^idaternttU

'THE idea of otUUiig the Easter vaeatkm aa the date, and the%^ venerable Sorboim at the piece; of the annual gatfaeiintf|J

of the repieicttUtivea of ths leainad Sodelles cf Fhtnce wug*
very happy one, and, like all good hiesA It iiorownsd^eytaijy*
htcteaimg sucoesSi Numbsrs are but e feeble guide aS U>
Impottance of a gathering, yet even la nnmben uia list of dds^
gates was strong (mors than 350)1 but the true vahH of tht-*

meeting will be better estimated when we have given a btiel

report of sotne of the communications reed and dlscuewd, ^

ddng which ws shall Btcimrlly aatlon sone of the bMfe
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TUtotfaMndneetiiic took plue on yrdOnaday. Mwdt
3l« «t noon, uder tho pniddeiMy of M LoTcnier, who, aAer

oOMMtnlwiw tho nemben on tho veiy fall atteodancc, an
notttotd tho nomtnortoni of the vartoni lectiaul ofGom whidi
had 'bees fcv the BQniiter of Foblic Imtrectlon, via. —

I, SeetloDlor Htatoipaad Philology —Preaident, M. Leopold

DeUdet vtoforaddcat, M Laaeoet . See^, M Hippean.

f. Seotioa tor AidueoloBr '—Preaident, M le Marqnia <te la

ftMg t Vlce-picaiden^ M Renler ; Secretary, M Cba

3. Section Jbr Sdenoe—Freddent, M Levcnleri Vice
pnaUent, U Mllna-Edwarda ] Secretary, M Emile Bboard.

After WtnnaKtkm of tome formal bntinefa, the meeting waa
doted At 3PM the mcmbeti aatembled In the vanont aeciion

rooma, and the reading of pepen commenced
Thm were aeveral rntereating papera in the Sectiona of Jtutory

md tUMofy and Archaology, and we tenet that want of

apace pceventa nl referring to them in detdl We can only

aacntkri M. Le Hdrleher’a paper on the “ Application to Philo

logy of the Darwinian Theory of ' the Straggle for Life
; '

’ M
Vimont’a ” Motke of the Ardandogical Excavttkmt made under
the taparintendence of the Academy of Clermont herrtnd on
the ananmit of the Pnyde-Ddme j and M Lion de Vetly’a,

**Oit SymbdUam in Egyptian and Aiiauc Decoration!.*'

Thia aedloo waa divided into three anb'aaetkmt, Bi follow! —
Malhetnarirt Preaident, M.Dieo, Vice preaiden^M AUegret,
Sememry, M Saint Loup

Phytia and Chemiatry—Preaident, M laidore Pierre , Vioe-

prealdent, M Liatiyoaa , Secretary, M F MichcL
Natoml Sclenoea.—Preddent, M de RouviUe , Vice president,

ProL Ranlin.

Some of the commnnicatioiia were read only before the sob*

eectiona, otben both before the anb-aection and the full aection

It ita afternoon meetinga t we however ahail not dutingniah

between them, but, w with the other sectioiu, give brief notei

d ihe moat important papen
M Ldon VidaL—“Photographa in Ctdonis.* M Vidal »!>•

mbted aeveral albnma tpecimena of the reaulta ol bu method,
whkb be ttated to be extremely inexpensive Aa far u we were
able to under!

t

and the metbod adopted, it appealed to be that

of treated colour pimtisg
,

if ao, it is not eaay to imagine

bow perfect tpedmens can be produced at the price atated,

iiameI]N 3 ccnti pet copy
M Doumet Adanaon.—"Remark! on the foinuUion of the

Salt Lake! of Tunu The author holdi that the laline matter

haa been derived from the decomporiiion of the lurrounding

moantaina, and rejecta altogether the bypothcaia of a great dia-

turhatKe having iunultnneoualy produced the Mediicnanean and
the Sahara.

Dr de Pidtn Santa.—"Consumption in Algeria ’ llie

antbor staled that the evidence colleaed by the official liKiainea

of the Climatological Society ol Algiers showed that white in

early ttageaM phthisis the climate of Algiers waa bencboal,

it waa, on the othn band, ftinl U it bad ranched an advanced

_ ..f Foniaet AppUcatioa of the metbod of least Sqnarea

to the Radlanta of Meteor ihowera." This was illuatraied by
the dlacntsiott of nearly 500 obicrvationa tor the deternunation

of tbn ndiant for August 1874.
Mr Maraham Adams exhibited and described hit Coelometer

, _ ji* Aipe, !• F for 338 feet, andm feet 1 (a) at equal aiutndea the minn temperatnre is 5*

ogwr in tM Pyrenees than in the Alps, and the beght of we
>Mer Uae in the two dbiricia ia foand eonfotmablc tbeieto, it

lehag abont 10^000 fact in the former, and 9,000 feet in the

A^ttibaiHs an
ait December

and related hu hniaidaiia deaecnt finun tl

falottM tee detached 60m a aei^hbomdag p^bythewha
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They were unable to repair it ; the temperatme inside soomM
below aero Fahrenheit, and the obeervatory became nninhabftable.

They battled with the storm for three days, hut fiaaBr remitvad
on attempting to descend , in this they were sneomiM, bat it

o^^(^ sixteen hoars instead of three, which are nanally

M Mayet—" Note on the Medical Statbtka of the Hospitals
of Lyons. This paper waa rather a description of the method
adopited than of the reanits obtained , M Mayet, after domi^riag
his data, plots them npon carve paptf, and coin]iai«a thm with
the nnncipal meteorological elementa.

M Tnichot—" On the disintegmlion of the rocks of An*
verne ermaiderad in cminection with the formation of arable
land ” llie title of tbli paper anfficiently explaint ita natnre,

except that tha anther called special attention to the importance
of pbotphoric acid for agricnltnral pnrpoics.

M Abria gave a demonabration of toe law of " Double lota]

reflection m nniaxal cryitain
’

Prof de RouviUe.—" Geological maps of 1 Hfranlt ’ The
author briefly explained the mapi which be exhibited and the
geological icatures of the department, and Incidentally pointed
oat the nndesirabihty for many pntpoaea of edentific maps ter

mmating with politi^ or legal rather than physical bonnoanes
M SttodoL— * Complete dental system of the Mammoths.”

The anthor of this papra had certainly ample data whergapon
to base hia teiearchea, for the collection which he exhibited com
plctely covered the tables^ and mnat have numbered at lenat loo^

and nui^ in size from two httle milk teeth leii than an inch
long to Tull sized specimcDS weighing many potmda
M Barthdemy gave a brief acconnt 01 w icsearches on the

respiration of plants, showing how it waa continned even in a
single leaf detached from the plant on which it bad grown
Prof Ranlin.—"Distnbution of mininlheAlps.’—̂ elear

anthor gave a brief extempore summaiy of the leasonal distri*

bation irf rain in the Alps, based upon the records of about aoo
stations, of which nmety three were in the Alps and sixty nine

in bwiuerland He stated that the summer rains of Northern
Germany extend to the very snmmita of the Alpir that the s^
tern of autumnal rains prevails on their southern slope, while
the system of vernal and antumaal rains extends from the foot

of the mountams to the banks of the Po. It is only thence, m
the plains of Venetian Lombardy, that the system of tnmmer
droughts which prevails over July is fully established —

M

Renou asked what length of nswters bad been used, because he
doubted if Ihe penods were long enough to determine accu
lately the seasonal variation , be doubted if ten years was sufB

dent Prof Ranlin said that uriuliy the fWiiods were much
Itmgtr, and he added that, if the leaionsl fealuret were pro-
nounce three or four years would reveal to which class the

station belonged, otbcrwuc ten or even twenty yenia might be

Dr hlonoyer— " New formula for determining the proper
focal length of apectodes, and olhir questions in phyaiologfcal

opfaca.” Perhaps the most inipoitant feature of this paper was
the reference to, and exhibition of, a standard decimal typo>

graphical scale, prmled in type of the same character thresigh

ont, but BO gMuated m size at to give a perfectly decimal
meaiuro of the power of the eyes, we thonld itrongly vtgt
ocaliiU to cbtida copies of this scale and introduce them into

this couAliy
Prof Rodiard gave a moat spirited and inleieMlag daacriptkn

of bis new " Musical Alphabet, ’ of which, if h ptoves as sne-

ceasful m other places u it baa at Nantes, we shall certainly

hear more The profesaor clalma that it te to musM what tbia

nomendainre ia to chemiatry, and what numerals are to calcn
lation , be showed how it aflmost snaihOated the diftkalty of

time, lessened that of intonation, and fadlllated the reading and
wntbg of music. Speaking of the qnettioa of transposition

and change of key. he addM that be had almoat ready a piano
of which the pitch conid be Instant^ altered to anyextent, even
in the middle of tbe most rapid pmymg. Prof Rocbaid eon*
dnded by sUtiim that his pnpUt at the Amodatloii Polytedi

niqne hod victononsly solved even difficulty put bdbre them

.

soy, more, they bad attacked probums impoMiDle to be resotved

by any otber ayatem than tbe muiicnl aJpbabet.

Prof Dclage presented n memoir " On the Devonian ayatem

of tite north of the department of lUe*et VlUaine and on ita

relation to tbe SUnfan aiMl Ceibonifoioniimteffli ” Heibowcd,
R acriea of lectloni taken in tbe south of tbe depaitnacnr, ffiat

older of tnperpaeition of the vanoua Silurian beds n that

adopted in the geofogfoal map of tha department
S.'
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SCIENTIFIC SERIALS

coodneting power of lolutioiii of Ue ehltnides of eUceUei Mul
aUttllne earthly and of nitric add, bjr K Kohlrauach and O
Gtotrian.—On the gliding of electric aparic^ by K. Antolik. The

of lait yea^ and hat since ,

cnoe on the subject , he had obserred long ago that if the two
disdiarge balls of a Holz dectric machine are at a certain small

dlt^ce from each other, the path of the spark is not In a zlg>

sag Itnei but straight, and that the spark is often strongly bent

or broktt in a certain point, which liM nearer the negative pole

Mr Antolik's idea was that native deetndty leaves b^ct
somewhat slower than positive eiectridty, and that the benduw
pomt in the swk was the place where the two electridties united

He successfully tried to obtain an image of the spark by letting

it pass over a blackened gloss bulb , thus he found that the

spark glides in three and often five paralld lines. The paper

is very elaborate and highly interesting, the author having varied

his ezpenments in all p^Ue ways.—On a universal meteoro^
grub for solitary observatories, by E H von Banmhaner
The Dutch Scientific Society of Haarlem offered its gold medal
and a purse of 300 florins in Januaiy 1873, for a suffi^t means
to determine temperature, density, and depee of moisture of the

atmosphere at a considerable elentlon above the surface of the

earth, and in a manner which makes self regutration and con

stant repetition of obaervationa possible. Herr Baumhauer’sK enters into the details of this problem and describes certain

ments which the author devised, and vriitch go far to

solve the question at stake, although certain modifications of the

Society’s demand became necessary, there being a great diflercnce

when Uie term “ at a considerable Ovation is applied lo a spot

wbl^ is comparatively easy of acccsi at any time, or when, for

instance, it denotes a captive balloon, llie author, however,
desenbes instruments which would answer veiy well in both
cases.—Contlnnaiion of unearches on rod miwiietlsm, by A. L.
Hols (see voL 151, p fiO of these Annais) —(m the messunng
of angles by means of the ewiece micrometer in ostronomicm
telescopes, by Dr Mateia—tJh the proportion of specific beats

under constant pftssures and in coastant volum^ by J J
Muller—On some observations of the spectra of gase^ 1^
Eugen Goldstein The author haa made a senes of esperiments

which tend to show that Wullner’s idea os to the independence

of the gas spectra from differences in the temperature is an
erroneous one. They principally consist in interpoung a layer of

air into the induction current, which lights up the spectral tubes
fill<»t with the rarefied gases, sometimes with a simultaoeous

insertion of a Leyden jar, oivt thus forcing the current to pro
dnee a sparit Mr Goldstein then shows that in the whole circle

of the current the discharge takes place in the same rhythm, there-

fore that the current passes the tube filled with the rarefied ns
just as momentarily as any other part of the circle ,

from this tie

condudes that also in the tube the discharge takes place in form
of a spark, that therefore the gas ought to show a Ibie spectrum

Now, as this is not the case^ and the gas on the contrary shows a
band spectrum, the author thinks this a contradiction of WUtl
a^i esplanatkm.—The next paper in the number ii by Herr
WUllper bimseU^ and explain the lubject very tfititfactonly, aa

he pmvea that not one of Hot Gddatem’s experimenta is ctm
tiadicteay to his theory of the difierent spectra of gaaes , the

ioim the electric discharge m the tubes containing tne mm*
point in Questioii, and Herr Wiillner proves this to be

in the eo-calltd dUtUti form, and not as a spark.—Finally, the
number oontain a preliminary report by Dr V Dvorak, on the

yifodly of ipapd travdliiig in water

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Lomdok

Koyal 9onl«ly, AprO 8.—"Enperiments to

Cane of Stiarificatkin in Electrical Disdnarms n
7atren De la Rue, Hugo W Muller, and Wi

By
a Rue, Hugo W Muller, aifl William Spottia-

obtdned in wtnking with a dilorldfrofdlvtr

battery « 1,080 oella fat connaction with vaenum tubes, appear

(o be of saAdent interest to IndnM ns to communicate them
to die Socldy in antidpatioa of the more dataUed account

bftsnMtoeontfmw shortly with a battgry ofiWIIMA IM
itiibly with a At greater namhar,

vulcAniisd rnbbcr itODMf (corkL nM^nrfctril >Tfaitf1riThi la

centiiii.)^ an^ in diameter a^ 4 j
long The other element conists of a ftattenad (Am nvf
pasdngby the side of the enrk to the bottom tcSi, fad
covend, at the npper jiait above the diloride of dher anaWM
it pasMs thp sto{^r, sriih thin sheet of gutta-perdn far iiU^
tk^ and to protect it from tha actioa oTtha liilpbv <n^ *l|ir

canised cotka , these wires an Aofan Indi(o 16 centfa.) broad,

and 8 inchea (ao 3a centims.j long In the bottom of me tnba
is placed aaj aj grains (14 $9 grmt.) chloride of ailrer in

powder , this constitutes the elKtioljte , shove the chloride of

silver is poured a solutioa of common salt containing at grammes
chlmide of sodium to 1 hire (f,7Sa grains to i gnllw u water,

to within about 1 inch (a u centuns.
j
of the cork. 'The eonnec-

tion between adjoining ecus is made by passing a short piece of

indiarubber tube over the sine rod of one ocU, and drawing (he

silver wue of the next cdl through it ao as to press igataae the

sme The dosmg of the cells by means of a cork prmmnta the

evaporation of water, and not only avoids this serlons ineod

voiience, bnt also contributes to the effectlveneas of the insnla'i

tion. The tubes are grouped in twenriea in a sort of tait-tnhqi

tadc having four short ebonite feet, and the whole placed in ti

cabinet a feet 7 inches (78 74 centim* ) high, a feet f Incbaa wUei
ond a feet 7 inches deep , the top beiag covered with ebonlie to!

ficihtate workmg with the appanUns, whirii ia thus placed 00 it

as an insulated table.

The electromotive force of the battery, u oompared with a
Dameli s (gravity) battery, was fbond to be m it>j to I,* Bs

centim (0-0131 cob. inches) mUad gM par mlmda wfan

,

riiroagfa a asixtim of 1 volnase of aalphiitie add afelliaa
of water in a voltameter having a nsaUtenca of 11 oluMr
stnking-dialanoa of 1,080dmnantabatwaan coppat wfewfanr
one taned fo a pohst, Ae othar (• a Alt aiwAM i»

,1, indi (-096 aaiuim.) to^ imdi (« i mOHm.) IIm
distancs thmgb which tha battery-cninr^

—“ —
tinnonsly im maw was is inclMS (» 48 o
tgrmmau in a caibooie acid residiial vaomr
been working dnoa tha early put of Kofanfaa t$f4t ^
practically a constant alaatrumotfre fioroa,

Beaidea a,ooo more oella like thoae jnst lissnflial, «... ^
pnttbig togothm 3,900 adli, with Ufa diiodfa af lOaei fa. tii
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MmM tlatjtr to tho Wteiy Aon daicrtM ; dto e]«M tubei

--• *— lAoftaictalilepucluiieni thtoblaetor tlMM

nt MMT behtg to prerent contact beUrcen tbe

a«Hm omonitaHiMm rodi. The Inttnal rcrietanoe of

iss,s^SssJ’A'dSASs,i!;;s,
ud thererolyefVon 3 to 4 S cob centimt. (0 18 to o 37 cab.

)» n witataetar hkTliig e reditanee of |i ohm
*ni*fr AihflMi k wwwAihly Mntent.

VUdThu (iven tbe molt itrikmg muitt U 8 indiet (20*33

onl^) lonfi oadhM e (ertaiof tlx tlamtohmi itan Tuyine In

Qunotarfromf rfuisditoebont i^of eninGh (o'9Jto 3 17

ontfant.), the thickntM of the «irt betag tbeat V (o to

oentim) aput ; w«l eoimoting tdnt ofplttfaum pen tL.

thetnbe&meetdkringaitdpemitofdMlnuith end other c<»^
dittou of toe dlicheise being TerU
Attineetoeteminaliof tot batten were pieced to oonneo
An with econmuleton of different klndt—tor inttance^ two

.pbetet of 18 inebet (45 72 centime ) m dumeter, pretentlng each

a tapetfidee of 7^7 eqoete feet (6$ 68 tqoeie dedme], end
crlindett of peper covered with dnfoil, each having a rartace of
16 tqnare tort [I48'64 nnare dedm) ; tbe globe and crlinden

were In ell caaet caietolly ineulated Other eoenmnlatort were
compoted of coile of two copper wirct of an inch (0*16

centon.) In diameter, covered with gutta pmba, to two foldi,

A<dattineh(oe8eenton.)thick. One coil contatoa two wirei,

A A and BB coiled tide bpdde^each bdng 174 yardeiisg
melrttl long, another with two wirei each 350 pardi (330
inetrea)Ioiw of the Utter we have two colli.

In addltton to theie accamnUton we have eeveial otheia

formed of ahemate pUtea of tinfinl and inanlating matenal, mch
at paper lataratad with pareSn, and alao aheeta of vulcanite.

Thm are of nitoaa capadtica and contain from $ to Kvenl
hundred aqnare feet The largeit haa a capadto of XT'S micro

fiumdi when it 11 diadiarged it givta a very bright tboit aparlc,

accompanied by a lond map , toe charge deflagratea 8 tochee

(30 33 ctttdmi.} of plattonm wire, -003 inch (0 137 reOlIm ] to

diaindcti whan it It canied to paia throngh d Ea^ acennw

are connected with the

UtorgiveadlilSnent remit!, bnt for theprcicnt v
ouicrvea to a deactipdon of toe experimenta mad

linaU of toe betterv are coni
m tiibe which permlta of the , -
'

' llythat connected with toe rtoc end)

_ - aoft nebnkmi light, to which Kveril
- Uyeri of dtffeieiit degieea of tAUUacy ere aecn InmM caaee there ia dther no todiMtion of atratificadoa or only a

togM iU-ddfamd tendency to atntlffeeUoa toe tnhea s^cted^ toad* bfliiiMiiti wan thoio mwUdi too attadfietau did

already to coonectom with tha v

. ai in Jig a,
‘

(coepM to Introduce a m
I ctol

D a greatorUngthofwlnJtatoa
lUta^ well^ddmed atratmeuioH

ZpffpeeiaBta ^^hyiy, V the vammtabit C to ofe
I eoimeetcd wito to end A of

^A«,wiHieaiiin lengtoalwlthtoend Bof toacconn
liftB B ) connectieaM ate aUoM to to wim of to vacinm

veu w lAVjam jw wnen uui uea , u mcervu
however abort it aaev be, mnat elance in accumuUting a diarge
whidi at intatvala dUcfaaigea itadf and caniea a JfowTn
the vacimm>tiiba to additm to that vtoich paaMi contlnnously

It may be itatcd that the cepacity of to acenmoUtor has to be
carefulv adjnated to pievaat any caaaatkm of to current^to
avoid, Li fact, a laappaig diitorgo at diatant Intervali. Tho
periodie ovaiffom ao to apeak, vMcbtoenaae to onneat horn
tone to tone, wonU leem to have e tendency to cenao en inter-

ference of tLe carrent wavee, and to produce nodci of greater

reiiitance to to mi#im, aa evinced by the etratiffcatioa which
beetmua qiparent To to eye no pnleaHon to to current la

uparent
,
and to order to emmaoe oanelvM whether or not

ton wu really any fluctnatom to to current when tl e

apparatna wu ttmi oonpUd np with to batten we made
leveni enpeiimenUi ana ntomptely hit apoa to following

atnagenaBt>~
The ptimaty wire pp* of a ftoaU tednrtion>«oil, both with

and adthoet to iioa com, wu Induced toto to drenitu well

|i to ncaam tttha V ) to to lecmi^ wire^ 11', oftolndac
ttoiMU wu emmatod a aemod vaeuam'tnbA V* Under

tirtW (i|«WBi*ajrti» tonwa ao change to to appearaaen of
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• af A* tnttadaotiw of Ao

MboloM lii^t befora wdten of ao huniaoBty oppo^ k lit*

««^d nmcmrn tpb^^ <° coaaecthiwwith tboyeofcJtrywtatflf

OB tho opfieannetof

thehHlbctiooooil,«*c«pt oa maMag and breoteg ooariw
tion witb tho btUeiy At other taaaa there waa evtdaaayhe

fluctuation la the eoatmneaa dudhaige, no penpdie Incnaae or

dnnuiutioa of flttw, end oMMqaently ao induced camat m the

eecoadarywre ae, ofthelndnctjoiicoU ....
In the aecood eapeniaiaet wirea were alao M fiom Uie

tenmnala cf the battery (all oflier thiaga temawiaff aa befoia) to

the con aecumuhbir, aa in Fto 4 then lamedlalely the dw
ehaneMV became atntified, aad the veooodaiy Taeuuffl tube, V*,

Iigk^ ub j dearly ahowiag that under tht

fluctuation m the diacharge really

itrat fivatiaB

The hr Utancy of tha dkcharge in V* (the induced cnmnt
paiKea through onaphcated vacuoa tubea throeeh which the

primary current cannot paia) dependa greatly oa Uie ouality and
quant ty o< the d achatge In the pnmaiy eaeoum tube, V Under
aome ctrcnmiitaneet the lecondary diachaige la eatiaindv Caeble,

and the illanmiatioa m V barely vmble tinder otbera it u ueiy

bnllwnt
Pretarabont are bemg made to render evident tndnoad

eatma in the uBooudtry wire of the coil too feeble to pmdnce
any tflueataMtion Pending tho further dcvclopinent of our invea

tigation we have ventured to give an acooaot of our ptogaeaa m
eueidaVing aoma pi inti in tl e theoiy of the vaeonni diieharge,

wlihout any with to aaenbe to our rcaulti more weight than ta^

and bpiUrr B ompton R lad Iheir cr II laige numbera i

ailver which cobta about two ahill nga per cell

m the form of powder or of roda cast upon flattened atlver wiraa

may be obtauM fiom Meian Johnaon and Mattbey Hatton
Oaiden When the battery it eahauated the reduced ailver may
be readily Moonyerted Into chloride wih acaredy any lou.

Zoological Society Apr 1 ao —Robert Hndten F R S
vice I rea dent in the cha r —A letter waa read from Lieut R
J Wardlaw Rammy feted Tooghoo Bntiah Bnnnah aand
November 1874 eunUnng addUooal remtrka on the Wood
pecker {C etnHt tnlhtet^LU t) deacnbed by bun at a former

tM^ng (P/S 1874 I aia pi xaxv)—Mr Edward R
Ala on exl ibited and ma le remarks on a nifoua variety of the

M r DC Iformouie (0 p/ i murit$tu, Deam ) from Went
Afr cu —Mr W B 1 e(,eune er exhib ted and madt reowilu oa
two bybi d 1 beaaantii the remit of a croM between J^asttmuj
Ukteiu and /

1
j^Kpmut nycth menu —Mr A. H Garrod read

a paper on the struaure of the deep )
lantar tandona in different

birdk m which the d flerent raixiea of acraagenieiit of Aem
tendonx waa po nted out, and tbeu fanpoitanoe m the cfeiaifica

to of the order iniiatcd ^n—A communication wat read
froii Mr R T Ledunere Guppy on the occurunee of /Mt
coatuluta m liuudad, and on the gcnerul diatnbntion of the

land and feeahwater moUuaea of that utud A aeoond com
mnnicabon from Mr Guppy oonlafaied a aota on avaMyof
Pultmtu eenitrteUu found tt Venranulan GHiaaa<r-A csaamuni
c-ijon was read from Ae Rar O P Camteidn^ kMch he
gave deacnptioiic of nuc new apeefea of ^iden of Om gnmia
7 vjww additxnua to thoaa daaoibad inn fonwer oaaomaMMmfon
on tlie mme aubyeet —A cgaamu|iicatien waa aand tan Mr
Oeoma Gulliver, coMtmnibg n dmcripcw qf lhe4|Mratttaien of
the Lamprey, Petremyttm aaeneww—-Mr R B Skta* enhi*

tNted and made tecanika on aoam apeotamof aiwio nae i|Mea
of bwda of prey fetel(y reeatved vf tlw Biiifah Itam flmn

nolegicnl Seeinty, AptR SttaW am&
), CMO, pmataA m Oa^-Mr ^SafWfer
J n number of yotmg JifmWdbthut had cmemdftan

aa ugg-caie received from Cqylon —Mr Bondaxhfintcaii^mct
men ofaa exotic locnat takati aUve at the bottom of a well naer
Btlghton Mr Scaly reedaeaBenoteacnihahaUta of tha apeedea
of Ormtkafterm from tbe Mabbar oetat, mJrffiKed at tteta
aaeeting —Mr McLachlaa read a letter fttm an Eagtamaa tm
atteiii Padlo,Celondo, U b ( attttaihntftomhEimmMace
e4ta potato bmtia tbainaect could Uve on the nhenelwd
ea on thehaolm^ and that nnleaa the Bja^iab aadtontiae

aome atqw to prevent the impotution of potato bolbiL Sk
beHiVed 1)4 w«eu mm be m Sda oouata7>^

.dto-ltokl
t).

pAua

The

pliMltotheremBikanmdeWM JJagnbattoelattmiN^ on M
hUdahaeadaatmla pener ma(irtpnnt oftaHa^ V«,
ddcoofe) of Oct 3. awl tamv^mpaodeaitf by tot mme
IqrM h^—Onaj^dwH^etanpAinapMtor Swede

—A note by H. Donato Taatawt cm a atwataca of mama
tfem—AnoM IwM deBeM#kaait<)9 A* totoqtwl'o) Ito

of thediflisttttplamtof th»iameantoL-‘Q*Jm»ncieb uam
anm^

M

ann^-A iakt
^
&

root and potatoea—Oa the egmvahmyofauSSm^^
aaotebyMM P Ckaarajawa^ aPiUat -On tbe dii r
of twonewtyngaef Oengefn la thePmmfen acbiataaf 1

(Hen^) I9w O de Baporm , the namaa propoted
new Comfam ere gnaMfennd Pneke^yt f c

morfka -U J Francois then nddiaased a communicat o fe

the Academy oa the hydioihtrinal and sahue emanationa fiM
the thermal Mureea in the Caaeaaea —A numt ar of gentlemei
then made aoma comawntcariona with legard tiPhyllox^ M
T Uchtenatdtt addretaed a no e on the inaect mentionad by M
lloitaer (not Hdsaaea m waa emmeonsly atated m the las

Cmitfte rtndu), which bvaa oa tho laofe of <btet bahamm um
Aha Frtun —A note by M Oranjon on the meana of me au

' -
*^eUlwoonttnictiiv the aame of two coneentn
syofatarma anplytoM Fayc^lwM 11

n tattaiie acid, whiM toma the poiai

BHuw w uw IIgB^ by M E. J Mumend —Oe the part { Lye
by Microaymau to the acid, alcoholic and acetic fe mem
aifon of eggs , reply to M Gayon by M A. Bdcha p -
Oa the therapeutic effect of oxygen, a notu l» M I ai n

Dcapalle—On a sepnlchral retreat of tbe old Afeo- a

Akmdib, on the Isle of Ounga in tbe Sfaumagin Arcbq <dau
fAfedca), by M Alt b L Pit art —On the we eondiDou 1 thr

Ifenube to the urmterx of 1836 to 1875, byM C Champc an
—A note by M Wodlec on the rtpwdncimnt in tbe lun| of a
corpse, of the pnlmonaiy sounds pettened duneg hfe by a scul
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provided some nitrogen responsible lines. The centre

has carried disease susvlllance of opium poppy growing

areas and identified a downy mildew resistant culture

now used in breeding piogramme.

Chemical Analysis methodn “or morptune % in Opium

Poppy and alkaloids in Asgends have been developed

at the centre.

Anand Centre: -

Isabgol and Liquoric are the mandatory crops

and Guggal, Safed musll, are studied as Intreductory

crops for domestication studies.

In Isabgol, some s.»'.ectlon are made and are in

testing. Control measure for disease in I'^ibgol have

been worked out. A root not tolerant culture identified

in llqurlce in the testing. Studies lo agronomy of

liquorice and making good progress.

K.A.U. Trlchur Centre: -

The centre was established in April, 1987 to work

on Piper. Longum and Vetlver. It has taken up domesti-

cation of Patchouli also in plantation crops.

In Patchouli, variety Singapore is found to be

good for raising as intercrop in coconut garden in

Kerala.

In Piper Longum (plplamool) selection from Chemical

hippali and Pathambllave pw 'formed between as sole

crop and as inter crop in coconut gardens.






